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X ABBREVIATIONS 

PSI. Proto-Slavonic 
PTL particle 
PTT partitive 

REFL reflexive 
REL relative 
RSLT resultative 
Ru. Russian 

S(BJ) subject 
SCr. Serbo-Croat 
SG singular 
Slk Slovak 
Sin. Slovene 
Slovinc. Slovincian 
SUP superlative 

TR transitive 

Ukr. Ukrainian 
USo. Upper Sorbian 

VOC vocative 

1 first person 
2 second person 
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Note on symbols 

0 zero (see chapter 1, section 2.1) 
* in historical linguistics, the sign for a reconstructed (not attested) form; 

in descriptive linguistics, the sign for an unacceptable form 
1 indication of the stressed vowel 



Transliteration from 
Cyrillic 

Language Letter Transliteration 

a a 
б b 
в v 

Bg. Mac. Ru. SCr. г g 
Bel. Ukr. г h 
Ukr. t g 

Д d 
SCr. t) đ 
Mac. f g 

e e 
Bel. Ru. ё ё 
Ukr. e je 

ж ž 
Mac. s dz 

3 z 
Bg. Mac. Ru. SCr. и i 
Ukr. и у 
Bel. Ukr. i i 
Ukr. i ji 
Mac. SCr. j j 
Bel. Bg. Ru. Ukr. й j 

к k 
л 1 

Mac. SCr. л> lj 
M m 
h n 

Mac. SCr. н> nj 
o o 
n p 
P г 



TRANSLITERATION FROM CYRILLIC xiii 

с s 
T t 

SCr. ti с 
Mac. £ £ 

У u 
Bel. У u 

Ф f 
tel. Bg. Ru. Ukr. X X 
Mac. SCr. x h 

Ц с 
ч č 

Mac. SCr. U dž 
ш š 

Ru. Ukr. Щ šč 
Bg. Щ št 
Ru. ъ H 

Bg- ъ a 
Bel. Ru. ы У 
Bel. Bg. Ru. Ukr. ь ' 

Bel. Ru. э b 
Bel. Bg. Ru. Ukr. ю ju 
Bel. Bg. Ru. Ukr. я ja 

Notes: 
1 When the language column is blank, the Cyrillic character is found in 

the alphabets of all the languages in question - those of Belorussian 
(Bel.), Bulgarian (Bg.), Macedonian (Mac.), Russian (Ru.), 
Serbo-Croat (SCr.) and Ukrainian (Ukr.). 

2 For languages which normally use the Cyrillic script, examples in the 
text are given in that script, followed by an oblique stroke and then 
the transliteration into the Latin script, according to the table above. 
Examples from languages for which the Latin script is generally used, 
are given in that script (and languages without a standard 
orthography, such as Polabian, are given in transcription). 
Serbo-Croat uses both scripts (see chapter 2, part A, sections 3.2, 
4.2.3 and 9, and chapter 7, sections 1 and 2.1); examples are given in 
Latin script, followed by an oblique, followed by the corresponding 
Cyrillic form. For the transliteration of Old Church Slavonic, from 
Glagolitic and from Cyrillic, see chapter 2, table 2.2. 





1 Introduction 
Bernard Comrie and Greville G. Corbett 

The Slavonic languages (usually called the Slavic languages in the United 
States) are the major languages spoken over most of eastern and much of 
central Europe, as indicated in map 1.1 on page 2. The Slavonic language 
with the greatest number of speakers, Russian, has spread, as a result of 
gradual expansion, from its original heartland in eastern Europe across 
most of northern Asia to the Pacific coast. The parts of eastern and central 
Europe where Slavonic languages are spoken are areas of great current 
political interest, with the emergence of new experiments in democracy, 
economic organization and artistic expression in societies whose recent 
history has been primarily one of tight centralized control. 

The Slavonic languages form a genetic unit, that is they are all descend-
ants of a single ancestor language, conventionally called Proto-SIavonic, 
whose characteristics can be reconstructed by comparing the various 
attested Slavonic languages. Going further, the Slavonic languages in turn 
form a branch of the Indo-European family, the family of languages that 
covers most of Europe and large parts of south-western Asia and South 
Asia and which includes English: the ultimate genetic relatedness of 
English and Russian, while perhaps not apparent at first glance, can still be 
seen in such similar items as Russian три/tri, English three, Russian сын/ 
syn, English son, Russian свинья/svin'ja 'pig', English swine. 

1 The structure and scope of the book 
In this book, a separate chapter is devoted to each of the following 
languages: Bulgarian, Macedonian, Serbo-Croat, Slovene, Czech, Slovak, 
Upper and Lower Sorbian (one chapter devoted to these two closely 
related languages), Polish, Russian, Belorussian, Ukrainian. For the 
present geographical location of these languages, reference should be made 
to map l . l . These are the generally recognized contemporary standard 
literary Slavonic languages, each of which is either the (at least de facto) 
official language of an independent country or countries (Belorussian, 
Bulgarian, Czech, Macedonian, Polish, Russian, Serbo-Croat, Slovak, 

i 
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Russia 
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Black Sea 

Bulgaria 

Map 1.1 Approximate present-day distribution of Slavonic languages in 
Europe 

Source: Adapted from Jakobson, 1955 
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More detail can be found on the maps in the individual chapters; this is particularly 
relevant for the area of the former Yugoslavia. 

Slovene, Ukrainian) or is used locally for some official purposes (Upper 
Sorbian, Lower Sorbian) - this reflects the political situation in early 1993. 
Although the official status of Cassubian is as a dialect of Polish rather than 
as a separate language, the distinctiveness of this variety in comparison to 
the bulk of Polish dialects has led us, following the practice of many other 
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Slavists, to treat it as a separate language. In addition, two extinct 
languages have been included: Old Church Slavonic, as the language of the 
oldest attested writings in a Slavonic language, of great importance for our 
understanding of the early history of Slavonic languages, and Polabian, 
which is structurally clearly to be considered a distinct Slavonic language. 
A further chapter has been devoted to Proto-SIavonic, the reconstructed 
ancestor of the Slavonic languages, which provides the necessary bridge 
between the Indo-European family and its Slavonic branch. Finally, two 
chapters do not deal with individual languages: that on alphabets and 
transliteration (chapter 2) discusses material particularly important in the 
case of Slavonic because of the variety of alphabets, orthographic con-
ventions and scientific and non-scientific transliterations of non-Roman 
alphabets that are current for Slavonic languages, while the chapter on the 
Slavonic languages in emigration (chapter 18) emphasizes that many 
Slavonic languages are spoken in lands far beyond the Slavonic heartland 
in eastern and central Europe and shows the importance of these far-flung 
communities for socio-linguistic research. 

This volume differs from previous surveys of the Slavonic family in 
several significant respects. First, each chapter is written by an acknow-
ledged specialist in the particular language. The expansion of work in the 
field means that it is now impossible for an individual to cover the whole 
family with the necessary level of expertise. Second, the chapters are highly 
structured, with each author providing detailed information on the same 
important topics. Thus the reader interested in a specific topic, whether it 
be verbal aspect, clitics or numerals, can easily find comparable infor-
mation on each of the Slavonic languages. And the comparison is further 
facilitated by treating the languages as of equal linguistic interest; the rela-
tive standing of the different languages in terms of number of speakers and 
political importance does not influence the attention accorded to each. 
Third, within the descriptions syntax is given its due place. Modern lin-
guistics has put syntax in the centre of the stage; this means that much 
more is known about the syntax of the Slavonic languages than was the 
case even a few years ago. Fourth, the book is accessible to a wide reader-
ship. To assist non-Slavists, all the examples from languages which use the 
Cyrillic alphabet are given in transliteration (as well as in the Cyrillic form; 
see Transliteration from Cyrillic and notes there; pages xii-xiii). Terms 
which are likely to be less widely known are explained. Thus, besides 
providing an up-to-date survey of current knowledge for Slavists, the 
volume is also a source of reference for all others with an interest in the 
Slavonic family; indications of further sources in English and other widely 
read languages are provided where possible in the bibliographies. Given 
the major input from Slavists into mainstream linguistics in the past (see 
section 2) and from linguistics into Slavonic studies, it is natural to seek to 
maintain this relationship. 
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As was mentioned above, each of the individual-language chapters is 
written according to a single general plan. The structure of each chapter is 
as follows. An introductory section 1 provides a brief account of the 
current status of the language and of its historical development in social 
terms (including the development of the literary standard). The section on 
phonology (section 2) deals with the sounds of the language in question 
and relations among them, in particular the inventory of phonemes (section 
2.1), that is which sounds can be used in the language to distinguish words 
(in the way that the phonemic opposition between / p / and / b / in English 
enables one to distinguish between pin and bin); the subsections on 
morphophonemics (sections 2.2 and 2.3) deal with the ways in which the 
phonemic shape of an item can change in different morphological forms, as 
in the way that the English morpheme (minimal grammatical unit) wife 
appears in phonemically different shapes in the words wife /waif/ and 
wives /waivz/, that is, /waif/ versus /waiv/. The section on morphology 
(section 3) deals with the details of how morphemes are combined into 
words, such as how the English morphemes pen and -s (the plural suffix) 
combine to give pens or, to take a more complex example, how the 
morpheme sing combines with the morpheme for past tense to give the 
word sang. Morphology can be further divided into inflectional mor-
phology (sections 3.1 and 3.2), which deals with relations among different 
forms of a single lexical item, such as the relations among walk, walks and 
walked as different forms of the lexical item WALK in English, and 
derivational morphology (section 3.3), which deals with the relations 
among distinct but formally related lexical items, such as among English 
observe, observer, observation and observationalWithin inflectional 
morphology, Slavonic languages, like most Indo-European languages, 
make a clear distinction between nominal morphology (section 3.1) and 
verbal morphology (section 3.2); linguistic terminology is not entirely 
standardized in this area, so readers are asked to take particular care in 
noting the senses in which we use the following terms, especially nominal 
and noun: nominal is a cover term subsuming nouns (see below), adjec-
tives, pronouns and numerals; noun refers to nouns in their narrow sense, 
the traditional 'name of a person, place or thing'; adjective, pronoun and 
numeral are used in their usual senses, as is verb. In general, the same 
paradigm items are given for each language to make comparison easier. 
Section 4 of each chapter deals with syntax, the various patterns of com-
bining words into phrases and sentences. Section 5 of each chapter deals 
briefly with the lexis (vocabulary) of that language, including in particular 
the relative weight of lexical items inherited from Proto-SIavonic (or 
created using morphemes of Proto-SIavonic origin) and those borrowed 
from other languages; for comparative purposes, lexical items are given 
from three well-defined lexical fields that have been important in recent 
linguistic and anthropological studies of lexis, namely colour terms (follow-
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ing Berlin and Kay 1969), body parts and kinship terms. Finally, section 6 
discusses the most salient characteristics of the main dialects of the 
language. 

Our emphasis on the innovative nature of the present volume should not 
be interpreted as a lack of gratitude towards the pioneering work of our 
predecessors, which has indeed made this book possible. The scientific 
study of the Slavonic language family has a history of well over a century, 
the initial work generally being considered Miklosich (1852-75), a detailed 
and compendious comparison of the individual Slavonic languages and of 
Slavonic with other Indo-European languages; the inclusion of a volume 
on syntax set an example that only too many successors have failed to 
heed. The next major landmark is Vondrdk (1906-8); it is chastening to 
see how many of the problems that remain at the forefront of Slavonic 
linguistics are already treated in these early works, such as the positioning 
of clitic pronouns and the use of different cases after the copula. The inter-
vening years have seen the appearance of the detailed comparative 
grammar of the Slavonic languages by Vaillant (1950-77), in addition to 
the first two volumes of the more concise work by Brauer (1961- ). 
Scholarly (as opposed to pedagogical) introductions to the Slavonic 
language family are available in various Slavonic languages, such as 
Бернштейн/Bernštejn (1961) in Russian, Horślek (1962) in Czech, 
Lehr-Spławiński, Kuraszkiewicz and Sławski (1954) in Polish and Nahtigal 
(1952) in Slovene (also available in a Russian translation). In Continental 
Western European languages there is van Wijk (1956) in French, in 
addition to the German translation of Nahtigal (1952) and most recently 
Panzer (1991). In English such works range from the concise introduction 
of Jakobson (1955) via the medium-sized Entwistle and Morison (1949) to 
the detailed survey of the individual Slavonic languages of De Bray (1951). 
Finally, important recent contributions to the social and cultural develop-
ment of the Slavonic languages have appeared in the publications of the 
Yale Concilium on International and Area Studies: Schenker and 
Stankiewicz (1980) and Picchio and Goldblatt (1984), and in Stone and 
Worth (1985). 

In many ways the Slavonic languages form a homogeneous group within 
Indo-European. They are therefore an ideal area for comparative and 
typological work. A very positive aspect of this research has been the 
concern to consider data from each of the Slavonic languages, rather than 
just from the most easily accessible. This concern to give the compre-
hensive picture was initiated by Rudolf Ružička: see, for example, his 
account of reflexives (1973). 

The perceived strategic importance of Russian from the 1950s on meant 
that American work on machine translation concentrated on translation 
from Russian to English, as in the Georgetown GAT system and the well-
known SYSTRAN work (Hutchins 1986: 70-8, 209-18). There has also 
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been a good deal of research in the former Soviet Union. While machine 
translation has had a chequered history, the linking of interest in Slavonic 
languages with computer technology has had several spin-offs. The 
Slavonic family is probably uniquely well provided with research tools in 
the form of morphological dictionaries (whether giving roots and derived 
forms or concentrating on inflectional information), frequency dictionaries 
and reverse dictionaries. Russian is particularly well covered, but 
researchers working on certain other Slavonic languages also have useful 
grammatical and lexicological reference works at their disposal. 

2 Some salient characteristics of Slavonic languages 
In this section, we list some of the most important typological character-
istics of the Slavonic languages, in particular those that have provided 
important material for the development of general linguistic theory 
(sections 2.1-2.4). 

In phonology, one of the most distinctive features of Slavonic languages 
is the presence of a substantial number of palatal and palatalized con-
sonants, in many Slavonic languages forming pairs of palatalized (soft) and 
non-palatalized (hard) consonants; perhaps the extreme case is Russian, 
where almost every consonant participates in this palatalization opposition. 
Another characteristic of Slavonic languages is the presence of an extensive 
set of morphophonemic alternations within inflectional and, especially, 
derivational morphology, as in the к: č alternation in Russian крик/krik 
'shout' versus кричать/kričat' 'to shout'; see further section 2.1. 

All Slavonic languages have a rich morphology, including a rich inflec-
tional morphology, and in this respect can be characterized as conservative 
Indo-European languages. While some languages have lost some of the 
inflectional categories found in Proto-Slavonic (perhaps most strikingly the 
near-complete loss of case in Bulgarian and Macedonian), all Slavonic 
languages retain a rich set of morphological categories; often there are even 
a few innovations relative to Proto-Slavonic. Typologically, Slavonic 
morphology is primarily fusional, that is a given affix frequently combines 
the expression of a number of grammatical categories, for example in 
Russian столу/stolu 'table' (DAT SG), the inflection -u encodes simul-
taneously dative case (compare NOM SG СТОЛ/stol) and singular number 
(compare DAT PL столам/stolam). Morphologically, verbs and, especially, 
nouns fall into a number of distinct conjugational/declensional classes, so 
that while Russian стол/stol 'table' has its dative singular in -и, жена/ 
žena 'wife' has жене/žene with the affix -e, and кость/kost' 'bone' has 
кост-и/kóst-i with the affix -i. Most of the morphological categories 
found in Slavonic languages are those familiar from other Indo-European 
languages, but one verbal category that is particularly richly developed in 
Slavonic languages is aspect (section 2.2). 
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Perhaps the most salient syntactic characteristic of Slavonic languages is 
their so-called free word order, whereby the order of major constituents is 
determined not so much by syntactic factors (grammatical relations, such as 
subject, object) as by pragmatic factors (such as topic, focus; see further 
section 2.3); this makes it hard to characterize individual Slavonic 
languages in terms of such typologies as Subject-Verb-Object versus 
Subject-Object-Verb. This freedom of word order is particularly clear in 
the case of the major constituents of the clause (such as subject, verb/ 
predicate, direct object, indirect object), while the order within individual 
constituents tends to be more fixed (though by no means always absolutely 
so): thus genitives usually follow their head noun, while demonstratives, 
numerals and adjectives usually precede; all Slavonic languages make 
extensive use of prepositions, with postpositions having at best marginal 
status. 

Slavonic languages have extensive agreement systems, for instance 
between adjectives and their noun or between verbs and their subject, and 
the intersection of agreement with the rich morphology already alluded to 
gives rise to a number of complications with theoretically interesting reso-
lutions (see further section 2.4). The fact that finite verbs usually encode 
the person-number of their subject leads to the possibility of omitting 
unstressed subject pronouns, although the extent to which such omission is 
favoured differs from language to language: in Serbo-Croat, for instance, it 
is normal to omit unstressed subject pronouns, while in Russian their inclu-
sion is usual. 

Subordination in Slavonic languages in general follows patterns familiar 
in other European languages, with a strong preference for finite sub-
ordinate clauses with clause-initial conjunctions and, in most languages 
(the exceptions are Bulgarian, Macedonian and the eastern variant of 
Serbo-Croat), an infinitive used in certain constructions where its under-
stood subject can be retrieved from the syntactic context. The written 
Slavonic languages also make extensive use of other non-finite con-
structions, such as participles substituting for relative clauses and gerunds 
(verbal adverbs) substituting for adverbial clauses, although such non-finite 
constructions are not characteristic of the spoken languages. 

2.1 Morphophonemics (Morphophonology) 
One characteristic of all Slavonic languages is a rich set of morpho-
phonemic (morphophonological, morphonological) alternations. Indeed, it 
is perhaps not surprising that much of the fundamental work in morpho-
phonemics, including generative phonology, has been done by linguists 
who worked largely with Slavonic material: Jan Baudouin de Courtenay, 
Nikolaj Trubeckoj (Trubetzkoy), Roman Jakobson and Morris Halle; see, 
for instance, Anderson (1985: 56-139, 318-22), Jakobson (1948) and 
Halle (1959). 
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By a morphophonemic alternation we understand a situation where a 
given morpheme (minimal grammatical unit) has more than one phonemic 
representation in different words into which that morpheme enters. In 
English, for instance, the alternation between /ei / and /ou/ in break 
/breik/ versus broken /Ьгоикэп/ is an instance of morphophonemic alter-
nation involving the two allomorphs (/breik/, /brouk/) of the morpheme 
break. 

A few of the morphophonemic alternations found in Slavonic languages 
continue alternations found in Proto-Indo-European: for instance, the 
vowel alternation found in Russian текуЛеки T flow' versus ток/tok 
'current' is a direct reflex of the Indo-European ablaut alternations that 
also show up in, for example, English break versus broken. For the most 
part, however, the morphophonemic alternations of Slavonic languages 
represent either Proto-SIavonic innovations or the innovations of indi-
vidual Slavonic languages, since a propensity for generating new morpho-
phonemic alternations seems to be a characteristic of Slavonic languages. 

In the Proto-SIavonic period, for instance, major new morphophonemic 
alternations arose as the result of the various palatalizations (see further 
sections 2.9-2.10 of chapter 3). Thus, the alternation that shows up in 
Russian пеку/peku T bake' versus печёшь/ресё§' 'you bake' derives 
from the first palatalization of к to č before a front vowel (in this case, 
Proto-SIavonic e). Another set of morphophonemic alternations that arose 
in the Proto-SIavonic period was that between back and front vowels, 
depending on whether the preceding consonant was hard (non-palatalized) 
or soft (palatalized), as the result of a sound change whereby vowels were 
fronted after soft consonants. Thus the ending of the nominative-vocative-
accusative singular of o-stem neuter nouns remained -o after hard con-
sonants, but became -e after soft consonants, as can still be seen in Russian 
мёсто/mesto 'place' versus поле/póle 'field'. 

In the late Proto-SIavonic period, new morphophonemic alternations 
between a vowel and zero arose; the sign for zero is 0. These alternations 
came about through the loss of the reduced vowels (symbolized ъ and ь 
deriving from Proto-Indo-European и and /, respectively), which are 
known as jers. Jers in strong positions developed into full vowels (the 
actual vowels are different in different Slavonic languages) while those in 
weak positions were lost, thus producing alternations like Russian рот/rot 
'mouth', GEN SG рта/Па (that is, rot- alternates with r0t-)y for Old Russian 
рътъ / гыъ , GEN SG ръта/rbta. (See further section 2.25 of chapter 3.) 
Vowels that alternate with zero in this way are known as 'mobile', 'fugitive' 
or 'fleeting' vowels. 

The phenomenon of akan'e in Russian (see chapter 15, sections 2.2 and 
6), whereby unstressed a and о became л or о in unstressed syllables, 
provides an example of a language-specific sound change that has given 
rise to morphophonemic alternations, as can be seen from comparing the 
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vowels in the different inflectional forms of Russian голова/golova 'head': 
NOM SG голова/golova [gaUva], NOM PL головы/golovy [gobvi], GEN 
PL голов^о1слг [gAlóf], where the shifting stress gives rise to alternations 
between о on the one hand (under stress) and л or э on the other (no 
stress). Note that we mark stress by 1 on the stressed vowel; this symbol is 
chosen to avoid confusion with other diacritics. 

The existence of morphophonemic alternations led linguists investi-
gating Slavonic languages to posit a level of morphophonemic repre-
sentation at which a given morpheme would be given a constant 
representation; one convention for indicating that a representation is 
morphophonemic is to enclose it in braces, that is { }. Thus, the stem of the 
Russian word for 'head' would be {golov-}, which would then be related, by 
the operation of rules, to more phonetic representations such as those given 
above for individual inflectional forms. Because of different morpho-
phonemic behaviour, segments that are phonetically and phonemically 
identical may receive different morphophonemic representations. Thus the 
vowels of the first syllable of Russian coea/sova [sAva] 'owl' and страна/ 
strana [strAna] 'country' are phonetically identical, but are differentiated in 
other inflectional forms of the words when the first syllable is stressed, as in 
nominative plural совы/sovy [sovi], страны/strany [strani], that is, the 
morphophonemic representations of these stems would be {sov-} and 
{stran-}, respectively. In describing the morphology of Old Church 
Slavonic, it is necessary to distinguish morphophonemically between two 
kinds of y, since {̂ 7} shows up after soft consonants as i, while {y2} shows up 
as ę after soft consonants; compare the following forms of the masculine 
O-stem nouns гаЬъ 'slave' and mpib 'man': INST PL raby (morpho-
phonemically {raby,}), mpzU ACC PL raby (morphophonemically {raby2}), 
męzę. In this, one can see the origin of abstract levels of phonological 
representation in generative phonology. The precise degree of abstractness 
that should be allowed in morphophonemic alternations has proved to be 
controversial; while probably most linguists would be happy with the 
morphophonemic representations proposed in the preceding paragraph, 
many would be less happy with Jakobson's attempt to account for the alter-
nation found in Russian examples like жать/žat ' 'to press', first person 
singular present tense жму/žmu, by positing a morphophonemic repre-
sentation {žm-} and a rule that drops the nasal and inserts a in the infinitive 
stem; instead, this latter example would probably be treated most simply as 
a morphological irregularity. 

Although morphophonemic alternations typically arise as the result of 
conditioned sound changes, there is a tendency, well reflected in Slavonic 
languages, for the original phonological conditioning to be lost, that is for 
morphophonemic alternations to become increasingly morphologized. In 
Proto-Slavonic, the difference in endings selected by hard- and soft-stem 
nouns was transparently phonological, so that in Old Russian, for instance, 
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we find the ending for hard stems -ъ in genitive plural рабъ/гаЬъ 'slave' 
and the corresponding ending for soft stems -ь in Aba<Ab/dbždb 'rain'. In 
Modern Russian, however, the relevant forms are pa6óe/rabóv and 
дождей/doždej, where the suffixes -ov and -ej are morphological, rather 
than morphophonemic, alternants; the expected correspondent of -ov for 
soft stems, namely -ev, occurs only with nouns ending in y, for example 
repoee/geroev from герой/gerój 'hero'. Finally, in every Slavonic 
language at least some instances of some inherited morphophonemic alter-
nations have been lost by analogy. In Old Russian, for instance, the dative-
locative singular of рука/гика 'hand' was руц-Ь/гисё, with с as a result of 
the second palatalization; in Modern Russian, however, we have simply 
NOM SG рука/гика, DAT-LOC SG руке/гике. In Proto-Slavonic, and still 
in Old Church Slavonic, the morphophonemic opposition of hard versus 
soft consonants corresponds exactly to the phonetic opposition of non-
palatalized versus palatalized consonants. During the history of several 
individual Slavonic languages, however, some of these consonants have 
become phonetically non-palatalized but none the less retain their earlier 
morphophonemic behaviour. In such languages, the morphophonemic class 
of soft consonants thus no longer corresponds exactly to the phonetic class 
of palatalized consonants, as when Russian masculine nouns ending in 
(synchronically non-palatalized) z require the genitive plural ending -ej 
characteristic of soft stems, rather than -ovas with hard stems, as in ежей/ 
ežej, genitive plural of ёж/ež 'hedgehog'. 

2.2 Aspect 
One of the major contributions of Slavonic linguistics to general linguistic 
theory has been the notion of verbal aspect; indeed the very term 'aspect' 
in this sense is a direct translation of Russian вид/vid (compare видеть/ 
videt' 'to see'). In every Slavonic language, with Russian used here as an 
illustration, most verbs occur as a pair, one member of the pair being of the 
imperfective aspect (such as писать/pisat' 'to write'), the other being of 
the perfective aspect (such as написать/napisat'). Like tense, aspect is 
concerned with the general notion of time, but whereas tense is concerned 
with locating the situation described by the clause in time, relative to other 
time points (most commonly the present moment), aspect is concerned 
with the internal temporal structure of situations. The essential content of 
the perfective/imperfective opposition is that between bounded and 
unbounded situations, or rather between the presentation of situations as 
bounded or unbounded, respectively. In a sentence like Коля написал 
(PRFV) письмо/Kólja napisal (PRFV) pis'mo 'Kolja wrote a letter', Kolja's 
writing of the letter is presented as a bounded event, that is as an event that 
is complete - from which we can deduce that Kolja did indeed finish 
writing the letter. By contrast, Коля писал (IMPFV) письмо/Kólja pisal 
(IMPFV) pis'mo 'Kolja was writing the letter', makes no explicit reference to 
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the boundedness or completion of the writing; indeed, it is quite possible 
that Kolja gave up writing the letter before completing it. As this example 
illustrates, the distinction sometimes corresponds to that between simple 
and progressive verb forms in English, namely with dynamic verbs referring 
to a single action, but this is not a general equation. Stative verbs are 
typically in the simple form in English, for example the book lay on the 
table, whereas in Russian they are typically in the imperfective, since a state 
is by definition unbounded (to begin or to end a state is an action, not part 
of the state), whence Russian кнйга лежала (IMPFV) на столе/kniga 
ležala (IMPFV) na stole. In English, habitual situations are usually in the 
simple form, for example Kolja wrote a letter every day, whereas Russian 
uses the imperfective, since the habit (as opposed to any individual act of 
letter writing) is not bounded, that is Коля писал (IMPFV) ПИСЬМО 
каждый день/Kólja pisal (IMPFV) pis'mo kaźdyj den'. 

Aspect is particularly salient in the Slavonic languages because the 
perfective/imperfective opposition characterizes virtually all verb forms, 
usually covering all moods and tenses (though the present/future oppo-
sition is typically neutralized in the perfective) and both finite and non-
finite forms. The pervasiveness of aspectual oppositions in Slavonic 
languages is, no doubt, one reason for the extent to which aspectology has 
leant on the Slavonic opposition; see, for instance, Comrie (1976). 

Although the perfective/imperfective opposition is the basic opposition 
in all Slavonic languages, most Slavonic languages also have some other, 
typically more restricted, aspectual oppositions (called sub-aspects). Most 
Slavonic languages, for instance, have an opposition, restricted to verbs of 
motion, between a determinate sub-aspect (essentially, motion in a single 
direction) and an indeterminate sub-aspect (motion in various directions). 
Russian contrasts determinate идти/idti with indeterminate ходить/ 
xodit' 'to go', for example он идёт в школу/on idet v školu 'he is going 
to school' versus он ходит по полю/оп xodit po pólju 'he is walking 
about the field'; both are imperfective - the perfective is пойти/pojti 'to 
go, set out', as in он пошёл в школу/оп pošel v školu 'he has gone to 
(set out for) school'. 

It is worth noting briefly the basic principles of the formation of 
imperfective-perfective verb pairs in Slavonic languages, using Russian 
examples. In general, simple unprefixed verbs are imperfective (such as 
писать/pisat' 'to write'), with only a handful of exceptions being per-
fective (like дать/dat' 'to give'). Perfective verbs are formed from simple 
unprefixed imperfective verbs primarily by prefixation. Prefixation also 
normally changes the lexical meaning, so that, for instance, the perfective 
verb описать/opisat' means 'to describe', though for a given simple 
unprefixed imperfective verb there is typically one (lexically determined) 
prefix that is most neutral; in the case of писать/pisat' this is на-/па-, so 
that написать/napisat' can be glossed simply as 'to write' (PRFV) -
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whether such prefixes are ever truly lexically neutral is one of the 
controversies in current Slavonic aspectology. Less commonly, perfectives 
are formed by suffixation, as in Russian исчезнуть/isčeznut' 'to dis-
appear', the perfective of исчезать/isčezat'. Prefixed perfectives (in par-
ticular, those where the prefix carries a difference in lexical meaning), and 
also simple unprefixed perfectives, form corresponding imperfectives by 
suffixation: the imperfective of описать/opisat' 'to describe' is 
описывать/opisyvat', that of дать/dat' 'to give' is давать/davat'. In 
addition, most languages have some idiosyncratic pairs, including supple-
tive pairs, for example, Russian брать/brat' (IMPFV) versus взять/vzjat' 
(PRFV) 'to take'. 

2.3 Functional Sentence Perspective 
In English, word order plays an important role in carrying the basis syn-
tactic relations within a sentence. In John saw Mary, for instance, only this 
particular order of words is possible, and any change in the order of words 
either changes the meaning (as in Mary saw John) or leads to a non-
sentence (for example, John Mary saw, saw Mary John). In Slavonic 
languages, however, the word order is not tied to the expression of syn-
tactic relations in this way. In Russian, for instance, any of the six logically 
possible word-order permutations of the sentence Коля (NOM) видел 
Таню (ACC)/Kólja (NOM) videl Tanju (ACC) 'Kolja saw Tanja' is gram-
matical and has the same basic meaning, that is refers to a situation in 
which Kolja saw Tanja; thus Таню (ACC) видел Коля (NOM)/Tanju 
(ACC) videl Kólja (NOM) still means 'Kolja saw Tanja', and not, for 
instance, 'Tanja saw Kolja'. This freedom of word order goes hand in hand 
with the richer morphology of Slavonic languages. In the Russian example 
just cited, the prime indication of who did the seeing is the nominative case 
of the noun phrase Коля/Kólja, while the prime indication of who was 
seen is the accusative case of the noun phrase Таню/Тащи, thus freeing 
word order to express other distinctions. 

Just what does order express in Slavonic languages? There is no 
uniformity of terminology, and even some disparity of conceptual basis, in 
answering this question, but the following represents something approach-
ing a consensus. Word order in Slavonic languages is determined primarily 
by the arrangement of given and new information, more specifically placing 
towards the beginning of the sentence information that is given (that is, 
already shared by speaker and hearer) and placing towards the end of the 
sentence information that is new (that is, the new information that the 
speaker wants to convey to the hearer). If one interlocutor asks 'Who did 
Kolja see?', then the fact of Kolja's seeing is given information and will 
come first in the answer in a Slavonic language, while the fact that the one 
seen is Tanja is new information, so that this will come last, giving, for 
instance, the version Коля (NOM) видел Таню (ACC)/Kólja (NOM) videl 
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Tanju (ACC) in Russian. Conversely, if the question is 'Who saw Tanja?', 
then the fact of Tanja's being seen is given information, while the identi-
fication of the one who did the seeing as Kolja is new information, giving, 
for instance, the Russian version Таню (ACC) видел Коля (NOM)/Tanju 
(ACC) videl Kólja (NOM) as an appropriate answer. The new information is 
also referred to as the focus of the sentence. 

Sometimes, the structure of the discourse will force or suggest a par-
ticular constituent of the sentence as what that sentence is about. For 
instance, if someone asks 'What about Tanja?', then an appropriate reply 
must be about Tanja. The item that the sentence is about is called its topic 
(or theme), the rest of the sentence is the comment (or rheme). In Slavonic 
languages, the topic usually occurs at the beginning of the sentence. 
Imagine the following conversation between A and B: 

A: Vanja saw Vera. 
B: What about Kolja? Who(m) did he see? 
A: Kolja saw Tanja. 

In the last turn of the conversation, Kolja has been established as topic, and 
the rest of the sentence is the comment. Furthermore, the fact that the 
person seen is Tanja is the new information or focus, so we have: topic 
Kolja, comment saw Tanja, focus Tanja, giving in Russian the word order 
Коля (NOM) видел Таню (ACC)/Kólja (NOM) videl Tanju (ACC). Thus, 
in a sense the basic word order in most Slavonic languages can be said to be 
Topic-X-Focus, where X represents material other than the topic and 
focus (non-focus comment material); deviations from this order serve 
primarily to indicate emotional expressiveness in spoken registers. 

These major differences between the function of word order in English 
and in Slavonic languages were first studied in detail by linguists of the 
Prague School, such as Vilem Mathesius (Mathesius 1939 and, more 
generally, 1947), who were interested in comparing and contrasting 
English and Czech syntax. The general area of study that covers such 
notions as topic, comment, focus, is referred to variously as functional sen-
tence perspective, communicative dynamism, topic-comment (theme-
rheme) structure; the Prague School used the Czech term aktualni členenu 
They noticed another distinction that ties in closely with those already 
mentioned (freedom of word order, richness of morphology). English has a 
number of productive syntactic processes that enable one to change gram-
matical relations (such as which noun phrase is subject of a sentence); the 
most evident is the passive, which enables one to rephrase Kolja saw Tanja 
as Tanja was seen by Kolja. One function of such syntactic processes in 
English is to bring a noun phrase to sentence-initial position, thus marking 
it overtly as topic of the sentence. While passives are possible in Slavonic 
languages, they tend not to be particularly idiomatic, especially in spoken 
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registers, and are usually much more heavily restricted than in English, 
with, for instance, no possibility of a literal translation of Kolja was given a 
book by Tanja. In functional terms, the equivalent of English Tanja was 
seen by Kolja in a Slavonic language is not a passive, but rather an active 
sentence with the object preposed, such as Russian Таню (ACC) видел 
Коля (NOM)/Tanju (ACC) videl Kólja (NOM). To a large extent, the func-
tional equivalent of English rules that change grammatical relations is the 
possibility of word-order permutations in Slavonic languages. 

While it is reasonably clear that for English the basic word order is 
Subject-Verb-Object (SVO), the question of the basic word order in 
Slavonic languages is not so clear in syntactic terms (though one can say 
that the basic order is Topic-X-Focus). For some languages, such as 
Russian, there is consensus that the basic order is SVO, for instance on the 
basis of the greater textual frequency of SVO over other word orders and 
on the basis of the preferred interpretation of potentially ambiguous 
sentences like мать любит дочь/mat' ljubit doč' 'the mother loves the 
daughter' (rather than 'the daughter loves the mother'), where both nouns 
happen not to distinguish nominative from accusative. The grammatical 
traditions of some other Slavonic languages, however, either suggest other 
basic orders or no basic order in syntactic terms, and this is reflected in the 
chapters on individual Slavonic languages. 

2.4 Agreement and agreement categories 
Slavonic languages preserve a rich inflectional morphology and have made 
innovations in the categories involved in agreement; these two facts result 
in complex agreement systems, which have attracted considerable interest. 
Typically, we find agreement within the noun phrase in case, number and 
gender. In Russian интерёсн-ая книга/interesn-aja kniga 'interesting 
book', the adjective интерёсн-ая/interesn-aja stands in the nominative 
singular feminine form, these features matching those of the head noun. 
Finite verbs typically agree with their subject in person and number; 
Russian мы пиш-ем/my piš-em 'we write' as opposed to, say, они пиш-
ут/oni piš-ut 'they write'. Past tenses are frequently formed with the so-
called /-participle, which creates a more interesting situation, as in 
Serbo-Croat 8пёйапа je dósla/Снёжана je дбшла 'Snežana came (liter-
ally: Snežana is come)'. Here the auxiliary verb je/je 'is' shows agreement 
in person and number (third person singular), while the participle shows 
agreement in number and gender (singular and feminine). Some Slavonic 
languages, such as Russian, use a null form for the verb 'be' in the present 
tense, so that we find: Таня пришла/Tanja prišla 'Tanja came'. The 
former participle is the sole form in the past tense, so it may be said that 
Russian verbs agree in person and number in the present, but in number 
and gender in the past. Various types of pronoun also show agreement with 
their antecedents, in number and gender. The description given so far 
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covers a large proportion of the instances of agreement in Slavonic. There 
are, however, many examples where additional factors are involved, which 
require elaboration of our account. We will consider these first in terms of 
the constructions where complications occur, and then by looking at the 
agreement categories affected. 

There are several constructions where more than one agreement form 
may be found. Consider this example of agreement with conjoined noun 
phrases in Russian: преподавалась математика и физика/ 
prepodavalas' matematika i fizika 'was taught mathematics and physics9, 
that is, 'mathematics and physics were taught'. We find agreement 
(feminine singular) with just the nearer conjunct математика/ 
matematika. But the plural form преподавались/prepodavalis' is also 
possible, showing agreement with both conjuncts. A similar option occurs 
in comitative constructions (such as Иван с братом/Ivan s bratom 'Ivan 
with brother', that is 'Ivan and his brother'). Quantified expressions too are 
a complex area: given a phrase like пять дёвушек/pjat' devušek 'five 
girls' we may find plural agreement, but alternatively also neuter singular 
agreement. Subject-verb agreement in Slavonic is normally controlled by a 
noun phrase in the nominative case. Here, however, the part of the phrase 
which is in the nominative case, пять/pjat' 'five', lacks gender and number 
features, while дёвушек/devušek 'girls' is in the genitive plural; one 
possibility, therefore, is that agreement fails, and so the verb takes the 
default form, the neuter singular. Alternatively, the plural may be used, 
given that the quantified expression, though not formally nominative 
plural, nevertheless denotes a plurality. This gives rise to variants пришло 
(SG) пять дёвушек/prisló (SG) pjat' devušek and пришли (PL) пять 
девушек/prišli (PL) pjat' devušek 'five girls came'. The constructions 
discussed have in common a choice between agreement determined by the 
form, 'syntactic agreement', or by the meaning, 'semantic agreement'. 
Several factors bear on the choice in individual instances. Let us look at the 
problem from the viewpoint of the item which determines the agreement, 
the 'agreement controller' (for instance, the conjoined noun phrases in our 
first example). We find that controllers which precede the agreeing element 
and controllers which denote animates are more likely to give rise to 
semantic agreement (plural in this case) than those which do not. If we 
start from the agreeing element or 'target' we find that predicates are more 
likely to show semantic agreement than are attributive modifiers, relative 
pronouns more so than predicates, and personal pronouns more so than 
relative pronouns. This is the Agreement Hierarchy (attributive < 
predicate < relative pronoun < personal pronoun). Further patterns have 
been established, in addition to the interaction of these two major types of 
factor, so that the picture is indeed complex; see, for instance, Corbett 
(1983) for further details. 

Let us now move on to consider the agreement system in terms of the 
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categories involved. Person is perhaps the least controversial since Slavonic 
has the three persons found widely within and beyond Indo-European. It is 
worth noting, however, that Polish uses third-person forms for polite 
address. Number is more complex; Slavonic inherited a three-number 
system, singular/dual/plural, but the dual has been lost in almost all the 
modern Slavonic languages. However, this loss has caused considerable 
complications in agreement within numeral phrases involving the number 
'two', and often 'three' and 'four' as well. 

Slavonic languages are particularly helpful for coming to a clearer 
understanding of the category of gender (for a general survey see Corbett 
1991). The standard languages preserve three genders, masculine, feminine 
and neuter, though the neuter is under pressure in several languages and is 
being lost in some dialects. In addition to the three main genders, a new 
subgender of animacy has arisen. In the accusative case, animates take 
different agreements from inanimates, for example Serbo-Croat óvaj 
prózor/ÓBaj прозор 'this window' (inanimate) as opposed to 6vog sina/ 
овог сйна 'this son' (animate). There are no separate accusative forms 
involved, but always syncretism with the genitive; thus 6vog sina/бвог 
сйна 'this son' is also a genitive case form. There is considerable variation 
of two sorts, first in the forms affected. In the south-west, as in the case of 
Serbo-Croat, only the masculine gender is subdivided into animate and 
inanimate, and that in the singular only. Russian, in the north-east, is at the 
other end of the spectrum since animacy affects the masculine singular and 
all genders in the plural. The other type of variation is in the categories of 
nouns treated as animate. First male humans of certain types were 
included, and then the boundary spread 'downwards'. The animate sub-
gender is still much more firmly based on semantic classifications than are 
the three older genders, but in some languages various inanimates may be 
treated as animate and the semantic basis is becoming less clear. 

In addition to this elaboration of the gender system, some West Slavonic 
languages have further introduced special agreements for nouns denoting 
male persons (thus a subset of the masculine animate subgender). In Polish, 
for example, we have in the plural an opposition between predicate agree-
ment forms such as byli 'were', for subjects denoting male persons, and 
byty 'were' for all other plural subjects. Here again, the assignment of 
nouns to the masculine personal category is much more clearly based on 
semantics than are the traditional genders. 

Finally, we look at case (though recognizing that the matching of case 
forms need not necessarily be treated as agreement). Most of the Slavonic 
languages preserve a vital case system, with minor weakenings (several 
have lost the vocative, for example). However, Bulgarian and Macedonian 
have dramatically reduced the inherited case system. For the languages 
which retain a substantial case system, a particularly interesting problem of 
case agreement is the question of whether nominal complements of copular 
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verbs agree in case with their subject or not: in the equivalent of sentences 
like 'he was a fine poet', the complement may be nominative or instru-
mental, depending on the language, with both possibilities acceptable in 
some languages. 

3 Suggestions for using this book 
The book has been designed to meet the differing requirements of a variety 
of readers. Some need a straightforward reference work, and for them 
information on particular languages can be found through the contents 
page, while more specific data on particular topics is to be located through 
the index. Then there are linguists of various types, who may require a 
general introduction to the Slavonic family. Such readers might start by 
working on any one of the chapters devoted to a contemporary Slavonic 
language, and then by branching out from there. Typologists can begin 
from a particular problem, whether in phonology, morphology, syntax or 
lexis, and move from language to language concentrating on the relevant 
section. Historical linguists with a grounding in Indo-European philology 
will no doubt prefer to start with the chapters on Proto-Slavonic, Old 
Church Slavonic and the alphabets and transliteration, and then progress to 
the modern languages. Sociolinguists should begin at the end, with the 
chapter on the Slavonic languages in exile, and then refer particularly to 
the introductory and dialect sections of the chapters on the modern 
languages. 

Slavists too can approach the book in various ways. The Slavist could 
look first at the Slavonic language he or she knows best, since this will 
make it clear how the familiar information is organized. Alternatively, it 
makes sense to explore the family either by looking at a new Slavonic 
language which is closely related to a familiar one, or to take the opposite 
view and to look at a language which is as different as possible from the 
language or languages already known. After looking at one or more of the 
contemporary languages, the Slavist might then take in the chapter on 
alphabets and transliteration, followed by the historical perspective in the 
chapters on Proto-Slavonic and Old Church Slavonic, and also the chapter 
on the Slavonic languages in exile. 
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2 Alphabets and 
Transliteration 

Paul Cubberley 

ALPHABETS 
Many alphabets have been used at one time or another to represent the 
Slavonic languages. The most commonly used, to be looked at in detail, are 
Glagolitic, Cyrillic and Latin (which we will hereafter call by the Slavonic 
name 'Latinica', for lack of a useful parallel English term like 'Latinic'); 
sporadically also the Greek, Arabic and even Hebrew alphabets have been 
used, and we will also deal briefly with these. 

The distribution by location and period is roughly as follows: 

Glagolitic: Moravia ninth century; Macedonia ninth to eleventh centuries; 
Bulgaria ninth to twelfth centuries; Croatia tenth to sixteenth centuries, 
then in Church usage until the nineteenth century, and sporadically into 
the twentieth century; Slovenia fifteenth to sixteenth centuries; Bohemia 
and Poland fourteenth to sixteenth centuries; 

Cyrillic: Bulgaria ninth century to present; all the East Slavonic area 
(Russia, Ukraine, Belorussia/Belarus), Macedonia and Serbia (also 
Bosnia, Montenegro) tenth century to present; 

Latinica: the West Slavonic area in general tenth century to present; 
Croatia and Slovenia tenth century to present; Serbia (but always secon-
dary to Cyrillic), also Bosnia, the same period; Belorussia (and part of 
Ukraine) sixteenth to twentieth centuries; 

Greek: Macedonia (especially Aegean) fifteenth to nineteenth centuries; 
Arabic: Belorussia sixteenth to eighteenth centuries; Bosnia fifteenth to 

twentieth centuries; 
Hebrew: Belorussia (fragmentary) sixteenth to eighteenth centuries. 

Generally, there has always been a close correlation between alphabet 
and religion, though not necessarily one of cause and effect. The main 
correlations are shown in Table 2.1. 

In the following we shall consider the early period as a whole, to indicate 
the establishment of the three main alphabets, and then follow the develop-
ment of each separately. For the later periods only major reforms will be 
dealt with, and the details of reforms in each language should be sought in 
the relevant chapter. 
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Table 2.1: Slavs: alphabet and religion 

Poland: Cath. - Lat. 

Lusatia (Sorbs): 
Cath. (Prot.) - Lat. 

Bohemia/Moravia: 
Cath. - Lat. 

Slovenia: Cath. (Prot.) 
Lat. 

Bosnia: Musi. - Lat. 
(Arab.) 
Orth. - Cyr. 
Cath. - Lat. 

Belarus: Orth. - Cyr. 
(Lat.) 
(Cath. - Lat.) 
(Musi. - Arab.) 
(Jud. - Hebr.) 

Slovakia: Cath. - Lat. 

Croatia: Cath. - Lat. 
(Glag.) 

Macedonia: Orth. - Cyr. 
(Glag./Greek.) 

Russia: Orth. - Cyr. 

Ukraine: Orth. - Cyr. 
(Cath. - Lat.) 

Serbia: Orth. - Cyr. 
(Glag./Lat.) 

Bulgaria: Orth. - Cyr. 
(Glag.) 

Note: Parentheses indicate former or coexisting situations; layout is roughly 
geographical. Abbreviations used: Cath. Catholic, Orth. Orthodox, Prot. 
Protestant, Musi. Muslim, Jud. Judaic, Lat. Latinica, Cyr. Cyrillic, Glag. Glagolitic, 
Arab. Arabic, Hebr. Hebrew. 

1 Early history 
Traditionally, the start of Slavonic writing is credited to Constantine (also 
known as Cyril, the name he took on becoming a monk), who with his 
brother Methodius led a mission from Byzantium to the Moravian Slavs in 
the early 860s, in preparation reputedly having created an alphabet in 
which to write Slavonic speech. 

1.1 Pre-Constantine period 
The question of the extent to which any Slavonic language was written 
before the time of Constantine and Methodius remains unanswered, but of 
course not without hypotheses. The fact is that there are few facts! There is 
no hard evidence of any such written form for that period. In a general 
way, one can hypothesize that there must have been some cases of a written 
Slavonic language if only because the Slavs were active on many fronts well 
before 860: in the west, they lived next to, and usually, but not always, 
under the domination of, various Germanic peoples; in the south they had 
been fighting and living next to Greeks since the sixth century; in the east, 
they had been trading with the Greeks and the Scandinavians since at least 
the early ninth century. All of these peoples already had a writing system, 
whether Latinica or Greek, and it would be logically surprising if no 
attempt was ever made to use these alphabets to write some Slavonic 
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language, if only for trade or treaty purposes. Would a victorious side be 
content to see a treaty supposedly favouring them written only in the 
language of the conquered side? At best only if many of the victors' leaders 
were fluent in the language of the losers. 

The fact remains, however, that there are no concrete examples of such 
writing, but only elusive pieces of a suggestive sort, the most famous being 
that occurring in the work of the monk Chrabr in his O pismenech (On the 
Letters) - believed to have been written in the 890s, or possibly even 
earlier and by Constantine himself - in which he enigmatically describes 
the pre-Constantine Slavs as having used certy i rezy 'lines and cuts' with 
which to count and predict (cbtaaxp i gadaaxp). Speculation on the mean-
ing of this has, not surprisingly, been wide, the most popular view being 
that the lines and cuts are no more than just that - counting signs, and not 
an alphabet; another, once common, view was that they might have been a 
runic alphabet, borrowed presumably from the Scandinavians. 

A similar enigma surrounds the mention in the Pannonian Life of 
Constantine that during a mission to the Crimea in 860 he was shown a 
Gospel and Psalter written in rousskymi pismeny, on the face of it meaning 
'in Russian letters' (or rather Rus'-ian, since the adjective would at that 
time have referred to the ethnonym 'Rus'', thus to all the East Slavs and 
not just the north-eastern branch later referred to as 'Russians'); were these 
indeed some local Slavonic version of, say, a Greek alphabet (whether 
uncial or minuscule)? The only other hint is that Constantine is reported 
not to have seen these before, but to have learnt to read them surprisingly 
quickly. Does this suggest that he recognized the language beneath them 
and simply not the letters? Or that, as the legend implies, he was simply 
brilliant at learning a whole new language? The most popular view has 
been that the name of the letters has been corrupted, and originally read 
sourskymi pismeny, that is Syriac, the only problem being that Constantine 
is elsewhere credited with already knowing, or at least being familiar with 
Syriac, so that his effort at learning these 'new' letters is somewhat dimin-
ished. In the circumstances of the eulogic way in which his character is built 
up in this 'Life', the 'Syriac' explanation is unsatisfactory. By the same 
token, there is no other explanation for this phrase which fits either: the 
letters could not be Greek, Hebrew or Armenian since Constantine would 
likewise have recognized these; it remains possible that what he saw were 
corrupted forms of one of these alphabets, and that his 'feat' was to 
decipher the corrupted letters and reconstruct their original Greek (or 
whatever) form. Given that the document was allegedly a Gospel, he 
would already know the content, and thus be able to give the impression of 
understanding the new language. This interpretation is tempting alsoin that 
it could suggest the origin, at least in principle, of the alphabet which 
Constantine is credited with creating a few years later, and it brings us to 
the central question of the appearance of an entirely new alphabet applied 
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to a Slavonic language. (Another view places the creation earlier, in the 
mid 850s; see below.) 

1.2 Constantine 
While there is taken to be no doubt that Constantine was the prime mover 
in the 'creation' of a Slavonic alphabet, there is an immense amount of 
doubt about every detail of this business, especially on the formal questions 
like: did he 'create' an alphabet, in the sense that he dreamt up the forms 
from scratch? If so, which alphabet did he 'create'? Did he 'create' two 
alphabets, or was one 'created' by someone else? Did he adapt some exist-
ing alphabet to Slavonic needs? If he adapted some other one, which was 
it? And so on. 

Questions of principle (Why? Who for?) are less crucial, but merit a brief 
review before we take up the formal ones. The traditional view is that the 
alphabet (whichever it might have been) was created specifically in 
response to the Moravian request to Byzantium for a mission. Scepticism 
about this has centred around the speed with which everything was done, 
apparently no more than a year having passed between the request and the 
mission, a short time for the creation of an excellent alphabet plus the 
translation into a Slavonic language, using this new alphabet, of at least the 
Gospels. The only response has been that Constantine's philological 
interest might have led him to 'play' with an alphabet before this. 

Two further points have been made: (1) only a native Slav, and not even 
a Greek philologist, would be likely to engage so seriously in the alphabet 
creation, which was hardly 'play'; (2) the translation of the Gospels into a 
vernacular was dubious, only the three 'sacred' languages being fully 
acceptable, and it is doubtful that a highly placed Greek would lightly 
consider it. (True, there were precedents in the Eastern Church in the 
Coptic and Armenian rites.) A recent work (Hoffer Edle and Margaritoff 
1989) takes this further; assuming on the basis of the above that Con-
stantine was Slav, the claim is made that he was in fact ethnically a Bul-
garian, though born in Byzantium (Salonica), and this heritage led him to 
be interested in the cultural freeing of Bulgaria from Byzantine influence, 
complementing its political and military independence. The later return of 
the missionaries to Bulgaria and not Constantinople is taken to support 
this. In sum, it is claimed that the alphabet was created (as early as 855) as 
the first step in allowing Bulgaria to develop its own culture. The general 
idea that Constantine was Slav, and had been working on an alphabet for 
the Slavs, has been common amongst Bulgarian historians. 

The most persuasive aspect of this view is that it offers an answer to the 
awkward question of the acceptability of the vernacular at this date: while 
the use of the vernacular was fine for missionary activity in general, its use 
m translating the Church books was quite another matter; the subsequent 
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Table 2.2: Old Slavonic alphabets 

Cyrillic Glagolitic Name Transcription Modern 
(OCS) (OCS) (in transliteration) (transliteration, Cyrillic 

if different) 

ь •f агъ a a 
Б Ł±f buky b 6 
В V včdi/vedč v в 
Г glagoli/glagolb g г 
А Л dobro d Д 
е э jestb/estb e e 
ж А živčte ž'(ž) ж 
s у * (d)zelo dz' (dz) Mac. s 
? &> zemlja z 3 
и 5 i, ižei i И 
Y iže i Ukr. i 
П g'ervb/d'ervb g'/j (g/j) SCr. h 
к tr kako k K 
л Л ljudbje/ljudije 1 л 
M VS my slite/myslčte m M 
N f našb n H 
0 а опъ o o 
п г pokoi P n 
p b rbci r p 
с fi slovo s C 
T OP tvrdo/tverdo t T 
Of 8 » икъЛкъ и У 
Ф ф frtb f Ф 
Л L хёгь/хегь x X 
(V <5> Otb o (O) 
M V ci C '(C) Ц 
V V črvb č'(č) 4 
ш Ш ša š' (š) 

št' (št) 
Ш 

ф w št'a 
š' (š) 
št' (št) Щ 

z 4 jerb й/э (ъ) ъ 
ZI ZH 4V 48 jery У bi 
b jerb 1(b) b 
li А etb/jatb š (č) (e) 
к> sr ju ju Ю 

- ja ja я 
ie - je je e 
А < jusb malyj ę 0 0 
b* эе jusb malyj jotirovannyj (Я) 
ж 86 jusb bolbšij 9 (y) 
» )иьъ bolbšij jotirovannyj j9 (Ю) 

- ksi ks (КС) 
Ф - psi ps (ПС) 
л < f r thita/fita f (ф) 
V * ižica i/v (И/В) 
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Лlote: Double forms in columns 1 and 2 are free variants. Variant names in column 
3 (separated by / ) reflect local differences. The transliteration is given in 
parentheses in column 4 only where different from the transcription, and 
corresponds to that used throughout this book. Transcription and transliteration are 
discussed later in this chapter. Column 5 gives in parentheses the most frequent 
equivalents where the actual form no longer occurs anywhere. 

trouble in Moravia was clearly centred on that problem, the Slavonic 
liturgy being seen as heretical. Of course, practical Church (and state) 
politics could and did bend the rules, as is apparently the case in the Byzan-
tine acceptance in 863 of Constantine's alphabet and translations (with 
some precedents as noted above), and in the Roman acceptance in 869 
(with no precedents), but it is interesting to contemplate the notion that 
Constantine - who was as yet only a scholar and official, and not religious, 
becoming a monk only in 869 - might have secretly and unofficially 
applied his existing alphabet and (effectively illegal) translations to the 
Moravian business, though they were intended to be used for non-religious 
purposes in Bulgaria. This would not necessarily conflict with the early 
historical records of what happened, as these could easily (prefer to) recog-
nize the later official acceptance as having preceded the unofficial use, even 
if they were aware of this unofficial use. General awareness of the problem 
at the time is seen in the report in the Life of Constantine of the debate in 
which Constantine became engaged in Venice (while on the way to Rome) pre-
cisely on this matter; or in Chrabr's On the Letters, equally clearly a defence of 
the use of a Slavonic alphabet and language for liturgical purposes. 

The formal problems are many, and they all centre round the one fact, that 
there are two alphabets both clearly 'created' to fit Slavonic needs: 
Glagolitic and Cyrillic. If only Cyrillic existed, there would have been 
little trouble: it is clearly based on uncial (capital) Greek, and the problems 
would have been reduced to determining the origin of the letters which 
could not have come from Greek, like those representing the sounds /ž, š, 
č, с/, which Greek did not have. It should be said, incidentally, that even 
determining the origin of these letters would not have been as simple as it 
looks, as their origins in either alphabet are by no means unequivocally 
proved, and this is especially the case if one tries to omit Glagolitic from 
the equation. We shall return to this question after some discussion of 
Glagolitic. Table 2.2 gives a parallel list of forms and values. The letter-
names are included partly out of simple interest, but mainly because some 
letters will be referred to by name later in the text. Discussion of the origin 
and development of the names may be found in Cubberley (1988). 

The search for the formal origins of Glagolitic has occupied Slavists for 
well over a century, and remains unsolved. There are still attempts at new 
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solutions (the present author being guilty of one in 1982), and still no fully 
accepted view. One very popular view is that Glagolitic is a totally indi-
vidual creation 'from scratch', the corollary, of course, being that the 
creator was Constantine; the advantage of this view is that it appears to 
obviate the need to find a formal model in some other alphabet - I say 
'appears' because I, amongst many others, find it difficult to believe that 
any normal person with no ulterior motive would rather work from scratch 
than adapt some existing system; and even if there is an ulterior motive, say 
the need to disguise the source or the application, it is still more natural to 
work from a real base. Moreover, it is said that as Constantine was a phil-
ologist this approach would have appealed to him, but it is precisely as a 
philologist that he would have had access to many existing systems to use 
as, at least, a notional base. Thus the 'genuine creation' theory seems to me 
formally somewhat unsatisfactory. 

Most popular is the view that Glagolitic is based on Greek cursive 
forms. This view has been around since the last century and, while there is 
much uncertainty about many of the derivations, the general principle 
seems provable, that is most Glagolitic letters can be derived from Greek 
cursive forms in a way that is formally satisfying. Moreover, there is the 
circumstantial evidence that such a use of Greek forms is logical, first 
because Constantine was either Greek or bilingual in Greek, second, if the 
Slavs in closest contact with the Greeks were writing their languages, it 
would logically be in Greek letters, and finally, we have the enigmatic 
'Russian letters' mentioned above, possibly suggesting that Constantine 
observed some such use of Greek letters and noted it as a model. In this 
view Constantine's role is mainly that of formalizer: he would have settled 
on formal variants for each sound needed; his creative contribution would 
have been in the addition of letters needed for non-Greek sounds, 
especially the palatals. This scenario also answers the protest that Con-
stantine would not have used cursive Greek for the Gospels, as this was 
unacceptable Greek usage (in that for Church books they used either the 
uncial or the minuscule forms): he was formalizing an existing usage, and 
not establishing his own. Indeed, it is when one turns to an explanation of 
the appearance of Cyrillic that this argument becomes pertinent, and may 
even be used to support the above scenario: if Constantine's disciples were 
to start thinking in terms of the dignity of Church books rather than the 
more philological question of a Slavonic alphabet, and if they knew that 
Glagolitic was based on cursive forms, then they would logically have 
opted for a 'new' form based on the 'more dignified' uncial forms. Of 
course, as indicated above, any argument of dignity or acceptability mili-
tates against the whole idea of using a Slavonic vernacular or alphabet in 
the Church books anyway, but at least by the time of the Bulgarian period 
some official recognition had been given by Rome, albeit fleetingly. 

Many other 'sources' have been suggested for Glagolitic, in fact just 
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about any other alphabet which was around at the time (for a list see 
Истрин/Istrin 1963: 65); however, none of these has been as generally 
accepted as the cursive Greek theory. The most interesting variation is that 
the source for Glagolitic was Cyrillic. This found many important sup-
porters earlier this century, the most notable being Karskij (Карский 
1928/1979: 249-50), and more recently has been put by Istrin (1963: 
147; 1988). It is generally now rejected on various grounds, both formal 
and logical: (1) while one can see Cyrillic as only indirectly derived from 
Glagolitic, in that the model here was basically the existing Greek uncial 
variant, the opposite derivation of converting to a cursive form is not 
acceptable, so one is stuck with a formal derivation, which requires con-
siderable inventiveness on the part of the interpreter, and implies the same 
inventiveness on the part of the creator; and (2) what could be the moti-
vation for rejecting Cyrillic in favour of a much less 'dignified' script? The 
only answer which makes any sense here is 'as a code': holders of this view 
(including Karskij and Istrin) argue that this was deemed necessary in 
Moravia after the proscription of the Slavonic liturgy (after the death of 
Methodius in 885), where the new script would have served to disguise the 
Slavonic content. However, it does not seem likely that the marauding 
German clergy would be fooled for long by a script that no one had seen 
before; what else could they think it was? And how many of the under-
ground Slavonic brethren could have learnt to use this script in the circum-
stances? Altogether, this seems an unlikely sequence of events, and one is 
left with the conclusion that Cyrillic cannot have predated Glagolitic. 

Other circumstantial arguments put forward to support the Glagolitic 
before Cyrillic order include: the existence of palimpsests (reused manu-
scripts) with Cyrillic superimposed on Glagolitic, but none in the other 
direction; the identification of local features which unite the Macedonian 
area with Glagolitic (for example no Turkisms) and the Bulgarian area with 
Cyrillic (Turkisms); and the (supposed) superiority of Glagolitic as repre-
sentative of the early Slavonic (Macedonian) phonological system. None of 
these features is really of any clear significance, and all have been 
challenged even factually. 

Let us assume, then, that the order of events is: Glagolitic is formed by 
the adaptation of cursive Greek by some Slavs during the preceding couple 
of centuries (Istrin accepts the possibility of such a 'Proto-Glagolitic', 
which at best would have helped in the conversion of Cyrillic to Glagolitic 
- 1963: 147); it is formalized by Constantine, who also adds letters for the 
non-Greek sounds; Constantine's disciples in Bulgaria perceive Glagolitic 
as unsuitable for Church books and make a new Slavonic alphabet based 
on uncial Greek. The only remaining formal questions are then: where did 
the added letters come from? And can we satisfactorily relate the Glago-
litic and Cyrillic versions of these (that is, can we derive the Cyrillic ones 
from the Glagolitic)? 
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Of the many Slavonic sounds not existing in Greek, the most obvious 
are the palatals - /š, ž, č/ - but also / с / and /b / , and of course many 
vowels, especially the nasals, jers (mid-high reduced) and jat' (low front) 
(see table 2.2 for names and symbols). Very little attempt has been made at 
finding sources for the vowel letters; most attempts at finding sources for 
the palatals and / с / offer multiple sources, for example Coptic for / ž / and 
Hebrew for / š / , / č / and /с / . In the belief, mentioned above, that 
Constantine, as a philologist, would have used some consistency in his 
choice of sources, and as far as possible seek a single source for all of these 
sounds, I have argued elsewhere for Armenian as such a source for the 
consonants, and Greek variants for the vowels. The details may be found in 
Cubberley (1982), and here I mention only the three main issues relating to 
Armenian: (1) Constantine would almost certainly have known at least the 
Armenian alphabet (if not some of the language), there being many highly 
educated Armenians living in Constantinople, possibly including some of 
his colleagues at the 'university', where he taught philosophy, like John the 
Grammarian and Leo the Philosopher, who was also head of the insti-
tution, and at least one recent emperor having been Armenian (see 
Charanis 1961: 211); (2) Armenian had a wealth of palatal sounds, more 
than Slavonic, with letters to represent them all; (3) it is possible to make 
formal associations between these and the corresponding Glagolitic letters 
(except for one - / š / , for which one must argue via some confusion over 
the letter representing the reflex of PS1. *tj, resulting in the later formation, 
in Cyrillic, of the form ш, which was then borrowed back into Glagolitic 
(discussion in Cubberley 1982: 299-302)). 

As to the Cyrillic versions of these Slavonic sounds, it is not too difficult 
to see enough similarities to manage a derivation from Glagolitic. Of 
course, one could argue in either direction, but for the reasons listed above 
we are now assuming Glagolitic primacy. Thus for example we can derive 
Cyrillic ,м from Glagolitic «x, v respectively; ш is the same in both; 
for the vowels we derive z, ь,ж, a from4 ,-e ,эе,< respectively, while the 
symbol originally used for / č / (Cyrillic "fe, Glagolitic A) has been confused 
through the many changes and local reflexes of this Proto-Slavonic sound 
(see Cubberley 1984: 284-5). 

1.3 End of the ninth century 
I thus favour the view that at the end of the ninth century Constantine's 
disciples, many of them nameable, such as Kliment Oxridskij, Naum 
Preslavskij, Konstantin Preslavskij, 'created' the alphabet now known as 
Cyrillic on the basis of the (more dignified) Greek uncial script, using 
Glagolitic as the model for the Slavonic-only sounds, to some extent giving 
them a 'square' look to match the uncial style of the rest. This period was 
that of the First Bulgarian Empire, with the strong Car' Symeon in charge, 
and a generally pro-Greek attitude, at least in matters cultural. 
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The question of the naming of the two alphabets is really a minor one, 
and is probably most simply explained by a confusion in the reporting of 
the creation of 'the alphabet', since no early source talks of two alphabets; 
both are referred to, if at all, as 'bukvica', 'azbuka', etc., with no further 
qualification. Only much later did either name, whether that of Cyril 
(kirillica), from Constantine's adopted monastic name, or Glagolitic 
(glagolica), from glagol- ('word, say'), become attached to one or the 
other alphabet. The name glagolica appears to have developed in the 
Croatian area - probably in the fourteenth century - from the name 
glagolity, applied to adherents of the Slavonic liturgy. In the South 
Slavonic area in general, but especially where Glagolitic remained active, 
there arose in the seventeenth century the legend that Glagolitic had been 
created by St Jerome (Hieronymus), and the two alphabets are typically 
listed side by side as the alphabets of St Hieronymus and St Cyril. This may 
well be the start of the association of Cyril with Cyrillic, which then spread 
to the East Slavonic area. The names glagolica and kirillica are attested 
there only in the nineteenth century. 

1.4 Tenth-eleventh centuries 
In the First Bulgarian Empire, which lasted until 1018, when it was mili-
tarily defeated by the Byzantine Empire, Cyrillic and Glagolitic must both 
have flourished, though we have, in fact, no original documents from that 
period; the number of later copies, however, testifies to the strong tradition 
which was established there. There is also some epigraphical evidence for 
both (see Беляева/Velčeva 1989). This tradition spread first into Serbia, 
possibly during the tenth century, or perhaps only in the next - the 
eleventh-century Glagolitic Codex Marianus is thought to be of Serbian 
origin (HBHH/Ivić 1986: 111), and a recently found pottery inscription 
from Kosovo is claimed to be from the tenth century (Borba 6.3.90); also 
into Bosnia, where a Glagolitic tradition lasting into the thirteenth century 
has been claimed (Kuna 1977) and even Croatia, where the two coexisted 
until the Reformation (Jurančič 1977); and then, more importantly for its 
subsequent fate, to Rus', officially in 988, when Prince Vladimir formally 
adopted Orthodox Christianity as the state religion (though there were 
certainly conversions before that date, for example Princess Ol'ga, 
daughter of Igor', is supposed to have been baptized around 957). For 
Rus', the eleventh century was one of intense 'literary' activity, in the sense 
of large-scale copying of the Bulgarian books (as well as some original 
translation from Greek). Ostromir's Gospel (dated 1056) is one of the 
earliest and finest examples of what might already be called Russian 
(Rus'-ian) Church Slavonic, using a classic square uncial Cyrillic (see 
figure 2.2(a) on page 34). 

On Old Church Slavonic as such, see chapter 4 of this book; on local 
versions and the role played by Church Slavonic in various areas, see the 
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collections by Schenker and Stankiewicz (1980) and Stone and Worth 
(1985). For our purposes, I would like only to mention that all three major 
alphabets were used even for early Old Church Slavonic documents, for 
example the following, none of which is later than the eleventh century: 

Glagolitic: Codex Zographensis (Bulgaria), Kiev Fragments (Moravia) 
Cyrillic: Ostromir's Gospel (Rus ' ) , Sawina Kniga (Macedonia) 
Latinica: Freising Fragments (Slovenia) 

2 Glagolitic: later history 
After the initial period, what one might call the Constantinian period (to 
the end of the ninth century), there is some evidence (mainly epigraphic) of 
the continued existence of Glagolitic, alongside Cyrillic, in the Bulgarian/ 
Macedonian area, around the centres of Preslav and Ohrid, until the 
beginning of the thirteenth century (Беляева/Velčeva 1989: 21). 
However, Cyrillic steadily became dominant throughout the twelfth 
century. As noted above, Glagolitic also survived briefly in Serbia, 
probably into the twelfth century, and in Bosnia possibly into the 
thirteenth. Its subsequent history, however, belongs almost exclusively to 
the Croatian area. 

2.1 Rus' 
In Rus' there are a few early (eleventh-century) examples of Glagolitic 
graffiti in Novgorod (Vajs 1937; Медынцева/Medynceva 1969), indi-
cating only that it was known there, but apparently not much used; possibly 
it travelled north with some of the Bulgarians who were brought, especially 
by Jaroslav the Wise in the eleventh century, as we know from the 
Laurentian Chronicle, to undertake translation and teaching activity, but 
another view is that the source was Bohemia (Štefanić 1963: 29). It may 
have been used or passed on in Rus' as a curiosity or even as a cipher. 

2.2 Bohemia 
Glagolitic may have arrived in Bohemia even before the death of 
Methodius, and probably continued to be used till the late eleventh century 
(Štefanić 1963: 28); later, there was a period of Glagolitic activity at the 
Emmaus Monastery from the fourteenth to the early seventeenth century, 
the active period lasting only till the mid-fifteenth century (Mares 1971: 
187-90). The source of this was Croatian in any case; that is, it was a 
secondary development of Croatian Glagolitic. However, it did produce 
important texts like the Reims Evangelistary and the Czech Bible of the 
fifteenth century, and served to convey the views of the Hussites back to 
the Croatian area (Hamm 1974: 41-2). 
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2.3 Poland 
From Bohemia, Glagolitic was taken to one monastery in Poland (Kraków) 
at the end of the fourteenth century and may have survived there too till 
the sixteenth century; however, only fragments remain as evidence of this 
sojourn (Hamm 1974: 41-2). 

2.4 Slovenia 
Slovenia too had a flirtation with Glagolitic, probably likewise of a secon-
dary nature, through Croatian influence, in the fifteenth-sixteenth cen-
turies (Kolarič 1970); some believe that Glagolitic remained known in this 
area from the original (ninth century) Pannonian period, and is thus not a 
secondary product (Zor 1977). 

2.5 Croatia, Dalmatia 
Croatia and Dalmatia were the areas in which Glagolitic not only survived, 
but flourished for many centuries, having arrived in Croatia probably by 
the tenth century (Štefanić 1963: 31), though others have dated the arrival 
later (Велчева/Velčeva 1989: 18). The apparent reasons are somewhat 
paradoxical, in that these were the areas dominated from early on by the 
Roman Church (especially after the Schism of 1054, when contact with 
Byzantium became more restricted), so that one would expect Latinica to 
have been de rigueur. In fact, Glagolitic became the symbol of (partial or 
nominal) independence from Rome; it was tolerated by Rome as a small 
concession permitting its continued influence where it mattered (in this 
case in the otherwise Byzantine-dominated Balkans), and finally made 
official in the mid-thirteenth century. 

Formally, there was a gradual but marked change in the letter shapes: 
from the original round style, there was a shift first to a slightly more 
square shape, and finally the typical Croatian very square shape. (See 
figure 2.1 (a/b/c) for examples.) 

Glagolitic continued to be used in Croatia until the early nineteenth 
century, especially on the Adriatic islands, during that time having 
acquired a cursive form, as it was used in administrative functions also (see 
figure 2.1 (d)), and having been printed in several major centres, like 
Venice, Tiibingen and Rome (the earliest is a Missal of 1483 (place 
unknown), and other important examples are a Primer of 1527 (Venecija), 
a Testament of 1562 (Tiibingen) and a Missal of 1631 (Rome)). As late as 
1893 a Missal was printed in Rome, and Glagolitic was still used within the 
Church until the 1920s (ИвиЬ/Мс 1986: 117 places the end point at 
1927, when a Latinica edition of the Glagolitic Missal was produced). 
However, Glagolitic ceased to be very active outside the church from the 
seventeenth century. 
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Figure 2.1 

- та^^сДоЭ 
reiA-t Lti «ve t e eg t^ A 

L ' 

ygqnpogfe^A * c g e ^ ^ чяэоос^е^ 

a. Round Glagolitic: eleventh century, Bulgaria 

г ? р & ^ ч т в © : * - ? E + c 

Qзтзча^стБ <fb $ -ы -
Я ^ Д и ц б i ' ^ Ы Р - ^ г Э d О'Э 

b. Transitional Glagolitic: twelfth century, Croatia 

*УоЬ ЙОЪМШЭ tttl Ufl^tL 
iw/ifniw п Ь ш ^ э л ю Ыппт 
WVH/WI аи^рфн до и Ы ю т ' * . • »x 

c. Square Glagolitic: thirteenth century, Croatia 

I 

d. Cursive Glagolitic: sixteenth century, Croatia 
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3 Cyrillic: later history 
Cyrillic remained ensconced in the three basic areas in which it first 
developed: Rus', Bulgaria and Serbia. Its further development is of a 
marginal nature - partly related to local phonological changes and partly to 
purely graphic ones. Only in the case of its application to non-Slavonic 
languages were there any major changes in its form. After looking at the 
main Slavonic developments in the three basic areas, we shall briefly 
consider the non-Slavonic situation. In each case, at issue are both stylistic 
developments, affecting the alphabet as a whole, and purely formal ones, 
related to graphic and orthographic reforms (whether official or spon-
taneous), that is the exclusion of letters or introduction of new ones and 
changes to shapes. 

3.1 Style 
In all areas, the initial square uncial style (Ru./Bg./SCr. устав/ustav), as 
seen in Ostromir's Gospel, gave way by the fourteenth century to a less 
square and slightly more irregular style referred to as semi-uncial 
(полуустав/poluustav), at first in less religious contexts, but eventually 
even in fully religious ones. (See figure 2.2 for examples.) 

As more and more completely non-religious works came to be written, 
notably administrative documents of one sort or another, we observe a 
steady 'corruption' of the letter shapes: a new cursive form gradually takes 
shape. The period of development of this form relates directly to the status 
of the administration in given areas, thus it is earlier in the Grand Duchy of 
Lithuania (where Belorussian was used in this role) and the Kingdom of 
Serbia (both from the fourteenth century), but later in the Russian and 
Bulgarian areas. The Bulgarian area is the one in which the cursive forms 
never really developed, as their language was rarely used in the admin-
istrative role during the Byzantine and Turkish periods; it is only in the 
nineteenth century that we find large numbers of examples. In the Russian 
area, it is not until the fifteenth century that we can identify such a style 
(Ru. скоропись/skoropis'). For the East Slavonic area it may be thought 
somewhat paradoxical that it was in the non-Russian area of the Grand 
Duchy of Lithuania that this cursive style was first developed, but the 
reason is that the use of Belorussian and its alphabet as the administrative 
language was not tied in the same way to the more serious, religious appli-
cations of Cyrillic, as was the case in Muscovite Rus', as well as the fact 
that the latter's administration itself was developing more slowly. At any 
rate by the end of the fifteenth century we have a more or less united 
cursive throughout the East Slavonic and Serbian areas, with only one or 
two local features, such as flourishes on particular letters. This similarity 
should not surprise us, as both the starting point and the motivation for 
change were the same in all areas (see figure 2.3). 

Apart from the Bulgarian area, where, as mentioned, the cursive forms 
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Figure 2.2 

оф>Бонилднтьнн 
м т у ж г н к д к А * * 
ЕМЬДАСТЫНОЬН 
ДАЬЬСНУЬТ*ТЬ 
CNA'MKOaUYLT* 

a. Ustav: eleventh century, Rus' 

ш п г х ь ^ й » ы т ь р л в ^ н м ь - S X A f л х 
^АЖ* Л H C I X H H b l . f A X b l A & ' b СПрНН/U 
T A ^ B H T A N M U V H - * « Г Ъ И Т Г Н И Г Л X X I N * -

М Г н р н ы е н * пнеICIVJ P F М Н Н С К Л А Г А Т Н 
А Х ' K l •тГтОСтГН#ХДНЛНУГЫЛ^* н н ж И Р 1 ж ' н н 
^ » Р Н П Ь Ф Н Н Я - Д*-ЛтЛ|Ч{»Г Ьв ьл HNXpeff 
MIK- n i c ГГНГ T>LlJf ly£ | rONf N H r t ' К ж г к и 

b. Ustav: eleventh century, Bulgaria 

/ - • 

Пгуддеи-ьеилиде cTfbCT^AAn 
Д л и л А н д п ц ' л 1 с и и г г и и 
AtTOnn t t ^ b П Д А ^ ^ С ^ й б Л 
А^дтилрии^ти п 
AOA^AAtp-fc.ic М/фь/гчРыу К» Mr OA у 
кЪ1(кь1 A M r i t 
Г у Л/Ч* M АК у с г л л л п д ^ 1ЛА-
а ъ - д . и д . ^ ' м А И и Т А " ? ' 

ft • Л tn/п * VTtTtolCriKir-blCnriV 
^ • S Y Ą П А Л И ® - Ь Л Л Л Т Ь 

с. Poluustav: fourteenth century, Russia 

/ V /IMUL^BILLHLLH ОИНЙ WKO 

*74 Ь b'CZk^LuTf M b Hf 
г ki вь^оукоунго. K-oKijjH 

С* . ГМ1<М ^ КМДтЬс rUIH , 
МСГДИШ НЛНМН ЧС̂О ЛДД '̂е • 
Г1{САЗВ«1|1ПЙ4НШНЛНМН ву 

ffOITO tyflH' t i łCŁ^A^Tfr* 

d. Poluustav: fourteenth century, Bulgaria 
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Figure 2.3 t . ; , . w 

a. Cursive Cyrillic: fifteenth century, Belorussian 

r* 

b. Cursive Cyrillic: sixteenth century, Russia 

t4srfi f*^ _ 
c. Cursive Cyrillic: sixteenth century, Dubrovnik 

Ш 
c rrf I ГЧ 

c ? . jpK'C« e we*H 

^ V ° p * б Д с £ 0 

V ^ I ... - ^ i J 

tO tO / С \ Д O < Cj I f ftff А ^ и з м р 
т ^ «- -̂- * v ^ л •-»сиг е - i c^oe 

H ^Л ^ -тт^Гн tJ^lT^OH^ i * j> ^ 

Cursive Cyrillic: sixteenth-seventeenth century, Bulgaria 
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did not have a chance to develop in any formal way (though at many levels 
of written interaction the same process must have occurred - see Figure 2.3 
(d)), there is one area where the administration adhered to a much more 
formal semi-uncial style - Bosnia. This peculiar style, which, however, is 
very similar to the early printing style which was developed in Belorussia by 
such as Francišak Skaryna, is referred to as bosančica (see figure 2.4 
(a/b)). 

Cursive style is by definition handwritten and rather idiosyncratic, in 
spite of the degree of normativization which still occurs at the levels of 
teaching and formal application, and so it was not appropriate for printing 
when this arrived. For this more formal shapes were necessary, and as most 
of the early printing was religious in application, a version of the most 
formal ustav was the first norm in all areas. It was only when administrative 
printing became common that a simpler form, based on the poluustav, 
arose. The leader in the Cyrillic area was Peter the Great with his graz-
danskij šrift 'civil script' (or, rather, 'typeface'), of 1710. This in turn was 
exported to Serbia in the eighteenth century and to Bulgaria and Mace-
donia in the nineteenth (see figure 2.4 (c)). 

3.2 Form 
Changes in the application of letters (as opposed to purely formal changes 
and overall styles) are usually the result of phonological changes which 
cause either redundancies or inadequacies in the symbolic representation of 
the sounds. Thus, for example, when the nasal vowels of Proto-Slavonic 
ceased to be nasals and fused with other, existing vowels (as was the case in 
all Cyrillic areas), the problem arose of what to do with the now redundant 
'nasal' symbols. Three solutions were possible: (1) retain the old symbols as 
phonetically redundant, but etymologically informative, symbols; (2) delete 
the old symbols, replacing them with the ones used for the sounds with 
which they have fused (e.g. ж > у (u), a > ib/я (ja); (3) apply the old 
symbols to some new function for which a new need has arisen (for this 
there will usually need to be some association between the old and new 
functions). 

All of these approaches were applied at some stage in the various 
reforms of Cyrillic in every area. For all areas the following principal 
phonological changes caused such problems: for vowels, denasalization, the 
loss of the jers and the development of / ё / ; for consonants, the develop-
ment of the palatals, especially the complex ones, like the reflexes of Proto-
Slavonic *tj/dj, and / j / itself. 

Another general cause of trouble, of course, is the inheritance of an 
alphabet that was created for another language system, as was the case for 
Cyrillic in general (and to a lesser extent Glagolitic), with the rather serious 
problems of the multiple vowel symbols brought in from the Greek system 
(where they were by medieval times equally redundant!): the three letters 
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Figure 2.4 

ШЛХУГНЯМАГГЯ fOOOfHHIftOnftfNOX CUM HrtVKTt. 

AIM, U OHHM КОИ Х0Й1 40Яр0 ИмрНПГЯ , HMM4 Jo-
in po ми duth ; <лШ*«сто4р лрнмХгя* хнактн 1>он4-
оаомЯеовт*,4Имрвтн*><лрооииофо гопорн омнки 
OT4qCOITH АГКфМ ТИП 0ЮВШ ЯмрЫГГН JA0,4Nf Ш0ЯС€ 
IAOKBĐBTB- фОТВ УИМНШ; N4CT0H $001 pO ЯНПВТН > в", 
П0К4В TOON ?40 NHDOT I N1 МОЯ С̂ мАНКТН ЯмрКТН JАЭ 
tfviOl 4АКА( «остро KMptff гм , 4КО (71*IfШ Я4Л но Jooripo 
ннавтя,?4фо ков <отро*Ш)г,хг МОРС Ямрнстн JAO. ГО-
поре тКАЯО Н4#УЯТ|ЙА, ONHHTHf Н(СГГМ4рТ 0M4WN* > 
KOHf НГСТКНООТФАКАМ mo. XOTltn pfrtB,44 0HHH,K01« 
*0«P0MHUf lOOipON *Мр| Ш(НГК4Н4*УИТС*ЛОаН*К#Г, 
ONNB loeCTMHHf t АО KROI i КОИ MHObftH НС 3VB łooipo 
Христе, xoif UJAH łiRAf (К4рСТИЛ*НН*) *МрНбТМ 
про? иная Joolpo. Сшти U роля м гопорн , К4К40 тн к* -
Леш łu*B ЯОННН Ш Та9И1 СМ4РТН TAKttCf TH £снл&| 

A oiHTrt 
a. Bosnian Cyrillic (Bosančica), seventeenth century 

НОШДЭТЬаЫКЯИГД 

аыннн* iiпоод* 
ННЫЛПОбТОЛЬСКЯЫ 30 
£Ш*н><поетол*,збо 
ЙИЬПОМОЯЬЬ OnPdSJ 
Л£Н JI .ЛОКТОРеМБ фРЛНБ 

ЦНСКОЫЬ GKOPHHOb 
бПОЛОЦЬНз! 

b. Printed Cyrillic: religious, sixteenth century, Belorussia 

НСЛ4Я JąU лГнмшиП* С М«Г01«*сГ7»М̂ М 
J~гигип* +0лГ0Г%нша* И(Лмшк HWMA»««« ГГ/tt« 
П.соЛ ктсгг!-' ifc3? nnmi »UlKmn , 

m « . . ^ ««mjittAa ..©m*rnt лЛдосмс 

с» Printed Cyrillic: civil, eighteenth century, Russia 
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for / i / , the two for / о / and the variants for / u / . There were similar 
problems with the Greek consonantal letters, with two each for /z / and / f / 
(see table 2.2). 

For all areas the solution to all these problems was a very long time 
coming: the earliest solution by far was that of Serbia (or rather of the 
whole area where Cyrillic was subsequently used for Serbo-Croat), namely 
that of Vuk Karadžić in 1814 and 1818; for Ukrainian the final (modern) 
version arrived only in 1917; for Russian in 1918; Bulgarian in 1925 and 
1945; Belorussian in 1933; Macedonian in 1944. Up to the eighteenth 
century there was very little in the way of 'conscious' reform. One can 
identify only isolated conscious attempts at rationalization at earlier 
periods, but even the 'grammarians' of those periods, for example 
Konstantin Kostenečki (a Bulgarian living and writing in Serbia) in the 
fifteenth century or Maksim Grek (a Greek living and writing in Russia) in 
the sixteenth (both of whose 'grammars' were well known throughout the 
Cyrillic Slavonic world), in principle accepted problems like redundant 
letters as normal, based as much on the sacredness of the written form as 
on what might have been seen as important etymological information. It is 
rather in the practice of religious copyists and then secular clerks that we 
find rationalizations like the separation of and л by phonetic context:^ 
initially and post-vocalic (= [ja]), A post-consonantal (= [a] after soft 
consonant). 

The first real attempt in Russia to come to grips with these problems was 
Peter the Great's 'civil script' (Ru. гражданский шрифт/graždanskij 
šrift) of 1708/10: not only did this settle on simpler forms of all letters for 
use in administrative printing, but it also made a start on deleting redun-
dant letters which were marked as 'Church' variants, and also introduced 
some new forms, notably э and я. Э was to serve the needs of foreign 
words, where the sound [e] occurred initially without any prothetic [j], and 
was done by employing a little-used variant of e, which some regard as the 
Glagolitic letter э ; however, no Glagolitic form would be known at this 
stage in Russia; the variant involved had in fact been used for some time in 
the southern (Ukrainian) area, and before that in the fourteenth century 
for Greek words; the shape of я had arisen in the seventeenth-century 
cursive style, especially for A, but also for IFC, and was probably seen as a 
useful unified form of these two letters, which by now represented effec-
tively the same vowel sound ([a]), though varying by position, as indicated 
above. At the same time, by no means all the redundancies were removed 
in this reform: double symbols continued to exist for / i / , / f / , / z / ; also this 
system was by no means a universally accepted one, tied as it was at first to 
administrative usage. The debate about shapes and variants was to be 
conducted fairly freely until 1918, basically because in Russia, as else-
where, there was as yet no mechanism for the enforcing of a norm. 
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The Russian Academy of Sciences, founded in 1725, offered potentially 
such a mechanism, and indeed had such a role in view for itself, but its 
attempts at reform were few and not particularly effective, especially in the 
sense that individual writers, whether as theorists or creative writers, went 
their own way, not recognizing the dictates of the Academy. The 'final' 
formal reform came only in 1918, when the new regime included ortho-
graphy in its range of general reforms: only then were redundant letters like 
i, v, i , and e completely removed, and ъ in its redundant final position. 

This Russian scenario is typical of the whole Cyrillic area, in that ortho-
graphic reform really relied on the acceptance of a literary norm for the 
whole language, and generally the latter was worked out only during the 
nineteenth century. This was certainly the pattern also for Ukrainian, 
Belorussian, Bulgarian and Macedonian. 

For Ukrainian and Belorussian the main differences from Russian reflect 
the different behaviour of the vowel / i / and its variants: since Ukrainian 
early fused the back and front variants [y] and [i], it had no need for two 
letters for those, and they became written both with и; however, it then 
developed a new high front phoneme / i / , and used for this the 'redundant' 
i rather than recast everything in the Russian style (ideologically not a 
serious option). For Belorussian the phonemic situation is the same as 
Russian; however, they opted for the i letter rather than и for the front [i]. 
Examples are the words for 'son', 'blue', and 'hay': 

4 son' 4blue' 4hay' 
Russian сын [sy-J синий [s'i-] сено [s'e-] 
Ukrainian син [sy-] синш [sy-] ciHO [s'i-] 
Belorussian сын [sy-] cmi [s'i-] сена [s'e-] 

A second area of difference lies in the presence in both Ukrainian and 
Belorussian, but not Russian, of the semi-vowel [u]: in both it is a 
positional variant of either /v / , /1/ or / u / . While Ukrainian makes use of 
the existing letters for those sounds, Belorussian shows the innovation of 
the letter y; to some extent this reflects Belorussian's different attitude 
towards orthographic principles (see below, section 8); for details refer to 
the relevant language chapters. 

For Bulgarian one of the central issues of the orthography debate has been 
the phoneme / a / : etymologically, it comes from Proto-Slavonic *ъ, *ę and 
even *ь, so that all of the three Old Church Slavonic letters з ,жог ь have 
at some time been used for it, and not always etymologically either. In the 
early nineteenth century the letter a was used for this sound from whatever 
source, then ж became the popular letter, though ъ was still in contention. 
From the middle of the century the etymological principle was applied, 
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with ж for etymological *ę and ъ for etymological *ъ/ь, and this usage 
survived effectively until 1945. In addition ъ and ь were still written in 
final position, as in pre-1918 Russian, though they no longer had any 
phonetic value. Only in 1945 was ж removed entirely, ъ written for / а / 
when internal, and value-less final ъ dropped; the last problem, that of 
final / a / , was then handled by the use of a in that position. Examples are, 
of Proto-Slavonic, pre-1945 and post-1945 Bulgarian: 

4hand' 'sleep' 4canJ 

Proto-Slavonic *rę>Ka *sT>m> *mogę 
Pre-1945 Bulgarian р*ка сънъ мог* 
Post-1945 Bulgarian ръка сън мога 
(See Мирчев/Mirčev 1963: 25-33.) 

Another issue of some difficulty has been the use of t in its etymological 
place in competition with the dialectal reflexes (sometimes / a / , sometimes 
/ e / , both by position and by dialect). The 1945 reform removed t and 
settled for я/е as they occur in the new standard. 

Macedonian had fewer problems of this sort, its only real phonetic pecu-
liarity being the reflexes of Proto-Slavonic *tjand *dj, namely /К/ and / g / 
respectively. The nineteenth-century efforts at sorting out the orthography 
were influenced greatly by Vuk Karadžić's reforms (see below), and it was 
only the larger problem of the codification of the language which slowed 
things up, so that it was not until 1903 that a system virtually that of Vuk 
was made as formal as the situation allowed (that is, not very), through the 
efforts of writer and publicist Krste Misirkov. The main differences from 
Vuk's system lay in the use of the apostrophe to indicate palatal consonants 
rather than a ligature with ь, thus н', л', к', г'; he also used i rather than j 
for / j / . Misirkov's system was not widely known or applied, but its prin-
ciples were the ones used in the orthography officially adopted as part of 
the new standard language in 1945; at this point, the Serbian ligatures н> 
and л» were adopted, as well as j, and the acute rather than the apostrophe 
in к and г (see Koneski 1983: 111-15). 

The case of the Serbian-Croatian area was different, probably, in that the 
question of orthography was actually at the forefront of the larger business 
of literary norms, and this was because of the parallel existence of at least 
two alphabets - Cyrillic and Latinica, but indeed even of three, since 
Glagolitic was still functioning in the Croatian area. It was Vuk Karadžić 
who led and carried out the crucial reforms of the Cyrillic alphabet. These 
reforms, described and put into practice in his grammar of 1814 
(Писменица сербскога je3MKa/Pismenica serbskoga jezika) and, 
especially, in his dictionary of 1818 (Српски p je чник /Srpski rječnik), 
were mainly concerned with the writing of the 'new' palatals / č ' / , /džV 
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(from PS1. *tj, *dj) and /dž/ (foreign, from Turkish), and also of / j / itself. 
For the first Vuk used a form which had been around for a long time in 
Serbian Cyrillic - Ip (see table 2.2, th letter called g'ervb, originally repre-
senting Greek / g ' / or / j / , then Serbian / j / ) . He used the recently 
invented longer-tailed variant 1) to mark the voiced equivalent and the form 
ц (inverted h or a variant of ц?) for the foreign sound (МладеновиЬ/ 
Mladenović 1989: 156-7). The letter for / j / - j - was, not surprisingly, 
taken from Latinica in its Croatian usage. Most subsequent discussion of 
orthography in the Serbian-Croatian area centred around the relationship 
between the two major alphabets and their application to the literary 
language, whose variants were the main point of issue in the establishment 
of norms. We will have some more to say on this in the discussion of 
Latinica developments in the area. 

3.3 Non-Slavonic use of Cyrillic 
While this book deals with the Slavonic languages, it may also be of interest 
to note that some non-Slavonic areas have used or still use Cyrillic, through 
Slavonic influence in the religious, cultural or political domains: 

1 Rumania for all its early literary history used not only Cyrillic, but the 
entire Old Church Slavonic language, like the use of Latin in western 
Europe. The first examples of written Rumanian date from the 
sixteenth century, but the alphabet remains Cyrillic. It was only around 
1860 that Cyrillic was replaced by Latinica in non-religious writing, 
and in the Church only in 1890. 

2 Of the sixty-two non-Slavonic written languages of the former Soviet 
Union listed by Gilyarevsky and Grivnin (1970: 9), fifty-five use 
Cyrillic; many of the fifty-five have additional letters in their alphabet, 
sometimes from Latinica, often variations of Cyrillic, and often by the 
use of diacritics. The Turkic languages were written first in Latinica 
during the early Soviet period (many having previously used Arabic), 
but converted to Cyrillic in the late 1930s. 

3 Mongolian has been written in Cyrillic in the Mongolian People's 
Republic since 1941 (though Mongolian in Inner Mongolia (in China) 
still uses the traditional Old Mongolian vertical script). 

4 Latinica 

4.1 Early history 
If Glagolitic and Cyrillic, both based on Greek, had problems of redun-
dancy, they nevertheless represented fairly early alphabets dedicated to 
representing Slavonic speech, and especially through the early creation of 
extra symbols for specifically Slavonic sounds, they both ended up being 
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rather good in this function. Latinica, on the other hand, in the early stages 
at least, had no one attempting to make it fit a Slavonic system; in all the 
Slavonic areas in which it became established early, there was no early 
attempt at writing the given Slavonic language, it being assumed that 
written documents, even secular ones, used Latin (language and therefore 
alphabet). When we do find examples of Slavonic words written in Latinica 
at this stage, the specifically Slavonic sounds clearly present an insur-
mountable problem, or at least one which no one attempted to surmount! 
By way of example, the earliest list of Slavonic letter names, dating from 
the twelfth century (known as the 'Paris Alphabet' or 'Abecenarium Bul-
garicum'), has names like: 'ife, giuete, naf, faraue' (for iže, živete, našb, 
čbrvb - see table 2.2), indicating no attempt, or at any rate complete 
failure, to come to grips with the Slavonic sounds [š], [ž], [č]. Another 
problem is that even in the writing of Latin, there were already local vari-
ations in the use of letters, but only one 'new' letter - the 'long' f - used at 
some stages in the early Middle Ages as a contextual variant of s like the 
o /ę of Greek. By the late Middle Ages it would appear that this usage was 
confused, and in most cases the two forms s and f seem to be free variants. 
Certainly, in the early Slavonic examples there is no evidence of this 
symbol being used for a particular sound. In the Paris Alphabet, in addition 
to the above examples, where f represents all three palatals, it occurs also in 
'af (= azb) and 'hieft' (= estb). The only innovation that we find at this 
stage (thirteenth century) is the (inconsistent) use of digraphs, like ss, zz, to 
indicate non-Latin sounds, specifically [š], [ž]. The different local varieties 
of Latin are reflected in the Latinica forms which became used for Slavonic 
languages when this usage was established in each area; thus, for example, 
the German (Gothic) tradition operated in Bohemia and Moravia, the 
Italian or Hungarian in Slovenia and Croatia; in Poland (as in Hungary) 
the use of digraphs remained particularly active. 

4.2 Later history 
The above situation continued up to the fifteenth century. There was still 
not very much written in Slavonic vernaculars till then, except in Bohemia, 
where the fourteenth century, especially under Charles IV, saw a consider-
able amount of local writing (for example, Chronicle of Dalimil, Legend of 
St Catherine). The early Polish hymn known as 'Bogurodzica' (thirteenth 
century) is isolated, but does indicate the use of digraphs. Let us now 
follow what happens in the various areas. 

4.2.1 Czech and Slovak (Bohemia, Moravia, Slovakia) 
In the fifteenth century we find the first serious attempt to go beyond the 
digraph system and make Latinica fit Slavonic in a more direct way: this is 
the system reputedly devised by Jan Hus and described in his De Ortho-
graphia Bohemica (of 1406?; see Schrópfer 1968), and it has been 
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improved on only in minor details. Its simple power is derived from the use 
of diacritics: Hus himself used dots over consonants for the palatals (e.g. ś, 
ż), and the acute for long vowels (for example e, 1), while the modern 
Czech hook (the haček - the 'inverted circumflex', as in š, ž) appeared in 
the late sixteenth century. This system is so elegant and efficient that it is, 
in addition to being the standard orthography of Czech, Slovak, Slovene 
and Croatian, also the transcription system used by Slavonic linguists. (See 
below on transcription.) 

Other general problems included the writing of / j / : the early tradition 
was to use g before front vowels and у before back, and this survived until 
the mid-nineteenth century, when j was established in this role (by Pavel 
Šafarik, a Slovak). At the same time the form v was fixed for /v / in place 
of w. Phonological changes like the fusion of former variants [i] and [y] 
produced the usual problem of how far to retain etymological information 
as opposed to phonetic. Czech made the etymological decision early 
(eighteenth century) and has not retracted from it, retaining the letters i 
and у in spite of their phonetic identity (and it was followed in this by 
Slovak), while all other languages with the same fusion (Bulgarian, 
Ukrainian, Serbo-Croat, Slovene) have opted for phonetic spelling of this 
/ i / . A parallel case of etymological spelling is the distinction between the 
two sources of [u]: original / u / is rendered by u, original / 5 / by u. Thus 
the final Czech system was in place by the second half of the nineteenth 
century. 

Slovak has not deviated far from the Czech system, having been able 
basically simply to drop unnecessary Czech letters like e, r, u; its only inno-
vation has been the vowel symbol o, used to represent the diphthong [uo] 
(etymological [5]). The etymological principle was accepted here too, by 
1852, though only after proposals for phonetic spelling by notable names 
like Anton Bernolak and L'udovit Štur (de Bray 1980, II: 132-3). 

4.2.2 Polish and Sorbian (Poland, Lusatia) 
The only Latinica Slavonic area not to adopt this diacritic system is the 
Polish one, apparently partly from initial resistance on religious grounds to 
borrowing the Hus system, but mainly perhaps because of its phonological 
system: while it has the usual collection of (old) palatals ( /š / , / ž / , / č / ) , all 
now phonetically hard, it also has a new set of soft ones (from the soft 
dentals), and it may be that it could not come to terms with two (or worse, 
three) sets of diacritics. Thus Polish uses the acute to indicate the new soft 
palatals (ś, ź, ć), a usage established in the early sixteenth century, but 
digraphs for most of the old, namely sz, cz, rz (the latter an etymological 
spelling for phonetic [ž] from / г 7 and / i j / ) ; for old / ž / it retains the dot 
as in Hus's system - ż; and for both old and new /n j / (now identical) it 
uses the acute - ń (see chapter 12 for details on the current situation). The 
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sixteenth-century digraph system still included tz or cz for /с / , and / š / 
also appeared as ss (de Bray 1980, II: 231). While there were objections to 
the digraph system already in the fifteenth century, no doubt through the 
influence of the Hus system, Polish has not replaced its digraphs with the 
Czech haček symbols, and at this stage the problem is that of any language 
with an established literature behind it. English users are hardly in a 
position to be critical of the Polish spelling system in this respect, and the 
Polish system is as efficient as any other Slavonic language in terms of the 
correlation between sound and symbol. 

As for the vowels, the nasals are the most typical feature of the Polish 
system, and their spelling by the symbols ę and ę is (morpho-)phonological, 
the surface realization being accessible by fairly consistent rules. These 
symbols date from the same period (early sixteenth century). So too does 
the one case of etymological spelling: the letter o, which represents a 
former long /5 / , with the acute used as in Czech, but a modern short [u]. 
While long vowels were still around, in the fifteenth century, writing them 
double was a usage predating that of the acute, and perhaps matching the 
digraph consonant system. 

For Sorbian, as for Slovak, the nineteenth century was the time for sorting 
out the orthography, though like Serbian and Croatian, there were major 
problems with the competing literary variants, not only Upper and Lower 
Sorbian, but also the Protestant and Catholic versions of Upper Sorbian. 
These major questions found their modern resolutions only in this century. 
The modern spelling system of both variants is diacritic, using both the 
Czech hook (for the old palatals) and the Polish acute (for the new 
palatals), and was developed by the mid-nineteenth century, being referred 
to then as the 'analogical' system (de Bray 1980, II: 342). 

4.2.3 Croatian (and Serbian), Slovene (Croatia, Dalmatia, Serbia, 
Slovenia) 
Apart from a few details of the application of certain Latin letters, these 
areas share the same tradition, originally that of Italian Latin. Thus, for 
example, / j / was early represented by g or i; / č / by с or ch, / š / by sc, / с / 
by z, etc. Local variations developed over the late Middle Ages in the 
representation particularly of the palatals. For / č / northern Croatian 
(influenced by Hungarian) used cs or ch, southern Croatian used simply с 
and Slovene used zh; for / š / northern Croatian used f/s, southern 
Croatian sc and Slovene used fh/sh; for / ž / , which did not occur in Italian, 
a new model was set up only in the Dubrovnik area: sg or x, while else-
where there was the usual vague usage, northern Croatian again f/s, south-
ern (Zadar) simply s or z, Slovene sh (see below on the use made of the 
'long' s (f) as a visual differentiator in Slovene); for / с / Croatian used z 
and (especially northern) cz, Slovene c. In so far as Latinica was used in 
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Serbia (mainly in the north), the only special usage was x for /ž / , though 
this was used, less consistently at first, in southern Croatia too, where it 
became common from the seventeenth century (however, Vuk Karadžić, in 
a comparative list of alphabets (Srpski rječnik 1818: lxix), lists x for / ž / in 
the column headed 'Serb. Lat.', but for Croatian only s in this role, with sz 
for / s / , as in Hungarian; he also lists only ch for / č / under 'Croatian'). 

The first area to start formalizing the language was Slovenia, where the 
late sixteenth century marked the appearance of a series of grammars, 
starting with that of Adam Bohorič in 1584. As far as spelling is 
concerned, these grammars fixed the tradition in use at that point. They did 
not embark on discussions of problems or suggest any changes. Some 
earlier non-grammatical works are of interest too in listing the letters 
before their text - usually biblical, for example Sebastian Krelj's Otrozhia 
Biblia of 1566. In these the items of interest are: 

digraphs using h: sh for [ž] and [š], zh for [č], ch for [šč]; 
sh for [ž], but fh for [š]; 
s (low) is in fact commonly used for voiced [z] as opposed to f for [s], 

while z is used for [c], but so also is c. 

Thus, overall, there was still a great amount of confusion in these about 
the use of Latin letters. This situation did not change much in published 
grammars for a long time: Marko Pohlin in 1768 and 1783 was still using 
the same system (known as 'bohoričica'), and so were Jernej Kopitar in 
1808 and Pavao Solarič in 1814. None of these seems concerned about the 
orthography, and it was only in the 1820s that the debate hotted up into a 
'war' between new systems proposed by Peter Dajnko ('dajnčica') and 
Franc Metelko ('metelčica'), the former proposing q, у (!) and ч for /n j / , 
/š / , / č / respectively, and the latter a whole series of Cyrillic letters, some 
directly, notably ш, ч for / š / , / č / , also щ, ф, others in adapted form, 
notably L and N with hooks for / l j / and /n j / - modelled on Vuk's Cyrillic 
(see Jurančič 1977: 143-5). But it was, in fact, in Croatia that the ortho-
graphy of both languages was sorted out: following Vuk's reform of Cyrillic 
(see above) in the early nineteenth century, Ljudevit Gaj in the 1830s 
performed the same operation on Latinica, using the Czech system and 
producing a one-to-one symbol correlation between Cyrillic and Latinica 
as applied to the Serbian and Croatian parallel systems. In turn, Gaj's 
system ('gajica') was adopted in Slovene in the 1840s, especially through 
the efforts of the editor Janez Bleiweis (see de Bray 1980, I: 235, 312). 
The modern systems date from this time. 

4.2.4 Other Slavonic - Belorussian 
After the Polish-Lithuanian Union of Lublin (1569) and the religious 
Union of Brest (1596), Belorussian came under direct Polish influence, at 
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the expense of the freedom it had had under Lithuania alone. At the level 
of orthography this led to the extensive use of Latinica to write Belo-
russian. By definition, the graphic system used was that of Polish, and this 
usage survived until early this century, when the Czech haček letters began 
to be substituted for cz, sz and ź, and v for w. Many publications at this 
time were printed in both alphabets. After the Revolution, the use of 
Latinica was virtually eliminated, though it survived in the western areas 
until the Second World War (see Mayo 1977: 29-31). 

5 Greek 
The consistent use of the Greek alphabet to write a Slavonic language is 
limited to the Macedonian area. It starts from the Turkish conquest in the 
late fourteenth century and continues through the later Greek domination 
in the nineteenth century, and, to the extent that any Macedonian is still 
written in Aegean Macedonia, which would be in private correspondence 
only, continues until now. In fact, however, since the First World War 
Greece has effectively not recognized any Slavonic Macedonian minority, 
and so there is no recognized need for the writing of their language. During 
the nineteenth century especially there was a large body of Macedonian 
literature written in Greek script; indeed the first book printed in Mace-
donian, in 1794, used the Greek alphabet (see Koneski 1983: 112-15). 

The problem is the same as with Latinica: the Greek alphabet does not 
contain sufficient letters to cope with the extra Slavonic sounds, and so 
there is great vagueness in the application of Greek letters to these. This 
problem may be seen very early in the alphabet names reported by Banduri 
(in 1711), and supposed to date from the thirteenth century, though 
possibly Banduri's source was not in Greek. Here we find, for example, / š / 
written as o /ę ( ' o a a \ 'vac;' for 'ša', 'našb'), / ž / as £ '^лР1!^ f° r 

'iže', 'živite'), and / č / as ('x^epPri' for 'сылъ'). The same problem is 
still around in the eighteenth century, for example the Lexicon Tetra-
glosson (see Kristophson 1974) also has for / č / (e.g. 'psx^e' for 
'reče'). This document does use the iota subscript on a to represent [a] (e.g. 
'xętppa' for 'd(a)rva'). Otherwise there appears to be no evidence of any 
innovation in the form or application of Greek letters to Macedonian. 

6 Arabic 
The use of Arabic script for a Slavonic language applies to Belorussia, 
starting from the arrival of the Tatars in the thirteenth-fourteenth centuries, 
and to Bosnia from the arrival of the Turks in the fourteenth century. For 
Belorussia we have many examples of such material from the mid-sixteenth 
to the twentieth centuries (see the collection by Антонович/Antonovič 
1968). For Bosnia there exists an Islamic literature for a similar period, 
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including some forty printed books from the nineteenth and twentieth 
centuries (Janković 1989: 36). ИвиЪ/Мс (1986: 155) dates such a 
Bosnian literature from the early seventeenth to the nineteenth centuries. 
In theory, Arabic - at least in its classical form - would have presented 
similar problems to Latinica or Greek, since Arabic is also short on 
symbols for palatals and affricates; further, it would certainly have had 
problems also in the representation of the vowels; however, it did have 
extra symbols for 'emphatic' and fricative consonants, as well as the possi-
bility of varying the number of dots on a given symbol. These resources had 
already been utilized in the application of Arabic script to Turkish, and it 
was this adapted script which was used by the Slavs, with some innovations 
of their own; thus, for example - according to the list given by Супрун, 
Калюта/Suprun, Kaljuta for Belorussian usage (1981: 11-14), the letter 
za was used for /dz/ , tha for / s ' / , ta for / t / and ta for / t ' / ; / с / is written 
with sadbwi with three dots added, and the same three dots replace the one 
of jim for / č / , the one of za for / ž / and the one of ba for / p / . For the 
vowels: / о / is represented by the superscript a ( ' ) written over waw, that 
is, the classical Arabic diphthong [au] collapsed; however, so also is / u / 
written thus (classical Arabic superscript u (') followed by waw), that is the 
superscript difference appears not to have been retained; / e / is written by 
what appears to be the superscript a ( ' ) enlarged to letter size. 

A similar description of late Bosnian Arabic script is given by Janković 
(1989: 32-3), indicating the additional influence of the Vuk/Gaj system of 
diacritics. Thus, the same three-dot versions as above are used for / č / , / ž / 
and / p / ; however, a two-dot version of jim is used for / с / and a version of 
the latter with a circumflex instead of the dots for / č 7 ; / d ž 7 and /dž/ are 
both simply the original (one-dot) jim; a circumflex is also used over nun 
for / n 7 and a haček over lam for /17(1); similarly / о / is represented by 
waw with a circumflex and / u / by waw with a haček; / e / is simply the 
classical letter ha. 

7 Hebrew 
Some scant evidence exists of the use of Hebrew script by Belorussian 
Jews, but it was apparently never used for more than personal writing or 
place names (Wexler 1973: 47). 

8 Orthographic principles (Cyrillic and Latinica) 
Apart from odd proposals of a phonetic principle, the clear track in most 
areas has always been to work on the 'morphological' principle in ortho-
graphy, that is to retain visible morphological relations in spite of surface 
phonetic facts. While this would seem to be natural, or at least a 'good 
idea', for languages like Russian (and English), where surface phonetic 
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changes can be major, theorists do not always see it that way: thus Belo-
russian has gone for a phonetic representation of the vowels, though, 
inconsistently, not of the consonants. Thus, while the common lexeme 
/solod/ 'malt' is realized (in the nominative singular) in both languages 
with a final [t], Russian spells it солод/solod, Belorussian солад/solad, 
both on the principle that in all the other forms of this word the / d / is 
realized as [d], and so the root morpheme is {solod}. Languages with 
simpler surface realizations of the morphology do not have the same 
problems; thus, for example, Serbo-Croat, and to a lesser extent Ukrainian, 
can boast of having a 'phonetic spelling system' - they simply do not have 
the linguistic problems of languages like Russian; hence the above word in 
Ukrainian is realized as [solod], and thus may be spelt 'phonetically' 
солод/solod; the cognate Serbo-Croat /slad/ is realized as [slad] and 
spelt slad/слад. 

Apart from Serbo-Croat and Ukrainian, all Slavonic languages devoice 
final obstruents, but none indicate this in the spelling. Ukrainian is odd in 
respect also of the (regressive) assimilation of obstruents in groups: it does 
not allow devoicing to occur, but does allow voicing, while all the other 
languages, including Serbo-Croat, allow assimilation of both sorts. Most 
languages are inconsistent in their attitude towards the spelling of this 
assimilation; however, Serbo-Croat maintains its 'phonetic' spelling by 
writing the surface value of the obstruent, for example sladak/сладак 
masculine 'sweet', feminine slatka/слатка. 

As for the spelling of the vowels, only Belorussian attempts to spell them 
phonetically, as indicated above (солад/solad = [sólat]); thus those other 
languages which show surface changes related to stress position do not 
represent these in the spelling, for example Russian (солод/solod = 
[sóbt]); in many cases the vowel changes occur only in certain variants of 
the standard languages, for example the raising of Bulgarian pre-tonic / о / 
to [u], so that no single spelling would be phonetic for the whole standard, 
not to mention the non-standard variations. 

All of the above applies equally to the Cyrillic and Latinica users; in 
fact, no Latinica user follows the Belorussian model for vowels, that is all 
follow the morphological principle, but the Latinica version of Serbo-
Croat, of course, follows the Cyrillic one in spelling the voice assimilation 
(sladak, but slatka). 

Finally, in many systems extra diacritics may be used in particular 
circumstances, for example to indicate suprasegmental features, or to aid 
disambiguation; examples of the first are: 

1 stress position may be indicated by an acute accent in East Slav and 
Bulgarian dictionaries and textbooks for pedagogical purposes; 

2 length and tone may be indicated in Serbo-Croat (with four accent 
marks) and Slovene's conservative variant (with three accent marks); 
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3 length (and also quality) of some vowels (e, o) may be indicated in the 
modern variant of Slovene (with the same three accent marks); 

4 length may be indicated in post-tonic syllables in Serbo-Croat (by a 
macron). 

Examples of the disambiguation function are: 

1 Russian usually marks the word čto with an acute to indicate the object 
pronoun ('what') as opposed to the conjunction ('that'); 

2 Bulgarian marks the pronoun i ('to her') with a grave accent as 
opposed to the conjunction / ('and'); 

3 Russian has available the letter ё - phonetically representing stressed 
[o] after a soft consonant - which is used both in pedagogical functions 
and for disambiguation, as for example to distinguish всё/vse (/vs 'o/ 
'all', neuter singular) from Bce/vse (/vs 'e/ 'all' plural). 

The regular orthographic use of diacritics to indicate suprasegmental 
features is limited to Czech and Slovak, which use the acute to indicate 
vowel length. 

9 Summary 
The modern situation is thus: 

Glagolitic is no longer used anywhere (but is still recognized in Croatian 
Church usage, even if not decipherable by many - for example, Zagreb 
Cathedral bears a prominent Glagolitic inscription of recent provenance 
on its interior back wall); 

Cyrillic is used throughout the East Slavonic area (Russian, Ukrainian, 
Belorussian); in the south in Bulgaria, Macedonia and Serbia, and also 
in Bosnia and Montenegro, thus in the whole of the east and south of 
the Balkan Slavonic region; 

Latinica is used throughout the West Slavonic area (Czech, Slovak, Polish, 
Sorbian); in the south in Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia and Dalmatia; also in 
Serbia, where it exists alongside Cyrillic, though the latter is dominant in 
most parts. 

For details on the modern systems, see the relevant chapters of this 
book. 
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TRANSCRIPTION AND TRANSLITERATION 

1 Definitions 
Most of what is included under both of the terms transcription and trans-
literation can be generalized as 'conversion of scripts' (see Wellisch 1978), 
in the sense that almost all this activity centres around the business of 
making one alphabet (or, more generally, a 'script', or writing system) 
accessible to users of a different system. The one area which is not sub-
sumable under this general description is the representation of phonetic 
elements (sounds) in a written form for use not only by users of different 
phonetic systems, but also by learners of native systems. 

Of the two terms, the second - transliteration - is the easier to relate to 
its application: as its name suggests, it involves the transference (con-
version) of letters. It is concerned with the conversion of one writing system 
- and specifically an alphabetic one - to another, and is not necessarily 
concerned with sounds at all. Transcription, on the other hand, in spite of 
the root 'script', is applied to the representation of either a writing system 
or a sound system in a written form which will allow users of other systems 
in particular to appreciate the sounds of the source system. While it may 
use the symbols of a particular target language's orthography, this is not 
essential, and any symbolic system may be used, depending only on the 
requirements of the target audience. 

2 Target audiences 
Who needs conversion of a writing system? It is the huge variety of answers 
to this question that produces the likewise huge variety of conversion 
systems. A few of the major customers are: librarians, who want to provide 
access via their catalogues to material written in scripts other than their 
own; editors of journals or newspapers, which have to refer at least to 
names of people, places and other journals in their discussion of foreign 
sources and events; and linguists, who want to describe languages at 
various levels of detail to other linguists who may not need (or desire) to 
access the source script. 

While it is probably true to say that linguists are the easiest target 
audience, in that they are usually by definition well-informed in the busi-
ness of scripts and sounds, even they may be subdivided into a variety of 
groupings related to the reasons why they want a conversion. There may, 
for example, be linguists reading this book who are unfamiliar with any 
Slavonic language, let alone the Cyrillic script, and whose needs in terms of 
conversion are limited to the minimum which will give them access to 
information about higher levels of the languages, say the morphology or 
syntax. For these - assuming they are users of a Latinica script - a basic 
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transliteration will suffice, and they may not need any comment at all on 
those languages which already use a Latinica script. Others will be 
interested in the sound systems themselves, and will want to know much 
more than can be got from simple transliteration: at the 'top' end, they will 
want a highly sophisticated transcription system which will give them 
minute details about the sounds of the source language. 

Other customers for conversion are usually much more diverse in their 
needs, as also in their degree of sophistication in the general use of scripts. 
For example, librarians need not be concerned at all about the sounds 
underlying the foreign symbols, as their primary concern is that material 
can be accessed in the alphabetic order of their native system, and then its 
issue and return controlled by staff who do not know the foreign system. If 
staff or users need to say aloud names or titles, the roughest of approxi-
mations is quite satisfactory. On the other hand, radio commentators have 
to say aloud such foreign names all the time, and so are forced to make 
decisions about how best to approach this, that is how far they should go in 
imitating the source pronunciation, if indeed they have any idea of this. 
The practical situation which clearly occurs typically is that the foreign 
forms are first written, that is transliterated, by journalists or editors, using 
whatever degree of approximation suits their minimal written needs, and 
then the radio journalist, say a news reader, is required to read the form 
aloud, guided at best by formal recommendation (based, it is hoped, on 
informed sources), and at worst by uninformed common journalistic usage. 

This last case, of the radio announcer's problem, is, of course, not 
limited to the situation of transliterated source scripts: that of other systems 
based on the same script as the target is just as great a problem, indeed 
potentially greater, as the expectation that the system is different is dimin-
ished by the apparent familiarity of the script. Two aspects of this are: (1) 
the different values of the same symbol in different systems, for example 
the sound value of ch in English, French and German; and (2) the use of 
diacritic signs which tend not to be transferred, and whose function cannot 
thus be carried over, for example the French vowel accents, whose 
omission does not produce serious problems, or the Czech consonant 
hooks, whose omission does produce potentially serious ones. 

Ultimately, so long as we are dealing with proper names, as is usually the 
case in journalism, any approximation will do, so long as it is said often 
enough to be identifiable in a given form. However, much of this approxi-
mation is unsatisfactory even to non-linguists, if only in that it causes much 
puzzlement and confusion. English-speaking non-Russianists are fre-
quently puzzled by the fact that a name spelt in transliteration with an e can 
be pronounced with an [o], as in 'Gorbachev'; the problem is, of course, 
that transliteration and imitation have been mixed, in that the Russian 
letter is indeed the one transliterated as e, while the sound is indeed [o]; 
writing e is fine until the name has to be said, just as saying [o] is fine until 
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the written form interferes. This particular problem is reconcilable only by 
an editorial decision to temper the transliteration with phonetic infor-
mation - in other words, to go rather for (or towards) a transcription; in 
the case in question the name would be better written 'Gorbachov' (as in 
the usual German version 'Gorbatschow'). 

Just as much confusion is caused by Latinica source names like the 
Czech names 'Dvorak' (for Dvorak) or 'Mecir' (for Mečir) - in which the 
Czech letter r represents a vibrant palatal fricative sounding somewhat like 
the sequence 'rzh', and moreover devoiced ('rsh') in final position, as in the 
second name. As they stand, without their diacritic marks, they can be used 
as satisfactory visual references to the people in question, but as soon as 
someone tries to say them (and in the case of a top tennis player, like the 
latter, this will happen rather often), problems arise: the uninformed, that 
is the vast majority, are highly puzzled by the addition of a spurious [ž] 
after r in the first name, and by the pronunciation of с as [č] and r as [š] in 
the second - always assuming that this is what is indeed said. A Polish 
name like 'Walesa' (for 'Wałęsa', where w represents [v], ł [w] and ę a 
front nasal vowel) presents similar problems. 

Since the idea of transliteration is perceived as impossible within 
versions of the same script, we are left with the paradoxical situation that 
transliterated names, say from Cyrillic, are more likely to be pronounced 
accurately than names in other Latinica alphabets. It would be nice if 
everyone moved to a transcription system for all names, whether for print 
or sound-media use. However, against this stands the inertial force of tra-
dition: once a particular form of a proper name has been used often or long 
enough, it becomes 'the' form of that name, and in all approximative uses 
will resist any attempt to make it 'more accurate'. Thus Russian names 
ending in [-skij] are happily written '-sky', this not conforming to any 
formal transliteration scheme (though often used in the style of individual 
journals), but providing a reasonable approximation; 'Dvorak' is generally 
pronounced (more or less) correctly with the 'extra' [ž], in spite of no clue 
to this being offered in its form; by now 'Gorbachev' is such an accepted 
form. A parallel situation is the use of established foreign versions of place 
names which are not transliterations of the modern native names, but 
usually represent old variants: for example, Moscow, Vienna, Copenhagen, 
China, or French 'Londres'. Only occasionally does tradition change, as in 
the recent conversion of Peking to Beijing in English usage. 

Before passing to looking at the major transcription and transliteration 
systems which are (or have been) in use, we must first sort out a bit of 
terminological confusion: Wellisch, amongst others, refers to the script as 
'Roman', and the alphabet as 'Latin'; it is probably useful to use 'alphabet' 
in the language-specific sense and 'script' in the general, and I adhere to 
this usage in general, but I do not regard it as crucial, since the context 
always makes the meaning clear; however, to many, 'Roman' - or at least 
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'roman' - refers to a type-style, opposed to 'bold', 'italic' and so on; 
furthermore, the term 'romanization', as applied to situations like Chinese 
and Japanese, is used in the sense of an alternative usable script for natives, 
rather than a transliteration for specific purposes or for foreigners. I there-
fore use only 'Latinica' for both purposes, and never the term 'Roman' in 
any form. 

The assumption in this book is that we are concerned with conversion 
into Latinica. All other scripts have exactly the same problems, simply 
viewed from a different perspective; they all perform conversion into their 
own systems. Earlier in this chapter we considered examples like the repre-
sentation of Slavonic sounds in the Greek or Arabic alphabets. The 
common problem is that languages have scripts which, at least by tradition, 
if not by consistency, represent their own sound system, which is different 
from others' sound systems; and since even native scripts are only rarely 
accurate representers of the sounds, it is hardly surprising that trying to 
apply a different script to a given sound system should create problems. 

3 Transcription systems 
As transcription is concerned with the transmission of the sounds of the 
source language, the two basic variants needed are: one for specialist 
linguists, and one for 'approximations' usable for the like of radio journal-
ists. 

In the first case, there are two subdivisions: one for the phonologist and 
one for the phonetician. The phonologist is interested primarily in the 
phonemes of the source language, and not in the fine details of pronunci-
ation; for this purpose we need what is called a 'phonemic' or 'broad' tran-
scription; thus, for example, 'Gorbachev' could be transcribed as 
/gorbačov/. The phonetician is in addition interested in the details, 
including the effect of stress, and requires a 'phonetic' or 'narrow' tran-
scription; the same name could be transcribed as [garbAtfof]. (In each case 
I say 'could' be transcribed, because the given versions are only two of 
many possible transcription systems or degrees of detail, some of which we 
will take up below.) 

The ideal 'narrow' transcription will allow the (ideal) phonetician to 
produce a native-like version of any sound or sequence of sounds from any 
language. The only condition is that the describer and the interpreter are 
using exactly the same system, that is the interpreter must know the exact 
(intended) value of every symbol used; for this reason it is necessary to 
establish widely recognized and accepted systems, indeed preferably only 
one such system, as transcription would then know no boundaries. This last 
situation is unfortunately not quite the case, although at least amongst 
professional phoneticians there is now one such system, known as the 
International Phonetic Alphabet, whose symbols are used in the above 
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phonetic transcription. Amongst local language pedagogues, especially 
those using scripts other than Latinica, there is much less acceptance of this 
alphabet, and more use of variants based on the native alphabet; thus 
descriptions of Russian intended for internal use prefer a Cyrillic-based 
system. It is notable, however, that recourse to IPA symbols is frequent in 
the transcription of details. 

For most linguistic purposes, a broad transcription is sufficient, and this 
presents fewer problems, as the number of symbols required is much 
smaller. Again, most systems are based on the native alphabet, which 
means that Latinica is certainly the most popular, but not the only one; 
again, Russian sources use Cyrillic exclusively for phonemic descriptions. 
Further, there are variants in the Latinica usage also, depending on the 
typical sorts of phonemes in particular language groups; it has been 
common for descriptions of western European languages to use IPA 
symbols also for broad transcription, thus 'Gorbachev' could be transcribed 
phonemically as /gorbatfov/ (the symbol /tf/ being the IPA one for the 
voiceless palatal affricate). Amongst Slavists, however, the tradition has for 
some time been to use, rather, the symbols existing in the Czech alphabet 
for this purpose. Thus, for example, palatal consonants are transcribed by 
the Czech 'hook' letters (š, ž, č); softness of consonants is indicated by an 
acute (s', z'). This system has proved very efficient in describing all the 
Slavonic languages, including their older stages, and also the reconstructed 
forms of Proto-Slavonic. 

One further advantage of this system is that it is easily used also for 
general transliteration purposes, as it does not use the 'odd' shapes of many 
IPA symbols, but only regular Latinica letters with diacritics. This is a 
major advantage, as it reduces the overall number of systems which any 
reader has to deal with. We will treat this usage below. 

Finally, a word about the 'approximative' transcription: while the users 
of such transcriptions are normally not linguists, and need have no real 
interest in a 'good' pronunciation of a name, they must still produce some-
thing recognizable, and if they consider themselves professionals, they owe 
it to their public to make a serious stab at correctness. In this case, it is true 
that using any symbols which do not occur in the native alphabet is a waste 
of time: no non-linguist can be expected to know the significance of č or tf. 
Provided the sound concerned exists in the target language, there is little 
problem: here, English would use (its normal) ch; but with a foreign sound, 
there must inevitably be problems: some of these are insurmountable in the 
sense that given sounds will simply not be imitated, for example Czech / f / ; 
others are amenable to analogical transcription, like the writing of / ž / in 
English as zh or of /x / as kh, etc. 

At this point the border between transcription and transliteration 
becomes blurred: such users are both transliterators and transcribers, and 
the importance of the sound media has made the latter function much more 
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important than previously. It is no longer good enough for a name to be 
simply transliterated: someone will soon have to say it aloud, and will get it 
badly wrong if transcription has not been considered, as in the case of the 
last vowel of 'Gorbachev', or the initial sound of 'Evtushenko' - an effec-
tive transliteration/transcription will allow for the pronunciation and 
produce rather 'Gorbachov' and 'Yevtushenko'. The marking of stress 
position is also highly desirable. 

4 Transliteration systems 
I have argued that some of the above instances of transliteration are nega-
tive in that what is required in such cases is at least some consideration of 
sound values, and thus of transcription. For 'pure' transliteration to be 
justified, the sound must be completely unimportant and irrelevant. Only 
then can one be 'scientific', that is consistent, in the activity. Consistency 
here means that a given letter (syllable, ideogram, etc.) of one language is 
always represented by the same distinct letter etc. of the target language, 
without any regard to the behaviour of the underlying sound. In this way 
'reversibility' is assured. Potential users of such systems are such as 
librarians and cartographers; amongst the users of libraries and maps are 
those who are familiar with the source script, and they want to be able to 
reconstruct precisely the source form; in any case it must still be assumed 
that the transliterated forms are for reading only; as soon as the question of 
speaking them arises, as in, say, an oral request for a foreign title, or in the 
teaching of geography, some guidance on the source sounds is desirable to 
say the least. This is, of course, a linguist's view of the world, and while I 
would expect to find plenty of support among the readers of this book, it is 
certainly not a view held by the non-linguistically minded majority. 

And so to the systems in use. Not surprisingly, it is the librarians who 
have done the most work in this area, with the major libraries of the world 
devising such scientific systems as mentioned above, in the first place for 
their own direct users, but indirectly also for smaller libraries and many 
others who adopt their systems. The two major English-language systems 
are those of the Library of Congress and the British (Museum) Library; 
both of these are based on the use of the Latinica letters without diacritics, 
though the Library of Congress system does use the ligature ( ) and breve 
("). Both of these systems date from early this century (1905 and 1917 
respectively), and have thus built up a tradition as difficult to replace as a 
standard orthography. 

For the great majority of letters there is no problem, since the basic 
sounds are the same in all the languages involved and both systems use the 
'simple' letters 'a', 'b', 'd', etc. From those that do cause problems, 
examples of these two systems applied to Russian Cyrillic are as follows: 
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Russian Library of Congress British (Museum) Library 
ж zh zh 
x kh kh 
U ts ts 
Щ shch shch 
й 1 i 
ы У ui 
ъ 
ь 

(omit) 

я ia ya 

Clearly, the two are very close, but they are nevertheless different enough 
to cause some confusion, and certainly some aggravation amongst library 
staff when the wrong one is used! A practical problem with the Library of 
Congress system is that the diacritics must be done by hand, undesirable in 
the mechanical age. However, this has been seen as a problem with any 
foreign diacritics, and in this age of computerised typography need no 
longer be insurmountable. 

Alongside these two English-based systems there have existed others in 
various European countries, the most important and 'scientific' being the 
German Preussische Instruktionen; the system used in the French Biblio-
theque Nationale catalogue is somewhat less 'scientific' (Wellisch 1978: 
250). Most other countries likewise have used more or less local versions. 
The problems inherent in such diversity led to the desire for some uni-
formity, and to the production by the International Organization for 
Standardization (ISO) of its first transliteration standard (ISO/R9, 
published in 1954), which was, in fact, for transliteration of Cyrillic. It 
opted for the Czech/Croat-style use of diacritics, and the above sample 
letters were transcribed thus: 

Russian ISO 
ж ž 
x h 
Ц C 
Щ šč 
Й j 
ы У 
ъ и 
ь i 
я ja 

Adherents of the two English-based systems were not impressed, and 
stuck to their own systems (compare the 1958 British Standards Institution 
(BSI) system, virtually the same as the British Library, except 'y' for ы and 
'u' for ъ; and the 1976 American Standards Association - now American 
National Standards Institute (ANSI) - system). The second edition of ISO/ 
R9, in 1968, conceded defeat in acknowledging the British/American 
system as an acceptable alternative, but the 'double standard' involved 
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clearly defeated the whole purpose, and was reported by Wellisch (1978: 
258) as about to be rejected in the third edition ('probably in 1977'), which 
was to revert to the system of the first edition. (In fact, there was appar-
ently considerable disputation over this edition, and it was finally published 
only in 1986, as the first 'proper' edition (called ISO 9), as opposed to the 
previous 'recommendations'.) 

Wellisch gives a useful comparative table of the many systems (1978: 
260-2), as part of the history of Cyrillic transliteration (pp. 256-64). This 
includes the draft changes of the ISO third edition. 

All of these systems were set up in principle by and for cataloguers. But 
others were using them too, and in our context most importantly the 
editors of scholarly journals and books. Inevitably, the confusion of the 
cataloguers has continued here, and the same variety of systems is apparent 
throughout the Slavist academic world. Moreover, not only are there 
different systems in different countries, but even internally in different 
disciplines. For English-language journals, the BSI or ANSI systems are 
normal, but now only for non-linguistic material: Slavist linguists have, not 
surprisingly, opted for the ISO system, based as it is on the Czech model, 
which thus conveniently serves both purposes of phonemic transcription 
and transliteration. 

One final point must be made about the non-ISO systems: they are 
more than simply transliteration systems since they, somewhat surprisingly, 
take into consideration the phonemic system of the particular language 
involved; for example, in the BL and LC catalogues, the letter x is trans-
literated as 'kh' for all but Serbo-Croat and Macedonian, when it is 'h'; 
similarly for these two languages the Croat (= Czech) Latinica letters are 
used for ж, ц, 4, ш (see the British Library Reader Guide no. 3 - Trans-
literation of Cyrillic). This usage is based, presumably, on the parallel use 
of Latinica in Serbo-Croat, expanded to include Macedonian as another 
Yugoslav alphabet. Likewise, щ is transliterated as 'shch' for Russian, but 
'sht' for Bulgarian. The example of г transliterated as 'g' for most, but as 'h' 
for Ukrainian and Belorussian, may be defended by the previous existence 
of the second letters t (Ukrainian) and г* (Belorussian), inconsistently, and 
no longer, used for [g] as opposed to [h] (Ukrainian) or [y] (Belorussian). 

Overall, one would think that a strict transliteration system should be 
'language-neutral'. However, as linguists, we can have no objection to the 
inclusion of language-specific information of this sort, especially as it draws 
transcription and transliteration closer together. It is this principle which 
lies behind the system used in this book. 

S The system used in this book 
This then being a book on Slavonic linguistics, for the joint purposes of 
phonemic transcription and graphic transliteration we use the system which 
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has become standard in Slavonic linguistics. This is based on the ISO 
system, with some relevant phonemic information being allowed as in the 
above cataloguing practices. These cases are few, and are as follows (the 
justification given in parentheses): 

Letter Language Transcription/transliteration 
г Bg. Mac. OCS Ru. SCr. g 

Bel. Ukr. h (phonemic/phonetic) 
и Bg. Mac. OCS Ru. SCr. i 

Ukr. у (with i for i) 
x Bel. Bg. OCS Ru. Ukr. x 

Mac. SCr. h (to match SCr. usage in Latinica) 
Щ Ru. Ukr. šč 

Bg. (OCS HI) št (phonemic/phonetic) 
ъ Ru. 

Bg. a (phonemic/phonetic) 
OCS ъ (phonemic) 

ь Bel. Ru. Ukr. 
OCS ь (phonemic) 

Further, certain local situations will call for some variation between the 
transcription and transliteration details (for example, in the rendering of 
soft consonants in Russian). These will be treated in the relevant chapters. 
Note too that we use the acute rather than the apostrophe for ь to avoid 
confusion. 

Finally, where phonetic transcription is necessary, the IPA symbols are 
used, written in square brackets; phonemic transcription is written in 
oblique brackets. The full transliteration table is given on pp. xii-xiii. 
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3 Proto-Slavonic 
Alexander M. Schenker 

1 Introduction 
Proto-Slavonic was the parent language of the thirteen living and two 
extinct Slavonic speech communities. Most of these speech communities 
are accorded the status of autonomous languages. However, the distinction 
between dialect and language being blurred, there can be no unanimity on 
this issue in all instances, notably that of Slovincian as separate from 
Cassubian and, indeed, of Cassubian as separate from Polish (see further 
chapter 13, section 1). 

Traditionally, Slavonic is classified into three basic branches, East, West 

Table 3.1 Classification of the Slavonic languages 

South 
Eastern 

[Old Church Slavonic] 
Bulgarian 
Macedonian 

Western Serbo-Croat 
Slovene 

Czecho-Slovak Czech 
Slovak 

Proto-Slavonic Sorbian Upper Sorbian 
Lower Sorbian West 

Lechitic 
Polish 
Cassubian 
[Polabian] 

East Russian 
Ukrainian 
Belorussian 
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and South, and subdivided further according to the similarities and distinc-
tions within these branches. This classification is given in table 3.1 (the 
extinct languages are placed in square brackets). 

In addition, it is convenient to group the East and West branches into 
North Slavonic and the East and South branches into East/South Slavonic. 
A survey of Late Proto-Slavonic dialects is provided in section 6. 

Unlike Latin, the parent language of the Romance languages, Proto-
Slavonic was not recorded, and its forms must be reconstructed. Such a 
reconstruction is accomplished by comparing the forms of all the Slavonic 
languages and of the languages which, together with Slavonic, constitute 
the large Indo-European family of languages of south-western Asia and 
Europe. In addition to Slavonic, this family includes Indie (Vedic and 
classical Sanskrit and many languages of modern India), Iranian (Avestan, 
Persian and the northern Iranian languages of the Eurasian steppe), 
Tocharian, Anatolian (Hittite and the lesser languages of Asia Minor), 
Armenian, Greek, Albanian, Italic (including classical and popular Latin 
which gave rise to the Romance languages), Celtic, Germanic (the 
medieval languages with which the Slavs came into contact were Gothic, 
Old and Middle High German and Old Norse) and Baltic (Lithuanian, 
Latvian, Old Prussian). As is the case with Slavonic, the genetic relation-
ship of the Indo-European languages is attributed to their descent from a 
common ancestor, the Proto-Indo-European language, which must also be 
reconstructed. It is a common practice in historical linguistics to provide 
reconstructions with asterisks. In this survey, however, language labels will 
be relied upon to differentiate between attested and reconstructed forms, 
and asterisks will not be used except to avoid ambiguity. 

It is useful to subdivide the period, perhaps four millennia long, separ-
ating the disintegration of the Indo-European linguistic unity and the for-
mation of individual Slavonic languages or language groups (about the 
ninth century AD). While there is no agreement on the criteria for such a 
subdivision and, hence, on the number of Proto-Slavonic subperiods, the 
least arbitrary formula appears to be one based on the differences in the 
extent of linguistic change. Thus, the period encompassing the beginning of 
dialect differentiation within Slavonic is called Late Proto-Slavonic, the 
period during which changes affected all of Slavonic and only Slavonic is 
termed Early Proto-Slavonic, and the period characterized by changes 
affecting Slavonic and Baltic is called Balto-Slavonic. Analogously, it is 
convenient to subdivide Proto-Indo-European into dialectally diversified 
Late Proto-Indo-European and dialectally uniform Early Proto-Indo-
European. Some scholars use the term 'Common Slavonic' and apply it 
either to all of 'Proto-Slavonic' or to the last phase of Slavonic linguistic 
unity (approximating 'Late Proto-Slavonic' of this survey). 

The similarities between Baltic and Slavonic have long been noted. In 
phonology one could mention the common treatment of the Proto-Indo-
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European vocalic sonants (see 2.1) and the development of phonemic pitch 
(see 2.16); in morphology - the tendency of consonantal stem nouns to 
acquire -i- stem endings (see 3.1.2, note 5), the rise of the category of 
definiteness in the adjective (see 3.1.4), the development of a two-stem 
conjugational system (see 3.2), the extension of the participial suffixes -nt-
and -vis- by the suffix -/- (see 3.2.2(f)); in syntax - the use of the instru-
mental in the predicate and of the genitive as object of negated verbs (see 
4). There are also many coincidences in Baltic and Slavonic lexicon (see 5). 
Some scholars, from August Schleicher and Karl Brugmann in the nine-
teenth century to Jerzy Kuryłowicz and Andre Vaillant more recently, 
attributed these similarities to a period of shared history and postulated the 
existence of Balto-Slavonic as an autonomous, post-Proto-Indo-European 
linguistic entity. Others, like Jan Baudouin de Courtenay, Antoine Meillet, 
Alfred Senn and Christian Stang, claimed that the features common to 
Baltic and Slavonic are, in so far as they are not inherited from Proto-Indo-
European, a product of separate, though parallel, development, enhanced 
by territorial contiguity of the two speech communities and by their social 
and linguistic interaction. This disagreement appears to be largely ter-
minological in nature and the two points of view need not be viewed as 
contradictory. Since Baltic and Slavonic were at the tail end of the process 
of the disintegration of the Indo-European speech community, what is 
termed 'Balto-Slavonic' is, in fact, the very latest stage of Late Proto-Indo-
European. Once separated from each other, Baltic and Slavonic (or, at 
least, some of their dialects) continued to exist side by side and underwent 
a period of parallel developments and of outright linguistic borrowing. 

The Slavs were the last Indo-Europeans to appear in the annals of 
history. Slavonic texts were not recorded till the middle of the ninth 
century and the first definite reference to the Slavs' arrival on the frontiers 
of the civilized world dates from the sixth century AD, when the Slavs 
struck out upon their conquest of central and south-eastern Europe. Before 
that time the Slavs dwelled in the obscurity of their ancestral home, out of 
the eye-reach of ancient historians. Their early fates are veiled by the 
silence of their neighbours, by their own unrevealing oral tradition and by 
the ambiguity of such non-verbal sources of information as archaeology, 
anthropology or palaeobotany. It is generally agreed that the search for the 
ancestral home of the Slavs should be limited to the region bordered by the 
Oder, the Baltic, the Dnieper, and the Danube, that is, to the approximate 
area of current Slavonic settlement, excepting the lands which are known 
to have been colonized in historical times. However, a more precise 
location of the Slavonic homeland within that region is still a matter of 
scholarly controversy. Of the several theories proposed, the one which has 
gained the most adherents would place the prehistoric Slavs in the basin of 
the middle Dnieper, that is, in what is today north-central and western 
Ukraine and south-eastern Belarus (Belorussia). 
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2 Phonology 
The reconstructed system of Proto-Indo-European phonemes is so remote 
from our own linguistic experience and so little susceptible to verification 
that it is still a subject of scholarly debate. Among the most controversial 
issues are the role of the laryngeals and of the vowel q (shwa) in the for-
mation of the Proto-Indo-European vowel system and the number and 
nature of phonemically relevant features in the system of the Late Proto-
Indo-European stops. In order to describe the complex interrelated 
changes within the phonological system, we shall number the salient points 
within this section (2.1-2.35) to facilitate reference forward and back. 

2.1 
With the above caveats in mind, we will assume that the Late Proto-Indo-
European phonemic system consisted of five short and five long vowels, 
i йе о л, and that the consonants included the spirant s, three unaspirated 
tense (unvoiced) stops, p t к, three unaspirated lax (voiced) stops, b d g, 
and three aspirated stops which were neutral as to tenseness or laxness and 
which in this presentation will be transcribed in the traditional way as 
bh dh gh. The three plain velar stops, k g gh, contrasted with the palatal-
ized k' g' g h and labialized kw gw gwh. In addition, four sonants (or son-
orants), m n r /, were consonantal when preceded or followed by a vowel 
but vocalic or syllabic in a non-vocalic environment. In their vocalic func-
tion (indicated by a subscript circle o), these sonants were short or long. 
One should also mention the laryngeal sonants (Hx H 2 H3), partly 
evidenced by Hittite and credited with the transformation of the univocalic 
system of Early Proto-Indo-European into the multivocalic system of Late 
Proto-Indo-European. 

The mid and low vowels entered into tautosyllabic combinations with 
high vowels and sonants. In such combinations or diphthongs, the high 
vowels became semi-vowels, that is they acquired a non-syllabic or con-
sonantal function. There are several ways of marking isolated semi-vowels 
(in diphthongs, the environment indicates unambiguously the non-syllabic 
function of semi-vowels). Contrary to the English practice of transcribing 
non-syllabic i and и as у and w, Slavonic linguistic writings favour i and и 
or j and v. In this survey, j and v are used for Late Proto-Slavonic recon-
structions, with i and и reserved for the earlier periods (see 2.33). 

Thus, late Proto-Indo-European had a potential for thirty-six short and 
long diphthongs: 

fi eu em ёп er el 
?! oy 5m on or ol 
4 au am an ar al 

In addition, during the Balto-Slavonic period, the four syllabic sonants 
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developed epenthetic high vowels, providing a potential for another sixteen 
diphthongs: 

PIE ip n f J > BS1. fm/um т / й п Ir/ur ll/Ol 

2.2 
Comparative evidence suggests the existence of a Proto-Indo-European 
system of grammaticalized vowel alternations, best known by the German 
term 'ablaut' (the terms 'apophony' and 'vowel gradation' are also used). It 
represents a system of morphophonemic relationships whereby the 
unmarked vowel e entered into a number of marked qualitative and quanti-
tative alternations, depending on the grammatical function of the form. In 
the qualitative ablaut, the vowel e(e-grade) alternated with the vowel o(o-
grade). The e-grade characterized non-derived verbal roots; the o-grade 
was typical of derived nominal roots. In the quantitative ablaut, a short 
vowel (normal grade) alternated with a long vowel (long grade) or the 
absence of a vowel (zero grade). The zero grade of diphthongs consisted in 
the loss of the vowel and the transfer of its syllabic function to the semi-
vowel, sonant or laryngeal, leading to their vocalization: iumnr IH 
became i u f f i q r / э. The zero grade of diphthongs extended by a laryngeal 
yielded long vocalic sonants: грцг]. 

The basic e ~ о ablaut is represented in Slavonic by many roots, for 
example OCS vezp 'I transport' - vozъ 'cart', grebę 'I dig' ~ grobъ 
'grave', vedp 'I lead' ~ vozdb 'leader', rekę 'I say' ~ гокъ 'fixed time'. 
The e ~ о ~ 0 ablaut may be exemplified by roots containing semi-vowels 
or sonants. In the Old Church Slavonic examples below, the Proto-Indo-
European diphthongs are no longer perceivable as such because of their 
monophthongization (see 2.13, 2.21, 2.22): 

e-grade 

-cvisti (i < či) 'to bloom' 
bl'usti ('u < eu) 

'to watch' 
-cęti (ę < en) 'to begin' 
berę (er < er) 'I take' 

о -grade 

cvetb (e < ói) 'flower' 
buditi (u < óu) 

'to awaken' 
копьсь (on < ón) 'end' 
ST>borb (or < ór) 'synod' 

zero grade 

-cvbtp (ь < i) 'I bloom' 
bbdeti (ъ < u) 

'to be awake' 
-сьпр (ьп < n) 'I begin' 
bbrati (ьг < r) 'to take' 

These alternations suggest that in Early Proto-Indo-European the vowel e 
was basic, a was marginal, о arose as an ablaut variant of e, and i and и 
were ablaut variants of diphthongs. 

2.3 
The dissolution of Proto-Indo-European linguistic unity was attended by 
several sound changes which affected clusters of language families. 
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(a) One such change, the merger of the aspirated stops with the un-
aspirated lax stops, connected Slavonic with Baltic, Iranian, Albanian and 
Celtic. In other Indo-European languages (like Latin) the aspirated and 
unaspirated lax stops did not fall together: 

LPIE 

bh 
b 
dh 
d 
gh g 

Balto-Slavonic 

b 

OCS 

berę 'I take' 
bolje 'more' 
dynrb 'smoke' 
dati 'to give' 
gostb 'stranger' 
pgbh> 'corner' 

Latin 

feró 'I carry' 
de-bilis 'weak' 
fumus 'smoke' 
dare 'to give' 
hostis 'enemy' 
angulus 'corner' 

(b) Another change produced an important dialect isogloss by dividing the 
Proto-Indo-European area into the south-central satem languages 
(Slavonic, Baltic, Indie, Iranian, Armenian and Albanian) and the 
peripheral centum languages (Tocharian, Anatolian, Greek, Italic, Celtic 
and Germanic). In the centum languages, the palatalized velar stops 
merged with the plain ones, while the labialized velar stops remained 
distinct; by contrast, in the satem languages, it was the labialized velars 
which merged with plain velars, while the palatalized velars retained their 
identity by undergoing spirantization (k' g' > š z). The satem hushing š z 
were retained in Lithuanian, but changed in other Baltic languages and in 
Slavonic into the hissing s z: 

LPIE Balto-Slavonic Lithuanian OCS Latin 

kw 

к 
k' 
gw 

g g' 

к 
к 
š 

gwh g 
gh g 
g h ž 

kas 'who' 
kraujas 'blood' 
dešimt 'ten' 

gyvas 'living' 

jiingas 'yoke' 
žinau 'I know' 

kbto 'who' 
krbvb 'blood' 
desętb 'ten' 

živb (< *g*iu-) 
'alive' 
[j]bgo 'yoke' 
znajp 'I know' 

gariu 'I burn' gorčti 'to burn' 
gardas 'enclosure' gradъ 'town' 
vežu 'I transport' vezp 'I transport' 

quod 'what' 
cruor 'blood' 
decem 'ten' 

vivus 'alive' 

iugum 'yoke' 
co-gnosc5 
'I know' 

formus 'hot' 
hortus 'garden' 
vehó 'I carry' 

(c) In the eastern group of the Indo-European languages, after ///, и/и, r 
°r k, the LPIE s, not followed by a stop, became retroflex. This change 
proceeded in two stages. The first stage, s to š, connected Slavonic with 
Indie, Iranian and Baltic (however, in Latvian and Old Prussian š reverted 
to s): 
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PIE OCS 

nok'-ei-si nosiši 'you carry' (PRS) 
óus-I uši 'ears' 
pčr-sid-l-a prešbla 'passed' (RSLT PART F) 
гёк-s-nt (> гёк-s-int) resę 'they said' (AOR) 

In the solely Slavonic second stage, š to л: before a back vowel or sonant 
(alternatively, s > š > x, unless followed by a stop, and x > š by the first 
palatalization of velars, see 2.9): 

PIE OCS 

órbh-ó-i-su гаЬёхъ 'servants' (LOC PL) 
óus-ó-s uxo 'ear' 
per-sód-1-tei prexoditi 'to pass' 
гёк-s-ó-m гёхъ 'I said' (AOR) 

The retroflexion of s did not involve the s issued from the spirantization 
of k', which suggests that the retroflexion occurred before the satem 
change of š z to s z - an example of relative dating of linguistic change. 

(d) With these consonantal changes, the period of Balto-Slavonic may be 
said to have ended. Among the vowels, the dividing line between Balto-
Slavonic and Early Proto-Slavonic is provided by the merger of LPIE 5 
and а: о a merged as a still in Balto-Slavonic, while о a merged as a in 
Slavonic, but remained distinct in Baltic. 

PIE Latin Lithuanian OCS 

óui-
sali-
d5-
mater-

ovis 'sheep' 
sal, salis 'salt' 
dónó 'I present' 
mater 'mother' 

avis 'sheep' 
saldiis 'sweet' 
dijoti 'to give' 
móte 'wife' 

ovbca 'sheep' 
solb 'salt' 
dati 'to give' 
mati 'mother' 

Similar changes occurred in other Indo-European languages: in Germanic 
the vowels 6 a merged as a and д a merged as о, in Indo-Iranian еда 
merged as a. 

2.4 
Thus, in the inventory of Early Proto-Slavonic phonemes, one may 
assume a balanced system of four short and four long vowels, in which the 
'mid' feature was no longer distinctive (with a corresponding reduction 
among the diphthongs): 

Front Back 
High T u 
Low ё a 
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Since Balto-Slavonic a eventually yielded Slavonic 6 (see 2.27(a)), 
questions arise about its quality in Early Proto-Slavonic. The assumption of 
an a is supported by the Baltic a, by the fact that quantity was a distinctive 
feature in the Slavonic vocalic system (a to a as e to e) and by loans from 
and into Slavonic (Vaillant 1950: 107). There are also questions about the 
phonetic value of ё, which in some positions yielded an a. It is for these 
reasons that, instead of the symbols e and a used in this survey, some 
scholars write Če and a. 

Among the consonants and sonants, the palatal š and the velar x were in 
complementary distribution: 

Labial Dental Palatal Velar 
Voiceless Voiced Voiceless Voiced Voiceless Voiced Voiceless Voiced 

Stop p b t d k g 
Spirant s z š x 
Nasal m n 
Liquid r I 

2.5 
The Proto-Slavonic sound system, throughout its long history, was affected 
by two fundamental tendencies in the structure of the syllable. One was the 
tendency for intrasyllabic harmony, that is for a back to front (plain to soft 
or flat to sharp) accommodation within the same syllable. This tendency 
manifested itself in the palatalization of consonants before front vowels 
(see 2.9, 2.19), the yodization (see 2.10) and the fronting of back vowels 
after palatal consonants and after / (see 2.12). 

The other was the tendency for rising sonority or a tendency for an 
intrasyllabic arrangement of phonemes proceeding from lower to higher 
sonority (the phonemes with the lowest sonority are voiceless spirants, 
those with the highest are low vowels). The most signal consequences of 
this tendency were the elimination of closed syllables, otherwise known as 
the law of open syllables, and the rise of prothetic semi-vowels (see 2.8). 
The former led, in turn, to the loss of final consonants (see 2.6), changes in 
syllable-initial consonant clusters (see 2.7), and the elimination of diph-
thongs (see 2.13, 2.21, 2.22). 

2.6 
The tendency for rising sonority called for the elimination of all inherited 
word-final consonants: 

Balto-Slavonic OCS Compare Sanskrit 
sunus synb 'son' sunijs 'son' 
padčs pade 'you fell' abharas 'you carried' 
padčt pade 'he fell' abharat 'he carried' 
uilkad vlbka 'wolf (GEN SG) vrkad 'wolf (ABL SG) 
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2.7 
Similarly, all syllable-initial clusters which were not in accord with the 
tendency for rising sonority had to be simplified or modified: 

Balto-Slavonic OCS Compare OCS 
póktós potb 'sweat' pekp 'I bake' 
dadmi damb 'I will give' dadętb 'they will give' 
supnós БЪПЪ 'sleep' sbpati 'to sleep' 
grebtei greti 'to bury' grebetb 'he buries' 
mazsló maslo 'oil' mazati 'to spread' 
óbuldetei obidčti 'to offend' vidčti 'to see' 
nóktis noštb 'night' (see 2.23) Latin nox, noctis 'night' 
ptruiós Church Slavonic stryi pater 'father' 

'paternal uncle' 

When the juxtaposition of a morpheme final and a morpheme initial did 
not create an impermissible consonant cluster, syllables were opened by a 
mere shifting of syllable boundaries. Thus, the Old Church Slavonic sylla-
bification къ-nje-mu 'to him', vh-zda-ti 'to give back' derived from the 
morphemic division *къп-]-етщ *vbZ'da-ti. 

2.8 
The tendency for rising sonority favoured prothesis in syllable-initial 
vowels. Before м, there developed a prothetic w, while before front vowels 
and, in most dialects, before a, a prothetic i arose: *Hdra > *uiidra > ORu. 
vydra 'otter ' , *idom > *iidę > OCS idę [jbdę] 'I go', *esmi > *iesmi > O C S 
[j]esmb 'I am'. The short a remained without prothesis: *atikos > OCS 
othch 'father'. 

2.9 
The principle of intrasyllabic harmony led to the affrication or palatal-
ization of Balto-Slavonic velars before front vowels: к to č and g to j to t 
Since this change was followed by two younger palatalizations (see 2.19), it 
is referred to as the first palatalization of velars. 

Balto-Slavonic OCS Balto-Slavonic OCS 
NOM SG uilk-ó-s vlbkb voc uilk-e vlbče 'wolf 

bag-ó-s bogb bag-e bože 'god' 

The new palatal consonants č and z were in complementary distribution 
with к and g respectively, paralleling the status of š and x (see 2.3(c)): 

LPIE OCS LPIE OCS 
NOM SG dóys-ó-s duxb voc dóys-ё duše 'ghost' 

2.10 
Sequences of a consonant or sonant followed by the front semi-vowel i 
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yielded palatal sounds. This change has come to be known as the 
yodization (from yod, the Hebrew name of /). 

(a) The velar stops developed analogously to the first palatalization of 
velars, kio č and g to j to ž: 

Balto-Slavonic OCS Compare OCS 
plak-j-o-m plačp 'I cry' plakati 'to cry' 
iug-i-6-m h>žp 'I lie' h>gati Чо lie' 

Forms like OCS duša(< PIE dhous-i-a) 'soul', dušp(< PIE dhóus-i-5-m) 
'I blow' are usually considered instances of the yodization of the velar x 
(compare OCS duxb 'breath', duxati 'to blow'), and are listed together 
with examples of the yodization of к and g. However, the derivation of 
duša, dušg does not require an assumption of the intervening stage *dóux'i-a, 
*dóux"i'd'tn (compare 2.3(c) and 2.10(b)). 

(b) The hissing sibilants yielded hushing ones, s to ś, z to z: 

Balto-Slavonic OCS Compare OCS 
dóus-i-5-m (s < s) dušp 'I blow' duxati Чо blow' 
peis-i-5-m (s < k') pisę 'I write' pbsati Чо write' 
maz-i-5-m (z < g ) mażę 'I smear' mazati Чо smear' 

As a result of the yodization of k g s z, the sounds č i š, previously 
positional variants of k g x, became independent phonemes as shown by 
such Early Proto-Slavonic minimal pairs as: 

lóuka 'garlic' (GEN SG) louča Чау' (GEN SG) 
noga 'leg' (NOM SG) versus noža 'knife' (GEN SG) 
douxa 'spirit' (GEN SG) douša 'soul' (NOM SG) 

(c) The labials developed an epenthetic / (labial + i > labial + / + |), 
which was lost in West Slavonic and Bulgarian/Macedonian in non-initial 
syllables due to paradigmatic levelling: 

Balto-Slavonic OCS Compare OCS 
sup-i-o-m sbplję 'I sleep' sbpati 'to sleep' 
gub-i-5-m gyblję 'I perish' gybati 'to perish' 
zčm-i-a zemlja 'earth' гетьпъ 'earthly' 

The yodization of и was probably a Late Proto-Slavonic change. It 
contributed to the consonantization of the back semi-vowel (u > v): OCS 
loviti, lovljp 'hunt' (see 2.34). 

(d) The dental stops t d produced different reflexes in different dialect 
areas. Their discussion, therefore, belongs properly to the Late Proto-
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Slavonic period. To avoid this chronological disjunction and to preserve 
typological symmetry, some scholars assume that ti di became t' d' in Early 
Proto-Slavonic, with further developments in Late Proto-Slavonic. This 
solution is adopted in the present survey, even though there is nothing in 
the structure of Slavonic to militate against a continued existence of ti di 
sequences until their ultimate replacement by palatal consonants (see 
2.23). 

(e) A similar problem is posed by the yodization of the sonants n r I, 
which, in the name of uniformity of treatment, are transcribed as л' r l'. 

2.11 
Thus, except for the results of the second and third palatalizations of velars, 
that is, the addition of the palatal с j and, dialectally, of s' (see 2.19), from 
the end of Early Proto-Slavonic down to the end of Late Proto-Slavonic 
the following consonant system may be posited: 

Labial Dental Palatal Velar 
Voiceless Voiced Voiceless Voiced Voiceless Voiced Voiceless Voiced 

Stop p b t d t d' k g 
Spirant s z š ž x 
Affricate с 
Nasal m n n' 
Liquid r 1 r' l' 

The labial semi-vowel и and palatal semi-vowel i were in comple-
mentary distribution with the vowels и and i respectively. The palatal 
consonants and sonants and the semi-vowel i are conveniently grouped as 
'soft', in opposition to the non-palatal 'hard' sounds. 

2.12 
In a process which operated throughout the Proto-Slavonic period, back 
vowels were fronted after soft consonants, that is, they were replaced by 
their front counterparts: a to I and w to Ł When not counteracted by 
analogy, this change created 'hard' versus 'soft' alternations, frequently 
referred to by the German term 'umlaut'. The fronting of back vowels may 
be exemplified by the Old Church Slavonic pairs: nes-отъ 'carried' versus 
zna[j]-enth 'known', lbv-ovъ 'leonine' versus zmi[j]evb 'serpentine', myti 
'to wash' versus Siti 'to sew' and so on (for the Late Proto-Slavonic changes 
in vowel quality, see 2.27). It is also responsible for the alternating 'hard' 
and 'soft' endings in the inflection of such stems as OCS sel-o 'village' 
versus polj-e 'field' (see 3.1.2): 
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GEN SG sel-a (< *-a) 
LOCSG sel-e (< *-ai) 
INST SG sel-ошь (< *-ami) 
GEN PL sel-ъ (< *-u) 
INST PL sel-y (< *-u) 

polj-e (< *-ё, dialectally) 
polj-i (< *-ei, see 2.13) 
polj-еть (< *-emi) 
polj-b (< *-!) 
polj-i (< *-!) 

2ЛЗ 
Complying with the law of open syllables, the many closed-syllable diph-
thongs were replaced by long vowels. Chronologically, first was the 
monophthongization of the diphthongs in / and u. The resultant vowels 
are often marked with a subscript 2: ai > ё2, e\ > au> й» ей > й^. 

Balto-Slavonic 
beróite 
steig-
lóukiós 
beud-

EPSL 
bčrč2t č 
stT2g-nom 
lu2cl 
biu2d-om 

OCS 
berete 'take!' 
stignp Til reach' 
lučb 'light' 
bljudę 'I keep' 

Compare Greek 
pheroite 'bring' 
steikho 'I walk' 
lousson 'white wood' 
petJthomai 'I ask' 

The instances of T2 occurring for the expected E2 (NOM PL of the mascu-
line -о- stems, 2 SG IMP) are probably analogical to the umlauted forms 
(see 3.1.2 note 6 and 3.2.2(d)). Some scholars, however, formulate phono-
logical rules to account for this replacement. 

2.14 
In a departure from the tendency for intrasyllabic harmony, ё became a 
after soft consonants. This change is best presented in three stages: 

'to shout' 'to hear' 'to hold' 
Stage 1 *kriketei *slusetei *dirgetei 
Stage 2 *kriččtči *sluščtči MIržetei 
Stage 3 *kiicatei *slušatei •diržatei 

'to stand' Compare'to see' 
*staietei *ueidetei 
*staičtči *uč]dčtei 
*staiatei *ueidetei 

Slavonic languages show the final stage of this change, except for the Old 
Church Slavonic texts of Macedonian provenience which, faithful to the 
tendency for intrasyllabic harmony, retained stage 2: 

Old Russian 
Dialectal OCS 

kričati 
kričeti 

slysati 
slyščti 

dbržati 
drbžčti 

stojati 
sto[j] eti 

vidčti 
videti 

The sequences of a prothetic / and root-initial ewere sometimes retained 
by analogy to the sequences in which a prefix prevented the development 
of prothesis. Thus, the expected *i-ad- from *ed- 'eat' was replaced in 
some Slavonic languages by the analogical *i-ed- under the influence of 
*siin-ed- 'eat up'; compare Old Church Slavonic jasti and sbnesti with Old 
Russian [j]esti and swesti. 
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2.15 
The Early Proto-Slavonic back vowels were redundantly and, hence, 
weakly labialized. However, the introduction of a fully labialized й < й2, 
endowed labialization with a phonemic status and contributed to a 
complete delabialization of щ to y, for example Old Church Slavonic tu 
'here' (< *toij) versus ry'thou' (< *tii). 

2.16 
The monophthongization of diphthongs led to the development of 
phonemic distinctions in pitch (intonation). Before the monophthong-
ization, long vowels and long diphthongs were rising in pitch, while short 
vowels and short diphthongs were non-rising (falling). These differences in 
pitch were automatic, hence phonemically non-distinctive. When, after the 
monophthongization, Proto-Slavonic obtained non-rising long vowels from 
originally short diphthongs or two contracting short vowels (see 2.32), the 
formerly redundant distinctions in pitch became phonemic. Consequently, 
the long T ё у й a could be either rising or non-rising, while the short i й ё a 
were inherently non-rising, contrasting with the corresponding long non-
rising vowels. It is customary to refer to the Proto-Slavonic rising and non-
rising intonations as 'acute' and 'circumflex' respectively and to transcribe 
them with an acute ( ' ) and circumflex (") accent marks. This practice will 
be followed in the present survey. 

Note: The acute accent mark has multiple values as a vowel diacritic in 
different Slavonic languages. It denotes the following: (a) the acute in 
Proto-Slavonic; (b) long rising pitch in Serbo-Croat and Slovene; (c) vowel 
length in Czech and Slovak; (d) place of stress in East Slavonic, Bulgarian 
and Macedonian (but recall that in this volume we use '), (e) w-like 
pronunciation of о (originally 6) in Polish and Sorbian. 

2.17 
Thus, by the end of the Early Proto-Slavonic period, the vocalic system 
consisted of five long acute vowels, five long circumflex vowels and four 
short vowels: 

Acute Circumflex 
Front Back Front Back Front Back 

Unrounded Rounded Unrounded Rounded 
High i у u Г у й i u 
Low e а ё а е а 

The vowels у and a, though typically acute, could be circumflex when 
their length was not inherited from Balto-Slavonic but was due to Late 
Proto-Slavonic developments, such as the contraction of circumflex vowels 
(see 2.32). 
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2.18 
The introduction of pitch distinctions marks the end of the uniform Early 
Proto-Slavonic period. During the Late Proto-Slavonic period, linguistic 
developments were dialect specific, leading up to the eventual dis-
integration of Proto-Slavonic. While it is virtually impossible to establish an 
absolute chronology of change within Early Proto-Slavonic, the task of 
dating particular Late Proto-Slavonic changes is somewhat easier. One may 
surmise that they began with the breakup of the territorial integrity of 
Slavonic around the end of the sixth century AD, when the Slavs began 
their push into the Balkans and central Europe. It is even possible to assign 
certain changes to the beginning or the end of Late Proto-Slavonic by 
assuming that greater dialectal variation implies a more recent event. 

2.19 
Two new palatalizations of velars (compare 2.9) and the treatment of the tl 
dl clusters are responsible for a major isogloss, separating West Slavonic 
from East and South Slavonic. In the second and third palatalizations of 
velars, the velar stops developed identically throughout the Slavonic 
territory: kio с and g to j (simplified to z' in most Slavonic languages). 
However, the palatalization of the velar spirant x yielded š in West and s' 
in East and South Slavonic. The second palatalization was caused by the 
new front vowel ё2 (< ai) acting on the preceding velar. The third palatal-
ization was caused by a high front vowel, with or without an intervening 
nasal, acting on the following velar. The few Old Church Slavonic 
examples of к becoming с after ir appear to be analogical (Shevelov 1965: 
341). The third palatalization started as a phonological development before 
a, but soon became grammaticalized. Its extent in the individual Slavonic 
languages is due to various morphological factors. 

Second palatalization of velars 
EPS L L PS I. 

East and South West 
kaina сё2па 'price' 
gaji- зё21а 'very' 
xair- s'e2r- se2r- 'grey' 

Third palatalization of velars 
EPSl. L PS I. 

East and South West 
auika auica 'sheep' 
leika lice 'face' 
kilning- кйптз- 'ruler' 
uix- yis'- uiš- 'all' 

Thus the reflexes of the two palatalizations of к and g are the same 
throughout Slavonic: OCS cena, jelo; ovbca, lice, къ/tfjb; Old Czech 
ciena, zielo; ovcie, lice, kniez. However, the East and South Slavonic 
reflexes of palatalized x do not agree with the West Slavonic ones: Old 
Russian serb', OCS vbsb versus Old Czech siery, ves. 

Additional dialect differentiation was provided by the simplification of 
the affricate j to z', which occurred throughout the Slavonic territory 
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except in Lechitic and the oldest Old Church Slavonic texts, and by the fact 
that the sequences ku and gu underwent the second palatalization in South 
Slavonic and parts of East Slavonic, but not in West Slavonic: 

EPS L East and South West 
kuait- cue2t- kue2t- 'flower' 
guaizda 3ue2zda gue2zda 'star' 

These differences may be exemplified by Russian cvet, zvezda', SCr. cvijet, 
zvijezda versus Czech kvet, hvezda; Polish kwiat gwiazda. 

2.20 
The clusters tl dl were permitted only in West Slavonic. Elsewhere, they 
were simplified to / or, as in some Slavonic dialects, replaced by kl gl: 

EPSl. East and South West 
metla mela metla 'swept' (RSLT PART F) 
sadła sala sadla 'fat' 

Compare Russian mela, salo; SCr. mela, salo with Czech metla, sadio; 
Polish miotła, sadio. 

2.21 
The monophthongization of diphthongs (see 2.13) affected also the diph-
thongs in nasal sonants (N), resulting in the creation of two nasal vowels, 
a front one derived from eN and a back one derived from aN. As for the 
diphthongs iN uN, it appears that those derived from the Proto-Indo-
European vocalic sonants # iji were denasalized, while those resulting from 
later borrowings fell together with the vocalic reflexes of eN aN respec-
tively. Nasal vowels were retained in Lechitic and some Bulgarian and 
Slovene dialects and denasalized elsewhere. In either case, their reflexes 
differ so widely as to suggest that their phonetic value in Late Proto-
SIavonic was not uniform (see 2.27(c)). 

2.22 
Early Proto-SIavonic inherited from Balto-Slavonic two types of diph-
thongs in liquid sonants (/?), differentiated by the height of their vocalic 
nuclei: the high-vowel diphthongs, iR uR, derived from Proto-Indo-
European vocalic liquids and the low-vowel diphthongs eR aR, derived 
from eRoRaR. These diphthongs occurred word-initially ( # V R C ) or 
word-internally (CVRC); we use С to denote a consonant, and V a vowel. 
In either position the law of open syllables demanded their elimination. 
There was little dialectal differentiation in the resolution of the #VRC 
diphthongs, testifying to the antiquity of this change. More variegated and, 
therefore, more recent was the resolution of the C VR С diphthongs. There 
is, in fact, evidence to suggest that this change was still operative in the 
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ninth century. Its results subdivide the Slavonic territory into four dialect 
areas: (1) South Slavonic, Czech, and Slovak; (2) East Slavonic; (3) Polish 
and Sorbian; (4) Cassubian (including Slovincian) and Polabian. 

(a) The #aRC sequences (the only examples of the # VRC formula) were 
resolved by metathesis, that is, reversal of positions of the vowel and 
sonant. However, in North Slavonic the distinction between long and short 
vowels was preserved, while in South Slavonic (and central Slovak 
dialects), the short diphthongs were lengthened and merged with the long 
ones, transferring the difference in vowel quantity to that of pitch. As 
expected (see 2.16), Early Proto-Slavonic long diphthongs yielded acute 
vowels, while short diphthongs yielded circumflex vowels. 

EPSl. 
aruin- 'even' 
alkut- 'elbow' 
ardla 'plough' 
alkam- 'greedy' 

Russian 
rovnyj 
lókot' 
ralo 
lakomyj 

Polish 
równy 
łokieć 
radło 
łakomy 

Czech 
rovny 
loket 
radio 
łakomy 

OCS 
^ ь п ъ 
lakbtb 
ralo 
1акотъ 

Serbo-Croat 
ravan 
lakat 
ralo 
lakom 

(b) The CtRC CuRC sequences developed in two stages. In the Early 
Proto-Slavonic stage, common to all the Slavonic languages, the vowel was 
lost and the vocalic function was transferred to the sonant, which, depend-
ing on the quality of the vowel, was either soft, f Г (< CiRC), or hard, r / 
(< CuRC). Vocalic length was replaced by rising pitch. 

In Late Proto-Slavonic, vocalic sonants remained syllabic in area 1, with 
r' becoming r, while / retained its distinctiveness in Polish, Sorbian and 
partly Czech, merging elsewhere with /. In other areas, the sonant was 
preceded by a homorganic vowel, leading to the sequences of the С VRC 
type. Such a contravention of the law of open syllables suggests that the 
development of the syllabic sonants outside area 1 belongs to the histories 
of the individual languages. 

(c) The resolution of the CeRC CaRC sequences was one of the last 
changes of Late Proto-Slavonic. The CelC sequences fell together with 
CalC in areas 2 and 4. In area 1 the liquid diphthongs were resolved 
through metathesis, with the short diphthongs lengthened. The Late Proto-
Slavonic pitch distinctions were continued in Serbo-Croat and Slovene, but 
reinterpreted as place of stress in Bulgarian and Macedonian and as 
quantity in Czech and Slovak. 

In other areas, the short and long diphthongs were resolved by the intro-
duction of an epenthetic vowel creating disyllabic sequences of the 

j/2Ctype. In area 2, Vx was the vowel of the original diphthong and 
an epenthetic short high vowel, homorganic with Vv These epenthetic 

vowels were the later front or back jers, which in this position were always 
strong' (see 2.25). The resultant disyllable is known under its Russian 
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name as 4polnoglasie' (or, less frequently, 'pleophony'). The Late Proto-
Slavonic pitch distinctions were replaced by distinctions in place of stress. 
The polnoglasie sequences derived from acute diphthongs stressed V2, 
while those going back to circumflex diphthongs did not. 

In areas 3 and 4, except in Polabian, Vx was an epenthetic short high 
vowel, while V2 continued the vowel of the diphthong. The epenthetic 
vowels were treated as 'weak' jer s (see 2.25) and were lost. Their recon-
struction is prompted by circumstantial evidence from Polish and Lower 
Sorbian. Later Proto-Slavonic pitch distinctions were replaced in area 3 by 
distinctions in vowel quantity. However, only Upper Sorbian has preserved 
reflexes of quantity distinctions resulting from the acute versus circumflex 
opposition. 

The Polabian facts are difficult to interpret because of the paucity and 
unreliability of the written records. The CerC sequences seem to have 
developed similarly to those in area 3, Car С fell together with CrC, and 
CalC yielded СШС 

Upper Serbo-
EPSL Russian Polish Czech Sorbian Croat Bulgarian 

breg-it berg- 'bank' bereg brzeg breh bijoh brijeg 
Bulgarian 
breg-it 

berza 'birch' bereza brzoza briza breza breza breza 
barna 'harrow' borona brona brana bróna brana brana 
uarna 'crow' vorona wrona vrana wróna vrana vrana 

In Late Proto-Slavonic reconstructions, the diphthongs in liquid sonants 
will be cited in their VR form, in bold face, for example berg- 'bank'. 

2.23 
The development of t' d' (see 2.10(d)) was also characterized by dialectal 
fragmentation, testifying to the lateness of this change. The reflexes of t' d' 
fall into five groups: (1) št zd in Old Church Slavonic and Bulgarian; (2) 
ć j , spelled ćand dj/d in Serbo-Croat; (3) k' g in standard Macedonian; 
(4) č j in Slovene and East Slavonic, with j becoming j in Slovene and j 
becoming z in Russian and, partly, in Ukrainian and Belorussian; (5) с j in 
West Slavonic, with j becoming z in Czech and Sorbian. 

The palatal t' had two sources: ti and kt -I- front vowel. The latter 
sequence presupposes the lenition of kt to it and its metathesis to ti in 
accordance with the tendency for rising sonority within a syllable. 

EPS L OCS Serbo-Croat 
sue2t'a (< suait-i-a) 'candle' svčšta svijeća 
nat'i (< nakt-i-s) 'night' noštb nóć 
med'a (< mčd-i-a) 'boundary' mežda međa 

Russian Polish 
sveča świeca 
noč' noc 
meža miedza 
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2.24 
Comparative evidence indicates that, except for a small number of enclitics, 
Late Proto-Slavonic developed distinctive word stress. However, the task 
of reconstructing it and of tracing the evolution of the Slavonic accentual 
system is rendered difficult by the tensions between phonological principles 
and morphological patterning. It is for this reason that the formulations 
given below are to be understood as tendencies, nullified often by morpho-
logical factors. 

(a) In words whose roots contained an acute vowel, word stress coincided 
with that vowel and, unless overridden by morphological patterns, was 
fixed. This can be seen in such Russian word families as vera very 'faith', 
vernyj 'faithful' , uverennyj 'confident ' , verju 'I believe', Veročka 
'Verochka' (< *uexr- 'believe'); bereza berezy berkzu 'birch', berkzina 
'birchwood', berezka 'small birch', bereznik 'birch grove', berezovyj 
'birchen' (< *bexrz- 'birch'). 

(b) In words whose roots contained a circumflex vowel, word stress was 
movable. If no acute vowel followed, the onset of stress was on the first 
syllable of the phonological word; when an acute vowel followed the 
circumflex vowel, the onset of stress was on the acute vowel. This principle, 
which is known as the law of Saussure/Fortunatov, may be exemplified by 
such Russian word families as bereg, berega 'shore', na bereg 'to the shore', 
naberetnaja 'embankment' versus berega 'shores', na beregu 'on the shore' 
(< *berg- 'elevation'); volok 'portage', óblako 'cloud', navoločka 'pillow-
case' versus volokii 'I drag', oblaka 'clouds' (< *uelk- 'drag'); umer 'he 
died' versus umerla 'she died' (< *mf~ 'die'). 

(c) Fixed oxytonic (that is, word-final) stress was typical of suffixal deriv-
atives and borrowings, as in the following Russian examples: molotók, 
molotka 'mallet' versus mólot 'hammer' (< *malt- 'mallet'); kolesó, kolesa, 
kolesom 'wheel' versus ókolo 'around' (< *kal- 'wheel'); vorotnik, 
vorotnika 'collar' versus vorot 'large collar', zavorot 'twisting' (< *uart-
'turn'); когоГ, korolja, korolem 'king' (< *karl-i- 'king' < Old High 
German Karl); molokó, moloka, molokom 'milk' (< Germanic *meluk-
'milk'); topór, topora, toporom 'axe' (< Avestan *tapara- 'axe'). 

2.25 
The short high vowels, i and м, are also referred to as the jers, in antici-
pation of the name given to their reflexes, ь and ъ, in Old Church Slavonic. 
In word-final position, these vowels were further reduced in length, giving 
rise to shortened or weak variants of the jers. In accordance with Havlik's 
law, the occurrence of these variants was regulated by an alternating 
pattern of weak and strong positions counting from the end of the phono-
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logical word. The jers were weak in word-final position, strong before a 
weak jer, and weak before a strong jer or any other vowel. Since the distri-
bution of strong and weak jers was automatic, there is no need for special 
symbols to distinguish between them. When the difference has to be 
emphasized, strong i и (ь ъ) will be shown in bold face: NOM SG *dini 
(dbnh) 'day', *sunu ($ъш>) 'sleep'; INST SG *dinimi (dhribmb), svinUmi 
(5ъпъть). This shortening process culminated in the elimination of the 
weak jers, thus ending the era of open syllables and, at the same time, of 
the Proto-Slavonic period. 

2.26 
The weakening of jers led to a shift of word stress from the weak jers to the 
preceding syllable. Since all pre-tonic vowels were automatically rising, this 
shift of stress created a new rising pitch, called neoacute and transcribed 
with a superscript tilde ( 

The appearance of the neoacute disturbed the old pitch distinctions. In 
the initial syllable of disyllabic words, the acute (*pargu 'doorsill') and the 
neoacute (*karl-i-i 'king') contrasted with the circumflex (*gardu, 'town'). 
The former binary opposition (acute versus non-acute) was restored when 
the old acute ceased to function as a phonemically distinct entity through-
out Slavonic. The varied modes of its elimination mark off four dialect 
areas, suggesting a post-Proto-Slavonic development. 

(a) In Serbo-Croat, the acute versus circumflex opposition was reinter-
preted as a distinction of quantity, with the acute yielding a short fall (") 
and the circumflex a long fall ("). The long neoacute remained as a long 
rise ( ' ) . In the Čakavian dialect of Serbo-Croat, the three nouns listed 
above appear as prag kralj grad 

(b) In Czech, Upper Sorbian and Slovene the acute fell together with the 
neoacute. In Czech and Upper Sorbian it yielded vowel length, which 
contrasted with vowel shortness generated by the circumflex: Czech prah 
król versus hrad Slovene continues the opposition as one between a long 
rise and a long fall: prag kralj versus grad 

(c) In Slovak, Polish and Lower Sorbian, the acute fell together with the 
circumflex yielding vowel shortness which contrasted with vowel length 
generated by the neoacute: Slovak prah hrad versus kra L 

(d) In Bulgarian, Macedonian and East Slavonic, where the original situa-
tion must have resembled that of Czech and Upper Sorbian, quantity 
distinctions were eventually lost. Instead, vowel length under the acute and 
neoacute, contrasting with the brevity under the circumflex, was reinter-
preted in Bulgarian and Macedonian as an opposition between a stressed 
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and an unstressed vowel and in the East Slavonic polnoglasie sequences 
(see 2.22(c)), as an opposition between a stressed and unstressed V2; for 
example, Bulgarian prdg-u kralj-at versus grad-it (-u/-at are post-
positive definite articles); Russian poróg kor61' versus gorod or prigorod 
'suburb' (compare 2.24(b)). 

2.27 
As was seen in the preceding section, the introduction of the neoacute 
resulted in the shortening of some Early Proto-Slavonic long vowels: the 
acute long vowels in Serbo-Croat and Slovene, the circumflex long vowels 
in Czech, Upper Sorbian, East Slavonic, Bulgarian and Macedonian, and 
both the acute and circumflex long vowels in Slovak, Polish and Lower 
Sorbian. This shortening led in turn to the phonemicization of previously 
non-distinctive differences in vowel quality which characterized Early 
Proto-Slavonic (Stankiewicz 1986: 26). 

(a) Early Proto-Slavonic short vowels were more central (mid-high and 
mid-low) than their long counterparts. These differences in quality became 
distinctive as the high short vowels i й yielded ь ъ (the so-called front and 
back jers) and the low short vowels e a yielded e о. The jers had strong and 
weak variants (see 2.25). 

(b) Of the Early Proto-Slavonic long vowels, the back vowels у (< щ) щ a 
remained as у и a. The front vowels ix and ^ fell together in /, while ё] and 
ej merged in e. The vowel e (the so-called jat' of Old Church Slavonic) was 
a low-front vowel. The testimony of many modern Slavonic languages and 
of the oldest Old Church Slavonic texts suggests that its phonetic value was 
that of a fronted a [ae]. However, its position in the system was unstable 
and, depending on other developments, it was either pushed higher (as in 
East Slavonic, after the denasalization of nasal vowels) or back (as in 
Lechitic and Bulgarian, after the phonemicization of consonant palatal-
izations). The vowel e, because of its dual origin (ё < ёх < ё and ё < ёг < a i), 
exhibits different morphophonemic properties: e from ё2 alternates with i 
(< i2 < ei), while efrom ёх does not (see 2.12 and 2.13); efrom e2 also affects 
preceding velars differently than does e from ёх (see 2.9 and 2.19). Since 
these differences prove important in morphological statements, it is con-
venient to distinguish between ёх (< ёх) and ё2 (< ё^. 

(c) The two nasal vowels were opposed to each other as front versus back. 
Since these features were sufficient to secure their distinctiveness, the nasal 
vowels displayed considerable latitude in the selection of the non-
distinctive features of vocalic height and quantity. The South Slavonic 
standard languages agreed on the reflex of the front nasal as ę (< ę), but 
disagreed on the back nasal: Serbo-Croat Bulgarian Old Church 
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Slavonic and Slovene p, Macedonian ę. The North Slavonic languages 
favoured a diagonal opposition between a low-front nasal ę [ąe] (< ę) and a 
high back nasal fi. Thus, the traditional transcription of Late Proto-
Slavonic nasals as ę and p is an emblematic rather than a phonetic repre-
sentation. 

EPS/. L PS l. Bulgarian SCr Slovene Slovak Czech VSo. Polish Polabian Russian 
mensa męso meso meso meso maso maso mjaso mięso mąsii mjaso 
'meat' 
ranka ręka гька ruka róka ruka ruka ruka ręka ręka ruka 
'hand' 

2.28 
A number of Late Proto-Slavonic changes contributed to the rise of new 
quantity oppositions. Some long vowels (going back to Early Proto-
Slavonic long vowels and monophthongized diphthongs) were shortened 
(see 2.26, 2.29); others were preserved (see 2.26, 2.30). In addition, new 
lengths arose due to compensatory lengthening (see 2.31) and vowel 
contraction (see 2.32). 

2.29 
The fact that Late Proto-Slavonic pitch oppositions were distinctive only 
on long vowels in word-initial syllables contributed to the shortening of 
long vowels in word-final position. This development, affecting all of 
Slavonic, is discernible in the languages which have or had ways of indi-
cating phonemic length, such as Serbo-Croat, Slovene, Czech, Slovak and 
Old Polish. Thus, * sestra (NOM SG), *sestry (GEN SG), *sestrp (ACC SG) 
'sister' yielded Czech sestra, sestry, sestru, contrasting with ostra (NOM SG 
F), ostry (NOM SG M), ostru (ACC SG F) 'sharp', whose length (indicated in 
Czech with the acute accent) is due to vowel contractions (see 2.32). 

2.30 
In a development which was typologically linked with the rise of the neo-
acute (see 2.26), long vowels were preserved in pre-tonic syllables in 
disyllabic words: 

LP SI Čakavian Štokavian Czech 
Serbo-Croat Serbo-Croat 

trava 'grass' trava trava trava 

mpkś 'flour' muka тйка mouka 
barzda 'furrow' brazda brazda brazda 
svet'a 'candle' svlća svijeća sviće 

tręstf 'to shake' tresti tresti trasti 

Polish 

trowa (dialectal, Old 
Polish a) 

m^ka (Old Polish o) 
bruzda (Old Polish o) 
świca (dialectal, Old 
Polish e) 
trząść (Old Polish о) 
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2.31 
The reduction and loss of the weak jers led to compensatory lengthening 
of the short vowels in syllables immediately preceding the weak jers. 
Although this was a late change whose extent differed from one dialect 
area to another, it clearly began in the Late Proto-Slavonic period. 
However, details of its realization belong properly to the histories of the 
individual languages. Most examples of compensatory lengthening are 
found in the central group of the North Slavonic languages. 

2.32 
Towards the end of Late Proto-Slavonic, there developed a tendency for 
the elision of intervocalic j (< i, see 2.34) and for the contraction of the two 
vowels in hiatus, resulting in the creation of new vocalic lengths. The most 
important consequence of vowel contraction was the reintroduction of 
long vowels in word-final position (compare 2.29). 

Vowel contractions were more pervasive in South and West Slavonic 
than in East Slavonic, with Czech/Slovak and Russian at the two poles of 
the opposing tendencies. The following examples show the extent and 
sources of the contracted a in several Slavonic languages: 

L PS I. Czech 
aja nova 
aje znś 
oja pas 
eja smati se 
ija pntel (i < ś) 

Old Polish 
nowa 
zna 
pas 
śmiać się 
przyjaciel 

Serbo-Croat 
nova 
zna 
pas 
smejati se 
prijatelj 

Russian 
novaja 
zna[j]et 
pójas 
smejat'sja 
prijate!' 

'new' (NOM SG F) 
'he knows' 
'belt' 
'to laugh' 
'friend' 

2.33 
The sequences bj V and ъ/ V fell together with the sequences ij V and yj V in 
what is known as tense jers (transcribed ь ъ). In Old Church Slavonic 
tense jers were written either as i and у or as ь and ъ. In other Slavonic 
languages tense jers behaved like regular jers, contracting to i and у in the 
strong position (that is, ijb > i, ijb> y) and being lost in the weak position. 
Since Russian did not have contractions across the j (see 2.32), its treat-
ment of strong tense jers coincided with that of other jers. 

LPSl. OCS Czech Serbo-Croat Russian 
prost-i>-j-b prostyi/prostbi prosty prosti prostoj 'plain' 
pit-bj-e pitie/pitbe piti piće рк'ё 'drink' 

2.34 
The Indo-European and Early Proto-Slavonic semi-vowels i and и were 
pre- or post-vocalic variants of the vowels i and u. When the monoph-
thongization of diphthongs limited the semi-vowels to the pre-vocalic 
position, the status of / and и changed since they now occupied the 
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position of consonants (C) in the CV syllabic formula. Morphological 
patterning also pointed to the consonantization of i and и because struc-
turally there was no difference between such forms as moi-ь, moi-a, moi-e 
'my' and naš-ь, naš-a, naš-e 'our ' or пои-ъ, nou-a, nou-o 'new' and star-ъ, 
star-a, star-o 'old'. 

In addition, the tendency for rising syllabic sonority must have enhanced 
the consonantal status of и and hastened its change into v. Thus, the 
process of yodization produced the unacceptable syllable initial uli (see 
2.10(c)), which, in order to conform to the syllabic laws of Slavonic, had to 
change to vii (> v/'). Similarly, in South Slavonic, Czech and Slovak, the 
monophthongization of liquid diphthongs produced the unacceptable 
syllable initials of the uR type (see 2.22(c)) which had to become vR in 
agreement with the regular Slavonic CR type. 

These considerations make it possible to assume that in Late Proto-
Slavonic и became v, and that the latter had the status of an independent 
phoneme. On the other hand, there are no compelling reasons to consider i 
phonemically independent of L However, the traditional practice of using 
the symbol у in Late Proto-Slavonic reconstructions is adopted in this 
presentation. 

2.35 
The phonemic inventory of Late Proto-Slavonic included seven short and 
seven long non -jer oral vowels, two short jers, two short and two long nasal 
vowels, twenty-six consonants and the glide j (see 2.34). Among the con-
sonants, the hushing š z с are classified as alveolar, contrasting with the 
palatal s' z' and the dental c: 

Front Back Front Back 
Unrounded Rounded 

High i У u ь ъ 
Mid ё о 
Low č a 

Labial Dental Alveolar Palatal Velar 
Stop P ь t d t' d' k g 
Spirant v s z š ž s' z' x 
Affricate С 3 č 
Nasal m n n' 
Liquid r 1 r' Г 

Front Back 

? 9 

The affricates, alveolars, palatals and у are considered 'soft'. Of these, t' d' 
developed differently in five dialect areas (see 2.23), z and j were dialect 
variants, and s' occurred in East and South Slavonic only (see 2.19). 
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3 Morphology 
Words which are morphemically unanalysable are called simple; those 
which are analysable into two or more discrete morphemes, the ety-
mological root accompanied by derivational and/or inflectional 
morphemes, are called complex. Except for some conjunctions and par-
ticles which were simple, Proto-Slavonic words were complex. Of these, 
adverbs showed no inflectional morphemes, that is, they were uninflected, 
while other complex words were inflected. Inflected words belonged to two 
large classes which expressed different grammatical meanings or categories: 
(a) nominals (including nouns, pronouns, adjectives and numerals) and (b) 
verbs. Accordingly, Proto-Slavonic distinguished between nominal and 
verbal inflections. 

Inflected words consisted of stems and endings. Endings included an 
obligatory inflectional ending which marked such inflectional categories as 
case, number, gender, person, infinitive and supine. Verbs and adjectives 
could also have a pre-final desinential suffix which marked such inflec-
tional categories as aspect, tense or mood (for example, -ea-, the imperfect 
formant). Some inflectional categories were expressed with the help of an 
otherwise independent word (for example, sę in the reflexive or an 
auxiliary verb in the compound tenses or the conditional). 

Stems consisted of roots, either alone or accompanied by one or more 
affixes, which, depending on whether they preceded or followed the root, 
are called prefixes or suffixes. Affixes showed varying blends of lexical and 
grammatical meaning. Some could be exclusively or predominantly lexical; 
such was the negative prefix (for example, OCS ne-plody 'barren woman', 
ne-vidimb 'invisible'), the prefixes in many imperfective verbs (for 
example, OCS vb-kušati 'taste', pri-begati 'take refuge'), diminutive or 
agentive suffixes (for example, OCS dъšt~ic-a 'small board', uči-telj-ь 
'teacher'). Others could be exclusively or predominantly grammatical, such 
as the suffixes switching one part of speech to another (for example, the 
suffix -ьп- forming adjectives from nouns). 

Suffixes which assigned a stem to a particular inflectional pattern are 
called thematic. Most thematic suffixes of Proto-Indo-European lost their 
identity in Proto-Slavonic. Such were the thematic vowels of the Proto-
Indo-European noun inflection which in Proto-Slavonic blended in with 
the inflectional endings. Their original morphemic independence is evident 
from such forms as OCS INST SG grad-оть 'town', syn-ъть 'son', pęt-
ьть 'road', whose endings were derived from the sequences of the Proto-
Indo-European thematic vowels -d-, -Й-, and the inflectional ending -mi 
(compare 3.1.2). 

Proto-Slavonic did not use infixation as a grammatical device. It 
retained, however, traces of the Indo-European present-tense infix -n- in a 
handful of forms: for example OCS 3 SG AOR sede, leza vs. 3 SG PRS 
sędetb, lęzetb from the roots *sed-/se-n~d- 'sit', *leg-/le-n-g- 'lie'. 
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3.1 Nominal morphology 
From the standpoint of their derivational structure, Proto-Indo-European 
nominal stems may be classified into derived and underived or simple. 

Derived stems which ended in a thematic vowel are called thematic 
(vocalic). They included stems in -6- (M and N), -a- (F and M), -i- (F and 
M) and -u- (M). Stems in which the thematic vowels -o- and -a- were 
preceded by i (typically, the derivational suffix -/-) are referred to as the 
-i-o- and -i-a- stems. As expected, back vowels after i were fronted (see 
2.12). The -i-T- stems (F and м) were a subclass of the -i-a- stems, differing 
from them in the nominative singular only. All the thematic stems were 
represented among the nouns; however, only the -o-/-[-6-, -a-/-\ra- and 
-I- (F) stems were productive (for examples, see 3.1.2). Of these, the first 
two characterized the indefinite adjectives, -ó-l-\-ó- (м and N) and 
-a-/-i-a- (F). The Late Proto-SIavonic numerals jedin- ' l ' (singular and 
plural only) and dbv- '2' (dual only) belonged to the -o- and -a- classes, 
while tr-b- '3' (plural only), pęt-b- '5' (singular only) and higher belonged 
to the -i- class. 

Stems without a thematic vowel are called athematic (consonantal). Of 
the derived athematic stems, Proto-SIavonic retained stems in the suffixes 
-on-1-en- (M), -OS-/-ČS- (N), -ter-1-ter- and -й-1-йц- (F), which showed 
nominative singular versus non-nominative singular ablaut variants, and 
stems in -men-/-men- and -ent-l-ent- (N), where the nominative singular 
length developed probably within Slavonic (Meillet 1934: 426). In the -ter-
I-ter- stems, the NOM SG -ter- was replaced by -ti- by analogy with the -/-Г-
stems. Except for the -ent-l-ent- stems, the Late Proto-SIavonic athematic 
stems were unproductive. They included a small number of nouns (see 
3.1.2, the numeral cetyr- '4' and some forms of desęt- '10'. 

In addition, athematic endings occurred with the plural (that is, second) 
stems of the masculine personal nouns in -tel-i-l-tel-, -ar-i-1-ar-, -(an)-
m-l-(an)- as in OCS NOM PL and GEN PL zitele zitelb, rybare гуЪагъ, 
graidane grazdanъ, f rom žitelj- Hitel- ' inhabitant' , ry bar j-fry bar- 'fisher-
man', grazdanin-fgrazdan- 'town dweller', as well as with the nominative 
singular and the nominative plural masculine of the present active and past 
active participles (see 3.2.2(f)). 

Simple athematic nominal stems were either lost in Proto-SIavonic or 
transferred to a thematic class, with or without a derivational suffix, for 
example * dent-s 'tooth' (compare Latin dens, dentis) was lost and replaced 
by *g'ómbh-ó-s 'stake' (compare OCS zpbъ 'tooth'), *k'{d- 'heart' (Latin 
cor, cordis) was replaced by *k'rd-ik-o-m (OCS srbdbce 'heart ') , 
*(s)nóigwh-s 'snow' (Latin nix, nivis) was replaced by *(s)nóigwh-ó-s 
(OCS snegb 'snow'), *mHs-s 'mouse' (Latin mus) was replaced by *mHs-i-s 
(OCS mysb 'mouse'). 
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The shape of inflectional endings allows us to assign Proto-Indo-
European and Proto-Slavonic nominals to two inflectional subtypes, one 
for nouns and numerals and the other for pronouns. The inflection of 
Proto-Indo-European adjectives did not differ from that of nouns. In 
Proto-Slavonic, however, only the indefinite adjectives declined like nouns, 
while the newly created definite adjectives declined like pronouns. 

3.1.1 Nominal categories 
Among the Slavonic nominals, the adjectives were obligatorily marked for 
case, number and gender and, in most instances, for gradation and speci-
ficity. The nouns were inflected for case and number, and were inherently 
specified for gender. The gendered pronouns distinguished case, number 
and gender, while the non-gendered ones and the cardinal numerals '5' and 
higher were inflected for case only. 

Characteristically nominal was the grammatical category of case. Late 
Proto-Indo-European had a seven-case system: nominative, accusative, 
genitive, dative, instrumental, locative and ablative. The vocative was a 
case-like address form used with singular personal nouns. Balto-Slavonic 
lost the distinction between the genitive and ablative (the Proto-Indo-
European ablative was not a distinct case except in the singular of the -o-
stems), and the new six-case system, with the genitive representing the 
syncretized cases, was handed down to Proto-Slavonic. Case syncretism 
was also important in the dual (which distinguished three case forms only: 
the nominative/accusative, genitive/locative and dative/instrumental), and 
in the formation of Proto-Slavonic subgenders (see below). The dative and 
instrumental endings contained the phoneme m, an Indo-European dialect 
feature connecting Balto-Slavonic and Germanic and opposing them to the 
other Indo-European languages where the reflexes of bh are found. 

Of the three Proto-Indo-European numbers, singular, dual and plural, 
the dual has proved to be least stable. It was still a regular category in Old 
Church Slavonic, its vestiges are found in all the Slavonic languages but, as 
a grammatical category, it survives in Slovene and Upper and Lower 
Sorbian only. 

Like most early Indo-European languages Proto-Slavonic distinguished 
three genders: masculine, feminine and neuter. In addition, Proto-Slavonic 
developed a distinction between two masculine subgenders: personal and 
non-personal, principally among the -0-/-/-O- stems. The former was 
expressed by the syncretism of the accusative and genitive, the latter by an 
absence of such a syncretism. This distinction was later extended to oppose 
the animate and inanimate subgenders. 

Proto-Slavonic qualitative adjectives continued the Proto-Indo-
European distinctions of gradation with positive, comparative and super-
lative degrees. In addition, Proto-Slavonic non-possessive adjectives 
developed the distinction of specificity, whereby the definite (also known 
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as pronominal or compound) adjectives were opposed to the indefinite 
adjectives. 

3.1.2 Noun morphology 
Proto-Indo-European and Proto-Slavonic nouns may be assigned to 
declensions according to their stem-class (see 3.1), gender, and phonetic 
developments at the juncture of the stem and the inflectional ending. One 
athematic and four thematic declensions were distinguished. 

The athematic (consonantal) declension had several subtypes, depend-
ing on the form of the stem suffix: 

PIE LPSl. 
-0S- / -ČS- ( N ) nebh-ós-/nćbh-es- nebo, nebese 'sky' 
-ii-/-uu- (F) leubh-u-/leubh-uu- l'uby, 1'ubbve 'love' 
-tčr-/-tčr- (F) ma-tčr-/ma-tčr- mati, matere 'mother' 
-5n-/-čn- (M) kam-on-/kam-en- kamy, kamene 'stone' 
-mčn-/-men- (M) pól-men-/pól-men- polmę, polmene 'flame' 
-men-/-mčn- (N) se-men-/se-mčn- sćmę, sčmene 'seed' 
-ent-/-ent- (N) agn-ent-/agn-ent- (J)AGN£> (j)agnęte 'lamb' 

The thematic declensions distinguished four basic subtypes: -w-, -/-, -6-1 
-bo- and -a-/-i-a-/-i-i-: 

PIE LPSL OCS 
-й- (м) sun-u-s вупъ вупъ 'son' 
-i- (F) kóst-1-s kostb kostb 'bone' 

(M) pont-!-s pętb pętb 'road' 
-Ó- (M) órbh-ó-s orbb гаЬъ 'slave' 

(N) gfn-ó-m zę no zrbno 'grain' 
-i-ó-(M) duzd-i-ó-s &ъЫ'ь dъždь 'rain' 

(N) lóg-i-ó-m lože lože 'bed' 
-a- (F ) gwčn-a žena žena 'woman' 

(M) uóldiik-a voldyka vladyka 'leader' 
-i-a-(F) uól-j-a vol'a volja 'will' 

(M) ióun-ós-i-a junoša junoša 'youth' 
-i-T (F) bhag-iin-i-T bogyn'i bogynji 'goddess' 

(M) san-dhl-i-I sędiii sędii 'judge' 

While the Proto-Indo-European endings of the -\-o- and -i-a- stems did 
not differ from those of the -o- and -a- stems respectively, in Proto-
Slavonic, due to the fronting of back vowels (see 2.12), there arose a 
distinction between the hard (-6- and -a-) and soft (-f-o- and -i-a-) stem 
endings, which manifested itself by the alternations - ъ ~ -ь, -o ~ -e, 
-e2 ~ -i2, -y - -i, -y2 ~ -e2/-ę- (see note 2a below). The Late Proto-
Slavonic hard stem endings are listed in table 3.2. These Late Proto-
Slavonic endings are correlated with the Proto-Indo-European endings 
listed in table 3.3. 
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Table 3.2 Noun endings of Late Proto-Slavonic 
Athematic -й- -I- -o- -a-

VOC = NOM -и -i -e/-u -о 

SG NOM (-у, -0, -i, ę) -ъ -ь м -Ъ, N -o -а 
ACC -ь (-о, -ę) -ъ -ь M -ъ, N -o "9 
GEN -e -и -i -a -У2 
DAT -i -ovi -i -u -е2 
INST M / N -ЬШЬ -ъшь м -ьшь -оть -oję 

F-bję F-bję - ъ т ь 
LOC -e -и -i -е2 

DU NOM/ACC M / F -i, N -E -у -i М -A, F / N -ё2 -ё2 
GEN/LOC -u -ovu -bju -и -и 
DAT/INST -ьта -ъша -ьта -oma -ama 

PL NOM M -e, F -i, N -a -ove M -bje, F -i "h -у2 
ACC M / F -i, N -a -у -i -у2 -у2 
GEN -ъ -OVb -bjb -ъ -ъ 
DAT -ьшъ -ъшъ - ь т ъ - о т ъ -атъ 
INST M/F -brni, N -Y -ъгш -bmi -у -ami 
LOC -ьхъ -ъхъ -ьхъ -ё2хъ -ахъ 

Table 3.3 Noun endings of Proto-Indo-European 

Athematic -u- -i- -о- -a-

VOC -0 -óy-0 -ei-0 -e-0 -a-0 

SG NOM -s, -0 -u-s -l-s -ó-s -a-0 
ACC -ip -u-m -!-m -ó-m -a-m 
GEN/ABL -es -óy-s -ei-s -ó-ad > -ad -as 
DAT -ei -óy-ei -ej-ei -ó-ёТ > -oi -a-ei > -ai 
INST -mi -й-mi -l-mi -ó-mi -a-m 
LOC -I -5y-0 -ej-0 -ó-i -a-i 

DU NOM/ACC -e, -i -й-ё > -й -1-е > -I -ó-ё > -5 -a-i 
GEN/LOC -Ó^IS -óu-óus -ei-óys -ó-óus > -óus -a-óus > -aus 
DAT/INST - т о -й-то -i-mo -ó-mo -a-mo 

PL NOM -es -óy-es -ei-es -ó-es > -ós, -oi -a-es > -as 
ACC -OS -u-ns -!-ns -ó-ns -a-ns 
GEN -óm/-5m -óu-óm -ei-óm -ó-óm > -óm -a-óm > -am 
DAT -mus -u-mus -i-mus -ó-mus -a-mus 
INST -mis -u-mls -L-mls -ó-óis > -óis -a-mls 
LOC -su -u-su -L-SU -ói-su -a-su 

Notes to tables 3.2 and 3.3 
1 The loss of final consonants (see 2.6) and the monophthongization of 

diphthongs (see 2.13) caused the Proto-Indo-European thematic 
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vowels and endings to blend into Proto-SIavonic monomorphemic 
endings; for example, Proto-Indo-European NOM SG svm-ii-s, GEN SG 
sun-óy-s, DAT SG siin-óu-ei 'son' > syn-ъ, syn-u, syn-ovi. The differ-
ences in the shape of the thematic vowel are due to ablaut variations, 
for example NOM SG -Ó-S, -aO versus voc -e-0, -a-0, NOM SG -й-s, -i-s 
versus GEN SG -óu-s -e\-s. In the nominative/accusative singular of the 
athematic stems, the Proto-Indo-European stem suffixes were reinter-
preted as Late Proto-SIavonic inflectional endings (listed in paren-
theses). 

2 Some Proto-SIavonic endings which cannot be derived from the postu-
lated Proto-Indo-European forms by the application of general 
phonetic laws, may be explained by developments restricted to particu-
lar grammatical endings: 
(a) In -Vn(t)s, n was lost and the preceding vowels, if short, under-

went compensatory lengthening, and the low back vowels were, 
as a rule, raised to Й; for example NOM SG *kam-on-s 'stone' > 
*кат-й > kamy; ACC PL *siin-u-ns 'son' > *sun-u > syn-y, *kost-i-ns 
'bone' > *kdst-T > kost-i, *órbh-ó-ns 'slave' > *orb-ii > orb-y, 
*gwen-a-ns 'woman' > *gen-u > zen-y. In the sequence *Cns, q was 
lengthened yielding i: ACC PL *kam-en-ns > kameni. The 
sequences -e-ns, -ё-ns of the -i-o-, -i-a- stems (< -i-o-ns, -i-a-ns, 
by 2.12) yielded the expected -ё in North Slavonic (referred to as 
-e3), while in South Slavonic n was retained, yielding -ę\ for 
example ACC PL *mang-i-ó-ns 'man', *koz-i-a-ns 'goatskin' > 
North Slavonic męz-e, koi-e versus South Slavonic męz-ę, koź-ę. 
The accusative plural ending of the stems spread ana-
logically to the genitive singular and the nominative plural on the 
model of the -i- stems. The alternation -у ~ -el-ę is symbolized by 
-л-

(b) Long vowels combined with word-final m to form nasal vowels: 
ACC SG *gwen-5-m 'woman' > zen-Q; however, short vowels in that 
position were denasalized, and о was raised to й\ ACC SG *siin-ii-m 
' son' > syn-ъ, *kost-i-m 'bone' > *kost-b, *órbh-ó-m 'slave' > 
orb-ъ. Slavonic is alone among the Indo-European languages to 
derive the genitive plural of the athematic stems from *-om rather 
than *-dm : * semen-dm 'seed' > semen-ъ. The athematic genitive 
plural ending -ъ was analogically extended to the -o- and -a-
stems. 

3 All neuter stems syncretized the nominative and accusative. In the 
athematic stems the nominative/accusative singular was generalized 
from the nominative singular (*nebh-os-0 'sky' > neb-o, *semen-0 
'seed' > semę), while in the -o- stems, the nominative/accusative 
singular ending -о was extended analogically from the pronoun to 
'that' (< *tod), replacing the expected -ъ (< PIE -o-m); for example 
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zr'n-0 'grain' (< *g'rn-ó-m). In the nominative/accusative plural all 
neuter stems had -a(< PIE -a), for example nebes-a, semen-a, zfn-a. 

4 The NOM SG -ъ of the -o- stems and the voc -u of the -i-o- stems were 
taken over from the -й- stem declension. In the post-Proto-Slavonic 
period the -й- stem declension, though unproductive as a whole, 
provided individual endings of several cases of the -o- stems. The most 
ancient instance of these analogical developments is the North Slavonic 
replacement of the -o- stem INST SG -оть by the -й- stem -ъть. 

5 The masculine and feminine athematic and -i- stems influenced each 
other. The INST SG -ьть and -ьу'р, N O M / A C C DU -/, DAT/INST DU 
-ьта, LOČ PL -ьхь, DAT PL -ьтъ and INST PL -hmi of the -i- stems 
spread to the athematic stems. By contrast, the DAT SG -i of the 
athematic stems was taken over by the -i- stems. 

6 The NOM PL -i2 of the -o- stems was derived from the pronominal 
ending -oi which replaced the nominal ending -ós. The expected -e2 
was probably displaced by -i (< -ej) of the -i-o- stems. The nominative 
plural of all the feminine nouns was analogical to the accusative plural. 

7 The INST SG -oję/-eję of the -a-/-i-a- stems was taken over from the 
pronominal type and then spread into the feminine athematic and -i-
stems as -bję. 

8 The LOC PL -ё2хъ (< -ói-su) of the -o- stems is pronominal in origin. 
The ending -ахъ of the -a- stems for the expected -asb (recorded in 
Old Czech) was modelled on the phonetically regular locative plural 
endings of the other thematic declensions. 

9 Lacking a satisfactory explanation are LOC SG -e of the athematic 
stems, DAT SG -u and INST PL -y of the -o- stems. 

3.1.3 Pronominal morphology 
In accordance with their ability to distinguish gender, Proto-Slavonic 
pronouns may be classified into gendered and non-gendered. Gendered 
pronouns were thematic. They included two -i- stems, the demonstrative 
sb, si, se 'this here' (< *k' -) and the anaphoric jb 'that which is known'; and 
various -ó-!-ó[- and -a-l-ai- stems such as the demonstratives tb 'this', ovb 
'that', опъ 'that yonder'; the interrogatives къ}ь 'which' (< *kwui-), kotorb 
'which of a number'; the possessives mojb 'my', tvojb 'thy', svojb 'one's 
own', čbjb 'whose' (< *kwi-i-), našb 'our ' (< *nas-i-), vašb 'your ' 
(< *uas-i-); the qualitative sicb 'like this here' (< *k' T-k-), }акъ 'like that 
which is known', takb 'like this', какъ 'like what' (< *k™-ak-); the quanti-
tative mbnogb 'many', vbsb 'all' (< *uis-), selikb 'to this degree', tolikb 'to 
that degree', jelikb 'to the known degree', коИкъ 'to what degree'. The 
anaphoric y- and the demonstrative t- or on- (depending on the dialect) 
combined to form the suppletive paradigm of the third-person pronoun, 
with t-/on- in the nominative and y- in the oblique cases. 

The non-gendered pronouns included the -o- stem interrogative къ-to 
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'who' (< *kw-o-), the stem interrogative сь-to 'what' (< *kw-i-), as well 
as several athematic pronouns, the reflexive s- 'oneself; first person (with 
suppletive stems): SG агъ/т (< *eg'-/m-), DU vein-, PL my/n-\ second 
person: SG T-, DU/PL V-

The inflectional endings of the gendered pronouns and of the interro-
gative non-gendered pronouns are given in table 3.4. 

Table 3.4 Pronoun endings of Late Proto-Slavonic 
SG DU PL 

M N F M N F M N F 

NOM -ъ -o -a -a -č2 -i2 -a -y2 

ACC "9 - y 2 

GEN -o-go -oj-y2 -oj-u -ё2-хъ 
DAT -o-mu -oj-i -e2-ma -ё 2 -тъ 
INST -е2-шь -oj-p -e2-mi 
LOC -о-шь -oj-i -oj-u -ё2-хъ 

Notes 
1 The pronominal formants -oi- (M/N) and -a\- (F) were monoph-

thongized to -e2 before consonants. 
2 The fronting of back vowels after soft consonants (see 2.12) caused the 

expected vowel alternations; -y2 is written as a shorthand term for the 
у ~ e/ę alternation (see 3.1.2, note 2(a)). 

3 The GEN M/N -ogo represents the Proto-Indo-European ablative -ód 
extended by the particle -go (Arumaa 1985: 175). 

4 The non-gendered pronouns къ-to 'who' and čb-to 'what' were 
inflected according to the masculine singular paradigm. Their nomin-
ative was extended by the particle -to, derived from the demonstrative 
pronoun. The genitive ending of сь-to was -eso/-bso reflecting the 
Proto-Indo-European ending -es(i)o. 

Table 3.5 Paradigm of the anaphoric pronoun /-
SG DU PL 

M N F M N F M N F 

NOM -jb je ja ja ji ji ja je/ję 
ACC ję jć/ję 
GEN jego jeje/ 

jej? jeju jixъ 
DAT jemu jeji jima jinrb 
INST jimb jejp jimi 
LOČ jemb jeji jeju jixb 
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For the inflection of personal pronouns, see section 3.1.3 of chapter 4, 
Old Church Slavonic. 

3.1.4 Adjectival morphology 
In addition to their obligatory categories of case, number and gender, most 
Proto-Slavonic adjectives were either definite or indefinite. Indefinite 
adjectives were inflected according to the nominal -d- (M/N) and -a- (F) 
types. Definite adjectives were formed by adding the anaphoric pronoun y-
(see table 3.5) to the forms of the indefinite adjective. The coalescence of 
these forms yielded the definite or pronominal inflection of the adjective. 

In some instances the composition was mechanical: 

LPSl. OCS 
NOM SG M starb + jb > starbjb staryi/starbi [starbjb] 

N staro + je > staroje staro[j]e 
F stara + ja > staraja staraja 

ACC SG F starp + jp > starpjp starpjp 
GEN SG M / N stara + jego > starajego stara [j] ego 

staraago (with assimilation) 
starago (with contraction) 

A sequence of two syllables beginning with у was reduced by haplology to 
one syllable: 

LOČ SG F starš + jeji > LPS1. starčji OCS stare[j]i 

The definite INST SG F -ęję was derived from the original nominal -p 
(< -a-m) rather than from the analogical pronominal ending -oję{see 3.1.2, 
note 7). Thus: 

INST SG F starp -I- jejp > LPS1. starpjp OCS starpjp 

Disyllabic nominal endings were replaced by -у, extended analogically 
from the GEN PL star-ъ H- jixb > staryjixb (see 2.32) and INST PL M / N star-y 
+ jimi > staryjimi: 

L PS I. OCS 
INSTPLF star-ami + jimi > staryjimi stary[j]imi 
LOC PL F star-axb -I- jixb > staryjixb stary[jjixb 

3.1.5 Numeral morphology 
The Proto-Slavonic cardinal numerals ' l ' to '10' may be subdivided into 
two groups. The first group included jedim*, -a, -o ' l ' (< *ed-Tn-o-s)\ dbva 
(M), dbve (F/N) '2 ' (< *duu5, -oi); trbje (M), tri (F/N) '3 ' (< *tr-ei-es, 
*tr-ins); and cetyre (м), cetyri (F/N) '4 ' (< *kwetur-es, -ins). The numerals 
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4 Г and '2' were of pronominal origin and followed the pronominal inflec-
tion (fb). 'One' could still be used as an indefinite pronoun meaning 
'certain, some' and have the singular and plural, while '2' was restricted to 
the dual; '3' was inflected like the plural -/- stem, while '4' was an athe-
matic stem. All four of them were adjectival, that is, they distinguished 
gender ('2', '3', '4' in the nominative only) and modified the noun counted. 

The numerals '5' to '10' were nominal abstract derivatives in -i- from 
the Proto-Indo-European ordinal numerals. They were pętb '5' (< *рёпкw -/-), 
šestb '6 ' (< *kseks-t-), sedmb '7 ' (< *sebdm-), osmb '8 ' (< *ok'tm-), devętb 
'9' (< *neuą-t-, with the initial d by analogy to '10'), and desętb '10' 
(< *de-k' rp-t-). They governed the noun counted and did not distinguish 
gender. The numerals '5' to '9' were -i- stems, while '10' transferred from 
an athematic stem to the -i- stem inflection. 

The teens were compounds of the base numeral followed by the pre-
position na with the athematic locative singular of '10', for example, dbva 
na desęte '12'. The tens were formed with the base numeral followed by the 
appropriate case form of '10', for example dwa desęti '20', trbje desęte 
'30', pętb desętb '50'. The root *kóm/k'ni of the numeral '10', extended by 
the suffix -t-, appeared also in the numerals sbto '100' and tysęt' a!tysęt' a 
'1,000'. The former was a neuter -o- stem (< * k'tfi-t-o-); the latter was a 
feminine -i-a- stem modified by *tu- 'fat, thick' (< *tu-k'm-t-i-a). The 
hundreds were formed analogously to the tens with the appropriate case 
form of '100', for example dbve sue '200', tri sua '300', pętb sbtb '500'. 

3.2 Verbal morphology 
Most Proto-Slavonic verbs did not add person and number endings directly 
to the root, but to the verbal stem, that is, to the root extended by a verb-
forming suffix with or without a present-tense suffix. Such verbs are called 
thematic; those which added person and number endings directly to the 
root, are called athematic. 

There were four athematic verbs: 3 SG PRES jestb 'he is' (< *es-ti), jastb 
'he eats' (< *ed-ti), vestb 'he knows' (< *uoid-ti), dastb 'he will give' 
(< *dad-ti). Except for jasti 'to eat' (< *ed-tei), the athematic verbs had dif-
ferent stems in the infinitive and the present tense: byti 'to be', vedeti 'to 
know', dati 'to give'. The verb 'to be' had a suppletive infinitive stem by-
derived from PIE *Ыгй- (compare Sanskrit bhavati 'he is', Latin fHi 'I 
was'). The verb 'to know' had the infinitive stem ved-e- derived from first 
person singular middle perfect-tense form *uoid-ai The verb 'to give' had 
a reduplicated present-tense stem *da-d-, while the infinitive stem was the 
unreduplicated * da- (compare Latin dare 'to give'). 

In most thematic verbs the verb-forming suffix occurred in two variants, 
one in the present-tense and related forms and one in the infinitive and 
related forms. Because of this variation, it is customary to distinguish 
between the present-tense and infinitive verbal stems. Since the corres-
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pondence between the two variants is generally predictable, it is possible to 
select one of them as basic and use it in classifying verbal stems. The seven 
regular verb classes thus obtained are listed below, with the present-tense 
variant (quoted in third singular present) shown first and separated by an 
oblique from the infinitive variant. The variant used to label a class is given 
in bold face. Examples transcribed morphophonemically are enclosed in 
braces. 

(a) -0 -0 - verbs were unproductive and included three subclasses: con-
sonantic, for example nesetb [nes-0-e-tb], nesti [nes-0-ti} 'carry' rečetb 
{rek-0-e-tb}, ret'i {rek-0-ti} 'say'; sonantic, for example pbnetb 
[рьп-0-e-tb], pfti [pen-0-ti] 'stretch', jbm-0-e-tb), jęti {jem-0-ti} 'seize', 
mretb {rribr-0-e-tb j, merti {mer-0-ti} 'die', where the sequences ьп ьт 
ьг developed from the syllabic sonants n fji r before vowels; semi-
vocalic, for example bijetb [bij-0-e-tb], biti {bij-0-ti} 'beat', pojetb 
{poj-0-e-tb}, peti [poj-0-ti] 'sing', with the semivowel j lost before 
consonants through the resolution of syllable-initial clusters (see 2.7) 
and monophthongization (see 2.13). 

(b) -П'/'Пр- verbs were productive and included two subclasses: vocalic 
( V-np-), for example minetb, minpti 'pass'; slynetb, slynpti 'be known' 
and consonantic (C-np-), with typical omission of the verb-forming 
suffix in aorist and past participial formations, for example dvignetb 
{dvig-n-e-tb}, dvignpti [dvig-np-ti] 'move' but dvigoxb (1 SG AOR), 
dvigb (NOM SG M PAST ACT PART INDEF), dviiervb (NOM SG M PAST 
PASS PART INDEF). 

(c) -/- (< /)/-a- verbs, for example kazetb (< kaz-i-), kazati 'show'; plačetb 
(< plak'i-), plakati 'weep', were unproductive. This large class was one 
of two in which the verb-forming suffix -j- alternated with -a- (com-
pare (d) below). 

(d) -u-j-Z-ov-a- (-ev-a- after soft consonants, see 2.14) verbs, for example 
verujetb, verovati 'believe'; vojujetb, vojevati 'make war', were pro-
ductive. They differed from the preceding class by the presence of the 
suffix -du- which monophthongized to u2 in a closed syllable (see 
2.13). 

(e) -a-j- (< -5-/-)/-a- and -e-j- (< e-i-)/-e- verbs, for example delajetb, 
delati 'do'; umejetb, umeti 'know how', were productive. 

(f) -i- (< -či-)/-i- (< -J-) verbs, for example nositb {nos-i'0-tb), nositi 
'carry'; modlitb {modl-i-0-tb}, modliti 'beg' were productive. The 
shape of the present-tense suffix (-Č-/-0-) and the difference in origin 
of the verb-forming suffix in the -/- and -e- verbs (see below) are 
discussed in 3.2.2. 

(g) -i'/'č- (< -е-) verbs, for example mbnitb, mbneti 'think'; viditb, viditi 
'see' were unproductive. In stems in soft consonants e goes to a (see 
2.14), for example kricitb, kričati {krič-e-ti} 'shout'; stojitb, stojati 
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{stoj-e-ti} 'stand'. These stems will be listed in their morphophonemic 
form. 

3.2.1 Verbal categories 
Among the verbs, Proto-Indo-European distinguished two diatheses, the 
active (or non-middle) and middle, the latter marked as a category which 
placed special emphasis on the grammatical subject, leading to the neutral-
ization of the opposition between the agent and the patient (compare the 
English active mother washed the baby or mother opened the door with the 
'middle' mother washed or the door opened). The active versus middle 
opposition was expressed by special sets of inflectional endings. Proto-
Slavonic lost these formal distinctions but retained the semantic opposition 
between the active and the middle, expressing it with a newly developed 
contrast between two genera, the non-reflexive and reflexive, the latter 
formally distinguished by the particle sę. It also added a new voice oppo-
sition in which the active contrasted with the passive, the latter marked as 
the category specifying the patient of an action. The active versus passive 
opposition was formally expressed in the participle only. Genus, by 
contrast, was an obligatory category of the verb. 

Of the four verbal moods reconstructed for Proto-Indo-European (indi-
cative, subjunctive, optative and imperative), Proto-Slavonic retained the 
indicative. The subjunctive (or conjunctive), known from Vedic Sanskrit, 
Greek, Latin and Celtic, expressed probability or expectation. Therefore, it 
was frequently reinterpreted as the future tense. In Proto-Slavonic it was 
replaced by the conditional, in which the resultative (or the -/-) participle 
combined with the auxiliary verb 'to be' to produce an analytical gram-
matical form. The optative, which occurred in Sanskrit, Greek, Latin and 
Germanic, expressed desire or potentiality. In Proto-Slavonic it replaced 
the original Proto-Indo-European imperative. 

The oldest system of Proto-Indo-European tenses, which included the 
present, aorist and perfect, appeared to have less to do with temporal 
relations than with the manner of performance or other characteristics of 
an action. The present referred to an action which at the moment of speech 
was not completed. The aorist viewed the action statically, as completed 
and, therefore, past. The perfect stressed the result of an action, that is, it 
dwelled on the dynamics of a situation, linking the past and the moment of 
speech. The future was originally expressed through the modalities of the 
subjunctive or optative. Specific future-tense formations seem to be Late 
Proto-Indo-European dialectal innovations. So were the imperfect, which 
emphasized non-completion of a past action, and the pluperfect, which 
referred to an action prior to the narrated event. 

Aspectual meanings, inherent in the Proto-Indo-European tenses, 
developed into a new grammatical opposition of two aspects, the per-
fective, specifying a completed action, and the unmarked imperfective; 
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they became an obligatory category of the Slavonic verb. This development 
led in turn to the rise of an intricate interplay between the aspects and 
tenses. The perfective present assumed the function of the future, leaving 
the imperfective present as the sole indicator of contemporaneity with the 
moment of speech. Consequently, since the Proto-Slavonic present-tense 
forms referred either to the present or the future, they may be viewed as 
non-past and are often so termed. Among the preterite tenses, the oppo-
sition between the perfective and imperfective aspects coincided largely 
with the old opposition between the aorist and the imperfect, leading to a 
gradual disappearance or reinterpretation of these tenses in the individual 
Slavonic languages. Proto-Slavonic developed its own perfect and plu-
perfect, formed analytically with the resultative participle and, respectively, 
the present or imperfect of the auxiliary verb 'to be'. A Proto-Slavonic 
innovation was the imperfective future expressed by the infinitive plus the 
present-tense forms of one of the auxiliary verbs: 'to be', 'to have', 'to 
want' or 'to begin'. 

The three persons of the Proto-Indo-European verb remained in Proto-
Slavonic. Along with the finite verbal forms, that is, forms inflected for 
person, Proto-Slavonic had non-finite forms. The infinitive and the supine 
were derived from case forms of Proto-Indo-European deverbal nouns, 
while participles and verbal nouns combined the functions of verbs with 
those of adjectives and nouns respectively. 

3.2.2 Conjugation 
The Proto-Indo-European conjugational system distinguished several sets 
of personal endings. In the indicative the endings characterizing the active 
voice were opposed to the endings of the middle voice, and the endings of 
the present tense, or the so-called primary endings, were opposed to the 
endings of the preterite tenses, or the secondary endings. Furthermore, 
some personal endings of the thematic conjugations were different from 
those of the athematic one. The degree of ending differentiation varied. 
Thus, in the active voice, the first and second singular admitted three 
distinct endings, the third singular and plural distinguished two endings, 
while other persons and numbers displayed one ending only. In Table 3.6 
only the most differentiated forms are shown. 

Proto-Slavonic, like the ancient varieties of Sanskrit and Greek, 
exhibited a conjugational system rich in grammatical oppositions. Verbs 
were inherently specified for government (they were either transitive or 
intransitive) and, as obligatory categories, they distinguished aspect and 
genus (they were either perfective or imperfective and reflexive or non-
reflexive). Finite verb forms were inflected for person and number, and 
either tense or mood. Compound finite forms (perfect, pluperfect, con-
ditional) distinguished gender as well. The only form displaying a clearly 
middle ending was the isolated vede 'I know' found in Old Church Slavonic 
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Table 3.6 Active personal endings of Proto-Indo-European 
Primary Secondary 

Athematic Thematic 

1 SG -mi -5 -m 
2 SG -si -ej (?) -s 
3 SG -t! -t 
3 PL -nti -nt 

(Codex Suprasliensis), Old Russian, Old Slovene (Freising Fragments) and 
Old Czech. The ending goes back to the Proto-Indo-European middle -a-i 
(compare Greek louomai 'I wash myself'). Since vede is related to the root 
vid- 'see' (< ueid-)9 its meaning probably developed from 'I have seen for 
myself' to 'I know'. 

Depending on the aspect of the verbal stem, the Proto-Slavonic present 
referred either to an action contemporaneous with the moment of speech 
(imperfective) or subsequent to it (perfective). Its person and number 
endings were derived from Proto-Indo-European primary endings. In the 
thematic verbs, they were added to stems extended by the present-tense 
suffix. In the verb classes -0-, -np-, -a-, -ov-a-, and -я-/-, the present-tense 
suffix was -oH2- in first singular, -o- in third plural and -e- elsewhere. The 
present forms of these classes are said to belong to conjugation I. The 
present forms of verb classes -i- and -e- belong to conjugation II. Their 
present-tense suffix was -oH2- in the first singular and -0- elsewhere. 
Hence, these presents are sometimes referred to as semi-thematic 
(Kuryłowicz 1964: 79-80) or semi-athematic (Vaillant 1966: 439). 

Table 3.7 Present-tense paradigms of the verbs ed- 'eat\ nes- *carry\ 
kaz-a- 'explain', del-a-j- 'do' and modl-i- 'ask' in Late Proto-Slavonic 

Athematic Conjugation I Conjugation II 

SG 1 jamb (< *ed-ml) nesp każę dčlajp modlę 
2 jasi (< *ed-sej[?]) neseši kažeši dčlaješi modliši 
3 jastb (< *ed-ti) nesetb kažetb dčlajetb modlitb 

DU 1 jave (< *čd-vč) neseve kaževe delajeve modlive 
2 jasta (< *ed-ta) neseta kažeta dčlajeta modlita 
3 jaste (< *ed-te) nesete kažete delajete modlite 

PL 1 jamb (< *ed-món) nesenrb kaženvb delajenvb modlinrb 
2 jaste (< *čd-tč) nesete kažete dčlajete modlite 
3 jadętb (< *ed-pti) nesętb kažptb delajętb modlętb 
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Notes 
1 The verb-forming suffix -/- in the present tense of the -/- and -e- class 

verbs (conjugation II) is different in origin from the verb-forming suffix 
-i- in the infinitive of the -/- class verbs. Since the infinitive -i- is acute 
and the present-tense -i- is not, it is assumed that the former goes back 
to a long vowel (-/-), while the latter is derived from a short diphthong 
(-ei-: see 2.16). Hence their dissimilar treatment in those modern 
Slavonic languages which retain reflexes of Proto-Slavonic intonational 
distinctions, for example SCr. mdli 'he asks' but móliti Чо ask', 
Russian molit 'he implores' but molit' 'to implore'. 

2 The first singular athematic -ть continues the Proto-Indo-European 
athematic -mi (OCS esmb, Greek eimi 'I am'). The ending -p goes 
back to the Proto-Indo-European thematic -oH2 > о (Greek pherd, 
Latin feró 'I carry') extended by the secondary first-singular -m. In 
conjugation II the sequence -i-5-m > -i-p-, without the expected front-
ing of the vowel (-/-e-m > i-p, see 2.12) because of the analogical influ-
ence of the ending -p of conjugation I. 

3 The second-singular endings were the athematic -si and thematic -si, as 
in OCS esi 'you are' or neseši 'you carry'. The consonant š arose regu-
larly in conjugation II as a result of the retroflexion of s after i (see 
2.3(c)) and spread analogically to conjugation I. The final / (for the 
expected ь) could have been derived from the Proto-Indo-European 
second-singular thematic -ei, which some scholars (Meillet 1934: 253-
4, Szemerenyi 1989: 250-1) see also in the Greek 2 SG -eis, for exam-
ple phereis 'you carry'. In this explanation, in Greek the primary 
thematic ending -ei was extended by the secondary ending -s, while in 
Proto-Slavonic the ending -s was extended by -ei. 

4 In the third singular and plural, Proto-Indo-European -ti should yield 
Proto-Slavonic -th and such reflexes do occur in parts of East Slavonic. 
However, in Old Church Slavonic as well as in some north Russian 
dialects (including standard Russian), we find tb instead. It is likely 
that the 3 SG -tb developed under the influence of the demonstrative 
pronoun tb 'this', which functioned also as the third-person pronoun 
'he'. From there tb could have spread analogically to the third plural. 
In West Slavonic and West South Slavonic the ending -thl-tb has been 
lost altogether. In other Slavonic languages it shows varying degrees of 
staying power (see section 6). 

5 The 1 DU -ve, instead of the expected -ve (< -ues), is probably ana-
logical to the pronoun ve 'we two' (< yes). 

6 The 1 PL -тъ seems to be a reflex of -топ (compare Attic Greek 
-men, as in pheromen 'we carry'). The ending -mo, which appears in 
some Slavonic languages (see section 6), is probably derived from 
-mós, which is the more common variant of this ending in Proto-Indo-
European (compare Latin -mus from -mós as in ferimus 'we carry'). 
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7 The third plural ending of the athematic conjugation was -ętb (< -ąti). 
The ending -ptb (< -ó-nti) of the -0- and -np- classes spread ana-
logically to the -a-, -ov-a- and -a-j- classes replacing the expected -ętb 
(< -i-e-nti < -i-o-nti). The conjugation II ending -ętb could be 
attributed to the influence of the athematic conjugation or it could 
represent a regular phonetic development of -ei-ntl 

The aorist designated a completed action, without affirming either its dura-
tion or resultative value. As such, it served as the narrative preterite tense. 
Aorist endings were derived from Proto-Indo-European secondary endings 
and were added to the infinitive stem. Proto-Slavonic had three different 
aorist formations. Two of them, the root (or simple) and sigmatic aorists, 
were relics inherited from Proto-Indo-European. The third type appeared 
alongside and eventually replaced the two older types, thus becoming the 
only productive aorist formation in Slavonic. 

The root aorist combined the forms of the Proto-Indo-European 
thematic aorist and imperfect (compare Vedic Sanskrit bharam, Homeric 
Greek pheron T carried'). Its endings were preceded by a thematic vowel 
which was added directly to the verbal root (in other words, the suffix -np-
in the -np- class verbs was omitted). Before -t and -s the thematic vowel 
was -e-\ elsewhere it was -Ó-. 

The root aorist survived in the -0- and -np- class verbs. We know, 
however, from Old Church Slavonic that only in the second and third 
singular was it used regularly with all the verbs of these classes. In other 
persons it was used sporadically with about a dozen stems, such as jbd-
'go', lez- 'climb', mog- 'be able'. 

The sigmatic aorist was found with verbs of the -i- class and with 
sonantic and about twenty consonantic verbs of the -0- class, for example 
greb- 'bury', męt- 'stir', tek- 'run'. The endings of the sigmatic aorist were 
preceded by the formant -s- (hence the name 'sigmatic'), followed in the 
first person of all numbers by the thematic vowel -d-. The root vowel of the 
-0- verbs was lengthened: ič о became i e o. 

Table 3.8 Root aorist paradigms of pad- 'fair and dvig-(np-) 'move' 

SG 1 pad ъ dvigb (< -ó-m, see 3.1.2, note lb) 
2 pade dviže (< -č-s) 
3 pade dviže (< -e-t) 

DU 1 padove dvigovč 
2 padeta dvižeta 
3 padete dvižete 

PL 1 padonrb dvigonrb 
2 padete dvižete 
3 padp dvigę (< -ó-nt) 
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Table 3.9 Sigmatic aorist paradigms of the verbs bod- 'pierce' and 
nos-i- 4carry\ and partial paradigms of čbt- *read\ pbn-/pę- 'stretch', 
mbr-Znter- Adie\ rek- 'say* in Late Proto-SIavonic 

SG 1 Ьавъ (< *bod-s-ó-m) по81хъ (< *nós-I-s-ó-m) 
2 bode (root aorist) nosi (< *nós-I-s-s) 
3 bode (root aorist) nosi (< *nós-I-s-t) 

DU 1 basove nosixove 
2 basta (< *bod-s-ta) nosista (< *nós-!-s-ta) 
3 baste nosiste 

PL 1 Ьавотъ nosixonrb 
2 baste (< *bod-s-te) nosiste 
3 basę (< *bód-s-nt) nosisę (< *nós-I-s-nt) 

1 SG ш ъ (< *klt-s-ó-m) р£въ (< *pen-s-ó-m) 
2 PL čiste (< *kit-s-te) pęste (< *pen-s-te) 
3 PL cisę (< *klt-s-nt) pęsę (< *pen-s-nt) 

1 SG тегхъ (< *mer-s-ó-m) гёхъ (< *rek-s-ó-m) 
2 PL merste (< *mer-s-te) reste (< *rek-s-te) 
3 PL mersę (< *mer-s-nt) reśę (< *rek-s-nt) 

Notes 
1 Forms corresponding to the Proto-SIavonic sigmatic aorist occur in 

some but not all Indo-European languages (compare the Greek aorist 
edeiksa T showed', Latin perfect dixJT said'). Of the immediate neigh-
bours of Proto-SIavonic, this aorist does not occur in either Baltic or 
Germanic. 

2 It is often claimed that the lengthening of the root vowel in the -0- class 
verbs was the result of compensatory lengthening following the simpli-
fication of consonant clusters. However, such a lengthening is not 
observed in analogous situations elsewhere, for example, *ópsa > osa 
'wasp'. It is more probable, therefore, that it was morphophonemic in 
nature. 

3 There were no second and third singular sigmatic aorist forms with the 
consonantic verbs of the -0- class; root-aorist forms were used instead. 

4 In Old Church Slavonic the second and third singular of the sonantic 
verbs were extended by the suffix -tt>, for example, pę(tb), mre(tb). 
This suffix appears to have spread there by analogy from the third 
singular present. 

The productive aorist arose within Proto-SIavonic as an analogical exten-
sion of the sigmatic aorist of the -/- class verbs. In the vocalic verbs (that is, 
all verbs other than those of the -0- class and the consonantic verbs of the 
-np- class) the impulse for this analogical development must have been 
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provided by the forms in which -s- was pre-consonantal, that is, by the 
environments in which all the vocalic class verbs (including -/-) developed 
similarly. Compare the following forms of nos-i- 'carry' and del-a-j- 'do': 

2 SG nosi (< *nós-I-s-s) dčla (< *dčl-a-s-s) 
3 SG nosi (< *nós-I-s-t) dčla (< *del-a-s-t) 
2 PL nosiste (< *nós-I-s-te) dčlaste (< *del-a-s-tč) 

These similarities were analogically extended to the forms in which -s-
was pre-vocalic, that is, to an environment where the phonological 
development of the -i- class verbs was different from that of the other 
vocalic verbs. Thus, such phonologically regular forms as 

1 SG nosixb (< *nós-I-s-ó-m) 
1 PL nosixonn» (< *nós-I-s-ó-món) 
3 PL nosisę (< *nós-I-s-ęt) 

led to the creation of analogical forms as in kaz-a- 'explain', ver-ov-a-
'believe', del-a-j- 'do'; vid-ё- 'see': 

1 SG кагахъ verovaxb dčlaxb vidčxb 
1 PL кагахотъ včrovaxonn> dёlaxomъ vidčxomъ 
3 PL kazaśę včrovaš? dćlasę vidćśę 

In the consonantic verbs, that is, verbs whose infinitive (aorist) stem did 
not end in a vowel (-0- and most -np- verbs), the starting point of the 
analogy must have been the non-lengthened root-aorist forms of the 
second and third singular which, like the corresponding sigmatic aorist 
forms of the -i- class verbs, ended in a vowel; compare from ved- 'lead' and 
nos-i- 'carry': 

Root Sigmatic 
2 SG vede (< *yed-e-s) nosi (< *nós-I-s-s) 
3 SG vede (< *yed-e-t) nosi (< nós-I-s-t) 

Such forms led to the creation of productive aorist forms in which the 
abstracted endings of the -i- class verbs were added to the non-lengthened 
roots of the consonantal verbs. The thematic vowel was -e- in West 
Slavonic and -o- elsewhere. 

West Sla vonic South/East Sla vonic 
1 SG vedexb vedoxb 
1 PL vedexonrb vedoxonrb 
3 PL vedexp (-jcp, from the imperfect) vedośę 

The productive aorist occurred with all the consonantal verbs except for 
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the stems in r, which had sigmatic forms only. In some verbs the productive 
aorist competed with one of the unproductive types (see table 3.10). 

Table ЗЛО Different aorist formations in Old Church Slavonic 
Root Sigmatic Productive 

1 SG 3 PL 1 SG 3 PL 1 SG 3 PL 

шьг-/шге- 'die' тгехъ mreśę 

tj]i-/[j]bd-'go' 
mog- be able 
dvig-nę- 'move' 

idъ 
mogb 
dvigb 

idę 
mogę 
dvigę> 

idoxb 
mogoxb 
dvigoxb 

idosę 
mogosę 
dvigosę 

čbt- 'read' 
[j]bm-/[j]£- 'take' 
rek- 'say' 

čisb 

гёхъ 

cisę 
ęsę 
resę 

CbtOXb 
ęxb 
гекохъ 

ćbtośę 
ęśę 
rekosę 

The imperfect arose as a Slavonic innovation following the reinterpretation 
of the Proto-Indo-European imperfect as the Proto-Slavonic root aorist. It 
indicated non-completion of a past action and stressed the action's dura-
tion or repetition. Because of such a semantic specification, the imperfect 
was restricted almost exclusively to imperfective verbs. The formant of the 
imperfect was complex and consisted of the suffix -ea- or -aa- followed by 
the suffix -х- The endings were those of the root aorist. 

Table 3.11 Paradigms of the imperfect of nes- 'carry% mog- 'be able', 
del-a-j- 'do', vid-e- 'see' and nos-i- 'carry' in Late Proto-Slavonic 

SG 1 певёахъ mozaaxb delaaxb у'хй&ахъ nosaaxi* 
2 nesčaše možaaše dčlaaše vidčaše nošaaše 
3 neseaše možaaše delaaše videaše nošaaše 

DU 1 nesёaxovё možaaxovč dčlaaxovč vidčaxovč nošaaxovč 
2 nesčašeta možaašeta delaašeta vidčašeta nošaašeta 
3 neseašete možaašete dčlaašete videašete nošaašete 

PL 1 певёахотъ možaaxomb dčlaaxoir^ vidčaxonrb nosaaxomb 
2 neseašete možaašete delaašete vidčašete nošaašete 
3 neseaxę možaaxp delaaxę vidčaxp nošaaxp 

Notes 
1 The -я-, -ov-a- and -e- verbs formed the imperfect on the infinitive 

stem, while the -np- and some irregular verbs based it on the present-
tense stem. The imperfect of other verb classes could be interpreted as 
being based on either stem. It appears, however, that the oldest imper-
fects were built on the present-tense stem. After the loss of the inter-
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vocalic yod in the -a-j- class (see note 4, below), the present-tense stem 
was reinterpreted as the infinitive stem, thus providing a model for the 
other classes. 

2 The endings of the imperfect were taken over from the root aorist 
which, as shown above, consisted of the Proto-Indo-European 
secondary endings preceded by a thematic vowel. 

3 The suffix -x- appears to have been introduced into the imperfect from 
the productive aorist. 

4 There is no agreement on the origin of the suffixes -ea- and -aa-. It is 
likely that the suffix was abstracted from the combination of a stem 
vowel and a Proto-Indo-European stative suffix -e- (LPS1. -e-). This 
suffix appeared in the stative verbs of the -e- class, for example, sedeti 
Чо be sitting' (compare Latin sedere Чо be sitting'), in the infinitive 
jbmeti Чо have', contrasted with the present jbmamb 'I have' (compare 
Old High German haben Чо have') and in be-, the imperfective aorist 
stem of the verb byti Чо be' (see note 6, below). It was also present in 
the Latin imperfect, for example legebam T was reading', agebam T 
was acting'. 

For the verbs of the -a-, -ov-a-, -a-j- and -e- classes, the phonetic 
development could be viewed in two ways. The stative suffix -ё- could 
have been added to the yod of the present-tense stem of the -a-j- class 
verbs and changed to a after it (see 2.14). After the intervocalic yod 
was lost, the present-tense stem was reinterpreted as the infinitive stem 
and this formation spread by analogy to the other verb classes. Alter-
natively, the stative suffix was added to the final vowel of the infinitive 
stem and a prothetic yod developed between the two vowels causing 
the change of ё to a. In either case, the loss of the intervocalic yod 
could lead to the contraction of the two vowels in hiatus. Thus, аё > die 
> aia > aa (with a possible contraction to a) and ёё > ё[ё > ё[а > ea (with 
a possible contraction to e or a [ae]). 

With the verbs of the -0-, -nę- and -/- classes, the addition of the 
stative suffix -č- should yield nesexb, moiaxb (< *mog-e-x-o-m), 
dvignexb, nosaxb (< *nós-i-ё-х-о-т), and such forms do in fact occur. 
However, under the influence of the imperfects of the other verb 
classes, these forms were extended by the vowel a, yielding neseaxb, 
mozaaxb, dvigneaxb, nošaaxb. 

5 Therefore, such imperfect forms as nesexb, moiaxb, nosaxb, bijaxb, 
zivexb, idexb could represent the older state of the language, before 
their extension by the vowel д. On the other hand, one cannot exclude 
the possibility that these forms were derived from the younger forms 
neseaxb, mozaaxb, поьаахъ, bijaaxb, ziveaxb, ideaxb, with a con-
traction of the sequences ea or aa, paralleling the development of such 
clearly contracted forms as delaxb, delaše from delaaxb, delaaše. 

6 A special case was that of the verb Чо be', whose forms with the stative 
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suffix -ё- took the endings of the productive aorist and were inter-
preted as the imperfective aorist, while the younger forms, which 
occurred in the third person only, were interpreted as the imperfect 
and were so inflected. Here are the third-person forms of the two 
paradigms: 

Imperfective Aorist Imperfect 
3 SG Ьё beaše 
3 DU bčste beašete 
3 PL besę Ьёахр 

Proto-SIavonic was alone among the Indo-European languages to derive its 
imperative from the Proto-Indo-European optative mood. In the athematic 
verbs the Proto-Indo-European optative took secondary personal endings 
preceded by the optative suffix -\e- ( S G ) / - F - (DU and PL); in the thematic 
ones, the optative suffix was -Ó-T-. 

This distinction was retained in the Proto-SIavonic imperative, but with 
a number of analogical levellings. In the thematic conjugation, the Proto-
Indo-European sequence -o-i- yielded the diphthong -01-, whose length 
may be inferred from its subsequent development into an acute monoph-
thong. After iCthat is, in the -a-, -ov-a, -a-j- classes) the diphthong was 
fronted to -ё\- and monophthongized to -I for example, zna-i- 'know' 
formed 2 SG zna-j-i f rom *zna-i~ei-s f rom *zna-i-di-s and 2 PL zna-j-i-te 
from *zna-i-ei-te from * zna-i-oi-te. In the athematic conjugation, the suffix 
-ie- (SG) was replaced by -й-, which was either derived from -/-o-/-, with 
the expected fronting of о, or was analogical to -Г- (DU and PL), for 
example, dad-/da- 'give' formed 2 SG dad'i from *dad-i-T-s (OCS dazdU 
shortened eventually to dazdb), 2 PL dadite from *dad-T-te. 

This development made of -i- the favourite formant of the imperative, 
leading to its spread to other imperative formations. Thus, in the singular 
of the -0- and -np- classes, -e2-, issued from the monophthongization of 
-o/-, was analogically replaced by -i-, for example, OCS 2 SG beri 'take!', 
rbci 'say!', dvigni 'move!' (versus OCS 2 PL berete, rbcete, dvignete). The 
Old Church Slavonic forms rbci (of rek- 'say') or moji (of mog- 'be able') 
show that the analogical replacement of -e2- by -i- took place after the 
second palatalization of velars. The suffix -/- occurred also with all the 
imperative forms of conjugation II verbs: for example 2 SG nosi(< *nos-i-s), 
nosite 'carry!', тьш(< *min-J-s)> mbnite 'think!'. 

Morphologically least marked verbal forms were the infinitive and supine. 
Like all the non-finite forms, they were not inflected for person, tense or 
mood. In fact, they distinguished only aspect and genus, the two obligatory 
categories of the verb. The infinitive and supine endings, -ti and -fz>, were 
originally case forms of Proto-Indo-European deverbal nouns in the suffix 
-t- inflected as the -i- and -й- stems respectively. The form of the supine 
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and its function (specification of goal or purpose with verbs of motion) 
point to the accusative singular in -um as its Proto-Indo-European source. 
The specific case from which the infinitive was derived is more difficult to 
establish. Its semantic affinity is with the dative; however, the i of the 
infinitive ending is acute, implying that it was derived from the long diph-
thong ei, which characterizes the ending of the locative singular (see 3.1.2). 
The infinitive tended to displace the functionally more restricted supine 
and, unlike the latter, remained in most Slavonic languages. It also influ-
enced the phonetic development of the supine in the velar stems of the -0-
class verbs. Thus, the Old Church Slavonic supine of рек- 'bake' was peštb 
from PSI. pek-t-й-т by analogy to the infinitive pesti from PS1. pek-t-ei 
(see 2.23). Because of its semantic and formal simplicity, the infinitive is 
traditionally used as the citation ('dictionary') form of the Slavonic verb. 

Some Proto-Slavonic forms combined the functions of verbs with those of 
adjectives or nouns. The former are known as participles, the latter as 
verbal nouns. 

Participles were inflected for the adjectival categories of case, number, 
gender and specificity and for the verbal categories of aspect, genus and 
tense. However, participial tense distinctions were defined in relative rather 
than absolute terms: actions contemporaneous with the tense of the main 
verb were expressed by present participles, while the actions anterior to it, 
were expressed by past participles. In addition, transitive verbs showed 
distinctions of voice (active versus passive), and past active participles were 
either resultative or non-resultative. These distinctions yielded five par-
ticiples: present active, present passive, past active non-resultative, past 
active resultative and past passive. 

The present active participle was marked by the Proto-Indo-European 
suffix -nt- (compare Latin amans, amantis 'loving') added to the present-
tense stem and, except in the nominative singular masculine/neuter, 
extended by the suffix -/-. The present-tense suffix was -ó-1-i-ó- in con-
jugation I verbs, with -i-o- fronted to -i-e- in the nominative singular 
masculine/neuter, but retained by analogy in the other cases (compare 
3.2.2, note 7), and -ei- in conjugation II verbs. In the athematic verbs, the 
original formant of the present active participle must have been -ęt- from 

However, its only trace is the rare OCS vedę 'knowing'; more recent 
forms show an analogical thematic -ęt- from -o-nt-. 

The declension of the present active participle followed the Proto-Indo-
European athematic type in the NOM SG м (-5), NOM SG N (-0), NOM SG F 
(-1-0), NOM PL м (-es), and the thematic -i-ó- (M/N) and -i-a- (F) types in 
the other cases. The vowel о in the NOM SG M -ó-nt-s and NOM SG N -o-nt-0 
is expected to be lengthened and raised to щ > у (see 3.1.2, note 2a). This 

is how it develops in South Slavonic but not in East Slavonic and Czech/ 
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Slovak where instead of -y we find -a. Since -a occurred also sporadically 
in Old Polish (next to -ę), one could posit an Early Proto-SIavonic dialect 
isogloss separating the South Slavonic -ii, (with vowel raising) from the 
North Slavonic о (without vowel raising or nasalization). Alternatively, this 
discrepancy may be explained as a late East Slavonic and Czech/Slovak 
analogical accommodation to the nominative singular masculine/neuter of 
other verb classes in which -ó'derived from -ę\ compare * nosa from *nosę 
of nos-i- 'carry'. In this explanation the Old Polish -a forms would be 
considered a borrowing from Old Czech. 

The present passive participle was formed from the present-tense stem 
of transitive, mostly imperfective verbs by the addition of the suffix -m-. In 
the -i- presents of conjugation I the thematic suffix -o- was fronted to -e-; 
the -ei- of conjugation II verbs was monophthongized to -/-. Athematic 
verbs showed an analogical -Ó-. The declension was that of the -o- (M/N) 
and -a- (F) stems. 

The following are various Late Proto-SIavonic nominative singular 
masculine present passive participle forms: nes- 'carry': rtesorrrb, del-a-j-
'do': delajemъ, vid-ё- 'see': vidimb, ved- 'know': v&fomb. 

The past active participle was derived from the Proto-Indo-European 
suffix -iis'/-ues-/-uós'. In Slavonic this suffix was simplified to -us-/-uus-
and extended by in forms other than the nominative singular masculine/ 
neuter (similarly to the present active participle), yielding EPS1. -MS-/-WWS-
> bi-/-vb5- (see 2.10(b)). It was added to the infinitive stem. The suffix 
-Ъ5- occurred with the verbs of the -0- and -i- classes and with the con-
sonantic verbs of the -np- class; the suffix -vbš- occurred elsewhere. In the 
-i- class the stem final i > / before a vowel, causing the expected yodization 

Table 3.12 Present active participle forms of mog- 'be able\ del-a-j-
'do', nos-i- 'carry9 in Late Proto-SIavonic 

NOM SG M / N 
NOM SG F 
NOM PL M 
GEN SG M / N 

mogy/moga 
mogpt'i 
mogpt'e 
mogpt'a 

delaję 
dčlajpt'i 
dčlajpt'e 
dčlajpt'a 

nosę 
nosęt'i 
nosęt'e 
nosęta 

Table 3.13 Past active participle forms of ved- 4ead\ dvig-(np-) 
'move', pros-i- 'ask', del-a-j- 6do\ vid-e- 'see' in Late Proto-SIavonic 

NOM SG M / N 
NOM SG F 
NOM PL M 
GEN SG M / N 

vedъ 
vedъši 
vedъše 
vedbša 

dvigb prošb 
dvig^>ši prošbši 
dvigbše prošbše 
dvig>ša prošbša 

dčlavb vidčvb 
dčlavbši vidčvbši 
delavbše vidčvbše 
dčlavbša vidčvbša 
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Table 3.14 Selected nominative singular masculine past passive 
participle forms in Late Proto-Slavonic 

рьп-/р£- 'climb' 
jbm-/ję- łseize' 

u-kaz-a- indicate' 
st-del-a-j- 'make' 
pri-ved- 'bring' 
dvig-(nę-) 'move' 

pętb (< po-) 
jętb (< Ф-) 

икагапъ 
sbdelanb 
privedenb 
dviženb 
dvignovenb 

рьг-/рег- 'push' 
tbr-/ter- 'rub' 

dar-ov-a 'donate' 
u-vide- 'see' 
nos-i- 'carry' 
rod-i- 'give birth' 

pr'tb 
tf'tb 

darovaivb 
uvidenb 
nosenb 
rod епъ 

changes (see 2.10). As in the present active participle, the declension was 
athematic in the nominative singular of all genders and in the nominative 
plural masculine; in other cases it followed the thematic -i-o- (M/N) and 
-1-5- (F) types. 

The resultative participle indicated the result of a completed action. It 
was formed with the suffix -/- added to the infinitive stem. The declension 
was that of the -o- (M/N) and -a- (F) stems. The resultative participle was 
regularly used in compound verbal categories (perfect, conditional), where 
it was accompanied by a finite form of the verb Чо be': jesmb nestb T have 
carried', Ыть/Ьухъ nestb T would carry'. 

The following are various Late Proto-Slavonic nominative singular 
masculine resultative participle forms: рек- 'bake': pektb, vęd-(np-) 
' fade': vędtb, zbr-e-j- 'mature' : zbretb, gor-e- 'burn' : goretb. 

The past passive participle was formed with the suffixes -t- or -n- added 
to the infinitive stem. The declension was that of the -o- (M/N) and -a- (F) 
stems. The suffix -t- occurred with the sonantic and most semivocalic verbs 
of the -0- class; the root diphthong in these stems was in the zero ablaut 
grade. The suffix -n- occurred elsewhere. In the consonantic -0- and in the 
-np- and -/- classes, -n- was linked to the stem by the thematic vowel -e-
before which the stem final -1- became -/- with the expected yodization 
changes in the preceding consonant (see 2.10 and table 3.14). 

The verbal noun was a -i-o- stem neuter noun formed from the stem of 
the past passive participle by the addition of the suffix -Ц- > -ьу- Unlike the 
past passive participle, which was typically formed from transitive verbs 
only, the verbal noun was formed from both transitive and intransitive 
verbs. Like all nouns, the verbal noun was inflected for case and number in 
addition to being marked for aspect and genus, the obligatory categories of 
the verb. 

The following are various Late Proto-Slavonic verbal nouns: pri-nes-
'bring' iprinesenbje ' the bringing', dvig-(np-) 'move' \dvizenbje 'movement ' , 
del-a-j- 'do':delanbje ' the doing', тьп-ё- 'consider ' :тьпёпье 'considera-
tion', nos-i- 'carry'\nosenbje ' the carrying', jbm-lję- 'seizś-. jęti je 'seizure'. 
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4 Syntax 
Syntactic relationships deal with the interdependence of words in sentences 
or in segments of sentences (syntactic constructions). These relationships 
may be purely semantic (for example, agent, patient, beneficiary) or they 
may represent different levels of linguistic structure: syntagmatic (subject, 
direct or indirect object, predicate, complement) or paradigmatic (case, 
gender, person). The latter enter into larger classes of morphosyntactic 
relationships, known as grammatical categories (compare 3.1.1 and 3.2.1). 
Research on Proto-Slavonic syntax has concentrated on the reconstruction 
of grammatical categories and of the rules governing their occurrence in 
sentences, and it is with these topics that the following cursory survey will 
be concerned. 

Some syntactic relationships were expressed by a system of government, 
whereby a verb, a noun or a preposition required a particular form of a 
noun - its case. Features of government distinguished also between transi-
tive and intransitive verbs, the latter specifying an obligatory absence of 
the direct object. Distinctions of government were an inherent feature of 
the verb. 

Case distinctions expressed the opposition between the grammatical terms 
'subject' and 'direct object', the subject being indicated by the nominative, 
and the direct object by the accusative or genitive (see below). By contrast, 
the semantic terms 'agent' and 'patient' were not so specified. This distinc-
tion was involved in the contrast between the reflexive and passive 
constructions. While the subject-oriented reflexive constructions indicated 
the centrality of the subject in the action or state expressed by the verb and 
neutralized the opposition between the agent and the patient (compare 
3.2.1), the patient-oriented passive constructions contained an obligatory 
patient, expressed by the nominative of the subject, and an optional agent 
expressed by an oblique case or a prepositional phrase. Thus, the subject 
could designate the agent in active constructions: mojb sy/гъ sbpase zenę 
'my son saved a woman'; the patient in passive constructions: zena 
sbpasena bystb 'the woman was saved'; or either of these terms in reflexive 
constructions: zena sę srbpase 'the woman saved herself' or 'the woman was 
saved'. 

In addition to personal constructions (active, passive and reflexive), Proto-
Slavonic had impersonal (or subjectless) constructions which neutralized 
the categories of person/number/gender, expressing them by the third 
person singular (neuter), the least marked finite form of the verbal 
paradigm. Impersonal verbs were either intransitive or reflexive. They 
occurred in predications indicating involuntary or natural phenomena: ne 
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хъг'егъ sę 'one does not feel like it', mbnitb sę 'it seems', grbmitb 'there is 
thunder', smr'ditb 'there is a bad smell'. 

In personal constructions, the category of person contained in the inflec-
tional endings of the first- and second-person forms allowed the omission 
of the subject pronoun: vemb 'I know', vesi 'thou knowest'. Overt 
expression of the subject was reserved for emphasis: агъ vemb 'I know', ty 
vesi 'thou knowest'. 

The main uses of cases were as follows: 

The nominative was the case of the subject and of the predicative comple-
ment: ta zena be neplody 'this woman was barren'; 

The accusative was a typical case of the direct object: ova zena rodi dbt'erb 
'that woman gave birth to a daughter'. It also denoted extent with 
temporal and spatial expressions: ona sę jestb trudila vbsb dbnb 'she has 
worked all day'; 

The genitive expressed subordination in a sequence of two nouns or of a 
numeral and a noun (possessive and partitive functions): nozb otbca 
'father's knife', pętb synovb 'five sons'. In certain marked environments, 
the genitive replaced the accusative as the case of the direct object. One 
such situation was when the falling together of the nominative and 
accusative singular endings of the masculine -o- and -й- stems (see 
3.1.2, notes 2b and 4) created a potential confusion between the subject 
and direct object. To preserve this distinction, the accusative -ъ was 
replaced by the genitive -a in nouns denoting male persons: mojb bratrb 
sbrete pętbnika 'my brother met a traveller'. The resulting accusative/ 
genitive syncretism led to the creation of a masculine personal sub-
gender, also known as virile. This process continued in the histories of 
individual Slavonic languages, culminating in the creation of the (mascu-
line) animate subgender. In addition, the genitive denoted quantification 
as a direct object of verbs: nalija vody 'he poured some water'. This 
usage included the direct object of negated verbs: ne dastb vody 'he did 
not give any water', as well as of verbal substantives and supines: 
lovl'enbje rybb 'the catching of fish', pride lovitb гуЬъ 'he came to catch 
fish'; 

The dative was a directional case and, as such, served as the case of the 
indirect object: ne dastb jemu vody 'he did not give him any water'. It 
also indicated the agent/beneficiary in impersonal constructions and 
functioned as the subject of the infinitive in the 'dative with infinitive' 
constructions: jemu sę ne xbt'etb 'he does not feel like it', tomu ne byti 
'this will not happen'; 

The locative denoted localization in time or space: zime 'in wintertime', 
gore 'above'; 
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The instrumental was a case of an accessory to the performance of an 
action; it denoted an instrument, means or manner of performance: 
rezati nozemb Чо cut with a knife', pomajati rękę Чо wave with one's 
hand', jedinoję 'once'. 

Except for the nominative, different cases occurred in prepositional 
phrases, with particular prepositions governing particular cases; for 
example и -I- genitive 'near', pro + accusative 4hrough', къ + dative Чо', о 
+ locative 'about', sb + instrumental 'with' (as accompaniment). The 
meaning of some prepositional phrases depended on the case of the 
dependent noun or pronoun, for example vb 'in' or na 'on' denoted direc-
tion with the accusative but location with the locative. 

Attributive relationships between modifiers (adjectives, gendered pro-
nouns, numerals from '1' to '4', participles) and their heads (typically, 
nouns) were expressed by agreement in case, number and gender: Sb 
dobrbjb исеткъ 'this good (male) pupil', si dobraja učenica 'this good 
(female) pupil'. 

5 Lexis 

5.1 General composition of the word-stock 
The Proto-Slavonic lexical stock, as reconstructed through a comparison of 
the vocabularies of all the Slavonic languages, belonged to the sphere of 
man's physical environment and emotional concerns, personal attributes, 
family and community ties, occupations, basic needs and desires, feelings 
and sensations. Many Proto-Slavonic words had cognates in other Indo-
European languages and may, therefore, be considered a Proto-Indo-
European inheritance. Others were particular to Balto-Slavonic or 
Proto-Slavonic, representing local innovations or borrowings from the 
languages with which the Slavs came into contact. The different origins of 
Proto-Slavonic words may be gleaned through an examination of several 
primitive semantic categories and through a survey of lexical borrowings. 
In the lists below, Slavonic reconstructions are given in their Late Proto-
Slavonic form. 

5.2 Patterns of borrowing 
The lexical stock of Proto-Slavonic includes a number of loan-words from 
the languages of various tribes and nations who were neighbours of the 
early Slavs. The earliest lexical or semantic borrowings were from the north 
Iranian languages of the Scythian, Sarmatian and Alanie tribes. Many of 
these borrowings had religious connotations and included such terms as 
bogb 'god', divb 'demon', gatati 'to divine', rajb 'paradise', s v ętb 'holy', as 
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well as the name of the supreme Slavonic pagan deity, Svarogb. However, 
such non-religious terms as jaščerb 'serpent', patriti Чо look after', radi 'for 
the purpose of', sobaka 'dog', toporb 'axe', xata 'house', x vala 'glory' are 
also of Iranian origin. 

A few words may have originated in Celtic: for example bagno 'bog', 
jama 'cave', korsta 'canker', seta 'grief, sluga 'servant', tragb 'foot(step)'. 

The more numerous loans from Germanic testify to the duration and 
intensity of contacts between the Slavonic and Germanic tribes. Before the 
Great Migrations these borrowings were taken from Proto-Germanic and 
Gothic; later, at the time of the Slavonic colonization of Central Europe, 
the main source of Germanic borrowings were Old High German dialects. 
Here are some examples of early Germanic loan-words: duma 'thought', 
gotoviti ' to prepare' , kupiti ' to buy', kusiti ' to try', 1ёкъ 'medication', lixva 
'usury', Ibstb 'cunning', mečb 'sword', р(къ 'host', stbklo 'glass', selmb 
'helmet', t'ud'b 'foreign', tynb 'fence', xpdogb 'wise', x 1ёЬъ 'bread', xlevb 
'stall', Jt/тъ 'hill', xytb 'house'. The later loans were often dialect specific: 
bl'udo 'dish', buky 'writing', gobbjiti 'to be fruitful', gonoziti 'to rescue', 
istbba 'house' , myto Чах', smoky 'fig', useręgb 'earring', vf togordh 
'orchard', opica 'monkey', penęjb 'coin', plugb 'plough', stodoła 'barn', 
and korl'b 'king', perhaps the most celebrated Germanic loan-word in 
Slavonic, derived from the name of Charlemagne (Old High German 
Kar(a)l). Germanic also served as a transmitting channel for many Latin 
and, occasionally, Greek words entering Proto-Slavonic: cesar ь (Latin 
Caesar) 'emperor', cr'ky (Greek kyrikón) 'church', cersn'a (Popular Latin 
ceresia) 'cherry', dbska (Latin discus) 'board', kotb (Popular Latin cattus) 
'cat', kotbtb (Popular Latin catillus) 'kettle', ocbtb (Latin acetum) 
'vinegar', osbtb (Latin asinus) 'ass', raka (Latin area) 'casket', velbbędb 
(Greek elephas, -antos 'elephant') 'camel'. 

Some Greek and especially Latin words seem to have entered Slavonic 
without Germanic mediation; for example, kadb 'pail', korab'b 'boat', 
polata 'abode' - from Greek; konopa 'flax', lęt'a 'lentil', lot'ika 'lettuce', 
(na)gorditi 'to replace', poganb 'peasant', port'a 'lot, work', skędelb 'tile, 
crockery', vino 'wine' - from Latin. At the end of Slavonic linguistic unity, 
Greek and Latin provided models for the nascent Slavonic Christian 
terminology, the choice of the language reflecting the division of Slavdom 
into Byzantine and Roman ecclesiastic domains; for example, adb 'hell', 
dijavotb 'devil', idolb 'idol', роръ 'priest', psabbmb 'psalm', sębota 
'Sabbath', xrizma 'consecrated ointment' - from Greek; kolęda 'calendae', 
котъкай 'to communicate', kriib 'cross', mbša 'mass', olbtarb 'altar', 
papeib 'pope', Шъ 'Jew' - from Latin. 

The relations of the Slavs with various Turkic tribes (chiefly Bulgars, 
Khazars and Pechenegs) were reflected in such local borrowings as bagbrb 
'purple', bisbrb 'pearls', bogatyr'b 'hero', bol' агтъ 'nobleman', кагь 
'black', kolpakbfklobukb 'hat', kovbčegb 'box', Wbriiga 'book', sanb 
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'dignity', sapogh łboot' , sokačijb 'cook, butcher', suje 'in vain', tfmačb 
'interpreter', tbma 'myriad', хъте1'ь 'hops'. 

5.3 Incorporation of borrowings 
The mechanism of the incorporation of borrowings into Slavonic allows us 
to distinguish between productive and unproductive morphological classes, 
the former admitting loan-words, the latter not. Borrowed nouns are found 
in the following productive stem types: -ó-1-i-ó- (plugb 'plough' from Old 
High German pfluog, korl'b 'king' from Old High German Kar(a)l, that is 
Charlemagne), -a-/-i-a- (stodoła 'barn' from Old High German stadaVsty', 
konop a 'flax' from Popular Latin canapis), -i- (kadb 'pail' from Byzantine 
Greek kadion), and -й-1-йи (buky 'letter' from Gothic bdka). Borrowed 
verbs made their way into the following productive classes: -nę- (goneznęti 
'to be rescued' from Gothic ganisan 'to recover'), -ov-a- (kupovati 'to buy' 
from Gothic kaupon 'to trade'), -a-j- (котъкаН 'to communicate' from 
Latin communicare), and -i- (kusiti 'to try' from Gothic kausjan 'to test'). 

As for the gender of borrowed nouns, one notes a very low incidence of 
neuter. Thus, Germanic masculine and feminine nouns retained, as a rule, 
their gender in Slavonic (for example, х{тъ 'hill' from Germanic mascu-
line *hulmaz, Ibstb 'cunning' from Gothic feminine lists). On the other 
hand, Germanic neuter nouns switched to the masculine gender in Slavonic 
(for example, xlevb 'sty' from Germanic neuter *hlaiwan 'grave, hole'). 

5.4 Lexical fields 

5.4.1 Colour terms 
Most Proto-SIavonic colour terms have Proto-Indo-European etymologies. 

The term for 'white' was bel-: PIE bhai-l-, a variant of PIE bha-l-
'shining'; compare OCS beh>, Lithuanian baltas, Sanskrit bhalas 'shine', 
Greek phalós 'shining'. 

There were two terms for 'black': crn- which was basic and УОГЛЪ, used 
to describe an animal's colouring. The former was derived from PIE krsn-; 
compare OCS сгьпъ, Old Prussian kirsnan, Sanskrit krwas; the latter was 
BS1. uarn-: compare OCS vranъ 'black', Lithuanian varnas 'raven'. 

Proto-SIavonic used two Proto-Indo-European roots in its terms for 
'red'. The basic term was derived from cr'mw. PIE krm-i- 'worm, vermin' 
(compare Lithuanian kirmis, Sanskrit krmis), a type of scale insect (dacty-
lopius coccus) from which cochineal, a red dye, was produced; it yielded 
an adjectival derivative, сг'тьпъ 'red'. From its variant cr'vb 'worm', the 
verb cr'viti 'to dye red' was derived, with its past passive participle 
cr'vl'em* 'dyed red', hence 'red'. The terms for '(brownish) red' were 
derived from the roots rud-/rus-tryd' -, ablaut variants of PIE reudh-; 
compare Czech rudy, Lithuanian raudas 'bay', Sanskrit rohitas, Latin 
rufus, Greek ereuthd 'I blush'; OCS гитёпъ (< *róudh-тёп-); ChSl. гшъ, 
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Lithuanian radsvas, Latin russus (< *roudh-s-); ChSi. ryzdb 'yellow red', 
Lithuanian riidis 'rust' (< *rvidh-i-). 

The terms for 'green' and 'yellow' were derived from two Proto-Indo-
European root variants, g'hel-/ghol-/g'hl- and ghel-/ghol-/gh(. The 
former yielded PSI. zel-/zol-/zf-; compare OCS zelenb 'green', zlato 
'gold', zlbčb 'bile' and Lithuanian zelti 'overgrow', zeltas 'golden', zalias 
'green'. The latter gave PS1. i\'t- 'yellow'; compare Church Slavonic zlhtb 
and Lithuanian geltas 'yellow', Latin helvus 'yellow', Greek khólos, khole 
'bile, gall'. 

There were no general Indo-European terms for 'blue' or 'grey'. Proto-
Slavonic used three roots in several derivatives to denote a wide range of 
blue-grey hues. (1) PS1. si- from PIE k'i-; compare sirvb/sirtbjh 'livid, dark 
blue', sivb 'silver, grey', East Slavonic s/zb 'grey', Lithuanian šemas 'bluish 
grey', syvas 'grey', šezis 'blackbird', Sanskrit śyamas 'dark grey, black'; (2) 
EPS1. Jcdi-; compare ChSl. serb 'grey', OCS sedb 'grey-haired'; (3) PS1. 
polv- from PIE pel-/pól-, in Slavonic extended by -и-; compare OCS 
plavb, with meanings ranging from 'pale' (hence, 'fallow, blond') to 'grey' 
(hence, 'blue'), Greek peliós 'pale, dark-grey', Latin pallidus 'pale'. 

Proto-Slavonic had no term for 'brown' proper. It did, however, have 
adjectives denoting a swarthy complexion and brown hair colour: smedb! 
snedb (for people) and gnedb (for animals). Neither term has a reliable 
Indo-European etymology. 

The term bagbrb 'purple' and its derivatives appear in South and East 
Slavonic only. It was borrowed from Turkic. 

5.4.2 Body parts 
Many Proto-Slavonic terms for body parts have reliable Indo-European 
etymologies: 

oko, ocese'eye' from PIE ok*-; compare OCS oko, ocese, Lithuanian akis, 
Sanskrit NOM DU ak$T, Greek ops, Latin oculus. 

uxo, ušese 'ear' from PIE óus-; compare OCS uxo, ušese, Lithuanian ausis, 
Greek ous, Latin auris. 

nosb 'nose' from PIE nas-/nas-; compare Old Russian nosb, Lithuanian 
nósis, Sanskrit nasa, Latin naris, 

usta 'mouth' from PIE aus-los-; compare OCS usta, Lithuanian uostas 
'mouth of a river', Sanskrit otfhas 'lip', Latin austium, ostium 'mouth of 
a river'. 

bry, brbve 'brow' from PIE bhru-; compare OCS brhvh, brbve, Lithu-
anian bruvis, Sanskrit bhrus, Greek ophrys, Old High German brawa, 

kry, кгъve 'blood' from PIE kreu-lkru-; compare Old Russian kry, krbve, 
Lithuanian kraujas, Sanskrit kravis 'raw meat', Greek kreas 'raw meat', 
Latin cruor. 

sr'dbce 'heart' from PIE k'rd-; compare OCS srhdbce, Lithuanian širdis, 
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Greek ker and kardia, Latin cor, cordis, Gothic hairtó. 
чокъ 'hair' from PIE uóls-; compare OCS vlasъ, Lithuanian valal 'horse-

hair', Avestan varasa-, Greek oulos 'curly'. 
nogbtb '(fmger)nail' from PIE nogh-; compare OCS nogbtb, Lithuanian 

nagiitis, Greek onyks, ónykhos, Latin unguis, Old High German nagal 
(compare noga below). 

(v)ętroba 'entrails' from PIE o/ent(e)r-; compare OCS ptroba 'womb' (in 
other Slavonic languages also 'liver' or 'heart'), Sanskrit antram, Greek 
enteron, Latin interior 'inner'. 

Some terms are Balto-Slavonic in origin: 

golva 'head' from BS1. galua; compare OCS glava, Lithuanian galva. 
grdlo 'throat' from BS1. giirdl-; compare Old Russian gbrlo, Lithuanian 

gurklys. 
ręka 'hand, arm' from BS1. ranka; compare OCS ręka, Lithuanian ranka. 
noga 'leg, foot' from BS1 naga; compare OCS noga, Lithuanian naga 'hoof 

(see nogbtb above). 
pr'stb 'finger' from BS1. pirst-; compare OCS prbstb, Lithuanian pirštas 

(also Sanskrit pffiham 'peak'). 

5.4.3 Kinship terms 
Kinship terms belong to the oldest layer of Proto-SIavonic vocabulary. 
Several of them are part of the Proto-Indo-European heritage, while those 
which are specifically Balto-Slavonic or Proto-SIavonic have identifiable 
Indo-European roots and suffixes. 

PSI. mati, -ere 'mother'; dbt'i, -ere 'daughter'; bratrh 'brother' came from 
athematic stems in the suffix -ter/-tdr/-tr\ PIE ma-ter, dhiighd-ter, 
bhra-ter. In Balto-Slavonic the former two retained some features of the 
athematic declension; compare OCS mati, -ere, dbšti, -ere, Ьш(г)ъ, 
-a; Lithuanian móte, -ers 'woman', dukte, -ers, brólis (< *broter-elis, a 
diminutive formation); Sanskrit mata, duhita, bhrata; Greek meter, 
thygater, phrater; Old High German muoter, tohter, bruodor. 

PSI. sestra 'sister' (with an epenthetic t) was derived from PIE s(u)esor, an 
athematic -r- stem which transferred in Slavonic to the -a- stems; 
compare OCS sestra, Lithuanian sesuo, -ers, Sanskrit s vas a, Latin soror, 
Gothic swistar. 

PIE pa-ter and at- both denoted 'father'. The former, in its zero grade, was 
the probable source of PS1. strhjb 'paternal uncle'. The latter, extended 
by the suffix -ik-, gave PS1. otbcb 'father'; compare Greek, Latin and 
Gothic atta 'father', with expressive gemination. 

PS1. svekry 'husband's mother' from PIE suek'riis, an -й- stem which in 
Slavonic shows a plain velar; compare OCS svekry, Sanskrit ś vas rus, 
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Greek hekyra 'stepmother', Latin socrus 'mother-in-law'. 
PS1. эупъ 'son' from PIE svinvis; compare OCS Бупъ, Lithuanian suniis, 

Sanskrit siinus, Greek hyiós. 
PSI. zętb 'a male kinsman' was probably derived from PIE g'en- 'give 

birth'; compare OCS zętb 'bridegroom', Russian zjat' 'son-in-law' or 
'brother-in-law', Lithuanian zentas 'son-in-law', Sanskrit jnatis, Greek 
gndtós 'relative'. 

PS1. гъ/у, -bve 'sister-in-law' was an -й- stem related to Greek galods, 
Latin glds, gldris 'sister-in-law'. 

PS1. zena 'woman, wife' from PIE gwena; compare OCS zena, Sanskrit 
janis, Greek gyne, Gothic q ind 'woman'. 

PSI. mpžb 'man, husband' from PIE man-g-i-o-s; compare OCS męib, 
Sanskrit manus, Gothic manna 'man'. 

6 Dialects 
It is highly probable that the process of dialect differentiation marking the 
end of the Early Proto-Slavonic period, began soon after the sixth century 
AD, when the Slavs spread throughout central and south-eastern Europe. It 
is more difficult to determine when these dialect distinctions became so 
pronounced as to justify the assumption of the dissolution of Proto-
Slavonic linguistic unity and of the rise of separate Slavonic languages. The 
commonly accepted dating of this process into the ninth-tenth century is 
based primarily on the political events of the period, such as the attainment 
of statehood by Bulgaria, Carantania, Croatia, Serbia, Moravia, Pannonia, 
Bohemia, Poland and Kievan Rus' (see maps 3.2 and 3.4). There is little 
doubt, however, that by the ninth century there emerged at least three 
distinct dialects, South Slavonic, East Slavonic and West Slavonic, the 
latter two grouped as North Slavonic (see map 3.1). 

Note: In the following list of isoglosses, only the features not mentioned in 
the earlier sections of this survey are provided with examples. Features 
mentioned before are cross-referenced appropriately but no examples are 
cited. 

Some of the features which distinguished South Slavonic (S) from North 
Slavonic (N) were as follows: 

1 PSI #aRC II S #RaC versus N #RaC(see 2.22(a)). 
2 PSI. ę II S ę versus N ę [£] (see 2.27(c)). 
3 Accusative plural of the -i-o- and -i-a- stems II S -ę versus N -e3 (see 

3.1.2). 
4 Instrumental singular of the -o- stems II S -оть versus N -ъть, for 

example OCS godomb 'year' versus Old Russian godbmb (see 3.1.2). 
5 Nominative singular masculine present active participle II S -у versus N 

-a (see 3.2.2). 
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6 Verbal prefix 'out' II S jbz- versus N vy-, for example, OCS iz-bbrati 
4o elect' versus Old Russian vy-bbrati. 

The most important features which distinguished West Slavonic (W) from 
both South Slavonic and East Slavonic (S/E) were as follows: 

1 EPS1. xČ2 sk^ киё2 gw^ II W šč see kve gve versus S / E se sce cvejve. 
These are some of the reflexes of the second and third palatalizations 
of velars (see 2.19); compare LOC SG EPS1. uask-e^ 'wax': Old Czech 
vošče, OCS vosce. 

2 PSI. ti dl II W tl dl versus S/E / (see 2.20). Note that many Slovene 
dialects have tl dl, while some Western Russian dialects have kl gl. 

3 First singular and third plural productive aorist II W -ехъ -exp versus 
S/E -ось -osę (see 3.2.2, p. 100). 
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Map 3.2 
Administrative 
division of East-
Central Europe in 
the ninth century 

The tripartite division of Slavonic soon gave way to a highly differentiated 
dialect picture (see map 3.3). South Slavonic split into a Western and an 
Eastern dialect, the former consisting of pre-literary Slovene and Serbo-
Croat, the latter of Bulgarian and Macedonian. Practically all extant texts 
of canonical Old Church Slavonic may be considered examples of literary 
Eastern South Slavonic. West Slavonic distinguished three dialect groups. 
The largest was Lechitic, the common ancestor of Polish, Cassubian, 
Slovincian and Polabian and of the extinct Slavonic Pomeranian dialects 
attested to by the many surviving place names and a few personal names 
mentioned in medieval chronicles. The two smaller ones were Sorbian, 
from which modern Lower and Upper Sorbian are derived, and Czech/ 
Slovak consisting of Czech and Slovak. East Slavonic split first into South-
western and North-Eastern (Russian) variants, the former being the 
forerunner of Ukrainian and Belorussian. 
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Map 3.3 
Schematic 
distribution of 
Slavonic dialects in 
the tenth century 

Western South Slavonic (WS) differed from both Eastern South Slavonic 
and North Slavonic (ES/N) by the following features: 

1 Phonemic pitch was retained in WS but lost in ES/N, for example 
Serbo-Croat NOM SG ruka 'hand', ACC SG ruku versus Polish ręka, 
rękę. 

2 The Proto-SIavonic circumflex (see 2.26) yielded vocalic length in WS 
but brevity in ES/N. 

3 Proto-SIavonic front vowels did not palatalize the preceding consonant 
in WS but did palatalize them in ES/N, for example, Serbo-Croat й 
'for you', deset k 10' versus Polish ci, dziesięć. 

In Western South Slavonic and West Slavonic the Proto-SIavonic strong 
jers fell together, while in Eastern South Slavonic and East Slavonic they 
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Based on map 19 in Konrad Jażdżewski (1949) Atlas do pradziejów Słowian, Łódź: 
LTN. 

did not; for example, PS1. dbnb 'day', бъпь 'sleep': Serbo-Croat dan, san, 
Czech den, sen versus OCS dbnb, УЪЛЪ, Russian den, son. 

In Eastern South Slavonic and West Slavonic the epenthetic / derived from 
the Proto-Slavonic sequences of a labial (P) + j, across a morphemic 
boundary, was lost yielding P', while in Western South Slavonic and East 
Slavonic it is retained as P/' (see 2.10(c)). 

In Czech/Slovak and South Slavonic the syllabic function of Proto-
Slavonic syllabic liquids was retained yielding CĘLC, while in East Slavonic, 
Lechitic and Sorbian it was transferred to a vowel yielding CVRC (see 
2.22(b)). 
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Proto-Slavonic soft r' hardened in Czech/Slovak and South Slavonic and 
was retained in East Slavonic; in Lechitic and Sorbian it hardened before 
hard dentals and was retained in other positions, for example, PS1. tvr'dbjb 
'hard', tvfditi Чо affirm': Czech tvrdy, tvrditi versus Russian tvkrdyy\ 
tverdit' versus Polish twardy, twierdzić. 

The reflexes of PS1. CeRC CaRC are threefold (see 2.22(c)); in South 
Slavonic and Czech/Slovak CReC CRaC, in East Slavonic CeRoC CaRoC, 
in Lechitic and Sorbian CzReC CdRaC(note, however, the following point 
on groups involving an /). 

Sorbian, Polish, Czech/Slovak and South Slavonic retained a distinction 
between PS1. CelC and CalC, while Western Lechitic (that is, Cassubian -
including Slovincian — and Polabian) and East Slavonic merged them as 
CalC (see 2.22(b)). 

Sorbian, Polish and Czech distinguished between PSI. С/' С and C/C, while 
in Slovak, Western Lechitic and South and East Slavonic С/' С merged 
with C/C (see 2.22(b)). 

PSI. e yielded the low vowel [ae] in Lechitic and Bulgarian, while in other 
Slavonic languages it tended to have high reflexes, e or i (see 2.27(b)). 

PSI. p tended to be rounded ({/ or p) in North Slavonic and Western South 
Slavonic and unrounded (?> or ę) in Eastern South Slavonic (see 2.27(c)). 

Lechitic and some Slovene and Bulgarian dialects retained the nasal reson-
ance of Proto-Slavonic nasal vowels which elsewhere were denasalized (see 
2.21). 

PSI. e and ę merged with a and p respectively before hard dentals in 
Lechitic, for example, PS1. Шъ 'forest', snegb 'snow': Polish las, śnieg 
versus Russian les, sneg; PSI. pętbjb 'fifth', pętb '5': Polabian p'p te, pęt 
versus Serbo-Croat peti, pet 

PSI. g was spirantized to [у] or h in Southern East Slavonic, Czech/Slovak, 
Upper Sorbian and West Slovene, for example, Russian gólos, Serbo-Croat 
glas versus Ukrainian hólos, Czech hlas 'voice'. 

The reflexes of PS1. t', d' were fivefold (see 2.23), in West Slavonic c, j , in 
East Slavonic and Slovene č, j (in standard Slovene j became j), in Serbo-
Croat ć, j , in standard Macedonian k'g', in Old Church Slavonic and Bul-
garian št, id 
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The Proto-SIavonic third singular and plural present-tense suffix is recon-
structed as -tb (SG)/ -tb (PL). However, West Slavonic and Western South 
Slavonic have -0/-0, Eastern South Slavonic has -0/-/, South-Western East 
Slavonic and some North-Eastern East Slavonic dialects have -0/-t' in 
conjugation I and -t'/-t' in conjugation II, and most of North-Eastern East 
Slavonic has -//-/(see 3.2.2, p. 97, note 4). 

The Proto-SIavonic first plural (see 3.2.2 p. 97, note 6) was - т ъ in Old 
Church Slavonic and North-Eastern East Slavonic, -mo in Western South 
Slavonic and South-Western East Slavonic, -me in Eastern South Slavonic 
and Czech/Slovak, -my in Lechitic and Sorbian. 
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4 Old Church Slavonic 
David Huntley 

1 Introduction 
Old Church Slavonic is the language extrapolated from a small corpus of 
probably late tenth-century copies, mainly of translations made about a 
century earlier of Greek ecclesiastical texts. These Slavonic texts, contain-
ing mainly Balkan dialectal features, have an admixture of Moravianisms, 
since the first translations were used for missionary activity in Greater 
Moravia, where further translations and copies were made, beginning from 
about 863. The earliest texts were written in Glagolitic, a script devised by 
Constantine and Methodius, whereas the misnamed Cyrillic script was 
devised in the Balkans after the expulsion of the Moravian mission in about 
885 (see chapter 2). In this chapter examples will be cited from the follow-
ing major texts: 

Gospel lectionaries (books of lessons from the Gospels to be read at church 
services): 
Codex Assemanianus (Evangeliarium Assemani) (edited by J. Kurz, 

Prague, 1955), Glagolitic, 158 folia; 
Sawina kniga(edited by V. Ščepkin, St Petersburg, 1903), Cyrillic, 129 

folia; 
Tetraevangelia (texts of the four Gospels): 

Codex Zographensis (edited by V. Jagić, Berlin, 1879), Glagolitic, 288 
folia with lacunae, and including some folia in a younger hand; 

Codex Marianus (edited by V. Jagić, Berlin, 1883), Glagolitic, 174 folia, 
with fewer lacunae than Zographensis; 

Psalter (book of psalms): 
Psalterium Sinaiticum {Sinajskaja psaltyr, edited by S. Sever'janov, 

Petrograd, 1922), Glagolitic, 177 folia, containing Psalms 1-137; 
Euchologion (prayer book): 

Euchologium Sinaiticum (edited by R. Nahtigal, Ljubljana, 1942), 
Glagolitic, 109 folia. 

Menologion for the month of May (lives of saints and sermons arranged by 
day): 
Codex Suprasliensis (Suprasalski ili retkov sbornik, edited by J. Zaimov 
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and M. Capaldo, 2 volumes, Sofia, 1982-3), Cyrillic, 570 folia; 
Homiliary (collection of sermons): 

Glagolita Clozianus (Clozianus, edited by A. Dostal, Prague, 1959), 
Glagolitic, 14 folia. 

No data will be cited here from shorter texts, or from the later recensions, 
which together with Old Church Slavonic are known as 'Church Slavonic', 
comprising later copies of texts, copies of texts not extant earlier and new 
translations of various kinds in copies of Bulgarian, Macedonian, East 
Slavonic, Serbian, Croatian and Czech-Slovak provenance. 

Examples from the texts will be cited in italics, without any normal-
ization in the direction of our reconstruction of the phonemic system of 
Old Church Slavonic. Phonemic and phonetic reconstructions (of both 
older and younger forms) will be cited in slanted and square brackets 
respectively. Unless specified otherwise, these reconstructions will cite 
infinitives for verbs and nominative singular for nominals, with the mascu-
line cited for nominals inflected for gender. Forms in tables, cited without 
brackets, are phonemic. The Gospel texts are those of the first witness 
cited. 

2 Phonology 

2.1 Segmental phoneme inventory 
Tables 4.1 and 4.2 show the segmental phonemes of Old Church Slavonic. 
In addition, the orthography indicates the following in Greek words: / u / , 
/o : / , /g / , / f / , / 0 / . For the relation between phonemes and Glagolitic and 
Cyrillic graphemes, reference should be made to chapter 2. 

The symbols ь and ъ represent reduced vowels, phonetically mid. In 
Eastern (Bulgarian) dialects, these reduced vowels had high allophones 
contiguous with / j / , that is /bjb/ is [lji], /ъ ) / is [yj]. Western 
(Macedonian) dialects did not have this variation, but here, unlike in the 

Table 4.1 Old Church Slavonic vowels 

Front unrounded Back unrounded Back rounded 
Oral Nasal Oral Oral Nasal 

i у u 
ь ъ 
е ę 0 9 
ё а 

Note: In Western dialects, ъ was rounded. 
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Table 4.2 Old Church Slavonic consonants 

Labial Dental Palatal Velar 

Plosive Р b t d k g 
Affricate с dz č 

k g 

Fricative v s z š ž x 
Nasal m n ń 
Lateral* 1 l' 
Trill r f 
Semi-vowel j 

east, / ъ / was phonetically labialized. Glagolitic orthography provides 
evidence for fronted allophones of the phonemically labialized /u / , / 9 / . 
Nasalized and oral vowels are contrasted in word-final position: /duše/ 
'soul (voc SG)', /duśę/ (GEN SG), /źenę/ 'woman (ACC SG)', /ženo/ (voc 
SG). 

The dental affricates /c / , /dz/ , post-alveolar / š / , / ž / , / č / , / f / , pre-
palatal /1/, / ń / , / j / , and stops in the sequences /št / , /žd/ were pho-
netically palatalized. In Eastern dialects, labials, and dentals other than 
/c / , /dz/ were palatalized phonetically only before front vowels, whereas 
no such allophonic variation occurred in Western dialects. Younger spell-
ings, as in predame i (Matthew 26.15; Marianus) 'I will betray him' are 
evidence for a morpheme / j / . Such spellings arose after the loss of the 
reduced vowels in the tenth century, and can be explained only as a 
Western reflex of /predamb jb/ as /prčdame j / , proving that / j / must 
have been the stem of the third-person pronoun. The sonorants /1/, / г / 
could form syllabic nuclei. Orthographically, and in transliteration in this 
chapter, the syllabic sonorants are not distinguished from sequences of 
sonorant followed by reduced vowel. In phonemic and phonetic repre-
sentation, the sequences will be shown by writing the jers, the reduced 
vowel letters, on the line, and the syllabic sonorants with the jer above the 
line. 

With respect to constraints on phoneme distribution, only the most 
conservative system, prior to the loss of the reduced vowels, will be 
discussed here. The consonant clusters described in table 4.3 do not 
include sequences containing syllabic sonorants. Apart from the constraint 
evident from table 4.3, namely that two adjacent consonants tend not to 
share identical features of manner of articulation, no syllable ends in a 
consonant, an obstruent other than /v / agrees in voicing with an immedi-
ately following obstruent, velars do not occur before front vowels, and 
phonetically palatalized consonants do not occur before certain back 
vowels. Constraints on sequences of consonant and vowel are summarized 
in table 4.4. The back vowels /у / , / ъ / , and front vowels other than / i / did 
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Table 4.3 Old Church Slavonic consonant clusters 

Initials Finals 
p b t d k g m n v l r x ń 1 r e 

s + + + + + + + -h J J 
z J I I + + + + + 
9 (I) + + + + (I) 
d (I) + + + 
t,k,x 

(I) 
+ + + 

p,b (J) + + + 
ž I + + + 
m, v + + J 
č + + 
š + + J J 
c,dz + 
n + 
sp J J 
st I J + 
sk + + + 
sm,sv + 
sx,zg J J J 
zb,zm J J 
zd J J 
zv J J 
št J J 
žd J 
tv J 

Note: -I- no constraints; I word-medial and at morpheme boundary only; J at 
morpheme boundary only; ( ) restricted to one or a few lexical items. 

not occur initially, where the two back vowels took prothetic /v / , and the 
front vowels prothetic / j / . A vowel sequence is attested in only one native 
lexical morpheme, namely the root of /papčina/ 'spider's web', and in the 
suffixes /aa/ , /ča/ of the imperfect tense. At morpheme boundaries, the 
following vowel sequences occur: /ai/ , /au/ , /ao/ , /oi/ , /ou/ , /oo/ , 
/ei / , /čo/ . 

Most of the variant spellings resulted from changes occurring between 
the time of the translations and the actual extant copies, while a few 
variants are the result of prehistoric changes. 

Nasal vowels are regular prehistoric reflexes, with a vowel-nasal 
sequence before a consonant or a long vowel-nasal sequence word-finally 
giving rise to the nasal vowels / 9 / and / ę / . There are attested a few 
examples of younger reflexes of these nasal vowels, arising probably from 
historical denasalizations, with / 9 / giving / u / or / 0 / and / ę / giving / e / 
or / ё / . In Glagolitic, spellings with о for pand efor ę could have arisen as 
the result of the omission of the second element of the digraphs for the 
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Table 4.4 Constraints on consonant-vowel sequences 

у ъ о 9 u а č ę e ь 

Velar + + + + + + 

M , č 
ń, 1, f 
с, dz 

+ + C G 
- - - + + + -

- - - + + S + 
- - - + + + + 

+ + + + 
+ + + + 
+ + + + 
+ + + + 

Note: -f no constraints; C Cyrillic; G Glagolitic; S Suprasliensis. There are no 
constraints for labials or for dentals other than /c / , /dz/. š, i, č + e are attested in 
spellings that are possibly Moravian. 

nasal vowels. In other contexts there was dialectal sporadic nasalization of 
a vowel in contact with a nasal consonant giving rise to doublets such as 
/gnusiti s f / , /gn9siti sę/ 'be disgusted', arising probably prehistorically. 

Scribal inconsistency indicates that the reduced vowels were lost in 
Balkan dialects by the end of the tenth century in weak position (Лъпа/ > 
/sna/ 'sleep (GEN SG)', /dbne/ > /dne/ 'day (GEN SG)'), but were trans-
formed in strong position (nominative singular Л ъ п ъ / > Western /son/ , 
elsewhere /san/ , /dbnb/ > /den/ , /dan / ) . The reduced vowels were in 
weak position when not immediately followed by a syllable containing 
another reduced vowel in weak position, but were in strong position when 
immediately followed by such a syllable. Thus all utterance-final reduced 
vowels were weak, but a word-final reduced vowel could be in strong 
position when followed by an enclitic, as in /predamb jb/, later /predame 
j/ 'I will betray him' cited above or in /dbnb sb/, later /dnes/, 'day this 
(ACC SG)', 'today'. 

In dialects with high allophones of the reduced vowels contiguous with 
/ j / , strong reduced vowels in such a context had high-vowel reflexes, 
instead of the mid-vowel reflexes occurring in other contexts, as in sbtvorbi 
(Zographensis, Sawina kniga), sbtvorii (Marianus), sbtvorei 
(Assemanianus) (Luke 10.37) 'do (PAST ACT PART NOM SG M DEF)'. The 
variants all represent reflexes of /sbtvofbjb/. Zographensis and Sawina 
kniga represent either this form or a younger /stvoraj/ in a dialect without 
the high allophones, whereas Marianus represents either the older form 
with high allophones [sT>tvoriji] or its reflex /stvorij/. Only Assemanianus 
is unambiguous, representing a Western reflex /stvorej/. All four witnesses 
typically write the jer in the first syllable, even though the vowel had dis-
appeared in this context. 

Prehistorically there were back syllabic sonorants and front syllabic 
sonorants followed by a back and front vocalic glide, respectively. 
Although this etymological distinction will be observed in phonological 
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representations in this study, the distinction is not observed in the or-
thography, so that the front and back syllabic sonorants may have merged 
prehistorically, as in crbvb (Zographensis), crbvb (Marianus) (Mark 9.44) 
'worm (NOM SG)'. From the palatal initial consonant one may reconstruct 
etymological /črbvb/. The jer letters used to indicate syllabic sonorants are 
never replaced by e or о letters, whereas such younger spellings are attested 
for the sonorants followed by a phonemic reduced vowel, as in skrbžbštetb 
(Zographensis, Marianus, Assemanianus; Mark 9.18), skreibštetb 
(Euchologium Sinaiticum 88a. 10) 'gnash (3 SG PRS)'. In this example, a 
velar, / к / , precedes the sequence of / r / plus front reduced vowel, whereas a 
velar could not precede any front segment, including a front syllabic sonorant. 

Similarly, the shift of / ъ / to / о / is attested in prepositions immediately 
followed by a syllable containing a sequence / r / plus reduced vowel in 
weak position, but such a shift is not attested when the syllable contains a 
syllabic sonorant; thus vo krbvi (Psalterium Sinaiticum 57.11) 'in blood 
(LOC SG)' represents the reflex of an older /vb krbve/. 

Low vowels followed by / r / or /1/ plus a consonant prehistorically 
metathesized and lengthened, as is attested by some alternations in the 
manuscripts: borę sę (Suprasliensis 56.22) 'fight (PRS ACT PART NOM SG M 
INDEF)', sę brati (Suprasliensis 73.9) 'fight (INF)', meljaaše (Suprasliensis 
565.10) 'grind (3 SG IMPF)' (for /melaaše/), mbletb (Suprasliensis 565.4) 
'grind (SUPINE)' (for /mlčtb/). Here, / a / and /Ё/ are metathesized 
reflexes of / о / and / e / , respectively. There is attested one example which 
is possibly evidence for a dialect in which this metathesis had not taken 
place: zolbta (Psalterium Sinaiticum 71.15) 'gold (GEN SG)'; the normal 
spelling is zlata. 

Word-initially, the absence of the metathesis seems more widespread, 
since there are attested for two roots a number of examples with or without 
the metathesis, as in ladii (Marianus), aldii (Zographensis) (Mark 1.19) 
'boat (LOC SG)', lačpšta (Zographensis), alčpšta (Marianus, 
Assemanianus), albčpšta (Sawina kniga) (Matthew 25.37) 'hunger (PRS 
ACT PART ACC SG м)'. One root and one prefix are attested with initial ra 
and го: гаЪъ (Suprasliensis 106.1), гоЬъ (Suprasliensis 106.5) 'slave', 
razboinici (Suprasliensis 557.24) ' robber (NOM PL)', rozboinikb (Supra-
sliensis 558.9) (NOM SG). Most likely, the forms with a are Balkan, and 
those with о Moravian. 

Whereas the dental sonorants followed by front vowels may be preceded 
by dental obstruents, the palatal sonorants are preceded by palatal obstru-
ents, and therefore must have been articulated further back than were the 
dentals: blaznitb (Zographensis; John 6.61) 'offend (3 SG PRS)', blazneaxp 
sę (Zographensis; Matthew 13.57) 'be offended (3 PL IMPF)', myslite 
(Zographensis; Matthew 9.4) 'think (2 PL PRS)', myslease (Zographensis; 
Luke 12.17) (3 SG IMPF). The palatal alternants / ž / , / š / are attested regu-
larly when immediately preceding the sonorants /п / , /1/. The sonorant 
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/г/ , or its reflex, is attested with immediately preceding dentals as well as 
palatals: sbmotriši (Suprasliensis 241.16) 'observe (2 SG PRES)', 
sbmostraaxg (Suprasliensis 184.8) (3 PL IMPF), sbmotraaše (Suprasliensis 
92.17) (3 SG IMPF) (for /sT>moštraaše/); mędrisi sę (Suprasliensis 49.15) 
'dispute (2 SG PRS)', premęzdrati sę (Suprasliensis 21.24) 'philosophize 
(INF)', umędreję (Psalterium Sinaiticum 18.8) 'make wise (PRS ACT PART 
NOM SG N)' (for /umpźdraję/ ). The first member of each triple of examples 
has the dental stop / t / or / d / because the immediately following sonorant 
is also dental, whereas the second example has the palatal alternant /š t / or 
/žd/ before the reflexes of palatal / f / . In the third example of each triple, 
not only has the palatal sonorant merged with dental / г / , but also the 
dental:palatal alternation has been suppressed analogically. There is 
attested further orthographical evidence to show that /й / , /1/ behave more 
conservatively than / f / . In the most conservative spellings, the palatal 
sonorants are indicated by a diacritic on the consonant letter, by the use of 
the letters for the front allophones of / u / , / p / and by indicating / a / by the 
letter e after the palatal sonorants in both Glagolitic and Cyrillic. The dia-
critic is attested at all regularly only in the Glagolitic Zographensis and the 
Cyrillic Suprasliensis. In Zographensis the diacritic is used much more 
consistently for /1/ and /й / than for / f / . In Suprasliensis the diacritic is 
used for /V and /й / even more consistently than in Zographensis, but the 
diacritic is almost never used for / f / . Indeed, in Suprasliensis etymological 
/ f / is frequently not indicated by the following vowel letter, as for instance 
in ra for / f a / in the examples just cited. The reason for this is that / f / 
merged with / г / when /1/ and /й / were still distinct from the dentals. 
Whereas on typological grounds it is most likely that /А/ and /1/ were pre-
palatal, articulated in the position of / j / , a palatalized vibrant cannot be 
articulated in this position, so that / f / must have been post-alveolar, 
articulated in the position of / ž / , and therefore phonetically closer to the 
dentals than were / й / and /1/. 

In some Eastern dialects, labials and dentals were phonetically pala-
talized before front vowels. When the reduced vowels were lost in weak 
position, palatalized labials and dentals became distinct from their non-
palatalized counterparts, for instance: [кар'ь] > /кар ' / 'image', versus 
/роръ/ > /pop/ 'priest', [dan'b] > / d a n ' / 'tribute', versus /dam>/ > 
/dan/ 'give (PAST PASS PART)'. There is some indication that in some 
dialects palatal /1/ and /й / remained distinct from the dentals after the 
loss of the reduced vowels, as in dhneshńeago (Suprasliensis 35.4), 
dneśhńego (Suprasliensis 53.10) (for /dnesńago/ from /dbnbsbńajego/) 
'today's [date] (GEN SG N)'. For such dialects one may also posit, for 
instance, /койь/ > /кой/, but since Balkan Slavic dialects which retain the 
Palatal /1/, /й / do not have palatalized labials and dentals, it cannot be 
shown that a ternary opposition of laterals and nasals, such as / n / , / n ' / , 
/й/ , arose anywhere in the Balkans. 
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Within a morpheme, sequences of a labial and palatal /1/ are attested 
regularly, without any textual variants, apart from the presence or absence 
of the diacritic: plbvati (Zographensis), plbvati (Marianus) (Mark 14.65) 
'spit (INF)', sbbljude (Marianus) (John 12.7) 'preserve (3 SG AOR)', 
sbbljudetb (Zographensis, Sawina kniga), sbbljudet (Assemanianus) (3 
SG PRS). At the end of a morpheme, there are attested forms with and with-
out the lateral before / i / and / ь / : zemli (Zographensis), zemi (Marianus, 
Assemanianus, Sawina kniga) (Matthew 6.10) 'earth (LOC SG)', когаЫь 
(Zographensis), korabb (Marianus), когаЬъ (Assemanianus, Sawina 
kniga) (Matthew 8.23) 'boat (ACC SG)'. In Assemanianus, Sawina kniga, 
Psalterium Sinaiticum, Euchologium Sinaiticum and Suprasliensis the 
lateral is often omitted before other vowels, often with a jer written after 
the labial: zemle (Suprasliensis 97.2), zembja (Suprasliensis 322.10) 'earth 
(NOM SG)'. The second of these spellings may denote a shift of /1/ to / j / . 

Loss of intervocalic / j / , sometimes with vowel assimilation and some-
times further with vowel contraction, is frequently attested for high vowels, 
low vowels and / 9 / : пШИтъ (Marianus, Sawina kniga), ništiim 
(Assemanianus) (for /niš t i j inrb/ or / n i š t i m / ) , пШтъ (Zographensis) 
(John 12.5) 'poor (DAT PL DEF)'; malyixb (Assemanianus) (for 
/malyjixb/ or /malyixb/), malyxb (Zographensis) (Matthew 5.19) 'small 
(GEN PL DEF)'; seexb (Zographensis) (for /sejaxb/), seaxrb (Marianus), 
sexb (Sawina kniga) (Matthew 25.26) 'sow (1 SG AOR)'; blagaja (Sawina 
kniga 123r), blagaa (Sawina kniga 67r), blaga (Marianus) (Luke 11.13) 
'good (ACC PL N DEF)'; drugpjp (Marianus) (Matthew 5.39), drugpp 
(Suprasliensis 120.14), 'other (ACC SG F)'. When the first vowel is / a / , / u / 
or / ё / , and the second is / e / , the assimilation of the second vowel to the 
first is attested after the drop of / j / , while still younger forms show 
contraction: novaego (Zographensis) (for /novajego/ or /novaego/), 
novaago (Marianus, Assemanianus), novago (Sawina kniga) (Matthew 
26.28) 'new (GEN SG M DEF)'; slepuemu (Zographensis), slepumu 
(Assemanianus) (John 11.37) 'blind (DAT SG M DEF)'; novuumu 
(Marianus; Luke 5.39) 'new (DAT SG М DEF)'; večbneemb (Marianus), 
večneamb (Assemanianus), večbnemb (Zographensis), večbneem (Supra-
sliensis 367.4) (John 6.27) 'eternal (LOC SG м)'. After a vowel letter, 
Glagolitic e corresponds to etymological / j a / and / je / , whereas the corre-
sponding letter in Cyrillic never denotes / j / plus low vowel, hence the 
spelling difference between Assemanianus and Suprasliensis in the last 
example. 

Similar contractions, and in Cyrillic an assimilation, are attested in the 
suffix of the imperfect tense, where no / j / is involved: xoždaaše 
(Zographensis, Assemanianus), xozdaše (Marianus, Sawina kniga) 
(Matthew 14.29) 'walk (3 SG IMPF)'; ideaše (Zographensis, Marianus, 
Assemanianus), ideše (Sawina kniga) (Luke 7.6) 'go (3 SG IMPF)'; beaše, 
beeše (Suprasliensis 46.30) 'be (3 SG IMPF)'. 
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The affricate /dz/ merged with / z / , both forms being attested in 
Glagolitic, whereas Cyrillic has only /z / . 

For the etymological sequences / je / , / ja / , Glagolitic has č and Cyrillic 
has ja. Word-initial etymological / ja / , but not / č / , is attested with these 
spellings and also, in both Glagolitic and Cyrillic, a: evlenie (Marianus, 
Assemanianus), javenie (Sawina kniga), avlenbe (Zographensis) (Luke 
8.17) 'revelation (NOM SG)', avlenijemb (Suprasliensis 186.24) (INST SG). 
Similar variants are attested for / ju / , / u / 'already' and /jutro/, /utro/ 
'morning'. 

There are attested a few examples of i written for y. This could be evi-
dence for a genuine sound shift, but might also result from the omission of 
the first part of the digraph Ъ1 /у / . 

2.2 Morphophonemic alternations 
As a result of the second (and third) and first palatalizations, velars 
alternate with dentals and palatals, respectively, as shown in table 4.5. 

Table 4.5 Consonant alternations resulting from the Proto-SIavonic 
palatalizations 

Velar k g x sk zg sx 
Dental с dz s sc/st zd sc 
Palatal č ž š št žd š 

There are also alternations of / с / with / č / and of /dz/ with / ž / in some 
forms which lack a velar correspondent. The dental alternants occur regu-
larly before / ё / and / i / both in declension and in the imperative, and less 
regularly in various forms after / i / , / ę / , / ь / and / г ь / . The palatal 
alternants occur before front vowels in environments other than those in 
which the dental alternants occur, and in various places in inflection and in 
word formation described in section 3. 

Owing to the influence of an etymological following / j / , dentals 
alternate with palatals in various places in inflection and in word formation, 
as shown in table 4.6. Occurring in the same places as the dental 
alternations, labials have the alternants /bi / , /pl / , /ml/, /vi/. 

As a result of earlier alternations between long and short vowels in 
roots, and of the fronting of vowels after palatalized consonants in both 
roots and inflections, the following vowel alternations are found: / b / : / i / ; 
/ ъ / : / у / : / и / ; / e / : / e / : / i / ; / o / : / a / ; / o / : / e / ; / č / : / a / ; / ъ / : / ь / ; 
/y / : / i / ; / ё / : / i / ; / y / : / ? / . 

No vowel: 0 alternations occurred in the language of the original trans-
lators, but as a result of the loss of the reduced vowels there arose the 
following alternations: Western /e/:0, /o/ :0, and in other dialects either 
/e/:0 and /э/ :0, or a single alternation /э / :0 . 
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Table 4.6 Consonant alternations resulting from Proto-Slavonic *j 

Dental d zd t st z s r tr dr n sn zn 1 si 
Palatal žd žd št št ž š f str ždr ń šn žn 1 šl 

3 Morphology 

3.1 Nominal morphology 

3.1.1 Nominal categories 
The distinction between singular, dual and plural is strictly preserved, 
except for twelve examples of the noun /roditelb/ 'parent', 20 per cent of 
the attested total, which have plural forms instead of dual. Nouns referring 
to groups of people tend to have attributes agreeing syntactically in the 
singular, but non-attributive forms agreeing semantically, and therefore 
plural: 

vbsb (SG) ze narodb (SG) sbbravb (SG) sę stojaxg (PL) pozorujęste (PL) 
(Suprasliensis 117.14) 
'and all (SG) the crowd (SG), having gathered (SG), were standing (PL) watching 
(PL ).' 

Four feminine singular collective personal nouns tend to take feminine 
singular attributes agreeing syntactically, but non-attributive forms tend to 
agree semantically, being plural, and masculine if distinct for gender: 

vblezb къ spštii (F SG) tu bratii (F SG) celova ję (м ACC PL) oni (м NOM PL) ze 
umyvše (м NOM PL) jemu noże (Suprasliensis 523.21) 
'having gone in to the brothers (F SG) who were (literally: being (F SG)) there, he 
greeted them (М ACC PL), and they (М NOM PL), having washed his feet. . 

Old Church Slavonic has the following cases: nominative, vocative, 
accusative, genitive, dative, instrumental, locative. While the nominative, 
accusative, genitive, dative, instrumental and locative have the major 
meanings that one might expect, each has a number of uses to which it 
would be arbitrary to attach an invariant meaning, as may be illustrated by 
the forms in the dative and genitive in the following passage: 

nikomuze (DAT) sego (GEN) nš slyśati tbcbjp тьпё (DAT) jednomu (DAT) povezdb 
... semu (DAT) otbca (ACC) pokati mi (DAT) (Suprasliensis 241.1) 
'There is no one (DAT) to hear this (GEN). Tell only me (DAT) alone (DAT) . . . show 
the father (ACC) of this person (DAT) to me (DAT).' 

Of the five dative forms in this example, the first is the subject of an infini-
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tive, the second, third and fifth are indirect objects, while the fourth is in 
the adnominal dative rather than the genitive because its accusative head 
noun is homonymous with the genitive. The form sego is in the genitive, 
rather than the accusative, because the existential verb is negated. 

In the singular, nouns and short masculine adjectives have vocative 
forms. There is attested one neuter noun in the vocative, osile (Supra-
sliensis 313.17) 'trap'. For masculine and feminine singular nouns, 
including inanimates, there are attested only two types of exception to the 
use of the vocative for address. In one example (Suprasliensis 146.18), 
gospodi vojevoda 'Lord general', the first noun is vocative, the second 
nominative. In Suprasliensis, /bratbja/ 'brothers' has five examples of the 
vocative, but fifteen examples of the nominative for the vocative, probably 
because this grammatically singular noun refers semantically to a group of 
persons. 

While most nouns have consistent gender agreement, either masculine, 
neuter or feminine, some nouns show variance of gender agreement, 
having attributive forms with syntactic agreement, and non-attributive 
forms with semantic agreement. Unlike the collective nouns such as 
/bratbja/ 'brothers' exemplified above, the nouns in question here show 
variance only for gender, not for number. For the general relationship of 
declension and gender, see below. 

The noun /deti/ 'children', paradigmatically feminine plural, is attested 
twice with attributes, which are both feminine, but is attested four times 
with non-attributive forms, all of which are masculine. 

The nouns /cędo/ 'child', /iśtędbje/ 'offspring' and /mladętbce/ 
'infant' are attested with twenty-two examples of neuter attributes, but with 
eleven non-attributive masculine forms versus only one neuter form, 
whereas /otrocę/ 'child', belonging to a different declension, is attested 
only with neuter agreement. 

Nouns with the nominative singular inflection - / a / or - / i / have exclu-
sively feminine agreement when referring to females, animals and 
inanimates. Male personal nouns in this declension are attested only with 
masculine agreement in the singular, but in the dual and plural tend to take 
feminine attributes, whereas non-attributive forms tend to be masculine: 

va oba (NOM DU M) sluze (NOM DU) sotonine (ADJECTIVE NOM DU F) (Suprasliensis 
75.1) 
'you both (NOM DU M) are servants (NOM DU) of Satan.' 

In the dual, there are attested one feminine attribute and three masculine 
non-attributive forms, whereas in the plural there is attested a hierarchical 
opposition with twenty-eight feminine attributes and two masculine, but 
with ten non-attributive feminine forms and seventeen masculine, 
apparently showing a stronger tendency for syntactic agreement in 
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attributes than for semantic agreement in non-attributive forms. The hier-
archical nature of the opposition is exemplified in the following: 

sokaciję cisteisę (NOM PL F) vasb sętb ize (NOM PL M) sptb rabi človečbsti 
(Suprasliensis 116.2) 
'Cooks who (NOM PL м) are servants of men are cleaner (NOM PL F) than you.' 

In this example, a feminine adjective is the predicate of a noun which is the 
antecedent to a masculine relative pronoun. 

гъ1отъ (DAT PL M) sokacijamb otbdano (Suprasliensis 437.3) 
'Handed over to evil (DAT PL M) cooks.' 

The noun 'cooks' here has a masculine adjectival attribute. 

slugy vedeaxp počrbpbšei (NOM PL M) (Zographensis, Marianus)/pocrbpbśęję 
(NOM PL F) (Assemanianus) vodp (John 2.9) 
'The servants who had drawn (literally: having drawn) the water knew.' 

In this example, the participle agreeing with the noun is masculine in two 
witnesses, but feminine in a third. 

Of the few attested examples of epicene nouns (that is, nouns that can 
be of either gender depending on the sex of the referent) in this declension, 
one example has a feminine attribute which does not refer to a female 
person: 

gospodb moi (М) i bogb moi ęzika moja (F) i tvorbcb moi (Suprasliensis 509.11) 
'My Lord and my God, my kinsman and my creator.' 

The accusative singular of masculine nouns is homonymous either with 
the nominative singular, or with the genitive singular. Table 4.7 shows a 
hierarchical attestation of both types of accusative. Although one may 
conclude from the table that position on the hierarchy is governed largely 
by the lexical features Personal, Mature, other types of feature, gram-
matical, syntactic and referential, are also involved. 

Proper and common personal nouns at the head of the hierarchy belong 
to the major masculine declension with genitive singular in - / a / , whereas 
the common personal nouns gospodb 'lord' and ууяъ 'son' did not orig-
inally belong to this declension, but acquired the inflection - / a / as a means 
of expressing the accusative singular. One other grammatical feature is 
involved, namely the relationship between the noun and the adjectives 
formed from the noun stem. If the stem forms an adjective referring exclus-
ively to an individual person, then the noun will occupy a high position on 
the accusative hierarchy. Such adjectives are formed from all proper 
personal noun stems, but not from all common personal nouns. Of the 
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Table 4.7 Attestation of nominative-accusative (NA) and genitive-
accusative (GA) of masculine animate nouns 

G PS ES С 5 Total % 

1 Proper NA 1 — — 2 — 3 0.4 
personal GA 507 31 22 10 220 790 99.6 

2 Common NA 17 — 1 2 7 27 2.4 
personal GA 478 47 75 25 484 1109 97.6 

3 gospodb 
'lord' 

NA 1 — — 2 2 5 2.8 gospodb 
'lord' GA 60 65 6 4 38 173 97.2 

4 rabb NA 13 — 2 — — 15 13.4 
'slave' GA 30 8 42 — 17 97 86.6 

5 synb NA 27 — 1 — 2 30 20.8 
'(mature) son' GA 86 5 7 2 14 114 79.2 

6 angeh> NA 8 — — — — 8 57.1 
'angel' GA 2 — — — 4 6 42.9 

7 Animals NA 32 4 6 1 9 52 70.3 
GA 3 3 1 — 15 22 29.7 

8 sym> NA 20 — - — 2 22 78.6 
'(infant) son' GA 4 — - — 2 6 21.4 

9 Ьёвъ NA 28 — — — 7 35 87.5 
'demon' GA 1 — — — 4 5 12.5 

10 Infants NA 12 1 1 — 5 19 90.5 
GA — — — — 2 2 9.5 

11 duxb NA 76 7 18 — 9 110 90.9 
'spirit' GA 1 — 4 — 6 11 9.1 

12 Inanimates NA 1227 320 203 64 743 2557 96.3 
GA 49 5 — 3 40 97 3.7 

Note: G Gospels; PS Psalterium Sinaiticum; ES Euchologium Sinaiticum; С 
Clozianus; S Suprasliensis. 

twenty-seven examples of common personal nouns attested in the 
nominative-accusative singular, twenty-one do not have individual 
personal adjectives. The common personal stem gospod-, which does form 
such an adjective, is higher on the hierarchy than the common personal 
syn-, which has no such adjective. The stem rab- 'slave' does have such an 
adjective, but its position on the hierarchy may be determined by the fact 
that a slave was low in the real-world hierarchy of persons. None of the 
nouns in categories 6 to 12 in table 4.7 has an individual personal 
adjective. In possessive constructions where the head noun controls a single 
item, the individual personal adjectives are used, instead of the genitive 
singular, almost without exception, whereas nouns with no individual 
adjective tend to use the genitive singular of the noun for reference to a 
definite possessed entity, but an adjective for an indefinite possessed entity. 
Similarly, there is a strong tendency for the genitive-accusative to refer to a 
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definite object, and for the nominative-accusative to refer to an indefinite 
object: for instance, of the twenty-seven examples of common personal 
attestations, seventeen have indefinite reference and only ten have definite 
reference. 

There is also a tendency for the nominative-accusative to occur as 
object of a preposition, rather than as direct object of a verb. For 
inanimates, the last group to embrace the genitive-accusative, ninety-one 
of the attested examples of the genitive-accusative are direct objects, 
whereas only six examples are objects of prepositions. Returning to the 
common personal attestations, one notices that six of the examples of the 
nominative-accusative with definite reference occur as objects of prepo-
sitions, leaving only four examples referring to definite objects. Thus the 
features controlling the accusative singular hierarchy were lexical, the 
features Personal, Mature and Proper; grammatical, declensional member-
ship and the presence or absence of an individual personal adjective; 
syntactic, direct object versus prepositional object; and referential, definite 
versus indefinite reference. 

3.1.2 Noun morphology 
There are five noun declensions, which can be distinguished by the 
inflection of the genitive singular. In the singular and plural, six cases are 
distinguished, but in the dual there are only three sets of forms: 
nominative/accusative, genitive/locative and dative/instrumental. 

The inflectional suffixes for nouns with the genitive singular in - / a / , 
given in table 4.8, have alternants for phonetically palatalized (soft) and 
non-palatalized (hard) stem-final consonants. Velar stems undergo alter-
nation before front-vowel inflections, as in table 4.10. In this declension, 
nouns denoting mature male persons and animals are masculine, while 
some nouns denoting children and inanimates are masculine, but others are 
neuter. The noun /podružbje/ 'spouse', not attested with agreeing forms, is 
morphologically neuter. Typical examples of this declension are: /gradi>/ 
'city' (M, hard), /mpžb/ 'man, husband' (M, soft), /mesto/ 'place' (N, 
hard), /srbdbce/ 'heart' (N, soft). 

The inflectional suffixes for nouns with the genitive singular in - /у / 
(hard) or - / ę / (soft) are given in table 4.9; again, there are hard and soft 
alternants, and velar stems undergo alternation before front-vowel 
inflections (table 4.10). Nouns denoting female persons, animals (irre-
spective of sex) and inanimates are feminine. Nouns denoting male persons 
have inflectional suffixes identical with the feminine, are attested with 
masculine agreement in the singular, but with optional masculine or 
feminine agreement in the dual and plural (see section 3.1.1). Four collec-
tive personal nouns, declined only in the singular, have variable number 
and gender agreement (see section 3.1.1). Stems ending in -/yń/- and 
some in - /bj /- have nominative singular - / i / ; others have - / a / . Typical 
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Table 4.8 Inflectional suffixes of nouns with genitive singular in -/a/ 

Masculine Neuter 
Hard Soft Hard Soft 
'slave' 'man* * place' 'heart1 

Singular 
voc rabe mpžu 
NOM гаЬъ mpžb mčsto srbdbce 
ACC = N O M / G E N = N O M / G E N mčsto srbdbce 
GEN raba mpža mčsta srbdbca 
DAT rabu mpžu mčstu srbdbcu 
INST rabomb mpžemb mčstomb srbdbcemb 
LOC rabč mpži mčstč srbdbci 

Dual 
mpži 

NOM raba mpža mčstč srbdbci 
ACC raba mpža mčstč srbdbci 
GEN rabu mpžu mčstu srbdbcu 
DAT raboma mpžema mčstoma srbdbcema 
INST raboma mpžema mčstoma srbdbcema 
LOC rabu mpžu mčstu srbdbcu 

Plural 
mpžu 

NOM rabi mpži mčsta srbdbca 
ACC raby mpźę mčsta srbdbca 
GEN гаЬъ mpžb mčstb srbdbcb 
DAT гаЬошъ mpženrb mčstonrb srbdbcenn> 
INST raby mpži mčsty srbdbci 
LOC гаЬёхъ mpžixb mčstčxb srbdbcbn> 

examples of this declension are: /žena/ 'woman, wife' (F, hard), /sluga/ 
'servant' (M, hard), /duša/ 'soul' (F, soft), /rabyńi/ 'slave-woman' (F, 
soft). 

In addition to the velar stem alternants for nouns with genitive singular 
in - / a / or - /у / listed in table 4.10, one noun, / v ^ x v b / 'wizard', has the 
alternants /v^svi / (NOM PL), vfbšve (voc SG) even though the velar is not 
stem-final. For velar clusters a few examples of dental alternants are 
attested: /drezde/ 'forest (LOC SG F)' (one example only), /dbska/ 
'board', /dbscč/, /&ъЫЪ/ (LOC SG), /pasxa/ 'Passover', /pasce/ (LOC 
SG). 

Of nouns with the genitive singular in - / i / (table 4.11), stems denoting 
animals and male persons are masculine, inanimates are either masculine 
or feminine. Declined only in the plural are /ludbje/ 'people', and the 
morphologically feminine /dčti/ 'children' (for agreement, see section 
3.1.1). Gender is distinguished inflectionally only in the instrumental 
singular and the nominative plural. Typical examples are: /kostb/ 'bone' 
(F), /pptb/ 'way' (M). 

For nouns with the genitive singular in - /u / , there are attested one male 
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Table 4.9 Inflectional suffixes of nouns with genitive singular in -/у/ 
(hard), -/?/ (soft) 

SG DU PL 
Hard Soft Hard Soft Hard Soft 

voc ženo 'woman' duše 'soul' 
NOM žena duša žene duši ženy duš? 
ACC ženp dušp ženč duši ženy duš? 
GEN ženy duš? ženu dušu ŽCTVb dušb 
DAT ženč duši ženama dušama ženanvb dušanrb 
INST ženojp dušejp ženama dušama ženami dušami 
LOC ženč duši ženu dušu ženaxb dušaxb 

Note: Nouns such as /rabyńi/ 'slave woman' decline like /duša/ except for the 
nominative singular in - / i / . 

personal noun /sym>/ 'son', one animal noun /VO1T>/ 'OX' and six 
inanimate nouns, all masculine. The most conservative of the attested 
inflections are given in table 4.12. 

Of nouns with genitive singular in - / e / , masculines include inanimates 
and one animal, feminines include inanimates and female persons, neuters 
include inanimates and the young of animals. Table 4.13 lists the singular, 
including stem alternations in the neuter and feminine. Table 4.14 lists dual 
and plural inflections. Corresponding to the genitive singular /kamene/ 
'stone' (M), the form /катепь/ is attested as nominative/accusative 
singular, and in Suprasliensis the form / к а т у / is also used for nominative 
and accusative. Corresponding to nominative/accusative /когепь/ 'root' 

Table 4.10 Velar stem alternants in noun inflection 

Genitive in - /a / , masculine and neuter 

bogb 'god' ргогокъ 'prophet' duxb 'spirit' 
LOC SG bodzč ргогосё dusč 
NOM PL bodzi proroci dusi 
LOC PL bodzčxb ргогосёхъ dusčxb 
VOC SG bože proroče duše 

Genitive in - /a / , neuter 

včko 'eyelid' 
NOM/АСС DU včcč 

Genitive in - / y / 

DAT/LOC SG, NOM/АСС DU 
noga 'leg' rpka 'hand' muxa 'fly' 

DAT/LOC SG, NOM/АСС DU nodzč грсё musč 
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Table 4.11 Inflectional suffixes of nouns with genitive singular in -/i/ 

Singular Dual Plural 
M F M F м F 

voc ppti 'path' kosti 'bone' 
NOM pptb kostb ppti kosti pptbje kosti 
ACC pptb kostb ppti kosti ppti kosti 
GEN ppti kosti pptbju kostbju pptbjb kostbjb 
DAT ppti kosti pptbma kostbma pptbnrb kostbirrb 
INST pptbmb kostbjp pptbma kostbma pptbmi kostbmi 
LOC ppti kosti pptbju kostbju pptbxb ксЫьхъ 

Suprasliensis 399.14 has a scribal error tvorę for an otherwise unattested 
nominative singular masculine */korę/. Masculine nouns with the suffixes 
-/an/-, -/tel/-, - /ar / - are attested with forms of both the - / a / and - / e / 
types in the plural, but with only forms of the - / a / type in the singular and 
dual. Stems with - /an/- and some with - /a r / - follow these suffixes with a 
further suffix - / in/- in the singular and dual. 

The loss of the reduced vowels occasioned some later changes in 
declension. Inflectional suffixes containing a reduced vowel in weak 
position were shortened by one syllable. In nouns with a reduced vowel in 
the last syllable of the stem, such as /dbnb/ 'day' (м), genitive singular 
/dbne/, there arose vowel:zero alternations (see section 2.2). With stem-
final / j / , /učenbje/ 'teaching' (N), genitive plural /učenbjb/, for instance, 
gave Western /učenje/, /učenej/, while elsewhere [učenije], [učeniji] gave 
/učenje/, /učenij/. 

In the dative and locative plural of types with - / i / and - / e / genitives, 
there arose younger - /em/, - /ex/, or - / э т / , - /эх/ . In dialects without 
palatalization of labials before front vowels, the instrumental singular 
masculine became identical with the dative plural, but in other dialects 
these two forms came to be distinguished by the presence or absence of 

Table 4.12 Inflectional suffixes of nouns with genitive singular in -/u/ 

SG DU PL 

voc synu 'son' 
NOM synb syny synove 
ACC вупъ syny syny 
GEN synu synovu synovb 
DAT synovi sym>ma synonrb 
INST synomb sym>ma sym>mi 
LOC synu synovu synoxb 
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Table 4.13 Singular of nouns with genitive singular in -/e/ 

'day' 4seed' 'lamb1 'word' 'mother' 'church' 
(M) (N) (N) (N) 00 (F) 

NOM dbnb sčm? agnę slovo mati crbky 
ACC dbnb sčm? agnę slovo materb сгькъ\ъ 
GEN dbne semene agnęte slovese matere crbkbve 
DAT dbni sčmeni agnęti slovesi materi crbkbvi 
INST dbnbmb sčmenbmb agnčtbmb slovesbmb materbję crbkbvbjp 
LOC dbne sčmene agnęte slovese matere crbkbve 

palatalization of the final labial. The phonetic reflex of the genitive plural 
-/bjb/ was Western /e j / , but elsewhere either regularly / i j / or else /e j / by 
analogy with the dative and locative. 

A number of analogical changes in noun declension are attested. The 
dative plural in - / о т ъ / of - / u / genitives probably arose prehistorically by 
analogy with - / a / genitives and with genitive - /ovb/ of the - /u / genitive 
type genitive plural. Then the - / u / genitive type locative plural - /охъ/ 
could have arisen prehistorically by analogy with the dative. In Western 
dialects younger locative and dative - /ох/ , - / о т / could have arisen 
phonetically from the inflections that can be reconstructed as - /ъхъ / , 
- / ъ т ъ / . While the - / u / genitive type instrumental singular - / о т ь / may 
also be analogical with the - / a / genitive type inflection, an occasionally 
attested instrumental singular -ътъ for - / a / genitive type nouns may be a 

Table 4.14 Dual and plural suffixes of nouns with genitive singular in 
-/e/ 

Dual Plural 
M N M F N 

NOM dbni sčmenč dbne materi sčmena 
ACC dbni sčmenč dbni materi sčmena 
GEN dbnu *semenu dbnb materb вётепъ 
DAT dbnbma sčmenbma dbnbmb пШегьтъ sčmenbnrb 
INST dbnbma sčmenbma dbnbmi materbmi sčmeny 
LOC dbnu *sčmenu dbnbxb * mater ьхъ sčmenbxb 

Note: In the neuter nominative-accusative dual, the ending / - i / is also attested. 
The feminine dual is not attested, likewise the locative plural of the type /mati/ 
'mother' and the genitive-locative dual of the /sčm?/ type (but compare /tčlesu/ 
'body', of the /slovo/ type). Feminines with nominative singular in - / у / have in the 
plural dative - / а т ъ / , instrumental -/ami/, locative - /ахъ/, as in /сгькъуатъ/, 
/crbkbvami/, /сгькъуахъ/ 'church'. 
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Moravian feature. There are also attested a few examples of genitive plural 
masculine -ovъ for - / a / genitive type nouns by analogy with the - / u / 
genitive type form. 

Neuter - / e / genitive type nouns with nominative singular in - / о / are 
attested with - / a / genitive type inflections based on the old nominative/ 
accusative stem, such as younger /slova/ 'word (GEN SG)' for older 
/slovese/. Also in the singular - / e / genitive type nouns have younger geni-
tive/locative in - / i / by analogy with the dative and with the - / i / genitive 
type. In the plural masculine nouns of this declension have in the nomina-
tive -/bje/ and in the genitive -/bjb/ by analogy with the - / i / genitive 
type. 

The neuter nouns /oko/ 'eye' and /uxo/ 'ear' in the singular and plural 
are attested with - / a / genitive type suffixes, and with stems /očes-/, 
/ušes-/ with - / e / genitive type suffixes. Dual forms are irregular: NOM-
ACC /oči/, /uši/, GEN-LOC /očbju/, /ušbju/, DAT-INST /očima/, 
/ušima/. In the dual these nouns may take indefinite adjectives in the 
feminine as well as in the neuter. 

3.1.3 Pronominal morphology 
First- and second-person and reflexive pronoun forms are given in table 
4.15. Dative clitic pronouns are not used phrase-initially or after a prep-
osition. Accusative clitic pronouns are used after a preposition, but are 
only rarely attested as phrase-initial, where the full form is usually used. 
Phrase-internally, without a preposition, both full and clitic forms are 
attested for dative and accusative, the full form being apparently more 
emphatic. The full accusative form after a preposition is an innovation 
resulting from increasing productivity of the genitive-accusative. 

As indicated in table 4.16, the inflectional suffixes of other pronouns 
have vowel alternations for hard and soft stems. In the dual and plural, 
genders are distinct only in the nominative and accusative. Typical 
examples of these pronouns are / t b / 'this, that' (unmarked demonstrative) 
(hard) and /našb/ 'our' (soft). The personal masculine accusative singular, 
with a few exceptions after prepositions, is homonymous with the genitive, 
apart from / jb / which is accusative singular masculine regardless of 
animacy conditions, except as object of a nominative singular masculine 
definite active participle, as attested, for instance, in /prčdajfjb jego/ 
(Marianus, Assemanianus, Suprasliensis) (Matthew 26.25) ' the one 
betraying him' with the present participle, and /prčdavbjb jego/ 
(Zographensis) 'the one who betrayed him' with the past participle. In this 
construction, object /jego/ is distinguished from subject / jb / . Later, 
genitive-accusative /jego/ spreads into other contexts. 

The pronouns /sicb/ 'such' and /vbsb/ 'all' have hard suffixes where 
the first segment of the suffix is / č / , for instance /sicčmb/, /vbsčmb/ 
(INST SG M/N), but otherwise have soft suffixes. The pronoun /sb/ 'this' 
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Table 4.15 First- and second-person and reflexive pronouns 

1st person 2nd person Reflexive 
Full Clitic Full Clitic Full Clitic 

Singular 
NOM azb ty 
ACC mene m? tebe tę sebe 
GEN mene 

m? 
tebe 

tę 
sebe 

DAT тьпё mi tebč ti sebe 
INST mi>noję tobojp sobojp 
LOC тьпё tebe sebe 

Dual 
NOM ve va/vy 
ACC na ny va vy 
GEN naju vaju 
DAT nama vama 
INST nama vama 
LOC naju vaju 

Plural 
NOM т у vy 
ACC nasb ny vasb vy 
GEN nasb vasb 
DAT патъ ny vamb vy 
INST nami vami 
LOC nasb vasb 

Table 4.16 Pronominal declension 

Singular Dual Plural 
M N F M N F M N 

Hard 'that' 
NOM tb to ta ta te tč ti ta ty 
ACC = N O M / G E N to 4> ta tč tč ty ta ty 
GEN togo toj? toju гёхъ 
DAT tomu toji tčma tčmb 
INST tčmb tojp tčma tčmi 
LOC tomb toji toju гёхъ 

Soft 'our' 
NOM našb naše naša naša naši naši naši naša naš? 
ACC = N O M / G E N naše našp naša naši naši naš? naša naš? 
GEN našego našej? našeju 

naš? 
našixb 

DAT našemu našeji našima našimb 
INST našimb našejp našima našimi 
LOC našemb našeji našeju našixb 
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Table 4.17 Irregular forms of the pronoun /sb/ 

Singular Dual Plural 
M N F M N F M N F 

NOM sb/sbjb se si sbja si si sbji si sbję 
ACC — NOM/GEN se sbjp sbja si si sbję si sbję 

has soft suffixes, including some irregular ones listed in table 4.17. 
The interrogative-indefinite pronouns /ki>to/ 'who', /čbto/ 'what', 

which as indefinites are random 'anybody', 'anything', the negative 
pronouns /niki>tože/ 'nobody', /ničbtože/ 'nothing', and the non-random 
indefinite pronouns /пёктЛо/ 'someone', /nččbto/ 'something' have the 
suffix - / to / only in the nominative and, in the neuter, in the accusative; see 
table 4.18 for the forms. Prepositions are embedded in negative and 
indefinite pronouns, for example /ni o kombže/ 'about nobody', /пё о 
коть / 'about somebody'. 

3.1.4 Adjectival morphology 
Positive adjectives and passive participles with the suffixes of tables 4.8 and 
4.9, also active participles and comparative adjectives (for nominative and 
accusative, see table 4.19) have short forms with indefinite reference (as in 
'a new city'), long forms with definite reference (as in 'the new city'). For 
the long forms, see table 4.20. With the exception of the nominative 
singular masculine and neuter of active participles and comparative adjec-
tives and of the accusative singular masculine and neuter of comparative 
adjectives, the short forms have the same stem as the nominative singular 
feminine and are declined like nouns with genitive in - / a / (masculine and 
neuter) or in - /у / (soft - / ę / ) (feminine). Active participles and com-
parative adjectives have the nominative singular feminine in - / i / and the 
nominative plural masculine in - / e / . 

Table 4.18 Interrogative and indefinite pronouns 

*who' 'what' 

NOM kbto ČbtO 
ACC kogo čbto 
GEN kogo česo, česogo, čbso 
DAT komu česomu, čbsomu, čemu 
INST сёть čimb 
LOC коть сеть, česomb 
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Table 4.19 Nominative and accusative singular and plural of present 
and past participles /nesy/, /nes-ь/ 'carry9 and of comparative adjective 
/novejb/ 'newer' 

SG NOM M nesy певъ novejb 
N nesy певъ novčje 
F nespšti nesbši novčjbši 

ACC M nespštb nesbšb novejb 
N nespšte nesbše novčje 
F nespštp nesbšp novejbšp 

PL NOM M nespšte nesbše novčjbše 

Comparison of short and long forms shows that some of the long-form 
adjectival suffixes are formed directly from the noun inflections of tables 
4.8 and 4.9 followed by - / j / - and the soft inflections of table 4.16. Other 
forms, genitive, dative/locative singular feminine and genitive/locative 
dual have dropped a syllable - / je/- , while the instrumental singular and the 
soft locative singular masculine/neuter, the dative/instrumental dual and 
the genitive/locative and dative plural have been influenced analogically by 
the instrumental plural masculine/neuter, leaving no gender distinctions in 
the dual and plural apart from the nominative and accusative. 

In the nominative singular masculine, younger forms of the definite 
adjectives arose as a result of the loss of the reduced vowels: Western 
/novbjb/ 'new' gave /novoj/, elsewhere [novyji] gave /novyj/ then 
/novy/, Western /ništbjb/ 'poor' gave /ništej/, elsewhere [ništiji] /ništij/ 
then /ništi/. 

Whereas short active participles do not distinguish masculine from 
neuter in the nominative singular, long forms have masculine nominative 
/nesyjb/ (PRS), /nesi>jb/ (PAST) and neuter nominative/accusative 
/nespšteje/ (PRS), /nesbšeje/ (PAST). 

For the long nominative plural masculine active participle /nespšteji/, 
there is attested younger /nespštiji/ by analogy with oblique cases and with 
adjectives. Conversely, there are attested younger oblique plural forms and 
instrumental and locative singular such as /nespstejixb/ (LOC PL) for older 
/nespstijixb/ by analogy with the old nominative plural, differentiating 
participial long inflections from adjectives, rather than merging them. 
Spellings of the long accusative singular masculine may be identical with 
the various nominative plural masculine forms, Western /nespštbjb/ giving 
/nespstej/, spelt nesgštei; elsewhere both older and younger [nespštiji] 
gave /nespštij/, which may be spelt nesgštii. 

Short participles have younger indeclinable /nespšte/. For younger 
adjectival forms arising from the loss of intervocalic / j / and subsequent 
vowel assimilation and contraction, see section 2.1. 



Table 4.20 Inflectional suffixes of long-form adjectives 

Hard 
M N F 

Singular 
NOM novbjb 'new' novoje novaja 
ACC = N O M / G E N novoje novpjp 
GEN novajego novyj? 
DAT novujemu novčji 
INST novyjimb novpjp 
LOC novčjemb novčji 

Dual 
NOM novaja novšji novčji 
ACC novaja novčji novčji 
GEN novuju 
DAT novyjima 
INST novyjima 
LOC novuju 

Plural 
NOM noviji novaja novyj? 
ACC novyj? novaja novyj? 
GEN novyjixb 
DAT novyjimb 
INST novyjimi 
LOC novyjixb 

Soft 
M N F 

vyśbńbjb 'most high' vyśbńeje yyśbńaja 
— N O M / G E N yyśbńeje vyśbńpjp 

vySbńajego yyśbńęję 
yyśbńujemu vyśbńiji 
yyśbńijimb vyśbńpjp 
vyśbńijimb vyśbńiji 

vyśbńaja vyśbńiji vyśbńiji 
vyśbńaja vyśbńiji vyśbńiji 

vyśbńuju 
vyśbńijima 
vyśbńijima 
vyśbńuju 

vyśbńiji vyśbńaja vyśbńęj? 
vyśbńęję vyśbńaja vyśbńęję 

vyśbńijixb 
vyśbńijimb 
vyśbńijimi 
vyśbńijixb 
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Table 4.21 Irregular comparative adjectives 

Positive Comparative 

a. дгрЬъ grpbfbjb 'coarse' 
dragb dražbjb 'dear' 
lixb lišbjb 'superfluous' 
futb fustbjb 'fierce' 
хи&ъ xuždbjb 'poor in quality' 

b. кгёръкъ krčplbjb 'strong, firm' 
вЫъкъ slaždbjb 'sweet' 
tęźbkb tęźbjb 'heavy' 
vysokb vyšbjb 'high' 
д1рЬокъ glpblbjb 'deep' 
širokb širbjb 'wide' 

c. velikb, velbjb bolbjb 'big' 
and vęśtbjb 'bigger, more numerous' 

та1ъ mbńbjb 'small' 
Ыадъ, dobrb lučbjb, uńbjb, sul'bjb, sulčjb 'good' 
гъ1ъ gorbjb 'bad' 

Comparative adjectives, other than those listed in table 4.21, are formed 
as indicated in table 4.19 by the suffix - /čj/- , to which inflectional suffixes 
are added. The forms in table 4.21 are nominative/accusative singular 
masculine long and short. The nominative/accusative neuter singular short 
form has the suffix - / e / , as in /bole/ 'bigger'; all other forms replace the 
nominative/accusative singular masculine suffix - / jb / by the suffix - / š / - to 
which the inflectional suffixes are added, for instance /bolbšeje/ (NOM/-
ACC N LONG). The superlative is usually not distinct from the comparative, 
but is occasionally attested with a prefix /najb/-. 

Comparative adverbs have either the form of the nominative/accusative 
neuter short form adjective, as in /dobrčje/ 'better', or else have the instru-
mental plural suffix, as in /mbnbšbmi/ 'less'. 

3.1.5 Numeral morphology 
/jedim>/ 'one' takes singular and plural and /di>va/ 'two' dual pronominal 
suffixes of table 4.16; /oba/ 'both' is declined like /di>va/. /trbje/ 'three' 
is an - / i / genitive plural noun, and /cetyre/ 'four' an - / e / genitive plural 
noun. All four of these numerals are inflected for gender, /pętb/ 'five', 
/šestb/ 'six', /sedmb/ 'seven', /osmb/ 'eight', /devętb/ 'nine' are - / i / 
genitive type feminine nouns, /desętb/ 'ten' has - / i / genitive type forms in 
the genitive and instrumental singular, but - / e / genitive type masculine 
forms in all other cases and numbers, / j e d ^ na desęte/ 'eleven' to 
/devętb na desęte/ 'nineteen' are formed with a digit and the preposition 
/na/ governing /desętb/ in the locative singular. /di>va na desęte/ 
'twelve' is distinct from /oba na desęte/ 'the twelve', the latter with /oba/ 
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'both'. Other numerals are occasionally attested with definite forms: 
/desętbjb/ 'the ten', /jedinbjb na desęte/ 'the eleven'. The digits in 
compound numerals are inflected for case. The digits take /desętb/ in the 
dual for /dbva desęti/ 'twenty', the plural for /trbje desęte/ 'thirty', 
/cetyre desęte/ 'forty', and in the genitive plural for /pptb desętb/ 'fifty' 
to /devptb desętb/ 'ninety'. From /dbva desęti/ to /cetyre desęte/ both 
elements are inflected for case, but for the higher numerals, only the first 
element. /sbto/ 'hundred' is a neuter - / a / genitive inflected for all cases 
and numbers. /tyspšti/, /tysęśti/ 'thousand' is an - / ę / genitive feminine 
and / tbma/ 'ten thousand' a feminine - /у / genitive. 

The ordinal numerals are definite adjectives declined in all cases, 
numbers and genders: /prbvbjb/ 'first', /vbtorbjb/ 'second', /tretbjb/ 
'third', /četvrbtbjb/ 'fourth', /pętbjb/ 'fifth', /šestbjb/ 'sixth', /sednrbjb/ 
'seventh', /osnrbjb/ 'eighth', /devętbjb/ 'ninth', /desętbjb/ 'tenth'. There 
are various types for higher numerals, all poorly attested: /jedinbjb na 
desęte/ 'eleventh', /vbtorbjb na desęte/ 'twelfth', /tretbjb na desęte/ 
'thirteenth', /osmonadesętbjb/ 'eighteenth', /devętbnadesętbjb/ 'nine-
teenth', /dvadesętbnbjb/ or /dbvodesętbnbjb/ 'twentieth', /sbtbnbjb/ 
'hundredth', /pętbsbtbnbjb/ 'five hundredth', /tyspštbnbjb/ 'thousandth'. 

/oboje/ 'both' and /dbvoje/ 'two' are neuter pronouns expressing 
contrastive entities, as in the following example, where the choice is one of 
two different objects: 

jedno otb dvojego predhloiimb vamb (Suprasliensis 73.23) 
4We offer you one of two options.' 

/dbvoji/ 'two', which declines like a plural noun, agrees with a collective 
noun or with a plural noun. Three numerals are attested with various kinds 
of reference: /četvero/ 'four' refers to contrasted entities, /sedmoro/ 
'seven' has multiplicational reference ('seven times'), while /desptoro/ 
'ten' is attested governing a genitive singular collective noun. 

/polb/ 'half is either an - /u / genitive noun or else is indeclinable, 
/desętina/ 'tenth (part)' is an - /у / genitive feminine noun. 

3.2 Verbal morphology 

3.2.1 Verbal categories 
Finite verbs distinguish three persons in all numbers, but the younger third 
person dual has merged with the second person dual. Finite forms and 
participles distinguish singular, dual and plural. Perfect participles have 
short nominative forms in all three genders, while other types of participle 
distinguish gender of long and short forms in all cases and numbers. 
Younger short indeclinable active participles are attested. Younger finite 
dual forms distinguish masculine from non-masculine third person. 
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All verbal categories can occur in the perfective aspect, which explicitly 
characterizes the event as occurring in its entirety, and in the imperfective 
aspect, which does not explicitly characterize the event in this way. 

In the present tense, in the following example the imperfective present 
characterizes an event which is contemporaneous with the speech event, as 
being actually in progress, and therefore not as occurring in its entirety: 

kto jestb jegoze vedptb (IMPFV PRS) (Suprasliensis 146.16) 
'Who is it whom they are leading?' 

The perfective present in the next example characterizes an event which is 
contemporaneous with the speech event, as occurring in its entirety: 

nynja ti огьпьтд (PRFV PRS) glavp (Suprasliensis 512.20) 
'Now I take your head off.' 

In the next example, the perfective present explicitly characterizes a future 
event as occurring in its entirety, whereas the imperfective present does not 
imply that there will be any limit to the event: 

pridetb (PRFV PRS) godina egda къ tomu vb рпгьсахъ ne glagoljp (IMPFV PRS) 
чатъ (Marianus, Zographensis, Assemanianus, Sawina kniga; John 16.25) 
There will come (PRFV PRS) a time when I shall no longer be speaking (IMPFV PRS) 
to you in parables.' 

The distinction between the two present forms in the following example is 
purely aspectual, not lexical: 

ne otbbetitb (PRFV PRS) grešbnoju dlanbju našeju ne otbbegajetb (IMPFV PRS) otb 
sgidenyixb prbstb nasixb (Suprasliensis 506.21) 
'He does not avoid (PRFV PRS) our sinful palms, he does not escape (IMPFV PRS) 
from our condemned fingers.' 

In this statement of general validity, the perfective present expresses the 
entirety of a change of state, whereas the imperfective present expresses the 
continuity of that state. In the historic present in the next example, the 
imperfective present characterizes the event as an ongoing state, whereas 
the perfective present in the following example characterizes two events as 
occurring in their entirety, one after the other: 

lezitb (IMPFV PRS) угъгпакъ (Suprasliensis 456.5) 
'He was lying on his back.' 

i abb je tomuide avitb (PRFV PRS) sę episkopu i glasb uslyśitb (PRFV PRS) prit га пъ 
(Suprasliensis 530.10) 
'And immediately he appeared to this same bishop, who heard a clear voice . . . ' 
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The aorist and the imperfect, both past tenses, are unmarked for rela-
tivity. The imperfect characterizes a past event as being a state or process; 
the aorist is unmarked for this feature. In the following example, the event 
characterized by the perfective aorist as occurring in its entirety impinges 
upon the events characterized by the imperfective imperfect as being on-
going processes: 

i ta besedovaašete (IMPFV IMPF) къ sebe o vseхъ sixb ...i samb isusb približi (PRFV 
AOR) sę i ideaše (IMPFV IMPF) sb ńima (Zographensis; Luke 24.14) 
'And they were conversing (IMPFV IMPF) with one another about all these things . . . 
and Jesus approached (PRFV AOR) and was going along (IMPFV IMPF) with them.' 

Like the forms in this example, the imperfective aorist and the perfective 
imperfect may refer to an event carried out on one occasion, as in: 

аку къ človeku bo besedova (IMPFV AOR) i vbzira (IMPFV AOR) na пь (Suprasliensis 
122.30) 
'for he conversed (IMPFV AOR) with him and looked (IMPFV AOR) at him as if he 
were a man' 

In this example, the imperfective aorists state only that the events occurred, 
without saying anything about the entirety of their occurrence. In the 
perfective imperfect in the next example, the perfective component 
expresses the immediacy of the reaction, whereas the imperfect component 
presents the event as an ongoing process: 

i eviše (PRFV AOR) sę prčdb nimi čko bledi glagoli ixb i ne imeaxp (PRFV IMPF) invb 
very (Zographensis, Marianus; Luke 24.11) 
'And their words appeared (PRFV AOR) to them to be nonsense and they would not 
believe (PRFV IMPF) them.' 

Both the aorist and the imperfect may refer to a repeated event: 

kotygp sbvlekb sb sebe dadeaše (PRFV IMPF) ništuumu tako ze tvoraaše (IMPFV 
IMPF) vbsa leta zitija svojego... ino te mnogo poućaję ne presta (PRFV AOR) ni 
umbbknp (PRFV AOR) otb dobra (Suprasliensis 207.14-208.1) 
'Taking off his coat, he would give (PRFV IMPF) it to a beggar. For thus would he do 
(IMPFV IMPF) all the years of his life.... Teaching many other things, he neither 
ceased (PRFV AOR) from, nor kept silent (PRFV AOR) concerning the good.' 

In this example, the imperfect component of the perfective imperfect 
expresses a habitual state of behaviour consisting of a set of repeated acts 
each of which is characterized by the perfective component as having 
occurred in its entirety, whereas the imperfective imperfect expresses such 
acts as constituting an ongoing state, without saying anything about the 
entirety of the process. The perfective aorists sum up two sets of repeated 
acts as events which occurred in their entirety. Indeed, both perfective and 
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imperfective aorists may refer to repeated events: 

jednoję i dvašdi i mnogašdi гекохъ (PRFV AOR) ti (Suprasliensis 1 6 5 . 1 1 ) 
'I told (PRFV AOR) you once, twice and many times.' 

mnogašdi glagolaxb (IMPFV AOR) (Suprasliensis 4 4 6 . 1 6 ) 
'I said (IMPFV AOR) many times.' 

The perfect relates a preceding event to the speech event, or to an event 
expressed by the present tense; the pluperfect relates a preceding event to 
an event expressed by either the aorist or the imperfect. 

The perfect consists of the present tense of the verb /byti/ 'be' as an 
auxiliary, in either aspect, plus the perfect participle of the lexical verb in 
either aspect. In the following example, an event occurring in its entirety 
precedes the speech event: 

рше1ъ (PRFV) jestb (IMPFV) vasilisifo (Suprasliensis 2 0 . 2 ) 
'Basiliscus has (IMPFV) come (PRFV). ' 

In the next example, the preceding event expressed by an imperfective 
auxiliary and by an imperfective perfect participle, which says nothing 
about the entirety of the event, is related to an event expressed by the 
imperfective present in a statement of general validity: 

radujptb (IMPFV PRS) sę zelo jako u svoixb sętb (IMPFV) si doma ležali (IMPFV) 
(Suprasliensis 2 6 7 . 1 7 ) 
'They rejoice (IMPFV PRS) greatly, because they have (IMPFV) been lying (IMPFV) at 
home with their people.' 

In the following example, the perfective auxiliary expresses the eventual 
result of an event which the imperfective perfect participle expresses as an 
ongoing process in the past whose limit is not specified, within a statement 
of general validity: 

ašte na to sbtvorinvb (PRFV PRS) vladyky podrażali (IMPFV) b^demъ (PRFV) 
(Suprasliensis 3 7 9 . 1 0 ) 
'If we do (PRFV PRS) it for that purpose, we will have (PRFV) been imitating (IMPFV) 
the Lord.' 

The next example occurs at the end of a long passage in which events of 
general validity are expressed in both the imperfective and perfective 
present. The events in the example are all characterized as occurring in 
their entirety; the perfective auxiliary is coordinated with two perfective 
present forms, while the perfective perfect participle, unlike the participle 
in the preceding example, expresses an event which has reached its final 
limit: 
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preklonitb (PRFV PRS) sę ipadetb (PRFV PRS) egda ийоЬШъ (PRFV) będetb (PRFV) 
ubogyimb (Psalterium Sinaiticum 9.31) 
'He will bend (PRFV PRS) and fall down (PRFV PRS) on his knees when he has (PRFV) 
overcome (PRFV) the poor.' 

The pluperfect consists of one of the two different types of the imper-
fective past of /byti/ plus the perfect participle in either aspect: 

jute bo sę beaxp (AUX) sblotili (PRFV) ijudei (Zographensis, Marianus, Assemani-
anus; John 9.22) 
'for the Jews had (AUX) already agreed (PRFV)' 

iteibeaxę(AUX) videli (IMPFV) pretde (Zographensis, Marianus, Assemanianus; 
John 9.8) 
'those who had (AUX) seen (IMPFV) him previously' 

se bo be (AUX) znamenbe dalb (PRFV) (Zographensis, Marianus; Luke 22.47) 
'for he had (AUX) given (PRFV) this sign' 

idete be (AUX) letalo (IMPFV) tšlo isusovo (Marianus, Assemanianus; John 20.12) 
'where the body of Jesus had (AUX) been lying (IMPFV)' 

Although the auxiliary in the first two examples is formally an imperfect, 
which happens to be attested only in third-person forms, while the auxiliary 
in the last two examples is formally an aorist, attested in all persons, there 
is no discoverable semantic distinction between the two types of auxiliary. 

Not including doubtful examples, or scribal errors, there are attested 
about eighty examples of the perfect participle without an auxiliary. None 
of these is attested in either the Gospels or the Psalter, most of them being 
found in a few sermons in Suprasliensis. 

ješa i ne sbbrali (PRFV) sbbora ješa i sice ne besedovali (IMPFV) jaru tu grexovbnei 
Zhlobi prestalb (PRFV) копьсъ пъ sbbrasę (AOR) sbborb i glagolaaxp (IMPF) cto 
sbtvorimb (Suprasliensis 386.6) 
'Would indeed they had not convened (PRFV) the council! Would indeed they had 
not conversed (IMPFV) thus! Would that at this point an end had been put (PRFV) to 
sinful malice! But they did convene (AOR) the council, and were saying (IMPF): 
What shall we do?' 

Whereas the aorist and imperfect in this example give a purely objective 
account of the event, the perfect participles express the narrator's attitude 
towards those events. Unlike the perfect and pluperfect, the perfect parti-
ciple without an auxiliary is unmarked for relativity, but is opposed to the 
aorist and imperfect in expressing the narrator's attitude to the event (the 
category of status): this form emphasizes that the event is of some special 
significance for the narrator, including regret, as in the above example, 
rejoicing, and in general adds a rhetorical tone, especially when used in 
questions. 
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Table 4.22 Imperfective correspondents of primary perfective verbs 

Perfective Imperfective 
INF 3 PL PRS INF 3 PL PRS 

/dati/ /dadętb/ /dajati/ /dajptb/ 'give' 
/jęti/ /jbmptb/ /jbmati/ /jemlptb/ 'take' 
/variti/ /var^tb/ /varati/ /varajptb/ 'go ahead' 

There are three periphrastic futures, each distinct from the perfective 
and imperfective present used to express a future event (see above). 

The relative future is expressed with the auxiliary x oteti or xbteti 'wish' 
in all its forms, finite and non-finite, plus an infinitive in either aspect: 

vh>ny že vblivaaxp sę vb ladiję eko uže pogręznęti (PRFV INF) xoteaše (IMPFV) 
(Zographensis, Marianus; Mark 4.37) 
'And the waves were pouring into the boat, so that it was already about to sink.' 

The auxiliary imeti 'have', used only in the present tense with an infinitive 
of either aspect, expresses the narrator's attitude to the event, and is thus 
marked for status: 

ne ištete čbto imate esti (PRFV INF) i cbtopiti (Zographensis; Luke 12.29) 
'Do not consider what you will eat or what you will drink.' 

This example expresses the narrator's suggestion that the addressee should 
avoid asking some important 'matter of life and death' questions. More 
usually, this auxiliary expresses emphasis that the event is inevitable or 
inescapable, as in the example from Mark 9.1 below. There are attested 
eleven examples of the present tense of the probably synonymous per-
fective verbs naćęti, vbćęti 'begin' used as auxiliaries only with an imper-
fective infinitive. These examples seem to have no invariant meaning other 
than that of introducing perfectivity when no other means are available: 

povele dbrati zelezny nogbty doideže creva пасъпдгъ (PRFV PRS) xbteti ( INF) 
izvaliti ( INF) sę na zembjp (Suprasliensis 1 1 3 . 2 9 ) 
'He ordered them to be flogged with iron nails until their intestines were about to 
pour out onto the ground.' 

The conjunction doideže is punctual 'until' only with a perfective verb, but 
durative 'while' with an imperfective verb. Thus the imperfective relative 
infinitive auxiliary is governed by a perfective auxiliary in order to specify 
the appropriate meaning of the conjunction. 

The formal relation between imperfective and perfective forms of verbs 
requires comment. The small number of primary perfective forms have 
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Table 4.23 Aspect of verbs with lexical prefixes 

Imperfective Perfective Imperfective 

/tvoriti/ 'do, make* /zatvoriti/ /zatvarati/ lock up' 
/zbrčti/ 'look' /vbzbrčti/ /vbzirati/ 'look at' 

corresponding imperfective forms by addition of a suffix which changes the 
conjugational class, as in the examples in table 4.22. For such verbs, 
prefixes change lexical meaning, but not aspect, for example /vbzdati/ 
(PRFV), /vbzdajati/ (IMPFV) 'give in exchange', /vbzfti/ (PRFV), 
/vbzbmati/, /vbzimati/ (IMPFV) 'take up'. When the primary verb is 
imperfective, prefixes usually change both lexical meaning and aspect, 
while the prefixed item has imperfective forms with suffixation, change of 
conjugational class and sometimes with alternation of root vowel, as in the 
examples in table 4.23. A number of primary and prefixed forms are 
distinct only in aspect, the prefixed item being perfective, as in /tvoriti/ 
(IMPFV), /sT>tvoriti/ (PRFV) 'do ' , / n enav idč t i / (IMPFV), / vbznenav ide t i / 
(PRFV) 'hate', /slyšati/, /uslyšati/ 'hear'. Unambiguous evidence for bi-
aspectuality is attested very rarely: 

neimptb vbkusiti sbmrbti donbdeze vidętb (Zographensis, Marianus, Sawina 
kniga, PRFV)/ uzrętb (Assemanianus, PRFV) cesarbstvie bozie (Mark 9.1) 
They will not taste death until they see the kingdom of God.' 

In this example, Assemanianus has a form whose tokens are always per-
fective, while three of the witnesses have a verb which is frequently attested 
as an imperfective, but which must be perfective in this example because 
the conjunction is required to be punctual, not durative. 

Six pairs of verbs of motion (table 4.24) are attested with imperfective 
examples for each member of the pair. One set of members states explicitly 
that the referent of the subject of the verb ends up in a new location, while 
the other set is unmarked for this feature. Each of these verbs may refer to 
single events and to repeated events. The unmarked forms may even refer 
to a change of location carried out on one occasion, in the imperfect and in 
the present participle, provided that the change of location is expressed 
explicitly in the context. 

Among the moods, the imperative and subjunctive are semantically 
marked with respect to the indicative. 

Forms of the imperative are attested regularly only for the second 
person in all numbers and for the first person in the dual and plural, and 
occasionally for the third person singular. For other person-number 
combinations, /da / plus the present tense is preferred. However, the 
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Table 4.24 Paired verbs of motion 

Marked Unmarked 

/iti/ /xoditi/ 
/voditi/ 
/vlačiti/ 
/goniti/ 
/nositi/ 
/bčgati/ 

'go' 
'lead' 
'drag' 

/vesti/ 
/vlčšti/ 
/дъпай/ 
/nesti/ 
/bčžati/ 

'drive' 
'carry' 
'flee' 

following forms are also attested: first person singular otbpaderrvb 
(Psalterium Sinaiticum 7.5) 'fall off, third person dual będete (Psalterium 
Sinaiticum 129.2) 'be', and third person plural będę (Zographensis, 
Marianus, Assemanianus, Savvinakniga; Luke 12.35) 'be ' . 

The subjunctive is expressed by the perfect participle plus an auxiliary. 
The forms of the auxiliary are given in table 4.25. The leftmost forms are 
older. Younger forms are those of the perfective aorist of /byti/ 'be', 
except for the second and third persons singular. The plural has com-
promise forms as well as the older and younger type. In the dual only the 
first-person younger form is attested. The subjunctive expresses both 
condition and result in non-factual conditional sentences, in wishes and, 
with the conjunction /da/ , potentiality. The subjunctive of /byti/ may be 
expressed by the auxiliary alone. The auxiliary is used with the infinitive to 
express the desiderative. 

The passive is expressed by forms of /byti/ 'be', and for frequentative 
and historical present /byvati/ 'become', with the passive participle, past 
or present, in either aspect, or by forms of the verb with the enclitic accus-
ative reflexive pronoun /sę/ , there being no apparent difference in 
function between the two formations. 

Non-finite forms are the infinitive, supine (with the inflection - / ъ / , for 
example, /pomolitb sę/ 'pray') and participles. After verbs of motion, the 
supine, governing the patient in the genitive case, may be used instead of 
the infinitive, but is replaced by the infinitive in younger constructions. 

Present and past, active and passive participles are attested in both 

Table 4 •25 Subjunctive auxiliary 

Singular Dual Plural 

1 bimb Ьухъ byxovč Ытъ Ыхотъ Ьухотъ 
2 bi by biste byste 
3 bi by bp bisę byśę 
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aspects in short and long forms. The aspects are clearly distinct, for 
instance, in the following examples of the definite past passive participle: 

mnogašdi nameńjanaja (IMPFV) slavbnaja męża... vb nameńenei (PRFV) сгькъ vi 
(Suprasliensis 203.10-208.19) 
'the frequently above mentioned eminent men . . . in the above mentioned church' 

Although reference to a repeated event is not an invariant feature of the 
imperfective aspect, the imperfective participle in this example presents a 
set of events as an ongoing process in the past, whereas the perfective 
participle expresses a single event in its entirety, there being no lexical 
distinction between the forms. 

Indefinite present active participles may be used with finite forms of 
/byti/ for explicit expression of simultaneity of one event with another: 

be bo umiraję (Marianus, Zographensis, Assemanianus; John 4.47) 
'for he was dying' 

For further information on participles, see sections 3.1.1, 3.1.4 and 4.5. 

3.2.2 Conjugation 
Regular verbs may be divided into two main classes, according to the non-
terminal suffixes of the present tense. In the first person singular, there is 
no non-terminal suffix, but only the terminal suffix - / p / for both classes. 
One class (hereafter, - /p / - verbs) has the non-terminal suffix - / p / for the 
third person plural and / e / for other persons; the other (hereafter, - / ę / -
verbs) has - / ę / - for the third person plural and - / i / for other persons. The 
- /p / - verbs are divided into the following subclasses: consonant stems, 
- /nę / - stems, - / j / - stems and - / a / stems. In addition to the two main 
classes, there are also athematic verbs and the anomalous verb /xotčti/, 
/xbtčti/ 'wish'. 

Table 4.26 Consonant stem verbal forms of stem /nes/- 'carry' 

Present Aorist Imperfect Imperative 

SG 1 nesp nčsi>, nesoxb nesčaxb 
2 neseši nese nesčaše nesi 
3 nesetb nese nesčaše nesi 

DU 1 nesevč nčsovč, nesoxovč nesčaxovč nesčvč 
2 neseta nčsta, nesosta nesčašeta nesčta 
3 nesete nčste, nesoste nesčašete 

PL 1 nesenrb nčsonrb, nesoxonvb nesčaxonrb nesčmb 
2 nesete nčste, nesoste nesčašete nesčte 
3 nesptb nčs£, nesośę nesčaxp 
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Finite and non-finite forms of consonant stems, using /nes/- as illus-
tration, are set out in table 4.26. Other conjugational types will be 
described by comparison with the forms in table 4.26. In the infinitive and 
supine, labial stems, such as /greb/- 'row, bury' have a zero-alternant of 
the stem-final consonant, as in infinitive /greti/. Dental stem-final stops, as 
in /ved-/ 'lead', alternate with / s / in the infinitive and supine (infinitive 
/vesti/) and with zero in the perfect participle (/veli>/). Velar stem-final 
consonants alternate with - / š / - in the infinitive (after which the supine 
inflection is - / ь / ) : /rek/- 'say', infinitive /rešti/, /obleg-/ 'dine with', 
supine /obleštb/. 

Nasal stems have zero alternation of consonant and nasalization of 
vowel before consonantal suffixes: / jbm/- 'take', /пасьп/- 'begin', 
infinitives /jęti/, /nacęti/. - / r / - stems have - /гё/- before an obstruent 
suffix, as in the infinitive /umreti/ 'die', - / r b / - before a consonantal 
sonorant suffix, as in the perfect participle /umrbh>/, and - /ьг/- before a 
vocalic suffix, as in first person singular present /итьгр/ ; an exception to 
this distribution is the past passive participle /prostrbtb/ 'stretch'. 

In the third person dual finite forms, younger forms merge with the 
second person dual in - / ta / . For feminine and neuter there is a younger 
suffix - / te / by analogy with nominal nominative forms. 

Of the aorist form variants in table 4.26, older forms are on the left, 
younger forms on the right. Some stems have the older aorist as in table 
4.27. Velar stems of this type have palatal alternants before - / e / and - /e / - : 
first person singular / т о д ъ / , second/third person singular /može/, 
second person dual /možeta/ 'be able'. There are younger forms: first 
person singular /idoxb/, first person plural /idoxonrb/, second person 
plural /idoste/, as in table 4.26. The younger forms are based on a new 
vocalic stem with the alternation / s / : / x / : / š / found in vowel-stem aorists 
and in velar and - / r / - stems as in table 4.28. Nasal stems have earlier first 
person singular /jęsi>/, second/third person singular / j f t b / , younger 
/ jęxb/ , / ję / 'take'. Final / - tb / in the second and third person singular is 
found in nasal stems, - / r / - stems and certain vowel stems; these also have 
the past passive participle suffix - / t / - . As well as the root alternation 
- /e / - : - /e / - as in tables 4.26 and 4.28, there are / o / : / a / and / ъ / : / \ / 
alternations. For active participles, see table 4.19. Passive participles past 
/nesenW, /nacętb/, present /nesonrb/ are declined as adjectives. 

Table 4.27 Asigmatic aorist of stem /id/- 'go' 

Singular Dual Plural 

1 i&b idovč idonrb 
2 ide ideta idete 
3 ide idete idę 
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Table 4.28 Aorist of velar stem /rek/- 'say' and -/r/-stem /umre/ 
'die' 

Singular Dual Plural 

1 гехъ итгехъ rexove umrexove гёхотъ итгехотъ 
2 reče umretb rčsta umrčsta reste umrčste 
3 reče umretb reste umrčste resę umresę 

For the younger imperfect forms with vowel contraction and, in Cyrillic, 
assimilation, see page 132. There are younger second and third person dual 
and second person plural suffixes by analogy with the aorist, such as 
/nesesta/. Velar stems have the palatal alternant in the imperfect, as in 
/možaaše/ from /mog/- 'be able'. 

In the imperative, velar stems have the vowel alternation / е / : / ь / in the 
root together with the stem-final dental alternant, as in second person 
singular /rbci/, second person plural /rbcete/ from /rek/- 'say'. 

Several verbs have vowel alternations between infinitive and present 
stem, some with the infinitive stem ending in - /a / - . The following list gives 
infinitive and third person plural present forms: /čisti/, /čbtptb/ 'read, 
count, honour', /sbsati/, /sbsptb/ 'suck', /zbvati/, /zovptb/ 'call', 
/bbrati/, /berptb/ 'gather', /gbnati/, /ženptb/ 'drive', /stati/, /stanptb/ 
'stop', /lešti/, /lęgptb/ 'lie down', /sčsti/, /sędętb/ 'sit down', /obresti/ 
(stem /obret/-), /obręśtótb/ 'find', /pluti/, /plovptb/ 'sail', /iti/, 
/ idptb/ (past active participle /šbdT>/) 'go'. There are poorly attested data 
for a suppletive stem /jed/-, /jexa/- 'go by transport'. 

- /np/- stems include the verbs with infinitives /dvignpti/ 'move', 
/minpti/ 'pass by'. The present-stem forms /dvignptb/ (3 PL PRS), 
/dvignete/ (2 PL IMP) and rarely attested /podvignčaše/ (3 SG IMPF) 
parallel forms of /nes/-. Verbs with a root-final vowel have aorist 
/ т т р х ъ / (1 SG), /minp/ (2/3 SG), like /rek/- except in the second/third 
person singular. Verbs with a root-final stop, and some with fricatives, do 
not have the suffix - /np/- in the aorist, which is formed like /idi>/: 
/dvijp>/ (1 SG), /dviže/ (2/3 SG). Two types of younger aorist are 
attested: /dvignpxb/ (1 SG), /dvignp/ (3 SG) and /dvigoxb/, /dviže/. 
Rarely attested present participles are active /dvigny/ and passive 
neistrbgnomo (Suprasliensis 560.25) 'ineradicable'; past participles are 
active /dvig>/, /minpvb/, passive /dviženb/, /otbrinovem>/ 'pushed 
aside'; the perfect-participle formation is as in /dvigh>/, / т т р 1 ъ / . 

In - / j / - stems, except in the imperfect of stems with a low root vowel, 
- / j / - before a vowel alternates with 0 elsewhere: infinitive /delati/ 'work', 
/umeti/ 'know', perfect participle /dčlah>/, /umeh>/; present /delajptb/, 
/umčjptb/ (3 PL); aorist /delaxb/ (1 SG), /dčla/ (2/3 SG). This type and 
all regular verbs listed below have only one type of aorist, with which the 
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older types merged analogically. The imperfect of low root vowel verbs is 
as in /delaaxb/, /итёахъ/ , that of high root vowel verbs as in /cujaaxb/ 
'perceive', /bbjaaxb/ 'beat'. Imperative forms are /dčlaji/ (2 SG), 
/delajite/ (2 PL). The participles are: present active /delajf/ , /delajpšti/, 
present passive /delajenrb/, past active /delavb/, past passive /dčlam>/. 
The following verbs have unpredictable root-vowel alternations, the cited 
forms being infinitive, first person singular aorist, third person plural 
present and first person singular imperfect: /peti/, /рёхъ/ (2/3 SG /pč tb/ ) , 
/pojptb/, /pojaaxb/ 'sing'; /brati/, /Ьгахъ/, /borptb/, /Ьогаахъ/ 
'fight'; /mleti/, /т1ёхъ/, /melptb/, /melaaše/ 'grind'; /biti/, /Ыхъ/, 
/bbjptb/, /bbjaaxb/ 'beat'. 

In - / a / - stems, except in the imperfect, - / a / - has the alternant 0 before 
a vocalic suffix, with the palatal alternant of the last consonant of the stem. 
Verbs in -/ova/- have the alternant - /u j / - before a vowel suffix. Examples 
are: infinitive /kazati/ 'point', /darovati/ 'grant', perfect participle 
/kazah»/, /darovah>/; present /kažptb/, /darujptb/ (3 PL); aorist 
/кагахъ/ (1 SG), /kaza/ (2/3 SG), /darovaxb/, /darova/; imperfect 
/кагаахъ/, /darovaaxb/ (rare younger form /darujaxb/); imperative 
/kaži/ (2 SG), /kažite/ (2 PL), /daruji/, /darujite/ (with attestation of 
younger forms, such as glagolete 'say', swęzate 'tie' (2 PL), by analogy with 
/nesete/); participles: present active /kažp/, /kažpšti/, /daruję/, 
/darujpšti/, present passive /kaženrb/, /darujenrb/, past active 
/kazavb/, /darovavb/, past passive /кагапъ/, /darovam>/. Verbs with 
- / j / as last consonant of the stem, such as /sejati/ 'sow', have spellings 
such as supine seatb, perfect participle seh> showing loss of intervocalic 
- / ) / ' and vowel contraction, /pbsati/ 'write' and /jbmati/ 'take' have 
alternation in the present stem: /pišptb/, /jemlptb/ (3 PL). 

Stems of - / ę / - verbs end either in - / i / - , such as /xodi/- 'go', or in - /č / - , 
with the alternant - / a / after a palatal, such as /vele/- 'order', /slysa/-
'hear'. The stem-final vowel alternates with 0 before a vowel suffix. 
Examples are: infinitive /xoditi/, /veleti/, /slysati/, perfect participle 
/xodih>/, /veleh>/, /slysa 1ъ/; present (with the palatal alternant in the 
first person singular only) /xoždp/ (1 SG), /xodisi/ (2 SG), /xodptb/ (3 
PL); aorist /xodixb/, /velčxb/, /slysaxb/ (1 SG), /xodi/, /vele/, /slyša/ 
(2/3 SG); imperfect (with the palatal alternant in - / i / - stems only) 
/xoždaaxb/, /veleaxb/ (1 SG), /xoždaaše/, /veleaše/ (2/3 SG); 
imperative /xodi/ (2 SG), /xodite/ (2 PL); participles: present active 
/xodę/, /xodpsti/, present passive / т о И т ъ / 'pray', past (with palatal 
alternant in - / i / stems only) active /xoždb/, /velevb/ (with younger ana-
logical /xodivb/ for - / i / stems), passive /то1епъ/, velčm>/. The verb 
Лърай/, though having a stem in a hard consonant plus / a / , belongs to 
this subclass: aorist Лърахъ/, imperfect Лъраахъ/, past active participle 
/върапгь/; present Лър1р (1 SG), /sbpi&i/ (2 SG), ЛъррГъ/ (3 PL). 

The athematic verbs are five verbs, of which three are - /d / - stems, one 
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is an - / s / - stem in the imperfective present, and one has an - / a / - stem in 
the present tense. They are characterized by first person singular - / т ь / , 
third person plural - / ę / - or - /p / - , but no vowel suffixes in other persons of 
the present. 

The athematic - /d / - stems are: infinitive /jesti/ 'eat', /včdčti/ 'know', 
/dati/ 'give', perfect participle / jelb/ , /vedčlb/, /dalb/ ; present singular 
/jemb/, /jčsi/, / jčstb/, dual /jevč/, /jčsta/, /jeste/, plural /jčnn>/, 
/jčste/, /jedętb/ (first person singular /včmb/ has an exceptional 
alternant /včdč/); aorist / jčsb/ , / jčxb/ (both older and younger forms, in 
second/third person singular /jčstb/, but ize (Suprasliensis 138.27) 'eat 
from'), /včdčxb/ (productive forms only), /daxb/ (productive forms only, 
other than second/third person singular /dastb/, /da / ) ; imperfect 
/jčdčaxb/; imperative /jčždb/, /jčdite/; participles: present active /jčdy/, 
/jedpšti/, present passive /jčdomb/, past active / jedb/ , /vedevb/, 
/davb/, present passive /jčdenb/, /včdenb/, /danb/ . 

The athematic verb /byti/ 'be' has an imperfective present - / s / - stem. 
Forms are: perfect participle /Ьу1ъ/; imperfective present singular 
/jesmb/, /jesi/, / jestb/, dual /jesvč/, /jesta/, /jeste/, plural /jesmb/, 
/jeste/, /sptb/ (with contraction in the negative, other than the third 
person plural, as in /nesmb/; the perfective present is a regular consonant-
stem verb /bpd/-); aorist /Ьёхъ/, /be/ , probably imperfective, alongside 
perfective aorist /Ьухъ/, /bystb/ (younger /by / ) 'become, happen'; 
/bčaše/, attested only in third-person forms and morphologically an 
imperfect; imperative /bpdi/ (2/3 SG), /bpdčte/ (2 PL); participles: 
present /sy/, /spšti/, past /byvb/, past passive in the derivative 
/zabi>venb/ 'forget'. 

The athematic verb /imeti/ 'have' has an - / a / - stem present tense. 
Forms are: perfect participle /imčlb/; present singular /imamb/, /imaši/, 
/ imatb/, dual /imavč/, /imata/, /imate/, plural /imamb/, /imate/, 
/imptb/ (younger /imčjptb/; aorist /кпёхъ/; imperfect / imearb/; 
imperative /imčji/, /imčjite/; participles: present /imy/, /imeje/, definite 
nominative singular masculine only /imčjgjb/, oblique cases older 
/impšti/, younger /imejpšti/, past /imčvb/. 

The anomalous verb /xoteti/, /xbteti/ 'wish' is conjugated as follows: 
perfect participle /xotčh>/; present singular /xoštp/, /xošteši/, /xostetb/, 
dual /xoštevč/, /xošteta/, /xoštete/, plural /xoštemb/, /xoštete/ (these 
present forms as for an - / a / - stem - /9 / - verb), /xotf tb/ (as for an - /? / -
verb); aorist /xotžxb/; imperfect /xotčaxb/; participles: present /xotę/, 
/xotfšti/ (as for an - /ę / - verb), past /xotčvb/. For the imperative, third 
person singular /vbsxošti/ is attested. In Suprasliensis, the root variant 
/xbt / - is probably younger. 

For all verbs, younger forms without - / t b / (3 SG, 3 PL) or - / s tb / (3 SG) 
are attested, such as third person singular / je / 'be', negative /пё/ , third 
person plural /пасьпр/ 'begin'. 
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3.3 Derivational morphology 

3.3.1 Major patterns of noun derivation 
A few noun stems are verb roots with no added nominal suffix. Noun stems 
formed from verb roots with no added nominal suffix occur with or without 
prefixes: /рпхо&ъ/ 'arrival', /prinost/ 'contribution', /хойъ/ 'movem-
ent'. Many nouns have noun, adjective or verb stems with an additional 
nominal suffix. 

The following are examples of noun suffixes, - /bj / - forms neuter nouns 
from noun stems /(kamenbje/ 'stones (collective)'), adjective stems 
(/veselbje/ 'gaiety'), verb stems (/znanbje/ 'knowledge') or prepositional 
phrases (/bezdbždbje/ 'lack of rain', compare /bez/ 'without', /dъždь/ 
'rain'), in addition to one feminine collective noun, /bratrbja/ 'brothers, 
brethren', -/ost/- forms feminine - / i / genitives from adjective stems 
(/radostb/ 'joy'), -/bstv/ forms neuter - / a / genitives from noun stems 
(/cčsarbstvo/ 'kingdom'), verb stems (/roždbstvo/ 'birth'), adjective stems 
(/mpdrbstvo/ 'wisdom') and prepositional phrases (/bezočbstvo/ 
'importunity', compare /oko/ 'eye'). The suffix -/bstvbj/- is probably 
Moravian. 

- / in/- forms - /у / genitives, from adjective stems (/tišina/ 'quiet'), noun 
stems (/družina/ 'company (collective)') and comparative adjective stems 
(/starejbšina/ 'senior, elder, leader'), - tel ' /- derives agentive nouns from 
verb stems (/učitelb/ 'teacher'), while - /ar / - derives them from noun 
stems (/mytarb/ 'tax-gatherer'). 

- /ьс/- derives nouns of all three genders from all types of stem: mascu-
line: /tvorbcb/ 'creator', /starbcb/ 'old man', /ЬИгпьсь/ 'twin', 
/gradbcb/ 'small town'; feminine: /ovbca/ 'sheep', /dvbrbca/ 'small 
door'; epicene (masculine or feminine): /jedbca/ 'glutton'; neuter: 
/čfdbce/ 'small child', - / ik/- derives masculine - / a / genitives from past 
passive participle stems ( /исеткъ/ 'disciple, pupil', /mpčenikb/ 
'martyr'), -/ic/- derives - / ę / genitive feminines (/proročica/ 'prophetess', 
/rybica/ 'small fish') and epicenes (/pbjanica/ 'drunkard'). Both -/ ik/ and 
-/ič/ form derivatives from adjective stems with the suffix - /ьп/-: 
(grešbnik-b/ (м), /grešbnica/ (F) 'sinner', Льтьшса/ 'jail', 
Л ь т ь т с ь т к ъ / 'jailer' (compare Л ь т а / 'darkness', Льтьпъ / 'dark'). 

3.3.2 Major patterns of adjective derivation 
Of the more than thirty suffixes, there are listed below only those attached 
to noun stems and referring to individuals and qualities. 

The suffixes - /ьп/- (attached only to non-human stems) and -/bsk/-
(attached to human and non-human stems) form adjectives referring to 
qualities, individuals and groups. Examples with - /ьп/- are: qualities: vbse 
zakonbnoje (Suprasliensis 416.17) 'everything legal'; individuals and 
groups: slovesy prorocbskyimi i zakonbnyimi (Suprasliensis 346.17) 'in 
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the words of the prophets and of the law', strazije tbmničbnii (Suprasliensis 
184.26) 'the prison guards', slbzwyi darb (Suprasliensis 285.20) 'the gift 
of tears', zverbnuumu našbstviju (Suprasliensis 558.20) 'the onrush of the 
beast', sępręgb (GEN PL) volovbnyixb (Luke 14.19) 'a yoke of oxen'. 
Examples with -/bsk/- are: /morbskb/ 'nautical, of the sea, of the seas', 
/ženbskb/ 'female, womanly, of a woman, of women'; with this suffix, 
older forms have only short forms with no distinction for definite and 
indefinite, while long forms are younger. 

Suffixes which refer only to individuals occur mainly, but not exclus-
ively, with human stems. For human stems other than those with the 
nominal suffix -/ik/-, -/ic/-, - /ьс/- , these suffixes refer exclusively to 
individuals, not to groups of persons: -/ov/-: /ženixovb/ 'bridegroom's', 
/tektonovb/ 'carpenter's', /isusovb/ 'Jesus's'; - /bj/-: /božbjb/ 'God's', 
/vražbjb/ 'enemy's', /rabbjb/ 'slave's'; - / in/- (for stems forming nouns 
with nominative singular in - / a / ) : /sotonim>/ 'Satan's', /marijim>/ 
'Mary's'; - /bń/-: /gospodbńb/ 'Lord's'; palatal alternant of stem-final 
consonant: /proročb/ 'prophet's' (from /prorok/-), /къп?йь/ 'ruler's' 
(from /ki>nędz/-), /dijavolb/ 'devil's' (from /dijavol/-), /grešbničb/ 
'sinner's' (from /grčšbnik/-), /otbčb/ 'father's' (from /otbc/-), /materb/ 
'mother's' (from /mater/-), /dčvičb/ 'maiden's' (from /devic/-). Such is 
the productivity of these suffixes that they are attested with both native 
stems, such as /bog/- 'God', /vrag/- 'enemy', /prorok/- 'prophet', and 
non-native stems, such as /tekton/- 'carpenter', /isus/- 'Jesus', /dijavol/-
'devil'. Adjectives from stems in -/ik/-, - / ic/- and - /ьс/- may refer to 
groups of persons as well as to individuals. Adjectives from other types of 
stems have purely individual reference. For this type of stem, a personal 
adjective, such as /proročb/, has individual reference, whereas the 
adjective /proročbskb/ 'of the prophets, prophetic' refers either to a 
quality or to a group of individuals. 

3.3.3 Major patterns of verb derivation 
Verb derivation involves mainly aspect formation by suffixation, and aspect 
and lexical formation by prefixation, as described briefly in section 3.2.1. 
The opposition transitive intransitive is expressed by suffixation for a few 
roots: /cčliti/ (INF), /celętb/ (3 PL PRS) 'cure', /celeti/, /celejptb/ 
'recover', or by root vowel alternation: /testi/, / tekptb/ 'run, flow', 
/točiti/, /tocętb/ 'drive, pour', but such morphological contrasts do not 
express any invariant lexical oppositions, since, for example, /vesti/, 
/voditi/ 'lead' are both transitive paired verbs of motion. 
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4 Syntax 

4.1 Element order in declarative sentences 
Word order in Old Church Slavonic texts in general follows that of the 
Greek original. All possible orders of subject and verb in intransitive 
clauses and of (subject,) verb and object in transitive clauses are found, 
except that a noun object never immediately precedes a noun subject, 
suggesting that Old Church Slavonic had free word order, though the imi-
tation of Greek word order makes it impossible to be more precise 
concerning the factors governing this freedom: 

slepii prozirajętb (Zographensis, Marianus; Matthew 11.5) (Subject-Verb) 
The blind regain sight.' 

iscčleetb ококъ moi (Marianus, Zographensis, Assemanianus; Matthew 8.8) 
(Verb-Subject) 
'My servant will recover.' 

mbzdęproročppriemletb (Marianus, Zographensis, Assemanianus, Sawina 
kniga; Matthew 10.41) (Object-Verb) 
'He receives the reward of a prophet.' 

nesi darb (Zographensis, Marianus; Matthew 8.4) (Verb-Object) 
'Take the gift.' 

bogb vbzljubi mira (Marianus; John 3.16) (Subject-Verb-Object) 
'God loved the world.' 

drevo dobro płody dobry tvoritb (Marianus; Matthew 7.17) (Subject-Object-Verb) 
'The good tree makes good fruit.' 

eze ubo bogb swetah* estb (Marianus, Zographensis; Mark 10.9) (Object-
Subject-Verb) 
'for what God has joined . . . ' 

vlastb imatb 5улъ človečbsky (Marianus, Zographensis, Sawina kniga; Matthew 
9.6) (Object-Verb-Subject) 
'The son of man has power.' 

pridastb že bratrb bratra (Marianus-, Matthew 10.21) (Verb-Subject-Object) 
'for brother will betray brother' 

vidivbše i učenici (Zographensis, Marianus; Matthew 14.26) (Verb-Object-
Subject) 
'The disciples having seen him .. . ' 

Orders for the perfect participle and auxiliary and for clitic pronouns are 
the only two items for which there is reliable evidence for the indigenous 
word order. 
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Phrase-initially, the perfect participle precedes the positive auxiliary 
(which is thus shown to be enclitic), but follows the negative auxiliary: 

varila estb (Zographensis, Marianus; Mark 14.8) 
'She has gone ahead.' 

nestb umrbla (Zographensis, Marianus, Assemanianus; Luke 8.52) 
'She has not died.' 

Phrase-internally, word order is free, and for negation both the negative 
auxiliary and the negated participle are attested: 

jako varilb jestb (Suprasliensis 204.29) 
'that he has gone ahead' 

jakoze jestb оЬук1ъ (Suprasliensis 382.24) 
'as he has become accustomed' 

ideze nesi sefe (Marianus, Zographensis, Assemanianus, Sawina kniga', Matthew 
25.24) 
'where you have not sown' 

nikolite ne dalh esi (Zographensis, Marianus, Assemanianus, Sawina kniga; Luke 
15.29) 
'You have never given.' 

Enclitic pronouns precede the auxiliary: 

vbskpjp mę esi ostavifo (Marianus, Assemanianus; Matthew 27.46) 
'Why have you abandoned me?' 

dalb ti Ы vodp zivp (Zographensis, Marianus, Assemanianus; John 4.10) 
'He would have given you living water.' 

The enclitic reflexive pronoun, with another pronoun, immediately 
precedes or follows the verb: 

čbto уатъ sę avleetb (Zographensis, Marianus; Mark 14.64) 
'How does it appear to you?' 

si vbseprilotetb sę уатъ (Marianus, Zographensis; Luke 12.31) 
'All these things will be added to you.' 

ćbtosęmbnitb vamb (Zographensis, Marianus; John 11.56) 
'What do you think?' 

Examples of adjacent clitic pronouns other than with reflexives are not 
attested. Following the verb, the particle /bo/ 'for' may precede the 
enclitic reflexive pronoun: 
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Ьоёахъ bo sę tebe (Marianus, Zographensis; Luke 19.21) 
'for I was afraid of you' 

4.2 Non-declarative sentence types 
Questions requiring the answer 'yes' or 'no', when not marked for a 
contradictory answer, have the verb or some other emphasized element 
obligatorily preposed and followed by the particle /l i / : 

damb li ili ne с1атъ (Zographensis; Mark 12.14) 
'Shall we give or shall we not give?' 

ne dobro li semę seh> esi (Marianus, Zographensis; Matthew 13.27) 
'Did you not sow good seed?' 

ne He li estb stvorih* (Zographensis, Marianus; Luke 11.40) 
'Is it not he who has made ...?' 

In the sequence predicate + copula + subject pronoun, /H/ may optionally 
be omitted: 

ргогокъ esi ty (Zographensis)/ргогокъ li ubo esi ty (Assemanianus; John 1.21) 
'(For) are you a prophet?' 

The particle /li/ is not used with interrogative pronouns, which occur in 
clause-initial position, but may be preceded by a personal pronoun: 

ty къю esi... čbto ubo ty esi... kbto esi (Zographensis, Assemanianus; John 1.19 
. . . 21 . . . 22) 
'Who are you? . . . Now what are you? . . . Who are you?' 

For eliciting a contradictory answer the particle /jeda/ precedes the 
questioned word: 

eda катепь podastb emu (Marianus; Matthew 7.9) 
'He won't give him a stone, will he?' 

Questions requiring a positive or negative response may be answered by 
/ei/ 'yes' or /ni/ 'no': 

będi ze slovo vaše ei ei i ni ni lixoe bo seju otb nepriezni estb (Zographensis, 
Marianus; Matthew 5.37) 
'Let your word be: yes, yes, or; no, no. Anything extra to this is from the Evil One.' 

Direct and ii direct < uestions are marked by / li/ in < xactly he same 
way, but /jeda/ in a subordinate clause marks negative purpose, 'lest'. 

Commands are expressed by the imperative, in either aspect. The 
negated imperative of /mošti/ 'be able' is used for pleading: 
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ne mozi mene ostaviti (Suprasliensis 539.8) 
4Do not leave me.' 

4.3 Copular sentences 
The copula is /byti/ 'be', or non-actual /byvati/, or, for emphasis, zero; 
for instance, the copula is often omitted in exclamations: 

агъ glasb vbpijpštago vb pustyni (Zographensis; John 1.23) 
i am the voice of the one crying in the wilderness.' 

The copula is often omitted in the Greek, but included in the Old Church 
Slavonic in non-exclamatory statements: 

i svetitb vbsemb He vb xramine sptb (Zographensis; Matthew 5.15) 
'and it shines for all those who are in the house' 

The noun predicate is in the nominative, except when the instrumental is 
used with /byti/ to refer to an anomalous temporary change of state: 

ovogda Шготъ (INST) byvъ (Suprasliensis 7.24) 
'sometimes having become a bull' 

ne będi niktoze ijudojp (INST) tu (Suprasliensis 420.10) 
'Let no one there become a Judas.' 

For a normal, permanent or beneficial change of state the nominative is 
used: 

byśę krbstijani (NOM) (Suprasliensis 4.3) 
'They became Christians.' 

While reliable examples of long-form adjectival predicates do not happen 
to be attested, there are a number of examples where a short adjective 
contrasts with a long participle: 

beaxp videli prezde eko slepb (SHORT) be glagolaaxp ne sb li estb sedęi (LONG) 
(Marianus; John 9.8) 
'They had previously seen that he was blind (SHORT), they were saying: Is not this 
the one sitting (LONG) . . . ? ' 

4.4 Coordination and comitativity 
Two coordinated or comitative singular subjects take a dual verb: 

otecb tvoi I azb skrbbęsta (DU) iskaaxovi (DU) tebe (Marianus, Zographensis, 
Assemanianus; Luke 2.48) 
'Your father and I, grieving (DU), were looking (DU) for you.' 
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i evi (SG) sę 1тъ ilie 5Ъ moseemb i beašete (DU) glagoljpšta (DU) (Marianus, 
Zographensis; Mark 9.4) 

'And Elijah appeared to them with Moses and they were speaking 

If one subject is collective, verbs are plural, not dual: 
mati tvoe (F SG) i bratrie tvoe (F SG) vbne stojętb (3 PL) xotęśte (м PL) glagolati къ 
tebe (Zographensis, Marianus; Matthew 12.47) 
'Your mother (F SG) and your brothers (F SG) are standing (3 PL) outside wanting 
(M PL) to talk to you.' 

4.5 Subordination 
A few examples are given below of subordinate clauses and of participial 
and infinitive phrases synonymous with such clauses. 

/jegda/ 'when, after' expresses a limit with the perfective, but specifies 
no limit with the imperfective: 

egda svoję ovbcę iidenetb (PRFV) predb nimixoditb (IMPFV) (Zographensis, 
Marianus, Assemanianus; John 10.4) 
'After he drives (PRFV) his sheep out, he goes (IMPFV) in front of them.' 

egda ie vodętb (IMPFV) vy predajpšte ne pbcete se preide čto vbzglagolete 
(Marianus; Mark 13.11) 
'When they lead (IMPFV) you, handing you over, do not trouble yourself 
beforehand what you will say.' 

/dońbdeźe/ 'while' expresses no limit with the imperfective: 

donbdeie dbnb estb (IMPFV) (Zographensis, Marianus, Assemanianus; John 9.4) 
'While it is day .. 

Examples of /dońbdeźe/ with the perfective, expressing a limit, are: 

povele dbrati zelezny nogbty doideze čreva пасъпдгъ (PRFV) xbteti izvaliti sę na 
zembję (Suprasliensis 113.29) 
'He ordered them to be flogged with iron nails until their intestines were about to 
pour out onto the ground.' 

ne imptb vbkusiti sbmrbti donbdeie uzbrętb (PRFV) cesarbstvie boiie 
(.Assemanianus; Mark 9.1) 
'They will not taste death until they see the kingdom of God.' 

/jako/ has temporal meanings similar to the above, but may also introduce 
a clause of reason or of result: 

izidi otb тепе eko mpib grёšьnъ esmb (Zographensis, Marianus, Assemanianus; 
Luke 5.8) 
'Go away from me because I am a sinful man.' 
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učaše ję na sbnbmištixb ixb eko divleaxp sę emu (Zographensis, Marianus; 
Matthew 13.54) 
'He taught them in their synagogues, so that they marvelled at him.1 

Conditional sentences have the subjunctive for unreal conditions, but 
the indicative for real conditions: 

ašte bi Ьу1ъ sbde ne bi moi bratb итгь1ъ (Zographensis, Marianus, 
Assemanianus; John 11.32) 
'If you had been here, my brother would not have died.' 

ašte li итьгегь mbnogb plodb sbtvoritb (Marianus, Zographensis, Assemanianus; 
John 12.24) 
i f it dies, it will bear much fruit.' 

Similarly, /da / 'so that' with the indicative implies fulfilment of purpose, 
but with the subjunctive does not necessarily do so: 

idemb i my da итьгетъ sb nimb (Zographensis, Marianus, Assemanianus; John 
11.16) 
'Let us go too, so that we may die with him.' 

moleaxp i da biprebyh* u nixb (Zographensis, Marianus, Assemanianus; John 
4.40) 
'They begged him to stay with them.' 

Long-form participles are synonymous with headless relative clauses: 

verujęi (LONG ACT PART) vb syna imatb životb vecbny a ize (REL) ne veruetb (PRS) 
vb syna ne uzbritb života (Zographensis, Marianus; John 3.36) 
'Whoever believes in the Son has eternal life, but whoever does not believe in the 
Son will not see life.' 

Short-form participles in both aspects are synonymous with various types 
of subordinate clause: 

vbzbpivb (PAST ACT PART PRFV) glasomb velbemb glagola (Zographensis, 
Marianus; Mark 5.7) 
'Having cried out with a loud voice, he said .. . ' 

The perfective past participle in this example characterizes the event as 
occurring in its entirety immediately before the event expressed by the 
main verb. 

ЬаИётъ izdaevbši (PAST ACT PART IMPFV) vbse imenie ni otb edinogo že ne može 
iscelšti (Marianus, Zographensis; Luke 8.43) 
'Having given away all her property to the doctors, she could not be cured by any 
one of them.' 
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The imperfective past participle in this example characterizes the event as 
an ongoing process not necessarily immediately preceding the event 
expressed by the main verb. 

jwdę (PRS ACT PART IMPFV) ie pri mori galileiscemb vide dbva bratra 
(Zographensis, Assemanianus, Sawina kniga; Matthew 4.18) 
'Going by the Sea of Galilee, he saw two brothers.' 

The imperfective present participle here characterizes the event as being 
simultaneous with the event expressed by the main verb. 

ašte vidiši človeka dijavola sMvorbša (PAST ACT PART PRFV) sę i pridęśta (PRS ACT 
PART PRFV) къ tebe (Suprasliensis 381.15) 
i f you see a man who has become a devil approaching you . . . ' 

In this example, the perfective past participle characterizes the event as 
having occurred in its entirety before the event expressed by the perfective 
present participle, which in turn characterizes the event as one which is 
about to occur in its entirety. 

Participial phrases containing a direct object may occur, instead of a 
clause containing a finite verb, as objects of verbs of thinking or knowing: 

тьпеахр duxb vidęste (PRS ACT PART) (Marianus, Assemanianus; Luke 24.37) 
They thought they were seeing a spirit.' 

vedeše eto xotę (PRS ACT PART) stvoriti (Marianus; John 6.6) 
'He knew what he was about to do.' 

Participles may also be synonymous with finite verbs in relative clauses: 

vbzemleši ideze (REL) nepolotb (PAST ACT PART) i žbneši egoze (REL) ne seavb 
(PAST ACT PART) (Zographensis; Luke 19.21) 
'You take up where you have not put down, and reap what you have not sown.' 

The participle and its subject are in the dative, the so-called dative-
absolute construction, when the following clause has a main verb with a 
different subject: 

vblez^ema (DAT) ima (DAT) УЪ korabb presta vetrb (Zographensis, Marianus, 
Assemanianus; Matthew 14.32) 
'After they had got into the boat, the wind stopped.' 

The perfective participle in this example presents the event as having 
occurred in its entirety before the onset of the event expressed by the main 
verb. 
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sicemi slovesy glagola vbšu (DAT) otbcu (DAT) ne posluša bratb (Suprasliensis 
290.29) 
'After the father had been speaking with such words, the brother did not heed him/ 

The imperfective past participle in this example expresses an ongoing 
process preceding the event expressed by the main verb. 

vb crbkbve xodęśtju (DAT) emu (DAT) pridę къ nemu (Marianus; Mark 11.27) 
'While he was walking to the temple, they came up to him.' 

Here, the imperfective present participle expresses an event which is 
simultaneous with the event expressed by the main verb. 

Zbri da ne раку vbzidpštu (DAT) mi (DAT) sb plbtiję ty neverbnyje reči vbzbmb 
rečeši (Suprasliensis 506.4) 
'Take care lest, when I rise up again in the flesh, adopting words of disbelief you 
say. . . ' 

The perfective present participle of this example expresses an event which 
will occur in its entirety in the future, which is one of the contextual mean-
ings of the perfective present in general. 

The participial phrase may be in the dative when followed by a sub-
ordinate clause with a different subject, even though the main clause has 
the same subject as the participial phrase: 

obręcene (DAT) že byvbsi (DAT) materi (DAT) ego marii (DAT) iosifovi preide daze 
ne sbnęste sę obrete sę impšti vb čreve otb duxa svęta (Sawina kniga, 
Assemanianus; Matthew 1.18) 
'For after his mother Mary had become engaged to Joseph, before they were 
married, she was found to be pregnant by the Holy Spirit.' 

The dative is also attested even when the subject is identical with that of the 
main verb: 

pribliiivbšu (DAT) iesęsvętuumu (DAT) isbtvorivb (NOM) Xristosovo znamenije 
na čelesvojemb vbnide (AOR) vb crbkbve (Suprasliensis 229.3) 
'But the holy man, having approached and having made the sign of the cross on his 
forehead, went into the temple.' 

This use of the dative absolute may imitate a similar use of the genitive 
absolute in the Greek text. 

The dative and infinitive are found as complements of /bystb/ 'it 
happened': 

bystb ie umrčti (INF) ništjumu (DAT) (Zographensis, Marianus, Assemanianus, 
Sawina kniga-, Luke 16.22) 
'The beggar happened to die.' 
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Other prominent uses of the dative and infinitive, illustrated below, are, 
respectively, modal, resultative and existential: 

pocto mi (DAT) gneviti (INF) językb starcu (Suprasliensis 239.26) 
'Why should I (DAT) provoke (INF) the old man's tongue?' 

eko narodu (DAT) diviti (INF) sę (Zographensis, Marianus; Matthew 15.31) 
'. . . so that the crowd marvelled 

nikomuie (DAT) sego ne slysati (Suprasliensis 241.1) 
'There is no one to hear this.' 

4.6 Negation 
Verbal negation is expressed by the particles /ne/ or /ni / immediately 
preceding the main verb. The basic rule is for the direct object of a negated 
verb to stand in the genitive; both this and various special instances with 
the accusative are illustrated below. A single verb is negated with /ne/ ; 
when there is more than one verb, /ne/ negates the more prominent, /ni/ 
the less prominent, but only /ni/ is used when the verbs are of equal 
prominence: 

nesejętb niibńętb ni sbbirajętb (Zographensis, Marianus, Assemanianus; 
Matthew 6.26) 
'They do not sow, neither do they reap, nor do they gather.' 

ni zenętb sę ni posagajętb (Zographensis, Marianus; Mark 12.25) 
'Neither do men marry, nor do women marry.' 

When a constituent is negated, /ne/ or /ni/ immediately precedes this 
constituent. If the subject is negated, the object is in the accusative: 

ne mosi li dastb vamb zakonъ (ACC) (Zographensis, Marianus; John 7.19) 
'Did not Moses give you the law?' 

A negated pronominal object is in the genitive: 

ni li sego (GEN) este čbli (Zographensis, Marianus, Assemanianus; Luke 6.3) 
'Have you neither read this?' 

/ne/ and / п ъ / contrast negated and non-negated constituents respec-
tively: 

ne otb kvasa xlebwaago пъ otb ucenie fariseiska i sadueiska (Zographensis, 
Marianus; Matthew 16.12) 

'. . . not from yeast, but from the teachings of the Pharisees and Saducees.' 

More than one negative element is allowed in the same phrase: 
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ne be nikrbtoie nikogdazepolozenb (Luke 23.53) 
'Nobody was ever put (literally: Nobody was never not put).' 

A negative adverb or pronoun may occur without negating the verb: 

nikbtoie огъ vasb tvoritb zakona (GEN) (Zographensis, Marianus; John 7.19) 
'No one of you keeps the law.' 

In negative clauses, the direct object is expressed either by the genitive 
or by the accusative, under various conditions some of which have been 
exemplified above. When the subject is a negative pronoun, or when the 
verb is negated, the direct object is in the genitive: 

ne ostavftb kamene (GEN) na kameni (Zographensis, Marianus; Luke 19.44) 
'They will not leave stone on stone.' 

Similarly with a negative adverb, with no negation of the verb: 

nikolize znaxb vasb (GEN) (Zographensis, Marianus; Matthew 7.23) 
'I never knew you.' 

Even if the infinitive is not negated, the direct object of an infinitive 
dependent on a negated verb is in the genitive: 

ne mozeši otbvaliti (INF) kamyka (GEN) (Suprasliensis 316.21) 
'You cannot roll away the stone.' 

otbpustiti (INF) ixb (GEN) ne xostę ne edbšb (GEN) (Zographensis; Matthew 
15.32) 
'I do not wish to let them go without their having eaten.' 

The direct object is also in the genitive when the infinitive is dependent on 
an adjective with a negated copula: 

nesmb dostoinb poklońb sę razdrešiti (INF) remene (GEN) sapogu ego 
(Zographensis, Marianus, Assemanianus, Sawina kniga; Mark 1.7) 
'I am not worthy, having bent down, to untie the strap of his sandals.' 

When just the direct object itself is negated, it stands in the accusative: 

delaite ne brašbno (ACC) gybljęśtee (АСС) пъ brašbno prebyvajpštee (Marianus, 
Assemanianus; John 6.27) 
'Make not the food that perishes, but the food that remains.' 

When a negated verb has an object con isting of an adverb of place and an 
infinitive with a direct object, this direct object is in the genitive: 
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ne imatb kdeglavy(GEN) podbkloniti (INF) (Zographensis, Marianus, 
Assemanianus, Suprasliensis; Matthew 8.20) 
4He has nowhere to put his head down.' 

A noun complement of a negated existential copula is in the genitive, 
regardless of the tense of the copula: 

nestb istiny (GEN) vb петь (Zographensis, Marianus, Assemanianus; John 8.44) 
There is no truth in him.' 

ne będetb grešbnika (GEN) (Psalterium Sinaiticum 36.10) 
'There will be no sinner.' 

ne be ima mčsta (GEN) (Zographensis, Marianus, Assemanianus, Sawina kniga; 
Luke 2.7) 
There was no place for them.' 

When the copula is not existential, the noun complement is in the 
nominative: 

ne be tb svetb (NOM) (Zographensis, Assemanianus; John 1.8) 
'He was not the light.' 

nestb bo с1оуёкъ (NOM) tvoręi (NOM) ... пъ raspęty (NOM) za ny xristosb (NOM) 
(Clozianus 8a.l4) 

'It is not a man who is making [this] . . . but the Christ who was crucified for us.' 

An existential relative pronoun complement is in the nominative: 
ne będi emu zastępbnika (GEN) ni będi ize (NOM) pomiluetb (Psalterium 
Sinaiticum 108.12) 
'Let there be no intercessor for him, nor anyone who shows him mercy.' 

When the complement is the pronoun /къЮ/ 'someone' as the subject of a 
participle, both pronoun and participle are nominative: 

nestb kto (NOM) miłuję (NOM) i nestb kto (NOM) milosrbduję (NOM) (Suprasliensis 
57.9) 
'There is no one showing mercy and there is no one showing pity.' 

When the complement is the negative pronoun in the genitive case, 
/nikogože/ 'no one', but the verb is not negated, the participle is also in 
the genitive: 

nikogože (GEN) be kažpšta (GEN) (Suprasliensis 415.4) 
'There was no one instructing.' 

When the copula is negated, the participle is in the nominative, but the 
negative pronoun and any object of the participle are in the genitive: 
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ne s bde nikogože (GEN) seję (GEN) besedy (GEN) slyśę (NOM) (Suprasliensis 
240.29) 
There is no one (GEN) here hearing (NOM) this conversation (GEN).' 

A dative and infinitive may be the complement of a negated copula, so 
that the subject of the infinitive remains in the dative, but the direct object 
of the infinitive is in the genitive: 

nestb тьпё (DAT) sego (GEN) dati (INF) (Marianus, Zographensis (younger); 
Matthew 20.23) 
i t is not for me (DAT) to grant this (GEN).' 

nikomuže (DAT) sego (GEN) ne slyśati (INF) (Suprasliensis 241.1) 
There is no one (DAT) to hear this (GEN).' 

glagoljętb ne byti (INF) vbskresenbju (DAT) (Zographensis, Marianus; Mark 
12.18) 
They say there is no resurrection.' 

4.7 Anaphora and pronouns 
Both Old Church Slavonic and Greek encode the person and number of 
the subject in the verb and allow subject pronouns to be omitted. The 
presence or absence of pronouns in Old Church Slavonic simply follows 
the Greek source. Otherwise, third-person reference is made by the 
demonstratives, /Гь/ unmarked or 'the former', /опъ/ distant or 'the 
former', with / jb / in the oblique cases. The proximate demonstrative /sb/ 
is used for 'the latter'. 

4.8 Reflexives and reciprocals 
Reflexivity is expressed, for all persons and numbers, by the pronoun /sę/ 
'oneself'). There are various ways of distinguishing the reflexive from the 
passive, for instance, by the conjunction / i / , by the emphatic /samb/ in 
the nominative, or by using the full form /sebe/: 

da sbpasetb i sę (Zographensis, Marianus, Assemanianus, Sawina kniga; Luke 
23.35) 
'Let him save himself too.' 

sbpasi sę samb (Zographensis, Marianus, Assemanianus, Sawina kniga; Luke 
23.37) 
'Save yourself.' 

sbpasi sebe (Zographensis, Marianus)/sę (Assemanianus, Sawina kniga) 
(Matthew 27.40) 
'Save yourself.' 

The antecedent of a reflexive pronoun in a participial phrase may be the 
subject of a verb in some other phrase, rather than the subject of the par-
ticiple: 
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vidi isusa grędpśta къ sebi (Marianus; John 1.29) 
'He saw Jesus coming towards him.' 

The reflexive pronoun, governed by the preposition /meždu/ 'between', 
is occasionally used to express reciprocity: 

mirb imeite meidju sobojp (Zographensis, Marianus; Mark 9.50) 
'Have peace one with another.' 

More usually, reciprocity is expressed by /drugi»/, in the nominative 
singular, followed by the same word in the appropriate singular case, 
regardless of the grammatical number of the antecedent: 

къЫо (SG) ze tbkaše drugb druga (ACC) (Suprasliensis 38.13) 
'Each was pushing the other.' 

poklonista (DU) sę drugb drugu (DAT SG) (Suprasliensis 298.21) 
'They bowed to one another.' 

drugb druga (ACC SG) bijaxp (PL) (Suprasliensis 74.10) 
'They were beating one another.' 

The masculine form of /drug/- is used with a neuter antecedent: 

čjuvbstvie (N PL) . . . ne zastppajpšta (N PL) drugb (NOM SG M) druga (ACC SG M) 
(Euchologium Sinaiticum 7b.8) 
'Feelings . . . not obstructing one another.' 

With a feminine antecedent, both components of the reciprocal are 
feminine singular: 

dbvema predblezęśtema veštbma (F DU) i kotorajpštema sę ima druga (NOM SG F) 
къ druze (DAT SG F) (Suprasliensis 59.12) 
'from two available things contradicting one another' 

4.9 Possession 
English 'have' is normally translated by the transitive verb /imčti/ 'have'. 

Within the noun phrase, first and second persons have the possessive 
pronouns /mojb/ 'my', /tvojb/ 'your', /našb/ 'our', /vašb/ 'your' for 
singular and plural possessors respectively. For the third person in all 
numbers, and for first and second persons in the dual, the genitive of the 
personal pronoun is used. The reflexive possessive /svojb/ 'one's own' 
refers to persons of any number, and may refer back to a constituent other 
than the subject of the main verb: 

vbzvrati nozb svoi vb svoe mesto (Zographensis, Marianus, Sawina kniga; 
Matthew 26.52) 
'Put your knife back in its own place.' 
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Grammatical possession of various semantic types is expressed by the 
dative or genitive of a noun, or by a denominal adjective agreeing in case, 
number and gender with a head noun: 

pridanb imatb byti sy/гъ človščbsky (ADJECTIVE, NOM SG M) vh грсё Ыочёкотъ 
(NOUN, DAT PL) (Marianus)/ vb ręce grešbnikb (NOUN, GEN PL) (Sawina kniga) 
(Matthew 17.22) 
'The son of man will be betrayed into the hands of men/into the hands of sinners.' 

ргесШпъ będetb \ъ ręce clovechsce (ADJECTIVE, ACC DU F) (Zographensis, 
Marianus, Sawina kniga)/ vb ręce človčkomb (NOUN, DAT PL) (Assemanianus) 
(Mark 9.31) 
'He will be betrayed into the hands of men.' 

The adnominal genitive or dative is used much more freely for plural than 
for singular possessors. In the singular, when the head noun is modified by 
a single word, the adjective is especially highly preferred for human stems 
whose adjectives refer exclusively to individual persons. There are strong 
constraints against the adjective when the head noun is modified by more 
than one word, in which context the head noun is almost always modified 
by an adnominal dative or genitive with an accompanying attribute: 

tvoręi volję otbca (NOUN, GEN SG) mojego (GEN SG) (Zographensis, Marianus; 
Matthew 7.21) 
'The one doing the will of my father.' 

This pattern is infringed in only one example, with the reflexive dative 
singular pronoun si modifying 'father', expressed in the accusative singular 
feminine adjective modifying 'will': 

da sbtvorp volę otbćę si (Suprasliensis 349.27) 
'That I should do the will of my father.' 

A denominative adjective may be only very exceptionally modified by 
another denominative adjective. There are attested only two examples, in 
both of which an adjective with the suffix - /ьп/- is modified by a denomin-
ative adjective with a personal stem: 

otb uzdy (GEN SG F) końbnyję (ADJECTIVE, GEN SG F) cesarę (ADJECTIVE, GEN SG F) 
(Suprasliensis 193.9) 
'from the bridle of the horse of the Emperor' 

obrazomb (INST SG M) krestbnyimb (ADJECTIVE, INST SG M) xristosovomb 
(ADJECTIVE, INST SG M) (Suprasliensis 5.19) 
'with the sign of the cross of Christ' 
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In the one example where a personal adjective appears to have an 
adjectival attribute, the two adjectives are, in fact, in apposition: 

VBspoję imeni (DAT SG N) gospodnju (ADJECTIVE, DAT SG N) vyšbnjumu 
(ADJECTIVE, DAT SG M) (Euchologium Sinaiticum 74a.9) 
i will sing to the name of the Lord, the highest.' 

A personal adjective may be in apposition with an adnominal genitive 
singular noun, when this noun itself has an attribute that is either another 
personal adjective or a possessive pronoun: 

ioanna žena xuzane (ADJECTIVE) pristavbnika (NOUN, GEN) irodova (ADJECTIVE, 
GEN) (Marianus; Luke 8.3) 
'Joanna, the wife of Chuza, the steward of Herod' 

VB domu davydove (ADJECTIVE) otroka (NOUN, GEN) svoego (ADJECTIVE, GEN) 
(Zographensis; Luke 1.69) 
'in the house of David, his servant' 

Denominal adjectives may be conjoined with other types of possessive 
constructions: 

vb slave svoei i otbči (ADJECTIVE) i svętyxb angelb (GEN) (Zographensis, 
Marianus, Assemanianus, Sawina kniga; Luke 9.26) 
'in his and the father's and the holy angels' glory' 

Denominal adjectives may be antecedents to the subject implicit in the 
inflection of a finite verb, to relative pronouns, personal pronouns and 
participles: 

pri vrb gę ję къ nogama isusovama i iceliję (Zographensis, Marianus; Matthew 
15.30) 
'They put them down at Jesus's feet and he cured them.' 

In this example, the adjective isusovama, whose stem refers to a male 
person, is antecedent to the implicit subject of the verb iceli. 

iakovb že rodi iosifa mpža mariina iz nejfže rodi sę isusb (Assemanianus, Sawina 
kniga; Matthew 1.16) 
'And Jacob fathered Joseph, the husband of Mary, from whom Jesus was born.' 

Here, the adjective mariina, whose stem refers to a female person, is ante-
cedent to the feminine singular relative pronoun nejęie. 

glagola mati isusova къ nemu (Zographensis, Marianus, Assemanianus', John 2.3) 
'Jesus's mother said to him . . . ' 
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In this example, the adjective isusova, whose stem refers to a male person, 
is antecedent to the masculine personal pronoun nemu. A noun with a 
denominal adjectival attribute may govern a participle either in the genitive 
or in the dative: 

pomoštb naša \гъ imę gospodbńe sbtvorbšaago (GEN) nebo i zembję (Suprasliensis 
8 0 . 6 , Psalterium Sinaiticum 1 2 3 . 9 ) 
'Our help is in the name of the Lord,who created heaven and earth.' 

In this example, the stem of the adjective gospodbńe invariably refers to a 
male individual, whence the masculine singular participle sbtvorbšaago. 

aggelbskb glasb slyśanb bystb pojpštemb (DAT) i slavoslovfštemb (DAT) boga 
(Suprasliensis 1 1 0 . 2 3 ) 
'The voice of angels was heard singing and glorifying God.' 

Since the adjective aggelbskb is antecedent to masculine participles that 
are in the plural, pojpštemb and slavoslovęśtemb9 the reference can be 
neither 'angelic' nor 'of an angel', but only 'of angels' (the noun stem 
/angel/- 'angel' is male personal and thus forms a masculine noun). 

po boziju žepopušteniju nakazajpštuumuprisno na polbzbnoje (Suprasliensis 
1 9 1 . 1 4 ) 
'Through God's permission, who instructs always to good purpose .. . ' 

Grammatically, the participle nakazajpštuumu in this example could be 
neuter in agreement with the dative noun popušteniju 'permission', but for 
semantic reasons, since an animate subject is required, the participle must 
be masculine and its antecedent the dative adjective boziju, whose stem 
forms a masculine singular noun. But since participant roles may thus be 
assigned by purely semantic features, it is possible to break the agreement 
and government rules and have both adjective and participle agreeing in 
case, number and gender with the head noun: 

promyslomb (INST SG) boiijemb (INST SG) xotęśtiimb (INST SG) clovecbskyi rodb 
sbpasti (Suprasliensis 5 3 9 . 3 0 ) 
'Through the providence of God, who wishes to save the human race.' 

The use of the denominal adjective instead of an unmodified genitive or 
dative singular noun is strongest for personal stems whose adjectives refer 
exclusively to individuals. For other types of stem, including personal stems 
with adjectives with the suffix -/bsk/-, there is a strong tendency for adjec-
tives to be used for indefinite reference, whereas nouns are used for 
definite reference: 
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dijavolb premeni sę vb mpzeskb (ADJECTIVE) оЬгагъ (Suprasliensis 78.24) 
'The Devil changed himself into the form of a man.' 

vblezb vb lono męża (GEN) mpčaaše (Suprasliensis 567.6) 
'Getting into the man's chest, it was torturing him.' 

4.10 Quantification 
/malo/ 'few' as a neuter quantifier governs the genitive case and is the 
subject of a singular verb: 

gospodi ašte malo estb (3 SG) sbpasajpštibcb (PRS ACT PART GEN PL LONG) sę 
(Zographensis, Marianus, Assemanianus, Sawina kniga; Luke 13.23) 
'Lord, are there [only] a few who are saved?' 

A relative pronoun relating to an item governed by /malo/ will agree in 
number with that item: 

malo ixb (GEN PL) estb (SG) ize (NOM PL) i obretajptb (3 PL) (Marianus, 
Zographensis, Assemanianus; Matthew 7.14) 
'There are few of them who find it.' 

/ т ъ п о д ъ / 'many' is inflected for case, number and gender in agreement 
with its expressed or implied head noun: 

mbnodzi (NOM PL M) bo sptb (3 PL) zbvanii (NOM PL M LONG) malo ze 
izbbranyixb (GEN PL LONG) (Marianus, Assemanianus, Zographensis (younger); 
Matthew 20.16) 
'for many are called, but few are chosen' 

/jedim>/ is a pronoun agreeing in case, number and gender with a head 
noun, and as subject takes a singular verb. Forms agreeing with /di>va/ 
(M), /d-bvž/ (N, F) 'two' are dual, and with /trbje/ (M), /tri/ (N, F) 'three' 
and /četyre/ (M), /cetyn/ (N, F) 'four' are plural. The numerals /pętb/ 
'five', /šestb/ 'six', /sedmb/ 'seven', /osmb/ 'eight', /devętb/ 'nine', 
which are feminine - / i / genitive nouns taking feminine attributes, and 
/desętb/ 'ten', which has either masculine or feminine agreement, govern 
the genitive plural (or genitive singular of a collective noun) and as subjects 
take either plural or singular verbs: 

vbse (NOM SG F) sedmb umbreśę (3 PL) ne ostavlbše (NOM PL M) ćędb (Marianus, 
Zographensis; Luke 20.31) 
'All seven died without leaving children.' 

sedmb ubo bratriję(GEN SG) be (3 SG) (Marianus, Zographensis ; Luke 20.29) 
'For there were seven brothers . . . ' 

nadb desętbjp (INST SG) gradb (GEN PL) . . . nadb pętijp (INST SG) gradb (GEN PL) 
(Marianus, Zographensis, Assemanianus; Luke 19.17-19) 
'Over ten cities . . . over five cities.' 
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sbrete (3 SG) i desętb ргокагепъ (GEN PL) mętb (GEN PL) He (NOM PL M) staśę (3 
PL) izdaleče... ne desętb li ististiśę( 3 PL) sę (Marianus, Zographensis; Luke 
17.12-17) 
'There met him ten leprous men who stood a long way off Were not ten 
healed?' 

There are attested only two examples of /jedinb na desęte/ 'eleven' in 
the nominative with a noun. In the first example below, ediny 'one' is the 
long form, and ucenikb could be either nominative singular or the homo-
graphic genitive plural. In the second example, the attribute and nouns are 
in the nominative plural and in both examples the verb is in the plural: 

ediny ze na desęte utenikb idę (Marianus, Assemanianus, Zographensis, Sawina 
kniga; Matthew 28.16) 
'But the eleven disciples went.. . ' 

siijedin na desęte strastotrbpbd i dobropobedbnii męćenici trudisę sę (Suprasliensis 
271.8) 
'For these eleven sufferers and triumphant martyrs strove . . . ' 

Only one example is attested with this numeral and a noun in an oblique 
case: 

jednemi (INST PL) bo na desęte zvezdb (GEN PL) (Suprasliensis 389.24) 
'for with eleven stars . . . ' 

/di>va na desęte/, /oba na desęte/ 'twelve' take either, as an older pattern, 
a dual noun agreeing with the first element of the numeral in case and 
gender, or else, as a younger pattern, the numeral governs the genitive 
plural: 

privesti dbva na desęte malomošti (ACC DU) . . . prizbva dbva na desęte (ACC) męźb 
(GEN PL) ništb (GEN PL) (Supras liens is 121.9-12) 
'To bring in twelve cripples . . . he invited twelve poor men.' 

Within the same clause, 'twelve' governs a dual verb, but a verb in a separ-
ate clause may be plural: 

pristęplbśa (PAST ACT PART NOM DU M) ze oba na desęte reste (3 DU) (Zographensis, 
Marianus; Luke 9.12) 
'Having come up then, the twelve said . . . ' 

sbtvori dbva na desęte da będętb (3 PL) sb nimb (Marianus, Zographensis; Mark 
3.14) 

'He appointed twelve, so that they would be with him.' 

The existential copula is attested in the singular: 
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dbva na desęte ixb (GEN PL) jestb (3 SG) (Suprasliensis 121.20) 
There are twelve of them.' 

Attributes of 'twelve' may be dual or plural, while non-attributive 
pronouns are plural: 

prizbvavъ oba na desęte učenika (DU) svoe (DU) dastb imb (PL) vlastb ... siję (PL) 
(Zographensis, Marianus)/sie (DU) (Assemanianus)/si (!) (Sawina kniga) oba 
(DU) na desęteposbla isusb zapovčdavb imb (PL) (Matthew 10.1-5) 
'Having summoned his twelve disciples, he gave them power These twelve Jesus 
sent, having ordered them .. 

/trbje na desęte/ 'thirteen' and /cetyre na desęte/ 'fourteen' have plural 
agreement for all types of form in all of the few attested examples. The 
equally poorly attested numerals /pętb na desęte/ 'fifteen' to /devętb na 
desęte/ 'nineteen' show government of the genitive plural, and take plural 
pronouns: 

pętb na desęte stadii (GEN PL) (Marianus, Zographensis, Assemanianus; John 
11.18) 
'fifteen leagues' 

oni (NOM PL) osmb na desęte na ńęze (NOM PL) pade sth>pb (Zographensis, 
Marianus; Luke 13.4) 
'Those eighteen on whom there fell a pillar . . . ' 

/dbva desęti/ 'twenty' to /devętb desętb/ 'ninety' are formed with the 
element 'ten' in the required number, dual ('twenty'), plural ('thirty', 
'forty') or genitive plural ('fifty' to 'ninety'). Any following unit number is 
conjoined by / i / 'and': 

sbkonbcaśę (3 PL) ze sę svętii (PL) cetyre desęte (PL) i dbva mpčenika (DU) 
(Suprasliensis 65.1) 
'There met their end the holy forty-two martyrs . . . ' 

In this example, the verb and attributive adjective are plural, but the 
conjoined /dbva/ requires a dual noun. 

A noun preceded by a conjoined numeral requiring the genitive plural is 
either governed in the genitive plural or else agrees in case with the 
numeral: 

o devęti desętb i o devęti (LOC) pravbdbnikb (GEN PL) (Zographensis)/O devęti 
desętb i devęti (LOC) pravedbnicčjcb (LOC PL) (Marianus) (Luke 15.7) 
'concerning ninety-nine just men' 

Similarly, when there is no conjoined numeral, the noun is either in the 
genitive plural or else agrees in case: 
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ćetyrbmi desęty (INST PL) dbnii (GEN PL) . . . ćetyrbmi desęty dbnbmi (INST PL) 
(Suprasliensis 92.7-9) 
'With forty days . . . with forty days.' 

Of the other plural forms agreeing with these numerals, attributes may be 
genitive plural: 

evigospodb i тёхъ (GEN PL) sedmb (ACC) desętb i роБЪla ję (ACC PL) (Marianus, 
Zographensis; Luke 10.1) 
'The Lord appointed yet another seventy and sent them .. .' 

vbzvratisę (3 PL) ze sę sedmb (NOM) desętii (NOM PL LONG) (Marianus, 
Zographensis, Assemanianus; Luke 10.17) 
'The seventy returned . . . ' 

As in this example, the rarely attested long form /desptiji/ 'ten' is in the 
nominative plural in the compound numerals. 

/sT>to/ 'hundred' governs the genitive plural: 

sbtomb (INST SG) тёгь (GEN PL) (Marianus, Zographensis; Luke 16.6) 
'with a hundred measures' 

In /frbvh sT>te/ 'two hundred' to /devftb si>tb/ 'nine hundred' the unit 
numeral, in the nominative and accusative, has the normal patterns of 
agreement. In the oblique cases, both elements of the numeral are in the 
required case, while a noun collocated with these numerals is either 
genitive plural or else agrees in case and number with the numeral: 

dbvema sbtoma (DAT DU) penędzb (GEN PL) (Marianus, Zographensis, 
Assemanianus; John 6.7) 
'two hundred pence' 

trbmb sbtomb (DAT PL) sbceni dinaremb (DAT PL) (Suprasliensis 425.24) 
'He valued it at three hundred dinars.' 

/tyspsti/, /tysęsti/ 'thousand' is governed by other numerals either in the 
genitive plural or else agrees in number and case: 

sb desętiję (INST SG) tysęśtb (GEN PL) (Marianus)/sb desętiję (INST SG) tysęśtę (for 
/tysęsteję/ INST SG) (Zographensis) ... sb dbvema desętbma (INST DU) tysęśtama 
(INST DU) (Luke 14.31) 
'With ten thousand . . . with twenty thousand.' 

A verb may be either singular or plural: 

vbzleže (3 SG) ubomętb cislomb ekopętb tysęśtb (Zographensis, Marianus, 
Assemanianus; John 6.10) 
'for there dined men in number of about five thousand' 
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napita n i (PL) bysę (3 PL) pętb tysęśtb (Suprasliensis 428.25) 
There were fed five thousand.' 

/ tbma/ 'ten thousand' governs the genitive plural: 

tbmojg (INST SG) talantb (GEN PL) (Marianus; Matthew 18.24) 
'ten thousand talents' 

From the data attested of quantifiers with collective nouns, the following 
are of special interest: 

5Ъ inemi (INST PL) sestiję (INST) bratiję (GEN SG) (Suprasliensis 145.30) 
'with six other brothers' 

mnozbstvu (DAT SG) ze bratbję (GEN SG F) otbveštavbšemb (PAST ACT PART DAT PL 
M SHORT) (Suprasliensis 113.22) 
'After many of the brethren had answered 

This last example is a dative-absolute construction. 

5 Lexis 

5.1 General composition of the word-stock 
There are very few borrowings, apart from many proper nouns: a few 
common nouns, and very few verbs taken over directly from the Greek 
sources or calqued on them. 

5.2 Patterns of borrowings 
Apart from Greek words and caiques resulting from the actual translating 
of the Greek sources there are a few older borrowings from Greek, such as 
/korablb/ 'boat' and /kucija/ 'sweetmeat'. Germanic accounts for the 
largest group of borrowings, about forty in number, for instance 
/kbnędzb/ 'ruler, prince', /х1ёЬъ/ 'bread'. Next come Romance, for 
instance /kotbka/ 'anchor', /krabbjb/ 'box', and Turkic, for instance 
/bolarim>/ 'nobleman', /sym>/, genitive /syna/ 'tower'; for each of these 
two sources about twenty examples are attested. There are also a few loans 
from Iranian. 

5.3 Incorporation of borrowings 
Not only borrowed nouns, but also nouns taken from the Greek sources, 
are declined and may have adjectives derived from their stems. Thus one 
finds /kbnędzb/ 'ruler, prince', genitive /kbnędza/, adjective /къп?йь/, 
/х1ёЬъ/ 'bread', genitive /xlčba/, adjective /х!ёЬьпъ/, and also /isusi>/ 
'Jesus', genitive /isusa/, dative /isusu/ and /isusovi/, adjective /isusovb/. 
Very few nouns are indeclinable, and then only optionally, for instance 
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/pasxa/ 'Passover' is attested not only as indeclinable, but also as a 
feminine noun (genitive /pasxy/). Borrowed verbs are usually conjugated 
in both aspects, for instance perfective /kupiti/, imperfective /kupovati/ 
'buy', from Gothic. Verbs taken from Greek sources are conjugated, but 
are usually bi-aspectual, and may have more than one type of suffix or 
spelling, for instance /vlasvimisati/, /vlasvimlati/, /vlasfymlati/ 'blas-
pheme'. 

5.4 Lexical fields 

5.4.1 Colour terms 
/beh>/ 'white', /сг ьпъ/ 'black', / с г ь тьпъ/ , /črbvlem>/ 'red', /zelem>/ 
'green', /plavb/ 'yellow', /praprpdbm>/ 'purple', /serb/ 'grey'. 

5.4.2 Body parts 
/glava/ 'head', /oko/ 'eye', /nozdri/ 'nostrils' ('nose' is not attested), 
/uxo/ 'ear', /usta/ 'mouth' (N PL), /vlas-ь/ 'hair', /sija/ 'neck', /rpka/ 
'arm, hand', /pr bstb/ 'finger', /noga/ 'leg, foot', /пойьпъ prbstb/ 'toe', 
/prbsi/ 'chest' (F PL), /srbdbce/ 'heart', /zaždb/ 'anus'. 

5.4.3 Kinship terms 
/mati/ 'mother', /otbcb/ 'father', /sestra/ 'sister', /bratrb/ 'brother' (as 
plural, the feminine singular collective /bratrbja/ is used), /žena/ 'wife' 
(also 'woman'), /mpžb/ 'husband' (also 'man') /dbšti/ 'daughter', /sym>/ 
'son'. The term for 'aunt' is attested only once, used figuratively and 
pejoratively in the diminutive, /tetbka/ (Suprasliensis 133.11). 

6 Variation within Old Church Slavonic 
As indicated at several points in this chapter, there is both chronological 
and geographic variation within Old Church Slavonic, and for details 
reference should be made to the preceding sections, especially sections 2 
and 3. Chronological variation can be seen in that certain forms and 
constructions can be characterized as older or younger than others. Old 
Church Slavonic is basically a Balkan Slavonic language, though even 
within this characterization there is geographical variation between Eastern 
(Bulgarian) and Western (Macedonian) forms; the use of the language for 
missionary activity in Great Moravia shows up in the occurrence of some 
West Slavonic features, even in the major canonical texts. Other local and 
later features characterize the later recensions of Church Slavonic (see 
section 1) but do not form part of Old Church Slavonic. 
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5 Bulgarian 
Ernest A. Scatton 

1 Introduction 
Bulgarian is the national language of the Republic of Bulgaria - the native 
language of its ethnic Slavonic majority. The estimated population of 
Bulgaria in 1986 was close to 9 million, nearly 85 per cent of whom were 
recorded as ethnic Bulgarians. Modern Bulgarian directly continues the 
Slavonic dialects spoken in the eastern Balkan Peninsula from the time of 
the arrival of Slavs in the middle of the first millennium AD. It is first 
recorded in the earliest Slavonic, that is Old Church Slavonic (Old 
Bulgarian), manuscripts. 

Four periods are customarily distinguished in the history of Bulgarian: 
(1) the prehistoric period (essentially Proto-SIavonic), from the time of the 
Slavonic invasion of the eastern Balkans to the Cyrillo-Methodian mission 
to Moravia in the ninth century; (2) Old Bulgarian - the ninth to the 
eleventh centuries, reflected in Old Church Slavonic manuscripts; (3) 
Middle Bulgarian - from the end of the eleventh to the beginning of the 
fifteenth century, a time of rich literary activity and major structural inno-
vation; (4) Modern Bulgarian - from the end of Middle Bulgarian to the 
present, including the years of Ottoman domination (early fifteenth century 
to 1878). 

While the early stages of a number of major innovations are perhaps 
attested in Old Church Slavonic texts, the most significant changes in the 
evolution of Modern Bulgarian appear to have begun in the Middle and 
early Modern periods. Details of these changes are not reflected syste-
matically in written records. The penetration of vernacular features into the 
written language was impeded for a number of reasons, most importantly 
conservative scribal attitudes and various orthographic reforms which arti-
ficially normalized scribal practices during Middle Bulgarian. 

Written records from the first two centuries of Modern Bulgarian are 
quite limited owing to the Ottoman conquest, which severely curtailed the 
rich literary activity of earlier years. After approximately 1600 - the time 
of the beginning of the Bulgarian Възраждане/Vazraždane 'Renaissance' 
- increasingly numerous vernacular intrusions into popular texts suggest 
that the major changes differentiating Modern Bulgarian from its pre-
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decessor were essentially complete. In so far as continuing conservative 
orthographic conventions make textual evidence problematical, we can 
only reconstruct the general lines of the actual processes of these changes. 

The form of the modern Bulgarian literary language began to take shape 
only towards the middle of the nineteenth century. Earlier, within the 
prolific literary activity that developed from the beginning of the nineteenth 
century, three different orthographic positions competed with one another: 
(1) conservative, advocating a modern literary language based on the 
Russian/Serbian recension of Church Slavonic used in the Bulgarian 
Orthodox Church at that time; (2) progressive, calling for a literary 
language based on the speech of one or the other of the most influential 
regions of nineteenth-century Bulgaria; (3) intermediate, advocating use of 
those features shared by all regional dialects plus Church Slavonic features 
whenever the dialects differed. The emergence of north-eastern Bulgaria in 
the middle of the nineteenth century as the nation's cultural, economic and 
political centre led to wide acceptance of north-eastern dialects as the basis 
for the literary language. Of these dialects, that of Tarnovo, one of north-
eastern Bulgaria's most important cities and the country's first modern 
capital, was taken as the model for the emerging literary language. On 5 
February 1899, the Bulgarian Ministry of Education officially codified the 
modern literary language with the adoption of the first orthographic system 
sanctioned for the entire nation. Reformed to any significant extent only 
once, in February 1945, this system remains in use today. 

Despite the fact that the modern Bulgarian literary language reflects the 
north-eastern dialect of Tarnovo, it incorporates a number of non-eastern, 
western features (the major dialect division of Bulgarian is east versus west; 
see section 6). Originally, 'westernisms' were due to adoption of a number 
of Church Slavonic features coincidentally identical to features of western 
Bulgarian. However, with the shift of the Bulgarian capital from Tarnovo 
to Sofia (in the centre of western Bulgaria) in 1879 and the latter's rapid 
growth into the nation's single most influential urban centre, literary 
Bulgarian began a gradual process of accommodation to the native dialect 
of the new capital. As a result, the official literary language - described in 
standard reference works (Георгиева, Станков/Georgieva, Stankov 
1983; Тилков, Бояджиев/Tilkov, Bojadžiev 1981; Граматика/ 
Gramatika 1982-3; Пашов, Първев/Pašov, Parvev 1979; Романски/ 
Romanski 1955-9; Чолакова/Čolakova 1977-90) - represents no 
naturally occurring regional dialect. Rather, it is an artificial hybrid, learned 
to a greater or lesser extent by all Bulgarians in the course of their 
schooling. 

Prescriptively correct Bulgarian is spoken only under the most formal 
circumstances and only by speakers particularly concerned with proper 
usage. In less formal circumstances, non-literary features characteristic of 
speakers' regional dialects frequently occur. The speech of many educated 
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Bulgarians represents a continuum, with the colloquial, non-literary speech 
of their native regions at one end and the learned, literary standard at the 
other. In actual usage, speakers move back and forth between these two 
poles, incorporating, to various degrees, non-literary features into their 
formal speech and vice versa. Since the Second World War, owing to the 
rapid growth of the population and cultural prestige of Sofia, the 
westernized conversational speech of educated natives of the city has 
gained increasing prestige and has come to be regarded by some linguists as 
a (if not the) standard spoken variant of the literary language. 

2 Phonology 

2.1 Segmental phoneme inventory 

Table 5.1 Vowel phonemes 

Front Central Back 

High i u 
Mid e a о 
Low a 

/ i e u о/ are relatively lax. / a / is tenser and higher than [a], but lower than 
Russian [i]. Word-initial vowels are preceded by a glottal stop. 

Unstressed vowels are shorter and weaker than their stressed counter-
parts, and approach one another pair-wise, /i<>e a<>a u<>o/, without 
merging completely - at least not in careful literary speech (Граматика/ 
Gramatika 1: 132). Unstressed word-final vowels are often voiceless. 

Vowels are nasalized before nasal consonants followed by fricatives; 
often the nasal consonant is lost: онзи/ónzi [pnzi] ~ [pzi] 'that (м SG)'. 

In native Bulgarian words vowel sequences occur only across morpheme 
boundaries: знаеш/znaeš /zna-e-š/ 'know-PRS-2 SG'. In borrowings they 
are common: театър/teatar 'theatre'. 

/ t d s z с 1/ are alveo-dental, / n r / alveolar. The acute accent ( ' ) 
marks palatalization in labials and alveolars. Alveo-palatal obstruents are 
weakly palatalized. Palatalized labials are pronounced by many Bulgarians 
as sequences of [Q]; palatalized alveo-dentals, especially / п ' Г r ' / , may 
shift towards alveo-palatals. 

/ n / has a velar allophone, [q], before velars: raTaHKa/gatanka 
[gataqka] 'riddle'. 

/1/ is markedly velarized except before front vowels. 
/ с / and /x / have voiced allophones [3] and [y] before voiced obstru-
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Table 5.2 Consonant phonemes 

Labio- Alveo- Alveo-
Bilabial dental dental palatal Palatal Velar 

Stops p p' 
b b' 

Fricatives f f' 
v v' 

t t' 
d d' 
s s' 
z z' 
C c' 

š 
ž 
č 
3 

k' g' k 
g 
x 

Affricates 

Nasals m m' 
Laterals 
Trills 
Glide 

n n' 
1 Г 
r r' 

ents (except /v v7 ; see below), / x / has a palatal allophone [x'] before 
front vowels (see below). 

Some inventories of Bulgarian phonemes include /x ' 3 3 ' / . However, 
/ х ' з ' / occur only in foreign proper nouns, for example, Хюм/Xjum 
/x'um/ from English Hume, Ядзя/Jadzja /ja3'a/ from Polish Jadzia. 
Besides foreign proper nouns, /3 / occurs in a small number of non-
literary, dialectal words which, if used in the literary language, regularly 
replace /3 / by /z / : дзифт/dzift ~ зифт/zift 'tar'. 

Obstruents contrast voice before sonorants and /v v ' / : боб/bób /bop/ 
'bean' versus nón/póp /pop/ 'priest', твбй/tvoj /tvoj/ 'your-SG (м SG)' 
versus двбр/dvor /dvor/ 'yard'. Otherwise they are voiceless word-finally 
or before voiceless obstruents, and voiced before voiced obstruents. 

Palatalized and non-palatalized consonants contrast only before non-
front vowels. Moreover, in native words they contrast before /a u о/ only 
across morpheme boundaries: хбдя/xodja /xod'-а/ '(I) walk' (= 'walk-1 
SG') versus xófla/xóda /xod-а/ 'the course' (= 'course-the'), бял/bjal 
/b 'al/ 'white (м SG)' versus бал /bal /bal/ 'ball (= dance)'. Otherwise -
word-finally, before consonants or before front vowels - they are non-
palatalized. 

Palatals and velars contrast before non-front vowels; palatals occur here 
only in words of foreign origin: гол/gól /gól/ 'naked (M SG)' versus гьол/ 
gjól /g ol/ 'puddle' (from Turkish). Otherwise palatals are regular before 
front vowels, velars elsewhere. 

After vowels / j / occurs at the end of words or before consonants (мой/ 
mój 'my (M SG)', дайте/dąjte '(you-PL) give!'); before non-front vowels it 
occurs word-initially or after vowels (язва/jazva 'ulcer', моя/mója 'my (F 
SG)'). It neither follows consonants, nor precedes front vowels - except 
word-initially in a few borrowings (йезуит/jezuit 'Jesuit'). 

Geminate consonants occur only across morpheme boundaries: отдел/ 
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otdel /od-del/ 'department, section' (— 'of-part'). Consonant clusters are 
subject to other constraints (rpaMaTHKa/Gramatika 1: 135ff.). 

The letters of the Bulgarian alphabet and their standard transliteration 
according to the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences are shown in table 5.3. 

Table 5.3 Bulgarian alphabet 

a а K k Ф f 
6 b л 1 x h [here transliterated x] 
в v M m Ц с 
г g H n ч č 
Д d 0 0 Ш š 
e e n P Щ št 
ж ž p r ъ a [here transliterated a] 
3 z с s ь j [here transliterated '; occurs only in ьо/'о] 
и i T t ю ju 
й j У u я ja 

Except for the details that follow, orthographic spellings give a close 
approximation of phonemic representations (tables 5.1 and 5.2). However: 

1 щ denotes / š t / . / 3 / is written дж/dž. To the extent that it occurs at 
all, / 3 / is written дз/dz. 

2 Spellings show the underlying (morphophonemic) voicing of obstru-
ents; compare 'alive' м SG жив/živ /žif / versus F SG жива/živa 
/živa/. 

3 Palatal and palatalized consonants before non-front vowels are indi-
cated by я (for / a / and / а / ) , ю ( / u / ) , ьо ( / о / ) . Two of these 
symbols, я and ю, also indicate / j / followed by /a a / and / u / , 
respectively (see examples above). Otherwise, / j / is written й: мой/ 
mój 'my (м SG)'. 

4 The letter я is ambiguous. Most frequently it represents / a / after 
palatals, palatalized consonants or / j / . It is also used in two morpho-
logical categories for / a / after palatalized consonants or / j / : (a) 
masculine singular definite article, for example, денят/denjat 
/den 'at / 'the day (SBJ)'; (b) first person singular/third person plural 
present tense forms of first-/second-conjugation verbs: ходя/xodja 
/xod'a/ 'I walk', броят/brojat /brojat/ 'they count'. 

5 Similarly, a is ambiguous; in two categories it marks / a / , not / a / : (a) 
objective (not subjective) masculine singular definite article of nouns: 
rpafla/grada /grada/ 'the city (M SG OBJ)'; (b) first person singular/ 
third person plural present forms of first-/second-conjugation verbs: 
пекат/pekat /pekat/ 'they bake'. 
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/ a / is the regular Bulgarian reflex of PS1. *p and 'strong' *ъ: *pętb път/ 
pat 'road', *гъ/ъ зъл/zM 'evil (м SG)'. Later in the history of Bulgarian, 
/ a / was inserted to break up stem-final consonant clusters terminating in 
liquids or nasals ('epenthetic a'): *dobrb добър/dobar 'good (M SG)' 
(compare F SG добра/dobra), / e / is the regular reflex of PSI. *ę and 
strong *ь: *pftb пет/pet 'five', *dbnb дён/dćn 'day'. Weak *ъ/ь were 
generally lost: *ГЪ/Я зла/zla 'evil (F SG)', *dbni дни/dni 'days'. However, 
weak *ъ/ь remained in a number of monosyllabic roots (Velcheva 1988: 
146-8): дъно/dano 'bottom' from *dbno, пёсове/pesove 'dogs' plural of 
пёс/pes from *pbsb. 1Ъеге is a small number of examples in which PS1. 
*ь, weak or strong, gives / a / ('Umlaut of jers\ Velcheva 1988: 136-9): 
*рьпь gives пън/рап 'stump', *tbma gives тъмаЛата 'darkness'. 

Bulgarian has lengthened and metathesized reflexes for Proto-Slavonic 
liquid diphthongs with *o/e: 

*gordb град/grid 'city' 
*bolto блато/blato 'swamp' 
•bergb бряг/bijag 'shore' 
*melko мляко/mljako 'milk' 

Proto-Slavonic liquid diphthongs with *ъ/ь + l/r merged with 
sequences of *l/r + ъ/ь with loss of the distinction between ъ and ь. 
Subsequently / a / developed in all instances, before or after the liquid 
depending on the following consonantal environment: liquid-vowel before 
two consonants, vowel-liquid before consonant-vowel. This is the origin of 
the metathesis alternation described in section 2.3 (see examples there). 

PS1. *f/(and *kt+ front vowel), *djgave /št žd/: 

*svetjb свёщ/svešt 'candle' 
*noktb нощ/nóst 'night' 
*medja межда/mežda 'boundary' 

Bulgarian word stress is dynamic: stressed syllables are louder and 
longer and have a higher fundamental frequency than unstressed syllables. 
Stress is free: it may fall on any syllable of a polysyllabic word. It is mobile: 
its position may vary in inflection and derivation. Compare: 

'city' SG град/grad : SG DEF градът/gradat: PL градовё/gradove 
'bridge' SG мост/móst : SG DEF мостът/móstat : PL мостове/mostove 

Stress is distinctive: вълна/гё1па 'wool' versus вълна/valna 'wave'. For 
stress patterns of major lexical categories see section 3. 

Simple Bulgarian words have a single stressed syllable. Compound 
words may carry a secondary stress, or even two stresses of equal prom-
inence; for example, най-добър/naj-dobar 'best' (= 'most-good'), 
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сйлнотоковЛНпоиэкоу 'high-tension ( M SG A D J ) ' . 

Bulgarian distinguishes three small classes of inherently stressless clitics: 
proclitics, enclitics and variable clitics (either enclitic or proclitic depend-
ing on syntactic conditions). See 4.1 for details. 

2.2 Morphophonemic alternations inherited from Proto-SIavonic 
1 Velar - a I veo-pa la tal: /k g x sk zg/ ~ /č ž š št žd/ - reflexes of the 
Proto-SIavonic first regressive palatalization of velars before front vowels 
and */. Extremely common in Modern Bulgarian, the alternation is no 
longer conditioned solely by phonological factors. In inflection, it is limited 
to three categories: (1) a few masculine vocatives in /-e/: 'god' SG бог/ 
bóg, voc боже/bóźe; (2) certain types of first-conjugation verbs: 'weep' 
1 SG PRS плача/р1аса, 1 SG AOR плаках/р!аках; (3) two anomalous 
neuter plurals: 'eye' SG око/око, PL очи/ос! and 'ear' SG yxó/uxó, PL 
уши/uši. In derivation, it occurs in diverse nominal and verbal formations; 
for example, мляко/mljako 'milk' : млечен/mlečen 'milky, of milk (M 
SG)', глух/glux 'deaf (M SG)' : глушёя/glušeja '(I) grow deaf'. 

2 Velar ~ dental: /k g x/ ~ /с z s/ - reflexes of the Proto-SIavonic 
second and third palatalizations of velars. The alternation is regular 
(though with exceptions) in the plural of masculine nouns with polysyllabic 
stems, for example, 'language, tongue' SG език/ezik, PL езици/ezici. It 
occurs in the plural of two common feminine nouns, 'hand, arm' SG ръка / 
raka, PL ръцё/гасе and 'foot, leg' (dialectal) SG Hora/noga, PL нозё/ 
noze. In derivation it is uncommon; for example, малко/nmlko 'little, 
few': м а л ц и н с т в о / т а к и ^ о 'minority'. 

The interaction of the two preceding alternations creates a small number 
of alternations of /c z/ with /č ž/; for example, 'old man' SG старец/ 
starec : voc старче/starče. 

3 Jotation reflects the influence of PS1. *j on preceding dentals and labials 
(velars above): 

labials: / p b v m/ ~ /рГ Ы' vi' ml7 
dentals: / t d st s z n 1 r / ~ /št žd št š ž n ' Г rV 

Though once widespread in Old Bulgarian, these alternations are now 
extremely limited. In inflection, only the alternations /s z 1 r/ ~ / š ž Г г ' / 
are preserved in the paradigms of certain first-conjugation verbs: 'write' 
1 SG PRS пиша/piša, 1 SG AOR nńcax/płsax. In derivation, all of the 
alternations occur in isolated, unproductive formations. All examples of 
alternating labials, most of alternating /s z/ and many of / t d st/ are in 
borrowings from Russian or Russian Church Slavonic: 'send' 1 SG AOR 
PRFV пратих/ргайх, 1 SG A O R IMPFV npaujax/praStax; давя/davja '(I) 
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drown (ITR)', давление/davlenie 'pressure (from Russian or Russian 
Church Slavonic)'; коза/кога 'goat', кожа/kóźa 'skin'. 

Rare examples of PS1. *kt/gt before front vowels, which develop like *(/, 
are included here; for example, MÓra/moga '(I) can', Mouj/most 'power'. 

This set of alternations was radically reshaped by two historical develop-
ments: (a) the simplification of sequences of labial and /17 to palatalized 
labials (the loss of 'epenthetic l' originally arising in Proto-SIavonic from 
labial + j) and (b) the substitution of / t ' d ' s' z ' / for /št žd š ž/ , respec-
tively. The result is the alternation of homorganic palatalized and non-
palatalized consonants, / p b f v m t d s z / ~ / p ' b ' f ' v ' m ' t ' d ' 
s' z ' / , in place of the earlier alternations. The newer alternations are 
common in paradigms of certain first- and second-conjugation verbs; for 
example, 'drip' 1 SG PRS кгшя/kapja, 1 SG AOR капах/карах; 'walk' 1 SG 
PRS ходя/xodja, 1 SG AOR хбдих/xodix. They are also common in verbal 
derivation; for example, 'turn' 1 SG PRS PRFV извъртя/izvartja, 1 SG PRS 
IMPFV извъртявам/izvartjavam. 

4 о ~ e: This alternation is a vestige of the Proto-SIavonic change of back 
vowels to front vowels after alveo-palatal consonants or the reflexes of the 
third palatalization of velars. Compare: градове/gradove 'cities', but 
6póeBe/bróeve 'numbers' (SG брой/brój). The alternation is non-
productive and lexically limited, and allows numerous alternatives; for 
example, змейове/zmejove ~ змееве/zmeeve 'dragons'. 

5 Consonant truncation: Consonants are deleted before other consonants 
or at the end of a word. This alternation comprises a number of special 
cases, (a) / j / is deleted in the inflection of first-conjugation verbs which 
show stem-final / j / in the present tense; truncation here is regular and 
productive, though morphologically conditioned: 'drink' 1 SG PRS пия/ 
pija, 1 SG AOR nńx/pix (but compare 2 PL IMP пийте/pijte). (b) Stem-
final / t d / are regularly deleted before /1/ in the aorist participle of 
first-conjugation verbs: 'read' 1 SG PRS чета/četa, м SG AOR PART чёл/ 
čel. (с) /n s t / alternate with 0 in singular and plural forms of some neuter 
nouns: 'time' SG врёме/vreme, PL времена/vremena; 'taxi' SG такси/ 
taksi, PL TaKCHTa/taksita. The alternations occur sporadically elsewhere in 
inflection and derivation: зная/znaja '(I) know', знак/гпак 'sign'. 

6 Vowel truncation: Stem-final vowels alternate with 0 in verbal inflection 
(the relevant stem elements are italicized in the following transliterated 
examples): 'walk' 1 SG PRS ходя/лии/уа, 1 SG AOR ХОДИХ/ЛКИЙХ; 'write' 
1 SG PRS пиша/piša, 1 SG AOR писаx/pisax. 

7 /t/ ~ /s/: This alternation is limited to a few derivationally related 
items, such as страдам/stradam '(I) suffer', страст/strast 'passion'. 
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8 Ablaut: Vestiges of Proto-Slavonic ablaut are preserved in derivation, 
particularly aspectual derivation; for example, бера/Ьега '(I) gather', 
йзбор/izbor 'selection'; 'die' 1 SG PRS PRFV умра/итга, 1 SG PRS IMPFV 
умирам/шшгат. A few examples occur in verbal inflection: 'gather' 1 SG 
PRS бера/Ьега, 1 SG AOR 6pax/brax. 

2.3 Morphophonemic alternations resulting from changes after Proto-
Slavonic 
Here three types are distinguished with respect to the conditions of their 
application. 

1 General, phonologically conditioned, optional alternations. In casual 
speech these apply across word boundaries as well as within words. 

(a) CC ~ C: Geminate consonants, which arise principally across 
morpheme boundaries (see above), alternate with their single counter-
parts: оттук/ottuk /ottuk ~ otiik/ 'from here'. 

(b) alveo-dental ~ alveo-palatal: /t d s z с/ ~ / č 3 š ž č/, respectively, 
before /Č3ŠŽ/: безжизнен/bezžiznen /bezžiznen ~ bežžiznen/, 
and with reduction of geminate /žž/ /bežiznen/ 'lifeless (м SG)'. 

(c) ST ~ S: / s z š ž/ before a word boundary or other consonant, 
/st zd št žd/ otherwise; for example, Mouj/mošt /mošt ~ moš/ 
'power', 'powerful' м SG MOUjeH/mošten /mošten/ and F SG мощна/ 
mostna /moštna ~ mošna/. 

(d) E ~ J: unstressed / e / and / i / contiguous to a lower, usually stressed, 
vowel become / j / ; thus, материал/material /material ~ mateijal/ 
'material', баща й/bašta i /baštai ~ baštaj/ 'her father' (= 'father 
her-DAT'). Similarly, / u o / become [w]: воал/voal [voał ~ vwał] 
'veil'. Sequences of consonant and [j]/[w] of this source are often 
pronounced as palatalized or labialized consonants: [mater'al], [vwał]. 

2 General, phonologically conditioned, but obligatory alternations. 

(a) Word-final devoicing: Word-final voiceless obstruents alternate with 
voiced obstruents before non-obstruents. Compare 'city' м SG град/ 
grad /grat/ and PL градове/gradove /gradove/. While obstruents 
devoice before enclitics (except the definite article), they do not 
devoice at the end of prepositions; compare: град ли/grad li /gratli/ 
'a city?' (compare rpafli>T/grad4t/grad4t/ 'the city') and под 
липите/pod lipite /podlipite/ 'under the lindens'. 

(b) Voicing assimilation in clusters: A voiced obstruent alternates with a 
voiceless obstruent before a voiceless obstruent; a voiceless obstruent 
alternates with a voiced obstruent before a voiced obstruent. For 
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example, 'sweet' М SG сладък/sladak /sladak/ ~ F SG сладка/ 
sladka /slatka/, сват/svat /svat/ 'matchmaker' ~ сватба/svatba 
/svadba/ 'wedding'. The same alternation occurs between fully 
stressed words and clitics, and in colloquial speech between fully 
stressed words as well: от баба/ot baba /odbaba/ 'from grand-
mother', без това/bez tova /bestova/ 'without this (N SG)'. The alter-
nation applies allophonically to /с x/; for example, четох ги/cetox gi 
/cetoyg 'i/ '(I) read (AOR) them'. Presumably inherited from Proto-
Slavonic, the alternation became much more frequent with the loss of 
weak *ъ/ь. 

/ w ' / followed by sonorants do not cause preceding voiceless 
obstruents to become voiced: сват/svat /svat/ 'matchmaker'; but от 
вдовицата/ot vdovicata /odvdovicata/ 'from the widow'. Between a 
voiceless obstruent and a sonorant /v v 7 are optionally voiceless: 
/svat ~ sfat/. 

(c) Velar ~ palatal: / k ' g 7 before front vowels ~ /k g/ elsewhere (the 
rule applies allophonically to /x / ) ; for instance, 'book' F SG книга/ 
kniga /kniga/ ~ PL книги/knigi /knig'i/. It occurs across word 
boundaries in casual speech. The alternation arose after the change of 
PS1. *yto i, well after the velar palatalizations of Proto-Slavonic. 

(d) C' ~ С: Palatalized consonants before non-front vowels alternate with 
non-palatalized consonants elsewhere. This alternation is the result of 
relatively recent changes which eliminated palatalized consonants 
before front vowels, consonants, and word boundaries, as in 'land' F SG 
земя/zemja : PL земи/zemi: земна/гетпа 'earthly, earthen (F SG)' : 
земляк/zemljak 'countryman'; 'blue' F SG синя/sinja : N SG синьо/ 
sin'o : M SG син/sin : PL сини/sini 'blue'. 

(e) /i/ — 0: / j / before back vowels, consonants or word boundaries alter-
nates with 0 before front vowels; for example, м SG 'my' мой/mój 
versus PL мои/mói. This alternation is perhaps optional (Маслов/ 
Maslov 1981: 51). 

(f) /j ~ CV: Root-initial / j / alternates with palatalization of prefix-final 
consonant; thus, ям/jam '(I) eat' but обядвам/objadvam 
/ob'advam/ '(I) dine'. 

(g) /s/ ~ 0: / s / alternates with 0 between /št st č š ž/ and /k / . This 
alternation occurs only in adjectives with the derivational suffix /-sk-/; 
for example, чёшки/češki 'Czech (M SG)' from the noun /cex-/ + 
/-sk-/ with /x / to / š / (see 2.2). 

3 Lexically restricted alternations, conditioned by phonological factors, 
morphological factors or a combination. All have exceptions. 

(a) С'a ~ Ce: Stressed / a / preceded by a palatalized consonant alter-
nates with / e / (stressed or unstressed) preceded by a non-palatalized 
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consonant. The alternation is lexically limited to approximately 90-100 
stems and several affixes (Scatton 1984, appendices 1 and 2). Other-
wise it is conditioned by phonological factors: /С ' а / if the alternating 
syllable is stressed and not followed by (1) a palatalized or alveo-
palatal consonant; (2) a consonant cluster containing such a con-
sonant; or (3) a syllable containing a front vowel; otherwise /Če/ or 
/Če/ . Thus: 'blind' M SG сляп/sljap : PL слепи/slepi : слепчо/ 
slepčo 'blind man' : заслепя/zaslepja '(I) blind'. Exceptions are 
common: for instance, 'place', N SG място/mjasto and PL места/ 
mesta, but related adjective мёстна/mestna 'local (F SG)'. The alter-
nation is the result of the characteristic north-eastern Bulgarian 
treatment of PS1. *e jat'. 

(b) Metathesis: As a result of the development of Proto-SIavonic liquid 
diphthongs with *ъ/ь (section 2.1), the position of the consonants 
/ r 1/ with respect to / a / varies as a function of the following environ-
ment: /га/ and / la/ before two consonants, /a r / and /al/ before a 
consonant followed by a vowel. Lexically limited, the alternation is 
common in derivation, but infrequent in inflection; for example, 
върба/varba 'willow tree' : Връбница/Vrabnica 'Palm Sunday'. In 
monosyllabic forms with more than one consonant after the liquid-
vowel sequence, / a / always follows the liquid: кръст/krast 'cross'. In 
other monosyllabic forms, both orders occur: гръм/gram 'thunder' 
versus вълк/valk 'wolf. Exceptions are numerous: смъртна/ 
smartna 'fatal (FSG)'. See Scatton (1984, appendix 3) for details. 

(c) Vowel ~ 0: In the inflectional and derivational patterns of many 
nominal and verbal forms, / a / and / e / alternate with 0. The alter-
nation is the idiosyncratic property of many roots and affixes. For 
example, 'day' м SG ден/den : PL дни/dni; 'silver (ADJECTIVE)' M SG 
сребърен/srebaren : F SG срёбърнаЛгёЬагпа : срёбърник/ 
srebarnik 'silver coin' : сребро/srebró 'silver (N)'. The alternation is 
the result of the evolution of the PS1. *ъ/ь plus the apparent epenthesis 
of / a / in word-final clusters of consonant plus liquid (see section 2.1). 

3 Morphology 

3.1 Nominal morphology 

3.1.1 Nominal categories 

Bulgarian nominal morphology includes the following categories: 

1 Number, singular versus plural; masculine nouns use a separate count 
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form (Bulgarian бройна форма/brójna fórma) with cardinal 
numerals. 

2 Definiteness, expressed by a definite article, postposed to the first 
nominal constituent of definite noun phrases. 

3 Case (extremely limited): Two classes of nouns and masculine singular 
adjectives have singular vocative forms (non-productive and limited). 
The masculine singular definite article contrasts subjective and objec-
tive forms (a distinction not strictly observed in colloquial Bulgarian). 
Personal pronouns and the masculine personal interrogative pronoun 
кой/kój 'who' (and other pronouns derived from it) have nominative, 
accusative and dative forms; non-clitic dative forms, however, are 
replaced by prepositional phrases (see 3.1.3). 

Other case forms were common in the literary language in the past, 
particularly for masculine personal nouns; for example, NOM 
Владимир/Vladimir, DAT Владимиру/Vladimiru, ACC Влад-
имира/Vladimira. They are now found only in regional, non-literary 
dialects (see section 6). For case vestiges in adverbial formations, 
see section 3.1.4. 

4 Grammatical gender: masculine, feminine, neuter, reflected in the 
number suffixes (singular/plural) of nouns. In addition, gender and 
number are the basis for agreement of verbal and other nominal forms 
with nouns. Gender is natural only to the extent that certain nouns 
denoting humans, regardless of their inflectional patterns, are 
masculine or feminine for agreement purposes depending on their 
meaning; for example, although inflected like a feminine noun in / -a / , 
слуга/sluga '(male) servant' shows masculine agreement; likewise 
чичо/čičo 'uncle', although it is inflected like a neuter noun in / -о/ . 
In addition, a small number of nouns with singulars in / -a / which 
denote men or women show masculine or feminine agreement depend-
ing on the sex of their referents; for instance, пияница/pijanica 
'drunkard'. 

3.1.2 Noun morphology 
The most important inflectional patterns of nouns are as follows: 

1 Masculine singular /-0/ 

SG INDEF SG VOC 
сине 
sine 
граде 
grade 
учителю 
učitelju 

PL INDEF 
синовё 
sinove 

PL COUNT 
Monosyllabic 'son' син 

sin 
'city' град 

grad 
градовё 
gradove 
учители 
učiteli 

сина 
sina 
града 
grada 

Polysyllabic 'teacher' учител 
učitel 

учителя 
učitelja 
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Vowel-zero alternations are common in this class: the vowel occurs in all 
singular forms and the count plural, zero in other plural forms: 'fool' SG 
глупец/glupec, voc глупецо/glupeco - PL глупци/glupci. 

Vocative suffixes are / -e / , / -u / (see above), or / -о / ('man, husband' 
мъж/maž - мъжо/mažo; 'citizen' гражданин/graždanin - граж-
данино/graždanino). Their distribution depends on the stem-final con-
sonant (Scatton 1984: 140-2). 

/-ove/ is the regular plural suffix for monosyllabic stems. After / j / , it is 
sometimes replaced by /-eve/: 'tea' чай/čaj - чаеве/čaeve. Often / - i / 
replaces /-ove/, especially in borrowings: 'day' ден/den - дни/dni, 'fact' 
факт/fakt - факти/fakti (borrowed from Latin). 

Several common monosyllabic nouns take other plural suffixes: /-išta/: 
'path, road' път/pat - пътища/patišta; / -a / : 'brother' брат/brat -
братя/bratja (with irregular palatalization of / t / ) ; 'foot' крак/krak -
крака/кгака; / -e / : 'man, husband' мъж/maž - мъже/maže. 

/ - i / is the regular plural suffix for polysyllabic stems; here stem-final 
velars generally become dentals: 'pupil' ученик/učenik - ученици/ 
učenici. Exceptions are common, especially in borrowings: 'dinner jacket' 
(from English via Russian) CMÓKHHr/smoking - смокинги/smókingi. 
The suffix /-in-/ is lost in the plural: 'citizen' гражданин/graždanin -
граждани/graždani. Rarely, /-ove/ occurs for expected /- i / : 'fire' огън/ 
ógan - огньове/ogn'ove. 

Alternative plural forms are common: 'sign' знак/гпак - знаци/znaci 
~ знакове/znakove. 

The suffix of the plural count form is / - a / - never stressed. 
In vocative and count forms, stress falls on the same stem-syllable as in 

the singular. Monosyllabic stems show three possibilities in the plural: 

Stem 'sign' знак/гпак znaKoee/znakove 
Suffix initial 'chair' стол/stól cmnoBe/stolove 
Suffix final 'city' град/grid градовё/gradove 

The first pattern is by far the most common. For polysyllabic stems, stress 
is fixed on the stem: 'pupil' ученик/učenik - ученици/učenici; an 
apparent shift to the plural suffix occurs with the loss of stressed suffixal 
vowels: 'fool' глупец/glupec - глупци/glupci. 

2 Neuter nouns with SG /-o/ (/-e/), PL /-a/ 

'place' 
'heart' 
'doctrine' 

SG INDEF 
място/mjasto 
сърцё/sarce 
учение/učenie 

PL INDEF 
места /mesta 
сърца/šarca 
учения/učenija 

The singular suffix / -о / may be / -e / after stems terminating in palatalized, 
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palatal or, rarely, other consonants. Other suffixes are rare: / - i / (two 
examples): 'eye' око/око - очи/oči, 'ear' yxo/uxo - уши/uši (both with 
velar to alveo-palatal); / -e / (three examples): 'wing' крило/kriló -
крилё/krile ( ~ крила/krila), 'knee' коляно/koljano - колене/kolene 

колена/kolena), 'shoulder' рамо/гато - рамене/гатепё 
рамена/гатепа). 

Stress is usually fixed on the stem ('doctrine' above) or the suffix 
('heart'). Some nouns shift stress from stem to plural suffix, for instance 
'place'. 

A number of kinship terms and names for men have singulars in / -o / ; 
they use the plural suffix /-ovci/; stress is fixed: 'grandfather' дядо/djado 
- дядовци/djadovci. 

3 Neuter nouns with SG /-e/, PL /-eCa/ 

SG INDEF PL INDEF 
'lamb' arHe/agne araeTa/agneta 
'stool' столче/stolče стблчета/stolčeta 

This formation is regular for neuter nouns with the common diminutive 
suffix / -e / or any of its variants, like /-če/ . Stress is fixed. The suffix /- ta/ 
is productive for foreign borrowings terminating in / - i / or / -u / (unknown 
as singular suffixes in native nouns): 'taxi' такси/taksi - таксита/taksita. 

Seven nouns take stressed /-na/ instead of /- ta/ : 'seed' семе/seme -
семена/semena; also време/vreme 'time', име/ime 'name'. 

Stressed /-sa/ occurs with two neuters in / -о / or / -e / : 'sky, heaven' 
небе/пеЬе (archaic нёбо ~ небо/пёЬо ~ nebó) - He6eca/nebesa, 
'miracle' чудо/čudo - чудеса/čudesa. A few other plurals of this type are 
archaic alternatives to regular formations; thus, 'speech' OTIOBO/SIOVO -
слова/slova and archaic словеса/slovesa. 

4 Feminine nouns with SG /-a/ 

SG INDEF SG VOC PL INDEF 
'woman, wife' жена жёно жени 

žena ženo ženi 
'land' земя зёмьо земи 

zemja zem 'o zemi 

The vocative is regularly formed with / -о / (see above) or / -e / ('tsarina' 
царица/сапса - царице/сапсе) (Scatton 1984: 140-2 for rules and 
exceptions). Stress in the vocative is always on the stem. The plural suffix is 
/- i / , before which velars do not become alveo-palatals. Two nouns take 
/ -e / with shift of velar to dental: 'arm, hand' ръка/гака - ръцё/гасё and 
'leg, foot' (dialectal) Hora/noga - нозё/noze. 
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This pattern also includes some masculine personal nouns: '(male) 
servant' SG слуга/sluga, v o c слуго/slugo, PL слуги/slugi. 

Vocative forms aside, the stress of nouns in / - a / is fixed. 

5 Feminine nouns with SG /-0/ 

SG INDEF PL INDEF 
'song' пёсен/pesen песни/pesni 
'bone' кост/kóst кости/kósti 

The plural suffix is / - i / . Vowel-zero alternations occur (section 2.3). Stress 
is fixed (except with the definite article: see below). 

Many Bulgarian noun types are defective with respect to number. Some 
(singularia tantum) occur only in the singular: уравновесёност/ 
uravnovesenost 'equilibrium'; others (pluralia tantum) occur only in the 
plural: очила/осНа 'eye glasses'. 

As the first constituent of a definite noun phrase, nouns carry the post-
posed definite article: 

Singular: 
masculine -0: -ът ~ -а (-ят ~ fl)/-at ~ -a (-jat ~ at) (учителят/ 

učiteljat 'the teacher', глупёцът/glupecat 'the fool') 
feminine/masculine / - a / : -Ta/-ta (жената/ženata 'the woman, wife') 
feminine -0: -Ta/-ta (песента/pesenta 'the song') 
masculine / -о / , all neuter: -To/-to (мястото/mjastoto 'the place') 

Plural: 
/ -a/: -Ta/-ta (местата/mestata 'the places') 
/ - i / or / -e / : -Te/-te (жените/ženite 'the women, wives') 

Notes: 
1 Masculine singular forms distinguish case: forms in / t / - nominative, 

forms without / t / - objective: той e профёсорът/ tój e profesorat 
'he is the professor' versus стаята на профёсора/stajata na 
profesora 'the room of the professor'. In spoken usage, depending on 
regional dialect or idiolect, one of the two forms is generalized. With 
some monosyllabic masculine nouns the stress unpredictably shifts to 
the article: градът/gradat 'the city'. See section 2.1 for spelling. 

2 With feminine singular nouns in -0, stress is always on the article, 
which, additionally, is often pronounced [-ta]: [pesenta] ~ [pesenta]. 

Noun morphology has changed dramatically in the history of Bulgarian. 
Except for masculine and feminine vocative forms, all case forms were lost. 
The Proto-Slavonic nominative-accusative dual of o-stem masculine nouns 
was the source of masculine count forms. Otherwise, the dual was lost 
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(except for vestiges: some feminine and neuter plurals in / -e / , some 
masculine plurals in / -a / , the plurals of 'eye' and 'ear' (examples above)). 
The definite article developed from the demonstrative pronoun PS1. *t~. 

The declensional types of Modern Bulgarian continue the major patterns 
of Late Proto-SIavonic. Masculine and neuter stems with singulars in / -0/ 
and / -о / , respectively, are descendants of o-stem masculines and neuters. 
The plural suffix of monosyllabic masculines, /-ove/, preserves the nom-
inative plural of w-stem masculines, otherwise absorbed by o-stems. The 
rare masculine plural suffix / -e/ , as in мъже/mažć, reflects nominative 
plural -ье of masculine /-stems, otherwise absorbed by o-stem masculines. 
Feminine nouns in / -a / continue Proto-SIavonic feminine a-stems, 
feminine nouns in / -0 / - i-stems. Masculine personal nouns with singular 
in / -о / are an innovation. 

Vestiges of Proto-SIavonic 'hard' versus 'soft' inflectional patterns for о-
and a-stems are found in the vocative (though with redistribution of 
suffixes, including the extension of / -о / to masculines), in the masculine 
plural suffix /-eve/ (for /-ove/ ), and in the neuter singular suffix / -e / (for 
/ -o/ ) . 

With one major exception, all minor classes of Proto-SIavonic nouns 
were either absorbed by major patterns or became non-productive and 
limited in number. As mentioned, w-stem and i-stem masculines merged 
with o-stem masculines. Most feminine й-stems, developing singular forms 
in /-va/, merged with o-stem feminines (църква/carkva 'church'); a few 
became feminines in / -0 / (кръв/krav 'blood'). Feminine F-stems became 
feminines in / -a / (рабйня/rabłnja 'slave'). Masculine «-stems generally 
merged with masculines in / -0 / - with or without a change of suffix 
(пламък/plamak 'flame' versus дён/den 'day'). The original suffix of 
'stone' was more or less preserved in the plural while being replaced in the 
singular: камък/катак - камъни/катат . 

Neuter s-stems became neuters in / -о / ('speech' aricmo/slovo -
слова/slova); likewise for several neuter л-stems ('letter' писмо/pismó 
from ocs pismę). Several «-stems retain the old plural ('seed' семе/seme 
- семенаЛетепа). Neuter «/-stems, preserved with plurals in /-ta/ , are 
very common due to the productivity of diminutive suffixes in / -e / and the 
use of /-ta/ with borrowings. Finally, two feminine r-stems, OCS mati 
'mother' and dbšti 'daughter', became feminine nouns in / -а / : майка/ 
majka and дъщеря/dašteija (the latter with the vocative дъще/dašte). 

3.1.3 Pronominal morphology 
The personal pronouns of Bulgarian are shown in table 5.4. Ний/nij and 
вий/vij are normal in spoken Bulgarian. With decreasing consistency, 
second person plural forms are used for polite address of second person 
singular interlocutors. The clitic feminine dative singular is written with a 
grave accent to distinguish it from и /i 'and'. 
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Table 5.4 Personal pronouns 

( a ) NOM ACC DAT 
Stressed Clitic Stressed Clitic 

1 SG 
2 SG 
3 SGM 

N 
F 

1 PL 
2 PL 
3 PL 
REFL 

аз 
ТЙ 
ТОЙ 
TÓ 
ТЯ 
нйе(нйй) 
вйе (вйй) 
те 

мене 
тебе 
него 
него 
нея 
нас 
вас 
тях 
себе си 

ме 
те 
го 
го 
я 
ни 
ви 
ги 
се 

(мене) 
(тебе) 
(нему) 
(нему) 
(ней) 
(нам) 
(вам) 
(тям) 
(себе си) си 

ми 
ти 
му 
му 
й 
ни 
ви 
им 

i ' 
'you (SG)' 
'he/it' 
'it' 
'she/it' 
'we' 
'you (PL)' 
'they' 
'-self' 

(b) 
1 SG 
2SG 
3 SGM 

N 
F 

1 PL 
2 PL 
3 PL 
REFL 

az 
ti 
tój 
tó 
tja 
nie (nij) 
vie (vij) 
te 

mene 
tebe 
nego 
nego 
neja 
nas 
vas 
tjax 
sebe si 

me 
te 
go 
go 
ja 
ni 
vi 
gi 
se 

(mene) 
(tebe) 
(nemu) 
(nemu) 
(nej) 
(nam) 
(vam) 
(tjam) 
(sebe si) 

mi 

mu 
mu 

m 
vi 
im 

'I' 
'you (SG)' 
'he/it' 
'it' 
'she/it' 
'we' 
'you (PL)' 
'they' 
'-self' 

Stressed dative forms, now archaic, are replaced by prepositional 
phrases of на/па + stressed accusatives. Stressed accusative forms serve as 
objects of prepositions and, with logical stress, as direct objects of transitive 
verbs. Clitic forms are normal as unmarked verbal complements, accusative 
as direct object, dative as indirect object: 

Дадох него на нёя./Dadox nego na neja. 
'(Г) gave it to her.' 
Дадох й ro./Dadox i go. 
'(I) gave it to her.' 

Enclitic datives are the customary expression of possession (see section 
4.9). 'Ethical' (modal) dative forms, usually clitics, are common in 
colloquial Bulgarian: той си пийва/tój si pijva 'he likes to take a drop' (= 
'he self-DAT drinks-SEMELFACTiVE'). 

Personal pronouns are matched by personal possessive pronouns, 
inflected for gender and number like adjectives (see table 5.5). Like adjec-
tives, possessive pronouns may carry the definite article (section 3.1.4). 
However, in first person singular, second person singular and reflexive 
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Table 5.5 Personal possessive 

M SG F SG 

( a ) 
МОЙ моя 1 SG МОЙ моя 

2 SG твой твоя 
3 SG M/N негов нёгова 

F нёин нейна 
1 PL наш наша 
2 PL ваш ваша 
3 PL тёхен тяхна 
REFL свой своя 

pronouns 

N SG PL 

мое мои 'ту' 
твое твои 'your-SG' 
нёгово нёгови 'his/its' 
нёйно нёйни 'her/its' 
наше наши 'our' 
ваше ваши 'your-PL' 
тяхно техни 'their' 
свое свои '-own' 

(b> 
1 SG moj moja 
2 SG tvoj tvoja 
3 SG M/N negov negova 

F nein nejna 
1 PL naš naša 
2 PL vaš vaša 
3 PL texen tjaxna 
REFL SVOJ SVOja 

móe moi 'my' 
tvoe tvoi 'your-SG' 
negovo negovi 'his/its' 
nejno nejni 'her' 
naše naši 'our' 
vaše vaši 'your-PL' 
tjaxno texni 'their' 
svoe svoi '-own' 

forms, /-ij-/ is not added before the masculine singular article: 'my' M SG 
DEF моят/mójat versus 'their' м SG DEF тёхният/texnijat. 

Other pronominal forms, also inflected for gender and number, are 
demonstrative (table 5.6) and interrogative (table 5.7). 

The masculine singular form of 'who' and all pronominal forms derived 
from it (below) have an oblique form, Koró/kogó, used as direct object 
and object of prepositions. In colloquial Bulgarian it is often replaced by 
кой/kój. The archaic dative кому/коти is replaced by PREP на/па + 
Koró/kogó. 

With the exception of 'everyone, . . . ' (below), other pronominal forms 
are derived from interrogatives. 

Relative pronouns add the suffix -To/-to: кбйто/kójto 'who, which, 
that (M SG)', KaKT>BTo/kak4vto 'which sort (M SG)'. 

Negative pronouns add stressed ни-/п!-: никой/nłkoj 'no one (M SG)', 
ничий/ničij 'no one's (M SG)', никакъв/nikakav 'no sort of (M SG)', 
нищо/ništo 'nothing (N SG)'. 

Indefinite pronouns: 

1 'some, a certain': stressed ня' /nja- -I- interrogative; here / а / ~ with 
/ e / ; някой/njakoj 'someone (M SG)', някакъв/njakakav 'some sort 
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Table 5.6 Demonstrative pronouns 

MSG F SG N SG PL 

(a) , , . . , , , . 'this' този/тоя тази/тая това/туй тези/тия 
'that' онзи/оня онази/оная онова/онуй онёзи/ония 
'such а' такъв такава такова такива 

<ь) 
'this' tozi/toja tazi/taja tova/tuj tezi/tija 
'that' ónzi/ónja onazi/onaja onova/onuj onezi/onija 
'such a' takav takava takova takiva 

of (M SG)', нёчий/nečij 'someone's (M SG)', нёщо/nešto 'something 
(N SG)'. 

2 'someone, so-and-so, such-and-such': eAH-/čdi- + interrogative си/si, 
written as two words with secondary stress on the first constituent; 
ёди-кой cn/čdi-koj si 'so-and-so, a certain one (M SG)', ёди-какъв 
си/čdi-kakav si 'such-and-such a, a certain (м SG)'. 

3 'whoever, whatever, somebody or other, something or other, whatever 
sort of: interrogative + да e/da e, three words with secondary stress 
on the last; for example, кой да e/kój da ё 'someone or other, anyone 
(M SG)', какво да e/kakvo da ё 'whatever (N SG)'. Alternative forms 
replace the interrogative with a relative pronoun and add и/i: който и 
да ё/kójto i da ё. 

Table 5.7 Interrogative pronouns 

MSG F SG N SG PL 

'who, which' кой коя кое кои 
'what' какво/що 
'what sort of' какъв каква какво какви 
'whose' чий чия чиё чии 

<ь) 
'who, which' koj koja кое koi 
'what' ( kakvo/što 
'what sort of' kakav kakva kakvo kakvi 
'whose' čij čija čie čii 
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4 'everyone, every single, each' м SG всёки/vseki, F SG всяка/vsjaka, N 
SG всяко/vsjako, PL всички/vsički. Referring to persons, the mascu-
line singular form of 'everyone . . h a s accusative forms всекиго/ 
vsekigo, всякого/vsjakogo; they are obsolescent in the colloquial 
language, 

'everything' N SG всичко/vsičko 
'every sort of' М SG всякакъв/vsjakakav, F SG всякаква/vsjakakva, N 

SG всякакво/vsjakakvo, PL всякакви/vsjakakvi 
'all (of)' M SG всичкият/vsičkijat, F SG всичката/vsičkata N SG 

всйчкото/vsičkoto, PL BCH4KH(Te)/vsički(te) 

See section 4, especially 4.7-4.9 for pronominal usage. 

3.1.4 Adjectival morphology 
Adjectives are inflected for number and, in the singular, gender; there is a 
masculine singular vocative form: 

'new' 'goat's' 'fraternal' 
M SG нов/nov кози/kózi братски/bratski 
м SG voc нбви/novi кози/kózi братски/bratski 
F SG HÓBa/nova козя/kózja брэтска/bratska 
N SG HÓBo/novo козе/kóze братско/bratsko 
PL нови/novi кози/kózi братски/bratski 

The usual masculine singular suffix is / -0 / . The suffix / - i / is limited to 
adjectives in /-sk-/, a small number of possessive adjectives, and a few 
Russian loans in /-ov-/ (брегови/bregovi 'shore (ADJECTIVE)'). Stems 
with vowel-zero alternations have a vowel in the masculine singular before 
/ -0 / , otherwise zero: 'good' м SG добър/dotór - F SG добра/dobra. 

The regular neuter suffix / - о / may be / - e / , as in козе/kóze (see 
section 2.2). 

Most adjectives are stem-stressed. End-stress is limited to Russian 
borrowings with /-ov-/ (see above) and two native stems: 'good' (above), 
'alone' M SG сам/sam (F SG CAMA/sama). 

A few colloquial adjectives borrowed from Turkish and, more recently, 
other languages are not inflected: сербез човек/serbćz čovek 'bold man', 
сербез жени/serbez ženi 'bold women' (see section 5.3). 

Masculine singular forms in / - i / continue definite Proto-Slavonic forms; 
others continue indefinite forms. All earlier non-nominative case forms, 
the dual and, in the plural, gender were lost. Except for irregular neuter 
singular forms in / -e / , all trace of the soft adjectival paradigms of Proto-
Slavonic was lost. The number of adjectives with palatalized stem-final 
consonants is limited to a few possessive adjectives (козя/кода 'goat's (F 
SG)'), and one non-derived adjective 'blue' м SG син/sin, F SG синя/sinja, 
N SG синьо/sin'o, PL сини/sini. 
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Table 5.8 Cardinal numerals 

( a ) 
'l' един 
'2' два 
'3' три 
'4' четири 
45' пет 
46' шест 
47' сёдем 
48' осем 
49' дёвет 

410' дёсет 

'l Г единадесет 
412' дванадесет 
413' тринадесет 
414' четиринадесет 
415' петнадесет 
416' шестнадесет 
417' седемнадесет 
418' осемнадесет 
419' деветнадесет 

420' двадесет 4200' 
430' трйдесет 4300' 
440' четиридесет 4400' 
450' петдесёт 4500' 
460' шестдесёт 4600' 
470' седемдесёт 4700' 
480' осемдесёт 4800' 
490' деветдесёт 4900' 

4100' сто 41,000' 
'million' милион 'thousand million' милиард 

двеста 
триста 
чётиристотин 
пётстотин 
шёстстотин 
сёдемстотин 
осемстотин 
дёветстотин 
хиляда 

(Ь) , 
41' edin 
42' dva 
43' tri 
44' četiri 
45' pet 
46' šest 
47' sedem 
48' ósem 
49' devet 

410' deset 

411' edinadeset 
412' dvanadeset 
413' trinadeset 
414' četirinadeset 
415' petnadeset 
416' šestnadeset 
417' sedemnadeset 
418' osemnadeset 
419' devetnadeset 

'million' milion 

420' dvadeset 
'30' trideset 
'40' četirideset 
'50' petdeset 
'60' šestdeset 
'70' sedemdeset 
'80' osemdeset 
'90' devetdeset 

'100' stó 
'thousand million' 

' 2 0 0 ' 
'300' 
'400' 
'500' 
' 6 0 0 ' 
'700' 
' 8 0 0 ' 
'900' 

'1,000' 
miliard 

dvesta 
trista 
četiristotin 
petstótin 
šeststotin 
sedemstótin 
ósemstotin 
devetstotin 
xiljada 

Comparative adjectives are formed with preposed stressed nó-/pó-: 
M SG no-HOB/po-nov 'newer'. Superlatives use HAŃ-/naj-: м SG най-нов/ 
naj-nov 'newest'. Note the regular 'double' stress in both formations. 

The synthetic comparative forms of Proto-SIavonic were lost - with 
vestiges in висш/visš 'higher, superior', HH3iu(ii)/nizs(i) 'lower, inferior', 
CTapiim/starsi 'elder, senior', младши/mladši 'junior'. 

As the first constituent of definite noun phrases, adjectives carry the 
definite article: M SG /-a(t)/ , F SG / - ta/ , N SG / - to / , PL / - te / . Before the 
masculine singular definite article, the adjectival stem is extended with / i j / : 
'the new' м SG HÓBHH(T)/novija(t), F SG HoeaTa/novata, N SG новото/ 
novoto, PL новите/novite. See section 2.1 for spelling of masculine 
singular forms. Forms with / t / are subjective, those without it are objective 
(section 3.1.2). Stress remains unchanged with the definite article. 

Certain adjectival forms function productively as adverbs: (1) masculine 
singular (or plural) forms of adjectives in /-sk-/ (братски/bratski 'fraternal' 
and adverb 'fraternally'); (2) neuter singular forms of qualitative adjectives 
with masculine singular in / -0 / (xy6aBo/xubavo 'nice' and adverb 'nicely'); 
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(3) colloquially, definite feminine singular forms (здравата/zdravata 
'healthy-the' and adverb 'soundly'). The comparison of adverbs follows 
rules for the comparison of adjectives: nó-xy6aBo/pó-xubavo 'more 
nicely'. 

Non-productive, lexicalized adverbial formations - from noun and 
adjectival bases - often preserve old case distinctions; thus, locative долу/ 
dólu 'downward'; instrumental тихом/tixom 'quietly'. Similarly in frozen 
prepositional phrases: CHÓujn/snóSti 'last night' (preposition c /s 'from' 
and genitive singular of нощ/nóst 'night'). 

3.1.5 Numeral morphology 
Cardinal numerals (see table 5.8): spoken and sometimes written Bul-
garian use /-najset/ for /-nadeset/ ('11' единайсет/edinajset), and in 
'20', '30', '40', '60' /-jset/ for /-deset/ ('20' двайсет/dvajset). 

Other cardinals are made up of the forms in table 5.8. Here 'thousand' 
has the plural хиляди/xiljadi (with shifted accent), and 'million' and 
'thousand million' have the count forms милиона/miliona, and 
милиарда/miliarda. For example, '36,620,105' триста и шест 
милиона, шестстотин и двадесет хиляди, сто и пет/trista i šest 
miliona, seststótin i dvadeset xiljadi, stó i pet. Note the regular use of и/i 
'and' in each compound term. 

'1' is inflected like an adjective: една книга/edna kniga 'one book'. Its 
plural is used with pluralia tantum: едни клещи/edni klešti 'one (set of) 
pliers'. Increasingly '1' functions as an indefinite article 'a(n), some': един 
човек/edin čovek 'a person'. 

'2' два/dva is used with masculine nouns, двё/dve with neuters and 
feminines: два града/dva grada 'two cities', две жени/dve ženi 'two 
women (F)', две места/dve mesta 'two places (N)'. 

There are special forms of '2'- '6' for masculine personal nouns (and 
groups of male and female persons): 

'2' двама/dvama 
'3' Трима/trima 
'4' четирима/četirima ~ четйрма/četirma 
'5' петима/petima 
'6' шестима/šestima 

For example, двама ученици/dvama učenici 'two pupils'. 
Cardinal numerals may be definite. In this respect '1' is adjectival: 'the 

one' M SG единият/edinijat, F SG едната/ednata. 'Million', 'thousand 
million' and all cardinals in / -a/ follow rules for nouns: 'the million' мил-
ионът/тШсиШ, 'the two (м)' дватэ/dvata. Remaining cardinals use 
/-te/, always stressed except with '2 (F/N)' and '3': 'the two (F/N ) ' двёте/ 
dvete, 'the 700' cefleMCTÓTHHTe/sedemstótinte. 
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Ordinal numerals are adjectives formed from cardinals with character-
istic adjectival gender/number suffixes. Masculine singular ordinals up to 
and including '90' use / - i / , those from '100' on use / -0 / ; пети/pćti '5th 
(M SG)', стотен/stóten '100th (М SG)'. Note: 

1 Suppletive forms for: 
'1st' първи/parvi ( ~ пръв/prav) 
'2nd' BTopn/vtori 
'3rd' трёти/treti 
'4th' четвърти/četvarti 

2 '100th' is /stoten/; / e / alternates with 0 and / о / is stressed: 
деветстбтно/devetstotno '900th (N SG)'. 

3 'Thousandth', 'millionth' and 'thousand-millionth' use the adjectival 
suffix /-en-/ ; / e / alternates with 0: хиляден/xiljaden 'thousandth 
(M SG)'. 

4 Accent shifts take place in the formation of '9th', '10th', '40th': 
девети/deveti, десети/deseti, четиридесети/četirideseti. 

5 Stem final vowels are lost in '7th' седми/sedmi and '8th' осми/ósmi. 

In compound phrases only the final elements are ordinals: триста 
петдесет и втори/trista petdeset i vtori '152nd (M SG)'. 

Definite ordinal numerals are formed as definite adjectives: вторият/ 
vtorijat 'the second (M SG)', стотната/stótnata 'the hundredth (F SG)'. 

3.2 Verbal morphology 

3.2.1 Verbal categories 
Finite Bulgarian verbal forms are simple or compound. Simple forms 
convey person - first, second, third - and number - singular, plural. In 
addition, compound forms using participles show gender in the singular: 
masculine, feminine, neuter. 

There are three tenses in the indicative mood - present, past, future -
which, combined with other categories, occur in nine formations: 

1 Present, temporally unmarked, a simple form made up of verbal stem 
plus complex suffix - / e / or / i / (both 0 in first person singular and third 
person plural) or / a / , plus person/number marker: 

2 Past imperfect, a simple form, expressing actions contemporaneous with 

Singular Plural 
First person /-a ~ -m/ 
Second person / -š / 
Third person / -0 / 

/-m — m e / 
/-te/ 
/-at/ 
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or subordinate to other past actions; made up of the present-tense stem 
plus a complex suffix consisting of a vowel / e ~ a/ followed by: 

Singular Plural 
First person / -x / /-xme/ 
Second person /-še/ /-xte/ 
Third person /-še/ /-ха/ 

3 Past aorist, a simple form, relating a temporally independent, concrete 
past action; the aorist stem plus: 

Singular Plural 
First person / -x / /-xme/ 
Second person / - 0 / /-xte/ 
Third person / - 0 / /-ха/ 

4 Future, a compound form: 

invariant proclitic auxiliary ще/šte -I- present tense 

Negated future forms, and other forms involving the future (see below), 
use the neuter third person singular auxiliary няма да/njama da ('has-not 
to'); note the colloquial alternative не щё/пе šte. 

5 Present perfect, a compound form expressing an action completed in 
the past but relevant for or related to the present: 

present tense 'be' + aorist past active participle 

6 Past perfect, a compound form expressing an action completed in the 
past relative to another past action: 

past tense 'be' + aorist past active participle 

7 Future perfect, a compound form expressing an action to be completed 
in the future prior to another future action: 

future tense 'be' + aorist past active participle 

8 Past future, a compound form expressing an action to be completed in 
the past but future with respect to another past action; commonly used in 
conditional constructions (see section 4.5): 

imperfect past of щя/štja '(I) will, want' + да/da + present tense 

9 Past future perfect, a compound form conveying a past action which is 
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Table 5.9 Indicative forms 

Non-perfect Perfect 
Non-future Future Non-future Future 

( a ) 
Non-past 
Past 

Aorist 
Imperfect 

пиша 

писах 
пйшех 

ще пиша писал съм 
щях да пиша бях писал 

ще съм писал 
щях да съм писал 

(ь) . 
Non-past piša šte piša pisal sam šte sam pisal 
Past štjax da piša bjax pisal štjax da sam pisal 

Aorist pisax 
Imperfect pišex 

future with respect to a past action, which itself is prior to another past 
action; rare, commonly replaced by the past future: 

past future of щя/štja '(I) will, want' + aorist past active participle 

Thus 'write (3 SG м IMPFV)' has the paradigm shown in table 5.9. 
Bulgarian verbs also express aspect: perfective verbs mark the com-

pletion of the action of the verb, imperfective verbs are unmarked. Most 
Bulgarian verbs have perfective-imperfective pairs: 1 SG PRS IMPFV пиша/ 
piša '(I) write' - PRFV HaiiHiua/napiša '(I) write down, complete writing'. 
'Bi-aspectual' verbs - verbs with one stem for both aspects - are common; 
most are borrowings: тренирам/treniram '(I) train (IMPFV/PRFV)' (from 
English) (see section 5.3). 

Morphological processes related to the creation of aspectual pairs begin 
with non-prefixed imperfective verbs (see section 3.3.3), from which per-
fective stems are formed by suffixation or prefixation. Besides changing 
the aspect, perfectivizing prefixes often add their own meaning: допиша/ 
dopiša '(I) finish writing (PRFV)' versus подпиша/podpiša '(I) sign' (for 
lists and definitions of prefixes see Граматика/вгатайка 2: 217ff.). The 
single perfectivizing suffix / - n - / imparts semelfactive meaning to the base: 
падна/padna '(I) fall (PRFV SEMELFACTIVE)' (< падам/padam '(I) fall 
(IMPFV)'). 

'Secondary' imperfectives, all third conjugation (see below), are formed 
from perfectives by suffixation. While this process allows many alternative 
forms and shows random consonantal and vocalic alternations, there are 
only two imperfectivizing suffixes. The non-productive suffix / -a- / occurs 
with a limited number of stems; 'speak' 1 SG PRS IMPFV гoвópя/govófja > 
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'converse' 1 SG PRS PRFV pa3roBÓpH/razgovoija > 1 SG PRS IMPFV 
разговарям/razgovaijam. The productive suffix is /-(a)va-/ (unstressed 
initial / a / is deleted): 1 SG PRS IMPFV 'count' броя/broja > 'enumerate' 
1 SG PRS PRFV изброя/izbroja > 1 SG PRS IMPFV изброявам/izbrojavam; 
'write' 1 SG PRS IMPFV nńuia/piSa > 'copy' 1 SG PRS PRFV препиша/ 
prepisa > 1 SG PRS IMPFV преписвам/prepisvam. See Scatton (1984: 285-
310) for details. 

The Proto-Slavonic aspectual distinction between determinate and 
indeterminate verbs of motion is entirely lost in Bulgarian. 

Aspect is subject to some constraints. Only imperfective verbs have 
present active participles, gerunds, verbal nouns in / -ne/ and negative 
imperatives. Only imperfective verbs can be complements of verbs meaning 
'begin', 'continue' or 'end'. Present perfective verbs are rare in independent 
clauses. Imperfect forms are most frequently imperfective aspect, and 
aorists perfective. Perfective imperfects and imperfective aorists are 
possible: perfective imperfects for usually repeated series of completed 
actions presented as subordinate ('backgrounded') with respect to other, 
'major' past actions; imperfective aorists for 'major' past events the 
completion of which is not relevant for the narration. For discussion and 
examples see Scatton (1984: 318-32) and Lindstedt (1985). 

Imperatives are simple or compound. Simple forms are second person 
singular or plural; there are compound forms for all persons and numbers. 
Simple forms use the suffixes SG / - i / and PL / -ete/; the suffix-initial vowel 
is / j / with third-conjugation verbs and with verbs of other conjugations 
whose present stems terminate in / j / ; compare 'write' 2 SG пиши/piši, 2 
PL пишете/pišete; 'look' 2 SG глёдай/gledaj, 2 PL гледайте/gledajte. 
The vowel is lost unpredictably in a few other verbs: влез/vlćz 'enter (2 
SG)'. See section 4.2 for compound imperatives. 

The conditional is a compound form using the aorist past tense of the 
stem /bi-/ 'be' (used only here) plus aorist past active participle: 'write' 
1 SG M бих писал/bix pisal '(I) could/should/would write/have written'. 
See section 4.5 for conditionals using the indicative. 

There are several passive formations: 

1 Any tense of 'be' + past passive participle of transitive verbs: 
писмото бёше написано/pismóto bese napisano 'the letter was 
written'. 

2 Finite forms of transitive verbs with the accusative reflexive pronoun 
ce/se: писмото се пише/pismóto se piše 'the letter is (being) 
written'. 

3 'Impersonal' (subjectless) third person plural finite forms of transitive 
verbs: там продават мляко/tam prodavat mljako 'milk is sold there' 
( - 'there sell-3 PL milk'). 
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These formations have slightly different semantic and grammatical nuances 
(Граматика/вгатайка 2: 245ff.). A rare 'impersonal passive' uses 'be' 
and neuter singular past passive participles of transitive and intransitive 
verbs: по травата e ходено/ро travata e xodeno 'someone (or someth-
ing) has walked on the grass' (= 'on grass-the is walked'; Граматика/ 
Gramatika 2: 381). 

Reflexive verbs, which carry the clitic accusative reflexive pronoun, have 
various functions: 

1 Many common intransitive verbs are reflexive. Some occur only reflex-
ively: смея ce/smeja se '(I) laugh'; others are derived from non-reflexive 
transitive verbs: бия/bija '(I) beat (TR)' > бия се/bija se '(I) fight (ITR)'. 
2 Reflexive verbs derived from non-reflexive transitive verbs occur in 
passive constructions (see above). 
3 Reflexive forms of transitive and intransitive verbs are used in third 
person singular 'impersonal' constructions: (a) to express desire, спи ми 
се/spi mi se 'I want to sleep' (= 'sleep-3 SG me-DAT self-ACC'); (b) to 
express permission, тук не се пуши/tuk ne se puši 'no smoking here' (= 
'here not self-ACC smoke-3 SG'). 

For reciprocal and genuinely reflexive uses of reflexive verbs see section 
4.8. 

Indicative forms relate events personally witnessed or otherwise 
assumed to be true by speakers. For events not witnessed or known only 
through hearsay, Bulgarian uses so-called 'renarrated' forms (Chvany 
1988). Every indicative form has a renarrated form; however, each 
renarrated tense, except one, corresponds to two indicative tenses: 

Indicative 
present / imperfect 
aorist 
present/past perfect 
(past) future 
(past) future perfect 

Renarrated 
present 
aorist 
perfect 
future 
future perfect 

present 'be' + imperfect past participle 
present 'be' -I- aorist past participle 
perfect 'be' + aorist past participle 
perfect 'will, want' -I- /da/ + present 
perfect 'will, want' + /da/ + perfect 

In addition, the present auxiliary 'be' is deleted in all third-person forms. 
Thus, the renarrated paradigm for 'write (3 SG м IMPFV)' shown in table 
5.10. Compare indicative той написа писмото/tój napisa pismóto 'he 
wrote the letter (and I saw him do it)' versus renarrated той написал 
писмото/tój napisal pismóto '(it is said that) he wrote the letter'. 

First-person renarrated forms are uncommon; they convey a sense of 
surprise or denial: пишел съм роман/pišel sam roman 'I'm writing a 
novel!?' (= 'it's claimed that I'm writing a novel'). Emphatic present, 
aorist, future and future perfect renarrated forms replace the present-tense 
auxiliary 'be' with its present perfect form, while dropping the third-person 
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Table 5.10 Renarrated forms 

Non-perfect 
Non-future Future 

Perfect 
Non-future Future 

00 
Non-past 
Aorist 

пишел 
писал 

щял да пиша бил писал щял да е писал 

(b) 
Non-past 
Aorist 

pišel 
pisal 

štjal da piša bil pisal štjal da e pisal 

present auxiliary: renarrated пишел/pišel - emphatic renarrated бил 
пишел/bil pišel '(he) writes' (Граматика/вгатайка 2: 361). 

Some grammars describe another renarrated form, one which relates 
facts not personally witnessed by speakers, but presumed by them to be 
true. Presumptive forms use the present tense of 'be' plus a past participle, 
either aorist or imperfect (only aorist participles are used in indicative 
forms): той e пишел писмото/tój e pišel pismóto 'he (presumably) 
wrote the letter'. Largely identical to other indicative or renarrated forms, 
this category is controversial (Scatton 1984: 332-3). 

Non-finite verbal forms are the following: 

The late Proto-Slavonic infinitive and supine have been replaced by 
phrases with да/da + present tense: искам да nńuia/iskam da piša '(I) 
want to write'. A vestigial infinitive of very limited use is identical to the 
second-third person singular aorist (see section 4.5). 

Bulgarian lost the present active, present passive and the 'first', non-
resultative past participles of Proto-Slavonic. On the other hand, it 
preserved two other participles and innovated two more. 

A present active participle is formed from imperfective present stems with 
the suffixes /-ašt- ~ -ešt-/: м SG пишещ/pišešt 'writing'. A strictly liter-
ary form devised in the late nineteenth century on Russian and Church 
Slavonic models, it is only used attributively. 

The imperfect past active participle is formed from imperfect present 
stems with /-el- ~ -al-/: м SG пишел/pišel 'wrote'. Used only in 
renarrated forms, it is a Bulgarian innovation. 

The aorist past active participle is formed from aorist stems with the suffix 
/-1-/: M SG писал/pisal 'wrote'. The direct descendant of the 'second', 
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resultative past active participle of Proto-SIavonic, it is used in compound 
verbal forms and, occasionally, attributively. 

The past passive participle is formed from aorist stems with the suffixes 
/-(e)n- ~ -t-/: M SG писан/pisan 'written'. Continuing the past passive 
participle of Proto-SIavonic, it is used predicatively in passive formations 
and attributively. 

Based on western Bulgarian forms which continue the Proto-SIavonic 
present active participle, the Bulgarian gerund (verbal adverb) is formed 
from imperfective present stems with the suffix ~(e)jki: пишейки/pišejki 
'(while) writing'. It relates an action contemporaneous with, but sub-
ordinate to, the main verb. It is a strictly literary form. For more on par-
ticiples and gerunds see section 4.5. 

A neuter singular noun, denoting the action of the verb, is formed with 
/-(e)ne/ from imperfective stems: nńcaHe/pisane 'writing'. 

3.2.2 Conjugation 
Traditional grammars distinguish three conjugations on the basis of the 
initial vowels of present-tense suffixes: 

First conjugation / e / пйш-e-ui/piš-e-š '(you-SG) write' 
Second conjugation / i / xc>A-H-iii/xód-i-ś '(you-SG) go, walk' 
Third conjugation / а / им-a-in/im-a-š '(you-SG) have' 

Various subclasses of the first and second conjugations reflect the rela-
tionship between the stems of the aorist past and present tenses. For exam-
ple, the first subclass of the first conjugation makes its aorist stem by 
adding / e / (2/3 SG) or / о / (elsewhere) to the present stem. Table 5.11 
gives examples of major subclasses and their characteristic alternations. 
Double stresses indicate alternative pronunciations. See Пашов/Pašov 
(1966) and Граматика/Gramatika (2: 304ff.) for exhaustive lists. 

Other verbal forms belong to one or the other of two 'systems', depend-
ing on which of the two stems is the basis for their formation: 

Present system 
present tense 
imperfect past tense 
imperative 
present active participle 
imperfect past participle 
gerund 

Aorist system 
aorist past tense 
aorist past participle 
past passive participle 
infinitive (vestigial) 
verbal noun 

The first and second conjugations continue thematic patterns of Late 
Proto-SIavonic - with characteristic Bulgarian changes: loss of dual, loss of 
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Table 5.11 Bulgarian conjugational patterns 

Old Church Slavonic Modern Bulgarian 
Class 1 SG PRES INF Class 1 SG PRbS 3 SG PRbS 1 SG AOR 

(a) 
la 

III 

nesę nesti 

vedp vesti 
ćbtę čisti 
idę iti 
rekę rešti 
grebę greti —< 
živp žiti — i 

na-ćbnę na-cęti 

mbrę mreti — 
stanę stati 
kovę kovati 
zovp zbvati 
berę bbrati 

gybnę gybati -
minę minati-

każę kazati 
pisę pbsati 

znąję znati 

cuję čuti 
kryję kryti 
biję biti 
poję pčti 
umeję umeti 
delaję delati— 

до-неса 

IV 

meljo mlčti 
daruję darovati 
seję sejati — 

molję moliti 
xoźdę xoditi 

tbrpčti 
leżę ležati 

Sbplję 

imamb imati 

Ic 

Id 

до-несе 

до-ведё 
чете 
йде 
рече 
гйне 
мине 
за-чёне 
по-чне 
гребе 
стане 
ковё 
зове 
берё 

моли 
ходи 

търпй 
лежй 

спй 

йма 
дяла 
дарува 

до-несох 

до-ведох 
чётох 
йдох 
рёкох 
гйнах 
минах 
за-чёнах 
по-чнах 
грёбах 
станах 
ковах 
зовах 
бра x 

'bring' 
(= 'carry to') 

'bring' (= 'lead') 
'read' 
'go' 
'say' 
'perish' 
'go' 
'conceive' 
'begin' 
'row' 
'become' 
'forge' 
'call' 
'gather' 

кажа каже казах 'say' 
пиша пйше пйсах 'write' 

мра мрё мрях 'die' 

зная знае знаях 'know' 

чуя 
крйя 
бйя 

чуе 
крйе 
бйе 

чух 
крйх 
бйх 

'hear' 
'hide' 
'beat' 

пёя 
умея 
живёя 
сея 

пёе 
умёе 
живее 
сёе 

пях 
умях 
живях 
сях (сёях) 

'sing' 
'be able' 
'live' 
'sow' 

меля мёле млях 'grind' 

молих 
ХОДИХ 

търпях 
лежах 

дялах/делах 
дарувах 

'beg' 
'walk' 

'tolerate' 
'recline' 

'sleep' 

'have' 
'carve' 
'present gifts' 
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Table 5.11 continued 

Old Church Slavonic Modern Bulgarian 
Class 1 Sti PRhS INb Class 1 SG PRhS 3 SC PRhS 1 SG AOR 

(b) 

111 

IV 

nesę 
vedę 
ćbtę 
idę 
rekę 
grebę 
żivę 

na-ćbnę 

шы9 
stanę 
kov9 
ZOV9 
ber9 

gybn9 
minę 

kaŽ9 
pi§9 

znaj9 

čuj9 
kryję 
bij9 
Poję 
umej9 
delaję 

melję 
daruję 
sej9 

molję 
xożdę 

tbrplj9 
leŽ9 

БърЦ9 

kazati 
pbsati 

znati 

mleti 
darovati-
sejati 

moliti 
xoditi 

tbrpeti 
ležati 

other 

do-nesć 
do-vedć 
čete 
ide 
reče 
gine 
mine 
za-čene 
po-čne 
grebe 
stane 
kove 
zove 
bere 

do-n£sox 
do-vedox 
četox 
idox 
гёкох 
ginax 
minax 
za-čenax 
pó-cnax 
grebax 
stanax 
kovax 
zovax 
brax 

kaža 
piša 

kaže 
piše 

kazax 
pisax 

mra mre mrjax 

znaja znae znaj ax 

čuja 
krija 
bija 
pćja 
umeja 
živeja 
seja 

čue 
krie 
bie 
pee 
umee 
živee 
see 

čux 
krix 
bix 
pjax 
umjax 
živjax 
sjax (sejax) 

melja mele mljax 

mólja 
xodja 

moli 
xodi 

molix 
xodix 

tarpja 
leža 

tarpi 
leži 

tarpjax 
lezax 

spja spi spax 

imam 
djalam 
daruvam 

ima 
djala 
daruva 

imax 
djalax/delax 
daruvax 
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infinitive and supine, loss of present active, present passive and non-
resultative past active participles, simplification of the simple imperative, 
generalization of a single aorist formation, restructuring of imperfect forms 
on the present stem, elimination of the results of dental and labial assimi-
lations to *j (see section 2.2), and changes in individual suffixes. The third 
conjugation, a Bulgarian innovation, was accomplished by extending the 
unproductive Proto-Slavonic athematic type Old Church Slavonic 'have' 
PRS 1 SG imamb to many first-conjugation verbs with present theme -je-
(table 5.11). This conjugation, by far the largest, is productive for deri-
vation of secondary imperfectives and the assimilation of borrowed verbs. 
Otherwise, vestiges of athematic forms are limited: first person singulars 
дам/dam '(I) giye (PRFV)' (otherwise /dad-/ : дадёш/dadeš '(you-SG) 
give') and ям/jam '(I) eat (IMPFV)' (otherwise / jad-/ : ядеш/jadćš); 
imperatives Axc(Te)/jaž(te) 'eat (2 SG (PL))', виж(тe)/viž(te) 'see (2 SG 
(PL))'. 

The following paradigms illustrate the first subtype of each conjugation; 
those of other subtypes follow from the examples in table 5.11. 

Conjugation la 'read' 

Present 
чета/сей 
четёш/četeš 
четё/čete 
четём/četem 

1 SG 
2 SG 
3 SG 
1 PL 

2 PL 
3 PL 

четёте/četete 
четат/četat 

Imperfect 
четях/cetjax 
четеше/četeše 
четёше/četeše 
четяхме/ 
cetjaxMe 
четяхте/cetjaxte 
четяха/се^аха 

Imperative 

чети /četi 

четёте/četete 

Aorist 
чётох/сёшх 
чёте/čete 
чёте/čete 
чётохме/ 
cetoxme 
4eTOXTe/četoxte 
четоха/сёюха 

Stem-final / t / or / d / is lost before /1/ of the aorist participle: M SG чёл/ 
čel. Otherwise, the consonant is retained with vowel-zero alternation: 
'bake' M SG пёкъл/pekal - F SG пёкла/рёк1а. Retraction of stress to the 
root is regular in aorist forms. 

Conjugation Ha 'go, walk' 

Present 
1 SG ходя/xodja 
2 SG ходит/xodis 
3 SG хбди/xodi 
1 PL хбдим/xodim 

Imperative Imperfect 
xoflex/xodex 
ходеше/х<х1е§е ходй/xodi 
xofleuie/xodese 
ходехме/ 
xodexme 

2 PL xóflHTe/xódite xoflexTe/xodexte ходёте/xodete 
3 PL хбдят/xodjat xoflexa/xodexa 

Aorist 
xóflńx/xódix 
ходи/xodi 
хбди/xodi 
ходихме/ 
xodixme 
xóflńxTe/xódixte 
xoflHxa/xodixa 

This is the only conjugational type that regularly contrasts two stress 
Patterns; compare 4pay' PRS 1 SG платя/platja, AOR 1 SG платих/platix. 
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Conjugation III 'have' 

Present 
1 SG имам/imam 
2 SG HMaui/imaš 
3 SG йма/1та 
1 PL ймаме/шшпе 
2 PL имате/imate 
3 PL имат/imat 

Imperfect 
ймах/1тах 
HMame/imase 
HMame/imaše 
ймахме/нпахте 
HMaxTe/imaxte 
ймаха/нпаха 

Imperative 

ймай/imaj 

ймайте/imajte 

Aorist 
HMax/imax 
HMa/ima 
HMa/ima 
HMaxMe/imaxme 
HMaxTe/imaxte 
HMaxa/imaxa 

The negated form of 'have' is suppletive: 1 SG PRS нямам/njamam, 1 SG 
AOR нямах/njamax and немах/пешах. 

The optional shift of stress from the root in the present to the suffix 
vowel in the aorist occurs in other aorist forms as well: M SG AOR PART 
ходил/xodil, имал/imal. Reflecting variation in usage, reference works 
do not agree on which stems allow shifted forms. In any case, verbs of 
foreign origin are least likely to shift: 'telephone' 1 SG PRS телефонирам/ 
telefoniram and 1 SG AOR телефонирах/telefonirax. 

The conjugational pattern of 'be' is suppletive: 

Present 
1 SG съм/sam 
2 SG си/si 
3 SG e / e 
1 PL сме/sme 
2 PL CTe/ste 
3 PL ca/sa 

Imperfect /aorist 
бях/bjax 
6e(uie)/be(še) 
6e(uie)/be(še) 
бяхме/bjaxme 
бяхте/bjaxte 
6Axa/bjaxa 

Imperative 

бъди/badi 

бъдёте/badete 

Imperfect/aorist participle: м SG бил/bil, F SG била/Ы1а, 
N SG било/biló, PL билй/bili 

Present forms are clitics. Alternative present forms, based on the stem of 
the imperative, 1 SG бъда/bAda, 2 SG бъдеш/bAdeš, often replace regular 
present forms in future constructions and infinitival da-constructions. 

Preserving a Proto-SIavonic anomaly, the aorist past participle of / id-/ 
("jd") 'go' is suppletive: м SG -urwi/-sal and -шел/-8е1, F SG -imia/-šla, 
N SG -шло/-§1о, PL -uum/-šli; for example 'arrive' 1 SG PRS дойда/dójda, 
M SG AOR PART ДОШЪЛ/došAl. 

3.3 Derivational morphology 

3.3.1 Major patterns of noun derivation 
Noun derivation is suffixal or compound. Suffixal formations are emotive 
or non-emotive. Productive emotive formations are (1) augmentative and/ 
or pejorative: женище/ženište 'large woman' (< жена/йепа 'woman'), 
дебелAH/debelan 'obese person' (< дебёл/debel 'fat (м SG ADJECTIVE)'); 
or (2) diminutive and/or endearing: CTĆuine/stolče 'stool' (< стол/stól 
'chair'), бёбенце/ЬеЬепсе '(dear) baby' (< бебе/ЬеЬе 'baby'). 
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Typical productive non-emotive formations are: 

1 /-ak-/: always stressed, masculine personal nouns: простак/prostak 
'simpleton' (< прост/próst 'simple (M SG)'). 

2 /-ac-/: masculine personal agent nouns from verbal bases: водач/ 
vodač 'leader' (< 1 SG PRS ВОДЯ /vodja '(I) lead'). 

3 /-(e)c-/: masculine personal nouns: лъжец/lažec 'liar' (< 1 SG PRS 
лъжа/laža '(I) lie'). 

4 /-ic-/: feminine nouns, often counterparts to masculine nouns in 
/-(e)c-/: вдовица/vdovica 'widower' (< вдовец/vdovec 'widower'). 

5 /-k-/: diverse feminine nouns, including counterparts to masculine 
personal nouns: водачка/vodačka 'leader (F)', простачка/ 
prostačka 'simpleton (F)'. 

6 /-ost-/: abstract de-adjectival feminine nouns: вярност/vjarnost 
'fidelity' (< верен/veren 'faithful, true (M SG)'). 

There are two types of compounding: (1) with 'linking' vowel /-o-/ 
(/-е-/): хлебопекар/х1еЬорекаг 'bread-baker' < хляб/xljab 'bread' + 
пек-/рек- 'bake'; (2) simple concatenation: кандидат-член/kandidat-
člen 'non-voting member' < 'candidate' -I- 'member'. 

Bulgarian adjectives are regularly used as nouns: HĆBOTo/novoto 'the 
new one/thing (N)'. Several forms of this origin are used only in this way: 
'insect' N SG HaceKÓMo/nasekomo - PL насекоми/nasekómi (as 
adjective). 

3.3.2 Major patterns of adjective derivation 
Adjectives are formed by suffixation and compounding. Productive 
suffixal formations include: 

1 /-(e)n-/: qualitative and relational adjectives: 'successful' м SG 
успешен/uspešen, F SG ycneuma/uspesna (< ycnex/uspex 
'success'). 

2 /-in-/: possessive relational adjectives from animate feminine and 
masculine nouns with singulars in / -а/: сестрин/sestrin 'sister's (м 
SG)' (< cecTpa/sestra 'sister'). 

3 /-ov-/: possessive relational adjectives from masculine personal 
nouns: братов/bratov 'brother's (м SG)' (< брат/brat 'brother'). 

Compound formations use (1) linking with /-о-/ ( /e/) , злочест/ 
zločest 'unfortunate (M SG)' < зъл/zšl 'evil (M SG)' + чест/čest 'fate', or 
(2) simple concatenation, полуграмотен/роН^гатс^еп 'semi-literate 
(M SG)' < полу-/polu- 'semi' -h грамотен/gramóten 'literate (M SG)'. 

See section 3.1.4 for comparative and superlative adjectives. Two other 
stressed prefixes affect the degree of adjectives: (1) BI>3-/vaz- attenuates 
the adjective: въззелён/vAzzelen 'greenish (M SG)'; (2) ПРЁ-/РГЁ-
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heightens it: прёдобър/predobar 'too good, overly good (M SG)\ 

3.3.3 Major patterns of verb derivation 
A small number of Bulgarian non-prefixed imperfective stems are non-
derived, such as пек-/рек- 'bake'. Most are formed with a limited number 
of verbalizing suffixes, which appear in the present and/or aorist stems; 
for example: 

1 present stem in / -0 / ~ aorist stem /-a-/ : 'write' 1 SG PRS nńuia/pisa, 
1 SG AOR nńcax/pisax (< nnc-/pis- 'write'); 

2 present stem /-ej-/ ~ aorist stem /-a-/ : 'live' 1 SG PRS живея/živćja, 
1 SG A O R живях/й1у)'ах (< жив/živ 'alive (M S G ) ' ) ; 

3 present stem in / -0 / - aorist stem /-i-/ : 'go, walk' 1 SG PRS Х О Д Я / 

xodja, 1 SG AOR хбдих/xodix (< хбд/xod 'course, movement'). 

In the process of deriving perfective stems from non-prefixed imper-
fectives the meaning of the verbal base may be augmented (1) by the 
meaning of the perfectivizing prefix or (2) by the semelfactive meaning of 
the perfectivizing suffix /-n-/ . For examples see section 3.2.1. 

4 Syntax 

4.1 Element order in declarative sentences 
The unmarked order of main constituents in simple declarative sentences is 
Subject-Verb-Object: Иван отвори вратата/Ьгап otvori vratata 'Ivan 
opened the door'. Other orders change the logical stress or other stylistic 
nuances: вратата отвори Иван/vratata otvori Ivan 'Ivan opened the 
door' (Rudin 1986: 14ff.; Пенчев/Penčev 1984: 89ff.). 

Adverbial modifiers in verb phrases normally come at the end of the 
sentence: Иван ще дойде тук рано утре/Ivan šte dójde tuk rano utre 
'Ivan will come here early tomorrow'. 

Subjectless sentences are common. Some result from the omission of 
subject pronouns (see section 4.7). Others - with neuter third person 
singular verbs - seem to be genuinely impersonal; these include (1) verbs 
denoting natural phenomena (вали/vali 'precipitates'), (2) the copula 'be' 
plus adjectives (горещо e/gorešto e '(it) is hot'), (3) reflexivized verbs in 
constructions denoting desire/lack of desire, permission or prohibition (see 
section 3.2.1), (4) modal verbs (such as бива/biva 'ought', трябва/ 
trjabva 'needs, must'), (5) certain copular verbs (such as струва ce/struva 
se 'seems', изглёжда/izgležda 'appears'). 

Bulgarian has many clitics - phonologicaily unstressed words - whose 
positions with respect to other constituents are fixed. Proclitics include (1) 
prepositions (из нашата страна/iz našata strana 'throughout our 
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country'), (2) the negative particle не/пе 'not' (see section 4.6), (3) the 
future auxiliary ще/šte (section 3.2.1), (4) the infinitival complementizer 
да/da (искам да nńiua/iskam da piša '(I) want to write'), (5) the 
conjunctions и/i 'and', но/по 'but', a /a 'and/but' and the complementizer 
че/се 'that' (и мене/i mene 'me too' (= 'and me')). 

Enclitics include (1) the definite article (see section 3.1.1), (2) the inter-
rogative particle ли/li (section 4.2), (3) 'short' dative personal pronouns 
denoting possession (section 4.9). 

Two groups of verbal clitics - (1) non-emphatic dative and accusative 
personal pronouns (as indirect and direct objects, respectively) and (2) 
present forms of 'be' - are variable: when the verb phrase is the initial 
constituent of the sentence, they are enclitics on its first stressed con-
stituent; otherwise they are proclitics. In addition, dative pronominal clitics 
precede accusatives; third person singular 'be' follows pronominal clitics 
while other persons and numbers precede them: 

Дал си му ги./Dal si mu gi. 
gave-м SG be-2 SG-PRS him-DAT 

them-ACC 
'(YOU-SG) have given them to him.' 

Дала му ги e./Dala mu gi e. 
gave-F SG him-DAT them-ACC 

b e - 3 SG-PRS 
'(She) has given them to him.' 

Тй си му ги дал./Ti si mu gi dal. 
you-SG be-2 SG-PRS him-DAT them-ACC 

gave-м SG 
'YOU-SG have given them to him.' 

Тя му ги е дал a./Tja mu gi e dala. 
she him-DAT them-ACC be-3 SG-PRS 

gave-F SG 
'She has given them to him.' 

For details on the interaction among various rules of clitic placement see 
Hauge (1976) and Ewen (1979). 

The order of constituents within simple noun phrases is: 

demonstrative + possessive + quantifier -I- adjectival + noun + prepositional 
pronoun pronoun phrase(s) phrase 

The minimal noun phrase is a single noun; the maximal noun phrase 
contains all of the above elements: тёзи мои две много скъпи нови 
книги от Германия/tezi moi dve mnogo skapi novi knigi ot Germanija 
'these my two very expensive new books from Germany'. 

Quantifiers include cardinal numerals and other quantifying words, such 
as малко/та1ко 'few, little' and MHÓro/mnogo 'many, much' (see section 
4.10). Only cardinal numerals co-occur with pronouns; *тёзи мои много 
книги/tezi mói mnogo knigi 'these my many books' is impossible. 

The definite article and demonstrative pronouns do not co-occur: тези 
книги/tezi knigi 'these books' or книгите/knigite 'the books'. 

Adjectival phrases contain any number of adjectives. Adjectives are 
modified by adverbs of quantity or degree, which regularly precede them: 
много интересен човёк/mnógo interesen čovek 'a very interesting 
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person'. Adverbs of this type also modify predicate adverbials (above): 
много хубаво/mnógo xubavo 'very nicely'. 

Adjectives and other inflected noun-phrase attributes may follow their 
heads. Very rhetorical, this usage is common in poetry, both literary and 
folk: вековё цели/разум и съвест с нёя се борят .. ./vekove celi/ 
razum i savest s neja se bóijat . . . 'entire centuries/reason and conscience 
struggle with it . . . ' (= 'centuries entire'; Xristo Botev, cited Граматика/ 
Gramatika 3: 286). 

4.2 Non-declarative sentence types 
There are two types of interrogative sentences. 

1 Yes-no questions use several question-markers; much less frequently, 
they are formally identical to declarative sentences but carry a final rising 
intonation (rather than a falling, declarative intonation). 

Neutral yes-no questions use the particle ли/li. The particle follows the 
first stressed constituent of the verb phrase, if the scope of interrogation is 
the entire sentence; otherwise it follows the interrogated constituent. In 
either case, the constituent to which the particle is attached begins the 
question: 

Искат ли paicńfl?/Iskat li rakija? 
'Do (they) want brandy?' 
Ракйя ли ńcKaT?/Rakija li iskat? 
'Is it brandy (they) want?' 

Rarely, the questioned constituent is not initial: можеш да плуваш ли?/ 
možeš da pluvaš li? and да плуваш ли м о ж е ш ? ^ а pluvaš li možeš? 'can 
(you-SG) swimV (Граматика /Grama t ika 3: 53). 

In neutral questions an overt subject may follow or precede the inter-
rogated verb phrase. The latter construction, which topicalizes the subject, 
is marked by a sharp intonational rise over the subject followed by a slight 
pause before the predicate: ще дойде ли HeaH?/šte dójde li Ivan? ~ 
Иван I ще дойде ли? /^ап ! šte dójde li? 'will Ivan come?'. 

Дали/dali introduces a strongly rhetorical question or one which the 
speaker regards as difficult to answer in some sense: дали ще ни 
npneMaT?/dali šte ni priemat? 'will (they or won't they) accept us?' 
(Граматика/Gramatika 3: 54). 

Нали/паН introduces a question anticipating a positive answer: нали 
сте болен?/па11 ste bólen? '(you-м SG POLITE) are sick(, aren't you)?'. It 
is also the universal tag question after declarative sentences: той e болен, 
нали?Л<У e bólen, nali? 'he's sick, isn't he?'. 

Н и м а / т т а forms questions anticipating negative answers, often with a 
sense of surprise, shock or doubt: нима той ме e в и д я л ? / т т а tój me e 
vidjal? 'did he see me?' (= could he possibly have seen me?). 
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A positive simple question is answered да/da 'yes' or нё/пе 'no' to 
express the hearer's assertion of the truth or falseness of the corresponding 
statement: 

Иван, изпрати ли писмото?/Ьгап, izprati li pismóto? 
'Did Ivan send the letter?' 
True: Да, (изпрати го)./Da, (izprati go). 
4Yes, ((he) sent it).' 
False: He, (не ró изпрати)./№, (ne gó izprati). 
'No, ((he) didn't send it).' 

Simple negative questions, formed with the negative particle не/пе, are 
answered on the basis of the hearer's assertion of the truth or falseness of 
the corresponding positive statement: 

He изпрати ли Иван nncMÓTO?/Ne izprati li Ivan pismóto? 
'Didn't Ivan send the letter?' 
He did not send it: He, (не ró изпрати)./Ые, (ne gó izprati). 

'No, ((he) didn't send it).' 
He did send it: Да, изпрати го./Da, izprati go. 

'Yes, (he) sent it.' 

As an answer to a negative question, да/da alone is unacceptable. See 
JlaKoea/Lakova (1978; examples hers). 

2 Constituent questions are formed with interrogative pronouns (see 
section 3.1.3) and interrogative adverbs such as как/как 'how', къдё/ 
kade 'where', Kora/koga 'when' and 3aujó/zaśtó 'why'. Such WH words 
generally begin questions: какво виждаш? /ка^о viždaš? 'what do (you-
SG) see?'. Prepositions always precede the WH words they govern: с кого 
pa6ÓTHin?/s kogo rabotiš? 'with whom are (you-SG) working?'. Multiple 
WH words normally occur in the beginning of the sentence: кой какво 
кога Ka3Ba?/kój kakvo koga kazva? 'who says what when?' (= 'who what 
when says'). Questions with non-initial WH words are interpreted as echo 
questions: ти си видял Koró?/ti si vidjal kogo? 'you-SG saw whom?' 
(Rudin 1986: 82). 

WH words and ли/li co-occur in two ways. (1) ли/li after an initial WH 
word makes a strongly rhetorical question: и каква ли сладост намират 
в Hero?/i kakva li sladost namirat v nego? 'and what sweetness do (they) 
find in it?'. (2) Sentence-final ли/И makes an echo question: какво ще 
ям л и ? / к а ^ о šte jam И? 'what will (I) eat?', as an echo to какво ще 
ядёш?/каЫ> šte jadeš? 'what will (you-SG) eat?' (Граматика/ 
Gramatika 3: 61). 

Simple questions with дали/dali or, less commonly, ли/li and questions 
with WH words may be embedded in diverse syntactic positions: 
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He зная дали e там./Ne znaja dali e tam. - Не зная там ли e./Ne znaja tam li е. 
'(I) don't know whether (he/she/it) is there.' 

(Дали/dali is more common in indirect questions than ли/И; Rudin 1986: 
63.) 

Пйтаха ме, кой те e търсил./Pitaxa me, kój te e tarsil. 
ł(They) asked me who was looking for you-SG.' 

Commands are expressed with simple or compound imperatives. Simple 
imperatives are limited to second person singular and plural (see section 
3.2). Negative simple imperatives use (1) the negated simple imperative or 
(2) недей(те) fla/nedej(te) da -I- second person present tense: не пиши!/ 
ne piši! ~ недей да nńnieiu!/nedej da pišeš! 'don't write (you-SG)!'. 
Rarely, Hefleń(Te)/nedej(te) is followed by the vestigial infinitive (section 
3.2): недей nńca!/nedej pisa! Only simple imperfective imperatives can 
be negated. Positive imperatives are possible for both imperfective and 
perfective verbs; imperfectives carry a sense of urgency lacking in per-
fectives. 

Compound imperatives use дэ/da or нёка (да)/пека (da) + present 
tense: 

Нёка аз (да) nńuia!/Neka az (da) piša! 
'Let me write!' 
Да знаеш какво става!/Da znaeš kakvo stava! 
Ł(YOU-SG) should/ought to know what's happening!/May (you-SG) know what's 
happening!' 

Second-person formations with да/da are more categorical than simple 
imperatives. Forms with нёка/пёка carry an element of exhortation; they 
are uncommon in the second person (Граматика/вгатайка 3: 69ff.). 

Present- and future-tense forms spoken with the intonational pattern of 
simple imperatives commonly serve as imperatives: ще п и ш е т и TN!/šte 
pišeš i ti! 'and you-SG too will write!'. 

4.3 Copular sentences 
Copular sentences use 'be' or one of a small number of other verbs, notably 
бивам/bivam '(I) happen (to be)', оставам/ostavam '(I) remain', 
ставам/stavam '(I) become'. Predicate adjectives, including participles, 
agree in number and gender with the subject: Мама изглёжда болна/ 
Mama izgležda bólna 'Mother looks sick-F SG'. With second person plural 
personal pronouns referring to singular addressees for politeness (see 
section 3.2), participles in compound verbal forms and predicative adjec-
tives are singular and masculine or feminine as appropriate; simple verbal 
forms are plural: вйе сте била много добра/vie ste bila mnógo dobra 
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'you (= F SG) have been very kind' (= 'you-PL are-2 PL be-F SG-PAST PART 
very kind-F SG'). In formal writing and speech adjectives and participles in 
these constructions are often plural. 

Perceived qualities or states are commonly expressed by impersonal 
sentences using neuter adjectives, 'be' and optional prepositional phrases 
with на/па or clitic dative personal pronouns: 

Студёно ми e./Studeno mi e. 
i feel cold.' (= cold-N SG me-DAT is') 
На Иван му e много скучно./Na Ivan mu e mnogo skučno. 
ivan is very bored.' (== Чо Ivan him-DAT is very boring-N SG'; for duplicated 
pronoun see 4.7) 

A similar construction with a small number of nouns, like CTpax/strax 
'fear', срам/sram 'shame', uses an accusative pronoun: срам го e/sram 
go e 'he is ashamed' (= 'shame him-ACC is') (Граматика/вгатайка 3: 
95). 

4.4 Coordination and comitativity 
The coordination of all types of phrasal constituents is possible with the 
conjunction и/i 'and' preceding the last coordinated constituent: купих си 
риза, чадър и шапка/kiipix si riza, čadar i šapka '(I) bought myself a 
shirt, an umbrella and a hat'. Repetition of the conjunction before all 
conjoined elements stresses their parallelism: и Пётър и Иван отидоха 
на мач/i Petar i Ivan otidoxa na mač 'both Peter and Ivan went to the 
game'. 

Complete sentences are conjoined with и/i: дъжд вали и вятър 
духа/dšžd vali i vjatar duxa 'rain is falling and wind blowing'. Here 
repetition or deletion of the coordinating conjunction adds a stylized, liter-
ary flavour: 

И слънцето се въртёше, и врёмето летёше и изтичаше като стадо, като 
река, като облак./I slanceto se varteše, i vremeto leteše i iztičaše kató stado, 
kató reka, kató óblak. 
'And the sun was revolving, and time was flying and running out like a flock, like a 
river, like a cloud.' (A. Dončev, cited in Грамэтика/Gramatika 3: 294) 

Coordinated subjects generally show plural verbal concord (examples 
above). Singular agreement is also possible, for example (1) with paired 
subjects construed as a unit: в колата ёкна смях и кикот/v kołata ekna 
smjax i kikot 'in the car (there) resounded-3 SG laughter and giggling'; or 
(2) with coordinated series: ние не щё кажем нищо друго освён това 
че всёки човёк и всёки народ тёгли от ума си/nie ne šte kažem 
ništo drugo osven tova če vseki čovek i vseki naród tegli ot uma si 'we shall 
say nothing except that every person and every nation is responsible for 
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itself. For additional details on singular agreement with plural subjects see 
TpaMaTHKa/Gramatika 3: 146-54 (preceding examples there). 

Comitative constructions use a prepositional phrase with c/s 'with': 
майка с дете чакаше на onaiiiKaTa/majka s dete čakaše na opaškata 'a 
mother (together) with a child waited (SG) in the line'. Pronominal heads of 
comitative constructions, regardless of their actual number, are plural, as 
are related verbs: ние с баща ми отидохме на кино/nie s bašta mi 
otidoxme na kino 'I went to the movies with my father/my father and I 
went to the movies' (= 'we with father me-DAT . . . '). Comitative con-
structions are possible as direct and indirect objects: 

Арестуваха ги с баща му./Arestuvaxa gi s bašta mu. 
'(They) arrested him and his father.' ( = ' . . . them-ACC with father him-DAT') 
На нас със жена ми ни изпратиха подарък./№ nas sas žena mi ni izpratixa 
podarak. 
'(They) sent me and my wife a gift.' (— 'to us-ACC with wife me-DAT US-DAT . . . ' ) 

Other types of coordination utilize other conjunctions: или/ili 'or', или 
... или/i l i . . . ili 'either . . . or', a/a 'and, but' (contrasting opposition), но/ 
no 'but, however' (strong contrast, contradiction), обаче/оЬасе 'however' 
(stronger, more literary form of но/по): 

Аз имам чадър, а тя няма./Az imam čadar, a tja njama. 
'I have an umbrella, but she doesn't.' 
Пиесата има голям успех, но въпрекй това падна./Piesata ima goljam uspex, 
no vapreki tova padna. 

'The play had great success, but nevertheless closed (literally 'fell').' 

4.5 Subordination 
Headed relative clauses, postposed to noun phrases, are marked by initial 
relative pronouns (see section 3.1.3), preceded by prepositions governing 
them. The number and gender of relative pronouns agree with their ante-
cedents; case is determined by the function of the pronouns in the relative 
clauses: изпратих пакет на студента, с когото се запознахме 
миналата година в София/izpratix paket na studenta, s kogóto se 
zapoznaxme młnalata gódina v Sofija '(I) sent a package to the student, 
with whom I got acquainted (= with whom-ACC self-ACC acquainted-1 PL) 
last year in Sofia'. Relative clauses using relativizers formed from inter-
rogative adverbs modify prepositional and adverbial phrases: намёрих 
книгата там, къдёто я бях оставил/namerix knigata tam, kadeto ja 
bjax ostavil '(I) found the book there, where (I) had left it'. 

Relative pronouns with noun phrase antecedents have alternative 
formations with the invariant relative pronoun дёто/deto 'that'. Most 
frequent in dialects, this construction is colloquial in literary Bulgarian: 
това e книгата дето ( ~ която) бёше на MacaTa/tova e knigata deto 
( - kojato) beše na masata 'that is the book that (which) was on the table'. 
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If дёто/dćto is not the subject of its clause, the clause may contain a clitic 
personal pronoun 'echoing' the grammatical categories of the antecedent; 
in relativization from a prepositional phrase a full, stressed personal 
pronoun is necessary as the object of the preposition: 

Това e книгата дето (я) купих./Tova e knigata deto (ja) kupix. 
This is the book that (it) (I) bought.' 
Това e книгата дето говорехме за нея./Tova e knigata deto govorexme za 
neja. 
This is the book that (we) spoke about (it).' 

See Rudin (1986: 129-30) for discussion; the examples are hers. 
Free (headless) relatives are possible: 

Вземй каквото искаш!/Vzemi kakvoto iskaš! 
'(YOU-SG) take whatever (you-SG) want!' 
Който не внимава, той прави грешки./Kójto ne vnimava, tój pravi greški. 
'Whoever doesn't pay attention, makes mistakes.' 

In multiple free rlatives all WH words are clause initial: който където e 
свикнал, там си живее/kójto kadeto e sviknal, tam si živee 'everyone 
lives where he's accustomed' (= 'whoever wherever is became-
accustomed-M SG, there self-DAT lives'; Rudin 1986: 167). 

The complementizer че/се 'that' introduces subordinate clauses as 
complements of verbs of saying or believing, as complements of nouns and 
as sentential subjects: 

Мисля че скоро ще завали дъжд./Misija če skóro šte zavali dažd. 
'(I) think that soon (it) will rain.' 
Имам чувство че ще дойдат./1тат čuvstvo če šte dójdat. 
'(I) have a feeling that (they) will come.' 
Сйгурно e че няма да дойдат./Sigurno e če njama da dójdat. 
'(It) is certain that (they) won't come.' 

In place of an infinitive, Bulgarian uses a subordinate clause consisting 
of да/da plus a present-tense verbal form which agrees in person and 
number with its implicit subject. Infinitive-like '^-clauses' are used as 
complements of many modal verbs (for example, трябва/tijabva '(it) is 
necessary', искам/iskam '(I) want', MÓra/moga '(I) can'), as comple-
ments of verbs of motion or being, as nominal complements, as sentential 
subjects and in indefinite constructions with 'have' and 'have not': 

Искам да отида на мач./iskam da otida na mač. 
4 0 want-1 SG to go-1 SG to a game.' 
Дошли сме да слушаме музика./Došli sme da slušame muzika. 
4We) have come to listen-1 PL to music.' 
Нямам намерение да се напрягам./Njamam namerenie da se napijagam. 
'(I) don't have (the) intention to exert-1 SG myself.' 
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R I I ' I I Имам с кого да говоря./Imam s kogo da govoija. 
'(I) have someone to talk to.' (= 'have-1 SG with whom-ACC to talk-1 SG') 

The subject of a main clause may differ from that of a da-clause: дошли 
сме да ни разкажете за пътуването си в България/došli sme da ni 
razkažete za patuvaneto si v Balgarija ' ( w e ) have come for (you-PL) to tell 
us about your (own) trip to Bulgaria'. See Rudin (1986) for discussion of 
Bulgarian complementizers and relative clauses. 

The vestigial infinitive (see section 3.2.1) occurs rarely in the literary 
language as the complement of MÓra/moga '(I) can' and смея/smeja '(I) 
dare', and in negative imperatives (section 4.2): не мога писа/ne móga 
pisa '(I) can't write'. Da-clauses are normal here: не мога да пиша/ne 
móga da piša '(I) can't write'. 

Diverse subordinate clauses expressing circumstances related to the 
actions of main clauses are formed with subordinating conjunctions. 

1 Conditional clauses use the conjunction ако/ако 'if (or its colloquial, 
poetic variant да/da). Real conditionals use indicative verbal forms in both 
condition and result clauses: ако дойдат, ще ги видим/ako dójdat, šte 
gi vidim 'if (they) come, (we) will see them'. Contrary-to-fact conditionals 
normally use imperfect or past perfect indicative forms in the condition 
clause and subjunctive or past future indicative forms in the result clause; 
these tense distinctions apparently entail no semantic differences: бих я 
поздравил (щях да я поздравя), ако бях там/bix ja pozdravil (štjax 
da ja pozdrayja), ako bjax tam '(I) would greet/would have greeted her, if 
(I) were/had been there'. 

2 Other subordinate clauses function as predicate adverbials of time, 
place, manner, reason and so on: 

Говорит, без да знаеш какво става./Govoriš, bez da znaeš kakvo stava. 
'(You-SG) speak without knowing ( e without to know-2 SG) what is happening.' 
Доколкото ми e известно, няма да дойдат./Dokólkoto mi e izvestno, njama 
da dójdat. 
4 As far as (it) is known to me, (they) will not come.' 

In written and formal spoken Bulgarian participial phrases often replace 
relative clauses. An active participle - either present or aorist - replaces a 
subject relative pronoun and its verb. The participle is present tense if the 
action of the verb in the relative clause is contemporaneous with that of the 
main verb; it is aorist if the action of the verb of the relative clause pre-
cedes that of the main verb: 

Познавах протестйращите xopa./Poznavax protestiraštite (PRS ACT PART) xora. 
'(I) knew the protesting people.' 
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Намёрихме пристйгналия влак./Namerixme pristignalija (AOR ACT PART) vlak. 
'(We) found the arrived train.' 

A past passive participle replaces a transitive verb and direct object rela-
tive pronoun: намёрих загубената книга/патёйх zagubenata (PAST 
PASS PART) kniga '(I) found the lost book'. 

The sense of a present passive participle (otherwise lacking) is expressed 
by an imperfective past passive participle: носена от слабия утринен 
вятър, [отровна мъгла] запълзя .../nošena (IMPFV PAST PASS PART) 
ot slabija utrinen vjatar, [otrovna magla] zapalzja . . . 'carried by the weak 
morning wind, [a poisonous fog] drifted . . . ' (Маслов/Maslov 1981: 
262). 

Participial phrases regularly allow diverse predicative elements: много 
ca желаещите да почиват тук/mnógo sa želaeštite (PRS ACT PART) da 
počivat tuk 'many are those wishing (literally 'wishing-the') to vacation 
here' (Narodna mladež, 1 December 1989). While usually preposed to 
their heads (see above), participial phrases may also be postposed:... след 
кардиналните промёни, настъпили в Б К П / . . . sled kardinalnite 
promeni, nastapili (AOR ACT PART) V BKP ' . . . after the fundamental 
changes, which have taken place in the BCP (= Bulgarian Communist 
Party)' (Narodna mladež, 1 December 1989). 

An adverbial subordinate clause may be replaced by a gerundive phrase 
if (1) the subjects of both clauses are the same and (2) the action of the 
subordinate clause is contemporaneous with that of the main clause: 
четёйки новия му роман, намёрих .../četejki novija mu roman, 
namerix . . . '[while] reading his new novel, (I) found ... ' . Postposed active 
participles occasionally function as gerunds: машината тёглеше лёко и 
плавно, не усёщаща TOBapa/mašinata tegleše leko i plavno, ne 
useštašta (PRS ACT PART) tovara 'the car drew away easily and smoothly, 
not feeling the load' (Маслов/Maslov 1981: 282-3). 

Gerundive phrases are limited to formal writing and speech, and even 
there they are avoided. A study of a corpus of 15,000 words of a modern 
Russian novel and its Bulgarian translation found that of 107 gerunds in 
the Russian original, only fifteen (14 per cent) were translated as Bulgarian 
gerunds; the rest were replaced by subordinate clauses (Дончева/ 
Dončeva 1975). 

The extraction of interrogative and relative pronouns from various types 
of embedded clauses has been studied by Rudin (1986). The following 
summarizes her major findings. 

Questions cannot be formed by extraction from indirect (embedded) 
questions: *кого се чудиш кой e видял?/kogó se čudiš kój e vidjal? 
'whom do (you-SG) wonder who saw?'. However, interrogation and 
extraction are possible over the complementizer че/се 'that': кого 
мислиш че e BHfl5M?/kogó misliš če e vidjal? 'whom do you think that he 
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saw?' (examples from Rudin 1986: 105f.). 
Relative-clause formation can move relative pronouns an indefinite 

distance: книгата, която ти ми каза че Иван мисли че Петър иска 
да купи .../knigata kojato ti mi kaza če Ivan misli če Petar iska da kupi. . . 
'the book which you-SG told me that Ivan thinks that Peter wants to buy 
.. . ' . Similarly, the relativizer дето/deto 'that' is interpreted over an 
unbounded domain: книгата дето ти ми каза че Иван мисли че 
Петър иска да (я) купи .../knigata deto ti mi kaza če Ivan misli če Petar 
iska da (ja) kupi . . . 'the book that you-SG told me that Ivan thinks that 
Peter wants to buy (it) . . . ' . 

The formation of WH relative clauses is blocked in two instances: 

1 The determiner of a noun phrase cannot be relativized: *това e 
момчето (на) което трябва да намерим (нёговата) майка/ 
*tova e momčeto (na) koeto tijabva da namerim (negovata) majka 'this 
is the boy (of) whom (we) must find (his) mother'. 

2 Relativization out of a noun phrase containing a head noun and a 
modifying clause is impossible: *това e момчето на коёто 
мисълта че (му) дадохме бонбони ядосва лёкаря/'Чоуа е 
momčeto na koeto misalta če (mu) dadoxme bonboni jadosva lekaija 
'this is the boy to whom the thought that (we) gave him candies angers 
the doctor'. 

Relativization with дёто/deto is grammatical in both cases. See Rudin 
(1986: 140-3) for additional discussion (examples hers). 

The complementizer че/се 'that' cannot in general be deleted, including 
cases with movement across the complementizer: 

Мйсля че си видял човёка./Mislja če si vidjal čoveka. 
'(I) think that (you-SG) saw the man.' 
Not *Мйсля си видял .../*Mislja si vidjal... 
'(I) think you saw 
Познавам човёка когото мйсля че си видял./Poznavam čoveka kogóto misija 
če si vidjal. 
'(I) know the man whom (I) think that you saw.' 

Infrequent examples with deletion of the complementizer are reported in 
direct speech (or thought): мисля си, ти си видял човёка/mislja si, ti si 
vidjal čoveka '(I) think (to myself): you-SG saw the man' (Граматика/ 
Gramatika 3: 344). 

4.6 Negation 
A sentence or any of its constituents can be negated. If the scope of nega-
tion is the entire sentence, the negative particle не/пе attaches to the verb: 
той не работи/tój ne raboti 'he doesn't work'. Otherwise, не/пе 
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precedes the negated constituent, which generally begins the sentence: не 
на Иван дадох книгата/ne na Ivan dadox knigata 'it wasn't Ivan I gave 
the book to' (= 'not to Ivan gave-1 SG book-the'). 

Negative sentences are conjoined with Hń(To)/ni(to) 'neither, nor', 
repeated before each conjoined constituent: нито Иван, нито Валя, 
нито Димчо не знаят, къдё живея/nito Ivan, nito Valja, nito Dimčo 
ne znajat, kade živeja 'neither Ivan, nor Valja, nor Dimčo know where I 
live'. 

Negative constituent questions (see section 4.2) use negative pronouns 
and other negative pro-forms (section 3.1.3); here не/пе accompanies the 
verb as well: 

На никого не казах новината./Ыа nikogo ne kazax novinata. 
'(I) told no one the news.' (= to no-one-ACC not told-1 SG news-the') 
Нйкога не слушат./Nikoga ne slušat. 
'(They) never listen.' 

4.7 Anaphora and pronouns 
The principal anaphoric pronouns of Bulgarian include: 

1 third-person personal pronouns: той/tój 'he, it' 
2 personal possessive pronouns: негов/nćgov 'his, its' 
3 demonstrative pronouns: този/tózi 'this (M SG)' 

онзи/ónzi 'that (M SG)' 
такъв/takav 'such (M SG)' 

Forms in /on- / are marked as distanced from the speaker; forms in / t - / 
are unmarked. 

4 relative pronouns: кбйто/kójto 'who, which, that (м SG)' 
какъвто/kakavto 'which sort (м SG)' 

5 reflexive pronouns: себе си/sebe si '-self' 

(See section 3.1.3 for full paradigms; for relative, reflexive and personal 
possessive pronouns see also sections 4.5, 4.9 and 4.10.) For example: 

Speaker А: Тя пише нова граматика./Tjži piše nova gramatika. 
'She's writing a new grammar.' 

Speaker В: Тази граматика не мё интересува/Tazi gramatika ne me 
interesuva. 
This grammar doesn't interest me.' 

or В: Това не мё интересуea./Tova ne me interesuva. 
'This doesn't interest me.' 

Anaphoric adverbs are formed from the demonstrative root / t - / 'this'; 
for example, там/tam 'there', тука/tuka 'here', Toraea/togava 'then': 
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Откриха нов магазин. Там продават всичко./Otkrixa nov magazin. 
Tam prodavat vsičko '(They) found a new store. There (they) sell every-
thing.' 

The omission of pronominal subjects, including first and second person, 
is extremely common. In a comparison of a Russian novel and its Bulgarian 
translation, Дончева/Dončeva (1975) found that Bulgarian omitted 58 
per cent of possible personal pronominal subjects (Russian only 42 per 
cent). Omission is naturally facilitated by verb and adjective concord with 
the subject: болен e/bólen e '(he) is sick-м SG'. Often, however, omission 
leaves the subject ambiguous within its clause: в момента пише/v 
momenta piše 'at the moment (he/she/it) writes'. In such cases the larger 
context provides the appropriate interpretation of the intended subject. 

The presence or absence of overt personal pronominal subjects may be 
affected by discourse factors. According to Маслов/Maslov (1981: 356), 
the pronominal subject is omitted when topic, but retained when focus 
(where it generally identifies the actual agent among a number of possi-
bilities); compare: днес отивам на кино/dnes otivam na kino 'today (I) 
am going to the movies' versus днес аз отивам на кино/dnes az otivam 
na kino 'today I (as opposed to someone else) am going to the movies'. 

'This' and 'that' used alone as subjects of copular verbs are invariably 
neuter singular, and verbal concord is with the predicate: това ca мойте 
нови дрехи/tova sa móite novi drexi 'these (= this-N SG) are my new 
clothes'. 

The definite article marks the presupposition that the referent of the 
noun phrase is known to the participants in the speech or narrated event: 
книгата e интересна/knigata e interesna 'the book is interesting'. See 
Mayer (1988) for details. 

'The former' and 'the latter' are expressed by the definite ordinal 
numerals първият/parvijat 'the first (м SG)' and BTopHHT/vtorijat 'the 
second (M SG)', inflected to agree with their antecedents: първият 
[пример] показва ..., а вторият .../parvijat [primer] pokazva . . . , a 
vtorijat . . . 'the former [example-м SG] shows while the latter . . . ' . 
Longer series use successive ordinal numerals beyond 'second'. 

In colloquial Bulgarian, and to some extent in more formal styles, nouns 
or full, stressed personal pronouns as direct or indirect objects are often 
'echoed' by appropriately inflected clitic personal pronouns (Граматика/ 
Gramatika 3: 186-8, 191). While clitic doubling is generally optional, it is 
subject to discourse factors: an emphasized noun phrase is apt to occur first 
in the sentence - the position of focus - and if the noun is the direct or 
indirect object the clitic pronoun is apt to appear (Rudin 1986: 139). 
Compare: 

Neutral: Казах новините на Иван./Кагах novinite na Ivan. 
'(I) told the news to Ivan.' 
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Focus on Ivan: На Иван му казах новините./Na Ivan mu kazax novinite. 
'(I) told the news to Ivan.' (= 'to Ivan him-DAT told-1 SG news-
the') 

Focus on news: Новинйте ги казах на Иван./Novinite gi kazax na Ivan. 
'(I) told the news to Ivan.' (= 'news-the them-ACC told-1 SG to 
Ivan') 

The pronoun is obligatory if the subject and direct object are ambiguous: 
майката я глёда детёто/majkata ja gleda deteto 'the child takes care of 
the mother' (= 'mother-the-F SG her-ACC takes-care-of child-the-N SG') 
versus детёто го глёда майката/deteto go gleda majkata 'the mother 
takes care of the child' (= 'child-the-N SG it-ACC takes-care-of mother-the-
F SG'). 

Echoed clitics are not possible in WH-relative clauses: *човёка, който 
Борис го видя/čoveka, kój to Boris go vidja 'the person, whom Boris 
saw' (= 'man-the who Boris him-ACC saw-3 SG') (Rudin 1986: 126, for 
discussion; example hers). On the other hand, echoed clitics with дето/ 
deto-relatives are optional or obligatory depending on the syntactic 
function of the relative pronoun (see section 4.5 for examples and refer-
ences). 

Bulgarian grammars describe stressed personal pronouns as 'echoes' of 
subject nouns. Here, however, the nouns are in apposition to the personal 
pronouns: тя, бёдната дама, започна да плаче/tja, bednata dama, 
započna da plača 'she, the poor lady, began to cry' (Граматика/ 
Gramatika 3: 123; also Пенчев/Penčev 1984: 83). 

4.8 Reflexives and reciprocals 
Reflexive personal pronouns (see section 3.1.3) replace non-subject 
personal pronouns whose antecedents are the subject of the clause in which 
they occur: мия се/mija se '(I) wash myself. Stressed forms - in the case 
of the dative a prepositional phrase with на/па + accusative - are used for 
emphasis: себе си мия/sebe si mija '(I) wash myself. In other, non-
dative prepositional phrases only stressed accusative forms are possible: 
той мисли само за себе си/tój misli samo za sebe si 'he thinks only 
about himself. 

In colloquial Bulgarian first- and second-person non-reflexive forms 
may replace reflexives in prepositional phrases: вземи ме с Te6e!/vzemi 
me s tebe! ~ ... със себе си!/... sas sebe si! 'take me with you/yourself!'. 
Although considered non-standard, this usage is gaining ground. Substi-
tution for direct or indirect objects is ungrammatical: only купи си нови 
Дрёхи!/кир1 si novi drexi!, not *купи ти - *на Te6e...!/*kupi ti ~ *na 
tebe . . . ! 'Buy-2 SG yourself new clothes!'. 

Substitution of personal for reflexive pronoun in the third person regu-
larly changes the pronominal reference: той го мие/tój go mie 'he washes 
him (= someone else)'. 
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The reflexive pronoun always refers to the subject of the verb of the 
clause in which it occurs. Through the subject, even if deleted, it may refer 
to earlier nouns and pronouns: 

Иван иска да си купи нова риза./Ivan iska da si kupi nova riza. 
'Ivan wants to buy-3 SG himself a new shirt.' 

L 

Possessive expressions (see section 4.9) in predicates use reflexive 
personal pronouns and possessive adjectives in much the same way: аз 
взех книгата си/az vzex knigata si T took my (own) book'. The dative 
enclitic reflexive is regularly replaced by the reflexive possessive adjective 
for emphasis: аз взёх своята книга/аг vzex svojata kniga T took my 
own book'. In the first and second person, non-reflexive possessives are 
possible for greater emphasis: взех моята книга/vzex mójata kniga 'it 
was my book that I took' (= 'took 1-SG my book'). Here dative non-
reflexive forms are ungrammatical or questionable: 

*Взёх книгата ми./Vzex knigata mi. 
'(I) took my book/ 
?Дадох му книгата ми./Dadox mu knigata mi. 
'(I) gave him my book.' 

(Маслов/Maslov 1981: 302) 

Reflexive possessives cannot be subjects or predicative nominatives: 
*нужна ми e своята стая/*пййпа mi е svojata staja 'I need my own 
room' ( = 'necessary-F SG me-DAT is own-F SG room-F SG'). 

With plural subjects and verbs of appropriate meanings, reciprocal 
constructions are formed with enclitic reflexive pronouns, dative and 
accusative and/or the expression един друг/edin drug 'one another'. 
Enclitic pronouns are customary for direct and indirect objects: те се 
целуват/tć se celuvat 'they kiss (one another)'. Един друг/edin drug is 
added for emphasis: те се целуват един друг/te se celuvat edin drug 
'they kiss one another'. Един друг/edin drug is the unmarked form of this 
expression; feminine and neuter forms are used only with subjects that are 
all feminine or all neuter, respectively. 

In other, non-dative prepositional phrases reciprocity is expressed only 
by един друг/edin drug: те намират интересни неща един в друг/ 
te namirat interesni nešta edin v drug 'they find interesting things in one 
another'. 

Reciprocal sentences with enclitic reflexive pronouns may be ambiguous 
with respect to number: те си пишат/te si pišat may mean 'they-two 
write to one another' or 'they-more-than-two write among themselves'. 
The ambiguity is eliminated with един друг/edin drug. Compare те 
намират интересни неща едни в други/te namirat interesni nešta 
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edni (PL) v drugi (PL) 'they (more than two) find interesting things in one 
another'. 

In so far as they use the same pronouns, reflexive and reciprocal 
constructions are formally identical. The meaning of the verb often makes 
one or the other interpretation the more likely. Compare: 

Мйят ce/Mijat se. 
'(They) wash themselves.' (not '(They) wash each other.') 
Бият ce./Bijat se. 
'(They) hit one another.' (not '(They) hit themselves.') 

Alternative readings are forced and ambiguities avoided with себе си/ 
sebe si '-self and един друг/edin drug 'one another': 

Мият се един друг./Mijat se edin drug. 
'(They-two) wash one another.' 
Себе си бият./Sebe si bijat. 
'(They) beat themselves.' 

4.9 Possession 
Possession is expressed verbally with имам/imam '(I) have' and its nega-
tive counterpart нямам/njamam '(I) don't have': Иван има много 
приятели/Ivan ima mnogo prijateli 'Ivan has many friends'. Possession in 
noun phrases is expressed in several ways: 

1 Clitic dative personal pronouns (see section 3.1.3): това ca книгите 
ми/tova sa knigite mi 'these are my books' (= 'this-N SG are books-the 
me-DAT'). 

2 Prepositional phrases with на/па: това e домът на брат ми/tova е 
domat па brat mi 'this is the home of my brother'. 

3 Possessive personal pronouns (section 3.1.3): това ca мойте книги/ 
tova sa móite knigi 'these are my books'. 

4 Possessive adjectives derived from personal nouns (section 3.3.2): 
това e братовият дбм/tova e bratovijat dom 'this is (my) brother's 
home'. Adjectives of this sort are colloquial. 

4.10 Quantification 
The principal quantifiers of Bulgarian include cardinal numerals (see 
section 3.1.5), pronominal quantifiers (like колко/ко1ко 'how many, 
much') and MHÓro/mnogo 'many, much', малко/nmlko 'few, little', 
HeMHoro/nemnógo 'not many, much'. 

Two cardinal numerals are inflected for gender: '1' is masculine, 
feminine or neuter, depending on the gender of its head; '2' contrasts 
masculine and feminine/neuter forms. (See section 3.1.5 for forms and 
examples.) 
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Used alone, 'l' governs a singular noun: една книга/edna kniga 'one 
book'. In compounds 'l' is regularly singular and the noun plural or, less 
commonly, singular: тридесет и една книги (KHńra)/trideset i edna (F 
SG) knigi (PL) (kniga (SG)) '31 books' (Граматика/Огатайка 2: 183). 

With all other quantifiers, feminine and neuter nouns are plural: много 
книги/mnógo knigi 'many books (F)', двадесет и две писма/dvadeset i 
dve pisma '22 letters (N)'. Masculine nouns with quantifiers make use of 
both normal and count plurals (see section 3.1.2): 

1 All masculine nouns use the normal plural with 'many', 'few' and 'not 
many' or with 'how many' in exclamations: много студёнти/mnógo 
studenti 'many students', колко студёнти!/ко1ко studenti! 'how 
many students!'. 

2 Masculine personal nouns use the normal plural after cardinal 
numerals '2'- '6' in -(и)ма/-(1)та: двама студёнти/dvama studenti 
'two students'; otherwise they use the ordinary plural or count plural 
(with a clear preference for the former): пет ученици/pet učenici ~ 
пет ученика/pet učenika 'five pupils (PL ~ COUNT PL)'. 

3 Otherwise, masculine non-personal nouns use the count plural: три 
града /tri grada 'three cities (COUNT PL)'. 

'Incorrect' usage with masculine nouns is common; see Граматика/ 
Gramatika (2: 183) and Scatton (1984: 312-13). 

Verbs with cardinal numerals as subjects are singular if the numeral is '1' 
alone; otherwise they are plural: 

Една жена дойдё./Edna žena dojdę. 
'One woman came.' 
Две жени дойдоха./Dve ženi dojdoxa. 
Two women came.' 

Personal pronouns are quantified with cardinal numerals. The pronoun 
occupies the first position; the numeral, generally definite, follows. 
Cardinals in -(n)Ma/-(i)ma ('2'- '6') are used with groups of men or men 
and women: ние двамата ще дойдем/nie dvamata šte dójdem 'we two 
(= two males or a male and a female) will come-1 PL'. 

Quantification is also expressed by nouns denoting measurements 
(литър/litar 'litre'), containers (4auia/čaša 'cup, glass'), collections of 
elements (стадо/stado 'herd'), parts (порция/porcija 'portion') and 
others. The quantifier precedes the noun, which is singular or plural as 
appropriate: литър мляко/litar mljako 'a litre of milk', чифт волове/ 
čift volove 'a pair of oxen'. In these constructions verbal concord is usually 
with the quantifier: чашата вино e била на MacaTa/čašata vino e bila 
na masata 'the glass-F SG of wine-N SG was-F 3 SG on the table'. However, 
groups show two types of concord: singular, focusing on the group as a 
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unit, or plural, focusing on the latter as a collection of individuals: 

Накрая трупа байловчани излёзе на сцёната./Nakraja grupa bajlovčani izleze 
na scenata. 
'Finally a group of inhabitants-of-Bajlovo came-3 SG on stage.' 
Трупа младёжи от Русе заминали за Съвётския съюз./Griipa mladeži ot 
Ruse zaminali za Savetskija sajuz. 

'A group of young-people from Ruse left-3 PL for the Soviet Union.' 

(Граматика/Gramatika 3: 151-2) 

These quantifiers may themselves be quantified as ordinary nouns: две 
чаши вода/dve čaši voda 'two glasses of water'. 

'Existential-be' is има/ima 'has'; its negative counterpart is няма/ 
njama 'hasn't'. They are invariably neuter third person singular and, as the 
syntax of pronominal forms shows, they take direct object complements: 

Нямаше яйца./Njamaše jajca. 
'(There) weren't-3ISG eggs-PL.' 
Има ги вкъщи./Ima gi vkašti. 
'They are at home.' (— 'has-3 SG them-ACC at-home') 

5 Lexis 

5.1 General composition of the word-stock 
The standard 'Academy' dictionary of Bulgarian (Романски/Romanski 
1955-9) contains over 63,000 entries, of which 25 per cent are foreign 
borrowings or words derived from them (Бояджиев/Bojadžiev 1970). Of 
native lexical items, perhaps as many as 2,000 are directly inherited from 
Proto-SIavonic through Old and Middle Bulgarian (Русинов/Rusinov 
1980: 76). Inherited words represent diverse lexical domains and include 
much of the most common, basic vocabulary of the language. The number 
of words derived from them is perhaps 15-20 times greater, in the order of 
30-40,000. 

The relative weight of inherited Proto-SIavonic material can be esti-
mated from Николова/Nikolova (1987) - a study of a 100,000-word 
corpus of conversational Bulgarian. Of the 806 items occurring there more 
than ten times, approximately 50 per cent may be direct reflexes of Proto-
SIavonic forms; nearly 30 per cent are later Bulgarian formations and 17 
per cent are foreign borrowings or words derived from them. (The remain-
ing items are problematical; figures mine, EAS.) 

Russian is the only Slavonic language that has had any significant influ-
ence on Bulgarian. Large numbers of native Russian and Russian Church 
Slavonic words are common throughout the language (examples below). 
Until recently, Russian has been the principal intermediary source for 
much of Bulgarian's international vocabulary. 
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5.2 Patterns of borrowing 
Of approximately 16,200 foreign words in Романски/Romanski (1955-
9), a single original source can be found for about 14,500. Of these, 96 per 
cent are attributable to only eight languages, each accounting for at least 1 
per cent or more: 

1 Latin 25.5% (3,700) 
2 Greek 23.0% (3,350) 
3 French 15.0% (2,150) 
4 Turkish* 13.5% (1,900) 
5 Russian 10.0% (1,500) 
6-7 Italian 3.5% (500) 
6-7 German 3.5% (500) 
8 English 2.0% (300) 

^including Arabic and Persian. Figures based on Бояджиев/Bojadžiev 1970. 

The vast majority of Latin borrowings - mostly international terms in 
the areas of politics, civil administration, scholarship, law, medicine and 
others - entered the modern language through Russian or other, western 
languages: администрация/administracija 'administration', секретар/ 
sekretar 'secretary'. (The material here is based on Русинов/Rusinov 
1980: 76-94, and works cited there.) A few date from Old and Middle 
Bulgarian. 

Greek lexical material first entered Bulgarian during the Old Bulgarian 
period, mostly in the areas of religion and civil and military administration: 
HKÓHa/ikona 'icon', деспот/despót. During the Ottoman period, strong 
Greek political and cultural influence facilitated borrowings not only of 
literary, but also common, popular lexical material: пирон/pirón 'nail', 
ёвтин/evtin 'inexpensive'. During the Bulgarian Renaissance (eighteenth 
and nineteenth centuries), international vocabulary of Greek origin entered 
Bulgarian through Russian or other languages: граматика/gramatika 
'grammar', демокрация/demokracija 'democracy'. 

French borrowings appear from the beginning of the nineteenth century, 
first from Russian, later directly from French. They are concentrated in 
social and political life, military affairs, cooking, dress and the arts: 
aTaiue/atase 'attache', бюфет/bjufćt 'buffet', такси/taksi 'taxi'. 

Bulgarian borrowings from Turkish (and through Turkish, Persian and 
Arabic) were extremely numerous during the time of the Ottoman domin-
ation. One of the major features of the history of the modern Bulgarian 
literary language - particularly after 1878 - was the systematic replacement 
of Turkish borrowings with Bulgarian neologisms or borrowings from 
Russian or western European languages. Романски/Romanski (1955-9) 
now lists only about 2,000 Turkish borrowings, of which about 800 (house-
hold items, occupations, items of clothing, foods, plants, animals) are sty-
listically neutral: чорап/согар 'sock', чанта/сата 'purse'. The remainder 
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are archaic, dialectal, non-standard and/or pejorative, and generally have 
neutral native synonyms: кютук/kjutuk (from Turkish) versus пън/рйп 
'(tree) stump' (JlaKoea/Lakova 1972). 

In so far as they do not take into account Russian Church Slavonic 
forms (often indistinguishable from native Bulgarian forms) or the inter-
mediary role of Russian in the transmission of international terminology, 
the figures above substantially underestimate the impact of Russian on the 
Bulgarian lexicon. In early Modern Bulgarian, the influence of Russian was 
through Church Slavonic. By the end of the eighteenth and beginning of 
the nineteenth centuries, literary Russian was the predominant foreign 
lexical influence on Bulgarian, and remained so until recently. Russian and 
Russian Church Slavonic lexical items are found in virtually every area of 
Bulgarian vocabulary: вселена/vselena 'universe', вероятен/verojaten 
'probable', старая ce/staraja se '(I) try', обаче/оЬасе 'however'. 

The source of several important formations is indeterminate: Old/ 
Middle Bulgarian literary sources and/or early printed Church books from 
Russia; for example, agent nouns in /-tel/ (учител/učitel 'teacher'), 
abstract nouns in /-ost/ (нежност/nežnost 'tenderness'), deverbative 
nouns in /-ie/ (предложение/predloženie 'proposal'), the present active 
participle (see section 3.2.1). 

German borrowings (mostly military and technical) and Italian borrow-
ings (concentrated in art, music, business and food) date from the nine-
teenth and twentieth centuries. 

Prior to 1878 English borrowings were extremely limited; their numbers 
did not increase substantially until after the Second World War. Since then, 
and especially in the last twenty years, English has become the greatest 
foreign lexical influence on Bulgarian, and this influence is now far greater 
than the above figures (based on work more than thirty years old) suggest. 
The impact of English is particularly strong in technology, tourism, sports, 
dress, the arts and music and popular culture: транзистор/tranzistor 
'transistor', мотел/motel, джинси/džinsi 'jeans', танк/tank. 

5.3 Incorporation of borrowings 
Borrowings are generally adapted to the phonological and morphological 
systems of Bulgarian. Phonological adaptation is limited to eliminating 
segments not found in the Bulgarian phonemic system or to correcting vio-
lations of sequential constraints. For example, geminate consonants are 
regularly replaced by single phonemes: Russian грамматика/grammatika 
becomes Bulgarian граматика/gramatika 'grammar'. Front round vowels 
are replaced by sequences of palatalized or palatal consonants plus back 
vowels: French bureau gives бюро/bjuró 'office'. Russian palatalized 
consonants are eliminated where they do not occur in Bulgarian: Russian 
пятилётка/pjatiletka /p'it ' il 'etka/ gives Bulgarian петилётка/petiletka 
/petiletka/ 'five-year plan'. 
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The last example illustrates an accommodation characteristic of borrow-
ings from Russian and Russian Church Slavonic: the replacement of 
Russian morphological components with their Bulgarian counterparts, in 
this case Bulgarian пет/pćt for Russian пять/pjat ' 'five'. 

While showing some anomalies (below), borrowings are generally 
adapted morphologically. Nouns are assigned to one of the major gender 
classes, generally on the basis of their final segments. Nouns terminating in 
consonants are masculine (English ketchup - кетчъп/ketčap); those 
terminating in / a / are feminine (Rumanian masa - Maca/masa 'table'). 
Nouns terminating in /o e u i/ are neuter if non-personal (French bureau 
- бюро/bjuró 'office') or masculine if personal (French attache- аташе/ 
ataše 'attache'). 

Other, more complex types of adaptation also occur. For example, 
French feminine nouns ending in 'mute e' are regularly borrowed as 
feminine nouns in / -a / : allee- алея/aleja 'avenue, lane'. Greek and Latin 
borrowings show complex suffix alterations and shifts among inflectional 
classes (Първев/Parvev 1979). 

The inflectional behaviour of borrowed nouns may be anomalous. A 
fairly large number of the monosyllabic masculine nouns that take the 
plural suffix / - i / (instead of /-ove/) are foreign (see section 3.1.2). 
Similarly, the velar-dental alternation accompanying the masculine plural 
marker / - i / is often absent (sections 2.2, 3.1.2). 

Borrowed adjectives are altered in order to agree with the shape of 
derived native adjectives. This entails little change in already derived 
Russian adjectives: Russian кольхозный/коГхогпу)' - Bulgarian 
колхозен/коЬюгеп 'collective-farm (M SG)'. Otherwise, a Bulgarian suffix 
is commonly added to the foreign adjective: English loyal - лоялен/ 
lojalen. 

Borrowed adjectives are generally inflected like native adjectives. 
However, in the past, many adjectives borrowed from Turkish without the 
addition of a derivational suffix had a single unchanging form; the few that 
remain continue to do so (see section 3.1.4). Unmodified, uninflected 
adjectives from other sources are still possible, particularly in the colloquial 
language. Many are ephemeral, and even those that survive show syntactic 
idiosyncrasies (Първев/Parvev 1979: 233f.). For example, гроги/grógi 
(from English groggy) is used only predicatively: той e гроги/tój e grógi 
'he is groggy'. 

Borrowed verbs are most commonly assimilated into the third con-
jugation with the suffix /-ira-/ (of German origin): English train -
тренирам/treniram '(I) train'. Most verbs of this type are bi-aspectual 
(see section 3.2.1). There is a tendency in colloquial Bulgarian to integrate 
them into the aspectual system by creating aspectual mates for them with 
perfectivizing prefixes or the imperfectivizing suffix /-va-/ (Граматика/ 
Gramatika 2: 268). 
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The third-conjugation suffix /-uva-/ is used to assimilate Russian verbs 
in /-ovatV: apecTOBaTb/arestovat' - аресту вам/arestuvam '(I) arrest 
(IMPFV and PRFV)'. Many of these verbs are bi-aspectual. 

5.4 Lexical fields 

5.4.1 Colour terms 
Basic colour terms are given in bold; examples are masculine singular. 

'white' бял/bjal 
'black' черен/сегеп 
'red' червён/červen; also ален/а1еп 'scarlet' 
'green' зелен/zelen 
'yellow' жълт/žalt; also рус/rus 'blond (of hair)' 
'blue' сйн/sin; also лазурен/1агигеп 'azure, sky-blue (poetic)' 

and електрик/elektrik 'electric blue (indeclinable)' 
'brown' кафяв/kafjav (< кафё/kafe 'coffee'); also кестеняв/ 

kestenjav 'auburn, chestnut (of eyes, hair, horses)' 
(< кёстен/kesten 'chestnut'), бёжов/bežov 'beige' 

'purple' мбрав/morav; also виолетов/violćtov 'violet', 
пурпурен/purpuren 'crimson (literary, poetic)' 

'pink' розов/rozov (< роза/юга 'rose'); also пембян/pembjan 
- пембён/ретЬёп 'hot pink' 

'orange' оранжев/oranžev 
'grey' сйв/siv 

5.4.2 Body parts 
'head' глава/glava 
'eye' око/око (anomalous plural: 3.1.2) 
'nose' HÓc/nos 
łear' yxó/uxó (anomalous plural: 3.1.2) 
'mouth' уста/usta; note related 'lip' устна/ustna 
'hair' косъм/kósam 'single hair'; Koca/kosa 'head of hair' 
'neck' врат/vrat, шия/šija 
'arm, hand' ръка/гака (anomalous plural: 3.1.2); also длан/dlan 

'palm' 
'finger' пръст/prast 
'leg, foot' крак/кгак (anomalous plural крака/кгака: 3.1.2); also 

'(sole of) foot' стъпало/stapalo, ходило/xodilo 
'toe' пръст/prast (with на крака/па kraka 'of the foot' to 

distinguish 'toe' from 'finger') 
'chest' гърди/gardi (plural of гръд/grad 'breast' (F)') and 

гръден кош/gruden koš (literally 'breast basket') 
'heart' сърцё/sarce 
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5.4.3 Kinship terms 
'mother' м а й к а / m a j k a , and for one's own mother м а м а / т а т а 
'father' 6au ja /baš t a , and for one's own father татко/tatko 
'sister' cecTpa /sestra; also к а к а / к а к а 'older sister' 
'brother' брат /brat (anomalous plural братя /bratja); also б а т к о / 

batko 'older brother' 
'aunt' лёля/lelja 'sister of father or mother', вуйна/vujna 'wife 

of mother's brother', стрина/strina 'wife of father's 
brother'; also dialectal тётка/tetka 'sister of mother' 

'uncle' чичо/čičo 'brother of father' and вуйчо/vujčo 'brother 
of mother'; also dialectal свако/svako, тетин/tetin, 
лелин/lelin 'husband of mother's sister'. Лёля/lelja 
'aunt' and чичо/čičo 'uncle' are used when the more 
precise relationship is unknown and also to address adults 
in general. 

'niece' плёменница/plemennica; also dialectal сестриница/ 
sestrinica 'daughter of sister' and братаница/bratanica 
'daughter of brother' 

'nephew' плёменник/plemennik; also dialectal сёстриник/ 
sestrinik 'son of sister' and братанец/bratanec 'son of 
brother' 

'cousin' female братовчёдка/bratovčedka and male 
брадовчёд/bratovčed 

'grandmother' 6a6a/baba; also used to address elderly women 
'grandfather' дядо/djado; also used to address elderly men 
'wife' жена/йепа (also 'woman'), съпруга/sapruga ('spouse-F') 
'husband' мъж/mšž (also 'man'; anomalous plural: 3.1.2), 

съпруг/saprug ('spouse-M') 
'daughter' дъщеря/dašteija (anomalous vocative: 3.1.2) 
'son' син/sin 

6 Dialects 
Bulgarian dialects are usually divided into west and east with respect to the 
development of late Proto-Slavonic *e jat'. West of a line running north-
south between A and В on map 5.1, *ebecame / e / : 'big' м SG /golem/, PL 
/golemi/, 'milk' /mleko/, 'milkman' /mlekar/. East of the line, stressed *e 
in some (if not all) environments either becomes / a / (as in the literary 
language; see section 2.3) or retains what may have been one of its late 
Proto-Slavonic vocalizations, / a / ; unstressed / e / (reduced phonetically to 
[i], see below) is general: /gol'am gol'em'i ml'ako ml'ekar/ (Стойков/ 
Stojkov 1968: 54-5 for details). 

While not coinciding exactly with the jat' boundary, other important 
isoglosses generally reinforce the east-west division: 
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1 Late Proto-SIavonic *a after alveo-palatal consonants (including y) 
gives *e in the east, but / a / in the west (as in the literary language): 
'frog' east F SG /žaba/ - PL /že b ' i / versus west /žaba/ - /žabi/. 

2 Strong reduction of unstressed / a / to [а], / о / to [и], / e / to [i] is 
typical in the east, especially north-east; in the west it is lacking alto-
gether or limited to / а / > [a] (as in the literary language; see section 
2.1). 

3 Late Proto-SIavonic and *ъ give / a / in the east (as in the literary 
language; section 2.1); in the west both / a / and / a / are common. 

4 East Bulgarian commonly has palatalized labial and dental consonants 
before front vowels and at the ends of words (where they contrast with 
non-palatalized consonants): /z 'etV 'son-in-law'. In the west only 
/ l ' n ' t ' d ' / are common, with / l ' t ' d ' / often replaced by / j ' k ' g ' / ; 
otherwise consonants are non-palatalized (as in the literary language; 
section 2.1). 

5 Proto-SIavonic *tj and *dj are / š t / and /žd/ in the east (the literary 
treatment; section 2.1); besides these also / č 3/, / k ' g ' / , and /šč Ž3/ 
in the west. 

6 Word-internal alternations of /га ~ ar/, /la ~ al/ (see section 2.3) 
are characteristic of eastern dialects; in the west one finds syllabic 
liquids, non-alternating sequences of vowel-liquid or liquid-vowel, or 
in the case of /1/, replacement by / a / or / u / . 

7 In the east present-tense verb forms are as in the literary language (see 
section 3.2). In the west, palatalization is often lost in the first person 
singular and third-person plural: /xoda/ '(I) go'. Alternatively, the 
first person singular may be formed with / -m/ : /xodim/. In the west 
/ -me/ commonly marks the first person plural in all conjugations: 
/xodime/ '(we) go'. 

8 The imperfect past active participle (see section 3.2.1) is typically 
eastern. Clearly, a number of these features bring western dialects 
closer to Serbo-Croat and Macedonian. 

The most archaic Bulgarian dialects are found in south-eastern Bulgaria, 
in the Rhodope mountains. Important features (Стойков/Stojkov 1968: 
87-91) include: 

1 / a / as the reflex of *e and of *a after alveo-palatals: /gol 'am/, 
/gol 'am'i/ , /žaba/; 

2 a single reflex / а / , / а / , / о / or / э / for stressed PSI. *p, ъ, £ ь, with 
palatalized labials and dentals before the reflexes of *ę and ь: *p -
/raka/ 'hand, arm', *ъ - /dks/ 'rain', *f - /m'4so/ 'meat', *ь -
/Kasno/ 'easily'; 

3 'triple' definite article: unmarked / - t - / , / -s-/ for proximity to the 
speaker, / -n- / for distance from the speaker (compare Macedonian); 

4 numerous case vestiges in nouns, adjectives and definite articles. 



Map 5.1 Bulgarian dialects 

Source: Стойков/Stojkov 1968: 63 
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This dialect picture is largely historical, reflecting the speech of 
informants at least 50-60 years of age when the data of the major dialecto-
logical works of the past 30-40 years were collected (Стойков/Stojkov 
1964-81). With the passing of this generation, the spread of literacy, the 
growth of the mass media and the rapid urbanization of the last twenty 
years, the older picture has given way to a much different one mixing tra-
ditional features and the standard language. 

The geographical extent of Bulgarian dialects is controversial. On the 
level of local dialects there is no sharp boundary between the speech of 
western Bulgaria and that of eastern Serbia, former Yugoslav Macedonia 
and areas of Greece and Turkey contiguous to Bulgaria in which Slavonic 
dialects are still spoken. The official Bulgarian position, with respect to 
dialects and earlier historical periods, has been that eastern Serbian 
dialects, all Macedonian dialects in former Yugoslavia and Slavonic 
dialects in Turkey and Greece are dialects of Bulgarian. 
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6 Macedonian 
Victor A. Friedman 

1 Introduction 
Macedonia has been the name of a Balkan region since ancient times, when 
it was bounded by Epirus, Thessaly and Thrace on the south-west, south 
and east. At present, Macedonia is best defined as the region comprising the 
Republic of Macedonia, the Blagoevgrad District in south-western Bulgaria 
(Pirin Macedonia) and the Province of Makedonia in northern Greece 
(Aegean Macedonia). Some adjacent portions of eastern Albania can also 
be included (compare Vidoeski in Koneski 1983: 117). A map is provided 
on page 300. 

Ancient Macedonian, an independent Indo-European language of 
uncertain affiliation, was spoken in at least part of Macedonia in the fifth 
and fourth centuries ВС and presumably both earlier and later. This gave 
way to Greek, which was in turn supplanted by Slavonic when the Slavs 
invaded and settled in the Balkans in the sixth and seventh centuries AD. 
For our purposes, Macedonian can be defined as the Slavonic dialects 
spoken in the territory of Macedonia. 

Literary Macedonian is the official language of the Republic of 
Macedonia and is recognized as such by all countries except Bulgaria, 
where it is officially viewed as a 'regional norm' of Bulgarian, and Greece, 
where Macedonian is claimed not to exist - except in proclamations 
banning its use - or it is claimed that the term 'Macedonian' can only be 
used to refer to the Greek dialects of Macedonia or to Ancient Mace-
donian. None the less, there are citizens of and emigrants from both 
Bulgaria and Greece who identify their native (Slavonic) language as 
Macedonian. It is also spoken in about fifty to seventy-five villages in 
eastern Albania, where it is used as a language of instruction in elementary 
schools up to grade 4. Based on Yugoslav census figures for 1981 and 
other estimates, the total number of speakers with Macedonian as their first 
language is probably somewhere between 2 million and 2.5 million, many 
of whom have emigrated to Australia, Canada and the United States 
(Friedman 1985). 

The Ottoman conquest of the Balkan peninsula in the fourteenth and 
fifteenth centuries brought about a disruption of cultural continuity with 
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regard to Slavonic literacy in that region. The history of Modern Literary 
Macedonian begins in the latter part of the eighteenth century with the 
birth of South Slavonic nationalism. This history can be divided into five 
periods. 

Circa 1794-circa 1840: the first publications using Macedonian dialects 
The major figures of this period published ecclesiastical and didactic works 
in language based in many respects on their local dialects. Their concern 
was with establishing a vernacular-based Slavonic literary language in 
opposition to both the archaizing influence of those who would have based 
the Slavonic literary language on Church Slavonic and the Hellenizing 
attempts of the Greek Orthodox Church, to which the majority of 
Macedonians and Bulgarians belonged. The authors of this period in both 
Macedonia and Bulgaria called their vernacular language 'Bulgarian'. 

Circa 1840-70: the rise of secular works using Macedonian dialects 
The struggle over the dialectal base of the emerging vernacular literary 
language became manifest. Two principal literary centres arose on 
Macedo-Bulgarian territory: one in north-eastern Bulgaria and the other in 
south-western Macedonia. Macedonian intellectuals envisioned a 
Bulgarian literary language based on Macedonian dialects or a Macedo-
Bulgarian dialectal compromise. Bulgarians, however, insisted that their 
Eastern standard be adopted without compromise. 

1870-1912: the rise of Macedonianism 
The establishment of the Bulgarian Exarchate, that is of an autocephalous 
Bulgarian church, in 1870 marked the definitive victory over Hellenism. It 
is from this period that we have the first published statements insisting on 
Macedonian as a language separate from both Serbian and Bulgarian, 
although these ideas were expressed during the preceding period in private 
correspondence and similar documentation. In his book 3a 
македонцките работи/Za makedonckite raboti 'On Macedonian 
matters' (Sofia, 1903), Krste Misirkov outlined the principles of a 
Macedonian literary language based on the Prilep-Bitola dialect group, that 
is, precisely the dialects which later served as the basis of Literary 
Macedonian. Most copies of Misirkov's book were destroyed, but it docu-
ments a coherent formulation of a Macedonian literary language and 
nationality from the beginning of this century, thus belying the claim that 
Literary Macedonian was created ex nihilo by Yugoslav fiat at the end of 
the Second World War. 

1912-44: the Balkan Wars to the Second World War 
On 18 October 1912 the Kingdoms of Bulgaria, Greece and Serbia united 
against Turkey in the First Balkan War. Less than a year later Macedonia 
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was partitioned among these three allies, essentially marking the end of the 
development of Literary Macedonian outside the borders of Yugoslavia 
except for the period 1946-8, during which the Macedonians of Pirin 
Macedonia were recognized as a national minority in Bulgaria with their 
own schools and publications in Literary Macedonian. In Yugoslavia, 
Macedonian was treated as a South Serbian dialect, but the Yugoslav 
government permitted Macedonian literature to develop on a limited basis 
as a dialect literature. It was during this inter-war period that linguists from 
outside the Balkans published studies in which they emphasized the 
distinctness of Macedonian from both Serbo-Croat and Bulgarian (Vaillant 
1938). 

1944: the establishment of Literary Macedonian 
During the Second World War, Tito's Communists won jurisdiction over 
Macedonia, and on 2 August 1944, Macedonian was formally declared the 
official language of the Republic of Macedonia. The standardization of 
Literary Macedonian proceeded rapidly after its official recognition, in part 
because an inter-dialectal koine was already functioning. The West Central 
region (see map 6.1 on page 300), which was the largest in both area and 
population, supplied a dialectal base to which speakers from other areas 
could adjust their speech most easily. In many respects these dialects are 
also maximally differentiated from both Serbo-Croat and Bulgarian, but 
differentiation was not an absolute principle in codification. A major 
problem now for Literary Macedonian is the fact that Skopje - the capital 
and principal cultural and population centre - is outside the West Central 
dialect area and the republic as a whole is subject to considerable Serbo-
Croat influence (see MHHOBa-fypKoea/Minova-óurkova 1987). For 
more details see Friedman (1985), Hill (1982) and Lunt (1986). 

2 Phonology 
The Macedonian alphabet follows the phonemic principle of Serbian 
Cyrillic. With certain exceptions, each letter corresponds to a single 
phoneme and words are pronounced as they are spelled. It was officially 
established on 3 May 1945 and is given here with its codified Latin trans-
literation equivalent. 

Aa a Ее е Кк k Oo o Уу u 
Б6 b Жж ž Лл 1 Пп P Фф f 
BB v Зз z Jbjb lj PP r Xx h 
Гг g Sš dz MM m Cc s Цц с 

d Ни i HH n TT t Чч č 
Гг g Jj j H>H> nj KK k Цц 

Шш 
dž 
Š 
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2.1 Segmental phoneme inventory 

Table 6.1 Vowels 

Front Central Back 

High u 
о Mid 

Low 
e (э) 

a 

Unrounded Rounded 

There is considerable variation among speakers in the realization of the 
mid vowels / e / and / о / from [e] and [o] to [ę] and [Q]. The higher 
variants are particularly characteristic of the Western dialects and also of 
modern educated Skopje speech, especially among women of the younger 
generation. 

Unstressed vowels are not reduced, although they are slightly laxer and 
shorter, especially post-tonically and can be devoiced word or phrase 
finally in informal speech. 

Although schwa is phonemic in many dialects, where its realization 
varies in its closeness to [л] or [i], its status in the literary language is 
marginal. According to the norm, it is limited to three environments: (1) 
before syllabic / r / in absolute initial position and when preceded by a 
morpheme ending in a vowel (see below); (2) for dialectal effect in words 
of Slavonic or Turkish origin as in [saza] for /solza/ 'tear', [kasmet] for 
/kasmet/ (Turkish kismet) 'fate'; (3) in spelling, each consonant is 
followed by schwa: Friedman [fa-ra-i-e-da-ma-a-na]. Schwa is spelled with 
an apostrophe, which is not part of the alphabet. 

The consonant / r / can normally be viewed as having a vocalic (syllabic) 
realization between consonants and between a word or morpheme 
boundary and a consonant. It is possible to have minimal or near minimal 
pairs with vocalic / r / between a vowel and consonant when the vowel 
preceding vocalic / r / is at a morpheme boundary: зарче/гагсе 'Muslim 
veil (DIMIN)' - за'рчев/zaarčev 'begin to snore (1-SG IMPF)'. However, the 
realization of vocalic / r / can be [эг] (see above). 

Vocalic / r / occurs in final position only in a few foreign and onomato-
poetic words: o6p/obr 'cry used to turn horses', жанр/žanr 'genre'. 

/ i / is non-syllablic in final position after a vowel colloquially, but can 
contrast with / j / in careful speech: одаи/odai 'Turkish style room (PL)' -
OAaj/odaj 'betray (IMP)'. 

Sequences of two identical vowels are permitted: Taa/taa 'she'. Literary 
pronunciation has two syllable peaks, some speakers have one long vowel. 
A third vowel is usually separated from the second by / j / according to 
orthographic rule: 6ea/bea 'be (3 PL IMPF)', живeeja/živeeja 'live (3 PL 
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IMPF)', but наии/пай 'nahija (PL)' (Ottoman administrative unit; the 
variant нахии/nahii is preferred). 

The developments of Proto-Slavonic vowels and liquids reflect the West 
Central dialects except in isolated lexical items, usually the result of inter-
dialectal borrowing. 

Front and back nasal vowels generally give / e / and / a / , respectively: 
*rpka > рака/гака 'hand', *pętb > пет/pet 'five'. Initial front and back 
nasals give / j a / : *pže > jaace/jaže 'rope', *[)]ęzykb > ja3HK/jazik 'tongue'. 
Individual lexical items show the Northern (and Serbo-Croat) reflex / u / 
instead of / a / from original * p as in rycica/guska 'goose'. Some of these 
northern reflexes represent widespread loan-words that date from the 
medieval period, but an / u / may reflect an original doublet in Proto-
Slavonic: *ngd-/nud- 'need' > понада/ponada 'gift of food brought to a 
sick person', понуда/ponuda 'offering'. 

Original strong front and back jer (that is, reflexes of Proto-Slavonic *i 
and *м in positions where they were not lost) normally give / о / and / e / 
respectively: *8ъпъ > сон/son 'dream', *dbnb > ден/den 'day'. There are 
four types of exceptions: 

1 Tense jer (that is one followed by / j / ; see chapter 3, section 2.33) 
gives / i / : *pbji > rmj/pij 'drink (IMP)', *nn>ji > MHj/mij 'wash (IMP)'. 

2 Secondary jer (one inserted to break up a consonant cluster arising 
from the loss of a primary jer) was generally ъ, which gave о: *rekh> > 
рекол/геко1 'said (AOR M L-FORM)'. When the secondary jer was 
followed by /m/ , the final result was / u / , presumably via / о / as in 
седум/sedum 'seven' (compare редум/redum 'in order' from original 
/ -om/) . Before final / - r / , the West Central dialects developed / a / : 
добар/dobar 'good', but other dialects have reflexes of a back or front 
strong jer: добор/dobor, добер/dober. (But BeTep/veter 'wind' is 
now the preferred alternative in Literary Macedonian.) Proto-Slavonic 
*og/ib 'fire' gives oraH/ogan, огин/ogin, оген/ogen, огон/ogon in 
various dialects. The first two are given in Тошев/Tošev (1970), with 
oraH/ogan being preferred. 

3 A weak front or back jer next to a sonorant whose loss would have 
resulted in an inadmissible cluster gives the same reflex as *p: *mbgla > 
Manna/magla 'fog', *fozica > лажица/lažica 'spoon'. Although 
танок/tanok (< *гьпъкъ) is permitted, тенок/tenok, from those 
dialects where the masculine was influenced by the strong jer in the 
other forms, is now preferred by some younger speakers. 

4 Original *v plus front or back jer gives и in цути/cuti 'bloom' 
(< *cvbt-), syHH/dzuni 'ring' (< *jvbn-). 

Jat' gives / e / : лево/levo 'left' (N)'. Original / у / merges completely 
with / i / : *synb 'son' and *sinb 'blue' both give син/sin. 
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Syllabic / r / remains syllabic: први/prvi 'first', грло/grlo 'throat'; also 
крв/krv 'blood', крст/krst 'cross'. *CorC, *orC give CraC, raC: град/ 
grad 'town', 6per/breg 'shore', блато/blato 'mud', млеко/mleko 'milk', 
pa3-/raz- (pre-verb), рало/га1о 'pair, plough', лакот/lakot 'elbow', 
лаком/1акот 'greedy'. Initial *ir-9 *cr- give cr: црево/crevo 'gut', 
црпи/crpi 'extract'. 

Syllabic */ gives /ol / in the West Central dialects and most items in 
Literary Macedonian: волк/volk 'wolf', солза/solza 'tear', ]'аболко/ 
jabolko 'apple', жолт/žolt 'yellow'. The East Central reflex, schwa, is only 
acceptable for dialectal effect. The Northern reflex, / u / , is prescribed for 
чун/čun 'skiff', ByrapHja/Bugarija 'Bulgaria' and their derivatives. Also 
*/gives / о / in сонце/sonce 'sun' and its derivatives. 

Proto-SIavonic pitch and length distinctions have been completely lost. 
Literary Macedonian has fixed antepenultimate stress (see Franks 1987): 
воденичар/vodeničar 'miller (SG)', воденичари/vodeničari (PL), 
воденичарите/vodeničarite (PL DEF). Exceptions are lexical, usually 
unadapted loan-words or suffixes, and phrasal, usually from an expanded 
word boundary, that is antepenultimate stress within a phrasal (accentual) 
unit. 

Lexical exceptions only permit penultimate and final stress. Some are 
idiosyncratic: ептен/epten 'completely'. Others result from contraction: 
ca6aj^e/sabajle from Turkish sabah ile 'in the morning'. Due to lexical 
exceptions, stress can be distinctive: KpaeaTa/kravata 'necktie' but 
KpaeaTa/kravata 'cow (DEF)'. 

Phrasal exceptions can have stress more than three syllables from the 
end of the unit: HOcejKii__My_ro/nosejKi__mu_go 'while carrying it to 
him'. Many accentual units prescribed in normative grammars are now 
considered localisms or dialectisms by educated Macedonians, especially in 
the younger generations. This is due to the influence of the Skopje dialect 
(and Serbo-Croat) on the literary language combined with apparent 
resistance on the part of speakers from outside the Western area to adopt 
these specifically Western types of pronunciation. Thus, prescribed 
pronunciations such as еве ти ro/eve__ti__go (as opposed to ёве ти го/ 
eve_ti_go) 'here he/it is for you' are now considered Western regional-
isms rather than literary pronunciations. Even in those areas where 
accentual units are native, it seems that the educated younger generation 
tends to avoid them. Certain shifts occur regularly, however, especially 
with negated and interrogated mono- and disyllabic verbs: нё__знам/пе_ 
znam 'I don't know', uiT0_caicaui/štc)__sakaš? 'What do you want?' 
Shifts onto monosyllabic prepositions with pronouns are also regular: c ó _ 
мене/só^mene 'with me'. 

The phoneme /3 / is usually represented orthographically by s and is 
transliterated by dz; /i/ is represented by л/1, /1/ by л>/Ц, /3 / by ц/dž, 
/ ń / by H>/nj and /x / by x/h. 
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Table 6.2 Consonants: Voiceless precedes Voiced 

Labio- Alveo-
Place Bilabial dental Dental Alveolar palatal Palatal Velar 
Type 

Stop p,b t,d M k,g 
Fricative f ,v s, z š, ž x 
Affricate c> 3 
Glide j 
Lateral \ 1 

j 

Nasal m n ń 
Trill r 

Stops are not aspirated, / r / is trilled not flapped, / n / is velarized to [rj] 
before /k, g/: банка/Ьапка = [baqka] 'bank', мангал/mangal = 
[marjgal] 'brazier', /k, g, x/ may be slightly fronted before front vowels, 
but the norm separates pairs such as кука/кика 'hook', plural куки/kuki 
from кука/киКа 'house', plural куки/kuki and лага/laga 'lie', plural 
лаги/lagi from лага/laga 'boat', plural лаги/lagi (pace de Bray 1980: 
147). 

The palatal stops /K, g/ vary considerably both in their position and 
manner of articulation, although the variation for any individual speaker is 
quite narrow (Lunt 1952: 13). The prescribed norm is that they are dorso-
palatal stops, and this is native for some speakers (Minissi, Kitanovski and 
Cingue 1982: 22, 30, 34). Possible realizations vary from [t', d'] to [c, 3], 
to complete merger with /č, 3/. 

There is considerable difference between the prescribed norm and actual 
pronunciation of л = [ł] or [1] and л> = [1]. According to the norm л is 
pronounced [ł] in all positions except before front vowels and 7, where it is 
pronounced [1] while л> is always pronounced [1] but is spelled only before 
back vowels, consonants and word finally: Лэубов/ljubov 'love', 
бшъбшъ/biljbilj 'nightingale', but бшъбили/biljbili 'nightingales'. An 
example of a minimal pair is бела/bela [beta] 'white (F)' - бел>а/ЬеЦа 
[bela] 'trouble'. In actual pronunciation, however, there is a tendency to 
pronounce Jh/lj like the Serbo-Croat palatal [Г] due to the influence of 
that language and of the local Skopje dialect, which also has palatal /17. 
There is also a tendency among some speakers of the youngest generation 
to pronounce л as [\] in all positions. 

Geminate /t , d, s, z, 1, m, j / are permitted at some morpheme bound-
aries, but not if the result would be more than two consonants: пролет/ 
prolet 'spring', definite form пролетта/proletta, but радост/radost 'joy', 
definite form радоста/radosta. Geminates are sometimes eliminated 
where they could be permitted: рассали/rassali 'render [fat]', but 
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pacene/rasece 'chop up'. There are also some doublets: одаде/odade and 
оддаде/oddade 'give up'. Geminate / n / is avoided: каменен/катепеп 
'[made of] stone', feminine камена/катепа. Other geminate sonorants 
are permitted: Hajjaic/najjak 'strongest', каллив/kalliv 'muddy', 
осуммина/osummina 'eight (м ним)', also титоввелешки/titovveleški 
'[pertaining to] Titov Veles (M/PL)'. Gemination can be distinctive: 
пролета/proleta 'fly by', пролетта/proletta 'spring (DEF)'. 

Distinctively voiced consonants /b, v, d, z, 3, ž, 3, g, g/ are devoiced in 
final position and before a voiceless consonant: зоб/zob [zop] 'oats', 
зобта/гоЫа [zopta] 'oats (DEF)', зобник/zobnik [zobnik] 'oat-sack'. 
Underlying /3 / does not occur word finally. Non-distinctively voiced 
consonants may be finally devoiced especially in informal speech. Voiceless 
consonants are voiced before distinctively voiced consonants: сретне/ 
sretne [sretne] 'meet (PRFV)', средба/sredba [sredba] 'meeting (NOUN)'. 

Colloquially, consonant clusters are simplified word finally: радост/ 
radost = [rados] 'joy'. There is some regressive assimilation of voicing 
across word boundaries within a phrase: jac да си одам/jas da si odam = 
[jaz da si odam] 'let me go'. Cyrillic в is pronounced [f] in the first person 
plural aorist/imperfect marker, for example бевме/bevme [befme] 'were 
(1 PL IMPF)', by analogy with the first singular and second plural as in бев/ 
bev [bef] 'was (1 SG IMPF)' and 6eBTe/bevte [befte] 'were (2 PL IMPF)'. 
After / s / , / v / can be pronounced [f]: CBoj/svoj [sfoj] 'one's own (м SG)', 
but TBoj/tvoj [tfoj] 'your (M SG)' is non-standard, and /v / is always 
pronounced [v] in words like квасец/kvasec 'yeast' and жетва/žetva 
'harvest'. There is considerable dialectal variation in this regard, and /v / 
remains [v] even after / s / in the younger generation. 

Palatal / n / does not occur initially except in a few loans such as ЬЬутн/ 
Njutn 'Newton' (note also the final vocalic / n / , which is not otherwise 
permitted). 

The prefixes 6e3-/bez-, H3-/iz-, pa3-/raz- are spelled 6ec-/bes-, ис-/ 
is-, pac-/ras- before ciš and are pronounced [beš-, iš-, raš-]. Prefixal 
/s, z/ becomes /š, ž/ before /č, 3, š, ž/ (if the result would be /šš, žž/, 
this is simplified to /š, ž/) : расчисти/rasčisti [raščisti] 'clean up', 
изживее/izživee [iživee] 'live through'. 

Proto-SIavonic *tj/*kt+ **, *dj became /K, g/ in the north but /št, žd/ 
or /šč, Ž3/ in the south. The two types of reflex met on Central territory, 
where they competed. In general, the /K, g/ reflexes predominated and this 
is reflected in the literary language: плака/р1ака 'pay', нок/пок 'night', 
pafa/raga 'give birth'. As in the Central dialects, so also in Literary Mace-
donian, some words have /št, žd/ (or /š, ž/ from /št, žd/) , sometimes 
with both types of reflexes in the same root: гаки/gaki 'breeches, under-
pants' - raiiiHHK/gašnik (< *gaštnik) 'belt for holding up breeches'. The 
evidence of toponymy and medieval manuscripts indicates that /št, žd/ 
extended much further north in earlier centuries, but individual lexical 
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items with /k, g/ such as кука/киКа 'house' have been recorded in 
southern Aegean Macedonia. 

The Proto-Slavonic palatal sonorants / l ' , ń, f / were either hardened or 
lost in the Central dialects on which Literary Macedonian is based: плука/ 
pluka 'spit', 3eMja/zemja 'earth', него/nego 'him (ACC)', море/тоге 
'sea'. The Literary Macedonian and Western forms Koib/konj 'horse' and 
бан>а/banja 'bath' are borrowed from Northern dialects, which preserved 
/n / . Secondary /Й/, for example in verbal nouns such as Hoceibe/nosenje 
'carrying', is preserved in some Western dialects and the literary language, 
although in most dialects there is a tendency to eliminate it. 

Proto-Slavonic /x / is lost in most of West and part of East Macedonian. 
In general it was eliminated initially as in леб/1еЬ 'bread', y6ae/ubav 
'beautiful', and intervocalically as in CHaa/snaa 'daughter-in-law/sister-in-
law', but it is preserved as /v / after / u / or original vocalic /1/: мува/ 
muva 'fly', болва/Ьока 'flea'. Also /v / (or [f]) occurs before consonants 
and word finally: тивка/tivka 'quiet (F)' (whence masculine тивок/tivok 
instead of expected *tiok), rpae/grav 'beans'. Initial /xv/ became / f / : 
фати/fati 'grab'. The phoneme /x / has been introduced or retained in 
Literary Macedonian under the following circumstances: (1) new foreign 
words: хотел/hotel 'hotel'; (2) toponyms: Охрид/Ohrid; (3) Church 
Slavonicisms: дух/duh 'spirit'; (4) new literary words: доход/dohod 
'income'; (5) disambiguation: храна/Ьгапа 'food', рана/гапа 'injury'. 

In general, original /3 / and /3 / from the second and first palatal-
izations, respectively, were levelled to / z / and /ž / . New /3 / arose from 
/z / next to a sonorant or /v / as in seep/dzver 'beast', in certain lexical 
items such as snpHe/dzirne 'take a peek', and was borrowed in loan-words 
like seerap/dzevgar 'yoke of oxen'. In the case of see3fla/dzvezda 'star' 
and its derivatives, the textual evidence indicates that original /3 / was 
preserved all along. It is more widespread in the dialects than in the literary 
language. New /3 / occurs in the following contexts: (1) loans: цуце/ 
džudže 'dwarf, буцет/budžet 'budget'; (2) assimilation of voicing to / č / : 
лицба/lidžba 'beauty' derived from личи/liči 'suit'; (3) affrication of 
original /ž / , generally before a consonant: ueaica/džvaka 'chew'. 

The chief exception to the one-to-one correspondence between letters 
and phonemes noted at the beginning of this section is in the lateral liquids, 
where Cyrillic л represents /1/ before front vowels and / j / but / \ / else-
where while л> is used for /1/ before back vowels, consonants and finally. 
Cyrillic j is always written between и and a. Final de voicing of distinctively 
voiced consonants is never spelled, while regressive assimilation of voicing 
or voicelessness is spelled in the results of some suffixal and other morpho-
logical processes, but not in others: Cyrillic в is never altered, т in numerals 
is not altered, д and г are retained before certain voiceless suffixes, the 
feminine definite article -та does not alter the spelling of a final voiced 
consonant. Although the devoicing of / z / in the prefixes /raz-, iz-, bez-/ is 
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spelled, the shift to a palatal articulation before a palatal is not. The grave 
accent is used to distinguish the following homonyms: сё/se 'everything' -
ce/se 'are, self; нё/пё 'us (ACC)' - не/пе 'not'; й/i 'her (DAT)' - и/i 
'and'. 

2.2 Morphophonemic alternations inherited from Proto-SIavonic 
The reflexes of the first palatalization are к > č, g > ž, x (and also v from 
earlier x) > š. They are productive in some nominal derivation: грев/grev 
'sin', rpeuiKa/greška 'mistake', граматика/gramatika 'grammar', 
граматички/gramatički 'grammatical'. They also occur in the vocative: 
бог/bog 'god', vocative боже/bože, Влав/Vlav 'Vlah (Arumanian)', 
vocative Влаше/Vlaše. Two plurals also show the alternation: око/око 
'eye', plural очи/ой, yeo/uvo 'ear', plural уши/uši. In verbs, the alter-
nation is reflected in both conjugation and derivation but is not productive: 
потстрижи/potstriži 'trim', потстригов/potstrigov (1 SG AOR), 
извлече/izvleče 'drag (PRFV)', извлекува/izvlekuva (IMPFV). 

The reflexes of the second palatalization are к > с, g > z, x > s. In nouns, 
the morphophonemic alternation is productive in the masculine plural: 
паркинг/parking 'parking space', паркинзи/parkinzi (PL), ycnex/uspeh 
'success', успеси/uspesi (PL). Nouns ending in / - a / do not have the alter-
nation, except владика/vladika 'bishop', владици/vladici (PL). This 
alternation applies to / v / (from original / x / ) only in two items: Влав/ 
Vlav 'Vlah (Arumanian)', Власи/Vlasi (PL) and сиромав/siromav 
'pauper', сиромаси/siromasi (PL) as opposed to the normal opeB/orev 
'walnut', ореви/orevi (PL). There are also two feminine plurals (etymo-
logically duals) with the alternation: рака/гака 'hand', раце/гасе (PL), 
Hora/noga 'leg', нозе/noze (PL). In verbs, the alternation has been elim-
inated in conjugation: речи/гей 'say (IMPFV)', but two stems, namely /-lez-/ 
'go' and /molz-/ 'milk', show / g / in the aorist stem: влезе/vleze 'enter', 
влегов/vlegov (1 SG AOR), молзе/molze 'milk', [ и з ] м о л г о в / [ 1 г ] п ^ ^ 
(1 SG AOR). Younger speakers now have [из]мoлзeв/[iz]molzev. 

Sequences of consonant plus / j / give the following results: /t, к/ 
become /k / ; /d, g/ become /g / ; / ł , n/ become /1, ń/; /st/ becomes /št/ 
(verbs) or /sj/ (nouns). In verbal derivation, the imperfectivizing suffixes 
/-(j)a/ and /-(j)ava/ are limited to a few lexical items. Only /-uva/, which 
entails no alternations, is productive. Many verbs originally prescribed or at 
least accepted with /-(j)ava/ have been replaced by corresponding forms 
with /-uva/ in educated practice: фэти/fati (PRFV), факаЛака (IMPFV) 
'grab, get'; роди/rodi (PRFV), pafa/raga (IMPFV) 'give birth'; гости/gosti 
(bi-aspectual), rouiTaea/goštava (IMPFV) 'treat' (now archaic, replaced by 
[Ha]rocTyBa/[na]gostuva); мени/meni (PRFV), меньава/menjava 
(IMPFV) 'exchange' (now replaced by менува/menuva). The collective 
suffixes /-je/ and /-ja/ cause alternation (/t, d, t, n, st, zd/ become 
/k, g, 1, ń, s, z/, respectively): pa6oTa/rabota 'work', рабоке/гаЬоке 
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(COLL); ливада/livada 'meadow', ливаге/livage (COLL); година/godina 
'year', roflMH>e/godinje (COLL); лист/list 'leaf', niicje/lisje (COLL); 
грозд/grozd 'grape', rpo3je/grozje (COLL). Alternations of dental with 
dorso-palatal stops are facultative in monosyllabics: прат/prat 'twig', 
npaTje/pratje ~ праке/ргаКе (COLL). Note that the specific collective 
forms produced by these suffixes differ among themselves in use and 
meaning, but this is irrelevant to morphophonemic alternations. 

Vowel-zero alternation, which results from the loss of a jer in weak 
position and its retention in strong position, gives zero in masculine definite 
and all non-masculine adjectives, in plural nouns and in verbal conjugation 
(aorist stem, non-masculine verbal /-form) and derivation (perfective). The 
most common adjectival suffixes involved are /-en/ and /-ok/ (the 
unspecified citation form for adjectives is the masculine). Other phono-
tactic and orthographic rules also apply: низок/nizok 'low', feminine 
ниска/niska; местен/mesten 'local', neuter месно/mesno; достоен/ 
dostoen 'worthy', masculine definite flOCTojHHOT/dostojniot. The relevant 
noun suffixes are /-en/ , /-el/, /-ol/ , / -ot / , / -ok/: камен/катеп 'stone', 
plural к а м н и / к а т т (but now replaced by collective камен>а/катеп)'а); 
]'азел^аге1 'knot', plural jaзли/jazli; сокол/sokol, plural сокли/sokli 
(also соколи/sokoli) 'falcon', нокот/nokot '(finger/toe)nail', plural 
нокти/nokti; предок/predok 'ancestor', plural предци/predci. Note 
fleeting vowels in lexical items such as ден/den 'day', plural дни/dni. The 
alternation is highly limited in verbs: 6epe/bere 'gather', -6pa/-bra (2 SG 
AOR); рекол/геко1 (AOR M L-FORM) 'said', рекла/гек1а (F); умре/итге 
(PRFV) 'die', умира/umira (IMPFV). 

Remnants of old length alternations occur in the derivation of imper-
fective verbs: роди/rodi (PRFV) 'give birth', pafa/raga (IMPFV); собере/ 
sobere (PRFV) 'gather', собира/sobira (IMPFV); but затвори/zatvori 
(PRFV) 'close', 3aTBopa/zatvora (IMPFV). 

2.3 Morphophonemic alternations resulting from changes after Proto-
Slavonic 
Simplifications of clusters of the type fricative plus stop plus consonant to 
fricative plus consonant occur in certain feminine definite nouns, collective 
plurals, masculine definite and (in the same lexical items) all non-masculine 
adjectives, and rarely in the aorist stem of verbs: /radost + ta/ gives 
радоста/radosta 'joy (DEF)', /list + je/ gives m c j c / Щ е 'leaves (COLL)', 
/mest + na/ gives месна/mesna 'local (F)', постеле/postele 'spread' has 
third person singular aorist посла/posla. 

The addition of the diminutive suffix /-če/ causes a dissimilation 
peculiar to Macedonian: /g, s, z, š, ž, st, sk, šk, zd/ (in principle also 
/zg, žg/ but the few such nouns take different diminutive suffixes) all 
become /v / , pronounced [f], before /-če/, for example воз/voz 'train' 
and вошка/voska 'louse' both give diminutive вовче/vovče. Other 
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consonants simply drop, although / j / can also be retained as / i / or, by 
analogy, it can also be replaced by /v/ : iiiaMHja/šamija 'scarf', diminutive 
шамиче/šamiče is prescribed but шамивче/šamivče and шамииче/ 
šamiiče also occur. 

There are also some isolated consonantal alternations: дете/dete 
'child', plural деца/deca (also DIMIN PL дечшьа/dečinja); Турчин/ 
Turčin 'Turk', plural Турци/Turci; nec/pes 'dog', plural пци/pci. 

3 Morphology 

3.1 Nominal morphology 

3.1.1 Nominal categories 
Macedonian has lost the dual and most of the Proto-SIavonic cases. The 
maximum possible differentiation in the noun is nominative/oblique/ 
vocative. There is a tendency to eliminate non-nominative forms, which are 
always optional. Some masculine adjectives have a facultative vocative that 
is identical to the indefinite plural. In the pronoun, the maximum possible 
differentiation is nominative/accusative/dative. All the other cases have 
been replaced by prepositional or other syntactic constructions: чаша 
вода/čaša voda 'glass [of] water', Toj работел nanyqnja/toj rabotel 
papudžija 'he worked [as a] slipper-maker'. After prepositions pronouns 
are accusative, all other nominals are nominative except the few nouns with 
facultative oblique forms, which can occur here (see section 3.1.2). The 
preposition на/па can have local and motional meanings 'on, to, at' but 
also marks the indirect object (dative) and possession (genitive). Likewise 
од/od and co/so retain their literal meanings of 'from' and 'with', but од/ 
od can also mark possession (especially in the West) and agentive 'by' in 
passives, while co/so marks instrumental 'by': му реков на брат ми 
дека молбата била потпишана со молив од таткото на 
ученикот/mu rekov na brat mi deka molbata bila potpišana od tatkoto na 
učenikot so moliv 'I said to my brother that the request had been signed 
with a pencil by the father of the pupil'. 

The singular gender opposition masculine-feminine-neuter is neutral-
ized in the plural, except for a highly restricted distinction in quantified 
plurals (see section 3.1.5). Neuter gender can refer to animate beings: 
личното момче дошло/ličnoto momče došlo 'the handsome lad has 
come', убавото дево}че дошло/ubavoto devojče došlo 'the beautiful girl 
has come'. Feminine nouns can be used expressively to refer to males: 
брадата/bradata 'the beard' as the nickname of a man: и кога оваа 
идеше во Вепрчани/i koga ovaa ideše vo Veprčani 'and when he (liter-
ally 'this one (F)') came to Veprčani'. Masculine nouns (kinship terms, 
hypocorisms, pejoratives or recent loans) can end in any vowel, in which 
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case they are animate, usually human: слуга/sluga 'servant', татко/tatko 
'father', aTame/atase 'attache', денди/dendi 'dandy', гуру/guru 'guru'. 
The names of the months that end in / - i / are masculine: jyHM/juni 'June'. 
Most nouns ending in a consonant are masculine, a few are feminine and 
some vacillate. All other nouns in a vowel are feminine if they are in / -a / 
or refer to a female being, otherwise they are neuter. Some recent loans 
such as виски /viski 'whiskey' show hesitation between masculine and 
neuter, although prescriptively they are neuter. Since animacy is dis-
tinguished by the use of special quantifiers for some male humans and 
mixed groups (see section 3.1.5) virile or animate gender distinctions exist. 

Definiteness is marked by means of the definite article (see also sections 
4.4 and 4.7). Macedonian is the only Slavonic literary language with a 
tripartite distinction mirroring the same distinction in demonstratives, 
namely unmarked /- t - / , proximate /-v-/ , distal / -n-/ . Tradition treats the 
articles as affixes, but they are sometimes analysed as clitics. The article 
attaches to the end of the first nominal of the noun phrase, that is nouns, 
adjectives, pronouns, numerals, but not adverbs: не многу постарите 
деца/пе mnogu postari/e deca 'the not much older children' but една од 
многуте наши задачи/edna od mnogufó naši zadaci 'one of our many 
problems'. A noun phrase modified by a demonstrative does not take a 
definite article according to the norm, but does so in non-standard speech: 
овие децава/ovie decara 'these here children'. The numeral еден/eden 
'one' functions as an indefinite article denoting specificity and can even 
trigger object reduplication, especially colloquially (see section 4.7 and 
Naylor 1989). 

3.1.2 Noun morphology 
Because the vocative and oblique forms are marginal, facultative 
phenomena, it is misleading to present them together with plural formation 
as a reduced declensional paradigm. 

Macedonian has restructured plural formation, which is now based on a 
combination of form and gender (see table 6.3). The vowel of the singular 
drops before the ending of the plural unless it is stressed. The majority of 
masculine and feminine nouns take / - i / , most neuters take / -a / , but most 
monosyllabic masculines, including new loan-words, take /-ovi/ (some-
times /-evi/ after / j / and palatals), with about ten exceptions and ten 
more that vacillate; masculines in unstressed /-o, -e/ add /-vci/: татко/ 
tatko 'father', plural татковци/tatkovci; neuters in unstressed / -e / not 
preceded by /-c, -št, -i, -j/ take /-inja/. This same suffix pluralizes nouns 
in /-ее/ with a diminutive meaning (but diminutives in /-ence/ have plural 
/-enca/). Some neuter loans in stressed / -e / take /-inja/, in which case 
the stress becomes antepenultimate. Other loans in stressed / -e / normally 
add / -a / , but the use of /-inja/ is spreading. Occasionally, plural 
formation is influenced by the collective: пат/pat means both 'road' and 



Table 6.3 Examples of plural formation 

(a) 
Masculines 
град син 
градови синови 
town son 
Feminines 
жена душа 
жени души 
woman soul 
Neuters 
место слово 
места слова 
place speech 

(b) 
Masculines 
grad sin 
gradovi sinovi 
town son 
Feminines 
žena duša 
ženi duši 
woman soul 
Neuters 
mesto slovo 
mesta slova 
place speech 

маж пат ден 
мажи пати/патишта дни/денови 
man time/way day 

робин[к]а вест коска 
робин[к]и вести коски 
slave news item bone 

срце учен>е семе 
срца учен>а семин>а 
heart study seed 

maž pat den 
maži pati/patišta dni/denovi 
man time/way day 

robin[k]a vest koska 
robin[k]i vesti koski 
slave news item bone 

srce učenje seme 
srca učenja seminja 
heart study seed 

корен 
корени 
root 

прщател 
прщатели 
friend 

граганин слуга 
грагани слуги 
citizen servant 

MajKa црква 
MajKH цркви 
mother church 

jarae 
jarHHH>a 
lamb 

koren prijatel graganin sluga 
koreni prijateli grajani slugi 
root friend citizen servant 

majka crkva 
majki crkvi 
mother church 

jagne 
jagninja 
lamb 
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'time' but the regular ггати/pati means 'times' while the collective 
naTMiiiTa/patista is the normal plural meaning 'roads'. Exceptions involv-
ing morphophonemic alternation were covered in sections 2.2 and 2.3. The 
chief remaining exceptions are the following: BeTep/veter 'wind', plural 
ветрови/vetrov; oraH/ogan 'fire', plural огнови/ognovi, uiypa/sura 
'wife's brother'; plural шуреви/šurevi; брат/brat 'brother', plural 
брака/Ьгака; човек/čovek 'person', plural луге/luge 'people'; 
животно/životno 'animal', plural животни/životni; рамо/гато 
'shoulder', plural рамена/гатепа; небо/пеЬо 'sky', plural небеса/ 
nebesa; домакин/domakin 'master of the house', plural домакини/ 
domakini. 

Nouns of all genders can form collective plurals in /- je/ , although these 
forms are fairly restricted in Literary Macedonian usage (see section 2.2 on 
morphophonemic alternations). At one time these collectives could form a 
plural in /- ja/ , but this is now merely a competing variant (Конески/ 
Koneski 1967: 224, pace Lunt 1952: 31, de Bray 1980: 170-1). Some 
nouns form collective plurals with /-išta/, which is homonymous with the 
plural of the augmentative/pejorative suffix (see section 3.3.1). Non-
personal masculine nouns (and a few personal ones) also have a quanti-
tative plural: / -a / . This suffix does not cause loss of mobile vowels: 
ден/den 'day', plural дни/dni and денови/denovi, два дена/dva dena 
'two days' (see section 4.10). 

The oblique form is a Westernism accepted into Literary Macedonian. It 
is always facultative and is limited to masculine proper and family names, 
kinship terms ending in a consonant or /-i, -o, -e/ , and the nouns човек/ 
čovek 'person', бог/bog 'god', гавол/gavol 'devil' and господ/gospod 
'lord'. Oblique forms for nouns denoting domestic animals are now 
dialectal. Nouns in a consonant, / -о / or / - i / take / -a / , nouns in / -e / add 
/ - ta / : брат/brat 'brother', oblique 6paTa/brata; татко/tatko 'father', 
oblique татка/tatka; f o p f n / ó o r g i 'George', oblique fopfnja /óorgi ja ; 
Блаже/В1айе 'Blaže', oblique Блажета/Blažeta. These forms can occur 
wherever an oblique pronoun would occur: му реков на Ивана пред 
Блажета/mu rekov na Ivana pred Blažeta 'I said to Ivan in front of 
Blaže', ене го fopn i ja /ene go óorgija 'there's George!' 

The vocative is limited to the masculine and feminine singular. The 
following have no vocative form: masculine nouns in /-с, -o, -e/ , mascu-
line proper names in /-a, -i, -k, -g/, feminine nouns in a consonant and 
hypocorisms in /-e, -i/. Nouns in /-džija/ drop the /- ja/ (see section 
3.3.1). Feminines in /-ka/ and /-ica/ take / -e / while according to the 
norm other feminines take / -o / : Станка/Stanka 'Stanka', vocative 
Станке/Stanke; жена/žena 'woman', vocative жено/ženo. The norma-
tive generalization for masculines is that monosyllabics take / -u / and poly-
syllabics take / -e / , although there are exceptions and vacillations. The 
vocative is facultative, and there is an increasing tendency to avoid it 
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Table 6.4 Definite singulars and plurals 

town news item woman place seed father taxi 

(a) 
градот веста жената местото семето таткото таксито 
градовите вестите жените местата семин>ата татковците таксщата 

<Ь) 
gradot vesta ženata mestoto semeto tatkoto taksito 
gradovite vestite ženite mestata seminjata tatkovcite taksijata 

because it is felt to be rude, humorous or dialectal; this is especially true of 
the vocative marker / -о / . To the extent that the vocative is preserved, the 
tendency is to generalize / -u / for masculines and / -e / , which has hypo-
coristic overtones, for feminines. See section 2.2 on morphophonemic 
alternations in the vocative. 

The shape of the definite article is based primarily on form, with some 
regard for gender and number. In the singular, masculines in a consonant 
take / -ot / , feminines in a consonant and all nouns in / - a / take / - ta / (a 
resulting /-t t- / simplifies to / - t / if preceded by a consonant), all remaining 
singulars (and collectives, including луге/luge 'people') take / - to/ . In the 
plural, nouns in / - a / take / - ta / , and all other plurals take / - te / . The 
addition of a definite article does not trigger fleeting vowels, as seen in the 
following paradigm of 'old man': старец/staree (SG), старецот/starecot 
(DEF SG), старци/starci (PL), старците/stareite (DEF PL). Table 6.4, 
based on table 6.3 and its exposition, illustrates the forms. 

3.1.3 Pronominal morphology 
The personal pronouns are given in table 6.5. Short forms are clitics and 
are used for the objects of verbs and the possessive and ethical dative (see 
section 4.1). Long forms are used as the objects of prepositions. The two 
forms are used together for emphasis and in connection with object 
reduplication (see sections 4.5 and 4.7). Illustrative possessive pronominals 
are given in table 6.6. TBoj/tvoj 'your', and CBoj/svoj 'reflexive possessive' 
inflect like Moj/moj. Baui/vaš 'your (PL)' inflects like Hain/naš. Hej3HH/ 
nejzin 'her' inflects like негов/negov. нивни/nivni 'their' (нивниот/ 
nivniot, нивната/nivnata and so on) has a remnant of the long adjective in 
its masculine indefinite form (see section 2.2). 

The third-person pronoun Toj/toj also functions as the unmarked 
demonstrative. The proximate demonstratives are OBoj/ovoj (M), оваа/ 
ovaa (F), OBa/ova (N), овие/ovie (PL) 'this'. The distal demonstratives 
substitute / -n- / for / -v-/ . 

Koj/koj is both the animate interrogative pronoun 'who?' (ACC кого/ 
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Table 6.5 Personal pronouns 

Case NOM ACC-long DAT-long* ACC-short DAT-short 

(a) 
1 SG jac мене мене ме ми 
2 S G ТИ тебе тебе те ТИ 
REFL — себе [си J2 себе [си] се СИ 
1 PL ние нас нам не ни 
2 PL вие вас вам ве ви 
3 SG M3 TOj него нему го му 
3 SG N тоа него нему го му 
3 SG F таа неа Hej3e ja й 
3 PL тие нив ним ги им 

(b) 
1 SG jas mene mene т е mi 
2 SG ti tebe tebe te ti 
REFL — sebe[si] sebe[si] se si 
1 PL nie nas nam ne ni 
2 PL vie vas vam ve vi 
3 SG M toj nego nemu go mu 
3 SG N toa nego nemu go mu 
3 SG F taa nea nejze ja i 
3 PL tie niv nim gi im 

Notes: 1 All distinct dative long forms can be replaced by the preposition на/па 
plus the accusative. 
2 The form себеси/sebesi is a variant of ce6e/sebe. 
3 The nominative third person forms он/оп (м), оно/опо (N), она/опа (F) and 
они/oni (PL), which are characteristic of the North and East, are officially 
permitted in the literary language and seem to be on the increase in Skopje. 

kogo, DAT кому/коти) and the interrogative adjective 'which?' (Koja/ 
koja (F), кое/кое (N), кои/koi (PL)). The inanimate interrogative 
pronoun is што/što 'what'. Pronominal adjectives are 4Hj/čij, 4Hja/čija, 
чие/čie, чии/čii 'whose', каков/kakov, каква/kakva, 'what kind', 
KcwiKaB/kolkav, к0лкава/ко1к^а 'what size, how big'. Similarly ваков/ 
vakov 'this kind', таков/takov 'of such a kind', онаков/onakov 'that 
kind', инаков/inakov 'another kind', блкав/olkav 'this big', толкав/ 
tolkav 'so big', бнолкав/onolkav 'that big'. The interrogative pronouns, 
adjectives and adverbs can all be relativizers (see section 4.5) and can be 
prefixed with /ni-/ 'no', /se-/ 'every' and /ne-/ 'some' (specific): HHKOj/ 
nikoj 'nobody', ceKoj/sekoj 'everybody, each', HeKoj/nekoj 'somebody'. 
Non-specific indefinites are formed from interrogatives according to the 
following models, given in order of relative frequency: Koj било/koj bilo, 
Koj [и] да e/koj [i] da e, Koj-rofle/koj-gode 'anybody, whoever (non-
specific)'. The first two are roughly equivalent, although some speakers 
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Table 6.6 Possessive pronominal adjectives 'my', 'our', 'his' 

INDEF DEF INDEF DEF INDEF DEF 

(a) 
M MOj MOjOT наш нашиот негов неговиот 
F Moja MojaTa наша нашата негова неговата 
N мое моето наше нашето негово неговото 
PL мои мойте наши нашите негови неговите 

(Ь) 
negoviot M moj mojot naš našiot negov negoviot 

F moja mojata naša našata negova negovata 
N moe moeto naše našeto negovo negovoto 
PL moi moite naši našite negovi negovite 

judge the first as more literary and the second as more colloquial, while the 
last is significantly less common and is not used by some speakers. 

The word сиот/siot (M), ceTa/seta (F), сето/seto (N), сите/site (PL) 
'all' is always definite except the neuter ce/se 'everything', 'constantly', 
'even', 'all the more'. 

3.1.4 Adjectival morphology 
There is no opposition between long and short adjectives. Traces of the 
long forms survive in the / - i / that appears when the article is added to 
inflecting adjectives ending in a consonant (нов/nov gives новиот/ 
noviot), a few vocatives (драги Moj/dragi moj 'my dear!'), certain types of 
derived adjectives (see table 6.7), some toponyms and anthroponyms and 
lexicalized expressions such as Долни Capaj/Dolni Saraj 'Lower Saraj' (a 
neighbourhood in Ohrid) and a few ordinal numerals (see section 3.1.5). 

The vast majority of adjectives (including син/sin 'blue') are hard. Even 
the small group of possessive adjectives in /-j i / are mostly inflected as 
KpaBjn/kravji. Adjectives that inflect only for number or not at all are of 
Turkish or more recent foreign origin. For the definite article, masculine 
adjectives add / -ot / (/-iot/ if the adjective ends in a consonant), feminines 
add / - ta / , neuters / - to / , plurals / - te / . 

Comparison is entirely analytic. The comparative marker is /po-/ , the 
superlative /naj-/ written unseparated from the adjective: понов/ponov 
'newer (M)', HajHoe/najnov 'newest'. The only irregular comparative is 
многу/mnogu 'much, many', повеке/poveke 'more', HajMHory/ 
najmnogu (HajnoBeće/najpoveKe is no longer literary) 'most'. The 
comparative and superlative markers can also be added to nouns, verbs 
and adverbial phrases: прщател/ргца1е1 'friend', попрщател/роргца1е1 
'more of a friend'; на север/na sever 'to/in the north', понасевер/ 
ponasever 'more northerly'; не сака /ne saka 'dislike', HajHecaica/ 
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Table 6.7 Adjectives 

Type Hard 'Soft* 
Meaning new/Macedonian cow's/bird's 

Number only Uninflecting 
lucky wonderful/fresh 

(a) 
M 
F 
N 
PL 

(b) 
M 
F 
N 
PL 

нов/македонски Kpaejii/птичдо 
нова Kpaeja/nTHHja 
ново Kpaejo/nTHHje 
нови кравдо/птичдо 

nov/makedonski kravji/ptičji 
nova kravja/ptičja 
novo kravjo/ptičje 
novi kravji/ptičji 

касметлща 
касметлща 
касметлща 
касметлии 

kasmetlija 
kasmetlija 
kasmetlija 
kasmetlii 

супер/тазе 
супер/тазе 
супер/тазе 
супер/тазе 

super/taze 
super/taze 
super/taze 
super/taze 

najnesaka 'dislike the most'. If there are proclitic object pronouns attached 
to such a verb, however, then each morpheme is spelled as a separate 
word: Haj не го caKa/naj ne go saka 'he dislikes him the most'. 

Neuter indefinite adjectives also function as adverbs, unless the mascu-
line indefinite ends in a vowel, in which case that is the adverb. See section 
3.2.2 for the discussion of participles. 

3.1.5 Numeral morphology 

Cardinal non-virile Virile (male human and 
mixed groups) 

1 еден/една/едно/ 
едни 

eden/edna/edno/ 
edni 

2 два/две dva(M)/dve(N&F) ABajua dvajca 
3 три tri Tpojua trójca 
4 четири četiri четворица četvorica 
5 пет pet петмина petmina 
6 шест šest шестмина šestmina 
7 седум sedum седуммина sedummina 
8 осум osum осуммина osummina 
9 девет devet деветмина devetmina 

10 десет deset десетмина desetmina 
11 единаесет edinaeset 
12 дванаесет dvanaeset 
13 тринаесет trinaeset 
14 четиринаесет četirinaeset 
15 петнаесет petnaeset 
16 шеснаесет šesnaeset 
17 седумнаесет sedumnaeset 
18 осумнаесет osumnaeset 
19 деветнаесет devetnaeset 
20 дваесет dvaeset 
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23 дваесет и три 
30 триесет 
40 четириесет 
50 педесет 
60 шеесет 
70 седумдесет 
80 осумдесет 
90 деведесет 

100 сто 
200 двесте 
300 триста 
400 четиристотини 
500 петстотини 
600 шестотини 
700 седумстотини 
800 осумстотини 
900 деветстотини 
1,000 и л ja да 
2,000 две шцади 
million мил ион 
billion мил^арда 

dvaeset i tri 
trieset 
četirieset 
pedeset 
šeeset 
sedumdeset 
osumdeset 
devedeset 
sto 
dveste 
trista 
četiristotini 
petstotini 
šestotini 
sedumstotini 
osumstotini 
devetstotini 
iljada 
dve iljadi 
milion 
milijarda 

стомина stomina 

ил]адамина iljadamina 

Definiteness: 'One' is an adjective: едниот/edniot, едната/ednata, 
едното/ednoto, едните/ednite. It can function as an indefinite article, 
and in the plural it means 'some'. All non-virile cardinals ending in / -a / 
and virile cardinals ending in /-ca/ have the definite article /- ta/ , all 
others add /- te/ immediately after the numeral itself: двата/dvata, 
fleajuaTa/dvajcata, петтемина/pettemina. Милион/milion is a noun, 
hence милионот/milionot. 

Ordinals: The first eight masculine ordinals are formed as follows: 
npB(n)/prv(i), BTop/vtor, трет/tret, четврти/četvrti, петти/petti, 
шести/šesti, седми/sedmi, осми/osmi. The remaining non-compound 
numerals up to 100 add /-ti/ to the cardinal. Other genders add /-a, -o, -
i/ like other adjectives. The numerals 100-400 have two possible bases: 
/-stoten, -stotna/ and /-stoti, -stota/. The remaining hundreds use only 
/-stoten/. The ordinals for 'thousand', 'million' and 'billion' are the follow-
ing: luijaAeH/iljaden, mijaAiia/iljadna (F), двeилjaдeн/dveiljaden 'two 
thousandth', милионски/milionski, мил^ 'ардски/тНца^к! (Тошев/ 
Tošev 1970:351). Note that quantifiers also have virile forms: мнозина/ 
množina 'many', неколкумина/пекоНашипа 'a few' and so on. 

3.2 Verbal morphology 

3.2.1 Verbal categories 
Conjugation expresses person (first, second, third), number (singular, 
plural) and gender (masculine, feminine, neuter). Person and number are 
expressed in the synthetic paradigms (present, imperfect, aorist) and by the 
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conjugated auxiliary verbs сум/sum 'be' and има/ипа 'have' which form 
paradigmatic sets with the verbal /-form, which inflects for gender and 
number (sum series), and the neuter verbal adjective (ima series), respec-
tively. Joseph (1983: 24, 110-13) gives morphological and syntactic argu-
ments for treating imperatives as non-finite: lack of person oppositions (it 
is always second) and clitic placement (see section 4.1). The widespread 
use of the second person plural as a polite singular form is a relatively 
recent, urban phenomenon copied from other languages (Lunt 1952: 371; 
Конески/Koneski 1967: 332), resulting in uncertainty in its application 
and variation in the agreement of adjectives (singular or plural): вие сте 
изморен - изморена - изморени/vie ste izmoren - izmorena -
izmoreni 'you are tired (м SG, F SG, PL)'. The singular is prescribed, but 
plurals are frequently heard. 

Macedonian maintains the imperfective/perfective aspectual distinction. 
Aspect can be inherent in the stem or derived (see 3.3.3). There are no 
special aspectual distinctions in the verbs of motion. Unlike Bulgarian, the 
Macedonian perfective present and imperfect cannot occur independently 
but only in subordination to a class of eight modal markers (pace de Bray 
1980: 200): 

1 ke/Ke 
2 нека/пека 
3 да/da 
4 ако/ако 
5 додека (да, He)/dodeka (da, ne) 
6 дури (да, He)/duri (da, ne) 
7 доколку/dokolku 

8 ли/И 

expectative marker (future, conditional) 
optative marker (first/third persons only) 
subjunctive marker 
•if 
'while, until' 
'while, until' 
'in so far as' (frequent, but rejected by 
some speakers as journalistic jargon) 
interrogative marker when used to mean 
'if' (marginal: archaic or dialectal for 
many speakers) 

The perfective present can occur in negative interrogative sentences collo-
quially: што не ceAHeiu?/što ne sedneš? 'why don't you sit down?' but 
not in ordinary affirmative or interrogative sentences (Kramer 1986: 163). 

Many verbs in /-ira/ are bi-aspectual (MHHOBa-fypKOBa/Minova-
ćurkova 1966), and Теунисен/Teunisen (1986) gives a list of forty-two 
simple bi-aspectuals. Imperfective verbs can occur independently in the 
present and imperfect, or subordinated to phasal verbs like почна/роспа 
'begin'. Perfective verbs can occur with откако/otkako 'since', откога/ 
otkoga 'after', штом/štom 'as soon as' or subordinated to ycnee/uspee 
(PRFV), ycneea/uspeva (IMPFV) 'succeed'. Bi-aspectuals can do both. 

The aorist/imperfect opposition is prescribed for both perfective and 
imperfective verbs, and occasional examples of imperfective aorists occur 
in literature into the first half of the twentieth century (Конески/Koneski 
1967: 423; Lunt 1952: 90). Today, however, imperfective aorists are virtu-
ally obsolete, unlike in Bulgarian. In the tables and rules, imperfective 
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aorist forms are given with a preceding hyphen to indicate that they now 
occur only as perfectives. 

Most linguists agree that the imperfect is marked, either for duration in 
time (Конески/Koneski 1967: 427; Усикова/Usikova 1985: 97) or 
coordination with other events (Lunt 1952: 87). A few hold that the aorist 
is marked (Elson 1989) or that the marking is equipollent. Friedman 
(1977: 30-3) argues in favour of the durative viewpoint on the basis of 
examples in which imperfects are used to describe acts with duration in 
time that are in sequence with, rather than coordinated with, events 
described by aorists, but with the death of the imperfective aorist, it could 
be argued that the aorist is becoming marked. 

Macedonian has preserved the Proto-SIavonic perfect in the sum series 
and has created a new series of perfects: the ima series. The new perfect is 
characteristic of Western Macedonian and is marked for present stative 
resultativity. The sum series has lost its marking for resultativity in con-
nection with the rise of the category of status (see below in this section). 
Speakers from Eastern Macedonia use the ima perfect less than speakers 
from Western Macedonia or not at all, and consequently the sum series in 
their speech and writing has a broader range. In the south-west, the sum 
series has become limited to the expression of status. In the rest of Western 
Macedonia, the sum series retains some of its perfect uses as well as enter-
ing into status oppositions. 

The major tense opposition is present/past. The imperfective present 
can describe past and future as well as present events: доагам утре/ 
doagam utre 'I am coming tomorrow', доага кобна 1912 година/doaga 
kobna 1912 godina 'the fatal year 1912 comes'. The perfective present is 
limited to occurrence after the eight subordinators listed above. The 
invariant verbal particle ке/ке (< *xbtjen> 'want') added to the perfective 
or imperfective present expresses future or habitual actions. When negated, 
ке/ке is usually replaced by invariant нема да/пета da. Negative не ке/ 
ne ke and positive има да/ima da also mark futurity, but carry nuances of 
volition and obligation, respectively. When ке/ке is added to the imperfect 
(negative не ке/пе ke + imperfect or немаше да/nemaše da + present), 
it forms the future-in-the-past (anterior future), the expectative unfulfill-
able (irreal) conditional or the past iterative: ке до]'деше/ке dojdeše can 
be translated 'he will have come', 'he would have come' or 'he would 
come'. 

The bese pluperfect normally uses the perfective aorist stem. The imaše 
pluperfect and imal perfect are distinguished on the basis of the category of 
status discussed below. The beše pluperfect specifies one past event as 
anterior to another, whereas the imaše pluperfect specifies a past result of 
an anterior event. The difference is illustrated by these sentences: Toj ми ja 
покажа, но jac веке ja бев видел/toj mi ja pokaža, no jas veke ja bev 
videl 'he pointed her out to me, but I had already seen her' implies I 
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spotted her before he did, whereas Toj ми ja покажа, но jac веке ja 
имав видено/toj mi ja pokaža, no jas veke ja imav videno 'he pointed her 
out to me, but I had already seen her' could only be used if I had seen her 
on some previous occasion (Friedman 1977: 105). 

The imperative is used for commands (see section 4.2). Both perfective 
and imperfective imperatives are also used in reference to all three persons 
where other Slavonic languages can use the independent perfective present 
for repeated past acts and habitual acts without reference to time: jac 
речи, Toj стори/jas reči, toj stori 'he does whatever I say' or 'he will do 
whatever I say'; тие 6pKaj нас, ние Kpnj се во дупката/tie brkaj nas, 
nie krij se vo dupkata 'they chase us, we hide in the hole' (Конески/ 
Koneski 1967: 418-20). 

There are two types of conditional: the hypothetical (potential) formed 
with би/bi plus verbal /-form, and the expectative (real and irreal) formed 
with ке/Ке plus present (real, or fulfillable) and imperfect (irreal, or unful-
fillable). Kramer (1986) points out that hypothetical conditions can also be 
fulfillable or unfulfillable. The following sentences illustrate the four possi-
bilities: (1) fulfillable-expectative: ако ми се jaBHTe, ке AojflaM/ako mi 
se javite, Ke dojdam 'if you call me, I will come'; (2) fulfillable-
hypothetical: ако ми се jaBHTe, би дошол/ako mi se javite, bi došol 'if 
you called/were to call me, I would come'; (3) unfulfillable-expectative: 
ако ми се jaeeBTe, ке до]'дев/ако mi se javevte, Ke dojdev 'if you had 
called me, I would have come'; (4) unfulfillable-hypothetical: да може 
бебето да прозборува, би ти рекло /da može bebeto da prozboruva, 
bi ti reklo (Lunt 1952: 85) 'if the baby could talk he would say to you ...' 
The hypothetical conditional also occurs in the protasis of conditional 
sentences with ако/ако 'if and Kora/koga 'if (literally 'when'), although 
its use with ако/ако is not standard. In the protasis of unfulfillable-
expectative conditional sentences the imperfect is used after ако/ако 'if or 
да/da 'if, as in sentence (3) above. Although ке/Ке is still preferred for all 
expectatives and би/bi for all hypotheticals, би/bi is expanding into the 
unfulfillable-expectative at the expense of ке/Ке in educated formal style 
(under the influence of Serbo-Croat) while ке/Ке is encroaching on би/bi 
in unfulfillable-hypotheticals in educated colloquial style. 

The particles дэ/da and нека/пека in simple independent clauses 
express directives, that is permission, tolerance, concession, request, 
exhortation, wish: нека до]'де!/пека dojde! 'let him come!'; да flojflaM!/ 
da dojdam! 'let me come!' Ordinarily, нека/пека occurs with the third 
person present. Some speakers can also use it with the first person, but 
others reject this. On the rare occasions when нека/пека is used with a 
past tense form (imperfect, sum imperfect), it expresses an unfulfillable 
directive. 

Да/da occurs with all persons and all finite verb forms (assuming the 
imperative to be non-finite), although some of these collocations are highly 
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restricted, marginal or dialectal. A traditional cover term for да/da is the 
marker of the subjunctive. See sections 4.2 and 4.5 for more details. 

Macedonian has developed a distinction often described as based on the 
opposition witnessed/reported (so-called 'renarration'). Friedman (1977: 
7) opts for the term 'status9 meaning the speaker's qualification of the 
validity of the event. Friedman (1977: 52-81) argues that synthetic pasts 
are marked for confirmativity while Lunt (1952: 91-4) describes the sum 
aorist/imperfect as marked for distance in time or reality, that is resultative 
or non-confirmative (see also Усикова/Usikova 1985: 94-106). For 
example, Toj беше во Ciconje/toj beše vo Skopje means 'he was in 
Skopje (I vouch for it)' while Toj бил во Ciconje/toj bil vo Skopje means 
either 'he has been in Skopje' or 'he is/was in Skopje (apparently)/(much 
to my surprise)/(supposedly)'. 

The beše pluperfect does not enter into this opposition. In the ima 
series, the imal perfect is limited to non-confirmed, usually non-witnessed 
(but also deduced) events. The imaše pluperfect is limited to witnessed 
events. The expectative marker ке/ке with the sum imperfect (marginally 
also the sum aorist) is always non-confirmative, usually reported, and is the 
non-confirmative equivalent of ке/ке plus imperfect or present. The 
negated realization is немало да/пета1о da and the conjugated present 
tense. Using ке/ке with the beše pluperfect is marginal and is not seman-
tically differentiated from ке/ке plus sum imperfect in its past and modal 
meanings (Конески/Koneski 1967: 498). Similarly, ке/ке plus ima series 
is a marginal south-westernism (Friedman 1977: 19-20, 190). The 
examples I have found or elicited indicate that ке/ке plus ima perfect is 
suppositional (pace Lunt's (1952: 99) elicited future anterior example), 
ке/ке plus imaše pluperfect is unfulfillable-expectative, and ке/ке plus 
imal perfect would be the reported or non-confirmative equivalent of the 
other two. 

The category of transitivity may be inherent in the stem or marked by 
ce/se: заспие/zaspie 'fall asleep (ITR)' се надева/se nadeva 'hope (ITR)'. 
In some verbs, ce/se is used as an intransitivizer: разбуди/razbudi 'wake 
up (TR)' ce разбуди/se razbudi 'wake up (ITR)'. Lexical intransitives can 
also be used as causative transitives with definite objects: ro заспав/go 
zaspav 'I put him to sleep'. For transitive verbs, 'be' plus verbal adjective is 
one way of forming the passive. For intransitive verbs (including some 
objectless transitives), 'be' plus verbal adjective is a type of perfect. The 
construction generally occurs with verbs of motion and in a few colloquial 
expressions: до]'ден сум вчера/dojden sum včera 'I came yesterday', 
веке сум jafleH/veke sum jaden 'I've already eaten'. 

The passive is formed either with ce/se or with 'be' plus verbal adjec-
tive: 

Старите треба да ce cnyuiaaT./Starite treba da se slušaat. 
The old folks should be obeyed.' 
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Toj нареди да биде разбуден во два саатот./Toj naredi da bide razbuđen vo 
dva saatot. 

'He ordered that he be awakened at two o'clock.' 

The agent in a passive construction is usually expressed with the prepo-
sition од/od: 

Toj беше разбуден од слугата./Toj beše razbuđen od slugata. 
'He was awakened by the servant.' 

The meaning of ce/se is 'intransitive', including impersonals, reflexives, 
reciprocals: 

се гледа дека/se gleda deka 
'it can be seen that' 
Еднаш се живее./Ednaš se živee. 
'One only lives once.' 
He ми се работа./Ne mi se raboti. 
'I don't feel like working.' 
Toj се гледа во огледалото./Toj se gleda vo ogledaloto. 
'He looks at himself in the mirror.' 
Re се стрижам на 6ep6ep./Re se strižam na berber. 
'I'll have my hair cut at the barber's.' 
Се гледаат како мачори./Se gledaat kako mačori. 
They look at one another like cats.' 

The infinitive and supine are completely lost in Macedonian. Infinitival 
clauses in other Slavonic languages correspond to constructions with да/da 
plus finite verb (da-clauses) or constructions with the verbal noun (see 
sections 4.2 and 4.5). The participles have all been lost or transformed. 
The present active participle survives as the verbal adverb. The past passive 
participle survives as the verbal adjective. The resultative participle survives 
as the verbal /-form, which is limited to the sum series, the imal perfect and 
the hypothetical conditional. Joseph (1983: 113-14) classes it as finite on 
the basis of clitic placement. The present passive and past active participles 
survive only as a few lexical items. The verbal noun survives. 

The verb сум/sum 'be' is the only verb whose dictionary citation form is 
first person singular present; all others are third person singular. Сум/sum 
occurs in the present, imperfect (1 SG бев/bev), a rare (marginal) third 
person singular aorist (ви/bi) and /-form (M бил/bil), which can be used 
to form a sum perfect and a beše pluperfect. The regular perfective verb 
биде/bide supplies the perfective present, imperative and verbal adjective 
(whose use is limited to the extreme south-west, as is the verbal adjective of 
HMa/ima 'have'). The verbal adverb from биде/bide, 6nflejKH/bidejki, 
has been lexicalized as a conjunction meaning 'because'. The verbal noun 
can be supplied by суштествува/suštestvuva 'exist'. 
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Table 6.8 Synthetic endings 

Present Imperfect Aorist Present of Ъе' 
(сум) 

(a) 
1 SG -ам -в -в сум 
2 SG -ш -ше -0 си 
3 SG -0 -ше -0 е 
1 PL -ме -вме -вме сме 
2 PL -те -вте -вте сте 
3 PL -ат -а -а се 
(b) 
1 SG -am -v -v sum 
2 SG -š -še -0 si 
3 SG -0 -še -0 e 
1 PL -me -vme -vme sme 
2 PL -te -vte -vte ste 
3 PL -at -а -а se 

Note: The principal exceptions to the rules given above occur in the aorist and the 
forms based on it and are illustrated in table 6.9. 

3.2.2 Conjugation 
The following criteria are used here to distinguish analytic paradigms from 
syntactic constructions: 

1 Analytic constructions with inflecting auxiliaries must require that they 
precede the main verb. This distinguishes the sum and ima series from 
constructions with Ъе' plus verbal adjective agreeing with the subject, 
which permit both orders. 

2 Analytic constructions with uninfecting clitics must require that they 
be bound exclusively to a single type of verb form. This distinguishes 
the hypothetical conditional - би/bi plus verbal /-form - from analytic 
constructions with ке/ке, да/da and нека/пека, which are clitics but 
occur with more than one type of verb form. 

Most verb forms can be predicted from the third person singular present. 
Those which cannot can be predicted from the first person singular aorist, 
which preserves some of the alternations characteristic of the infinitive 
stem in other Slavonic languages. The remaining anomalies are few. 

Synthetic paradigms are formed by adding the person/number markers 
of table 6.8 to the stem. The third person singular present ends in / -a / , 
/- i / or / -e / , and is identical to the present stem. In the imperfect, / - i / 
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Table 6.9 Main morphological verb classes 

(a) 
1 2а 2b 2с За ЗЬ 

3 SG PRS чита МОЛИ оздрави брои пише плаче 
1 SG IMPF читав молев оздравев броев пишев плачев 
1 SG AOR -читав -молив оздравев - Ó p o j a B пишав -плакав 
2,3 SG AOR -чита -моли оздраве -6poja пиша -плаче 
Gloss r e a d beg ge t wel l count w r i t e weep 

• 3c 3d Зе 3f 3g 3h 
3 SG PRES бере умре тресе даде рече бие 
1 SG IMPF берев умрев тресев дадев речев биев 
1 SG AOR -брав умрев тресов дадов реков -бив 
2,3 SG AOR -бра умре тресе даде рече -би 
Gloss gather die shake give say beat 

(b) 
1 2a 2b 2c За 3b 

3 SG PRES čita moli ozdravi broi piše plače 
1 SG IMPF čitav molev ozdravev broev pišev plačev 
1 SG AOR -čitav -moliv ozdravev -brojav pišav -plakav 
2,3 SG AOR -čita -moli ozdrave -broja piša -plače 
Gloss read beg get well count write weep 

3c 3d Зе 3f 3g 3h 
3 SG PRES bere umre trese dade reče bie 
1 SG IMPF berev umrev tresev dadev rečev biev 
1 SG AOR -brav umrev tresov dadov rekov -biv 
2,3 SG AOR -bra umre trese dade reče -bi 
Gloss gather die shake give say beat 

Note: 
1 = a-stem 3 = e-stem 
2 = /-stem а = л-AOR 
а = /-AOR b = л-AOR + velar alternation 
b = E-AOR с = «-AOR -f V ~ 0 alternation 
C = fl-AOR d = e-AOR 

E = O-AOR 
f = O-AOR + С (= dental) > 0/AOR /-form 
g = O-AOR + velar alternation 
h = 0 -AOR 

becomes / -e / . In the aorist, / -e / becomes / -a / . The aorist and imperfect 
stems are obtained by dropping the first person singular / -v/ . 

All stem vowels truncate before the first person singular / -am/. The 
stem vowels /-i-/ and /-e-/ truncate before the third person plural /-at / . 
Aside from 1 SG знам/гпат 'know' (3 SG 3Hae/znae), which has effec-
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tively replaced the regular знаам/гпаат (Тошев/Tošev 1970), and the 
verb сум/sum 'be', there are no irregularities or alternations in the present 
tense. According to the norm, even prefixed forms of 3Hae/znae do not 
permit variation, although it occurs. Note the following irregularities: 

1 When /-st-/ and /-1-/ are separated by a fleeting vowel, the resulting 
cluster simplifies to /-si-/ when the vowel drops: постеле/postele 
'spread', послав/poslav (1 SG AOR; type 3c). 

2 види/vidi 'see' and -ceflH/-sedi 'sit' have type 3e o-aorists. Some i-
stem verbs have facultative o-aorists: -BaflH/-vadi 'extract', -врти/-
vrti 'turn'. 

3 спие/spie 'sleep', -cnaB/-spav (1 SG AOR). 
4 м е л е / т е к 'grind', - м л е в / - т ^ (1 SG AOR). 
5 земе/zeme 'take', зедов/zedov (1 SG AOR), зеде/zede (2, 3 SG 

AOR). 

There is a strong tendency to regularize verbs. Two of the four verbs cited 
in Lunt (1952: 77) as following type 3e are cited in Тошев/Tošev (1970) 
as following type 3a, although some middle-aged speakers would still treat 
them as 3e in 1990. The two that vacillate are Be3e/veze 'embroider' and 
гризе/grize 'gnaw'; the other two are nace/pase 'pasture' and тресе/ 
trese 'shake'. Similarly, there is no morphophonemic alternation of the type 
z ~ z in prefixed forms of каже/кайе 'tell' (pace Lunt 1952: 74). 

For the verbal /-form /-1/ (M SG), /-la/ (F SG), /- lo/ (N SG), /-le/ (PL) 
is added to the imperfect and aorist stems. The /-form agrees in gender and 
number with the subject. The following alternations and irregularities occur 
in the formation of /-forms: 

1 The /-о-/ of the aorist stem (types 3e, f, g) drops when there is a 
vowel in the following syllable: тресол/tresol, тресла/tresla. 

2 Verbs in class 3f lose both the /-o-/ and the preceding consonant in 
the /-form: дал/dal, дала/dala. 

3 Some verbs vacillate between 3e and 3f: донесе/donese 'carry' has 
aorist /-form донесол/donesol (м), донесла/donesla (F) or донел/ 
donel (м), донела/donela (F) (Тошев/Tošev 1970). The former is 
more common and is preferred (Корубин/Korubin 1969: 86). 

4 The verb земе/zeme 'take' patterns with type 3f in this respect: aorist 
/-form зел/zel (м), зела/ге1а (F). 

5 Verbs based on иде/ide 'come' have suppletion in the aorist /-form: 
the root consonant / -d- / is replaced with /-Š-/. If the prefix ends in a 
vowel, / i / becomes / j / except in the /-forms, where it disappears: 
отиде/otide 'leave', отидов/otidov (1 SG AOR), aorist /-form 
отишол/otišol (M), отишла/otišla (F) 'leave'; HajAe/najde 'find', 
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HajAoe/najdov (1 SG AOR), aorist /-form нашол/našol (м), нашла/ 
našla (F). 

6 For i-stem verbs with an o-aorist such as види/vidi the aorist stem is 
based on the second/third person singular: aorist /-form видел/videl 
(M), видела /videla (F). Verbs that vacillate in the formation of the 
aorist such as -BpTH/-vrti 'turn', may also vacillate between -e- and 
in the aorist /-form. 

7 If the loss of a fleeting -o- would create a cluster of the type -stl-, it 
simplifies to -si-; pacTe/raste 'grow', pacToe/rastov (1 SG AOR), 
aorist /-form растол/rastol (М), расла/rasla (F) (TomeB/Tošev 
1970). According to younger educated speakers, however, the aorist /-
form is now растел/rastel, by analogy with the type видов/vidov, 
видел/videl. 

Table 6.10 lists verbs according to Proto-Slavonic verb classes for com-
parative purposes. The third person singular present and first person singu-
lar aorist are given for all verbs. The third singular aorist and/or masculine 
singular /-form are given only when they show other alternations. The 
classification from table 6.9 is given on the far left. 

The verbal adjective is based on the aorist stem if that stem ends in 
/ -a / , otherwise the imperfect stem is used, then / - t / is added to stems 
where the vowel is preceded by / - n / or / -n j / , otherwise / -n / is added: 
покани/рокат 'invite' gives поканет/pokanet 'invited', AojAe/dojde 
'come' gives AojAeH/dojden 'arrived'. Verbs with ce/se drop it. There are 
three types of verbs that can use both aorist and imperfect stems: (1) /-
verbs with an я-stem aorist (type 2c): -6pojaH/-brojan and броен/Ьгоеп; 
(2) regular e-verbs (type 3a) in which the stem vowel is preceded by 
another vowel: nee/pee 'sing' > -пеан/-реап and пеен/рееп; (3) e-verbs 
that lose their root vowel in the aorist (type Зс): -бран/-Ьгап and берен/ 
beren. TomeB/Tošev (1970) also permits both stems for some other e-
verbs: црпан/сграп and црпен/сгреп 'haul' (type За), плакан/р1акап 
and плачен/р1асеп (type 3b), стриган/strigan and стрижен/strižen 
'trim' (type 3g) but Конески/Koneski (1967) and Усикова/Usikova 
(1985) indicate only the aorist stem for these classes of verbs. Note that the 
norm has changed considerably since Lunt (1952: 75): поште/pošte 
'search for lice' belongs to type 3d, пцуе/рсие 'curse' (type 3h) and 
дреме/dreme 'doze' (type 3a) no longer permit variation according to 
TomeB/Tošev (1970), and ниже/niže 'string' (type 2c) and nee/pee 
'sing' (type 3a) are regular within their classes. In verbs that permit both 
stems the literary norm is to generalize the aorist stem when the verb is 
perfectivized by prefixation. This is strongly prescribed for class 3c and 
members of 3a with the root vowel -e-, weakly for the others (Конески/ 
Koneski 1967: 434). 

The verbal adverb is formed from the imperfect stem by adding the 
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Table 6.10 Conjugational patterns 

Theme in -e/-o 
3e/f донесе/donese донесов/donesov, bring, carry 

донесол /donesol, 
донел /donel 

3f доведе/dovede доведов/dovedov, bring, lead 
довел/dovel 

l a чита/čita -4HTae/-čitav read 
3f/anomalous иде/ide -идов/'idov, -ишол/-išol come 
l a jaea/java - j a e a B / - j a v a v ride 
3a rpeóe/grebe -rpe6ae/-grebav scratch 
3a живее/živee ^HBeae/-živeav live 
3g рече/гесе реков/rekov, рече/гесе, say 

рекол/геко1 
3a начне/паспе начна/паспа begin 
3d умре/umre умрев/umrev die 
3a стане/stane cTaHae/stanav become 
3h TKae/tkae -TKae/-tkav weave 
3c зове/zove -3Bae/-zvav call 

(poetic/dialectal, now felt as a Serbism; literary вика /vika) 
3c бере/Ьеге -6pae/-brav gather 

Theme in -ne 
3a стигне/stigne стигнав/stignav arrive 
3a мине/mine минав/minav pass 
Theme in -je 
3h чуе/čue чув/čuv hear 
3a nee/pee -neae/-peav sing 
3h крие/кпе -KpHB/-kriv hide 
3h бие/Ые -6HB/-biv beat 
3d/anomalous меле /тек - м л е в / - т ^ grind 
la слуша/sluša -cnyuiae/-slušav listen 
3a умее/umee -yMeaB/-umeav be able 
3a каже/kaže кажэв/kažav tell 
3a пише/piše пишав/pišav write 
3d [от] ме/[ot] me [oT]Mee/[ot]mev seize 

(occurs only prefixed; IMPFV = отима/otima; now felt as a 

3f/ anomalous 
Serbism) 

3f/ anomalous земе/zeme зедов/zedov, зел/zel take 
(< vbzę-ti/ 

l a 
vbz-bmę ) 

l a дарува/daruva -flapyeaB/-daruvav donate 
3a cee/see -ceae/-seav sow 
Theme in -i 
2a мол и /moli -молив/-то1^ request 
2a оди/odi -Of lHB/ -od iv go 
2a вел и /veli -велив/^е1^ say 
2a служи/služi -cлyжив/-služiv serve 
3c спие/spie -cnae/-spav sleep 
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Athematic 
anomalous сум/sum (1 SG) би/bi, бил/bil be 
3f jaAe/jade jaflOB/jadov, jaл/jal cat 
3f даде/dade дадов/dadov, дэл/dal give 
la HMa/ima и м э в / i m a v (IMPF) have 

(NEG нема/пета) 
и м э в / i m a v (IMPF) 

Irregular 
not a verb ke/Ke will 
(This r e f l ex of *xbtjetb ' w a n t ' is n o w a n inva r i an t m o d a l w o r d . The c o n j u g a t e d 
v e r b m e a n i n g ' w a n t ' is n o w the r e g u l a r сакаЛака. There is a n e g a t e d re f lex of t h e 
o ld v e r b w h i c h still c o n j u g a t e s and s e rves as a v a r i an t of н е с а к а / n e s a k a ) 
3d H e j k e / n e j k e H e j k e e / n e j k e v (IMPF) not w a n t 

invariant suffix /-jki/. This suffix always entails penultimate stress. 
(Historically, the /- j - / comes from an earlier hence the unusual stress 
pattern.) The verbal adverb is formed only from imperfective verbs with 
the lexicalized exception of ČHAejkH/bidejki 'because'. 

The verbal noun is formed by adding /-nje/ to the imperfective imper-
fect stem: носи/nosi 'carry', Hoceibe/nosenje 'carrying'. The perfective 
verb венча/venča 'wed' has a lexicalized verbal noun: BeH4aH>e/vencanje 
'wedding'. 

The imperative is based on the present stem. The stem vowel / - i / or 
/ -e / is dropped, the stem vowel / - a / is retained. When the result ends in a 
vowel, / -] / is added for the singular, /-j te/ for the plural. When the result 
ends in a consonant, / - i / is added for the singular, /-ete/ for the plural: 

гледа/gleda 'look' > ivieflaj/gledaj, nieflajTe/gledajte 
носи/nosi 'carry' > носи/nosi, носете/nosete 
пие/pie 'drink' > nnj/pij, imjTe/pijte 
земе/zeme 'take' > земи/zemi, земете/zemete 
nee/pee 'sing' > nej/pej, nejTe/pejte 

Exceptions: 

даде/dade 'give' > Aaj/daj, AajTe/dajte (also for prefixed forms) 
кладе/klade 'put' > imaj/klaj, i^ajTe /klajte 

Verbs in /-uva/ have alternative imperatives in /-uj[te]/. 

3.3 Derivational morphology 

3.3.1 Major patterns of noun derivation 
The suffix /-nje/ derives concrete deverbal nouns from imperfectives (but 
see section 3.2.2); /-nie/ derives abstract deverbal nouns from perfective 
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Table 6.11 Paradigm of the verb моли/moli 'request, beg' 

(a) 

Present 
молам молиме -молив 
молиш молите -моли 
моли молат -моли 

Imperfect 
молев молевме 
молеше молевте 
молеше молеа 

sum aorist 
сум -молил сме -молиле 
си -молил сте -молиле 
-молил -молиле 

Synthetic series 
Aorist 

-моливме 
-моливте 
-молща 

Analytic series 
SUM SERIES 

sum imperfect 
сум молел сме молеле 
си молел сте молеле 
молел молеле 

beše pluperfect 
beše aorist beše imperfect 

бев -молил бевме -молиле бев молел бевме молеле 
беше -молил бевте -молиле беше молел бевте молеле 
беше -молил беа -молиле беше молел беа молеле 

IMA SERIES 
ima perfect imaše pluperfect 

имам молено имаме молено имав молено имавме молено 
имаш молено имате молено имаше молено имавте молено 
има молено имаат молено имаше молено имаа молено 

imal perfect 
сум имал молено 
си имал молено 
имал молено 

сме имале молено 
сте имале молено 
имале молено 

HYPOTHETICAL CONDITIONAL 
би молел, би молела, би молело, би молеле 

Non-finite series 
imperative 

моли молете 
verbal adverb 

моле^и 
verbal noun 

молен>е 
verbal adjective 

молен, молена, молено, молени 

(b) 

Present 
molam molime 
moliš molite 
moli molat 

Synthetic series 
Aorist 

-moliv -molivme 
-moli -molivte 
-moli -molija 

Imperfect 
molev molevme 
moleše molevte 
moleše molea 
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Analytic series 
SUM SERIES 

sum aorist sum imperfect 
sum -molil sme -molile sum molel sme molele 
si -molil ste -molile si molel ste molele 
-molil -molile molel molele 

beše pluperfect 
beše aorist beše imperfect 

bev -molil bevme -molile bev molel bevme molele 
beše -molil bevte -molile beše molel bevte molele 
beše -molil bea -molile beše molel bea molele 

ima perfect 
imam moleno imame moleno 
imaš moleno imate moleno 
ima moleno imaat moleno 

sum imal moleno 
si imal moleno 
imal moleno 

IMA SERIES 
imaše pluperfect 

imav moleno imavme moleno 
imaše moleno imavte moleno 
imaše moleno imaa moleno 

imal perfect 
sme imale moleno 
ste imale moleno 
imale moleno 

HYPOTHETICAL CONDITIONAL 
bi molel, bi molela, bi molelo, bi molele 

Non-finite series 
imperative 

moli molete 
verbal adverb 

molejki 

verbal noun 
molenje 

verbal adjective 
molen, molena, moleno, moleni 

verbs; / -ba/ is permitted with either aspect and either meaning: 
caмooпpeдeлyвaн>e/samoopredeluvanje 'an act of self-determining', 
самоопределба/samoopredelba 'self-determination', решаван>е/ 
rešavanje 'an act of deciding', решение/rešenie 'decision'. The relative 
productivity of these suffixes can be seen in Мшшчик/Miličik (1967): 
approximately 8,500 entries with /-nje/, 220 with /-ba/ and 150 with 
/-nie/. Other suffixes for deverbal nouns are -0 or / -a / , /-ačka/ (about 
275 total including both abstract nouns and feminine actors), /-ež/ (about 
75), / -ka/ , /-stvo/. 

The masculine agentive suffixes /-ar/ , /-ас/ and /-tel/ all add /-ka/ to 
form the feminine, whereas /-ее/ and /-nik/ have the feminine form 
/-(n)ica/. The suffixes /-ec/, / -ka/ , /-ica/ are sometimes extended by 
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/-al-/ or /-av-/. The verb вража/vraža 'perform sorcery, tell fortunes' 
provides examples of many of these suffixes in Конески/Koneski (1961-
6), according to which they are synonymous in the case of this particular 
verbal base, all meaning 'sorcerer' and 'sorceress': вражар/vražar, 
вражач/vražač, вражалец/vražalec, вражарка/vražarka, вражачка/ 
vražačka, вражалка/vražalka, вражалица/vražalica. Inanimates also 
have the suffix / - lo/ : лепи/lepi 'stick', лепило/lepilo 'glue'. 

For de-adjectival nouns, the main suffixes are /-ec/ , /-ica/, /-(n)ik/, 
/-(j)ak/, /-(j)ačka/, /-ina/, /-stvo/, /-ost/, /-ež/: убавец/ubavec 
'handsome one', убавица/ubavica 'beautiful one', убавина/ubavina 
'beauty'. Many of these same deverbal and de-adjectival suffixes can derive 
nouns from other nouns: CBHH>a/svinja 'swine', CBHH>ap(Ka)/svinjar(ka) 
'swineherd' (M (F)), свиььарник/svinjarnik or CBHH>apHHija/svinjarnica 
'pigsty', CBHH>apcTBo/svinjarstvo 'hog raising', свинштина/svinština 
'swinishness'. 

Diminutives apply to all three genders: брат/brat 'brother', diminutive 
брате/brate, братле/bratle, братче/bratče, братенце/bratence, 
брэтец/bratec, братуле/ЬгаШ1е, браток/bratok (see also section 2.3). 
The augmentative suffix is -Hiirre/-iste and is neuter: му свикало 
жеништето/mu svikalo ženišteto 'his shrewish wife yelled at him'. The 
chief pejorative suffixes are all neuter in appearance but agree with real 
gender if they refer to animate beings: / -ko/ , /-(a)lo/, / - le/ : моч/moč 
'urine', мочко/močko and мочло/močlo 'little squirt', мочало/тоса1о 
'organ of urination (colloquial)'. 

There are also three derivational suffixes of Turkish origin that are still 
productive with nouns: /-džija/ (F /-džika/; /dž/ gives / č / after voiceless 
consonants due to Turkish rules for voicing assimilation) meaning 'some-
one who does something regularly' (about 250 items), /-lak/ for abstract 
nouns (about 200 items) and /-ana/ for nouns of location (about fifty 
items). These suffixes are used in common words of Turkish origin: 
ja6aHijHja/jabandžija 'foreigner', jaBaumaic/javašlak 'slowness (pe-
jorative)', меана/теапа 'tavern (archaic)'. They are productive with 
Slavonic roots: ловцщаЛоусЩа 'hunter', BojHHicnaK/vojniklak 'army 
service (colloquial)', пилана/рПапа 'saw-mill'. They remain productive in 
recent loan-words, although frequently with pejorative or ironic overtones: 
фудбалцща/МЬакЩа '(inept) soccer-player', асистентлак/ 
asistentlak 'assistantship (ironic)', хидроелектрана/hidroelektrana 
'hydroelectric power station (colloquial but neutral)'. There are also a few 
derivational affixes of more recent foreign origin: /-ist/ '-ist', /-izam/ 
'-ism'. 

Compounding with the linking vowel / -o- / is still productive: 
минофрлач/minofrlač 'mine-thrower'. The Turkish type of compound 
lacks a linking vowel: тутункесе/tutunkese 'tobacco pouch'. There are 
also native formations without linking vowels, although these generally use 
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disparate parts of speech: 3ajflMCOHue/zajdisonce 'sunset'. 
Noun prefixation is limited and marginal. The border between suf-

fixation and compounding is clear (suffixes do not possess independent 
lexical meaning and never stand alone), but the border between prefixation 
and compounding is hazy. Many items functioning prefixally also function 
as independent words: caMO-/samo- 'self-' as in самопридонес/ 
samopridones 'voluntary contribution' also functions as an independent 
adjective caM(o)/sam(o) 'oneself'. Other prefixal items are capable of 
standing alone: /anti-/ 'anti-' can be used predicatively to mean 'against' 
or 'opposed'. Some prefixes such as /pra-/ 'proto-, great-' are capable of 
being repeated: прапрадедо/prapradedo 'great-great-grandfather'. 

Acronyms also occur, but are not as important as the various processes 
already discussed thus far. 

3.3.2 Major patterns of adjective derivation 
There are three suffixes used to derive possessives: (1) / - in/ for nouns in 
/-a, -e/ : мечкин/mečkin 'bear's'; (2) /-ov, -ev/ for nouns in a consonant 
or / -о / (masculine and neuter): дабов/dabov 'of oak'; (3) /-ji, -ki, -i/ for 
people and animals: жaбjи/žabji 'frog's'. 

Adjectives of quality can be formed with /-est/ , / -a t / , /-[ov]it/, 
/-(l)iv/ (highly productive): трнлив/trnliv 'thorny'. Another highly 
productive suffix is /-ski/, /-ški/, which shows reflexes of the first palatal-
ization (and regressive assimilation of voicing) if the stem ends in an under-
lying velar: бензински/benzinski 'gasoline', филолошки/filološki 
'philological'. 

The following suffixes are most common for deverbal adjectives: / -en/ , 
/-liv/, /-čki/, /-telen/ (bookish), /-kav/: реши/reši 'decide (PRFV)' gives 
решен, решлив, решителен/rešen, rešliv, rešitelen 'decided, soluble, 
decisive (person)'. 

The suffixes /-(š)en/ and /-ski/ derive adjectives from adverbs: 
сегашен/segašen 'present', лански/lanski 'last year's'. 

Adjectives can be rendered expressive by a variety of suffixes, some of 
which are illustrated here with the adjective црн/crn 'black': црникав/ 
crnikav, црничок/crničok, црнкавест/crnkavest, црнулав/crnulav, 
црнулест/crnulest. 

Two of the most productive suffixes are /-av/ and / -en/ , which can also 
be added to many loans to create doublets: ал/а1 or ален/а1еп 'scarlet', 
Kop/kor or Kopae/korav 'blind, one-eyed'. The Turkish suffix /-lija/ (all 
genders, PL /-lii/ ) is used to form about 250 adjectives and nouns from all 
types of nouns - Turkish, Slavonic and international: касметлща/ 
kasmetlija 'lucky', sвeздaллиja/dzvezdallija 'kind', пубертетлща/ 
pubertetlija 'teenager (ironic)'. 

Compound adjectives can be formed with or without the linking vowel 
-о- and with or without a suffix: гологлав/gologlav 'bareheaded'. 
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3.3.3 Major pattern of verb derivation 
Taking unprefixed imperfectives as basic, perfectives are derived by pre-
fixation and suffixation. The following pre-verbs are used: /v-, vo-, do-, 
za-, iz-, na-, nad-, o-, ob-, od-, po-, pod-, pre-, pred-, pri-, pro(z)-, raz-, s-, 
so-, u-, (o)bez-, (s)protiv-, su-/. Pre-verbs can also be added to one 
another: Tena/tepa 'beat (IMPFV)' поизнатепа/poiznatepa 'beat to a 
pulp (PRFV)' (see Угринова-Скаловска/Ugrinova-Skalovska 1960 for 
detailed discussion). The suffix /-ne/ usually forms perfective verbs: 
седи/sedi 'sit', седне/sedne 'sit down', although a few verbs in -не/-пе 
are imperfective or bi-aspectual: кисне/kisne 'become sour (IMPFV)', 
racHe/gasne 'quench, extinguish (bi-aspectual)'. Imperfectives are derived 
productively from perfectives by means of the suffix /-uva/: седнува/ 
sednuva 'keep sitting down'. Other suffixes such as /-(j)a(va)/ are unpro-
ductive or obsolete (see section 2.2). 

The suffix /-uva/ is also productive in forming verbs from other parts of 
speech: збор/zbor 'word', зборува/zboruva 'speak', старт/start 'kick-
off (NOUN)' стартува/startuva (VERB). TWO other productive suffixes are 
the Greek /-sa/ (Greco-Turkish /-disa/) and the West European (from 
Latin through French to German to Slavonic) /-ira/. Verbs in /-sa/ are 
often perfective and form imperfectives by means of /-uva/ with pre-
fixation deriving new perfectives: кaлaj/kalaj 'tin', perfective калаиса/ 
kalaisa 'plate with tin', imperfective калаисува/kalaisuva, 
прекалаиса/prekalaisa 're-tin (PRFV)'. Verbs in /-ira/ are often bi-
aspectual, but show a tendency to be treated as imperfective, with per-
fectives being derived by means of prefixation (see section 3.2.1): 
интерес/interes 'interest', imperfective интересира/interesira 'interest', 
perfective заинтересира/zainteresira. In some cases, the suffixes con-
tribute to semantic differentiation: критика/kritika 'criticism', 
критикува/kritikuva 'to critique', критизира/kritizira 'to criticize'. 
While some new loans permit formation freely with more than one of these 
suffixes, others do not: флерт/flert 'flirt' permits the formation of the verb 
флертува/flertuva but not флертира/flertira (see Минова-fypKoea/ 
Minova-ćurkova 1966). 

The suffixes / -ka/ and /-oti/ are diminutive and augmentative, respec-
tively: копа/кора 'dig', копка/корка 'scratch the surface'; Tpona/tropa 
'knock', тропоти/tropoti 'pound'. The suffix / - i / can form verbs from 
nouns and adjectives, and some of the de-adjectival causatives in / - i / form 
intransitives in / -ее/ : црн/crn 'black', црни/crni 'blacken', црнее/сгпее 
'become black'. Verbs are also derived by compounding: обе л одену ва/ 
obelodenuva 'reveal' from бел ден/Ье1 den 'broad daylight' (literally 
'white day'). 
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4 Syntax 

4.1 Element order in declarative sentences 
The unmarked order of main constituents is subject-verb-object (if the 
object is definite, a reduplicative object pronoun must precede the verb): 
кучето ja каса мачката/kučeto ja kasa mačkata 'the dog bites the cat' 
(literally: dog (N DEF) it (F ACC) bites cat (F DEF)). In unmarked order, the 
subject is topic and no constituent bears special sentential emphasis 
(focus). Topicalization and focus are rendered by a combination of word 
order and intonation within the context of the discourse. In general, given 
the appropriate intonation, the position immediately before the verb phrase 
is that of the topic. If the verb phrase is initial, it is the focus of the sen-
tence, and the topic will depend on intonation. Inversion of subject and 
object will topicalize the object without focusing on it, while placing both 
constituents before the verb will focus on the topic. The following examples 
illustrate the possibilities: 

Мачката ja каса кучето./Mačkata ja kasa kučeto. 
The dog bites the cat (topic).' 
Кучето мачката ja каса./Kučeto mačkata ja kasa. 
'The dog bites the cat (topic/focus).' 
Мачката кучето ja Kaca./Mačkata kučeto ja kasa. 
The dog (topic/focus) bites the cat.' 
Ja каса кучето мачката./Ла kasa kučeto mačkata. 
The dog bites (focus) the cat.' 
Ja каса мачката кучето./Ja kasa mačkata kučeto. 
'The dog bites (focus) the cat.' 

There are four possible positions for an adverb, illustrated by the 
numbers in square brackets: [I] кучето [II] ja каса [III] мачката [IV]/ 
[I] kučeto [II] ja kasa [III] mačkata [IV] '[I]the dog [II] bites [III] the cat 
[IV]'. The neutral position for the adverb is usually [I] or [IV]. The 
position of focus is usually [II] or [IV]. Position [IV] is more likely to be 
neutral with time adverbs but focus with manner adverbs, but judgments 
vary from speaker to speaker. Position [III] is acceptable but more likely if 
the subject is omitted. 

Clitics precede finite verb forms. The order is subjunctive - negator -
mood marker - auxiliary - ethical dative - dative object - accusative object 
- verb: да не ке сум си му го дал/da ne ke sum si mu go dal '(they 
didn't say) that I won't have given it to him (did they)?'. The subjunctive 
marker follows the expectative in colloquial suppositions: па ке да има 
Kaj четириесет/ра ke da ima kaj četirieset 'well, he must be around 
forty'. The hypothetical marker does not occur after the subjunctive except 
in old-fashioned curses and blessings, in which case clitic order can be 
violated: да би волци те jaлe/da bi volci te jale 'may wolves eat you'. 
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Clitic pronouns occur on either side of the auxiliary in the beše pluperfect: 
се беше заборчил ~ беше се заборчил/se beše zaborčil ~ beše se 
zaborčil 'he had got into debt'. The sense of past resultativity is stronger 
when the auxiliary is closer to the verb (Конески/Koneski 1967: 482-3). 
Clitics precede the forms of има/ima in the ima series, and non-clitic 
words may come between има/ima and the neuter verbal adjective: не ги 
има наполнето/пе gi ima napolneto 'he has not filled them'; ги немам 
видено/gi nemam videno 'I have not seen them'; го имаше сам 
направено/go imaše sam napraveno 'he has done it himself'. The nega-
tive equivalents of ке/Ке using нема да /пета da have clitics attaching to 
the main verb: нема да ги видам/пета da gi vidam 'I will not see them'. 
The interrogative clitic ли/li normally comes after the first stressed word in 
the clause or after the verb (see section 4.2). 

Present-tense forms of сум/sum 'be' that function as auxiliaries - the 
first two persons - have auxiliary-clitic order even when functioning as the 
copula. Other forms of 'be' behave as full verbs when functioning as the 
copula and are preceded by clitic elements: Jac сум му прщател^'ав sum 
mu prijatel 'I am his friend'; TOJ* ми e п р щ а т е л / ^ mi e prijatel 'he is my 
friend'; jac му бев прщател^'ав mu bev prijatel 'I was his friend'. 

Clitics follow non-finite verb forms (including the imperative) донесете 
ми ja книгата/donesete mi ja knigata 'bring me the book'; flOHecyeajKH 
му ja KHnraTa/donesuvajki mu ja knigata 'bringing him the book'. 

Macedonian permits both head-genitive and genitive-head order in 
prepositional possessive constructions. A dative possessive clitic - limited 
to a few kinship terms - must follow the kinship term: MajKa му на 
царот/majka mu na carot (literally: mother to-him of the-king) or на 
царот MajKa му/na carot majka mu (more colloquial) 'the mother of the 
king/the king's mother'. In attributive noun phrases, the clitic comes after 
the first element. Note that attributes normally precede but can also follow 
the nouns they modify: MajKa му CTapa/majka mu stara, старата му 
MajKa/starata mu majka 'his old mother'. 

The normal order within the noun phrase is determiner - adjective -
noun: сите овие три бедни мачки/site ovie tri bedni mački 'all three of 
these poor cats'. A possessive adjective normally precedes a numeral as in 
English: мойте три прщатели/токе tri prijateli 'my three friends'. 
However, the numeral precedes if the quantity is not the totality: еден Moj 
пpиjaтeл/eden moj prijatel 'a friend of mine (one of my friends)'. 

4.2 Non-declarative sentence types 
Interrogatives are marked by a rising intonation on the verb or the focus of 
the question: ке одиш во Битола?/Ке odiš vo Bitola? 'are you going to 
Bitola?' Focus on the topic can also be achieved by inversion: во Битола 
ке OFLHIII?/vo Bitola ke odiš? 'are you going to BitolaT The interrogative 
particle ли/li is used less in Macedonian than in Bulgarian. In Englund's 
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(1977: 137-43) corpus of yes-no questions, 60.4 per cent of the Bulgarian 
questions used ли/li as opposed to 30 per cent in Macedonian, and 44.1 
per cent of her Macedonian questions had no lexical interrogative marker 
but only 19.9 per cent in Bulgarian. Another difference between Mace-
donian and Bulgarian is that ли/li is more strictly bound to follow the first 
stressed element in the clause of the verb in Macedonian. Thus if the focus 
is anywhere but on the verb, that element must be at the beginning of the 
clause: ке одиш ли во Битола?/ке odiš И vo Bitola? 'will you go to 
Bitola?'; во Битола ли ке OflHiii?/vo Bitola li ke odiš? 'is it to Bitola you 
will be going?'; во Битола ке одиш ли?Лго Bitola ke odiš li? 'are you 
going to go to Bitola?' but not *ке одиш во Битола ли?/*ке odiš vo 
Bitola li? Englund's corpus contains six exceptions to these generalizations, 
but I found that speakers rejected such sentences, indicating that this aspect 
of the norm has become more stable. A conceptual entity is treated as one 
stressed unit: Нова Македонща ли му ja flOHece?/Nova Makedonija li 
mu ja donese? 'was it (the newspaper) Nova Makedonija that you brought 
him?' 

Other interrogative particles for yes-no questions: 

дали/dali 'request for information': дали знаеш/dali znaeš 'do you 
know?' 3ap/zar 'surprise': зар знаеш/гаг znaeš 'you mean, you 
know?!' зар не знаеш/гаг ne znaeš 'don't you know?!' 

да не/da ne 'tag question': да не си нешто болен/da ne si nešto bolen 
'you're not sick, are you?' (Unlike Bulgarian, Macedonian rarely uses 
да/da by itself for a yes-no question.) 

али/аИ is a colloquial variant of дали/dali. 3ep/zer is a dialectal and 
зарем/гагет a less preferred variant of зар/гаг. Нели/пеИ can both 
introduce a negative interrogative and follow as a tag meaning 'isn't that 
so?' A / a normally occurs at the end of a question, after a pause. 

Macedonian can also introduce a question with the following WH words: 

KOJ како колку каков колкав што кэде/Kaj кога зошто чщ 
koj kako kolku kakov kolkav što kade/kaj koga zošto čij 
who, how how what how big, what, where when why whose 
which much, kind much why 

many 

Indirect questions can be introduced by a WH word or the interrogative 
marker дали/dali: TOJ' ме праша/toj me praša 'he asked me' колку 
години имам/kolku godini imam 'how old I was' дали ке дojдaм/dali 
ke dojdam 'whether I would come'. 

An interrogative can be answered with да/da 'yes', не/пе 'no' or with a 
repetition of the focus of the question, which in itself can constitute affir-
mation. Typical responses to a negative interrogative such as зар не 
сакаш да дojдeш?/zar ne šakaš da dojdeš? 'don't you want to come?' are 
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како не/kako ne 'of course', да/da 'yes', сакамЛакат 'I want to', or 
не/пе 'no', na HejKaM/pa nejkam or не сакам/пе šakam 'I don't want 
to', joK!/jok! 'no way!' 

The normal form of a command is the perfective imperative (all 
examples are given in the singular, the plural can also be a polite singular): 
AojAH/dojdi 'come!' A rfa-clause with the perfective present expresses a 
wish and can function as a more polite command or request: да ми го 
напишеш/da mi go napišeš 'write it down for me'. Negative commands 
are normally formed with the corresponding imperfective: не floafaj/ne 
doagaj, да не floafaui/da ne doagaš 'don't come'. The expression HeMoj / 
nemoj (plural HeMojTe/nemojte) 'don't!' can be used by itself or with a 
perfective dfl-clause to form a negative imperative with other verbs: HeMoj 
да flojflem/nemoj da dojdeš 'don't come'. A negative rffl-clause with a 
perfective verb constitutes a warning: да не flojfleiii/da ne dojdeš 'you'd 
better not come'. A negated perfective imperative is a challenging threat 
commanding the addressee to perform the action: не Aojfln/ne dojdi 'just 
don't you come (and see what happens)!' A dfl-clause with an imperfect 
can function as a request: да ми ja донесете книгата/da mi ja 
doneseše knigata 'bring me the book, would you please'. The second 
person future (ке/ке + present) can also be used as an imperative either 
peremptorily or in giving directions: ке одиш право, па десно/Ке odiš 
pravo, pa desno 'go straight, then (take a) right'. Indirect commands are 
expressed with Ля-clauses: кажи му да оди/kaži mu da odi 'tell him to 
go'. 

4.3 Copular sentences 
The usual copula is the verb сум/sum 'be' and is not omitted (see section 
4.1). There is no nominative/instrumental contrast in Macedonian since 
there is no instrumental. There is no long/short adjective distinction, 
although morphological traces of the masculine long form survive (see 
section 3.1.4). 

4.4 Coordination and comitativity 
Coordination is normally marked between the last two elements (ortho-
graphically, a comma is never used in this position): семинар за 
македонски ja3HK, литература и култура/seminar za makedonski 
jazik, literatura i kultura 'seminar for Macedonian language, literature and 
culture'. An и/i 'and' before each element gives the meaning 'both . . . and 
. . . ' . Prepositions can be conjoined: cocToj6aTa во македонща во и 
непосредно по првата светска BojHa/sostojbata vo Makedonija vo i 
neposredno po prvata svetska vojna 'the situation in Macedonia during and 
immediately after the First World War'. Coordinated singular adjectives 
modifying the same noun but denoting different entities are both definite 
and have a singular noun but plural verb agreement, while coordinated 
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adjectives modifying a single entity will take one article and singular agree-
ment: нашата и вашата екипа беа таму/našata i vašata ekipa bea 
tamu 'your team and our team were there' versus нашата и ваша екипа 
беше таму/našata i vaša ekipa beše tamu 'your team and ours was there' 
(see section 3.1.1). Non-pronominal adjectives modifying conjoined nouns 
of different genders can be plural: л>убезни Елена и Виктор/ljubezni 
Elena i Viktor 'kind Elena and Victor', but *овие маж и ж е н а / " ^ е 
maž i žena *'these man and woman'. Conjoined subject nouns govern a 
plural verb regardless of word order (but see the end of section 4.10). 

Comitative constructions with a coordinative meaning occur collo-
quially: ние со 1ола одевме Kpaj Hero/nie so Jola odevme kraj nego 
'Jola and I (literally: 'we with Jola') walked alongside him'. There is sig-
nificant variation in the treatment of agreement; considerations of style, 
region and generation all appear to be relevant: TOJ' со Виктор отиде/ 
отидоа/toj so Viktor otide/otidoa (3 SG/3 PL) 'he left with Victor' or 
'Victor and he left'. The use of singular agreement is favoured by the 
younger generation of Skopje speakers and is considered correct by strict 
normativists; the use of plural agreement is favoured by some older 
speakers, who consider it more literary, and in the south-west. 

4.5 Subordination 
All the WH words given in section 4.2 except зошто/zošto 'why' can 
function as relativizers. Except for што/što 'which, that, who' and -
according to the modern norm - Kora/koga 'when', the relativizing 
function can be indicated by adding што/što, written without any space 
after Koj/koj and nnj/cij (hence, KojuiTo/kojšto), and written as a sep-
arate word after all others. Корубин/Korubin (1969) suggests that што / 
što be used for restrictive clauses and Koj(urro)/koj(što) for the 
non-restrictive but practice varies. In general, Koj(uiTo)/koj(što) is 
preferred after a preposition: детето што го сретнавме/deteto što go 
sretnavme 'the child whom we met', човекот со кого(што) ce шеташе 
вчера/čovekot so kogo(što) se šetaše včera 'the person with whom he 
walked yesterday'. A specific indefinite referent triggers pronoun redupli-
cation: во oflajaTa влезе еден човек кого го видов порано на 
улица/vo odajata vleze eden čovek kogo go vidov porano na ulica 'into 
the room came a person whom I had seen (him) earlier on the street' 
(Topolińska 1981: 114). Relativizers can occur without any overt ante-
cedent: Koj вино пие, без невеста спие/koj vino pie, bez nevesta spie 
'he who drinks wine sleeps without a bride'. Subjects and objects can both 
be extracted out of subordinate clauses: човекот за кого(што) мислам 
дека (ти) си го видел/čovekot za kogo(što) mislam deka (ti) si go videl 
'the person that I think you saw'; човекот Koj(uiTo) мислам дека (TOJ) 
те видел тебе/čovekot koj(što) mislam deka (toj) te videl tebe 'the 
person that I think saw you'. 
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The chief phrase subordinators are the indicative дека/deka, оти/oti, 
што/što and the subjunctive да/da (see also sections 3.2.1 and 4.2): им 
реков да дojдaт/im rekov da dojdat 'I told them to соте' ; им реков 
дека/оти ke flojfle/im rekov deka/oti ke dojde 'I told them that he will 
come'; добро e што ги гледаш/dobro e što gi gledaš 'it is good that you 
are watching them'; добро e да ги гледаш/dobro e da gi gledaš 'it is 
good (for you) to watch them'. 

The verbal adverb normally denotes an action performed by the subject 
simultaneously with the action of the main verb: оде]ки по патот, Toj си 
Hajfle едно кесе пари/odejki po patot, toj si najde edno kese pari 'while 
going along the road, he found a bag of money'. Occasionally the verbal 
adverb does not refer to the grammatical subject of the main verb or the 
action is not simultaneous with it: oдejkи по патот, ми падна чантата/ 
odejki po patot, mi padna cantata 'while walking along the road, my hand-
bag fell'; 3aTBopajKH ja вратата, се упатив Kaj Виктор/zatvorajki ja 
vratata, se upativ kaj Viktor 'having closed the door, I set out for Victor's'. 
Such usage is rejected by strict normativists. 

The most common equivalent of the infinitive is a da-clause: сакам ти 
да ми кажеш/sakam ti da mi kažeš 'I want you to tell me'. As Čašule 
(1988) points out, the verbal noun can also serve this function: Toj има 
желба за правен>е штета/toj ima želba za pravenje šteta 'he likes to 
cause damage'. 

4.6 Negation 
Sentence negation is expressed by placing не/пе before the verb: 
Томислав не flojfle вчера/Tomislav ne dojde včera 'Tomislav didn't 
come yesterday'. Constituents can also be negated by не/пе: него го 
HajflOB а не неа/nego go najdov a ne nea 'I found him, but not her'; 
Нина flojfle не вчера туку завчера/№па dojde ne včera tuku zavčera 
'Nina came not yesterday but the day before yesterday'; со куче а не со 
пиле/so kuče a ne so pile 'with a dog and/but not with a chicken'. The 
position of не/пе with relation to да/da affects meaning: jac до]'дов не 
да те спасам, ами да те y6njaM!/jas dojdov ne da te spasam, ami da te 
ubijam! 'I have not come to save you but to kill you!' versus да не те 
cnacaM/da ne te spasam 'let me not save you'. A sentence can have more 
than one negative element, and if a negative pronoun is used the verb must 
also be negated: H H K o j никому/на никого ништо не рече/nikoj 
nikomu/na nikogo ništo ne reče 'no one said anything to anyone (West, 
literary/East, Skopje)'; нема ни месо/пета ni meso 'there isn't even any 
meat/there isn't any meat, either'. 

Since the accusative/genitive distinction does not exist, there can be no 
such contrast for the direct object. Absence is signalled by the impersonal 
нема/пета 'it is not' (literally: 'it does not have'): нема никакви 
директори тука /пета nikakvi direktori tuka 'there aren't any directors 
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here'. If the entity is definite, the verb takes an accusative reduplicative 
pronoun: директорот го нема/direktorot go nema 'the director isn't 
here'. The verb 'be' cannot be used in this way: * директорот (го) не 
бил/било/*direktorot (go) ne bil/bilo. 

4.7 Anaphora and pronouns 
Macedonian has pronominal anaphora and anaphora without an overt 
lexical marker (zero anaphora). It also omits unstressed subject pronouns, 
which normally occur only for emphasis, contrast, disambiguation or 
formality. Definite and sometimes specific direct objects and all indirect 
objects trigger reduplicative clitic pronouns within the verb phrase agreeing 
in gender, number and case with the object. 

Subject nominals can have zero anaphora subject marking on the finite 
verb: човекот влегуваше во собата и се сопна/čovekot vleguvaše vo 
sobata i se sopna 'the person entered the room and (he) tripped'. A subject 
nominal eligible for anaphora is replaced by a personal pronoun for 
emphasis, contrast or disambiguation: ги чекав Кирил и Лиле. Toj 
flojfle, а таа не/gi čekav Kiril i Lile. Toj dojdę, a taa ne 'I was waiting for 
Kiril and Lile. He came, but she didn't'. Otherwise, the presence of a 
subject pronoun is normally interpreted as non-anaphoric: го видовме 
Владо, кога 0/Toj влезе/go vidovme Vlado, koga 0/toj vleze 'we saw 
Vlado when he (Vlado/someone else) entered'. However, if this were part 
of a sentence that began: 'we were expecting Peter, but . . . ' , then the 
subject pronoun could be interpreted as coreferential with Vlado. 

Direct-object nominals are eligible for zero anaphora only when they are 
non-specific indefinite: барав една марка но не HajflOB/barav edna 
marka no ne najdov 'I was looking for a stamp but didn't find one'. If there 
is an anaphoric pronoun, the indefinite object nominal is interpreted as 
specific (note that ja/ja is the third-person accusative clitic pronoun): 
барав една марка но не ja HajflOB/barav edna marka no ne ja najdov 'I 
was looking for a stamp but didn't find it'. Although not in the norm, it is 
also possible to mark an indefinite object as specific by means of a redupli-
cated object pronoun within the verb phrase, in which case the anaphoric 
pronoun is required: ja барав една марка но не *0/ja Hajfloe/ja barav 
edna marka no ne *0/ja najdov 'I was looking for a stamp but didn't find 
it'. If the direct object is definite, both reduplicated and anaphoric 
pronouns are required: ja/*0 барав марката и не *0/ja нащов / ja/*0 
barav markata i ne *0/ja najdov 'I was looking for the stamp and didn't 
find it.' 

Anaphora with other nominals is by means of pronouns. Macedonian 
also has anaphoric expressions such as гореспоменатиот/ 
gorespomenatiot 'the above-mentioned' and претходниот/prethodniot 
'the preceding'. 
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4.8 Reflexives and reciprocals 
Reflexivity is expressed by reflexive personal pronouns (ce/se, си/si, 
ce6e/sebe, себеси/sebesi), the reflexive pronominal adjective (CBOj/ 
svoj), the emphatic pronominal adjective (сам/sam), the adjective 
сопствен/sopstven 'one's own' (also 'characteristic') and the verbal prefix 
caMO-/samo-. For details on the uses of ce/se see section 3.2.1. On the 
possessive use of си/si see section 4.9. The prefix caMO-/samo- and the 
pronoun ce6e(cn)/sebe(si) refer unambiguously to the subject as both the 
source and the goal of the action, whereas the intransitive marker ce/se has 
additional uses and interpretations: залаже ce/zalaže se 'be deceived' or 
'deceive oneself', but самозалаже ce/samozalaže se = залаже себеси/ 
zalaže sebesi 'deceive oneself'. The emphatic pronominal adjective сам/ 
sam is normally definite when it means 'self' and indefinite when it means 
'alone' (Topolinska 1981: 94-5): Петре AojAe самиот/Petre dojde 
samiot 'Peter came himself; Петре AojAe сам/Petre dojde sam 'Peter 
came alone'; самиот Петре Aojfle/samiot Petre dojde 'Peter himself 
came'; *сам Петре AojAe/* sam Petre dojde. With marked intransitives, 
however, the indefinite can have a reflexive meaning: сам кога ке ce 
удри човек .../sam koga ke se udri čovek . . . 'When a person hits 
himself' (Lunt 1952: 39). 

A non-reflexive preceding a subject noun phrase is interpreted as refer-
ring to someone other than the subject: Kaj него/Kaj себеси Коста ги 
HajAe потребните пари/kaj nego/kaj sebesi Kosta gi najde potrebnite 
pari 'Kosta found the necessary money on him (someone else/himself)'. If 
the pronoun follows, however, it is possible for the regular third person to 
have a reflexive interpretation: Коста си ги нашол парите Kaj него/ 
себеси/Kosta si gi našol parite kaj nego/sebesi 'Kosta found the necessary 
money on him (someone else or himself)/himself'. Unlike other Slavonic 
languages, the pronominal adjective ceoj/svoj is becoming like the English 
emphatic 'one's own', as in the following example: директорот AojAe со 
HeroeaTa/cBojaTa conpyra/direktorot dojde so negovata/svojata 
sopruga 'the director came with his/his-own spouse'. Although normal 
usage would have no possessive pronominal adjective and 'spouse' would 
simply be definite, the use of HeroeaTa/negovata 'his' is unremarkable and 
would not be interpreted as referring to someone else's wife. Rather, the 
use of CBojaTa/svojata 'his own' would be taken to imply that it was 
unusual for him to come with his own wife rather than someone else's. 

Reflexives normatively have subject-nominative antecedents, and 
although the following examples show dative object referents, they are 
unusual or marginal. The following sentence was uttered in a formal 
speech, but a strict normativist informant rejected it when it was submitted 
for testing: пoжeлyвajки ви срекно вракагье во ceojaTa средина/ 
poželuvajki vi srekno vrakanje vo svojata sredina 'wishing you a happy 
return to your surroundings'. Only some speakers accepted the following 
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invented sentence: ceojaTa слика й се покажа на Hea/svojata slika i se 
pokaža na nea 'her own picture appeared to her'. Reflexives are normally 
bound to the clauses in which they occur, but the following example shows 
a reflexive referring outside its clause: Рада ме замоли да купам една 
кутща цигари за керка й и една за себеси/Rada me zamoli da 
kupam edna kutija cigari za kerka i i edna za sebesi 'Rada asked me to buy 
a package of cigarettes for her daughter and one for herself'. Although this 
translation was spontaneously supplied by an educated speaker with 
excellent English, on later reflection he noted that according to the norm 
only 'myself' could be used. 

The following expressions render reciprocity: еден (на) друг/eden 
(na) drug 'one another' (other prepositions can also be used); мегу себе/ 
megu sebe 'among our-, your-, them- selves'; мегусебно/megusebno 
'mutually'; ce/se (see section 3.2.1). The following sentences illustrate 
various possibilities of order and scope: тие си даваат пари еден на 
друг/tie si davaat pari eden na drug 'they give money to one another'; 
еден на друг си даваат пари/eden na drug si davaat pari 'to one 
another they give money'; тие сакаат да си помогнат еден на друг/ 
tie sakaat da si pomognat eden na drug 'they want to help one another'; 
тие сакаат еден на друг да си помогнат/tie sakaat eden na drug da si 
pomognat (acceptable, but not as good); jac би сакал тие да си 
помогнат еден на друг/jas bi sakal tie da si pomognat eden na drug 'I 
would like them to help one another'; еден на друг да си помогнат 
тие, тоа e MojaTa желба/eden na drug da si pomognat tie, taa e mojata 
želba 'that they help one another is my desire' (acceptable if the referent of 
'they' is already known); ти ги ставаш чиниите една врз друга/ti gi 
stavaš činiite edna vrz druga 'you put the plates one on another'. 

4.9 Possession 
The verb има/ima 'have' is the normal clausal expression of possession. 
The prepositions на/па, од/od 'of mark nominal possession: книгата 
на/од Блажета/knigata na/od Blažeta 'Blaže's book'. The use of од/od 
in this meaning is a Westernism. The normal order is head-prepositional 
phrase, but the order prepositional phrase-head also occurs, especially 
colloquially: flaj ми ja од Конески граматиката/dBj mi ja od Koneski 
gramatikata 'give me Koneski's grammar' (see section 4.1). 

Unlike Bulgarian, Macedonian clitic dative pronouns are not used with 
noun phrases to indicate possession, except with kinship terms and similar 
expressions (see section 4.1). Such constructions no longer take the definite 
article, but, as with body parts, the definite form by itself can be under-
stood to refer to the possessor. Terms denoting close relationships can add 
a possessive pronominal adjective (without the definite article) for empha-
sis: татко ми Moj/tatko mi moj 'my father'. The reflexive dative clitic си/ 
si can be used in a verb phrase with the definite form of a noun that does 
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not normally take the possessive dative clitic to indicate possession: земи 
си го палтото/zemi si go paltoto 'take your coat!' 

Possessive adjectives, both pronominal (see section 3.1.3) and those 
derived from proper nouns and kinship terms (see section 3.3.2), normally 
precede the head, but can also follow, especially colloquially and 
vocatively. The first item in a phrase involving a possessive adjective 
normally takes the definite article except some kinship terms and the 
vocative: Hej3HHHOT conpyr/nejziniot soprug, сопругот Hej3HH/ 
soprugot nejzin 'her spouse'. 

4.10 Quantification 
Quantifiers do not enter into the few existing case oppositions and 
normally take the plural. Singular agreement is prescribed for numerals 
ending in ' l ' , but in practice only the nearest item or noun phrase will be 
singular. Thus 'thirty-one beautiful girls were dancing' is prescribed as 
триесет и едно убаво AeBojne играше/trieset i edno ubavo devojče 
igraše, but most speakers use a plural verb nrpaa/igraa and some even use 
a plural noun AeBoj4HH>a/devojčinja. A verb preceding such a numeral is 
plural. See sections 3.1.2 and 3.1.5 on the morphology of quantitative 
plurals and virile numerals. The quantitative plural is obligatory only after 
два/dva 'two' and неколку/nekolku 'a few'. It is especially common with 
certain frequently counted nouns such as ден/den 'day'. The most likely 
environments for the quantitative plural are unmodified monosyllabic 
nouns of Slavonic origin quantified by numerals under '11'. Although, 
according to Topolińska (1981: 71), adjectives block the quantitative 
plural as in пет тома/pet toma 'five volumes' but пет дебели томови/ 
pet debeli tomovi 'five thick volumes', one can also encounter examples 
such as два лични дохода/dva lični dohoda 'two incomes'. Virile 
numerals, used for masculine persons or groups of mixed gender 
(дваз'цата родители/dvajcata roditeli 'both parents'), are not used with 
absolute consistency: два човека/dva čoveka 'two persons' as opposed to 
ABajija луге/dvajce luge 'two people'. 

Collective nouns are not quantified, except by indefinite quantifiers: 
изминале многу годин>е/1гпипа1е mnogu godinje 'many years passed'. 
The neuter numerical adjective едно/edno '1' can be used to collectivize, 
quantify or approximate other numerals, except '2', which is rendered 
approximate by being postposed, an option not open to other numerals: 
едно осу M години/edno osum godini 'about eight years'; година две/ 
godina dve 'a year or two'; "години ocyM/*godini osum, *едно две 
roflHHH/*edno dve godini. Approximation can also be rendered by juxta-
posing two adjacent numerals: две-три, два-триесет/dve-tri, dva-trieset 
'two or three, twenty or thirty'. Partitive quantification is done without any 
preposition: чаша вода/čaša voda 'a cup of water'. With definite quanti-
fied entities, од/od can mean 'some of', 'any of': flaj ми од млекото/daj 
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mi od mlekoto 'give me some of the milk'; имате ли од тие мали 
сливи/imate li od tie mali slivi 'do you have any of those little plums?' 

Since quantification does not involve the case complications found in 
most other Slavonic languages, neither does verb agreement. It is now the 
norm for collectives to take plural agreement, although singular agreement 
also occurs. Collective entities that are not morphologically collective take 
singular agreement: jaBHOCTa знае/javnosta znae 'the public knows ( S G ) ' . 

Expressions such as народот AojAoa/narodot dojdoa 'the people came 
(PL)' are now considered dialectal but occur colloquially. Quantifiers that 
take the plural can be used with singulars in an expressive collective mean-
ing: Kaj ce Hajfle толку скакулец?!/ка]' se najde tolku skakulec?! 'where 
did all these grasshoppers come from?!' One problem is when a singular 
noun quantifies a plural which is followed by a verb: 'a group of journalists 
came'. The singular quantifier meaning 'group' should determine the 
number of the verb, but in practice the proximity of the plural quantified 
entity often causes plural verb agreement as in the following translations: 
група новинари AojAe/grupa novinari dojde (SG), трупа новинари 
Aojfloa/grupa novinari dojdoa (PL). Some Macedonians faced with this 
stylistic problem solve it by moving the verb: Aojfle една група 
новинари/dojde edna grupa novinari. 

5 Lexicon 

5.1 General composition of the word-stock 
In the absence of an etymological dictionary, it is not practical to attempt 
an estimate of the proportion of inherited or borrowed items. The standard 
dictionary (Конески/Koneski 1961-6) contains 64,522 main entries, but 
the literary language has a much larger vocabulary. Various studies give 
about 1,000 words each from Greek and Bulgarian, between 4,000 and 
5,000 Turkisms and over 100 Germanisms. English and French are also 
important non-Slavonic, recent sources. 

5.2 Patterns of borrowing 
Конески/Koneski (1967: 81-3) prescribed the following hierarchy of 
Slavonic sources for Literary Macedonian: Macedonian dialects; devices 
such as semantic extension, calquing and neologisms; Church 
Slavonicisms; Bulgarian and Serbo-Croat; and Russian. Bulgarian and 
Russian influences were stronger before 1912, Serbo-Croat since 1944. 
The remaining sources of Macedonian vocabulary can be divided into two 
groups: the Balkans, that is Turkish, Greek, Albanian and Arumanian (as 
well as the ancestors of these last two, Thracian and/or Illyrian and Balkan 
Latin, respectively), and the west, namely Italian, French, German, English 
and the so-called international lexicon (words of Greco-Latin origin used 
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Table 6.12 Patterns of borrowing from other Slavonic languages 

English Macedonian Serbo-Croat 

(a) 
hero xepoj xepoj 
journal списание часопйс 
class класа кл§са 
autonomy автономна ayTOHÓMHja 
aristocracy аристокра 1 Tuja -THja/-iwja 
guarantee гаран 1 цща -iąuja/-tija 

(b) 
hero heroj heroj 
journal spisanie č&sopls 
class klasa klasa 
autonomy avtonomija autonómija 
aristocracy aristokra 1 tija -tija/-cija 
guarantee garan 1 cija -cija/-tija 

Russian 

герои 
списание 
класа 
автономия 
-ция 
-ция 

geroj 
spisanie 
klasa 
avtonomija 
-cija 
-cija 

герои 
журнал 
класс 
автономия 
-тия 
-тия 

geroj 
žurnal 
klass 
avtonomija 
-tija 
-tija 

in many languages for modern or western concepts). Many international 
words entered through the intermediary of other Slavonic languages. The 
diversity of correspondence can be seen in table 6.12, in which the forms 
corresponding to Macedonian are in bold type. Literary Macedonian shows 
a preponderance of the type illustrated by 'hero', whereas some writers in 
the nineteenth century were even closer to Russian than is Literary 
Bulgarian. 

Arumanian and Albanian loan-words are relatively rare in Literary 
Macedonian and are more common dialectally, colloquially and in so-
called secret languages, that is trade jargons (see Jamap-HacTeBa/Jašaf-
Nasteva 1970). Greek was the principal language in southern Macedonia at 
the time of the Slavonic invasions and remained the dominant language of 
Christian culture and a major contact language on the every-day level 
throughout the Ottoman period. Most Hellenic ecclesiastical vocabulary 
and some ordinary words have been retained, but many other Hellenisms 
are now dialectal or colloquial due to their localness. Unlike Turkish influ-
ence, which was spread more or less uniformly all over Macedonia, Greek 
influence decreases in the north. 

Turkish was the most important source of Macedonian vocabulary 
during the five centuries of Ottoman occupation (1389-1912). Turkish 
lexical items entered all levels of vocabulary, all the traditional parts of 
speech and every semantic field, and they have been an issue from the 
beginning of codification. There was one current of thought maintaining 
that Turkisms should be encouraged and preserved because they were 
characteristic of folk speech and also emphasized Macedonian's difference 
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from the other Slavonic languages. The predominant current, however, 
encouraged Slavonic, Western and 'international' replacements for 
Turkisms. Some Turkisms remain standard for a concrete meaning while a 
replacement is used for abstractions: Turkish таван/tavan '(physical) ceil-
ing', but French плафон/plafon '(price) ceiling'. Many Turkisms have 
been retained for specific stylistic nuances: old-fashioned, folksy, ironic or 
colloquial. The sociopolitical changes since 1989 have seen a new rise in 
the use of Turkisms. 

Macedonian's first western contact language was Italian, particularly 
Venetian. French and German words entered in the nineteenth century. 
German terms are especially evident in vocabulary relating to technology 
introduced before 1944. In recent decades, the number of English loan-
words has increased at all levels. Some are shifted semantically from their 
English sources: барел/Ьаге1 'measure of petroleum'. Anglicisms are 
often used with irony in the popular press, or are associated with student 
slang, but many expressions have entered general colloquial use. 

5.3 Incorporation of borrowings 
Researchers' attention has been directed at sources and types of foreign 
borrowings rather than at the mechanisms of adaptation. The main issues 
are stress, inflection of nouns and adjectives, and verbal aspect. 

As indicated in section 2.1, many foreign borrowings do not conform to 
the fixed antepenultimate stress pattern. One tendency is in the direction of 
making more words antepenultimate, the other is to use post-
antepenultimate stress even in words where the codified norm requires 
antepenultimate stress. Конески/Koneski (1967: 156) noted these 
problems in the early 1950s, but they are still current. Western speakers 
never allow the stress to move further back than the antepenultimate, and 
this is the norm. 

Borrowed nouns tend to be adapted: паркинг - паркинзи/parking -
parkinzi 'parking place (SG - PL)'; фри-шоп - фри-шопови/fri-šop -
fri-šopovi 'hard currency store (SG - PL)'. Nouns in /-i, -u/ are no longer 
usually adapted: Turkish raki gives paKHja/rakija 'brandy', giirtiltii gives 
гурултща/^игикца 'uproar' versus modern такси/taksi 'taxi', 
HHTepejy/interyju 'interview'; but комбе/котЬе 'minibus, van' (from 
English comby, Serbo-Croat kombi) represents a modern adaptation to a 
native desinence (shift of / - i / to / -e / ). 

Both older and newer borrowed adjectives may be inflected or 
uninflected. Adapted adjectives may or may not have a derivational suffix 
added: for example, Turkish kor 'blind' gives the inflected adjectives kop/ 
kor and Kopae/korav, but Turkish taze 'fresh' gives only the non-inflecting 
тазеЛаге; recent normal gives inflecting нормален/normalen, while 
cynep/super 'terrific' is uninflecting (see section 3.1.4). 

Although the perfective/imperfective opposition is still sharply 
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distinguished, a relatively large number of common native verbs are bi-
aspectual. Borrowed verbs are often bi-aspectual, and prefixation has 
assumed an increasing role in marking perfectivity. For discussion of the 
main suffixes used for borrowed verbs - native /-uva/, Greek and Greco-
Turkish /-sa/ and /-disa/ and western /-ira/ - see sections 3.2.1 and 
3.3.3. 

5.4 Lexical fields 

5.4.1 Colour terms 

white бел/Ье1 
black црн/сгп 
red црвен/crven 
green зелен/zelen 
yellow жолт/žolt 
blue син/sin (literary), плав/plav (colloquial or dialectal) 
brown кафеава 6oja/kafeava boja 
purple виолетова 6oja/violetova boja 
pink каранфил/кагапШ, розова 6oja/rozova boja, румен/ 

rumen, ален/а1еп, пембе/pembe 
orange портокалова 6oja/portokalova boja, оранж/огапй 

(colloquial) 
grey сив/siv 

The native basic colour terms are black, white, red, green, yellow, grey and 
blue. Brown, purple and orange are 'coffee colour', 'violet colour' and 
'orange colour', respectively, but are still perceived as basic. Pink is seen as 
a shade of red. The terms ален/а1еп (also ал/а1, алов/alov) and пембе/ 
pembe are from Turkish, каранфил/karanfil is from Greek and like 
po3oea/rozova means 'rose'. The only native term, румен/гитеп is 
synonymous with ален/а1еп; пембе/ретЬе is a lighter or brighter shade. 
For 'blue', the literary син/sin has the broadest reference and should thus 
be considered basic; модар/modar is used for the darker, more purplish, 
end of the blue spectrum. 

5.4.2 Body parts 

head глава/glava 
eye око/око, plural очи/oči 
nose нос/nos 
ear уво/uvo, plural уши/uši 
mouth уста/usta 
hair Koca/kosa 
neck врат/vrat 
hand/arm рака/гака, plural раце/гасе 
finger прет/prst 
foot/leg нога/noga, plural нозе/noze 
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toe прет на нога/prst na noga 
chest гради/gradi, граден кош/graden koš 
heart срце/srce 

5.4.3 Kinship terms 

mother 
father 
sister 
sister (elder) 
brother 
brother (elder) 
aunt (parent's sister) 
aunt (paternal uncle's wife) 
aunt (maternal uncle's wife) 
uncle (paternal) 
uncle (maternal) 
uncle (aunt's husband) 
niece, granddaughter 
nephew, grandson 
cousin (female) 
cousin (male) 
grandmother 
grandfather 
wife 
husband 
daughter 
son 

MajKa/majka 
тэтко/tatko 
cecTpa/sestra 
цеца/сеса 
брэт/brat 
бэтко/batko 
тетка/tetka 
CTpHHa/strina 
ByjHa/vujna 
стрико/striko, чичко/čičko 
eyjKo/vujko 
тетин/tetin 
внучка /vnučka 
внук/vnuk 
брату четка/bratučetka 
братучед/bratučed 
баба/ЬаЬа 
дедо/dedo 
жена/žena 
мэж/maž 
керка/кегка 
син/sin 

Traditional patriarchal family structure is still very much alive in 
Macedonia. Extended families are relatively common, especially in rural 
areas, and affinal kinship terms are maintained. 

6 Dialects 
A major bundle of isoglosses running roughly from Skopska Crna Gora 
along the rivers Vardar and Crna divides Macedonian territory into 
Eastern and Western regions (see Vidoeski in Koneski 1983 and 
Видоески/Vidoeski 1986). Map 6.1 shows the main dialect regions. 

The vocalic inventories of the West Central dialects are characterized 
by a five-vowel system, /a, e, i, o, u/ . With the exception of Mala Reka, 
Reka, Drimkol-Golobrdo, Radožda-Vevčani, Nestram, Korea and parts of 
Lower Prespa, all the remaining dialects also have phonemic / э / . 
Phonemic /Š/ or /о / is found in all of these latter schwa-less dialects 
except Mala Reka and Korea. Phonemic / a / occurs in Radožda-Vevčani, 
Suho and Visoka and Korea. Vocalic / \ / occurs in Mala Reka. Vocalic / f / 
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Map 6.1 The Republic of Macedonia and adjacent territory 
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m 19 = Lower Vardar 
и 20 — Seres-Nevrokop 
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is absent from those dialects that decompose original except Radožda-
Vevčani. Korea also has phonemic /u / . 

The dialects of the Western region all tend to fixed stress, ante-
penultimate in the Republic of Macedonia, penultimate in Greece and 
Albania. The Eastern region has various non-fixed stress systems. In Lower 
Vardar and Seres-Nevrokop unstressed /a, e, о/ are reduced (raised) to 
/э, i, u/. 

Most dialects have / e / from original *e, but the Eastern region is char-
acterized by the development of *e to / a / after / с / : Eastern cal, Western 
eel 'whole'. In easternmost Aegean and Pirin Macedonia *e gives / a / or 
/ a / under stress, in the Aegean dialects regardless of the environment, in 
the Pirin dialects / a / if there is a back vowel in the following syllable, / e / 
if there is a front vowel, as can be seen in 'white' (F - PL): Seres-Drama 
b'ala - b'ali, Suho and Visoka b'dla - b'ali, Nevrokop b'ala - beli. In 
Korea, *e gives /iS/ under stress. 

The modern reflexes of the Proto-Slavonic reduced vowels (jers), 
vocalic sonorants and the back nasal (*p) can be used to separate the 
dialects into six groups: (1) North (Tetovo, Skopska Crna Gora, 
Kumanovo-Kriva Palanka), (2) Peripheral (Gostivar, Ohrid-Prespa, 
Kostur-Korča, Lower Vardar), (3) West Central, (4) East Central (Tikveš-
Mariovo, Štip-Strumica, Maleševo-Pirin), (5) Debar and (6) Seres-
Nevrokop. Table 6.13 gives illustrative examples. 

Table 6.13 Diagnostic reflexes of Proto-Slavonic phonemes 

Phoneme u i r J p 

North san dan krv vuk put 
Central (east) son den krv vak pat 
Central (west) son den krv volk pat 
Debar1 son den korv volk pot 
Peripheral2 son den karv valk pat 
Seres/Nevrokop san den karv valk pat3 

Gloss dream day blood wolf road 

Notes: 1 Debar itself has the Peripheral reflexes. Those given in the table 
represent Reka, Drimkol and Golobrdo, where / 0 / stands for / 0 / , /0/ or / к / . 
Mala Reka has /krv, vik, pot/. Gora has /krv, vuk, pat/ but */ generally gives /la, 
al, av, ov, ou/, depending on village and lexical item. 
2 For / a / Nestram has / k / , Korča and the northernmost villages of Kostur have 
/a / . Kostur-Korča has vowel plus nasal sonorant from Proto-Slavonic nasal vowels 
before some stops: Kostur /zamb/, Nestram /z&mb/, Korča /zamb/ 'tooth'. 
Radožda-Vevčani has /p&t, karv, volk/ (but /kalk/ 'thigh'), historically /k / after 
bilabials, / a / elsewhere; both only under stress. Lower Prespa has /p&t, krv, vkk/ 
(but /paino/ 'full'). 
3 pant' in Suho and Visoka (north-east of Salonika). 
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Table 6.14 Morphological and syntactic features 

West East 

M DEF / - О / 
Deictic definite articles / -v / , /n - / 
Synthetic dative pronouns ( /nam/) 
3 SG M NOM /toj/ (also Seres-Drama/ 

Nevrokop) 
3 SG F ACC/je/ (Tetovo and Gora / g a / ) 
3 SG F DAT / j e / 
3 PL ACC / i / 
Monosyllabic м PL /-ovi/ , / -oj / (also 

Tikveš-Mariovo) 
Oblique forms of personal nouns (also 

North-east) 
Quantitative plural not used consistently 

3 SG PRES / - t / 
/ s e / 'they are' 
No 3 SG/PL AUX with /-form 
ima series 
Imperfective aorist obsolete 
Perfective present always subordinated 
Sentence-initial clitics 

M DEF /-Ot/ 
No deictic definite articles 
Analytic dative pronouns (/na nas/) 
/ on / (also North-west) 

/ ja / (up to Titov Veles-Prilep-Bitola) 
/ i / 
/g i / (also North-west) 
Monosyllabic м PL / -ove/ 

No oblique noun forms 

Quantitative plural used consistently 
(also North-west) 

3 SG PRES -0 (also North-west) 
/ sa / (also North-west) 
3 SG/PL AUX with /-form 
No ima series 
Imperfective aorist used 
Perfective present occurs independently 
Clitics never sentence-initial 

For consonantal features, the entire Western region is distinguished 
from the East by loss of /x / (except Tetovo, Gora and Korea) and loss of 
/v / in intervocalic position (except Mala Reka and parts of Kostur-Korča): 
/glava/ 'head' = [gla], /glavi/ = [glaj] 'heads'. The Eastern region 
preserves /x / (except Tikveš-Mariovo and Kumanovo-Kriva Palanka) and 
intervocalic /v / . The East is also characterized by the development of 
prothetic /v / before original * p where the West has prothetic / j / : Eastern 
/vaglen/ 'coal' but Western /jaglen/. As indicated in section 2.2, 
diphonemic developments of *(/, *fct+ *dj ranging from [št/žd] to [šč/ 
Ž3] or [š 'čVž'3 '] once extended north and west of their current territory. 
The diphonemic reflexes are most characteristic of the Pirin and Aegean 
dialects, Kostur-Korča and Ohrid-Prespa. The Seres-Nevrokop dialects 
have a series of phonemically palatalized consonants. 

The dialectal morphological and syntactic features of the greatest rele-
vance to the codification of literary Macedonian are given in table 6.14. 
Occasionally Kumanovo-Kriva Palanka goes with the West, and sometimes 
Gora, Tetovo and Skopska Crna Gora go with the East. This is indicated in 
table 6.14 using the terms North-east and North-west for the respective 
regions. See Elson (1983) for details on verbal morphology. 

No reliable population figures are available for the Macedonian dialects 
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of Bulgaria, Greece or Albania nor for those Macedonians living abroad. 
The Albanian census of 1989 officially registered about 5,000 
Macedonians, but sources in Macedonia insist the number is twenty to 
thirty times greater. The number of Macedonians living in Bulgaria has 
been estimated at 250,000 (Nova Makedonija 16 May 1991). According to 
the 1981 census there were 1,281,195 declared Macedonians in Yugoslav 
Macedonia. Based on the census by district (opština) the following break-
down gives a general idea of regional population. As a result of massive 
urban immigration since the Second World War, the population of Skopje 
is so dialectally mixed that the figures for it cannot be broken down nor do 
they indicate the actual number of Skopje dialect speakers. 

Skopje 321,413 
West 478,256 
East 481,526 
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7 Serbo-Croat 
Wayles Browne 

1 Introduction 
Serbo-Croat(ian) is one of the languages of Yugoslavia. (Even this state-
ment is disputed; see the end of this section.) It is used in four of the 
country's six republics: Croatia, Serbia, Montenegro (Ста Góra/Црна 
Гора) and Bosnia-Hercegovina, and by four of its 'nations' (nśrodi/ 
народи): the Croat(ian)s (approximately 4.5 million), Serbs (8 million), 
Montenegrins (600 thousand) and Yugoslav Muslims (2 million). 
(Republics and nations coincide only in part. Serbia, predominantly 
inhabited by Serbs, incorporates a multilingual northern province 
Vojvodina with many Croats, Hungarians, Slovaks, Rumanians and 
Rusyns, and a southern province Kosovo having an Albanian majority. 
Croatia is about four-fifths Croats, but much of the remaining fifth 
comprises Serbs. Montenegro is nearly all Montenegrins. Bosnia-
Hercegovina, home of the Serbo-Croat-speaking Muslims, is a mixture of 
all four nations. Slovenes and Macedonians have their own republics and 
languages.) Citizens (1.2 million in 1981) who assign themselves to no 
national group ('Yugoslav' or 'Undecided' on censuses) mostly also speak 
Serbo-Croat. Yugoslavia has no single official language, but Serbo-Croat 
often functions for inter-ethnic communication. 

Yugoslavia was never a political unit until the break-up of Austria-
Hungary following the First World War. The two largest nations went 
through language standardization separately. 

Serbia, after Ottoman Turk invaders defeated its culturally advanced 
medieval state (the most famous of many battles was at Kosovo Polje, 
1389), experienced a period of stagnation. Only the Orthodox Church kept 
literacy and learning alive. The Church's language and Cyrillic-alphabet 
orthography (first the Serbian recension of Church Slavonic, later the 
Russian recension) heavily influenced what secular writing was done in 
Turkish-ruled Serbia and in Vojvodina, which was under Austria-Hungary 
from about 1700. The resulting 'Slaveno-Serbian', used for literary 
purposes from the late 1700s, was less of an amorphous mixture than its 
critics claimed; nevertheless, it varied from writer to writer and was easily 
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intelligible only to those schooled in the Church language. 
Meanwhile the Croats, linked administratively and by their Catholic 

religion with European countries to the north and west, cultivated liter-
ature in neighbouring languages and in their own. Writers on the Adriatic 
coast employed Latin and Italian, as well as the local language of 
Dubrovnik (Štokavian dialect; section 6) and Split (Čakavian dialect); 
those in northern Croatia used German, Hungarian, Latin and their own 
local (Kajkavian) varieties. Orthography was mainly Latin, rendering non-
Latin sounds by Hungarian or Italian-like graphic conventions. Since 
Croatia manifests the greatest dialect differentiation of all the Serbo-Croat 
territory, considerable differences existed between writing done in Zagreb 
or Varaždin in the north and works emanating from the coast. However, 
books and manuscripts circulated: thus Belostenec's dictionary (compiled 
1670, published 1740) notes words from diverse locations. 

Croats also had a Church Slavonic tradition. Coastal and island regions, 
often rather against the hierarchy's wishes, held Catholic services with 
Glagolitic-alphabet Slavonic texts, a practice lasting into this century on the 
island of Krk. Glagolitic (see chapter 2) served secular writings too; special 
Croatian square inscriptional characters and cursive script developed. 

In the early 1800s Vuk Karadžić, a largely self-taught writer and folk-
lorist, encouraged by Slavist and enlightened Austrian official Bartholo-
maus (Jernej) Kopitar, proposed a reformed Serbian literary language 
based on Štokavian folk usage without Church Slavonic phonological and 
morphological features. He advocated (i)jekavian Štokavian with neo-
Štokavian shifted accentuation and newer declensions (merging plural 
dative, instrumental and locative cases); see sections 2 and 6. His 1818 
dictionary showed how to write his new Serbian in a modified Cyrillic 
remedying the over- and under-differentiating Church orthography. Offen-
sive to some were his dropping the jer letters (ь, ъ) and his consonant 
letter j; the last was even called a Latin threat to Orthodoxy. After fifty 
years of polemics conducted by Karadžić and his disciple Duro Daničić, the 
newly independent kingdom of Serbia adopted his language and alphabet, 
though his (i)jekavian reflex of jat' (section 2.1) yielded to ekavian, typical 
of Eastern Serbo-Croat. 

In Zagreb, the cultural centre of Croatia since the late 1700s, the Illyrian 
Movement sought unity of all South Slavs in the 1820s-1830s, and hence 
shifted in writing and publishing from local Kajkavian to the more wide-
spread Štokavian. The writer-editor Ljudevit Gaj introduced Latin letters 
with diacritical marks (č, š, ž, from Czech, ćfrom Polish) and digraphs (/;, 
nj, di, originally also gj or dj for đ). Discussion continued throughout the 
century about which sort of Štokavian to adopt. Several literary figures 
made a 'Literary Agreement' with Serbian counterparts in 1850 to stan-
dardize on Vuk's (i)jekavian Štokavian, but only when Tomo Maretić 
based a grammar (1899) on a corpus of Vuk's and Daničić's writings did 
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this become established in Croat practice, eliminating ikavian jat' reflexes 
and the older differentiated dative, locative and instrumental plural 
endings. Puristic tendencies led to maintenance or reintroduction of many 
words from older literature, and to newly coined domestic terms (section 
5.2). These terminological differences, some grammatical preferences and 
virtually exclusive use of Latin orthography lend Croatia's (i)jekavian 
standard a somewhat different aspect from that of Serbia (ekavian, Cyrillic 
and Latin alphabets), Montenegro (ijekavian, mostly Cyrillic) and Bosnia-
Hercegovina (ijekavian, more Latin than Cyrillic). The name 'Croatian 
literary language' is favoured for it within Croatia (as in the 1974 Consti-
tution of the Republic of Croatia), and it is often termed a separate 
language, although this position is equally often rejected in the press and 
political circles. 

[The above was written in 1991. Since then the destructiveness of the 
war has led to international recognition of Croatia and Bosnia-
Hercegovina as independent within their pre-existing boundaries. Serbia 
and Montenegro have formed a new non-socialist Yugoslavia against which 
the United Nations has imposed sanctions. Any observer must regret the 
war damages to civilian and military persons, economic potentials and 
cultural heritages. The linguist can expect broken contacts to lead to 
divergence in the language's standards. Mass expulsions and evacuations of 
refugees will make the dialect landscape much less differentiated and 
coherent than that shown in map 7.1 (page 383).] 

2 Phonology 

2.1 Segmental phoneme inventory 
The five vowels U e, a, о, и may occur in any position in a word: initial, 
medial, final. Each can be long or short (see Prosodic phenomena below). 
In addition, r can act as a vowel (long or short): crn/црн 'black', vft/врт 
'garden'. 'Vocalic' ('syllabic') г (phonetically [f j) is not specially marked in 
normal writing. The pronunciation [ę] is almost predictable, the rule being r 
— ę when not next to a vowel (and in a few other exceptional environ-
ments). 

Reflexes of e, often called jat' (chapter 3, section 2.27) vary geographi-
cally, a fact on which one well-known dialect classification is based. Most 
Eastern Štokavian dialects are ekavian, having e from jat': *reka > reka 
'river', * vera > vera 'faith' (dialect forms are in Latin transcription through-
out) except that / usually appears before j: *nov-ej-bjb > woviyl'newer'; this 
holds for the ekavian standard. Some north-central and coastal dialects, 
termed ikavian, have consistent i for jat': rika, vira, noviji. An area in 
western Serbia has a distinct reflex, closed ę (between i and e) (РеметиЬ/ 
Remetić 1981), as do some settlers in non-Serbo-Croat surroundings. 
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Other central and southern-coastal Štokavian dialects have a reflex 
customarily described as ije in long syllables, je in short: rijeka (long), vjera 
(short); the terms ijekavian and jekavian are both used for such dialects. 
(They typically have e > i both before j: noviji and before о which is an 
alternant of /: *deh> > dio 'part', but dijel- in the rest of the paradigm.) It is 
this understanding of the (i)jekavian reflex which has led to the traditional 
spelling and accentuation marking of the standard Serbo-Croat of Croatia, 
Montenegro and Bosnia-Hercegovina: vjera/ejepa in a short syllable, 
rijeka/pnjeica in a long. It has, however, been demonstrated (Brozović 
1973) that the standard language's long-syllable jat' reflex does not really 
consist of two syllables each with a short vowel. Contrasting alleged 
Ыуётас/Нщёмац < *петьсь 'German' with the sequence of short 
syllables seen in пцё<1ап/ни]едан < *т]ес1ьпъ 'not one' shows that ije in 
'German' is optionally one or two syllables but in either case begins with a 
brief i followed by long e [ie]; thus we here adopt Brozović's rijćka/ 
рщ'ёка, Nijemac/HnjeMaij. Similarly in examples with falling accent: 
traditional riijem/HftjeM, Brozović and here пцёт/нщём [п!ёт] 'mute'. 

A further (i)jekavian complication is that the short-syllable reflex is e, 
not je, after consonant -h r when all three sounds are in the same 
morpheme: *хгёпъ > hren/хрён 'horseradish'. Compare *reš- > iješšvati/ 
pjemaeaTH 'to solve' with no preceding consonant, and raz+iješ£vati/ 
pa3+pjemaBaTH Чо release' with intervening morpheme boundary. 

The Čakavian dialects are ekavian, ikavian and ikavian/ekavian (having 
e before Proto-Slavonic dental consonant -I- back vowel, i otherwise). Thus 
from *mera 'a measure', *meriti 'to measure', *lepo 'beautifully', *dve 
' two' the first type has mera merit lepo dve, the second mira mirit lipo dvi 
and the last mera mirit lipo dvi Kajkavian dialects show varied vowel 
systems, usually with e > [ę] or [e]. 

Of other Proto-Slavonic vowels missing in present-day Serbo-Croat, the 
front and back nasals (chapter 3, section 2.27) have merged with e and и 
respectively: *pętb > pet/пёт 'five', *rpka > гйка/рука 'hand, arm'. 

Both jers have developed to a in strong position (see chapter 3, section 
2.25): *pbsb > p^s/nac 'dog', *$ъяъ > sSn/сан 'sleep, dream'. In most 
instances jers drop in weak position, yielding a ~ 0 alternations: genitives 
*pbsa > psS/пса, *$ЪАШ > sni/сна. Even when weak they develop into a if 
any of certain obstruent-sonorant clusters would arise: *mbgla > magla/ 
магла 'fog'. 

Syllabic liquids arose in older Serbo-Croat from merger of liquid-jer 
and jer-liquid groups in interconsonantal position (without distinction of 
strong and weak jers): ьг, ъг, гь, гь all become г; ь/, ъ1,1ь, /ъ all become 
/. Thus *pbrv-"bjb > *prv-, *tbrg-ъ > *trg, *grbm-eti > *g?m~, *krbvb > 
*krv, * vblk-ъ > *vfk, *5ъ1пьсе > * since, *slbza > *sfza, *gh>t-ati > *gltati. 
Modern Serbo-Croat preserves r, and the standard language (like most 
dialects) has и from /: prvl/првй 'first', trg/трг 'town square', grm(j)eti/ 
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rpM(j)eTH 'to thunder', krv/крв 'blood', viik/вук 'wolf, sunce/еунце 
'sun', suza/суза 'a tear', gutati/гутати 'to swallow'. 

Serbo-Croat shows normal South Slavonic reflexes of other Proto-
SIavonic interconsonantal vowel-liquid groups, namely metathesis with 
vowel lengthening: er > re, or > ra, el > le, ol > la. The e develops according 
to the rules for individual dialects. Examples: *u-mer-ti > ijekavian 
йтгцёй/умрщёти, ekavian йтгёй/умрёти 'to die'; *gordъ > grad/град 
'town'; *melko > ijekavian т1цёко/млщёко, ekavian т1ёко/млёко 
'milk'; *molt-iti > mlśtiti/млатити 'to thresh, beat'. 

The consonants of Serbo-Croat are shown in table 7.1. 
The symbols used here are those of the Latin-alphabet orthography. 

They largely correspond to the transcription used among Slavists; note 
specially Л [x ~ h], c[tws], đ[djp], ć[ tjp], dz[ dž] , nj[j\ = ft], lj[A]. 

The Latin alphabetical order i s a b c č ć d d ž đ e f g h i j k l l j m n n j o p r 
s š t u v z ž. Each letter with a differentiator follows its counterpart without; 
the digraphs dž Ij nj behave as units (filling one square of a crossword 
puzzle, for example) and follow d i n respectively. The corresponding 
Cyrillic letters а г е а б ц ч Ь д ц ! ) е ф г х и ) ' к л л > м н н > о п р с ш т у 
в 3 ж. Cyrillic alphabetical order differs somewhat: а б в г д й е ж з ^ к 
л л > м н н > о п р с т Ь у ф х ц ч ц ш . 

The only exceptions to one-to-one correspondence between Latin and 
Cyrillic writing are instances where Latin dž and nj notate a sequence 
rather than a single sound. This occurs when d is the final consonant of a 
prefix and ž is part of a root, as nad+živ(j)eti 'to outlive', and when n is 

Table 7.1 Serbo-Croat consonants 

Bilabial Labio-dental Dental Alveo-palatal Palatal Velar 

Obstruents 
Stops 

Voiceless p t k 
Voiced b d g 

Fricatives 
Voiceless f s š h 
Voiced v z ž 

Affricates 
Voiceless с č ć 
Voiced dž đ 

Sonorants 
Nasals m n nj 
Liquids 

Laterals 1 lj 
Vibrant r 

Glide j 
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part of an abbreviation or foreign prefix coming before a root with j: 
kon+jugacija 'conjugation'. Cyrillic spellings are then наджйв0ети, 
кощ'угащца. 

V and / are bilabial fricatives, hence obstruents, although v is less 
strident than /. However, v behaves as a sonorant in never undergoing or 
causing devoicing. Thus there is no assimilation in ovca/овца 'sheep' and 
tvoj/TBoj 'your'. 

Prosodic phenomena: accent and vowel length. Some words are proclitic 
or enclitic, thus having no accented syllable of their own (proclitics: certain 
conjunctions, most prepositions; enclitics: certain pronoun and verb forms, 
certain particles; see section 4.1). Apart from these, every word form has 
one accented syllable (some compound words have one on each element). 
We say accent, not stress, because pitch and length are involved rather than 
intensity. Accent can alternate in placement or contour within the 
paradigm of a word. Accented syllables are termed either rising or falling, 
and contain a long or a short vowel. Traditional notation in grammars and 
dictionaries combines these two features, using four accent marks: short 
falling a, long falling л, short rising a, long rising a. The falling accents 
occur almost exclusively on first syllables of words, and can occur on 
monosyllables: govčr/roBop 'speech', 16§/л5ш 'bad'; pravdati/правдати 
'to justify', grad/град 'city'. The rising accents occur on any syllable but 
the last, hence not on monosyllables: dólaziti/долазити 'to come', 
govóriti/roBÓpHTH 'to speak', veličina/величйна 'size'; glmniti/niyMHTH 
'to act', garśża/гаража 'garage', gravitirati/гравитйрати 'to gravitate'. 

Long and short vowels are distinguished under accent or in later 
syllables in the word. Thus grad/град 'city', grSd/град 'hail'; všljati/ 
вал>ати 'to roll', valjati/вгиьати 'to be good'. Post-accentual length is 
notated a: godlna/годйна 'years (GEN PL)'; pravdš/правда 'he/she 
justifies', pravda/правда 'justice'; veličine/величйнё 'size (GEN SG)', 
veličine/величйне 'sizes (NOM/ACC PL)'. Many post-accentual lengths are 
associated with specific suffixes or grammatical forms (as genitive plural of 
nouns). One can construct examples with multiple lengths like 
razb5jnIstava/pa36ojHHmTaBa, genitive plural of razbčjmštvo/разбб]'нй-
штво 'banditry', but few people will pronounce all five vowels long; 
practically every region shortens post-accentual lengths in some positions 
(P. Ivić 1958 finds a clear hierarchy of dialectal shortenings). 

The names of the accents suggest a pitch change on a given syllable. 
Pitch does ascend within long rising accented vowels, and drops during 
long fallings. However, short accented vowels have no such obvious pitch 
rise or fall. Measurements (Lehiste and Ivić 1986) suggest that the only 
consistent difference between short accents is the relationship with the 
following syllable: the syllable after a short rising begins equal to or higher 
in pitch than the accented syllable itself, then declines, whereas the syllable 
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after a short falling begins distinctly lower. The same relationship (equal to 
or higher versus lower) holds in the syllables following long rising and long 
falling, and is hence the factor common to all accentual distinctions, though 
regional variations in accent contour have led to disagreements among 
scholars. 

An analysis attributing phonemic value to the pitch of the post-
accentual syllable, rather than to the 'rising' accented syllable itself, was 
first proposed by Masing and elaborated by Browne and McCawley 
(1965). It rationalizes the distributional limitations: 'rising' cannot occur on 
final syllables because the next syllable must be there to bear the distinctive 
high pitch. This pitch can thus be on any of the syllables; if it is on the 
second, speakers perceive a rising on the first syllable, if on the third, they 
hear rising on the second, and so forth. Distinctive high pitch on the initial 
syllable yields falling accent. Why do Serbo-Croat speakers perceive the 
accent in the place where they do? This syllable undergoes lengthening by a 
factor of 1.5 (a long vowel, whose length is about 1.5 that of a short vowel, 
becomes 1.5 X 1.5 = 2.25 times the length of an unaccented short vowel), 
and the extra length gives it auditory prominence (Lehiste and Ivić 1986). 
The accented syllable is the one which bears ictus in verse and carries most 
sentence intonations. 

Falling accents can 'jump' onto proclitics (prepositions, the negation ne 
before verbs, sometimes coordinating conjunctions). This is what we expect 
if the proclitic forms one phonological word with its host word: a falling 
accent on the initial syllable of brSt/брат 'brother' would find itself on a 
non-initial syllable in the group od brži ta/од брата 'from the brother', 
violating the distribution rule for falling accents. In many dialects and the 
more traditional norm for the standard language, the accentuation rules 
can apply to the entire group, resulting in accent on the proclitic: ód brata/ 
од брата. 

Another type of 'jumping' is seen in dialects and in conservative 
standard Serbo-Croat with such a host word as grad/град 'city': u grad/y 
град 'to the city' can yield й grad/y град. The difference between brat-
and grad- is that the second has no inherent high pitch; a rule, surviving 
from Proto-Slavonic, provides an accent to the first syllable of any word (or 
group) which, at that point in the phonological derivation, has no high 
pitch marked on any of its syllables. 

2.2 Morphophonemic alternations inherited from Proto-Slavonic 
The first palatalization of velars, which in Proto-Slavonic changed k, g, x to 
č, j (later z) and š respectively when a front vowel followed, survives in 
Serbo-Croat as a family of fc, g, h — č, ž, š alternations in inflection (before 
e) and word formation (before y, /, e, movable a and other segments). The 
conditioning is partly morphological (and lexical), because not every 
instance of these segments triggers the change. In masculine nouns the 
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vocative singular ending -e/-e causes it: йсетк/ученйк 'pupil' — 
йсепгсе/ученйче, Bóg/Бог 'God' - Bože/Ббже, sirómah/сиромах 
'poor man' — sirómase/сиромаше. The accusative plural ending -e/-e 
does not: йсетке/ученйке, siromahe/cHpoMaxe, biibrege/6y6pere 
(from bubreg/6y6per 'kidney'). The -e-/-e- in verb present tenses 
invariably causes it: рёй/пёЪи 'to bake', stem рёк-/пёк-, present pečem/ 
печём, but third person plural рёкй/пёку, where there is no -e-/-e-. 

Diminutive endings such as Чса/-ица commonly trigger the alternation 
in question, thus гика/рука 'hand, arm' — diminutive гйаса/ручица 
'small hand/arm'. But in certain instances a differentiation arises: ručica/ 
ручица meaning 'handle' invariably has č, but emotional speech, as of or 
to a baby, may have unchanged к in diminutive rukica/рукица 'hand/ 
arm'. In some instances the alternation has spread to suffixes having no у or 
front vowel: nóga/нога 'leg, foot' has augmentative п6й-шх1а/н0ж-урда 
'big ugly foot', compare gMva/глава 'head' glštv-iirda/глав-урда with-
out y. 

Alternation without overt triggering segment characterizes the formation 
of adjectives with -skT/-CKH and its morphophonemic alternants: 
Amerika/Америка, атёйскТ/амёричкй 'American'. In Proto-Slavonic 
this suffix began with a front vowel, -bsk-; but Serbo-Croat has no vowel 
here. 

The third palatalization of velars (see below) produced с and z from 
earlier Proto-Slavonic k, g. In Serbo-Croat, almost all c, and those 
instances of z which arose from the third palatalization, alternate with č and 
z respectively. The conditions can be described as 'same as for k, plus 
others': inherited stric/стрйц 'father's brother' and borrowed princ/ 
прйнц 'prince' have vocative singular striče/стрйче and рппсе/прйнче, 
but they also show alternation before OV/OB and ev/ee of the 'long plural' 
(section 3.1.2): plural stričevi/стрйчеви, pnnčevi/прйнчеви, unlike 
nouns in k: vuk/вук 'wolf, plural vukovi/вукови. Similarly knez/кнёз 
'prince', vocative kneže/кнёже, plural kneževi/кнёжеви, since this word 
had Proto-Slavonic g (*къпрзь < *kiiningas)\ but voz/вбз 'train, cart', 
which never underwent the third palatalization, has vocative vóze/B03e 
and plural vozovi/возови. 

The second palatalization of velars produced c, z (via j ) and s from 
Proto-Slavonic k, g and x respectively (chapter 3, section 2.19). Serbo-
Croat has three alternations, all of the form k, g, h — с, z, s before i, but 
with different conditioning. 

First, in verbs with stem-final k, g and one rare verb with h : reći/petrn 
'to say', stem гек-/рек-, imperative singular гёа/рёци; pómoći/NÓMOTM 
'to help', stem pomóg-/noMor-, imperative pomózi/помози; vrći/BptiH 
'to thresh', stem vrh-/Bpx-, imperative vrsi/врси. Here it is stable but not 
productive, since no new stems can be added. 

Further, in two places in noun morphology. Before -i/-H in masculine 
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nominative plurals, the alternation is almost exceptionless: učenici/ 
ученйци; agnóstik/агностик 'agnostic', agnóstiti/агностици; bubrezi/ 
бубрези; sirómasi/сиромаси; Mmanah/алманах 'almanac', Almanasi/ 
алманаси. A few recent words escape it, like кбк/кбк 'coccus 
bacterium', kSki/KOKH. It is equally regular before the -ima/-HMa dative-
locative-instrumental plural ending: йсепТсипа/ученйцима, agnósticima/ 
агностицима, biibrezima/бубрезима. 

In the dative-locative singular of the -a declension, the change is 
common: гака/рука, mci/руци (or ruci/руци); nóga/нога 'foot, leg', 
nózi/нози; svrha/cBpxa 'purpose', svrsi/сврси; but it is restricted by 
phonological, morphological and lexical factors, whose hierarchy is only 
partially investigated. Some stem-final consonant clusters disfavour it: 
т&ска/мачка 'cat', mSčki/мачки, compare d(j)fev5jka/fl(j)eBÓjica 'girl', 
d(j)fevojci/A(j)eBÓjijH. Personal names and hypocoristics avoid it: Milka/ 
Милка, Milki/Мйлки; Ьйка/бака 'Granny', bńki/баки. This avoidance 
is stronger than the tendency for words in -ika/-HKa to undergo the 
change: lógika/логика 'logic', lógici/логици; Afrika/Африка, Africi/ 
Африци; but cika/чйка 'Uncle (addressing an older man)', čiki/чйки. 
Of the three consonants, к most readily alternates, then g, with h least 
susceptible. 

The third palatalization of velars (c, z, s from earlier Proto-SIavonic k, g, 
x) survives as a rare alternation in word formation: кпёг/кнез 'prince' but 
knfeginja/KHerHH>a 'princess'. Only in the formation of imperfective verbs 
from perfectives can a pattern (dating to early South Slavonic) be 
discerned, as кгей/йзрейи 'to utter', stem 1г-гек-/йз-рек-, imperfective 
izricati/изрйцати; pódići/nóflntiH 'to pick up', stem pó-dig-Znó-диг-, 
imperfective pódizati/подизати; udkhnuti/удахнути 'to inhale', stem 
и-сШ1-пи-/у-дах-ну-, imperfective ńdisati/удисати. 

Proto-SIavonic had a series of alternations in consonant H- j groups, 
termed 'jotations' or 'yodizations' (chapter 3, section 2.10). They appeared 
inter alia in past passive participles of verb stems in -/ and in comparatives 
of some adjectives: *nosi-ti 'to carry', participle *nošem> 'carried'; 
*vysofcb 'high', *vyš- 'higher'. Common to all Slavonic languages are the 
results š, z from jotation of s, z and the results č, z, š (= first palatalization 
of velars) from jotation of k, g, x. The Serbo-Croat 'old jotation' resulting 
from the Proto-SIavonic jotation is: (1) labials add /у, thus p-plj, b-blj, m-
mlj, v-vlj; the newer sound /also becomes //;; (2) s, z alternate with š, z\ 
(3) t, d alternate with ć, đ; (4) k, g, h alternate with č, ź, š; as in the first 
palatalization's reflex, с has also come to alternate with č; (5) /, n alternate 
with /у, nj; (6) r and other consonants (palatals of various sorts, also the 
group št) are unaffected. Points 2 and 4 are identical throughout Slavonic; 
the palatals of 5 are presumed to have existed in all but have been elim-
inated in most. 1 is absent in two areas: West Slavonic and Modern 
Bulgarian and Macedonian. 3 presents diverse reflexes; Štokavian Serbo-
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Croat developments of tj (from older tj and from kt before front vowel) 
and dj are *nokt-i-, *medja > nóć/Hóti 'night', ntóda/Metja 'boundary'. 
Examples of alternations (passive participles of verbs, masculine singular 
indefinite): ЦйЬШ/л>убити 'to kiss, to love', ljubljen/л>убл>ен; zašaršfiti/ 
зашарафити 'to tighten (a screw)', га§йга1Щеп/зашарафл>ен; nósiti/ 
носити 'to carry', п6§еп/ношен; \т&Ш/вратити 'to return', vraćen/ 
врайен; bściti/бацити Чо throw', Ьасеп/бачен (there are no verbs in 
-кШ/-кити, -giti/-rHTH, -ЬШ/-хити, except for the baby-talk kśkiti/ 
какити 'defecate'); hvdliti/хвалити 'to praise', hvaljen/хвшьен; izgovčriti/ 
изговорити 'to pronounce', izgóvoren/H3róeopeH; tužiti/тужити Чо 
accuse', tužen/тужен; pbništiti/noHHiimiTH Чо cancel', póniSten/ 
поништен. The inherited jotation yields št and id from st and zd, but 
these results now compete with šč, zđ (which come from changing the two 
consonants separately): iskóristiti/искористити 'to use', iskóriśten/ 
искориштен and iskóriśćen/ncKÓpiiiiitieH. Šć is the only possibility in 
adjective comparison: gust/густ 'thick', comparative gušćI/r^uiM. 

The groups sk, zg before front vowel or j (first or second palatalization 
of velars) and stj, zdj merge, presumably through a stage šć, zđ, to yield št, 
id in standard Serbo-Croat (compare the later version of the j alternation, 
section 2.3). 

Vowel alternations. Proto-Slavonic fronted certain vowels following a 
palatal consonant (see chapter 3, section 2.25). The fronting led to the 
existence of parallel sets of nominal endings in morphology. Serbo-Croat 
eliminated such parallelism in endings in favour of the fronted set (as did 
Slovene); only the o-e change survives as an alternation. Thus neuter o-
declension nouns (section 3.1.2) have -o/ -o in m(j)esto/M(j)ecTO 'place', 
-e/-e in słce/ерце 'heart' and йсёще/учён>е 'teaching, learning'. 

The Serbo-Croat rule is now: о e after palatal consonants and their 
descendants (č, di, š, i, с, đ, j, Ij, nj, c, št, id, sometimes rand z). It acts in 
nominal declensions and in word formation. A morphological limitation is 
that it scarcely applies in feminine declensions (only in the vocative singu-
lar of most nouns suffixed with -юа/-ица, as profesórica/професорица, 
vocative profesórice/професорице). Feminine adjectives and feminine 
pronouns are unaffected. The alternation in - о т / - о м endings of the 
masculine and neuter is widespread, but factors hindering it (section 3.1.2) 
include vowel dissimilation and foreignness of the noun. The o-e alter-
nation has spread to a new Serbo-Croat morpheme, the OV/OB and ev/ев 
of masculine noun 'long plurals' (section 3.1.2); thus grSdovi/градови 
'cities' but miiževi/мужеви 'husbands'. 

The main vowel-zero alternation in present-day Serbo-Croat is a ~ 0. 
As mentioned in 2.1, the Proto-Slavonic jer vowels ь, ъ developed into a 
or dropped out, depending on position in the word. This leads to a appear-
ing in word forms with zero ending, but not in related forms with a vowel 
ending. Examples are nominative singular masculine of nouns and 
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indefinite adjectives, masculine singular /-participles of verbs; respectively, 
trgovac/трговац 'merchant' and genitive trgovca/трговца; tužan/тужан 
'sad' and feminine tužna/тужна; iśao/ńiiiao 'went' (from ići/ńtm) and 
feminine singular išla/йшла. The a also appears before certain suffixes, as 
trgovac/трговац + ski/скй — trgovačkl/трговачкй 'commercial'. 

The alternation has been extended to various stem-final consonant 
clusters (generally containing at least one sonorant) where it had no histori-
cal basis. This is termed 'inserted я' or 'secondary jer'. Compare Pšttfr/ 
Пётар 'Peter', genitive PStra/Пётра (*Petn>); (1бЬяг/добар 'good', 
feminine dóbra/добра (*doferb); the masculine /-participle of verbs 
whose stem ends in an obstruent, as гёкяо/рёкао 'said' (from reka I < 
*гек1ъ). Inserted a in nominative singulars is frequent in loan-words: 
kilometar/кйлометар, genitive kllometra/кйлометра; subjekat/ 
cy6jeKaT or subjekt/cy6jeKT, genitive subjekta/cy6jeKTa. 

The Serbo-Croat -a/-a genitive plural ending also triggers insertion of a, 
'breaking' a preceding cluster: trgovacš/трговаца, kilometara/ 
кйлометара, subjekata/cyójeicaTa, jutara/jyTapa from jutro/jyTpo 
'morning', sestśra/cecTapa from sbstrа/сёстра 'sister'. (Only a few 
clusters such as st, zd, št, žd, šć. žd, consonant-y are 'unbreakable'; cesta/ 
цёста 'road', genitive plural cesta/цеста, raskršće/pacicpiiihe 'cross-
roads', genitive plural rdskršća/pacKpmtia, sdzv(ij)ёžđe/caзв(иj)ёжt)e 
'constellation', genitive plural sazv(ij)ёžđa/caзв(иj)ёжt)a, nšr(j)ečje/ 
Hap(j)e4je 'dialect', genitive plural nar(j)ecja/Hap(j)Č4ja.) The inserted 
-a- then undergoes the other notable effect of this ending, namely vowel 
lengthening in the syllable preceding. A hierarchy exists: insertion in geni-
tive plural can occur without insertion in nominative singular, but not the 
reverse. 

2.3 Morphophonemic alternations resulting from changes after Proto-
SIavonic 
Upon the dropping of jer vowels in weak position, groups of consonant-
jer-j (the jer was apparently always front) became consonant-y. Ensuing 
changes ('new jotation') led to a new set of alternations (it is debatable 
whether we should seek to collapse the two sets in a description). Points 1, 
3 and 5 are as in section 2.2, thus in collective nouns (Proto-SIavonic -bje): 
gr6b/rpo6 'grave', gróblje/гpóбл>e 'cemetery'; cv(ij)et/ijB(Hj)eT 'flower', 
cv(ij)eće/ijB(Hj)etie 'flowers'; grśna/грана 'branch', granje/rpaH>e 
'branches' (and verbal nouns like йсёще/учён>е). S and z remain 
unchanged, as does j: klas/клас 'ear of grain', klasje/KJiacje 'ears'. The у 
remains also after č, š, ž from 4 and 6: nóga/Hora 'leg, foot', pbdnožje/ 
поднбжз'е 'base, foundation', and after г: тоге /море 'sea, primorje/ 
npńMópje 'littoral'. Only after palatals proper (č, đ, Ij, nj, j) does у 
disappear: mfeda/Metja 'border', rśzmede/pa3Metje 'division', St, zd yield 
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only šć, iđ: list/лист 'leaf, 11§се/лйшЪе 'leaves'; gr6zd/rpo3fl 'bunch of 
grapes', grožđe/rpoache 'grapes'. 

The newest jotation affects a consonant coming before the je reflex of 
short jat'. In standard jekavian it makes / and n into the corresponding 
palatals: Proto-Slavonic *leto, *nega > ljeto 'summer', njega 'care'; as 
Cyrillic writing makes clear, no separate j remains: л>ёто, н>ёга. (The 
presence of long or short vowel thus leads to alternation of dental and 
palatal consonant: Ыцётас/Нщёмац 'a German', but adjective щётаск!/ 
ььёмачкй.) In many dialects this type is more extensive, affecting t, d; in 
some, also labials and s, z (Brozović and Ivić 1988: 13 and 56-77). Such 
progressions may be of general-phonetic interest. 

Partly inherited from Proto-Slavonic, where consonant clusters like st, 
zd but not 'sd' 'zt' existed, but greatly extended after the fall of the jers is 
consonant assimilation in voicing. In any cluster of obstruents, the voiced 
or voiceless quality of the last member controls that of the others. (Recall 
that v is not an obstruent in behaviour, section 2.1). This is both a phono-
tactic phenomenon, in that clusters like 'sd' 'bč' 'šg' are still impossible, 
and a morphophonemic one, since alternations occur in final consonants of 
prefixes: s/c in $кгёШ/сложити 'to assemble' but z/з in zgSziti/згазити 
'to trample'; before suffixes, as й^йЬетк/уцбенйк 'textbook' from učiti/ 
учити 'to teach, learn'; and when a alternates with zero, as redak/рёдак 
'a line', genitive singular гёгка/рётка. Voicing assimilation is almost 
invariably reflected in writing. Only d keeps its spelling before s and š: 
grad/град 'city', grSdskT/градскй 'urban'; štSta/штёта 'damage', 
6dsteta/5fliiiTeTa 'compensation'. 

Assimilation to a voiceless final member and assimilation to a voiced 
final member might seem part of the same rule, but they interact differently 
with 'cluster-breaking' in noun genitive plurals: a consonant devoiced in a 
cluster regains its voicing (sveska/свёска 'notebook', from svezati/ 
свёзати 'to bind', genitive plural svSzaka/ceesaica), whereas one which 
has become voiced remains so (prlm(j)edba/npńM(j)efl6a 'comment', 
from prim(ij)ćtiti/npHM(Hj)eTHTH 'to remark', genitive plural 
рпт^)е^аЬа/прйм0)едаба). 

Assimilation in palatality affects s and z, which are pronounced and 
written š, z before č, di, ć, đ and Ij, ny (though not root-initial /у, nj, nor /у, 
nj resulting from the newest (jekavian) jotation): rkščistiti/рашчистити 
'to clear up', from prefix raz-/pa3- and čistiti/чйстити 'to clean'; vbžnja/ 
вожн>а 'driving', from vóziti/возити 'to drive' and suffix -nja/-H>a; but 
not in razljutiti/pa3.n>yTHTH 'to anger' from ljut/Лэут 'angry, sharp', nor in 
jekavian 8щ'ёйап/сн>ёжан 'snowy' (ekavian snёžan/cнёжaн). 

Serbo-Croat spelling, further, shows changes in consonant clusters. 
Double consonants simplify: bSznacajan/6e3Ha4ajaH 'insignificant' from 
Ьег/без 'without' and znScaj/3Ha4aj 'significance'. Dental stops drop 
before affricates, as in case forms of ótac/отац 'father': genitive бса/оца 
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(from otca), nominative plural 6cevi/Ó4eBH (from otčevi). T and d are 
also lost between s, z, š, ž and n, / or various other consonants (izras/ina/ 
йзраслина 'a growth' from the verb stem rśst/раст - 'grow'; the adjec-
tive rSdostan/радостан 'joyful' has feminine r&dosAia/paflOC/za, from 
radóst/радост 'joy'). They remain at prefix-root boundary: is//ačiti/ 
йстлачити 'to oppress', from iz-/H3- 'out' and tiačiti/тлачити 'to press'. 
Such changes, like я-insertion, give Serbo-Croat a high relative frequency 
of vowels as compared to consonants. 

A further vowel-enhancing change is that of the consonant / to о, which 
occurred when the / was pre-consonantal or word-final. The alternation 
that results is exceptionless in verb /-participles: masculine singular d&o/ 
дао 'gave', but feminine dśla/дала. In adjectives and nouns it is wide-
spread though lexicalized: masculine singular nominative mio/мйо 'nice', 
feminine тИа/мйла, but óhol/охол 'haughty' - óhola/охола. 

If the I-о change yields a sequence oo, this contracts to long d: thus the 
masculine singular /-participle of ubósti/убости (stem ubod/убод-) 'to 
stab' is йЬб/убо. 

Л-insertion and / -o are linked. If a word-final cluster of consonant- / is 
split, the / almost always becomes o. Apart from /-participles like 
гёк-1/рёк-л — гёкао/рёкао 'said', there are nouns like пш1-/мйсл- — 
misao/мйсао 'thought' and adjectives like t6pl-/TOi^- t5pao/TÓnao 
'warm' (topal/тбпал is rare). If я-insertion fails, as it does in a few loan-
words, final /becomes syllabic, not changing to о: bicikl/бицйкл 'bicycle'. 

3 Morphology 

3.1 Nominal morphology 
All pronouns, almost all nouns, most adjectives and some numerals 
decline. 

3.1.1 Nominal categories 
The grammatical categories shown by declension are number, case, gender 
and animacy. All these participate in agreement within the noun phrase 
and outside. Further, adjective forms show definiteness-indefiniteness and 
comparison. 

The numbers are singular and plural. Nouns, adjectives and adjectival 
pronouns also have a form without case distinction, used accompanying the 
numerals '2', 'both', '3' and '4' (a remnant of the Proto-SIavonic dual). It 
has had various names; we cite it as the '234 form' (section 4.10). 

There are seven cases: nominative, vocative, accusative, genitive, dative, 
instrumental, locative. Dative and locative have merged; only certain 
inanimate monosyllabic nouns distinguish them accentually in the singular. 
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In the plural, nominative and vocative are practically identical, and 
dative, instrumental and locative are also the same apart from enclitic 
pronouns which are dative only; hence we write NOM-VOC on one line and 
DAT—LOC—INST on another in plural paradigms. 

Serbo-Croat distinguishes masculine, neuter and feminine genders in 
singular and plural; the 234 form opposes masculine-neuter to feminine. 

Within the masculine singular, the animacy category is important for 
choosing the accusative of masculine o-stem nouns and of pronouns (apart 
from personal pronouns; section 3.1.3), adjectives and numerals which 
agree with masculine nouns of any sort. The rule is: like genitive for 
animates (muža/мужа 'husband', Hiva/лава 'lion'), like nominative for 
inanimates (grad/грйд 'city'). 

3.1.2 Noun morphology 
There are three main declension types. One has -o/-o, -e/-e or zero in the 
nominative singular and -a/-a in the genitive singular; it arose from Proto-
SIavonic o-stems. It includes most masculine and all neuter nouns. A 
second has nominative singular -a/-a, genitive -ё/-ё, continuing Proto-
SIavonic a-stems. It contains most feminine nouns and small classes of 
masculines. The third type, from Proto-SIavonic /-stems, ends in zero in 
nominative singular, -i/-H in genitive. It includes all feminines apart from 
a-stems. 

The basic o-stem endings are those of ргбгог/прозор (table 7.2). 
Grad/град, like most monosyllables and some disyllables, has the 'long 

Table 7.2 Masculine o-stems 

'city' 'husband' 'window' 

Singular 
NOM 
voc 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

2 3 4 

Plural 
NOM-VOC 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT-LOC-INST 

grad/град 
grade/граде 
grad/град 
grada/града 
gradu/граду 
gradom/градом 
grśdu/граду 
grada/града 

gradovi/градов и 
gradove/градове 
gradova/rpaAoea 
gr&dovima/ 
градовима 

muž/муж 
mužu/мужу 
muža/мужа 
muža/мужа 
mužu/мужу 
mužem/мужем 
mužu/мужу 

muža/мужа 

muževi/мужеви 
muževe/мужеве 
muževa/M^ČBa 
muževima/ 
мужевима 

ргбгог/прозор 
prózore/прозоре 
ргбгог/прозор 
prozora/npÓ3opa 
prózoru/npÓ3opy 
próz0rom/npÓ30p0M 
prozoru/npÓ3opy 
prózora/прозора 

prózori/npÓ3opH 
prózore/npÓ3ope 
prózora/ прозора 
prózorima/npÓ30pHMa 
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plural', adding OV/OB before plural endings (ev/ee after palatals and C; 

section 2.2). 
Nominative plural -i/-H and dative-locative-instrumental -ima/-HMa 

cause consonant alternation (section 2.2). 
The genitive plural has -a/-a, with an additional -a inserted to sep-

arate most stem-final consonant clusters (section 2.2). A few nouns 
lacking the long plural take genitive plural -1/-Й (often units of measure, 
as sat-I/сат-й 'hour') or -iju/-Hjy (góst-iju/rócT-Hjy 'guest'). 

A subtype of Proto-Slavonic o-stems, the yo-stems, had endings 
preceded by a palatal consonant (originally, by y). The descendant of this 
subtype is the 'soft stems', exemplified by miaž/муж. These may end in 
any palatal or alveo-palatal; words in -ar, -ir optionally come here as well. 
Soft stems take vocative singular -u/-y where others have -e/-e, and they 
cause o-e as in instrumental singular - ет / - ем for - о т / - о м (section 2.2); 
but -u/-y vocatives and - ет / - ем instrumentals do not coincide in scope. 
-u/-y has spread to some nouns in velars: strah/cTpax 'fear', vocative 
strahu/страху. Instrumental - ет / - ем is normal with stems in -c, where 
vocative has -e/-e and the first-palatalization alternation, as ótac/отац 
'father', vocative осе/оче. - о т / - о м tends to be kept in foreign words and 
names (Ю§-от/Кйш-ом) and in words with e in the preceding syllable: 
padež-от/падеж-ом 'case'. For fuller treatment of Serbo-Croat declen-
sion see P. Ivić/П. Ивич (1972), whom we follow closely here. 

Proto-Slavonic masculine /-stem, w-stem and consonant-stem nouns 
have joined the o-stem declension. * Pętb has become put/пут 'way, road, 
journey, time(s)', genitive puta/пута. None of this word's forms continue 
/-declension endings. *5упъ is now sin/сйн 'son', genitive sina/сйна. 
*Db/u>, *kamy and *korę yield regular o-stems dan/дан 'day' (genitive 
dana/дана), катёп/камён 'stone' and k6r(ij)en/K5p(Hj)eH 'root'. 
Words suffixed with *-an- have -апт/-анин as singular stem: građanin/ 
грайанин 'city-dweller, citizen', genitive gr&đanina/rpatmHHHa; and -an/ 
-ан as plural stem: gr&dani/rpaftaHH, genitive gr&dana/rpafiaHa. Words 
in *-telj- are soft stems without peculiarities: učitelj/учител> 'teacher', 
genitive йскеЦа/учител>а, plural йскеЩ/учител>и. 

The modern locative singular -u/-y comes from the w-declension, and 
the OV/OB of the 'long plural' has been generalized from the w-stem plural 
nominative *-ove and genitive *~ovъ. 

The neuter endings (table 7.3) differ from the masculine only in the 
nominative, vocative and accusative. These three cases are always the 
same, having -o/-o or -e/-e for the singular and -a/-a for the plural. 

Words of the type s(j)Sme/c(j)eMe 'seed' (Proto-Slavonic я-stems) 
have a stem in -men- taking o-stem endings outside the nominative-
vocative-accusative singular: genitive s(j)emena/c(j)eMeHa. 

Neuters like j&(g)nje/ja(r)H>e 'lamb' (Proto-Slavonic лГ-stems) have a 
stem in -et- taking o-stem endings in the oblique singular cases, as genitive 
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Table 7.3 Neuter о-stems 

'place' 'heart' 'study' 

Singular 
NOM-VOC-ACC 
GEN 
DAT-LOC 
INST 

234 

Plural 
NOM-VOC-ACC 
GEN 
DAT-LOC-INST 

m(j)esto/M(j)ecTO srce/cpue 
m(j)esta/M(j)ecTa srca/cpua 
m(j)estu/M(j)ecTy srcu/срцу 
m(j)estom/ srcem/срцем 
M(j)ecTOM 

m(j)esta/M(j)ecTa srca/cpua 

m(j)esta/M(j)ecTa 
m(j)esta/M(j)ecTa 
m(j)estima/ 
M(j)ecTHMa 

srca/cpua 
srca/cpua 
srtima/срцима 

učenje/y4ČH>e 
učenja/y4ČH>a 
učenju/y4ČH>y 
učenjem/y4ČH>eM 

i i čen ja /y4eH>a 

iičenja/y4eH>a 
učenja/y4eH>a 
iićenjima/yHetbHMa 

ja(g)njeta/ja(r)H>eTa. Their plural stems are usually suppletive: jaganjci/ 
jaraH>UH or j&gnjići/janbHtiH masculine plural, or jS(g)njad/ja(r)H>aA i-
stem feminine. 

Traces of Proto-SIavonic s-stems (the*slovo type) are seen in alternative 
plural stems for пёЬо/нёбо 'heaven', 1(ц)ё1о/т(щ)ёло 'body', čado/чудо 
'miracle': nebfesa/Hečeca, t( j)etesa /T( j^eca, си^ёва/чудёса. 

Many masculine names, derivatives and loan-words resemble neuters in 
having nominative singular in -o/-o or -e/-e: Магко/Марко 'Mark', 
Pavle/Павле 'Paul', nestósko/несташко 'brat', radio/радио 'radio', 
finśle/финале 'finale'. The stems are seen in genitive Магка/Мйрка, 
Pavla/Павла, nestóśka/несташка, radija/paAHja, finśla/финала. Some 
names have -et- stems: М11е/Мйле, genitive-accusative Mileta/Мйлета. 

Most a-stems are feminine (table 7.4). Words denoting men (as sluga/ 
слуга, kolćga/колёга 'colleague') and certain animals (gońla/горйла 
'gorilla') are masculine, but even these can take feminine agreement in the 
plural, as te kolćge/тё колёге 'these colleagues'. Many masculine names 
(Aleksa/Алекса) and hypocoristics (Jóca/Jóua 'Joe') are a-stems; other 
hypocoristics have nominative -0/-0 but other cases like a-stems (fvo/ 
Иво, genitive fve/Йвё from lvan/Йван 'John'). 

The old distinction of hard a-stems and soft ya-stems is gone: endings 
from the soft paradigm have been generalized (genitive -ё/-ё is from *-f 
not *-y; dative-locative -i/-H from * -i not *-e). Vocative -0/-0 has spread 
from the hard variant; only certain nouns in -1са/-ица take -e/-e (section 
2.2). 

Non-hypocoristic names have nominative replacing vocative: Mžtrija/ 
Mapnja! Aleksa/Алекса! 

The dative-locative singular ending causes consonant alternation in 
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Table 7.4 Feminine (and masculine) a-stems 

'woman, wife' 'manservant' 'soul' 

Singular 
NOM žena/жёна sluga/слуга duša/душа 
voc ženo/жёно slugo/слуго duso/душо 
ACC ženu/жёну slugu/слугу dušu/ душу 
GEN žene^eHe sluge/слугё duše/душе 
DAT-LOC ženi/жёни slijzi/слузи duši/души 
INST źenóm^eHÓM slugóm/cnyroM duš5m/flyuiOM 

234 žene/жёне sluge/слуге duše/душе 

Plural 
NOM-ACC žene/жёне sluge/слуге duše/душе 
voc žene, žene/жёне, sluge/ел у ге duše/душе 

жене 
GEN žena/жёна slugu, sWga/слугу, diiša/душа 

слуга 
DAT-LOC-1NST ženama/жёнама sliigama/cnyraMa dušama/душама 

many a-stems (second palatalization of velars, section 2.2). 
Nouns with stem-final consonant clusters have lexically conditioned 

genitive plurals, -a/-a (with cluster-breaking a; section 2.2) or -1/-Й: 
d(j)evójka/A(j)eBójKa 'girl', d(j)fevojaka/A(j)eBojaKa; majka/MajKa 
'mother', majki/MajKH. 

Proto-Slavonic /-nominative nouns now have -a: *rabynji > róbinja/ 
робиньа 'slave woman', *sędiji > sudija/cyflHja 'judge'. 

Feminine /-stems (table 7.5) are a closed class except for those with the 
productive suffixes -5st/-6cT '-ness', -ad/-aA 'collective noun, especially 
suppletive plural of neuter -et stem'. The instrumental singular is usually in 
-ju/-jy (Proto-Slavonic *-ьур), causing 'new jotation' (section 2.3): k5šću/ 
KÓuihy, ljubav/л>убав 'love' ljubavlju/л>убавл>у; but some items permit 
or require Ч/-и: ćud/hyA 'mood', сСкН/Ъуди. 

The /-declension continues Proto-Slavonic /-stems. Proto-Slavonic r-
stems yield mati/мати 'mother', genitive пШегё/матерё (like я-stems 
except accusative mater/матёр, vocative mSti/мати) and ка/кЪй 
'daughter', genitive ксёп/кЬёри (like /-stems). More frequent now are ci-
sterns (from diminutives) majka/Majica, (к)сёгка/(к)Ьёрка. Proto-
Slavonic long *w-stems mostly become a-stems in -va/-Ba: *сьгку > 
crkva/црква 'church', *svekry > svekrva/свёкрва 'mother-in-law'; but 
two are /-stems: *ljuby > ljubav/jby6aB, *kry > krv/крв 'blood'. 

Besides the declension types given, Serbo-Croat has nouns declining as 
adjectives. Two noteworthy sets are masculine surnames in -ski/-CKń, as 
Bugarsld/Бугарскй, genitive Bug&rsk5g(a)/ByrapCKÓr(a), and country 
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Table 7.5 Feminine /-stems 

'bone' 

Singular 
NOM kóst/кост 
voc kosti/кбсти 
ACC kóst/кост 
GEN kosti/кбсти 
DAT kosti/кбсти 
INST kosti, košću/кбсти, KÓuitiy 
LOC kosti/кости 

234 kosti/кбсти 

Plural 
NOM-VOC-ACC kosti/кбсти 
GEN kosti, kóstiju/костй, костру 
DAT-LOC-INST kostima/ костима 

names in -ska/-CKa, like Francuska/Француска 'France', dative-locative 
Francusk5j/OpaHijycKÓj. 

3.1.3 Pronominal morphology 
The personal and reflexive pronouns oppose full (accented) and clitic 
(unaccented; section 4.1) forms in genitive, dative and accusative (table 
7.6). 

Genitive-accusative syncretism is complete (except njć/нье versus nju/ 
н>у and the lack of a genitive reflexive clitic). There is much additional 
variation. Instrumental singulars used without a preposition are frequently 
тпбте /мноме, njime/H>ńMe, njome/H>ÓMe. Oblique singulars may have 
accent -ё- instead of -e-. Si/си is absent in central Štokavian dialects, but 
found in some Croatian standard codifications. Archaic and literary usage 
may have accusatives т е / м е , te/Te, nj/H>, se/ce with prepositions, as 
preda se/прёда ce 'in front of oneself = pred вёЬе/пред себе. 

Demonstrative, possessive and other pronouns share a set of endings 
that may be termed pronominal, again with many alternative forms (table 
7-7). 

The close and distant demonstratives 6vaj/ÓBaj 'this', ónaj/oHaj 'that' 
decline like taj/Taj. The 'movable vowels' (я), (e), (w) tend somewhat to 
appear in phrase-final position, otherwise not: o t6me/o томе 'about 
that', o tom psu/o том псу 'about that dog'. Naš/наш and vaš/ваш 
'your (PL)' are 'soft' stems, typified by o-e in masculine and neuter 
endings. Also soft are mój /Mój 'my', tvój/TBój 'your (SG)', svój/cBOj 
(reflexive possessive: section 4.8) and kójl/Kojfi (stem k6j-/KÓj-) 'which'. 
These, additionally, may contract oje to o, yielding five possibilities for 



Table 7.6 Personal and reflexive pronouns 

1 2 

Singular 
NOM ja/ja ti/тй 
ACC тёпе/мёне 1ёЬе/тёбе 
Enclitic т е / м е te/те 
GEN тёпе/мёне 1ёЬе/тёбе 
Enclitic т е / м е te/те 
DAT тёт /мёни tёbi/тёби 
Enclitic mi/ми ti/ти 
INST mnóm/мном t6b5m/To6oM 
LOC meni/мёни 1ёЫ/тёби 
Plural 
NOM mi/мй vi/вй 
ACC-GEN nas/нас vas/eac 
Enclitic nas/нас vas/eac 
DAT п&та/нама vSma/вама 
Enclitic пат/нам vam/вам 
INST-LOC п&та/нама гёта/вама 

Reflexive 
Singular /plural 
NOM — 

ACC БёЬе/сёбе 
Enclitic se/ce 
GEN вёЬе/сёбе 
DAT вёЫ/сёби 
Enclitic (si/си) 
INST s6b5m/co6ÓM 
LOC sčbi/ce6n 

3 masculine 3 neuter 3 feminine 

ón/он óno/оно бпа/она 
njčga/H>era njёga/н>ёгa nju/H>y 
ga/ra ga/ra je/je, ju/jy 
njčga/tbera njёga/н>ёгa nje/H>e 
ga/ra ga/ra je/je 
щёти/н>ёму щёти/н>ёму njój/H>ój 
ти/му mu/му jój/jój 
njim/H>HM njim/жйм njom/H>ÓM 
щёти/н»ёму щёти/шёму njój/H>ój 

óni/они бпа/она бпе/бне 
njin/H>ńx njih/нэйх njih/H>HX 
ih/их ih/их ih/их 
njima/н>йма njima/нэйма njima/ н>йма 
im/им im/им im/им 
njima/ььйма njima/н>йма njima/н>йма 
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Table 7.7 Demonstrative and possessive pronouns 
4 this, that' 
Masculine Neuter Feminine 

Singular 
NOM taj/Taj tó/то ta/тй 
ACC NOM or GEN tó/то tu/ту 
GEN tog(a)/Tor(a) tog(a)/TÓr(a) tć/тё 
DAT-LOC tom(e, u)/ tom(e, u)/ t6j/TÓj 

том(е, у) том(е, у) 
INST tim, time/ tim, time/ tóm/том 

тйм, тйме тйм, тйме 
234 ta/Ta ta/Ta tč/тё 
Plural 
NOM ti/тй ta/та tč/те 
ACC te/тё ta/тй tč/те 
GEN tih/тйх tih/тйх tih/тйх 
DAT-LOC-INST tim, tima/ tim, tima/ tim, tlma/ 

тйм, тйма тйм, тйма тйм, тйма 

'our(s)' 
Singular 
NOM naš/наш naše/наше naša/наша 
ACC NOM or GEN naše/ наше našu/нашу 
GEN našeg(a)/ našeg(a)/ naše/наше 

нашег(а) нашег(а) 
DAT-LOC našem(u)/ našem(u)/ našoj/на mój 

нашем(у) нашем(у) 
INST našlm/нашйм našim/нашим našom/нашбм 

234 naša/Hama naša/Hama naše/Harne 
Plural 
NOM naši/наши naša/ наша naše/наше 
ACC naše/Harne naša/наша naše/Harne 
GEN našlh/нашйх naših/нашйх naših/нашйх 
DAT-LOC-INST našlm(a)/ našlm(a)/ п^Тт(а)/нашйм(а) 

нашйм(а) нашйм(а) 

masculine and neuter dative-locative singular: mójem/MojeM, mojemu/ 
MÓjeMy, móm/мом, т о т е / м о м е , mómu/мому. The third-person 
possessives njčgov/H>eroB 'his, its', njen/n>čH or njezin/нэёзин 'her', 
njihov/рьйхов 'their' are treated under short-form adjectives (section 
3.1.4). 

The pronoun *sb has been lost. * Vbsb 'all' has undergone consonant 
metathesis vs > sv but still behaves as a soft stem (table 7.8). 

SV6/CBO for neuter singular svS/свё is non-standard but frequent in 
modifier position. 

The interrogative pronouns have stems к- /к- , с - /ч - with singular 
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Table 7.8 Declension of sav/сйв 'all' 

Masculine Neuter Feminine 

Singular 
NOM sav/cae sve/свё sva/cea 
ACC NOM or GEN sve/свё svu/сву 
GEN svega/ceera svega/ceera SVĆ/CBĆ 
DAT-LOC svemu/свёму svemu/свёму SVÓj/CBÓj 
INST svim/свйм svim/свйм svom/cBÓM 

2 3 4 sva/cea sva/sva sve/свё 

Plural 
NOM svi/свй sva/cea sve/свё 
ACC sve/свё sva/cea sve/свё 
GEN svih/свйх, svih/свйх, svih/свйх, 

sviju/cBńjy sviju/cBńjy sviju/cBńjy 
DAT-LOC-INST svim/свйм, svim/свйм, svim/свйм, 

svima/свйма svima/свйма svbiia/свйма 

pronominal endings (table 7.9). The Croat standard codifies the older 
forms tko, što. Other interrogatives are part of a larger pattern of demon-
strative roots and classifying suffixes, thus kkkav/какав 'of what sort', 
ovkkav/овакав 'of this sort'. 

Table 7.9 Declension of 'who' and 'what' 

'who' masculine 'what' neuter 

NOM (t)ko/(T)ic5 što, šta/што, шта 
ACC koga/Kora što, šta/што, шта 
GEN koga/KÓra ččga/nera 
DAT-LOC komu, kome/кому, коме čemu/чёму 
INST kim, kime/кйм, кйме čim, čfme/чйм, чйме 

Interrogatives add prefixes or suffixes to give indefinites: ne(t)ko/ 
нё(т)ко 'someone', пё§Ю/нёшто 'something', rókakav/HeKaicaB 'of 
some sort'. 1-/и- means 'any' (negative polarity; section 4.6), т - / н и - 'no', 
koje-/Koje- 'one and another' (as ко]ё§1а/ко]ёшта 'various things; 
nonsense'), SV5-/CBS- (svё-/cвё-, svQ-/cBy-) 'every' (sv?I(t)ko/cBa(T)KO 
'everyone', svugd(j)e/cByrfl(j)e ('everywhere'). Вйо/бйло... , т а / м а . . . , 
. . . gSd/rofl mean ' . . . ever' (thus bflo gd(j)e/бńлo гдфе, ma gd(j)S/Ma 
гдО')ё or gd(j)e g5d/iTj(j)e год 'wherever'). The пё-/нё- type may be 
used both with and without existence presuppositions: 

Nešto se dogódilol/Нёшто ее догодило! 
'Something has happened!' 
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Ako se nešto dogodi, reci mi!/Ако се нёшто догодй, рёци ми! 
'If anything happens, tell me!' 

In the second usage bare interrogatives also occur: Ako se što dogodi/ 
Ако се што догодй . . . 

3.1.4 Adjectival morphology 
Serbo-Croat preserves the distinction of long- and short-form adjectives 
(table 7.10). The citation form of an adjective is the nominative singular 
masculine short form (long form if short is lacking). 

The long endings are those of the pronominal declension, but with 
length on the first vowel and with nominative masculine singular -Т/-Й. The 
short endings differ in the forms italicized in table 7.10 and in the shortness 
of single-vowel endings (nóvo/HOBO versus long n5v5/HÓBÓ). N 6 V / H O B 
and some other adjectives distinguish short-long accentually as well 
(though much inter-speaker variation exists). Short genitives and dative-
locatives like nóva/HOBa, nóvu/HOBy are most widespread in the Croat 
standard. The short genitive ending -a/-a is especially frequent in the 
qualifying genitive: cov(j)ek dóbra srca/40B(j)eic добра срца 'a man of 
good heart'. 

Soft stems differ from hard only in nominative-accusative neuter singu-
lar long Кгёё/лошё, short loše/лоше 'bad', masculine-neuter genitive 
15šeg(a)^omer(a), dative-locative 16§ёт(и)/лбшём(у). 

Short and long contrast semantically in modifier position: n6v grad/нов 
град 'a new city', novi grad/нбвй град 'the new city'. Since Vuk Karadžić 
they have been explained as answering the questions kžtkav/какав? 'of 
what sort?' and kójl/Kojń? 'which one?' respectively. Set-phrases regularly 
have long forms; thus b(ij)eli 1йк/б(*ц)ёлй лук 'white onion' means 
'garlic'. Predicate position requires short forms (section 4.3): 6vaj grad je 
n6v/ÓBaj град je нов 'this city is new'. 

Possessive adjectives (sections 3.3.2, 4.9), including njčgov/iberoB 'his, 
its', njen, njezin/H>EH, н>ёзин 'her', njlhov/ньйхов 'their', have only short 
endings: M&rijin grad/MapnjUH град 'Marija's city', njen grad/H>ĆH град 
'her city', Ivanov grad/Йванов град 'Ivan's city'. The same is true for the 
demonstrative-interrogatives in -akav/йкав, suiting their meaning. Adjec-
tives having exclusively long forms include таИ/мали 'small', l(ij)evl/ 
л(щ')ёви, desnl/дёснй 'left, right', ordinal numerals like drugi/другй 
'second, other' and most adjectives derived from nouns, adverbs and verbs 
(section 3.3.2). 

Participles have short and long forms: pozvan/пбзван, p6zvanl/ 
позванй 'called; called upon'. The present adverb and the /-participle of 
verbs can be adjectivalized, and then take long forms: чкШс!/йдуЪй 
'coming, next', minull/мйнулй 'bygone', р&П/палй 'fallen'. 

Comparatives and superlatives (the comparative prefixed with naj-/Haj-
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Table 7.10 Long and short adjective declension 

'new' long Masculine Neuter Feminine 

Singular 
NOM 
ACC 
GEN 

DAT-LOC 

INST 

novi/НО ВЙ 
NOM ОГ GEN 
novog(a)/ 
нбвог(а) 
novóm(e, u)/ 
нбвбм(е, у) 
novim/но вйм 

nOVČ/HOBO 
novo/новб 
n5vóg(a)/ 
нбвбг(а) 
novom(e, u)/ 
нбвбм(е, у) 
novim/но вйм 

nova/нова 
novu/нбву 
nove/нбвё 

nOVOj/HOBOj 

novom/нбвбм 
234 nova/нбва nova/Hoea nove/нбвё 
Plural 
NOM 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT-LOC-INST 

novT/новй 
nove/новё 
novih/нбвйх 
novTm(a)/ 
новйм(а) 

nova/нова 
nova/нбва 
novih/нбвйх 
novim(a)/ 
нбвйм(а) 

nove/нбвё 
nove/нбвё 
novih/нбвйх 
пб\ат(а)/нбвйм(а) 

'new' short 
Singular 
NOM 
ACC 

GEN 

DAT-LOC 

INST 

nov/нов 
NOM or GEN 
novog(a)/ 
нбвбг(а), 
nova/нова 
nóvóm(e, u)/ 
новбм(е, у), 
novu/нЬву 
novim/новйм 

n6v0/H0B0 
novo/ново 
novog(a)/ 
нбвбг(а), 
nova/нбва 
n6vom(e, u)/ 
нбвбм(е, у), 
novu/нЬву 
n6vlm/новйм 

nova/нова 
novu/нбву 
nove/нбвё 

nOVOj/HOBOj 

novom/нбвбм 
234 nova/нова nova/нова n6ve/Hoee 
Plural 
NOM 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT-LOC-INST 

novi/нови 
nóve/HOBe 
novTh/новйх 
novTm(a)/ 
новйм(а) 

nova/нова 
n6va/HOBa 
novih/нбвйх 
novim(a)/ 
нбвйм(а) 

nove/нбвё 
nove/нбвё 
пб\оЪ/нбвйх 
п6уТт(а)/новйм(а) 

yields the superlative) decline precisely like soft-stem long adjectives. Most 
are formed by adding -ij-I/-Hj-ii to adjective stems: 16§/лбш 'bad', lčšijl/ 
л о ш щ й (lóśijeAnóinnje, и&да /лбшща . . . ) 'worse'; mudar /мудар 'wise', 
mudrijT/MyApHjH; p5zvan/no3BaH 'called upon', pozvžmijT/no3BaHHjii; 
р 1 е т ё п к / п л е м ё н и т 'noble', р1етепицТ/племенйтщй. A smaller set add 
bare endings with old jotation (section 2.3). These are mostly (1) mono-
syllables containing long vowel: gust /густ 'thick', gQść-I/rymh-ń; sKup/ 
скуп 'expensive', skDplj-I/cKyiub-fi; (2) disyllables which lose the second 
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syllable: širok/шйрок 'wide', šir-1/шйр-й; slSdak/сладак 'sweet', 
siad-I/^atj-ń. Three adjectives have š/in comparatives: lSk/лак 'light, 
easy', lakši/лакшй; тёк /мёк 'soft', mekšl/мёкшй; 1(ц)ёр/л(щ)ёп 
'beautiful', 1(]')ёр§1/лёпшй (л>ёпшй). Suppletive comparatives are dobar/ 
добар 'good', ЬбЦТ/бол>й; 16§/лош or rđav/pt)aB or zSo/зао (stem zl/ 
зл-) 'bad', gon/горй 'worse'; velik/вёлик 'large', vecI/Befm; та1Т/малй 
or та1еп/мален, milnjl/манэй; dug/дуг 'long', dužl/дужй or dulji/ 
дул>й. See section 5.3 for periphrastic comparison of indeclinables. 

Derived adverbs take -0/-0 or -e/-e like neuter nominative-accusative 
singular short adjectives: n6vo/HOBO 'newly', loše/лоше 'badly', mudro/ 
мудро 'wisely'. The accent may differ from the neuter. Their comparatives 
are formed like those of adjectives: 10§це/лошще, mńdrije/Myflpnje, 
Шк§е/лакше 'more easily'. However, adverbs from adjectives in -skl/-cicń 
(-sk!/-iiiKń, -ск!/-чкй) end in short Ч/-и: ljudski/.n>yflCKH 'humanly', 
grčki/грчки 'in Greek fashion/language'. 

3.1.5 Numeral morphology 
The cardinal numeral '1' is declined in all genders in singular and (for 
pluralia tantum) plural. Its nominative masculine singular is j^dan/jenaH 
and its stem for the remaining forms jčdn/jeflH-; endings are those of taj/ 
Taj (section 3.1.3), but final vowels are short. 

'2, both, 3, 4' can be declined (table 7.11). Oblique case forms are rare 
(and show much accentual and other variation), particularly for '3, 4' and 
all masculine-neuter forms. Most commonly, the nominative forms are 
used undeclined (section 4.10). 

Higher numerals up to '99' are indeclinable. Stó/сто '100' is indeclin-
able; there is also stotina/стбтина, which behaves as a feminine noun, but 
mostly appears as a fixed accusative stStinu/cTOTHHy. '1,000' shows the 

Table 7.11 Declension of '2, both, 3, 4' 

'2' '3' 
Masculine-neuter Feminine 

NOM-ACC-VOC 

GEN 

DAT-LOC-INST 

NOM-ACC-VOC 
GEN 

DAT-LOC-INST 

dva/два 

dvaju/двгуу 

ёуата/двама 

'both' 

dvije, dve/flBHje, 
две 
dviju, dveju/fleńjy, 
ABejy 
dv(j)ema/flB(j)eMa 

tri/трй 

tńju/Tpńjy 

tńma/трйма 

«4' 
oba/o6a ob(j)e/56(j)e 
obaju/o6ajy obfju, obeju/oóńjy, 

oóejy 
ob(j)ema/o6(j)eMa ob(j)ema/o6(j)eMa četirma/чётирма 

četiri/чётири 
ćetiriju/neTHpńjy 
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same behaviour, both tisuca/Tftcyha (Croat standard) and hiljada/ 
хйл>ада. For further numerical forms see section 4.10. 

3.2 Verbal morphology 

3.2.1 Categories expressed 
Serbo-Croat finite forms agree with subjects in person and number. 
Compound tenses containing the /-participle also express gender and the 
234 form. 

The simple tenses are present, aorist and imperfect. The present-tense 
markers are -m/-M for first person singular (only two verbs maintain -u/-y 
< *p, namely hoću, cu/xohy, by 'I will' and mógu/могу 'I can'); second 
person singular -Š/-111; and third person singular -0; first person plural 
- то / -мо ; second person plural -te/-Te; -0 for third person plural follow-
ing a changed stem vowel -u-/-y- or -e-/-e-. Although aorist and, par-
ticularly, imperfect are not found in all dialects, the literary standards retain 
them as optional past tenses. Their meanings are much discussed. Briefly, 
the aorist, formed mostly from perfective verbs, serves to narrate events 
and express surprising perceived events; the imperfect, (almost) exclusively 
from imperfectives, describes background situations. Both can be 
supplanted by the perfect. 

The compound tenses are as follows: 

1 Future: auxiliary clitic cu/hy or full form hóću/xótiy (section 4.1 and 
below), with (imperfective or perfective) infinitive or (especially Eastern) 
da/fla2 + present clause (section 4.5). 

Slavko će vid(j)eti Mariju./Славко tie вйдО)ети Mapnjy. 
Slavko će da vidi Mariju./Славко he да вйдй Mapnjy. 
'Slavko will see Marija.' 

If the infinitive precedes the clitic, the final -ti/-TH of the infinitive is lost 
and the spelling is vidjet ću 'I will see' (Croat standard), vid(j)ecu/ 
Bftfl(j)ehy (elsewhere). Infinitives in -ci/-tiH preserve this marker: dóći ću/ 
доЬи hy 'I will come'. 

2 Perfect: auxiliary clitic sam/caM or full form jfesam/jecaM, with /-
participle of the verb. This is the all-purpose past tense. 

Mi smo vTd(j)eli Mariju./Ми смо вйд^)ели Mapnjy. 
'We saw (have seen) Marija.' 
^smo li vid(j)eli Mkriju?/JecMO ли вйд©ели Mapnjy? 
'Have we seen (Did we see) Marija?' 

3 Pluperfect: perfect or (rarely) imperfect of 'to be' as auxiliary, with /-
participle. 
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Mi smo bfli vid(j)eli Mariju./Mń смо бйли вйд^)ели Mapnjy. 
Mi bijasmo (bejasmo) vid(j)eli Mariju./Ми 6ftjacMO (6ejacMo) вйдО)ели 
Mapnjy. 
'We had seen Marija.' 

4 Future Ih auxiliary budem/будём (extra present of 'to be'; table 7.16 
below) with /-participle. 

Kad (ako) budemo govorili s Marijóm, sve će biti jasno./Кад (ако) будёмо 
говорили с Марком, свё he бйти jacHO. 
'When (if) we speak with Marija (in the future), everything will be clear.' 

The future II is usually from imperfectives, since a perfective present tense 
is usable in kžd/кад or &ко/ако clauses for future time: kSd (2iko) 
nśdemo Mkriju/кад (ако) HatjeMO MapHjy . . . 'When/if we find Marija 
(in the future) . . . ' . 

5 The conditionals: see under moods below. 

Aspect affects a lexical item's whole paradigm; a verb is either perfective 
(napisati/напйсати 'to write' and all its forms) or imperfective (pisati/ 
пйсати 'to write' with its forms). However, many verbs are bi-aspectual, 
including some of the commonest: ići/ńtiH 'to go', biti/бйти 'to be', 
razum(j)eti/pa3yM(j)eTH 'to understand', kśzati/казати 'to say', 
vid(j)eti/Bftfl(j)eTH 'to see', ćiiti/чути 'to hear', róćati/ручати 'to have 
lunch'. 

Most non-prefixed verbs are imperfective. Prefixing a verb yields a 
perfective: pisati/пйсати imperfective 'to write' napisati/напйсати 
perfective 'to write', pisati/пйсати — upisati/упйсати perfective 'to write 
in, register'. The first example keeps its lexical meaning; but there is no 
prefix which invariably perfectivizes without changing lexical meaning. A 
suffix yielding perfectives is -пий/-нути, added mostly to imperfective 
-ati/-aTH verbs: gurati/гурати 'to push', garnuti/гурнути 'to push once'. 

Perfective (especially prefixed perfective) verbs can be imperfectivized 
by adding suffixes, commonly -ай/-ати, -ivatiZ-йвати (present -ujem/ 
-yjeM) and -£vati/-aBaTH (-avam/-aBaM). Consonant-stem verbs with -e-
/-e- themes usually take -ай/-ати with present in - ат / - ам : is-trćs-ti/ис-
трёс-ти 'to shake out', imperfective istrćs-ati/истрёс-ати, 
istresam/йстрёсам. Velar stems, however, prefer -ай/-ати with third-
palatalization reflex of the velar and -jem/-jeM present: lzreći/йзрейи 
(stem 1г-гек-/йз-рек-) 'to express', imperfective izric-ati/изрйц-ати with 
present 1гпсёт/йзрйчём. An additional mark of imperfectivizing con-
sonant stems is stem-internal Ч-/-И- or other vowel change, as póćeti/ 
почёти, рбспёт/почнём 'to begin', imperfective póćinjati/no4HH>aTH 
р0сиуёт/почин>ём; йтг(ц)ёй/умр(щ)ёти йтгёт /умрём 'to die', 
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imperfective umirati/умирати шшгёт/умирём. 
-Ш/-ИТИ verbs imperfectivize with -ай/-ати (-аш/-ам) (causing 

internal o-a alternation: otv6riti/oTBÓpHTH 'to open', otvarati/отварати), 
or with the more productive -ivatiZ-йвати or -£vati/-aBaTH. All three 
generally cause old jotation (section 2.2): os(j)etiti/oc(j)eTMTH 'to feel', 
ós(j)ećati/óc(j)ehaTH; izgrśditi/изградити 'to construct', izgrađivati/ 
изгра^йвати; rSniti/ранити 'to wound', ranjśvati/paH>aBaTH. Verb 
types in -ati/-aTH imperfectivize with -ivati/йвати or -śvati/-aBaTH, 
mostly without jotation: iskazati/исказати 'to state', iskazivati/исказй-
вати; izórati/изорати 'to plough up', izorśvati/H30paBaTH. 

The remaining verb types (-пий/-нути, -(j)eti/-(j)eTH) may use any of 
a number of methods of imperfectivization. A very few -0vati/-0BaTH and 
-evati/-eBaTM verbs imperfectivize, taking -ivatiZ-йвати (present option-
ally in -Ш1т/-йвам): darovati/дарбвати 'to donate', imperfective 
darivati/дарйвати d&rivam/AapHBaM or d&rujem/flapyjeM. 

There are also suppletive pairs: doći/flotm perfective, dólaziti/долазити 
imperfective 'to come'. 

The present of a perfective verb does not mean future, except in 'when/ 
if' clauses; it forms an 'infinitive substitute' with da/fla2 (section 4.5), and 
in main clauses it expresses 'typical action' if something in the context indi-
cates generalization, as često/чёсто 'often': 

Stvari često ispadnu (perfective present) drugačije nego što očekujemo./ 
Ствари чёсто йспадну (perfective present) другаяHje него што опекаемо. 
Things often turn out different from what we expect.' 

Verbs of motion lack determinate-indeterminate distinctions, thus ići/ 
йЪи - hóditi/ходити are not a pair. The first means 'to go (in one or 
several directions, on foot or by vehicle)', the second 'to walk'. In several 
instances the old determinate stem appears only prefixed, with the indeter-
minate stem serving to imperfectivize it, as nósiti/носити imperfective 'to 
carry', d6n(ij)eti/flOH(Hj)ČTH, stem dorós-/flOHec- perfective 'to bring' — 
donósiti/доносити imperfective. Certain motion verbs derive explicit 
multidirectionals: nósati/носати 'to carry about'. A few verbs make iter-
atives: vid(j)eti/Bfifl(j)eTH — vidati/Bńt)aTH 'to see now and then'. 

Moods, besides indicative, include imperative (section 4.2), with second 
person singular and plural (-te/-Te) and first person plural ( - то / -мо) 
forms: 11ёа/рёци! Ёёске/рёците! 11ёсипо/рёцимо! 'Say!'; and the 
conditional, made with auxiliary bih/бих 'would' (section 4.1) and /-
participle: 

Kad biste me pitali, rekao bih/Кад бисте ме пйтали, рёкао бих. 
'If you (plural) asked me, I would tell.' 

The conditional is used in both clauses of hypothetical if-then sentences. 
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The same form can express past if-then relations, but a past conditional is 
also possible with the /-participle of 'to be': 

Kad biste me bfli pitali, bio bih гёкао./Кад бисте ме бйли пйтали, бйо бих 
рёкао. 
i f you had asked me, I would have told.' 

An alternative to kSd bih/кад бих 'if' in the protasis is dS/да with indi-
cative tense: 

da me pitate/да ме пйтате 
'if you asked me (now)' 
da ste me pitali/да сте ме пйтали 
'if you had asked me' 

A further use of the conditional is in purpose clauses, alternative to da/fla2: 

Pišem da Vas pitam/пйшём да Вас пйтам . . . 
'I write to ask you . . . ' 
Pišem da bih Vas pitao/пишем да бих Вас пйтао ... 
'I write in order to ask you .. . ' 

Active and passive voice are distinguished. The passive (section 4.5) 
consists of a passive participle and a tense of 'to be' as auxiliary: 

Knjiga je паркапа./Кшйга je напйсана. 
'The book has been written.' 
Knjiga je bfla napIsana./KtbHra je бйла напйсана. 
'The book was written.' 
Knjiga će biti napisana./Кн>йга he бйти напйсана. 
'The book will be written.' 

The clitic se/ce indicating unspecified human subject can be used to form a 
quasi-passive (always without agent-phrase): 

Knjiga se piše./Кшйга се пйшё. 
'The book (NOM) is being written.' 

Some Western dialects and recent Croatian codifications can keep the 
underlying object in the accusative ('impersonal passive'): knjigu se piše/ 
кн>йгу се пйшё. 

The non-finite forms (for uses see section 4.5) are infinitive (na)pfsati/ 
(на)пйсати 'to write'; passive participle pisan, nkplsan/пйсан, напйсан 
'written'; verbal noun pisanje/nńcatbe 'writing (of ...) '; two verbal 
adverbs ('gerunds'), present pisuci/nHiuytui and past napisavši/напйса-
вши; and the /-participle (table 7.12), used in compound tenses (perfect, 
pluperfect, future II) and conditionals. 
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Table 7.12 L-participle 

Masculine Neuter Feminine 

Singular (na)pi'sao/(Ha)nńcao (na)pisalo/ (па)р18а1а/(на)пйсала 
(на)пйсало 

234 (па)р1$а1а/(на)пйсала as plural as plural 
Plural (па)р1$аН/(на)пйсали (па)р1$а1а/(на)пйсала (па)р{$а1е/(на)пйсале 

3.2.2 Conjugation 
One can classify Slavonic verbs by the formants of their present stems, by 
their infinitive(-aorist) stems or by the relationship between the two (con-
structing Jakobsonian underlying stems). This treatment is based on 
present stems: themes in -e-/-e-, in -пе-/-не-, in -je-/-je-, in -i-/-H-. 
Within each, we show infinitive stem shapes. 

Themes in -e-/-e-. The largest subtype has infinitive stem in consonant. 
Our example (table 7.13) is tres-/Tpec- 'to shake', since *nes- has become 
irregular and occurs only prefixed. 

Do-nfes-/AO-Hec- 'bring' has corresponding forms from the present 
stem: dorósem/донесём. Its infinitive-stem forms are do-n(ij)e-ti/AÓ-
н(щ)ё-ти, d6nio/AÓHHO (doneo/AÓHeo) d6n(ij)ela/AOH(Hj^a, done-
soh/донёсох, donese/дбнесе or dón(ij)eh/AOH(iij)ex, d5n(ij)e/ 
дон(*ц)ё, donёsen/дoнёceн or d6n(ij)et/AOH(Hj)eT, don(ij)evši/ 
дон(щ)ёвши. 

T and d stems: do^d-em/AO-BeA-ČM 'lead in', infinitive dovesti/ 
довести, doveo/довео, dovela/дбвела (tl, dl become /). ld-ёт/йд-ём 
'go' has infinitive ići/ńhn, /-participle isao/ńuiao išla/йшла, idoh/йдох. 
Prefixed forms have đ (< *jd): nšđem/HatjČM 'find', infinitive пйа/найи, 
n&šao/Hamao па§1а/нашла, nddoh/Hatjox nade/Hatje, naden/HatjeH, 
našavši/нашавши. *Čbt- is lost ('to read' is citati/чйтати citam/чйтам, 
of the -a-je-/-a-je- type). *Jad- is lost ('to ride' is jahati/jaxaTH, jašem/ 
jamČM). 

P and b stems: grób-em/rpe6-eM 'scratch', gtópsti/rpencTH, grebao/ 
грёбао, grёbla/гpёблa. (Ž/v- 'to live' now has the shape živ(j)eti/ 
жйв(]')ети, živlm/жйвйм.) 

К and g stems: гёк-/рёк- 'say' has present гёсёт/рёчём, rečeš/ 
рёчёш . . . гёкй/рёку or, like other perfective consonant stems, joins the 
пе/не type: rek-п-ёт/рёк-н-ём, гёк-п-ё§/рёк-н-ёш . . . rek-п-й/ 
рёк-н-у. The imperative is гёа/рёци. Infinitive гёа/рёЬи, aorist гёкоЬ/ 
рёкох гёсе/рёче, /-participle гёкао/рёкао, гёк1а/рёкла, participle 
гёсеп/рёчен. One rare verb, 'to thresh', is an A-stem: vršem/epiueM, 
vršeš/epiiieiii . . . vrhu/врху, vrći/ephH or vr(ij)eći/Bp(nj)ehH, vrhoh/ 
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Table 7.13 Conjugation of an -e/e- verb 

Singular Plural 

Forms made from present stem 
Present 
1 tresem/TpecČM 
2 treseš/Tpeceiii 
3 trese/трёсё 

Present adverb tresiići/TpecytiH 
Imperative trćsi/трёси 
Imperfect 
1 tresijah/TpecHjax 
2 tresijaše/Tpecnjame 
3 trćsijaše/TpecHjauie 

Forms made from infinitive stem 
Infinitive tresti/трёсти 
Aorist 
1 tresoh/трёсох 
2 trese/Tpece 
3 trese/Tpece 

tresemo/трёсёмо 
tresete/TpecČTe 
tresu/трёсу 

tresijasmo/TpecnjacMo 
tresijaste/TpecHjacTe 
trćsijahu/Tpecnjaxy 

trćsosmo/трёсосмо 
trćsoste/трёсосте 
tresoše/Tpecome 

L-participle masculine singular tresao/трёсао, feminine singular trćsla/трёсла 
(further see table 7.12). 
Passive participle trćsen/трёсен 
Past adverb (po)trćsavši/(no)TpecaeuiH 

врхох, vrše/epme, vrhao/epxao vrhla/врхла, vršen/вршен. (Vfšiti/ 
вршити, vrSim/вршйм Чо perform; thresh' is much more frequent.) 

N and m stems have infinitive stem in -ё-: рб-сп-ёт/по-чн-ём Чо 
begin', рбсёй/почёти, participle p6čet/n54eT. StSn-ёт/стан-ём Чо 
stand, step, stop' has stati/стати, st&h/erax, sta/ста, st&o/cTao stSla/ 
стала. 

R stems: й-тг-ёт/у-мр-ём 'die', umr(ij)eti/yMp(Hj)eTH, /-participle 
йтго/умро йтйа/умрла. 

A few -ra- stems have infinitive -a- alongside present -e-, like Ьёг-ёт/ 
бёр-ём 'pluck', brSti/брати; also z6v-em/3ÓB-eM 'call', zvSti/звати. 
(*5ъ5а- 'suck' is now sisati/сйсати, sišem/сйшём or slsam/сйсам.) 

Themes in -пе-/-не-. These have infinitive stem in -пи-/-ну-, usually 
identifiable as a suffix. An example is dign-ёт/дйгн-ём 'raise' (< *dvig-)9 
imperative digni/дйгни, infinitive dignuti/дйгнути, dignuh/дйгнух, 
dignu/дйгну, dignuo/дйгнуо dlgnula/дй гнула, dignut/дйгнут, 
d!gnuvši/дйгнувши. This, like many consonant -пи-/-ну- verbs, has 
alternative forms lacking -пи-/-ну-: dići/дйЬи (infinitive like stems in к, 
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g), digoh/дйгох, diže/дйже, digao/дйгао, digla/дйгла, digavši/ 
дйгавши. No alternatives exist for -пи-/-ну- preceded by vowel: minem/ 
минем 'pass', minuti/мйнути, mmuh/мйнух, minii/мйну, minuo/ 
мйнуо, minula/мйнула, mfnuvši/мпнувши. The few imperfective verbs 
can make an imperfect: ton-ёт/тбн-ём 'sink', tónuti/тонути, tonjah/ 
тбн>ах. 

Themes in -je-/-je-. The -/'- appears on the surface (after a vowel: table 
7.14) or causes old jotation (after a consonant: section 2.2). Imperative -i/ 
-и is dropped after surface -/. 

Like ču-ti/чу-ти cu-jem/ny-jeM Чо hear' are kri-ti/крй-ти, kri-jčm/ 
крй-jČM (< *kryti) Чо hide', bi-ti/бй-ти, bl-jem/6ft-jČM Чо beat' and 
others. Passive participles take -t/-T, -ven/-BeH or -jen/-jeH: krit/крйт or 
s-kriven/с-крйвен, bijen/6ńjeH. ('То sing' is now p(j)eva-ti/ 
n(j)eea-TH p(j)evam/n(j)eeaM.) Two -je-/-je- present verbs involve 
metathesis in the infinitive stem: kla-ti/кла-ти (< *kol-ti) кбуёт/кбл>ём 
Чо slaughter', т1(])ё-П/мл>ё-ти or млё-ти (< *mel-ti) тёЦёт/мёл>ём 
Чо grind'. (*Bor- is now boriti se/борити се, bórim se/борйм се Чо 
struggle'.) 

The largest subset (Matešić 1965-7 shows over 5,000 items) of vowel-
je-/-je- presents are those with a/a . Thanks to the contraction of -aje~ into 
-a-, their present tenses, for instance the rarely used verb d(j)ela-ti/ 
д(|')ёла-ти Чо act', go d(j)elam/fl(j^aM d(j)ёlaš/д(j)ёлaш d(j)ela/ 
дО')ёла, but third person plural d ( j ) e l a j u ^ ( j ^ a j y . 

A similar but tiny type is um(j)eti/yM(j)eTH Чо know how to', present 
stem *ume-je- > ekavian contracted й т ё т / у м ё м , йтёв/умёш . . . umejii/ 

Table 7.14 Conjugation of a -je-/-je- verb 

Forms made from present stem 
Present čujem/4yjČM (like tresem/TpecČM) 
Present adverb cujući/MyjyhH 
Imperative cuj/nyj 
Imperfect cujah/nyjax (like tresijah/Tpecnjax) 

Forms made from infinitive stem 
Infinitive čuti/чути 
Aorist 

Singular Plural 
1 čuh/чух čusmo/чусмо 
2 сй/чу čuste/чусте 
3 ču/чу Ш е / ч у ш е 
L-participle сйо/чуо, сй1а/чула (as table 7.12) 
Passive participle ču-v-еп/чу-в-ен 
Past adverb čuvši/чувши 
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yMejy, ijekavian umijem/yMHjeM, umijeś/yMMjeui . . . umijii/yMHjy; the 
imperative is iimej/yMej, йтц/умщ. L-participles are ekavian й т е о / 
умео, йте1а/умела, ijekavian йтю/умио, йпце1а/у\чела. 

Consonant -je-/-je- presents all have -a- in the infinitive stem, which is 
lost in the present. Consonants undergo jotation: infinitive kśz-a-ti/каз-а-
ТИ 'to say', present *kaz-je-m — kažem/кажём. The accent change, wide-
spread in this subtype, lends credence to a description with synchronic 
truncation of the a. Tbe type may be termed productive, to the extent that 
the suffix -isa-/-Hca- used for adapting loan verbs (section 5.3) has present 
-ise-/-Hiiie-. Vowel alternations between infinitive and present have been 
lost (*pbsa- yields pisati/пйсати, pišem/пйшём 'to write'; *jbma- has 
become iizimati/узимати, uzimam/узимам or йгипЦёт/узимгьём 'to 
take', the imperfective of йгёй/узёти, йгтёт /узмём) . However, one 
new alternation has arisen: *sbla- is now sla-ti/сла-ти, šSljem/ 
шал>ём 'to send'. 

Presents from -va-/-Ba- infinitives, however, almost never show jota-
tion; rather, there is alternation with -uje-/-yje-. Some 1,000 infinitive 
stems in -ova-ti/-OBa-TH like daróva-ti/Aapóea-TH 'to donate' and a 
dozen in -eva-ti/-eBa-TH like mačёvati se/мачёвати ce 'to fence' have 
presents d&rujem/flapyjeM, -uješ/-yjein . . . -uju/-yjy. Almost 2,000 
derived imperfectives in -iva-tiž-йва-ти, a Serbo-Croat innovation, also 
have -uje-/-yje-: kazivati/казйвати, k&zujem/ica3yjeM . . . -uju/-yjy 'to 
tell'. Serbo-Croat has regularized *-bvati verbs into -uvati/-yeaTH with the 
same alternation: pljuvati/шъувати, рЦ^ёт/пл>^ём . . . рЦщй/пл>^у 
'to spit'. 

A similar alternation -śva-/-aBa- ~ -aje-/-aje- (without contraction to 
-a-) occurs in dšvati/давати imperfective 'to give', dajem/AajČM . . . daju/ 
Aajy; similarly poznšvati/познавати 'to be acquainted with' and other 
imperfectives of prefixed forms of znSti/знати 'to know'. 

Stems like sijati/сйjara, ekavian sSjati/cejaTH 'to sow' have presents 
without double jj\ ijekavian sijem/cńjeM . . . siju/cfijy, ekavian sSjem/ 
cejeM .. . sSju/cejy. 

Themes in -i-/-H-. The infinitives may have -i-tiZ-и-ти: т61Ш/молити 
'to ask, pray' (table 7.15), -(j)e-ti/-(j)e-TH: vid(j)eti/BftA(j)eTH 'to see' or 
(after a palatal) -а-й/-а-ти: držati/држати 'to hold'. The first subtype is 
large (over 6,000) and productive. The other two are smaller, a few 
hundred stems, even though Serbo-Croat has shifted the de-adjectival type 
*zelen-e~ti, *zelen-e-je- here: ге1ёп^')ей/зелёнети or зелён>ети, 
ге1ёп!т/зелёнйм 'to turn green'. 

The -(j)e/-(j)e and palatal -a/-a subtypes have imperfects vidah/ 
вй!)ах, držah/држах, aorists vid(j)eh/BHA(j)ex, držah/држах, 
/-participles ijekavian vidio/вйдио, vidjela/видела, ekavian video/ 
вйдео, videla/вйдела, dłźao/држао, dłźala/држала, passive participles 
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Table 7.15 Conjugation of an -i-Ли- verb 

Singular Plural 

Forms made from present stem 
Present 
1 шбИш/молйм molimo/мд л ймо 
2 molls/мблйш mollte/мблйте 
3 тбИ/мблй то1ё/мблё 
Present adverb тб1ёа/мблёЬи 
Imperative moli/мол и 
Imperfect moljah/мблэах (like tresijah/Tpecnjax) 

Forms made from infinitive stem 
Infinitive móliti/молити 
Aorist 
1 mólih/молих molismo/молисмо 
2 moll/мблй móliste/молисте 
3 moll/мблй тоМе/молише 
L-participle тоНо/молио, mólila/молила 
Passive participle тоЦ-еп/мбл>-ен 
Past adverb (га)то1М*/(за)мблйвши 

\й!еп/вй1)ен, držan/држан, past adverbs vid(j)evši/Bftfl(j)eBiiiH, 
državši/државши. The spread of old jotation (like d đ: section 2.2) to 
imperfects and passive participles of the -(j)e/-(j)e subtype is a Serbo-
Croat innovation. 

Hóditi/хбдити Чо walk' is like móliti/мблити: hodim/хбдйм . . . 
hode/xofle, imperfect h6dah/xot)ax, participle p6hoden/noxotjeH 
'visited'. * Vel-ё- is defective, found only in the present: vёl^m/вёлйм . . . 
vele/вёлё 'say'. *Slyša- has become an -a- present: slišati/слйшати, 
slišam/слйшам 'to quiz'. 'To sleep' is now spavati/cnaeaTH, spavam/ 
спавам, but prefbced zaspati/заспати 'to fall asleep' has the -i-/-H-
present zasplm/заспйм. 

Athematic presents. Apart from blti/бйти 'to be', none remain in Serbo-
Croat. 

'To be' is noteworthy for having an extra present tense (table 7.16). 
tesam/jecaM, clitic sam/caM is imperfective, whereas budem/будём is 
perfective and imperfective: it can denote 4ypical action', but otherwise 
occurs only in kad/кад or ако/ако clauses, da/fla2 clauses and as an 
auxiliary for the future II. The imperative is budi/буди, the present adverb 
buduci/6yflytiH, from the 'extra' stem. The imperfect is ijekavian bijah/ 
6ftjax or bjeh/6jex, ekavian bejah/6ejax, beh/бёх. Other forms are regu-
lar from the stem Ы-/6Й-. 

'To eat' is a regular - e - / - e - present, jedem/jefleM, infinitive jesti/jecTH. 
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Table 7.16 Presents of blti/бйти 

Full Clitic Negated 'Extra' 

Singular 
1 jesam/jecaM sam/caM nfsam/нйсам 
2 jesi/jecH si/си msi/нйси 
3 jest(e)/jecT(e) je/je nije/Hńje 

Plural 
1 jesmo/jecMO smo/смо nismo/нйсмо 
2 jeste/jecTe ste/сте mste/нйсте 
3 jesu/jecy su/cy msu/нйсу 

Ьйёёш/будём 
budčš/будёш 
Ьйёё/будё 

Ьйёёто/будёмо 
budete/будёте 
budu/буду 

T o give' is a regular -je-/-je- present, dSti/дати, а а т / д а м . . . daju/flajy, 
though an alternative present exists with -d-е-Ад-е-: dśdem/дадём, -eš/ 
-ёш . . . dśdu/даду. Similarly regular but with parallel -d-е-Ад-е- present 
forms are: znati/знати 4o know (persons or information)' гпат/знам . . . 
znaju/3Hajy or znśdem/знадём . . . znśdu/знаду, imati/ймати 'to have' 
imam/ймам . . . imajii/ńMajy or imńdem/имадём . . . imśdii/имаду (but 
negated present пётат /нвмам . . . nemaju/HeMajy). * Vedeti, *vemb 
'know' is lost. 

A verb with suppletive stems is 'want, will'. The infinitive is ht(j)Sti/ 
XT(j)eTH, with matching aorist and /-participle (ijekavian hfio/хтйо, 
Ы]ё1а/хт]ёла). The presents are as in table 7.17; considerable accentual 
variation exists in practice. 

Table 7.17 Presents of ht(j)eti/xT(j)eTH 

Full Clitic Negated 

Singular 
1 hoću/xohy ću/hy пёси/нёЬу 
2 hoces/xoheui ćeš/heui nećeš/Heheui 
3 hoće/xohe će/he neće/Hehe 
Plural 
1 hoćemo/x6heMO ćemo/heMO nećemo/нёЬемо 
2 hocete/xoheTe ćete/heTe nećete/нёЬете 
3 hoće/xóhe će/he пёсё/нёЬё 

3.3 Derivational morphology 
The most thorough treatment, including productivity information, is Babic 
(1986), relied on throughout this chapter. 

3.3.1 Major patterns of noun derivation 
These are suffixal; there is also compounding and prefixation. Character-
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istic for Serbo-Croat are zero-suffixed nouns from verb roots: nśpad/ 
напад 'attack' (napasti/напасти, nžipad-n-ёт/напад-н-ём Чо attack'). The 
verbal noun in -(e)nje/-(e)H>e, -ce/-tie is highly productive from imperfec-
tive verbs in the meaning of an action. As a concrete act or product it is 
derived from some perfectives (and a few imperfectives) and has accent 
-śnje/-aH>e, -ćnje/-eH>e, -Vće/-Vhe: Ы£п]е/издан>е 'edition' (versus 
izdśvanje/H3flaeaH>e from imperfective, 'publishing'). Further typical 
deverbal nouns are in -(e)tak/-(e)TaK (a ~ 0 alternation): početak/ 
почё taK 'beginning' (рбсёй/пбчёти 'to begin'), -nja/-H>a: šćtnja/ 
шётн>а 'stroll' from šćtati (se)/uieTaTH (ce) 'to stroll' and -aj/-aj: 
dbgadaj/floraljaj 'event' from dogśdati ее/доплати се 'to occur'. 

In de-adjectival abstracts, - 5 s t / - o c T ' -ness ' is m o s t productive: 
n a f v n o s t / н а й в н б с т 'naivetć'. - o ć a / - o t i a partly replaces - 0 t a / - 0 T a : 
p u n - ó ć a / n y H - ó h a 'fullness'. 

Abstracts of many sorts and sources are made with -stvo/-CTBO: 
sus(j)ed-stvo/cyc(j)efl-CTBO 'neighbour-hood', pijśn-stvo/nnjaH-CTBO 
'drunken-ness', zak0n-0 -dśv - s tv0 /3aK0H-0- f laB-CTB0 'law-giving, legis-
lation' (гйкоп/закон 'law'). 

Productive person noun suffixes are -1ас/-лац and ЧеЦ/-тел>, which 
compete somewhat: slušalac/слушалац, sliišatelj/^yiiiaTe.Jb 'listener'; 
further, -ас/-ач and -ar/-ap, both particularly from -ati/-ara verbs: 
predivač/предавач 'lecturer', vftdar/владар 'ruler' (predavati/ 
предавати 'to lecture', vlšdati/владати 'to rule'). Foreign -ik normally 
becomes Чсаг/-ичар: kriticar/крйтичар. -ar/-ap, -ist(a)/-HCT(a), -aš/ 
•am and -ас/-ац are frequent denominals: гШаг/златар 'goldsmith' 
(zlato/злато 'gold'), flžiut-ist(a)/(jxriayT-HCT(a), folklóraš/фoлклópaш 
'folkdancer', tekstflac/текетйлац 'textile worker'. The Turkish suffix 
-džija/-UHja is somewhat productive: tramv&jdžija/TpaMBajynja 'tram-
driver'. 

Inhabitant name suffixes include -(j)anin/-(j)aHHH, -сатп/-чанин, 
both of which lose - т / - и н in the plural (see page 320), -ас/-ац: Kanžtda/ 
Канада, Кап^апт/Кана1)анин; Ljubljana/Лэубл>ана, Ljubljśncanin/ 
Л>убл>анчанин; 1ш1ца/Йндща, Ьк1цас/Индщац. A few names have 
Turkish -1уа/-лща: Sar&jlija/Capž^iHja 'Sarajevo resident'. 

Feminine formation is typically with Чса/-ица: искёу-ка/учитёл>-ица 
'teacher'; šSf/шёф 'chief, §ёвса/шёфица. -ка/-ка occurs bound to 
particular suffixes: vlžtdarka/владарка, ЦиЬЦ£пёапка/Л>убл>анчанка. 
;inja/ -ин>а attaches to velars: bóg-inja/6ór-HH>a 'goddess', Uzbek-inja/ 
Узбек-ин>а; and -киуа/-кин>а often to final /: kandidat-kinja/ 
кандйдат-кин>а 'candidate', femiriistkinja/феминйсткинэа 'feminist'. 

Diminutives of masculine o-stems take -ic/-Mh or -čić/-4Hti: bród/ 
брод 'ship', br6dić/6póflHtl; sin/сйн 'son', slnčić/сйнчиЬ. Feminines in 
-a/-a get Чса/-ица: vóda/BOfla, vódica/BOflima. Neuters take -се/-це or 
various extended versions: pismo/пйсмо 'letter', pisśmce/писамце; 
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grlo/грло 'throat', gTl-ašce/грл-ашце. Masculines and feminines add 
neuter -се/-че (stem -čet/-4eT-) in the meaning 'young . . . ' : čobanin/ 
чобанин 'shepherd', сбЬапсе/чобанче 'shepherd boy'; guska/гуска 
'goose', gusce/ryuine 'gosling'. Hypocoristics shorten names to (con-
sonant-) vowel-consonant and add -0/-0, -e/-e or -a/-a: fvo/Йво or fve/ 
Йве from Ьап/Йван, Mara/Mapa, Мйге/Маре or Mśja/Maja from 
M&rija/Mapnja. Augmentatives take - та / -ина and extensions: bród-ina/ 
брод-ина 'big boat', 8оЬ-ёйпа/соб-ётина 'big room'. 

First members of compounds can be nouns (often with object inter-
pretation), adjectives or combining forms: brod-o-gradnja/брод-о-
градн>а 'ship-building = building of ships', n0v-0-grśdnja/H0B-0-rpaflH>a 
'new construction', vёle-majstor/вёлe-мajcтop 'grand master'. 

3.3.2 Major patterns of adjective derivation 
These involve suffixation. Descriptive adjectives can be predicated and 
compared. They distinguish long and short declension, and their citation 
form is short, as пигап/мйран 'peaceful'. Relational adjectives do not 
distinguish long/short. Their citation form is long (mirovni/мйровнй 
'peace . . . ' ) except for certain possessives (-OV/-OB, - ev / - eB , - т / -ин) . 
Relational adjectives are often replaceable by modifying phrases: mir5vni 
ugov5r/MńpoBHń уговор or ugov5r о miru/уговор о мйру 'treaty of 
peace'. 

The most widespread descriptive adjective suffix is -ап/-ан (a ~ 0 
alternation: sections 2.1 and 2.2), as in пигап/мйран above, with variants 
-еп/-ен, -ven/-eeH. Clearly deverbal is ргМасап/прйвлачан 'attractive' 
from privlščiti/привлачити 'to attract'. Other descriptive suffixes have 
more specific semantics, as -(lj)iv/-(jb)HB '-able, given to . . . ' : plakati/ 
плакати 'to cry', plačljiv/плачл>ив 'tearful'. Compounds are formed with 
-ап/-ан or (particularly with body-part nouns in second place) without 
suffix: kratk-ó-traj-an/KpaTK-ó-Tpaj-aH 'short-lasting', kratk-6-rep/ 
кратк-о-реп 'short-tailed'. 

The most general relational-adjective suffix is -п1/-нй, with extended 
forms -епТ/-енй, -апТ/-анй, -ovnI/-OBHŃ and others: društvo/друштво 
'society', društveni sektor/друштвенй сектор 'the public sector'. A 
deverbal example is produžiti/продужити 'to extend': próduźnl gajtan/ 
продужнй rajTaH 'extension cord'; a dephrasal is star-o-zav(j)et-ni/ 
стар-о-зав^)ет-нй 'Old Testament' from stari/старй 'old', 
zav(j)et/3ae(j)eT 'testament'. 

-SkI/-CKH, its а11отофЬ$ (s/c , z / з + skl /скй = -skI/-CKH, š / ш , ž / ж , 
h/x, g/г -I- skl/скй = -škIZ-шкй, с/ц, č/ч, к /к -h skl/скй = ск!/-чкй, 
ć/h -h skl/скй = -ск!/-Ькй) and extended forms (-аск!/-ачкй, -inskl/ 
-инскй, -ovskI/-OBCKFL . . . ) form ethnic and geographical adjectives: 
Атёйка/Америка, атёйскГ/амёричкй; and are also the relational 
suffix for most personal nouns: studentski život/студентскй жйвот 
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'student life'. The -ski/-CKŃ set encroaches onto the general relational 
territory of -пТ/-нй, being predictable on stems in -ij/-Hj, -ija/-Hja, -ika/ 
-ика, -п/-н, -ar/-ap and other finals: А1ог£гёуа/филозофща, filozofski/ 
филозофскй; bfet5n/6ETÓH 'concrete', bfet5nskI/6ETÓHCKŃ. 

Animal names typically take -JT/-JH (-iji/-njń): miš/мйш 'mouse', 
niisjl/Mftiiijń (mišja гйра/мйпца рупа 'mousehole'). There is overlap 
with other types: d(j)feca/A(j)eija 'children' has d(j)fecji/A(j)e4jń; 
orangutan/орангутан, orangńtanski/opaHryTaHCKń 'orangutan'. 

Possessive adjectives from nouns referring to definite singular possessors 
(section 4.9) take -OV/-OB for o-stem nouns, -ev/-ee for soft O-stems and 
-in/-HH for fl-stems: studentov/студентов 'student's', mužev/мужев 
'husband's', йёпт/жёнин 'wife's', TSslin/Тёслин 'Tesla's'. Nouns in -v 
take - l j e v / ^ e e : JSkov/JaicoB 'Jacob', J&kovljev/JaKOB.n>eB. 

Plant names of all declensions favour -OV/-OB: Пра/лйпа 'linden', Bpov 
čSj/лйпов naj 'linden tea'. 

Adverbs of place and time form adjectives with -щ!/-н>й, -šnjI/-uiH>fi, 
-aSnjI/-aiHH>ń: jQtro/jyTpo 'morning', jQtarnjVjyTapibfi; juce(r)/jy4e(p) 
'yesterday', jučёrašnjT/jyчёpaшн>й. 

Relational from verbs (or from verbal nouns) can be in -aćl/-ahń: 
pisaći stó(l)/nńcaM сто(л) 'writing table' from pisati/пйсати 'to write' 
or pisanje/nńcaH>e 'writing'. 

3.3.3 Major patterns of verb derivation 
These are suffixation and prefixation. Suffixes forming verbs from nouns 
include -ай/-ати (present - ат / -ам) , -М/-ити, -й:ай/-йрати (bi-
aspectual, from foreign bases), -ovati/-oeaTH (alternant -evati/-eBaTH: 
domestic and foreign, often bi-aspectual): kartati se /картати се 'to play 
cards, gamble with cards', bójiti/6ójHTH 'to paint, colour with paint/dye 
(bója/6ója)', torpedirati/торпедйрати 'to toфedo', gostóvati/rocTÓ-
вати 'to be a guest', mačёvati se/мачёвати ce 'to fence, fight with swords 
(т5с/мач) ' . 

More rarely, denominals arise by prefixation-suffixation: po-latin-iti/ 
по-латйн-ити 'to Latinize', оЬё§итШ/обёшумити 'to deforest' (o-bez-
šum-iti/о-без-шум-ити, šuma/шума 'forest'). 

Verbs from (descriptive) adjectives mean (1) 'to become .. . ' , (2) 'to 
make something . . . ' . Of productive suffixes, -(j)eti/-(j)era (present -Im/ 
-йм, section 3.2.2) has only the first meaning: glśdn(j)eti/niaAHeTH or 
гладььети 'to become hungry (glśdan/гладан)'. -itiž-ити yields both 
transitive kiseliti/кйселити 'to make sour (laseo/кйсео)', with intransi-
tive kiseliti se/кйселити ce 'to become sour', and intransitive cbraviti/ 
Ьбравити 'to become blind (ć5rav/hopaB)'. -ati/-aTH (present - ат / -ам) , 
with both meanings, often attaches to comparatives: j&cati/janaTH '(1) to 
become stronger; (2) to strengthen something' from jścl/ 
janń 'stronger' (jak/jaK 'strong'). Prefixation-suffixation is widespread: 
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o-sposób-iti/о-способ-ити 'to make something/someone capable' from 
sp6soban/cnoco6aH 'capable', o-bes-hrśbr-iti/o-бес-храбр-ити Чо 
discourage' from hrabar/xpa6ap 'brave'. 

Verbs are made from verbs by prefixation, suffixation or use of the 
'reflexive' particle se/ce. Se/ce can intransitivize a verb, as držati/држати 
Чо hold', držati se/држати ce with genitive 'to hold to'; dropping a basic 
verb's se/ce can transitivize it, as približiti se/приблйжити ce 'to come 
nearer', približiti/приблйжити 'to bring nearer'. 

Prefixation yields a perfective verb which may or may not coincide 
semantically or syntactically with the input verb (section 3.2.1). U-/y- may 
represent old *u- 'away', as uklóniti/уклонити 'to eliminate', but usually 
means 'in', as iit(j)erati/yT(j)epaTH 'to drive in'. 

Apart from aspect changes, suffixation of verbs may also yield iteratives 
(section 3.2.1) and diminutives, for which the suffixes mostly involve к/к , 
с/ц and r /p : gur-kati/гур-кати 'to push a little': p(j)ev-uckati/n(j)e-
вуцкати 'to hum' from p(j)evati/n(j)eeaTH 'to sing'; šet-kšrati/uieT-
карати 'to stroll a little (somewhat pejorative)' from šetati/шётати. 

Verb compounds are scanty; compare kriv-o-tvór-iti/KpHB-o-TBÓp-
ити 'to counterfeit'. 

4 Syntax 

4.1 Element order in declarative sentences 
Element order is determined largely by topic-comment structure. The 
topic in unmarked order precedes the comment. The simplest situation, a 
frequent one, is subject = topic, verb + object = comment. If subject and 
object are both known to the participants in conversation and the verb has 
unsurprising meaning, the order is SVO. 

Slavko vidi Ólgu./Славко вйдй 0лгу. 
'Slavko sees Olga.' 

If arguments and predicate are all new in the discourse, the order is again 
SVO. 

Jedan student vodi pitomu ovcu./JeAaH студент водй пйтому овцу. 
'A student is leading a tame sheep.' 

An element can be made the information focus by placing it sentence-
finally: 

Slavko Ólgu prezire./Славко 0лгу прёзирё. 
'Slavko despises Olga.' 
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Focused subjects, such as answers to questions, can be final as well. 

Q: (T)ko donosi šunku?/(T)KO доноси шунку? 
'Who is bringing the ham?' 

A: Šunku donosi Slavko./Шунку доноси Славко. 
'Slavko is bringing the ham.' 

Serbo-Croat has a constraint against separating post-verbal subjects from 
verbs, so we would not normally find ?dónosI šunku Slavko/ 
доноси шунку Славко. A topicalized element is put first, as 'Olga' in 
the second sentence: 

Slavko vidi Ólgu. Ólgu vidimo i mi./Славко вйдй 0лгу. 0лгу вйдймо и мй. 
'Slavko sees Olga. We too see Olga.' 

Certain lexical elements (like nešto/нёшто 'something', tó/то 'this, 
that', c6v(j)ek/40e(j)eK in the meaning 'one') have inherent low prom-
inence (contributions to Filipović 1975: 97-104), and are sentence-final 
only under emphasis. They normally display SOV order: 

?Slavko vidi nešto. Slavko nešto vidi. (or: Slavko vidi nešto.)/ 
?Славко вйдй нёшто. Славко нёшто вйдй. (or: Славко вйдй нёшто.) 
'Slavko sees something/ 

Departures from topic-comment order yield special effects, such as 
extra emphasis on a preposed comment: 

VIDT Slavko./ ВЙДЙ Славко. 
'Slavko DOES see.' 

Adverbs modifying a verb tend to precede it, whereas adverbials of 
other sorts follow: 

Slavko jlsno vidi Ólgu./Славко jacHO вйдй 0лгу. 
'Slavko sees Olga clearly.' 
Slavko vidi ólgu kroz cfim./Славко вйдй 0лгу кроз дйм. 
'Slavko sees Olga through the smoke.' 

Without an object, unmarked order of subject and verb is still SV: 

Slavko spava./GnaBKO спава. 
'Slavko is sleeping.' 

However, subjects are frequently put after the verb. One grammaticalized 
instance is the existential or presentative, announcing the existence or 
availability of the subject. Here the order is optional time or place frame-
verb-subject: 
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Na stolu leži knjiga./Ha столу лёжй кн>йга. 
'On the table lies (is) a book.' 

A suppletive present tense of 'to be' for existentials is 1та/йма 'there is' 
(negative nema/нема 'there is not'). It and other tenses of biti/бйти with 
a genitive (singular or plural) subject mean 'there is/are some . . . , there 
isn't/aren't any .. . ' : 

U frižideru ima šunke (masllna)./y фрижидёру йма шункё (маслина), 
i n the refrigerator there is some ham (there are some olives).' 

Some speakers use ima/йма with nominative singular subjects, while 
others (particularly in the Croat standard) require je/je: 

Na stolu ima (or: je) knjiga./Ha столу йма (or je) кн>йга. 
'On the table there is a book.' 

Clitic-placement rules operate within a simple sentence. Almost ail 
Serbo-Croat clitics have corresponding full forms (though se/ce in most 
uses, those not meaning ' . . . self', has none). Clitic and full personal 
pronouns were given in table 7.6, of verb forms in tables 7.16 and 7.17. 
Serbo-Croat clitics are enclitic, forming an accentual group with a pre-
ceding word. Clitics display fixed order in a group (contributions to 
Filipović 1975: 105-34): 

I li/ли. 
II Auxiliary verbs and present of 'to be' (but not third person singular 

je/je): 
bih, bi, bi, bismo, biste, bi/бих, би, би, бисмо, бисте, би '(I, you, 
he/she/it, we, you, they) would' 
ću, ćeš, će, ćemo, ćete, сё/hy, hem, tie, Ьемо, Ъете, tie '(I, you, he/ 
she/it, we, you, they) will' 
sam, si, , smo, ste, su/сам, си, , смо, сте, су '(I) have/ 
did, (I) am' and so forth 

III Dative pronouns: 
mi, ti, mu, joj, nam, vam, im/ми, ти, му, joj, нам, вам, им '(to) me, 
you, him/it, her, us, you, them' 

IV Accusative/genitive pronouns: 
me, te, ga, je, nas, vas, ih/ме, те, га, je, нас, вас, их 'me, you, him/ 
it, her, us, you, them' 

V se/ce, reflexive pronoun and particle. 
VI je/je, third person singular auxiliary and present of 'to be'. Se + je/ 

ce + je usually becomes just se/ce; je/je occasionally drops after 
т е / м е and te/Te as well. Je + je/ je -I- je is replaced by ju je/jy je. 
Examples: 
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Slavko će je vid(j)eti./OiaBKO he je вйд0)ети. 
'Slavko will see her.' 
Slavko ga se (je) bójao./Славко га ce (je) óójao. 
'Slavko feared it.' 
Ólga mu ju je dśla./Олга му jy je дала. 
'Olga gave her to him.' 
Vidi li je Slavko?/BftflH ли je Славко? 
'Does Slavko see her?' 

The clitic group comes in second position in the simple sentence: after 
the first constituent, or after the first word of the first constituent. 

(Moja sčstra) će dóći u utorak./(Mója сестра) he доЬи у уторак. 
Moja će sestra dóći u iitorak./Mója he сестра доЬи у уторак. 
'My sister will come on Tuesday.' 

If the first constituent is comparatively long, as mója ml&da sfestra/MÓja 
мла^а сестра 'my younger sister', one can 'exclude it from the count', 
placing clitics after the (first word of the) next constituent: 

Moja mlada sestra dóći će u utorak./Mója мла^а сестра доЬи he у уторак. 

If the sentence begins with a clause introducer, clitics necessarily come im-
mediately afterward, with no exclusions from the count: 

... da će mója mlada sestra dóći u utorak./... да he Moja млаТ)а сестра доТш у 
уторак. 
' . . . that my younger sister will come on Tuesday.' 

Clause introducers are subordinating conjunctions like da/да 'that', rela-
tive or interrogative words and coordinating conjunctions (but i/и 'and', 
a /a 'and, but' do not count). 

Ordering of elements within noun phrases is generally fixed (con-
tributions to Filipović 1975: 87-96). Elements before the noun are 
totalizers ('all', 'every'), demonstratives, possessives, numerals and adjec-
tives, in the order given: 

svih ovih mojih deset crvenih ruža/свйх овйх MÓjńx дёсёт црвенйх ружа 
'(Literally, 'all these my ten red roses.') All these ten red roses of mine.' 

Any of these might follow the noun in poetic or expressive style: thus, mža 
mója/ружа Mója might be a term of endearment. Postposing a numeral 
does not express approximation. 

Elements normally appearing after the noun are genitives, prepositional 
phrases, relative clauses and complement clauses, in the order given. 

knjiga Lava Tolstoja u l(ij)epom iivezu/кьъйга Лава Толстота у л(щ)ёпбм увезу 
'a book of( = by) Leo Tolstoy in a nice binding' 
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uv(j)erenje naprednih ljudi da je zemlja okrugla/ у e(j)eрён>е напреднйх л>удй да 
je зёмла дкругла 
'the belief of progressive people that the world is round' 
uv(j)erenje koje su ljudi izražavali da je zemlja okrugla / У B(J )e РЁ н>е KĆjč су л>уди 
изражавали да je зёмл>а дкругла 
'the belief which people expressed that the world is round' 

Adjectives and participles with complements usually follow nouns: 

knjiga žuta od starosti/кн>йга жута од старости 
'a book yellow with age' 

But they can precede if their own complements precede them: od st&rosti 
žuta knjiga/од старости жута кн>йга. 

4.2 Non-declarative sentence types: interrogatives and imperatives 
Yes-no questions are sometimes marked by intonation. A characteristic 
contour involves a drop before and during the accented syllable of the 
focused word, followed by high pitch on the remainder of the word (the 
'reverse pattern': Lehiste and Ivić 1986: chapter 3; see also contributions 
to Filipović 1975: 172-9): 

SlaVk° vidi Ólgu?/QiaB K° вйдй блгу? 
'Does Slavko see Olga?' 

If no word is especially focused, the reverse pattern goes on the main verb: 

Slavko vfd l Ólgu?/GNABKO вйДЙ блгу? 
4Does Slavko see Olga?' 

More frequent yes-no question markers are clitic li/ли and sentence-
initial d i li/да ли. The finite verb (auxiliary if there is one, otherwise the 
main verb) precedes li/ли immediately and is thus sentence initial: 

Vidi li Slavko б^и?/вйдй ли Славко 0лгу? 

A clitic finite verb is replaced in li/ли questions by its non-clitic (full) 
form: 

Hoće li Slavko vid(j)eti Ólgu?/Xohe ли Славко вйдфети блгу? 
'Will Slavko see Olga?' 

DS li/да ли, which may be regarded as the full form of li/ли, does not 
constrain the order of the remaining elements. The example above would 
be: dS li će Slavko vid(j)eti ólgu?/fla ли lie Славко вйд^)ети 0лгу? 

Affirmative answers to yes-no questions of all types can be da/да 'yes', 
repetition of the finite verb (in full form) or both: 
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Q: Slavko vi 1 Ólgu? Vidi li Slavko Ólgu? Da li Slavko vidi Ólgu?/CnaBKO вйД и 

0лгу? Вйдй ли Славко 0лгу? Да ли Славко вйдй 0лгу? 
A: Da./Да. or Vidl./Вйдй. or Da, vidi./Да, вйдй. 

'Yes. Не does. Yes, he does.' 
Q: Hoče li Slavko vid(j)eti Ólgu?/Xohe ли Славко вйд0)ети 0лгу? Da li će 

Slavko vid(j)eti Ólgu?/fla ли he Славко вйд^)ети Олгу? 
A: Da./Да. or Hoce./Xohe. or Da, hoće./Да, x5he. 

'Yes. He will. Yes, he will.' 

Negative answers are given with пё/нё 'no', and/or repetition of the 
negated finite verb (recall that paired clitic/full-form verbs have a single 
negated form; sections 3.2.1 and 4.6): 

Q: Slavko v?dT Ólgu? Vidi li Slavko Ólgu? Da li Slavko vidi Ólgu?/CnaBKO вйАЙ 

0лгу? Вйдй ли Славко 0лгу? Да ли Славко вйдй 0лгу? 
А: Ne./Нё. or Ne vidi./Нё вйдй. or Ne, пё vidi./Нё, не вйдй. 

'No. Не doesn't. No, he doesn't.' 
Q: Hoće li Slavko vid(j)eti Ólgu?/X5he ли Славко вйдфети 0лгу? Da li će 

Slavko vid(j)eti Ólgu?/fla ли he Славко вйдфети Олгу? 
A: Ne./Не. or Neće./Hehe. or Ne, neće./Нё, Hehe. 

Yes-no questions can be formulated negatively by negating the verb. 

Slavko neVIdr
4ČHgu?/taaBKo нёВ И д й блгу? Ne vidi li Slavko Ólgu?/He вйдй 

ли Славко 0лгу? 
'Doesn't Slavko see Olga?' 

Answers to such negative questions are 

Ne, ne vidi./Нё, не вйдй. 
'No, he doesn't.' 

or 

da, vidi/да, вйдй (probably not merely da/да). 

Similar to English 'tag questions', zar пё?/зар не? or je li?/je ли? can 
make yes-no questions from positive or negative statements: 

Slavko vidi Ólgu, zar пё?/Славко вйдй 0лгу, зар не? 
'Slavko sees Olga, doesn't he?' 

Alternative questions contain ili/или 'or' between two or more 
elements in what is otherwise a yes-no question: 

Vidi li Slavko Ólgu ili Dóntf/Вйдй ли Славко 0лгу или Дору? 
'Does Slavko see Olga or Dora?' 

An answer can be: 
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Ne vidi Ólgu nego Dóru./He видй 0лгу него Дору. 
4Не doesn't see Olga but (rather) Dora.' 

or simply: Dóru/Дору. 
WH questions are made with interrogatives such as (t)k6/(T)KO 'who', 

cijT/Hńjń 'whose', zžšto/зашто 'why'. Such words front - come in first 
position in the sentence - and can be preceded only by coordinating 
conjunctions and prepositions: 

Koga vidi Marija? Koga Marija vidT?/Kóra вйдй MapHja? Kora MapHja вйдй? 
'Whom does Marija see?' 
S kim Marija radi?/С кйм MapHja ради? 
' With whom does Marija work?' 

A WH word (with preposition if any) counts as a sentence-introducer: 
clitics follow it immediately. 

Koga je M&rija vld(j)ela?/Kora je Mapnja вйдфела? 
'Whom did Marija see?' 
S kim ga je vid(j)ela?/C кйм га je вйд^)ела? 
'With whom did she see him?' 

Fronting can separate a WH word from the rest of its phrase: 

Koliko Slavko ima novaca?/K5ликo Славко йма новаца? 
'How much has Slavko money? (How much money has Slavko?)' 

WH words can be conjoined. The resulting WH group fronts: 

Koga i gd(j)e Marija vidi?/Kóra и гдфё MapHja вйдй? 
'Whom and where does Marija see? (Whom does Marija see and where does she 
see him?)' 

If there are clitics, their best position is after the first WH word: 

Koga je i gd(j)e Marija v!d(j)ela?/K6ra je и n*(j)e MapHja вйд^)ела? 
'Whom did Marija see and where did she see him?' 

They may also be after the group: kóga i gd(j)6 je M&rija vid(j)ela?/KÓra и 
гдфё je MapHja вйдО')ела? 

'Multiple' questions can be formed with non-conjoined WH words. In 
general all are fronted. Clitics are best placed after the first WH word, 
suggesting it differs in syntactic position from the others (Browne 1976): 

(T)ko je gd(j)e kóga vidio (video)?/(T)KÓ je n*(j)e кога вйдио (вйдео)? 
'Who saw whom where?' 

The order of WH words is not fixed; one can also ask, for instance: gd(j)S je 
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(t)ko koga vidio (video)?/n*(j)e je (т)ко кога видно (вйдео)? 
All types of direct questions, apart from the intonational yes-no type 

and the 'tags', can also function as indirect questions, as in the position of 
object to a predicate: 

Ne znam da li Slavko vidi Ólgu (vidi li Slavko Ólgu)./He знам да ли Славко 
вйдй блгу (вйдй ли Славко Олгу). 
'I don't know whether Slavko sees Olga.' 
Nisam siguran (t)ko gd(j)e koga vidi./Нйсам сйгуран (т)кб rfl(j)e кога вйдй. 
'I am not sure who sees whom where.' 

If a question is to be object of a preposition, a form of the pronoun to/ 
то 'it' in the required case is intercalated: 

Govorili smo о tome da li Slavko vidi Ólgu./Говорили смо о томе да ли 
Славко вйдй 0лгу. 
'We spoke about it whether Slavko sees Olga.' 

In some instances the preposition and pronoun are omissible: 

Pitanje (о tome) da li Slavko vidi ólgu još nije r(ij)ešeno./nriTaH>e (о томе) да 
ли Славко вйдй 0лгу jóui Hńje p(nj)euieHO. 
'The question (about it) whether Slavko sees Olga is not yet resolved.' 

Commands are given in the imperative: 

Uzmi (plural or formal: Uzmite) krušku!/Узми (plural or formal: Узмите) 
крушку! 
'Take a pear!' 

A second-person subject may be omitted or (less commonly) expressed: 

Uzmi ti krušku!/Узми тй крушку! 
' You take a pear!' 

Negative imperatives require imperfective aspect: 

Ne uzimaj krušku!/Не узимгц крушку! 
'Don't take a pear.' 

except for some verbs of involuntary psychological action: 

Ne zaboravi!/Не заборави! 
'Don't forget (perfective)!' 

Another, more polite, negative command is with nfem5j/HeMÓj (1 PL 
nčmčjmo/HeMojMO 'let's not'; 2 PL rómójte/HeMojTe) plus infinitive 
(either aspect): 
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Nemój uzimati kruške!/HeMÓj узимати крушке! 
'Don't take (imperfective) pears.' 
Nemój uzeti krušku!/HeMÓj узётн крушку! 
4Don't take (perfective) a pear.' 

Р а / д а 2 with present clauses can replace the infinitive, especially in the 
East: nemój da uzimaš (da uzmeš) krušku/HeMoj да у з и м а ш (да у з м ё ш ) 
к р у ш к у ! Б а / д а 2 clauses can also contain a verb not in the second person, 
as long as its subject is under the control or influence of the person 
addressed: 

Nemój da se tó drugI put dogocffi/HeMoj да ce то другй пут догодй! 
Literally, 'Don't that this happens again! (Don't let this happen again!)' 

Commands to be performed by another person are given as da/fla2-present 
or пёка/нёка-present clauses: 

Da Slavko (ne) uzima kruške./Да Славко (не) узима крушке. 
Neka Slavko (ne) uzima kruške./Нёка Славко (не) узима крушке. 
'Let (may) Slavko (not) take pears.' 

Reported commands are formulated as da/^a2-present clauses, in the 
third person occasionally as пёка/нёка-present: 

Rekla je da uzmem (uzmeš) krušku./Рёкла je да узмём (узмёш) крушку. 
'She said I (you) should take a pear.' 
Rekla je da (or neka) Slavko uzme krušku./Рёклa je да (or нёка) Славко узмё 
крушку. 

'She said Slavko should take a pear.' 

4.3 Copular sentences 
The main copula is bit i /бйти 'to be', used with noun phrase, adjective 
phrase and adverbial phrase predicates: 
Marija je moja sestra./Mapnja je Moja сестра. 
'Marija is my sister.' 
Marija je vr(ij)edna kao pčela./Mapnja je вр(щ)ёдна као пчела. 
'Marija is hard-working as a bee.' 
Marija je dobro./MapHja je добро. 
'Marija is well.' 
Koncert je u osam./Концерт je у осам. 
'The concert is at eight o'clock.' 

In the genitive predicate construction, a noun mentions a property of the 
subject and an adjective specifies that property: 

Šešir je odgovšrajuće veličine./IIIeump je oflroeapajyhe величйнё. 
The hat is (of) the right size.' 
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The normal case for noun phrase and adjective phrase copular predi-
cates is nominative. The instrumental on these is archaic or literary, never 
obligatory: 

Marija je učiteljica (učiteljic5m)./MapHja je учитёл>ица (учитёл»ицом). 
'Marija is a teacher NOM (a teacher INST).' 

Even if the sentence contains a subject in another case, the predicate is 
nominative: 

Lakoje Mariji biti vr(ij)edna./Яако je Марщи бйти вр(и])ёдна. 
i t is easy for Marija (DAT) to be hard-working (NOM).' 

If the subject is unexpressed, the copular predicate adjective is nominative 
masculine singular for arbitrary human referents, otherwise nominative 
neuter singular. 

Važno je biti vr(ij)edan./ Важно je бйти вр(щ)6даи. 
i t is important (for anyone) to be hard-working (NOM M).' 

Biti/бйти and other copulas take only short-form adjectives as 
predicate: 

Martin je vr(ij)edanJМартин je вр(и])ёдан. 
'Martin is hard-working (SHORT).' 

But some adjectives lacking a short form (section 3.1.4) can use their long 
form: 

Martin je mall./Мартин je малй. 
'Martin is small.' 
ivan je najmanjI./Йван je шцман>й. 
'Ivan is the smallest.' 

A zero copula is found only in proverbs, titles and other compressed 
styles: 

Obećanje - liidóm radovanje./06ehaH>e - лудбм радован>е. 
'A promise (is) joy for a fool. (Don't trust promises.)' (Proverb) 

Blti/бйти has frequentative bivati/бйвати 'be from time to time; 
become; happen': 

Marija je bivala (je počela bivati) sve vrednija./Mapnja je бйвала (je пбчёла 
бйвати) све вреднща. 
'Marija was becoming (began to be) more and more hard-working.' 
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A specialized copula for adverbials of place is nalaziti s e / н а л а з и т и ce, 
perfective nśći se/HatlH ce 'be located, be'. 

Śkola se nalazi dalčko od sela./Шкбла ее налазй далёко од сёла. 
The school is located far from the village.' 

Óstat i /остати, imperfective óstajati/ocrajaTH 'to remain; to be left, 
find oneself', taking various predicate types, can mean a continuing state or 
a changed state: 

Vlśda je ostala uporna, ali studenti ostaju na trgu./Влада je остала упорна, али 
студента ócrajy на тргу. 
The government remained firm, but the students are staying in the square.' 

Pós ta t i /постати , imperfective póstajati/nócTajaTH 'to become' takes 
noun or adjective predicates, both of which can be nominative or instru-
mental without clear meaning distinctions: 

Marija je póstala učitčljica (učitčljicom)./MapHja je постала учитёл>ица 
(учитёл>ицбм). 
'Marija became a teacher NOM (a teacher INST).' 
Situścija postaje ozbiljna (6zbIljn5m)./CHTyauHja nócTaje озбшьна 
(бзбшьном). 

The situation is becoming serious NOM (serious INST).' 

4.4 Coordination and comitativity 
Two or more syntactic constituents can be joined by a conjunction to form 
a constituent of the same type. I / и ' and ' joins nouns and noun phrases: 
Ivan i njegova žfcna гаёё./Йван и н>ёгова жена радё. 
'Ivan and his wife are working.' 

adjectives and adjective phrases: 

Tó je plódan i dóbro poznat sfikar./Tó je плодан и добро познат слйкар. 
'Не is a productive and well-known painter.' 

verbs and verb phrases: 

Živi i stvara u Ljubljšni./Жйвй и ствЗра у Л>убл>ани. 
'He/she lives and works in Ljubljana.' 

as well as entire clauses: 

Zauzet sam i ne mogu više slušati./Заузёт сам и не могу вйшё слушати. 
'I am busy and I cannot listen any more.' 
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I/и appears before the last conjunct: 

Ivan, Marija i Апа/Йван, Mapnja и А на 
i van, Marija and Ana' 

or can be repeated before all conjuncts after the first: 

Ivan i Marija i Апа/Йван и Mapnja и Ана 
ivan and Marija and Ana' 

or before all, including the first: 

I Ivan i Marija .. . /И Йван и Mapnja . . . 
'Both Ivan and Marija 

'And' taking scope over items grouped by i/и is te/те or kao i/као и: 

Ivan i Marija, te (or: kao i) Jósip i Апа/Йван и Mapnja, те (or: као и) Jócnn и 
Ана 
ivan and Marija, and also (as well as) Josip and Ana' 

Pa/na is 'and' for temporal succession: 'and then'. 
lli/йли 'either, or', ni/ни 'neither, nor' have the same distribution as 

i/и. A/a 'and (on the other hand)' for instances of contrast, joins predi-
cates or clauses and is usually not repeated: 

Roman je debeo, a zanimljiv./Роман je дёбео, а занймл>ив. 
The novel is thick, and (yet) interesting.' 

A/a 'and' is combinable with i/и 'also, too': 

Ivan putuje, a i Marija piituje./Йван nyTyje, а и Mapnja nyTyje. 
ivan is travelling, and Marija is travelling too.' 

Stronger contrasts are shown by аИ/али 'but', which also appears just 
once in a series. 

Ivan putuje, ali Marija ostaje kod kuće./Йван nyTyje, ал и MapHja ócTaje код 
Kyhe. 
ivan is travelling, but Marija is staying home.' 

An element of a negative statement is corrected by the conjunction 
nego/нёго or vec/eeti and a following statement: 

Ne putuje Marija, nego (već) ivan./He nyTyje Mapnja, него (eeh) Йван. 
'Marija isn't travelling; rather, Ivan is.' 
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Agreement with conjoined structures has been studied extensively by 
Corbett (1983 and other works); briefly summarized, modifiers within a 
conjoined noun phrase agree with the nearest noun: 

Njen ótac i majka su došli./ЬЬен отац и MajKa су дошли. 
'Her (м SG) father and mother have come (м PL).' 

whereas predicates, relative pronouns and anaphoric pronouns are plural 
and follow gender-resolution rules (neuter plural if all conjuncts are neuter 
plural, feminine plural - but occasionally masculine plural - if all are 
feminine, otherwise masculine plural): 

Njena sestra i majka su došle. /ЬЬена сестра и MajKa су дошл е. 
'Her sister and mother have come (F PL).' 
Njeno d(ij)ete i tele su došli./Нэено д(щ)ёте и теле су дошли. 
'Her child (N SG) and calf (N SG) have come (м PL).' 

Agreement with the nearest conjunct is also observed, particularly in predi-
cates preceding their subjects. 

The comitative construction, 'mother with son' or 'we with son' in the 
sense 'mother and son', 'I and my son', is unknown. Examples like 

Majka sa sinom šeta./MajKa ca сйном шета. 
'Mother with son strolls.' 

have only the nominative constituent as syntactic and semantic subject. 

4.5 Subordination 
Major types of subordinate clauses are complement (Browne 1987) and 
relative clauses. 

Verbs and other predicates can lexically permit or require various types 
of complement clause as subjects or as one of their objects. Nouns, adjec-
tives and prepositions can select a clause as object (= complement). Some 
examples will be given, followed by a classification of complement clause 
types. 

Verb with [subject]: 

Iz toga proizlazi [ daje bitka izgubljena]./Из тога пройзлазй [да je битка 
йзгубл>ена]. 

'From this (it) follows [that the battle is lost].' 

Kerb with [object]: 
Znam [daje bitka izgubljena]. /Знам [да je бйтка йзгубл>ена]. 
'I know [that the battle is lost].' 
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Noun with [complement]: 

Stižu v(ij)esti [daje bitka izgubljena]./Стйжу в(и))ёсти [да je бйтка 
йзгубл>ена]. 
4Are-arriving reports [that the battle is lost].' 

When a verb, adjective, preposition or noun requires a particular case or 
preposition + case on its complement, the intercalated tó/то strategy is 
used. Riditi se/радити ее Чо be a question/matter of' needs o /o with 
locative, as in Radi se о vlasti/Ради ее о власти 'it is a question of 
power', and its complement clause behaves accordingly: 

Radi se о tome [da li je bitka izgubljena ili пе]./Ради се о тбме [да ли je бйтка 
йзгубл>ена или не]. 
i t is a question of [whether the battle is lost or not].' 

The chief types of complement clause are those introduced by da/дар 
by da/fla2, by što/што and by question words (section 4.2). The two da/ 
да take different verb tenses within their clauses. A da/да, clause, as a 
reported statement, can contain any tense usable in a declarative main 
clause: any past tense, the future but not the bQdem/6yflČM compound 
tense (section 3.2.1) and the present but normally only from an imper-
fective verb. 

Znam [daje Marija napisala knjigu]./Знам [да je MapHja напйсала кн>йгу]. 
i know [that Marija has written a book].' 
Čuo sam [da M&rija piše knjigu]./ Чуо сам [да Mapnja пйшё кн>йгу]. 
i heard [that Marija is writing a book].' 

Эа/да2 with the present of imperfective or perfective verbs expresses 
hypothetical, unrealized actions - like the infinitive or subjunctive of other 
languages. It has been termed the infinitive substitute. 

Želim [da M&rija p iЩ./Жёлйм [да Mapnja пйшё]. 
i want that Marija write-imperfective (I want her to write).' 
Želim [da Marija napiše knjigu]./Жёлйм [да MapHja напйшё кн>йгу]. 
i want Marija to write-perfective a book.' 

Оа/да2 represents imperatives in indirect discourse (section 4.2). 
Ambiguities can arise between the two da/да. 

Rёkli su da M&rija piše./Рёкли су да MapHja пйшё. 
Da/да,: 'They said that Marija is writing.' 
Оа/да2: 'They told Marija to write.' 

Što/што + statement clauses are factive, usually subordinated to items 
expressing an emotional reaction: 
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Radujemo se [što smo vas ponovo vld(j)eli]./Радуемо ce [UITO смо вас пбново 
вйдО)ели]. 
'We are glad [that we have seen you again].' 

The infinitive can be used in many of the same positions as the clause 
types above. It sometimes occurs as subject: 

Žfv(j)eti znači raditi./)KńB(j)eTH значй радити. 
'To live means to work.' 

Here the two infinitives have their own understood subject which is 
unspecified but human. 

The most frequent use of the infinitive is as complement to a verb. 

Marija žčll pisati./MapHja жёлй пйсати. 
'Marija wants to write.' 

In almost all such instances the understood subject of the infinitive must be 
the same as the subject of the main verb. If it is identical to the main verb's 
object, or different from both, a d a ^ a 2 complement is used instead. 

Marija želi da Ivan plše./Mapnja жёлй да Иван пйшё. 
'Marija wants Ivan to write.' 

Outside the Croat standard, da/fla2 clauses are frequent even when the 
same-subject condition holds: 

Marija želi da piše./Mapnja жёлй да пйшё. 
'Marija wants to write.' 

See discussion of the future tense (cu/hy + infinitive or da/fla2) in section 
3.2.1 and of rómoj/HeMÓj -h infinitive or da/^a2 in section 4.2. 

Further means of subordination are two verbal adverbs, one verbal noun 
and a participle. The present adverb (from imperfectives) expresses an 
action simultaneous with that of the main verb. The past adverb (from 
perfectives), if preceding the main verb, states a prior action, otherwise the 
sequence of actions is indeterminate (M. Ivić 1983: 155-76). Both back-
ground one action vis-a-vis the other, and express accompanying circum-
stance, manner, means, cause or condition. Normally, the understood 
subject of a verbal adverb is identical with the subject of the main verb: 

Ón se vrača s posla p(j)evajući./ÓH ce epaha с посла n(j)eeajytiH. 
'He returns from work singing' (he is singing). 

The verbal noun in -(e)nje/-(e)H>e, -ce/-tie from imperfective verbs 
participates in complement structures: 
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Marija je počela s pisanjem knjige./MapHja je пдчёла с пйсан>ем кн>йгё. 
'Marija has begun with (started) the writing of the book.' 

where its subject is the same as that of the main verb. It is also used in 
nominalizations with either the subject or the object expressed by a 
genitive: 

Pisanje studenata je zanimljivo./Пйсан>е студената je занймл>иво. 
The students' writing is interesting.' 
Pisanje knjige je bflo tćško./Пйсанэе кн>йгё je бйло тёшко. 
The writing of the book was difficult.' 

Subject and object can cooccur if the subject is expressed as a possessive 
adjective: 

Marijino pisanje knjige/Mapnjnно пйсан>е кн>йгё 
'Marija's writing of the book' 

or with the infrequent passive-agent phrase od strśne/од стране and 
genitive: 

(?)pfsanje knjige od strśne Магуё/пйсан>е кн>йгё од стране Mapnje 
'the writing of the book by Marija' 

The verbal noun neutralizes the distinction of verbs with se/ce and verbs 
without: rušenje кйсё/рушён>е куtie can be from пШй/рушити, as in 

Marija ruši kuću./Mapnja рушй xyhy. 
'Marija destroys the house.' 

and from rušiti se/рушити ce: 

Kuća se ruši./Kyha ce рушй. 
'The house falls-down.' 

The only participle is the 'passive' one with endings -(е)п/-(е)н, -t/-T. 
It is made primarily from perfective verbs, also from some imperfectives. It 
forms a passive construction: 

Kuća je srušena. /Kytia je срушена. 
'The house has been destroyed.' 

An inanimate agent in a passive is expressed with the instrumental. An 
animate one is preferably omitted, but may be expressed with od/од 'from' 
or od strśne/од стране 'from the side of' plus genitive: 
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Kuća je srušena v(j)etrom./Kyha je срушена в е т р о м . 
'The house has been destroyed by the wind.' 
(?)Kuća je srušena od (od strane) neprijatelja./Kyha je срушена од (од стране) 
нёпр|фтел>а. 

'The house has been destroyed by the enemy/ 

The participle can be in attributive position: 
srušena kuća/срушена Kyha 
'the destroyed house' 
kuća srušena v(j)etrom, v(j)etrom srušena kuća/Kyha срушена B(j)eTpoM, 
вО)ётром срушена Kyha 
'the house destroyed by the wind' (section 4.1) 

Relative clauses, unlike complements, can be attached to any noun 
phrase. In Serbo-Croat the head of the antecedent phrase determines the 
relativizers used. If the head is a noun or personal pronoun, the main 
relativizer is kojl/Kojii 'which', which agrees with its antecedent in gender 
and number and takes case endings (section 3.1.4) according to function in 
the subordinate clause. 

cov(j)ek kojeg vidIm/4ÓB(j)eK KÓjer вйдйм 
'man which-ACC ( = whom) I-see' 
č6v(j)ek s kojim sam radio/4Óe(j)eK с KÓjńM сам радио 
'man with which-iNST I-have worked' 

As we see, the relativizer is fronted; as a sentence introducer, clitics (sam/ 
сам) follow it directly. An alternative relativizing strategy introduces the 
clause with an invariable word što/што 'that': the item agreeing with the 
antecedent in gender and number is a personal pronoun (in modern usage, 
always an enclitic, hence not the object of a preposition): 

ćóv(j)ek što ga vidim/4ÓB(j)eK што га вйдйм 
'man that him I-see (man whom I see)' 

If the antecedent's head is an interrogative, indefinite or demonstrative 
pronoun in the singular (expressed or dropped), the relativizer is (t)k5/ 
(т)ко 'who' or declinable što, štS/што, шта 'what' depending on the 
human/non-human distinction (Browne 1986: 112-19): 

nešto što vidim/нёшто што вйдйм 
'something what I see (that I see)' 
nešto o čemu govorim/нёшто о чему говорйм 
'something about what-LOC (about which) I speak' 
sva(t)ko koga т11т/сва(т)ко кога вйдйм 
'everyone whom I see' 
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Relative clauses also have (overt or dropped) time adverbials and place 
phrases as antecedents. A Serbo-Croat speciality is relative clauses on 
quality- and quantity-expression antecedents (Browne 1986: 102-7): 

tri konja, koliko ima i džoke ja /трй кон>а, колико йма и u о Kej а 
'three horses, how-many there-are also of-jockeys (three horses, which is how many 
jockeys there are too)' 
interesantan roman, kakav je 'Rat i mirVинтересантан роман, какав je 'Рат и 
мйр' 
'interesting novel, what-sort is 'War and Peace' (an interesting novel, which is the 
sort 'War and Peace' is)' 

In Serbo-Croat constraints on extracting elements from subordinate 
clauses are not clear-cut in many instances. Examples exist with either 
subject or object of a subordinate clause fronted to the beginning of the 
upper clause in relativization and in questioning. Here ' ' shows the 
'starting position' of the relativized element: 

č 6 v ( j ) e k koji m i s l im d a vas je v i d i o ( v i d e o ) / 4 Ó B ( j ) e K KÓjń мйслйм да вас je 
вйдио (вйдео) 
'the man who I think that saw you' 
čov(j)ek kojeg mislim da ste vid(j)eli/4ÓB(j)eK KÓjer мйслйм да сте вйдО)ели 
'the man whom I think that you saw ' 

Judgments are difficult because two alternative constructions are preferred. 
One is the га/за-topic strategy: the main clause contains a verb of saying 
or thinking, the preposition га/за 'for' -I- accusative and a noun phrase 
which recurs (in any syntactic role whatever) in the subordinate clause. 

Za Ivana góvore da ga svi p6štujii./3a Йвана говоре да га свй nóuiTyjy. 
'For (about) Ivan, they say that him! everybody respects.' 

(Za/3a is not the usual preposition 'about', which is o /o + locative.) This 
strategy yields a relative clause in which the antecedent is followed by za 
kójeg/за KÓjer 'for whom, for which' and a lower clause without 
extraction: 

č6v(j)ek za kójeg mislim da ste ga vid(j)eli/4ÓB(j)eK за KÓjer мйслйм да сте га 
вйд(])ели 
'the man for (about) whom I think that you saw him' 
č6v(j)ek za kójeg mislim da vas je vidio (video)/4ÓB(j)eK за KÓjer мйслйм да 
вас je вйдио (вйдео) 
'the man for (about) whom I think that he saw you.' 

The same strategy is available for questions. Beside 
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(Т)кб mislite da meje zam(ij)ćnio?/(T)ico мйслйте да ме je зам(щ)ёнио? 
'Who do you think that replaced me?' 

we can have: 

Za koga mislite da me je zam(ij)enio?/3a кога мйслйте да ме je зам(^)ёнио? 
Tor (about) whom do you think that he replaced me?' 

Another strategy formulates each clause as a separate question, with što/ 
штб, štž/шта 'what' as object of the main verb: 

Što mislite, (t)ko meje zam(ij)enio?/UlTÓ мйслйте, (т)ко ме je зам(щ)ёнио? 
'What do you think - who replaced me?' 

4.6 Negation 

Sentence negation is expressed with пе/не on the finite verb (the auxiliary, 
if there is one): 

Slavko ne vidi Ólgu./Славко нё вйдй 0лгу. 
'Slavko does not see Olga.' 
Slavko neće vid(j)eti Ólgu./Славко нёНе вйд^)ети 0лгу. 
'Slavko will-not see Olga.' 

Constituent negation is rare, and usually requires explicit statement of the 
correct alternative. 

Slavko vidi ne Ólgu nego Mariju./Славко вйдй не 0лгу него Марщу. 
'Slavko sees not Olga but Marija.' 

Even then, the normal formulation is as with sentence negation: 

Slavko пё vidi Ólgu (nego Mariju)./Qлавко нё вйдй 0лгу (него Марщу). 
'Slavko doesn't see Olga (but Marija).' 

One can also negate sentences with the negative conjunction riiti/нйти 
'neither, nor': 

Niti Slavko vidi Ólgu, niti Ivan vidi Mariju./Нйти Славко вйдй 0лгу, нйти 
Йван вйдй MapHjy. 
'Neither does Slavko see Olga, nor does Ivan see Marija.' 

There is a negative-polarity phenomenon and, separate from it, a sort of 
negative agreement. A sentence negated with preposed riiti/нйти can 
contain indefinite forms made from interrogative pronouns and adverbs by 
prefixing i-/n-: 1(^ко/й(т)ко 'anyone', lgd(j)e/ftrA(j)e 'anywhere' and 
the like. (The same items occur in questions, conditional sentences and 
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second members of comparatives.) A positive sentence could not contain 
these: 

Niti je Slavko vidi, niti I(t)ko išta zna ó njój./Нйти je Славко вйдй, нйти 
й(т)ко йшта зна о H>ój. 
'Neither does Slavko see her, nor does anyone know anything about her.' 

In sentences containing пе/не on the verb, i-/n- indefinites add initial n-/ 
H- to become negative forms: п!(1)ко/нй(т)ко 'nobody', nigd(j)e/ 
нйгдО')е 'nowhere' and so forth. So does the conjunction and particle i/и 
'and; also, even': ni/ни 'neither, nor; no t . . . either, not even'. Several such 
items can appear together: 

Ni(t)ko nigd(j)e пё vidi riikoga./Hft(T)KO нйгдО)е не вйдй нйкога. 
'Nobody nowhere not sees nobody (Nobody sees anybody anywhere).' 

Unlike the i-/n- set, ш-/ни- words can appear in isolation: 

Ništa./Нйшта. 
'Nothing.' (Or 'Oh, that's all right.') 

Prepositions other than bez/без 'without' split i/и and ni/ни from the rest 
of the word: 

i s kim, ril s kim; i u čemu, rii u čemu/й с кйм, нй с кйм; й у чему, нй у чему 
'with anybody, with nobody; in anything, in nothing' 

although non-normative usage also has s nikim, u ničemu/c нйкйм, у 
нйчему. 

Infinitive complements are occasionally negated: 

Nisam mogao ne misliti na tó./Нйсам мбгао не мйслити на то. 
'I couldn't not think of it (I couldn't avoid thinking of it).' 

but usually a special conjunction & da2 ne/a да2 не is used: Nisam mógao 
S da пё mislim na tó./Нйсам могао а да не мйслйм на TÓ. A da, пе/а 
да! не expresses absence of concomitant action: 

Ušla je S da me nije pbzdravila./^uma je а да ме Hńje поздравила. 
'She entered without greeting me.' 

When a verb is negated, its accusative object may appear in the genitive. 
In present-day Serbo-Croat such genitive objects are archaic and elevated 
in style except in fixed phrases and in two further circumstances: as object 
of пётай/нёмати (ne -I- imati/не + ймати) 'not to have' and when 
negation is strengthened by ni/ни, пцЗДап/нщ'ёдан, nlkakav/нйкакав 
'not even, not a single, no' (Lj. Popović in CTaHojHHh/Stanojčić et al. 
1989: 219). Examples from Менац/Мепас (1978): 
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Fixed phrases: 

obraćati pśźnju - ne obraćati pśźnju or pśźnje/ó6pahaTH пажн>у - не обраЬати 
пажн>у or пажн>ё. 

Чо pay attention (ACC) - not to pay attention (ACC or GEN)' 

Ыётай/нёмати: 
Tada se s(j)etio da nema revolvćra./Тада ce c(j)eTHO да нема револвёра. 
'Then he remembered that he didn't have a pistol (GEN).' 

Negation strengthened: 

igrati ulogu - ne igrati ulogu - ne igrati nikakve uloge/йграти улогу - не йграти 
улогу - не йграти нйкаквё улогё 
Чо play a role (ACC) - not to play a role (ACC) - to play no role whatever (GEN)' 

The subject in negated sentences remains nominative, even in existential 
sentences (section 4.1): 

Ne póstojl r(j)ešćnje./He nócTojń p(j)euieH>e. 
'Not exists solution (NOM) (there is no solution).' 

Only ne biti/не бйти 'not to be' (present пёта/нёма) takes genitive 
subject: 

U sobi nema Mśrije./У соби нема Mapuje. 
'Marija (GEN) is not in the room.' 

4.7 Anaphora and pronouns 
The simplest device for referring again to a noun phrase is a personal 
pronoun agreeing in gender and number: ón/óH 'he' for masculine gender, 
бпа/она 'she' for feminine, бпо/оно 'it' for neuter, each with its plural. 
Such a pronoun is available for any antecedent noun phrase headed by a 
lexical noun, with the limitation that clitic forms (section 3.1.3) are 
favoured and full forms disfavoured for inanimate antecedents: 

ćóv(j)ek . . . № znam ga. Njčga пё znam./4ÓB(j)eK ... Нё знам га. ЬЬёга нё 
знам. 
'man . . . I don't know him. Him I don't know.' 
grad . . . № znam ga. ?Njёga пё гпат./град ... He знам га. ?Нэёга нё знам. 
'city . . . I don't know it. It I don't know.' 

The personal pronoun agrees with the antecedent, but incompletely. 
Antecedents can be either +animate or —animate, a distinction vital for 
choosing the accusative singular ending in the masculine o-declension and 
adjective/pronominal declension: 
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grad [—animate]: Vidim grad osamljen./град [—animate]: Вйдйм град осамлен. 
'city: I see a city (ACC) alone (ACC).' 
č o v ( j ) e k [ - h a n i m a t e ] : Vidim čbv(j)ek-a osamljen-bgJ4Óe(j)eK [ + a n i m a t e ] : Вйдйм 
чдв(])ек-а осамл>ен-ог. 
' m a n : I see a man (ACC) alone (ACC).' 

Yet the personal pronoun has the feature [H-animate] whether referring to 
grad/град or to cóv(j)ek/40B(j)eK, as we see from its own shape and that 
of its modifier: 

grad . . . Vidim ga dsamljen-dgJ rpaj\ ... Вйдйм га дсамл>ен-ог. 
'city . . . I see it alone.' 
ćóv(j)ek... Vidim ga osamljen-bgJ повлек ... Вйдйм га дсамл>ен-дг. 
'man .. I see him alone.' 

A Serbo-Croat personal pronoun can show identity of sense without 
identity of reference, in instances like: 

A: 'Nemam auto.' B: 'Z&što ga пё kupiš?'/ А: 'Нёмам ауто.' В: 'Зашто га нё 
купйш?' 

А: 'I haven't а саг.' В: 'Why don't you buy one (literally it)T 

If the head of a noun phrase is not a noun but a demonstrative, inter-
rogative or indefinite pronoun of neuter gender, or a clause or infinitive, it 
cannot antecede a personal pronoun (Browne 1986: 29). The neuter 
demonstrative tó/то appears instead. 

Óv5 je za 1ёЬе. Zadrži tól/Óeó je за тебе. Задржи то! 
'This is for you. Keep it (literally that).' 
M&rija voU plćsati. \ ja tó volim./MapHja волй плёсати. Й ja то вблйм. 
'Marija likes to-dance. I too like it (literally that).' 

Apart from this anaphoric function, demonstratives have situational and 
textual uses. The three demonstratives 6vaj/óeaj, taj /Taj, ónaj/oHaj refer 
respectively to things near the speaker ('this'), near the hearer ('this, that') 
and further from both ('that over there'). Ónaj/ÓHaj is also for recalling 
something from a previous situation. Taj/Taj is for things already under 
discussion, 6vaj/ÓBaj for things about to be mentioned and Ónaj/ÓHaj for 
items to be made precise by a relative clause: ta knjiga/та кн>йга 'the 
book we've been talking about', 6va knjlga/ова кн>йга 'this book (which I 
now turn to)' and 6na knjiga kój a dóbije n&gradu na kóngresu/она кн>йга 
KÓja дббщё награду на конгресу 'the book that gets a prize at the 
congress'. Óvaj/ÓBaj also serves to show a change in topical noun: 

Ivan je razgovšrao s Petrom, a ovaj s Marijom./Йван je разговарао с Петром, 
a ÓBaj с М а р к о м . 
'Ivan talked with Petar, and he (Petar) with Marija.' 
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Where two items have recently been mentioned, 6vaj/ÓBaj refers to the 
later and ónaj/oHaj to the earlier. Another equivalent to 'the former, the 
latter' is 

prvi róman . . . drugi róman/први роман ... другй роман 
'the first novel.. . the second novel' 

All these discourse devices function beyond the clause as well as within 
it. The personal pronoun is most frequently found outside the clause of its 
antecedent, since if the same entity is repeated within a clause, usually one 
of the references is in subject position and causes the other(s) to reflexivize 
(section 4.8). 

Serbo-Croat is described as a pro-drop language, one in which a 
personal pronoun need not be used in subject position. Indeed, many 
clauses appear with no expressed subject; agreement markers on the verb 
enable recovery of the person, number and (if there is an /-participle in the 
verb form) gender. 

Čitamo./Чйтамо. 
'We are reading.' ( -то/-мо, hence first person plural) 
Mislila si./Мйслила си. 
'You (F SG) thought.' (si/си, hence second person singular; -1-а/-л-а, hence 
feminine) 

In discourse, several criteria affect the (non-)use of subject pronouns. An 
individual being introduced as a topic is first mentioned as a full noun 
phrase or a first- or second-person pronoun. Thereafter subject pronouns 
referring to this topic may be omitted: 

Marko je d&nas z&kasnio na ručak. Imao je puno posla u grśdu./Марко je данас 
закаснио на ручак. Ймао je пуно посла у граду. 
'Marko today came-late for dinner. (He) had a-lot-of work in town.' 

But an overt subject pronoun need not change topics or introduce a non-
coreferential subject. A frequent pattern is for the pronoun to be used on 
second mention, omitted thereafter: 

Marko je d&nas z&kasnio na ručak. Ón je imao puno pósla u grśdu. Zhtim je 
zabčravio ključ od kuta i mórao se vrštiti p(j)£šicč./Марко je данас закаснио на 
ручак. Он je ймао пуно посла у граду. Затйм je заборавио кл>уч од аута и 
морао се вратити пО)ёшицё. 
'Marko today came-late for dinner. He had a-lot-of work in town. Then (he) forgot 
the key to the car and (he) had to-return on-foot.' 

Subject* are omitted when the referent does not figure in the narration: 
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Znaš, Marko je danas zakasnio na ručak. Mislim da je imao puno posla u gradu./ 
Знаш, Марко je данае закаснио на ручак. Мйслйм да je ймао пуно посла 
У граду. 
'(Y') know, Marko today came-late for dinner. (I) think he had a-lot-of work in 
town.' 

They are included when rhematic or contrasted: 

Riičak sam sprćmio ja./Ручак сам спрёмио ja. 
'Dinner prepared I (Гm the one who prepared dinner).' 
Marko je d&nas zakasnio, ali ja nisam./Марко je данас закаснио, али ja нйсам. 
'Marko today came late, but / didn't.' 

Their use can also indicate emphasis on the sentence as a whole: 

Marko? Ja njčga znam!/Марко? Ja н>ёга знам! 
'Marko? Certainly I know him.' 

Use of pronoun subjects within complex sentences is more gram-
maticalized. The subject in a complement clause is dropped when it is 
obligatorily identical with an argument in the main clause. Thus 'have an 
intention to . . r e q u i r e s identity of subjects: 

Slavko ima nśm(j)eru da vidi Ólgu./Славко йма намферу да вйдй блгу. 
'Slavko has an intention that (he) see Olga.' 

Without obligatory identity, as in 'be certain that . . . ' , the pronoun will still 
be dropped unless a contrast exists: 

Slavko je siguran da vidi Ólgu./Славко je сйгуран да вйдй блгу. 
'Slavko is certain that (he) sees Olga.' 
Slavko je siguran da ón vidi Ólgu a da je ja ne vidIm./Славко je сйгуран да он 
вйдй блгу а да je ja не видйм. 
'Slavko is certain that he sees Olga and that / do not see her.' 

A different phenomenon, involving omission of subjects as well as other 
elements, is short answers consisting only of finite verb (section 4.2). 

4.8 Reflexives and reciprocals 
Repeated reference within a given domain is shown by the reflexive 
pronoun вёЬе/сёбе. Like personal pronouns, вёЬе/сёбе has full and clitic 
forms (section 3.1.3). It does not vary for person, gender or number: 

Slavko govori o shbi. Mi govorimo o sebi./Славко говори о сёби. Мй 
говорймо о сёби. 
'Slavko talks about himself. We talk about ourselves.' 
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but words modifying it show these features: 

Slavko govori o shbi samom. Mi govorimo o sebi samima./Славко говорй о 
сёби самом. Ми говорймо о сёби самима. 
'Slavko talks about himself alone (М SG). We talk about ourselves alone (PL).' 

The domain within which 8ёЬе/сёбе occurs is the clause. Its antecedent 
is the subject of the clause. The modifier sam/caM permits objects as ante-
cedents: 

Ja ću vas prepustiti shhi samim./ia tiy вас препустити сёби самим. 
'I will leave you, to yourselves, alone.' 

The domain can also be a noun phrase if it contains a possessor inter-
pretable as a subject. Mihaljević (1990: 151) discusses verbal nouns. A 
possessive is antecedent to вёЬе/сёбе: 

njёgovo zaljubljivanje u sebe/ььёгово зал>убл>йван>е у себе 
'his, infatuation with himself,' 

So is an unexpressed subject, whether arbitrary in reference or controlled 
by a noun phrase in the clause: 

zaljubljivanje u $ёЬе/зал>убл>йван>е у себе 
'one's, infatuation with oneself,' 
Óna se ogrśdila od zaljubljivanja u sčbe./ČHa ce оградила од зал>убл>йван>а у 
себе. 
'She, disavowed (her,) infatuation with herself,.' 

Reflexivization in Serbo-Croat does not extend into adjectival or par-
ticipial constructions: 

Ivan je vfšio p6v(j)erenii mu dužnost (not: p6v(j)erenii 5ёЫ)./Йван je вршио 
повферену му дужнбст (not повферену сёби). 
'Ivan, performed entrusted to-him, duty.' 

Se/ce, the reflexive clitic, has many other uses: providing unspecified 
human subject constructions, making verbs intransitive, being a component 
of certain lexical items. The unspecified human subject can antecede 
reflexives: 

U Атёгкп se mnogo gbvori о вёЫ./У Амёрици се мнбго говорй о сёби. 
'In America (one,) speaks much about oneself,.' 

The reflexive possessive is svój/cBój. Its antecedent, as with 8ёЬе/сёбе, 
can be the subject of a clause or noun phrase. 
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Slavko govori o svojem kónju./Славко говорй o CBÓjeM кон>у. 
'Slavko, talks about his, horse.' 
odnos imenice prema svom glagolu/однос йменицё према CBÓM глаголу 
'relation of a noun, toward its, verb.' 

If the subject of a clause is third person, svój/cBój is normally obligatory; 
within noun phrases there is variation between it and the third-person 
possessives nj&gov/H>eroB 'his, its', njen, njezin/H>ćH, н>езин 'her', 
njihov/fbftxoB 'their'. 

Exceptions to subject antecedency like 

Pčstavi sve na svoje m(j)esto!/IIócTaBH свё на CBÓje M(j)ecTo! 
'Put everything, in its, place!' 

are treated by Mihaljević (1990: 152ff.). The key factor is universal quanti-
fication of the non-subject antecedent. One could not have nešto/нёшто 
'something' or knjigu/KH>firy 'a book' in its stead. 

Alternatives to svój/cBój for first- or second-person reference are the 
possessive pronouns mój/Mój 'my', nžtš/наш 'our', tvój/TBój, vSš/ваш 
'your'. The choice depends partly on empathy, svój/cBój suggesting 
distance between the speaker and the possessed noun's referent. The 
teacher in 

Ja sam z&hvalan svom učitelju./Ja сам захвалан CBÓM учител>у. 
'I am grateful to self's teacher.' 

is one that I had, just as every student has some teacher. 

Ja sam z&hvalan móm učitelju./Ja сам захвалан MÓM учител>у. 
'I am grateful to my teacher.' 

speaks about a concrete teacher with his own name and personal qualities. 
Reciprocity is marked by a compound pronoun jёdan drugóg/jeAaH 

другбг 'one another'. Both parts inflect for gender, number and case: 

Ólga i Marija vide jedna driigii./Č^ra и MapHja вйдё jeAHa другу. 
'Olga and Marija see one (F NOM SG) another (F ACC SG).' 

Prepositions go before the second member: 

Govorimo j e d a n o d r u g ó m . / r ó B o p ń M O je f l aH о другом. 
' W e s p e a k o n e a b o u t a n o t h e r ( a b o u t e a c h o t h e r ) . ' 

Unlike other pronouns, mixed-gender subjects take neuter singular j^dno 
drugo/jeflHO друго: 
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Slavko i Ólga vide jčdno drugó./Славко и 0лга вйдё jeflHO другб. 
'Slavko and Olga see one another.' 

The form of jfedan/jeflaH has been nominative, agreeing with the clause 
subject, in these examples; it can also be genitive to go with the subject of a 
noun phrase. A newspaper story about the benefits resulting 

. . . ako se otvorimo jёdni prema drugima/... ако ce отворймо jeAHH према 
другйма 

'... if we-open-up one (NOM PL) to another (DAT PL)' 

is headlined 
Korist od otvšranja jMnih prema drugima/Корйст од отвараньа ]ёдних према 
другйма. (Политика 28 April 1989) 
'Benefit from opening-up of-one (GEN PL) to another (DAT PL).' 

Reciprocals, like reflexives, can occur in an infinitive phrase, but only 
where coreferential with the understood subject of the infinitive: 

Slavko i ólga žčle vid(j)eti jčdno drugó./GNABKO и 0лга жёлё вйдфети jeflHO 
другб. 
'Slavko and Olga wish to see one another.' 

^dan drugog/jeflaH другог with certain accusative-taking verbs 
(apparently lexically conditioned) is replaceable by se/ce, the clitic 
reflexive. 

Óni biju (vole, vide) jčdan drugog./0н и 6fijy (воле, вйдё) jeflaH другог. — Óni 
se biju (vole, vide)/ÓHH ce 6ftjy (воле, вйдё). 
'They beat (love, see) one another.' 

4.9 Possession 
Possession can be expressed by a verb, a possessor constituent in a sentence 
or a possessor within a noun phrase. The normal verb used in a predication 
is imati/ймати Чо have' (or p6s(j)edovati/nóc(j)eflOBaTH Чо possess'). 
The subject is the possessor, and the accusative object is the possessed 
item: 

Marija ima knjigu./Mapnja йма кн>йгу. 
'Marija has a book.' 
M&rija ima sčstru./MapHja йма сестру. 
'Marija has a sister.' 

Pripadati/прйпадати 'to belong to' has the possessed item as nominative 
subject and the possessor as dative: 
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Kuća pripada Mariji./Kyha прйпада Mapnjn. 
The house belongs to Marija.' 

With imati/ймати the use of genitive instead of accusative to express 
partitivity ('some') of plural or mass-noun objects is widespread, though 
otherwise the partitive genitive is restricted to perfective verbs: 

Imam vode./Ймам воде. 
'I have some water (GEN).' 

Compare: 

Imam vodu./Ймам вбду. 
i have the water (ACC).' 

The preposition u/y with genitive '(1) at the house of, chez, among; (2) 
in the possession of' is now rare. The first meaning is usually rendered as 
kod/код with genitive. The second meaning can form possessive sentences 
with the possessed as subject and a verb 'to be': 

U laži su kratke noge./У лажи су кратке ноге. 
'A lie has short legs. (The truth eventually comes out.)' (proverb) 
U Milice (su) duge trepavice./У Мйлицё (су) дуге трёпавице. 
'Milica has long eyelashes', (folk poetry) 

An u/y possessor phrase also occasionally appears in a sentence complete 
without it: 

Ó n a j e j ed in i ca ( u m a j k e ) . / Ó H a j e j eAńHHua (у Majice). 
'She is t h e on ly d a u g h t e r ( h e r m o t h e r has ) . ' 

Dative constituents, particularly clitic pronouns, frequently express 
possessors. 

Ótac mi je umro prošle godine./ÓTau ми je умро прбшлё године. 
'Father to-me (my father) died last year.' (Mihailović 1971: 74) 
Slavku je ótac umro./Славку je отац умро. 
'Slavko-DAT father died.' 

Kučanda (1985: 38) classifies nouns permitting dative possessors: 'parts of 
the body, kinship terms . . . clothes, things the referent of the dative uses or 
possesses, nouns expressing part-whole relationship'. As his example 
shows: 

Razbio mi je všzu./Разбио ми je вазу. 
'Не has broken my vase.' 
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this range goes beyond the traditional inalienably possessed nouns. The 
item with which the possessor phrase is interpreted is commonly a subject 
or direct object, but can have other functions: 

Poštar mu se pojšvio na vratima./Пбштар му ce nojaeno на вратима. 
The postman to-him appeared at door (at his door).' 

The possessive dative can mark point of view (empathy): the event is told 
as if seen by the house owner. The transition to the dative of experiencer is 
gradual (the 'vase' sentence could be taken as 'He broke the vase "on" me, 
to my disadvantage'). 

In the above examples dative clitics, though associated with a noun 
phrase, occupy their usual position within the sentence. Such clitics can 
also appear within the possessed phrase. 

Pozovi Marka i [sestru mu]/Позови Марка и [сестру му]. (now usually: i 
njegovu sestru/и н>ёгову сестру). 
'Invite Marko and his sister.1 

A possessor can be expressed as a genitive on the possessed phrase: 

knjige Marka Mśrkovića/KH>ftre Марка МарковиЬа 
'books Marko-GEN Marković-GEN (Marko Marković's books)' 

Genitive possessors are in almost complete complementary distribution 
with possessive adjectives in -OV/-OB, -ev/-eB, Чп/-ин. If a possessor is 
definite, singular, human (or animal) and expressed by one word, it forms 
an adjective: 

Markove knjige, Markovićeve knjige/Маркове кн>йге, МарковиЬеве кн>йге 
'Marko's books, Marković's books' 
mačkin гёр/мачкин реп 
'the cat's tail' 

Compare: 

rep mačke/реп мачкё 
'the tail of a cat' (possessor not definite) 
knjiga studenata/кн>й га студената 
'the book of the students' (not singular) 
ime ruže/йме рушё 
'the name of the rose' (not human/animal) 
rep moje mačkč/pćn MÓje мачкё 
'the tail of my cat' (two words) 

A departure from adjective/genitive complementarity occurs in instances 
like: 
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kip preds(j)ednika/KHn прёдс^)еднйка 
ła statue of the president' 

where a definite possessor is known only by reputation or professional role 
(M. Ivić 1986). 

The possessive adjective should be distinguished from adjectives show-
ing various relationships, including possession, but not requiring singularity 
or definiteness of the underlying noun: 

Studentski život je 1(у)ер./Студентскй жйвот je л(щ)еп. 
'Student life is nice.' (song title) 

paraphrasable as život studenata/жйвот студената 'the life of students' 
and not studentov život/студентов жйвот 'the life of the student'. 

Finally possessors can be omitted, if identical with another constituent in 
the sentence (Mihailović 1971: 75-7). One cannot have a possessive mój/ 
Mój 'my' in 

Ótac mi je йтго. /0тац ми je умро. 
'My father died "on me".' 

because it repeats the dative; nor in 

Noga me boll./Нога ме болй. 
'My leg hurts me.' 

because it repeats the accusative object т е / м е . 

4.10 Quantification 
Noun phrases can contain quantifiers telling the number of items expressed 
by a count noun or the amount of substance expressed by a mass noun. 
Two syntactic structures exist: adjectival (agreeing) and governmental (the 
quantifier imposes a form on the noun). In adjectival quantification, the 
noun bears the case of the noun phrase as a whole; the quantifier agrees 
with it in case, number and gender, as is usual for adjectives. 

brojne ućesnIke/6p0jHČ учеснйке 
'numerous participants' (accusative masculine plural) 

The numeral jfedan/jeflaH 'one' appears in the adjectival pattern: 

jbdan učesnlk/jeflaH учеснйк 
'one participant' (nominative masculine singular) 
jedne novine/jeflHe нбвине 
'one newspaper' (nominative plural feminine on a plurale tantum) 
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Likewise adjectival in agreement are a set of numerals used with pluralia 
tantum heads: dvojI/ABojń '2', trojl/Tpójń '3', up to '10': 

d v o j e n o v i n e / A B Č j e н о в и н е 
' t w o n e w s p a p e r s ' 

The usual numerals '2' to '4', as in governmental quantification, impose 
a specific form on the noun and other agreeing words, the 234 (paucal) 
form (sections 3.1.1-3.1.3); however, elements of agreeing quantification 
are seen in the fact that dva/два '2', 6ba/56a 'both' are used with mascu-
line and neuter nouns, dvije (dve)/ABiije (две) and ob(j)e/o6(j)e with 
feminine nouns. 

dva dobra stiidenta/два добра студента 
'two good-234 students-234'. 

The 234 form does not distinguish case. It can be used as nominative 
subject or predicate, accusative object, object of any preposition (whatever 
case the preposition governs) and genitive possessor: 

Tri studenta su odsutna. /Три студента су одсутна. 
'Three students are absent.' 
Pozvali smo oba studenta./Позвали смо оба студента. 
'We invited both students.' 
Stanujem s četiri studenta./CTaHyjeM с чётири студента. 
'I live with four students.' (s/c otherwise demands instrumental) 
Ne znam nšslov tč tri knjige./Нё знам наслов те трй кньйге. 
'I don't know the title of those three books.' (for genitive possessor) 

It fills the role of an oblique case governed by a verb less successfully: 

?S(j)ećam se ta četiri studenta./C(j)ehaM ce та чётири студента. 
'I remember those four students.' (the verb demands genitive) 
??Dajem poklón ta četiri studenta./flajČM поклон та чётйри студента. 
'I give a gift to those four students.' (indirect object needs dative) 

The (rare) morphological oblique-case forms of these numerals (section 
3.1.5), when used, accompany the desired case of head nouns according to 
the agreeing pattern. 

The largest group of quantifiers governs genitive on the noun being 
quantified. These fall into two types. One has the shape of a noun or noun 
phrase (većina/BehńHa 'the majority of, most'; Stav niz/чйтав низ 'a 
whole series of, a number of') and is declinable. It bears the case of the 
entire noun phrase. External attributive and predicative agreement is made 
with it rather than with the genitive complement. 
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Velika većina studenata je stigla./Велика веЬйна студената je стйгла. 
'Great-NOM SG majority-NOM SG of students-GEN PL has arrived-SG.' 

Internal attributive agreement, that is, modifiers of the 'students', will, 
however, be genitive: 

većina dobrih studenata/веййна добрйх студената 
'the majority of the good-GEN PL students-GEN PL' 

The other type of genitive-governing quantifier is indeclinable. Besides 
items shaped like adverbs: mnogo/мнбго 'much, many', рйпо/пуно 'a 
lot of , тМо/мало 'few, little; some, a few', it includes numerals from '5' 
up. Predicate agreement with it is usually the 'default' neuter singular, here 
- 0 / - 0 : 

Mnogo vode je proliveno./Мнбго воде je проливёно. 
'Much water-GEN is spilt.' 
Mnogo studenata je stiglo./Мнбго студената je стйгло. 
'Many students-GEN has arrived.' 

Some indeclinable quantifiers have the shape of accusative nouns: 

Stotinu studenata je stiglo./Стбтину студената je стйгло. 
'One hundred students . . . ' 

Similarly, fisucu/racytiy, hiijadu/хшьаду '1,000', mSsu/масу 'a mass 
of'. 

External modifiers of the quantifier-cum-genitive are themselves 
genitive: 

Svih tih deset studenata je stiglo./Свйх тих дёсёт студената je стйгло. 
'АН-GEN PL these-GEN PL ten students has arrived.' 
Prošlo je dobrih pet sśtI./Прошло je дббрйх пет сатй. 
'Passed has good-GEN PL five hours-GEN PL (a good five hours passed).' 

Like 234 forms, indeclinable quantifiers with genitive are usable in 
environments requiring various cases: 

St&nujem s masu studenata./OraHyjeM с масу студената. 
'I live with a lot of students.' (the preposition s /c calls for instrumental) 
Ne znam nśslov tih deset knjiga./Не знам наслов тих дёсёт кн>йга. 
'I don't know the title of those ten books.' (genitive possessor) 
S(j)ećam se tin pet studenata./C(j)ehaM ce тих пвт студената. 
'I remember those five students.' (verb requires genitive) 
??Dajem poklon ovih četrdčset studenata./Дajём поклон овйх четрдёсёт 
студената. 
'I give a gift to these forty students.' (dative indirect object) 
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Numerals can be compounded, as tri hiljade (tisuće) petsto 
dvadeset sedam/три хшьаде (тйсуЬе) петстб двадесёт сёдам '3527'. 
The last word decides the construction used, so dvddeset ]^ап/двадесёт 
jeflaH '21' has adjectival agreement between jёdan/jёдaн and a singular 
head noun, pedёsёt dva/педёсёт два '52' demands 234 forms, whereas 
'3527' has genitive plural throughout the phrase and default neuter pre-
dicative agreement, like sedam/сёдам '7'. 

The 'collective' numerals dv5je/ABÓje, troje/Tpoje, četvero (četvoro)/ 
четверо (чётворо), petero (petoro)žneTepo (пёторо), . . . up to '9', 
are of the second genitive-taking type. (Grammars cite oblique case forms, 
but in practice they appear indeclinable.) They are used with mixed-sex 
groups of people and obligatorily with d(j^ca/fl(j)eija 'children': 

troje d(j)ece/Tpoje дО)ёцё 
'three children' 
troje stiidenata/Tpóje студената; tri stiidenta/трй студента 
'three students (mixed sexes); three students (not necessarily mixed sexes)' 

Another set of 'collectives' are numerals in ЧсаЛица: dvojica/двсуица, 
trójica/Tpójnija, се^бгюа/четворица, рейнтса/петорица (to '9') and 
nekolicina/неколицйна 'a few'. These signify groups of men, are 
feminine singular nouns in declension and behave like vecina/eetmHa 
within the noun phrase: 

sva petorica dobrih studenata/cea петорица дббрйх студената 
'all-F NOM SG five good-GEN PL students-GEN PL' 

Predicate agreement with -юа/-ица phrases is plural on verbs; participles 
may take -a/-a or the semantically natural masculine plural Ч/-и. 

Genitive personal pronoun heads nas/нас 'us', vas/eac 'you', njih/нэйх 
'them' combine with numerals above ' l ' : 

nas dvojica/Hac двс^ица, nas dvoje/нас ABÓje, nas dvije (dve)/Hac двще (две) 
'we two' (male-male, male-female, female-female) 
njlh nekolicina/нэйх неколицйна, njih пёкоНко/н>йх нёколико 
'several men', 'several of them (mixed or female)' 

5 Lexis 

5*1 General composition of the word-stock 
Fed by varied dialects, contacts (section 5.2) and more than one standard, 
the Serbo-Croat vocabulary is large. Academic dictionaries run to many 
volumes ( J A Z U 1880-1976, 1-23; САНУ/SANU 1959-, 1-14+; MC-
MX/MS-MH 1967-76, 1-6). Unfortunately, we possess no full ety-
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mological dictionary. Skok (1971-4), though abundant in rare and 
dialectal words, has many lacunae. 

Statistical analyses of the vocabulary are also lacking. Word-origin 
figures might be computed for a dictionary or for running text. We have 
counted high-frequency vocabulary. Among the first hundred words of a 
lemmatized frequency count (Lukić 1983) of schoolchildren's writings in 
Serbia, one is foreign: §ко1а/школа 'school' (Italian from Greek). Two 
are nursery words of indeterminate origin (mSma/мама 'mummy', t i ta / 
тата 'daddy'); ninety-seven are inherited from Proto-Slavonic. The next 
hundred include two Church Slavonicisms: рпсай/прйчати 'to tell' from 
prithca 'parable' and vSzdiih/ваздух 'air' from vbzduxb; and a non-
Slavonic item: s6ba/co6a 'a room' (Turkish or Hungarian). In the top 500 
lexemes, five (1.0 per cent) are from Church Slavonic, six or seven (1.2-
1.4 per cent) have proximate sources in Turkish (one each originated in 
Persian, Arabic and Greek). Dak/ĄaK 'pupil' and livada/лйвада 
'meadow' are Greek, maj/Maj 'May' and miniit/мйнут 'a minute' Latin. 
French provides autóbus/аутобус and paitizan/партйзан, English p5rk/ 
парк, Hungarian 15р1а/лопта 'ball' and German puška/пушка 'gun' 
(originally Ancient Greek). Some origins are less certain; priroda/ 
прйрода may be Czech or Church Slavonic. Our sample also contains 
školskl/шкблскй, derived from škola/школа, and lzlet/йзлёт 'excur-
sion' and izgledati/изглёдати 'to appear', caiques from German Ausflug, 
aussehen. 

P. Ivić (Brozović and Ivić 1988: 43-4) enumerates words native in 
origin but restricted to South Slavonic or to Serbo-Croat. Of the first, our 
sample contains grśna/грана 'branch', šuma/шума 'forest', кйса/куЬа 
'house', godina/година meaning 'year'; the second group includes jer/ jep 
'for (conjunction)' < *jeze, pról(j)eće/npCMetie (прол>еЪе) 'spring', rśditi/ 
радити 'to work, do', rad/рад 'labour, work', kisa/кйша 'rain', bściti/ 
бацити 'to throw', tršžiti/тражити 'to search for', dSgadaj/ 
AÓratjaj 'event'. Doživljaj/дбживл>^' 'an experience', a later coinage, is 
shared with Slovene. Some unexpected meanings have developed within 
Serbo-Croat: among our 500, we find vól(j)eti/BCKneTH (вол>ети) 'to 
love', older 'to prefer'; jak/jaic 'strong' (Proto-Slavonic *уя/съ 'what kind 
of'), pósao/nócao, genitive рб81а/посла 'work, task' (*ро5ъ/ъ 'person 
who is sent'); čuvati/чувати 'keep' from the root *cuj- 'to perceive' seen 
in čuti/чути 'to hear'; vrlo/врло 'very' from 'virtuously'. 

5.2 Patterns of borrowing 
The best sketch is Brozović and Ivić (1988), followed closely here. 

Greek loans attest the medieval Serbian state's Byzantine contacts. 
Some, as pktos/патос 'floor', still characterize the Serbian standard; 
others like miris/мйрйс 'smell' occur in all variants. Many religious terms 
entered Serbian Orthodox terminology through Church Slavonic: idol/ 
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йдол 'idol', iguman/йгуман 'abbot'. 
Orthodox religious and abstract vocabulary, if not Greek, is Church 

Slavonic, often calqued from Greek: ргогок/пророк 'prophet' translating 
Greek prophetes, йсетк/ученйк 'disciple', later 'pupil', sav(ij)est/ 
сав(щ)ёст 'conscience', svóśtenIk/cBeiirreHńK 'priest'. As Ivić (Brozović 
and Ivić 1988: 44) observes, Croat vocabulary (presented here in Latinica) 
shares some of these religious Grecisms and Slavonicisms (idol, prorok, 
učenik), thanks to the Glagolitic writers' wide use of Church Slavonic, and 
also has many Latinisms (brevijar 'breviary') and domestic coinages 
(svećenik 'priest'). Ópat 'abbot', a Latin borrowing from Greek, probably 
came through Old Bavarian (German). 

Romance words have been entering since medieval times, mostly near 
the coast. Some are Dalmatian Romance (diipln/дупйн 'dolphin'), many 
Italian (especially Venetian: siguran/сйгуран 'sure'). 

Hungarian loans have entered Kajkavian, and some have spread further: 
kip/кйп 'statue', vdroš/eapom 'town'. Similarly with Germanisms: 
kuhinja/KyxMH>a 'kitchen', sk6da/iiiKOfla 'damage'. 

Turkish influences on Serbo-Croat begin in the fourteenth century. 
Some words still mark Muslim milieus, as sfevdah/ceeflax 'melancholy, 
love', sókak/сокак 'alley', whereas others join the general vocabulary: 
bSš/баш 'precisely', džezva/цёзва 'Turkish coffee pot', ćorsokak/ 
Ьорсокак 'blind alley'. Skaljić's (1966) dictionary attests 8,742 Turkisms, 
many originally Arabic or Persian. 

Turkisms and a later layer of Germanisms associated with the Hapsburg 
monarchy have frequently provoked searches for domestic replacements. 
Such purism, traditional among Croats, often generates stylistic distinc-
tions: the loan (Turkish badkvS/бадава 'for free', German šnicla/шнйцла 
'cutlet', paradajz/napaAaj3 'tomato', the last with exceptional 
placement of falling accent) is colloquial and its replacement (bfesplatno/ 
бесплатно, ódrezak/одрезак, ršjčica/pajnnija based on raj/paj 
'paradise') literary. 

The nineteenth-century Illyrian movement Croatianized many words 
from Czech, which had had several decades of experience in finding equiv-
alents for German and general European items: okolnost 'circumstance', 
naslov 'title', pregled 'survey' (from Czech prehled by 'undoing' Czech 
palatalization of *rand spirantization of *g). Some then spread to Serbia: 
околност, наслов, прёглед. 

Numerous Greco-Latin words enter during the nineteenth and twentieth 
centuries: literatóra/ литература, interesžintan/интересантан, 
ейток^уа/етимологща, póezija/nóe3Hja. All occur in French, German 
or other languages; we can speak of a common European 'pool' which 
various languages tapped. Native-based substitutes for these were sought, 
sometimes successfully: knjižёvn5st/кн>ижёвнócт for 'literature', 
P(j)esnIstvo/n(j)ecHHiiiTBO for 'poetry'. Other proposals failed: 
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korenoslovlje/itopeHOC^OBJbe for 'etymology'. Frequently substitutes are 
accepted in the Croat standard while internationalisms prevail elsewhere: 
brzojav, telegram/тёлеграм; zemljopis, geografija/reorpac|)Hja. 

English loan-words earlier trickled in through German or French, occa-
sionally Russian. Since the Second World War contacts with Britain and 
America make English the leading source of loans. Filipović (1990) 
analyses the adaptation of over 5,500 items. Words with Greco-Latin 
elements behave as members of the European pool: prohibition > 
ргоЫЬюуа/прохибйщца, infrastructure > infrastruktura/инфраструк-
тура. Other words take forms that accord with English spelling or pronun-
ciation, in either event presenting consonant or vowel combinations 
untypical for Serbo-Croat: pacemaker > pejsmejker/nejcMejicep (also writ-
ten pace-maker), flower power > flower power/flauer раиег/флауер nayep. 

5.3 Incorporation of borrowings 
Almost every borrowed noun declines in Serbo-Croat. Only nouns which 
end in sounds other than a and denote women remain indeclinable: 
Dolóres/Долорес (name), ledi/лёди 'lady' (our exposition follows P. 
Ivič/П. Ивич 1972 closely). Nouns in final -a join the a-declension and 
become feminine: korida/корйда 'corrida', with stem as seen in genitive 
korid-ё/корйд-ё; Atlanta/Атланта, Atlant-ё/Атлант-ё (city). But -a 
nouns denoting human males or (sometimes) animals are a-declension 
masculines: ICaunda/Каунда (surname), gorila/горйла 'gorilla'. 

Nouns in final consonant, -o or -e join the masculine o-declension. 
Their -o or -e acts as an ending, not part of the stem: kuplung/куплунг 
'automobile clutch' (< German), genitive kuplung-а/куплунг-а; kuto/ 
ауто 'car', aut-a/ayT-a; finśle/финале 'finale', finśl-а/финал-а. Nouns 
in final -i, -и or any long vowel include these segments in their stem: tóbu/ 
табу 'taboo', tśbu-а/табу-а; bife/бйфё 'bar, snack bar', bife-а/бифё-а; 
M&ra/Mapa 'Marat (French revolutionary)', Mark-a/Mapa-a. J is inter-
calated between -i/-H, -1/-Й and endings: h6bi/xo6H 'hobby', h6bi-j-a/ 
хоби-j-a; žiri/жйрй 'jury', źiri-j-a/xuipń-j-a. 

Sub-regularities characterize nouns of particular origins. Turkish forms 
in -i/u/i/u become a-declension nouns in -ija/-nja, masculine for human 
males, otherwise feminine: sanath > гапгШца/занатлща (м) 'craftsman', 
kopru > ćuprija/łiynpHja (F) 'bridge'. Europeanisms containing Latin -tio 
(English -tion) take the form -cija/-ijiija, д-declension (F): ambicija/ 
амбйцща, degradścija/fleiT^auHja. 

Adjectives usually add a Serbo-Croat adjectival suffix: Hbdominal-ni/ 
абдоминал-нй, nostalgic > nostždgič-an/носталгич-ан, or replace 
foreign suffixes with native ones: atomic > ktom-skl/атбм-скй. The result-
ing forms decline, and are compared if semantically justified: nostalgičnijl/ 
носталгйчшцй, najnostalgičnijI/нajнocтaлгйчниjй 'more, most 
nostalgic'. Some foreign adjectives however get no suffix, remaining 
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indeclinable: bež haljina/бёж хал>ина 'a beige dress', njihova igra je fer/ 
н>йхова йгра je фёр 'their playing is sportsmanlike'. They compare 
periphrastically, if at all: vise fer/вйшё фёр 'fairer', najviše fer/H&jBHiue 
фёр 'fairest'. 

Over 2,000 foreign verbs (Matešić 1965-7) add suffixes -i'ra-ti/-ńpa-
ти, -ova-ti/-OBa-TH or -isa-ti/-Hca-TH (present stems -ira-/-Hpa-, -uj-e-/ 
-yj-e-, -iš-e-/-Hiu-e-): erodirati/еродйрати 'to erode', 
paralizovati/парализовати 'to paralyse', eliminisati/елимйнисати 'to 
eliminate'. Doublets exist, with -irati favoured in the Croat standard 
(Jparalizirati, eliminirati). Almost all such verbs are bi-aspectual; but pairs 
with prefixed perfectives appear: provocfrati/провоцйрати, is-/nc- 'to 
provoke', komentirati/коментйрати, pro-/npo- 'to comment (on)'. 

Loan verbs can also receive -а-й-/-а-ти (present -a-/-a-) and rarely 
-nu-ti/-Hy-TH (present -пе-/-не-) without intervening suffix (Filipović 
1990): stórtati/стартати 'to start (a race)' perfective; bildati/билдати 'to 
engage in body-building' imperfective; blefnuti/блефнути 'to bluff' 
perfective. Prefixed perfectives can be formed: miksati/мйксати 'to mix' 
imperfective, izmiksati/измйксати perfective. 

5.4 Lexical fields 

5.4.1 Colour terms 
These are adjectives, cited here in masculine singular nominative, with 
feminines added where necessary to show the stem. 

1 white ijekavski Ьце1/бщел, ekavski Ьёо/бёо, Ьё1а/бёла 
2 black cfn/црн (but note crnó vino/upHO вйнб 'red wine') 
3 red crven/црвен, also штеп/румен 'ruddy, as of face 

(poetic)' 
4 green гё1еп/зёлен 
5 yellow žut/жут 
6 blue plav/плав 'blue, also blond (of hair)', also 

mSdar/MÓflap, m5dra/MOflpa 'blue, dark blue (frequently 
poetic)' 

7 brown sn^d/cMet), br&on (br&un)/6paoH (браун) indeclinable, 
mrk/мрк 'dark brown, dark' 

8 purple ljubicast/jby6H4acT 'violet' 
9 pink ružičast/ружичаст, róza/роза indeclinable 

10 orange narančast, n^randžast/HapaHnacT, наранцаст 
11 grey siv/сйв; s(ij)ed/c(nj)eA 'grey (of hair)' 

The main entries under 1-6 and 11 are clearly basic (Berlin and Kay 1969: 
6), being monolexemic, combinable with many objects, salient and not 
included under other terms. All occurred over a hundred times in V. 
Lukić's (1983) 1.5 million words. The choice of basic term for 'brown' is 
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less obvious: mrk/мрк has frequency 85 (some of which must have meant 
'dark, gloomy'), smed/cMet) 42 and Ьгаоп/браон 32, but Ьг&оп/браон 
is probably least limited in combinability. Ljubičast/jby6H4acT, ružičast/ 
ружичаст and narančast/наранцаст, though derived from flowers and 
fruits (ЦйЫ(с1)са/л>уби(чи)ца 'a violet', ruža/ружа 'a rose', п&гапса/на-
ранча, naršndža/наранца 'an orange'), have no serious competition in 
the senses of colours 8 to 10. Ljubičast/jby6H4acT and ružičast/ 
ружичаст are well established, occurring 21 and 20 times in Lukić. 
Narančast/наранцаст is strikingly infrequent (6), appearing only after the 
fourth year of school. Even for adults its low perceived salience makes its 
basicness doubtful. 

5.4.2 Body parts 
Genitive singulars are given where needed; irregular plurals are also cited. 

head glšva/глава 
eye око/око 
eyes 6ci/o4H feminine /-declension, genitive ocijii/Ó4Hjy 
nose nós/нос, plural nosovi (n6sevi)/HOCOBH (нбсеви) 
ear uho/yxo; Serbian standard also uvo/уво 
ears uši/уши feminine /-declension, genitive usijii/yiiiHjy 
mouth iista/уста neuter plurale tantum 
hair kósa/коса (all the hair on the head); dlaka/длака 'a 

hair; hair(s) growing on the body' 
neck vrat/врат, also šija/umja 
arm/hand гйка/рука 

hand saka/maKa (considered part of гика/рука; also 'fist') 
finger prst/npcT, plural prsti/прети, genitive prsti (prstiju)/ 

прстй (npcTHjy); prst na rijci/прст на руци 
thumb рМас/палац, ра1са/палца 

leg/foot nóga/нога 
foot stópalo/стопало (considered part of noga/HÓra) 
toe prst/npcT, prst na nózi/прст на нози, nožni prst/ 

ножнй прет 
big toe p&lac (na п6г1)/палац (на нози), n6žnl paiac/нбжнй 

палац 
chest prsa/npea neuter plural (also 'breast'); gradi/груди 

feminine /-declension plural (also 'breast'), singular rare 
heart srce/cpue 

5.4.3 Kinship terms 
mother majka/Majica, m^ti/мати (see section 3.1.2) 
father ótac/отац, genitive бса/оца, plural 6ćevi/Ó4eBH 
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aunt 

uncle 

sister sfestra/cecTpa. Can include 'female cousin', but 
ródena/pótjeHa ('born') sfestra/cecTpa is only 'sister', 

brother bržt/брат, plural br&ca/6patia (declined as feminine 
singular a-declension; attributive agreement accord-
ingly; neuter plural predicative agreement). Can 
include 'male cousin', but ródenl brat/pótjeHH брат is 
only 'brother'. 
tStka/тётка 'father's sister, mother's sister'; 
strina/стрйна 'father's brother's wife'; 
Ojna/yjHa 'mother's brother's wife' 
stric/стрйц, plural stričevi/стрйчеви 'father's 
brother'; 
ujak/yjaK 'mother's brother'; 
tetak/тётак, genitive tetka/тётка, or teča/тёча 'hus-
band of tetka/тётка' 

niece nec&kinja/HehaKHH>a, пёсака/нёЬака, also sestrična/ 
сёстрична 'sister's daughter'; 
sinbvica/cHHOBHua, Ьййс(1)па/братич(и)на, 
neć&kinja/HeliaKHiba 'brother's daughter' 
пёсак/нёМк, also sSstrić/cecTpHti 'sister's son'; 
sinóvac/cHHOBau, Ьг5йс/брати11, пёсак/нёМк 
'brother's son' 
8ё81га/сёстра; r6daka/pot>aKa, rođžikinja/po^aKHH>a 
'relative'; 
sestra od tetke/сёстра од тётке 'daughter of one's 
tetka/тётка'; 
sbstm od strica/cecTpa од стрйца 'daughter of one's 
stric/стрйц'; 
shstra od ujaka/cecTpa од y jaKa 'daughter of one's 
ujak/yjaK' 

cousin (male) brSt/брат; r6dak/p5tjaK 'relative'; 
br5t od 1ё1кё/брат од тётке 'son of one's tStka/ 
тётка'; 
brat od strica/брат од стрйца 'son of one's stric/ 
стрйц'; 
brit od ajaka/6paT од yjaKa 'son of one's ujak/yjaK' 

(Speakers disagree about subclassifications of nieces, nephews and 
cousins.) 
grandmother Ь&Ьа/баба, bśka/бака (diminutive, but frequent) 
grandfather d(j)ed/fl(j)efl, ekavski also deda/дёда 
wife йёпа/жёна (also 'woman'); supruga/cynpyra 

('spouse') 
husband mOž/муж (not usually 'man'); suprug/cynpyr 

('spouse') 

nephew 

cousin (female) 
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daughter (к)сёгка/(к)Ъёрка, кй/кЬй (section 3.1.2) 
son sin/сйн. 

6 Dialects 
Serbo-Croat speakers, conscious of dialect divisions, identify themselves as 
kajkavci/KajicaBUH, čškavci/чакавци or štokavci/iiiTOKaBijii and 
according to their reflex of jat' (section 2.1) as ekavci/ёкавци, (i)jekavci/ 
(и^ёкавци or ikavci/йкавци. The main divisions, Kajkavian, Cakavian 
and Štokavian, are named after their words for 'what': kaj < */съ;ь (dialect 
forms use Latin transcription), ča <*čb and što or šta < *čb-to(a in šta is of 
later development). The Torlak (Prizren-Timok) group, sometimes termed 
transitional to Macedonian and Bulgarian (P. Ivić 1958), is generally, as 
here, included in Štokavian (Brozović and Ivić 1988). The jat' reflex is 
important for subdividing the three groups. The most recent survey, with 
detailed maps, is in Brozović and Ivić 1988; P. Ivić (1981) phonologically 
describes seventy-seven localities with historical summaries. 

Kajkavian is spoken in north-west Croatia (see map 7.1). Features 
shared with adjacent Slovene, besides kaj, include reflexes č, j from Proto-
SIavonic tj, dj\ noč 'night', meja 'boundary' (in some places media) and 
devoicing of final obstruents: grat from grad 'town'. Final and pre-
consonantal / remains: bil 'was', Štokavian bio. Most vowel systems have 
more than five members and long-short contrasts. The reflex of *e and *ę 
is often low: saelo < *selo 'village', zset < *zętb 'brother-in-law', unlike that 
of jat' as in leto < * leto 'year', which is often joined by strong *ь/*ъ: pes < 
pbsb 'dog'. */ or *p or both may give closed о as in *v/&b > vok 'wolf', 
*mpzb > moš 'man'. 

In morphology, nouns preserve old distinctions in the plural cases: 
nominative masculine gradi, feminine žene; genitive gradof, žen; dative 
gradom, ženam; instrumental gradi, ženami; locative gradeh, ženah. Geni-
tive plural -a and the Štokavian -ov-/-ev- long plural are lacking. The 
vocative is lost. Verbs have lost aorist and imperfect. The future, as in 
Slovene, consists of an auxiliary from *będę plus /-participle: bom delal 
(feminine delala) 'I'll work'. 

Bases for subclassification are vocalism and accentuation. Kajkavian 
dialects started from a system with a single accent on short vowels but 
falling-rising (circumflex-neoacute) contrasts on longs. The dialects then 
undergo shifts and neutralizations (Brozović and Ivić 1988). 

Kajkavian was a medium of literature until the Illyrian movement. Poets 
and songwriters continue using it to good effect. The Zagreb city sub-
standard is a koineized Kajkavian (five vowels, no length and accent 
contrasts). 

Čakavian occurs on the north and central Croatian coast, Istria and the 
Adriatic islands. An island area south-west of Karlovac is separated from 
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Cakavian 

ę marks separate Д reflex; elsewhere ekavian 

Dashed-line hatchings ( - - •) indicate Serbo-Croat in predominantly non-Serbo-
Croat areas 
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the coast by later Štokavian settlements. The Burgenland Croats in eastern 
Austria speak Čakavian and use a Čakavian-based written form. 

Defining characteristics include interrogative ča, genitive česa (some 
localities lose ča, but maintain compounds like zač < *za сь). For Proto-
SIavonic tjČakavian has a variety of ćtranscribed [t'], for djit has y: not', 
meja. In sporadic lexemes *ę, which otherwise becomes e, yields a after 
palatal: *językb, *poćęti > jazik (often metathesized: zajik) 'tongue', počati 
Чо begin'. The auxiliary for the conditional is bin, biš . . . from Proto-
SIavonic *bimb, whereas Serbo-Croat generally has its auxiliary from 
*Ьухъ. Plural noun endings are mainly the old ones as in Kajkavian. The 
vocative is lost. Aorist and imperfect are mostly lost. The future has auxili-
ary verb ću and infinitive, as in Štokavian. 

Vowel systems mostly have five short vowels and five long; diphthong-
izations and rounding of long a are frequent. Section 2.1 treats jat' reflexes. 
Word-final / may drop, remain or yield -a, but does not change to ~o; bi, 
bil, bija. 

A later feature, final m changing to n in endings: govorim > govorin 'I 
speak', nogom > nogon 'foot (INST SG)', covers coastal Čakavian and 
Štokavian areas. Root-final m is unaffected: dim 'smoke'. Many localities 
are 'cakavian', merging č and c, š and s, z and t Many coastal dialects 
change Ij to j: jubav 'love'. 

Čakavian dialects go back to either of two accentual systems, each 
having a single accent on short vowels and distinguishing rising neoacute 
from falling (neo)circumflex on longs. But the sources of the neoacute and 
neocircumflex are different. There was a rich Renaissance literature in 
Čakavian. Lyric poetry is still composed; popular song festivals flourish. 

Štokavian, the most widespread group, covers Serbia, Bosnia-
Hercegovina, Montenegro and much of Croatia. Since the 1400s refugees 
from Turkish rule have carried it north and west, into earlier Kajkavian and 
Čakavian territory. The pre-migration landscape presumably had smooth 
transitions to Čakavian and Kajkavian, but the present map shows abrupt 
boundaries and islands of older phenomena amid large homogeneous 
areas. 

Features covering most or all of Štokavian include (closely following 
Brozović and Ivić 1988): interrogative što or šta, the long plural in ov/ev, 
preservation of the aorist, final / becoming o, the change of jd to đ (*do-
jbdešb > dođeš 'you come') and the new ending -a for o-declension and a-
declension genitive plurals. Most of the area has št, žd for older šć, žd 
(section 2.2), but some 'šćakavian' western dialects preserve šć, žd. Shared 
with part of Kajkavian is the change of *dj to an affricate đ (Kajkavian dž), 
opposed to Čakavian у. Shared with part of Čakavian are the changes čr > 
cr(črn > crn 'black'), vb/vъ > w before consonant (prefix and preposition и 
'in', udovica < *vbdova 'widow') and metathesis vs~ > sv- in the root 'all'. 

Two 'neo-Štokavian' innovations characterizing central Štokavian, as 
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against the periphery, are neutralization of plural oblique cases (dative-
instrumental-locative have endings -ima, -ama borrowed from the dual) 
and new (shifted) accentuation. The 'oldest' Štokavian systems resembled 
Čakavian, with one accent on short vowels (oko, sestra, glava, also baba 
from Proto-Slavonic acute) but two, rising and falling, distinguished on 
longs (rising sdša 'drought', falling meso 'meat'). A newer system neutral-
izes the long accents: suša, meso. Finally, the neo-Štokavian accent shift 
creates new rising accents on the syllable preceding non-initial accents: 
sestra > sestra with new short rising, glava > glava with new rising on a long. 

The jat' reflex splits Štokavian dialects into ekavian, (i)jekavian and 
ikavian. Combining these notions with central/peripheral distinctions 
permits the establishing of subdialects. 

Eastern Hercegovinian, (i)jekavian with new accents and neutralized 
plurals, is the most widespread type, carried far from its home by 
migrations. As Karadžić's native dialect, it formed the basis for standard 
Serbo-Croat. 

The Šumadija-Vojvodina type, as its name implies, occupies Serbia's 
northern province and part of central Serbia south-west of Beograd. It is 
ekavian (the standard of Serbia inherits ekavism from this type), except for 
part of Šumadija with [ę] (section 2.1). Its accents are new, its plural 
endings largely new. Unaccented syllables show a tendency to shorten long 
vowels which becomes stronger in east and south Serbia. 

Younger Ikavian, lying between Eastern Hercegovinian and Čakavian, 
has mostly new accentuation and mostly neutralized plural cases. Parts of 
the area are šćakavian and share other features with Čakavian. 

The Zeta-Lovćen (Zeta-South Sandžak) group occupies southern 
Montenegro and adjoining areas of Serbia. The accent neutralizes the 
oldest distinction on long vowels, but is largely unshifted. The plural 
syncretizes dative and insrumental, but joins locative with genitive. Jat' 
reflexes are mostly (i)jekavian, with the short version, je, causing extensive 
changes in preceding consonants. Some areas have q or a for strong *ъ/ь. 

East and north of it is the Kosovo-Resava type. Accents and plurals 
resemble Zeta-Lovćen. Jat' development is consistently ekavian, without i 
reflexes before /(section 2.1). Lengths in post-accentual syllables shorten. 

Between Kosovo-Resava and Šumadija-Vojvodina lies the Smederevo-
Vršac ekavian type. The accent is partly (and optionally) shifted. Plural 
case neutralization agrees with Šumadija-Vojvodina. 

The Slavonian dialect in north-eastern Croatia shows a mixture of jatł 

reflexes. Plural cases neutralize only partially. Many localities preserve old 
place of accent and old rising and falling. The neo-Štokavian long rising is 
encroaching on Slavonian, yielding three long-vowel accent contours; 
Lehiste and Ivić (1986) provide measurements. 

Eastern Bosnian, jekavian and šćakavian, has partly old accentuation 
with traces of falling-rising distinctions, but influence of neo-Štokavian-
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speaking migrants has been heavy. Plural cases neutralize. 
South of Kosovo-Resava is Prizren-Timok. Ekavski, with unshifted 

accent position but neutralized length contrasts, these dialects have six-
vowel systems, showing q for strong *ъ/ь. Final / becomes a or remains: 
bija, bil Of all Serbo-Croat dialects these are most affected by linguistic 
Balkanisms: apart from the vocative, the case system shrinks to nominative 
and a generalized oblique, sometimes with a separate dative. However, the 
aorist and imperfect tenses are vigorous. Clitic doubling of objects is wide-
spread, as are postposed demonstratives used as definite articles; both are 
features shared with Macedonian. 
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8 Slovene 
T.M.S. Priestly 

1 Introduction 
Standard Literary Slovene (slovenski knjižni jezik) is the official language 
of Slovenia; Slovene, in its various forms, is the native language of nearly 2 
million speakers in Slovenia and in adjacent parts of Italy, Austria and 
Hungary, and of another 400,000 speakers in emigrant communities. For 
an overview of the demography, and a precise definition of the geographic 
area involved, see Lencek (1982: 15-22). The name 'Slovene' (ethnonym: 
Slovęnoc\ language: slovenščina or slovęnski jezik) has been used in this 
sense since the early nineteenth century. 

Available descriptions and lexical compilations of Slovene (in, for 
instance, Lencek 1982, Toporišič 1984, the Academy Dictionary, the 
Pravopis) are of the prescribed, standardized zbęrni jezik (common 
language). The diversiform splošni pogQvorni jezik (general colloquial 
language) remains to be adequately described. Contemporary varieties of 
Slovene display significant and interesting differences. 

The earliest Slavonic settlements in this region were in the sixth century 
AD. At first, Slovene shared a number of developments with Kajkavian and 
Čakavian Serbo-Croat (see Lencek 1982: 59-74). From about the twelfth 
century in general, and prior to that in some localities, the Slovene lands 
were politically controlled by speakers of Romance and, especially, 
Germanic; this control restricted the use of Slovene to strictly localized 
(dialect) forms, and resulted in extensive but sporadic bilingualism. There 
are only a few extant texts from before the Reformation; among them, the 
Freising Fragments (about AD 1000) are especially noteworthy. In the 
sixteenth century a written form of the Slovene language was developed by 
Trubar, Dalmatin, Krelj, Bohorič and others, and some fifty books were 
printed in Slovene between 1550 and 1598. The Counter-Reformation 
decelerated the expansion and codification of this written language, but in 
the nineteenth century the literary forms were reinforced and adopted as 
the language of a creative intelligentsia. Since then, there has been much 
discussion (and some disagreement) about the form that the standard 
language should take; there is still a lively interest in the language question. 

3 8 8 
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The nineteenth-century language planners were faced with many 
problems, including the results of bilingualism, the heterogeneity of the 
Slovene dialects, the attractions of competing contemporary theoretical 
approaches and practical considerations. In particular, there was, on the 
one hand, pressure for Slovene to surrender to varieties of Slavonic with 
wider application and, on the other, competition between geographic and 
historical varieties of Slovene itself; also, there were the puristic influences 
known elsewhere in Slavonic (see Lencek 1982: 257-78). Eventually, 
those with influence (re-)modelled the language on the Slovene of the 
sixteenth century, and adopted many of the archaic features which distin-
guish it from the colloquial variants in use today. The language of 
Reformation Slovene had (in the main) been based upon the 'dialect bases' 
of Gorenjsko, Dolenjsko and (to a lesser extent) Notranjsko (see section 
6); the first two of these, being the most central, contributed much to the 
eventual development of Contemporary Standard Slovene. The standard 
language thus offers a mixture of both spatially diverse and temporally 
diverse features. The spatial compromise is well exemplified by the co-
existence of two equally authorized phonological systems, one with 
tonemic distinctions and one without, the first typical of some dialects, the 
second of others. The diachronic compromise can be seen in, for example, 
the pervasiveness of the dual category, which without learned intervention 
would not have survived in its full contemporary use. A large number of 
features that occur in most or all Slovene dialects, such as 'vowel 
reduction', are absent from the standard. 

In the former Yugoslavia, the official use of Slovene was supported 
more by the letter of the law than in practice: as a minority language in the 
country as a whole, it was exposed to the substantial pressure of a modern 
bilingual situation as well as the general effects of population movements, 
mass communications and the like. The subject is complex and unresolved: 
see Tollefson (1981), Lencek (1982: 278-93), Paternost (1984). 

2 Phonology 

2.1 Segmental phoneme inventory 
The two phonological systems of standard Slovene differ only with respect 
to prosodic phenomena. The tonemic system is here described first, then 
the non-tonemic system. A comparative table shows the relationship 
between the two. Thereafter all forms are cited according to the tonemic 
system (with one modification). Non-tonemic transcriptional forms 
(including the contemporary orthography) may be derived from them by 
the algorithm provided. 
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Vowels and prosodic phenomena. Slovene (in both the tonemic and the 
non-tonemic systems) has eight vowel phonemes: /i e в э а э o u/. Seven 
(all except / э / ) occur as long vowels, and six (all except /e о / ) occur as 
short, namely [i: e: в: а: э: o: u:] and [i 8 з a o u] respectively. Long 
vowels are always stressed; short vowels may be stressed and unstressed. 

Phonetically, /e: о:/ are high-mid and /в: x/ are low-mid; short /в э/ 
are normally low-mid, but are realized as mid before tautosyllabic / j v/ 
respectively, /e: о:/ do not occur before tautosyllabic / j v/ respectively. 
For further phonetic details see Toporišič (1984: 39-44). 

The tonemic system has distinctive stress, length and pitch. A phono-
logical word normally contains either one long vowel, or no long vowels; if 
it contains a long vowel, this is stressed; if it contains no long vowels, the 
final vowel is normally stressed; non-final short vowels also are stressed in 
a brief list of words (see Stankiewicz 1959: 74-5). The long vowels 
/i: e: в: а: э: o: u:/ are tonemically either low or high; tonemically high 
/в: y J are relatively uncommon. The short vowels /i в a D u/ are always 
tonemically high; the short vowel / э / , however, shows the tonemic high 
versus low contrast on non-final syllables, especially before / r / , compare 
/parstnica/ 'phalange' (with stressed tonemically high /эг / ) and 
/parstanac/ 'ring finger' (with stressed tonemically low /эг/) . Normally 
however, / э / has predictable tonemicity: high in final syllables and low in 
non-final syllables. The tonemically high and tonemically low syllables have 
traditionally (and in part misleadingly) been referred to, respectively, as 
'falling' and 'rising'. Phonetic details are very complex: see Srebot-Rejec 
(1988) and Toporišič (1989). 

The distinction between long and short vowels thus generally obtains in 
final syllables, and exceptionally elsewhere. The distinction between high 
and low tonemicity obtains on final and non-final syllables. The total 
number of possible phonetic combinations of vowel with length/brevity 
and high tonemicity/low tonemicity is as in table 8.1. 

The standard transcription for the tonemic system cited in the Academy 
Dictionary (normally in parentheses after the headword) and also provided 
by Lencek (1982: 'phonemic tone system') and Toporišič (1984: 'tonemski 
naglas'), is as follows. First, as in Serbo-Croat, superscript diacritics are 
used to indicate differences in pitch on stressed vowels; in Slovene, the 
acute is marked on long low-pitch, the circumflex on long high-pitch, the 
grave on short low-pitch and the double grave on short high-pitch vowels. 
Second, the distinction between /e: / and /в: / , and the distinction between 
/о: / and /э: / , are shown with subscript marks, namely with a subscript dot 
marked beneath the more close vowel of each pair. In this system, there-
fore, i, ę, ё, а, о, Q, u represent long low-pitch (traditionally, 'rising') 
vowels; i, ę, e, a, ó, Q, U represent long high-pitch ('falling') vowels; and 1, 
e, a, 5, u represent short stressed high-pitch ('falling') vowels. The shwa 
/ э / , represented orthographically as e, carries the double grave or the 
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Table 8.1 The tonemic vowel system 

Long Short 

Stressed 
High tonality i u i u 

e о 
8 0 8 з э 

а а 
Low tonality i u 

e о 
8 э э 

а 

Unstressed i u 
8 з э 

а 

single grave, if stressed. The combination /эг/ is represented as if it were a 
'syllabic r': long low-pitch r, long high-pitch r. Vowels without diacritics 
are unstressed. Note also the use of the macron, for example I in njihov 
'their', for long vowels which may be either tonemically high or low. 

The famous dictionary of Pleteršnik (1894-5) used both subscript dots 
and subscript reversed-cedillas to mark both close / e / and close / о / ; this 
usage had comparative-historical relevance. Pleteršnik showed shwa with a 
special graphic variant of e. In this chapter, the 'tonemic' transcription (as 
just described) is used, except that 'shwa' is consistently represented as э. 

The non-tonemic system has distinctive stress and length but does not 
have distinctive pitch. A phonological word contains either one long vowel, 
or no long vowels; if it contains a long vowel, this is stressed; if it contains 
no long vowels, the final vowel is normally stressed (for exceptions, see 
Stankiewicz 1959: 74-5). The total number of possible phonetic com-
binations of vowel with length/brevity is thus as in table 8.2. 

The normal contemporary transcription (non-tonemic), used - except in 
the citations in parentheses - in the Academy Dictionary, and used for 
most of the data in Lencek (1982: 'CSS norm system') and Toporišič 
(1984: 'jakostni naglas'), is as follows. Subscript diacritics are not used, 
and the superscript diacritics are used in two ways. The grave, as before, 
designates short stressed vowels. Long stressed vowels all bear the acute, 
except for /г: э:/, which are identified by the (now otherwise unused) 
circumflex, ё, о thus represent stressed /e: о:/, while ё, о represent 
stressed /г: э:/. The schwa / э / is represented orthographically as e. 
Stressed /эг/ is represented by r. 

The relationship between the tonemic and non-tonemic systems, for 
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Table 8.2 The non-tonemic vowel system 

Long Short 

Stressed i и 
e о 

8 о 
а 

8 3 0 
а 

и 

Unstressed 
8 3 0 

а 

и 

stressed vowels, can be exemplified as in table 8.3. u and a follow the 
pattern exemplified here for i; o/o follow that shown here for e/e. 

The Slovene forms presented in the modified tonemic transcription in 
this chapter can be rewritten according to the usual non-tonemic tran-
scription (also modified to show shwa) by the following ordered rules: 

1 rewrite ё, ё as ё and ó, ó as o; 
2 rewrite ę, ę as Ё and Q, Q as Ó; 
3 rewrite a, i, u, r as a, i, й, r; 
4 rewrite I, ё, з, а, о, й as i, ё, Ъ, а, о, u; 
5 leave other vowel diacritics unchanged. 

Let us now consider how these prosodic distinctions arose. Slovene 
inherited Proto-Slavonic phonemic length, phonemic pitch and phonemic 
stress, but - as the result of a number of changes in vocalic length and 
pitch, and also three major accent shifts with further concomitant changes 
in pitch - the incidence of prosodic phenomena became very different. In 
brief (see Lencek 1982: 81-117, passim) the following sequential changes 
occurred subsequent to the 'neoacute' accent shift (see chapter 3, section 
2.26): 

1 long rising vowels became short (rising); 
2 short falling vowels became long (falling); 
3 stress shifted from long falling non-final syllables one syllable to the 

right, producing new long falling vowels; 
4 stress shifted from short final syllables one syllable to the left onto 

preceding long vowels, producing new long rising vowels; 
5 old neoacute and all short rising vowels in non-final syllables were 

lengthened; 
6 short rising vowels in final syllables became short falling; 
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Table 8.3 Comparison of the two systems 

Tonemic Transcription Non-tonemic Transcription 

. j Long / i / f 

I Short / i / 1 

Long/e / e 
v' 

Long / e / e 

ё Short / e / e 

l\ ы i 

j j / a r / t 

HT = High Tonality, LT = Low Tonality. 

All the above changes occurred over the whole Slovene-speaking territory. 
The following accent shifts were localized: 

7 stress shifted from short final syllables one syllable to the left onto 
preceding short /Е э/, producing new long rising low-mid vowels; 

8 stress shifted from short final syllables one syllable to the left onto 
preceding short / э / , producing new stressed shwa. 

Of these two developments, item 7 occurred in the dialects which formed 
the base of standard Slovene. Although item 8 did not generally occur in 
those dialects, it is now reflected in optional variants in the standard 
language, for example mogla ~ mogla 'mist'. 

Developments in the vowel system are extremely complex; in brief, the 
following changes occurred at different times but all at a relatively early 
date. In the dialects which were to form the base of standard Slovene, */ё/ 
results in /e: / , */ę 9/ change to /e: о:/, and the two strong jers (see 
chapter 3, section 2.25) change to /a: / when long, and to / э / when short. 
Examples for the strong jers: dan < *dbnb 'day', mogla ~ mogla 'mist' 
< *mbg/a; for other examples, see below. 

In addition, all mid vowels tended to be raised and/or diphthongized 
whenever they occurred both stressed and long, which (see above) was for 
historical periods of greatly varying duration, depending on their quali-
tative origin and the syllable in which they occurred. This is why the details 
of individual changes are so complex (see Rigler 1963, 1967; Lencek 
1982: 92-121, passim). The distinction between /e: о:/ and /e: У/ arose 

Long HT / i / 
Long LT / i / 
Short HT / i / 
Long HT / e / 
Long LT / e / 
Long HT /E/ 
Long LT /E/ 
Short HT /E/ 
Н Т / э / 
L T / э / 

HT /эг/ 
LT /эг/ 
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(in the Gorenjsko dialects, which contributed this feature to standard 
Slovene) because of the relatively recent date of prosodic change 7 above: 
by this time, all stressed mid vowels had been raised to mid-high [e o]; the 
newly lengthened mid vowels remained mid-low [s э]; hence words like 
žena 'wife' < *žena, góra 'mountain' < *gora, the stressed vowels of which 
contrast with those of words with original jat' and nasals, for example cęsta 
'road' < * cesta, męta'mint' < *męta, męka 'flour' < * męka. 

Further, unstressed and most short stressed vowels were 'reduced' (that 
is, many of their mutual oppositions were neutralized) and in some 
instances elided in most dialects, and especially the central ones. Although 
the standard pronunciation avoids reduced and elided vowels, these are 
very common in conversational styles, as in [кэр] 'heap' < kup, [praumo] 
'we say' < pravimo. 

Among other vocalic changes, vowel -I- liquid sequences (both initially 
before consonants and interconsonantally) were metathesized: *oldi-
changed to ladja 'boat', *berza to bręza 'birch' and *bólto to blato 'mud'. 
Syllabic / r / gave /эг/ and syllabic /1/ gave /ov/ (pronounced [ou]): *krt~ 
> krt 'mole', *dlg- > dólg 'debt'. 

Consonants. Slovene has twenty-one consonantal phonemes, as in table 
8.4. Their distribution is as follows (here, C/ # = consonant or word-
boundary and V = vowel): 

/dž/ occurs in words of non-Slovene origin; it is not given phonemic status 
by some analysts. 

/ e x / have voiced allophones [dz y] occurring before voiced obstruents, 
for example vzhcgrožnji [.. .dz gr...] 'in spite of the threat', vrh drevęsa 
[.. .ry dr...] '(at) the top of the tree', 

/ n / is realized as [q] before /k g x/. 
/ v / is realized as [u] between V and C / # ; [w] between C / # and a 

resonant or voiced obstruent; [м] between С / # and voiceless ob-

Table 8.4 The consonant system 

Labials Dentals Alveolar-palatals Velars 

Stops p b t d k g 
Fricatives f v s z š Ž X 

g 

Affricates с č dž 
Nasals m n 
Glide j 
Roll r 

j 

Lateral 1 
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struent; [v] before V. Between V -I- / r / and C/ # , /v / is variously 
realized as [u] ~ [w] ~ [v], 

/ j / is realized as [i] before C/ # and [i] ~ [j] before V. 
The voiceless obstruents / p f t č s š к/ do not occur before a voiced 

obstruent; the voiced obstruents /b d dž z ž g/ do not occur before a 
voiceless obstruent, before a word boundary followed by a vowel or a 
resonant or in pre-pausal position, 

/s z/ do not normally occur before /š č ž dž/. 

In the standard consonantal orthography of Slovene the symbols used in 
table 8.4 are employed orthographically to represent their corresponding 
phonemes, except as follows: 

When affected by the positional voicing and devoicing constraints just 
described; in these circumstances, the orthography is morphophonemic. 

Orthographic v represents /v / , as above, except that the preposition v is 
optionally pronounced as [v], [u] or [u] before V. 

Orthographic 1 is pronounced [u] or [u] (that is, it represents / v / ) in many 
pre-consonantal and pre-pausal environments; there is some incon-
sistency in this (see Toporišič 1984: 73; and Lencek 1982: 168). It is 
always /v / in the following circumstances: (a) in the masculine singular 
/-participle; (b) in masculine adjectives ending in el / sv / ; and, 
normally, (c) in nouns ending in el / sv / and in deverbal derivatives 
containing the sequence lc denoting inanimate agents, and in further 
derivatives therefrom containing the sequences Ič, lk, lsk, lstv. Other-
wise, its occurrence has to be specially listed. 

Orthographic lj and nj represent respectively /1/ / n / in pre-consonantal 
and pre-pausal position, and / l j / , /n j / - that is, lateral + glide and nasal 
-I- glide - in pre-vocalic position. 

Orthographic r represents the sequence /эг/ initially before a consonant 
and interconsonantally. 

Orthographic h is used for the phoneme /x / . 

When we consider the system from a diachronic perspective, we see that 
consonantal innovations in the dialects which form the base for the 
standard language were few in number, and in some cases changes that had 
occurred were excluded from it. The most important changes were as 
follows: 

All palatal and potentially palatalized consonants were, earlier or later, 
resolved as non-palatal and non-palatalized. */ń r I/ changed to 
/*У П lj/ pre-vocalically, /n r 1/ elsewhere: *koń- > konj /коп/, kónja 
/konja/ 'horse'; * čuvar- > čuvar, čuvarja 'keeper'. 

*/dl tl/ resulted in /1/, except in past verbal forms: *mydlo > milo 'soap'; 
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*pletla > pletla 'knit (/-PART F SG)\ 
*/dj t j / changed to / j č/ : *medja > meja 'border', *svetja > svęca 'candle'; 

however, */zdj/ > / ž / ~ /žj / : *dъzdj' > doz, dbź/a 'rain'; */stj skj/ > 
/šč/: *isk-j- > 'search (1 SG PRS)'. 

*/v/ gave /v / with allophonic distribution as described above. 
VI / gave /v / in the limited conditions described above. 
*/ž/ changed to / r / sporadically, for example, in */možete/ > mórete 'be 

able' (2 PL PRS)', */kbdo+ie/ > Ы<?г 'who (REL)'. 
Voiced obstruents were devoiced before voiceless obstruents, before a 

word boundary followed by a vowel or a resonant and in pre-pausal 
position, while voiceless obstruents were voiced before voiced 
obstruents. 

2.2 Morphophonemic alternations inherited from Common Slavonic 
Alternations in the position of stress (reflecting the Proto-SIavonic 
movable-stress pattern) are preserved in some nouns, for instance, gradom 
(INST SG), gradęv(GEN PL) 'castle', and in some verbs, such as stopiti (WF), 
stępim (1 PRS) 'tread'. 

Vowel-zero alternations, usually reflecting developments of jers, occur 
in the following environments: obstruent + obstruent, obstruent + 
sonorant, and sonorant + sonorant. 

/ э / ~ / 0 / is very frequent, but is not automatic; compare in nouns: pos 
(NOM SG), psa (GEN SG) 'dog' versus kos (NOM SG), kosa (GEN SG) 
'repentance'. Other examples in nouns: stobor (NOM SG), stobra (GEN 
SG) 'pillar'; kapolj (GEN PL), kaplja (NOM SG) 'drop'; in adjectives, 
tomon (M NOM SG INDEF), tomni (M NOM SG DEF) 'dark'; in preposition 
+ clitic groups, third person singular masculine: nanj 'onto him' nadonj 
'above him'; and in /-participles, plętol (M) pletla (F) 'knit', 

/ i / ~ / 0 / occurs in nouns, before / j / : zarij (GEN PL), zarja (NOM SG) 
'dawn'. 

/ а / ~ / 0 / occurs in a few nouns, like dan (NOM SG), dnę (GEN SG) 'day'; 
ovac (GEN PL), óvca (NOM SG) 'sheep'; and, as a variant of the /Э/ ~ 
/ 0 / alternation, in some adjectives, such as toman ~ tomon (M NOM SG 
INDEF), tomni (M NOM SG DEF) 'dark'. 

The / o / ~ / e / alternation - with the latter vowel occurring after 
/c č dž ž š j / - is automatic in the context of what were, historically, 
'hard' versus 'soft' stems. For examples in declension, see section 3.1.2 
(prijatelj 'friend', srcę 'heart'), section 3.1.4 (vręce 'hot'). The alter-
nation also occurs in derivative suffixes; see section 3.3.3 (prepisovati 
'copy' versus izboljševati 'improve'). 

The first palatalization and the influence of following *j are extensively 
preserved in verbal inflection and the formation of comparative adjectives, 
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but are vestigial in nominal inflection. Together they give the following 
alternations, some of which show specific Slovene post-Proto-Slavonic 
developments: 

/p ~ pij, b - bij, f - flj, v ~ vlj, m ~ mlj/; 
/t ~ č, st ~ šč, d ~ j, zd ~ ž, z ~ ž, s ~ š, с ~ č/; 
/n - nj, sn ~ šnj, 1 - lj, si - šlj, r - i j / ; 
/к ~ č, sk ~ šč, g ~ ž, zg ~ ž, h ~ š/. 

In verbs they are most apparent in two conjugation classes: 

1 Class Illb: in infinitive versus present forms: gibati, gibljem 'move', 
ręzati, ręzem 'cut', klicati, kličem 'call', iskati, iščem 'search', lagati, 
lazem 'tell lies'; 

2 Class IV: in infinitive versus past passive participial forms: pozdraviti, 
pozdravljen 'greet', braniti, branjen 'defend', misliti, mišljen 'think', 
udariti, udarjen 'strike'. 

They also occur elsewhere, as in the present versus /-participle forms of 
rečem, rekla 'say', lęzem, legla 'lie down'. 

The alternation occurs in the inflection of only three nouns, see section 
3.1.2 (uhę 'ear', okę 'eye', igę 'yoke'); it remains common in the com-
parison of adjectives (see section 3.1.4). 

The second palatalization is preserved, but only barely, in verbal and 
nominal inflection. It comprises the following two alternations: /к ~ c, 
g ~ z/. The alternants /c z/ occur in derivatives; in the imperative forms of 
verbs with infinitive in -či, such as reči, rekla, recite 'say', striči, strigla, 
strizite 'cut (hair)'; and in the plural of two masculine nouns: vęlk, nomin-
ative plural volcję 'wolf' (now considered archaic) and the standard otrok 
'child, baby' (see section 3.1.2). 

2.3 Morphophonemic alternations resulting from changes after 
Proto-Slavonic 
Many of the numerous and complex changes listed in section 2.1, when 
added to an inherited system which already featured prosodic alternations, 
gave rise to even more of the same; none of these alternations are auto-
matic, and very few are regular. Note should be taken especially of the 
following. 

Of the length alternations, one is regular in nominal morphology: short 
vowels in final syllables alternate with long vowels when these syllables are 
non-final; for examples, see sections 3.1.2 (hleb 'loaf, dekle 'girl', miš 
'mouse') and 3.1.4 (nov 'new'). Length alternations also occur in verbs: 
začnem (PRS 1 SG), začnemo (PRS 1 PL) 'begin'; končal ( /-PART M SG), 
končala ( /-PART F SG) 'finish'. Alternations of position of stress are 
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common in nouns; for examples, see section 3.1.2 (jezik 'language', srebrę 
'silver', vreme 'weather', zena 'wife', kęst 'bone'). Note also the stress 
retraction in prepositional phrases with some nouns, as in primęr 'example 
(ACC SG)' but na primer 'for example'; vodę 'water (ACC SG)' but v vędo 
'into the water'. Stress alternations occur also in pronouns (see jaz in 
section 3.1.3) and in adjectives, see mlad 'young' in section 3.1.4. They 
also occur in verbs: vozi (IMP 2 SG), vozite (IMP 2 PL) 'drive'; razveselil (M 
PAST), razveselila (F PAST) 'gladden'; grešil (м PAST IMPFV), pogrešil (м 
PAST PRFV) 'sin, err'. Pitch alternations occur frequently; see, for example, 
the nouns grad 'castle', męsto 'town', zena 'wife', kęst 'bone' in section 
3.1.2; the pronoun óna 'she' in 3.1.3; and the adjective medal 'faint' in 
section 3.1.4. Examples in verbs include umrla (PAST F), umrlo (PAST N) 
'die'; viti (INF), vit (supine) 'twist'; dęlate (PRES 2 PL), dęlajte (IMP 2 PL) 
'work'. In numerals: pęt (NOM), petih (GEN) 'five'. 

Alternations between low-mid and high-mid vowels occur in nouns: 
kęst (NOM SG), kósti (DAT SG) 'bone'; in adjectives: velik (м NOM SG 
INDEF), vęliki (M NOM SG DEF) 'big'; and in verbs: kreneš (PRES 2 SG), 
kreni (IMP 2 SG) 'set out'; pręsiś (PRES 2 SG), prósi (IMP 2 SG) 'ask'. 

The regular consonantal alternation /1 ~ v/ occurs in /-participial 
forms: bil /bi:v/ (м SG), bila (F SG, M DU), bili (F DU, M PL) 'be'; and in 
nominal morphology also: misol /mi:s9v/ (NOM), misli (GEN) 'thought'. 
The sporadic change */ž/ > / r / results in the unique alternation /g ~ r/ in 
the verb moči (INF): mógla (PAST F), męrem (PRES 1 SG). 

The neutralization of the voiced ~ voiceless opposition creates frequent 
automatic alternations: / d / in hudi brat \the) evil brother (DEF)', hud brat 
'(an) evil brother (INDEF)' versus / t / in hud stric '(an) evil uncle', hud oče 
'(an) evil father', hud męz '(an) evil husband'; / š / in izvršiti 'to execute' 
versus /ž / in izvršba 'execution'. 

The alternation /к ~ x/ occurs in the preposition к 'towards', with /x / 
occurring before / k g / : h kovaču /хк-/ 'towards the smith', h gradu /xg-/ 
[yg-] 'towards the town'; and occasionally elsewhere, as in nikęgar (GEN) < 
*ni + koga + ze versus nihče (NOM) < *ni-h къю + ze 'nobody'. 

3 Morphology 

3.1 Nominal morphology 

3.1.1 Nominal categories 
Nouns, adjectives and pronouns are inflected for number, case and gender 
(including subgender); also, adjectives are inflected for definiteness and 
derive comparative and superlative degrees. For the relative frequency of 
the different subclasses within most of these categories, see Neweklowsky 
(1988). 
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Three numbers are distinguished: singular, dual and plural. There is 
dual/plural syncretism in the genitive and locative cases in nouns and 
adjectives, but no such syncretism obtains in pronouns. For limitations on 
the use of the dual, see section 4.10. 

There are six cases: nominative, accusative, genitive, dative, instru-
mental and locative. There is no separate vocative case. The locative (as in 
other Slavonic languages), and also the instrumental, occur only in pre-
positional phrases. As compared with the other Slavonic languages that 
have full declensions, there is relatively little case syncretism, but two 
points may be mentioned: in the singular, most nouns and some pronouns 
have dative-locative syncretism; and in the dual (which also shows number 
syncretism, see above) there is nominative-accusative syncretism in nouns 
and adjectives, and dative-instrumental syncretism in nouns, adjectives and 
pronouns. A few nouns, adjectives and pronouns are indeclinable. 

There are three genders: masculine, feminine and neuter. Nouns and 
some pronouns have inherent gender. Gender is expressed by inflection in 
other pronouns and in adjectives; it is also expressed in the nominative-
accusative of one numeral and in the nominative of two others. The gender 
of nouns is partly predictable from their endings. A very few nouns may 
have more than one gender; and a very few have gender varying according 
to number. There is extensive gender syncretism, as in other Slavonic 
languages, but note that adjectives do not fully neutralize gender oppo-
sitions in the nominative-accusative dual and plural. Unusually within 
Slavonic, gender is expressed in personal pronouns other than the third 
person singular, namely in all persons dual and plural. The neuter tends to 
non-productivity: borrowed words normally become either masculine or 
feminine. The opposition between the two animacy subgenders - animate 
and inanimate - which is expressed in nouns and their co-referent adjec-
tives and in some pronouns, occurs only in the singular. Only masculine 
nouns are marked for animacy; animate nouns include, as well as human 
and animal referents, also makes of car, kinds of illness, names of wines 
and some other semantic categories (see Toporišič 1984: 212). Pronouns, 
and also adjectives used pronominally, are marked as animate for mascu-
line and neuter referents (see section 4.7). 

The opposition between definite and indefinite is expressed in some 
adjectives. Where it is expressed, it is generally very limited; in most 
instances its overt marking is restricted to the masculine nominative singu-
lar. Nearly all adjectives (and adverbs derived from them) form analytic or 
synthetic comparatives and superlatives. 

3.1.2 Noun morphology 
There are three major classes of declension, labelled here according to their 
main Proto-SIavonic progenitor classes. The first continues the Proto-
SIavonic *o-stems, masculine and neuter; representatives of Proto-SIavonic 
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*w-stems and *jo-stems are in this class, the latter marked by automatic 
desinential alternations; nouns deriving from Proto-SIavonic consonantal 
stems are also subtypes of this class. The second continues Proto-SIavonic 
•я-stems, *ja-stems, *-y stems and consonantal stems in *-er-. The third is 
the continuation of the Proto-SIavonic */-stems. In addition to these 
classes, there are the following: (a) indeclinable nouns, for example 
acronyms such as ТАМ (Tovarna Avtomobilov Maribor) 'Maribor Auto 
Factory'; and (b) nouns with adjectival declensions (such as dežurni 'male 
person on duty', dežurna 'female person on duty' and many place names 
such as Dolęnjsko (N) ~ Dolęnjska (F) 'Lower Carniola'). 

Declensional type and gender are closely related: o-stem nouns are 
almost all masculine and neuter; a-stem nouns are typically feminine, but a 
few are masculine; all but one /-stem nouns are feminine. Neither gender 
nor declension class is predictable from the nominative singular form: 
nouns with nominative singular in a consonant are either masculine o-
stems or feminine /-stems, whereby gender is largely predictable from 
derivative suffixes; nouns in -a are typically feminine and atypically mascu-
line; and nouns in -0, -e are neuter (long-established words) or masculine 
(more recent borrowings). Some nouns have more than one gender and/or 
more than one declension, for instance pęt 'path', which may be masculine 
(as kęt 'corner') with a variant nominative plural, pęta, or feminine (as kęst 
'bone'). Indeclinable nouns may be masculine, feminine or neuter. 

The most productive noun declensions are the masculine o-stems like 
kęt 'corner' (table 8.5), the л-stems like lipa 'linden' (table 8.11), and the 
/-stems like smrt 'death' (table 8.12). There is usually syncretism of the 
dative and locative singular (the exceptions being some o-stem nouns). 
Moreover the genitive dual is always identical to the genitive plural, while 
the locative dual has the same form as the locative plural and so the former 
are omitted in the paradigms given. 

O-stem class. The regular paradigm of 0-stem (masculine) nouns is illus-
trated with kęt 'corner' (table 8.5). Various nouns which might have been 

Table 8.5 o-stems (masculine), inanimate 

SG DU PL 

NOM 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

kęt 
kęt 
kęta 
kętu 
kętom 
kętu 

kęta 
kęta 
( = GEN PL) 
kętoma 
kętoma 
( = LOC PL) 

kęti 
kęte 
kętov 
kętom 
kęti 
kętih 
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Table 8.6 o-stems (masculine), animate 

SG DU PL 

NOM 
ACC 
GEN 

ded 
dęda 
dęda 

dęda 
dęda 

dędi 
dęde 
dędov 

used for comparative purposes are irregular; some are illustrated below. 
Animate nouns have genitive desinences for the accusative in the singular 
only. The first half of the paradigm for ded 'grandfather' (which also occurs 
as dęd, dęda) is thus as in table 8.6. 

Variants (stem): 
1 The / э ~ 0/ alternation is regular and frequent but not automatic, see 

section 2.2. 
2 A few nouns in -zlj /э1/ have, instead of the / э ~ 0/ alternation, an 

extension of this suffix to /-э1п-/ before all vocalic endings: thus 
nagolj, nagoljna 'carnation'. 

3 Most nouns in -r extend the stem to -ry- before all non-zero endings, as 
in denar, denarja 'money'. Also, most borrowings ending in vowels 
extend the final stem-vowel with /- j- / : alibi, alibija 'alibi'. Doz 'rain' 
extends its stem in the same way: dozja. 

4 The /-ov-/ infix in the dual and plural, exemplified in grad 'castle' 
(table 8.7) occurs, often as a stylistic variant, with several nouns. Note 
that the infix *-ev- does not occur. (grad has the optional variant 
genitive singular gradu, see item 9 below). 

5 Many nouns show stress and/or pitch alternations; there are many 
different paradigmatic patterns. Note especially the alternation 
between short and long vowels (see section 2.3) in nouns like hleb, 
hlęba 'loaf, čep čepa 'bung'; these two examples show the neutral-
ization, in the nominative singular, of the high-mid versus low-mid 
vocalic distinction. Note also stress shifts in, for instance, jezik, jezika 
'language', trębuh trebuha 'belly'. 

6 Človek 'man, person' has a regular 0-stem declension (clovęka and so 
on) in the singular and dual (except where dual and plural show 
syncretism), but has the plural Ijudję, ljudi, ljudi, Ijudęm, ljudmi, 
Ijudęh, that is, it has endings much like those of kęst 'bone' (see 
below). 

7 Otrok, otręk/otrók- 'child, baby' has plural otróci, otróke, otręk, 
otrókom, otręki, otrocih. 
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Table 8.7 0-stems (masculine), with -ov- infix 

SG DU PL 

NOM 
ACC 
GEN 
DAI 
INST 
LOC 

grad 
grad 
grada 
gradu 

gradova 
gradova 

gradovoma 
gradovoma 

gradovi 
gradove 
gradQV 
gradovom 

gradom 
gradu 

gradovi 
gradovih 

Variants (ending): 
8 Stems ending in / j с č š ž dž/ automatically replace / -о-/ with /-е-/ in 

instrumental singular, dative-instrumental dual and genitive plural and 
dative plural; these stems represent (and pre-empt) the original * jo-
stem class; for example, prijatelj'friend', respectively prijateljem, prija-
teljema, prijateljev, prijateljem. 

9 Some nouns have genitive singular / -u / as a (usually, optional) variant 
of / -a / , for instance, sin 'son', sina ~ sinu; others have a (normally 
optional) stress shift in the genitive singular, as męz 'husband' below. 

10 Some nouns have optional nominative plural in unstressed /-je/: thus 
golęb, gołębi ~ golębje'pigeon'; fant 'boy' fantje ~ fanti. 

11 The paradigm of męz 'husband' (table 8.8) illustrates a number of 
other common variant endings, especially those with stressed /-ę-/ ; 
genitive plural in -0; and instrumental plural in /-mi/. 

For 0-stem (neuter) the regular paradigm, męsto 'town' is given in table 
8.9. 

Variants (stem): 
1 The zero ~ vowel alternation is regular and frequent. Two nouns have 

/-a-/ : dno 'ground', genitive plural dan ~ dnov ~ dnov; tla 'floor' 
(plurale tantum), genitive tal. Nouns with final / - j / (except a list of 
nouns with / -nj / / l j / ) have /-i-/ : męrje 'sea', genitive plural męrij. 
Otherwise, the alternating vowel is /-Э-/, as in sukno 'cloth' genitive 
plural sukzn. 

2 Many nouns show stress and/or pitch alternations: blagę 'goods', 
dative-locative singular blagu; srebrę 'silver', dative-locative singular 
srebru ~ srębru. 

Variants (ending): 
3 Stems ending in / j с č s ž/ automatically replace / -о-/ with /-е-/ in 

nominative-accusative and instrumental singular, dative-instrumental 
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Table 8.8 0-stems (masculine), irregular 

SG DU PL 

NOM mQž moža moźję 
ACC moza moza możę 
GEN moza mQŽ 
DAT mężu mozęma moźęm 
INST mQzem mozęma možmi 
LOC mężu moźęh 

Table 8.9 о-stems (neuter) 

SG DU PL 

NOM męsto męsti męsta 
ACC męsto męsti męsta 
GEN męsta męst 
DAT męstu męstoma męstom 
INST męstom męstoma męsti 
LOC męstu męstih 

dual and dative plural; these represent the original * /°" s t e m s ( s e e 

section 2.2). Thus srcę, srcem, srcema, srcem 'heart'. 

Three subtypes of о-stem consonantal extensions are firmly maintained 
in Slovene: those with /-n-/ , those with /-s-/ and those with /- t- / . There 
are ten '/?-nouns', fourteen 's-nouns' and the '/-noun' declension became 
productive and was extended so that not only young animals (pisce 'chick') 
but various words for humans (revše 'pitiable child') and men's names 
(Tęne 'Tony') have been included; indeed, there are now one feminine and 
many masculine 'f-nouns'. In all three instances, the endings are generally 
those of normal o-stem neuter nouns. A typical instance, the 'f-noun' 
jdgnje 'lamb', is given in table 8.10. 

Variants (stem): 
1 All three subtypes have truncated nominative-accusative singular and 

full stems in all other cases, as above. 'N-nouns' have -e as the trun-
cated stem, -en- elsewhere; '5-nouns' have -о and -es- respectively. 

2 In each subgroup there are some nouns with no prosodic alternations, 
like jdgnje 'lamb', for instance imę imęna 'name', drevQ drevęsa 'tree'. 
Most nouns, however, have stress or pitch alternations: dekle, deklęta 
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Table 8.10 o-stems (neuter), consonantal extension 

SG DU PL 

NOM 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

jśgnje 
jśgnje 
jśgnjeta 
jśgnjetu 
jagnjetom 
jagnjetu 

jśgnjeti jśgnjeta 
jśgnjeti jśgnjeta 

jśgnjet 
jśgnjetoma jśgnjetom 
jśgnjetoma jśgnjeti 

jśgnjetih 

genitive singular, deklęta nominative plural 'girl'; vreme, vremęna 
'weather'; and see uhę 'ear' below. 

3 Three nouns have stem consonantal alternations: uhę uśęsa 'ear'; okę, 
ocęsa 'eye'; igę, iięsa 'yoke'. 

Variants (ending): 
4 The many masculine 'r-nouns' - all of which have human referents -

have accusative identical with genitive; óce, ocęta 'father'; fante, 
fantęta 'boy'; France, Francęta 'Frank'. The feminine/neuter noun 
dekle 'girl' has accusative identical with nominative. 

Л-stem class. All nouns - both feminine (the vast majority) and masculine 
(like sluga 'man-servant') - have the same general declensional pattern. 
(The masculine nouns may also decline as animate o-stems; see above.) In 
table 8.11 are shown the regular paradigm, lipa 'linden', and the subtype 
žena 'wife' (see item 4 below) which represents at most some twenty-five 
nouns. There are no morphophonemic alternations surviving from the *ja-
stems or *~ynji nouns: for example, duša 'soul' and boginja 'goddess' 
decline like lipa. 

Variants (stem): 
1 The vowel ~ zero alternation is regular and generally predictable, / i 

~ 0/ occurs in nouns with stems ending in consonant + / j / : ladja 
'boat', genitive plural ladij; ~nja, -Ija nouns must be listed, / э ~ 0/ 
occurs in stems ending in non-resonant + resonant (for instance, sestra 
'sister', genitive plural sester), non-resonant -I- resonant H- / j / (kaplja 
'drop', genitive plural kapolj), some combinations of resonant + 
resonant, and (rarely and archaically) in other consonant clusters. 
Nouns like cęrkov 'church' and britev 'razor' (see 5 below) are regular 
in this respect, /а ~ 0/ is found in a few words, like ovca 'sheep', 
genitive plural ovac ~ ovc. 

2 Proto-SIavonic consonantal stems in /-r-/ survive in that two nouns 
have the extension /-er-/ in all cases except the nominative singular: 
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Table 8.11 a-stems 

SG DU PL 

NOM lipa lipi lipe 
ACC ll'po lipi lipe 
GEN Ире lip 
DAT lipi lipama lipam 
INST lipo lipama lipami 
LOC lipi lipah 

NOM žena źenę źenę 
ACC ženQ źenę źenę 
GEN żenę ~ źenę žen ~ žena 
DAT ženi ženama ženam 
INST ženQ ženama ženami 
LOC ženi žen&h 

mati 'mother' and hči 'daughter', genitive singular matere hcęre; see 5 
below. 

Variants (ending): 
3 The nouns which decline like žena 'wife', that is with stress shifts, such 

as góra 'mountain' and glava 'head', have become largely regularized 
and usually now decline as lipa. 

4 Nouns with stressed -a as the nominative singular ending (all of which 
can also have regular stem stress) have a number of optional or obli-
gatory long desinential vowels, for example, staza 'path', accusative 
singular stazę ~ staze, instrumental plural stażami. 

5 The Proto-Slavonic *y-stems, represented in Slovene by nouns in -av, 
and the two 'r-nouns' differ from the paradigms displayed here in two 
respects (in which cases these nouns follow the i-stem class): accu-
sative singular in / -0 / and instrumental singular in /-ijo - -jo/ (of 
which the former occurs after two consonants). Examples of accusative 
singular and instrumental singular: mater, materjo; hcęr, hcęrjo; 
cęrkav, cęrkvijo\ britav, britvijo. 

/-stem class. All nouns in this class are feminine except Ijudję 'people' (see 
above). The regular paradigm is that of smrt 'death'; also in table 8.12, kęst 
'bone' exemplifies the stress, pitch and vocalic alternations that are very 
common in this class. 

Variants (stem): 
1 Four nouns have short vowels in the nominative-accusative singular 

which alternate with long vowels, for instance, miš, genitive singular 
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Table 8.12 /-stems 

SG DU PL 

NOM 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

smrt 
smrt 
smrti 
smrti 
smrtjo 
smrti 

smrti 
smrti 

smrti 
smrti 
smrti 

smrtma 
smrtma 

smrtim 
smrtmi 
smrtih 

NOM 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

kQSt 
kQSt 
kosti 
kósti 
kostjó 
kósti 

kostęma 
kostęma 

kosti 
kosti 

kosti 
kosti 
kosti 
kostęm 
kostmi 
kostęh 

miši 'mouse'. Very many monosyllabic and some polysyllabic nouns 
decline like kęst 'bone' above, with pitch and stress alternations. Some 
nouns have a pitch alternation but no stress alternation, thus luč 'light', 
genitive singular luči, instrumental singular lučjo \ some have quali-
tative alternations: ęs 'axle' dative-locative singular ósu 

2 The vowel ~ zero alternation occurs in this declension too: the normal 
vowel is /-Э-/, occurring when the stem ends in non-resonant + 
resonant: thus misal, misli 'thought'; povędanj, povędnji 'flood'. 

Variants (ending): 
3 Stems in non-resonant + resonant, and non-resonant + resonant + 

/ j / , have instrumental singular in -ijo, dative-instrumental dual in 
-ima, instrumental plural in -imi: mislijo, mislima, mislimi 

3.1.3 Pronominal morphology 

In the personal pronouns, Slovene has separate non-clitic forms for all 
three persons in all three numbers. All three persons show gender distinc-
tions in the dual and plural, but in the nominative case only; the third 
person singular distinguishes all three genders in the nominative-accusative 
and makes a two-way distinction in all other cases. In the nominative a 
total of eighteen pronominal distinctions are made. There is also a reflexive 
personal pronoun, unmarked for number, gender and person, lacking a 
nominative. 

The non-nominative dual person pronouns occur as exemplified below 
and also co-occur with the corresponding form of dva 'two' (3.1.5), for 
example, naju dva 'us both (M ACC)', naju dvę 'us both (F ACC)'. 
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Separate clitic forms obtain in accusative, genitive and dative for all 
singular persons, for the reflexive, and for the third dual and third plural; 
there is much syncretism. Note the separate bound clitic forms; see below 
for their use. First- and second-person pronouns, dual and plural, have 
clitic forms identical with their non-clitic forms except that they lack stress. 

The forms of the first-person non-clitic pronouns jaz T , midva, mędve/ 
midve 'we both', mi, mę 'we (all)' are given in table 8.13. The second-
person non-clitic pronouns ti 'you', vidva, vędve/vidve 'you both', vi, vę 
'you (all)' can be found in table 8.14. Reflexive non-clitic pronouns are 
given in table 8.15. The third person singular non-clitic pronouns are on, 

Table 8.13 First-person pronouns 

SG DU PL 
M N / F M N / F 

NOM jaz midva mędve/midve mi mę 
ACC mene naju nas 
GEN mene naju nas 
DAT meni nama nam 
INST menój/mano nama nami 
LOC meni naju/nama nas 

Table 8.14 Second--person pronouns 

SG DU PL 
M N / F M N / F 

NOM ti vidva vędve/vidve vi vę 
ACC tebe vaju vas 
GEN tebe vaju vas 
DAT tebi vama vam 
INST tebęj/tabo vama vami 
LOC tebi vaju/vama vas 

Table 8.15 Reflexive pronoun 

ACC sebe 
GEN sebe 
DAT sebi 
INST sebęj/sabo 
LOC sebi 
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óno, óna 'he/it, it, she/it' (see table 8.16). The neuter nominative has a 
stylistic variant onę. There is gender syncretism between masculine and 
neuter in all non-nominative cases. The third person dual and plural non-
clitic pronouns onadva, onidve/onędve'Xhey both', oni, óna, óne'they (all)' 
can be found in table 8.17. Four nominatives have stylistic variants: dual 
onadva, plural oni, ona, onę. There is total gender syncretism in all non-
nominative cases. 

There are special clitic forms for first person singular, second person 
singular and third person singular, dual and plural. Note the distinction 
between free and bound clitics (table 8.18). The bound clitics are post-
posed to most of the prepositions that take the accusative; in this context 
the prepositions receive a tonemically high pitch and, if containing a mid 
vowel, exhibit / ę / or /Q/, for example, name 'on me', cęzse 'across 
oneself', mędnju 'between the two of them', nadnje 'over them'. With the 
third person singular masculine-neuter -nj the / э ~ 0/ alternation occurs: 
nanj 'on him/it', nadonj 'over him/it'. In the pre-clitic context the prepo-
sition v occurs in the otherwise non-occurrent form va-\ vame 'into me', 
vanj 'into him/it'. 

There are pronominal declensions (presented below) differing from 
adjectival declensions in many particulars, for ta 'this' and kdę 'who', kaj 

Table 8.16 Third person singular pronouns 

M N F 

NOM on óno óna 
ACC njega njO/nję 
GEN njega nję 
DAT njemu njej/njej/nji 
INST njim nję 
LOC njem njęj/njej/nji 

Table 8.17 Third person dual and plural pronouns 

DU PL 
M N / F M N F 

NOM onadva ónidve/onędve óni óna óne 
ACC njiju/njih njih 
G E N njiju/njih njih 
D A T njima njim 
I N S T njima njimi 
L O C njiju/njih/njima njih 
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Table 8.18 Clitic pronouns 

1 
SG 

2 
SG REFL 

3 
SG 

M / N F 

3 
DU 

3 
PL 

Free clitics 
ACC me te se ga jo ju/jih jih 
GEN me te se ga je ju/jih jih 
DAT mi ti si mu ji jima jim 

Bound clitics 
ACC -me -te -se -nj -njo -nju -nje 

'what'. At least two pronouns are fully indeclinable, relative ki 'who' and 
čigar 'whose'; and onę 'whats'isname' is normally indeclinable. All other 
pronouns decline like regular adjectives, with nominative masculine singu-
lar either only short (ending in a consonant, like tęlik 'so large'), or only 
long (ending in -i, like tisti 'that'). Pronouns are thus inherently definite or 
indefinite (see 3.1.4). Possessive pronouns decline like definite adjectives. 
Most pronouns may be used adjectivally as well as pronominally. The most 
common are as follows; for a fuller list see Toporišič (1984: 243-8, 271-
5). 

Demonstrative: ta 'this', tisti 'that', ęni 'that (yonder)'; onę 'whats'isname', 
tak, takšon 'such a'. The first three of these also occur, usually with 
emphatic meaning, with preposed le- or (more usually) with postposed 
-le affixed to fully declined forms: thus letęga ~ tęgale 'this (EMPH, M 
GEN SG)'. In non-standard Slovene ta may function as a definite article 
(see 3.1.4). 

Interrogative: kdę 'who?', kaj 'what?', kakšon 'what sort of a?', kęlik 'how 
large?', čigav 'whose?', katęri 'which?'. 

Relative: kdęr 'who', kar 'what', katęri, ki 'which', čigar 'whose'. 
Indefinite: (a) kdę 'any(one)', kaj'any(thing)', katęri'anyone/-thing'; (b) 

prefixed: nekdę 'someone' and nękaj 'something'; nekatęri 'some', nęki 
'a'. 

Negative: nihče ~ nihče ~ nikdo 'nobody', nič 'nothing', noben 'no'. 
Possessive: męj, najin, naš 'my, our (DU), our (PL)'; tvęj, vajin, vaš 'your, 

your (DU), your (PL)'; njegQv ~ njegov, njęn, njun, njihov 'his/its, her/ 
its, their (DU), their (PL)'; svęj 'own'. The above forms alternate with the 
following in all other cases, numbers and genders: moj-, tvoj-, svoj-, 
naš-, vaš-, njegQv-. 

Other: vos 'all', vsak 'each', sam 'self, mere, the very'. 
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There are numerous other pronouns, most of them compounds of the 
preceding ones: vsakršon 'every kind of', malokatęri 'few', marsikdę 
'many a person', kdęrkęli 'whoever'. Note that all these pronouns have 
masculine accusative singular forms identical to the nominative (for 
inanimate referents) and the same as the genitive (for animate referents); 
this is signalled by NOM/GEN. Ta 'this' (table 8.19) has alternate forms: in 
the feminine dative-locative singular tej and the neuter/feminine 
nominative-accusative dual tę. In the dual, the relevant forms of dva 
usually co-occur. Vos 'all' differs from ta only in the nominative singular 
vos, vse, vsa, and in that the stem vowels are tonemically high and short. 
Kdę 'who?', kdęr 'who (REL)', nihče 'nobody', kaj 'what?', kar 'what 
(REL)' and nič 'nothing' decline as in table 8.20; further compounds of 
kdę, kaj follow the same pattern. 

Table 8.19 Demonstrative pronoun ta 

SG DU PL 
M N F M N F M N F 

NOM ta t Ф ta ta ti ti ti ta tę 
ACC NOM/GEN t Q t<? ta ti ti tę ta tę 
GEN tęga tę tęh tęh 
DAT tęmu tej tęma tęm 
INST tęm t9 tęma tęmi 
LOC tęm tej tęh tęh 

Table 8.20 kdę, kaj and pronouns based on them 

NOM kd9 kdęr nihče kaj kar nič 
ACC k 9 g a k 9 g a r nikOgar kaj kar nič 
GEN k 9 g a k 9 g a r nikęgar cęsa cęsar nicęsar 
DAT kęmu кфтиг шкфтиг cęmu cęmur nićęmur 
INST kgm кфтэг nikęmsr čim čimsr ničimer 
LOC kgm кфтэг nikgmar cęm сфтэг nicęmar 

Table 8.21 Use of long- and short-form adjectives 

Indefinite Definite 

Adjective alone nov 'a new one' ta novi 'the new one' (1) 
Noun alone en pas 'a dog' pas 'the dog' (2) 
Adjective + noun I n 5 v p 5 s n e w d o g ' n ó v i p b s 4 h e n e w d o g ' ( 3 a ) 

Cen nov pas 'a new dog' ta novi pas 'the new dog' (3b) 
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3.1.4 Adjectival morphology 
In Slovene the Proto-Slavonic opposition between short and long adjec-
tives survives in the opposition indefinite versus definite, but is formally 
very circumscribed. This opposition, in its most simple form, is expressed 
as in table 8.21. 

The use of en and ta, which in many respects act as indefinite article and 
definite article respectively, is, however, not encouraged in the written 
literary norm, and is limited in spoken standard Slovene also; in these 
varieties, the normal adjective + noun phrase is (3a) in table 8.21 rather 
than (3b), and definite novi for (1) and indefinite pos fox (2) are common. 
The indefinite versus definite opposition is, moreover, not expressed in all 
adjectives; and in those where it is expressed it obtains only in the mascu-
line nominative (and accusative inanimate) singular, except in a very few 
where it extends to some more, or to all, of the declension. The indefinite 
versus definite opposition is not expressed in several types of adjectives, 
including the following (which can be used in either function). Denominal 
derivatives in -v and -in (like bratov 'brother's', kraljev 'king's', materin 
'mother's') have indefinite forms only. Denominal and other derivatives in 
-ji, -ski, -ski, -cki (like božji 'God's', slovanski 'Slovene'), comparative and 
superlative forms and the words ębci 'common', pravi 'right, proper', rajni 
'the late' have definite forms only. 

In two adjectives the opposition is expressed in all forms. In one it is 
shown by a prosodic alternation: velik, veliko, velika (INDEF) versus vęliki, 
vęliko, vęlika (DEF) 'large'. In the other it is expressed suppletively: 
majhon, majhno, majhna (INDEF) but mali, malo, mala (DEF) 'small'. In a 
few adjectives the opposition is expressed in more than just the masculine 
nominative singular, but not throughout the paradigm; in all other adjec-
tives (except those listed above with only indefinite, and with only definite, 
forms) it is expressed in only the masculine nominative singular. In a few, 
the formal expression is by morphophonemic means. Examples (indefinite 
versus definite): with a qualitative alternation, masculine nominative singu-
lar dębar versus dóbri 'good'; with a prosodic alternation, feminine nomin-
ative singular bogata versus bogata 'rich', stara mati 'an old mother' versus 
stara mati 'grandmother'; with both qualitative and prosodic alternations, 
masculine/feminine nominative singular debel, debęla versus debęli, debęla 
'fat'. In the great majority, the masculine nominative singular indefinite has 
a zero ending, and the definite ends in -i. 

The adjective nov, nov- 'new' has regular declension; in the masculine 
(and, rarely, the neuter) accusative singular the choice of nominative versus 
genitive form depends on animacy (table 8.22). 

Variants (stem): 
1 The alternation of short vowel in the masculine nominative singular 

indefinite with long vowels elsewhere (see section 2.3), exemplified in 
nov, is common. 
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Table 8.22 Regular adjective declension 

SG DU PL 
M N F M N F M N F 

NOM cnov i novo 
l novi 1 

nova nova novi novi novi nova 

ACC NOM/GEN novo nova novi novi nove nova 
GEN novega nove novih 
DAT novemu novi novima novim 
INST novim novo novima novimi 
LOC novem novi novih 

2 Several adjectives optionally have mobile accent patterns. Of these, most 
belong to one type, exemplified by mlad (definite mladi) 'young': 
nominative singular mlad, mladę, mlada, genitive singular mladega, 
mlade, instrumental singular mladim, mladę, etc. 

3 The vowel - zero alternation is common: otękzl, otekl- 'swollen', 
miran, mirn- 'tranquil'; often, there is free qualitative/stress variation 
on the adjectives involved: medal ~ mbdal ~ modal 'faint'. Several 
adjectives have variants with / a / as well as / э / occurring in the mascu-
line nominative singular: hladan ~ hladan, hladna 'cool'. Those with 
stress on the ending in the masculine nominative singular definite tend 
to maintain this throughout the paradigm. 

Variants (ending): 
4 The /o ~ e/ alternation obtains in the nominative-accusative singular: 

compare novo 'new' and vsakdanje 'everyday', vręce 'hot'. 

One adjective is used only predicatively and therefore declines for gender 
and number but has only nominative case, rad, rada 'happy'. Fully 
indeclinable are the attributive adjective pęś 'by foot' in, for instance, pęś 
hęja 'walking tour'; and several attributive/predicative adjectives, as for 
instance, pocęni 'cheap': pocęni pohištvo 'cheap furniture', pocęni knjiga 
'cheap book', knjiga je pocęni 'the book is cheap'; tSšč 'unbreakfasted': s 
tš šč zelędci 'with empty stomachs', óna je tSšč 'she has not breakfasted'; 
and many relatively recent borrowings: prima blagę 'first-class goods', 
prima film 'first-class film'; fajn človek 'fine person', fajn oblęka 'fine 
clothing'; bęz 'beige', fer 'fair'. See also section 4.3. 

The comparative and superlative degrees of a given adjective are 
formed either analytically or synthetically. The analytic phrases use bolj 
'more' and najbolj 'most'. Synthetic comparative forms utilize the suffixes 
-ši, -ji and -ejši, and their superlative degrees add the prefix najAdjec-
tives which use analytic comparative or superlative forms include those 
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which do not participate in the definite versus indefinite opposition, for 
example, divji 'wild' bolj divji, najbolj divji', adjectives derived participially 
from verbs, for example, vroč 'hot'; specific derivatives, for example, those 
in -ast such as muhast 'capricious'; words for colours; and others such as 
mękar 'wet' and suh 'dry'. In synthetic comparison, (a) -ejši is added to 
polysyllabic stems: rodoviten 'fertile' rodovitnejši, najrodovJtnejšr, to 
monosyllabic stems ending in more than one consonant: čist 'clean' čistejši, 
najčistejši; and to a list of monosyllabic stems in single consonants, 
including wo v'new', novejši, najnovejši', (b) -ji is, normally, added to stems 
which end in /ž / , / š / or / č / (deriving from the final velar of the positive 
degree): drag 'dear' dražji, najdražji', (с) -ši is added to other stems (after 
palatalization): mlad 'young', mlajši, najmlajši If a polysyllabic adjective 
ends in vowel + / к / , this syllable is deleted, and rules (b) and (c) normally 
apply: nizak 'low' nižji, najnižji There are several exceptional forms, such 
as lęp 'beautiful' lepši, najlepši, and suppletive forms like dębar 'good' 
bęljśi 'better' najboljši 'best'. 

Adverbs derived from adjectives form their comparative and superlative 
degrees according to the same subclasses (a), (b) and (c) above, but with 
the following differences: group (a) take -eje: bogato 'richly' bogateje, 
najbogateje; group (b) replace -ji with -(j)e: blizu 'near' bliž(j)e, 
najbliž(j)e; and group (c) replace -ši with, normally, -še: tankę 'thinly' 
tanjše, najtanjše. 

3.1.5 Numeral morphology 
Of the cardinal numerals '1' has a regular adjectival declension; except in 
the masculine nominative singular (where there are two forms: edan, used 
substantially, and en, adjectivally) the stem is invariant en-, hence mascu-
line genitive singular enega and so on. The dual is not used. The plural is 
used with pluralia tantum words: ena vrata 'one door'. For the function of 
en as an indefinite article see section 3.1.3. Dva '2', trije '3' and štirje '4' 
decline similarly. All show the opposition masculine versus neuter/ 
feminine in the nominative; '2' shows it in the accusative also (table 8.23). 
Oba, obę 'both' declines exactly like dva, dvę. 

All other numerals, except tisęc, milijęn and milijarda (see below) 
decline like '5' (table 8.24), but they may also not decline, as noted below. 
The same pattern is followed by, for example, śęst '6', šestnajst ~ šestnajst 
'16', šestindvajset '26', šestdeset '60' and so on. Sędam, sedmih '7' and 
ęsam, ósmih '8' show the /а ~ 0/ alternation. '100' has a unique alter-
nation: stę, stótih. Note that compounds between '21' and '99' have the 
morphemes reversed from their Arabic-numeral order: enindvajset '21', 
devętindevętdeset '99'. Note also that in numerals over 100 terminating in 
non-compounds, only the final word declines: tisęc dva/dvę' 1,002'. 

The remaining numerals, tisęc (M) '1,000', milijęn (M) 'million' and mil-
ijarda (F) 'milliard/billion', decline like nouns. 
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Table 8.23 4Two\ 'three', 'four' 

M N/B M N/B M N/H 

NOM d v a d v ę t r i j e t r i š t u j e štiri 
ACC d v a d v ę tr i št ir i 
GEN d v ę h t r ę h š t i r ih 
DAT d v ę m a t r ę m š t i r im 
INST d v ę m a t r ę m i š t i r imi 
LOC d v ę h t r ę h š t i r ih 

Table 8.24 'Five' 

NOM p ę t 
ACC p ę t 
GEN p e t i h 
DAT p e t i m 
INST p e t i m i 
LOC p e t i h 

The loss of declinability, which is very noticeable in conversational 
Slovene, may be detected in the standard language in noun phrases headed 
by prepositions, where numerals above '4' are normally not declined. 

Ordinal numerals decline like adjectives: prvi, prva, prvo 'first'; drugi 
'second', trętji 'third', četrti 'fourth', peti 'fifth', šesti 'sixth' and so on. 

3.2 Verbal morphology 

3.2.1 Verbal categories 
Verbs are inflected for number, person and gender. Tense, voice and mood 
are expressed partly in inflection, partly in compound phrases. Aspect is 
inherent in verbal forms; normally, there is a derivational relationship 
between aspectual pairs. Finite verbal forms include the present, imper-
ative, future, past pluperfect, present conditional and past conditional. 
There is also a series of optative forms. The verb 'be' is expressed in all 
appropriate numbers, persons and genders, and in three tenses. It has a 
special negative present-tense form. 

The opposition in number singular : dual: plural is expressed in all finite 
verbal forms. There is no number syncretism. See section 4.10 for the use 
of the dual. In certain ('polite' or 'formal') circumstances, number is used 
conventionally rather than referentially. There are two conventions: (a) 
'Vikanje': the second person plural (which is always masculine!) replaces 
the second person singular (but never the second person dual); 
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Table 8.25 Numerals 

CARDINALS 
edan, en- ' l ' 
dva, dvę *2' 
trije, tri '3' 
štuje, štiri '4' 
pęt ł5' 
sęst '6' 
sędem '7' 
Qsam 
devęt'9' 
desęt'10' 
enajst 41' 
dvanajst - dvanajst412' 
trinajst ~ trinajst '13' 
štirinajst ~ štirinajst '14' 
pętnajst ~ petnśjst'15' 
šestnajst ~ šestnajst'16' 
sędamnajst - sedemnajst '17' 
Qsamnajst ~ osemnajst'18' 
devętnajst ~ devetnšjst'19' 

ORDINALS 
prvi '1st' 
drugi '2nd' 
trętji '3rd' 
četrti '4th' 
peti '5th' 
šesti '6th' 
sčdmi '7th' 
ósmi '8th' 
devęti '9th' 
desęti '10th' 
enśjsti 'llth' 
dvanajsti ~ dvanšjsti'12th' 
trinajsti - trinajsti '13th' 
štirinajsti - štirinšjsti' 14th' 
pętnajsti - petnśjsti '15th' 
šestnajsti - šestnajsti'16th' 
sędamnajsti ~ sedamnśjsti'17th' 
Osemnajsti ~ osamnśjsti'18th' 
devetnajsti ~ devetnajsti'19th' 

dvajset '20' 
enindvajset '21' 
tndeset '30' 
štirideset '40' 
pętdeset '50' 
Sęstdeset '60' 
sędemdeset '70' 
Qsemdeset '80' 
devętdeset '90' 
StQ '100' 
dvęsto '200' 
tristo '300' 
štiristo '400' 
pętsto '500' 
śęststo '600' 
sedemsto '700' 
Qsemsto '800' 
devętsto '900' 
tisęc '1,000' 

dvajseti '20th' 
ćnindvajseti '21st' 
trideseti '30th' 
štirideseti '40th' 
pętdeseti '50th' 
šestdeseti '60th' 
>ędamdeseti '70th' 
Qsemdeseti '80th' 
devetdeseti '90th' 
stóti '100th' 
dvęstoti '200th' 
tristóti '300th' 
śtiristóti '400th' 
petstóti '500th' 
šeststoti '600th' 
seddmstóti '700th' 
osamstóti '800th' 
devetstoti '900th' 
tisoči '1,000th' 

(b) 'Onikanje': dialeetally and archaically, the third person plural replaces 
the second person singular (but never the second person dual) in the same 
way. Slovene has three persons in finite verbal forms. The third person 
singular and third person plural are used impersonally. There is person 
syncretism in the dual, where the second and third persons have the same 
endings. The gender opposition masculine : feminine : neuter is expressed 
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in participles, and hence in the past, future and so on. Unusually for 
Slavonic, a (now rare and archaic) gender distinction (masculine versus 
feminine/neuter) may be expressed by optional endings for the dual in the 
present and imperative: -va(M) versus -ve ~ -vi (F/N) and -ta(M) versus -
te ~ -ti (F/N). Slovene distinguishes four tenses: future, present, past and 
pluperfect; past and pluperfect are opposed only in the indicative. The 
pluperfect seldom occurs. All except the present, the future of 'be' and one 
of two expressions of the future perfective are expressed by compounds. 
The four participles and three gerunds express time simultaneous with or 
anterior to that of the main verb. Tense is implicit in other categories, such 
as imperative, supine. 

Normally, a given verb is inherently of imperfective or perfective aspect; 
and normally, aspectually correlative pairs have the same lexical meaning. 
The imperfective verb is semantically unmarked. The aspectual system is 
similar to that of the other Slavonic languages, except that the future 
perfective is expressed both (a) by the non-past form of the perfective, and 
(b) by the same compound formation that is used for the future imper-
fective (namely, the future of 'be' and the /-participle); the perfective with 
verba dicendi expresses the present tense; and perfective verbs with some 
temporal adverbs may denote repetition. All verbal categories occur with 
both aspects, except that both present gerunds and (with one lexical 
exception) the present active participle only occur in the imperfective. 
Some verbs are bi-aspectual. These include both native items like roditi 
'give birth to' and recent borrowings such as protestirati 'protest'. A few 
perfective verbs, for instance pogospęditi se 'put on airs', have no imper-
fective counterparts; and conversely, a few imperfective verbs, like 
poslušati 'listen to', have no perfective ones. Some half-dozen pairs of 
imperfective verbs are limited semantically to determinate and indeter-
minate meaning respectively. These involve verbs of motion like nositi 
versus nesti 'carry', voziti versus peljati 'convey'. 

The following moods are expressed: indicative, imperative and con-
ditional. All verbal categories except those listed in this subsection are 
indicative. A number of modal expressions are semantically close to the 
imperative and conditional moods. There is, normally, a partial imperative 
paradigm: the first person dual and plural, the second person singular, dual 
and plural and the third person singular. The conditional, expressed by 
compound forms using the invariable word bi, obtains in the present and 
past (with the meanings 'would' and 'would have' respectively). Seman-
tically, the imperative is complemented (and partly overlapped) by present 
optative compounds (utilizing the particle naj) with the meaning 'let 
In addition, there are compound past optatives: naj H- bi -f (bil) + 
/-participle, normally equivalent to 'should'. Other modal expressions use 
invariable auxiliaries like lahkę and verbs such as męrati: lahkę dęła 'he 
may work', męra dęlati 'he must work'. 
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Verbs are, inherently, either transitive or intransitive. For types of, and 
constructions using, reflexive verbs, see below and section 4.8. The passive 
voice is expressed with the following: (a) a reflexive verb; (b) a zero subject 
and the verb in the third person plural; (c) the past passive participle + 
'be'. 

There are five indeclinable non-finite forms: infinitive, supine, past 
gerund, present gerund in -(j)e and present gerund in -č. There are also 
four participles: present active, past active in -( v)ši, past active in -/ (the 7-
participle') and past passive. There is also a verbal substantive -nje/-tje(sez 
section 3.3.1). The infinitive : supine opposition is expressed by a formal 
distinction which is largely neutralized in conversational Slovene. For usage 
see section 4.5. The two basic gerunds are the present gerund in -(J)e and 
the past gerund. Not all verbs form gerunds. The present gerund is supple-
mented semantically by the short-form present active participle in -č, which 
acts as a third gerund. Three participles are fully declinable: the present 
active participle, the (rarely used) past active participle in -vsi and the past 
passive participle. The fourth participle, the past active participle in -/, is 
used only in the nominative; its use is restricted to compound verbal 
expressions, most importantly the past and the future. 

There are as many as fifteen compound-tense constructions, some of 
them rare. The most common are here exemplified with the verb hvaliti 
pohvaliti 'praise' in the first person singular; where the perfective prefix 
po- is in parentheses, both aspects may occur. For the auxiliaries, present 
ш and future bom, see below. 

1 Active: past (sam (po)hvaliri praised'); pluperfect (sam bil pohvalil'l 
had praised'); future (bęm (po)hvalil 'I shall praise'); present con-
ditional (bi (po)hvalil 'I would praise'); past conditional (bi bil 
(po)hvaliri would have praised'); present optative (naj (po)hvalim 'I 
should praise'); and past optatives (naj bi (po)hvalil and naj bi bil 
(po)hvaliri should have praised'). 

2 Passive: present (sam (po)hvaljen 'I am praised'); past (sam bil 
(po)hvaljen 'I was praised'); future (bęm (po)hvaljen 'I shall be 
praised'); present/past conditional (bi bil (po)hvaljen 'I would be 
praised'); and imperative (będi(po)hvaljen!'be praised!'). 

Three verbs have special present negative conjugations: (a) ne biti: 
nisam 'am not', nisi ni, nisva and then as the present of biti (see below); (b) 
ne imęti: nimam 'haven't' and so on (see imęti below); and (c) ne hotęti: 
nęcem ~ nęcem 'don't want to' and so on (see hotęti below). 

3.2.2 Conjugation 
Non-compound verbal categories are formed on the following: (a) the 
infinitive stem (infinitive, supine, past gerund, past active participle in 
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-(v)š/, /-participle, past passive participle); and (b) the present stem 
(present/simple future, imperative, present gerund in ~(j)e, present gerund 
in -č, present active participle). To these stems are added various affixes. 

The infinitive is normally formed by the addition of -ti; infinitives 
deriving from Proto-Slavonic forms in *-kti, *-gti have -či. In con-
versational Slovene, the final -/ is elided and (in some verbs) the stress 
shifts. The supine is like the infinitive except that it lacks the final -i; hence, 
-t or -č. The past gerund is in -ši (most consonantal stems) or -vši (most 
vocalic stems). The past active participle is in -(v)ši and so is as the past 
gerund but with regular adjectival desinences. The past passive participle 
adds the normal adjectival endings to one of the affixes -/, -n, -en; these 
generally follow the normal Slavonic distribution among verbal classes. The 
past active participle in -/, the 7-participle', is used in compound forms 
and only in the nominative (see table 8.26). 

Table 8.26 /-participle endings 

M N F 

SG -1 -lo -la 
DU -la -li -li 
PL -li -la -le 

The present stem cannot be predicted from the infinitive, except when 
certain derivative suffixes are involved (thus, -niti verbs have the present in 
-ne-, -irati verbs have -ira- and so on); there are, however, some regular 
and productive patterns, especially -ati : -a- and -iti : -/-. The present/ 
simple future endings are given in table 8.27. 

In the third person plural, verbs in -ijo have the variant -ę and verbs in 
-ejo (plus a few in unstressed -ejo) have the variant -Q; most of these 
variants are stylistically very limited. 

Most athematic verbs have different endings from the above only as 
follows: second-third person dual -sta, second person plural -ste, third 
person plural -do; there is variation between these and the regular endings 

Table 8.27 Present-tense endings 

SG DU PL 

1 -m -va -mo 
2 -š -ta -te 
3 -0 -ta -jo 
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in the third person plural; for example, biti future: bęm, bęś, bę; bęva 
bęsta, bęsta; bęmo, bęste, będo ~ bęjo. The verb biti (present positive) is 
more irregular: som, si, je; sva, sta, sta; smd, ste, sd. 

The endings of the imperative are as follows: second and third person 
singular -i ~ -j; first dual -iva ~ -jva; second dual -iva ~ -jva; first plural 
-imo ~ -jmo ; second plural -ite ~ jte. The alternation i ~ у is regular (-/-
with consonantal stems, -j- with vocalic stems); there are exceptions, such 
as stati, stojim 'stand' stój! 

The present active participle endings are: 'class IV' verbs (see below): 
-ic, -ęc-; other classes with vocalic stems: -jęć, -jęc-; others with con-
sonantal stems, -QC, -QC-; followed by the normal adjectival endings. The 
present gerund has: (a) generally -e after consonantal stems, -je after 
vocalic stems; also (b) as the present active participle with zero ending. 

The classification of conjugation classes adopted here as suitable for 
comparative purposes is based on the thematic vowel of the present stem; it 
derives from a simplified version of Svane (1958: 89-117). This is not the 
optimal classification for non-comparative descriptions; such a classi-
fication would emphasize the productive classes (here, II, IIIc, IV and the 
-ovati ~ -evati verbs in Ilia) and categorize the more restricted verb types 
in fewer groupings; see also Toporišič (1987). The quoted thematic vowel 
occurs in all persons and numbers of the present/simple future conjugation 
(except alternant third person plural forms; see above). (Here, С = con-
sonant, Cj = palatalized consonant, V = vowel): 

la (infinitive -С-//) present -e-: The old 'consonantal infinitive class' is 
well maintained; note over ten 'velar' roots in -či, all showing the 
/к ~ с/ or /g ~ z/ alternation, including móci, męrem, pomóziU 
męgol 'be able'; and nine 'nasal' roots, including vzeti, vzamem 
'take'. A total of over seventy roots can be classified in this group. 

Ib (infinitive -a-ti) present -e-\ This class includes brati and zvati, but 
only five other roots. 

II (infinitive -ni-ti) present -ne-: Slovene shows an idiosyncratic 
development of *-nę- to -ni- in the infinitive stem. This class is still 
very well represented and is productive in native derivations. 

Ilia (infinitive -V-/i") present -je-: Slovene maintains ten roots in -uti, 
-ujem and fifteen in -iti, -ijem. Some -eti and -ejati verbs in this class 
have alternative conjugations, with present in -ejem and/or in -em; 
-ajati verbs usually have present in -ajam. There are some seven 
roots, like klati and mlęti, that display the Proto-Slavonic metathesis. 
Verbs in -ovati ~ -evati, -ujem are numerous. 

IHb (infinitive -a-ti) present -Cje-: Many roots display the Proto-
Slavonic consonantal palatalizations, for instance pisati 'write', kazati 
'show', jemati 'take' below; see also section 2.2. Many conjugate also 
according to class IIIc, such as škripati 'creak' present škripljem ~ 
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škripam; sukati 'twist' present sukam ~ sučem. 
IIIc (infinitive -a-ti) present -a-: Contraction of *-aje- to -a- resulted in 

the extremely productive class exemplified by dęlati 'work'. 
IV (infinitive -V-/#) present -#-: This class comprises the very numerous 

(and derivatively productive) verbs in -iti like moliti 'pray'; a rela-
tively small group in -eti like velęti 'command'; an even smaller group 
in -ati like slišati 'hear'; and four anomalous verbs like spati 'sleep'. 

V Athematic and irregular: Slovene has six verbs in the athematic class, 
namely biti 'beat', jęsti 'eat', dati 'give', dęti 'say; put' and vędeti 
'know' below, and the present of iti 'go', namely gręm ~ grem. There 
are a number of prefixed athematics, like dobiti 'obtain' dobęm, 
normally replaced by regularly conjugated forms such as dobim. 
Nearly all athematic verbs have variant forms, and some of the 
endings have been realigned with non-athematic ones. The originally 
athematic * ima- is now regularly conjugated, although its com-
bination of infinitive in -ęti and present in -am (present conjugated as 
class IIIc) is unique. Hotęti, hęcem 'want to' (present conjugated as 
class la) must also be treated as irregular. 

Reflexes of Proto-SIavonic verb classes: Instances where the Modern 
Slovene reflex of the Proto-SIavonic example shows an atypical morpho-
logical shift are here enclosed in square brackets, followed by more regular 
representatives of the class or subclass in question, if available. 

Theme in -e/-o 
*nes-, nese-
*ved-, vede-
[*čis-, čbte-

*i-/šbd-, id-

[*ja(xa)-, jade-
*gre-, grebe-
[*ži-, žive-

*reč-, reče-
*nacę-, пасьп-
*umre-, итьг-
*sta-, stan-
[*8Ъ8а-, 8Ъ8е-
*zbva-, zove-
*Ььга-, bere-

nćsti, nesem 'carry' 
vesti, vedem 'lead' 
št^ti, stęjem 'count'] 
cvasti, cvatem 'blossom' 
iti/ššl [gręm ~ grem] 'go' 
nśjti, nśjdem 'find' 
jahati, jaham ~ jašem 'ride (horse)'] 
grebsti, grebem 'rake' 
živeti, živim 'live'] 
piliti, plčvem 'sail' 
reči, rečem 'say' 
zacęti, začnem 'begin' 
mręti, mrem 'die' 
stóti, stanem 'cost' 
sasśti, sasam 'suck'] 
zvśti, zóvem 'cali' 
brśti, berem 'read' 
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Theme in -ne 
•dvign-, dvigne- dvigniti, dvignem 'lift' 
*min-, mine- miniti, minem 'elapse' 

Theme in -je 
*ču-, čuje- čuti, čujem 'hear, stay awake' 
•pe-, poje- pęti, pojem 'sing' 
•kry-, krbje- kriti, krijem 'conceal, cover' 
*bi-, bbje- biti, bijem 'beat' 
[*bra-, boije- boriti se, borim se 'fight'] [*bra-, boije-

klśti, kęljem 'slaughter' 
*mle-, melje- mlęti, męljem 'mill' 
[*dela-, delaje- dęlati, dęłam 'work'] 
*ume-, umeje- umęti, umejem ~ umęm 'know how, 

understand' 
*kaza-, kaže- kazati, kažem 'show' 
*pbsa-, piše- pisati, pišem 'write' 
*ima-, jemlje- jemati, jemljem 'take' 
*darova-, daruje- darovati, darujem 'present' 
*seja-, seje- sejati, sejem 'sow' 

Theme in -/ 
*moli-, moli- moliti, męlim 'pray' 
*xodi-, xodj- hoditi, hędim 'walk' 
*vele-, veli- velęti, velim 'command' 
*slyša-, slyši- slišati, slišim 'hear' 
*8ъра-, 8ър1- spśti, spim 'sleep' 

Athematic and irregular 
*by-, (je)s- biti, sam 'be' 
*jas-, jas/d- jęsti, jęm 'eat' 
*da-, das/d- dati, dśm 'give' 
*de-, de- dęti, dęm 'say; put' 
*ve-, ves/d- vędeti, vęm 'know' 
*ima-, ima/e- imęti, imam 'have' 
*xote-, xotje- hotęti, hęcem 'want to' 

Sample paradigms are given in table 8.28. 

3.3 Derivational morphology 
In this section, the patterns and forms cited exemplify only the most 
productive derivations; many others exist. 
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Table 8.28 Illustrative verb paradigms 

la IIIc IV 

INF reči dęlati moliti 
SUP reč dęlat mólit 
PASTGER ręksi podęlavsi pomolivši 
/-PAR I M SG rękal dęlal mólil 
/-PAR I F SG rekla dęlala molila 
PAST PASS PART rečen dęlan męljen 
PRS 1 SG rečem dęłam męlim 
PRS 2 SG rečeš dęłaś męlis 
PRS 3 SG reče dęła męli 
PRS 1 DU rečeva dęlava męliva 
PRS 2, 3 DU rečeta delata męlita 
PRS 1 PL rečemo dęlamo męlimo 
PRS 2 PL rečete dęlate męlite 
PRS 3 PL rečejo dęlajo męlijo 
IMP 2 SG reci dęlaj móli 
IMP 2 PL recite dęlajte molite 
PRS ACT PART rekęc1 

_2 
delajoč _з 

PRS GER 
rekęc1 

_2 delaje molę 

Notes: 
1 rekęc, formally a participle, is used as a present gerund. 
2 reči, like most class la verbs, has no formal present gerund (see note 1). The verb 
iti 'go' (which has an athematic present conjugation, see above) has a present 
gerund gredę which derives from a class la verb. 
3 motiti has no present active participle; nositi has the form noseč ~ noseč. 

3.3.1 Major patterns of noun derivation 
Nouns are derived from other parts of speech, and from other nouns; 
chiefly by suffixation and by compounding, but also by other means. 

Suffixation (Bajec 1950-2; Toporišič 1984: 124-47): 

-e: denominal; offspring and other animate: fante 'young boy' (fant 'boy'). 
-ba: deverbal: obramba 'defence' (obraniti 'defend'), glasba 'music' 

(glasiti se 'sound'). 
-oba: de-adjectival: grenkoba 'bitterness' (grenak 'bitter'). 
-tov: deverbal; alternate verbal nouns and/or with more concrete mean-

ings: molita v 'act of praying; prayer' (moliti 'pray'). 
-stvo: denominal and de-adjectival: otroštvo 'infancy' (otrok 'infant'). 
-ava: deverbal: izgovarjava 'pronunciation' (izgovarjati 'pronounce'). 
-ota: mostly denominal and de-adjectival: lepóta 'beauty' (lęp 'beautiful'). 
-ost: the most common derivative: lastnęst 'trait' (lastan 'own'). 
-ica: dęklica 'young girl' (dekle 'girl'), bistrica 'mountain brook' (bistar 
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'limpid'); especially productive in -nica, -lnica: knjižnica 'library' 
(knjiga 'book'). 

-ас: lovac 'hunter' (loviti 'hunt'); bratac 'little brother' (brat 'brother'); 
especially productive in -foe: igralac 'player' (igrati 'play'). 

-nja: nomina actionis from verbs: prošnja 'request' (prositi 'request'). 
-an, -jan: nosan 'large-nosed man' (nęs 'nose'); in compounds, for 

example, -can: Ljubljančan 'inhabitant of Ljubljana'. 
-ina: kovina 'metal' (kovati 'forge'); especially productive in compounds: 

-ovina: jeklovina 'hardware' (jeklo 'steel'); -ščina: slovenščina 'Slovene 
language'. 

-telj: borrowed, from Serbo-Croat and elsewhere: odpošiljatelj 'sender' 
(odpošiljati 'dispatch'). 

-ar: however early this was first borrowed (from Old High German -ari 
and/or Latin -arius), its use was presumably reinforced by centuries of 
contact with Germanic (see Striedter-Temps 1963: 73-5). It remains in 
both early and later borrowings (pridigar 'preacher'); and became very 
productive: kopitar 'cobbler' (kopito 'last'), harpunar 'harpooner'. 

•išče: location: krompirišče 'potato-field' (krompir 'potato'). 
-je: de-adjectival abstracts: mladje 'youth' (mlad 'young'); phrasal 

derivatives: meddębje 'interval' (med 'between' + dóba 'period'); and in 
compounds, regularly for verbal nouns in -nje, -tje: gibanje 'movement' 
(gibati 'move'), pitje 'drinking' (piti 'drink'). 

-ija: originally from Latin, this was nativized and remains productive. 
Alongside borrowings, traparija 'stupidity', filozofija 'philosophy', are 
many Slovene derivatives: sleparija 'swindle' (slęp 'blind', slepar 
'cheat'). 

-nik: replaced original (and now less productive) -ik: črnilnik 'inkwell' 
(črnilo 'ink'). 

-ak: inter alia, for diminutives: giimbak 'small button' (gumb), and 
deverbals: izvlęcak'ex tract' (izvlęći 'extract'). 

-ka; inter alia, in diminutives: račka 'duckling' (raca 'duck'); derivation of 
feminines: ciganka 'gypsy (F)' (cigan 'gypsy (M)'); common in 
compounds: -Ika: igralka 'player (F)' (igrati 'play'). 

Compound nouns (Vidovič-Muha 1988) are normally subordinating, 
that is, they consist of head plus modifier. The components are usually 
joined with -о- ~ -e-: 

Noun -I- verb base: when the base comprises a noun and a verb, the 
compound normally places the noun first: zemljevid ('land + see') 
'map'. 

Verb + noun base: more rarely, the verbal component precedes the 
nominal one: smrdokavra ('stink + crow') 'hoopoe'. 

Adjective + verb base: brzojav ('fast + communicate') 'telegraph'. 
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Adjective + noun base: hudournik ('evil + hour/weather' + suffix) 'moun-
tain torrent'. 

Quantifier + noun base compounds are very common: dvębój ('two + 
fight') 'duel'; malodušje ('little + spirit') 'faint-heartedness'. 

Noun + noun base: drevoręd ('tree + row') 'boulevard'. 
Juxtaposition - where syntactic strings are combined with no modification 

other than some loss of stress - is uncommon: dęlgcas ('long + time') 
'boredom'. 

Most productive prefixes are recently borrowed (like super-) but many 
Slavonic prefixes are used productively in nominal derivation: med-, ne-, 
pa-, pra-, proti-, razand so on: pakristal 'false crystal', razjezuit 'former 
Jesuit'. 

3.3.2 Major patterns of adjective derivation 
Adjectives are derived from verbs and nouns, and from other adjectives; 
chiefly by suffixation and secondarily by compounding, but also by other 
means. Adjectives are also derived semantically from participles. 

Suffixation (Bajec 1950-2; Toporišič 1984: 147-57): 

-Ijiv: deverbal: prizanesljiv 'lenient' (prizanesti 'pardon'); denominal: 
bojazljiv 'timorous' {bojazan 'fear'). 

-ov ~ -ev: inter alia, masculine possessive: bratova hiša 'brother's house' 
(brat 'brother'); animals: levov 'lion's' (lev 'lion'); plants: bambusov 
'bamboo' (bambus 'bamboo'). 

-in : especially for feminine possessive: sestrina hiša 'sister's house' (sestra 
'sister'); animals: levinjin 'lioness's' (levinja 'lioness'); plants: mirtin 
'myrtle' (mirta 'myrtle'). 

-an: extremely productive, both alone and in compounds. Alone, 
especially for deverbals: vidan 'visible' (videti 'see'); denominals: lęsan 
'wooden' (lęs 'wood'); de-adverbials: hkratan 'simultaneous' (hkrati 'at 
the same time'). It occurs in compounds with twenty or more nominal 
and adjectival suffixes. 

-ji: very productive in animate denominals: otręcji 'infantile' (otrok 
'infant'). 

-nji: de-adverbial: nekdanji 'old-time' (nękdaj 'once upon a time'). 
-ok: deverbal: bridak 'painful' (briti 'shave'), ręzak 'sharp' (ręzati 'cut'). 
-ski: productive denominally, both simply: stranski 'lateral' (stran 'side'); 

and in compounds: strankarski 'factional' (stranka '(political) party', 
strankar 'party member'). 

Compound adjectives are both subordinate: miroljuban 'peace-loving' 
(mir 'peace', ljubiti 'love') and co-ordinate: bęlo-mędro-rdec 'white-blue-
and-red (as of a flag)'. Juxtaposition is rare: bojazeljan 'bellicose'. 
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Many productive prefixes are of non-Slovene origin, like anti- and ante- ; 
a few are native, such as nad-, ne-, pa-, pra-: nadpolovičan 'more-than-
half (nad 'over' + polovičan 'half'); pre- may be prefixed to very many 
adjectives: prelęp 'extremely beautiful'. 

Adjectivalization of participles is frequent: both /-participle and past 
passive participle forms have become adjectivalized: dorasal 'fully grown' 
(dorasti 'grow up'); pošten 'honest' (pośtęti 'count'). 

In addition to those that are common in Slavonic, Slovene has some 
unusual patterns of adverb derivation. Note especially: 

-oma ~ -ema, suffixed to stems deriving from: nouns (oziroma 'respect-
ively', stdpnjema 'gradually'); adjectives (rędkoma 'rarely'); verbs 
(nenęhoma 'incessantly', compare nęhati 'cease'); and phrases 
(natihoma 'on the quiet'). The pattern is common: Mader (1981), which 
is based on a 40,000-word corpus, lists sixty-one of these adverbs. 

3.3.3 Major patterns of verb derivation 
Verbs are derived from other parts of speech, and (especially in the 
derivation of aspectual pairs) from other verbs; derivation is chiefly by 
prefixation and suffixation, but also by compounding. Conjugation classes 
(see section 3.2.2) are given in square brackets. One borrowed derivative 
suffix is listed here; see also section 5.3. 

Normally, there is a derivative relationship between the two members of 
an aspectual pair. Slovene follows the general Slavonic system quite 
closely. Two patterns are generally employed: (a) suffixation, sometimes 
with alternation of the root and/or replacement of another suffix, and 
normally with change in conjugation; when the derivative suffix is -0-, the 
root alternation and/or conjugation change become especially salient; (b) 
prefixation. The derivational patterns tend towards complementarity: 
imperfectives are most frequently derived from perfectives by suffixation 
and concomitant changes; perfectives are normally derived from imper-
fectives by prefixation. Suppletive aspectual pairs exist, but are uncommon, 
for instance, govoriti [IV] (or praviti [IV]) (IMPFV) / reči [la] (PRFV) 
'speak', dęlati [IIIc] (IMPFV) / storiti [IV] (PRFV) 'do'. 

Only a few of the many suffixes are exemplified here; for brevity, 
neither root alternations nor suffixal alternations are noted: 

-/i-: pihati [IIIc] (IMPFV) / pihniti [II] (PRFV) 'blow'. 
-/-: zacęti [la] (PRFV) / zacęnjati [IIIc] (IMPFV) 'begin'. 
-0-: pęciti [IV] (PRFV) / pękati (IMPFV) [IIIC] (PRFV) 'explode'. 
-ov- ~ -ev-: izbęljśati [IIIc] (PRFV) / izboljševati [Ilia] (IMPFV) 'improve'. 
-av-: zaznati [IIIc] (PRFV) / zaznavati [IIIc] (IMPFV) 'perceive'. 
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Imperfective verbs, when prefixed, normally become perfective. 
Common prefixes are as follows (here, imperfective examples precede 
perfective ones; unless noted, both members of an aspectual pair have the 
same conjugation): 

do-: skočiti [IV] 'jump' / doskočiti 'reach by jumping'; trpęti [IV] 'suffer' 
/ dotrpęti 'die'. 

iz-: tręsti [la] 'shake' / iztręsti 'empty by shaking'. 
na-: lepiti [IV] 'glue' / nalepiti 'affix by gluing'; ględati [IHb] 'gnaw' / 

naględati 'nibble'. 
o-/ob-: držati [IV] 'hold' / obdržati 'keep'. 
od-: lomiti [IV] 'break' / odlomiti 'break off'; govoriti [IV] 'speak' / 

odgovoriti 'reply'. 
po-: molčati [IV] 'be silent' / pomolčati 'be silent for a short while'. 
pod-: pisati [lllb] 'write' / podpisati 'sign'. 
pre-: peljati [IIIc] 'drive' / prepeljati 'transport'. 
pri-: nesti [la] 'carry' / prinesti 'bring'; ręzati [lllb] 'cut' / priręzati 'clip'. 
raz-: glasiti [TV] 'sound' / razglasiti 'proclaim'. 
u- : pasti [la] 'fall' / upasti 'subside'. 
v-: stopiti [IV] 'tread' / vstopiti 'enter'. 
vz-: kipęti [IV] 'boil' / vzkipęti 'fly into rage'. 
z-/s-: brati [lb] 'pick' / zbrati 'collect'; rasti [la] 'grow' / zrasti'grow up'. 
za-: iti [la] 'go' / zaiti 'set (sun)'; reči [la] 'speak' / žareči se 'make a slip 

of the tongue'. 

Note that in some instances prefixation results in an aspectual change but a 
minimal change in meaning. The accumulation of prefixes occurs in 
examples like: s -h po-: spoprijateljiti se [IV] 'make friends'; pre + po + 
raz: preporazdeliti [IV] 'redistribute'. 

Verbs are derived from other parts of speech, and - apart from 
aspectual derivation - also from other verbs; chiefly by suffixation, but also 
by compounding and prefixation (Toporišič 1984: 158-61). 

The following patterns exemplify the most common derivations, by 
suffixation. 

-a-: čenčati [IIIc] 'gossip' (cęnca 'nonsense'). 
-e-: belęti [IV] 'become white' (bęl 'white'); brzęti [IV] 'be in a hurry' (brz 

'fast'). 
-i-: beliti [IV] 'make white' (bęl 'white'); clovęciti [IV] 'humanize' (človek 

'person'). 
-ov- - -ev-: very productive in medieval Slovene, now much less so: 

kraljevati [Ilia] 'rule as king' (kralj 'king'). 
-ir-: marginally productive in the sixteenth century, now used for at least 

90 per cent of verbs with borrowed stems (Priestly 1987): rentgenizirati 
[IIIc] 'X-ray'. 
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Compounding is very uncommon; the same formant (-0- - -e-) is used 
as in compound nouns and adjectives: dolgočasiti [IV] Чо be boring', 
compare the juxtapositionally derived noun dolgčas 'boredom' in 3.3.1. 

Prefixation, other than for aspectual derivation, is rare. Unprefixed 
imperfective versions of the verbs in the following examples are non-
occurrent, and derivation from other sources is assumed: 

o'/ob-: obnemóci ~ onemóci [la] 'lose vigour' (nemęc 'weakness'). 
raz-: razdevičiti [IV] 'deflower' (devica 'virgin'). 
u~: unovčiti [IV] 'realize as cash' (novae 'coin'). 

4 Syntax 

4.1 Element order in declarative sentences 
In sentences in which word order is the only device to mark the subject 
versus object opposition, the verb is normally in second position, preceded 
by the subject and followed by the object (Bennett 1987; Toporišič 1982: 
161-81): sosędovo tele ględa naše irebe 'the neighbour's calf is looking at 
our foal versus naše zrebe ględa sosędovo tele 'our foal is looking at the 
neighbour's calf'. Otherwise, Slovene word order is normally determined 
by functional sentence perspective: as elsewhere in Slavonic, the topic 
precedes and the comment follows. So, given the components mója sestra 
'my sister (SUBJECT)', obišče 'will visit', jutri 'tomorrow', staro učiteljico 
'old female teacher (OBJECT)', the word order reflects the old-new status of 
the components: jutri obišče staro učiteljico mója sestra 'the old teacher will 
be visited by my sister (not anyone else) tomorrow'; mója sestra obišče 
staro učiteljico jutri 'my sister will visit the old teacher tomorrow (and not 
at any other time)', and so on. 

Consider the following commonly cited text: 

Bil je imeniten grof. Ta grof je šel v Gorjance na lov. Velika družba prijateljev in 
lovcev ga je spremila. Grof uględa medvęda in skQČi za njim. Medved šine v 
goščavo... 
There was an eminent count. This count went to Goijance to hunt. A large 
company of friends and hunters accompanied him. The count catches sight of a 
bear and bounds after him. The bear darts into a thicket.. 

Here (imeniton) grof is new information (and placed last) in the first sen-
tence, and old information (and placed first) in the second and fourth. So 
also medved is new (and placed after the verb) in grof uględa medvęda9 but 
old (and first) in medved šine v goščavo. The third sentence, however, has 
the comment velika družba prijateljev in Idvcev preceding the topical ga: 
this reflects an extra degree of emphasis attached to this particular noun 
phrase, as compared to the pronoun; unmarked word order would be 
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spremila ga je velika družba with the topical pronoun preceding the 
comment noun phrase. As in the last example, emphasis is often marked by 
word order that conflicts with functional sentence perspective and/or with 
unmarked subject-verb-object order. Thus the sentence Potrpljenje železne 
duri prebije, with its subject-object-verb order, emphasizes the object: 
'(Even) iron gates are broken down by patience'. 

The non-emphatic placement of adverbials depends, to a considerable 
extent, on functional sentence perspective. If more than one adverbial is 
topical, then adverbials of place and time tend to be placed earlier, and 
adverbials of manner and degree later (Davis 1989). Many non-focused 
adverbs are placed centrally in the sentence, and in this case they generally 
precede the verb they qualify: fant je męral trdę dęlati 'the boy had to work 
hard'. 

A clause normally contains only one group of clitics (for paradigms see 
section 3.1). If there is more than one element in the clitic group, the 
elements have fixed internal left-to-right order, whereby they fall into 
seven classes, as follows (Bennett 1986; Toporišič 1984: 535-40). 

(I) the particle naj; 
(II) any past auxiliary (or present copula) except je (namely, som, si, 

sva, sta, smo, ste, so), or the conditional auxiliary (bi); 
(III) a reflexive pronoun (se or si); 
(IV) a dative pronoun (mi, ti, ji...); 
(V) an accusative pronoun (me, te, jo...); 
(VI) a genitive pronoun (me, te, je...); 
(VII) the past auxiliary or present copula je or any future auxiliary (bom, 

boš, bo,...). 

The clitic group occurs in the 'second position' in the clause, whereby 
the 'first position' may be filled by one of the following: (a) a noun phrase, 
verb phrase, adjectival or adverbial phrase; (b) a subordinate clause; (с) a 
quotation; (d) a subordinating or (under certain conditions) a coordinating 
conjunction. The 'first position' may also consist of (e) one of a number of 
optionally deleted elements (ranging from particles to noun phrases); 
under such circumstances the clitic group actually occurs in 'first position'. 
Examples of (a) to (e) follow, with clitic slots identified by numbers used 
above: 

1 brat se bo oženil '(my) brother will marry' (se = III, bo = VII); starejši 
brat Tone se je oženil '(my) elder brother Tone has married' (se = III, 
je = VII); starejši bratje so se oženili '(my) elder brothers have married' 
(so = II, se — III); učil jo je je 'he taught her it (F)' (jo 'her' = V, je 'it' 
= VI, je (AUX) = VII); lani so se starši bratje oženili 'last year (my) 
elder brothers married' (so (AUX) = II, se = III). 
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2 ko se vrnem, se bo brat oženil 'when I return, (my) brother will marry.' 
3 'da\ mije rękol' "yes", he said to me' (mi = V, je = VII). 
4 vęm, da se bo brat oženil i know that my brother will marry'; but (with 

coordinating conjunction not occupying 'first position') ostala bom 
neporočena, tęda brat se bo oženil 'I shall remain unmarried, but my 
brother will marry'. 

5 se bo brat oženil? = ali se bo brat oženil? 'will the brother marry?' se 
bo nadaljeval = ta članak se bo nadaljeval '(this article) will be con-
tinued'. 

The unstressed negative particle ne succeeds all other clitics - it occupies 
position VIII: pręsi, da naj bi se mu ne smejali 'he asks them not to laugh at 
him' (literally: 'he asks that / OPT-PTL (I ) /COND-AUX (II)/REFL (III)/him-
DAT ( I V ) / N E G (VIII)/laugh'). The combination ne + je is realized as 
stressed ni, that is, is non-clitic; the combinations ne + bi, ne + bo (and 
other future auxiliary forms) are stressed on the second element, which 
thus becomes non-clitic: brat se ne Ьф oženil (se = III, ne = VIII) '(my) 
brother will not marry'. 

If a verb phrase is reduced, concomitant clitics which remain will assume 
the stress: 

Si že končal dęło? - Predvčerajšnjim še ne, vcęraj pa sam ga = Vcęraj sam ga 
končal 
4Have you finished the work? - The day before yesterday I hadn't, but yesterday I 
did (finish it)'. 
(Ali) se dóbro počuti? - Ja, se e Ja, dóbro se počutim 
'Do you feel well? - Yes, I do (feel well)'. 

Compare ali si si to izmislil 'did you think this up for yourself?' and (with 
deletion of particle) si si izmislil?, and (with verb-phrase reduction) Si si? 
Clitic placement is not affected by the preposing of an emphatic adverbial: 
vsaj kruha mi dajte 'at least, give me some bread'. Clitics do not occur 
inside noun phrases, as they do in Serbo-Croat. 

The question of clitics and phrase boundaries has not been investigated 
much; this is a tentative suggestion. If two or more verb phrases are 
combined, their several clitics may form a single clitic group (and the clitic-
placement rules are followed), as long as the same subject is 'understood9 

for all the verb phrases involved. Hence 'yesterday he wanted to call them 
both' is normally vcęraj ju je hotel poklicati, where je hotel is one verb 
phrase and ju poklicati is another; and the reflexive clitic se and its 
infinitive umiti are separated by another verb in vcęraj se je pozabil umiti 
'yesterday he forgot to wash' (se = III, je = VII). If, however, a different 
subject is 'understood', a construction of this kind is not grammatical; thus 
* dams som se slišal sestro smejati (where som slišal is one verb phrase and 
se smejati is another) is not acceptable for 'today I heard my sister laugh'; 
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this idea can only be expressed otherwise, for instance, danas sam slišal 
sestro smejati se or danas sam slišal, kakę se sestra smeje. 

Within the noun phrase modifiers (adjectival pronouns, adjectives and 
so on) normally stand to the left of the head noun: trudna matije imęla suh 
obrSz, globoke jame so bile v njęnih licih 'the tired mother had a thin face, 
(and) there were deep hollows in her cheeks'. Within sequences of deter-
miners, qualitative adjectives precede relational adjectives (hladno jesęnsko 
jutro 'a cool autumn morning'), and adjectival pronouns precede all other 
determiners ( vse tę naše majhne gęzdne živali 'all these small forest animals 
of ours'). Dependent prepositional phrases frequently precede adjectives: 
življenje v za evrępske pęjme grozljivi revščini 'life in poverty (that is) 
dreadful for European conceptions', bežali so pred z nezadržno hitręstjo 
priblizujočo se jim katastręfo 'they fled before the catastrophe (that was) 
approaching them with uncontrollable speed'. To the right of the head 
noun are placed other elements of the noun phrase, such as nouns in appo-
sition (dęlavac zdęmac 'worker (who is) migrant' = 'migrant worker', 
hlapac Jernej 'Jernej the farmhand'; noun-phrase attributes in the genitive 
and other cases (hiša mójega oćęta 'the house of my father', himna 
domovini 'a hymn to the homeland'); prepositional phrases ( vojna z Nęmci 
'war with the Germans', strah pred kaznijo 'fear of execution') and 
adverbials (hiša tam 'the house over there'). Exceptions to these statements 
are stylistically marked (prijatelj męj dragi 'dear friend of mine'). 

4.2 Non-declarative sentence types 
Yes-no questions are marked by: (1) word order; (2) a special particle; (3) 
a separate interrogative phrase; (4) interrogative intonation alone with 
unmarked word order. In both (1) and (2) the sentence bears interrogative 
intonation; in (3) the interrogative phrase bears this intonation. Corre-
sponding to the positive razumęli ste 'you understood' are thus: 

1 Inversion: ste razumęli? 'did you understand?' 
2 The use of a particle. The normal particles are ali (in conversational 

Slovene, a) and kaj: ali ste razumęli? 'did you understand?' The 
expressive variant mar adds a rhetorical and doubtful nuance: mar tęga 
ręs ne vęste? 'don't you really know that?' 

3 An interrogative phrase preposed or postposed to a positive or 
interrogative sentence. There are many: kaj, kajne, kajneda, kajne da 
ne, ne ręs, da, ali kaj, mar ne and so on. Examples: razumęli ste, kajne? 
'you understood, didn't you?', ne ręs, da ste razumęli? 'isn't it true that 
you understood?', alije čudno, kaj? or je čudno, пё? 'it's odd, isn't it?' 

4 The use of interrogative intonation: razumęli ste? 

Positive interrogative sentences may be answered with affirmative/ 
negative particles, or by repetition of all or part of the verb phrase. Thus, in 
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response to ste razumęli? we may find da/ja, razumęli, razumęli smo 'yes'; 
пё, nismo, nismo razumęli 'no'. Of the two positive particles, ja is more 
common than da. Other replies are, of course, possible, like morda 'per-
haps* and sevęda 'of course'. Unambiguous responses to negative inter-
rogative sentences are pač and ne; and/or the verb is repeated (with 
negative marking, as necessary) for clarity: ali nisi spal? 'haven't you 
slept?' - pač/som 'yes (I have)'; ne/nisem 'no (I haven't)'; ali ne smrdipo 
petrolęju? - pač, smrdi/ne, ne smrdi' there isn't a stink of paraffin, is there? 
- yes, there is/no, there isn't'. 

WH questions are introduced by interrogative pronouns (kdę? 'who?', 
kaj? 'what?'), adjectives (katęri? 'which?', kakšan? 'what sort of?', čigav? 
'whose?'), and adverbs (kję? 'where?', kdaj? 'when?', zakaj? 'why?') and 
many more. The intonation differs from that of yes-no questions: 
normally, WH questions have falling, and yes-no questions rising, 
intonation. The verb may be indicative, optative or infinitive: kaj bom 
storil? 'what shall I do?', kaj naj storim? 'what should I do?', kaj storiti? 
'what is to be done?' These questions may be reinforced with the particle 
pa: compare kam greš? 'where are you going?' and kam pa greš? 'where is 
it that you're going?' If an interrogative sentence is repeated with one 
element changed, as a supplementary question, the unchanged elements in 
the sentence may be deleted and replaced by the particle pa : kaj boš dęlal 
danas? 'what are you doing today?' ...pa dręvi? (= ... kaj boš dęlal 
dręvi?) 'and (what are you doing) this evening?' 

Indirect yes-no questions are introduced by the conjunctions ali, če: 
vprašal me je, ali / če sam videl njegovega brata 'he asked me if I had seen 
his brother'. The tense within the indirect question is the tense of the corre-
sponding direct question. Indirect WH questions are introduced by inter-
rogative conjunctions homophonous with those exemplified above: vprašal 
me je, kdaj bodo šli 'he asked me when they would be going'. 

Commands may be expressed with the imperative: both aspects are used 
in positive and in negative commands; the general meaning of the aspect, 
as relevant to the verb involved, is operative. Hence, positive: odpiraj 
vrata! (IMPFV) 'open the gate (as a general rule)' and odpri vrata! (PRFV) 
'open the gate (at once)'; negative: ne odpiraj vrata! (IMPFV) 'don't open 
the gate (ever)' and ne odpri vrata! (PRFV) 'don't open the gate (right 
now)'. 

Among other ways of expressing commands, note the following: 

Infinitive, both imperfective: ne me jeziti! 'don't keep making me angry!' 
and perfective: ne me razjeziti! 'don't make me really angry!' 

Da + conditional: da bi se v žlici vode utępil! 'may you drown in a spoonful 
of water!' 

Imperative, third person: pa będipo tvojem 'let it be the way you want'. 
Present optative: naj se zgodi tvoja vęlja 'may your will be done'; le naj 

plęśe! 'just let her dance!' 
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4.3 Copular sentences 
The unmarked copula is biti 'be', expressed in all tenses, persons and 
numbers. Semantically marked copulas include postati 'become', imenovati 
se 'be called', zdęti se 'appear (to be)': že trętjić je postal oče 'he became a 
father for the third time'. Predicate noun phrases are normally in the 
nominative. (For the loss of the predicative instrumental, see Štrekelj 
(1903).) Thus Barbara je poročena (žena) 'Barbara is a married woman', 
Barbara je bila dvę lęti tovarniška delavka 'Barbara was a factory worker 
for two years'; note otrok se imenuje Janez 'the baby is called Janez', 
Barbara se mi zdi poštena ženska 'to me Barbara seems like an honest 
woman'. 

A predicate following a reflexive se may be nominative, or accusative 
(and marked animate; see 4.7): pokazal se je hvaležon/hvaležnega 'he 
proved to be grateful'; pokazal se je dębor dęlavoc/dębrega delavca 'he 
proved to be a good worker'. 

Noun phrases in apposition to the objects of transitive verbs are accu-
sative: zapustili so ga siromaka 'they left him a pauper'; also when intro-
duced by kot or za: soseda smo doslej smatrali za prijatelja 'until now we 
considered (our) neighbour a friend', poznal som te kot otróka 'I knew you 
as a child'. 

For predicate noun phrases with the negative copula, see 4.6. 
Adjectives in the predicate are in their historically 'long' or 'short' form 

(in so far as this opposition extends) depending on the semantic definite 
versus indefinite opposition (see 3.1.4). 

Predicatives (Toporišič 1984: 347) are indeclinable words which occur 
as predicate modifiers; when the tense is past the copula is usually bilo, 
even when the predicative is homophonous with a non-neuter noun: thus 
dęlgćas mije po prijatelju 'I miss my friend', dęlgćas mije bilo po prijatelju 
'I missed my friend'; tręba ga je kaznovati 'he must be punished', tręba bi 
ga bilo kaznovati 'he should have been punished'; žal mije bilo zanj'l was 
sorry for him'; ne bi bilo napak zate, če bi to storil 'it wouldn't be a mistake 
for you to do that'; sinęcije bil ~ bilo mraz 'it was cold last night'. The last 
example shows a vacillation between substantival and predicative use. 
'Impersonal' phrases which comprise neuter forms of adjectives are 
probably best analysed as predicatives: oblačno je / je bilo 'it is / was 
cloudy'; nocęj bo zanimivo 'it will be interesting tonight'; grozno ga je bilo 
poslušati 'it was awful to listen to him'. 

4.4 Coordination and comitativity 
The conjunctions in, pa and ter are used as coordinators. Of the three, pa is 
more conversational than in; and ter 'and also; and so' does not often 
occur as first coordinator. Thus zęblo mije in/pa lačon som bil 'I was cold 
and hungry': ter would suggest 'moreover' in this sentence, but not in fant 
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je prišol do kozolca, stępił mimo in/ter/pa je izginil za hlęvom 'the boy 
came up to the hay-rack, walked past and disappeared behind the barn'. 

Normally, as in the above examples, the last two coordinated elements 
have an explicit coordinator, whereas preceding coordination is with zero. 
Other options (such as X in X in X, or X, X, X) are common, but stylisti-
cally marked. 'Both X and Y' is normally takę X kakor (tudi) У: film je 
zbudil zanimanje takę pri občinstvu kakor (tudi) pri kritiki 'the film 
aroused interest both with the public and with the critics'; another 
expression is bddisi X będisi У. 'Either X or Y' is ali X ali У: ali dęlaj doma 
ali pa pęjdi v svęt 'either work at home or go into the world', tja bova šla 
(or boš šol) ali ti ali jaz 'either you or I will go there' (note the possible dual 
verb). 'Neither X nor Y' is ne X ne Y or, more emphatically, niti X niti У: 
nima ne brata ne sestre 'he has neither brother nor sister'; tęga ne bęmo 
dočakali niti mi niti naši otróci 'neither we nor our children will live to see 
that'. 

The coordinating conjunctions are used to coordinate words, phrases 
and sentences. In phrases and sentences, deletion of repeated elements may 
occur. In verb phrases, normally, the auxiliary is deleted: ozrla sta se na 
mater in obstala sta srędi sóbe > ozrla sta se na mater in obstala srędi sóbe 
'they both looked at (their) mother and came to a halt in the middle of the 
room'. Given clitic phrases, normally, the complete (but not the partial) 
deletion of a repeated clitic phrase may occur. Compare vidim, da se mu 
vrti in se mu blede and vidim, da se mu vrti in blede 'I see that he is giddy 
and delirious': here the clitic group se mu is either repeated, or deleted, as a 
whole. 

When verb agreement in gender with conjoined noun phrases is 
required, usage varies. The following general rules apply: (a) if two 
feminine singular nouns are conjoined, the verb is feminine dual; (b) if two 
singular nouns of any other pairs of genders are conjoined, the verb is more 
commonly masculine dual: Milka (F SG) in njęna mačka (F SG) sta bili (F 
DU) zunaj 'Milka and her cat were outside', but Milka (F SG) in njęno tele 
(N SG) sta bila (M DU) zunaj 'Milka and her calf were outside'. So also in 
the plural: (a) with a conjoined noun phrase where the total is three or 
more and all the nouns are feminine, the verb is feminine plural; (b) in all 
other instances, the verb is normally masculine plural: obę dęklici (F DU) in 
njuna mati (F SG) so bile (F PL) zunaj 'both the girls and their mother were 
outside', but dvę telęti (N DU) in eno zrebe (N SG) so bili (M PL) zunaj 'two 
foals and a calf were outside' (Corbett 1983: 183-6). If the subject of a 
verb is a conjoined noun phrase and one of the conjuncts is first person, the 
verb will be first person; if, under the same condition, one of the conjuncts 
is second person, the verb will be second person. Thus, jaz (1) in Tęne (3) 
sva (1 DU) prišla 'I and Tone have arrived'; Ti (2), Tęne (3) in Tęmo (3) 
ste (2 PL) prišR 'you, Tone and Tomo have arrived' (Corbett 1983: 207-8). 

Comitative constructions and simple coordination both occur: thus, 
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s Tęnetom sta prišla and ti in Tęne sta prišla are equally acceptable for 'you 
and Tone have arrived'. Dual comitativity, as in the above example, may 
be expressed by X z У where X = dual pronoun and Y = singular noun or 
pronoun; so also: midva z Lęjzom sva sadila 'Lojz and I were planting'. 
Since the personal pronoun is normally deleted (see 4.7), the comitative 
phrase is normally reduced to z Y: 'hvala lępa!y sva rekla z Janezom 
'"many thanks!", said Janez and I'; z gospodarjem sva šla v vinograd 'the 
master and I went to the vineyard'. Simultaneous reciprocal comitativity 
and pronoun deletion may result in, for example, vęm, da se imata z 
Marjanco rada 'I know that he and Marjanca love each other' (= onadva z 
Marjanco = on in Marjanca). Plural comitativity is expressed in the same 
way; in this instance, the Yin [X] z Ymay be dual or plural: z njima smo šfi 
na sprehod 'we (including the two of them) went for a walk', z njimi smo šfi 
na sp rehod i t (including them PL) went for a walk'; and similarly with the 
verb in the second person plural. This subject has not been investigated 
much; but note that because simple coordination also occurs there is much 
ambiguity: for instance, z bratoma smo šli may mean 'I and my two 
brothers', 'we two and our two brothers' and 'we (three or more) and our 
two brothers . . . went'. 

4.5 Subordination 
As generally in Slavonic, there are many types of subordinate clause. A few 
examples follow. Subject: kdęr je bolan, męra ležati 'he who is sick must 
stay in bed'; vsem navzočim je znano, da se učna ura začne čez pęt minut 
'(the fact) that the lesson begins in five minutes is known to everyone 
present'. Attribute: obšla me je slutnja, da je doma nękaj narębe 'I was 
seized with the foreboding that something at home was wrong'; govoriš о 
stvaręh, kijih ne poznaš 'you're talking about things that you don't know'. 
Predicate: Marjanca je zdaj, kar som bila nekęcjaz 'Maijanca now is what 
I once was'. Object: povędaliso, da je miličnik odfS/'they told (us) that the 
policeman had left'; nimam rad, če se prepirata 'I don't like it if you two 
quarrel'. Adverb: zveri živijo, kjęr so gozdovi 'wild animals live where there 
are forests'; čakal bom, dokler se ne zmrači 'I'll wait until it gets dark'; ne 
gre von, ker se boji mraza 'he doesn't go outside, for he is afraid of the 
cold'; če si Idčon, ti dam kruha 'if you're hungry, I'll give you some bread'; 
vstopiš, ne da bi potrkal 'you come in without knocking'. 

There are two relative pronouns, ki and katęri. The latter is marked and 
is used (a) with a preposition: Ijudję, z katęrimi bom govęril 'the people 
with whom I shall talk' (here the use of ki is equally acceptable: Ijudję, ki 
bom z njim govęril); (b) for possessives: država, pod katęre zastavo pluje 
ta kitolovka 'the country under whose flag this whaleboat sails'; and (c) to 
avoid the ambiguity which is inherent in the indeclinable ki: compare mati 
mójega prijatelja, katęra (F) je zdaj na Błędu 'my friend's mother, who is 
now in Bled' and mati mójega prijatelja, katęri (м) je zdaj na Błędu 'the 
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mother of my friend, who is now in Bled'. Otherwise, unmarked ki is used 
as follows: alone if nominative: po juhi smo dobili črno kavo, ki je bila 
presladka 'after the soup we got some black coffee which was too sweet'. In 
a non-nominative case ki is supported by a personal pronoun, normally 
third person: filmi, kijih bomo ględali 'the films (which them) we shall 
see'; tę je tisti, ki mu je vse zaupala 'that's the person to whom she confided 
everything'. The supporting pronoun may also be first or second person: 
tisti som, ki mije vse zaupala 'I am the person to whom she confided every-
thing'. 

Extraction constraints have been little investigated. Note, however, that 
in spoken Slovene a clitic is not normally moved out of its main clause: 'the 
man whom I think you saw' is človek, ki mislim, da si ga videl and not 
* človek, ki ga mislim, da si videl; while 'the man who I think saw you' is 
človek, ki mislim, da te je videl. In formal written Slovene extraction is 
avoided in a number of ways: for example, for 'the man I think you saw': 
človek, o katęrem mislim, da si ga videl, literally: 'the man of whom I think 
that you saw him'. 

Gerunds are normally used to express temporal relativity: the present 
gerund forms for actions simultaneous with, and the past gerund for actions 
anterior to, that in the superordinate clause: vrgla se je navpik z visokega 
previsa, hoteč (PRS GER) narediti samomor 'she threw herself down from a 
high overhang, wishing to commit suicide'; a ne umrši (PAST GER), je po 
mnęgih dnęh zępet ozdravęla 'and, not having died, after many days she 
recovered'. 

Participles are used instead of subordinate clauses relatively seldom. In 
the following, ze pred dvęma iirama prispęle góste so končno pozdravili 
(literally: 'they finally greeted the already before two hours having arrived 
guests') 'the guests - who had arrived two hours previously - were finally 
greeted', prispęle is used participially, without an auxiliary; a relative clause 
would be more usual: góste, ki so pred dvęma iirama prispęli, so končno 
pozdravili. 

The infinitive occurs as the complement of numerous verbs and verb 
phrases, for example, nęcemo dęlati 'we do not want to work', ni maral 
veliko govoriti 'he did not care to say much', dólion som vam tę povędati 'I 
am obliged to tell you that', slišal som ptičko pęti 'I heard a small bird sing-
ing' and so on. In these respects Slovene differs from the other South 
Slavonic languages, and also in allowing the accumulation of infinitives, as 
in męram zacęti dęlati 'I have to begin to work'. 

In some contexts, an infinitive and a rfa-clause are interchangeable: naša 
prva nalęga je, da se učimo = naša prva nalęga je učiti se 'our first task is to 
learn'. A common conversational construction is X za + infinitive; in the 
standard norm other constructions are preferred, for instance, conver-
sational imaš kaj za jęst? 'do you have anything to eat?'; compare standard 
imaš kaj jęsti? Similarly: conversational kupil si bom stroj za pomivat 
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posędo 'I shall buy a machine to wash the dishes'; compare standard kupil 
si bom strój za pomivanje posęde. 

The supine is used as the complement of verbs with meanings involving 
some kind of movement, both explicit: Spat hędim pred deseto zvecęr 'I go 
to bed before ten at night', šla je kruha peč 'she has gone to bake some 
bread', poslala je sina študirat 'she sent her son (away) to study'; and 
implicit: męram spat 'I must (go) to bed' (compare, with infinitive, męram 
spati 'I must sleep'). The direct object of a supine, formerly in the genitive, 
is now in the accusative: grem domęv sezgat dnęvnik has thus replaced 
earlier grem domęv sezgat dnęvnika for 'I'm going home to burn (my) 
diary'. 

4.6 Negation 
Although both are possible, sentence negation (with the negative particle 
preposed to the verb) is normally preferred to constituent negation (with 
the negative particle preposed to another constituent), even if the seman-
tically negated part of the sentence is that other constituent. Thus tę se ni 
zgodilo po móji vęlji is more common than tę se je zgodilo ne po móji vęlji 
for 'that happened not-according-to-my-will', that is, 'that did not happen 
according to my will'. 

The unmarked negative particle is ne; there are special negative forms 
of the verbs 'want', 'have' and 'be' (see 3.2.1). Note that, since 'be' acts as 
the auxiliary in past tenses, ni replaces je as the auxiliary in the third 
singular: Janez je razbil ókno 'Janez broke the window' versus Janez ni 
razbil ókna 'Janez did not break the window'. 

If the negative particle (ne or the ni-prefix on a negative verb) is 
repeated, the result is a positive sentence: ne męrem vas ne poslušati 'I 
cannot not listen to you' = męram vas poslušati 'I must listen to you'. In 
the same way, if a negative particle co-occurs with a negative adjective, the 
result is positive: nisom nespameten 'I am not unreasonable' = som 
(dovolj) pameten 'I am (quite) reasonable'. Other negative elements 
require the co-occurrence of a negative particle: nič nisom videl 'I saw 
nothing', z nikęmor ne govori 'he talks to nobody', nikjęrjih nisi videl 'you 
saw them nowhere'. Many of these other negated elements may co-occur 
without rendering a sentence positive: nihče nam ni nikęli nicęsar dal 
'nobody ever gave us anything'. 

Normally, the direct object of a negative verb is genitive, as in the 
example Janez ni razbil ókna above. If it is clear from the sentence 
structure and/or from prosodic features (stress, intonation) that it is a 
specific non-verbal constituent that is being negated, the accusative may 
replace the genitive. 

If the copula expresses identity and is negated, subject and predicate are 
nominative: compare examples in 4.3 with Barbara ni poročena (zena) 
'Barbara is not a married woman', Barbara ni bila dvę lęti tovarniška 
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dęlavka 'Barbara was not a factory-worker for two years'. If, however, the 
copula expresses existence, usually located spatially or temporally, then it 
has a single argument, its subject; when the copula is negated, the subject is 
genitive. Compare oče je doma 'father is at home' and ocęta ni doma 'father 
is not at home'; za njim so ostali dolgęvi 'there were debts left behind him' 
and za njim ni ostalo dolgov 'there were no debts left behind him'. In these 
instances it is, however, possible to negate a specific constituent, rather 
than the whole sentence, namely oče ni doma 'father is not at home (but 
somewhere else)'; za njim niso ostali dolgovi 'it was not debts that were left 
behind him (but something else)'. 

4.7 Anaphora and pronouns 
The nominative of the personal pronoun is omitted, not only when it is 
explicit in the verb ending (kaj dęłaś? 'what are you doing?' berem 'I am 
reading') but also when it is not (kaj bi stęril?'what would I/you/he do?'). 
Hence, the subject of the verb may not become explicit until later in the 
context: Slovęnci bi bili męrali že zdavnaj spoznati, da nam enakovredno 
vključevanje v mednarodno družino ... lahkę samę koristi '(We) Slovenes 
should have long since realized that incorporation on equal terms in the 
international family may only be of benefit to us', where only in the sub-
ordinate rffl-clause does the pronoun nam identify the person of the subject 
of bi bili męrali. So also: otrok som bil zmęraj vesęl '(I) as a child was 
always happy'; popętnik, ki mimo greš... '(Уои) traveller who pass by . . . ' 
The pronoun is expressed for contrastive emphasis: kaj dęłaś? - jaz berem 
'what are you doing? - I am reading (but someone else perhaps not)'. 

The most usual anaphoric pronoun, on, óno, óna, is thus more 
frequently implicit than explicit, for example: 

Ko je sędsmdesetlętni oče umiral..., je nenadoma obrnil oci v strop,... odprl tista 
in kriknil: 'Vóda.' Natę je omśhnil nazśj na zglavje . . . 
4As the seventy-year-old father was dying . . . , (he) suddenly turned his gaze 
towards the ceiling,... opened (his) mouth and cried, "Water." Then (he) 
collapsed back onto the pillow . . . ' 

In non-nominative cases and when unstressed, the clitic third-person 
pronouns are used (see 4.1). Note the peculiarly Slovene use of the clitics 
in discourse contexts where the verb is implicit and the noun phrase or 
phrases is/are anaphorized: the verb phrase is expressed by repetition of 
the auxiliary, if any, on its own; and the noun phrase(s) is/are expressed by 
the clitic forms. Example with verb phrase lacking auxiliary: 

Zdaj razumeš sosęda? - Zdi se mi da ga 

4Do you understand your neighbour now? I think that I (understand) him'. 

With auxiliaries: 
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In zakaj je zabódal Klementino več kot enkrat? Da, zakaj jo je? 
'And why did he stab Klementina more than once? Yes, why did he (stab) her?' 
Žariš, kot bi zadęl glavni dobitak. - Saj sam ga 
'You're beaming as if you had won the jackpot. - But I have (won) it'. 

In addition, the demonstrative pronouns ta, tisti, ęni are used ana-
phorically: 

Kakšna drevęsa so tę? - Tęle je bukev, tistole tam je jśvor, ęnole Onstran rękę pa je 
vrba 
'What sort of trees are they? - This one's a beech, that one there is a maple, and 
that one over on the other side of the river is a willow.' 

The former . . . the latter' is expressed by prvi... slędnji: 

Kopitar in Miklošič sta bila pomęmbna jezikoslovca; prvi je bfl rójan v 
Qsamnajstem, slędnji pa v devetnajstem stolętju 
'K. and M. were important linguists; the former was born in the eighteenth century 
and the latter in the nineteenth.' 

Among other anaphoric expressions, tę corresponds to kar 'what(ever)', 
as in kar je v srcu, to je tudi na jeziku 'whatever is in the heart is also on the 
tongue'; tę may also be elided in this context. 

Slovene has a particularly interesting construction known as the 
'Orphan Accusative' (Perlmutter and Orešnik 1973). Any masculine or 
neuter adjective in direct-object position that is used pronominally 
(namely, in a noun phrase from which the noun is omitted) occurs with 
what is historically the genitive ending -ega: katęri klobuk hęćete? 'which 
hat do you want?' - hęćem navadni klobuk 'I want the ordinary hat'; but 
hęćem navadnega 'I want (the) ordinary (one)'. The pronominal adjective 
is, in other words, marked as animate. There is thus overt case consistency 
between the use of pronouns and pronominally used adjectives in the 
singular: feminine: dajte mi črno oblęko - dajte mi jo - dajte mi črno 'give 
me the black dress' - 'give me it' - 'give me the black one'; neuter: dajte mi 
črno vedro - dajte mi ga - dajte mi črnega 'give me the black bucket' - 'give 
me it' - 'give me the black one'. 

4.8 Reflexives and reciprocals 
Reflexivity is expressed with reflexive pronouns which may be both clitic 
and - when emphatic - fully stressed, and both accusative and dative: se/ 
sebe: umiti se = umiti sebe 'wash oneself'; si/sebi: pomagati si = pomagati 
sebi 'help oneself'. Occasionally, the clitic-non-clitic distinction reflects 
something other than emphasis: compare ubiti sebe (literally: 'kill oneself') 
'commit suicide', but ubiti se, which has an impersonal meaning, 'die by 
accident'. 

Reflexivity may, but does not normally, extend across an infinitival 
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phrase boundary. 'Yesterday he forced himself to wash himself' (with the 
same subject understood for both verbs) is more rarely vcęraj se je prisilil 
umiti se ~ sebe, and more usually, with the second reflexive pronoun 
omitted (compare 'he was afraid to laugh' below): vcęrajse je prisilil umiti. 
If emphasis is needed, the stressed reflexive pronoun may occur, but re-
inforced with sam: vcęraj se je prisilil umiti samega sebe 'yesterday he 
forced himself to wash himself. If the (explicit or implicit) subject of the 
verbs in question is not the same, the reflexive pronoun is normally 
ambiguous: Jęte je prisilil svoja sinova spoštovati sebe can mean both 'Joe 
forced his two sons to respect themselves', and ' . . . to respect him'. 

Possible antecedents include not only nominative subjects, as in the 
above examples, but also implicit subjects in dative ('impersonal') phrases: 
potrębno se mu je umiti (= potrębno mu je + se umiti, literally: 'it is neces-
sary for him' + 'to wash himself') 'he must wash'; tebi se pa še ne mudi 
popraviti (= tebi pa še ne mudi + se popraviti, literally: 'for you it is not yet 
urgent' + 'to reform yourself') 'you are not yet in a hurry to reform'. 

Verbs with se/si, which are thus morphologically reflexive, are also used, 
without reflexive meaning, as follows: 

1 Idiomatically: with se either obligatory: smejati se 'laugh', prizadevati si 
'to endeavour'; or optional: jękatise = jękati 'weep', misliti si = misliti 
'think'. 

2 To express impersonal generalizations; with intransitive verbs: 
v Slovęniji se veliko hędi v hribe 'in Slovenia people do a lot of 
mountain-walking'; and with transitive verbs, when the reflexive 
construction is equivalent to a third person plural non-reflexive with an 
unspecified agent, as in išče se mlajša ięnska = iščejo mlajšo ięnsko 'a 
younger woman is sought'. The following alternative construction 
occurs: reflexive verb + object-ACC: išče se mlajšo ięnsko; here the 
verb is impersonal ('neutral'), compare iskalo se bo mlajše ięnske 
'younger women will be sought'. Also, an impersonal reflexive may 
complement a noun phrase in the dative: Janezu se hęce denarja 'Janez 
craves some money'. This usage is more limited than elsewhere in 
Slavonic. 

If the usages in items 1 and 2 co-occur, one of the two instances of se is 
usually omitted: pri njem se ne smeje nikęli (literally: 'at his house it does 
not laugh itself never') 'there is never any laughter in his house'. Similarly, 
if one morphologically reflexive verb has a second such verb dependent on 
it, the second se is usually omitted: bal se je 'he was afraid' + smejati se 'to 
laugh' > bal se je smejati 'he was afraid to laugh'. 

Reciprocity is expressed (a) with reflexive verbs, both with accusative se 
and with dative si: sręcati se 'meet one another', pomagati si 'help each 
other'; and (b) with the explicit reciprocal drug- drug- or en- drug-, thus 
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(paralleling the above reflexives) accusative sręcati drug drugega 'meet one 
another', dative pomagati drug drugemu 'help one another', and with other 
cases also: genitive: bojita se drug drugega 'they are afraid of each other'; 
instrumental: umirajo drug za drugim 'they are dying one after another'. 
The last example shows the intermediate position of the preposition. Note 
that if both persons concerned are female, this may be explicit: bojita se 
druga druge 'the two (women) are afraid of each other'. A reciprocal can 
occur without a nominative subject antecedent: tręba je drug drugemu 
pomagati 'people should help each other'. 

4.9 Possession 
The verb imęti is used in a wide range of meanings with animate subjects: 
imam hišo 'I have a house'; imaš dosti gradiva 'you have enough material'; 
ima brata 'he has a brother'; imava prijatelja na obisku 'we (DU) have a 
friend visiting'; imamo dęber spomin 'we (PL) have a good memory'; avto 
imate pokvarjen 'you have (your) car wrecked' = 'your car is wrecked'; 
imajo zajtrk ob ósmih 'they have breakfast at eight'; imęla bo otróka 'she's 
going to have a baby' and so on. If the possessor is inanimate, also, imęti 
may be used: tędon ima sędom dni 'the week has seven days'; zakon nima 
take dolęcbe 'the law does not have such a provision'; but in many 
instances a prepositional phrase is also possible: voda ima preveč kalcija = 
v vodi je preveč kalcija 'the water has too much calcium'; plug ima ročico = 
pri plugu je ročica 'the plough has a handle'. 

Possession may be shown by the genitive, but when the possessor is 
animate, a possessive adjective is very much more common. Thus 'mother's 
house' may be hiša matere or more likely materina hiša; 'the dictator's 
palace' may be palača diktatorja or more normally diktatorjeva palača. 
These phrases exemplify the normal word order: noun in genitive after 
head, possessive before head. In conversational Slovene possession is often 
expressed by od: otróci od sosęde 'the neighbour's children', ' Čigav je ta 
plaščT - 'Od тёпе' '"Whose coat is that?" - "Mine"'. The use of the 
genitive/dative personal pronouns to express possession is considered 
stylistically marked and somewhat archaic. 

4.10 Quantification 
'One' is adjectival, and agrees with its head noun in number - singular or, 
for pluralia tantum, plural - gender, case and animacy. 'Two' agrees with 
its head in number (dual), gender and case; the predicate is dual; for 
example, nominative, dva študenta sta prišla 'two students have arrived'; 
instrumental, med dvęma stoloma 'between two stools'. Normally, dual 
forms are used in pronouns and in verbal forms whenever two actual refer-
ents are involved, be they explicitly mentioned or only implicit. However, 
in non-pronominal noun phrases with, for example, body parts that come 
in pairs like 'eyes' and 'feet', dual forms tend to be used only when the 
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quantifiers 'two' or 'both' are explicitly stated in the context, and are 
replaced by the plural when this quantifier is unstated, even if a pair of 
referents are obviously implicit: so, nóge me bolijo (PL) 'my feet hurt', but 
obę nógi me bolita (DU) 'both my feet hurt'. 'Three' and 'four' agree with 
their heads in number (plural), gender and case. The predicate is plural: 
nominative, trije (štirje) študenti so prišli 'three (four) students have 
arrived'; męsto je tri (štiri) vire hoda od tukaj 'the city is three (four) hours' 
walk from here'; instrumental, s tręmi (štirimi) stoli 'with three (four) 
chairs'. 

The syntax of higher numerals terminating in edon, dva, tri, štiri is deter-
mined by the last element: thus, stę en človek je prišol (singular) '101 
people came'; tisęc dva clovęka sta prišla (DU) '1,002 people came'; 
z dvęsto tręmi stoli 'with 203 chairs'. 'Five' and higher numerals (other than 
those terminating in edon, dva, tri, štiri), in non-oblique cases, control the 
genitive plural; the predicate is neuter singular, for instance, pęt študentov 
je priślę 'five students have arrived', sręcal som pętsto deklęt 'I met 500 
girls'. In the other cases, they agree with their referents in number (plural) 
and case, for instance, instrumental, s petimi (pętstotimi) stoli 'with five 
(500) chairs'. In these oblique cases the numerals are often not declined 
(see 3.1.5). 

Indeterminates like malo 'little/few', manj 'less/fewer', veliko 'much/ 
many', več 'more', dósti 'enough' behave syntactically like the numerals 
'five and above', but do not decline: tukaj je bild manj ljudi (GEN PL) 'there 
were fewer people here'; govęril som z manj ljudmi (INST PL) 'I talked with 
fewer people'. 

If the amount is unspecified, the genitive alone is sufficient: naręzal sem 
kruha in slanine 'I cut some bread and some bacon'. Similarly, any speci-
fied amount also requires the genitive: steklenica dobrega črnega vina 'a 
bottle of good red wine'. 

5 Lexis 

5.1 General composition of the word-stock 
The Slovene word-stock is in many respects extremely idiosyncratic. On 
the one hand, it has not only retained much of the core of Proto-SIavonic 
lexis, but even maintained several items that were lost elsewhere; thus qI 
'beer' (cognate with English ale) survived as a simplex Slavonic word only 
in Slovene dialects. Other unusual survivals include bresti 'wade' and davi 
'this morning'. Local semantic and phonological developments resulted in 
further unique items: ampak 'but', besęda 'word', dežela 'country', grenok 
'bitter', hudič 'devil', in 'and', jęca 'prison', kljub 'in spite of', majhon 
'small', obljubiti 'promise', slęherni 'each'. In particular, Slovene managed 
to develop its native vocabulary in ways that mark it off as very different 
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from its closest relative, Serbo-Croat (see Brozović 1988). The position of 
Slovene on the Slavonic periphery resulted in little medieval influence from 
other Slavonic languages, but the directly inherited lexicon was comple-
mented both by extensive borrowing from contemporary Slavonic 
languages in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries and by the equally 
extensive coinage of new native derivations for referents in all areas of 
modern life. 

On the other hand, its geography and history ensured that Slovene was 
subject to extensive non-Slavonic influence both spatially and temporally. 
Not only was it open to influences on three sides - from Romance, 
Germanic and Hungarian - but the thousand-year-long lack of political 
independence had its natural consequences. On the three geographical 
peripheries the degree of bilingualism, especially among certain classes of 
society, must at times have been very high: many rural Slovenes had to 
work for, or to trade with speakers of these other languages. In the urban 
areas, at least partial bilingualism - most important, Slovene-German 
bilingualism in Ljubljana - would have been normal for most of the 
Slovene populace. The relative proportions of lexical items from the three 
non-Slavonic sources vary greatly from dialect to dialect. In the standard 
language it is clear that direct influence from Germanic (specifically, 
Austrian German) far outweighs that from Romance (Venetian Italian, 
Friulian and so on), if (neo-)Latinisms are excluded. The penetration of 
items from Hungarian has been minor. 

Since the Reformation the incorporation of non-native elements has 
received some deliberate attention, which developed over time into lesser 
or greater puristic tendencies; these came to a head in the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries and are still evident. The various nationalistic move-
ments - Pan-Slavonic, Illyrian, Yugoslav and specifically Slovene aspir-
ations, to mention just four - all had their effect, especially in attempts to 
replace Germanisms with borrowings from other Slavonic languages. 

The coexistence of these concurrent influences has resulted in a standard 
language which is, potentially, extremely rich, in its wide range of coexist-
ing items - directly inherited native words, modern native coinages, non-
Slavonic borrowings and Slavonic borrowings. Thus alongside the 
international migracija, migrirati, imigrant, emigrant there are the deriv-
atives preseljevanje, preseljevati se, prisęljenac, izsęljenac; and alongside 
the native poręka 'wedding' there is the Germanic borrowing ęhcet 
'wedding' (compare German Hochzeit). In instances of this kind, both 
semantic and stylistic differentiation have been extensively developed. 

5.2 Patterns of borrowing 
The non-Slavonic languages of the Balkans contributed a few items which 
Slovene shares with other South Slavs, such as diple 'musical instrument' 
and gumb 'button' (originally from Greek); bakar 'copper' and cizem 
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'boot' (originally from Turkish). A few Hungarian words have penetrated 
to the standard language through the eastern dialects of Slovene and/or 
Serbo-Croat, like bunda 'warm coat', cafuta 'whore' and hasniti'be of use'. 

The contribution from and through Romance has been greater. Some 
items are shared with other South Slavonic (and in some instances other 
Slavonic) languages; some have extended only as far as Slovene. Examples: 
bajta 'shack', briga' care', buča 'pumpkin', burkle 'fire-tongs', Čik 'cigarette 
end', fant 'boy', kmet 'farmer', kriz 'cross'. 

The influence of Germanic (as originating and mediating language) has 
been particularly strong on the non-standard forms of Slovene; its traces in 
the standard language are still quite evident (Striedter-Temps 1963). 
Examples: u-bęgati 'obey', fara 'parish', gare 'hand-cart', glihati 'haggle', 
ja 'yes', kegolj 'skittle', krompir 'potato', ępica 'ape', ręgrat 'dandelion', 
risati 'draw', йга 'hour, clock', zęmlja 'bread roll'. Many items were 
borrowed from Germanic long enough ago to have lost all transparent con-
nection with German, thus basati, bašem 'fill' (from Old High German 
fajjon). There has at times also been extensive calquing of German 
phrases: izględati 'look' as in bolan izględaś 'you look ill'; compare 
German aussehen, literally: 'out-see'. This example, like many others, has a 
contemporary native equivalent, si videti. 

Since Slovene is in direct contact with European and North American 
culture, the influence of modern international vocabulary has been sig-
nificant, and is much discussed. Sometimes native formations coexist with 
loans, as in pticeslQvje = ornitologija 'ornithology'; sometimes there is a 
native formation and no loan, as with kljunaš 'platypus'. 

As if in recompense for the lack of medieval contacts, and for the 
borrowings from non-Slavonic sources, Slovene has found much of lexical 
benefit in the Slavonic languages, especially during and since the nine-
teenth century. Although often the geographic details are unclear, borrow-
ings from nearly all the Slavonic languages can be found; three sources 
predominate: Czech, Serbo-Croat and Russian. 

Czech made a large contribution to Slovene, especially in the nineteenth 
century, when there were cultural influences on Ljubljana from Prague: 
when reactions to non-Slavonic influence were strong, it was natural that 
the model of the puristic Czech should be followed. Examples: bajeslQvje 
'mythology', dopisovati 'correspond', geslo 'slogan', kislina 'acid', 
prispęvek 'contribution', skladba 'musical composition', slavospev 'eulogy', 
zlitina 'alloy'. 

Borrowings from Serbo-Croat, including items from other Slavonic 
languages and in particular Russian that came through Serbo-Croat (see 
Thomas 1987), were numerous before the creation of Yugoslavia and 
became even more so thereafter; it is too early to decide with certainty on 
the permanence of some items. Of particular note were the borrowings 
from this source that (on occasion, by design) replaced non-Slavonic loans; 
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thus čaj 'tea' and kava 'coffee' for tę and kofe, both of which are still extant 
but only in dialects and non-standard styles. Čitati was introduced as a 
replacement for brati in its meaning 'read', since it was felt that this latter 
was calqued on German lesen 'gather; read'; there has been some dispute 
about this item. 

The influence of Russian was also significant, at least from the mid-
nineteenth century on; this influence was reinforced by politico-cultural 
parallels during the Communist period. Often, loans of non-recent date 
have resulted in useful semantic differentiation. Often, also, the borrowed 
word crowded out more native items: thus, for 'dictionary', the nineteenth-
century besednjak, besednik and besedišče have all been replaced by 
slovar. Examples of politico-cultural loans: udarnik 'shock worker', 
socrealizom 'socialist realism', otręske jasli 'day-care'. 

5.3 Incorporation of borrowings 
There is vacillation in the spelling of borrowings. Thus the Pravopis of 
1950 gave the spelling jeep and the Pravopis of 1962 džip for 'jeep'; the 
Academy Dictionary (1970-) has both pica and pizza for 'pizza'. Gener-
ally, however, modern borrowings are rapidly nativized, as shown by the 
spelling of nylon and engineering as najlon and inženiring. Aside from 
anomalies caused by influences from the orthography and intermediary 
languages, the closest equivalents of the sounds in the lending language are 
normally approximated. Exceptionally, the high-mid vowels /e о/ are 
normally preferred to the low-mid /е э/ , for instance, profęsor /profesor/ 
'professor', pręmpton /promptan/ 'prompt'. As these words also exem-
plify, the tonemically high pitch is more common than the tonemically low 
pitch on borrowed words with long vowels. 

Turning to morphology, we find that extremely few borrowed nouns are 
treated as indeclinables. Normally, if a borrowed noun ends in unstressed 
-a, it is feminine (declined as lipa) and otherwise the noun is masculine and 
declined as kęt. Note that nouns ending in -r or a vowel add -/- before non-
zero endings, as in abonma, abonmaja 'subscription'; see also 3.1.2. Note 
also that virtually no recently borrowed nouns are neuter: hence no v kino 
'new cinema', nov komitę 'new committee', nov alibi 'new alibi', nov kanu 
'new canoe'. Adjectives, on the other hand, relatively often become 
indeclinable. Compare the borrowed adjectives in prvi trije avti so olivni, 
drugi trije kręm ~ kręmasti, in zadnji trije bęt 'the first three cars are olive, 
the next three cream, and the last three beige': the first is declined, the 
second is optionally declined and the third is not declined. In the sixteenth 
century many borrowed verbal roots incorporated the -ov- ~ -ev- suffix 
but this suffix was - in spite of a puristic attempt to reintroduce it in the 
nineteenth century - eventually replaced by the extremely productive suffix 
-/>- (which had been borrowed via German from French: see 3.3.3). Apart 
from -irati verbs (conjugation class IIIc), some modern borrowings are 
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Slovenized by adaptation into conjugation classes IIIc and IV, as -ati and 
-iti verbs respectively. As for aspectual differentiation, -irati verbs are 
usually bi-aspectual, the others not: so, for instance, for 'democratize', 
demokratizirati is imperfective/perfective, while podemokratiti is per-
fective only. 

5.4 Lexical fields 

5.4.1 Colour terms 
Nine colour terms seem to be 'basic' according to derivational criteria: bęl 
'white', siv 'grey' and črn 'black'; rdeč 'red', zelen 'green', rumen 'yellow', 
mędor 'blue (1)', sinji 'blue (2)' and rjav 'brown'. All nine have adjectival 
derivatives in -(i)kast; verbal 'inchoative' derivatives in -eti; and verbal 
'factitive' derivatives in -iti: bęlkast 'whitish', belęti 'become white', beliti 
'make (something) white'; sinjkast, sinjęti, sinjiti and so on. Three ('red', 
'green', 'brown') may be derived from other 'basic' roots, namely zeVherb', 
rdęti 'redden', rja 'rust'; this is not true of the remainder. Of the two 
standard words for blue, mędor is darker ('the colour of cornflowers') and 
sinji lighter. The Academy Dictionary defines sinji in terms of mędor, the 
more 'basic' of the two. Many speakers use plav as an approximate 
synonym for mędor. 

The following, in contrast, are apparently not 'basic': they are derived 
from other simplex words; their adjectival derivatives are either non-
existent or different from the above (namely, -ast rather than -kast); and 
they appear to lack the normal corresponding verbal derivatives: oranzon 
'orange'; ręznat 'pink'; and numerous words for shades of purple/mauve/ 
violet, the most common of which is vijęlicon. 

One small curiosity: of the six spectrum colours, three begin with /эг / ; 
and all three are at one end of the spectrum, opposed to the others. 

5.4.2 Body parts 
The following are straightforward correspondents of English lexical items: 
glava 'head'; okę, ocęsa 'eye'; nęs 'nose'; uhę, uśęsa 'ear'; usta (N PL) 
'mouth'; las (м SG) or (more commonly) lasję (м PL) 'hair (on head)'; vrat 
'neck'; srcę 'heart'. The following involve more ambiguity. Róka is 'hand' 
or 'arm'; as necessary, a part may be specified, for instance, laket (м 
O-stem or F i-stem) 'forearm', dlan (F i-stem) 'palm'. Similarly, noga is 
'foot' or 'leg'; specifically, stopalo 'foot'; męća(N PL) 'calf', bedro = stegno 
'thigh' and so on. The single word prst (M) is 'finger' or 'toe'; to specify one 
or the other, prst na roki and prst na nógi can be used. Prsi (F PL) is 'chest/ 
breast' (male or female); a specifically female breast is dęjka. For the use 
of dual versus plural forms of names for body parts that come in pairs, see 
4.10. 
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5.4.3 Kinship terms 
Many words are used for parents and grandparents. The most common 
(here, variants are given in the order: more ~ less formal) are mati ~ 
mama 'mother', oče, očeta ~ ata 'father'; stara mati ~ stara mama ~ 
babica 'grandmother', stari oče ~ stari ata ~ ded 'grandfather'. Note also 
starši 'parents', stari starsi (PL) 'grandparents': these may also occur (see 
4.10) as (stara) starša (DU) and even as (stari) starš (SG). 

One set of terms is unspecified for sex: otrok / dęte dęteta 'child' - also 
used age-specifically, 'baby, small child'. Otherwise, terminology is exclu-
sively sex-specific: tena 'wife' and męt 'husband' (formal sopręga, sopręg 
'spouse (F, М)'); hči, hcęre 'daughter', sin 'son'; sestra 'sister', brat 
'brother'; teta 'aunt' (mother's sister or father's sister); stric 'uncle' 
(mother's brother or father's brother) - note also ujoc and ujna 'mother's 
brother/sister', now generally replaced by stric, teta - nečakinja 'niece', 
nečak 'nephew'; sestrična 'female cousin', bratranec 'male cousin'. 

6 Dialects 
It is generally acknowledged, although difficult to demonstrate, that 
Slovene is unique among the Slavonic languages in the heterogeneity of its 
dialects, especially in relation to the relatively small size of the Slovene-
speaking area. This diversity, which exerted some influence on the evolu-
ation of the standard language (see section 1), is reflected in some lack of 
mutual comprehension. It is also reflected in the analyses of dialectologists. 
Earlier authoritative analyses by Ramovš listed, respectively, thirty-six and 
forty-six different dialects and subdialects; the most recent map (Logar and 
Rigler 1986) shows fifty. More important, there has been inconclusiveness 
with respect to more general groupings. Nevertheless, it is usually accepted 
that the geographically differing varieties of Slovene can be categorized in 
eight major groups; this classification serves as a basis for the brief survey 
below (see Lencek 1982: 133-57). 

The chief traditional criteria for distinguishing between dialects are two 
diachronic vocalic ones: the medieval reflexes (in stressed long syllables) of 
-e (jat') and the nasals, on the one hand, and of the jers, on the other (see 
Rigler 1963, 1967). By the first criterion the speech area is divided by a 
south-west/north-east line; by the second, it is divided by a line along the 
other diagonal. Other criteria result in important (if traditionally less usual) 
groupings: note in particular the differences in prosodic phonology, and 
especially the fact that tonemic distinctions have been lost in all but a 
longitudinally central band of dialects. Not only prosodic changes listed as 
items 7 and 8 in 2.1, but subsequent changes also, resulted in wide vari-
ations in patterns of stress, length and pitch. Other differences relate to 
specific vocalic systems, for example, inventories of from three to sixteen 
vowel phonemes; systems rich in diphthongs and those with no diphthongs; 
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those with nasal vowels; those with more and those with less vowel 
reduction; differences in kinds of vowel reduction and so on. Major dia-
lectal consonantal differences from standard Slovene include the following: 
the fricativization of */g/ > /y / , / h / ; */tj / > / с / ; */ń/ > /J/, /n / , / jn / ; 
*/[/ > / j / , /1/, / j I / ; a (secondary) 'neopalatalization' of velars, namely 
/k g x/ > /č J š/ (and other reflexes); various reflexes for */l/ and */v/, 
especially giving /w/ in some and/or all environments; */b/ > /(3/, */t / > 
/ 0 / , */к/ > /? / , * / f / > /x / , */x/ > / j / . 

Morphological differences have resulted from these phonological 
changes and from morphological developments. Most of the categories 
listed in 3.1.1 and 3.2.1 survive in most dialects, but note the following: the 
generally partial (but in one dialect the complete) loss of the neuter gender; 
the partial loss of the dual number; syncretism among case distinctions, 
especially in the oblique plural cases; extensive curtailment of the supine. 
There are also many dialect differences on the syntactic level, but these 
have as yet been little described. Depending on their geographical 
proximity to speakers of other languages - German, Friulian, Italian, 
Serbo-Croat, Hungarian - dialects show marked differences in lexical 
composition. Furthermore, dialects differ greatly in their development of 
the native lexicon. 

The following eight groups comprise six '(pan-)dialect bases' and two 
large transitional areas. Omitted here are the smaller transitional dialects. 
Statements of vocalic reflexes relate to prototypical medieval stages, not 
always apparent in the contemporary reflexes. 

Primorska baza (Littoral): nasals > low-mid, ё (jat') > low-mid, jers > 
*/a/. These dialects include the native dialects of Slovene-speakers in the 
Italian province of Friulia-Venezia Giulia (excluding those in the hinter-
land of Trst/Trieste); the pressure from Italian-speakers has in these areas 
at times been strong. Most of these dialects have lost phonemic length and 
pitch, but keep phonemic stress. Some of them share features with the 
Koroška dialect base, for instance, the fricativization of */g/ and the prefix 
*/vy-/. Many show the results of Romance-Slovene bilingualism. Within 
this area are the highly idiosyncratic dialects of the Rezija valley, with their 
zasopli (centralized, formerly breathy (?)) vowels and where the aorist and 
imperfect tense forms have, in one form or another, survived. 

Notranjsko (Inner Carniola): nasals > high-mid, jat' > high-mid, jers > 
*/a/. This area is transitional between the Primorska and the Dolenjska 
dialect bases and covers dialects formerly classified as such. It includes the 
first language of the Slovene minority in Trst/Trieste and its hinterland; the 
pressure from Italian-speakers has been intense here also. All of these 
dialects have lost phonemic length and pitch, but keep phonemic stress. 

Rovtarsko: These dialects (rovte means 'backwoods') represent inno-
vative developments resulting from medieval colonization by both neigh-
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bouring Slovene-speakers and by speakers of Bavarian German dialects. In 
many respects, these dialects are transitional; in others, they are idio-
syncratic. 

Koroška baza (Carinthian): nasals > low-mid, jat' > low-mid, jers > 
*/e/. These dialects, which generally maintain phonemic pitch and length, 
are very conservative: note, for instance, the preservation of nasal vowels 
in one small area; also, features apparently transitional to West Slavonic, 
such as the fricativization of */g/; Vdl ti/ unchanged in nouns; 
derivational prefix Vvy-/. In some respects they are innovative, as in the 
'neopalatalization'. As well as areas in Italy and Slovenia, these dialects 
now comprise the mother tongues of the Slovene minority living in the 
Austrian province of Karnten and survive despite heavy sociopolitical 
pressure from the German majority. 

Gorenjska baza (Upper Carniolan): nasals > high-mid, jat' > high-mid, 
jers > */a/ . This, one of the two central dialect areas, played a major role in 
the development of standard Slovene; in particular, the monophthongal 
long stressed vowels of the standard language have their origin here; also, 
these dialects helped to contribute the standard tonemic framework. Non-
standard innovative features include the 'neopalatalization' and the partial 
loss of the neuter gender. The city of Ljubljana is, geographically, just 
inside the Gorenjska area, but has its own traditional speech styles. 

Dolenjska baza (Lower Carniolan): nasals > high-mid, jat' > high-mid, 
jers > */a/ . This was the other central dialect base which exerted a strong 
influence on the development of standard Slovene, especially on its 
tonemic system; its diphthongized vowels are, however, not reflected in the 
standard language. Within the Dolenjska area is a linguistic island that was 
for long inhabited mostly by German-speakers (Gottschee/Kočevje); its 
present population speaks a dialectal mixture. South of Kočevje the 
Belokranjsko dialects have some features transitional to Kajkavian Serbo-
Croat (see chapter 7, section 6). 

Štajerska baza (Styrian): nasals > high-mid, jat' > high-mid, jers > Ve / . 
This extensive area includes dialects spoken close to the cities of Celje and 
Maribor. Most have lost phonemic pitch and length, but maintain 
phonemic stress. Some show features transitional to Kajkavian Serbo-
Croat. 

Panonska baza (North-east Styrian/Pannonian): nasals > high-mid, 
jat' > high-mid, jers > Ve / . These dialects have lost distinctive pitch, but 
keep distinctive stress. Some show transitional Kajkavian Serbo-Croat 
features; those dialects closest to Hungarian show the influence of 
Hungarian-Slovene bilingualism, and many lexical innovations. A few 
speakers of these Slovene dialects live within the boundaries of Hungary. 
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9 Czech 
David Short 

1 Introduction 
Czech is the official language of the Czech Republic, the western two-
thirds of former Czechoslovakia. In its two provinces of Bohemia and 
Moravia, and the part of southern Silesia included in Moravia, it is spoken 
by about 9.5 million people. It is also widely understood by speakers of 
Slovak. There are isolated Czech-speaking communities in several nearby 
countries and some quite large communities overseas, especially in the 
Americas. Of whatever antiquity, they have arisen from a long tradition of 
economic or political emigration. Some cohesive communities with con-
tinuity of evolution since before the First World War are linguistically rela-
tively undamaged, though with distinctive dialect features; younger 
communities are both less cohesive and less resistant to the effect of the 
host environment. 

The standard language is based on Josef Dobrovsky's early nineteenth-
century codification, modelled on sixteenth-century Czech, but with some 
recognition of later developments. To Dobrovsky Czech owes the revival of 
certain obsolete features, for example, the gerunds, which occur chiefly in 
higher registers. 

The main distinguishing features of Czech date from the thirteenth 
century or earlier, but its modern form owes much to certain far-reaching 
changes in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, most strikingly the 
umlauts. The written language came to be based on the variant spoken at 
the main cultural centre, Prague (where the university was founded in 
1348). 

Standard Czech (spisovna čeština) is then a semi-artificial creation, 
archaic in many respects, while the vernacular has continued to evolve 
since the norms (whether of the sixteenth or the nineteenth century) were 
set. There is a consequent tension between the modern literary language 
and the spoken Czech, usually known as Common Czech (obecna čeština), 
in which natural development has culminated. This has its own distinctive 
morphology, relatively impoverished syntactic variation, and a lexicon, and 
in part syntax, that reveals the influence of German. Between these two 
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poles there are transitional strata, notably Colloquial Czech (hovorova 
čeština, an informal spoken version of the standard language, whose exist-
ence is often denied) and Commonly Spoken Czech (bežne mluvena 
čeština, basically the everyday speech of the big cities). For a discussion of 
this stratification see Townsend (1990). The transition forms are the 
channel by which 'upwardly mobile' features of Common Czech may 
penetrate the standard language. This century has seen, for instance, the 
acceptance of infinitives in -1 as colloquial alternatives to the traditional 
forms in -ti, then as free variants with those in -ti and finally as the neutral 
norm. Similarly, the status of infinitives in -ci has altered, with alternatives 
in -ct being admitted into the standard language as recently as the late 
1970s. The codification of words or forms is not a matter of common 
consent, but part of the job description of the national Academy's Institute 
for the Czech Language; once notoriously purist, it is increasingly tolerant 
of change. The tension between Standard and Common Czech and recent 
reductions in mother-tongue teaching in schools inform the perceived need 
for a body to weigh the changing norms in the balance and guide the 
standard accordingly. The Institute publishes, inter alia, the journals Naše 
reč and Slovo a slovesnost 

2 Phonology 

2.1 Segmental phoneme inventory 
Czech has a simple vowel system: five vowels, / a / , / e / , / i / , / o / and /u / , 
also occur in long syllables, hence the set of matching long vowels, /a: / , 
/e: / , /'u/, /о: / and /u: / , written й, ё, i, ó, й, and, in the case of /и:/ , also 
й; / i / and /i : / are represented by both i, i (< PIE Г) and у and у (< PIE Й). 
There is one native diphthong /ои/ and two that occur in loan-words, 
/ей/ and /аи/. Length is phonemic, hence such minimal pairs as: dal 'he 
gave' and dal 'further', 'come in!'; rychle 'quickly' and rychle 'quick' (N SG 
et al.); ryby 'fish' and rybi 'fish-'; domu 'house' (GEN SG) and domu 
'cathedral' (GEN SG); dw/'blew' and did'mine'. 

The main distributional restrictions concern /о: / , and /и: / : /о : / occurs 
only in loan-words, native /о: / having developed within the Old Czech 
period into /и:/ , now written й; this occurs in monosyllabic roots, alter-
nating with o (stul!stolu 'table', sul/soli 'salt', miij/moje 'my'), and in some 
genitive and dative plural noun endings (hradii, hradiim 'castle'); else-
where /и:/ , written й, features chiefly in noun prefixes, for example, uraz 
'injury', but urazit 'injure'. Other long syllables containing /и / have 
developed into the diphthong /ои/ , hence such oppositions as sud 'barrel' 
and soud 'court'. 

Initial a-, e- and i- only occur in loan-words, the conjunctions a and / 
'and', ale 'but', and some inteijections. 
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There are twenty-five consonantal phonemes (table 9.1), and several 
important allophones. 

Occlusives: labial / p / , /b / , /m / ; dental / t / , / d / , / n / ; palatal / f / , /d ' / , 
/n / ; velar: / k / , / g / . 

Semi-occlusives: alveolar / с / (= [ts]); post-alveolar / č / (= [tš]). 
Fricatives: labio-dental / f / , /v / ; alveolar / s / , / z / ; post-alveolar (formerly 

palatal) / š / , / ž / ; palatal / j / ; velar /ch/ (= [x]); voiced (!) laryngeal 
/h / ; lateral (almost frictionless) /1/; vibrants: an alveolar roll / r / , and 
post-alveolar / f / with considerable friction. 

The 'missing' velar nasal occlusive [rj] occurs as an allophone of / n / 
before a velar (banka [baqka] 'bank'); the voiced affricates [dz] and [dž] 
occur as positional variants of / с / and / č / before voiced consonants that 
have voiceless counterparts in the system, as in lečba 'therapy', pronounced 
[le:džba]. Homorganic renderings of / d / + / ž / are to be heard in loan-
words such as džudo 'judo', in the native words džban 'jug' and džber 'tub' 
(Old Czech cban, cber), and at some morpheme boundaries, for example 
od ženy 'from a woman', also / d / + / z / in, say, podzemni 'underground'. 
Similar homorganic renderings as / с / and / č / apply in the case of / t / + 
/s / and / t / + / š / . Another non-phonemic sound is the glottal stop, which 
occurs usually before morpheme-initial vowels. 

Most peripheral in the consonantal systems are /g / and / f / . Original 
/g/ changed regularly into voiced /h / ; / g / is now therefore restricted to 
borrowings and in non-standard versions of the language it often replaces 

Table 9.1 Czech consonantal sounds (non-phonemic in square 
brackets) 

Labio- Alveo- Post-
Labial dental dental alveolar Palatal Velar Laryngeal 

Occlusive 
oral 
nasal 
glottal 

P b 
m n 

d d k g 
А [0] 

Semi-
occlusive 

m 

Fricative 
Lateral 
Roll 
Trill 

ts [dz] tš [dž] 
f v s z š ž x [Y] h 

r 
m f 

Note: In terms of the IPA Л / = с, / d / = j, /h/ = ji, / š / = J, / ž / = 3, / ts/ = tj, 
tdž] = d 5 , / f / = r . 
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/ к / in other borrowings, / f / is also largely confined to loans, acquired 
copiously since early medieval times; its first limited standing was in 
onomatopoeia, for example, foukat 'blow', and later from p v, for example, 
upvati> upfati > ufati, > modern doufat 'hope', zoufat 'despair'. 

The treatment of the paired obstruents is important: before a pause or a 
glottal stop (that is, a morpheme-initial vowel), the opposition of voice is 
neutralized, hence led > [let] 'ice', bez > [bes] 'without', pav > [pa:f] 'pea-
cock'; in these circumstances / h / has as its voiceless counterpart /x / : vrah 
> [vrax] 'murderer'. A similar process appears as voice assimilation in 
consonantal clusters: in most cases where voiced and voiceless consonants 
meet, in either order, assimilation is regressive: 

voiced + voiceless: zpet [spjet] 'back', hadka [ha:tka] 'argument'; 
voiceless -I- voiced: sbor [zbor] 'choir', kde [gde] 'where'. 

In this pattern peripheral /g / is integrated into the system. The pair /v / , 
/ f / is only partially integrated: /v / is assimilated (it devoices before a 
voiceless consonant), but cannot itself cause voicing: vtip [flip] 'joke', 
vsadit [fsadit] 'bet', but: tvAj [tvu:j] 'thy', dviir [dvuir] 'courtyard'. The 
reason is its relatively late development from bilabial /w/ . On the other 
hand, / f / , although peripheral, is better integrated, though with few 
opportunities for demonstrating this: podfuk [potfuk] 'swindle'; halvbek < 
half-back, / h / and /ch/ are also deviant: while / h / > /x / before a voice-
less consonant (nehty [nexti] 'nails'), it itself causes assimilation of a 
preceding voiceless consonant in the regional pronunciation of Moravia, 
for example, shoda [zhoda] 'agreement', while in Bohemia there is usually 
progressive assimilation, hence [sxoda]. In places where /x / might assimi-
late - across word boundaries as in kdybych byl- it voices not to / h / , but 
to [у]. The distribution of voiced and voiceless allophones of / r / is also 
anomalous: it assimilates both regressively: rvat [rva:t] 'rend', vurty [vufti] 
'sausages'; and progressively: dri [dri] 'rub', tri [tfi] 'three'. 

Of the numerous Czech consonant clusters suffice it to say that two-
consonant clusters are the most frequent syllable-initially (fricative + 
sonorant preferred) and word-finally (most frequent: -st), and that 
medially, at morpheme boundaries, clusters of four or more are quite 
common. Word-initially four consonants is the maximum, though rare 
(pstruh 'trout', pštros 'ostrich', [hrmńelo] spelled hrmelo 'thundered'), 
rising to five with the phonetic word (s pštrosem 'with an ostrich'). Word-
and syllable-finally the limit is three, but only in borrowings like [tekst] 
(spelled text), funkč-ni 'functional'. 

Combinations of velar -h / e / are rare; originally lost in the Proto-
SIavonic palatalizations, they now occur only with / е / < / ъ / : bukem ( INST 

SG) 'beech'. The fourteenth-century umlauts mean that combinations of 
'soft' consonant -I- back vowel (especially и and o) are also rare outside 
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'expressive' items ((Tabel 'devil', tuhyk 'shrike', dobat 'peek'), loans 
(zumpa 'cess-pit', čokolada 'chocolate'), and derivationally and morpho-
logically conditioned forms of verbs and adjectives ( vylodovat 'disembark', 
poschodovy 'double-decker', mutuv 'the man's'). 

The Czech alphabet consists of: a, b, c, č, d, e, f, g, h, ch, i, j, k, 1, m, n, 
o, p, q, r, r, s, š, t, u, v, w, x, y, z, ž. Any additional graphemes (f, d', n, č, 
long vowels, including й) are not alphabetized. 

The relationship between phonemes and alphabet is close. A few rules 
govern representations of the palatal consonants (and the distribution of й 
and й, see above). 

1 / d / , / I / and / n / followed by / e / are represented orthographically as 
de, te and ne, contrasting with / d / -h / e / and so on as de, te, ne. 

2 / d / , Л / and / n / + / i / are represented as di, ti, ni, contrasting with 
/ d / + / i / and so on as dy, ty, ny. 

3 / d / , / I / or / n / + / а / , / о / , /и / , or word-finally are represented by d', 
f, n; the handwriting and typing convention for d' and f is to use the 
haček: d, I 

4 č after b, p, f, v denotes not palatalized labials (lost in the fifteenth 
century), but a fully developed palatal element, [j], hence obed /objet/ 
'lunch', pena /pjena/ 'foam', veno /vjeno/ 'dowry', harfe /harfje/ 
'harp' (DAT/LOC SG); after bilabial / m / nasal resonance extends over 
both segments, hence intervening / n / for / j / in mesto 'town' = 
/mnesto/. 

The letters q, w and x occur only in loan-words and are pronounced 
[kv], [v] and either [ks] or [gz]. German a, o, ti may occur in surnames, 
pronounced [e:], [e:], and [i:] respectively. 

We now turn to the most interesting factors in the evolution of the 
Czech phonological system. 

The metathesis of the liquid consonants. The chains CorC, ColC, 
CerC, CelC (where С represents any consonant) developed into CraC, 
ClaC, CreC, CleC, hence gordb > hrad 'castle', golsb > hlas 'voice', bergh 
> breh 'bank', melko > mleko 'milk'. Vowel length reflects prehistoric 
intonation patterns: circumflex shows as short, acute as long. In initial orC, 
olC groups intonation has also left its mark: where there was an acute 
accent the reflex is raC, laC, while a circumflex generally produced roC, 
loC, as in radio 'plough', Ian 'doe', robota 'corvće', lod 'boat'. 

Czech has lost both the nasal vowels and the jers (ultra-short vowels; ъ 
= й, ь = i) of Proto-Slavonic. 

The nasals survived to the first half of the tenth century, after which p 
developed into u, still surviving unaltered in hard environments, and ę into 
a. Before hard consonants this later developed, as a back variant, into a, 
while before soft consonants a front variant developed into e; this change, 
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and that of u/u > Hi in a soft environment, coincides with those of the first 
two umlauts (see below). The change ę > a > ё also occurred before к. 
Examples: ręka > ruka 'hand'; dmę > dušu > duši 'soul' (ACC SG); męso > 
maso > maso 'meat'; svętiti > s vat it i > svetiti 'consecrate'; mękkbjb > makky 
> mekky 'soft'. 

In long syllables p developed via й into ом, or / in soft environments, 
while ę gave я, thence a or the diphthong ie (equivalent to long e), which 
like ie from other sources then produced L Examples: męka > muka > 
mouka 'flour'; dušejp > dušo > dušu > duši 'soul' ( INST S G ) ; pętbjb > paty > 
paty 'fifth'; zajęcb > zając > zajiec > zajic 'hare'; dękb > > tfteA: > dik 
'thanks'. 

In the treatment of the jers two basic patterns apply: the yer-like sounds 
that accompanied syllabic liquids were lost first, leaving pure syllabic r and 
/. Original СъгС and СьгС merged as CrC, hence къгкъ > krk 'neck'; 
tbrgb > trh 'market'; zbrdb > Old Czech zrd"mast'; this situation survives, 
except that over the twelfth to fourteenth centuries syllabic r after č and ž 
acquired an accompanying -e-, hence cerny 'black', ierd 'mast'. Original 
Съ/С and Сь/С also merged, as CluC, except after labials, where the 
Сь/С variant survived with syllabic /, hence: (from Сь/С) zluty 'yellow', 
dlouhy 'long'; from (Съ/С) tlouci'beat', slunce 'sun'; (after labials) mluvit 
'speak', but mlčet 'be silent', vlk 'wolf'. 

The true jers disappeared or vocalized in the tenth century. The reflex 
for both ъ and ь is e: dbnb > den 'day'; dъnъ > den 'bottom' (GEN PL); 
dbnbsb > dnes 'today'; 5Ъ рьзъть > se psem 'with a dog'; окъпо > okno 
'window', окъпъ > oken ( G E N PL); sbbbraA ( I N F ) , sbberp( 1 S G ) > sebrati, 
sberu 'gather'. The last example is Old Czech and illustrates the Czech 
tendency to adjust forms in favour of morphemic consistency, hence 
modern sebrat, seberu. Some new nominatives have arisen in line with 
oblique cases: Modern Czech domeček 'little house' for Old Czech domcek 
< dombcbkb from the general oblique stem domečk- < dombcbk-. 

Instances such as oken and se psem above probably gave rise to the use 
of e as a fill vowel in Czech, both in other genitive plurals (sestrb > sestr > 
sester from sestra 'sister'; mydlb > mydl > my del from mydlo 'soap'), and in 
vocalized prepositions which could not be of jer origin: before like con-
sonants (ke koni 'towards the horse', se synem 'with his son'), and before 
many consonantal clusters (ve škole 'in school', beze me = [mne] 'without 
me'). 

Loss of the jers produced a new set of syllabic liquids, as in vitr < vietrb 
'wind', vedl < vedlb 'he led', bratrsky < bratr-bsky 'fraternal', jabłko < 
jabtbko 'apple'; syllabification of the liquid was only one of a variety of 
solutions to the newly emerged consonantal clusters (compare mydel 
above, and see Short 1988). 

The Czech umlauts (prehlaska). These changes contributed greatly to 
the split between hard and soft paradigms. They began early in the 
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thirteenth century with the change a > ё in final position after soft con-
sonants, and between soft consonants. The change affected not only orig-
inal a, but also the front variant of a < ę, to which it must have been very 
close. The process was inhibited by a following hard consonant. Examples 
of original a > e: duša > duše > duše; otca > otce > otce 'father' (GEN); ležati > 
lezeti > leiet 'lie'. In long syllables, as in the history of the nasals, the Old 
Czech reflex was ie (Modern Czech /): pritel'friend', ciše 'goblet', znameni 
'sign (GEN SG)'. About a century later a similar change affected u/u, after 
any soft consonant, with Hi as the outcome: jug > jih 'south'; zem'u > zemi 
'land' (F ACC SG); oraču > orači 'plough-man' (М DAT SG); kryju/kryju > 
kryji/kryji 'cover' (1 SG/3 PL). A third umlaut affected the mid vowels 'о/ 
'ó. They too produced e/ie, notably before certain inflections and suffixes; 
in almost every instance the effects have been reversed by analogy with 
hard stems: ukrizovati > ukrizevati > ukrizovat 'crucify'; zlodejóm > zlode-
jiem > zlodejUm 'thieves' (DAT PL). Survivals occur in soft neuter dative 
plural: mor'om > moriem > morim 'sea', and the isolated konim < koniem < 
konóm 'horse' (M DAT PL). 

Prosodic phenomena. Czech has fixed stress on the first syllable. A 
preceding preposition, especially if it is an open monosyllable, attracts the 
stress, hence ke stolu 'to the table'. Several word categories are stressless, 
chiefly past and conditional auxiliaries and weak personal pronouns, which 
have fixed positions in the clause (see 4.1); sentence-initially, certain 
weakly stressed words may lose their stress, as in Tak pojdte! 'Come on 
then!' 

Czech has no tones, but their former presence is betrayed in the distri-
bution of long and short syllables. Their history is complex, especially after 
the metatony which produced new acutes and new circumflexes; suffice it 
to note that Proto-Slavonic long syllables (those containing i, у, e9 a, u, ę or 
p) survived in disyllables where they preceded the stress, for example, 
trava < trava 'grass'; from long acutes in the first syllable of disyllables, for 
example, zdrav < zdravъ 'healthy'; and from long syllables before medial 
stressed short syllables in trisyllabic words (utroba < ptróba 'entrail'; zakon 
< zakónъ 'law'). Most other long syllables in Czech are either the product 
of contraction (Vy V > V, compare PS1. dobraja, Czech dobra 'good' (NOM 
SG FEM), PSI. bojati sę, Czech bat se 'fear'), or from the new acute. 

2.2 Morphophonemic alternations inherited from Proto-Slavonic or 
Proto-Czech 

The palatalizations are reflected to varying degrees in the modern 
language. The first palatalization of velars involved the changes: k> č; g > 
dz> ž; ch> š. Prior to the de-affrication di > z there was symmetry between 
k/g and c/dz, with ch and š standing to the side. Afterwards, however, a 
voiced-voiceless relationship emerged between z and š, not matched by 
g:ch. This provoked the change g > h (whence Czech h for all PS1. g), leav-
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ing h:ch as a nearly matching pair of fricatives. Before and after de-
affrication the picture was therefore: 

Before: k:g ch After: k h:ch 
č:dž š č ž:š 

Examples: k/č: peku/peče 'bake' (1/3 SG), pecivo 'cakes'; h/ž: mnoho 
'many', množstvi 'multitude' (g in recent imports undergoes the same alter-
nation, hence: Olga, Olžin 'Olga's', chirurg/chirurzka 'surgeon' ( M / F ) ) ; 
ch/š: hrich 'sin', hrisny 'sinful'. 

Second palatalization of velars: k> c; h> z; ch> i (NB not s). Here too 
the reflex of g has de-affricated from dz to z. Examples: k/c: ruka/ruce 
'hand' (NOM/DAT-LOC SG); h/z: neblahy 'baneful', neblaze 'ill-' (also 
loans containing g: geolog-geolozich 'geologist' (NOM SG, LOC PL)); ch/š: 
piachy, plaše 'timid-ly'. 

The third palatalization of velars shared the outcome of the second, but 
its effects are confined to the alternation с/č, regular in words with the 
suffix -ее (< -ькъ) and their derivatives, sporadic elsewhere. Examples: 
chlapec/chlapče/chlapeček 'boy' (NOM SG/VOC SG/DIMIN); ovce (< ovce < 
ovc'a < ovbka) 'sheep', ovci 'ovine'. 

Since cis also the reflex of kt/gt+ front vowel, and of H-y, these provide 
additional conditions for the c/c alternation, for example, noc/nocni 
'night/nocturnal'. Analogously d+y > dz > z occurred, as in *med+ja > 
meze > mez, but with little scope for zH alternation, с and z from tj and dj 
do produce some regular alternations with t and đ, notably in verbal 
morphology: 

i/с: platit 'pay', plaćen 'paid', vyplacet 'pay out'; a minority of verbs do not 
have this alternation, for example, citit/citen 'feel/felt'. 

d/z: hodit 'throw' (PRFV), vyhozen 'ejected', hazet (IMPFV), vyhazovat 
'eject' (IMPFV); again a minority do not show the alternation, such as 
zdedit/zdeden 'inherit-ed'. 

Other ancient alternations: 

s/š, z/ž (< s/z + у): nosit, nošen, vynaset (from 'carry'); vozit, vožen, 
vyvažet(from 'convey'); 

sl/šl (< si -h у): poslat/poslu 'send/I send'; myslet 'think', vymyšleny 
'fictitious' (but kreslit/kreslen 'draw-n'). 

Alternations caused by following back/front vowel: 

d/đ, t/i, n/ń: mlady 'young' (м SG), mladi (м PL AN), mlade (ADVERB), 
mladi 'youth' (ABSTRACT)', mlade 'youngling'; kruty 'cruel' (M SG), 
kruti (M PL AN), krute (ADVERB); piny 'full', pine (ADVERB), plnit/plnen 
'fill-ed'. 
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There are also various vocalic alternations. Most regular alternations 
are consequences of prehistoric developments in the distribution of tones; 
more recent items simply behave analogously. 

diminutive formation (lengthening): had-hadek 'snake'; poleva 'sauce, 
icing', polevka 'soup'; (analogous) telefon-telefónek; (with shortening) 
krava-kravka 'cow'; lipa-lipka 'linden'; 

past tense of most monosyllabic verbs (shortening, unless infinitive vowel is 
long by contraction): dat-dal 'give', vest-vedl 'lead' (but not stat-stal 
(< PS1. stojati) 'stand'); 

genitive plural of some disyllables (shortening): chvile/chvil 'moment', 
žaba/tab 'frog'; 

imperative formation (shortening of long present-tense stem syllables): 
vrati > mtf" return'; rozpuli> rozpuVhalve'; 

infinitive formation of secondary imperfective verbs (usually lengthening): 
utratit-utracet 'spend'. 

For other related alternations entailing qualitative as well as quantitative 
differences see below. 

Alternations between a vowel and 0 are widespread; they stem from the 
treatment of the jers and include the appearance of e as fill vowel. Some 
patterns are regular: (a) between the nominative singular (with -e-) and the 
oblique cases (with -0-) in nouns having the suffixes ~ek, -ec, -en: domek/ 
domku 'small house', chodec/chodce 'walker', piseń/pisne 'song'; and (b) 
between the genitive plural (with -e-) and other case forms of feminine and 
neuter nouns with stem-final consonant clusters: her/hra 'game', skel/sklo 
'glass'; there are also some random survivals among monosyllables (e /0 
alternation between nominative singular and oblique cases): pes/psa 'dog' 
(also psi 'canine'), den/dne 'day', but not, for example, led/ledu 'ice'. In 
several verbal roots a 0-degree alternates with full short and long vowels: 
prat 'wash' (loss of ь), peru 'I wash', propirat 'rinse' (stem vowel 
lengthened in secondary imperfective). 

2.3 Morphophonemic alternations resulting from changes after Proto-
Slavonic 

Consonantal alternations due to: 

1 assibilation of soft r' > г in selected environments (thirteenth century): 

r/r: dobry /dobri 'good' (NOM SG and NOM PL AN), dobre 'well', udobrit 
'reconcile'; 

2 dissimilation of šč (that is, štš) to št (< sk+j or front vowel, or st+j), 
and of zdz to zd(< zd+j) (fourteenth to fifteenth centuries): 
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sk/št: nebesky/nebesti 'heavenly' (М NOM SG and PL AN), nebeštan 
'heavenly being'; 

st/sf/šf: cisty' clean', čistit/čišten 'clean-ed'; 
zd/zd/iđ: pozdni 'late', opozdit se 'be late', opozden 'delayed', 

opolđovat se 'be running late'. 

Vocalic alternations: 

е/я/d, reflexes of the nasal vowels after their evolution under the umlaut 
conditions described above; there is one regular pattern, in the reflex of 
the -t- declension: devče/devčata/devčatko 'little girl' (NOM SG/NOM PL/ 
DIMIN); and some sporadic occurrences: svetit 'consecrate', svaty 'holy', 
svatek 'holiday'. 

u/ou, where ou < u (late fourteenth and through the fifteenth centuries): 
dub/doubek 'oak' and diminutive; plul/plout 'sail' (PAST/INF); in con-
ditions where the umlauts applied, this alternation is now i/L The diph-
thongization u > ou was matched by a front-vowel change у > ej in most 
dialects, but the literary language retains spellings with у and the 
pronunciation / i : / ; Common Czech has ej almost consistently, hence 
there is an alternation у lej as in byl/bejt 'be' (PAST/INF). 

e/i, where i < ie < long e (fifteenth century): kvet/kvitek 'flower' and 
diminutive; zajic 'hare', zaječi 'hare's', dilo/del 'work' (NOM SG/GEN 
PL). 

о/йу where й < uo < ó (fifteenth century): potok/potiicek 'stream' and 
diminutive; stolu/stMIstołek 'table' (GEN SG/NOM SG/DIMIN). 

el i or y, where /'w/ < e (fifteenth to sixteenth centuries): kamen/kaminek 
'stone' (NOM SG/DIMIN); pohledet/pohlizet 'look' (PRFV/IMPFV). This 
alternation penetrated the literary language only partially; hence, for 
example, nest/nesl 'carry' survives as a quantitative opposition, though 
Common Czech has nyst/nes(l); after / in particular the change e > i/y 
was inconsistent, leaving some variation in the alternants, for example, 
letet-letat/litat 'fly'; lepši-lepe/lip 'better' (ADJECTIVE-ADVERB). 

3 Morphology 

3.1 Nominal morphology 
Czech has a number of central declensional types among the nouns and 
adjectives and a few mixed and peripheral types. Pronoun declension is a 
hybrid between nouns and adjectives, while most numerals have only the 
most rudimentary morphology. The umlauts have contributed to a broad 
split between 'hard' and 'soft' versions of the main declensions. One major 
factor is a redistribution of the case morphemes of original masculine о-
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and u-stems, which has partially affected also the masculine a-stems. 
Number is a two-member category - singular and plural - although Old 

Czech shows near-complete dual morphology, in both nouns and verbs. 
Vestiges of the old system survive in 'appropriate' items (body parts, 'two', 
'both'), but are treated as anomalous plurals. 

The full seven cases survive. About half the singular noun paradigms 
have a distinctive vocative form shared by no other case (see Short 1990); 
no adjectival, pronominal, numeral or plural noun paradigms have distinct 
vocative forms (vocative = nominative). A noteworthy development within 
the case system is the spread of dative-locative syncretism in singular noun 
classes. 

There are three genders, the subcategory of animacy functioning within 
the masculine only. In the singular, animate accusative equals genitive, 
which itself, in the core (hard) masculine paradigm, differs from the 
inanimate genitive. Similarly, animate dative and locative usually differ 
from their inanimate equivalents. In the plural, the animacy opposition is 
expressed only in the existence of a distinctive nominative plural for 
animates. The morphological impact of animacy applies absolutely 
throughout the animal kingdom, from prvok 'protozoon' to človek 'man', 
except in the masculine singular a-declension, which, like the feminine, has 
inherited unambiguous forms for nominative, genitive and accusative. 

3.1.2 Noun morphology 
Of the main declensional types Proto-SIavonic o- and n-stems have 
merged in Czech to form one class, subdivided according to animacy. Both 
nouns in table 9.2 are former o-stems, yet they employ several w-stem 
endings (DAT-LOC SG AN, GEN SG INAN, INST SG, GEN PL). The W-Stem 
vocative ending also survives, chiefly as a means to avoid palatalization of 
velar stems, for example, kluku 'boy', vrahu 'murderer', and also as the 
'true' vocative of the uniquely conservative former w-stem syn 'son'. Velar-
stem vocatives in -e (o-stem) with palatalization preserved are the forms 

Table 9.2 'Hard' masculine (former o- and n-stems) 

SG AN SG INAN PL 

NOM 
VOC 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

chlapovi, /-u 
chlapem 
chlapovi, /-u 

chlape 
chlapa 
chlapa 

chlap 'fellow' 

hradem 
hradč 

hrad 'castle' 
hrade 
hrad 
hradu 
hradu 

chlapi, hrady 
chlapi, hrady 
chlapy, hrady 
chlapu, hradu 
сМарйт, hradum 
chlapy, hrady 
chlapech, hradech 
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človeče 'man' and boze 'God', both used chiefly as interjections. Among 
non-velar stems only the case of stem-final -r is noteworthy: preceded by a 
vowel, -r is unchanged in the vocative, while a preceding consonant 
induces palatalization: doktor-doktore, but Petr-Petre. The w-stem loca-
tive singular ending is spreading in inanimates at the expense of (o-stem) 
-e, most particularly to avoid velar stem-final palatalization: na buku 'in/on 
the beech-tree'. Both endings occasionally exist in free variation: vpotoce/ 
potoku 'in the brook'; or contribute to lexical semi-independence: v jazyce 
'in (a) language', but na jazyku 'on the (tip of one's) tongue'. Among inan-
imates there is also variation in the genitive singular: some 235 lexical items 
have the o-stem ending -a (predominantly the animate ending), while some 
140 have -a or -u in free variation. The -и/-ovi variation in the dative-loc-
ative singular animate is now almost free, but -ovi is commoner in personal 
animates. Subclasses not recorded in the tables include many formally and 
semantically distinctive groups with nominative plural in -e or -ove, and 
some variation in the locative plural endings, including penetration of the 
л-stem ending. 

In the masculine soft declension (table 9.3) the areas where animates 
differ from inanimates replicate those under the hard declension, though 
there is greater overall similarity between the animate/inanimate patterns. 
The 'й(т) endings in genitive and dative plural are not only w-declension 
in origin, but stand here after 'soft' consonants, an atypical environment for 
back vowels. A variant of the class, differing chiefly by having a case 
marker even in the nominative singular, are animates in -ce (voc SG -ce; 
NOM PL -i', with decreasing frequency -ove, or both), originally the soft 
counterpart of masculine a-stems. Colloquially, they adopt the vocative 
ending -če of the -ec type. 

The hard (former o-stem) neuters are among the most conservative 
paradigms (table 9.4). Stem-final consonantal clusters (often, but not only, 
suffixal), as in druzstvo 'cooperative', čislo 'number', require a fill vowel in 
the genitive plural, hence druzstev, čisel Suffixed nouns ending in a velar 
contain the main deviation from the pattern, namely locative plural in 

Table 9.3 'Soft' masculines (former jo-stems) 

SG AN SG INAN PL 

NOM 
VOC 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

muž 'man' 
muži 
muže 
muže 
muži/-ovi 
mužem 
muži/-ovi 

stroj 'machine' 

strojem 
stroji 

stroji 
stroj 
stroje 
stroji 

muži, stroje 
muži, stroje 
muže, stroje 
mužu, stroju 
mužiim, stroj um 
muži, stroji 
mužfch, strojfch 
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Table 9.4 о-stems neuter 

o-stems jo-stems bjo-stems 

SG 
NOM/VOC mesto 'town' srdce 'heart' učeni 'study' 
ACC mesto srdce učeni 
GEN mčsta srdce učeni 
DAT mčstu srdci učeni 
INST mestem srdcem učenim 
LOC mčstč srdci učeni 
PL 
NOM/VOC mčsta srdce učeni 
ACC mčsta srdce učeni 
GEN mčst srdci učeni 
DAT mčstum srdtfm učenim 
INST mčsty srdci učenimi 
LOC mestech srdcich učenfch 

(usually) -ach, borrowed from the a-stems: kolečko/kolečkach 'small 
wheel'. As with the hard masculines, there is some variation in the locative 
singular between -e (which pre-palatalizes) and the w-stem ending -u (v 
mleku/mlece 'in the milk'). Four o-stems denoting body parts have 
residual dual forms: oko 'eye' and ucho 'ear' have a plural declension 
based on oči, uši ( G E N oči/uši, D A T očim/uš im, INST očima/ušima, LOC 
očich/ušich); koleno 'knee' and rameno 'shoulder' have genitive/locative 
plural kolenou/ramenou. The yo-stems are few in number. A subset in -ište 
deviates morphologically in having -0 in the genitive plural: schodište/ 
schodišf 'staircase'. The ьуо-stems have a high rate of case homonymy (due 
chiefly to the monophthongization of ie of various origins); the only overt 
case markers involve consonants. 

Owing partly to sheer numbers (more than 18,000 items) the feminine 
a-stems (table 9.5) are another conservative paradigm, even retaining 
morphophonemic alternations in the dative-locative singular: matka/matce 
'mother', pafa/pafč'heel', žaba/žabe'frog' (/-bj-/), dama/dame(/-mfi-/). 
The class includes ruka and noha ('arm' and 'leg'), whose plurals include 
some dual remnants: nominative-accusative plural ruce (nohy is regular), 
genitive-locative plural rukou, nohou, instrumental plural rukama, no-
hama. The masculine a-declension has assimilated somewhat to the central 
hard masculine class, especially in its plural forms (including alternation in 
velar stems: sluha/sluzich 'servant'), and in the dative-locative singular: 
-ovi is specifically associated with animates. Items with the suffixes -ista 
(terorista 'terrorist', šachista 'chess-player', houslista 'violinist') and -ita 
(bandita 'bandit', jezuita 'Jesuit') have nominative plurals in -iste and -ite 
respectively, with -iti beginning to replace the latter more rapidly than -isti 
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Table 9.5 a-stems 

SG PL SG PL 

Hard F M 
NOM žena 'woman' ženy hrdina 4hero' hrdinove 
voc ženo ženy hrdino hrdinovć 
ACC ženu ženy hrdinu hrdiny 
GEN ženy žen hrdiny hrdinu 
DAT ženč ženšm hrdinovi hrdinum 
INST ženou ženami hrdinou hrdiny 
LOC ženč ženšch hrdinovi hrdinech 

Soft уя-stems F ьуд-stem (one word only) 
pani 'lady' pani NOM/VOC duše 'soul' duše 
ьуд-stem (one word only) 
pani 'lady' pani 

ACC duši duše pani pani 
GEN duše duši pani pani 
DAT duši dušfm pani panfm 
INST duši dušemi pani panimi 
LOC duši dušfch pani panfch 

the former. The duše paradigm is marked chiefly by the effects of the 
umlauts. It includes a large subgroup in -(n)ice, with a genitive plural in -0 
(ulice/ulic 'street'), a feature shared by a few other items, for example, ko-
šile/košil 'shirt', liice/lzic 'spoon'. The paradigm is productive; many loans 
and neologisms based on Latin or Greek roots are assigned to it: revoluce,, 
agrese, eroze, absence, dyslexie, geologie. Another уя-stem subclass 
includes nouns that lack an overt marker in the nominative-accusative 
singular and also differ by having vocative in -i. Most grammars give this 
type (pisen 'song') as a separate paradigm. Two additional factors make it 
worthy of mention: (a) it gives rise to alternating declensions of some forty 
or more nouns that may occur with or without final such as kuchyne/ 
kuchyń 'kitchen'; (b) it is the paradigm which is attracting more and more 
nouns out of the hotch-potch of subtypes that are neither fully like pisen, 
nor fully like kost 'bone' below (see Mluvnice češtiny, 11:331). 

Pani 'lady' is a unique item; former members of its class adapted fairly 
early to more central paradigms. Feminine neologisms in -U like priivodči 
'conductress', inflect adjectivally. 

The /-stem declension (table 9.6) consists mostly of feminine abstract 
nouns in ~ost9 among which it is productive, a few other items in -st (such 
as hrst 'palm', celist 'jaw') and reč 'speech' and vec 'thing'. All other 
former feminine members of the class with an unmarked nominative 
singular show various degrees of overlap with the piseń type. The only 
masculine /-stem to survive is tide 'people', plural of človek. The neuter 
consonantal-stem dite 'child' has a feminine i-stem plural deti. 
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Table 9.6 /-stems 

SG PL 

NOM 
VOC 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

kost 'bone' kosti 
kosti 
kosti 
kosti 

kosti 
kost 
kosti 
kosti 
kosti 
kosti 

kostem 
kostmi 
kostech 

Consonantal stems have left few traces in Modern Czech, with one 
exception. All others have adapted to more central types. Modern 
masculines like den 'day' and koren 'root' generally follow stroj in the 
singular and hrady in the plural; those formerly marked by the infix -ш- in 
the singular have lost it, producing a constant (hard) stem form, hence 
krestan 'Christian' (NOM-VOC PL in ~e); agent nouns in -tel all follow muž 
(NOM-VOC PL in -e). Feminine r-stems: an archaic declension of mati 
'mother' survives, with support from derivates, but the neutral word is now 
matka; Proto-Czech dci has been replaced by (hard) dcera 'daughter', of 
which the consonantal-declension origin remains visible in the form dceri 
(DAT-LOC SG); former ЪУ-stems are now a subgroup, in final -ev (mrkev 
'carrot'), of the feminine уя-stems (pisen), though there has been inter-
action with hard feminines in -va. Neuters: a handful of л-stems survive in 
an archaic declension (sime/semene 'seed'), but in general a new nom-
inative singular has emerged based on the oblique stem, hence semeno 
'seed', rameno 'shoulder', vemeno 'udder', all now hard neuter o-stems; 
likewise former 5-stems, but with some instances of historical or neo-
logizing independent lexicalization of the two stems (kolo 'wheel', koleso 
'big wheel (at fairground or on paddle steamer)', slovo 'word', sloveso 
'verb'); nebe, plural nebesa 'sky, heaven', follows the yo-stems in the 
singular. 

The great consonantal-stem survivor is the descendant of the -nt- type 
(table 9.7) now marked by suffixes containing consisting chiefly of 
nouns denoting animal young. Inflection is conservative, but the thematic 
infix changes form between singular and plural: only in the singular were 
conditions met for the umlaut version of the former nasal. 

The class includes several human offspring (dvojce 'twin', batole 
'toddler') as well as štene 'puppy', Ivice 'lion-cub', also some adult animals 
(zvire 'animal', saranče 'locust'), non-animates (rajče 'tomato', košte 
'broom'), colloquial borrowings (šuple 'drawer', paraple 'brolly') and 
certain titles (dože 'doge', kniže 'prince'). These last are anomalous in 
being masculine animate in the singular, but neuter in the plural. 
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Table 9.7 Neuter consonantal (-/-) stems 

SG PL 

NOM/VOC/ACC jehnč 'lamb' jehńata 
jehnat 
jehńatum 
jehńaty 

GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

jehnčte 
jehnčti 
jehnčtem 
jehnčti jehńatech 

3.1.3 Pronominal morphology 
Genderless personal pronouns are shown in table 9.8. Of the second-
person pronouns, ty is familiar, vy is polite singular (capitalized in writing) 
or plural. 

The forms mi, ti, si, te and se are enclitic only. Until recently the same 
applied to me, which now also replaces (obsolescent, high-style) mne. The 
other 'long' forms are used only in emphasis or after prepositions, although 
dative mne is increasingly used enclitically in variation with mL Where no 
choice of forms exists, the sole form occurs in all functions. 

The stressed/unstressed opposition also applies in the nominative. 
Under emphasis the pronoun appears, without emphasis it will normally be 
absent: udelam to Til do it', but ja to udelam 4*11 do it'. However, collo-
quial registers show an almost consistent tendency for subject personal 
pronouns to be inserted, at least in main clauses. 

The distribution of nominative endings among the third-person 
pronouns (table 9.9) is to be found elsewhere, for example, in the hard 
noun declensions. Of the other forms, ho and mu are enclitic only, jeho 
and jemu emphatic. Other forms are used in all functions, but any third-
person pronoun following a preposition attracts an initial n-, hence the 
spellings neho, nemu, ne. Jej, once the 'long' accusative masculine, is now 
just one of the accusative/genitive shared forms - rare in speech, and of 
limited incidence even in written styles, especially as genitive. By contrast, 
the post-prepositional form nej is common as both accusative and genitive. 
Original accusative singular neuter je is also rare. An interesting obso-
lescent survival is the old masculine accusative jh, embedded in the post-
prepositional form -ń, thus nań, proń, on and zań for na nej/neho and so 
on. 

This paradigm is shared by the high-style relative pronoun jeni, which 
only has long forms in the oblique cases, and in the nominative has jeni (м 
SG), the rare jii (М AN PL) and jei (F/N SG and all other plurals). 

Pronominal declensions are represented (table 9.10) by the demon-
strative ten (hard) and the possessive naš 'our' (soft). Again, the umlauts 
have enhanced the difference between them, with the extra consequence of 
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Table 9.8 The genderless pronouns 

NOM jš T ty 'you (SG)' - (REFL) my 'we' vy 'you (PL)' 
ACC mne/mč tebe/tč sebe/se nśs vśs 
GEN mne/mč tebe/tč sebe/se nśs vśs 
DAT mnč/mi tobč/ti sobč/si nśm všm 
INST mnou tebou sebou nśmi všmi 
LOC mnč tobč sobč nśs VŠS 

Table 9.9 Third-person pronouns 

MAN M INAN N F PL 

NOM on on ono ona oni, ony, ona 
ACC jeho/jej/ho jej/ho je/jej/ho ji je 
GEN jeho/jej/ho ji jich 
DAT jemu/mu ji jim 
INST jim ji jimi 
LOC nčm ni nich 

Table 9.10 The demonstrative pronoun ten < */ъ, and the possessive 
pronoun was'our' 

M N F M N F 

SG 
NOM ten to ta nšš naše naše 
ACC ten/toho* to tu nšš/ 

našeho* naše naši 
GEN toho te našeho naši 
DAT tomu te našemu naši 
INST tim tou našim naši 
LOC tom te našem naši 

PL 
NOM ti*/ty ta ty naši*/naše naše 
ACC ty ta ty naše naše 
GEN 

ty 
tčch 

ty 
našich 

DAT tem našim 
INST tčmi našimi 
LOC tčch našich 

Note: * following words indicates animate forms. 
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even higher case syncretism in the feminine singular of the soft variety. 
Ten is theoretically non-specific between 'this' and 'that', but in general 

equates to non-contrastive 'that', deictic in the context of situation and to 
realities outside the situation: mysliś tu pani, kterou jsme potkali veer a? 'do 
you mean the/that woman we met yesterday?' Contrastive 'this' and 'that' 
are conveyed by addition of the suffix -to (more colloquially -hie) and the 
prefix tarn- respectively. Neuter singular to (toto, tamto) is the general 
deictic pronoun 'it'/'they'/'this'/'these'/'that'/'those': to je/jsou stUl/stoly 
'it/this/they/these is/are table-s'. 

These paradigms are shared by the interrogatives kdo (м, hard; oblique-
case stem к-) 'who' and co (N, soft; č-) 'what' and their many compounds 
(see table 9.13), but kdo has kym in the instrumental. The declension of 
naš is shared by vaš 'your'. 

The pronoun všechen 'all' (see table 9.11): the only non-oblique case 
survival of the short historic vbsb (except in vesmir 'universe') is the neuter 
general quantifier vše 'everything'; referential 'everyone' is the masculine 
plural animate form všichni. Non-referential 'everyone', 'all' is usually 
expressed by kazdy 'each; any'. 

Other semi-anomalous prepositional types: sam '-self' (emphatic) or 
'alone' has hard adjectival endings in the oblique cases, but short, pro-
nominal forms in the nominative and accusative. 

Мщ 'my', also tviij 'your' (familiar) and sviij, the reflexive possessive 

Table 9.11 The pronoun 'all' (mixed hard-soft declension) 

M N F 

SG 
NOM 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

všechen, všecek 
všechen, všecek 

všeho 
všemu 
všim 
všem 

všechno, všecko, vše všechna, všecka 
všechno, všecko, vše všechnu, všecku 

VŠl 
VŠl 
VŠl 
VŠl 

PL 

NOM 

ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

j všichni*, všicci* všechna, všecka 
t všechny, všecky 

všechny, všecky všechna, všecka 

všechny, všecky 

všechny, všecky 
všech 
všem 
všemi 
všech 

Note: * animate forms. 
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pronoun, decline as hard adjectives (ma, meho, mymi, etc.), but most 
nominative and accusative forms and the feminine singular throughout also 
have alternative non-contracted endings which comport with the soft 
pronominal declension, hence moje is nominative singular neuter and 
feminine, accusative singular neuter and nominative-accusative plural in all 
genders except nominative plural masculine animate, which is moji', also 
the forms moji (ACC SG F) and moji (F SG oblique cases). 

Other possessive pronouns: jeho 'his' and jejich 'their' are uninfected, 
as are the equivalent relative possessive pronouns jehoz and jejichz; jeji 
'her' and its relative possessive counterpart jejiz decline like soft adjectives, 
that is, their origins in a genitive of the personal pronoun have been 
submerged by syntactic and morphological similarities to adjectives. Či? 
'whose?' follows the soft adjectival declension. 

T у i/tenty z 'the same (sensu stricto)' (table 9.12) declines in its shorter 
form exactly like the hard adjectives, with the addition of the suffix - t The 
compound form follows, in cases where the reduplication has asserted 
itself, a hybrid pattern in which the second element sometimes inflects by 
gender and sometimes remains a genderless suffix -tet Reduplicated 
oblique-case forms are more recent variants. Existing variations in the 
declension of tyz and widespread native-speaker uncertainty about the 
current standard have given rise to several non-standard forms which bring 
it closer to the pronominal declensions proper, for example techže (GEN 

Table 9.12 The pronoun 'the same9 

M N F 

SG 
NOM 

ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

PL 

NOM 

ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

tyž/tentyž 
t tehož* 
< tyž/tentyž 

jtizVtitiz* 
<tytež 
tytež 

totež 

totež 

tehož 
temuž 
tymž/timtež 
temž(e)/tomtež 

taž/tataž 
taž/tataž 
tychž 
tymž 
tymiž 
tychž 

taž/tataž 

touž/tutež 

teže 
tćže 
touž/toutež 
teže 

tytež 

tytež 

Note: * animate forms. 
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PL), temie (DAT PL), temiie (INST PL) and titei (NOM PL M AN). There is a 
gap in the paradigm where one would expect neuter nominative-accusative 
singular *tei\ the form exists, but as the adverb 'also' in stylistically higher 
registers. The sole neuter form totei has both bound and free functions: 
kluk rozbił totei okno dvakrat 'the boy broke the same window twice', and 
rano umyla podlahu a večer aby udelala totez! 'she washed the floor this 
morning, and now she'll have to do the same thing this evening!', or Petr 
udelal totei, со Pavel 'Peter did the same (thing) as Paul'. Tyi is often 
replaced by stejny, strictly meaning identity as to quality, or by ten samy, 
probably a colloquial caique on German. 

Kdo 'who' and со 'what' lie at the heart of a complex range of indefinite 
pronouns and pronoun adverbs. Table 9.13 lists those that may claim to be 

Table 9.13 Indefinite pronouns and pronoun adverbs 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
ne- /ii- -si -koli malo- mnoh- lec-

(a) kdo nčkdo nikdo kdosi kdokoli mślokdo MNOHV leckdo 
(b) со nčco nic cosi cokoli mśloco MNOHO lecco 
(c) či nčči niči čfsi čfkoli mšločf lecči 
(d) kdy nčkdy nikdy (kdysi) kdykoli mślokdy mnohdy leckdy 
(e) kde nčkde nikde kdesi kdekoli mślokde mnohde leckde 
(f) kam nčkam nikam kamsi kamkoli mślokam leckam 
(g) odkud odnčkud odnikud odkudsi odkudkoli mślookud lecodkud 
(h) kudy nčkudy nikudy kudysi kudykoli 
(i) jak nčjak nijak (jaksi) jakkoli lecjak 
(j) kolik nčkolik ŽADN* 
(k) jaky nčjaky nijaky jakysi jakykoli lecjaky 
(1) ktery nčktery ŽADN* kterysi kterykoli mśloktery lecktery 
(m)kolikery nćkolikery 

8 
leda-

9 
kde-

10 
vš-

11 12 
všeli- jin-

13 
t-

14 
s-

15 
on-

ledakdo kdeko VSLCHNI všelikdo ten TENTO onen 
ledaco kdeco všefchno] všelico to TOTO ono 
ledači 

všefchno] 

ledakdy vzdy jindy tehdy TEČ) (onehdy) 
ledakde všude jinde TAM zde *onde 
ledakam VSUDE jinam tam sem *onam 
ledaodkud odevšAd odjinud odtud odsud 

jinudy tudy TADYTUDY 
ledajak (však) všelijak jinak tak TAKTO *onak 

tolik TOLIK 
ledajaky kdejaky všelijaky jinačf takovy TAKOVV *onaky 
ledaktery kdektery KAŽDV JINV ten TENTO onen 

tolikery 
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in regular use and together constitute the Czech system of reference, co-
reference, quantification, etc., devices. The lines are based on the inter-
rogatives: (a) 'who', (b) 'what', (c) 'whose', (d) 'when', (e) 'where', (f) 
'whither', (g) 'whence', (h) 'which way', (i) 'how', (j) 'how many', (k) 'what 
(like)', (1) 'which', (m) 'of how many kinds'; the columns: (1) 'some-', or 
'any-' in questions, (2) 'no-; not any-', (3) 'some- or other', (4) 'any-; 
-ever', (5) 'hardly any-', (6) 'many a', (7-8) 'all manner of (often dis-
paraging), '(not) just any' after negative, (9) 'all/every- (conceivable/ 
applicable)', (10) 'all; every-', (11) 'all sorts of; any old'. Thus, for 
example, (g/4) odkudkoli combines the meanings of 'from a place' and 
'randomness' and hence translates 'from anywhere; from wherever'. Many 
suggested 'meanings' of the column headings are only approximate, since 
much depends on syntax or the availability of suitable English equivalents. 
Columns (12) 'else' and (13)—(15), deictic elements, are included since 
several of the entries relate well to items to their left; they are a residue of 
the ancient tripartite system of 'this-here-now-closer to ego\ 'that-there-
then-further from ego\ and 'yon'; they are clearly defective and almost 
each item under (15) would merit its own discussion. 

The conventions adopted in table 9.13 signify as follows: square 
brackets indicate potential alternative; parentheses, an expression fitting 
the slot formally exists, but not in the meaning predictable at the given 
line-column intersection, hence (a/3) kdysi does not mean 'at some time 
or other and I cannot (be bothered to) specify just when', but 'once, long 
ago', (a/15) onehdy does not mean 'on that earlier/earliest occasion', but 
'the other day', (i/3) jaksi does not mean 'somehow or other and I'm not 
terribly sure how', but is more of a semi-apologetic, defensive particle like 
English I mean, you see or just er; (i/10) však is not 'in every manner', but 
an enclitic conjunction 'but, however, though'; small capitals, the meaning 
appropriate to the particular slot is expressible, but by a (part-)suppletive 
form from outside the system; an asterisk shows that the form is alive, but 
exists in solely idiomatic uses. Some of the blanks can be filled by analytic 
constructions (as in (a/12) nekdo jiny, (b/12) песо jineho); the remaining 
blanks are accounted for by various constraints. Many of the items under 
lec- and leda- also occur with an additional suffixed or infixed s9 such as 
ledakam Uedaskam /ledakams. 

3.1.4 Adjectival morphology 
Czech has three adjectival declensions: long hard, long soft and possessive, 
a 'short' type. The 'long' types arose out of contraction of original Vy V 
chains in the endings. In most circumstances, the two vowels contracted, 
losing the y, to produce a single long vowel. As elsewhere in morphology 
(the učeni and pani noun types) the umlauts have caused widespread case 
homonymy and syncretism in the soft declension, the only surface distinc-
tions being those carried by consonantal elements. Table 9.14 shows the 
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Table 9.14 Long adjectival declension 

Hard Soft 
M N F M N 

SG 
NOM 

ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

novy 
jnovy 
\novćho* 

novćho 
novemu 
novym 
novem 

nove 

nove 

nova new 

novou 

nove 
nove 
novou 
nove 

cizi cizi 
j cizf 
fcizfho* 

cizfho 
cizfmu 
cizfm 
cizfm 

cizf 'alien' 

cizi 

cizi 
cizf 
cizf 
cizf 

PL 

NOM 

ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

i novi 
(nove 
nove 

nova 

novš 
novych 
novym 
novymi 
novych 

nove 

nove 

cizi 

cizf 
cizfch 
cizfm 
cizfmi 
cizfch 

Note: * animate forms. 

adjectival declensions. Before the -i (NOM PL M AN) ending the palatal-
izations of velars and dentals are observed: jaky > jaci 'what', mlady > mladi 
(= [mlacFi]) 'young', dobry > dobri 'good', and the special case of stems in 
-sk and -ck: irsky > irsti 'Irish' and anglicky > anglicti 'English'. Common 
Czech dispenses with all nominative-accusative plural oppositions, showing 
both morphemic consistency and but one ending [-i:] for all genders. 

Despite its morphological opacity, the soft class is very strong, for in 
addition to a number of primary adjectives it includes, inter alia: all present 
active participles in -ouci and -ici; verbal adjectives denoting purpose such 
as psaci 'writing', sklapeci 'tipping, folding'; comparatives and superlatives; 
the ordinals prvni 'first', treti 'third' and tisici 'thousandth'; adjectives 
formed from animal names: pavi < pa v 'peacock', zirafi < zirafa; and count-
less items with the suffix -ni, like jarni 'spring', zubni 'dental' and many 
'internationalisms': termalni 'thermal', obezni 'obese'. 

The adjectival declensions are shared by many noun types, denoting 
callings (krejči 'tailor'), games (schovavana 'hide-and-seek'), payments 
(vykupne 'ransom'), meats (veprove 'pork'), surnames (Novotny/-a, 
Lepši/-i), the feminine form of other surnames, (Novakova < Novak), 
many toponyms (Deštna 'a mountain', Deštne 'the ski-resort nearby', Tepla 
'a river'), and other Slav adjectival surnames (Tolstoj, genitive Tolsteho; 
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Jaruzelski, genitive Jaruzelskeho; Krupskaja, genitive Krupske) and 
toponyms (Mirnyj-Mirneho, Černaja-Černe). 

The short declension is confined to the widely used possessive adjec-
tives, formed from common or proper nouns. Two suffixes depend on the 
gender of the possessor, masculine possessors taking -đv, -ova, -ovo, 
feminines -in, -ina, -ino, which induces stem-final consonant alternations: 
matka + -in > matiin 'mother's', Milada + -in > Miladin (that is, mila(f in), 
dcera -I- -in > dcerin 'daughter's'. Table 9.15 shows that this paradigm is 
'short' only in part, since the instrumental singular and all plural oblique 
cases share the endings of the 'long' declension. 

Table 9.15 Possessive adjectives 

SG PL 
M N F M N F 

NOM 

ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

Petruv Petrovo Petrova 

S Petruv D , 
»Petrova* P e t r o v o 

Petrova 
Petrovu 
Petrovym 
Petrovč/-u 

с Petrovi* 
'Petrovy 

Petrovy 
Petrovč 
Petrovou 
Petrovč 

Petrova 

Petrovu Petrovy Petrova 

Petrovy 

Petrovy 
Petrovych 
Petrovym 
Petrovymi 
Petrovych 

Note: * animate forms. 

About a dozen short adjectives proper survive in active everyday use 
(see 4.3 below). (A systematic opposition between long and short forms 
occurs only in the passive participles; see 3.2.) Occurring in the predicate, 
they have nominative forms only, bearing the regular gender/number 
markers. Some disyllables show stem-vowel lengthening in the short form, 
for example, zdravy > zdrav 'healthy'. The 'adjective' rad exists only in 
short forms; unlike the others, it can occur with almost any verb: byt rad 
'be glad', mit rad 'love', zpivat rad 'like singing'; the negative is nerad, as in 
neradobtezuji, ale... 'I'm loth to disturb you, but . . . ' . Some short neuters 
survive, but in new functions: thus malo 'few', daleko 'far', chiefly as 
adverbs, but also some abstract nouns: nekonečno 'infinity'. 

Comparison of adjectives uses the basic suffix -ejši/-ijši, or -ši or -či in 
several smallish subclasses. The superlative is formed by prefixing nej- to 
the comparative: 

rychły - rychlej ši - nejrychlejśi 'quick' 
pracovity - pracovitčjši - nejpracovitčjši 'hard-working' 
zšvidčnfliodn^ - zšvidčmhodnčjši - nejzdvidenihodnčjšf 'enviable' 
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drahy - dražši - nejdražši 'dear' 
hezky - hezčf - nejhezčf 'good-looking' 

There are just a few suppletive forms: 

dobry - lepši - nejlepši 'good' 
špatn^ - horši - nejhorši 'bad' 
velky - vetši - nejvetši 'bit, great' 
mały - menši - nejmenši 'small' 

Analytical constructions using vic(e) 'more', nejvic(e) 'most' are rare, 
but necessary with items that are present participles in origin (vic(e) 
vyhovujici 'more suitable'), or with the few indeclinables (vie blond 
'blonder'); negative comparison uses only analytical forms, with тёпе 
'less', nejmene 'least'. 

The basic adverbial ending is -e/-e\ novy > nove 'new-ly', rychły > rychle 
'quick-ly'; as with -e'm the locative of nouns (these adverbs were originally 
locative singulars of short adjectives) dental and velar stem-final con-
sonants palatalize: tichy > tiše 'quiet-ly', tesny > tesne 'tight-ly', stary > stare 
'old'. The basic comparative adverbial suffix is -eji/-ejU hence tesneji, tišeji, 
but items where the comparative adjective follows one of the minor 
patterns have a shorter comparative adverb: draz(e), huf(e) 'worse'. Some 
monosyllabic forms entail a vowel change: min/mene 'less', lip/lepe 
'better'; they are used in less formal registers. 

The few irregular adverbs include pomalu < pomaly 'slow' and hezky < 
hezky 'nice', and forms in -sky and -cky from adjectives in -sky and -cky9 
many denoting a language spoken or written: mluvit anglicky 'speak 
English'. Adverbs required to convey 'in an English manner' and so on are 
analytical: zmizetpo anglicku 'take French leave'. 

In competition with abstract adverbs in -č are a set in -o, chiefly 
concerned with time and space, such as mluvit dlouho 'talk for a long time', 
mluvit dlouze 'talk at great length'; lezet hluboko 'lie deep (in water)', byt 
hluboce dojat 'be deeply touched'; stat blizko 'stand nearby', byt blizce 
pribuzny 'be closely related'. 

3.1.5 Numeral morphology 
Among the cardinal numerals, only ' l ' , '2', '3' and '4' function adjectivally 
and retain the morphology of case. Jeden /jedna and so on '1' inflects like 
the demonstrative ten. Dva '2' (table 9.16) and oba 'both; the two' also 
retain some gender distinctions; these two words alone maintain almost 
intact the old dual declension. Tri and ctyri (see table 9.16) approximate 
closely to the plural i-stem substantival declension. The form ctyrma is 
used in agreement with nouns which retain dual forms in the instrumental 
plural: mezi ctyrma očima 'tete-a-tete'. Genitive trech and ctyrech are 
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Table 9.16 Declension of dva 4two\ tri 'three' and ctyfi 'four' 

M F/N 

NOM—ACC dva dve NOM—ACC tri čtyri 
GEN-LOC dvou GEN tn/trech čtyr/čtyrech 
DAT-INS dvema DAT trem ćtyrem 

INST tremi čtyrmi/čtyrma 
LOC trech ćtyrech 

colloquial; their coincidence with the locative shows a shift by this declen-
sion towards pronominal and adjectival types, as well as being parallel to 
the case syncretism of dva. 

The other cardinal numerals are given in table 9.17. Their inflection is 
limited to the oblique-case ending -/: peti, triceti sedmi and so on; '9' is 
further marked by an internal alternation e > /: deviti (rarely also applying 
to '10', '20', etc., that is, desiti for the commoner deseti). 

Numerals between '20' and '30' and similar are expressed analytically, 
for example dvacet pet, or as single words with the digits inverted, that is, 
petadvacet. The old agreement patterns with numerals ending in '1' to '4', 
matching those with the single digits, as in dvacet jeden student, dvacet 
jedna zena, dvacet dva studenti, dvacet dve zeny, are increasingly being 
replaced by 'genderless' forms in jedna and dva, followed by the genitive 
plural: dvacet jedna studentii/zen, dvacet dva studentiilzen. Similarly dvacet 
tri studentHzeny is giving way to dvacet tri studentiilzen. 

Sto is declined as a hard neuter noun (bez sta 'minus 100', pet set '500'; 
note the dual survival in dve ste), though in many contexts it is left 
undeclined: se sto lidmi 'with 100 people-INST' has generally replaced se 
stem lidi 'with 100-INST people-GEN'. The reverse is true of the hard 
masculine milion: s milionem lidi is the preferred form in non-colloquial 
usage. Miliarda is a hard feminine noun. Tisic is declined as a soft mascu-
line noun, but in compounds (after '5' and above) it shows a rare survival 
of a masculine genitive plural in -0, pet tisic '5,000'. 

Ordinal numerals are given in table 9.18. Those between tens or from 
multidigit numerals have all digits in the ordinal form: dvacaty paty, 
petitisici sedmisty ctyricaty treti '5,743rd', and fully declining: bez 
petitisiciho sedmisteho ctyricateho tretiho and so on. Two-digit numerals 
between whole tens may have an inverted one-word form: petadvacaty 
'25th', v osmašedesatem 'in (19)68'. In the formation of '200th' and similar 
forms, the first half is the genitive form of the relevant numeral, a pattern 
replicated in other compounds such as dvounohy 'two-legged', ctyrkoly 
'four-wheeled'. 
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Table 9.17 Cardinal numerals 

pčt '5' trinśct '13' tricet '30' sto '100' 
šest '6' čtrn&ct '14' ctyricet '40' dvč ste '200' 
sedm '7' patnśct '15' padesśt '50' tri sta '300' 
osm '8' sestnśct '16' śedesśt '60' tisfc '1,000' 
devčt '9' sedmnśct '17' sedmdesśt '70' milión '1 million' 
deset '10' osmnśct '18' osmdesśt '80' miliarda '1,000 million' 
jedenśct '11' devatenšct '19' devadesat '90' nula 'zero' 
dvanšct '12' dvacet '20' 

Table 9.18 Ordinal numerals 

prvni/prvy '1st' 
druhy '2nd' 

jedenścty '11th' tnsty '300th' prvni/prvy '1st' 
druhy '2nd' dvanścty '12th' ctyrsty '400th' 
treti '3rd' trinścty '13th' pčtisty '500th' 
ctvrty '4th' tisfcf '1,000th' 
pśty '5th' dvacśty '20th' miliónty 'millionth' 
šestf '6th' tricśty '30th' note also : 
sedmy '7th' nulty 'zero'th' 
osmy '8th' devadesśty '90th' 

sty '100th' 
n-ty, x-ty [enti:], [iksti:] 'n-th', 'x-th' 

devśty '9th' 
devadesśty '90th' 
sty '100th' 

n-ty, x-ty [enti:], [iksti:] 'n-th', 'x-th' 

desśty '10th' dvousty '200th' 

3.2 Verbal morphology 

3.2.1 Categories expressed 
Person is expressed primarily in inflections and secondarily, for emphasis 
or in colloquial registers, by personal pronouns. Third persons are marked 
by vocalic endings; these differ between singular and plural, but coincide in 
most of the /-conjugation. Second persons carry universal markers in -š 
(SG, except in byt below), and -te (PL), while first person plural is uni-
versally in -me (-chom in COND AUX). First person singular is marked in 
four different ways: -m (/- and л-conjugations), -u and/or -i (e-
conjugations) and -ch (COND AUX). In the past tense and conditional only 
first and second persons are marked, by auxiliaries. The only finite forms 
marked for gender are in the past tense and conditional, namely the 'parti-
ciples' that carry the lexical meaning. Explicit representation of gender, 
person and number in the past tense is maximally exploited in the second 
person, where the sex of an addressee, plurality of addressees and the 
familiar-polite distinction are all expressed: byl jsi (M SG familiar), byla jsi 
(F SG familiar), byl jste (M SG polite), byla jste (F SG polite), byli jste (M or 
mixed PL), byly jste (F PL); in speech the distinction between the last two is 
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lost. Number and gender are rudimentarily expressed even in gerunds. 
Three tenses are recognized, a superficially simple system refined by the 

Slavonic aspects. Present time meanings are expressed by the basic con-
jugated forms. The past consists, for both aspects, of the 7-participle' with 
auxiliaries (present-tense forms of byt 'be'). The future perfective is 
expressed by present-tense forms of the perfective verb, and the imper-
fective by the future tense of byt as auxiliary with the imperfective 
infinitive. Many tenses have been lost since Old Czech times. 

The Slavonic aspects survive in the basic imperfective/perfective oppo-
sition. The perfective typically specifies completion of an act, which is 
usually relevant in terms of the (con-)sequentiality of acts. On the other 
hand, while the imperfective expresses the verbal action in general terms, 
as a process, it often highlights failure to achieve the goal, as in 

Vnucovali jsme (IMPFV) mu pfedsednictvi, ale on se nedal. 
'We (tried to) thrust the chairmanship on him, but he wasn't having it.' 

This is a type where duration is frequently explicit: 

Cely den jsem kupoval (IMPFV) kravatu, ale nekoupil (PFV). 
'I spent the whole day buying a tie but didn't get one.' 

On the other hand, in certain context types a 'perfective' meaning may 
be expressed by an imperfective form, as in: 

Tu knihu jsem četi dśvno. 
'I read that book ages ago.' 

Aspectual pairs are of two main types: 

1 Perfectives are formed from imperfectives by prefixation, for example, 
u-1 varit 'boil, cook', pre-/čist 'read', o-Houpat 'peal'; the semantic 
correspondence between the members of a pair is only approximate, 
but close enough for them to operate analogously to type 2 below. The 
reason is that each prefix which may act as a simple perfectivizer may 
be a lexical prefix elsewhere. 

2 Imperfectives are formed from perfectives by suffixation, whether the 
motivating member is a primary verb (primary perfectives are rare), as 
in dat 'give' or koupit 'buy', or a prefixed verb, for example, vymyslet 
'think up' or slepit 'stick/paste together'; many of the varied processes 
involved can be seen from the respective imperfectives: davat, 
kupovat, vymyslet, slepovat. 

Two ranges of prefixes never act as purely perfectivizing: 
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1 Those with a concrete, especially local meaning, for example, pred-
'pre-', nad- 'super-' pod- 'sub-', v- 'in-', od- 'away from'; they do 
perfectivize, but only to produce new lexical items (vy- 'ex-; out of; up' 
is, however, common as both a neutral and a lexical perfectivizer). 

2 Those containing a long vowel; these never perfectivize at all and form 
only a very limited number of verbs: zavidet 'envy', nenavidet 'hate', 
prisluset 'appertain'. Also the rare pa-, as in padelat 'counterfeit'. 

Besides the main patterns of aspectual pairing, there are a few suppletive 
pairs, notably brat/vzit 'take', klast/položit 'lay', compounds of the latter, 
like nakladat /naložit 'load', and, ignoring a complex etymology, 
compounds of jit 'go on foot' such as vychazet/vyjit 'come out'. 

Perfective-only verbs include: various prefixed reflexives (rozpršet se 
'start to rain', ubehat se 'run one's feet off', naplakat se 'have cried and 
cried'); transitives with the prefix na- and the object-complement in the 
genitive (navarit knedlikii 'have done loads of dumplings', nasekat drivi 
'have chopped heaps of firewood'); the verbs uvidet 'catch sight of' and 
uslyset 'catch the sound of' (sometimes also true perfectives of videt 'see' 
and slyset 'hear'); and verbs marked by the modality of possibility, 
including dokazat and dovest 'be (cap-)able', 'know how', 'manage', dat se 
+ infinitive 'can be -ed', vydržet '(with-)stand', vejit se 'fit (can go in)', 
obejit se 'do without'. 

In addition to processual or stative verbs, imperfective-only verbs are: 
modal verbs: muset 'must', moct 'can', smet 'may', mit 'be (supposed) to', 
chtit 'want', 'will'; and frequentatives such as delavat 'be wont to do', 
chodivat 'go quite often'. 

A few native Czech verbs are bi-aspectual; they include jmenovat 
'name', 'appoint', zvestovat 'bring tidings; foretell', venovat 'devote; dedi-
cate', obetovat 'sacrifice', žluknout 'go rancid'. On the other hand, count-
less loan-neologisms in the most productive verb class, those in -о vat, like 
absorbovat, havarovat 'crash; break down', inf ormo vat, kontejnerizovat, 
organizovat, are bi-aspectual according to the most recent Czech diction-
ary (SSČ), though the position is by no means clear and many acquire 
explicit perfectives by prefixation. 

Aspectually unique are the 'verbs of motion' (table 9.19). These 
determinate/non-determinate pairs are comparable to, but not quite co-
extensive with, similar verbs in other Slavonic languages. The last three in 
the table are imperfect members of the system: there are various circum-
stances where they can be interchanged, which never applies in the 
remainder, and the features given below for the determinates do not all 
hold with the same rigidity. 

The determinate members are durative (linear, goal-oriented), the non-
determinates either iterative and goal-oriented (for regularly repeated 
events) or lacking any goal. An irregularly repeated event, however, uses 
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Table 9.19 The 'verbs of motion9 

jit chodit 'go; walk' 
jet jezdit 'go; ride; drive' 
bežet bčhat 'run' 
letčt letat 'fly' 
nest nosit 'carry; bear' 

'lead' vest vodit 
'carry; bear' 
'lead' 

vezt vozit 'convey' 
hnśt honit 'chase' 
tśhnout tahat 'pull' 
vleci/vlect vlščet 'drag' 
valit všlet 'roll' 

the determinate, for example, nekdy tam jedu autem T sometimes go there 
by car'. For the expression of a single round-trip Czech prefers 'be': byl 
jsem Ioni v Praze 'I went to Prague last year'. 

Both sets are traditionally described as imperfective, though a case can 
be made for calling the determinates bi-aspectual. The morphology of the 
determinates presents a number of interesting features: 

1 The future is formed by the prefix po- (рй- with jit), uniquely so in the 
case of jit and jet, and as the preferred form for the rest. 

2 There is only one past-tense form, that is, forms such as *pojel are 
absent; similarly there are no infinitives prefixed with po- (pojit exists, 
but means 'die', of animals). 

3 There are two imperatives, with and without po-, those with po- bid-
ding movement towards or with the speaker, as in jdi! 'go!', pojd 
(sem)! 'come (here)!', pojd snami 'come with us'. 

4 Reduplicated, the prefix po- produces full (perfective) paradigms of 
verbs meaning 'advance a short way', hence popojit 'take a few steps 
forward', kufr poponesl'he carried the suitcase a few steps'. 

Other prefixes produce new, perfective verbs, secondary imperfectives 
being formed from mutations of the stems of the non-determinates (table 
9.20). Such pairings are entirely analogous to any other aspect pairs. 

Morphologically and aspectually, the non-determinates are uncontro-
versial. As imperfectives they produce perfectives on prefixation. Rela-
tively few verbs result from this process, and they are often unrelated in 
meaning to the similarly prefixed determinates and many have no imper-
fective; compare: 

prochazet/projit 'go through' (a gate, for example); prochodit 'go through' 
(the soles of one's shoes, perhaps); 
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obchazet/obejit 'go round (an obstacle); circumvent'; obchodit 'do the 
rounds'; 

donašet/donest 'bring', also 'tell tales'; donosit 'finish carrying; carry (a 
foetus) the full term'. 

Table 9.20 Prefixed 'verbs of motion', illustrated by the prefix vy-
'out9 up' 

vychśzet/vyjit 'go/come out/up' 
vyj(ždčt/vyjet 'ride/drive/go/come out/up' 
vybihat/vybčhnout 'run out/up' 
vylćtat, vyletovat, vylitat/vyletSt, vylćtnout, vyh'tnout 'fly up/out' 
vynśśet/vynćst 'bring/take out/up' 
vyvšdčt/vyvćst 'lead/take out/up' 
vyvśźet/vyvćzt 'carry/convey/take out/up, export' 
vyh£nčt/vyhnat 'drive out/into exile, outlaw' 
vytahovat/vytśhnout 'pull/drag out/up' 
vyvlekat, vyvlikat/vyvlćci, vyvleknout, vyvliknout 'pull/draw out' 
vyvalovat/vyvalit 'roll out/up' 

Mood: The imperative is expressed morphologically in the second 
persons and first person plural, and analytically in others. The endings for 
the morphological imperative are, irrespective of conjugation, either - r )-0, 
- r )-me, or -^e^me, -^ёНе; the choice depends on there being one 
or two consonants respectively in the third person plural after removal of 
the final vowel (not necessarily the whole ending): nes, nesme, neste; ved\ 
vedme, vedte; lez, letme, lezte\ chod, chodme, chod'te; sazej, sazejme, 
sazejte; kupuj, kupujme, kupujte; mysli, mysleme, myslete; zajdi, zajdeme, 
zajdete. Two other factors apply in imperative formation: first, in the a-
conjugation the change a > e, as in third person plural daji, stem daj-, 
imperative dej/-me/-te\ and second, shortening of stem-final syllable, for 
example, koupi, koup-, imperative kupl-mel-te; chvali, chval-, imperative 
chval/-me/-te\ navštivi, navštiv-, imperative navštiv; pospiši, pospiš 
imperative pospeš; rozpiili, rozpiil-, imperative rozpul. There are relatively 
few exceptions in imperative formation, and some formal variety in the i-
conjugation (see Mluvnice ceStiny, II: 471-3). Anomalous in the modern 
language are the endings -с and -z in e-conjugation verbs with velar stems 
(products of the second palatalization). The latter survives in pomoz 'help' 
(colloquial pomož), while the former, as in pec 'bake', is obsolescent and 
has been replaced by -č: peč. The former athematic verbs vedet (and 
povedet 'tell' and odpovedet 'reply') and jist 'eat' also retain their ancient 
imperatives in -z: od-po-vezl-mel-te, jez. For non-morphological 'impera-
tives' see 4.2.2. 

The conditional is expressed by a combination of the conjugated enclitic 
auxiliary by, derived from the aorist of byt(see table 9.25, p. 491), and the 
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/-participle: reki bych, že ... 'I would say that . . P e t r by nam pomohl 
Teter would help us', kdo by to rekll? 'who would say that?' (who would 
have guessed?). This unmarked version serves primarily for the present 
conditional, but may also occur in the past if appropriate time indicators 
are present: Včera by nam Petr pomohl 'yesterday Peter would have helped 
us'. The marked version of the past conditional requires the insertion of the 
/-participle of byt, hence, adapting the previous examples: byl bych reki, 
že,..., Petr by nam byl pomohl, kdo by to byl reki!?, včera by nam byl Petr 
pomohl. 

Voice is a two-member verbal category, active and passive, though some 
types have led to periodic discussion of a possible middle voice in Czech. 

There are two forms of passive: 

1 using a passive participle (in the short form) of a transitive verb with 
byt as auxiliary, hence from the active hoste vypili všechen čaj 'the 
guests drank all the tea', the passive všechen čaj byl vypit (hosty), 
where the agent may be suppressed but can be expressed if required; 

2 using a reflexive transformation: všechen čaj se vypil (all tea-NOM REFL 
drank-PRFV); here the agent is suppressed completely. 

With verbs complemented by an oblique case both a participial and a 
reflexive construction are possible, but best interpreted as impersonal 
constructions (based on the third person singular neuter); they retain the 
original case form of the complement, hence (Petr) hnul stolem (INST) 
'Peter moved the table' has partial passive counterparts in bylo hnuto 
stolem and hnulo se stolem. The same considerations apply to prepositional 
complements: vybor jednał o minule schiizi 'the committee discussed the 
previous meeting' again has versions bylo jednano o minule schiizi and 
jednało se o minule schiizi, in which no agent can be expressed. These are 
comparable to similar impersonal ('de-agentized' is the Czech term) 
constructions based on intransitive verbs proper, for example, active cely 
večer jsme tancovali a domu, jsme šli až po piilnoci 'we danced all evening 
and didn't go home until after midnight' has as its counterpart with the 
agent suppressed: cely večer se tancovalo a domu, se šlo až po piilnoci; 
however, these have no participial counterparts. 

The participial passive can be used in all persons; both the subject and 
the agent may or may not be human, and the agent can be expressed, if 
known or required, in the instrumental. By contrast, the reflexive passive is 
confined to third-person forms. Also, while the anonymous agent will 
usually be marked 'human', the grammatical subject of a reflexive-passive 
sentence usually cannot be. A major limitation to reflexive passives is that 
they would clash with some of the countless other functions of formally 
reflexive verbal expressions. For example, zabil se (< zabit 'kill') cannot 
mean 'he was killed' by some anonymous agent, but merely 'he got killed, 
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he perished' (besides meaning 'he killed himself'); skupina se vratila od 
hranic cannot mean 'the group was turned back from the frontier', since 
vratit se is the (formally reflexive) intransitive verb 'return'. 

Reflexive passive and impersonal constructions are stylistically neutral, 
while participial passive constructions, though available for the entire 
paradigm of their main exponents (transitives with accusative object), are 
limited to more formal written registers. 

Non-finite forms: The basic infinitive marker is -/, although throughout 
most of the century forms in -ti were the norm (including entries in SSJČ). 
The only exceptions have been e-conjugation verbs with velar stems (like 
* mog-ti and *pek-ti), the infinitives of which have until quite recently had 
-ci (moci 'can', peci 'bake') as the norm, with -devaluated as non-standard. 
Since the 1970s, the latter have been admitted to the standard language as 
informal alternatives to -ci. Thus -t is now universal. Well into the twen-
tieth century grammars held a competing supine to be alive as well, though 
the only example widely quoted was spat from spat 'sleep', used after verbs 
of motion (jit spat 'go to bed'). 

Participles and gerunds: the imperfective ('present') gerund is formed 
from imperfective verbs only. Two sets of forms exist, derived from the 
third person plural of the present by removal of the final vowel (not 
necessarily the full personal ending) and addition of -ete (М), -ic (F/N) and 
-ice (PL) for the /-conjugation or wherever the stem-final consonant is 
'soft', and -a, -ouc and -ouce for the remainder. Gender-number agree-
ment is with the subject of the main clause. The far rarer perfective ('past') 
gerund is formed from perfective verbs; here two sets of endings depend on 
whether the past-tense stem ends in a vowel or consonant. For consonantal 
stems the endings are -0, -ši, -še; for vocalic stems -v, -vši, -vše. The same 
genders and agreement rules apply as above. 

Use of the gerunds is confined to the higher styles, especially in official-
ese and texts with an archaic flavour, but they are exploited to good effect 
as a condensing device by a number of modern writers. Examples of forms: 

Imperfective gerund Perfective gerund 
nest nes-a/-ouc/-ouce vynes/-ši/-še 
brśt ber-a/-ouc/-ouce vybra-v/-vši/-vše 
plakat ptóc-e/-ic/-ice zaplaka-v/vši/-vše 
tisknout tiskna/-ouc/-ouce vytisk/-ši/-še 
kupovat kupuj-e/-ic/-ice koupi-v/vši/-vše 
vracet vracej-e/-ic/ice vršti-v/-vši/-vše 

Adjectivalizations of the past gerund, ending in -ši, are an even rarer, 
artificial creation: pominuvši nebezpeči 'the danger that had passed', 
vrativši se emigrant 'the returned emigrć'. 

The present active participle is formed from the feminine/neuter 
imperfective gerund by the addition of -i (or from the stem of the third 
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person plural present by the addition of -ici for soft stems and -ouci for 
hard). It is formed only from imperfective verbs. Unremarkably, many 
have evolved into adjectives: polehčujici 'mitigating', vedouci 'leading', or 
even nouns: cestujici 'passenger', vedouci 'manager(ess)', but their main 
function is to condense relative clauses (see 4.5 below). 

The 7-participle', used in forming the past tense, should perhaps not be 
called a participle now at all. However, it still retains gender-number 
markers, and, outside the third persons, requires auxiliary verbs. It is based 
on the infinitive stem (infinitive minus -/), with various patterns of stem-
vowel shortening, hence, from vocalic stems: byt > byl!-a!-o!-U-у!-a; bdit 
'keep vigil' > bdeH-a and so on; zout 'remove shoes' > zul; chodit 'go' > 
chodil, kupovat 'buy' > kupoval; from consonantal stems: vest 'lead' > vedl; 
ficUfict 'tell' > rekl; tisknout 'print' > tiskl (colloquial tisknul). Some 
/-participles may become lexical adjectives, but non-systematically. Most 
have meanings deducible from the underlying verb: došla (korespondence) 
'incoming (post)' < dojit 'arrive', zbyly 'remaining' < zbyt 'remain', but 
others are further removed from their source: umely 'artificial' < umet 
'know how', bdely 'vigilant' < bdit 'keep vigil'. 

Passive participles are based on -n- (the majority) or -1- (most mono-
syllabic verbs and many in -nout). The morphological variety is distributed 
as follows in short forms: 

-an, -ana, -ano; -ani, -any, -ana - from verbs whose infinitives end in -at; 
-en, -ena, -eno; -eni, -eny, -ena- from verbs whose infinitives end in -it, -št, 

-et, or consonantal stem; 
-t, -ta, -to; -ti, -ty, -ta - from mostly monosyllabic verbs (+ their 

compounds). 

Equivalent long forms, declined as long adjectives, end in any, -eny, -ty 
and so on. Note the length difference between long and short forms in the 
a-theme type. Short forms are predicative only, typically in passive verb 
phrases; long forms may be predicative or attributive. Short forms, with or 
without jsa and so on (gerunds of byt), function as passive gerunds: 
postaven znova, dńm vypadal lepe net predtim 'rebuilt, the house looked 
better than before'. Short forms may still be found in the accusative as 
second complements: mit knihu rozečtenu (or rozečtenou) 'have a book 
half-read', videt se utopena (or utopeneho) 'see oneself drowned'. Passive 
participles are formed from both aspects, hence prestaveny dUrn 'a rebuilt 
house', prestavovany dtim 'a house under reconstruction'; koupeny chleb 
'the bread bought', kupovany chleb 'shop bread'. Lexicalized forms are not 
uncommon, as shown by adjectives like neslychany 'unheard-of', oblibeny 
'favourite', many even without a motivating verb: pruhovany 'striped', 
pihovany 'freckled'; or nouns: predstavena 'mother-superior', obzalovany 
'the accused'. 
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3.2.2 Conjugation 
Five main conjugational types are recognized. They are discriminated on 
the basis of the third person singular, marked by the endings: (I) -e; (II) -n-e; 
(III) -j-e\ (IV) -i; (V) -a. Class V is an historic innovation, born of the 
contraction of once disyllabic endings and assimilation to the athematic 
verb dat. Table 9.21 shows the relationships in contemporary Czech among 
the form or forms of the infinitive stem and the first and third persons 
singular present tense of verbs selected for reference throughout this 
volume. Some alternatives are supplied for those that have not survived. 
Some have relocated. The full extent of interference, merger and evolution 
among the conjugational types is revealed by table 9.22. 

Most anomalies occur in former athematic verbs and chtit 'want' (table 
9.23). Specimen conjugations are given in tables 9.24a-c. Table 9.25 gives 
the present and future tenses of byt and the conjugation of the conditional 
auxiliary, a unique and little-changed survival of the aorist conjugation of 
the same verb. 

3.3 Derivational morphology 

3.3.1 Major patterns of noun derivation 
All methods of word formation applicable in Czech apply par excellence to 
noun derivation, chief among them suffixation. Some suffixes have a near-
constant function, like agentive -tel (м), -telka (F) (uci-tel-ka 'teach-er'); 
abstract -ost (F), or -stvi (N) (schopnost < schopny 'ability'); instrumental 
-dlo (N) (miridlo 'gauge' < mirit 'measure'), while others have an 
impressive range of functions, notably -ek, -(n)ik9 (м), -ka9 -(n)ice(F) and 
-ko (N), and the highly productive -ak (M AN and INAN) and -arl-ar (M 
AN). The complete set of patterns of suffixation according to classes of 
source words, gender and other semantic considerations is described in 
Mluvnice ceśtiny (I: 235-312). A widespread concomitant feature of 
suffixation is quantitative and/or qualitative alternations in root syllables, 
with shortening far exceeding lengthening: letat > letadlo 'fly' > 'aeroplane', 
viii > volek 'ox' > diminutive, hrad > hradek 'castle' > diminutive. Many 
suffixes cause palatalization of stem-final consonants: byk 'bull' > bycek 
(DIM1N), chirurg 'surgeon' (M) > chirurika (F), Persie 'Persia' > Peršan 
'Persian' (peršan 'Persian carpet or cat'). 

Prefixation is limited to (a) a half-dozen non-prepositional prefixes: ne-
smysl 'non-sense', pra-človek 'primeval man'; (b) a dozen prepositional 
prefixes used in calquing: pres-cas 'over-time', misto-kral 'vice-roy'; and a 
dozen loan-prefixes: arci-vevoda 'arch-duke', kvazi-veda 'pseudo-science' 
(the hyphens here are not part of the orthography). 

Combined prefixation-suffixation occurs in several types, usually 
reflecting an underlying prepositional phrase, hence na-den-ik 'journey-
man' is hired na den 'for a day', bez-domov-ec 'homeless person' is bez 
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Table 9.21 Key verbs, showing types of stem variations 
Infinitive Past tense 1 SG PRS 3 SG PRS 

Theme in ~e 
nest 'carry' nesl nesu nese 
vćst lead' vedl vedu vede 
čist 'read' četi čtu čte 
jit 'go, walk' šel1 jdu jde 
jet 'go, ride' jel jedu jede 
zśbst2 'freeze' zśbl zebu zebe 
pćci 'bake' peki peku/peču peče 
umnt 'die' umrel umru3 umre 
zvśt 'invite' zval zvu4 zve4 

brśt 'take' bral beru bere 
mazat 'smear' mazał maži/-u maže 
mlet 'grind' miel melu mele 
psśt 'write' psal pSi/-u piše 

Theme in -ne 
zdvihnout 'lift' zdvihls zdvihnu zdvihne 
minout 'pass' minul minu mine 
za-či't6 'begin' začal začnu začne 
hci/nct 'tell' reki reknu fekne 

Theme in -je 
čiti7 'sense' čil8 čiji8 čije8 

pčt 'sing' рё1 pčji9 pčje 
kryt 'conceal' kryl kryji9 kryje 
bit 'strike' bil biji9 bije 
zout 'remove'10 zul zuji9 zuje 
hrśt 'play' hrśl hraji9 hraje 
prśt 'wish'11 prśl pfeji9 preje 
darovat 'donate' daroval daruji9 daruje 
set 'sow' sel seji9 seje 

Theme in -i 
modlitse 'pray' modlił se modlfm se modli se 
chodit 'walk' chodil chodfm chodf 
velet 'command' velel velim veli 
slyśet 'hear' slyšel slyšim slyši 
trpčt 'suffer' trpel trpim trpi 
spśt 'sleep' spal spim spi 
umčt 'know how' umčl um fm umi 
sśzet 'plant' sśzel sńzim SŚZ112 

Theme in -a 
dčlat 'do, make' dčlal delśm dčlš 

Notes: 'past gerund šed; 201d Czech ziebsti; 301d Czech umru; 401d Czech zovu, 
zove; 5colloquial zdvihnul; 6< *-čen-ti; 7obsolete form < čuti; "Common Czech čuL, 
čuju, čuje; 9Common Czech pčju, in so far as this verb ever penetrates that register; 
similarly the forms kryju, biju, zuju, hraju, preju, daruju, seju; 10shoes only; "Old 
Czech prieti; l2It applies in general of this class that the third singular and plural 
are identical, but in the case of the two types the third plural is umiji, sazejL 
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Table 9.22 Evolution of Czech verb classes and subclasses 

Old Church Slavonic Old Czech Modern Czech 
(1 SG) (1 SG) (3 SG) 

I Aa vedp vesti -
pekp pešti • 

тьгр mrčti -
рьпр pęti — 

b plovp pluti -
Ba berp bbrati -

b zovu zbvati • 

II A 
В 

dvignp dvignpti 
minp minpti — 

III Aa dčlajp dčlati 

kryjp kryti 
saždajp saždati 
umčjp umčti 

b boijp brati 
Ba łaję lajati -

kupuję kupovati 
plačp plakati 

IV prošp prositi 
trbpljp trbpčti 

sbpljp sbpati 

vedu vćsti 
peku peci 

mru mrieti 
pnu pieti 

- mažu mazati 

plovu pluti 
- beru brśti 
• zovu zvśti 

dvihnu dvihnijti' 
minu minuti 

kryj u kryti 

kupuju kupovati 

prošu prositi 
trp'u trpčti 

vede vest 
bere brśt 

peče peci/pect 
u-mre u-mfit 
maže mazat 
plšče plakat 

pne se pnout se 
zdvihne zdvihnout 
mine minout 
začne začft 

pluje plout 
• kryje kryt 

laje lśt 

kupuje kupovat 

dčlaju dčlati —-p? 
sšzčju s£zčti — ^ 

prosi prosit 
• trpi trpčt 

spi spśt 
sśzi sśzet 
umi umčt 
dčlš dčlat 

Source: Adapted from Lamprecht, Šlosar and Bauer (1977: 184). 

Table 9.23 The former athematic verbs and chtit 

byt 'be' byl jsem je jsou 
jist 'eat' jedl jim ji jedi 
dśt 'give' dal dśm dś daji 
včdčt 'know' včdčl vim VI včdi 
mit 'have' mčl mśm mś maji 
chtit 'want' chtčl chci chce chtčji 

Note: dat and mit are entirely regular đ-conjugation verbs; jist and všdšt are 
essentially /-conjugation and chtit is e-conjugation. 
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Table 9.24 Specimen conjugations 

(a) e-theme (b) i'-theme (с) л-theme 

vedu 'lead' prosim 'request' dćlśm 'do, make' 
vedeš prosiš dčlšš 
vede prosi dčl£ 
vedeme prosi'me dćlśme 
vedete prosite delśte 
vedou prosi delaji 

Note: the e-theme paradigm is shared by the -ne and -je types; the main deviations 
are in most -je types, which have had, and in higher styles still retain, first person 
singular in -i and third plural in -i (a product of the u > i umlaut); conversely, in 
lower registers the endings -и and -ou have replaced them, borrowed from the 
hard-stem version of the paradigm. The i-theme paradigm has a large subgroup 
with the third person plural in -ijif-eji, chiefly soft-stem counterparts to the 
innovated ^-conjugation, but altered beyond recognition by the a > e and a> ie> i 
umlauts. 

Table 9.25 byt 

Present Future Conditional auxiliary 

jsem budu bych 
jsi budeš bys 
je bude by 
jsme budeme bychom 
jste budete byste 
jsou budou by 

domova 'without a home', and, a productive neuter type, bez-vetr-i'calm' 
is a state bez vetru 'without wind'. 

Affixless derivation is one of the simplest forms of conversion, chiefly 
from verbs: plazit 'crawl' > plaz 'reptile', obvazat 'bind' > ob vaz 'bandage'; 
in combination with composition many technical terms are so produced: 
teplo-mer 'thermo-meter' (< merit 'measure'), perlo-rodka 'pearl oyster' 
(< rodit 'give birth'). 

3.3.2 Major patterns of adjective formation 
Adjectives formed from verbs chiefly express: (a) purpose, by the suffix -d, 
attached to the infinitive stem, a type common in forming technical terms: 
saci (bagr) 'suction (dredger)' (< sat 'suck'), holici (strojek) 'shaver' 
(< holit 'shave'); (b) passive potential, by -telny and non-productive -ny: 
obyvatelny 'habitable' (< obyvat 'inhabit'), pitny 'drinkable' (< pit 'drink'); 
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(c) propensity, by various suffixes ending in -vy: hravy 'playful' (< hrat 
'play'), citlivy 'sensitive' (< citit'feel'). 

Relational adjectives are formed from nouns by four main suffixes: -ovy, 
-ni, -ny, in descending order of productivity, and polyfunctional -skyl-cky. 
Source nouns are semantically too heterogeneous to provide a detailed 
survey; a few examples must suffice: hrtanovy < hrtan 'larynx', vinovy 
'burgundy' (colour) < vino 'wine'; vyrocni < vyroci 'anniversary' (-ni is 
strongly associated with times and places); vyzkumny < vyzkum 'research' 
- -ny is often used where there is an underlying verb (here vyzkoumat 
'discover') or with material nouns: senny < seno 'hay'; londynsky < Londyn 
'London', vesnicky < vesnice 'village', knihovnicky < knihovnik 'librarian' 
or < knihovnictvi 'librarianship', and in loans: energicky 'energetic' 
(< energie), energeticky < energetika 'energy (industry)', luteransky, dog-
maticky. A special class of relational adjectives from the names of animals 
uses the suffix -i: pes 'dog' > psi, tygr 'tiger' > tygri, cap 'stork' > capl 

Qualitative adjectives derived from abstracts usually take -ny, while 
those from concrete nouns have suffixes based on -t-: obycej-ny 'custom-
ary', nuda > nudny 'boredom'-'boring'; roh-aty 'horn-ed', vejce > vejcity 
'ovoid'. 

From existing adjectives suffixation produces augmentatives: siroky > 
sirokansky 'wide', and de-intensification of a quality: bily > belavy 'whit-
ish', including cases of simultaneous prefixation from associated verbs: 
nazelenaly 'greenish' < zelenatse< zeleny 'green'. 

Adjectives are readily formed from adverbs (dole > dolni 'down'-'lower', 
loni > lońsky 'last year-'s'), including numerous prepositional phrases: mezi 
zebry 'between the ribs' >mezižeberni 'intercostal'. 

Many types of composition are represented: tmavomodry 'dark blue', 
barvoslepy 'colour-blind', motylokvety 'papilionaceous' (< motyl 'butter-
fly', kvet 'flower'), dvounohy 'two-legged', samojizdny 'self-propelled' 
(< samo -h jezdit 'go'); there are also cases of syntactic juxtaposition: 
chvalyhodny 'laudable' (= of-praise-worthy), ohnivzdorny 'fire-resistant' 
(= to-fire-resistant), protijedouci 'oncoming' (= opposite going). 

3.3.3 Major patterns of verb derivation 
Verbs are derived by prefixation, prefixation -I- reflexivization, suffixation, 
suffixation + reflexivization, prefixation + suffixation, prefixation + suffix-
ation + reflexivization and reflexivization. They are commonly derived 
from nouns, other verbs and adjectives. From nouns, of whatever semantic 
class, the suffixes -о vat and -it predominate, with immense variety in the 
semantics of the resultant verbs: blaznit 'go crazy' < blazen 'madman'; 
papouškovat'repeat parrot-fashion' < papoušek 'parrot'; vlnit 'undulate' < 
vlna 'wave'; formovat 'shape' < forma 'shape, mould'; bagrovat 'dredge' < 
bagr 'dredger'; brousit 'whet' < brus 'whetstone'; Are&V'sin' < Ar/c/i'sin'. 

The two main ranges of verbs from adjectives denote changes of state. 
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Intransitives have the suffixes -etl-et or -nout (šedivet < šedivy 'grey'; bled-
nout < bledy 'pale'), and usually perfectivize by the 'empty' prefix z-. Many 
exist solely as perfectives (zprisnet 'become severe' < prisny 'strict', 
otehotnet 'become pregnant'). Transitives take the suffix -it and are per-
fectivized by a variety of often contributory prefixes (vy-čistit < cisty 
'clean'; za-hladit < hladky 'smooth'). Spatial meanings tend to produce 
intransitive reflexives (pri-bližit se 'approach' < blizky 'near'). Many items 
are derived only by simultaneous prefixation (umoznit 'facilitate' < mozny 
'possible'), are therefore perfective and regularly imperfectivize by means 
of -ovat (umoznovat). 

The main source of verbs derived from verbs is prefixation (see the 
discussion of aspect above, pp. 481-4). Among the often polysemic 
prefixes in use the semantically most opaque is z-9 rapidly becoming the 
neutral perfectivizer par excellence. 

Secondary prefixation merely exploits one or other meaning of existing 
prefixes, tacked on to an already prefixed verb, as shown by distributive 
po- in po-z-hasinat 'put the lights out one by one' or additive pri- in pri-
ob-jednat 'order extra'. Double prefixation is limited to popo- with verbs of 
motion (see above) and vyna- + reflexivization, usually in negative 
contexts (very few verbs can take this): петЩе si ho vynachvalit 'he can't 
speak highly enough of him'. 

Derivation by suffixation is preeminently the domain of secondary 
imperfectivization, the patterns of which are many and various, partially 
illustrated in section 3.2.1 above. Frequentatives are also formed by suffix-
ation, namely by the suffix -vat with lengthening of a preceding vowel, 
hence psat > psavat 'write', bolet > bolivat 'ache', chodit > chodivat 'go'. 
Reduplication of the suffix, as in chodivavat, suggests repetition of the act 
either at a remoter time or over a longer period. The suffix -nout is used to 
form semelfactives: padat/padnout 'fall', bouchat/bouchnout 'bang', pipat/ 
pipnout 'tweet'. 

4 Syntax 

4.1 Element order in declarative sentences 
Czech is traditionally, if as an oversimplification, described as a language 
with free word order. This merely means that its inflectional system is so 
highly developed that there is little scope for ambiguity, and syntactic 
relations are practically always transparent. Many factors determine word 
order in real contexts, chief among them being the relative 'communicative 
dynamism' of constituents. In a neutral sentence the least communicatively 
dynamic element stands at the beginning and dynamism builds up from left 
to right until the final constituent, with the highest degree of communi-
cative dynamism; 'subjectively' ordered sentences, with the order reversed 
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completely, are also to be encountered. In consequence, any constituent 
may find itself anywhere in the sentence: 'pragmatic word order' takes 
precedence over syntax and is the main determinant of functional sentence 
perspective. To take a simple SVO sentence: Petr zabil Pavla 'Peter killed 
Paul' - traditionally regarded as the neutral order - has the subject Petr as 
theme and zabil Pavla as rheme. In fact, it is no more neutral than Pavla 
zabil Petr 'Paul was killed by Peter', with 'Paul's being killed' as theme and 
'Peter' as rheme, or 'Paul' as theme and his 'being killed by Peter' as 
rheme. Both stand in opposition to Petr Pavla zabil and Pavla Petr zabil, 
which are less neutral, less likely to be unlinked contextually, and have the 
rhematic part occupied by the verb, that is 'Peter killed Paul', or 'Paul was 
killed by Peter'. (This flexibility of word order compensates for the rela-
tively low incidence of passive constructions in Czech.) 

The pressure of syntax may add to the stability of word order overall, 
but rarely to the extent that a given order is rigid. Relatively rigid is the 
position of adjectives before the nouns they qualify, or of dependent 
infinitives following the verbs on which they depend; reverse orderings are 
marked (and are due to convention - noun-adjective inversion in abuse or 
terminology: husa pitoma 'stupid cow', kyselina octova 'acetic acid' - or to 
the stronger pressure of functional sentence perspective). Most rigid is the 
postpositioning of attributes in the genitive (the type zena strednich let 'a 
woman of middle age'). 

Another influence on word order is the placing of enclitics, elements 
lacking word stress, which generally follow the first stressed constituent in 
the clause. Czech enclitics are: the past and conditional auxiliaries, the 
atonic ('short', 'weak') forms of the personal pronouns (for example, mi, 
se, ho as opposed to mne, sebe, jeho), analogous uses of other personal 
pronouns lacking distinctive atonic forms, the conjunction -// (always 
hyphenated to the first word in the clause, usually the verb), and a small 
number of particles (ale 'though', teda/tedy 'so', však 'however, though', 
sometimes asi and snad - conjectural particles roughly denoting 'probably' 
and 'possibly'); the last have various other non-enclitic functions. 

The rules for enclitic ordering are basically straightforward: 

I indirect question marker -li takes precedence overall; followed by 
II any past or conditional auxiliary; 
III any reflexive pronoun, even as particle; 
IV any non-reflexive dative pronoun; 
V other pronouns; 
VI and, finally, any particles present. 

Example: 
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Ptali se, nemčlo-// by se mu/jim to tedy rid. 
asked-3.PL NEG-had-N.SG-if COND REFL he/they-DAT it-NOM so tell-INF 
'They asked whether he/they ought not then to be told.' 

(The example is, frankly, cumbersome; the probability that all the sub-
sidiary slots would be filled in reality is low.) In the example, mu and se are 
enclitic forms of the respective pronouns, while to and jim are enclitic uses 
of the single available forms. Compare for non-enclitic forms and uses in 
such sentences as 

Dali jsme to jemu/jim. 
'We gave it to him/them.' 
Jemu/jim jsme to dali. 
'It was him/them we gave it to.' 
Го jsme mu nerekli. 
'That isn't what we told him.' 

Just as pronouns with only one form are also used enclitically, so too in 
large measure are the 'prepositional cases' of pronouns, which also have 
only a single form, hence 

Šli jsme s nim tam včera. 
'We went there with him yesterday.' 

although the pressure of the communicative dynamism of other elements 
may often leave such phrases with no other choice: 

Tam by bez nčho nešli. 
'They wouldn't go there without him.' 

Contrast: bez neho by tam nešli, which picks up the previously mentioned 
possibility of going without him, while nešli by tam bez neho emphasizes 
the (in)conceivability of going without him, or indeed without him. Rules 
are impossible to give in this area of considerable subtlety. 

Since the fixed position of the enclitics after the first stressed constituent 
often leaves them at the end of a (short) sentence, rhythmical pressures 
clearly outweigh communicative dynamism: in a cross-referential function 
these pronouns represent 'old' information and 'ought' therefore to be 
closer to the beginning of the sentence. Particularly in subordinate clauses, 
enclitics, especially se, may slip into the third slot if preceded by a (rela-
tively) stressed thematic element: 

Jistč namitnete,..., že1 пёсо podobnćho" se111 miiže stśt jen v Americe. (press) 
'You will certainly note that something similar can happen only in America.' 

Such 'slippage' is increasingly common in spoken registers, even without 
the feature of stress. The language is clearly developing in this area. 
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4.2 Non-declarative sentence types 
Interrogative expressions for WH questions are listed in table 9.13: they 
are supplemented by a number of others, chiefly relating to time and 
reason, such as dokdy 'until when'; odkdy 'since when'; СО.. .za (+ ACC) 
'what kind of'; proč 'why'. Intonation in WH questions is generally similar 
to that of declarative sentences. In marked variants the interrogative word 
may move away from the beginning of the sentence to the middle: a do 
divadla kdy tedy piijdeš? 'so when are you going to the theatre?', or to the 
end: a do divadla piijdeš tedy kdy? 'So when are you going to the theatre?'. 
Such variants have a rising-falling intonation contour, peaking on kdy. 

Yes-no questions have distinctive cadences - rising or falling - to 
distinguish them unambiguously from statements, often as the only mark of 
the interrogative function, for example: 

Prijde 
'He's coming': ~ _ 
Prijde? 
'Is he coming?': _ - or ~ -

In longer sentences the cadence extends over the rhematic element only: 
Koupila sis ty hodinky? 'Did you buy that watch?': 

More visibly marked as interrogative are sentences with the subject 
preceding the verb: 

Zabil Petr Pavla? 
'Did Peter kill Paul?' or: 
Zabil Pavla Petr? 
'Was it Peter who killed Paul?' 

although SVO order and other permutations with interrogative intonation 
are equally possible. 

Many yes-no questions may be formulated as negative or positive, that 
is, without any presupposition as to the likely answer; the difference may 
be neutralized, especially with the verb initially or finally: 

Ne-/byli sousede doma? . . . . 0 , , 
Sousede doma ne-/byli? W e r e t h e n e i g h b o u r s i n ? ( o r n o t)-

In the medial position the choice of negative or positive tends to imply the 
particular presupposition: 

Sousede byli doma? 
'The neighbours were in?' (I gather they were since you have obviously returned 

their screwdriver) 
Sousede nebyli doma? 
'The neighbours weren't in?' (1 thought they were). 
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That is the position as cautiously described in Mluvnice češtiny (III: 325), 
but informants' responses suggest that the permutations of negative and 
positive with various intonation contours may or need not produce neutral-
ization practically irrespective of verb position. 

The difference is not neutralized in questions conveying hope, fear or a 
desire for reassurance, confirmation and so on: 

Vzala sis ten prśśek? 
'Have you taken that pill?* (I hope you have) 
Nerozbije to takhle? 
'Won't he break it like that?' (I'm afraid he might) 
Nerekneš to na nśs? 
'You won't tell on us?' (Please don't) 

Yes-no questions may open with the interrogative particles zdalipak or 
jestlipak, comparable to English sentences with T wonder if . . . ' . Their 
affinity with WH questions gives them the neutral falling intonation. 

Presumptive yes-no questions may be introduced by the particle že, 
which also carries the intonation peak (žeprišla zase pozde? 'she came late 
again, didn't she?'), or terminated by tag questions having the forms: že 
ano after a positive statement, že ne after a negative statement, more 
colloquially just že for either, or viđ or vicfte, depending on whether the 
interlocutors are on ty or vy terms: 

V Oxfordu jsme byli ve čtvrtek, že (ano)? 
'We were in Oxford on Thursday, weren't we?' 
Nerada by s nśmi mluvili beze svčdku, že (ne)? 
'She wouldn't like to speak to us without witnesses, would she?' 
Pujdeš/piijde tam, vicf ? 
'You (SG)/he will go there, won't you/he?' 

Polite requests, cautious advice and so on can often be expressed in 
question form, in which case the positive-negative difference is again 
largely neutralized, as is that between indicative and conditional, hence: 

Bude vśm vadit, když otevru okno? 
Nebude v£m vadit, když otevfu okno? 
Vadilo by vśm, kdybych otevrel okno? 
Nevadilo by vśm, kdybych otevfel okno? 

all versions of 'Do/would you mind if I open/ed the window', sometimes 
described as ascending in order of relative politeness and/or uncertainty as 
to the response. Modal verbs figure to a huge extent in this type: 

Mužeš/nemužeš/mohl bys/nemohl bys mu to pujčit? 
'Could you lend it to him?' 
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Nemeli byste se mu omluvit? (NEG and CON D only) 
'Oughtn't you to apologize to him?' etc. 

Responses to questions: Anomd ne('yes' and 'no') are used according 
to the truth value of the reply, independently of that implied by the form of 
the question, hence both: 

Mśs pro шё moment? ir> 
KT % v Can you spare me a moment? Nemas pro me moment? J r 

will be answered Ano if a moment is available and Ne in the reverse case. It 
is, however, common for a positive answer to a negative question to be 
supported by ale 'but': 

Neudčlš to? Ale ano 
'Won't he do it?' 'Yes, he will.' 

Short answers requiring more than 'yes' or 'no' repeat the finite verb of 
the question, or any future or modal auxiliary present, adjusted for person. 
For the past and conditional the /-participles serve this function (the 
auxiliaries, as enclitics, are precluded): 

Prijdeš v litery? - Prijdu 
'Are you coming on Tuesday?' 'Yes, I am.' 
Nechce si ji vzit? - Nechce 
'Doesn't he want to marry her?' 'No, he doesn't.' 
Budeme malovat? - Budeme 
'Are we going to paint the house?' 'Yes, we are.' 
Udčlal by nśm to? - Udčlal 
'Would he do it for us?' 'Yes, he would.' 

Similarly for a positive response to a negative question, in which ale is also 
fairly common: 

Nešel by tam? - Ale šel 
'Wouldn't he go there?' 'Yes ('But') he would' 

Indirect WH questions use the same inventory as direct questions; 
indirect yes-no questions are introduced by jestli or, more formally, zda. 
Zdali in the same function is on the decline, while -//, if attached to the 
clause-initial verb, is stylistically neutral. Attachment of -// to other con-
stituents is an archaic poetic device only. 

The unmarked form for commands is the morphological imperative of 
the verb. Non-morphological 'imperatives', that is, desideratives and 
optatives, are formed by means of the particles at or necht 'let' combined 
with the indicative, or kez 'would that' with the indicative or conditional. 
The former come closest to true imperatives in utterances such as at to 
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koupi Petr iet Peter buy it', necht ABC je trojuhelnik takovy, že ... 'let 
ABC be a triangle such that . . . ' (compare also mejme trojuhelnik ABC... 
iet us take a triangle ABC ... '), while at mi už nechodi na oči 'let him not 
come to my eyes any more' ('I don't want to see him again') is just one 
example of the many emotional shades which the construction may convey, 
in all persons, moreover: pozor, at ho tim žebrikem neprašti/š 'look out, 
mind he doesn't/you don't bash him with that ladder'. 

In the imperative, aspect operates as elsewhere in the verb system: a 
positive command seeking an outcome, a new state of affairs, will be 
perfective; a positive command enjoining a principle, or the continuance of 
an existing state of affairs, or the onset of an action, will be imperfective. A 
negative command proper will be imperfective, while one that embodies a 
warning will be perfective, hence: 

Napiš dopisy a pošli je. 
'Write the letters and post them.' 
Piš! 
'Carry on writing.' or 'Start writing.' 
Dopisy nepiš v ruce, ale na stroji! 
'Don't write (the) letters by hand, but type them.' 
Nenapiš nčjakou blbost! 
'Mind you don't go and write anything stupid.' 

Similarly in constructions with at: 

A i ji o tom nenapiše/-š! 
'Mind he doesn't/you don't write to her about it' 

Commands with arrange from the gentle admonition: 

Af slušnč podčkuje/š! 
'Make sure he says/you say thankyou nicely' 

to the categorical imperative: 

Af to tu mśte/maji рёкпё uklizeno, než prijde šćf! 
'Make sure you/they have the place properly tidied up before the boss gets here!'. 

Even the most categorical or aggressive type of imperative, the infinitive, 
as in sednout! 'siddown!', snožitl 'legs together!', may be used to formulate 
an ordinary request, as in the dentist's pusu otevrit 'mouth open, please'. 

Optative sentences, when not expressed as questions (requests) or 
commands, or by lexical means, may be introduced by kež with the con-
ditional, or more rarely with the indicative: 

Kež prijde/by sem prišel včas. 
'I hope he gets here in time.' 
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A more frequent construction in Modern Czech uses jen aby or jen at: 

Jen aby prišel včas. 
'I hope he gets here in time.' 
Jen af prijde včas. 
'I just hope/Just as long as he gets here in time!' 

The past conditional kez construction is used to convey wishes that are 
beyond fulfilment, that is, expressing regret: 

Kćž bychom tam byli nešli! 
'If only we hadn't gone there!' 

while jen aby becomes in these contexts (jen) kdyby: 

(Jen) kdyby toho tolik nenasliboval! 
'If only he didn't make so many promises!' 

Wishes may also be expressed by the infinitive: 

Umčt zpivat tak hezky jako Jana! 
'If only I could sing as well as Jana!' 

4.3 Copular sentences 
The main copular verb is byt and its frequentative byvat; it can never be 
omitted. It is in strong competition with mit 'have' as a semantically largely 
empty verb in several types of clause: her eyes were blue (preferred in 
English over the equally correct she had blue eyes) has as the preferred 
counterpart oči mila modre, as against the equally possible jeji oči byly 
modre. 

Instrumental-case complementation after copular stat se 'become' is 
obligatory, for nouns or adjectives, but after zdat se 'seem' as a quasi-
copula such complementation is obsolete; it may still be encountered in 
literature round the turn of the century (compare the example from Zeyer 
in SSJČ: Vltava zdala se rekou z temneho jantaru 'the Moldau seemed 
(like) a river of dark amber'). Adjectival complements after zdat se are 
common in the nominative, but obsolescent in the instrumental. 

After byt, competition between instrumental and nominative in noun 
predicates is governed perhaps more by tendencies than rules. Ulicn^'s 
extensive discussion of the topic (1984: 152-94) provides a complex 
sentence-semantic analysis of the opposition. However, 'In choosing 
between them [nominative and instrumental] the variation stems from 
semantic, period, stylistic and individual differences' (Mluvnice češtiny, III: 
221). The prevailing distinction is for 'permanent attributes' to be 
expressed by nominative, transient, temporary, acquired (that is, pro-
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fessions and callings) or randomly distributed properties by instrumental; 
in less formal contexts nominative predominates: 

Lev je kočkovitš šelma. 
'The lion is a feline beast of prey.' 
Tamta žena je moje sestra/Francouzka. 
'That woman is my sister/French', but: 
Nśś novy soused je bankerem/banker. 
'Our new neighbour is a banker.' (Note here how one asks after a person's calling: 
Čim je? 'What (INST) is (he/she).') 
Rozumne zachśzem s penčzi je jedinou zśrukou/jedinś zśruka ljspčchu. 
'The wise handling of money is the only guarantee of success.' 

With subject and predicate inverted, instrumental becomes obligatory (as 
in this version of the previous example): 

Jedinou zśrukou iispčchu je rozumnć zachśzem s penčzi. 

Expressions normally associated with permanency of the attribute tend to 
switch to instrumental in various unreal context types: 

Kdybych byl tvym otcem j ś , . . . 
i f / were your father,...' 

Additional qualifiers may induce a (non-obligatory) switch from nom-
inative to instrumental: 

Praha je mčsto v Ćechśch. 
'Prague is a city in Bohemia', but: 
Praha je hlavnim mestem/hlavm mesto Češke republiky. 
'Prague is the capital of the Czech Republic', or 
Petr byl jeho syn. 
'Peter was his son', but: 
Petr byl synem tehdy nejzndmčjšfho českeho houslisty. 
'Peter was the son of the then best-known Czech violinist.' 

In adjectival predicates there is no nominative-instrumental opposition 
equivalent to that in noun types (dictionary citations are marked 
'obsolete'). As an equally peripheral alternative to the instrumental, 
contemporary standard Czech uses short forms of adjectives (Ulicny 1984: 
180). About a dozen 'short' adjectives proper are alive and in use after the 
copula, usually in meanings distinct from those of the long forms, for 
example, byt zvedavy 'be inquisitive' (by nature), byt zvedav 'wonder 
(whether)'; byt spokojeny 'be contented' (by nature), byt spokojen s 'be 
satisfied with (something)'; vedomy 'conscious, deliberate', byt si vedom, ze 
'be aware that'; schopny 'able', schopen + genitive 'capable of'. Many 
more short adjectives were used in nineteenth-century literature and still 
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have a tenuous existence, exploited either for fun or as a conspicuous 
marker of the grander styles. 

4.4 Coordination and comitativity 
The simple coordinating conjunctions in Czech are: copulative: a 'and', i 
emphatic 4and', ani 'neither, nor, and not, not even'; adversative: л/e'but', 
avšak 'however'; disjunctive: nebo 'or', či 'or'. Emphatic variants consist of 
more than one word: 

Mś psa, ba i kočku. 
'He has a dog, and even a cat.' 
Nemś psa, ba ani kočku. 
'He doesn't have a dog, or even a cat.' 

Yoked conjunctions use the pairs i - i, jak - tak i, nejen - ale i/nybrz 
i/nybrz take 'both - and; not only - but also', jednak - jednak 'on the one 
hand - on the other', ani - ani 'neither - nor', bud - nebo 'either - or'; of 
most interest is the often enclitic sice followed by ale/avšak 'while - never-
theless': 

Mś jak psa, tak i kočku. 
'He has both a dog and a cat.' 
M & sice psa, ale takć kočku. 
'He does have a dog, but a cat as well.' 

Copulative coordination occurs at all levels of syntax, using the neutral 
conjunctions a (positive) and ani (negative). While i reinforces the link 
between items, its use between clauses may entail ambiguities which are 
overcome by resort to other devices (a jeste, a dokonce): 

Petr reki, že pfijde, a prišel. 
'Peter said he would come, and he did.' 
Petr fekl, že pfijde, i prišel. 
'Peter said he would come, and indeed he came.' 
Umyła nśdobi i (a ještč) podlahu utfela. 
'She washed the dishes and also wiped the floor.' 

The conjunctions a and i provide a useful device for hierarchizing 
copulative constructions: 

Slunce pozlacovalo bilou haciendu i zelen travniku а Ьё1 stromii i кегй. 
'The sun gilded the white hacienda and the green of the lawns, and the white of the 
trees and shrubs.' 

(Mluvnice cestiny, III: 339) 

Of the other conjunctions mentioned above, the expression of 'not only 
- but also' with clauses takes the form nejenze - nybrz!ale: 
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Nejenže prišel pozdč, nybrž se take neomluvil. 
'Not only did he arrive late, but he also didn't apologize.' or: 
Nejenže prišel pozdč, ale ani se neomluvil. 
'Not only did he arrive late, but he didn't even apologize.' 

When noun phrases are conjoined, the question of agreement arises. 
With noun phrases to the left of the verb, the latter will almost invariably 
be in the plural. Agreement with mixed-gender noun phrases (for past 
tenses and conditional) is dominated in turn by any masculine-animate, 
masculine-inanimate and feminine, for example: 

Pes a kočka sedčli (м AN PL) na rohožce. 
'The dog and the cat were sitting on the mat.' 
Diim/Domy (M INAN) i stśda (N PL) byly (м INAN PL) zničeny. 
'The house/houses and flocks were destroyed.' 
Kočka (F) a kotč (N) sedčly (F PL) . . . 
'The cat and the kitten were sitting 

Anomalous agreement occurs with neuters: with a subject consisting 
solely of neuters, any one of which is singular, the verb agrees as for 
feminines: 

Kotč (N SG) a štčnata (N PL) sedely (F PL) . . . 
The kitten and puppies sat. . . ' 

though with all elements neuter plural both feminine and neuter plural 
agreement are possible: 

Kofata a štčnata sedčly/sedčla . . . 
The kittens and puppies were sitting . . . ' 

With the noun phrases following the verb, agreement is usually with the 
nearest conjunct: 

Na rohožce sedčl pes a kočka. 
Na rohožce sedčla kočka a pes. 

However, the plurality of a complex subject can be anticipated: 

Na rozhožce sedčli pes a kočka. 

We now turn to comitativity. The only common hypotactic device 
expressing coordination is the preposition s 'with'; it can only be used 
where there is close lexico-semantic equivalence between the joined con-
stituents: 

Marie s bratrem (rodiči, *psem) šli (М AN PL) za byvalou učitelkou. 
łMary and her brother (parents, *dog) went to see her former teacher.' 
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The construction is widely used where the left-hand member of the pair-
ing is not expressed directly; given that a non-emphatic personal pronoun 
subject is represented by zero, a coordinated construction would be 
impossible, hence: 

Kde je Petr? Jeli (PL) se s Marii podivat za jeji učitelkou. 
'Where's Peter? He and Mary (with Mary they) have gone to see her teacher.' 
S Marii piijdete (2 PL) do krśmu a koupii (2 SG) ji tužku. 
'You and Mary will go to the shop and you'll buy her a pencil.' 

If circumstances require insertion of the pronoun, it will be plural: 

My s bratrem jsme to nevidčli. 
'My brother and I (we with brother) haven't seen it.' 

Generally speaking, the chain N + S + N forms a close unit and will be not 
interrupted by other constituents; thus in the last example it is not split by 
the enclitics, as in 

My jsme to s bratrem nevidčli. 

which will usually mean 4We (others) did not see it with our brother', but, 
given the closeness between the two variants and the form lacking the 
subject pronoun: 

S bratrem jsme to nevidčli. 

it is inevitably ambiguous. 
Comitative constructions outside the subject are all potentially ambig-

uous and and-coordination is unquestionably preferred. 
As follows from the examples, plural agreement in the verb ensures that 

the N + S + N phrase is comitative, even if the subject has the form (N=0) 
+ s+N; there is no need to interpret S+N as an adverbial phrase. Were the 
verb in the singular, there is inevitable ambiguity, but a comitative interpre-
tation may apply in some circumstances: 

Marie s bratrem jela za byvalou učitelkou. 
'Mary and her brother went to see her former teacher.' 

Despite the potential ambiguities, comitative constructions are common in 
Czech and rarely genuinely ambiguous in context. 

4.5 Subordination 
Simple 'that'-subordination is expressed by the conjunction te, which, like 
all subordinating conjunctions, must be preceded by a comma: 
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ftekl, že pfijde. 
4He said he would come.' 

The basic conjunction for time-clauses in past and present is kdyz, in 
most senses of 'when': 

Když hledal ponoźky, našel pod posteli stovku. 

'When/As he was looking for his sock he found a 100-crown note under the bed.' 

In the present the main use is to express simultaneous and habitual events: 
Když jde na nśkup, bere s sebou čtyri tašky. 
'When he goes shopping he takes four bags with him.' 

A single event in the present requires the support of ted 'now': 

TecT když o tom vim, mohu jim to net. 
'Now that I know, I can tell them.' 

For future events kdyz is replaced by at, in all types: 

Až piijdeš kolem divadla, podfvej se, co dšvaji. 
'When you go past the theatre, have a look what's on.' 

Simultaneity can be expressed explicitly by zatimco: 

Jś jsem opakoval dejepis, zatimco sestra dčlala fyziku. 
'I was revising my history, while my sister was doing her physics.' 

However, the same conjunction may express a contrast between actions not 
necessarily simultaneous: 

Jś jsem studoval dčjepis, zatimco sestra se dala na pnrodovčdu. 
i studied history, while my sister has gone in for science.' 

Simultaneity with a conditional end-point to parallel states of affairs is 
expressed by dokud: 

Dokud byl chudy, na auto ani nepomyšlel. 
'While he was poor, he didn't even contemplate a car.' 

Posteriority of the time clause is expressed by net: 

Došli jsme tam, než prišel doktor. 
'We got there before the doctor arrived.' 

Recurrent events are introduced by kdykoli 'whenever' or pokazde kdyz 
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'each time that'; in present contexts such singularized repeated events are 
expressed by the 'perfective present': 

Kdykoli ho potkała/potkś, začala/začne na nčj štčkat. 
'Whenever she met/meets him she started/starts to snap at him.' 
Pokažde když ho potkś, začne na nčj štčkat. 
'Whenever she meets him . . . ' 

Other time conjunctions include jakmile 'as soon as', dokud... ne- 'until' 
and od te doby, со 'since'. 

The primary conjunction of causality is protoze, which may also occur in 
correlative subordination as proto, že; compare: 

Zemrel, protože ho špatnč krmili. 
'He died because they didn't feed him properly.' 
Zemrel proto, že ho špatnč krmili. 
'The reason he died was that they didn't feed him properly.' 

Other conjunctions include ponevadž and jelikož 'since', obsolescent ježto 
and numerous secondary conjunctions: diky tomu, že 'thanks to the fact 
that', vzhledem к tomu, že 'in view of the fact that', v dusledku tohof že 'in 
consequence of the fact that', z toho, že 'as a result of the fact that', za to, že 
'on the grounds that'. 

Explanation is introduced by nebot 'for'; the clause introduced by it, 
unlike all the foregoing, must follow the main clause. 

Consequence is expressed paratactically by a proto, a tedy, a tudiž, a z 
toho diivodu, a nasledkem toho, and hypotactically by takže: 

Nemś penize, a proto si auto nekoupi. 
'He hasn't any money, so he's not going to buy a car.' 
Stanični rozhlas strašne chrastil, takže jsem hlššenf poršdnč neslyšel. 
'The station loudspeaker was terribly crackly, so I didn't hear the announcement 
properly.' 

Real conditions are introduced by jestli (informal), jestliže, když, jak or 
-//, all 'if', and v pripade, že 'in the event that': 

Už nikdy s tebou nebudu mluvit, jestliže hned neodejdeš. 
'I'll never speak to you again if you don't go away at once.' 
Když neviš, o čem mluvfš, mlč! 
'If you don't know what you're talking about, keep quiet!' 

Counterfactual conditional clauses require the conjunction kdyby, 
which contains the conditional auxiliary and conjugates accordingly: 

Kdybych včdčl, že prijdeš, upekl bych dort. 
'If I were to know you were coming, I would bake a cake.' 
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Similarly for a past unreal condition: 

Kdybych byl včdčl, že prijdeš, byl bych upekl dort. 
i f I'd known you were coming I'd have baked a cake.' 

In informal discourse the second part of the auxiliary (byl) may be deleted 
from either clause, or, if the time-plane is obvious, from both. 

For concessive clauses the main conjunctions are ačkoli, trebaze and i 
kdyt: 

Ačkoli vi velmi dobre, со se od nčho chce, dčl£, že nevf. 
'Although he knows full well what is expected of him, he pretends not to know.' 

A common device is the particle sice: translatable sometimes as a con-
cessive conjunction, it actually anticipates an adversative clause: 

t w ̂  \ 
Anglicky sice neumčl, ale dobre pochopil, o co ji jde. 
'(While) He didn't speak English, but he well understood what was on her mind.' 

Clauses denoting purpose are introduced primarily by the conjunction 
aby, which conjugates like the conditional auxiliary from which it derives; it 
is accompanied by the /-participle, never an infinitive. After main clauses 
containing verbs of motion, aby-clauses are frequently replaced by an 
infinitive. Some of the types below are more likely to be encountered in 
colloquial registers only (while not being deemed non-standard): 

1 Subjects of both clauses (or whole verb phrase) are identical: 

Jel jsem к nim, abych se podwal na novou kočku. t, w e n t tQ s e e t h e i r n e w c a t , 
Jel jsem se k mm podivat na novou kočku. 

For a single round trip, provided no adverbs of direction are required, 
an infinitive construction with byt is used: 

Byl jsem se podivat na jejich novou kočku. 

2 Subjects of the two verbs differ; in many of these cases the infinitive 
construction is preferred: 

Nechal auto stśt (aby stślo) pred domem. 
'He left his car standing outside the house.' 
Pošleme Petra koupit (aby koupil) mlćko. 
'We'll send Peter to buy milk.' 

3 A type that is colloquial only, and therefore not mentioned in the 
Academy grammar, is the context-bound: 

Kam chceš ten žebnk postavit? 
'Where do you want the ladder put?' 
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Context-free, the meaning is unambiguously 'Where do you want to 
put the ladder?', but the same clause may imply a subject of postavit 
not even mentioned and is equivalent to the equally colloquial 

Kam chceš, abych ten žebnk postavit? 
'Where do you want me to put the ladder?' 

a rare instance where (here) an adverb is extracted from the sub-
ordinate clause predicate (postavit nekam). 

Certain types of questions (direct or indirect) containing modality may 
also be replaced by an infinitive construction: 

Nemś, komu by to reki / Nemś to komu net. 
'He has nobody to tell it to.' 
Nevi, komu by to reki / Nevi komu to net. 
'He doesn't know who to tell.' 
Neni, komu by to reki / Neni komu to net. 
'There isn't anyone (for him) to tell.' 

Where the agent need not be expressed, the infinitive construction is 
preferred. 

The relative pronoun for a substantival antecedent is ktery (more 
formally jeni), which must be preceded by a comma. There is then no 
device for distinguishing restrictive and non-restrictive relative clauses. 
However, their participial counterparts can discriminate, by the same 
punctuation rules as in English, between the two types: 

Nejstaršf člen, ktery sedi/sedčl v prvni radč, je/byl mfij stryc. 
'The oldest member(,) who is/was sitting in the front row(,) is/was my uncle.' 
Nejstarši člen sedfci v prvni radč je/byl muj stryc. 
'The oldest member sitting in the front row is/was my uncle.' (there may be older 
members elsewhere) 
Nejstarši člen, sedici v prvni radč, je/byl muj stryc. 
'The oldest member, sitting in the front row, is/was my uncle.' (the oldest member, 
my uncle, was sitting in the front row) 

Other relative pronouns depend on the nature of the antecedent, with 
which they correlate: toy со 'that which', cokoli, со 'anything that', tarn, kde 
'the place where', kaidy, kdo 'anyone who', etc. 

In addition to the infinitive and participial phrases, gerundial phrases 
may be used as a condensing device. They replace clauses of time or cause/ 
reason expressing events simultaneous with (imperfective, 'present' 
gerund) or anterior to (perfective, 'past' gerund) those conveyed by the 
main clause, irrespective of the tense of the latter: 

Proplytvala cely den, nemajfc со dčlat. 
'She squandered the entire day, having nothing to do.' 
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Prišedši domu, hned zatopila, aby stary diim ožil. 
'Having arrived home, she lit a fire at once so that the old house would come back 
to life.' 

Use of the gerunds is governed by several factors: (a) they are confined, 
with the exception of a few idiomatic fossils (chte nechte 'willy-nilly'), to 
higher, written styles; some writers exploit them to great effect; (b) they 
can only be used where the subjects of the main clause and gerundial 
phrase are identical; (c) they must agree with the main-clause subject in 
gender and number, but, unlike morphological errors in, say, declension, 
errors here are common and rarely provoke any corrective response in an 
interlocutor - a side-effect of the retention of an obsolete feature only 
imperfectly mastered at school; (d) the imperfective gerund is relatively 
more widely used than the perfective. 

Constraints on extraction out of subordinate clauses are very strong in 
Czech, and it is difficult to gain clear evidence of actual extractions from 
informants. Nor is it described in grammars, and mutations of such English 
types as the man that I think that you saw or the man who you said saw you 
produce uncertain responses and/or their blunt rejection as gross, 
uneducated, colloquial or calquing distortions. There are always other 
means to express the same ideas, namely adverbials or particles such as 
podle me, for T think', or pry, for 'you (or anyone else!) said', or full 
clauses. Nevertheless, some types are to be heard, in one of the following 
forms: 

?muž, ktereho si myslim, žes vidčl 
man-NOM who-ACC REFL.DAT think-l.SG that+AUX.2.SG saw-M.SG 

?muž, со si myslim, žes ho vidčl 
man what REFL.DAT think-l.SG that+AUX.2.SG him-ACC saw-M.SG 

?muž, cos reki, že te vidčl 
man what+AUX.2.SG said-M.SG that thou-ACC saw-M.SG 

None of these examples is authentic, but informants concede they could 
occur. If clauses, rather than adverbials, were to be used to 'rectify' them, 
the (variously acceptable) replacements could be, for example: 

muž, o kterćm si myslim, žes ho vidčl 'the man of whom I think that you saw him'̂  
muž, o kterćm jsi reki, že tč vidčl 'the man of whom you said that he saw you' 

or 

muž, kterćho jsi(,) mysh'm(,) vidčl (with myslim as a weak parenthesis) 
muž, ktery tč, jak rikśś, vidčl (with parenthetic 'as you say') 
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4.6 Negation 
Sentence negation is expressed by the prefix ne- attached to the verb: 

Petr neplave. 
'Peter doesn't swim.' 

This produces a single word, so the negator attracts the stress. In the past 
tense and conditional it is attached to the /-participle: 

Na Madagaskaru ještč nebyl. 
'He hasn't been to Madagascar yet.' 
Na Madagaskar bych nechtel jet. 
'I wouldn't like to go to Madagascar.' 

Only in the past conditional is there a choice of position: 

Nebyli byste ji to rekli. / Byli byste ji to nerekli. 
'You wouldn't have told her.' 

In the imperfective future, ne- is attached to the auxiliary: 

Petr se nebude učit. 
'Peter won't study.' 

Similarly, it is attached to the modal auxiliaries, which are therefore what it 
negates; hence, for example: 

Petr se musi učit. 
'Peter must (has to) study.' 
Petr se nemusf učit. 
'Peter needn't (doesn't have to) study.' 
Petr smf prijft. 
'Peter may (is allowed to) come.' 
Petr nesmf prijft. 
'Peter must not (is not allowed to) come.' 

The difference between subjective (deontic) and objective (epistemic) 
modality has no effect on the location of the negator, though out of context 
certain potential ambiguities arise: 

Petr nemusf prijit. 
'Peter needn't come.' / 'Peter may not turn up.' 
Petr to nemohl vypft 
'Peter couldn't drink it.' / 'Peter can't have drunk it.' 

Constituent negation is expressed by the free negative particle ne> or, 
more emphatically, nikoli; when constituent negation is associated with 
adversativity, a common concomitant element is the particle vsak: 
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Byl jsem všude, nikoli však v ftimč. 
4 Г ve been everywhere, but not to Rome.' 

Quantifiers can be negated: 

Ne všichni tomu včn. 
'Not all of them believe it.' 
Ne każdy by si to koupil. 
'Not everyone would buy that.' 

but they are very commonly replaced by apparent sentence negation: 

Všichni tomu nevčn or Każdy by si to nekoupil 

the literal meanings of which, They all (don't believe) it', that is, 'No one 
believes it', or 'Everyone would (not buy) it', that is, 'No one would buy it', 
are more theoretical than probable. 

With total negation, negative elements accumulate; any negative subject 
or object pronoun or pronoun-adverb is reinforced by ne- in the verb: 

Nikdo to nekoupil. 
'No one bought it.' 
Petr nekoupil nic. 
'Peter didn't buy anything.' 
Nemohli to koupit nikde. 
They couldn't buy it anywhere.' 
Nikdy nikde nekupovali nic. 
'They never ever bought anything anywhere.' 

Two negatives with a (restricted) positive meaning are possible where 
one of them is lexical, or in verbal phrases containing infinitives: 

On nenf nešikovny. 
'He isn't useless.' (he's potentially quite handy) 
Nechce kvuli tomu nespat. 
'He doesn't want to lose sleep over it.' (he doesn't want because of that not to 

sleep) 

The direct object after a negative is in the accusative. The negative 
genitive object survives as a feature of archaizing styles only. In Old Czech 
it was practically regular, and in the seventeenth century it was encouraged 
as a purist attack on the 'Latin' accusative that had begun to prevail; even 
in this century, however, some writers have still used it in free variation 
with the accusative. Survivals in modern standard Czech are semi-idiomatic 
phrases, mostly involving mass nouns or abstracts and the verb mit 'have' 
with the expression of quantity as the underlying motivating factor, for 
example, nemit penez/ani halere/nadeje/sil/nejmenši pficiny 'not have 
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money/a single penny/hope/the strength/the slightest grounds'; in all 
these the accusative is now preferred. Similarly neznat mezi 'know no 
bounds' is yielding to neznat meze. In one (?) case only do both forms con-
tinue to compete, namely nezamhourit oka 'not get a wink of sleep', 
nezamhourit oko 'not shut one's eye'. 

The subject genitive is equally restricted; it occurs chiefly with byt 
(always neuter singular), but also ziistat'remain' and zbyt'be left': 

Neni duvodu si domnivat, že . . . 
There is no reason to suppose that. . . ' 
Po snehu nezbylo/nezóstalo ani pamatky/stopy. 
There wasn't a hint/trace of the snow remaining.' 

In most cases a nominative subject is now preferred, as also in the isolated 
idiom, from minout'pass': 

nemine dne (GEN)/den (NOM) (, aby . . . ne-). 
'Not a day passes (without -ing)'. 

Most surviving phrases containing subject genitive bear other marks of 
their idiomatic quality, which helps to sustain them. The more complex an 
idiomatic or phrasal unit, the greater the resistance to the switch from 
genitive to nominative, hence in the rhyming proverb: 

Neni šprochu, aby na пёт nebylo pravdy trochu. 
There's no smoke without fire.' (literally 'There's no rumour that doesn't have a bit 
of truth in it.') 

šprochu (GEN) is supported by the rhyme and cannot be replaced by šproch 
(NOM). 

4.7 Anaphora and pronouns 
Czech normally requires subject personal pronouns only for emphasis, 
contrast and so on: 

Kdo by reki, že to ud&ś?! 
'Who would have thought (= 'said') he'd do it?' 
Kdo by reki, že to udčlš on?! 
'Who would have thought he would do it?' 
On by to udčlal, ale ona nechce. 
'He would do it, but she doesn't want to.' 
Kdo to udčlš? On, nebo ona? 
'Who'll do it? He or she?' 

Identity of subjects in two successive clauses is typically expressed by 
congruency between the finite verbs, the second subject being deleted: 
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V samoobsluze naraziła Marieđ na byvalou spolužačku*. Deset let )ih nevidčla, ale 
hned ji poznala. 

'Mary bumped into an old classmate in the supermarket. She hadn't seen her for 
ten years, but she recognized her at once.' 

However, a change of subject in the second clause produces ambiguity in 
the third, which need not be resolved even by insertion of an additional 
pronoun: 

Marie đ była na nśkupu. U pokladny na nifl naraziła byvalś spolužačka^ a hned jifl 
poznala. 

'Mary was out shopping. Her former classmate bumped into her at the check-out 
and she recognized her at once.' 

To ensure that Marie is the subject of poznala, Marie would have to be 
repeated in the third clause; there is no device, except a relative clause, to 
ensure that 'classmate' is the subject. 

To achieve a change of subject Czech typically uses the demonstrative 
(not personal) pronoun: 

V samoobsluze naraziła Marie a na byvalou spolužačku^. Тал jifl deset let nevidčla, 
ale hned jie poznala. 

Any theoretical ambiguity about the third clause is eliminated by semantic 
and pragmatic considerations. Obviously, with a gender difference between 
the two denotates no ambiguity can arise - where the predicate relies on 
past-tense forms. In other instances the scope for ambiguity is broader: 

Marie s nim mčla mluvit doma, ale nevčdčla, kdy tam vlastnč bude. 
łShe was to speak to him at home, but she didn't know when he/she would actually 
be there.' 

The ambiguity, which would apply equally with nevedel('he didn't know'), 
can be eliminated by the use of various classes of pronoun: 

• •. nevčdčla, kdy tam vlastnč sama bude 
'when she would be there herself' 
• •. nevčdčla, kdy tam vlastnč on bude 
'when he would be there' 

While a common subject in two successive clauses is not repeated, a 
common object is identified by means of a personal pronoun: 

Jan potkał cizince a pozval ho k sobč domu. 
'John met a foreigner and invited him home.' 

Subsequent common objects may, however, be deleted: 
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Potkal cizince, pozval ho k sobč domu a predstavil rodičum. 
4He met a foreigner, invited him home and introduced (him) to his parents.' 

Cataphoric cross-reference is rare. The only standard occurrences are 
where the first member is in parenthesis: 

ftekni to Pavlovi a, potkaš-li hofl, taky Petrovi^. 
Tell Paul, and, if you meet him, Peter as well.' 

4.8 Reflexives and reciprocals 
Reflexivity is expressed primarily by the free morpheme se. It is often 
described as a particle rather than a pronoun on the grounds of the many 
functions in which it is referentially empty (in passive and/or impersonal 
constructions, in the wide range of verbs that are reflexiva tantum and so 
on), and because under emphasis or where agreement might be required it 
behaves differently from other pronoun objects, even with such quin-
tessentially reflexive verbs as myt se 'wash': 

Umyl ho. / Jeho umyl. 
'He washed him.' / 'He washed him? 
Umyl se. / Sśm se umyl. 
'He washed.' / 'He washed himself ? (not umyl sebe) 
Umyl ho(ACC) celeho(ACC). 
'He gave him a thorough wash', but 
Umyl se cely(NOM). 
'He had a thorough wash.' 

Similarly, there is no accusative-to-genitive transformation with the verbal 
noun, in those instances where the reflexive morpheme is preserved, for 
example, učeni se cizim jazykum 'learning foreign languages'; where there 
is no risk of ambiguity it is simply dropped; compare the following: 

myt auto 'wash the car' > myti auta 'car-washing' 
myt se 'have a wash' > myti 'ablutions', or 
učit dite 'teach a child' > učeni ditete 'the teaching of a child' 
učit se 'study' > učeni 'studying, apprenticeship, revision' 

The morpheme se does express reflexivity to the extent that it may alter-
nate paradigmatically with other nouns in analogous functions, irrespective 
of case, and guarantees that the action affects the subject: 

hnout stolem 'move the table' / hnout sebou 'get a move on' 
kupovat Petrovi aktovku 'buy Peter a briefcase' / kupovat si aktovku 

Many uses of si (DAT) border closely on reflexiva tantum even as 
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indirect objects; kupovat' buy' is almost automatically accompanied by si in 
the absence of another intended recipient (Petrovi above); its omission 
signals that the purchaser is not the beneficiary. Dat si 'have', followed by 
names of food and drink, or, similarly, vzitsi 'help oneself to', also 'marry', 
require explicit reference to the beneficiary (the grammatical subject) 
through the pronoun-particle si. 

A reflexive verb can only denote actions affecting the subject; to the 
extent that embedding of various types occurs, any reflexive expression in 
an underlying clause (usually reduced to a dependent infinitive) will 
normally apply to the deleted subject of that clause, hence 

doporučil jim se umyt. (< aby se umyli) 
recommended-M them-DAT REFL wash-INF 
4He recommended them to wash.' (themselves, not him) 

Note the special case of the verbs davat!dat and nechavat/nechat 'have' 
and 'let': 

• t л 

Dal si udčlat novy plot. (< nčkdo mu udčlal novy plot) 
had-M REFL.DAT make-INF new fence-ACC 
'He had a new fence made (for himself).' 

Dśvś se ostrihat v podniku za rohem. (< nčkdo ho ostrihś) 
has REFL.ACC cut. IN F in enterprise-LOC behind corner-INST 
'He has his hair cut at the place round the corner.' 

Nechśvś sebou snadno manipulovat. (< lide jim snadno manipulujf) 
lets self-INST easily manipulate-INF 
'He lets himself be manipulated easily.' 

Another area in which the object of an underlying clause may become a 
reflexive complement of the main verb is after slyśet 'hear': 

SlySel o sobč yyklśdat všelijake hlouposti. (< x o nčm vyklśdś hlouposti) 
heard-M about self tell-INF sundry nonsenses 
'He heard a lot of nonsense talked about himself.' 

But there are some rather opaque constraints; for example: 

*Slyšel si pripisovat ruznć nepravdy. 
'He heard various untruths ascribed to him.' 

ought to be from x mu pripisuje riizne nepravdy, yet it is not possible. 
There are a few idioms where the morpheme se refers to an object, 

rather than subject. In one, dat nekomu песо na sebe 'dress someone', na 
sebe 'onto self' is an adverbialization of its proper reflexive use in mit песо 
na sebe 'have something to wear' or vzit si песо na sebe 'put something on'. 
Similarly, vzit песо s sebou 'take something with one' may yield the 
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transitive dat nekomu песо s sebou 'give someone something (to take) with 
him'. 

The reflexive possessive pronoun svHj is also restricted to cross-
referring to a nominative subject as possessor. It is therefore possible to 
say: 

Mй ród svoje novć auto. 
'He's fond of his (own) new car.' 

but not 

*Lfbf se mu svoje nove auto. 
Like REFL him-DAT REFL.POSS new car-NOM 
'He likes his (own) new car.' 

since the grammatical subject is the car. 
The precise co-referent of svu/ may be undeterminable in certain 

infinitive phrases or phrases involving verbal nouns, as in: 

Slyšfm tč zpivat svou pisen 
hear-l.SG thou-ACC sing-INF POSS song-ACC 
'I hear you singing your/my song.' 

Such ambiguities are fairly common, and authoritative sources advise that 
person-specific possessives are preferable. 

In isolated instances, as with se above, svu/ may enter into adverbials in 
which cross-reference to the subject is precluded: 

Dej ten hrnec na sve mfsto. 
put-IMP DEM pot-ACC on REFL.POSS place-ACC 
'Put that pan back in its place.' 

Evidence of the idiomatic quality of this occurrence is the impossibility of 
replacing sve here by the more colloquial svoje. 

Reciprocity is also expressed primarily by se/si: 

Majf se ródi. 
'They love each other.' 
Už dlouho si dopisuji. 
'They've been writing to one another for a long time.' 

With verbs requiring complementation other than accusative or dative, 
the preferred expression of reciprocity is jeden druheho 4one-NOM another-
ACC\ the second element carrying relevant case markers; for example: 

Opovrhuji jeden druhym. 
'They despise one another.' 
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Divali se jeden na druheho. 
They looked at each other.' 

A third device is navzajem 'mutually', often present semi-redundantly: 

Radi si navzšjem pomahaji. 
glad-PL REFL.DAT mutually help-3.PL 
They enjoy helping one another.' 

or to eliminate ambiguity between reciprocity and reflexivity: 

Kupujf si navzdjem dśrky. 
They're buying each other presents.' 

Reciprocity may be expressed from the perspective of both participants, 
that is, with a plural subject, or of one, with the subject in the singular and a 
'with'-construction: 

Slušne se pozdravili. 
'They exchanged polite greetings.' 
Slušne se s nim pozdravil. 
'He exchanged a polite greeting with him.' 
Dopisujf si už leta. 
They've been corresponding for years.' 
Dopisuje si s ni už leta. 
'He's been corresponding with her for years.' 

Adverbialized constructions where reciprocal se does not cross-refer to 
the subject may occur after verbs of putting: 

Musfte cihly klśst pres sebe. 
'You must put the bricks across each other.' 

A permutation of jeden druheho eliminates any ambiguity, as in: 

Musfte cihly klśst jednu na druhou 

4.9 Possession 
Possession, in all shades of appurtenance, is expressed primarily by mit 
'have': vwz ma ctyri kola 'a cart has four wheels', and other lexical items 
such as vlastnit 'possess' or, inversely, patrit + dative 'belong'. 

The possessive dative (often close to dativus (in-)commodi) is almost 
obligatory in co-occurrence with the names of body parts: 

Rozbił si nohu. 
'He broke his (own, hence REFL) leg.' 
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Umyla mu vlasy. 
'She washed his hair.' 
Dfval se mu do oči. 
'He was looking into his eyes.' 
Podlamovaly se mu nohy. 
'His legs were giving way.' 

but also with intimate possessions: 

Strčil ji bonbony do kapsy kabśtu. 
'He popped the sweets in her coat pocket.' 
vloupat se пёкоти do domu 
'to burgle someone's house' 
Rozpśraly se ti kalhoty. 
'Your trousers have split.' 
Unesli mu dceru. 
'They kidnapped his daughter.' 

In other contexts the usual means is the possessive pronoun: miij, /vii/, 
jeho (indeclinable), jeji (declined as a 'soft' adjective), naš, vaš, jejich 
(indeclinable), or, when a (human) possessor is denoted by a one-word 
expression, the possessive adjective, formed from almost all masculine and 
feminine noun classes, for example, sy/tdv, otmv, starostw, matcin, 
neterin, Stepaniiv, Milošiiv, Annin, Venušin, Shakespeamv, '(my/his) 
son's, father's, the mayor's, mother's, niece's, Stephen's, Miloš's, Anne's, 
Venus's, Shakespeare's'. Such adjectives cannot be formed from morpho-
logically adjectival names, hence 'George's', 'Tolstoy's' are the (usually) 
antepositioned genitives Jiriho, Tolsteho, or from feminine surnames, 
which usually use the postpositioned genitive: rozhodnuti Thatcherove 
'(Mrs) Thatcher's decision'. 

If the possessor phrase consists of more than one word, possession is 
expressed by the genitive, which in the unmarked form follows the head: 

syn starčho рйпа 
'the old gentleman's son' 

though in context, inversion, the marked form, may be required and is not 
unusual. 

4.10 Quantification 
The main indefinite quantifiers are malo 'few, little', mnoho 'much, many', 
nemalo 'not a little/few', nemnoho 'not much/many', trochu 'a little', 
nekolik 'several', interrogative kolik? 'how much/many?' and anaphoric 
tolik 'so much/many'. (Secondary items include par 'a few', hrstka 'a 
(mere) handful', hromada 'heaps', spousta/spousty 'lots', and others.) 

In any nominative or accusative function a quantified noun is always in 
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the genitive: malo mouky 'little flour', trochu času 'a little time', mnoho lidi 
'many people', nekolik dotazu 'several questions'. Oblique-case functions 
are marked in the quantifiers (except malo, nemalo and trochu) by the 
general ending -a, unambiguous case markers being carried by the noun: 

Šli jsme tam s nčkolika cizinci (INST). 
'We went there with several foreigners.' 
Napsali mnoha byvalym žakum (DAT). 
'They wrote to many former pupils.' 

Malo and nemalo carry the -a marker only in genitive functions: 

s mślo źśky (INST) / jeden z mśla žšku 
'with few pupils / one of the few pupils' 

Trochu, a fossilized accusative of trocha, usually reverts to its substantival 
status in oblique cases, the quantified expression remaining in the genitive: 

Vystačili si s trochou (INST) mouky. 
'They made do with a little flour.' 
Udčlali z trochy (GEN) mouky knedlfky. 
'They made dumplings out of a little flour.' 

Other substantival items generally retain their morphological attributes. 
As the grammatical subject, a noun phrase containing a quantifier 

requires the verb in the third person singular, neuter in the past and con-
ditional: 

Pfijde nčkolik hostu. 
'Several guests are coming.' 
Zbyło mu trochu času. 
'He had a little time left.' 
Tu zkoušku udčl£ mślo z nśs/z kluku. 
'Few of us/the boys will pass the exam.' 

Note the preposition z used where the quantifier denotes a subset of the 
referent in the noun phrase. 

The interrogative pronoun со and its compounds, including nic, con-
stitute a separate set of quantifiers. Some may quantify substantival items 
in certain styles and contexts: 

Ještč mśme nčco penčz. 
'We still have a little money.' ('something of money') 
Co tam bylo dnes cizincu! 
'The number of foreigners there were there today!' 

However, their important function is to quantify qualities, adjectival mean-
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ings. If the whole phrase is in a nominative or accusative slot the adjective 
is in the genitive, otherwise both constituents agree: 

Co (je) noveho? 
'What's new?' 
Ten se nezastavf pred nččfm takovym. 
'He won't stop at something like that.' 

Similar rules to the above also apply to the numerals '5' to '99'. Here the 
oblique case marker is -i: 

prišlo (N.SG) pčt s tudentu (GEN.PL) 
'Five students came.' 
s pčti studenty (INST) 
'with five students' 

The two key rules (noun and modifiers in the genitive and verb in the 
neuter singular) hold whatever word order may apply: 

nčkolik/deset dobrych jabłek 
'several/ten good apples' 
dobrych deset jabłek 
'a good ten apples' 
dobrych pśr let 
'a good few years' 
dobrych jabłek bylo nčkolik/deset 
'there were several/ten good apples' 
z patnścti bylo dobrych jabłek deset 
'out of fifteen, ten apples were good' 
pčt jich bylo červivych 
'five of them were maggotty' 

The numerals '1' to '4' are 'adjectival', hence there is agreement in 
number, case and, where available, gender: 

jedna studentka se ztratila 
'one student has gone missing' 
jedny nužky se ztratily (PL) 
'one pair of scissors has gone missing' 

The numerals '21'-'24' and '31'-'34' may show agreement patterns 
based on the final digit: 

dvacet jeden student (SG) 
'twenty-one students (м)' 
dvacet dvč studentky (PL) 
'twenty-two students (F)' 

but this is now obsolescent and the preferred forms are: 
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dvacet jedna (!) studentu 
dvacet dva (!) studentek 

or the non-problematic inversions: 

jednadvacet/dvaadvacet studentu/studentek (GEN.PL) 

The latter are preferred in oblique cases because of the simpler mor-
phology, compare the now almost hypercorrect: 

s dvaceti jednim studentem 
'with twenty-one students (м)' 
s dvaceti dvčma studentkami 
'with twenty-two students (F)' 

and the current 

s jednadvaceti studenty/studentkami 

Longer numerals may (but need not) decline in all their parts: bez (+ 
GEN) dvou тШопй sedm(i) set padesat(i) osm(i) tisicpet(i) set triceti ctyr 
'minus 2,758,534'. 

A special set of collective numerals is used with pluralia tantum: jedny/ 
dvoje/troje/ctvery!patery dvere ' 1 /2 /3 /4 /5 doors', jedna/dvoje/troje/ 
čtvera/patera kamna'... stoves', showing rudimentary gender agreement in 
the nominative and accusative and sharing their oblique-case forms with a 
set denoting the number of kinds of objects named, for example dvoji/troji/ 
čtvere, etc. kalhoty '2 /3/4 etc. kinds of trousers', which decline like adjec-
tives. Another set denotes collectivities of like items: čtvero (ročnich dob) 
'(the) four (seasons)', desatero 'the decalogue'; they decline like hard 
neuter nouns. These once clearly distinct types are prey to much morpho-
logical interference. 

Of the fractions, the quantifier 'half' is expressed by indeclinable pill, 
followed by the genitive: pul šeste 'half past five' (half of the sixth hour), 
pul pinty 'half a pint', or the appropriate case if the entire phrase is in an 
oblique case: pred pul šestou 'before five-thirty', po рй1 roce 'after six 
months'; ctvrt 'quarter', tričtvrte 'three-quarters', and рйШгика 'one and a 
half' behave similarly, but the last declines more frequently these days as 
an adjective: puldruha roku > puldruhy rok, pred рйШгика rokem > pred 
рйШгикут rokem 'eighteen months ago'. 

As nouns, fractions are derived from ordinals, hence tretina 'one-third', 
čtvrtina 'quarter', tisicina 'thousandth', milióntina 'millionth', or from the 
oblique-case stem of cardinals, hence petina 'one-fifth', sedmina 'one-
seventh', devitina 'one-ninth', desetina 'one-tenth', devadesatina 'one-
ninetieth', setina 'one-hundredth'; 'half is usually polovina and 'most (= 
majority)' is vetšina. 
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5 Lexis 

5.1 General composition of the word-stock 
The core of the word-stock is firmly Slavonic, with about 2,000 items 
shared with all or most of the other Slavonic languages. Borrowings are 
increasing rapidly, chiefly by adoption of Greco-Latin or English inter-
nationalisms. The relative share of Slavonic and non-Slavonic in the 
lexicon overall is hard to determine, but on average every seventh word in 
use is said to be a borrowing. 

5.2 Patterns of borrowing 
The first of many outside influences on Czech came from Old Church 
Slavonic, in the stabilization of religious terminology, as in modlit se 'pray', 
mučednik 'martyr'. (Forms and meanings quoted here and below apply to 
contemporary Czech; for the development of individual items see the 
standard reference works: Machek 1968; Holub and Lyer 1967; Gebauer 
1970-; Klimeš 1981.) Some shared Czech/Old Church Slavonic items had 
already come from elsewhere: from German piist 'fast', Greek pop 'priest' 
(now 'Russian Orthodox priest' only), sobota 'sabbath, Saturday', from 
Latin, via other Romance languages, koleda 'carol', kHz 'cross', papež 
'pope', pohan 'pagan'. Other early loans in this register include direct loans 
(from Latin apostol 'apostle', kostel 'church', andel 'angel'; from German 
hrbitov 'cemetery', vanoce 'Christmas'), Latin and Greek terms mediated 
by German (almuzna 'alms', birmovat 'confirm', jeptiška 'nun', kalich 
'chalice') and caiques (svedomi 'conscience', prvorozenec 'first-born son'). 
The strength of Latin is due to pre-Methodian missionary activity, and, 
from the eleventh century, to its role as the language of religion (replacing 
Old Church Slavonic) and administration. 

From the twelfth century onwards, ecclesiastical and administrative 
functions were taken over by Czech, which was also widely used in liter-
ature. The fourteenth century saw the completion of the Old Czech Bible 
translation and the appearance of the first dictionaries. As society 
advanced new terminology was needed. Calquing (from Latin: podstata < 
substantia 'essence', jakost (Old Czech still kakost) < qualitas) and 
borrowing (from Latin: majestat, figura, karta, and again from German: 
leno 'feoff', AraWcount', riše 'realm, empire', rytir 'knight', škoda 'shame; 
damage', ortel 'verdict', dekovat 'thank', musit 'must', barva 'colour', 
klenoVgem', halda '(slag-)heap') were widespread and all the items quoted 
survive. Many others did not. 

During the period of Humanism (mid-fifteenth to sixteenth centuries) 
more borrowings appeared, despite the efforts of some early grammarians 
who railed against German and Latin loans in Czech. Latin terminology 
was partly tolerated in education, medicine and the law, where the users 
would understand the terms. Survivals from this period include puis, pilule, 
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mutovat, proces. Hapsburg military activities led to some early loans from 
French and Spanish (armada, kapitan, kuryr; also the modern colloquial 
survivals oficir, kvartyr). German continued to penetrate, but permanently 
only in the jargons/terminologies of crafts; few items have become 
standard terms ( verpanek < Werkbank '(cobbler's) bench', hoblik 'plane'). 

The seventeenth and eighteenth centuries were the period of the major 
Baroque grammarians, who preferred neologizing from Czech roots; rela-
tively few items survive, but Rosa's prislovce < adverbium is one caique that 
has stood the test first of inclusion in Jungmann's dictionary, then of time. 
Most borrowings of the period merely reflected contemporary fashions and 
have largely disappeared, but kavalir, lokaj 'footman', galan 'gallant', 
fraucimor (< Frauenzimmer) 'my lady's chamber', then 'ladies-in-waiting', 
later colloquial for one's 'woman' or 'women' in general) survive. 

The late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries are marked by the 
National Revival, which for lexical development is almost synonymous with 
the work of Josef Jungmann, culminating in his five-volume Czech-
German dictionary (1834-9), in which he sought to demonstrate the vast 
wealth of the Czech word-stock. The dictionary incorporates not only the 
living standard language, but countless archaisms, also some dialectisms 
and many new technical terms. He excluded contemporary and even well-
established colloquial Germanisms (such as hausmistr, rynk, pucovat 
'clean'). Terminologies were hugely important in the Revival in order to 
render Czech serviceable in all domains. However, it has been suggested 
that the National Revival was so language-centred that scholarship was 
pursued for what it might contribute to the language, rather than the 
language's being put at the service of learning. Jungmann created a literary 
terminology, while others worked on logic and semiotics, obstetrics, 
geometry and physics, psychology and the natural sciences. J.V.Presl, 
whose work in the last-named area has been studied the most widely, while 
drawing many new words from native resources, drew heavily on other 
Slavonic languages; these borrowings, together with some of his 
neologisms, have been the most durable. In a major study, Kolari (1981) 
shows that Presl's botanical innovations included 107 items from Polish, 
104 from Russian, 73 from South Slavonic and even two from Sorbian. 
Not all Presl's terms have survived. 

Early nineteenth-century borrowings were not solely from Slavonic, 
though the Slavonic languages were a preferred source. Latin, Greek and 
German input is concealed beneath another wave of caiques: zemepis 
'geography', krasopis 'calligraphy'; jazykozpyt 'linguistics' < Sprachkunde; 
prirodoveda 'natural science' have survived, but many other similar items 
were later ousted by the more recognizable internationalisms. The cosmo-
politanization of European society of the day brought yet other borrowings 
into literature, like cyklon, splin (then written spleen), nostalgie and non-
šalantnu 
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Inter-war terminological innovation was almost consistently based on 
Czech roots, but with many 'hidden Germanisms', as caiques were fearfully 
described by the purists. Since the war, by contrast, resistance to inter-
nationalisms, at least, has gone, purism is dying out and a vast increase in 
technical loan-words, often, but not solely, from English continues. Names 
for many (sub-)cultural and other innovations are instant borrowings, again 
largely from English, for example, mejkap (or make-up), lancmit 'pork 
luncheon meat', dżinsy 'jeans', to add to such earlier loans as đzez 'jazz', 
zokej 'jockey', buldok, moher, ofsajd 'off-side' (a noun), sajdkar: 

The post-war period has led to a new influx of loans from or through 
Russian, such as proverka 'screening', petiletka 'five-year plan', stachano-
vec 'Stakhanovite'; kombajn 'combine', dispečer 'despatched. 

Perhaps the subtlest problem of other-Slavonic loans in Czech relates to 
Slovak. Such items as zastava 'banner', znoj 'great heat', zbójnik 'brigand', 
vydobytek 'gain, achievement', namysleny 'conceited' and narokovat 
'claim, demand' are of mixed antiquity and frequency. Namysleny, first 
recorded about 1945, had by the late 1980s almost replaced domyśli vy and 
nafoukany, allegedly for its stylistic neutrality. On the whole, pressure from 
Slovak is slight, but insidious, as witness the recent ousting of informal 
kafičko 'coffee', in the register of waiters, by Slovak kavička, isomorphic 
with what would have been the Czech diminutive of kava if it were used. 
Slovak-Czech interference is strongest among mobile social groups (such 
as the army, students, the pop-music world) and produces some mag-
nificent hybrid slangs. Slovak is also the medium by which some Hungarian 
and Rumanian loans reached Czech, many of them exoticisms more than 
true loans. 

5.3 Incorporation of borrowings 
Borrowings generally adapt well to Czech morphological patterns. Diffi-
culties arise chiefly out of conflict between gender and outward form, or, 
sometimes, because of pronunciation problems. 

Nouns borrowed from the classical languages are adapted on the basis of 
the original stem, thus any final -us, -um, -os, -on, -is and so on is treated 
as an ending, alternating paradigmatically with Czech case morphemes: 
masculine dinosaurus has genitive dinosaur a, nominative plural dinosauri; 
similarly genius, genia, geniove, accusative plural genie (the plural is 
adapted to the soft declension on account of the -j- glide in the ending); 
papy ros, papyru; diabetes, diabetu; feminine synopsis, synopse; neuter 
vizum, viza; kriterion, kriteria (with 'soft' endings in the plural oblique 
cases). Many such items have entered the general word-stock, adapting so 
completely as to keep the full citation form of the word as the morpho-
logical base, hence kaktus, kaktusu-, epos, eposu; digitalis, digitalisu. Occa-
sionally, a 0-ending nominative singular is back-formed by analogy with 
the oblique cases, as with tyfus, tyfu > tyf. Instances of free variation also 
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occur: globus, globu!globusu, album, alba/albumu (only alba sanctioned 
for the standard language), or separate lexicalization: fikus, fiku 'rubber-
plant', fik, fiku 'fig'. Awareness of the form of an alien stem governs the 
treatment of other classical loan-words; a few examples will show the 
procedure: panorama (N), genitive (!), dative and locative singular 
panoramatu; farao/Cicero, faraona/Cicerona; ion, iontu; falanx, falangy 
(also back-formed nominative falanga); larynx, laryngu and so on. 

Masculine animate borrowings ending in any short vowel adapt to 
declensional classes on the basis of the stem-final consonant, hence gigolo, 
gigola; signore, signora; gauco, gauca (!), gauce (ACC PL). Those ending in 
[i] or [Ц adapt in the singular to the declension of ten, hence kuli, kuliho, 
mahdi, mahdiho, and in the plural to muž (kuliove, kuliu, instrumental 
kulii, but mahdimi). Similar treatments apply to many foreign surnames in 
-i, -ey and so on. Some nouns evolve new nominatives: kolibri > kolibrik, 
pony > ponik, which then present no declensional problems (similarly 
inanimate taxi > taxik). Nouns in -w either remain indeclinable (zebu) or 
add case morphemes to the entire word (marabu, marabua), but note the 
surname Ceausescu, genitive Ceauąeska. 

Among feminine and neuter borrowings problems arise with items 
which end in -a or -о preceded by another vowel. They produce various 
hybrid declensions; basically 'hard' boa or rodeo have genitive plural boi 
and rodet Nouns in -ia (tibia) decline as soft feminines, while those in -yo 
(embryo) and -io (radio) decline as soft neuters in the plural oblique cases 
only. Nouns in -ea have parallel sets of hard and soft endings (idea, 
genitive ideje/idey and so on). 

Other vocalic endings create their own problems, for example, -e in 
animates, which either produces indeclinables (ataše 'attache') or, occa-
sionally, words which borrow pronominal endings (abbe-ho); inanimates 
are usually indeclinable neuters (draže 'dragee', frote, pyre 'purće'). Non-
inflection and neuter gender is the most widespread solution for inanimates 
with phonetic/orthographic anomalies (menu, interview, mini, ragby), 
especially those items with an adaptive orthography (angažma, file), 
although non-adapted spellings can lead to a different gender and inflec-
tion (interview (M) genitive interviewu, pronounced [interyjuvu]). There 
are few indeclinable masculines (bukle 'bouclć', para 'Brasil nut') and 
feminines (okapi, džentry). Oddly, some neuters are indeclinable despite 
the ease with which they might have adapted: faksimile, finale, konklave, 
aloe, kanoe, skórę 'score', andante, purgans, reagens, copyright, jidiš, 
rekviem. 

With few exceptions, adjectival loans attract one of the productive 
Czech suffixes, especially -icky, -alni, -ovy; unadapted words are 
peripheral or colloquial: colour terms: khaki, bež 'beige', lila 'lilac'; the 
well-established terms brutto and netto; one or two terms from mathe-
matical theory and/or computerspeak like fuzzy (množina) 'fuzzy (set)'; 
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and colloquial fajn 'great, okay', prima 'great', fer 'fair, sporting'. 
Verbal borrowings appear almost daily and all adopt the suffix 

-(iz)ovat: If denoting acts subject to aspectual interpretations, they are bi-
aspectual, that is, present-tense forms can acquire future meanings. 
Examples are absorbovat, havarovat 'crash; break down', informovat, 
organizo vat. Some of these verbs acquire explicit perfectives by pre-
fixation, most widely by the most nearly neutral prefix z-, as in zkonfisko-
vat, zorganizovat, but also others, for example, poinformovat, 
vydezinfikovat, okomentovat, nakoncipovat, generally by analogy with 
native near-synonyms. 

5.4 Lexical fields 

5.4.1 Colour terms 
white bila (as a noun) bel 
black terna cerh 
red tervena (politically ruda) terven 
green zelena zeleń (also 'greenery') 
yellow zluta zlui 
blue modra modr 
brown hneda hned 
purple fialovd(< fialka 'violet') 

purpuro vd is only for kings and cardinals 
pink mzova(< rtize 'rose') 
orange oranzova oranz (rare) 
grey seda, sediva šeđ 

Note: colours are usually quoted as feminine adjectives, by association with barva 
'colour' 

All the above terms are 'felt' to be basic; riizova and fialova might be 
deemed non-basic by Berlin and Kay's (1969) criterion vi (name trans-
ference from objects), and oranzova by their criterion vii (fairly recent 
loan). From the rest of the evidence we might conclude that a Czech colour 
term is basic if it exists separately as both adjective and noun; however, 
oranž as a rare item and recent loan lacks the strength to support the claim 
of oranzova to be 'basic' in the strict sense. 

5.4.2 Body parts 
head hlava 
eye oko (anomalous plural oti) 
nose nos 
ear ucho (anomalous plural uši) 
mouth usta (N pluralia tantum); informally also rty 'lips' or pusa 

'kiss' 
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hair vlasy (collective PL); single 'head-hair': vlas, otherwise 
chlup 

neck krk (also 'throat'), šije (strictly: 'back of the neck') 
arm/hand ruka (anomalous plural ruce)-, explicit 'not-hand' pate 
finger prst 
leg/foot noha; chodidlo 'sole' occasionally used for 'foot' 
toe prst na noze ('thumb' and 'big toe' = palec) 
chest hruđ, prsa 
heart srdce 

hruđ is formal and anatomical, but by no means as restricted as 'thorax'; prsa 
(pluralia tantum), 'chest' or 'breast' (non-countable) is the common word, despite 
partial overlap with prs-y 'breast-s' (countable, female). Strictly, prsa retains (like 
oči, uši, ruce, nohy) residues of the dual declension, while prsy declines as a regular 
plural. 

5.4.3 Kinship terms 
mother matka, also mati (high style and low colloquial), mama 

(colloquial) 
father otec, also tata (general colloquial) 
sister sestra, also segra (low colloquial) 
brother bratr, also bracha (colloquial) 
aunt teta 
uncle stryc 
niece neter 
nephew synovec 
cousin (F) sestrenice 
cousin (M) bratranec 
grandmother babička 
grandfather dedeček 
wife mantelka, žena (informal); chot (F) 'spouse' 
husband mantel, mut (informal); chot (M) 'spouse'; plural mantele 

'Mr and Mrs' 
daughter dcera 
son syn 

6 Dialects 
The Czech dialects divide into four main groups: Bohemian, Hand, 
Lachian (Silesian) and Moravian-Slovak (south-east Moravia). In addition 
there is a belt of mixed Czech-Polish dialects in north-east Moravia. Each 
group is further subdivided, only the main divisions being identified on 
map 9.1. 

The main features of the Bohemian dialects, not shared by the standard 
language, but including Common Czech, are: 
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1 ej < у (and some /): mlejn 'mill', dobrej 'good', cejtit 'feel'; 
2 / f / < / e / : dobry mliko 'good milk', dobry vody/vode 'good water' 

(GEN/DAT); 
3 prothetie v- before o- (except in borrowings or words not occurring 

outside the standard literary language; also absent from the Doudleby 
subdialect): vokno 'window', von' he', vocet 'vinegar' (but not * volovo 
'lead', *votec 'father'); 

4 nominative-accusative plural in / i / for all adjectives: dobri lidi/skoly! 
jidla 'good people/schools/meals'; 

5 instrumental plural universally in -ma: tema našima dobrejma lidma/ 
školama!jidlama/ehlapcema 'those our good people/schools/meals/ 
boys'/šicima strojema 'sewing-machines'/polema 'fields'/ telatama 
'calves' and so on; 

6 -ay, -ej in the third person plural of a- and i-conjugation verbs: delaj/ 
chođej/sazej '(they) do, walk, plant'; 

7 loss of -/ from the masculine past tense of consonantal stem verbs: 
prines 'brought', vytisk 'printed', vypad 'fell out', upek 'baked', rek 
'said'. 

The Hana dialects occupy much of central Moravia and share the 
following main features: 

1 e < y: bek 'bull', dobre 'good (М NOM SG)'; also < I after sibilants and 
certain other consonants: nozek 'knife' (DIMIN), /-conjugation verbs: 
nosem 'carry (1 SG)', and so on, veševat (= vyšivat 'embroider'), 
blesko (= blizko 'near'); and < ej: de 'give (IMP)', nelepši 'best', even 
across morpheme boundary: nede (that is, ne-jde 'isn't going'); 

2 ó < й (standard Czech ои): móka 'flour', ribó 'fish (F INST SG)', 
including positions after soft consonants, since the umlauts were not 
effective here, hence: delajó 'do', plačo 'weep (3 PL)', kloč (= klic 
'key'), and in soft nouns: ulico (= ulici 'street (INST SG)'); 

3 e < a by the first umlaut internally: lezet 'lie', but not in soft inflections: 
duša 'soul (NOM SG)', otca 'father (GEN SG)'; 

4 i/i < u/u by the second umlaut internally: jih 'south', cizi 'alien', but 
not in endings: piju/pijo 'drink (1 SG)', ulicu/ulico 'street (ACC SG)'; 

5 u/u < ó, i/i < ie,, i/i < ё: kuń/kuń 'horse', pisek/pisek 'sand', mliko/mliko 
'milk' (that is to say, results similar to Bohemian, but with local tend-
ency to vowel shortening); 

6 short vowels in many types of disyllables (or former disyllables), where 
Bohemian (and standard Czech) has long vowels: vrana 'crow', blato 
'mud', так 'poppy', pit 'drink', jest 'eat'; 

7 divergent patterns of voice assimilation: [zh] < sh: [nazhledanó] (= na 
shledanou 'good-bye'); across morpheme boundaries with non-paired 
consonants: [gmostu] (= k mostu 'towards bridge'); 
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8 šč preserved: ščasny(= šfastny 'happy'); 
9 animacy marked in nominative plural adjectival endings: dobri lidi; 

10 third person plural of /-conjugation verbs in -ijó: chodijó, even vijó(= 
vedi 'know'); 

11 imperatives in -i/-ite after stem-final consonantal cluster: mesli, meslite 
(that is, my sli, my slete 'think'); 

12 first person singular of byt(= byt) is su. 

The Lachian dialects share a number of features (numbers 3, 5, 7, 8) 
with the previous group. Feature 5 above applies in the short-vowel 
version, since of the two most conspicuous features of the Lachian dialects 
one is loss of vowel length. The other is the emergence of word stress on 
the penultimate. Additional features are as follows: 

1 aj is preserved in closed syllables: daj, vajco (= dej 'give', vejce 'egg'); 
2 no syllabic liquids; accompanying vowels vary in quality and position: 

pylny (= piny 'full'), mysel (= mysl 'mind'), vjeter (= vitr 'wind'), 
kryk or kyrk (= krk 'neck'); 

3 / d / , / t / , / n / are palatalized before e, hence /vecTefe, ńeśefe/ for 
vedete 'lead', nesete 'carry (2 PL)'; 

4 /c, dź/ < t, đ\ cicho 'quiet'; pić'drink', chodzić'walk9; 
5 palatal / s / , / ž / before front vowels and (historic) / j / : śiń 'hall', prosić 

'request', zima 'winter', viae'take'; 
6 dz < d+j, chiefly in passive participles: vysvobodzeny 'liberated'; 
7 non-merger of two original /-phonemes: lipa / byl 'linden', 'was'; 
8 non-merger of i and y: lipa / był (recall that in standard Czech the 

spellings lipa and byl and so on are historic; there is no qualitative 
difference in the sounds represented); 

9 absence of both prothetic v- (compare the Bohemian group) and 
prothetic j- before i (compare the standard language): oko 'eye', ohen 
'fire'; iskra 'spark', inacy 'different'; 

10 genitive plural of masculine nouns in -uv; 
11 the animate accusative plural is identical to the genitive: ma dobrych 

sušeduv (= ma dobre sousedy 'has good neighbours'). 

Moravian-Slovak dialects - spoken largely in Slovačko, not to be 
confused with neighbouring Slovakia (Slovensko) - share some features 
with the Hanś group, namely 7 and 8, and with the Lachian group, namely 
7 (in the form Fipa, byt (or by w)), 9 and 11 (in the form ma dobrych 
susedii). Other main features not shared with the standard language are as 
follows: 

1 preservation of u: muka, nesii (= mouka 'flour', nesou 'they carry'); 
2 preservation of aj in closed syllables (compare the Lachian dialects, 

point 1); 
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3 short vowels as in the Hana dialects, point 6; 
4 few traces of the first umlaut: only medial ę > je: pjet 'five'; however, in 

long syllables a > ie> i: starši 'older' (FEM), and even smit sa (contrast 
standard smat se 'laugh'); 

5 no traces of the second umlaut, hence cuzi 'alien', piju 'drink (1 SG)', 
kluč 'key'; 

6 syllabic r even after ž, č: zrd (standard zerđ 'mast'), ščrk (šterk 
'gravel'); syllabic / > u: zuty 'yellow', but in final position also et; eł, ew 
or ew, hence spadu/spadet/spadew 'fell' and vedu/vedet/vedew 'led'; 

7 preservation of e: rect 'say', zele 'cabbage'; 
8 dative and locative plural of masculine and neuter nouns in -om!och: 

chlapom/-och 'fellow', kolenoml-och 'knee'. 

The Czech dialects have been well recorded and samples are available in 
such collections as Lamprecht, Michślkovś, et al (1976) or Bčlič's 
standard handbook (1972), incorporating detailed maps of isoglosses. Of 
late, attention has turned to the speech of individual urban centres and 
resulting studies show the extent to which Common Czech has spread out 
from Central Bohemia, but also how it is coloured both by the original 
local urban dialect and by the influence of incoming speakers of other 
dialects. Common Czech itself, with its core in the speech of Prague, 
reflects all the phonological features of Central Bohemian mentioned 
above, and has a consequentially distinctive morphology. As an inter-
dialect subject to local influences, it is now often divided into Common 
Bohemian Czech and Common Moravian Czech. The urban speech of 
Prague, with a discussion of Common Czech and the relation of both to 
standard Czech, is described in Townsend (1990). 
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10 Slovak 
David Short 

1 Introduction 
Slovak is the official language of Slovakia, or the Slovak Republic, the 
eastern part of former Czechoslovakia. It is spoken by about 4.5 million 
people in Slovakia and by another half million still living in the new Czech 
Republic. Thus westwards the Slovak-speaking area meets Czech; 
northwards it meets Polish, south-westwards German (in Austria), south-
wards Hungarian and eastwards Ukrainian. There are considerable 
Hungarian and smaller Czech and Ukrainian (Ruthenian) minorities in 
Slovakia, and even fewer Poles, Russians and Germans, but a large 
Romany population (10 per cent of the population in East Slovakia). The 
Slovak-speaking area overspills into Poland, with a larger spread into 
Hungary and scattered pockets in Rumania and the former Yugoslavia 
(chiefly Vojvodina). Historical migrations gave rise to Slovak groups else-
where in Europe and large colonies overseas (Canada, the United States 
and Argentina). 

The basis of the contemporary standard language is Eudovit Štur's codi-
fication of the 1840s, based mainly on Central-Slovak dialects; the modern 
orthography and some other refinements are due to revisions by Michał 
Hodža and Martin Hattala; the language was effectively consolidated by 
the mid-1850s. Earlier there had been a codification based on Western 
Slovak (1790), by Antonin Bernolak, which, though relatively short-lived, 
did produce some literature and BernoMk's large posthumous dictionary 
(Slowar słoweński česko-latinsko-nemecko-uherski, 1825-7). In the east 
the Calvinists had also attempted to use consistently a Slovak based on the 
eastern dialect (the Lutherans used biblical Czech). Unlike these early local 
versions of a systematized written language (and even earlier, unsystem-
atized, language patterns now known as 'cultured East/Central/West 
Slovak'), Štur's codification eventually gained acceptance as the language 
of the newly consolidated Slovak nation. With the youth of the language go 
many problems in its development and stabilization - morphological vari-
ation, the evaluation of regionalisms, the insidious penetration of Czech 
forms and the morphological and orthographic treatment of borrowings. 
Research on both the standard language and the dialects is conducted at 
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the Slovak Academy's Čudovit Stur Linguistics Institute in Bratislava, 
which publishes the periodicals Slovenska reč and Kultura slova, and the 
foreign-language occasional papers Recueil linguistique de Bratislava. 

2 Phonology 

2.1 Segmental phoneme inventory 
Practically speaking, Slovak has five short vowels organized triangularly: 

/ i / / u / 

/e/ /о/ 
/а/ 

However, standard Slovak as codified has six short vowels organized in a 
plain front-back pattern: 

/ i / / u / 

/e/ /о/ 
/ае/ / а / 

The anomaly is that /ае/ is observed only by about 5 per cent of speakers, 
and even when heard in formal contexts (high-style theatre, solemn 
proclamations) it is for the majority a quaint dialect feature, rather than a 
fine archaism. The substitute for /ае/, of which one informant working on 
its incidence says simply 'it has no future', is / e / . 

The system of long vowels (vowels in long syllables) is much more 
complex. Five long vowels, / i : / , /e: / , /a : / , /o : / , /u : / , are supplemented 
by four (rising) diphthongs, / ie/ , / ia/ , / iu/ , /uo/ . The resulting pattern of 
short-long oppositions is asymmetrical: while / i / and /ае/ have as their 
regular counterparts / i : / and /ia/ respectively, / e / has /a: / , but some-
times / ia/ , / u / has /u: / , but sometimes / iu/ , and / о / has /uo/ , but 
sometimes (in borrowings only) /о: / . Orthographically, /ае/ is represented 
by a (retained even when /ае/ is replaced by / e / , hence there are two 
symbols for / e / ) , /uo/ by 6, and long vowels by an acute accent. The 
retention of a is historical, etymological, as is the distribution of i, у, \ and у 
as letters representing / i / and /i:/ . The sequence ou occurring in the 
instrumental case of feminine paradigms is not a true diphthong, but short 
/ o / -h bilabial [w], indistinguishable from / o / + post-vocalic /v / (— [w]). 

Restrictions on vowel distribution: /ае/ occurs only after labials, and 
/ia/ , / ie/ , / iu/ only after 'soft' consonants (/ iu/ in just a few morpho-
logically conditioned environments); /a : / , /e: / , /u : / cannot occur after 
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soft consonants, where they are replaced by the matching diphthongs; /a : / 
may, however, occur after / j / under certain morphological conditions 
(fama 'pit', genitive plural jam) and in derivation, notably before suffixes 
ar, -aren (lejar-eń 'foundryman-foundry'). /e : / occurs only in borrow-

ings, the native dcera 'daughter' and adjective endings. There are twenty-
seven consonantal phonemes (table 10.1). The letters f, d', ń, Г (upper case 
f , £>, Ń, I1/Ł) are only used before back vowels or finally. Before front 
vowels, symbols without diacritics are used; thus before / i / , / i : / spellings 
are ti, di etc.; by contrast non-palatal / t / , / d / etc. before / i / , / i : / appear 
as ty, dy etc. Exceptions to this spelling convention occur in borrowings 
and some morphologically conditioned environments (for example, nomin-
ative plural masculine animate endings of pronouns and adjectives). 
Exceptions where te, de and so on represent not /te/, /cFe/, but / te / , 
/de/ occur in similar conditions, and in forms of ten 'that' and jeden 'one'. 

The main subclassification among consonants is the set of voiced-
voiceless pairs: b/p, d/t, d/t, dz/c, dz/c, z/s, i/š, g/k, h/ch, which are 
subject to patterns of assimilation - towards voicelessness before a voice-
less consonant or pause, and voicedness before a voiced consonant, often 
even an unpaired one, or, at word boundaries, even a vowel. Examples: 

stred = /stret/ 'middle', in which [t] represents the morphophoneme / d / , 
as distinct from the final / t / in stret /stret/ 'encounter'; 

kde= /gcTe/ 'where'; hadka = /hśtka/ 'quarrel'; 
naš bol = /nśźbol/ 'ours was', had pil = /hatpil/ 'snake drank'. 

Before unpaired voiced: vlak meška = /vlagmeškd/ 'train's late'; viae raz 
= /viadzršs/ 'several times'; similarly with transparent internal morpheme 
boundary: takmer = /tagmer/ 'almost'; viacnasobny /viadzndsobny/ 

Table 10.1 Slovak consonantal sounds (non-phonemic in square 
brackets) 

Labio- Alveo- Post-
Labial dental dental alveolar Palatal Velar Laryngeal 

Occlusive 
Oral p 
Nasal m 

ts 
[w] f v s 

b t d 
n 

t Cf k g 
й M 

Semi-occlusive 
Fricative 
Lateral 
Roll 

dz tš dž 
z š ž 

r 
Г 

x [Y] h 

Note: In IPA terms / f / = [с], / đ / = [j], / n / = [р], /Г/ = Щ, / š / = ГП, / ž / = 
[3], / t š / - ДО, [dž] = [d3]. 
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'multiple'. Opaque boundaries reveal no assimilation: vlakno = /vlškno/ 
'fibre'. 

Inconsistencies occur with: (a) the prefix s w h i c h survives in spelling 
and pronunciation in some words (sloh 'composition', svah 'slope'), while 
in others voicing has led to orthographic revision (zjednotii 'unite', zmes 
'blend'); (b) the effect of -m, which sometimes causes regressive voicing: 
našmu, vašmu — /nšžmu, všžmu/ 'our, your (DAT SG M/N)' , nesme, 
кирте = /nezme, kubme/ 'carry, buy (1 PL IMP)', and sometimes does 
not: lesmi, vlakmi 'forest, train (INST PL)', pronounced as written. 

Regressive voice assimilation before vowels: s otcom = /zotsom/ 'with 
father'; vlak ide = /vlagicFe/ 'train's coming'; with prepositions s and к 
vocalized (that is so, ku), assimilation occurs in all circumstances: ku копи 
— /gukonu/ 'towards horse'; so sestrou = /zosestrou/ 'with sister'. 

/ v / - / f / are an imperfect voiced-voiceless pair: while /v / > [f] before a 
voiceless consonant (vtip — /ff ip/ 'joke'), / v / > [w] after a vowel (or 
equivalent), hence pravda, krvny, polievka = [prawda, krwni:, poliewka]; 
before unpaired voiced consonants there is free variation: slavny = 
[sla:wni] or [sla:vni]. This is all in part due to the historically peripheral 
nature of / f / - once confined to loans and onomatopoeia, and to the late 
development of / v / < /w/ . 

Asymmetry also affects / h / and /ch/: / h / is devoiced before a voice-
less consonant (vrah pil = /vrachpil/ 'murderer drank'), while if /ch/ 
occurs before a voiced consonant it voices to [y] ( vzduch bol = [vzduybol] 
'air was'). Native / h / arose from /g / , but a few items resisted the change, 
notably after / z / (miazga 'sap'), and in onomatopoeia (cengaf 'jangle'). 
For an appraisal of the phonological system with special regard to assimi-
lation and neutralization see Sabol (1984). 

Other factors: /1/ and / r / can be syllabic and are fully integrated into 
patterns of syllable quantity and morpheme alternation, for example, dlhy 
'long', dlzka 'length'; vrch 'hill', vršit'pile up'. 

The letters q, w, x, pronounced [kv], [v], and [ks] or [gz] occur only in 
loans, but are integrated into the above patterns of assimilation, for 
example, prax = /praks/, but prax a teoria = /pragzateória/ 'practice and 
theory'. 

Of the letters with diacritics, only č, o, š and ž are subject to special 
alphabetical ordering, after c, o, s and z; ch follows A. 

We shall now consider the most interesting factors in the history of the 
Slovak phonological system. The metathesis of liquids produced reflexes 
identical, mutatis mutandis, to those of Czech; hence for CorC hrad 
'castle', ColC Mas 'voice', Cer C breh 'bank', Ce/C mlieko (where С is any 
consonant). However, Central-Slovak developments differed from those in 
the west, hence many syllable-quantity contrasts between standard Slovak 
and both Czech and the West-Slovak dialects, for example, vrana 'crow' 
(Czech vrana), slama 'straw' (slama), breza 'birch' (briza) and others with 
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short syllables for the old acute. In initial orC, olC groups the Slovak 
reflexes, whatever the original intonation, are raC, laC, for example, 
rakyta 'sallow', laket 'elbow', lakat' lure', rama 'shoulder'; many common 
exceptions (robit 'do', rozpravat 'talk', rovny 'level') still await explan-
ation. 

Slovak has lost both nasal vowels. Original ę > и, hence ruka 'hand', 
nesu 'they carry', dušu 'soul (ACC SG)'; by contrast ę > я, which has 
survived post-labially (but see the earlier discussion of vowels): hovado 
'beast', pat 'five', irieba 'foal'; elsewhere ę > a in short syllables, ia in long: 
často 'often', jazyk 'tongue'; chodia 'they walk', piaty 'fifth'. 

The jers were lost in general accordance with Havlik's rule: dbnbsb > 
dnes 'today', sabrati > zobrat 'take', vb tbme > vo tme 'in the dark', vb 
рргькъ > v piatok 'on Friday'. A striking feature is the variety of reflexes 
for the strong jer: while e predominates for ь, there is also a (Fan 'flax'), a 
(chrbat 'back') and о (ovos 'oats'), and while о predominates for ъ, there 
is also e (sen 'dream'), a (daska 'board', also doska) and a (daicT 'rain'). 
Several explanations are offered for this, of which perhaps the most per-
suasive is regional variation within the central dialects. 

The original distribution of lost and vocalized jers, that is 0 and elola 
respectively, has been altered by later developments. The main trend has 
been towards morpheme consistency, hence sabrati/^ъЬеги > sebrati/ 
sberu > Modern Slovak zobrat/zoberiem ('take (INF/1 SG)'), a process 
most conspicuous in noun stems: the nominative form domček (< 
dombchkb) replaces the oblique stem domečk- (< dombcbk-) to over-
come the alternation in strong and weak jers which the forms represent, 
hence modern domček (NOM), domčeka (GEN) 'little house'. Some mono-
syllables preserve the alternation (pes/psa 'dog', den/dna 'day'), others do 
not (lev/leva 'lion', Гап/Гапи 'flax'). Another innovation are the fill vowels 
in other clusters that arose after the loss of the weak jers. Here too~there is 
great variety in the vowels so functioning, most striking in genitive plurals, 
for example, poviedok 'stories', okien 'windows', vojen 'wars', sestier/sestdr 
'sisters', kvapiek/kvapak/kvapok 'drops' (currently, -ie- is preferred here, 
even in contravention of the rhythmical law (see below), for example, čisel/ 
čisiel 'numbers'), and in vocalized non-syllabic prepositions, for example, 
so synom 'with his son', ku mne 'to me'. Other examples of fill vowels: 
vietor 'wind', cukor 'sugar', viedol 'he led', pohol 'he moved', zmysel 
'sense', mysel* 'mind'. 

Proto-Slavonic 'syllabic' liquids, that is, those accompanied by a yer-like 
element in the sequences СъгС, Съ/С, СьгС and Сь/С: in Central and 
standard Slovak that element has disappeared, the liquid consonants them-
selves becoming fully syllabic, and either long or short: smrt 'death', mrtvy 
'dead'. Another point here is the random development of items with črC-, 
zrC-, for example, cierny 'black', zarnov 'grindstone', or unaltered zrd 
'mast', and červik 'maggot', dialectal črviak. 
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Prosodic phenomena: standard Slovak has fixed stress on the first 
syllable. A preceding preposition, especially if monosyllabic and ending in 
a vowel, attracts the stress, hence xkon 'horse', but xna koni 'on horseback'. 
Several stressless word categories, chiefly the past auxiliary, atonic personal 
pronouns and some particles, are enclitic, and have fixed positions in the 
clause (see 4.1). 

Slovak has no tones, but former tones have affected the distribution of 
long and short syllables. Suffice it here to note: (a) in syllables before a 
weak final jer in the genitive plural a circumflex metatonized to a new 
acute, marked now by a long syllable: ruk 'hands', hlav 'heads', a pattern 
since generalized to all nouns of the class, hence sil (< *sil) 'forces', briez 
(< *brez) 'birches'; (b) other originally circumflex syllables became 
(usually) short: dub 'oak', vlas 'hair'; (c) original acute syllables also 
usually shortened: krava 'cow' and so on (see the metathesis of liquids 
above); (d) new acute syllables usually lengthened, that is, not only in the 
cases under (a) above: stol 'table', ručka 'hand (DIMIN)', niesol, nesieš 
'carry (PAST, 3 SG)', koniec 'end'. 

The most striking feature in standard Slovak and the central dialects is 
the law of rhythmical shortening, which states that quantity is neutralized 
in a morphophonemically long syllable after a preceding long syllable. 
Hence such instances as krasny 'beautiful', but regular pekny 'nice' 
(adjectival endings are long), travam 'grasses', but zenam 'women (DAT 
PL)', miesta 'places', but mesta 'towns (NOM PL N)', chvalim 'praise', but 
my slim 'think (1 SG)'. Significantly, it also accounts for the final short 
syllable in čitavam 'read (1 SG FREQ)', since while the preceding a is short, 
it is in a morphophonemically long syllable, shortened after the first syllable 
- compare volavam 'call'. In a few inflectionally and derivationally speci-
fiable cases the rhythmical law is 'broken', owing to different patterns of 
tension between phonological and morphological processes. The main 
types are chvalia 'praise (3 PL i-theme)', čisiel 'numbers (preferred GEN 
PL)', pavi 'peacock's' (adjectives from animal names), tisicnasobny 
'thousandfold' (composition), and others. 

2.2 Morphophonemic alternations inherited from Proto-SIavonic 
Effects of the first palatalization of velars survive in derivation: к > č (ziak 
'pupil', diminutive ziačik), (g>) Л > z (noha, nozička 'leg'), ch > š(orech > 
oriešok 'nut') and in minor conjugational patterns (piekol/pečie 'baked/ 
bakes'; luhat/luže 'lie/s'; pachat/paše 'commit/s'). Of the second palatal-
ization, к > с survives mainly in the nominative plural of animate nouns 
(vojak/vojaci 'soldier/s'); ch > s is of low incidence (valach > valasi 
'shepherd/s'), while h > z has been eliminated. The paucity of such alter-
nations is due to a strong trend towards morphemic consistency. The sole 
effect of the third palatalization is its interaction with the first in the alter-
nation c/č, regular in nouns with the suffix -ec and their derivates, sporadic 
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elsewhere: chlapec/chlapček 'boy (and DIMIN)'; ovca < *ovbka, ora'sheep, 
ovine'. 

As a product of kt/gt + front vowel, and of t + у, с also alternates with č 
in, for example, noc/nočni 'night/nocturnal', piect/pečie 'bake/s', svieca/ 
sviecka 'candle (and DIMIN)'. 

Products of other ancient alternations (the spelling conventions as laid 
out on page 535 should be borne in mind): 

t/c(< tj) trestaf/tresce 'punish/es'; 
i/c (< tj) vratit/vračat 'return (PRFV/IMPFV)'; 
đ/dz (< dj) hodit/hadzat 'throw (PRFV/IMPFV)'; hadže(dž < dzj) (3 SG); 
s/š (< sj) pisat/piše 'write/s'; z/ž(< zj) mazat /maze 'smear/s'; 
sl/šV (< sij) poslat/pošle 'send/will send'; sl'/šF mysliet/myslienka 'think/ 

idea'. 

In addition to these limited alternations there are numerous regular 
morphological and derivational environments in which members of the 
opposition '—/+ palatal' occur with t/t, d/d, n/n, l/Г: Slovan/Slovania 
'Slav (NOM SG/PL м)'; hrad/hrade 'castle (NOM/LOC SG M)'; mesto/meste 
'town (NOM/LOC SG N)'; zena/zene 'woman (NOM/DAT-LOC SG F)'; 
dievčata/dievčafa 'girl (NOM PL/GEN SG N)'; šelma/šeliem 'beast-of-prey 
(NOM SG/GEN PL F)'; sokol/sokolik 'falcon (NOM SG/DIMIN)'; and others. 

Vocalic alternations: irregular alternations survive from ancient patterns 
of vowel gradation, for example, nesie/niest/nosit/-našat 'carry (3 SG/DET 
INF/INDET INF/secondary IMPFV INF)', kvet/kvitnui 'flower' (noun/verb), 
including cases of V/0: berie/brat 'take (3 SG/INF)' and others resulting 
from the loss of the jers, and from the fate of the front nasal: 

e/0 pes /psa 'dog'; 
a/0 chrbdt/chrbta 'back (NOM/GEN SG)'; 
o/0 niesol/niesla 'carried (M/F)'; 
ie/0 svetiel/svetlo 'light (GEN PL/NOM SG)'; 
a/ia pat/piaty 'five/fifth'. 

Quantitative oppositions stem chiefly from the loss of tones and some 
regular patterns in morphology, especially feminine and neuter genitive 
plurals as against the prevailing stem form (see 3.1.2). Other non-
systematic alternations include such types as stol/stola 'table (NOM/GEN 
SG)', hviezda 'star', hvezdar 'astronomer', kurit 'heat', kuric 'stoker', and 
in diminutive formation: hlas/hlasok 'voice'. 

2.3 Morphophonemic alternations resulting from changes after Proto-
Slavonic 

Dissimilation of šč (that is, [štš] < sk or st+j or front vowel) to št has 
produced the following alternations: 
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sk/ši poVsky/pol'stina 'Polish' (adjective/noun); nebesky/nebestan 
'heavenly/heavenly being'; 

st/št mesto/meštan 'town/burgher'. 

More systematic is sk/c in the formation of nouns denoting languages: 
latinsky/latiniina 'Latin', slo vensky/slo venčina 'Slovak'; compare 
nemecky/nemćina 'German', but contrast anglicky/anglićtina 'English'. 

The main development in the vowels has been the displacement for most 
speakers of a by e, producing an alternation e/ia: pat = [pef] 'five', piaty 
'fifth'. 

3 Morphology 

3.1 Nominal morphology 
In addition to the eventual merging of the o- and и-stems and considerable 
attrition among minor paradigms, noun declension is marked by relatively 
strong assertion of the gender principle (see masculine a-stems) and the 
parallel sets brought about by the rhythmical law (see 2.1). Another feature 
is the extent to which alternating stem forms have been eliminated in 
favour of morphemic consistency. By contrast, there is considerable 
morphological variety in numerous sub- and sub-subclasses, especially in 
the nouns. 

3.1.1 Nominal categories 
The number category has two members only, singular and plural; there are 
isolated traces of the dual in forms of dva 'two' and oba 'both'. 

The case system has shrunk from seven members to six, the vocative 
being replaced by the nominative. Some vocative forms survive, but are not 
considered part of their respective paradigms. They occur in addressing 
kin, close friends, the deity and high dignitaries and are essentially 
formulaic, whether familiar, jocular or formal. 

The three genders are well represented in several main paradigms each. 
The subcategory of animacy operates within the masculine only. In general 
terms, any animate noun in the accusative singular shares the form of the 
genitive (but inanimate accusative and nominative are identical), and there 
are distinctive forms for human animate nominative plural and accusative-
genitive plural (shared by just three or four animal names); inanimates and 
most animal names have nominative plural and accusative plural identical 
and different from the genitive plural. In all these instances animacy is 
expressed secondarily in adjective agreement. 

3.1.2 Noun morphology 
We shall first consider the main declensional types. The hard masculine 
declension (table 10.2) unites all former o- and w-stems, with a systematic 
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Table 10.2 'Hard' masculine former o- and u-stems 

AN INAN 
SG PL SG PL 

NOM 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

chlap 'fellow' chlapi 
jchlapov 

chlapa) Ichlapov 
chlapovi chlapom 
chlapom chlapmi 
chlapovi chlapoch 

dub 'oak' 
dub 
duba 
dubu 

duby) 
duby» 
dubov 
dubom 
dubmi 
duboch 

dubom 
dube 

redistribution of the two sets of available endings. The main factors are: (a) 
universalization of the w-declension dative singular marker -ovi for 
animate dative and locative, leaving the o-stem ending -u for inanimates; 
(b) the o-stem nominative plural ending -i reserved for human animates; a 
version of the u-stem ending, -ovia, occurring with some clearly defined 
subclasses (nouns in final -ček, -čik, -h, -g: chlapčekovia 'boys', vrahovia 
'murderers', filologovia 'philologists', hence the disappearance of the alter-
nation g/h > z which -i would induce, though analogous к > с and ch > s 
occur (see 2.2); some monosyllables also have -ovia: clenovia 'members', 
synovia 'sons'); a third nominative plural animate ending is -ia (originally a 
singular collective marker as in bratia 'brothers', now also replacing -e in 
the consonantal declension), occurring with nouns in -(c)an and some 
isolates: občania 'citizens', hostia 'guests'; (c) w-stem locative ending -wfor 
inanimate velar stems (rohu 'corner') as opposed to the preferred o-stem 
ending -e; (d) a loose distribution of the o- and w-stem genitive endings, -a 
and -u, between concrete and abstract nouns respectively (only native-
speaker intuition or the dictionary can resolve the countless exceptions). A 
major innovation is the adoption of i- or a-stem instrumental plural 
endings; the former, -mi, is used after single stem-final consonants except 
-m, the latter, -ami, after -m or consonantal clusters (domami 'houses', 
mostami 'bridges'). A large subclass of mostly borrowed nouns with final -r 
and -I has -i in the locative singular and -e in the nominative-accusative 
plural (mieri 'peace', hotelil-e, revolveri/-e); this irregularity is partly 
dependent on history (soft-declension endings surviving after depalatal-
ization of the consonants), partly on the nature of the preceding vowel and 
partly on the native versus foreign origins of individual items. The nouns 
raz and čas show a rare survival of the o-stem genitive plural: pat raz 'five 
times', od tych čias 'since those times'. 

In the corresponding soft declension (table 10.3) the lack of the Czech 
umlauts and the strength of the animacy principle means that Slovak has no 
hard/soft split in the animates; in the inanimates the only difference is in 
the locative singular and nominative-accusative plural (in -i and -e respec-
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Table 10.3 'Soft' masculines (former jo-stems) 

AN INAN 
SG PL SG PL 

NOM 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

muž 'man' muži stroj 'machine' stroje i 
stroje* 
strojov 
strojom 
strojmi 
strojoch 

n u r 
muL_ 
mužovi 
mužom 
mužovi 

mužov i 
mužov i 
mužom 
mužmi 
mužoch 

stroj 
stroja 
stroju 
strojom 
stroji 

tively). The main deviations are animates in -tet with nominative plural in 
-ia (učitelia 'teachers'), a few abstract or mass nouns with genitive in -u 
(čaj-u 'tea', bol'-u 'grief'), and some anomalous genitive plurals in nouns 
originally from other classes (Fudia-Fudi 'people', kóń-koni 'horse', 
peniaze-peńazi 'money', den-dni 'day'). 

Neuter o-stems (table 10.4) are conservative in the singular. The 
endings in the ъ}о-stem variant are the main source for occurrences of the 
three 'soft' diphthongs. In the plural of о- and yo-stems a crucial innovation 
is the penetration of oblique-case a-stem endings, the effects of which 
include transfer of length to the original o-stem nominative-accusative 
form. Where the rhythmical law applies, length is lost from all endings, for 
example, čislo, plural čisla, dative plural čislam and so on. As with 
masculine velar stems, the original м-stem locative ending is used; mlieko-
mlieku 'milk', sucho-suchu 'dry(ness)'; it also appears in loans ending in 
-Wum: muzeum-muzeu, individuum-individuu (with paradigmatic alter-
nation of Latin and native case morphemes). These loans, like a few native 
yo-stems, also have a divergent genitive plural in -/: miizei, more-mori 
'sea', pole-poli 'field'. The genitive plural is itself the most striking feature 
of this class, with the dominant ending -0, accompanied by lengthening of 
the stem-final syllable, whether in disyllables, as in table 10.4, even those 
containing a liquid (zrno-zrn 'grain'), polysyllables (kladivo-kladiv 
'hammer', letisko-letisk 'airport', jablko-jablk 'apple'), or loans (auto-aut 
'car'), but not where the crucial vowel is -eox -o- (kvinteto-kvintet, konto-
kont 'account'). Lengthening is inhibited by length in the penultimate 
syllable of the genitive plural, in accordance with the rhythmical law: 
zameno-zamen 'pronoun'. The principle of syllable lengthening before -0 
extends to the fill vowel, unless inhibited by a previous long syllable: jadro-
jadier 'nucleus', but drie vko-drie v ok 'bit of wood'; the preferred fill vowel 
is -ie-, occurring often in defiance of the rhythmical law, hence čislo-čisel 
or čisiel 'number'. 

The feminine a- and ул-stems (table 10.5) are highly conservative and 
differ only in the dative and locative singular and nominative-accusative 
plural. Like the neuters, the a-stems also have lengthening in a syllable 
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Table 10.4 o-stems neuter 

o-stems jo-stems bjo-stems 

SG 
NOM mesto 'town' srdce 'heart' poučenie instruction' 
ACC mesto srdce poučenie 
GEN mesta srdca poučenia 
DAT mestu srdcu poučeniu 
INST mestom srdcom poučenim 
LOC meste srdci poučeni 
PL 
NOM mestś srdcia poučenia 
ACC mestś srdcia poučenia 
GEN miest srdc poučeni 
DAT mestśm srdciam poučeniam 
INST mestami srdcami poučeniami 
LOC mestśch srdciach poučeniach 

Table 10.5 a-stems 

SG PL SG PL 

Hard F M 
NOM žena ženy 'woman' sluha sluhovia 'servant' 
ACC ženu ženy sluhu sluhov 
GEN ženy žien sluhu sluhov 
DAT žene ženšm sluhovi sluhom 
INST ženou ženami sluhom sluhami 
LOC žene žen£ch sluhovi sluhoch 

Soft /«-stems F bja-stems (one item only) F 
NOM ulica ulice 'street' pani panie 'lady, Mrs' 
ACC ulicu ulice paniu panie 
GEN ulice ulic, duši* panej pani 
DAT ulici uliciam panej paniam 
INST ulicou ulicami pańou paniami 
LOC ulici uliciach panej paniach 

Note: * duši (duša 'soul') represents the largish subclass with genitive plural in -i', 
they mostly end in -Га, -ča, -ńa, -ša, though many with these same finals are 
regular. 

before -0 in the genitive plural: it may take the form of a diphthong (stopa-
stóp 'trace', zaba-žiab 'frog'), it applies even to syllables with a liquid 
(vlna-vln 'wave'), and it is inhibited by length in the penultimate 
(zahrada-zahrad 'garden'). Also as with the neuters, a fill vowel will be 
long unless inhibited by a preceding long syllable (hra-hier 'game', latka-
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latok 'material'); again, -ie- is increasingly preferred, irrespective of the 
rhythmical law (vyhra-vyher/vyhier'win'). The range of fill vowels is wide 
and can lead to much free variation (kvapka-kvapok/kvapiek/kvapak 
'drop'). Lengthening does not occur in many polysyllables with -о- in the 
penultimate (budova-budov 'building', potvora-potvor 'monster'), after -y 
(spojka-spojok 'conjunction', vojna-vojen 'war'), and in most borrowings 
with -e- or -o- in the critical syllable (konzerva-konzerv 'tin (of food)', 
anekdota-anekdot). The isolated ьуя-stem noun pani 'lady' shares, in the 
singular oblique cases and nominative-accusative plural, forms of the soft 
adjectival declension, and its other plural forms with a variant soft declen-
sion (the dlań 'palm' paradigm in Slovak grammars), except in the instru-
mental plural (dianami, but paniami); pani is uninfected in juxtaposition 
with another noun (pani doktorka, dative pani doktorkę'Frau Doktor in'). 
The dlań type behaves generally like the ya-stems, but resembles kost 
(table 10.6) in lacking a case marker in the nominative and accusative 
singular and in having -/ in the genitive plural. There are many nouns that 
are hybrids between dlań and kost, though the set of items involved differs 
from the similar set in Czech. 

Masculine л-stems are conspicuous for four features: (a) there is no 
difference between hard- and soft-stem versions of the class, hence sudca 
'judge' declines exactly like sluha 'servant'; (b) the gender principle has 
overruled the theme-vowel principle almost completely, hence the many 
forms shared with the o-stems, except that (c) the animacy principle 
whereby accusative singular = genitive is inverted, the genitive having 
adopted the accusative form; (d) the declension is shared by native 
surnames ending in -o (Botto, genitive Bottu); non-native surnames in -о 
and native forenames and hypocoristics decline as o-stems (Hugo, genitive 
Huga, Janko-Janka, ujo-uja 'uncle'), a pattern now spreading as a pro-
gressive variant to native surnames (genitive Botta). A masculine я-stem 
subclass containing the suffixes -ista, -ita has nominative plurals in -i: 
huslista-huslisti 'violinist', bandita-banditi. 

A minor feminine class has long adjectival endings in the singular and 
nominative-accusative plural and forms like zena in the plural oblique 
cases; it includes gazdina 'mistress, farmer's wife', švagrina 'sister-in-law' 
and kral'ovna 'queen'. 

The /-declension (table 10.6) is well preserved in the singular, but has 
shifted in the plural towards other soft feminine types. Increasingly, it is the 
preserve of abstracts in -ost, but still contains several dozen other common 
items (nemoc 'sickness', hus 'goose'), including former ъу-stems (krv-krvi 
'blood', cirkev-cirkvi 'church'). 

With one exception, Slovak preserves little trace of the consonantal 
stems, most types having switched to the central declensions: kameń 
'stone' and others have joined stroj; krestan 'Christian' and others 
formerly with the infix -in- now follow chlap, while agent nouns in -tet 
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Table 10.6 /-stems 

SG PL 

NOM kosf 'bone' kosti 
ACC kosf kosti 
GEN kosti kosti 
DAT kosti kostiam 
INST kosfou kosf ami 
LOC kosti kostiach 

follow muz (nominative plural in both types is in -ia). Feminine mat 
'mother' has largely been replaced by matka, a regular a-stem, though the 
consonantal-stem declension survives with the stem mater- (also as back-
formed nominative); feminine ъу-stems contain the thematic consonant in 
back-formed nominatives (see above), though there has been some inter-
action with hard feminines in -va. Neuters: all the л-stems have passed in 
the extended-stem version to the hard o-stems (bremeno-bremena 
'burden'), though short nominative-accusative forms (brema, sema 'seed', 
etc.) survive as obsolescent high-style variants; 5-stems have passed to the 
o-stems, with some neologizing separate lexicalization of alternative stems, 
shared with Czech (slovo 'word', sloveso 'verb'); only nebo 'heaven' retains 
the consonantal suffix, as the basis of its plural stem nebes-, which then has 
two declensions: like srdce (nebesia etc.) or, less often, like mesto (nebesa 
etc.). The great survivor among the consonantal types is the «/-class (table 
10.7), which retains the consonantal suffix, as -at- in the singular, -at- in 
the plural, and declines like srdce and mesta respectively. An alternative 
plural, with mostly soft masculine endings, is available with items denoting 
young living creatures. Non-living entities in the class include dupa 'lair', 
pupa 'bud'; the main non-juvenile is knieta (M) 'prince'. Three items 
denoting animals (prasa 'pig', teta 'calf', štena 'puppy') have short forms of 
the alternative plural, without the suffix -en-, hence prase, genitive singular 
prasata, nominative plural prasata!prasce, genitive plural prasiat/prasiec. 

Table 10.7 Neuter /i/-stems (now /Vf-stems) 

SG PLl PL2 

NOM jahńa 'lamb' jahńatś jahnence 
ACC jahńa jahńatś jahnence 
GEN jahnafa jahńiat jahneniec 
DAT jahfiafu jahńatśm jahnencom 
INST jahńafom jahńatami jahnencami 
LOC jahnati jahńatśch jahnencoch 
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3.1.3 Pronominal morphology 
Of the genderless personal pronouns (table 10.8) ty is familiar singular 
and vy polite singular or plural. The unstressed forms ma, ta, sa, mi, ti, si 
are enclitic; at points in the table where no alternatives are indicated, the 
sole form may be enclitic or not according to functional sentence per-
spective. Prepositions may govern only non-enclitic forms. The stressed-
unstressed opposition also applies in the nominative, in which the 
unstressed version is represented by zero, person being adequately 
expressed by the verb. 

The third-person pronouns are fully marked for gender in the singular 
and partly so in the plural (table 10.9). Their declension exhibits several 
peculiarities: (a) the forms ho and mu are enclitic and contrast with jeho 
and jemu\ other non-nominative forms, except those with a hyphen, may 
occur in enclitic or non-enclitic positions according to function; (b) after 
prepositions all third-person pronouns attract initial n-; the locative forms 
and the accusative plural ne occur only after prepositions; instrumental 
forms have initial n- in all functions; (c) the hyphenated forms occur only 
after prepositions, with which they are written as one word (doń, dońho 
'into it', zań 'for/behind it/him', uńho 'at his house', etc.); original 
accusative or genitive forms are used indiscriminately here. 

Table 10.8 Genderless pronouns 

NOM ja T ty 'you (SG)' (REFL) my 'we' vy 'you (PL)' 
ACC mńa/ma teba/fa seba/sa nas vas 
GEN mńa/ma teba/fa seba/sa nśs vśs 
DAT mne/mi tebe/ti sebe/si nśm vam 
INST mnou tebou sebou nami vami 
LOC mne tebe sebe nas vas 

Table 10.9 Third-person pronouns 

SG PL 
M N F MAN Other 

NOM on ono ona oni ony 
ACC • jeho/W-i i / ' -nho ho/-ń ju ich ich/ne 
GEN ^е!ю/1ю/-п/-п1ю jej ich 
DAT 'jemu/2mu jej im 
INST nim ńou nimi 
LOC nom nej nich 

Notes: 'animate stressed forms;2 inanimates use only these enclitic forms; if 
emphatic forms are required, these are generally taken from the demonstrative 
pronoun. 
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Demonstrative ten and possessive naš (table 10.10) represent other 
pronominal declensions. In its plural oblique cases and in the feminine 
singular ten overlaps with the adjectival declensions, and its declension is 
shared by tento 'this', tamten (and colloquial henteh) 'that' and tenze 'the 
same' (the morphemes -to, tarn-, hen- and -te remain constant), kto 'who' 
and со 'what'. As with other non-substantival types the t- is not palatalized 
by any front-vowel case morphemes (hence, for example, nominative 
plural masculine animate [ti:]). The naš paradigm is shared by other 
possessives (mój/moja/moje/moji 'my', tvoj 'thy', svoj (REFL), vaš 'your'), 
with long syllables in the same distribution, except in tvoj and svoj. 
Possessive jeho 'his', jej 'her' and ich 'their' are not declined. 

Other pronouns: sam/sama/samo/sami '-self, the very' shares the mixed 
pronominal-adjectival declension of jeden (given in table 10.15 below); 
similarly všetok/všetka/všetko/všetci(\)/ všetky 'all'. 

Interrogative kto and со lie at the heart of a complex set of indefinite 
pronouns and pronoun-adverbs. Table 10.11 lists those that may claim 
reasonable frequency in the system of reference, co-reference, quanti-
fication, etc. The rows are based on interrogatives, the columns on the 
many modifying prefixes and suffixes: kto 'who', со 'what', či 'whose', kedy 
'when', kde 'where', kam 'whither' (a series increasingly replaced by the 
kde set), odk(ad)ial\ skadial\ odkade, skade all 'whence', kade 'which 
way', ako 'how', kol'ko 'how much/many', ktory 'which', aky 'what kind', 
коГкогаку 'how many kinds of', коГку 'how much/many/big' (see 4.10); 

Table 10.10 The demonstrative pronoun ten < *7ъ, and possessive 
pronoun naš 4our9 

M N F M N F 

SG 
OM ten to tś ndš naše naša 
ACC ten/toho* to tu nśś/nśsho* naše našu 
GEN toho tej nśsho našej 
DAT tomu tej nššmu našej 
INST tym tou našim našou 
LOC tom tej našom našej 
PL 
NOM ti*/tie tie naši*/naše naše 
ACC tych*/tie tie našich*/naše naše 
GEN 

tych*/tie 
tych našich 

DAT tym našim 
INST t^mi našimi 
LOC tych našich 

Note: * Following words indicates animate forms only. 
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Table 10.11 

nie- vol'a- da- -si hoc(i)- -korvek bar(s)-

kto niekto vorakto dakto ktosi hoc(i)kto ktotorvek bśr(s)kto 
čo niečo voFačo dačo čosi hoc(i)čo čokoFvek bšr(s)čo 
čf nieči voFači dači čisi hociči čfkorvek bšr(s)čf 
kedy niekedy voFakedy dakedy kedysi hoc(i)kedy kedykoFvek bśr(s)kedy 
kde niekde voFakde dakde kdesi hoc(i)kde kdekofvek bśr(s)kde 
kam/KDE niekam/ voFaKDE daKDE KDF.-/kamsi hocikam/ kamkoFvek/ bńr(s)kam 

-KDE -KDE KDE-
odk(ad)iaF odniek(ad)iar odkiaFsi odkiaFkoFvek 
skadiaF zniekadiaF 
odkade o d n i e k a d e 
skade zniekade zdakade 
kadiar kadiarkoFvek 
kade niekade voFakade dakade kadesi hoc(i)kade kadekoFvek/ bśr(s)kade 

ako N EJ ako voFaiako/ dajako/ akosi hoc(u)ako 
KAM-
akokoFvek bśr(s)ako 

voFško dńko 
коГко niekoFko voFakoFko dakorko koFkosi hoc(i)korko bśr(s)koFko 
który niektóry voFaktory daktory ktorysi hoc(i)ktory ktorykoFvek bśr(s)ktory 
аку NEjaky voFajaky/ daj аку/ akysi hoc(Li)aky akykoFvek bśr(s)aky 

voFśky dśky 
коГкогаку niekoFkoraky 
коГку niekoFky hoc(i)koFky 

nie-, voFa-, da- 'some-', -si 'some- or other', hoc(i)-, -koFvek, bar(s)-
voVa-, 'any-; -ever', poda- 'some (DISTR)', kade-, kde-, leda- 'many a, all 
kinds of, sundry', ni- 'no-', in(o)- 'other, else', všeli- 'all manner of' 
(usually pejorative), vš- 'all, every-'. It is particularly difficult to specify 
exact English meanings of the various morphemes concerned since there is 
some overlapping (compare voFa-), much interference between sets 
denoting place, goal and direction, much idiolectal squabbling among 
native speakers on the relative stylistic markedness of quasi-synonyms (for 
example, between nie- and da-) and some genuine stylistic constraints. 

3.1.4 Adjectival morphology 
The three basic adjectival declensions are 'hard', 'soft' and possessive, a 
hybrid with elements of several non-substantival paradigms. The hard and 
soft types are historically 'long', but the long endings of many items shorten 
in consequence of the rhythmical law. Few true short (predicative) adjec-
tives survive, except for rad (feminine rada, neuter rado, masculine 
animate plural radi, other plural rady) 'glad' and obsolescent dlzen (from 
dlzny 'owing'), hoden (hodny 'worthy') and vinen ( vinny 'guilty'). 

The hard declension (table 10.12) conceals several systematic 
exceptions to the orthographic conventions involving dentals and front 
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poda- kade- kde- leda- ni- in(o)- všeli-

podakto kadekto kdekto 
kadečo kdečo 
kadeči 

kadekde 
KADEKDE 

ledakto nik(to) NIEKTO inV 
ledačo nič NIECO in£ 

nikdy inokedy 
KDEKADE nikde inde 

nikam/ inam/INDE 
-KDE 

odnikiaF odinAkiaF 
zinokadiaF 

odnikade 
znikade zinakade 

všelikto 
všeličo 

VŠETCI 

VŠETKO 

vždycky 
všelikde vŠAde 
všelikam/ VSADE 

kadejako 
kdekade nikade inokade 

nijako inak(SiE)/ 
inAC všelijako 

všade 

podaktory kdektory 
kadejaky kde Jak у 

ŻIADEN inV vSeliktory 
ledajaky nijaky/ inakSI vSeluaky 

Ż1ADEN 

VŠETC1 

Note: parentheses indicate optional morphemes; small capitals indicate morphological or lexical 
departures from the form predictable for the given field. 

vowels: the feminine endings -ej and the masculine animate nominative 
plural -L, for example, peknej 'nice', mladej 'young' or pekni, mladi contain 
alveo-dental, not palatal, consonants; no change occurs in velar consonants 
either, hence drahy, drahej, drahi6dear', vel'ky, veFkej, veVkVbig' (here the 
trend towards stem-morpheme consistency has overruled palatalization). In 
rhythmically shortened items, for example, krasny 'beautiful', with short 
vowels throughout the endings, a deficiency of the orthography is seen in 
such forms as krasne, which as [krśsne] is adjectival, but as [krśsńe] is the 
adverb. 

The 'soft' adjectival declension (table 10.13) is shared by a relatively 
small number of basic items; its strength lies in derived classes: com-
paratives and superlatives, adjectives based on the infinitive (testovaci 'for 
testing'), on past participles (porozumevši 'having understood') and 
adverbs (vtedajši 'the then', < vtedy). Present active participles follow the 
rhythmically shortened version of the paradigm ( volajuci 'calling', compare 
domači 'domestic'); if the stem vowel is long, however, the participial suffix 
does not undergo rhythmical shortening (pišući 'writing'). Adjectives from 
animal names, while not necessarily having a 'soft' stem-final consonant, 
follow the soft paradigm and, again, if the stem vowel is long, the ending 
does not shorten (pavi 'peacock's'). 
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The possessive declension (table 10.14) is based on the suffix -ovfor a 
male human possessor, -in for a female, whether expressed by a common 
noun or proper name. The feminine suffix does not pre-palatalize; nor do 
front-vowel endings in the declension affect the final -n of the feminine 
suffix, another exception to the spelling-pronunciation rule concerning the 
sequence ne and ni. 

Table 10.12 'Hard9 adjectival declension: novy 'new9 

SG PL 
M N F м AN Other 

NOM novy novć novś novi novć 
ACC novy/novćho* nove novu novych nove 
GEN novćho novej novych 
DAT novemu novej novym 
INST novym novou novymi 
LOC novom novej novych 

Note: * animate form only. 

Table 10.13 Soft adjectival declension: cudzt 'alien', 'someone else's' 

M N F M AN Other 

NOM cudzf cudzie cudzia cudzf cudzie 
ACC cudzf/cudzieho* cudzie cudziu cudzfch cudzie 
GEN cudzieho cudzej cudzfch 
DAT cudziemu cudzej cudzfm 
INST cudzfm cudzou cudzfmi 
LOC cudzom cudzej cudzfch 

Note: * animate form only. 

Table 10.14 Declension of possessive adjectives 

SG PL 
M N F м AN Other 

NOM Petrov Petrovo Petrova Petrovi Petrove 
ACC Petrov/Petrovho* Petrovo Petrovu Petrovych Petrove 
GEN Petrovho Petrovej Petrovych 
DAT Petrovmu Petrovej Petrovym 
INST Petrovym Petrovou Petrovymi 
LOC Petrovom Petrovej Petrovych 

Note: * animate form onlv. 
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The basic suffix in the comparison of adjectives is -ejši (beznejši 
'commoner', cudzejši'more alien'), with -ši in several subclasses: (a) non-
derived items ending in one stem-final consonant, except sibilants and 
some items in -p, -m or -t (novši 'newer', bohatši 'richer', but krutejši 
'crueller'); (b) adjectives containing the suffixes -к-, -ok- or -ek-9 which are 
deleted before the comparative suffix (kratky-kratši 'short-er', hlboky-
hlbsi 'deep-er'); (c) certain suppletive forms (dobry-lepsi 'good-better', 
veVky-vacsi 'big-ger'). Points to note: pre-palatalization of velars before 
the basic suffix has been eliminated in favour of morphemic consistency 
(mrzky-mrzkejśi 'base-r'), but it remains in the case of alveo-dentals 
(husty-hustejsi, pronounced [husfejši] 'dense-r'); the basic suffix -ejši can 
be attached to fully adjectivalized participles, including the present active 
(prekvapujuci-prekvapujucejši 'surprising-more surprising'). 

The superlative is formed by prefixing naj- to the comparative. A sub-
sidiary, analytical, method of forming comparatives and superlatives is 
based on the comparative and superlative of veta 'much, very', namely viae 
or vačšmi 'more' and najviac/najvačšmi 'most' (najviae vyvinuty 'most 
developed' - also najvyvinutejsi). Analytical forms based on malo-menej-
najmenej 'little-less-least' are the only possibility for negative comparison. 
The conjunctions etc. of comparison are: ako 'as/like; than'; nez 'than'; z 
'from', medzi 'among', spomedzi 'from among': stary ako ja 'as old as I', 
starši ako/nez ja 'older than I', najstarši z!spomedzi nas/medzi nami 'the 
oldest of us'. 

Adverbs derived from adjectives are marked by largely morpho-
phonologically conditioned suffixes -e, -о, -y. Adjectives in -sky form 
adverbs in -sky; for the rest there is considerable variation: -e is preferred 
for adjectives with the suffixes -ovity, -ity and -ny, while -o, increasingly 
prevalent, is preferred with adjectives ending in -ty, -ly and velar, sibilant 
and labial stems. Exceptions abound on both sides and free variation is 
common. 

Comparative and superlative adverbs coincide formally with the neuter 
singular forms of adjectives (hustejšie-najhustejšie 'more-most densely', 
prekvapujucejšie 'more surprisingly'). Adjectives that have suppletive 
comparative-superlative forms, and some other minor types, also have 
distinctive comparative adverbs, for example: 

dobre- lepšie-najlepšie 'well-better-best'; 
zle-horšie-najhoršie 'badly-worse-worst'; 
daleko-dalej-najdalej 'far-further-furthest'; 
skoro-skór/skorej-najskór/najskorej 'soon-sooner-soonest' (here the 

shorter comparative and superlative also means 'rather' and 'more/most 
likely'). 
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3.1.5 Numeral morphology 
The numeral ' l ' (table 10.15) preserves the morphology of gender and case 
and functions adjectivally. The numeral 'T (table 10.16) retains a distinc-
tion between masculine and feminine-neuter in the nominative and 
accusative only, with the refinement of separate (human) animate mascu-
line forms. The animacy distinction carries over as the sole gender category 
in '3' and '4\ also optionally in '5' and above. In the latter (table 10.17) 

Table 10.15 The numeral '1' 

SG PL 
M N F M AN Other 

NOM jeden jedno jedna jedni jedny 
ACC jeden/jedneho* jedno jednu jednych jedny 
GEN jednćho jednej jednych 
DAT jednćmu jednej jednym 
INST jednym jednou jednymi 
LOC jednom jednej jednych 

Note: * animate form only. 

Table 10.16 The numeral 42' 

M AN MINAN F / N 

NOM dvaja dva dve 
ACC dvoch dva dve 
GEN dvoch 
DAT dvom 
INST dvoma 
LOČ dvoch 

Table 10.17 The numeral 45' 

M AN Other 

NOM paf/piati* paf 
ACC paf/piatich* paf 
GEN piatich 
DAT piatim 
INST piatimi 
LOC piatich 

Note: * optional explicitly animate forms. 
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Slovak has evolved a fully declining system relatable to the pronominal 
declensions. Thus all numerals potentially approximate to the status of 
adjectives. 

Additional remarks on tables 10.15-10.17: the plural of ' l ' is used of 
each of two or more contrasted groups (jedni..., jedni... 'some . . . others 
. . o r of pluralia tantum: jedny nohavice 'one pair of trousers', jedny usta 
'one mouth'. The declension of dva is shared by oba and obidva (obidvaja, 
obidve, obidvoch and so on) 'both', with similar forms of '3' (traja,} tri, 
troch, instrumental troma or tromi) and '4' (masculine animate Styria, 
others styri, styroch, styrmi). The forms dvoma, oboma, and through them 
troma, and the nominatives dva, dve are the sole remnants of the dual 
number. The declension of pat is shared by all numerals up to '99' (table 
10.18), but in noun phrases after prepositions these numerals are often left 
undeclined. In the same circumstances sto '100' and the higher hundreds 
are also undeclined. Sto in isolation declines like mesto, but has suppletive 
genitive plural forms, pat stoviek/stovak, from the noun stovka. Similarly, 
tisic '1,000' declines like stroj, but with variants tisicami/tisicmi (INST PL). 

Table 10.18 Cardinal numerals 

jeden ' l ' trinast '13' šestdesiat '60' 
dva '2' štrnast '14' devatdesiat '90' 
tri '3' patnast '15' sto '100' 
styri '4' šestnast '16' dvesto '200' 
pat '5' sedemnast '17' tristo '300' 
šest '6' osemnast '18' patsto '500' 
sedem '7' devatndst '19' tisic '1,000' 
osem '8' dvadsat '20' dvatisic '2,000' 
devat '9' dvadsatjeden '21' pattisic '5,000' 
desat 410' tridsat '30' milion 'million' 
jedenasi '11' styridsat '40' dva miliony '2 million' 
dvanast '12' patdesiat '50' pat milionov '5 million' 

miliarda '1000 million' 

Table 10.19 Ordinal numerals 

prvy '1st' jedenasty '11th' dvojtisici '2,000th' 
druhy '2nd' patnasty '15th' miliónty 'millionth' 
treti '3rd' dvadsiaty '20th' patmiliónty '5 millionth' 
stvrty '4th' dvadsiaty prvy '21st' stomiliónty '100 millionth' 
piaty '5th' patdesiaty '50th' 
siesty '6th' devafdesiaty '90th' nulty < nula 'zero' 
siedmy '7th' sty '100th' n-ty 'n-th' 
ósmy '8th' dvojsty '200th' 
deviaty '9th' devaisty '900th' 
desiaty '10th' tisici '1,000th' 
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Milion and miliarda decline like hrad (but genitive singular -a) and žena 
respectively. 

Ordinal numerals (table 10.18): 'third' and 'thousandth' follow the soft 
adjectival declension, the latter rhythmically shortened, like many of the 
hard-stems. 

Other numerals: dvoje, troje 'two of a kind', etc. for use with pluralia 
tantum, decline like piati, that is, dvojich etc. Jednaky, dvojaky, stvoraky 
'of one, two, four etc. kinds', also mnohoraky 'multifarious', decline as 
hard adjectives, as do dvoj-, troj-, stvornasobny and so on, 'double', 
'triple', 'quadruple', and viacnasobny 'multiple'. 

3.2 Verbal morphology 

3.2.1 Verbal categories 
Three persons are expressed primarily in inflections and secondarily, for 
emphasis and in colloquial registers, by insertion of subject pronouns. 
Third persons are marked by vocalic endings, different in singular and 
plural. The other persons always carry consistent markers, namely: -m (1 
SG), -5(2 SG) (except for byt' be', which has si), -me (I PL), -te(2 PL). In 
the past tense and conditional only first and second persons are marked, on 
the auxiliaries. Gender is marked in all persons singular in the past and 
conditional, in contrast to non-gender-specific plural forms. The respective 
gender-number morphemes, carried by the /-participle, are -0 (М), -a (F), 
-O(N) , - / (PL). 

Four tenses are recognized, a superficially simple system refined by the 
normal Slavonic aspects. Present-tense forms of the imperfective are used 
for all present, including generic, time reference and to express simultane-
ity in subordinate clauses after 'verbs of saying' and 'verbs of perception'. 
Futurity (and posteriority in analogous subordinate clauses) is expressed by 
present-tense forms of the perfective aspect and by the analytical imper-
fective future, consisting of the future of byt as auxiliary and the 
imperfective infinitive. Past-tense forms of either aspect, based on the l-
participle, with auxiliaries (present-tense forms of byt) in first and second 
persons only, also express anteriority in subordinate clauses as above, that 
is, they express part of the range of west-European pluperfects; while not 
very frequent, the pluperfect, the fourth tense in Slovak, is still used in 
some contexts and is formed from the /-participle with the past tense of byt 
as auxiliary (bol som prečital 'I had read'). Present-tense forms are widely 
used, even conversationally, in an 'historic present' function, and perfective 
present forms can also express habitual actions, with or without the support 
of explicit time expressions. Imminent events, that is, 'close future' in the 
present (and similar in the past) can be expressed by auxiliary ist'go': idem 
sa zenit 'I'm going to get married', išlo mi srdce puknut 'my heart was 
about to burst'. 
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The normal Slavonic aspects survive in the standard imperfective-
perfective opposition; the unmarked member is the imperfective. 
Aspectual pairs are of two main types: (a) the imperfective is formed from 
the perfective by suffixation, whether the source perfective is a primary 
verb (a minority pattern), thus dat 'give', kupit 'buy', or a prefixed verb 
such as vymysliei 'think up' or roztat 'cleave'; several of the individual 
patterns of suffixation are illustrated by the respective imperfectives of 
these verbs: davat, kupovat\ vymysVat, roztinat. (b) The perfective 
member is formed from the imperfective (usually a primary item) by pre-
fixation: u-varit 'cook', na-pisat 'write', vy-prat 'wash (garments)'. A 
prefix which may perfectivize with one verb may be a lexical prefix else-
where, compare prat-vy prat 'wash', but dedit 'inherit', vydedit 'disinherit'. 
Two sets of prefixes are used only lexically: (a) those with a concrete, often 
spatial meaning: pred- 'pre-', nad- 'super-', pod- 'sub-', v- 'in', roz- 'dis-', 
which perfectivize: platit 'pay', podplatit 'bribe', secondary imperfective 
podplacat; (b) prefixes containing a long vowel: zavidiet 'envy', nenavidiet 
'hate', suvisiet 'be connected', which do not perfectivize. 

Suppletive aspectual pairings are rare: brat/vziat 'take', hovorit/ 
povedat 'tell', klast/položit 'put' and its compounds like nakladat/naložit, 
'load' and compounds of is t 'go' such as prichadzat/prist 'arrive'. 

Slovak has numerous perfectiva tantum: inchoatives of the type rozpršat 
sa 'start to rain'; verbs denoting an excessive measure of an action: ubehat 
sa 'be run off one's feet', naplakat sa 'have cried and cried' (and other 
prefixed reflexive types); transitive non-reflexives with na- with the 'object' 
in the genitive: navarit (polievky) 'have made (lots of soup)', nasekat 
(dreva) 'have chopped (lots of wood)'; some verbs having, or perhaps 
having once had, the modality of potentiality: pristal'suit', vydrtat\with-) 
stand', vmestif sa 'fit', obist sa '(can/will have to) do without', dokazat 
'be capable of, know how'. 

Some items belonging semantically to the last-named are among the 
language's many imperfectiva tantum: vladat 'be able; can manage', vediet 
'know how', and the basic modal verbs: móct 'can', smiet 'may', musiet 
'must', mat 'be (supposed) to', chciet 'want, will'. The interesting member 
of the group is the former perfective dat sa, denoting passive potential: to 
sa da/bude dat urobit 'that can be done', that is, '(he/we etc.) can/will be 
able to do it'. Frequentatives like chodievat 'go fairly regularly', čita vat 
'read occasionally' are also imperfectiva tantum; they are quite widely 
used. 

Few native verbs are bi-aspectual; they include pomstit 'avenge', pocut 
'hear', venovat 'donate, dedicate' and obetovat 'dedicate, sacrifice'. The 
last two, like their perfective close synonym darovat, have acquired imper-
fective counterparts: venuvat, obetuvat (daruvat). The two aspects of 
'reply', with different conjugations (perfective odpovedam, perfective 
odpoviem), share the same infinitive, hence dictionaries misleadingly show 
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odpovedat as bi-aspectual. Numerous loan-neologisms, all in -ovat, are 
also bi-aspectual. 

A subcategory within the imperfective are the verbs of motion, which 
exist in determinate-indeterminate pairs (table 10.20). Original honii has 
been replaced by a secondary formation nahanat. A former member of the 
group, jazdit, now means 'drive' or 'ride', not simple 'go', and has no 
determinate partner; vehicles themselves and their passengers usually 
require ist/chodit. 

The determinate members express single, linear, goal-oriented actions, 
the non-determinates are frequentative and goal-oriented for regularly 
repeated events, for example, chodi do skoly 'he goes to school', or lack 
any goal, as in chodili sme po meste 'we walked around the town'. An 
irregularly repeated event, however, will use the determinate, especially if 
supported by suitable adverbs: niekedy ta ideme autom 'sometimes we go 
there by car'. A single round trip is expressed using byt: boli sme vlani v 
Bratislave 'we went to Bratislava last year'. 

The morphology of the determinates exhibits certain peculiarities: 

1 The future - imperfective only, or aspectually neutral - is formed 
either by the prefix po-, pobežim 'I will run', or in some contexts with 
byt as auxiliary (budem bežat); ist has only one future paradigm, 
pójdem. 

2 There is only one past-tense form and only one infinitive, for example, 
siel 'went' and ist, that is, there are no po-prefixed forms. 

3 The imperatives reveal some disparities; for example, id is practically 
confined to idioms, the everyday 'come-go' opposition being 
expressed by pod-chod. In other members the relations differ: bež, 
nes are imperative in any determinate sense, behaj, nos in indeter-
minate uses. In negation ist uses nechod, while others generally negate 
either member of the pairs according to (in-)determinacy. On the evi-

Table 10.20 Verbs of motion 

Determinate Indeterminate 

isf chodif 'go' 
bežaf behaf 'run' 
letief lietaf 'fly' 
niesf nosif 'carry' 

lead' viesf vodif 
'carry' 
lead' 

viezf vozif 'convey' 
'drag' vliecf vttčif 
'convey' 
'drag' 

liezf lozif (colloquial) 'crawl, climb' 
hnaf nahśńaf 'chase, drive' 
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dence of informants, Slovak actually prefers directionally unambiguous 
prefixed imperatives (with do-, pri-, and od-) over the primary verbs. 

Prefixation of the verbs of motion in Slovak produces perfective verbs 
from the determinates and imperfectives from the indeterminates, with a 
second, now dominant set of imperfectives derived from the latter (table 
10.21). These pairings are analogous to other aspect pairs. Some gaps on 
the imperfective side (like vyvodit, vyvozit) cannot now be filled, since 
these forms have become new lexical perfectives: vyvodit 'deduce' (imper-
fective vyvodzovat), distributive vyvozit 'have conveyed up or out piece-
meal' ( vyvozit sneh z mesta 'have removed all the snow from the town (by 
repeated journeys)'). Distributive meanings (perfectiva tantum) are more 
commonly expressed by secondary prefixation, for example, povyvaiat to 
vyvozit. 

Table 10.21 Prefixed verbs of motion (specimens with vy-) 

Perfective Imperfective 

vyjsf vychodif, vychśdzaf 
vybehnuf (!) vybiehaf (!), vybehśvaf, vybehovaf, vybehuvaf 
vyletief vylietaf, vylietóvaf, vyletovaf, vyletuvaf 
vyniesf vynosif, vynśśaf 
vyviesf vyvśdzaf 
vyviezf vyvśźaf 
vyvliecf vyvliekaf 
vyliezf vyliezaf 
vyhnaf yyhśńaf 

Mood: the imperative is expressed morphologically in the second 
persons and first person plural, and analytically in others. For the morpho-
logical imperative the endings are -0, -me, -te (with palatalization of stem-
final -d, -t, -n or -/), or -i, -ime, -ite; the choice depends on whether there 
are one or two stem-final consonants in the third person plural after 
removal of the final vowel: ber!-mel-te 'take', mini-me!-te 'pass', chvaFf 
-mel-te 'praise', ddvajl-mel-te 'give'; padn-H-imel-ite 'fall', mysl-il-imel 
-ite 'think', zajd-il-imel-ite 'go, pop in'. Exceptions are few, but note the 
athematic verbs jest 'eat' and vediet 'know' and their derivates: jedz!-met 
-te, odpovedz!-mel-te 'reply', and sporadic instances of free variation: 
vrešti/vrešt < vreštat 'shriek'. 

The conditional is expressed by past-tense forms combined with the 
conditional particle by: povedal by som, ze ...Л would say that . . . ' . This, 
the unmarked 'present' conditional, may also express past conditionally if 
accompanied by appropriate adverbs: včera by neprišiel, ale dnes ... 
'yesterday he wouldn't have come, but today ... ' . However, the 'true' past 
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conditional is extremely resilient; it is formed from the present conditional 
by the addition of the /-participle of byt: bol by som povedal 'I would have 
said'; it is often reinforced by the redundant addition of the /-participle of 
frequentative by vat; boli by sme si to (by vali) kupili 'we would have 
bought it'. The conjunction which introduces counterfactual conditions is 
keby, incorporating the conditional particle: ponukol by som ti kavičku, 
keby som đaku mal 'I'd offer you some coffee if I had some', keby ste nas 
boli (by vali) posłuch li, neboli by ste teraz v takejto situacii 'if you'd listened 
to us, you wouldn't be in this predicament now'. 

Voice is a two-member category, active and passive. Passive is the 
marked member, with two means of expressing it: 

1 the passive participle of any transitive verb with auxiliary byt; in this 
case the agent may, but need not be expressed: active hostia vypili 
všetok čaj 'the guests drank all the tea' transposes into všetok čaj bol 
vypity (hostami) 'all the tea was drunk (by the guests)'. Aspect oper-
ates as in other verb phrases: nemčina nebola nikdy ohrozovana inym 
jazykom 'German has never been imperilled by another language' 
(IMPFV); 

2 using a reflexive form: všetok čaj sa vypil, in which case the agent is 
completely suppressed (rare exceptions do occur: pesnička sa 
zaspievala všetkymi pritomnymi 'the song was sung by all present'). 
Effectively, the 'reflexive passive' is restricted to third persons and to 
contexts where the patient is inanimate; with an animate subject any 
other available interpretation will take precedence (reflexivity: Peter sa 
zastrelil 'Peter shot himself'; intransitivity: Peter sa vratil 'Peter 
returned'). Verbs with non-accusative complementation generally 
permit only reflexive (that is, not participial) forms, but these are inter-
preted as impersonal, not passive, since the complement retains its case 
attributes: nerozumeli tomu 'they didn't understand it' > nerozumelo sa 
tomu 'it wasn't understood', vedeli sme o vas 'we knew about you' > 
vedelo sa o vas 'you were known about'. The principle extends to all 
intransitives, compare Hečko's 

V povstani sa bojovalo, padalo a umierało spoločne. 
in uprising-LOC.SG REFL fought-N.SG fell-N.SG and died-N.SG together 
Tn the Uprising people fought, fell and died together.' (note: one sa to all 

three verbs) 

The verb is always third person singular and neuter in this stylistically 
neutral clause-type, widely used in all manner of generalizations, instruc-
tions, injunctions and as a device specifically to exclude agency, as in: 

Išlo sa domov až po polnoči. 
went-3.SG.N REFL home INTNS after midnight-LOC.SG 
4We/they/one didn't go home until after midnight.' 
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By contrast, impersonal passive constructions using participles are rare and 
'un-Slovak': *lbolo zaklopane na dvere 'there was a knock (it w a s 
knocked) on the door'. 

Slovak also has an active impersonal construction based on the neuter 
third person singular of transitive verbs; semantically, the type is ahyays 
connected with loss or natural disaster, with no responsibility imputed: 

Odnieslo nśm strechu. 
carried away-N.SG US-DAT roof-ACC 
'Our roof got blown away.' 

Ce z vojnu ho ranilo do hlavy. 
during war-ACC him-ACC wounded-N.SG into head-GEN 
'He was wounded in the head during the war.' 

Non-finite forms: all infinitives are marked by -t9 both post-vocalically 
(volat 'call', vypat 'switch off', stat 'stand', kliat 'curse', pliet 'weed's žit 
'live', vyt 'howl', tut 'chew', hniit 'move'), and post-consonantally (past 
'graze', hryzt 'bite', moc/"can'). Monosyllabic infinitives generally contain 
short vowels unless the vowel is the product of contraction (stat < *stojati), 
or -t is preceded by a consonant, or the present-tense stem ends in -aj- or 
ej-; the infinitive suffix -nut is also morphonologically long, that is, subject 

to rhythmical shortening, hence lipnut 'cling', kyvnut 'nod'. In use the 
infinitive shares the typical European range of functions, but note its u$e in 
verbs of perception in copular sentences (see 4.3). 

Active participial forms: the so-called /-participle, used in past-tense 
formation by the addition of -/ to a version of the infinitive stem, should 
not be called a participle in the modern language. However, in the singular 
at least it betrays its participial origins through gender markers and the 
need for auxiliaries in the first and second persons. The final vowel of the 
infinitive usually shortens (triet-trel 'rub-bed', minut-minul 'pass-ed'), 
though not if produced by contraction (kliat-klial 'curse-d', stat^stal 
'stand-stood'). Consonantal stems require a fill vowel, always -0-, in the 
masculine (niest-niesol/niesla 'carry', padnut-padol!padla 'fall'). 

The gerund is formed from the third person plural by addition of -c 
(nesu-c 'carrying', pišuc 'writing', chvaliac 'praising'), to verbs of either 
aspect (na-pišuc 'having written'); imperfectives denote actions/states 
simultaneous with those of the main clause, perfectives usually anteriority, 
rarely posteriority, of the subordinate action. 

The (present) active participle is based on the present-tense stern of 
imperfective verbs only; the endings are those of the third person plural 
(morphologically -w, -ш), with the addition of -ci, -ca, -ce and so on, that is 
adjectival endings rhythmically shortened. Unlike the u version of the 
gerund, this vowel is nor shortened in the participle, hence pišuc, but pišući. 
Participles are a common substitute for relative clauses, many have become 
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fully adjectivalized (prekvapujuci 'surprising'), and some even sub-
stantivized (veducU-ca 'manager/-ess'). 

Passive participles are based on the formants -n- or -1-, with long adjec-
tival endings. The subclasses which use -t- are mainly monosyllables (and 
their prefixed derivates) without a stem marker in the past tense (bit-bity 
'strike', najat-najaty 'hire') and verbs in -nut (spomenut-spomenuty 
'mention', zasiahnut-zasiahnuty 'hit (target)'). Forms in -eny occur in 
most verbs with present-tense themes in -e, -ie or -i (viest-vedeny 'lead', 
prosit-proseny 'request', rozumiet-porozumeny 'understand'), but those 
with infinitives in -at have -any (drzat-drzany 'hold'), like other classes 
with -at, including -ovat (zavolat-zavolany 'call', hackovat-hackovany 
'crochet'). Some free variation exists, in the brat subclass (vybrat-
vybrany/vybraty 'select', zodrat-zodrany/zodraty 'scuff, skin'), and 
minimal lexical variation (vydat-vy dany 'publish', vydat sa-vydata 'marry 
(of woman)'). 

Adjectivalized /-participles from intransitives in -nut (zbohatnut-
zbohatly 'grow rich') are of limited incidence, having been replaced by 
forms reminiscent of passive participles (spadnut-spadnuty 'fall-en', 
zvyknut si-zvyknuty 'grow accustomed'); -ly types occur in other classes 
(dójst-dośly 'arrive-incoming', but vyhladoviet-vyhladoveny 'starve-d'). 

3.2.2 Conjugation 
The Slovak conjugations are illustrated in tables 10.22 to 10.26. Table 
10.22 gives a breakdown of conjugational types and subtypes, organized so 
as to permit confrontation with their Old Slavonic antecedents. The layout 
on table 10.23 summarizes the routes by which most of the reorganization 
since early times has gone on. Table 10.24 stays with the synchronic theme, 
being a survey of the Slovak reflexes of the original 'athematic' verbs. 
Three core conjugations are set out in table 10.25, from which others can 
be deduced, while table 10.26 gives the full present, future and past con-
jugation of byt 'to be', which also serves to show in particular how any 
other verb behaves in the past tense. 

Table 10.22 Survey of conjugations, including the various subclasses 

INF PAST 3 SG 3 PL 

Themes in -ie, including -V nie1 

niesf 'carry' 
viesf iead' 

niesol nesie nesu niesf 'carry' 
viesf iead' viedol vedie vedii 
piecf 'bake' piekol pečie peču 
zomrief 'die' zomrel zomrie zomru 
braf 'take' bral berie beru 
mlief 'grind' miel melie metó 
mintrt 'spend; pass' minul minie minu 
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INF PAST 3 SG 3 PL 

Themes in -e, including -One1 

ist 'go' išiel ide idu 
po-zvaf 'invite' -zval -zve -zvu 
mazaf 'smear' mazal maže mažu 
pisaf 'write' pisal piše pišu 
zdvihnuf 'lift' zdvihol zdvihne zdvihnć 
ziabnuf 'freeze' ziabol ziabne ziabnu 
za-čaf 'begin' začal začne začnu 
napaf/napntif 'tense' napal/napol napne парпй 

Theme in -je 
po-čuf 'hear' počul počuje počuju 
kryf 'cover' kryl kryje kryju 
bi€ 'strike' bil bije biju 
vy-zuf 'remove shoes' vyzul vyzuje vyzuju 
priaf 'wish' prial praje prajij 
siaf 'sow' sial seje sejtj 
saf 'suck, absorb' sal saje sajli 
chvief sa 'tremble' chvel sa chveje sa chveju sa 
darovaf 'donate' daroval daruje daruj й 

Theme in -i 
modlif sa 'pray' modlił sa modlf sa modlia sa 
chodif 'walk, go' chodil chodi chodia 
vidief 'see' videl vidi vidia 
držaf 'hold' držal drži držia 
trpief 'suffer' trpel trpi trpia 
spaf 'sleep' spal spi spia 
chvšlif 'praise' chvdlil chvdli chvšlia2 

bśf sa 'fear' bśl sa boji sa boja sa3 

Theme in ~d/-ie 
volaf 'call' volal volš volaju 
dšvaf 'give' dšval dšva dšvaju4 

roz-umief 'understand' rozumel rozumie rozumeju 
vracaf 'return' vračal vracia vraćaju5 

sśdzaf '(type-)set' sśdzal sśdza sśdzajiJ6 

Notes: 'obviously missing from these groups are 'read', 'go by vehicle' and 'say'. 
The last-named, riect, now conjugates like piect (and is obsolescent), 'go by 
vehicle' has been lost to be replaced by ist (or by cestovat 'travel' or jazdit 'ride' 
(an animal) or 'drive'), while 'read' has been replaced by its frequentative čitat 
(a-theme); 
included to show effect of rhythmical law in 3rd singular; 
included to show effect of y-stem in 3rd plural; 
4 and6 show the effect of the rhythmical law in 3rd singular;5 and 6 show the -ш-
alternant for -a- after a 'soft' consonant. 
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Table 10.23 Evolution of Slovak verb classes and subclasses 
Old Church Slavonic (1 SG + INF) Modern Slovak (3 SG -I- INF)* 

I vedp vesti 
pekp pesti 
тьгр mrčti 
рьпр pęti 

plovp pluti 
berp bbrati 
zovp zbvati 

II dvignp dvignpti 
minp minpti 

III znajp znati 
kryjp kryti 
saždajp saždati 
vraštajp vraštati 
umčjp umeti 
koljp klati 
včjp včjati 
kupujp kupovati 
plačp plakati 

IV prošp prositi 
trbpljp trbpeti 
sbpljp sbpati 

vedie viesf 
berie braf 
pečie piecf 
zo-mrie zo-mrief 
minie minijf 
sśdźe sadzaf 
plače plakaf 

zve zvaf 
kole klaf 
dvihne dvihniif 
na-pne na-pnijf / na-paf 
(začne začaf) 

kryje kryf 
pluje pluf (archaic) 

veje viaf 
kupuje kupovaf 

prosi prosif 
trpi trpief 
spi spaf 
po-znś po-znaf 
vracia vracaf 
roz-umie roz-umief (3 PL -eju) 

Note: * For reasons of space the Table does not record changes in meaning. 

Table 10.24 The former athematic verbs and 'want9 

INF PAST 1 SG 3 SG 3 PL 

byf 'be' bol som je su 
maf 'have' mal mśm mś maju 
daf 'give' 
jesf 'eat' 

dal dśm da daju daf 'give' 
jesf 'eat' jedol jem je jedia 
vedief 'know' vedel viem vie vedia 
chcief 'want' chcel chcem chce chcij 

Note: Apart from some anomalies in the relationship between infinitive and 
present-tense stem, and the anomalous third person plural of jest and vediet, all 
these verbs except byt have become fully integrated into the main conjugations. 
Compounds of vediet take the form - vedat\ past -vedal, with the above conjugation 
in the perfective, and as «-stems in the imperfective: odpovedat 'reply': third 
person plural imperfective odpovedaju, third person plural perfective odpovedia. 
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Table 10.25 Specimen conjugations 

(a) ie-theme (b) i-theme (c) я-theme 

vediem prosim volśm 
vedieš prosiš volšš 
vedie prosi volś 
vedieme prosime volame 
vediete prosite volšte 
vedu prosia volajii 

Note: Given the consistency of the person markers, all other conjugation variants 
can be inferred from the above and the items in table 10.22. 

Table 10.26 byt 

PRS FUT PAST 
som budem bol/-a som 
si budeš bol/-a si 
je bude bol/-a/-o 
sme budeme boli sme 
ste budete boli ste 
su budii boli 

3.3 Derivational morphology 
Derivation by suffixation is still dominant in word formation, a lesser role 
being played by prefixation, and even lesser roles by other procedures, 
though composition is slowly increasing. 

3.3.1 Major patterns of noun derivation 
Twenty-three different suffixes occur in deriving nouns denoting male 
humans, of which -teF, -č, -nik, -ik, -ar and -ak are highly productive, 
while others, often expressive, like -ań, -oš, -al, occur in relatively few 
items. Some suffixes are associated with one particular source, for example, 
-tet or -č with verbal stems, as in prekladateF 'translator', nosić 'porter'. 
Others, such as -nik or -ar, may be formed from a wide range of sources: 
bojovnik 'warrior' (< bojovat 'fight'), hudobnik 'musician' (< hudba 
'music'), fajčiar 'smoker' (< fajčit 'smoke'), kvetinar 'florist' (< k v ety 
'flowers'). A further group uses loan-suffixes, usually combined with other 
borrowings: traktorl-ista 'tractor/-driver\ huslista 'violinist' (< husle), 
historik 'historian', simulant 'malingerer'. Prefixes used in masculine 
animate-noun derivation, mostly in caiques, are confined to the items pra-, 
'proto-': praotec 'progenitor'; nad- 'super-': nadčlovek 'superman'; pod-
'sub-': podnajomnik 'sub-tenant'; pred- 'pre-': predrečnik 'the previous 
speaker'; proti- 'counter-': protikandidat 'opposing candidate'; ne- 'un-': 
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nefajčiar 'non-smoker'; and spolu- 'co-': spolumajiteF 'co-owner'. 
Other, more limited, sources of masculine animate nouns are substanti-

vization of adjectives, like hlavny '(head-)waiter', predstavena 'mother-
superior', and compositions, consisting usually of a noun element, a verbal 
element and a suffix: divotvorca 'wonder-worker' (< div 'wonder' + tvorit 
'create'), zverolekar 'vet' (< zviera 'animal' + liečit 'cure') - in both of 
these the second element is a noun in its own right; rukojemnik 'hostage' 
(< ruka 'hand' + jat' take'), knihozrut 'bookworm' (< kniha 'book' + zrat 
'eat'). Productive in the technical sphere, and based on such borrowings as 
radiotechnik, are compositions denoting modern professions: zvukotechnik 
'sound technician', and, using native elements: vodohospoddr 'water 
engineer or expert'. 

Human feminine appelatives are derived by comparatively few 
suffixes, primarily -ka, but also -ička, -yńa, -ica, -ina, each associated with 
different ranges of masculines: študent-ka, sudruh-sudruzka 'comrade', 
Nemec-Nemka 'German', chirurg-ička 'surgeon', prorok-yna 'prophet-
ess', švagor-švagrina 'brother-in-law/'s wife'. 

Generally similar principles apply to the formation of names for 
inanimate objects, with twenty-one different suffixes in use across all three 
genders, some associated with particular semantic classes. 

Diminutives, lexical or expressive, are extremely common, with a good 
repertoire of suffixes based on -k-, -ck- and -nk-. 

3.3.2 Major patterns of adjective derivation 
Here too suffixation predominates. Depending on the class of source word 
and particular choice of suffix there are some twenty-seven broadly distinc-
tive types (Horecky 1971: 169-206). Many have counterparts in other 
Slavonic languages, but -ni is conspicuous by its absence. The most 
frequent suffixes are -ny (from verbal and substantival sources), -ovy and 
-sky, while those in -acil-iaci based on infinitives and denoting 'intended 
for -ing' or 'capable of being -ed' are a productive source of neologisms: 
smerovacie čislo 'post-code' (literally: directing number). Compounding is 
productive and frequent in calquing, and various types occur: from adverb 
-I- participle: dlhotrvajuci 'long-lasting', znovuzrodeny 'born-again'; adjec-
tive + noun: kratkozraky 'short-sighted' (< kratky + zrak); numeral + 
noun: dvojhrby 'two-humped' (< dva/dvoje -I- hrb); preposition -h noun: 
bezhlavy 'headless' (< bez 'without' + hlava); noun + verb: masozravy 
'carnivorous' (< maso 'meat' H- zrat 'eat'), and others. A third source is 
adjectivalization of participles (rozčuVujuci 'annoying', necakany 
'unexpected'), while many neologisms look like participles of the most 
productive verb class, in -ovat, where no actual verb exists, for example, 
zubkovany 'serrated'. 

A few adjectives are derived by prefixation of existing items. The distri-
bution of the main prefixes (polo- 'semi-', pre- 'very', pri- 'too' and ne-
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'un-') is restricted, but fairly predictable. In addition there are several 
minor types of simultaneous prefixation and suffixation of existing items: 
podlhovasty 'longish' (< dlhy), nahluchly 'fairly deaf' (< hluchy, via 
hluchnuf 'go deaf). 

3.3.3 Major patterns of verb derivation 
'From the derivational point of view, the verb is a stable word-class' 
(Horecky 1971: 24), being poor in innovatory derivational processes. 
Verbs are readily formed from nouns and adjectives, with -ovaf and -it the 
main suffixes. Change-of-state verbs generally adopt the suffixes -nut and, 
more productively, -iet, and many are formed, as perfectives in the first 
instance, by simultaneous prefixation-suffixation: s-pohodln-iet 'become 
idle/lax', o-farchav-iet 'become pregnant'. Many transitive /-conjugation 
verbs become intransitive by reflexivization: po-nemč-it 'Germanize', 
ponemcit sa 'become Germanized'. 

Verbs are derived from other verbs by prefixation, each available prefix 
often having several distinct semantic possibilities. A prefix added to a 
basic imperfective verb produces a new perfective, to which a secondary 
imperfective is formed by suffixation - the general Slavonic pattern. Note-
worthy Slovak factors include: (a) a measure of free variation among 
secondary imperfective forms: vy-chladz-at or vy-chladz-ovat 'cool' 
(< vychladit TR), vy-chlad-ai or vy-chlad-uvai 'cool' (< vychladnut ITR); 
(b) vitality of stem-vowel alternation: ponaraf < ponorif 'immerse', semi-
colloquial odbačat (for odbočovat) < odbočit 'turn off', a process which 
extends to secondary imperfectives of -ovaf verbs: prerokovat > 
prerokuvai 'discuss', and to 0/y alternations before -nutl-nai: nahniit > 
nahynat 'bend', odomknut > odomkynai 'unlock', imitating the 'true' 0/V 
gradation of, say, vybrat/vyberat 'select'. 

Suffixation also produces the quite widely used frequentatives: mavat 
< maf 'have', chodievaf < chodit 'go often'. 

Double prefixation is practically confined to the prefixes s-/z~ and po-, 
which add a distributive dimension: s-prehddzat 'jumble up', po-vyzliekat 
'undress one by one'; they may also have this function as sole prefix: 
zhadzat'cast off piecemeal', postriel'ai'shoot one by one'. 

4 Syntax 

4.1 Element order in declarative sentences 
Modern Slovak sources decline to refer to any unmarked order of con-
stituents in terms of basic word order; this approach, which would indeed 
see Slovak as an SVO language, is viewed as an application of alien 
parameters. 'In Slovak the principle of functional sentence perspective 
(FSP, i.e., in a nutshell, the unfolding of a sentence from the 'known' or 
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'general' - the 'theme', to the 'new' or 'specific' - the 'rheme') is the basic 
word-order factor, other factors in an utterance being subordinated to it' 
(Mistrik 1966: 249). Thus, despite the attractive simplicity of exemplar 
sentences such as pes pohryzol poštara (SVO) 'the dog bit the postman', 
they are deemed no more or less neutral than OVS versions: poštara 
pohryzol pes, best translated as 'the postman was bitten by the dog'. Both 
are unmarked; the difference is merely occupancy of the thematic ('dog' 
and 'postman') and rhematic ('postman' and 'dog', respectively) parts of 
the clause. Mistrik goes on: 'The greater the resistance offered by such 
secondary factors, the more conspicuous is the change induced.' Such 
factors include spontaneity, expressiveness, deprecation or situations where 
the verb, generally regarded as a transit element between theme and 
rheme, needs to be incorporated within one or other of these two clause 
slots. Hence poštara pes pohryzol 'the postman was bitten by the dog'. In 
pes poštara pohryzol, with a marked high-low intonation contour between 
pes and poš-, 'it was a dog that bit the postman', rheme and theme are 
effectively inverted - a possibility common in speech. Freedom of word 
order centring on the verb and its arguments is the main instrument of 
'dynamism, expressiveness and stylistic symptomatization' (Mistrik 1966: 
249). 

As clause constituents, the clitics have a fairly rigid position; adverbs, 
unless affecting the whole clause, or for FSP reasons being specifically 
thematic, or, especially, rhematic elements, tend to stand close to the item 
they qualify (usually before an adjective or other adverb, after a verb), and 
the position of adjectives and determiners within noun phrases is fairly 
rigid. 

A basic rule places all enclitics in the second constituent slot in the 
clause, in the order: conditional particle, past auxiliary, reflexive pronoun-
particle, dative pronoun, accusative pronoun: 

'Dnes 2by som sa mu to 3bśl povedaf. 
today COND AUX REFL him-DAT it-ACC feared-M tell-INF 
T would be afraid to tell him (it) today.' 

Dependent infinitives are commonly treated alternatively as embedded 
'first slots' with their own enclitic complements attached after them: 

'Dnes 2by som sa 3bśl ('povedaf 2mu to), 

or, less artificially: 

'Bśl 2by som sa 3('povedaf 2mu to 3dnes). 

The first constituent may vary in length and syntactic status; all sub-
ordinating conjunctions qualify, as do disyllabic coordinating conjunctions. 
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This essentially disqualifies a, i and aj 'and', but, in spontaneous colloquial 
usage, at least sa may follow them immediately: aj sa najem 'and I will eat'; 
longer enclitic chains also occur: a som sa ho spytal 'and I (duly) asked 
him'. Of all the clitics sa is most prone to movement, another common 
position being directly after the verb: 

Z iniciativy Jozefa Kohuta založil sa v Martine... hasićsky zbor. 
from initiative Jozef Kohut-GEN founded self in Martin... fire brigade 
'A fire brigade was founded in Martin on the initiative of J.K.' 

Within noun phrases the unmarked order is adjective-noun, with other 
attributes following: 

veFky dom na konci ulice, 
big house at end-LOC street-GEN 
The big house at end of the street.' 

Adjective-noun inversion occurs in a limited set of circumstances: (a) 
emphasis: prva hodina 'first lesson' > hodina prva 'first (not second) 
lesson'; (b) affectionate address: zlato moje! 'my dear' (literally: gold my); 
(c) abuse: liska prešibana 'crafty devil (= fox)'; (d) taxonomies, modelled 
on Latin: drop veVky 'great bustard', kyselina octova 'acetic acid'. 

Strings of noun phrase determiners or qualifiers have a fairly fixed 
sequence: 

toto/každć/prvć moje/dedkovo dobrć domśce vino, 
this/each/first my/grandfather's good home-made wine 
'This good home-made wine of mine/grandfather's.' 
'Each good home-made wine of mine/grandfather's.' 
'My/grandfather's first good home-made wine.' 

where the first two positions (determiners and possessives) are fixed; aber-
rations further along are due to emotional colouring, afterthought or other 
more or less random influences. Cardinal numerals are mobile: 

tie naše starć parnć rušne 
t t t 

dva dva dva 
those our old steam engines 

t t t 
two two two 

4.2 Non-declarative sentence types 
Yes-no questions are subject to the same 'freedom' of word order as 
applies to declarative sentences, for example, poštara pohryzol pes? 'was it 
a dog that bit the postman?', poštara pes pohryzol? 'did the dog bite the 
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postman?', and in speech by a distinctive anti-cadence (rising or rising-
falling). Questions may be progressively toned down by being formulated 
in the negative, conditional, or negative conditional. Some yes-no 
questions may be introduced by the 'empty' particle či, or modal azda, 
hadam and others, largely 'untranslatable'. Deliberative and disjunctive 
questions have the second alternative introduced by či and a či respectively. 
Examples: 

Počul Peter tu relściu? 
'Did Peter hear that programme?' 
Pójdete zajtra do divadla? 
'Will you go to the theatre tomorrow?' 
Nešli by ste zajtra s nami? 
'Would you care to go with us tomorrow?' 
Či ste tam? 
'Are you there?' 
Hadam to nemyslfs všžne? 
'You don't mean that, do you?' (approximately 'Surely you don't think it 

seriously?') 
Či mu mśm napisaf, či sa ho opytaf osobne? 
'Should I write to him or ask him in person?' 
Či sa mśm na tu zkiišku prihlśsif, a či pójdem s tebou do Viedne? 
'Should I enter for the exam, or shall I go to Vienna with you?' 

Answers to yes-no questions include ano (colloquial hej) 'yes' and its 
close equivalents (pravdate, veru, iste 'indeed'), several particles indicating 
'possibly' or 'probably' (asi, hadam, azda, motno) and nie 'no' or the more 
dogmatic kdeie, coby. The use of ano and nie is not conditioned by the 
positive or negative formulation of the question, but by the truth-value of 
the reply, though contradiction may be supported by ale: 

/кт- ч * и 'o t л / их по» Nie, som zdravy. 'No, I'm well.' (Nie) ste cnory.' /vre^n t, you ш.' , som chory. 'Yes, I am ill.' 
/кт ч i i * о кгл" j/ uv о» Nie, nevolal. 'No, I didn't.' (Ne-)volali ste ma? Did(n t) you ring me? ( A , e ) ^ v o , a , < Y e s > , d k r 

(Ne-)ktipia si to? 'Are(n't) they going to buy it?' 

A no and nie are often omitted, the positive or negative form of the relevant 
verb being an adequate response; this type is apparently preferred if the 
question was non-neutral (spoken in reproof or irony): 

Naozaj si ma nevolal? - Nevolal 
'You really didn't call me?' = 'not called' 
Bude mu ešte pomśhaf ? - Bude 
'Will he still help him?' = 'will' 
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In all responses consisting of just the verb, past (and conditional) auxiliaries 
and any dependent infinitives are dropped. 

The main feature of WH questions is a falling cadence similar to that of 
declarative sentences. Most interrogative items are given in Table 10.11, to 
which may be added dokedy 'by/until when' and prečo 'why'. Types of 
answers are comparable to those in other languages. 

Indirect WH questions are exact replicas of their direct counterparts, 
except for adjustments to person in noun phrases and verb phrases; tense 
forms need no adjustment, though word order may: 

Direct: Kto nśs bude zastupovaf? 
'Who will represent us?' 

Indirect: Opytali sa, kto ich bude zastupovaf. 
"Ibey asked who would represent them.' 

Similar adjustments apply to yes-no questions, introduced by či 'whether': 

Direct: Vediaužotom? 
łDo they know about it yet?' 

Indirect: ZavoMm, či o tom už vedia. 
'I'll phone (to ask) if they know about it yet.' 

Clauses following a verb of speaking are introduced by že 'that'; this 
feature has spread redundantly to indirect questions, hence, in defiance of 
codification, such expressions as: opytali sa ho, že kto ich bude zastupovaf 
or Zavolam, ze či о tom už vedia. 

Commands are expressed primarily by the imperative, from a perfective 
verb for a positive and imperfective for a negative command. A perfective 
negative imperative generally contains a warning rather than an injunction 
(neudri sa! 'mind you don't bang yourself'), while an imperfective positive 
imperative implies a general principle, or that the addressee should com-
mence and continue an action (čitaj 'read', prac sa! 'clear off!'), or adopt 
and/or sustain a given state - uses typical of the imperfective generally. 
Aspect-selection rules apply equally to uses of the non-morphological 
imperative, that is, the indicative introduced by the particle nech 'let': nech 
pride 'let him come', or of volitive constructions based on aby: aby som fa 
tu už nevidel! 'don't let me see you here again!' (literally: that I not see you 
here anymore). Other imperative devices are shared with many languages, 
for example: indicative: ten кГйс mi daš! 'you will give me that key!'; inter-
rogative: daš mi ten кГйс?! 'will you give me that key?'; conditional: keby 
ste sa tak nerozčuVovali! 'don't get so excited!' (literally: if you would not 
get so excited); infinitive: staf! 'halt!'; sundry clause constituents with the 
verb deleted: ten kFuč! 'that key!'; tu hore! 'up here!' 
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4.3 Copular sentences 
The main copula is byt: naši študenti su lenivi 'our students are lazy'; one 
difference between copular and existential byt is in the negative: copular 
and circumstantial sentences have the negative particle: naši študenti nie su 
lenivi, while existential sentences have an optional impersonal negative 
form niet(-o) (past nebolo, future nebude) with a genitive subject, hence 
na to peniaze (NOM) su!boli 'there is/was the money for it', but na to 
penazi (GEN) niet/nebolo 'there isn't/wasn't .. Л The construction may 
also apply to persons: už ho (GEN) tu niet 'he's no longer here'. Negation 
with nie is, however, increasingly preferred, hence na to peniaze nie su/ 
neboli, už nie je tu. 

In many registers the negative particle may follow the copula, a feature 
of folk speech, without implying negation of any following constituent: už 
je nie tu 'he/she/it is no longer there'. 

Sentences having verbs of perception in the infinitive, and evaluated as 
copular, omit the copula in the present. Such verbs include: badat 'see, 
notice', čut 'hear, smell', počut 'hear', vidiet 'see', zazriet 'see, spot', citit 
'feel, smell', rozumiet'understand' and poznat'know, see, tell': 

Všade (bolo/bude) počuf, že vlšda odstupi, 
everywhere (was/will-3.SG.N) hear-iNF that government resign-3.SG.PRFV 
'Everywhere you (could/will) hear that the government will resign.' 
Nevidief im na tvšri, že maju strach. 
not-see-iNF them-DAT on faee-LOC that have-3.PL fear 
'You can't see from their faces that they're afraid.' 

In the past and future the inserted copula attracts any negation: 

Nebolo im vidief na tvśri, že maju strach. 
'You couldn't see from their faces that they were afraid.' 

The same construction also applies to dostat 'get': zemiaky nedostat 
'you can't get potatoes'. 

Several modal adverbs also dispense with the copula in the present, but 
attract the past and future auxiliaries as above: (ne)treba and načim (only 
positive) '(it is) (un-)necessary', možno 'possible (feasible)', nemožne 
'impossible', (ne-)slobodno '(im-)possible (permissible), vidno 'apparent', 
radno 'advisable': 

Treba isi tam a opytaf sa. 
necessary go-iNF there and ask 
'You/we/one ought to go there and ask.' 
Nebolo možno zohnaf Hstky. (or bolo nemožne . . . ) 
wasn't possible get-iNF tickets 
'It was impossible to get tickets.' 
Vidno, že sa usiłuje. 
visible thattry-3.SG 
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'You can tell he's trying.' 
Štefan sedi v chlśdku, tak mu načim. 
Štefan Sit-3.SG in Cooler-Loc, so him-DAT necessary 
'Stephen's in the cooler, serve him right.' 

Modal copular constructions used only in the past and conditional also 
employ impersonal byf+ infinitive: 

Bolo mi zśjst na VB 
was me-DAT go-INF to police 
'I should have gone to the police.' 
Mśte dlhć vlasy, bolo by vśm ich pristrihniif. 
have-2.PL long hair, was COND you-DAT them-ACC trim-INF 
'Your hair's long, it ought to be trimmed.' (approximately: it would be desirable to 
trim it -I- possessive dative) 

A noun predicate after the copula may be nominative or instrumental; 
the nominative dominates in the expression of general or permanent qua-
lities: byt Slovak 'be a Slovak', while the instrumental is strongly preferred 
in more concrete, topical, relativized contexts and hence commonly 
expresses professions, titles and functions: byt dóstojnikom/kniezatom/ 
svedkom 'be an officer/prince/witness'; blood and social relationships: byt 
dcerou/vdovcom/cudzincom 'be daughter/widower (of someone)/a 
foreigner'; various qualities expressed as nouns: bytpatolizačom/silakom 
'be a sycophant/strongman', in which case the attribute may be expressed 
adjectivally with a generic noun: byt dobrym človekom/vazenym občanom 
'be a good man/respected citizen'. With inanimates the instrumental rela-
tivizes a particular quality to a given object or event, person or other 
abstract: jeho оЫйЬепут napojom je pivo 'his favourite drink is beer', 
pravidelna dochadzka je povinnostou 'regular attendance is a duty'. 
Specialized uses include such types as keby som bol ja tebou 'if I were you', 
čaj nie je čajom, keđ... 'tea isn't tea i f . . . ' 

The predicative instrumental is obligatory after copular stat sa 'become', 
(z)ostat 'remain': stal sa učiteVom a do konca života nim ostal 'he became a 
teacher and he remained one to the end of his life'. 

4.4 Coordination and comitativity 
The main coordinating conjunction is a, at all constituent levels. More than 
two conjoined items in unmarked sequences have a between the last two 
only; deletion of a or its insertion elsewhere in a list produces marked 
versions, almost individualizing the items. Only between clauses with 
strongly overlapping content is explicit coordination sometimes omitted; in 
such cases there is likely to be some other implicit element present, such as 
gradation or explanation: 
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Nemohol sa zbavif dojmu bllžiacej sa katastrofy, čoraz vačšmi ho tś predstava 
trśpila. 
'He couldn't rid himself of a sense of impending catastrophe, the thought worried 
him more and more.' 

More emphatic coordination is by aj or i 'and (also/even)' '(emphatic) 
and', which unlike a are preceded by a comma when joining clauses: 

To ho štvalo, i radovala sa v duchu. 
'That riled him - and she rejoiced at heart.' 

'Emphatic' coordination is particularly common between noun phrases, 
and is often hard to convey in translation without overemphasis: 

z tychto i cTalšich zšvažnych dovodov . . . (press) 
'for these and other important reasons . . . ' 

Some hierarchization among conjoined noun phrases can be achieved by 
varying the conjunctions: 

. . . ćesky i zahranicny kapitśl, który nśm priniesol biedu a vysfahovalectvo i 
sijčasnu hrozbu (press) 
' . . . Czech and foreign capital that brought us poverty and emigration and the 
current threat' 

'Poverty and emigration' form a closer unit conjoined as a whole to the 
third woe. The i in the first phrase is the weakest rendering of 'both - and', 
but in a single member; stronger versions are reduplicated i - i or aj - aj: 

Aj dom mś od železnice, aj uhlie mu dśvś železnica. (Šikula) 
'He both has his house from the railway, and the railway gives him coal.' 

Negative conjunction employs (ani) - ani 'neither - nor', omitting the 
first member for weaker variants: 

(Ani) nič nemal, ani na nič neašpiroval. 
'He neither had anything, nor did he aspire to anything.' 

Conjoined subject noun phrases raise questions of agreement in the 
verb. Logical plurality is supported if: the verb follows the noun phrases; 
the latter are concrete; or the subjects are jointly, as opposed to indi-
vidually, involved in the action or state. Logical plurality tends to be over-
ruled, the verb being singular, if: the latter precedes the subject; the noun 
phrases are quasi-synonyms; the noun phrases are joined by s 'with'. These 
tendencies combine variously, though noun phrase-verb phrase as opposed 
to verb phrase-noun phrase ordering is the main factor. The following 
examples are drawn from Oravec and Bajzikovd (1982: 88): 
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Hmla a dym snovali sa nad cervenymi strechami. 
'Mist and smoke wove (PL) together above the red roofs.' 
Štefan s Dorou ich vyprevadili až na dvor. 
'Štefan and (with) Dora saw (PL) them all the way out to the yard.' 
Byvaju v nej PaFo Stieranka, Jerguš a Zuzka KosaFkuFa. 
'(There) live (PL) in it P.S., J. and Z.K.' 
Bola odvaha i uvaha. 
'There was (SG) courage and deliberation.' 
Radosf a veselosf uletela ako vtšča. 
'Joy and gaiety flew off (SG) like a little bird.' 

The Štefan s Dorou example illustrates the rare comitative construction. 
Most occurrences where the noun phrase precedes the verb phrase show 
plural agreement in the verb: 

Vecf vie, ako mat s otcom nažfvali... 
'After all he knows how mother and (= with) father got on . . . (PL)' 

but singular agreement also occurs, suppressing the comitative function: 

Kecf sa Joachim s Janom vrdtil к ohńu, starec sa modlił. 
'When Joachim and (with) Jano returned (SG) to the fire, the old man was praying.' 

Explicit reciprocity with comitativity, co-occurring with the order verb 
phrase-noun phrase may produce plural agreement: 

'Len by sme sa obrobili, zśjdeme si do kupeFov!' potešovali jeden druhćho stary 
otec s materou. 
'"We'd just work ourselves to death, we'll go to a spa!" grandfather and (with) 
grandmother consoled (PL) each other.' 

4.5 Subordination 
Object clauses are introduced by the conjunction ie 'that'; it never 
competes with the neuter interrogative or relative pronoun со. 

Purpose clauses, and many clause types denoting wishes, admonitions, 
etc., are introduced by aby, which includes the conditional particle by; it 
combines with past-tense forms and is equivalent to European sub-
junctives. Examples: 

Pracoval rychło, aby mohol isf domov skór. 
'He worked fast so that he could go home earlier.' 
Chceme, aby si sa skoro uzdravil. 
'We want you to get well soon.' 

Many лбу-clauses are anticipated by preto 'for that' (in various places in 
the preceding clause): 
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Preto to urobił, aby z neho mala radosf. 
for-that it did-M.SG that from him-GEN had-F.SG joy-ACC 
The reason he did it was to please her/ 

Alternative expressions of purpose include (nato. . . , ) zeby and (zato. . . , ) 
aby. 

The primary causal conjunction is lebo 'because': 

Idem neskoro, lebo nechodili trolejbusy. 
come-l.SG late because not-go-PAST.PL trolleybuses 
'I'm late because the trolleybuses weren't running.' 

The synonymous pretoie is common in all, including spoken, registers 
(Czech influence?), though deemed acceptable only in non-literary written 
styles. A hybrid form has anticipatory preto as, to adapt the previous 
example, in: 

Idem neskoro preto, lebo nechodili trolejbusy. 
Zato som ti to povedal, lebo sa to aj tak dozvieš. 
for-that AUX-I.SG you-DAT it told because REFL it even so findout-2.SG 
The reason I told you is that you're bound to find out anyway.' 

If the causal clause precedes the main clause the conjunction is kedže: 

Keđže všetko už vedel, utiekol naspaf do redakcie. 
since all already knew-M.SG ran back to newspaper-office 
'Since he now knew everything, he ran back to the office.' 

Real conditions are introduced by ak ' if , but also by some conjunctions 
whose primary function lies elsewhere (ked, až 'when', pokiat 'in so far 
as'); it may have a coordinate in a following main clause, for example, (ak/ 
ked ...,) tak!potom/nuž/teda '(if . . . ,) then', or, in a preceding main 
clause, usually (len) vtedy: 

fsf ta mś len vtedy zmysel, ak vieš, že tam bude. 
go-INF thither has only then sense if know-2.SG that there will be-3.SG 
'It only makes sense to go there if you know he'll be there.' 

Unreal conditions use keby + past-tense forms, that is, keby incor-
porates the conditional particle: 

Keby sme ich mohli zakupif, vefmi by nśm uFahčili 
if AUX-1.PL them-ACC could-PL buy-INF very COND US-DAT lightened-PL 

robotu. 
work-ACC 

'If we could buy them they would make our work a lot easier.' 

Alternatives include ak by and со by. 
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Concessive clauses evince a great variety of devices, from basic hoci 
'although', for clauses placed second in the sentence, to numerous alter-
natives including akokol'vek, nech, а со, hoc aj, co aj/i, co priam, co hned, 
čo ako. If the concessive clause stands first, the conjunction is yoked to 
another (predsa, jednako, aj tak, ešte, už 'yet', 'however', etc.) at the head 
of the main clause. Examples: 

Stśle to ešte nevie, hoci sme mu to povedali už viae rśz. 
'He still doesn't know it, though we have told him several times already.' 
AkokoFvek sa o dobry vykon usiloval, jednako sa mu to 
however REFL at good performance tried-M.SG anyway REFL him-DAT it-NOM 

nepodarilo. 
not-succeeded-N .SG 

'Although he tried to perform well, he failed none the less.' 

Time clauses: 'when' is most frequently ked'\ consistent co-occurrence 
of two events is introduced by kedykoVvek, co raz, or со 'whenever', while 
parallel processes or states require ako, ako tak, куш, medzitym со or 
zatiaF čo 'while'. Anteriority of the main-clause event is indicated by skór 
ako, prv ako or kym 'before', more immediate sequences of events by ako, 
len со, iba, len, len tol'ko со, lente, sotva, ledva, sotva čo or sotvaže 'the 
moment, hardly'. 'Since' is expressed by ako, od toho casultych čias/tej 
doby, со or odkedy ..., (odvtedy), and 'until' by (do-)kym, dokiaV or 
pokiaV, followed by the verb in the negative, or az with a positive verb. 
PokiaV, dokiaV and dokedy with a positive verb usually translate 'as long 
as'. 

Relative clauses: the relative pronoun is ktory, frequently replaced by 
the absolute со in subject or object positions: 

Stśl pred chorym krśFom, ktory/čo už bol len koža a kosf. 
'He stood before the sick king, who now was just skin and bone.' 

or, in colloquial usage, by со and an appropriate oblique case of the 
personal pronoun: 

Pomoholjej sused, čo mu bola vysvetlila situściu. 
helped her. DAT neighbour, what him. DAT was explained. F situation 
'She was helped by the neighbour to whom she had explained the situation.' 

Čo is required when the antecedent is an entire clause: 

Nesmeli fsf von, čo sa im veFmi nepščilo. 
'They weren't allowed to go out, which didn't please them greatly.' 

It is also required for any neuter pronominal antecedent (niečo, со 'some-
thing that'); kto (or čo) serves for a referentially opaque or general 
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animate antecedent (ten, kto 'he/anyone who'). For relative 'whose' 
Slovak uses only genitives of ktory (sused, ktoreho pes sa stratil 'the neigh-
bour whose dog got lost'). 

Gerundial and participial clauses: participial clauses are practically 
confined to written registers. Unlike relative clauses proper, which they 
replace and which, as subordinate, must be separated by commas, par-
ticipial relative clauses permit the distinction between non-defining (with 
commas) and defining types (without), a distinction widely ignored in prac-
tice. Short defining participial constructions may acquire the status of 
attributives and thus stand in front of their noun: 

rozhodnutie, ktorć bolo prijatč včera > rozhodnutie prijatć včera > včera prijate 
rozhodnutie 
'the decision which was adopted yesterday > the decision adopted yesterday > 
(literally) the yesterday adopted decision' 

Imperfective gerunds denote events simultaneous with those of the main 
clause, irrespective of tense; perfective gerunds usually denote anteriority: 

'Dobry den,' povedal neodkladajuc noviny. 
'"Good morning," he said, not putting down his newspaper.' 
. . . antilopy, stratiac vodcov, podFahli... panike 
'the antelopes, having lost their leaders, gave in to panic' 

As a condensing device, however, a perfective gerund may simply express 
perfectivity: 

. . . povedal Jerguš, šklbnijc Rudka za šticu 
' . . . said Jerguš, tugging (PRFV) Rudko by the forelock' 

Passive gerundial phrases do not occur, being replaced by participial 
phrases: 

Posmeleny jeho stanoviskom, rozhodol som sa prehovorif. 
'Emboldened by his attitude, I decided to speak out.' 

Constraints against extraction out of a subordinate clause are strong; 
sentences of the type 'the man that I think that you saw' are heard, but are 
viewed as nonce-forms and distortions; even the following grammatically 
almost tolerable occurrence still amounts to an anacoluthon: 

muž, o ktorom si myslim, že ste ho videli 
man about whom-LOC REFL.DAT think-l.SG that AUX-2.PL him-ACC saw-PL 
'the man I thought you saw' 

Occurrences of these types are rare in print, but: 
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. . . veršovanš tragćdia Oulanen, ktoru Marx považoval, že sa 
verse(-d) tragedy Oulanen which-ACC Marx thought that REFL 

stane Faustom jeho doby 
become-3.SG Faust-INST his age-GEN 

.. the verse tragedy O. which M. thought would become the Faust of his age' 
(Večer nik, 3 April 1990, p. 3 - a translation from English!) 

4.6 Negation 
Sentence negation is expressed by simple negation of the verb (or equi-
valent), by means of the prefix ne-, which attracts word stress; in the past 
and conditional it attaches to the /-participle, and in the future to the 
auxiliary: nemyslim, nemyslel som, nebudem mysliet 'I do/did/will not 
think', netreba 'it is not necessary'. Exceptions: (a) present-tense forms of 
byt in all functions use the free-standing negator nie: sekretarka uz nie je 
chora 'the secretary is no longer ill', nie sme odbornici 'we aren't special-
ists', jeho pracovna nie je upratana 'his study hasn't been cleaned'. Future 
and past forms are regular: nebol som, nebudem. Increasingly rarely, cases 
are found where nie gravitates, irrespective of tense, away from its neutral 
position left of the copula to a position left of a nominal predicate: tie 
hrusky su!boli veru nie tvrde 'those pears are/were indeed not hard'; (b) in 
abbreviated repetition, in the negative, of a previous verb: pride Peter, či 
nie? 'is Peter coming or not?'; (c) as an alternative to existential nie je, nie 
su there is a formal niet(-o) (matching jest(-o) in positive sentences): 
celkom zlych Tudi niet 'there are no totally bad people', času niet 'there's 
no time'; here the genitive subject is obligatory. 

In clauses containing a negative item (pronoun subject, object, pronoun-
adverb and so on) the verb carries secondary negation obligatorily: nik 
neprišiel 'no-one came', nič si nekupili 'they bought nothing', nikdy som 
nič take nevidel 'I never saw anything like that anywhere'. Two negatives 
producing a positive occur with the separate parts of a complex verb: 
nemóie neprist 'he cannot not come', or where one item is a lexical nega-
tive: nie je to neprijemne 'it's not unpleasant'. 

Constituent negation is rendered by the particle nie: pridete dnes, nie 
inokedy 'you'll come today, not some other time'; nie alkohol, ale kava mu 
zničila zdravie 'not alcohol, but coffee ruined his health'. In association 
with total quantifiers constituent negation may have the form of sentence 
negation: oslava sa celkom nevydarila = oslava sa nie celkom vydarila 'the 
celebration wasn't entirely successful'; všetci ho nemaju radi (all him NEG-
have glad) = nie všetci ho maju radi (not all him have glad) 'they don't all 
like him', equivalent to niektoriho nemaju radi 'some don't like him'. 

4.7 Anaphora and pronouns 
Zero anaphora applies in the case of common subjects of successive 
clauses: 
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Peter si išiel umyf ruky, ale nemohol n&jsf mydlo. 
'Peter went to wash his hands, but couldn't find the soap.' 

However, comparable to the oblique-case opposition between emphatic 
(non-enclitic) and non-emphatic (enclitic) forms or uses of personal 
pronouns, in the subject there is an opposition between pronoun insertion 
and zero. Insertion is always marked, usually for contrast: 

Ferko si tiež chcel umyf ruky a on mydlo našiel. 
Terko also wanted to wash his hand and he did find the soap.' 

Assertive emphasis likewise calls for insertion: 

Ferko všetkym rozpršval, že mydlo našiel iba on. 
'Ferko kept telling everyone that only he found the soap.' 

When an anaphoric relationship is to be established between the subject 
of one clause and a denotate other than the subject in the preceding clause, 
it is usual to insert not the personal pronoun, but demonstrative ten: 

Ferko sa Petrovi, vysmial, ale ten, ostal pokojny. 
'Ferko mocked Peter,, but he, remained calm.' 

The same applies if the new main-clause subject last appeared in subject 
position, but at subordinate-clause level: 

Ferko čakal, či sa Peter, neohlśsi, ale ten, iba mlčal. 

'Ferko waited (to see) whether Peter, would respond, but he, just kept silent.' 

Such uses of the demonstrative are not confined to the nominative: 

Ferko čakal, či sa Peter, neohlśsi, ale tomu, už bolo všetko jedno. 'F. waited (to see) whether P., would respond, but it was all one to him, now.' 

Similar conditions may apply even where no ambiguity as to denotate 
arises: 

VedFa chodnika ležal veFky kamen,. Na ten, si sadol a . . . 
'Beside the path lay a large stone,. He sat down on it, and . . . ' 

Semantic constraints exclude the possibility that kamen (м) could be the 
subject of sadol (M). Here the anaphoric personal pronoun (-/ž, in nań 'on 
it') could have been used instead of ten if a proper name or a common 
noun such as putnik 'the pilgrim' or naš hrdina 'our hero' were inserted as 
subject, hence: 

VedFa chodnika ležal veFky kamen. Ferko si sadol nań a . . . 
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However, even here, if for reasons of functional sentence perspective the 
stone had to be in the theme position proper at the head of the clause, one 
might find: . . . na ten si Ferko sadol a... 

4.8 Reflexives and reciprocals 
Reflexivity and reciprocity share the reflexive pronoun-particle sa as the 
main means of expression, normally only in co-reference ('reference' is 
problematical in many formally reflexive verbs) with the nominative subject 
of the same clause. Interpretation of sa as reflexive or reciprocal depends 
chiefly on the semantics of the predicate and the number of the subject. 
Oravec (1982) has observed that the position of sa as reflexive object is 
weakening, and that of reflexive indirect object si even more so, while 
reciprocal uses prosper, after verbs of volition and communication and 
transitive verbs with plural subjects. Thus while ma sa rad has only one 
interpretation, 'he loves himself', the plural maju sa radi is almost guaran-
teed reciprocal, 'they love each other'. Disambiguating explicit reciprocal 
devices (vzajomne 'mutually', jeden druheho 'one another') are conse-
quently rarer than expressions like sam seba ('self-EMPH.NOM self-REFL. 
ACC'), sam sebe (DAT) and so on, especially in the plural - sami seba!sebe 
etc. Thus nerozumeju si is adequate to convey 'they do not understand 
each other', any extra jeden druhemu being possible, but redundant; the 
sense 'they do not understand themselves' requires explicit rendering of the 
reflexivity: nerozumeju sami sebe. 

A reciprocal sa may refer to a grammatically singular subject only when 
a reciprocal act is portrayed from the perspective of one participant, 
whether or not the other party is equally involved in the action: 

Pozdravila sa s profesorom. 
greeted-F.SG REFL with professor-INST 
'She greeted the professor.' 
Stretne sa s ńou na nśmesti. 
meet-3.SG REFL with her-INST on square-LOC 
'He'll meet her on the square.' 

While reflexivity cannot extend beyond the clause, there are circum-
stances when it crosses infinitival phrase boundaries, most commonly with 
daf 'have, let': 

Nedś sa podplatif 
'He can't (won't let himself) be bribed.' 
Nedala sa chytif. 
'She didn't let herself get caught.' 
Dala sa ostrihaf. 
let-F REFL crop-INF 
'She had her hair cut.' 
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That the reflexive pronoun-particle is an argument of the infinitives, not of 
dat\ transpires from paradigmatic comparison with verbs complemented by 
other cases: 

Dali si predstavif novych zamestnancov. 
let-PL REFL.DAT introduce-INF new employees-ACC 
'They had the new employees introduced to them.' 
Prekvapenie nedalo na seba dlho čakal. 
surprise not-let-N.SG for self-ACC long wait-INF 
The surprise was not long in coming.' (that is, did not let itself be waited for too 
long) 

Other, rarer, types of cross-infinitival reflexivization also occur, e.g.: 

Žiadali ste sa preložit?. 
requested-PL AUX-2.PL REFL transfer-INF 
'You applied to be transferred.' 

a condensation of 

Žiadali ste, aby vas preložili. 
'You applied that they (IMPRS) transfer you.' 

4.9 Possession 
Possession is expressed primarily by mat4to have'. It competes with more 
formal vlastnit 'possess', and with byt and a possessive pronoun. English 
'her eyes were blue' and 'she had blue eyes' are both more likely to contain 
'have': oči mala modre, mala modre oči respectively, than jej oči boli 
modre, with 'be'. Secondary expression of possession in mat sentences, by 
means of the reflexive possessive pronoun, applies only in emphasis, to 
exclude ambiguity, etc.: ma svoje auto 'he has his own car' (for example, 
'with him'). A different matter is ma vlastne auto 'he has a car of his own', 
that is, not borrowed. 

Otherwise, all the possessive pronouns are used where no predictions as 
to ownership could be made: ich rozhodnutie ho rozculilo 'their decision 
upset him'; predava naš dom 'he's selling our house'; mój pes ma blchy 'my 
dog has fleas'. Where high-probability ownership predictions can be made, 
possession need not be expressed overtly: predava dom even out of context 
probably means he is selling his own house; similarly: stratili sme psa 
'we've lost our dog'. With intimate possessions, clothing, body parts, etc. 
ownership is often expressed by the dative, though the borderline between 
plain possession and various dativi (in-)commodi is a fine one. Examples 
will suggest the range of possibilities: 

Item possessed in nominative: 
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Vlasy mu vypadali. 
hair-NOM him-DAT fell out-PL 
'His hair fell out.' 

where mu is in the enclitic slot, only coincidentally after the subject, 
compare vypadali mu vlasy with a different word order, or Petrovi vypadali 
vlasy 'Peter's hair fell out'. 

Zahrada im/susedom pekne kvitne. 
garden-NOM them/neighbours-DAT nicely blooms-3.SG 
'Their/the neighbours' garden is flowering nicely.' 
Stratili sa nśm kFiJČe 
lost-PL REFL US-DAT keyS-NOM.PL 
'Our keys have gone missing.' 
Petruške zomrela matka 
Petruška-DAT died-F mother-NOM 
'Petruška's mother has died.' 

Item possessed in non-nominative: 

Chalani rozbili učiteFovi okno. 
lads-NOM.PL broke-PL teacher-DAT window-ACC 
'Some lads broke the teacher's window.' 
Syn mu prerśstol cez hlavu. 
son-NOM him-DAT over-grew-SG over head-ACC 
'His son has outgrown him.' (that is, 'over his head') 
Umyl jej/mu/si vlasy 
washed-M.SGFL her/himfr/selfđ hair-ACC.PL 
'Hefl washed her/his6/hisđ hair.' (note: obligatory si in reflexive sense) 

Possessive adjectives are widely used, based on any masculine or 
feminine one-word animate nouns except female surnames (in -ova) and 
other adjectival forms. The unmarked position is before the head noun: 
otcov klobuk 'father's hat', s Verinou matkou 'with Vera's mother'. If the 
possessor phrase consists of more than one word it will be in the genitive, 
usually post-positioned: diela Františka Miku, rarely Františka Miku diela 
'the works of František Miko'. In the ante-position, an obsolete con-
struction had the first constituent in the genitive and the second converted 
to the possessive adjective: Františka Mikove diela. A survival of this 
occurs in the press when the first constituent is an initial: rozhodnutie G. 
Bushovho kabinetu 'the decision of G. Bush's cabinet'. 

4.10 Quantification 
The adjectival syntax of numerals (see 3.1.5) is most marked in ' l ' - '4 ' , and 
in the masculine animate forms of '5' upwards, hence the agreement in 
jeden muž, dva stoly, dvaja muži, piati muži, dve ženy, dve okna, tri okna 
'one man, two tables, two men, five men, two women, two windows, three 
windows (all NOM)'; jednym mužom, dvoma stolmi, dvoma mužmi, piatimi 
mužmi, dvoma ženami, dvoma oknami, tromi oknami (all INST). With '5' 
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upwards there are three patterns to note: (a) in any nominative or accu-
sative noun phrase the numeral is the head and the quantified entity is in 
the genitive plural - also possible with animates: pat muzov/zien!okien. 
Verb agreement is with the numeral, treated as neuter singular: prišlo 
sedem cudzincov 'seven foreigners came'. Genitive agreement usually 
extends into the predicate: šest stromo v (GEN) bolo vyrubanych (GEN) 'six 
trees were felled', (b) In oblique cases there is usually agreement between 
both parts of the phrase: piatim študentom 'five students (DAT)', siedmimi 
moriami 'seven seas (INST)'. (C) The exception to (b) is prepositional 
phrases, when the numeral often does not inflect: v sedem (siedmich) 
pripadoch 'in seven instances', s pdtdesiat spoluziakmi 'with fifty school-
fellows', pred sto rokmi 'a hundred years ago'. As quantifiers sto and tisic 
and, often, inverted numerals from '21' to '99' (jedenadvadsat 'one-and-
twenty', patatridsat 'five-and-thirty') do not inflect, they have the 
dependent noun in the genitive plural in any nominative or accusative 
functions of the whole phrase and neuter third person singular agreement 
in the verb. Non-inverted numerals ending in '1' (dvadsatjeden) behave 
similarly; those ending in other digits may be non-inflecting, or they may 
inflect in both parts: pred dvadsatdva rokmi or pred dvadsiatimi dvoma 
rokmi 'twenty-two years ago'. 

The above patterns are unaffected by expressions of approximation, 
namely the particles zo 'about' and vyše 'more than': prišlo ich zo/vyše 
dvadsat 'about/more than twenty of them came'. 

Indefinite quantifiers behave much as the numerals. They include nie-
kotko (dakolko, vol'akoFko) 'several', trocha or trochu 'a little', tol'ko 'so 
much/many' and koPko 'how much/many', mnoho and veta 'much, 
many', priveFa 'too much, many', par and zopar 'a couple, a few' and malo 
'little, few', and are generally uninflected. Inflecting, adjectival forms do 
exist, especially with animates and mass nouns: niekoFki/mnohi (I'udia) si 
myslia, že ... 'several/many people think that .. . ' , keby mal toFky srd, 
kotky robiškrek... 'if he had the (that is, so much) guts to match the noise 
(that is, as much as the noise) he makes ... ' , со budeme robit s toVkym 
časom? 'what shall we do with so much time?' 

Partitive expressions use primarily the preposition z 'out of': traja/ 
niektori/dakoVki z nas 'three/some/several of us', except for non-
countables, when genitive alone suffices: trocha/čast/polovica тику 'a 
bit/some/half of the flour'. Neuter indefinite pronouns may also take a 
genitive, especially of adjectives: со (je) noveho? 'what's new?', dačo 
modreho 'something blue', but the standard codifies agreement in all cases, 
that is, not only dačim modrym (INST), but also dačo modre (NOM/ACC). 

Collective numerals end in -oro: patoro, sedmoro 'a fivesome, seven-
some', and are uninflected even in conjunction with pluralia tantum: 
patoro šiat/deti 'five dresses/children', desatoro bozich prikazani 'the ten 
commandments', о patoro dverach 'concerning five doors' (šaty and dv ere 
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are pluralia tantum); the same applies to dvoje 'two', troje 'three', unless 
accompanying pluralia tantum, when they decline in full, like piatL 

Fractions: 'half is the non-inflected pol: pol siedmej (GEN) 'half past 
six', o pol siedmej (LOC) 'at six-thirty'. &vr/"quarter' is also non-inflecting. 
Both also exist as nouns, polovica, štvrtina, which like other fractional 
expressions, tretina, dvadsatina, stotina 'third, twentieth, hundredth' and so 
on, are followed in all circumstances by the noun in the genitive. Vačšina 
'most' behaves likewise. 

5 Lexis 

5.1 General composition of the word-stock 
Slovak is said to preserve the greatest number of Proto-SIavonic lexical 
items and to have built steadily on that core by derivation, expansion or 
reduction of original meanings; some of the wealth may survive in just one 
of the often quite distinctive dialects. Exact statistics cannot be given, 
owing to uneven tolerance of regionalisms even within the standard lexis, 
differing assessments of individual items among users and authoritative 
sources, the relative frequency of items, and the attrition in the native 
word-stock that accompanies developments in society. There are said to be 
some 500 new entrants to the word-stock annually, of which the highest 
proportion are 'international' loans. Currently, every sixth word in the 
press is a loan. In everyday speech the proportion is lower, while in liter-
ature, which draws freely on a vast stock of regionalisms, it is lower still, 
though pre-twentieth-century loans, and even more so those from before 
the seventeenth century, are ever-present; despite its 'Slavonic' strength, 
Slovak was always receptive to incomers, from Slavonic and non-Slavonic 
sources. 

5.2 Patterns of borrowing 
Slovak is not only hospitable to loans, but adapts them to native patterns 
with relative ease. The main sources of loans have been (Old High) 
German, Czech, Hungarian, Rumanian, Latin, Polish and Russian, French 
and English. The list is only approximately chronological, and says nothing 
quantitative. 

Many of the first wave of borrowings from German were the early 
Christian internationalisms in Great Moravia, ultimately of Latin origin, for 
example, krstit 'baptise' (< kristenen), zehnaf 'bless' (< seganen, signare), 
but some secular items, like chvifa 'moment', dakovai 'thank' or musief 
'must', also date from then. The second wave of German loans came with 
the twelfth-fourteenth-century German colonization of the region. The 
colonists opened up mines, engaged in viticulture and crafts and in local 
commerce and administration, leaving in all these fields a permanent mark 
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on all forms of the language. Examples: garbiar 'tanner', šuster 'cobbler', 
handlovat sa 'barter', funt 'pound', pančucha 'stocking'. Slovak retains 
more of the range (4,000 items in a recent analysis: see Rudolf 1991) than 
Czech, which confines many Germanisms to slangs and jargons. 

Loans from Hungarian have entered Slovak ever since the twelfth 
century, but not with the same intensity as those from German. They also 
belong to more everyday life: gazda 'farmer', gombik 'button' (originally 
Slavonic loans in Hungarian), farcha 'burden', also tava 'camel' (from 
further afield). Slovak and Hungarian opinion is sharply divided on the 
precise direction of borrowing within the shared stock; such arguments 
have concerned, for example, driek 'trunk', gulaš 'goulash' and sihot 
'island'. 

The Rumanian input is in the terminology of upland sheep-farming, 
brought in by Wallachian migrants in the thirteenth to fifteenth centuries. 
Recognizably similar items occur in languages throughout the Carpathian 
and north Balkan area and include: baca 'head-shepherd', bryndza 
'Liptauer cheese', strunga 'sheep-pen', redikat sa 'move to a new pasture'. 

Latin has given not just the early, general European core of religious and 
some secular items (diabol 'devil', omša 'mass', cintorin 'cemetery', 
kapusta 'cabbage'), but also many words adopted at the height of 
Hungarian feudalism and later, when Latin was the language of the church, 
education, law and administration. The date of entry of individual items 
cannot be stated with certainty, but many were established by the seven-
teenth century: dezma 'tithe', kuria 'mansion', protokol, kreditor, kalendar. 

Some items here are also disputed, Czech authors claiming the last 
example as mediated through Czech. Indeed, words from Czech are often 
impossible to date, or even identify, since they can be minimally modified 
to give an authentically Slovak appearance. Early borrowings whose Czech 
origins are not generally disputed include: prozreteFnosf 'providence', 
otazka 'question', cisar 'emperor', Ježiš 'Jesus' and koleda 'carol'. From 
the early fourteenth-century Czech-Slovak cultural contacts formed a 
strong tradition, associated with the founding of Prague University (1348), 
the Hussite campaigns (1423-31) and the spread in the use of the Kralice 
Bible (last quarter of the sixteenth century onwards); for many Slovaks a 
variously Slovakicized Czech was the literary language (see £>urovič 1980). 
Undatable Czech loans include adjectives in -ity (dolezity 'important', 
Czech dńlezity) and -teFny (znesiteVny 'tolerable', Czech snesitelny), 
phonologically adapted. From the nineteenth century the picture is clearer: 
Czech was consciously modernized during the National Revival and many 
items passed rapidly into Slovak (udalost'event', predmet 'object', totozny 
'identical' - again with Slovakicizing adjustments); indeed, large areas of 
terminology became common property, in grammar, the natural sciences 
and physical education. Twentieth-century purism expunged some Czech 
loans, but since the war neologizing has largely run parallel. Until quite 
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recent times Czech influence remained strong in non-standard Slovak as 
spoken by conscripts or migrant workers, while informal speech in general 
contained, and may continue to contain, even conscious Czechisms, as part 
of a given register (dik 'thanks', for the stiffer native vdaka), or to supply a 
perceived gap (všeho vsudy 'all told'). This merely extends the process 
whereby Czech terms are readily (re-)absorbed if there is no particularly 
strong motivation for the retention of a distinctive Slovak item (diaVnica < 
dalnice, replacing autostrada 'motorway'). 

Czech was also the mediator of many Polish and Russian loans which 
penetrated various taxonomies and terminologies. Most Polish influence, 
however, affects only the East-Slovak dialects. Russian items unmediated 
by Czech include iskrenny 'sincere' and jestvovai 'exist', while many trans-
parent Russianisms have to do with post-war sociopolitical developments. 

The French and English input is in their largely international con-
tribution in the arts (zaner 'genre', rola 'role'), sport (bodiček, faul, derby) 
and technology (radar, laser, komputer); computer jargon is one area that 
goes particularly far in its non-codified use of borrowings, hence such gems 
as /sejvnuf/ 'save' (on disk). For a good summary on borrowings see 
Ondruš, Horecky and Furdik (1980: 192-9). 

5.3 Incorporation of borrowings 
Borrowings are generally assigned to genders and paradigms according to 
their final sound. Very few fail to be assigned, because of their un-Slovak 
termination: uninflected alibi, menu, defile (N), revue, kanoe (F). 'Classi-
cal' items ending in -us, -urn, -on, etc. drop the alien case marker before 
native inflections: komunizmusl-izmu, kozmos-kozmu, plenum-plena, 
though some are integrated whole: cirkus-cirkusu, datum-ddtumu (м!); 
even fewer exhibit variation: tyfus- tyfusu/ty fu. Greek neuters in -та 
become feminine я-stems, as do, with some morphological peculiarities, 
loans in -ea: drama-dramy; idea-idey (but idei (DAT/LOC.SG), idei 
(GEN.PL)). 

Adjectival loans are adapted by addition of one or other productive 
suffix, especially -ny, -icky and -ovy; termalny, computerovy, blondavy; 
few survive as non-inflecting: khaki, gama (luče) 'gamma (rays)'. 

Almost all verbal borrowings attract the -ovaf suffix; every fourth verb 
now conjugates like this (Mistrik 1983: 72). They are frequently bi-
aspectual, but the earlier they appeared, the greater the likelihood that a 
prefixed perfective will have emerged. Such 'new perfectivity' is a trans-
parent feature of the dynamics of contemporary Slovak and affects many 
quite new arrivals. The prefixes used match those in semantically analogous 
native words: za-protokolovaf 'put on record' as in za-pisat 'note down', 
o-xeroxovai as in o-pisat 'copy'. Borrowings may occur with an appro-
priate range of distinct prefixes: montovai-zamontovai 'instal', zmontovaf 
'assemble', rozmontovai 'dismantle', primontovai 'attach'. 
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5.4 Lexical fields 

5.4.1 Colour terms 
white 
black 
red 
green 
yellow 
blue 
brown 
purple 
pink 
orange 
grey 

biela1 

cierna 
červena 
zelenś 
žita 
modrś, belasś2; sina (pale blue) 
hneda, kśvovś (< kava 'coffee')3 

fialovš (< fialka 'violet')4 

ružova (< ruža 'rose') 
oranžovš (loan-word) 
siva, popolava (< popo/'ash'), 
šedivd, sedś5 

(primary noun) ЬеГ (poetic) 
cera (bookish) 
červen 
zeleń (also 'greenery') 
žlf 

hnecf 

oranž (rare) 

1 The adjectival forms here are feminine, by the normal association of 
colour terms with farba (F) 'colour'. The less widely used noun forms 
tend to be 'poetic' or 'bookish'; some appear in the names of paints or 
dyes (tlačiarenska čern 'printing ink'), while others are replaced by 
adjectival forms (berlinska modra 'Prussian blue'). 

2 Modra and belasa are largely interchangeable and many dictionary 
examples are the same (sky, forget-me-not, lips in the cold, eyes). 
'Blue stockings', 'blue foxes' and 'blue blood' can only be modra. 

3 Hneda is the native word, but kavova is also widespread; in the 
standard Czech-Slovak dictionary the two share the load of Czech 
hneda; kavova is fully integrated in the derivational system of colour 
terms, as in maFovat na kavovo, 'to paint something brown'. 

4 Fialova covers 'purple', 'violet', 'lilac' (also lilava), 'deep mauve' and 
so on. The colour term purpurova is more like crimson and is the 
colour of kings and cardinals. Another reddish-purple term is nachova. 

5 The basic colour term here is siva, the colour of, for example, pigeons, 
eyes, hair, grey cells and eminences grises; seda is the grey of ash, dust, 
glaucoma and mediocrity, while sediva is 'silvery grey', but also the 
grey of hair, an overcast sky, eyes, smoke and dust, an 'indefinite pale 
shade'. Popolava, though descriptive in origin, is in wider use as a true 
colour term than Czech popelava. Preference for any one 'grey' term in 
a given context type appears to be a matter of idiolect par excellence; 
all informants left it last, or omitted it, on being asked to list the main 
colour terms. 

5.4.2 Body parts 
head hlava 
eye oko (anomalous plural, ex-dual, oči) 
nose nos 
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ear ucho (anomalous plural, ex-dual uši) 
mouth usta (N plurale tantum), pery (lips) 
hair vlasy (collective plural; SG vlas on head, otherwise chip or 

chlpok (DIMIN) ) 
neck krk (šija 'back of the neck'; tylo, zatylok 'back of the 

head', 'back of the neck') 
arm/hand ruka (predlaktie'forearm'; dlań 'palm'; chrbat ruky 'back 

of the hand') 
finger prst (palec 'thumb') 
leg/foot noha (chodidlo 'sole', rarely 'foot') 
toe prst na nohe (palec 'big toe') 
chest/breast prsia (plurale tantum, also 'breasts'); hrucf 'chest, thorax'; 

prsnik-y 'breast-s' 
heart srdce 

Body terms are widely used in transferred senses, much as in other 
languages. However, the Slovak predilection for diminutives, lexical as well 
as expressive, is used widely to spread the metaphorical loading, hence, for 
example, a watch has rucicky, a pin has a hlavicka, a jug has a pyśtek 
(diminutive of pysk 'maw', colloquially also for 'mouth') 'spout', pigs' 
trotters as a comestible are nótky, and delphinium is stracia nozka. 

5.4.3 Kinship terms 
mother maf, matka (plus mama and over a dozen other 

hypocoristic forms based on mam-) 
father otec (plus tata and about two dozen other hypocoristics 

based on ot-, oc- and tat-) 
parents rodičia (rodič 'sire'; rodička 'woman during or after 

parturition') 
sister sestra 
brother brat 
aunt teta (parent's sister) 

strynś (wife of paternal uncle) 
ujcinś (wife of maternal uncle; dial, also mother's sister) 

uncle stryko, stryc (father's brother) 
ujec, ujo (mother's brother; dialectal also mother's sister's 

husband) 
sv£k, svdko (parent's sister's husband) 

niece neter* 
nephew synovec 

* While the distinctions between various uncles and aunts are still largely observed, 
attrition has greatly reduced the terms (often multiword expressions) for cousins and 
nieces/nephews (see Habovštiakovš 1978). 
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cousin (female) sesternica 
cousin (male) bratanec 
grandmother starś mama/maf, starkś 
grandfather stary otec, dedko 
wife manželka (also zena 'woman' if accompanied by 

possessive pronoun) 
husband manžel (also muz, see above; manielia 'husband and 

wife', 'Mr and Mrs') 
daughter dcera 
son syn 

6 Dialects 
The dialects of Slovak are remarkably well preserved in considerable 
variety, although the effects of a standard language and the pressure for 
uniformity it brings are strongly felt. The dialects themselves are so resilient 
that many regional features, especially lexical, are accorded the status of 
alternatives within the standard. The three main dialect groups are Central, 
the basis of the standard language, Western, which shares some features 
with adjacent Moravian dialects of Czech, and Eastern, the most striking 
both lexically and phonologically. In part because of physical geography, in 
part because of the relatively late start of major demographic changes, each 
area has many important surviving subdialects, too varied to describe here 
in detail, but regularly identified by the names of the old counties 
concerned. 

The main distinctive features of Western Slovak are as follows (in 
broadly phonetic transcription): 

1 * ort, *olt > rot-, lot- over much of the area, if not for every instance: for 
example, rokita 'sallow', (v)loni 'last year'; 

2 almost all strong jers > e: rez 'rye', len 'flax', desc 'rain'; 
3 front nasal ę > a/a: maso 'meat', pati 'fifth', nosa 'carry (3 PL /-con-

jugation)'; 
4 no rhythmical shortening; 
5 no diphthongs, hence: kóń/kuń 'horse', nest/nisi 'carry', vazaC tie'; 
6 v//fully integrated into set of voiced-voiceless consonant pairs; 
7 only one, middle, / phoneme; 
8 gemination of certain consonants: srcco, masso, kašša, stojja (for srdce 

'heart', maso 'meat', kaša 'gruel', stoja 'they stand'); 
9 soft nouns nominative neuter singular in -o: srcco, plecco 'shoulder', 

vaj со 'egg'; 
10 masculine animate neuter plural nouns in -e or -ie where standard has 

-ia: luđe/lude/ludie, sinovie 'sons'; 
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11 feminine instrumental singular in -u or -u: s tu dobru tenu 'with that 
good woman'; 

12 neuter nominative singular ь/о-stems in -eor -i: znamene!-i; 
13 soft adjectival declension closer to hard type: cudzeho: dobreho; 
14 certain infinitives and conjugations have short -e- to standard -ie-: 

ńesem, vedei; 
15 negative conjugation of byf: ńeńi som, neni si, neni je... neńi su, the 

parts quite mobile in the clause: ešče su tu ńeńi 'they're not here yet'. 

In addition to the Central-Slovak dialect area shown on map 10.1, the 
Slovak diaspora in Hungary and the Balkans also originated here. The 
main distinctive features of Central Slovak not present in the standard 
language include: 

1 original -tl-, -dl- > -/-: salo 'lard', omelo 'flue-brush' (accepted in the 
standard language as alternative to ometlo); 

2 bilabialization of final -/ in /-participle masculine singular: mislew 
'thought'; 

3 widespread incidence of a of various origins in various environments; 
of particular interest is its appearance after softened velars (kameń 
'stone'), another local feature; 

4 adjectives nominative singular neuter in -uo (or -o if rhythmical law 
applies): narečje slovenskuo 'the Slovak language' (from a title by 
Štur); 

5 third person plural of byt: sa (standard su is a western feature); 

The main features distinguishing Eastern Slovak are: 

1 loss of quantity; 
2 penultimate word stress; 
3 *orT,*olT> roT-, loT-: rokita, lońi; 
4 nominative plural masculine animate in -e where standard has -ia: 

l'udze, sinove; this is one of many similarities to the western dialects, 
allowing for the loss of quantity. Others include the types znameńe, ńe-
śem (1 SG), adjectival cudze: dobre, soft neuters vajco, рГесо, third 
person plural of byf: su; 

5 ie > i, uo> и over most of the area, hence mira 'measure', кип 'horse', 
with other monophthongizations elsewhere: mera, koń; in some parts 
the diphthongs survive; 

6 original short nasal ę > e, but long > ia after labials and a elsewhere: 
meso, piati, noša; 

7 f , đ > ts, dz: dzeci, isc (for deti 'children', ist*go'); 
8 no syllabic liquids; solutions are many and various, including almost all 

available vowels as accompaniment, either preceding or following. 
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Almost as mixed are the various exceptions to the basic reflex of the 
jers as e; 

9 genitive and locative plural of all genders in -och or -of, and all dative 
plural in -от ; 

10 instrumental singular feminine in -u: s tu dobru ženu; 
11 possessive pronouns and adjectives in nominative plural end in -o, irre-

spective of gender: mojo dzeci 'my children', bratovo chlapci 'my 
brother's boys'; moreover, even a feminine possessor may use the 
suffix -ovo instead of -in-: Hankovo dzeci 'Hana's children'. 
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11 Sorbian 
Lower) 

(Upper and 

Gerald Stone 

1 Introduction 
The Sorbian speech area has no precisely defined boundaries, natural or 
otherwise. In the tenth century the Sorbian-speaking population was settled 
in an area between the rivers Saale (in the west) and Bober and Queis (in 
the east). In the north it extended to where Berlin and Frankfurt-an-der-
Oder now stand. In the south it was bounded by the Erzgebirge and the 
Lausitzer Gebirge. The neighbouring languages were Polabian (to the 
north), Polish (to the east), Czech (to the south) and German (to the west). 
Sorbian was thus spoken in an area which extended east of the Neisse into 
what is today (1993) Polish territory and included, in the west, the land 
where the towns of Halle, Leipzig, Zwickau and Chemnitz were later to 
appear. In the course of the succeeding centuries it contracted steadily until 
by the nineteenth century it had become what is still regarded as the 
Sorbian speech area with its northern limits about 50 miles (80 km) to the 
south-east of Berlin (see map 11.1). It extends for about 57 miles (92 km) 
from north to south and is roughly 41 miles (66 km) wide at its widest 
point measured from east to west. The southern limits are less than 5 
miles (8 km) north of the Czech frontier. Within this area until the early 
twentieth century the rural population was predominantly Sorbian-
speaking, but the main towns (Cottbus, Spremberg and Bautzen) were 
always predominantly German-speaking from the time of their foundation 
in the Middle Ages. 

The area inhabited by the Sorbs formerly constituted the margraviates 
(border provinces) of Upper Lusatia (on the upper reaches of the River 
Spree) and Lower Lusatia (on the lower reaches). For this reason the 
language is sometimes known in English as Lusatian. In German the most 
common term until the Second World War was wendisch, though sorbisch 
was also used. After the war sorbisch was given official support and is now 
(1993) dominant, though wendisch was revived in Lower Lusatia in 1991. 
In English Sorbian is standard, but Wendish also exists. The equivalent 
adjective in both Upper and Lower Sorbian is serbski (derived from Serb 'a 
Sorb'). The varieties spoken in Upper Lusatia are referred to in English as 
Upper Sorbian, those spoken in Lower Lusatia as Lower Sorbian. The 
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Map 11.1 The Sorbian speech area 

German and Sorbian equivalents are Obersorbisch (USo. hornjoserbšćina, 
LSo. gornoserbšćina) and Niedersorbisch (USo. delnjoserbšćina, LSo. 
dolnoserbšćina); for further information on the Sorbs generally see Stone 
(1972) and Urban (1980). 

Long before the nineteenth century the Sorbian speech area had become 
an island surrounded by German-speakers and isolated from both Poles 
and Czechs. During and since the nineteenth century the Sorbian-speaking 
population has been steadily diluted by German immigration, by Sorbian 
emigration and by the tendency for Sorbs to transfer their allegiance from 
Sorbian to German. Today (1993) the area is overwhelmingly German-
speaking, but Sorbian is far from being dead. In a cluster of about forty 
villages to the north-west of Bautzen which are both mainly Catholic and 
mainly Sorbian there is a fairly close-knit speech community. This is the 
nucleus of a larger loose-knit community scattered throughout Lusatia. A 
survey conducted in 1987 put the number of Sorbian-speakers at around 
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approximate external boundary of Sorbian in the mid-1960s 

supine retained 
supine lost 

northern limit of transitional dialects 

nom. and acc. dual of masc. nouns ends in -a 

nom. and acc. dual of masc. nouns ends in -a/ 

PSI. g retained 
PSI. 

verbal nouns in -e (e.g. twarjenje 'building') 
verbal nouns in -o (e.g. twarjenjo) 

6 southern limit of transitional dialects 

aorist and imperfect lost 

aorist and imperfect retained 

dual retained 
dual lost 

The river Neisse constitutes the border between Germany and Poland. 

67,000. Of these more than half are Lutherans, about a quarter are 
Catholics and the rest have no denominational allegiance. 

The Constitution of the German Democratic Republic from 1949 to 
1990 guaranteed and supported the cultural rights of the Sorbs. These 
rights are also recognized in the treaty between the Federal Republic of 
Germany and the German Democratic Republic signed in September 
1990. Provision is made in certain schools for most subjects to be taught 
through the medium of Sorbian or for Sorbian to be taught as a subject. 
Between 1948 and 1984 over 2,350 Sorbian titles were published by the 
state-supported Domowina publishing house. The Upper Sorbian daily 
newspaper Serbske Nowiny and the Lower Sorbian weekly Nowy Časnik 
are successful thanks to state subsidies. The German-Sorbian theatre in 
Bautzen presents plays in Sorbian from time to time. Sorbian has so far not 
managed to become a regular feature of German television, but there are 
daily radio broadcasts in Sorbian. The Sorbian Ethnological Institute 
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(Institut za serbski ludospyt) in Bautzen, founded in 1951, was replaced in 
1992 by a new Sorbian Institute (Serbski Institut) in the same premises but 
with a Lower Sorbian branch in Cottbus. Its activities include research into 
the language, history and folklore of the Sorbs. 

A central role in the maintenance of Sorbian is played by the Lutheran 
and Catholic Churches. Mass in Sorbian is said regularly in the Catholic 
parishes. Lutheran services are also held in Sorbian, but less regularly. The 
Churches publish the Upper Sorbian newspapers Katolski Posot (twice 
monthly) and Pomhaj Bóh (monthly). The latter occasionally has a Lower 
Sorbian supplement. 

The earliest surviving texts in Sorbian date from the sixteenth century, 
but fragmentary evidence from earlier centuries also exists in the form of 
Sorbian words, phrases or even short sentences scattered here and there in 
Latin and German documents. One of the main early sources of this kind is 
the Chronicle of Bishop Thietmar of Merseburg, written in 1012-18. The 
first Sorbian text is the Bautzen Burghers' Oath (1532), a formula by which 
citizens of Bautzen swore allegiance to the king and the town authorities. It 
is only forty-two years older than the first Sorbian printed book, Albin 
Moller's Wendisches Gesangbuch (Bautzen, 1574), which consists of a 
hymnal and catechism in Lower Sorbian. The first Upper Sorbian printed 
book is a catechism translated and published by Wenceslaus Warichius 
(Bautzen, 1595). The local features in these early texts are very clear and, 
in fact, things were to stay that way until the eighteenth century. A manu-
script New Testament of 1548, translated from German by MikławS 
Jakubica, is in the dialect once spoken to the east of the Neisse in the 
vicinity of Sorau (Żary in present-day Poland). Like the other translations 
of devotional works at this time it was intended solely for local use. 

The seventeenth century saw the appearance of three Sorbian grammars, 
but only one of them was printed. This was the Principia linguae 
wendicae quam aliqui wandalicam vocant of Jacobus Xaverius Ticinus 
(Prague, 1679), based on the northern Catholic dialect of Wittichenau 
(Sorbian Kulow). Georgius Ludovici's manuscript 'Rudimenta 
grammaticae Sorabo-Vandalicae idiomatis Budissinatis', written before 
1673, is based (as the title indicates) on the Bautzen dialect. The earliest of 
these three grammars, however, is Johannes Chojnanus's Lower Sorbian 
'Linguae Vandalicae ad dialectum districtus Cotbusiani formandae 
aliqualis conatus', a manuscript dated 1650. 

The main sphere of activity of the literary languages before the nine-
teenth century was the Churches. Therefore the translation of the Bible was 
of crucial importance in their development. The printing of the Upper 
Sorbian Bible for Lutherans began with the appearance in 1670 of Michał 
Frencel's translation of the gospels of St Matthew and St Mark. This was 
followed in 1706 (the year of his death) by his translation of the whole 
New Testament. Frencel wrote in the subdialect of the Bautzen dialect, 
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spoken to the east and south of the town, known as the Hill Dialect 
(German Gebirgsdialekt, USo. prihórska nareč). In 1703, however, the 
Upper Lusatian States (Oberlausitzer Landstande) set up a committee to 
translate the whole Bible using a literary variety based broadly on the 
whole Bautzen region. The translation was published in 1728 and estab-
lished this variety as the literary standard for Lutherans. Events of similar 
significance for Lower Sorbs were the publication of Gottlieb Fabricius's 
translation of the New Testament in Kahren in 1709 and of Johann 
Friedrich Fryco's Old Testament in Cottbus in 1796. They established the 
Cottbus dialect as the basis for the Lower Sorbian literary language. 

The Upper Sorbian literary standard for Catholics in the seventeenth 
century was based on the dialect of Wittichenau (Sorbian Kulow). The 
special influence of this little town, situated about 7 kilometres south of 
Hoyerswerda (see map 11.1), was probably due to the fact that it had a 
grammar school and that consequently it was able to produce a number of 
influential clerics. Ticinus (see above) came from Wittichenau and chose to 
base his grammar on its dialect. It was also the birthplace of Jurij HawStyn 
Swetlik (1650-1729), who between 1688 and 1707 translated the entire 
Vulgate into a literary language based on the same dialect. Swetlik's trans-
lation has never been printed, but a by-product of this work was his Vocab-
ularium Latino-Serbicum (Bautzen, 1721), the first Sorbian dictionary. It 
served to confirm further the prestige of the Wittichenau dialect. In the 
mid-eighteenth century, however, Catholic Sorbs from the Crostwitz area 
(south-east of Kamenz) gained an increasingly influential position in the 
ruling circles of the Catholic hierarchy, and the literary language for 
Catholics may by about 1750 be said to be based on the Crostwitz dialect. 
A confusing custom emerged of calling the Crostwitz dialect the Catholic 
dialect despite the fact that the Sorbs of the Wittichenau parish are also 
Catholics. The Crostwitz-based literary variant was codified by Franz 
Schneider in his Grammatik der wendischen Sprache katholischen Dialekts 
(Bautzen, 1853). 

Ticinus's orthography was based on that of Czech and, although a 
number of changes were made later, his influence on the Catholic spelling 
system remained perceptible until it ceased to exist as a separate entity. The 
orthography used in Protestant publications was mainly based on German. 
In 1841 Jan Ernst Smoler introduced a new orthographic system for Upper 
Sorbian, based on those already in use in some other Slavonic languages, 
notably Czech, and involving the use of Roman type. Hitherto, Sorbian had 
always been printed in the Black Letter typeface known as Fraktur, an 
example of which is reproduced in figure 11.1. In 1843 Smoler's system 
was used for the first time to print Lower Sorbian. In both Upper and 
Lower Sorbian, however, the new orthography was slow to acquire popu-
larity. 

In the 1840s secular matters began to be discussed with increasing 



Figure 11.1 Lower Sorbian in Black Letter (Fraktur) 

firftmbor|ki J a d n i k , 
gafcuf bафоЬс M fbwttfu fejbc$ tnjeria a 
р*а|ф* m brmjt Ша 75 j*.. «в pofcje 1 шГ. 

Bot fnaiejwaiow вш fet fe Шоди framfófo 
10 p*. ptoWr, pW tt*fjrj гсИ jo tiSe. 

ggerbf fc notoinfr f a pglit i fu a »o^agetle » e ftofrejfafl (Eftoffltbafo, ffatottli a (Stobfa , 
Mo. jjfrttggrtk, IS. a u g u f t 1 8 9 8 . U . l e t n i l u 

• * m ОДс* IralrjlfNNL 
Sfeetilc feromofcfcae mufce te »top а potajne taftę 

eoangelftej jertii bafa na &e pebefo Sim fee gami, 
4 maju pfóeftaranu meru, ft пай mubru *a§ 
»fi śegoft a biblija i» mot ЙОД гоа^олоф bamno 
Иф^фопа. Betф Штоп! fobi« »ot 
Wnibm pfwibuje вЬта: fcotoWam aefejo тф1 fa fie 
ay Bmojtt ftaru mčru $о6фи)и, bo m tete щ. ua 
Впфегфф И ь< neb mbjo, gai bibtijfu Ыги po!a|u, 

nwagetffa jertmja i» (pbgro&ona ofo fcfcjerjma a 
$[<$ego6uiu3a, gaj luji mat §e potato, *аКф, 
ate bibliju a ref ormari on (оф$|фе. ®a£ nćto te mtfeje 
eimgdfle Ьи{фе те ^Ниадаф a me iomeśu na uejgorfte 
§гошо(фопе ôibuju, ga | аф te&ome ńtwtityt glomę 
ta fa mcltfc р|фато. Siemno te tat pom&one mabte 
&u te nejgorĵ e рГфедоаотаге a $оЬф#ф гое^^ф 
fa jonom a &romotu. 

Se fjebpmJemej teojne гааг(фота$фо ftanj 
fe fcroojim toojnftroom ro« р|фс« gorę. ta btoga 
melgi łpbfóćjtna Ь#фо. Somu bu $a§ woftubnp a mon 
4$ęti §i ffromnemu 3«tcwoju, ab jog ф$(?и b(a jogo 
тби ЬЩпВ. Hieten motorom: Wateftót kio mefe 

W Jfltoma pfaijafoofq ôbfpomtnalej: ta! |aćjo SJuBojffo, 
*o| fa turni te ЧфМф а̂п? {o bobrtgo я tuła. 

fftteSff« grata §e neto tefc f «imfftju ЬСа ф1па|№ф 
ф » . tam fre tmori felefnija pfoe* ftjamtaamftu 
ftronu, togbta tO mmfft ро&аа* $$taajflej a| 
bej to fciefome tfto uimfti® gotattattm р[феротЬа|ф. 
Ш фор! engetfft posfo^ |фе|«та(ф4 a| Sttmffa $0 jauo 
$tm*am (фо ргфШфЩф! tcgbę motgtoni па(ф ро& п̂), 
a| nimfte {trom} fen |ф9т tubam motmofcme, a debet 
Бе tam nifornu (аЬога(ф. 

ЯогШтепГа jo £фроп(И pi<bibu*c Htaroti tog 
теса ptebpi&ala: ©otftupeAe йЬоф tupom те 
flmcci)e. duba bujo feuma (Ы|от fpob ameritaaffim 

ôplemauim, te bruge fupp pfóipabnu о̂гЬашсгце, 
вфра&((а motftupijo kmetije bmć tupe те от^а1№ф 
топаф, abę fTmcrifa tam ûftamablo тва fa io{e a 
magala fa fameuje. te bfugt ^ф momapioiipđj Гцрош 
bei вфрой|Го m ве т|е[ф; jato uepomiua Cmerita 
ЗсЬйрф tvojufft^ toftoro, 5d)panjfc mojatt maju neb te 
Ipomiete tupp )ри{фс̂ }ф. — 6фрап[Га jo bo tafeg 
pojebana fmolito. — Suglanbote fcielu broń a munijioii 
tęm ^otitftam те вфрав|1е(, abg tam fbeg §e (афор̂ Ь 

Source: Front page of the weekly Bramborski Casnik (18 August 1898). 
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frequency in Upper Sorbian publications and the vocabulary of the literary 
language underwent far-reaching changes. Words to denote new concepts 
were introduced from international terminology (though the immediate 
source for such words was naturally German): for example, anthropologa 
'anthropologist', grammatika 'grammar', musika 'music', werb 'verb'. 
Simultaneously, there was a tendency to reject non-international German 
borrowings and to replace them with Slavonic words, usually based on 
Czech models. 

Smoler was the main instigator of the foundation in 1847 of the Macica 
Serbska, a scientific and cultural body, which published the Časopis Macicy 
Serbskeje, a learned journal which influenced the development of the liter-
ary languages. It was printed in Smoler's new spelling system (known as the 
'analogical' orthography), with Roman type, and in the new Upper Sorbian 
literary language, purged of many of the results of German interference. In 
the mid-nineteenth century there were five ways of writing and printing 
Sorbian. These were (a) that of the Časopis Macicy Serbskeje (Upper 
Sorbian for secular purposes in the analogical orthography and in Roman 
type); (b) that of the Upper Sorbian Lutherans (based on the composite 
literary language of the 1728 Bible and in Black Letter); (c) that of the 
Upper Sorbian Catholics (based on the Crostwitz dialect, but vestigially 
Ticinian, and in Black Letter); (d) Lower Sorbian Black Letter (exempli-
fied in figure 11.1); and (e) Lower Sorbian in the analogical orthography 
and in Roman (this was extremely rare). 

From 1842 onwards there was a weekly newspaper for Upper Sorbs 
entitled Tydźenska Nowina, printed in the Protestant orthography and in 
Black Letter. The Lower Sorbian weekly Bramborski serski casnik (Black 
Letter) first appeared in 1848. A significant new departure was the 
monthly Luzičan, which from 1860 appeared under the joint auspices of 
Smoler (a Protestant) and Michał Hórnik (a Catholic priest) and printed in 
the analogical orthography in Roman type. Gradually a series of con-
cessions were made by both Catholic and Protestant Upper Sorbian writers 
and editors. Nevertheless, even by the 1930s some Catholic publications 
were still reflecting certain peculiarities of the Crostwitz dialect and the 
daily Serbske Nowiny was still using Black Letter and the old orthography. 
Complete Upper Sorbian unification had still not been achieved when, in 
1937, all printing in Sorbian was banned. Only the Katolski Posoł, 
protected from the ban by the Nazi Concordat with the Vatican, continued 
to appear until 1939, when it too was closed down. It was not until after 
the Second World War that a single set of norms for Upper Sorbian was 
adopted, using a slightly modified version of the analogical orthography 
and Roman type. 

Lower Sorbian has only with great difficulty maintained its separate 
status as a literary language. A Lower Sorbian section of the Macica 
Serbska was established in 1880, but the society's journal, the Časopis 
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Macicy Serbskeje, only rarely published items in Lower Sorbian. It 
announced that it carried items 'in the Lower Sorbian dialect, when 
possible', but it also published articles by Lower Sorbian authors on Lower 
Sorbian topics, written in Upper Sorbian. Compared with Upper Sorbian, 
the number of books and periodicals published in Lower Sorbian has 
always been small. Until the 1930s most publications in Lower Sorbian 
were printed in Black Letter and in the old orthography, but since the 
revival of Sorbian activity after the Second World War it has been printed 
exclusively in the new spelling and in Roman type. 

2 Phonology 

2.1 Segmental phoneme inventory 
The segmental vowel phonemes of both Upper and Lower Sorbian are as 
follows: 

i u 
ё ó 

e о 
а 

/ u / , / о / and / о / are labialized. The tongue position for / ё / and / 6 / is 
higher than for / e / and / о / , and in slow speech / ё / and /6/ are both 
subject to diphthongization ([ie] and [uo] respectively). 

The segmental consonant phonemes of Upper Sorbian are shown in 
table 11.1. 

Table 11.1 Consonant phonemes of Upper Sorbian 

Labio- Pre- Post-
Bilabial dental Dental Alveolar palatal palatal Velar Laryngeal 

Plain p 
stop b 

Affricate 

В 
h 

t 
d 
ts t[ ? 

k 
g 

Fricative f s 

t[ ? 
x 

w 
Nasal 

W v z 3 h 

m 
Lateral 

Щ n 

1 

n 

Trill 

n 

1 

Semi-
vowel 

r V 

j 
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Following the spelling reform of 1 December 1948 the Upper Sorbian 
alphabet consists of the following thirty-four symbols: А а, В b, С с, Č č, 
D d, Dź dź, E e, Ё e, F f, G g, H h, Ch ch, I i, J j, K k, Łł , L 1, M m, N n, 
Ń ń, O o, Ó ó, P p, R r, Й f, S s, Š š, T t, Ć ć, U u, W w, Y у, Z z, Ž ž. 
The reform substituted b for b', m for m, p for p, r for r, w for w and ch for 
kh. The alphabetical order shown above is occasionally subject to variation. 
Normally (but not always) ó is not treated as a separate item from o. 
Therefore, for example, hódny 'worth, worthy' comes after hober 'giant' 
and before hody 'Christmas'. Only in the case of pairs of words that are in 
all other respects identical does о have precedence over ó (thus ton 'tone' 
precedes ton 'that'). But it is not unknown for о to have general prece-
dence over ó, in which case hódny would follow hody. The unusual 
position occupied by с is due to the fact that it results from the metaphony t 
(before front vowels) > ć (as in ććło 'body' < *telo). In some alphabetical 
lists it may follow not t but č, or it may even precede č. 

In both Upper and Lower Sorbian the letters Q q, V v and X x are used 
only in foreign proper nouns, such as Quebec, Voltaire, Marx. In borrow-
ings these letters are replaced by kw, w and ks: USo. and LSo. kwalita 
'quality', USo. and LSo. wila 'villa', and USo. and LSo. ekspedicija 'expe-
dition'. 

The graphemes of present-day Upper Sorbian orthography correspond 
to the phonemes as follows: 

Vowels 
Grapheme 
a 
e 

Phoneme 
a 
e 
ё 

Example 
nan /пап/ 'father' 
čelo /tjelo/ 'calf' 
wem /щёт/ 'I know' 

i (indicates that the 
preceding consonant 
is soft) 

у (indicates that the 
preceding consonant 
is hard) 

e (if unstressed; even then, only inconsistently) njewem 
/це\цет/ or / ц е ^ ё т / 'I don't know' 

bić /Щ/ 'to beat' 
być /bitJ/ 'to be' 

i 

o pos /pos/ 'dog' 
ó tón /tón/ 'that' 

о (if unstressed; even then, only inconsistently) rozhłós 
/rózwos/ or /rózwós/ 'radio' 

tu / tu/ 'here' 
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Consonants 
P 
p (before i or e) 

PJ 
b 
b (before i or ё) 

bj 
m 
m (before i or ё) 

m] 
ł 

w (before i or ё) 

wj 
f \ 
hwj 

n (before i or e) 

nj 
ń 
r 
r (before i or ё) 

ij 

t 
d 
1 
с 
tr 
tč 
tš 
dš 
dč 

>4 

jn 
r 

t 
d 
1 
ts 

ts 

kopor /kopor/ 'copper' 

рёс /pets/ 'stove' 
pjasć /pastj[/ 'fist' 

być /bitj/ 'to be' 

bić /UitJV 'to beat' 
njebjo /x\cb,o/ 'sky, heaven' 

štom /Jtom/ 'tree' 

meč /rr^t£/ <to have' 
mjaso /nr\aso/ 'meat, flesh' 

Mós /wós/ 'voice' 
wóz /wós/ 'cart, car' 
(before initial consonants) wzać /zatJV 
'to take' 
(in foreign words) kolektiwny 
/kolektivni/ 'collective' 

wić /w,itX/ 'to wind' 
w rowje /rovse/ 'in the grave' 

foto /foto/ 'photo' 
hwezda /fčzda/ 'star' 
nan /пап/ 'father' 

ne /цё/ 'no' 
njebjo /цеЬ^о/ 'sky, heaven' 

dźeń /djejn/ 'day' 
raj /raj/ 'paradise' 

hrib /ęip/ 'mushroom' 
rjek Ąek/ 'hero' 
(both /r / and /\f are normally uvular; 
lingual /r / and / \ / are archaic) 
tón /tón/ 'that' 
do /do / 'to' 
leto /teto/ 'year' 
cuzy /tsuzi/ 'foreign' 
tri /t$i/ 'three' 
wótćina /wót$ina/ 'fatherland' 
krotši /krótki/ 'shorter' 
młódśi /mwótęi/ 'younger' 
swśdćić /sw,čt^itj/ 'to witness' 
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tf t£ (rarely: for example, trase /tjastj/ Чо 
shake') 

* j tf čin /tj^in/ 'action'; ćic/io /tfixo/ 'quiet' 

dź /c^ejn/ 'day' 
s s 50 / so / 'self' 
z z zo /zo / 'that' 
š i . fo/ /Xat/ 'frock'; krik /Црк/ 'cry' 
r / (r occurs only in the combinations tr 

(see above), kr and pr 
z ^ hizo /hi^o/ 'already' 
j j ja /ja/ 'I' (also to soften certain 

consonants: py, bj, my, ну, /iy, ry) 
k k kerk /kerk/ 'bush' 
g g grat /grat/ 'equipment' 

cicho /tftzo/ 'quiet'; / x / is a velar 
spirant except at the beginning of a 

ch J morpheme (where it is replaced by an 
aspirated plosive [kh] (for example, 
chodzić /khodjitX/ 4to walk, go')) 
chcu /tsu/ 'I want' (initially before c) 

f h hat /hat/ 'pond' (initially before a 
vowel) 

0 hrich /ę6x/ 'sin' (initially before a 
consonant); sneh /вцё/ 'snow' (finally); 
wuhlo /wulo/ 'coal' (internally before a 
consonant), but in a few words h 
internally before a consonant may be 
[y] (a voiced variant of / x / ), for 
example, nahły /naywi/ 'steep' 
kniha /kryja/ 'book' (between vowels) 
(colloquial variant of /kiyha/) 
noha /nowa/ 'foot, leg' (between 
vowels) (colloquial variant of /noha/) 

The paired hard/soft consonant phonemes are: / p / : / p / , /b/:/t*/, /m/ : /n \ / , 
/w/гЛц/, /п / : /ц / , / r / : / ę / , / ts/ : / t$/ . The phoneme /v / is of extremely 
low frequency; its phonemic status is controversial. It occurs in oblique 
cases of certain foreign words (like kolektiwa /kolektiva/, genitive singular 
of kolektiw /kolektif/ 'collective') and in derivatives of the same words 
(kolektiwny /kolektivni/). The only Slavonic words in which it occurs are 
derivatives of łhać /fatf/ Чо lie', namely zetharny /zevarni/ 'deceitful' and 
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zetharnosć /zevarnostj/ 'deceitfulness'. These words are typically used 
only by speakers of the Bautzen dialect. In the Catholic dialect they are 
replaced by tžet /bget[/ and its derivatives. The phoneme / f / occurs 
mainly in foreign and onomatopoeic words. The soft counterparts of / f / 
and /v / are extremely rare and not normally regarded as phonemes. The 
phonemic status of /Ц/ is controversial. 

The following are some of the main restrictions on phoneme distribution 
in Upper Sorbian: 

1 Owing to the fact that in both Upper and Lower Sorbian Proto-
Slavonic words and German borrowings acquired prothetic consonants 
(as in USo. Л/ć/LSo. hyś < *iti Чо go', USo. and LSo. wokoło < * okolo 
'around', USo. wolbyrny 'foolish' (compare German albern 'foolish')) 
hardly any Upper Sorbian words begin with a vowel. Initial / a / occurs 
in a 'and', ale 'but', abo 'or' and ani 'nor'; otherwise it is restricted to 
recent borrowings, such as algebra 'algebra' and awto 'car'. The 
phonemes / ё / and / о / never appear initially; / e / , / o / , / i / and / u / 
appear initially only in recent borrowings (such as energija 'energy', 
idyl 'idyll', objekt 'object', uniwersita 'university'). Initial vowels are 
normally preceded by a glottal stop (Михалк/Michalk 1974: 474): 
thus ale /?ale/ 'but', abo/tabo/ 'or', institut /?institut/ 'institute'; but 
prothetic / h / may also be heard: /hale/, /habo/ and so on. 

2 The contrast between voiced and voiceless paired consonants ( /d / and 
/ t / , / b / and / p / , / z / and / s / , / d j / and / t j / , / g / and /k / , / j / and 
/JV) is neutralized in word-final position. The resultant sound is 
phonetically voiceless: pad /pat/ 'case', snadz /snat£/ 'perhaps', nož 
/noj / 'knife'. The contrast is also neutralized in the position imme-
diately before any one of these consonants owing to assimilation: licba 
/lidjba/ 'number', susodka /susotka/'(female) neighbour'. 

3 Post-vocalic soft consonants (including the historically soft ń) are 
preceded by epenthetic / j / , producing a diphthong: kaž /kajj/ 'as', tež 
/tejJV 'also', zemja /zejrr^a/ 'land', dźeń /c&ejn/ 'day'. If the vowel is 
/ e / or / ё / , the preceding consonant is often hard, notwithstanding the 
spelling, and / e / is substituted for / e / : knjeni /knejiy/ 'lady', beži 
/bejaj/ 'runs', wjecor /wejtjor/ 'evening' (Sewc 1968: 30-1). 

4 The contrast between hard and soft paired consonants is, in the literary 
language, neutralized in word-final position. The sole phonetic 
function of the letter ń is to represent hard / n / preceded by epenthetic 
/ j / : dźeń /djejn/ 'day'. 

The segmental consonant phonemes of Lower Sorbian are shown in 
table 11.2. 

The Lower Sorbian orthography was last reformed in 1952. The 
alphabet now has the following thirty-five symbols: А а, В b, С с, Č č, Ć с, 
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Table 11.2 Consonant phonemes of Lower Sorbian 

Labio- Pre- Post-
Bilabial dental Dental Alveolar palatal palatal Velar Laryngeal 

Plain p p t к 
stop b U d g 

Affricate ts tj tj 

Fricative f s J J x h 
w v z 3 3 

Nasal 
m n\ n r\ 

Lateral 
1 

Trill 
г С 

Semi-
vowel j 

D d, DŹ dź, E e, Ё ё, F f, G g, H h, Ch ch, I i, J j, K k, Łł , L 1, M m, N n, 
Ń ń, O o, P p, R г, Й r, S s, Š š, Ś Ś, T t, U u, W w, Y у, Z z, Ž ž, Ź ź. 

The vocalic grapheme-phoneme correspondences of Lower Sorbian are 
identical with those of Upper Sorbian except in one respect. The letter ó, 
which before 1952 was used to represent / 0 / , was abolished on the 
grounds that / 6 / is always substituted for / о / when it occurs in a stressed 
syllable immediately following a velar or labial (but not /) and is not itself 
immediately followed by a velar or labial: for example gora /góra/ 'hill'. 
According to this view / 6 / is merely a positional variant of / о / , not a 
phoneme, and its distribution is therefore predictable. In some dialects this 
is indeed the situation, but in the literary language ł and w have coalesced 
as /w/ and between /w/ (< /) and a consonant that is neither a velar nor a 
labial / о / is not replaced by /6/ (for example wtose /wose/ 'hair'). There-
fore, the distribution of / о / and / 6 / can be deduced only by taking the 
orthography into account. The grapheme о represents the two phonemes 
/о / and /6 / . 

The consonantal grapheme-phoneme correspondences of Lower 
Sorbian differ from those of Upper Sorbian in the following respects: 

1 ń (written only finally and before consonants) is phonetically [ц]. 
2 dź represents not a phoneme, but a positional variant of /3 / which 

occurs only immediately after / z / or /3 / , as in pozdźej 'later', 
drozdieje 'yeast'. 

3 ž /3 / , š /J / and tš / t j / (rarely written č) are contrasted with soft ź /3 / , 
ś /J / and tś (or с) / t j / : zywy 'alive' : iiwy 'wild'; koše 'baskets' : koše 
'kitten'; tšmjen 'swamp' : tśmjeń 'stirrup'. 
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4 PS1. č has become с (for example, cas 'time'). Consequently, the 
grapheme č occurs only in loan-words like čaj 'tea'. However, the 
phoneme / t j / is not rare owing to the fact that PS1. tr (before back 
vowels) has become tš, as in tšach 'fear' < *straxb. 

5 The grapheme с usually occurs after sibilants, for instance, gošč 'guest'. 
It is otherwise found only in the word źowćo 'girl' and its derivatives. 
However, the phoneme /tJV is not uncommon, owing to the fact that 
PS1. tr (before front vowels) is represented by tš (thus *tri 'three' > tśi). 

6 There is no soft /Ц / and no grapheme r. 
7 ch in all positions represents a voiceless velar spirant: chojiiś /xojjijy 

'to walk'. 
8 Since / \ / can occur finally or immediately before consonants there is a 

separate grapheme to represent this: for example, šlodar 'tailor'. The 
letters b', f , m, p and w were abolished in the reform of 1952. 

The following are some of the main restrictions on phoneme distribution 
in Lower Sorbian: 

1 / č / occurs only after soft consonants and /. The phonemes / ё / and 
/ 6 / never occur at the beginning of a word. A few conjunctions (such 
as a 'and', ako 'when', ale 'but', az 'that') can begin with a, but other-
wise initial vowels are written only in recent loan-words, mainly from 
international terminology (for example, awto 'car', ideja 'idea'). 
Slavonic words and old German loan-words are written with prothetic 
h or w: hynak < *такъ 'different', hodlar 'eagle' (compare German 
Adler), worjech < *огехъ 'nut', wuznaś < *uznati 'to recognize'. There 
is, however, much uncertainty about words which originally began with 
a vowel, and this uncertainty even affects the German spoken by 
Lower Sorbs. Their tendency to insert and delete initial / h / (for 
example, himmer for German immer 'always'; immel for German 
Himmel 'sky, heaven') was noted as early as 1761 (Hauptmann). Until 
the Second World War pre-vocalic prothesis was most commonly 
written as A-: for example, hucho 'ear', hokoto 'around', but since 
1952 A- has been replaced by w- wherever this brought Lower Sorbian 
into line with Upper Sorbian: thus wucho and wokoło are the modern 
spellings in both Upper and Lower Sorbian. In fact, words with initial 
orthographic w are often pronounced without prothesis: /uxo/, 
/okowo/ and so on. The conjunctions a, ale and so on are in no way 
exceptional phonologically, for they too sometimes have prothetic / h / . 
Prothetic /w/ is, however, not lost where this would result in initial 
/ 6 / : for instance woko 'eye' may be realized as /hoko/ or /oko/, but 
the dual is only wocy /wótsi/ (Fasske 1964: 77 and 119). The 
phonemic status of / h / is disputed. 

2 As in Upper Sorbian (see p. 601) the distinction between / о / and / 6 / , 
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/ e / and / ё / is weakened or lost in unstressed syllables (Janaš 1984: 
36-8): śpa 'room' : we jśpe /wejjj*e/ 'in the room'; dwor /dwór/ 
'yard' : na dworje /nadwoęe/ 'in the yard'). 

3 As in Upper Sorbian, the distinction between voiced and voiceless 
paired consonants is neutralized word-finally (Janaš 1984: 45): lod 
/lot/ 'ice', woz /wós/ 'cart, car'. The voiced member is replaced by its 
voiceless counterpart. However, this statement applies only to the liter-
ary language. In Lower Sorbian dialects and in the transitional dialect 
of Hoyerswerda final voicing (and thereby the distinction) is retained. 
Within the word, whether in dialects or in the literary language, the 
voiced/voiceless distinction is neutralized in the position before a 
consonant belonging to a voiced/voiceless pair: glazk /glajk/ 'glass', 
pšosba /pjozba/ 'request', roztajaś /rostajaj/ 'to thaw', rozdwojś 
/rozdwojjV 'to halve'. 

4 Unlike Upper Sorbian, Lower Sorbian has two pairs of hard/soft 
consonants ( /n / : / t \ / and / r / : / ę / ) capable of preserving the hard/soft 
distinction word-finally and before a consonant, as in goń /góą/ 
'drive!': gon /gón/ 'field'; mer/ meę/ 'measure!': mer /mer/ 'peace'. 
Otherwise the hard/soft distinction is neutralized except before vowels. 

5 / f / only occurs in loan-words and onomatopoeic words; its voiced 
counterpart /v / only occurs in loan-words. 

The Proto-Slavonic nasal vowels have been replaced in Sorbian by oral 
vowels. The date of denasalization cannot be determined, but there may be 
some significance in the spelling of certain proper names in medieval 
German documents which appear to record nasal vowels. Thirteenth-
century documents, for example, contain references to the village of 
Welintin or Willentin (now German Wilthen, USo. Wjelećin), which 
appear to reflect the front nasal f. However, there are no nasal vowels in 
the first continuous texts (sixteenth century). In all parts of Sorbian terri-
tory and in both literary languages PSI. p > и (for example, *rpka 'hand, 
arm' > USo. and LSo. ruka); but the developments of *f vary. Broadly 
speaking, in Lower Sorbian ę > e (*męso > LSo. meso 'meat, flesh') and in 
Upper Sorbian ę > 'a (USo. mjaso); but in Upper Sorbian the nominative 
and accusative of nouns of the type ćelo (< *telę) 'calf' and undeclined 
present participles (gerunds), such as stojo < * stoję 'standing', represent ę > 
'o (Stieber 1934: 45-7). 

Jers in weak positions disappeared {*dbno > USo. and LSo. dno 
'ground'), but the distribution of weak and strong was not always uniform 
(*dbska > USo. deska, LSo. cka (only early sources) 'board') and the oper-
ation of analogy has produced some unusual results, such as USo. son 
(< *5ъ/1ъ) 'dream', which has stem son- throughout (genitive sona and so 
on) except in the phrase we snje (or wosnje); but note w słodkim sonje 'in a 
sweet dream'. Analogy is also the cause of the loss of the vowel in the 
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nominative and accusative singular of words of the type USo. and LSo. 
kusk 'piece' (< *кшъкъ) and USo. kónc, LSo. końc 'end' (< *копьсь), 
which has been re-formed to match the oblique cases (for instance genitive 
singular kuska, kónca). The Upper Sorbian toponyms Moztech (that is, 
* mostek 'bridge (DIMIN)'), Camenech (*kamjenjec (diminutive of kamjeń 
'stone')), and Winichopez (including the word *kopjec 'mound'), recorded 
in a Latin document of 1241, are said to attest the full vocalization of jer 
before the operation of analogy removed it. 

In Upper Sorbian strong ъ > о (which in some cases in closed syllables > 
ó): moch 'moss' < *тъхъ, wos 'louse' < *vbšb, son 'dream' < *$ълъ, bóz 
'elderberry' < *bъzъ. However, there are also cases of e < ъ: deska 'board' 
< *dbska, dešć 'rain' < *dbštb, ze wsy 'from the country' < *zъ vbsi. 

In Lower Sorbian strong ъ > e: mech 'moss', weš 'louse', dešć 'rain', ze 
jsy 'from the country'. Exceptions: son 'dream' (sparsely attested; the 
normal Lower Sorbian word for 'dream' is cowanje), baz 'elderberry'. 

In Upper Sorbian strong ь > 'e: wjes 'village' < * vbsb, dźeń 'day' < * dbnb, 
len 'linen' < *1ьпъ. Exceptions: pos'dog' < *pbsb. 

In Lower Sorbian (before soft consonants) strong ь > 'e: cest 'honour' 
< *čbstb, ten 'day' < *<1ьпь, but before hard (including depalatalized) con-
sonants strong ь > 'a: wjas 'village', Ian 'flax', pjas 'dog'. 

The development in Sorbian of the Proto-SIavonic syllabic liquids f, f , / 
and / is of crucial importance in establishing genetic relationships. The fact 
that before hard dentals (t, d, s, z, n, r, I) the soft vocalic liquids (f and / ) 
were hardened and thus produced the same results as their hard counter-
parts rand / links Sorbian to the Lechitic languages (that is, to all the other 
West Slavonic languages except Czech and Slovak) where the same feature 
is observed, and distinguishes it from Czech and Slovak, where it is absent. 

Proto-SIavonic syllabic x and r are represented in Upper Sorbian as 
follows: 

X > or: kormić 'to feed' (< *къгтШ); hordy 'proud, magnificent' 
(< *gbrrfb); 

f before a hard dental (t, d, s, z, n, r or /) also > or: porst 'finger' 
(< *pbrstb)\ soma 'roe' (< *sbrna); 

f otherwise > 'er: wjerch 'top' (< *vbrxb); pjeršćen 'ring' (< *pbrstenb) 
(compare porst above). 

Proto-SIavonic syllabic / and /' are represented in Upper Sorbian as 
follows: 

/> Ы: doth 'debt' (< *rfb/gb); totsty'fat' (< *tblstb); 
I before a hard dental also > ot: potny 'full' (< *рь1пъ); iołty 'yellow' 

(< *žbltb)\ 
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/ otherwise > 'el: wjelk 'wolf' (< *уь1къ); mjelčeć Чо be silent' 

(< *mhlčati). 

In Lower Sorbian: 

r > ar: kjarmiś Чо feed'; marchwej 'carrot' (< *тъгку) (к > kj, g > gj when preceding r); 
f before a hard dental also > ar: sarna 'roe'; twardy 'hard' (< *tvbrdb); 
f otherwise > 'er: wjerch 'top'; serp 'sickle' (< *$ь/ръ); 
/> tu: tłusty 'fat', dług 'debt'; 
I before a hard dental > oł: połny 'full'; zołty 'yellow'; 
/ otherwise > 'el: wjelk 'wolf'; mjelcaś 'to be silent'. 

That LSo. / becomes łu is significant. It links Lower Sorbian to Polish and 
Czech (for example, Polish dług, tłusty; Czech dluh, tłusty) and separates it 
from Polabian (for example, Polabian dđug 'debt'). Toponomastic evi-
dence from areas Germanized before the sixteenth century (for example, 
Dolgen, the name of a lake to the north of Liibben) shows that the 
Polabian type began on the western and northern edges of Lower Sorbian 
territory. 

The metathesis CorC > CroC, ColC > CloC, CerC > CreC and CelC > 
CleC (C stands for any consonant) occurred consistently over the entire 
Sorbian area: USo. and LSo. sroka 'magpie' < *sarka, USo. and LSo. 
młody 'young' < *moldb, USo. and LSo. drjewo 'wood' < *dervo, USo. and 
LSo. mloko 'milk' < *melko. The metathesized vowels were subject to 
lengthening (if bearing a rising tone) and to the metaphony e > о if before a 
hard consonant (mloko < * mleko). 

Sorbian has none of the phonemic distinctions of stress, pitch or length 
known to some of the other Slavonic languages. In Upper Sorbian the 
stress is always on the first syllable of polysyllabic words. It is a strong 
stress, sometimes causing vowels in unstressed syllables to be obscured or 
deleted, which has left its traces even in the literary language, as in USo. 
rukajca 'glove' < *rpkavica, poskać 'to listen' < posłuchać (both forms of 
the latter are now used in the literary language). This weakening of 
unstressed syllables is less prominent in Lower Sorbian (compare USo. 
pinca 'cellar' < *pivbnica, but LSo. piwnica). Prepositions in Upper 
Sorbian form a rhythmic group with a following noun or pronoun and bear 
the stress: do mesta 'to the town', wóte mše 'from mass', ze mnu 'with me'. 
Words containing more than three syllables may have a secondary, weaker 
stress on the third or fourth syllable: diiwadźelnik 'actor', Njebjelčicach 'in 
Njebjelcicy (Nebelschiitz)'. If the noun is preceded by an attribute and a 
preposition, the stress is not on the preposition but on the first syllable of 
the attribute: for example, do wulkeho mesta 'to the big town'. It may also 
be on the noun itself if this has more than two syllables: do Budyśina 'to 
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Bautzen'. Foreign words almost always have an anomalous stress: for 
example problem 'problem', uniwersita 'university', but in dialects the 
transposition of accent onto the first syllable may be observed: curik 'back' 
(German zuruck). 

Lower Sorbian is described normatively as having an initial stress accent, 
but this accent is weaker than in Upper Sorbian and, as there is a strong 
secondary stress on the penultimate syllable, there is even controversy as to 
the primacy of initial and penultimate accents. 

Vestiges of the Proto-SIavonic system of stress, length and pitch can in 
certain circumstances be detected in the contrast between ó (< *o) and о, 
and between ё(<*ё) and e. For example, in Upper Sorbian words embody-
ing the results of the metathesis of CorC, ColC, CerC and CelC, о and 'e 
represent Proto-SIavonic circumflex pitch, whereas ó and e represent acute 
pitch or a pre-tonic long syllable: złoto 'gold' < * żółto (compare Russian 
zółoto, Czech zlato, SCr. zlato), drjewo 'wood' < *dervo (Russian derevo, 
Czech drevo, SCr. drevo), kłóda 'stocks, pillory, prison' < *kólda (Russian 
kolóda, Czech klada, SCr. klada), breza 'birch' < *berza (Russian bereza, 
Czech briza, SCr. breza). Proto-SIavonic circumflex is represented in 
Russian by stress on the first syllable, in Czech by a short syllable and in 
Serbo-Croat by a long falling tone. Proto-SIavonic acute is represented in 
Russian by stress on the second syllable, in Czech by a long syllable and in 
Serbo-Croat by a short falling tone. In masculine nouns in Upper Sorbian 
the position has been obscured by the fact that о became ó in syllables 
closed by the loss of final jer (as in *golsb > *glosb > hłós 'voice'), but this 
only affects the nominative singular. Thus, for example, hłós (oblique 
cases: hłos-) represents the circumflex, but mróz 'frost' (oblique cases: 
mróz-) represents the acute (Дыбо/Dybo 1963). 

2.2 Morphophonemic alternations inherited from Proto-SIavonic 
Alternations resulting from the first palatalization may be seen in: 

1 Conjugation: 
k-c: USo. pjeku 'I bake' : pječe 'bakes (3 SG)', 
g-z: LSo. gnaś 'to drive' : ženjo 'drives (3 SG)', 
ch-š: USo. bech 'I was' : beše 'was (3 SG)'; 

2 the vocative: 
k-c: USo. ćłowjek 'man' : ćłowjece 'man!', 
g-i: USo. Bóh 'God' : Božo 'God!'; 

3 Comparatives and superlatives: 
ch-š: LSo. suchy 'dry' : sušej 'drier'; 

4 Derivation: 
g-ž: USo. noha 'leg, foot' : nóżka 'leg, foot (DIMIN)', 
ch-š: LSo. stuchaš 'to listen' : slušaš 'to belong'. 
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Alternations resulting from the second palatalization occur in: 

1 the nominative plural (masculine personal) (only Upper Sorbian): 
k-c: wojak 'soldier' : wojacy 'soldiers', 
h-z: wbohi 'poor (NOM SG)' : wbozy 'poor (NOM PL M personal)', 
ch-š: paduch 'thief' : paduši 'thieves'; 

2 the nominative/accusative dual (feminine and neuter): 
k-c: USo. and LSo. jabtuko 'apple' : jabtuce 'apples (DU)' ; 

3 the locative singular (masculine and neuter): 
k-c: LSo. bok 'side': na boce 'on the side', 
g-z: USo. sneh 'snow': w snize 'in the snow' (PS1. *g > USo. A). 

The number of masculines and neuters capable of forming locatives involv-
ing these alternations is limited. The predominant tendency is to avoid the 
alternation by means of the ending -и (for instance, USo. kruh 'circle' : w 
kruhu 'in the circle'). 

4 Dative and locative singular (feminine and masculine a-stems): 
k-c: USo. and LSo. banka : w bance 'in the bank', 
g-z: USo. kniha 'book': w knize 'in the book', 
ch-š: USo. trecha ' roof': na trese 'on the roof'. 

In the dative and locative singular of я-stems (feminine and masculine) this 
alternation is fully systematic. It affects borrowings from German (compare 
banka above). USo. kniha 'book' is realized as /кцца/; the alternation is 
therefore capable of being perceived as -ija:-ize and may lead to such non-
standard forms as /biologize/ 'in biology'. 

In Upper Sorbian /g / is of such low frequency (PSI. g having become h) 
that there is some doubt as to the correct alternation in such words as figa 
'fig', synagoga 'synagogue' (borrowed from German). Both these words 
are attested with -dz- in the dative/locative singular, but the intuition of 
native speakers, unencumbered by philological complexes, always chooses 
•z-9 and this is now recommended as the norm (Jenč 1976). 

Vowel-zero alternations arising from the loss of the weak jers may be 
observed in: 

1 conjugation: 
e-0: USo. and LSo. bjeru 'I take': USo. brat/LSo. bras 'to take', 
O-0: USo. prewozmje 'will seize (3 SG)' : prewzać 'to seize'; 

2 declension: 
e-0: LSo. zeń 'day' : dnja 'day (GEN SG)', 
O-0: USo. pos 'dog' : psa 'dog (GEN SG)', 
a-0: LSo. pjas 'dog' : psa 'dog (GEN SG)'; 

3 derivation: 
e-0: LSo. gerc 'musician' : graś 'to play'. 
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Many vowel-zero alternations have been lost owing to the operation of 
analogy. For example, USo. kozoł 'goat', kotoł 'kettle', posot 'messenger' 
and wosoł 'donkey' may retain the vowel throughout the paradigm (thus 
genitive singular kozoła9 kotota and so on). The zero forms (kózła, kótla 
and so on) are only optional variants. In the case of the common suffixes 
*-ъкъ and *-ьсь (< *-ькъ), however, even before the appearance of our 
first texts, analogy operated in the opposite direction (in favour of the zero 
form): for instance, USo. and LSo. kusk (< *кргькъ) 'piece', USo. kónc, 
LSo. końc (< *копьсь) 'end'. This type is also found in Cassubian (see 
chapter 13). 

A unique case (and not the result of the loss of a weak jer) is the /-0 
alternation in ric (< *ritb) 'arse' : do rte (rte occurs only with the prepo-
sition do 'to, into'). 

2.3 Morphophonemic alternations resulting from changes after Proto-
Slavonic 

PS1. t + front vowel > USo. ć/LSo. ś: 
USo. čert 'devil': terti 'devils', 
LSo. stat 'state': w staśe 'in the state'; 

PS1. front vowel > USo. rfz/LSo. i: 
USo. blido 'table' : na blidte 'on the table', 
LSo. blido 'table': na blize 'on the table'; 

PS1. zd -I- front vowel > LSo. zdi: LSo. gwizda 'star' : dwi gwiżdże 'two 
stars'; 

PS1. st+ front vowel > LSo. si: LSo. mesto 'town': w misie 'in town'; 
PS1. tr+ front vowel > USo. tr /$/: USo. sotra 'sister' : sotre 'sister (DAT 

SG)'; 
PSI. b + front vowel > bj /Ц/: LSo. kleb 'bread': w klibje 'in the bread'; 
PSI. p + front vowel > pj / p / : USo. and LSo. kupa 'island' : na kupje 'on 

an island'; 
PS1. r + front vowel > rj l\l: USo. wucer 'teacher' : wucerja 'teacher (GEN 

SG)'; 
PSI. m + front vowel > mj /щ/: LSo. bom 'tree' : na bomje 'on the tree'; 
PSI. n + front vowel > nj /t\/: USo. kana 'pot, vessel' : w kanje 'in the 

pot'; 
PSI. w H- front vowel > wj /vi,/: LSo. głowa 'head': dwe glowje 'two heads'; 
PS1. / + back vowel > / / w / : USo. and LSo. dota 'of the valley': w 
PSI. / + front vowel > / /1/: dole 'in the valley'. 

(Since t and w now represent a single phoneme /w/ , there is sometimes 
confusion in non-standard Upper Sorbian between /w/ < / and /w/ < w, 
producing such forms as /do^e / for /dole/.) 

The alternations which might be expected as a result of PSI. t + j > c, 
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j > z are barely detectable, having been all but swept away by various kinds 
of morphological change. The /: с alternation may be seen in the contrast 
between the infinitive and present tense of a few verbs: 

LSo. šepotaš Чо whisper' : šepocu T whisper'; 
USo. mjetać 'to throw' : mjeceš 'you throw'. 

The d:z alternation is attested only in derivation: 

USo. howjado 'cattle' : howjazy 'cattle' (adjective). 

The first person present of USo. widźeć 'to see' (in which one might expect 
to find z< d + j) is widzu (PAST PART PASS widźany). The Lower Sorbian 
equivalents are wiźeś, wiiim, wiiony. 

PSI. s -h j > š is reflected in, for example, USo. prosy č 'to ask': prosu 'I ask'; 
PSI. z + j > i is reflected in, for example, USo. mazać 'to smear' : mazu 'I 

smear'. 

The main Upper Sorbian vowel alternations are as follows: 

1 The change o > ó in syllables closed by the loss of final jer has produced 
the ó/o alternation: hród 'castle, palace (NOM and ACC SG)' : hrod- in 
all other cases and numbers, for instance, dative singular hrodej. 

2 The corresponding change e > e in syllables closed by the loss of final 
jer has produced a few cases of the e/'e alternation: pec 'stove (NOM 
and ACC SG)' : pjec- in all other cases and numbers, like genitive 
singular pjecy. 

3 The change a (between soft consonants) > e has resulted in numerous 
cases of the 'аГе alternation: rjad 'row' : w rjedźe 'in the row', pjata 
'heel' : pjeće 'heels (DU)' , Jendzelčan 'Englishman' : Jendtelcenjo 
'Englishmen'. 

4 The change w' > j has resulted in the -ej/-w' alternation: cyrkej 
'church' : cyrkwje 'church (GEN SG)'; solotej 'salad' : solotwje (GEN 
SG); krej 'blood' : krwe (GEN SG). 

In Lower Sorbian vowel alternations are extremely rare: / о / : / 6 / can 
occur only in connection with consonant alternation, as, for example, in 
woko 'eye' /woko/ : wocy 'eyes (DU)' /wótsi/, bok 'side' /bok/ : na boce 
'on the side' /na bótse/. 
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3 Morphology 

3.1 Nominal morphology 

3.1.1 Nominal categories 
The three numbers, singular, dual and plural, are retained in both Upper 
and Lower Sorbian. The dual is still a systematic component of the 
category of number in both literary languages and nearly all dialects. 
However, in the dialects various dual forms are, with varying degrees of 
frequency, replaced by plural forms. The tendency to substitute plural 
forms for dual is greatest in the case of naturally paired referents (hands, 
feet, cheeks, shoes, and so on). However, in nearly all Lower Sorbian 
dialects and in the transitional zone (according to the Sorbischer 
Sprachatlas (hereafter 55) 11: 19-36) the dual, even in the case of natural 
pairs, is rarely replaced by the plural. The frequency with which dual forms 
are replaced by plural increases as one moves from north to south, but it is 
only in the extreme south of Upper Sorbian territory that the dual is no 
longer a systematic component of the category of number. 

Upper Sorbian has seven cases (nominative, vocative, accusative, 
genitive, dative, instrumental and locative). Lower Sorbian, having lost the 
vocative, has only six cases. All the dialects have at least six cases (55 11: 
36). The vocative isogloss divides all Upper Sorbian dialects and the dialect 
of Nochten from the remaining transitional dialects and the whole of 
Lower Sorbian territory (55 11: map 5). Even in Upper Sorbian it is only 
masculine nouns that have a separate vocative form (and only in the 
singular). There is one exception to this rule: USo. mać 'mother' has 
vocative singular maći. The Lower Sorbian vocative is attested only in 
Jakubica's New Testament (1548). Otherwise, even the earliest Lower 
Sorbian texts reveal only isolated fossilized vocatives (like knezo 'o Lord' in 
the Bible). However, some masculine nouns ending in -o (such as wujko 
'uncle', śeśko 'cousin' and certain Christian names, including Hanzo, 
Hajno) are believed to be vocatives by origin. 

In both Upper and Lower Sorbian the independent, prepositionless 
function of the instrumental has been lost. It is always accompanied by a 
preposition and in paradigms is usually preceded by z(e) 'with'. The 
question whether Sorbian has a prepositionless locative is debatable. The 
preposition w 'in' is written before locatives, but is in fact silent: USo. w 
Budyśinje /ЫкЩще/ 'in Bautzen'. This may seem to be a phonological 
matter, for there is a rule which prevents /w/ from standing immediately 
before another consonant (thus USo. wzać /zatJV 'to take'). However, the 
orthographic preposition w is always silent even before vowels: USo. w 
instituće /institutje/ 'in the institute', w awće /awtje/ 'in the car'. There is 
a facultative variant we /we/ 'in', which does have a phonic realization. 
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The position is the same in both literary languages and all dialects. In 
paradigms the locative forms are usually preceded by w(e) 'in' or wo 
'about'. 

In addition to the three genders, masculine, feminine and neuter, 
Sorbian has a flexible subgender expressed in the separate status given, in 
certain circumstances, to masculine nouns denoting human beings and 
animals (the animate subgender), and, in other circumstances, only to those 
denoting human beings (the masculine-personal subgender). Feminines 
and neuters are unaffected. 

The animate subgender is expressed primarily in the accusative and 
determines whether the accusative will have the same form as the genitive 
(animates) or the nominative (non-animates). Throughout the whole of 
Sorbian territory and in the literary languages in all three numbers 
(singular, dual and plural) masculine non-inanimates have the same form 
in the accusative as in the nominative (for instance, USo. mam wóz 'I have 
a cart'). Similarly, in all Sorbian dialects and in both literary languages 
mascuine animate nouns (other than a-stems, such as USo. ćesla 
'carpenter') in the accusative singular have the same form as in the genitive 
singular, and, in the singular at least, all such nouns (including the ćesla 
type) take genitive-accusative agreement (USo. mam dobreho konja, LSo. 
mam dobrego konja 'I have a good horse', USo. znam dobreho ćeslu 'I 
know a good carpenter'). 

In the accusative dual, however, only Lower Sorbian (both literary 
language and dialects) has the same form as the genitive dual for all 
masculine nouns denoting animates (LSo. mam dweju konjowu 'I have two 
horses', mam dweju wucabnikowu 'I have two teachers'). In Upper Sorbian 
the subgender in the dual includes not all animate nouns, but only those 
denoting human beings (USo. mam dweju wucerjow 'I have two teachers', 
but mam dwaj konjej 'I have two horses'). 

In the accusative plural masculine nouns referring to animals (unless 
used with the numerals tśi '3' and styri '4' in the case of Lower Sorbian) 
have the nominative-accusative in all dialects and both literary languages 
(USo. and LSo. mam konje 'I have horses'). Nouns referring to male 
human beings in Upper Sorbian have the genitive-accusative in the plural 
(as in both other numbers). In Lower Sorbian, however, it is only if used 
with the numerals tśi or styri, or after the accusative plural pronouns nas 
'us' and was 'you', that masculine plural animates (whether human beings 
or animals) take the genitive-accusative (LSo. mam tśoch konjow 'I have 
three horses', mam tśoch wucabnikow 'I have three teachers', woni chwale 
was wucabnikow 'they are praising you teachers'). Otherwise masculine 
plural animates in Lower Sorbian (even in the case of human beings) take 
the nominative-accusative (LSo. mam dobre wucabniki 'I have good 
teachers'). The rule to be found in some Lower Sorbian grammars 
ordaining that nouns denoting persons shall, in the plural, have a 
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genitive-accusative is artificial and modelled on Upper Sorbian (Janaš 
1984: 73-4). 

The masculine-animate (not the masculine-personal) category is also 
manifested in Lower Sorbian in special forms of the numerals tśi and styri 
embodying the vowel -o-. In Upper Sorbian the masculine personal is 
expressed in the accusative dual, the accusative plural and in the 
nominative plural. Nouns, adjectives, pronouns and numerals all have 
separate nominative plural endings to distinguish masculine personals: thus 
nanojo 'fathers' (nominative plural of nan), but borany 'rams' (nominative 
plural of boran); tro młodzi Serbja 'three young Sorbs', but tri młode 
jabłonje 'three young apple trees'. In Lower Sorbian only numerals from '3' 
to '10' have separate forms in the nominative and their role is to distinguish 
masculine animates (persons and animals): styrjo konje 'four horses', but 
styri jabłoni 'four apple trees'. 

3.1.2 Noun morphology 
The basic declension pattern for Upper Sorbian masculine nouns is shown 
in table 11.3. The main variations are: 

1 The ó/o alternation is characteristic of nouns with stem ending in a 
single consonant, whereas ó is usually retained throughout the 
paradigm of nouns whose stem ends in a double consonant (chłódk/ 
chłódka 'shadow'), but there are exceptions to both types (mróz/mróza 
'frost'; most/mosta 'bridge'). 

2 Some nouns have an alternative vocative in -'e (Jakubo or Jakubje). 
This may involve consonant alternation (ćłowjeko or cłowjece 'man!'). 

3 Hród is one of a number of monosyllabic, inanimate nouns that have 
an alternative genitive singular ending in -w (from the Proto-Slavonic 
w-stems). The м-ending is never obligatory. 

4 The dative singular ending -ej comes from the Proto-Slavonic w-stems 
(*-ev/ > -ej) (Mucke 1891: 311 п.). A few nouns may take the alter-
native ending -и (from the PS1. o-stems), when they follow the prepo-

Table 11.3 Declension of USo. hród 'palace, castle9 

SG DU PL 

NOM hród hrodaj hrody 
VOC hrodo hrodaj hrody 
ACC hród hrodaj hrody 
GEN hroda (hrodu) hrodow hrodow 
DAT hrodej hrodomaj hrodam 
INST z hrodom z hrodomaj z hrodami 
LOC w hrodźe (hrodu) w hrodomaj w hrodach 
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sition к Чо': к wobjedu Чо lunch'. The only noun which must have -u, 
even without к, is bóh 'god' (dative singular bohu). 

5 The locative singular ending -u (inherited from the PS1. w-stems) must 
be used after sibilants (na wozu 'on the cart'), soft consonants (wo 
mužu 'about the man') and к, g, h and ch (w behu 'in the course'); 
elsewhere it is optional. However, some nouns ending in k, g and h 
have alternative locatives involving consonant alternations (w snehu/w 
sneze 'in the snow'). 

6 In the nominative plural nouns referring to human beings take the 
endings -ojo (mužojo 'men'), -jo (Jendzelcenjo 'Englishmen'), -'a 
(Serbja 'Sorbs'), -/ (which may cause consonant alternation as in 
studenci 'students', and may itself alternate with -у : wojacy 'soldiers' 
(nominative singular wojak)), or (after -с) -y (holey 'boys'). The 
ending -ojo (< *-ove) comes from the w-stems. Its older variant -owje 
(mužowje 'men') was characteristic of the separate Catholic literary 
tradition. The choice of ending is partly morphologically and partly 
lexically determined. 

7 The genitive dual is almost always the same as the genitive plural, 
which usually has the ending -ow for all genders. However, a few 
nouns, particularly pluralia tantum, take the 0-ending: thus Drježdiany 
'Dresden' has genitive Drježdian, pjenjezy 'money' has pjenjez. 

8 Masculine nouns with a soft stem vary from the hard-stem declension 
in: (a) the nominative/vocative/accusative dual, which has -ej (mužej 
'men'); (b) the genitive plural, which has an alternative ending in -i 
(muži as well as mužow); inherited from the PS1. /-stems, this ending is 
prevalent in the Catholic dialect and popular with Catholic writers; (c) 
the nominative/vocative/accusative plural, which has -e (not human 
beings) (koše 'baskets'); this too comes from the /-stems; (d) the 
instrumental plural, which has -emi (mužemi); and (e) the locative 
singular (see item 5 above). 

The basic declension pattern for Lower Sorbian masculine nouns is 
shown in table 11.4. The main variations are: 

1 As in Upper Sorbian, some inanimate, monosyllabic nouns have an 
alternative genitive singular in -u. 

2 The dative singular in -oju is made up of elements from both the o-
stem (-«) and w-stem (-ovi) endings. Many nouns have an alternative 
dative in -u: końcoju/końcu(dative singular of kone'end'). 

3 There are no separate endings in the nominative plural for nouns 
denoting male persons (unlike Upper Sorbian): thus папу 'fathers' is 
comparable to grody 'castles'. 

4 The alternative locative singular ending -u has a similar distribution to 
that in Upper Sorbian (for example, wo mužu 'about the man'), but it 
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Table 11.4 Declension of LSo. grod 'palace, castle9 

SG DU PL 

NOM grod 
ACC grod 
GEN groda grodowu 

grodoma 
z grodoma 

groda 
groda 

grody 
grody 
grodow 
grodam DAT grodoju 

INST z grodom 
LOC wo groźe wo grodoma 

z grodami 
wo grodach 

may be used with nouns of any type (na s wetu 'in the world' as well as 
na sweśe). 

5 Soft stems vary from hard stems in (a) the dative singular, which, in the 
case of stems ending in -ar and -al, has -eju (not -oju) (thus 
murjarjeju 'to the mason'); (b) the nominative plural (konje 'horses', 
muže 'men'); and (c) the genitive plural, which may have the alter-
native ending -i (konjow or koni 'of horses'). 

The basic declension pattern for Upper Sorbian neuter nouns is shown 
in table 11.5. The main variations are: 

1 The dative singular, which in the literary standard ends in -u, has a 
colloquial variant in -ej: mestej'Xo the town'. 

2 Soft-stem neuters (like polo 'field') usually have nominative singular in 
-o. The only category which regularly has -e is that of verbal nouns 
(like wucenje 'teaching'), but even these used to have -o in the Catholic 
literary language and may still retain it in the works of Catholic writers. 
There is also a number of words which vary between -e and -o, such as 
zbože/zbožo 'happiness, luck'. 

3 Soft-stem neuters have endings varying from mesto in (a) the locative 
singular, which has -u (na polu 'in the field'); (b) the nominative/ 
accusative dual, which has -i (poli '(two) fields'); (c) the instrumental 
plural, which has -emi (not -ami): z polemi 'with fields'. 

The declension of Lower Sorbian mesto differs from that of Upper 
Sorbian mesto only in the following cases: (a) dative singular mestoju or 
mestu; (b) genitive dual mestowu; (c) dative, instrumental, and locative 
dual mestoma,. LSo. polo 'field' differs from LSo. mesto in: (a) the locative 
singular (na polu 'in the field') and (b) the nominative/accusative dual 
(poli '(two) fields'). 

The basic declension pattern for Upper Sorbian feminine nouns is 
shown in table 11.6. The main variations are as follows: 
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Table 11.5 Declension of USo. mesto 'town' 

SG DU PL 

NOM mčsto mčsče mčsta 
ACC mčsto mčsče mčsta 
GEN mčsta mestow mčstow 
DAT mestu mčstomaj mestam 
INST z mčstom z mčstomaj z mčstami 
LOC w mesće w mčstomaj w mestach 

Table 11.6 Declension of USo. zona 'woman, wife9 

SG DU PL 

NOM žona žonje žony 
ACC žonu žonje žony 
GEN žony žonow žonow 
DAT žonje žonomaj žonam 
INST ze žonu ze žonomaj ze žonami 
LOC wo žonje wo žonomaj wo žonach 

1 A few feminines have 0 in the genitive plural. This may involve vowel 
alternation o/ó: do horow/do hór Чо the hills' (hora 'hill, mountain'). 

2 Soft feminines (like duša 'soul' (or 'shower')) vary from the zona 
paradigm as follows: (a) genitive singular duše; (b) dative and locative 
singular duši; (с) nominative and accusative dual duši; (d) nominative 
and accusative plural duše; and (e) instrumental plural z dušemL 

3 Some feminines (old /-stems) have a 0-ending in the nominative/ 
accusative singular: for example, kósć 'bone'. They otherwise follow 
the soft feminine declension (like duša), unless they have a stem 
ending in s or c, in which case they follow the zona paradigm apart 
from the dative and locative singular and the nominative/accusative 
dual, which end in -y, thus nóc 'night' has nocy. 

Lower Sorbian zona 'woman, wife' and duša 'soul' (or 'shower') differ 
from their Upper Sorbian counterparts only in details which are systematic, 
that is Lower Sorbian dual endings -owu and -oma correspond to USo. -ow 
and -omaj, Lower Sorbian has -šy, where Upper Sorbian has -ši, and Lower 
Sorbian has instrumental plural z dušami (USo. z dušemi). There is, 
however, a significant distinction between Upper and Lower Sorbian in the 
declensional type represented by LSo. kosć 'bone' (the old /-stems). Lower 
Sorbian, by preserving -/ in those cases where Upper Sorbian has sub-
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stituted -e (in the genitive singular and the nominative/accusative plural), 
has remained closer to the original paradigm (LSo. kosci (GEN SG and 
NOM/ACC PL). 

Upper Sorbian masculine a-stems vary from the zona paradigm in (a) 
the accusative dual and plural (since they refer to male persons); these 
coincide with the genitive dual and plural: for instance, accusative dual and 
plural herbow (from herba 'heir'); (b) the nominative dual: herbaj; (c) the 
nominative and vocative plural: herbojo or herbja. Lower Sorbian mascu-
line я-stems differ from their feminine counterparts only in so far as, being 
masculine animates, they have genitive-accusative in the dual and after the 
numerals tśi and styri. 

Original consonant stems have been fully absorbed into the Upper and 
Lower Sorbian declensional systems, but vestiges of their former existence 
survive in: 

1 the stem of such masculines as USo. and LSo. kamjeń 'stone' (genitive 
singular kamjenja; PSI. * kamy/* kamene); 

2 the extended stem of neuters in -en and USo. -ecl-et (LSo. -eś/-et): 
USo. ramjo 'shoulder' / ramjenja (GEN SG), USO. ćelo 'calf (genitive 
singular celeča, nominative plural ćelata), LSo. śele 'calf' (genitive 
singular śeleśa, nominative plural śeleta); 

3 the extended stem in -er(y) of USo. mać 'mother' (genitive singular 
maćerje), LSo. maś (genitive singular maserje). USo mać is unique in 
that it has vocative singular maći (the only feminine vocative in 
Sorbian) and an optional accusative singular mačer (otherwise mać); 

4 the USo. plural stem njebjes- (nominative plural njebjesa, genitive 
plural njebjes) of njebjo 'sky, heaven' (the plural occurs only in 
religious usage). 

3.1.3 Pronominal morphology 
The declension of Upper Sorbian personal pronouns is shown in table 11.7 
and of Lower Sorbian personal pronouns in table 11.8. 

Notes 
1 The items shown in parentheses are used exclusively with prepositions. 
2 Variation between the items divided by an oblique line (for example 

USo. wo nas/wo nami) has a regional basis, but in the literary language 
the choice is facultative. 

3 In the case of items separated by a comma, the second is clitic or semi-
clitic: it cannot appear in a prepositional phrase or bear stress and does 
not normally stand in the first position in the clause. 

4 Where items are separated by a colon, the first is masculine animate. 
5 When governed by a preposition, a pronoun beginning with j- (like 

jeho) acquires an initial n- (bjez njeho 'without him'). If followed by 
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Table 11.7 Declension of Upper Sorbian personal pronouns 

1st person 
SG 

NOM 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

ja 
mje (mnje) 
mje (mnje) 
mi (mni) 
ze mnu 
wo mni 

2nd person 
NOM ty 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

tebje, će 
tebje, će 
tebi, ći 
z tobu 
wo tebi 

3rd person singular 
м 

NOM WÓn 
ACC jęho: jón 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

jeho 
jemu 
z nim 
wo nim 

3rd person dual 
Masculine personal 
wonaj 
jeju 

NOM 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

3rd person plural 
NOM woni 
ACC jich 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

DU 
mój 
naju 
naju 
namaj 
z namaj 
wo namaj 

wój 
waju 
waju 
wamaj 
z wamaj 
wo wamaj 

wono/wone 
j o ^ e 

PL 
my 
nas 
nas 
nam 
z nami 
wo nas/wo nami 

wy 
was 
was 
wam 
z wami 
wo was/wo wami 

F 
wona 
ju 
jeje 
jej, ji 
z njej 
wo njej 

l e ju 
jimaj 
z nimaj 
wo nimaj 

Non-masculine personal 
wonej 

i e i 

"jich 
jim 
z nimi 
wo nich/wo nimi 

wone 
j e 

Reflexive 
NOM 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

sebje, so 
sebje, so 
sebi, sej 
ze sobu 
wo sebi 
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Table 11.8 Declension of Lower Sorbian personal pronouns 

1st person 
SG 

NOM 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

ja 
mč (mnjo) 
mje (mnjo) 
шё (mnjo) 
ze mnu 
wo mnjo 

2nd person 
NOM ty 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

tebje, śi 
tebje, śi 
tebje, śi 
z tobu 
wo tebje 

3rd person singular 
M 

NOM won 

DU 
mej 
naju 
naju 
nama 
z nama 
wo nama 

wej 
waju 
waju 
wama 
z wama 
wo wama 

N 
wono 

jogo : jen ACC 

GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

3rd person dual_ 
NOM 

"jogo 
jomu 
z nim 
wo njom 

1° 

V / T wonej 
jeju : jej ACC 

GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

3rd perspn plural 
NOM 

j e j 
jeju 
jima 
z nima 
wo nima 

— Г " woni 
ACC jichj je 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

Reflexive (all genders) 
NOM 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

— V 
jich 
jim 
z nimi 
wo nich 

sebje, se 
sebje, se 
sebje, se 
ze sobu 
wo sebje 

je 

PL 
my 
nas 
nas 
nam 
z nami 
wo nas 

wy 
was 
was 
wam 
z wami 
wo was 

F 
wona 
ju 
jeje 
jej 
z njeju 
wo njej 
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-i- the j- is deleted (thus jich, but wokoło nich 'around them'), because 
the n- in the orthographic sequence ni- is always soft. 

6 The second person plural pronoun wy may also be used as an honorific 
form to address one person (or two). 

7 In both Upper and Lower Sorbian after prepositions taking the accus-
ative or genitive it is (contrary to the normal rule governing clitics) the 
short form of the reflexive pronoun that is most commonly used: for 
instance, USo. na so 'onto (my etc.) self/selves', LSo. na se. In the 
dative after prepositions, however, the long form is obligatory, except 
in the case of LSo. ku se 'to (.. .)self/selves\ 

The hard-stem pronominal declension in Upper Sorbian is exemplified 
by the demonstrative pronoun tón 'this, that' in table 11.9. Lower Sorbian 
pronominal declension is exemplified by the demonstrative pronoun ten 
'this, that' in table 11.10. The soft-stem pronominal declension in Upper 
Sorbian is demonstrated by naš 'our' in table 11.11. The distinction 
between hard and soft stems does not exist in the declension of pronouns in 
Lower Sorbian. 

Table 11.9 Declension of USo. tón 'this, that9 

Singular 
M N F 

NOM tón to/te ta 
ACC toho : tón \ to/te / tu 

GEN v toho teje 
DAT tomu tej 
INST z tym z tej 
LOC wo tym/tom wo tej 

Dual 
Masculine personal Non-masculine personal 

NOM taj tej 

У GEN teju 
DAT tymaj 
INST z tymaj 
LOC wo tymaj 

Plural 
NOM ci te 
ACC tych te / 
GEN tych 
DAT tym 
INST z tymi 
LOC wo tych 
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Table 11.10 Declension of LSo. ten 'this, that9 

Singular 
M N F 

NOM ten to ta 
ACC togo : ten to 

/ 
tu 

GEN tc^o teje 
DAT tomu tej 
INST z tym z teju 
LOC wo tom wo tej 

Dual / 
NOM # / 

ACC teju : tej $ 
GEN teju 
DAT tyma 
INST z tyma 
LOC wo tyma 

Plural \ / 
NOM & / 
ACC tych : te & 

/ 

GEN tych 
DAT tym 
INST z tymi 
LOC wo tych 

Notes 
1 Adjectival pronouns in Upper Sorbian with alternative forms in the 

neuter nominative singular are to/te 4 this, that', wšo/wše (from wśón 
'all'), wšitko/wšitke (from wśitkón 'all'), samo/same (from sam 'self). 

2 In Upper Sorbian texts dating from before the Second World War teho 
may be found as an alternative to toho, and temu as an alternative to 
tomu. In the old Protestant norm the only pronoun with -oho and 
-omu was što 'who' (koho, komu). The present-day o-variants come 
from the Catholic norm. In the case of što 'what' the e-variants are still 
predominant (ceho, čemu), but čoho and čomи may be found in the 
work of Catholic writers. 

3 The Upper Sorbian locative singular variant (wo) tom is archaic and 
rare. 

4 Where items are separated by a colon, the first is masculine animate. 
5 As in the case of other parts of speech in Upper Sorbian, the attempt 

to impose the personal/non-personal distinction in the masculine 
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Table 11.11 Declension of USo. #ta?'our' 

Singular 

NOM 
ACC 

GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

M 
naš 
našeho : naš 

s/ 
našeho 
našemu 
z našim 
wo našim 

N 
naše 
naše — t 

F 
naša 
našu 

našeje 
našej 
z našej 
wo našej 

Dual 

NOM 

ACC 

GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

Masculine personal 

našeju 

Non-masculine personal 

našej 
—V~~. ' 

našeju 
našimaj 
z našimaj 
wo našimaj 

Plural 
NOM 
ACC 

GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

naši 
našich \ 

naše 
naše 

našich 
našim 
z našimi 
wo našich 

nominative dual (taj/tej) has been only partly successful (FaBke 1981: 
691). 

The Proto-Slavonic pronoun *sb 'this' has been lost in Sorbian apart 
from such sporadic vestiges as USo. letsa, LSo. letos (and letosa) 'this year' 
< *leto se. PS1. *vbxb is inherited in USo. wśón, whose paradigm is shown 
in table 11.12. A synonym of wśón is wśitkón, which is declined like an 
adjective apart from the masculine nominative singular. LSo. wsen 'all' 
follows the paradigm of ten. The question whether Sorbian words for 'all' 
can have a dual, tested by sentences of the type LSo. Wobej mazańca stej 
wšej(compare German beide Kuchen sind alle) 'both cakes are all gone', is 
reported on in SS10 (map 100). It transpires that sentences of this type are 
acceptable in Lower Sorbian and the transitional dialects, but not in most 
Upper Sorbian dialects. 

In Upper Sorbian PS1. *къю 'who' has been replaced by što ([Xtu] not 

[Jtó]). The question of its etymological relationship to *къю and *čbto has 
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Table 11.12 Declension of USo. wsdn 'all' 

Singular 

NOM 
ACC 

GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

M 
wšon 
wśeho : wśón 

N 
wšo/wšč 
wšo/wšč 

wśeho 
wśemu 
ze wščm 
we wščm 

F 
wša 
wšu 

wšeje 
wšej 
ze wšej 
we wšej 

Plural 

NOM 
ACC 

GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

Masculine personal 
wsitcy 
wščch 

Non-masculine personal 
wšč 
wšč 

wščch 
wščm 
ze wščmi 
wo wščch 

not been satisfactorily resolved (see Schuster-Śewc, Worterbuch, under što; 
SS 10: map 96). Its paradigm is as follows: 

NOM stó 
ACC koho 
GEN koho 
DAT komu 
INST z kim 
LOC wo kim 

The Lower Sorbian equivalent is chto, which declines as follows: 

NOM chto 
ACC kogo 
GEN kogo 
DAT komu 
INST z kim 
LOC wo kim 

Upper Sorbian što 'what' (< *čbto) declines as follows: 

NOM što 
ACC što (but after prepositions čo) 
GEN čeho (rarely čoho) 
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DAT čemu (rarely čomu) 
INST z čim 
LOC wo čim 

Its Lower Sorbian equivalent is со: 

NOM СО 
ACC CO 
GEN COgO 
DAT comu 
INST z c y m 
LOC wo com 

In both Upper and Lower Sorbian indefinite pronouns are formed with the 
prefix ne-: USo. nechtó 'someone' follows the paradigm of što (except in 
the nominative); LSo. nichten 'someone' follows the paradigm of chto 
(except in the nominative). Compare also USo. nešto 'something' and LSo. 
песо 'something'. Indefinite pronouns may be semantically adapted by the 
addition of the suffix -zkuli (in both Upper and Lower Sorbian): for 
instance, USo. ništozkuli 'many a thing'. 

3.1.4 Adjectival morphology 
Modern Sorbian has no separate short-form adjectives, but it is not possible 
to determine whether some of the nominative and accusative forms now in 
use are the results of contraction (for example, * dobra- ja > dobra 'good (F 
NOM SG)') or original short forms. There is, however, textual evidence that 
a separate masculine nominative singular short form (ending in -0, not -у) 
existed formerly: LSo. (sixteenth century) ja som twojogo sluba wist 'I am 
sure of your promise' (wist for wisty 'sure') (Molier 1959: 91v.). There 
may be some significance in the fact that in the same sixteenth-century 
source the short masculine nominative singular is more frequently attested 
for past passive participles than for other adjectives: 

Wjeźon njezboźnym' luźoju, 
Fa[l]šnje wobskerźony, 
Zapluwan a sromośon, 
Ak to pismo groni. 

'Led to a godless man, fasely accused, spat upon and shamed, as the scripture says.' 
(Molier 1959: 35v) 

The short-form masculine singular in the Upper Sorbian phrase Bóh 
wjerśen 'God the most high' survives to the present day (wjerśen for 
wjerśny) and in the unpublished 'Senftenberger Kirchenbuch' (1697) the 
adjective in this phrase is said to follow the short-form declension: 
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Bóhwjerśin, Bohawjerśna, and so on (Mucke 1891: 379). Vestiges of the 
short-form declension may also be seen in USo. swjedźeń 'feast' (< *swjat 
dźeń) (first recorded in the seventeenth century as swjadzen), in 
undeclined Upper Sorbian adjectives of the type nabet 'whitish', nakisat 
'sourish', undeclined adjectives of the type zwulka 'haughty, snobbish', 
sćicha 'quiet' and in adverbs such as dočista 'completely', z daloka 'from 
far off'. The genitive singular short form also survives (fossilized) in USo. 
potdra 'one and a half' (< *pol druga), połtreća 'two and a half' and so on 
(LSo. pottera 'one and a half', połtśeśa 'two and a half' and so on). The 
dative singular short form lives on in phrases of the type po nemsku 'in the 
German manner', and in pomału 'slowly'. 

Upper Sorbian adjectival declension is demonstrated by dobry 'good' in 
table 11.13. 

Table 11.13 Declension of USo. dobry 'good9 

Singular 
M 

Animate 
N 

Non-animate 

NOM 

ACC 

GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

Dual 

NOM 
ACC 

GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

Plural 
NOM 
ACC 

GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

"dobi ry 
dobreho dobry 

dobreho 
dobremu 
z dobrym 
wo dobrym 

Masculine personal 
dobraj 
dobreju N 

dobreju 

dobre 

dobre / 

dobra 

dobru 

dobreje 
dobrej 
z dobrej 
wo dobrej 

Non-masculine personal 
dobrej 
dobrej 

dobrymaj 
z dobrymaj 
wo dobrymaj 

dobri 
dobrych 

dobre 
dobre — v 

dobrych 
dobrym 
z dobrymi 
wo dobrych 
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Notes 
1 In the endings containing -y the latter is replaced by -i after stems 

ending in velars (h, к, ch) and soft consonants (š, ž, č, ć, /, ń): serbski 
'Sorbian (NOM SG) \ kušimaj 'short (DAT/INST/LOC DU)'. 

2 In the nominative plural before the ending -/ the stem consonant d is 
replaced by dź (młody 'young' - młodźi), t by ć (bohaty 'rich' -
bohaći) and łby I(mały 'small' - mali). Before this ending too h alter-
nates with z, ch with š and к with с (compare the discussion of the 
second palatalization in section 2.2); z and care then followed by -y in 
accordance with the normal phonological rule (thus nahi (NOM SG) 
'naked' - nazy (NOM PL M personal)). 

3 The distinction in the nominative dual between masculine personal -aj 
and non-masculine personal -ej has no counterpart in the dialects. 
Until the twentieth century -aj was used in the nominative dual without 
distinction. Following the incursion of -ej into the literary language, 
however, there was a gradual tendency to restrict -aj to masculine 
personal referents. This was eventually made into a formal rule in 
normative grammars, but literary usage has remained only moderately 
consistent. In dialects -aj is attested only in the south of Upper Sorbian 
territory and its use is only facultative (FaBke 1981: 380). 

Lower Sorbian adjectival declension is demonstrated in table 11.14. 

Note 
1 After stems ending in g or к the ending has -i not -y (for instance, 

wjeliki 'big (NOM SG)'), but in contrast to Upper Sorbian this rule does 
not apply to ch (thus suchy 'dry'; compare USo. suchi). 

The Upper Sorbian comparative is formed synthetically by adding the 
suffix -iš or -š to the stem of the positive form: nowy 'new' - nowiśi or 
nowsi 'newer'. If the stem ends in a single consonant the suffix is usually -š 
(stary 'old' - starši 'older'); if it ends in more than one consonant the suffix 
is usually -iš (speśny 'quick' - spešniši 'quicker'). But there are several 
exceptions and a few adjectives are capable of forming comparatives in 
both ways. In these cases the longer form is stylistically elevated: thus 
nowiśi is stylistically higher than nowśi (Šewc 1968: 108). If the stem ends 
in -cor -z the comparative suffix is -yš: horcy 'hot' - horcyśi 'hotter'. The 
stem often undergoes consonant alternation: suchi 'dry' - sušiši 'drier'. A 
syllable may be dropped (daloki 'far' - dalši 'further') and some compar-
atives are formally unrelated to their positives: dobry 'good' - lepši 'better'. 

The Upper Sorbian superlative is formed by prefixing naj- to the 
comparative: stary 'old' - starši 'older' - najstarši 'oldest'. A yet higher 
degree of comparison (the absolute superlative) is expressed by prefixing 
na- to the superlative: nanajstarši 'the oldest of all'. 
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Table 11.14 Declension of LSo. dobry 'good9 

Singular 

NOM 

ACC 

GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

M 
Animate 

"dobi 

Non-animate / 
ry 

dobrego "dobry 

dobre 

dobre 
у 

dobrego 
dobremu 
z dobrym 
wo dobrem 

dobra 

dobru 

dobreje 
dobrej 
z dobreju 
wo dobrej 

Dual 

NOM 

ACC 

GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

Masculine animate Non-masculine animate 

dobreju 

dobrej 

dobrej 

dobreju 
dobryma 
z dobryma 
wo dobryma 

Plural 

NOM 

ACC 

GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

*dobrych 

dobre 
л 

dobrych 
dobrym 
z dobrymi 
wo dobrych 

dobre / 

Note: * after numerals tśi or styri, or after pronouns nas 'us' or was 'you' (see 
section 3.1.1). 

Analytic comparatives consist of the positive adjective preceded by the 
adverb bóle 'more': bóle stary 'older' (= starši). Not every adjective is 
capable of forming a synthetic comparative, but when both synthetic and 
analytic comparatives exist, they are semantically interchangeable. Analytic 
superlatives and absolute superlatives are formed with najbóle and 
nanajbóle: najbóle stary 'oldest', nanajbóle stary 'oldest of all'. 

In Lower Sorbian the comparative suffixes are ejš and -š: speśny 
'quick' - spesnjejsy 'quicker', stary 'old' - starśy 'older'. Consonant alter-
nations include d-t (gjardy 'proud' - gjariejsy 'prouder'), t-ś (kśuty 'firm' 
- kśuśejsy 'firmer') and ch-s (suchy 'dry' - suśejśy 'drier'). The Lower 
Sorbian equivalent of USo. naj- is nej-: nejstarsy 'oldest'. TTiere is also a 
variant form, nejz-: nejžlčpšy 'best'. Absolute superlatives are formed with 
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nanej- and nanejznanejstarsy 'oldest of all', nanejzlepsy 'best of all'. The 
Lower Sorbian equivalents of USo. bóle are wecej 'more' and lepjej'more'. 
They can be used to form analytic comparatives, such as lepjej kisaty 
'sourer' (= kisalsy) from kisaty 'sour'. Nej wecej, nejlepjej and nanej wecej 
are used to form analytic superlatives and absolute superlatives. 

Adverbs are derived from adjectives most commonly by means of the 
suffix -'e, which causes a change in the preceding consonant: b-bj, p-pj, 
w-wj, m-mj, n-nj, r-rj\ for example, USo, and LSo. słaby 'weak' - stabje 
'weakly'. The velars undergo the alternations resulting from the second 
palatalization: USo. słodki 'sweet' - słódce 'sweetly', LSo. słodki 'sweet' -
stodce 'sweetly', but many adjectives can also form their corresponding 
adverbs by means of the suffix -o and this avoids palatalization. Thus USo. 
słodko and LSo. słodko 'sweetly' also exist. The dentals alternate with the 
results of palatalization before front vowels: USo. twjerdy 'hard' - twjerdźe 
'hard' (adverb) (LSo. twardy 'hard' - twarze/twardo 'hard' (adverb)), USo. 
kruty 'firm' - kruće 'firmly' (LSo. ksuty 'firm' - ksuśe 'firmly'). 

Particularly interesting are Upper Sorbian adverbs derived from adjec-
tives with the suffix -sk referring to languages: for instance, serbsce (from 
serbski 'Sorbian'), as in rečiće wy serbsce? 'do you speak Sorbian?'. This 
type is unknown in Lower Sorbian, where it is replaced by the adverbial 
type derived from the instrumental plural of the short-form adjective: 
powedaśo wy serbski? 'do you speak Sorbian?'. In sentences of this kind in 
Lower Sorbian one may also hear the type serbske or na serbske. In Upper 
Sorbian the type serbski is dialectal or archaic. A further type formed with 
the preposition po and what is historically the dative singular of the short-
form adjective (po serbsku) may also be encountered in both Upper and 
Lower Sorbian, but it is archaic. 

Comparative and superlative adverbs in Upper Sorbian are in most cases 
derived from comparative and superlative adjectives, by substituting -o for 
the adjectival endings: syłniśo 'more strongly' (from sylnisi 'stronger'). 
Some comparative adverbs, however, are derived from the adjectival stem 
(often with the loss of -ok or -k) by means of -'e: htuboki 'deep' - hłubje 
'deeper' (adverb), bliski 'near' - bliže 'nearer' (adverb). The prefixes naj-
and nanaj- are used in the same way as with adjectives to form superlatives 
and absolute superlatives: najsylniśo 'most strongly'. 

There is a marked contrast between Upper and Lower Sorbian in their 
methods of forming comparative adverbs. In Lower Sorbian they are 
formed with the suffix -'ej: słabjej 'more weakly' (from słaby 'weak'), sušej 
'more drily' (from suchy 'dry'), bliżej 'nearer' (adverb; from bliski 'near'). 
The prefixes nej-, nejz- and na- are used as with adjectives: nanejzdalej 
'furthest of all'. 

3.1.5 Numeral morphology 
The declension of the Upper Sorbian cardinal numeral jedyn4 Г is shown in 
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table 11.15. It has no dual and the plural exists mainly to modify pluralia 
tantum (thus jedne durje 'one door'). Masculine-personal forms are shown 
in the paradigm for the sake of completeness, but it is doubtful whether 
they have any real existence with numerical meaning. The indefinite 
pronoun jedyn 'certain, some', however, has a full paradigm, including 
masculine personal forms and the dual. 

The declension of Lower Sorbian jaden ' l ' is shown in table 11.16. As in 
Upper Sorbian, it has no dual and its plural exists mainly to modify pluralia 

Table 11.15 Declension of USo. jedyn ' V 

Singular 
M N F 
Animate Non-animate 

4 r v ' NOM jedyn . . . . 
/
 J л jedne jedna 

ACC jednoho jedyn jedne jednu 
4 у — / 

GEN jednoho jedneje 
DAT jednomu jednej 
INST z jednym z jednej 
LOC wo jednym wo jednej 

Plural 
Masculine personal Non-masculine personal 

NOM jedni jedne 
ACC jednych jedne N у • 
GEN jednych 
DAT jednym 
INST z jednymi 
LOC wo jednych 

Table 11.16 Declension of LSo. jaden ' l ' 

SG PL 
M N F 
Animate Non-animate 

NOM 
> ^ ' jaaen jadno jadna jadne 

ACC ja'dnogo jaden jadno jadnu jadne 

GEN jadnogo jadneje jadnych 
DAT jadnomu jadnej jadnym 
INST z jadnym z jadneju z jadnymi 
LOC wo jadnom wo jadnej wo jadnych 
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tantum. The Lower Sorbian indefinite pronoun jaden 'certain, some' has a 
full paradigm. 

The declensions of Upper Sorbian dwaj '2' and Lower Sorbian dwa '2' 
are shown in table 11.17. 

The numerals '3' and '4' (USo. tri/styri, LSo. tśi/styri) are declined as 
shown in table 11.18. They have no singular and no dual. In Upper Sorbian 
tri and Styri in colloquial and dialectal speech, if used attributively, may be 
indifferent to gender and undeclined (for example, pred Styri letami 'four 
years ago' (literally: before four years)). If used absolutely they are 
inflected normally. This tendency to lose declinability has not been 
observed in Lower Sorbian dialects (55 11: 58). 

The declension of Upper Sorbian numerals from '5' upwards is exempli-
fied by pjeć '5' in table 11.19. When used absolutely and referring to 
persons, numerals from five upwards are always declined in all varieties of 
Sorbian (LSo. ze wSyknymipeśomi 'with all five'). When used attributively, 
they tend not to be declined. This tendency is greater in Upper than in 
Lower Sorbian, and greatest when the attributive numeral does not refer to 
male persons. Until 1937 the situation in the Upper Sorbian literary 
language was different. With referents other than male persons the forms 
pjećich (GEN), pjećim (DAT), Z pjećimi (INST) and wo pjećich (LOC) were 
predominant in both attributive and absolute use. Locative pjećich and the 
corresponding forms of other numerals from '5' to '12' survive as fossilized 
adverbial forms denoting the time of day (as in w pjećich 'at five o'clock') 
(FaBke 1981: 513-19, 533). Such forms are sometimes written without the 
w, which is, in any case, silent. 

In Lower Sorbian the numerals from '5' (peš) to '99' (źewjeśaźewjeśźa-
set), when declined, follow the model provided by tśi 3\ With the 
exception of numerals from '11' (jadnašćo) to '99' in the nominative 
(when they are indifferent to gender), they can take the o-forms agreeing 
with animates. If used absolutely, the numeral must be in the o-form (if 
appropriate) and declined. For example, peš '5' has the oblique cases (non-
animate) peśich (GEN), peśim (DAT), Z peśimi (INST), WO peśich (LOC), and 
(animate) peśoch (ACC and GEN), peśom (DAT), Z peśomi (INST), WO 
peśoch (LOC). 

3.2 Verbal morphology 

3.2.1 Verbal categories 
In almost all finite verbs in Upper and Lower Sorbian the categories of 
person (first, second and third) and number (singular, dual and plural) are 
expressed. A minor degree of ambiguity as to person occurs in the dual in 
all tenses (for example, USo. 2 DU and 3 DU dźełataj 'you work' or 'they 
work') and in the singular in the aorist and imperfect (USo. 2 SG and 3 SG 
dzetaše 'you were working' or 'he/she/it was working'). Ambiguity as to 
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Table 11.17 Declensions of USo. dwaj '2' and LSo. dwa '2' 

M N and F 

USo. dwaj 
Personal Non-personal 

NOM dwaj dwč 
/ ^ 4 

ACC dweju dwaj dwč 

GEN dweju 
DAT dwčmaj 
INST z dwčmaj 
LOC wo dwčmaj 

LSo. dwa 
Animate Non-animate 

4 V ' 
NOM dwa dwč 

, A v 
ACC dweju dwa dwč 

^ v ' 
GEN dweju 
DAT dwčma 
INST z dwčma 
LOC wo dwčma 

Table 11.18 Declension of the numerals 63' and '4' 

USo. tri '3' and Styri '4' 
Masculine personal 

NOM tro/Styijo 
ACC troch/Styijoch 

Non-masculine personal 
tfi/Styri 
tri/§tyri 

GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

LSo. tśi '3' and styri '4' 
Masculine animate 

NOM tśo/styijo 
ACC tśoch/styijoch 
GEN tśoch/styijoch 
DAT tśom/styrjom 
INST z tśomi/styijomi 
LOC wo tśoch/styijoch 

troch/Styijoch 
trom/štyijom 
z tromi/štyijomi 
wo troch/śtyijoch 

Non-masculine animate 
tśi/styri 
tśi/styri 
tśich/styrich 
tśim/styrim 
z tśimi/styrimi 
wo tśich/styrich 
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Table 11.19 Declension of USo. pjeć '5 

Masculine personal Non-masculine personal 

NOM pjećo pjeć 
pjeć 
pjeć 
pjeć 
z pjeć 

ACC pjećoch 
GEN pjećoch 
DAT pjećom 
INST z pjećomi 
LOC wo pjećoch wo pjeć 

number arises from the honorific use of ostensibly plural forms to address 
one person or two persons (thus USo. što činite? 'what are you doing?' 
may be addressed to one, two or more persons). An attempt to reduce 
ambiguity is made by an artificial rule affecting both literary languages 
which says that if only one person is addressed the /-participle must be in 
its singular form, though the honorific meaning may still be expressed by 
the plural form of the auxiliary (USo. što see činila? 'what did you (F) 
do?'). The Upper Sorbian rule is that the plural form of the /-participle is 
to be used only if two or more persons are addressed (for instance, što see 
činili? 'what did you do?' should be addressed only to two or more 
persons) (FaBke 1981: 551). Literary Lower Sorbian often follows the 
same practice, though the rule appears not to have been codified in Lower 
Sorbian grammars. In colloquial Sorbian, however, both Upper and Lower, 
the /-participle is in the plural even when only one person is addressed, if 
the utterance is honorific. 

Gender is expressed in the singular of tenses involving the /-participle 
(for example, USo. nan je dźełał 'father worked', holca je dźełała 'the girl 
worked'). In Upper Sorbian the /-participle is capable of expressing the 
distinction between masculine personal and non-masculine personal 
(mužojo su dźełali 'the men worked', zony su dźełałe 'the women worked'); 
but this is not obligatory. The type dźłłali may be used whether the subject 
is masculine personal or not. Support for the distinction in dialects is found 
only to the south of Bautzen. The dźełałe type agreeing with a third-person 
non-masculine personal subject is not unusual in present-day literature, but 
with the first and second persons such forms are bookish (FaBke 1981: 
298). In Lower Sorbian gender is not expressed in the /-participle in the 
plural. 

The following tenses are expressed synthetically: present, perfective 
future, aorist and imperfect. The perfect, pluperfect, and imperfective 
future are expressed analytically. The aorist is formed only from perfective 
verbs; the imperfect only from imperfective verbs. In some analyses the 
aorist and imperfect are treated as a single synthetic preterite. The endings 
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are the same for both aorist and imperfect, except in the second and third 
person singular. The aorist and imperfect refer specifically to past historic 
events isolated in time from the time of speaking. They are used in both 
literary languages, but have disappeared from Lower Sorbian dialects (see 
map 11.1, p. 594). In Upper Sorbian dialects the possibility of their being 
replaced by the perfect is greater in the north than in the south (SS 11: 
100). In all varieties of Sorbian the perfect tense is formed analytically 
from verbs of both aspects by means of the present tense of the verb Чо be' 
and the /-participle (USo. ja sym dźełała T (F) worked'). The pluperfect is 
also formed with the /-participle, but in conjunction with the imperfect of 
the auxiliary (thus USo. ja bech dźełała T (F) had worked'). The iterative 
perfect is formally identical with the conditional (USo. ja bych dźełała T (F) 
would/used to work'). Another type of pluperfect, composed of the 
perfect tense of the auxiliary and the /-participle (USo. ja sym była dźełała 
T (F) had worked') is occasionally found in dialects, but is not used in the 
literary languages (Sewc 1968: 179). 

Verbs of motion exist in the following determinate/indeterminate pairs: 
USo. hić/chodźić Чо go (on foot)', beteć/behać Чо run/go (on foot)', ječ/ 
jezdźić Чо travel/go (not on foot)', wjesć/wodźić Чо lead', wjezć/wozyć Чо 
convey' , łećeć/łetać Чо fly' , lezć/łazyć Чо crawl' , hnać (ćerić)/honić Чо 
drive', njesć/nosyć Чо carry', ćahnyć/ćahać Чо move (ITR)', hnać (ćerić)/ 
hanjeć Чо run ' ; LSo. hyś/chojźiś Чо go (on foot ) ' , bezaš/begaš Чо r u n / g o 
(on foot)', ješ/ jezdźiś Чо travel/go (not on foot)', wjasć/wozyś Чо lead/ 
convey', łeśeś/łetaś Чо fly', łezć/łazyś Чо crawl', gnaś/goniś Чо drive', 
njasć/nosyś Чо carry', śegnuś/śegaś Чо move (ITR)', gnaš/ganjaš Чо run'. 

The perfective future is expressed by the non-past tense of perfective 
verbs (USo. and LSo. ja napišu T shall write'). However, when the speech 
act is itself the action denoted by the verb, a perfective verb may have 
present meaning (USo. preprošu was T invite you' (PRFV) is synonymous 
with preprošuju was (IMPFV) (FaBke 1981: 183, 255; Šewc 1968: 182-3)). 
In colloquial Sorbian certain verbs of motion are particularly prone to 
German influence. For example, USo. prińć Чо come' (PRFV) is equated 
with German kommen Чо come' and the sense of its relationship with hić 
Чо go' (IMPFV) is lost, following the German model in which gehen Чо go' 
and kommen Чо come' are not formally related. Therefore prińdźe (PRFV 
3SG) may mean either 'will come' or 'comes', although in the literary 
language it is expected to have future meaning. Nevertheless, by and large, 
the aspectual system of both Upper and Lower Sorbian (even of colloquial 
and dialectal varieties, where German influence is strongest) is intact. 

The future tense of the Upper Sorbian verb być 'to be' is as follows: 

SG DU PL 
1 budu budźemoj budźemy 
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2 budžeš 
3 budźe 

budźetaj /budźetej 
budźeće 

budźeja 

It is used as an auxiliary to form the imperfective future by adding the 
imperfective infinitive (USo. budu pisać 'I shall write'). Lower Sorbian 
follows the same pattern (LSo. budu pisaś). Colloquially and in dialects a 
compound future may be formed with a perfective infinitive (USo. ja budu 
napisać 'I shall write', LSo. ja budu napisaś). Since the nineteenth century 
there have been attempts to exclude this type from the literary languages 
and to replace it with the perfective future. However, the latest authority 
on Upper Sorbian (FaBke 1981: 253) says that the analytic perfective 
future is permissible if the infinitive, for the sake of emphasis, is placed in 
first position in the clause (as in prinjesć jemu nichtó ničo njebudźe 'no one 
will bring him anything'). 

The determinate verbs of motion (see above) have only one future; this 
is formed with the prefix po- (USo. ponjesu 'I shall carry', LSo. ponjasu). 
Similarly, the verb 'to have' (USo. meć9 LSo. miś) has only a synthetic 
future formed with z- (USo. and LSo. zmiju 'I shall have'). 

Despite German interference every Sorbian verb is either perfective or 
imperfective, but bi-aspectual verbs are not uncommon and are perfective 
or imperfective depending on their context. Perfectives are most commonly 
derived from simple imperfectives by prefixation (USo. pisać 'to write' 
(IMPFV) - napisać (PRFV)). Conversely, imperfectives can be derived from 
perfectives by suffixation (USo. prepisać 'to transcribe' (PRFV) - pre-
pisować (IMPFV)). The aspectual distinction may be expressed solely by 
suffixation (neither aspect bearing a prefix) (USo. kupować 'to buy' 
(IMPFV) - kupić (PRFV)) or by verbs that are formally unrelated (LSo. bras 
'to take' (IMPFV) - wześ (PRFV)). However, the proportion of unprefixed 
perfective verbs is small and there are very few imperfective verbs that have 
a prefix but no suffix. The latter category consists principally of verbs 
which have come into existence as loan-translations of German prefixed 
verbs (USo. wobsedźeć /LSo. wobsejźeś 'to possess' based on German 
besitzeri). This process has been taken further in non-standard Sorbian, 
involving the use of adverbs as prefixes: for example, USo. nutrćahnyć 'to 
move in' (German einziehen); the standard Upper Sorbian form is 
zaćahnyć. In literary Upper Sorbian the adverb nutr 'in' can never be a 
verbal prefix. 

The imperative in Upper Sorbian is formed from the short present stem 
to which is added the imperative morpheme -y or -i followed by the 
personal endings -0 (2 SG), -mo/( 1 DU), -taj/-tej(2 DU), -my (1 PL) or -će 
(2 PL) (kopaj! 'hack!' from kopač). If the stem ends in a consonant the 
morpheme -y may be represented in consonant alternation (n-ń, d-dź, t-ć, 
fc-č), thus stań! 'stand up!' from stanyć, unless the consonant is already 
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soft or incapable of being softened when in final position. If the short stem 
consists solely of consonants, the imperative morpheme is -i(spi! 'sleep!'). 
The morpheme -i may also be used after groups of consonants (wotewri! 
'open!'). A few imperatives are simply irregular (jes\ or jez\ 'eat!' from 
jeść). The third person (only singular) imperative is extremely rare and 
largely restricted to formulaic utterances, such as prińdź к nam twoje 
kralestwo 'thy kingdom come (to us)'. Clauses similar in meaning to imper-
atives may be created with the particle njech (njech čita, stoi chce 'let him 
read what he likes') (FaBke 1981: 291). The Lower Sorbian imperative 
does not differ significantly as a verbal category from that of Upper 
Sorbian. The Lower Sorbian equivalent of njech is daš or dasi (daš te luie 
powedaju 'let the people talk'). 

The Upper Sorbian conditional is formed with the /-participle in 
conjunction with a special set of forms of the verb być 'to be': 

SG DU PL 
1 bych bychmoj bychmy 
2 by byštaj/-štej bysće 
3 by byštaj/-štej bychu 

For example: bych dźełał 'I (м) would work', by dźełała 'you (f) or she 
would work', bychu dźełali 'they would work'. 

In the conditional of modal verbs the auxiliary is often omitted (FaBke 
1981: 275), for instance, to njesmeło so stać 'that should not happen'. A 
type of conditional involving the /-participle of the verb być 'to be' is also 
found, but is regarded as both archaic and bookish (bych był dźełał 'I 
would have worked'). It is thought to have been modelled on a similar 
form in Czech. On the other hand, a form of the conditional involving the 
following auxiliary was undoubtedly once a true vernacular feature of 
Upper Sorbian, but it is now archaic or defunct: 

SG DU PL 
1 budźech/-ich budźechmoj (budźichmoj) budźechmy (budźichmy) 
2 budžeše/-iše budžeštaj/-štej budźeśće (budžišće) 
3 budžeše/-iše budžeštaj/-štej budźechu (budźichu) 

(The forms with -f- were characteristic of the old Protestant norm; FaBke 
1981: 275.) 

In Lower Sorbian all personal endings have been dropped from the 
auxiliary, leaving an invariable particle by (ja by źełał 'I would work', woni 
by źełałi 'they would work', wej by źełałej 'you (DU) would work'). 

The Upper Sorbian reflexive is formed with the particle so (nan so truha 
'father is shaving' (truhać so 'to shave')). The Lower Sorbian equivalent is 
se (nan se goli 'father is shaving'). The passive may be formed in Upper 
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Sorbian and Lower Sorbian either with the verb Чо be' in conjunction with 
the past passive participle (USo. wona je wuzamknjena 'she is excluded', 
wona budze wuzamknjena 'she will be excluded'; LSo. wona buzo 
wuzamknjona 'she will be excluded') or with a special part of the verb 'to 

The Lower Sorbian equivalents vary from the above only in the dual 
(buchmej, buštej) and the second person plural (bušćo). The forms like 
buch are the Sorbian equivalents of German werden 'to become' and like 
werden are used both to form the passive and with the meaning 'to become' 
(USo. buchmy wuzamknjeni 'we were excluded' (masculine personal), won 
bu wućer 'he became a teacher'; LSo. buchmy wuzamknjone 'we were 
excluded', won bu wucabnik 'he became a teacher'). These forms are 
exclusively past tense. In colloquial and dialectal Upper Sorbian the passive 
may be formed with the German loan-word wordować (USo. won je 
wonćisnjeny wordowat 'he was thrown out'). The Lower Sorbian equiv-
alent wordowaś is used in the literary language (ja worduju bity 'I am being 
beaten'). 

The sense of the passive may also be expressed by means of the reflexive 
(USo. a pon so zas posleni kherluš spewa 'and then the last hymn is sung 
again' (T 9: 42), LSo. wuknik se wot direktora chwali 'the pupil is praised 
by the headmaster'). Reflexive verbs are also used in impersonal 
expressions, such as USo. a tarn so tez spewa 'and there is singing there too' 
(T 9: 42), but it is also possible to use an impersonal passive with bu (pro-
vided it is in the past tense) (USo. pozdźiśo bu spewane 'later there was 
singing'). When wordowat!wordowaś is used there is no restriction on the 
tense (USo. dyz predzene worduje 'when there is spinning' (T 9: 14)). 
Impersonal passives are commonly formed from intransitive verbs (USo. 
jemu bu pomhane 'he was helped' (pomhat 'to help' takes the dative), 
potom bu spane 'then there was sleeping' (compare German dann wurde 
geschlafen).) 

The Upper Sorbian infinitive nearly always ends in -ć (for example, 
pisat Чо write'), but a very small number of verbs belonging to the 
^-conjugation (those with velar stems) have an infinitive in -c (like pjec 'to 
bake'). A longer infinitive ending in -ti is attested in early texts, in folk-
songs and in dialects. In Lower Sorbian most infinitives end in - j (pisaś Чо 
write'), but after sibilants -ś is replaced by -t (ktast 'to lay'). As in Upper 
Sorbian, verbs with velar stems have infinitives in -c (pjac 'to bake'). 
Longer infinitives in -si and -sti are found in folk-songs and early texts. 

be': 

1 
2 
3 

SG 
buch 

DU 
buchmoj 
buštaj/-štej 
buštaj/-štej 

PL 
buchmy 
bušće 
buchu 

bu 
bu 
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They survived in dialects until the late nineteenth century (Mucke 1891: 
533). Only Lower Sorbian has a supine. It is derived from the infinitive by 
replacing -s or -ć with -t, for example pisat (from pisaś), kłast (from kłaść), 
but in the case of infinitives in -c the supine ending - / i s added to the 
infinitive, as in pjact (from pjac). The supine is properly used only after 
verbs of motion ( iom spat T am going to sleep'). It is a feature of literary 
Lower Sorbian and of Lower Sorbian dialects except those to the east and 
south-east of Cottbus (55 12: map 41). 

Both Upper and Lower Sorbian have a single active participle, formed 
only from imperfective verbs and ending, in the masculine nominative 
singular, in -cy (USo. dźełacy 'working', LSo. źełajucy). It declines like an 
adjective. The masculine nominative singular of the passive participle, 
which also declines like an adjective, ends in both Upper and Lower 
Sorbian in -ny or - ty (USo. and LSo. zebrany 'gathered', bity 'beaten'). 
Passive participles are used to form finite passive verbs (see above). The 
Upper Sorbian present gerund ends in -'o, - 'icy, or -(j)cy: It is indeclinable. 
Some verbs can form more than one type (stupajo/stupajcy 'stepping', so 
smejo/so smejicy 'laughing'). The Lower Sorbian equivalent is identical in 
form with the masculine nominative singular of the active participle 
(stojecy 'standing'). Upper Sorbian in addition has a past gerund formed 
with the ending -wši (after a vowel) or -si (after a consonant): rozbiwśi 
'having smashed', priwjezsi 'having brought'. Lower Sorbian has no equiv-
alent of this form. 

The /-participle, used in both Upper and Lower Sorbian to form certain 
compound tenses, is composed of the infinitive stem and the affix -//-/ 
(USo. wón je pisał 'he wrote'). 

3.2.2 Conjugation 
On the basis of the thematic vowel used to form most or all parts of the 
present tense Upper Sorbian verbs fall into the following three conjugations: 

1 e-conjugation (USo. bić'to beat': biju, bijes and so on; njesć'to carry': 
njesu, njeseš; minyć so 'to pass by': minu so, minješ so). This con-
jugation occasionally involves consonant alternations (as in USo. wjesć 
'to lead': w jedu, wjedźes; pisać Чо write': pišu, pišeš). Infinitive stems 
in -owa- regularly correspond to present stems in -uje- (darować 'to 
give': daruju, daruješ). 

2 /-conjugation (rozumjeć 'to understand': rozumju, rozumiš and so on; 
chodzić 'to walk': chodiu chodiiš). The substitution of -y- for -/-
occurs after s and z (prosyć 'to ask': prošu, prosyś; kazyć 'to spoil': 
kažu, kazyš). As shown by prosyć and kazyć, there are occasional 
consonant alternations. 

3 «-conjugation (dzełać 'to work': dietam, dzetaš and so on; treleć 'to 
shoot': trelam, treleš). There are no consonant alternations, but 
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between soft consonants -e- is substituted for -a-. The infinitive stem 
always ends in -a, except after a soft consonant, when the e-
substitution rule operates. The a-conjugation is distinguished also by 
its first person singular ending -m (as opposed to -u in other con-
jugations). Some verbs can be conjugated optionally according to 
either the e- or «-conjugation (for instance, pisać'tо write': pišu, pišeš 
and so on, or pisam, pišaš). 

The present stem also forms the basis for the allocation of Lower 
Sorbian verbs into the following four conjugations: 

1 o- or yo-conjugation (LSo. njasć Чо carry': njasu/njasom, njasoš and 
so on; bras Чо take': bjerju/bjerjom, bjerjoš). Consonant alternations 
occur (as in wjasć Чо lead'; w jedu/w jeżom, wjeioś, third person plural 
wjedu; pisaś Чо write': pišu/pišom, pišoš). The infinitive stem in -owa-
regularly corresponds to the present stem in -ujo- (studowaś Чо study': 
studuju/studujom, studujoš). The -u and -от forms in the first person 
singular are equally acceptable in the literary language. The ending -u 
is characteristic of western Lower Sorbian dialects (except the extreme 
west), whereas - о т occurs in eastern dialects and the extreme western 
dialect of Vetschau (Wčtošow). 

2 /-conjugation (spaś Чо sleep': spim, spiš and so on; chojźiś Чо walk': 
chojiim, chojziš). After c, s, z, š and z, the substitution of -y- for -i-
occurs (styšaš Чо hear': słyśym, słyśyś). The first person singular 
always ends in -w and there are no consonant alternations. 

3 a-conjugation (źełaś Чо work': źełam, źełaś and so on). There are no 
consonant or vowel alternations. The infinitive stem always ends in -a. 

4 /-conjugation (stojaś Чо stand'; stojm, stojš and so on). There are no 
consonant or vowel alternations. 

The first person singular ending -m has spread much further in Lower 
than in Upper Sorbian. In Lower Sorbian, in fact, it is only in the o-/jo-
conjugation that the vocalic ending -u is retained, and even here, in the 
literary language, there is a facultative variant in -m. 

Upper Sorbian reflexes of Proto-Slavonic verb classes 

Infinitive 

Theme in -e/-o 
njes-
wjes-
čita- (čitać is a 

nineteenth-century 
neologism) 

Present 

njese-
wjedźe-

čita-

carry 
'lead' 

'read' 
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Infinitive Present 
fkce- kće- or kćeje- 'bloom' 
hi- dźe- 'go' 
jecha- jecha- 'ride' 
jž- jfedźe- 'drive' 
(*gre- not attested) 
fhijeba- hijeba- 'dig, bury' 
ži- žije- 'heal' 
rjec 'say' has only infinitive and /-participle rjekł 
freče- reči- 'speak' 
nače- načnje- 'cut the first slice' (the 

wumre-

sta- (only reflexive) 
(*уь$л- not attested) 
Tcyca-
(*ZT>VA- not attested) 
fžwa-
bra-

wumije-
wumreje-
stanje-

cyca-

žuje-
bjeije-

meaning 'begin', 
given in dictionaries, 
is artificial; see 
Schuster-Śewc, 
Worterbuch, under 
'načeć') 

'die' 
'happen' 

'suck' 

'chew' 
'take' 

Theme in -ne 
(*dvignp- not attested) 
fwukny-
miny- (only reflexive) 

Theme in -je 
ču-
(*pe- attested only in 
spewac) 
fspewac 
kry-
bi-
(* bor- not attested) 
fwobro-
mle-

dźćła-
(*ume- not attested) 

wuknje-
minje-

cuje-

spčwa-
kryje-
bije-

woboije-
mjele-
mfóje-
dzčla-

'learn' 
'pass by, disappear' 

'feel' 

sing 
'cover' 
'beat' 

'restrain, defend' 

'grind' 
'work' 
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Infinitive Present 
fsme- sme-

kaza- kaza-
kaže-

pisa- pisa-
piše-

jima- jima-
darowa- daruje-
sy- syje-

Theme in -i 
modli- (only reflexive) modli-
chodźi- chodźi-
(* vele- not attested) 
łwoli- woli-
słyse- (słyśa-) slysi-
spa- spi-

Athematic 
by- (1 SG s> 

jes-
da-
wčdže-
me-

Irregular 
chcy-

3 SG je; 1 DU 
smój, 2 /3 DU 
staj/stej, 1 PL 
smy, 2 PL see, 
3 PL su) 

j « -
da-
we-
ma-

chce-

'make bold' 
(= German diirfen) 

'order' 

'write' 
'grasp' 
'give' 
'sow' 

'pray 
'walk, go' 

'choose' 
'hear' 
'sleep' 

'be' 
'eat' 
'give' 
'know' 
'have' 

'want' 

Note: Substituted for root/stem not attested in Upper Sorbian. 

Lower Sorbian reflexes of Proto-SIavonic verb classes 

Present Infinitive 

Theme in -e/-o 
njas- njaso-
wjas- wjeźo-
cyta- (nineteenth-century 

neologism) cyta-

'carry 

'drive, lead' 

'read' 
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Infinitive Present 
łplas- pleśo-
hy- źo-
jčcha- jčcha-
jč- jiźo-
\*gre- not attested) 
grčba- grčbjo-
žy- žyjo-
ija- ijaco-
nace- nacejo-

wumrč- wumrčjo-
sta- (only reflexive) stanjo-
( - not attested) 
łcyca- cyca-
(*zwa- not attested) 
fžu- žujo-
bra- bjeijo-

Theme in -ne 
(*dvignp- not attested) 
łzwignu-
minu- (only reflexive) 

Theme in -je 
cu-
(*pe- attested only in 
spćwaś) 
fspčwa-
kšy-
bi-
(* bor- not attested) 
tproj-
mla-

źSła-
wumč-
kaza-
pisa-

zwignjo-
minjo-

cujo-

spewa-
kśyjo-
bijo-

proj-
mjelo-
mlejo-
ź6ła-
wumćjo 
kažo-
pišo-

'plait' 
'go' 
'ride' 
'drive' 

'scratch, dig' 
'heal' 
'say' 
'broach' (the meaning 

'begin', given in 
dictionaries, is 
artificial; see 
Schuster-Šewc, 
Worterbuch, under 
'načeć') 

'die' 
'happen' 

'suck' 

'chew' 
'take' 

'raise' 

'pass by, disappear' 

'feel' 
'sing' 
'cover' 
'beat' 

'undo, separate' 

'grind' 
'work' 
'understand, be able' 
'order' 
'write' 
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Infinitive Present 
(*jbma- imperfectly attested - sixteenth-seventeenth century) 
fłama- łamjo- 'break* 
(*darova- not attested) 
łkupowa- kupujo- 'buy' 
se- sejo- 'sow' 

Theme in -i 
modli- (only reflexive) 
chojźi-
(* vele- not attested) 
fwoli-
stysa-
spa-

Athematic 
by-

jes-
da-
da-
weźe-
me-

modli-
chojźi-

woli-
słysy-
spi-

( 1 SG som, 2 SG sy, 
3 SG jo; 1 DU 
smej, 2/3 DU 
stej; 1 PL smy, 2 
PL SCO, 3 PL su) 

je-
da-
dajo-
we-
ma-

'pray 
'go, walk' 

'choose' 
'hear' 
'sleep' 

'be' 
'eat' 
'let' 
'give' 
'know' 
'have' 

Irregular 
kśe- co- 'want' 

Note: Substituted for root/stem not attested in Lower Sorbian. 

Upper Sorbian illustrative paradigms 

e-conjugation: njesć 'to carry' 

Present 
SG 

1 njesu 
2 njeseš \ 
3 njese / njesetaj/njesetej 

The 3 PL type njeseja is colloquial 

DU 
njesemoj 

PL 
njesemy 
njeseće 
njesu (njeseja) 
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njesechmoj njesechmy 

} njeseštaj /njeseštej njesešce 
f J J J J njesechu 

Imperfect 
SG DU % PL 

1 njesech 

2 I njeseše 

Aorist 
1 nanjesech nanjesechmoj nanjesechmy 

2 |nanjese | nanjeseštaj/nanjeseštej j j ^ j ^ j ! ^ 

/-participle: SG njesł, -o, -a; DU njesłoj/njesłej; PL njesli/njesłe 
Present gerund: njeso (some verbs have -icy: for instance, bijo or bijicy 

from bić4to beat') 
Past gerund: attested only for verbs whose infinitive stem ends in a vowel 

and for compounds of hić Чо go': for example, napisawśi from napisać 
Чо write', wuśedsi from wuńć Чо go out' 

Present participle: cannot be formed from verbs whose present stem ends 
in 5, z or r; but from bić Чо beat', for example, we have bijacy 

Past participle: njeseny 
Imperative: njes 
Verbal noun: njesenje 

/-conjugation: styseć Чо hear' 
Present 

SG DU PL 
1 słyśu 
2 słyśiś 
3 slyši 

Imperfect 
1 słysach 

2 |sfyšeše 

Aorist 
1 zasłyśach 

DU 

słyśimoj 

I sły šitaj / sły šitej 

słysachmoj 

j słyśeśtaj /słyśeśtej 

słyśimy 
słyśiće 
słyśa 

słyśachmy 
słyśeśće 
słyśachu 

zasłyśachmoj zasłyśachmy 

I zasłyśeśtaj / zasłyśeśtej 

/-participle: SG słyśał, -o, -a; DU słyśałoj/-ej\ PL słyśeli/słyśałe 
Present gerund: słyśo or słysicy 
Past gerund: zasłyśawśi 
Present participle: słyśacy 
Past participle: słyśany 
Imperative: sły š 
Verbal noun: stysenje 

5 } zasłyśa 
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я-conjugation: dźełać Чо work' 

Present 
SG 

1 džžtam 
2 dźćłaś 
3 dźeła 

DU 

dźełamoj 

I dźeła taj / dź&łatej 

PL 
dźćłamy 
džčlaće 
dźółaju/dźeHaja 

The third person plural ending -u is literary and archaic 

Imperfect 
1 dźełach 

2 |dźełase 

Aorist 

1 nadźfełach 

\ Inadźeła 

dźełachmoj 

I dźełaśtaj / džčiaštej 

nadź&łachmoj 

I nadźćłaśtaj / nadžčlaštej 

dźćłachmy 
dźełaśće 
dź6łachu 

nadźełachmy 
nadžčlašće 
nadźfełachu 

/-participle: SG dźełał, -o, -a; DU dźełałoj/-ej\ PL dźełali/dźełałe 
Present gerund: dźełajo or dźełajcy 
Past gerund: nadźeławśi 
Present participle: dźłłacy 
Past participle: dźełany 
Imperative: dź&aj 
Verbal noun: dźłłanje 

Lower Sorbian illustrative paradigms 

o-/jo-conjugation: njasć Чо carry' 

Present 
1 njasu/njasom 
2 njasoš 
3 njaso 

njasomej 

|njasotej 

njasomy 
njasośo 
njasu 

Imperfect 
1 njasech 

2 jnjasešo 

Aorist 
1 donjasech 

2 |donjase 

njasechmej 

|njaseštej 

donjasechmej 

|donjaseštej 

njasechmy 
njasešćo 
njasechu 

donjasechmy 
donjasešćo 
donjasechu 

/-participle: SG njasł, -o, -a; DU njasłej; PL njasli 
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Present participle: njasecy (njasucy) 
Past participle: njasony 
Imperative: njas 
Verbal noun: njasenje 

/-conjugation: stysaś Чо hear' 

Present 
SG 

1 słyśym 
2 słyśyś 
3 styšy > 

DU 

słyśymej 

słyśytej 

Imperfect 
1 stySach 
2 
3 |slyšašo 

Aorist 
1 wusłyśach 

2 |wusfyša 

słyśachmej 

|styšaštej 

wusłyśachmej 

|wustyšaštej 

PL 
słyśymy 
słyśyśo 
styśe 

słyśachmy 
słyśaśćo 
słyśachu 

wusłyśachmy 
wusłySaśćo 
wusłyśachu 

/-participle: SG słyśał, -o, -a; DU słyśałej; PL słyśali 
Present participle: styśecy 
Past participle: słyśany 
Imperative: słyś 
Verbal noun: słyśanje 

я-conjugation: fflaś Чо work' 

Present 
SG 

1 źćłam 
2 žčteš 
3 źćła 

Imperfect 
1 ź&ach 
2 
3 

DU 

ź&aśo 

Aorist 
1 naźółach 

? /nažčta 

źćłamej 

|ź&łatej 

ź&achmej 

|źfełaśtej 

naźfełachmej 

|naźółaśtej 

PL 
źfełamy 
źćłaśo 
źółaju 

źćłachmy 
źfełaśćo 
ź£łachu 

naźfełachmy 
nazełaśćo 
nažčlachu 

/-participle: SG źełał, -O, -a; DU źełałej; PL źetali 
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Present participle: ietajucy 
Past participle: tetany 
Imperative: zełaj 
Verbal noun: zetanje 

j- conjugation: 

Present 
SG 

1 projm 
2 projš 
3 proj 

Imperfect 
1 projach 

2 jprojašo 

Aorist 
1 rozprojch 
2 i 
3 > rozproj 

/-participle: SG projł, -o, -a; DU projłej; PL projli 
Present participle: projecy 
Past participle: projty 
Imperative: proj 
Verbal noun: projenje 

3.3 Derivational morphology 

3.3.1 Major patterns of noun derivation 
Sorbian nouns are formed by the use of prefixes and suffixes or by compo-
sition. Suffixation is sometimes accompanied by vowel or consonant alter-
nations in the stem. The following are some of the main types of noun 
derivation by the use of suffixes: 

projś Чо undo, disentangle' 

DU 
projmej 

J proj tej 

projachmej 

|projaštej 

rozprojchmej 

I rozproj š tej 

PL 
projmy 
projśo 
proje 

projachmy 
projašćo 
projachu 

rozprojchmy 
rozprojšćo 
rozprojchu 

Suffix 
-ak 
-an (Upper 

Sorbian only) 

USo. -ar/LSo. -ar 

Semantic components 
agent (pejorative) 
place of origin 

USo. agent 
LSo. agent/place of 

origin 

Examples 
U/LSo. pisak 'scribbler' 
USo. mčšćan 'town-

dweller' (compare 
LSo. mesćanar) 

USo. spewar 'singer' 
LSo. spewar 'singer' 
LSo. motor'painter' 
LSo. Chośebuzar 
'Cottbuser' 
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Suffix 
-c 

-dło 
USo. -ec(y) 

USo. -er (allomorph 
of -ar) 

-isko 

-išćo 

-к 

-ka 

-ka 

-ко 

-nik 

-nja 

LSo. -ojc 

Semantic components 
agent/bearer of 

attribute 
instrument 
family or members 

thereof 

agent 

augmentative 

place 

diminutive 

diminutive 

female 

diminutive 

agent, bearer of 
attribute 

place 

family or members 
thereof 

-osc attribute 
-stwo place/collective 

Examples 
U/LSo. kupc'merchant' 
U/LSo. stare 'old man' 
U/LSo. litadło 'aircraft' 
USo. Nowakecy 'the 

Nowaks' Hanka 
Nowakec 'Hanka 
Nowak' (unmarried) 

USo. wućer 'teacher' 

USo. štomisko 'a huge 
tree' 

LSo. bomisko 'a huge 
tree' 

USo. mrowiśćo 'ant-hill' 
LSo. mrojowiśćo 'ant-

hill' 
U/LSo. kusk (DIM of 

kus 'piece') 
USo. nóżka (DIM of 

USo. noha 'leg, foot') 
LSo. nozka 
U/LSo. Nemka 

'German woman' 
USo. kolesko (DIM of 

koleso 'wheel'), 
LSo. kolasko (DIM of 
kolaso) 

U/LSo. pomocnik 
'helper' 

USo. dolžnik 'debtor' 
LSo. dtužnik 'debtor' 
USo. kowarnja 'smithy' 
LSo. kowalnja 'smithy' 
LSo. Nowakojc 'the 

Nowaks' 
LSo. Hanka Nowakojc 

'Hanka Nowak' 
(unmarried) 

U/LSo. młodość 'youth' 
U/LSo. sudnistwo 'law 

court' 
U/LSo. rybarstwo 

'fishery' 
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Semantic components Examples 
agent USo. stworićel 'creator' 

LSo. stworiśel 'creator' 

Suffix 
USo. -eel 
LSo. -śel 

Derivation by prefixation is demonstrated by the following examples: 

Prefix 
do-

pa-
pra-

roz-

sobu-

Semantic components Examples 
continuation/ U/LSo. dosłowo 

completion 
false 
old, original 

separation 

with (English со-) 

'epilogue' 
USo. parod 'miscarriage' 
USo. pradzčd 'great-

grandfather' 
U/LSo. prapremjera 

'first performance' 
U/LSo. rozdiel 

'difference' 
USo. sobudzłłaćer 

'collaborator' 
LSo. sobufflaśer 

'collaborator' 

(sobu- is widely used in German caiques to translate mit-) 

wu- out USo. wuwzaće 
'exception' 

LSo. wuwześe 
'exception' 

In cases of composition (combination of two words or stems) the elements 
are commonly linked by means of the morpheme -o-\ U/LSo. wodopad 
'waterfall', USo. časopis 'journal'. USo. runowaha/LSo. rownowaga 'equi-
librium'; but they may be joined directly to each other without any linking 
element: USo. knihiwjazar/LSo. knigfywezar 'bookbinder'. USo. koto-
dz(//LSo. kotoiej 'wheelwright' 

3.3.2 Major patterns of adjective derivation 
Possessive adjectives are derived from nouns by means of the suffixes -ow-
(with masculines and neuters) and -in- (with feminines): U/LSo. nanowy 
'father's' (from nan 'father'), USo. sotriny/LSO. sotśiny 'sister's' (from 
sotra/sotša 'sister'). The suffix -ow-, however, has a wider derivational 
function in both Upper and Lower Sorbian: for example, USo. dróhowy 
(from dróha 'road'). Further common adjectival suffixes are: 

USo. -aty (brodaty 'bearded' from broda 'beard'), -асу (dźićacy 'childish, 
childlike' from dźećo 'child'), -liwy (pohibliwy 'mobile' from pohibać 
'to move'), -ny (merny 'peaceful' from тёг 'peace'), -ojty (barbojty 
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'coloured' from barba 'colour'), -ski (prećelski 'friendly' from prećel 
'friend'); 

LSo. -aty (brodaty 'bearded' from broda 'beard'), -jsny (źensajśny 'today's' 
from iensa 'today'), -ecy (ieśecy 'childish, childlike' from ześe 'child'), -
liwy (pogibliwy 'mobile' from pogibaš 'to move'), -ny (merny 'peaceful' 
from mer 'peace'), -owaty (barwowaty 'coloured' from barwa 'colour'), 
-ojty (barwojty 'coloured ') , -ski (pśijaśelski ' friendly' f rom pśijaśel 
'friend'). 

3.3.3 Major patterns of verb derivation 
In both Upper and Lower Sorbian many verbs have been derived from 
nouns and adjectives by means of suffixes; thus by means of the suffix -je 
USo. ćemnjeć 'to grow dark' has been derived from ćemny 'dark'. 
Similarly, LSo. chromjeś 'to be/become lame' from chromy 'lame'. USo. 
chwalić and LSo. chwaliś 'to praise' are derived by means of the suffix -i 
from U/LSo. chwała 'praise' (also USo. sušić and LSo. suśyś 'to dry' from 
suchy 'dry'). By means of -ny USo. twjerdnyć 'to harden' is derived from 
twjerdy 'hard' (corresponding to LSo. twardnuś from twardy 'hard', using 
the Lower Sorbian suffix -nu). The Upper Sorbian suffix -ować, with 
which, for example, the verb ćeslować 'to carpenter' is derived from the 
noun ćesla 'carpenter' (corresponding to LSo. -owaś) is still productive in 
the creation of borrowings from German and from international ter-
minology, as in USo. transformować, LSo. reklamerowaś. 

Verbs are derived from other verbs by means of the prefixes: do-, na-, 
nad-, po-, pod-, pre- (LSo. pśe-), pred- (LSo. pśed-), pri- (LSo. pśi-), roz-, 
wo-, wob-, wot-, wu-, za- and z(e)-/s-. The addition of a prefix to an 
imperfective verb normally produces a perfective verb (as in USo. pisać 'to 
write' (IMPFV) - napisać 'to write' (PRFV)), but the prefix may also intro-
duce a new semantic component which is not only aspectual (USo. pred-
pisać/LSo. pśedpisaś ' to prescribe', USo. podpisać/LSo. podpisaś ' to 
sign'). Imperfective verbs are derived from perfectives by suffixation: LSo. 
podpisowaś 'to sign' (IMPFV) from podpisaś. Other imperfectivizing suffixes 
are: -je (USo. wotmołwjeć 'to answer' (IMPFV) from wotmołwić (PRFV)) 
and -wa (USo. rozbiwać'to smash' (IMPFV) f rom rozbić (PRFV)). Prefixes 
are often used to caique German prefixed verbs: USo. wobsedźeć 'to 
possess' caiques German besitzen (sedźeć 'to sit' = German sitzen), LSo. 
zacwiblowaś 'to despair' caiques German verzweifeln (cwiblowaś 'to 
doubt' = German zweifeln). Such caiques, despite prefixation, are usually 
imperfective or bi-aspectual. 

4 Syntax 

4.1 Element order in declarative sentences 
In Upper Sorbian, if the verb is simple (not compound), the unmarked 
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order of main constituents in the clause is Subject -I- Object -I- Verb: 

S O V 
Nan trawu syče. 
father the grass is mowing 

S O V 
Awto Maiju do chorownje dowjeze. 
the car Maija to the hospital took 

The unmarked position for the verb, whether in a main or a subordinate 
clause, is at the end: 

S V [S not expressed] О 
Hela mčnješe, zo swoje njepočinki wćsće 
Hela thought that [he] his bad habits surely 

V [S not expressed] О V 
wostaji, hdyž ju za žonu zmčje. 
will abandon, when [he] her as wife will have 

There is thus a partial similarity between Upper Sorbian and German in the 
order of elements in sentences containing a simple verb, for German too, in 
subordinate clauses, places the verb at the end. However, the similarity is 
indeed only partial, for German (unlike Sorbian) cannot have a finite verb 
standing at the end of a main clause. Even in subordinate clauses, in fact, 
there is a difference between the two languages, for in German final 
position is obligatory, whereas in Sorbian it is merely unmarked and can be 
avoided for reasons of emphasis. 

If the verb is compound, the auxiliary or other finite component 
(including the parts of the verb być used to compose the conditional) 
stands in second position (Michałk 1956-7: 20-7; Jenč 1959: 7-12) and 
the participle or infinitive stands at the end of the clause: 

S V 
Wona je (auxiliary) młoda była (participle) 
she is/has young been 

S V 
Ja sym (auxiliary) z lčkaijom porććała (participle). 
I am/have with the doctor spoken 

This is the construction known in German grammar as the Rahmenkon-
struktion (frame construction) and in main clauses the unmarked order of 
Upper Sorbian corresponds to the obligatory order in German: 

v v 
Wona je młoda była. 

Sie (Št jung ge^esen. 
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у у 
Ja sym z lčkaijom porččafa. 

V v 
Ich habe mit dem Artzt gesprochen. 

As in German, the length of the frame may be substantial: 

Naš reformator Mčrćin Luther je nam hłowne tri artikule našeje kresćijanskeje wčry 
wukładował. 

(Pomhaj BóK bo. 5, May 1989, p. 1) 
'Our reformer Martin Luther has for us the main three articles of our Christian faith 
explained/ 

However, the frame construction is normal in Upper Sorbian not only in 
main but also in subordinate clauses: 

Main clause: Wona je młoda była. 
Subordinate clause: Hdyž je wona młoda była . . . 

when is/has she young been . . . 

In German, since in a subordinate clause the finite verb must go to the end, 
this is impossible. In view of this important distinction between the two 
languages it is uncertain whether the Upper Sorbian frame construction is 
the result of German interference or not. Opinions vary (Michałk 1956-7: 
23, 27; Jenč 1959: 32). The position is complicated by the fact that the 
German spoken in Lusatia sometimes exhibits anomalous orderering of 
constituents. 

In Upper Sorbian clitics are: (a) the short forms of personal and reflex-
ive pronouns (wye, mi, će, ći, jón, ye, yw, jU so and sej); (b) the present and 
conditional parts of the auxiliary verb być Чо be' (and be 'was'); and (c) 
certain conjunctions and particles (such as рак, drje, wšak). Clitics 
normally occupy the second position in the clause (Bóh će žohnuj! 'God 
bless you!'). The rules for the position of the clitics relative to one another 
are: (a) so always stands as the first pronoun; otherwise dative precedes 
accusative; (b) a verb precedes a pronoun; (с) pak and wsak precede both 
verb and pronoun: 

Ja wśak sym ći je ijenje wumył. 
I however am/have you (DAT) them (ACC) nicely washed 
'but I washed them nicely for you' 

Ja so će prašam. 
I self you (GEN) ask 
4 ask you.' 

(Михалк/Michalk 1974: 511) 

As clitics, parts of the auxiliary być 'to be' cannot normally stand in first 
position in the clause, but in literary works they are often found in this 
position: 
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Sym z lčkaijom porččaia. 
'I have spoken to the doctor.' 

Je wšo wopuśćić mfeł, swójbu a domiznu. 
'He had to leave everything, family and homeland.' 

In normal spontaneous speech this does not occur. The auxiliary is always 
preceded by a pronoun: 

Ja sym z lčkaijom porččafa. 
Wón je wšo wopuśćić m6ł, swójbu a domiznu. 

The fact that writers do not always write like this is explained as resulting 
from the overzealous application of the advice found in grammars to the 
effect that personal pronouns are unnecessary (Jenč 1959: 16-17, 39-40). 

The normal position for an Upper Sorbian adjective is immediately 
before the noun it modifies (wulka wjes 'a large village', serbscy spiso-
waćeljo 'Sorbian writers' and so on). In the Bible, however, there are a 
number of well-known nominal phrases in which the adjective follows the 
noun (such as duch swjaty 'the Holy Ghost', wótće naš 'our father', mesto 
Dawidowe 'the city of David') and these phrases are also used in sermons 
and religious publications. Adverbs normally precede adjectives (pomernje 
wulka wjes 'a relatively large village', jara ćežki nadawk 'a very difficult 
task'). Prepositions stand obligatorily before their nouns or nominal 
phrases (z mjechkim, chłodnym witrom 'with a soft, cool wind'), but dla 
'for the sake of' or 'on account of', which takes the genitive, normally 
follows its noun or nominal phrase (njedostatka bydlenjow dla 'on account 
of the lack of housing'). 

Element order in Lower Sorbian is a subject that has been little studied. 
Swjela (1952: 103-4) devotes less than a page to it, but reveals certain 
essentials which appear to conform to the same pattern as Upper Sorbian. 
The verb has a preference for final position in the main clause: 

Zmilny Bog, my tebje we takem swčtem casu chwalimy a cesćimy. 
'Merciful God, at such a sacred time we praise and honour thee.' 

and the auxiliary in compound verbs prefers an early position even in a 
dependent clause: 

Sused wulicowašo, až jo na wonem drogowanju wjele rčdnego nazgonił. 
'The neighbour related that on that journey he had experienced much that was 

pleasant.' 

It as been observed, however, that the simple verb's preference for final 
position is less distinct than in Upper Sorbian and that it may therefore be 
found in second or middle position. The frame construction too, it is noted, 
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operates less consistently than in Upper Sorbian (Waurick 1968: 126, as 
quoted in Michałk 1970: 1 п.). In Lower Sorbian dialects the predominant 
tendency is for the finite verb to appear in a later position than in Upper 
Sorbian, sometimes resulting in the disappearance of the frame con-
struction altogether. Recalling the Upper Sorbian example hdyz je wona 
młoda była . . . 'when she was young . . . ' , we may use ako wona jo była 
młoda to exemplify the Lower Sorbian frameless type (Michałk 1970: 9 -
11). This loss of the frame may be connected with the tendency, following 
the loss of the synthetic preterite, to treat the auxiliary and its /-participle 
as a unit (Michałk 1970: 11-19). 

4.2 Non-declarative sentence types 
A statement may be converted into a 'yes-no' question by inverting the 
subject and the verb: 

USo. Nan je doma. (LSo. Nan jo doma) 
'Father is at home.' 

USo. Je nan doma? (LSo. Jo nan doma?) 
Ts father at home?' 

But a question may equally well be marked solely by means of intonation 
(nan je doma?) and, since personal pronouns are often not expressed, the 
option of inversion does not always exist. The Upper Sorbian statement 
mace sotru tez '(Уои) have a sister too', for example, would normally 
become a question as maće sotru tež? The pronoun may naturally be 
added, but this is not normally felt to be necessary. Both maće sotru tež? 
and maće wy sotru tež? are well formed. Another possibility is to use the 
particles (USo. hač/LSo. lec) which, as conjunctions, serve to introduce 
indirect questions (see below): 

USo. Hać sy snadź chory? 
'Are (you) perhaps ill?' 

LSo. Lčc su teke wśykno deije wugotowali? 
'Have (they) also prepared everything nicely?' 

The use of the particle -li (as in U/LSo. mas-li to? 'have you got that?') is 
nowadays rare and limited to literary usage. Lower Sorbian also has the 
alternative form -lie with the same function (maš-lic to?). 

The primary possible responses to 'yes-no' questions are USo. haj 'yes' 
and ne 'no' and LSo. jo 'yes' and ne 'no'. (The haj/jo isogloss is plotted in 
SS 10: map 130.) Haj and jo both confirm the underlying statement: 

USo. A maće sotru tež? 
'And have you a sister too?' 
Haj, tri sotry mam hišćen. 
'Yes, I have three sisters too.' 

(Michalk and Protze 1967: 165) 
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LSo. Wumjeju te ±Ы\ пёсо na serbski se modliś? 
4Can the children say some prayers in Sorbian?' 
Jo, knjez doglćdowaf. 
'Yes, inspector.' 

In both Upper and Lower Sorbian пё negates the underlying positive state-
ment: 

LSo. PśiźoS zasej raz sobu? 
'Will (you) come again with (us)?' 
Nč, źćnsa nic. 
'No, not today.' 

A response may also involve repeating part of the question (usually a 
verb): 

USo. Sy to hižo rozsudził? 
'Have (you) already decided that?' 
Sym. or Njejsym 
'(I) have (= yes).' '(I) haven't (=• no).' 

LSo. Njocoš teke pśiś? 
'Don't (you) want to come too?' 
Njok 
'(I) don't want (= no).' 

Very commonly, the response repeats something from the question in 
addition to haj, jo or пё: 

LSo. A maśo hyśći staśiwy? 
'And have (you) still got the loom?' 
Jo, staśiwy mamy... 
'Yes, (we) have the loom .. 

(T 10: 42) 

In Upper Sorbian an underlying negated statement is negated by haj9 ow 
haj, haj wšak, ju or tola: 

USo. Njepfińdźeś dźensa? 
'Aren't (you) coming today?' 
Ju, pfińdu. 
'Yes, (I) am coming.' 

In Lower Sorbian this is done by means of jo wšak or by repeating part of 
the question: 

LSo. Njeźćła wćcej w Żylowje? 
'Isn't (he) working in Sielow any more?' 
Ź&a. 
'(He) is working (— yes, he is).' 

(Swjela 1952: 107) 
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Negated questions in the second person are considered by Sorbs to be 
less direct and therefore more polite than non-negated questions. Sorbs can 
consequently be recognized, when speaking German, by the fact that they 
put questions in a negated form, whereas a German monoglot would not: 

Kónnen Sie mir nicht sagen, wie spat es ist? 
'Can you not tell me what the time is?' 
(compare USo. Njemožeće mi prajić, kak na času je?) 
(for Kónnen Sie mir sagen, wie spat es ist?) 

Indirect 'yes-no' questions are formed with USo. hat 'if, whether' and 
LSo. lec 'if, whether': 

USo. a wona praji, hač sym ja ta Serbowka ... 
'and she asked (literally: said) whether I was the Sorbian girl...' 

(Michalk and Protze [1974]: 141) 

Questions are also formed with interrogative pronouns, such as USo. 
hdy 'when', hdie 'where', što 'what', što 'who', and LSo. ga (or gdy) 
'when', io 'where', со 'what', chto 'who': 

USo. Hdy so wróćiś? 
'When will (you) return?' 

LSo. Chto jo to był? 
'Who was that?' 

They also introduce indirect questions: 

USo. Wopraśach so jeho, hdy so wróći. 
'(I) asked him when (he) would return.' 

LSo. Ja cu wćźeś, chto jo to był. 
'I want to know who that was.' 

Commands are issued primarily by means of the imperative. An imper-
fective imperative is said to be less categorical than the corresponding 
perfective (for instance, USo. sydajce so! (IMPFV) 'sit down!' is less cate-
gorical than sydńte so (PRFV)). In negated imperatives, it is claimed, the 
same distinction exists, but in reverse. The negated perfective imperative 
(njesydńte so!) is less categorical than the corresponding imperfective 
(njesydajte so!). However, there is some uncertainty and controversy as to 
the aspectual values of imperatives (FaBke 1981: 289; Šewc-Schuster 
1976: 13). Commands may also be issued in the form of infinitives (a 
highly categorical type), as in zmerom sediet! 'sit quietly!', and by means 
of verbless phrases, for example, won ze jstwy! '(get) out of the room!'. 
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4.3 Copular sentences 
The main copulas in Upper Sorbian are być 'to be' and stać so 'to become' 
(a special synthetic past tense of być, namely buch, bu and so on, also 
translates 'to become'). Nouns and nominal phrases in the complement 
linked to the subject by either of these verbs may stand in the nominative: 

Jan je wućer. 
'Jan is a teacher.' 

Or they may stand in the instrumental preceded by the preposition z 'with' 
(there are no circumstances in which the instrumental may stand without a 
preposition): 

Jan je z wučerjom. 
'Jan is a teacher.' 

The zero copula is unknown. 
Since stać so is stylistically marked and characteristic of a professional 

and journalistic style it takes the instrumental more commonly than być 
(FaBke 1981: 83, 471): 

Stachu so z prodrustwownikami. 
'They became collective farmers.' 

The instrumental with the copula is a distinctly literary device which does 
not normally occur in colloquial Sorbian (Upper or Lower). It is never 
obligatory and some writers avoid it. A wholly adjectival complement can 
never appear in the instrumental. Adjectives used in the complement are in 
no way distinct from those used attributively (there are no short forms). 

The bookish nature of the instrumental complement suggests that it may 
result from the influence of other Slavonic languages in which it has a 
firmer base. However, it is attested in Upper Sorbian in the seventeenth 
and eighteenth centuries (when the influence of other Slavonic literary 
languages was weak or negligible) and it is found in Upper Sorbian folk-
songs: 

Hdyž mój wujk mi z krawcom bčše ... 
'When my cousin was a tailor ...' 

(Haupt and Schmaler 1841: 212) 

The fact that it had ceased to be systematic and tended to be associated 
with particular nouns (z knjezom 'lord, master', z hrechom 'sin', z wudowu 
'widow' and so on) is apparent from eighteenth-century sources. 

The instrumental complement is only rarely used in Lower Sorbian, and 
only in the literary language. A Lower Sorbian variant of the folk-song 
noted above contains the nominative: 
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Ak moj foter šlodar bčšo ... 
'When my father was a tailor.. 

(Haupt and Schmaler 1843: 104) 

Hauptmann (1761: 388) states unequivocally: The verb ja som "I am" has 
before and after it the nominative: Krystus jo werny bog a cłowjek "Christ 
is a true god and man".' The zero copula is unknown. There are no distinct 
adjectival forms for predicative use (there are no longer any short forms, 
but see section 3.1.4). 

4.4 Coordination and comitativity 
The main means of co-ordination in Upper Sorbian are the conjunctions a 
'and', abo 'or' and ale 'but': 

dźeń a nóc 
'day and night' 
dźensa abo jutre 
'today or tomorrow' 
dź5łamy, ale ćakamy 
'we are working, but waiting' 

Not only individual words, but also whole phrases and clauses can be 
coordinated by means of these conjunctions: 

Wćera sy prij6ł a dźensa chceš so zaso wróćić. 
'Yesterday you arrived and today you want to go back again.' 

In a series of more than two items the conjunction a normally stands before 
the last component: 

Wstań, wzmi swoje łoźo, a dźi do swojeho domu. 
'Arise, take up thy bed, and go unto thy house.' 

(Mark 2.11) 

Both the repeated use of the conjunction (polysyndeton) and the use of 
zero (asyndeton) are stylistically marked: 

... ale su tam tež palmy wščch druźinow a cypresy a cedry a eukaliptusy a banany a 
draceny a pod nimi nic mjenje pyśne kerki... 

(M. Nowak; Śewc-Schuster 1976: 86) 
'... but there are also all kinds of palms there and cypresses and cedars and 

eucalyptuses and bananas and dracaenas, and beneath them no less magnificent 
shrubs...' 

Styri króć bčch [...] pfepućował Juhosłowjansku, jako moler, jako nowinar, jako 
Sokoł... 

(M. Nowak; Śewc-Schuster 1976: 87) 
'Four times I had travelled through Yugoslavia, as a painter, as a journalist, as a 

Sokol [member of the Sokol gymnasts' organization].' 
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Normally the predicate agreeing with two or more conjoined nouns is in 
the dual or plural, as appropriate: 

Haj, tež knjeni a dźowka mčještej tehdy ćerwjenej, zapłakanej woči. 
'Yes, then even the mistress and her daughter had (DU) eyes red from weeping.' 
Jeničce młynk, kowar a korčmar su so z roboty wukupili. 
'Only the miller, blacksmith and inn-keeper bought (PL) themselves out of serfdom.' 

But, notwithstanding the real duality or plurality of the conjoined subject, 
the singular may occasionally occur (FaBke 1981: 296): 

hatk a rčka mjerznje ... 
'pond and river freeze (SG) ...' 

Its likelihood is increased by inversion and the presence of attributes: 

W nim so zwuraznjuje cyłe bohatstwo, ijanosć a móc našeje rčče. 
'In it is/are (SG) expressed the entire richness, beauty and power of our language.' 

In distributive expressions dual agreement is usual, notwithstanding arith-
metic plurality: 

A wón prińdźe zaso, a namaka jich spjacych; pfetož jich woči bčštej wobćeźenej. 
'And he came again and found them (PL) sleeping, for their (PL) eyes were heavy 

(DU).' 
(Matthew 26.43) 

Comitative subjects of the type mój z maćerju 'my mother and Г or bratr 
ze sotru 'brother and sister' normally take dual agreement: 

Mój z bratrom wotjčdžechmoj. 
'My brother and I departed.' 

The pronoun need not be expressed: 

Z mandźelskej staj prawidłownje na serbske kemše chodźiłoj. 
'(He) and (his) wife went regularly to Sorbian church services.' 

(Rozhlad 1990, no. 9, p. 272) 

The comitative subject (constituting a unit) and the predicative attribute 
linked to the subject by z may be distinguished either by verbal agreement 
(dual or singular) or by word order: 

Tuž džčše Jank z pućowaijom na hońtwu. 
'So Jank went on the hunt with the traveller.' 
Tuž Jank z pućowaijom na hońtwu džčštaj. 
'So Jank and the traveller went on the hunt.' 

(FaBke 1981: 472-3) 
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In Lower Sorbian the main means of coordination are the same as in 
Upper Sorbian: a 'and', abo 'or' and ale 'but': 

źeń a noc 
'day and night' 
žčnsa abo witse 
'today or tomorrow' 
źćłamy, ale cakamy 
'we are working, but waiting' 

They can conjoin not only individual words, but also (as in Upper Sorbian) 
whole phrases and clauses. In a series of two or more items the conjunction 
normally stands only before the last component: 

Stań gorej, wezmij twojo łoźyśćo, a źij do twojogo domu. 
'Arise, take up thy bed and go unto thy house.' 

(Mark 2.11) 

However, the repeated use of the conjunction (polysyndeton) and the use 
of zero (asyndeton) are also found: 

Maśerina гёс, jatśowne spćwanje, ludna drastwa su radnje wobryte. 
'The mother tongue, Easter singing, national costume are in a fairly poor state.' 

The question of verb agreement with conjoined phrases is dealt with by 
Hauptmann (1761: 372) as follows: 

Two substantives, namely a dual, take the verb in the dual, three or 
several in the plural, e.g. Mojzes a Aaron beštej bratša "Moses and 
Aaron were brothers" ... J a moj foter a maś smy strowe "I, my father 
and mother are well", Ehebraeharstwo, hurstwo, zrase a žrčše, gnew a 
zawiść, su statki togo śeła "Adultery, fornication, gluttony and drunken-
ness, anger and envy, are the works of the flesh". 

Subsequent grammars of Lower Sorbian (none of which deals specifically 
with syntax) have not challenged this assertion; but occasional exceptions 
may be observed: 

Zamr& nama nan a moterka. 
'Our father and mother have died.' 

(Haupt and Schmaler 1843: 25) 

(note ellipsis of the auxiliary) 

Lčto a źeń se njebć minuło. 
'A year and a day had not passed.' 
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First- and second-person comitative constructions of the type mej z 
nanom and wej z nanom may refer to either two or three persons in total, 
depending on the context. The pronoun need not be expressed. Janaš 
(1984: 171-2) gives the following examples: 

Som njeźelu doma była. Smej z nanom šach grałej. 
'On Sunday I was at home. Father and I played chess.' 
Som z pśijaśelku k nanoju woglćdał. Smej z nanom w źiwadle byłej. 
'Together with my girl friend 1 visited father. We and father went to the theatre.' 

Third-person constructions of this type (wonej z nanom) always refer to 
three persons ('the two of them and father'). 

4.5 Subordination 
The main types of subordinate clause in Sorbian (Upper and Lower) are 
noun clauses, relative clauses and adverbial clauses. 

Noun clauses (declarative, interrogative, imperative/optative): 

USo. Wčm, zo maš prawje. 
'I know that you are right.' 

LSo. Wčm, až maš pšawje. 
'I know that you are right.' (literally: 'have right') 

Relative clauses: 

USo. Вё tam jedyn z prčnich, kiž nowe mašiny postaji. 
4He was one of the first there who put in the new machines.' 

LSo. Wsykne, kenž su pšišli, su nam deije znate. 
'All those who have come are well known to us.' 

(Janaš 1984: 187) 

The relative pronouns introducing relative clauses are in most cases derived 
from interrogative pronouns by the addition of -z (for instance, USo. stoi 
'who', štoi 'what', kotryi 'who, which', hdiei 'where', hdyi 'when, if'; LSo. 
chtoi 'who', coz 'what', kotaryi 'who, which', ioi 'where', gaz 'when, if'). 
There are, however, no attested interrogative forms in Sorbian corres-
ponding to USo. kit 'who, which' and LSo. kenz 'who, which'. They are 
invariable and used only in the nominative and accusative (but not in 
conditions where the accusative coincides with the genitive). Their 
synonyms are USo. kotryz and LSo. kotaryz, both of which have full para-
digms. In non-standard Upper Sorbian, however, it is possible to use kit in 
cases other than the nominative and accusative by adding the anaphoric 
pronoun in the second or third position in the clause: 

muž, kiž jeho znaju 
'the man that I know' (literally: 'the man that him (I) know') 
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The corresponding construction in Lower Sorbian is formed with ak(o) 
'who, which' and is not excluded from the literary language: 

Tam sejźitej golca, ako som z nima grał. 
There sit the two boys with whom I was playing.' 

If the cases in the main clause and subordinate clause coincide, it is not 
necessary to insert the anaphoric pronoun: 

Won jćźo z tym awtom, ako cora jo j6ł. 
'He is going with the car with which he went yesterday.' 

(Janaš 1984: 188) 

Adverbial clauses: these are introduced by such conjunctions as USo. 
zo 'that', dokeli 'because', jeli/jelizo 'if', hdy 'if', hacrunjei 'although'; 
LSo. at 'that', dokulat 'because', joli at 'if', gat 'when, if', lecrownoi/ 
rownot 'although', gaby 'if'. In conditional sentences, if the condition is 
real, both main and subordinate clauses may be in the indicative: 

USo. Jelizo budžeš strowy, mćžeš hrać. 
LSo. Joli a ž bužoš strowy, možoš graś. 

Tf you are fit, you can play.' 

Sentences expressing hypothetical conditions have the conditional in both 
main and subordinate clauses: 

USo. Mać by so wjeselila, hdy by ju farar wopytał. 
LSo. Mama by se wjaseliła, gaby k njej farar woglćdał. 

'Mother would be pleased if the priest visited her.' 

(In Lower Sorbian the conditional particle by has become an inseparable 
part of the conjunction gaby ' if , which occurs only in clauses embodying 
hypothetical conditions.) 

The present gerund (verbal adverb) is formed only from imperfective 
verbs. It expresses action which is simultaneous with that of the main verb: 

USo. Druzy trubku pachajo so rozmołwjachu. 
others pipe smoking were chatting 
'The others were chatting, while smoking a pipe.' 

LSo. Wona jo tam hyśći chylku sejźecy wostała. 
'She remained sitting there for a while longer.' 

It may refer to the subject (as in the above examples) or to the object: 

USo. Ja sym jeho tam stejo widźał. 
LSo. Ja som jogo tam stojecy wiźeł. 

'I saw him standing there.' 
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The past gerund (only Upper Sorbian) expresses an action which precedes 
that of the main verb. It is formed exclusively from perfective verbs: 

USo. Tak ju hišće rano stanywsi z łoża namakach. 
thus her still early having risen from bed (I) found 
'Thus I found her still, having risen from my bed in the morning.' 

The gerunds are predominantly literary forms. The present gerund is, 
however, found in dialects, though here it is formed almost exclusively 
from USo. stać/LSo. stojaś Чо stand', USo. leżeć/LSo. lażaś Чо lie', USo. 
sedżeć/LSo. sejżeś Чо sit', USo. wisać/LSo. wisaś Чо hang' and USo. tčeć 
Чо be (located)', and is used mainly in conjunction with USo. wostać/LSo. 
wostaś Чо remain', USo. wostajić/LSo. wostajiś Чо leave', USo. тёс/LSo. 
mes Чо have', USo. widźeć/LSo. wiżeś Чо see', USo. namakać/LSo. 
namakaš Чо find' and USo. zetkać/LSo. trefiś Чо meet' as main verb (55 
12: 309). 

In both Upper and Lower Sorbian the infinitive is widely used in 
constructions which are synonymous with subordinate clauses: 

USo. Prošu će so wróćić. = Prošu će, zo by so ty wróćił. 
'(I) ask you to return.' = (literally: '(I) ask you that you would return') 

But infinitive constructions with modal and phasal verbs (and certain other 
verbs, including USo. bojeć so/LSo. bojaš se Чо be afraid', USo. spytać/ 
LSo. spytaś Чо attempt', USo. pomhać/LSo. pomagaš Чо help', USo. ża-
by ć/LSo. zabyś Чо forget') are not normally capable of conversion into 
subordinate clauses: thus USo. bojach so nana prašeć '(I) was afraid to ask 
father' cannot be converted (FaBke 1981: 329). There are also numerous 
nouns and adjectives in both Upper and Lower Sorbian which regularly 
form part of infinitive constructions: USo. prawo/LSo. p š aw о 'right', USo. 
and LSo. šansa 'chance', USo. móżno/LSo. možno 'possible'. Among the 
verbs commonly followed in Upper Sorbian by infinitives are the verbs of 
motion (like USo. hić/chodżić 'to go (on foot)'), but in Lower Sorbian 
verbs of motion are followed by the supine: 

Źensa wjacor pojźomy rejowat. 
This evening (we) shall go dancing.' 

The infinitive construction with verbs of perceiving exemplified in USo. 
mesto je widżeć 'the town is visible' (literally: 'town is to see') is synony-
mous with a construction involving the verbal noun and the preposition к 
'to' (USo. mčsto je к widźenju, literally: 'town is to seeing'). 

The only natural way of translating the English sequences (1) the man 
that I think that you saw and (2) the man that I think saw you is to avoid 
the extraction: 
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1 USo. muž, kotrehož sy po zdaću widźał 
(non-standard: muž, kiž sy jeho po zdaću widźał) 

LSo. muž, kotaregož sy ako se zda wiźeł 
or: muž, ak sy jogo ako se zda wiźeł 

2 USo. muž, kiž je će po zdaću widźał 
LSo. muž, kenž jo śe ako se zda wiźel 

I think may also be translated as USo. ja sej myslu or mi so zda, LSo. ja se 
myslim or me se zda. 

4.6 Negation 
Sentence negation in both Upper and Lower Sorbian is expressed by means 
of the negative particle njewhich is written together with the verb to form 
a single word. The particle nje- thus bears the stress. For example, piju '(I) 
drink' : njepiju '(I) do not drink'. There are a few exceptions to this rule. In 
Upper Sorbian the modal verb chcyć Чо want' has two irregular negated 
forms: nochcyi and njechać, as in nochcyśe swojimaj samsnymaj wocomaj 
werić '(he) did not want to believe his own eyes', won njechaše ničo nowe 
styśeć 'he did not want to hear anything new'. Nochcyć is stylistically liter-
ary or bookish; njechać is stylistical neutral and preferred in colloquial 
speech. USo. тес 'to have' has negative njemeć, but in the present tense 
nje- — ni-: nimam, nimaš, nima and so on. In the present tense of USo. 
njebyć (the negated być 'to be') a -j- is inserted: njejsym '(I) am not', njejsy 
'(you) are not' and so on, (compare njeńdu '(I) shall not go', njeńdies 
'(you) will not go' and so on from the negated hie 'to go (on foot)'). 

In Lower Sorbian the negated form of kśeś 'to want' is njekśeś. Its 
present tense is as follows: 

SG DU PL 
1 ja njok mej njocomej my njocomy 
2 ty njocoš wej njocotej wy njocośo 
3 won njoco wonej njocotej woni njekśe 

In the present tense of njemeś (negated form of meś) and all tenses of 
njamoc (negated form of moc 'to be able') the negative particle takes the 
form nja-: njamam '(I) have not', njamaš '(you) have not' and so on, 
njamogu '(I) cannot', njamozoš '(you) cannot', njamozach '(I) could not'. 
As in USo., -j- is inserted in the present tense of njebyś: ja njejsom, ty 
njejsy, won njejo and so on, and also in the present tense of njehyś (negated 
form of hyś 'to go'): ja njejdu, ty njejzoš. 

In analytical constructions it is to the auxiliary that the negative particle 
is usually attached: 

USo. Njejsym na to myslił. 
'(I) did not think of that.' 
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LSo. Njejsy nic gronił. 4(You) have not said anything.' 

In the case of conditional verbs the negative particle may be attached to 
either the auxiliary or the /-participle: 

USa z 3£S2a£8 >s° ,h"<he) !"оиИ ' 
In sentences containing negative adverbs or pronouns such as USo. 

nihdy 'never', nihdte 'nowhere', nito 'nothing', nichtó 'no one', zenje 
'never'; LSo. nigda/nigdy 'never', niźi 'nowhere', nic 'nothing', nichten 'no 
one', tednje 'never', the verb must be negated: 

USo. Jan njeje nikoho zetkał. 
'Jan met nobody.' 

LSo. Won how niźi njejo. 
'He is nowhere here.' 

It is possible to have several negative words in one sentence: 

USo. Ty ženje nihdźe ničo nimaš. 
'You never have anything anywhere.' 

LSo. Njeźycym žednje nikomu nic złego. 
'(I) never wish anyone anything bad.' 

The pronouns tadyn (USo.) and teden (LSo.) often occur in negated 
clauses with the meaning 'no, none, any' (USo. nimam tadyn čas, LSo. 
njamam teden cas '(I) have no time'), but they may also appear in affirm-
ative clauses with an indefinite meaning 'any, some, a few' (LSo. neto to 
won tedne ksoceńki dopredka 'now he's walking a few steps ahead'). 

In constituent negation in both Upper and Lower Sorbian the particle 
nic stands before or after the constituent negated. It occurs frequently in 
adversative constructions, for example, USo. nic ja, ale ty sy na tym wina 'it 
is not my fault, but yours' (literally: 'not I but you are of that guilty'). The 
particle nic (in both Upper and Lower Sorbian) may also be substituted for 
a negated verb: 

USo. Ja to wčm, ty nic 
'I know that, not you.' 

(FaBke 1981: 769-70) 
LSo. Styri punty možoš braś; ale wčcej nic. 

'(You) can take four pounds, but no more.' 

In both literary languages the direct object of a negated verb may appear 
in the genitive as a facultative variant of the accusative, but the genitive in 
these constructions is never obligatory: 
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USo. My nimamy žanoho chlčba wjac. (GEN) 
'We have no more bread.' 

or: My nimamy žadyn chlčb wjac. (ACC) 
LSo. My njamamy žednogo klčba wčcej. (GEN) 
or: My njamamy žeden klčb wćcej. (ACC) 

A survey of direct objects of negated verbs in Upper Sorbian literature 
(FaBke 1981: 458) found the genitive to be relatively rare and mainly 
associated with particular verbs. In the material examined 42 per cent of all 
cases of the genitive occurred with тёс Чо have'. In colloquial and dialectal 
Sorbian the genitive is also rare, but more common in Lower than in Upper 
Sorbian. The likelihood of its occurring is greater with the emphatic nega-
tive particles ani and nic than with the simple negated verb: 

LSo. Nic jadnogo zernka njejo tym kokošam dała. 
'She didn't give the chicken a single grain.' 

The genitive may also occur with negated verbs as a facultative variant of 
the nominative: 

USo. Jeho row bčše nahi, ani kamjenja tam njebč. 
'His grave was bare, there wasn't even a stone (GEN) there.' 

But this too is rare. In colloquial Upper Sorbian it can occur only with the 
particle ani (FaBke 1981: 459). 

4.7 Anaphora and pronouns 
The person and number of nearly all finite verbal forms are expressed by 
means of inflections: for example, in USo. spewam T sing' the ending -m 
expresses the first person singular, in prińdiechu 4hey came' the ending 
-chu expresses the third person plural. Consequently, the nominative 
personal pronoun is frequently omitted: 

USo. Dźćłam we Serbskim wućerskim wustawje. 
'(I) work in the Sorbian teachers' institute.' (omitting ja T) 

LSo. Witśe maju šulsku ekskursiju. 
Tomorrow (they) have a school excursion.' (omitting woni4they') 

Omission of the pronoun is, however, more common in the literary 
languages than in colloquial and dialectal Sorbian (compare 4.1 above). 
The expression of the nominative pronoun in cases where it is redundant is 
attributed to the influence of German. This influence may also be observed 
in the colloquial use of an indefinite pronoun in such sentences as: 

USo. Wono było 'žon jary pozdźe. 
'It was already very late.' 

(Michalk and Protze 1967: 49) 
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USo. Wone je so snčh Sow. 
'It snowed.' 

(Michalk and Protze [1974]: 107 and 119) 

W ono and wone here translate German es (es war schon sehr spat/ es hat 
geschneit). In literary usage such constructions are usually avoided and the 
verb stands in first position: 

USo. Bčše patoržica. 
'It was Christmas Eve.' 

LSo. Jo se wopśestało deśćowaś. 
'It stopped raining.' 

In literary Upper Sorbian the nominative personal pronouns are 
supposed to be omitted unless there is a positive reason for their inclusion, 
such as: (a) to avoid leaving the auxiliary in first position; (b) for emphasis; 
(c) the existence of a noun in apposition (as in my dźeći roboćanskeho luda 
znajachmy jenoz chudobu 'we, the children of menial workers, knew only 
poverty' (Śewc 1968: 115)); (d) with an imperative to soften the force of 
the command (nano, dii ty jonu k lekarjej z twojej bolącej nohu 'father, go 
to the doctor with your bad foot'); (e) in reported speech to impart a 
colloquial tone. 

An anaphoric function similar to that of the personal pronoun is 
performed by the demonstrative pronoun ton, ta, to 'this/that'. For 
example: 

Wróću so jutre zaso a to z ... prawiznikom. Tón budźe mje zastupować. 
'(I)'ll come back tomorrow with ... a lawyer. He'll represent me.' 

The Upper Sorbian equivalents of dieser 'the latter' are tón, tutón and 
tónle; the equivalents of jener 'the former' are tamny and tarnon. The latter 
form is used only by writers from the Catholic dialect area (Śewc 1968: 
125-6). 

The position with regard to personal pronouns and their omission is 
similar, but not identical, in Lower Sorbian. In the literary language 
omission occurs slightly less frequently than in Upper Sorbian and 
grammars are less categorical about it: 'The nominative of the non-reflex-
ive personal pronoun in the subject may be omitted' (Janaš 1984: 171). 
The anaphoric use of ten 'this/that' corresponds closely to that of tón in 
Upper Sorbian. 

Reflexives and Reciprocals 
Reflexivity is expressed by means of the reflexive personal pronoun (the 
forms of which were given in tables 11.7 and 11.8 above) and the reflexive 
possessive pronoun (USo. swój/LSo. swoj). Verbs are made reflexive by 
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the addition of the accusative or dative reflexive personal pronoun (in 
Lower Sorbian there is no difference between them), the case corres-
ponding to that of a non-reflexive noun phrase in the same position: 

USo. myć Чо wash' — myć so Чо wash (oneself)', dowolić Чо permit' 
dowolić sej Чо permit (oneself)'; 

LSo. myś Чо wash' — myś se Чо wash (oneself)', dowoliś Чо permit' — 
dowoliś se Чо permit (oneself)'. 

Both Upper and Lower Sorbian also have a substantial number of reflexiva 
tantum (verbs which are reflexive in form but not in meaning and have no 
non-reflexive counterparts), such as: USo. bojeć so/LSo. bojaś se Чо fear', 
USo. modlić so/LSo. modliś se Чо pray', USo. zdać so/LSo. zdaś se Чо 
seem'. 

The short forms of the reflexive personal pronouns are generally enclitic, 
but the rule prohibiting their use in the first position in the clause is not 
without exception. The long forms are used if stressed (USo. kupich sebi 
nowu košlu 'I bought myself a new shirt') or for contrast (USo. njemózach 
sebi, ani jemu pomhać T could not help myself nor him'). With prepo-
sitions taking the accusative or genitive both long and short forms are 
found (USo. wot so or wot sebje 'from self'), but in the dative the long 
form is preferred, with the exception of ku se 'towards self' in Lower 
Sorbian (USo. k sebi). 

As a rule, the antecedent of both reflexive and reflexive possessive 
pronouns is the subject of the clause (USo. holca so česa 'the girl is 
combing herself (that is, her hair)', LSo. won piso ze swojim wolojnikom 
'he is writing with his (own) pencil'). But the reflexive may refer to the 
logical rather than the grammatical subject, for instance the dative subject 
in such impersonal sentences as USo. jemu be swojeje diowki zel 'he was 
sorry for his daughter' (literally: 'him (DAT) was his daughter (GEN) 
sorry'). The subject may also be the understood subject of an infinitive, as 
in USo. prošu was na so kedźbować 'I ask you to take care of yourselves'. 
Here the antecedent is an unexpressed wy forming the subject of a finite 
verb underlying the infinitive kedźbować 'to take care'. 

Sentences embodying reflexive pronouns are often ambiguous (as in 
USo. Jan be će prosyłpołozić knihu na swoje mestno 'Jan had asked you to 
put the book in its/his/your place'). Therefore, a non-reflexive form is 
sometimes preferred in order to avoid even the possibility of ambiguity. 
There is, moreover, a tendency, even in sentences containing only one 
verb, to use the non-reflexive possessive pronouns, if the subject is the first 
or second person (USo. smy našu chčzu predali '(we) have sold our house' 
for smy swoju chčzu predali). This practice is now acceptable in both liter-
ary languages. However, in the third person the reflexive pronoun is an aid 
to avoiding ambiguity: for example, LSo. won jo se swoje crjeje wzel'he has 
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taken his (own) shoes', but won jo se jogo crjeje wzet'he has taken his (own 
or someone else's) shoes'. 

Reciprocity is expressed by means of reflexive personal pronouns, but 
many clauses formed in this way are ambiguous: for example, USo. 
kedibujemy na so may mean 'we are looking after one another' or 'we are 
looking after ourselves'. Ambiguity may be removed by the context or by 
simple logic: for example, USo. mój sebi naprećo sediachmoj means 'we 
(two) were sitting opposite each other'. The interpretation 'each of us was 
sitting opposite himself' is eliminated by its own absurdity. Ambiguity may 
also be eliminated by the addition of USo. mjez sobu and LSo. mjazy sobu: 

USo. To wam prikazuju, zo byšće mjez sobu so lubowali. 
LSo. Take pśikaźu ja wam, aby se mjazy sobu lubowali. 

'These things I command you, that ye love one another.' 
(John 15.17) 

The same meaning may be conveyed by USo. jedyn druhi and LSo. jaden 
drugi 'one another': 

USo. Wonaj jedyn druhemu njedowčritaj. 
'They do not trust each other.' 

4.9 Possession 
Both Upper and Lower Sorbian have a strong inclination to express 
possession by means not of an adnominal genitive but of an adjectival 
construction. The simplest form of this construction is the possessive adjec-
tive, derived from a noun by means of the suffix -owy (for masculines, 
including a-stems) or -iny (-yny) (for feminines), for example, nanowy 
dom 'father's house'. The use of the adnominal genitive (dom nana 
'father's house') is also possible, but rarer. It either imparts the stylistic 
connotation of formality or it puts emphasis on the noun in the genitive. If 
the modifier is composite, only the last element forms an adjective; the 
preceding elements are in the genitive singular: Handrija Zejlerjowe basnje 
'Handrij Zejler's poems', Karla Marxowa uniwersita 'the Karl Marx 
University' (from the last example it can be seen that the meaning is not 
always strictly possessive). 

If the noun underlying the possessive adjective itself has a modifier, the 
latter takes its gender from the underlying noun and is usually in the 
genitive singular: našeho nanowy dom 'our/my father's house' (naš is 
always substituted for mój, when speaking of older persons). The 
possessive adjective thus controls the gender and case of the modifier. It is 
also able to control relative pronouns: 

Bčchu słyśeć ... stupy Dietrichowe, kiž ... na konja skoči a wotjčcha. 
'One could hear ... Dietrich's steps, who ... jumped on the horse and rode off.' 
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And personal pronouns: 

To je našeho wučeijowa zahrodka. Wón wjele w njej dźóła. 
'This is our (my) teacher's garden. He works a lot in it.' 

The antecedent of wón is naš wucer 'our (my) teacher', which underlies the 
adjectival phrase našeho wucerjowa. However, in the last two examples the 
head noun is inanimate (stupy 'steps', zahrodka 'garden'). If the head noun 
is animate, the subject pronoun of the following clause will take this (and 
not the noun underlying the possessive adjective) as its antecedent. For 
example, in: 

To je Janowy bratr. Wón je jemu knihu dał. 
'This is Jan's brother. He's given him the book.' 

the antecedent of wón is unambiguously bratr, not Jan (Corbett 1987: 
338). 

The possibilities in Lower Sorbian are similar to those in Upper Sorbian, 
but with one significant additional constraint. The unexpressed noun 
underlying the possessive adjective may (as in Upper Sorbian) be the 
antecedent of a personal or relative pronoun: 

te dny mamineje smjerśi a jeje zakopowanje 
'those days of mother's death and her burial' 

(W. Bjero, Na Kałpjeńcu) 

(example quoted by Corbett 1987: 317 from Richter 1980: 102-3). But 
the possessive adjective cannot control attributive modifiers. In other 
words, the type našeho nanowy dom does not exist. It is replaced by a type 
in which an adnominal genitive phrase precedes the head noun (LSo. 
našogo nana dom 'our (my) father's house'). In Upper Sorbian this type is 
virtually unknown. 

4.10 Quantification 
A noun or phrase quantified by a noun stands in the genitive, as in USo. 
mich bernow 'a sack of potatoes', LSo. strus rozow 'a bunch of roses'. The 
case of the quantifier is determined by its syntactic function in the clause, 
but the element quantified remains in the genitive: 

USo. Kupi sej trubu płata. 
'She bought herself a roll (ACC) of linen.' 

LSo. Źowća rozwjaselichu тё z wjelikim strusom cerwjenych żywych rožow. 
'The girls gladdened me with a big bunch (INST) of red, bright roses.' 

However, in colloquial and dialectal speech the phenomenon known to 
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Sorbian grammar as 'attraction' sometimes occurs, causing the quantified 
element to appear in the same case as the quantifier: 

USo. z mčchom (INST) bčrnami (INST) 
'with a sack of potatoes' 

USo. w karanje (LOC) piwje (LOC) 
'in a jug of beer 

A noun or phrase quantified by a pronominal quantifier (such as 
U/LSo. mało 'little, few', wjele 'much, many'; USo. nešto/LSo. песо 
'some') is in the genitive only if the whole phrase of which it forms part is 
the subject or direct object of the clause: 

USo. Na muźacych ławkach je dźensa wjele prózdnych mćstnow. 
'In the men's pews today there are many empty places.' 

LSo. Mam mało casa. 
'I have little time.' 

Otherwise the quantified element is in the case required by its syntactic 
function: 

USo. W как wjele eksemplarach daš dramatisku priłohu ćišćeć? 
'In how many copies will you have the drama supplement published?' 

(Ćišinski, quoted in FaBke 1981: 612) 

The numerals ' l ' to '4' are syntactically adjectives and agree in gender and 
case with the nouns they modify; '2' takes the dual, '3' and '4' the plural. 

USo. Wón ma jednu dźowku. 
'He has one daughter.' 

LSo. Tuijańska šula mčjašo za moj cas 150-180 žčši w tśich klasach. 
'The school in Tauer in my time had 150-180 children in three classes.' 

USo. Tri traktory na polu woraju. 
'Three tractors are ploughing in the field.' 

Numerals from '5' to '99' and pronominal quantifiers are syntactically 
neuter singular nouns. The noun quantified stands in the genitive plural, if 
the quantified phrase is in the nominative or accusative. The verb is singular 
and, in the perfect tense, neuter: 

USo. Pjeć traktorow na polu wora (SG). 
'Five tractors are (literally: is) ploughing in the field.' 

LSo. Pčš muźow jo pšišto (N SG). 
'Five men arrived.' 

However, logical agreement may also be observed. It is particularly 
common in colloquial Sorbian, but rarer in the literary languages: 
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LSo. ... glja tog až wjele tych młodych du na źeło 
4... because many young people go to work' 

(Т 10:14) 
USo. Te sydom wsow podłu rččki su čiste. 

'Those seven villages along the stream are clean.' 
(FaBke 1981: 296) 

5 Lexis 

5.1 General composition of word-stock 
Sorbian has been in contact with German for about 1,000 years and during 
that time has absorbed and assimilated a large number of German lexical 
borrowings. Nevertheless, the Sorbian vocabulary remains overwhelmingly 
Slavonic. Bielfeldt's classic study of German loan-words in Upper Sorbian 
(1933), which was intentionally restricted to the most widespread and 
philologically most interesting borrowings, dealt with about 2,000 such 
words. If we estimate the total number of Upper Sorbian words at around 
50,000, Bielfeldt's selection constitutes about 4 per cent of the total. In 
colloquial Upper Sorbian the percentage is higher, but it is not easy to say 
what is a fully integrated borrowing and what is merely the result of code-
switching. However, excluding loan-translations and ignoring the distinc-
tion between true loan-words and substitutions resulting from 
code-switching, we find that the proportion of nouns of German origin in 
dialect texts may even exceed 50 per cent (Michalk and Protze 1967: 31). 
In literary varieties of Upper Sorbian, on the other hand, it seems likely 
that the proportion of German loan-words does not normally exceed 5 per 
cent, unless words from international terminology are included. The 
proportions in Lower Sorbian are probably similar, but the Lower Sorbian 
literary language is a little more tolerant of Germanisms than literary 
Upper Sorbian. 

Borrowings from other Slavonic languages are mainly restricted to the 
literary languages. They are nearly all of Czech origin and in normal liter-
ary usage probably constitute about 1 per cent of the total. In dictionaries 
the proportion of Slavonic borrowings may be greater. The largest foreign 
element in both literary languages is supplied by international terminology 
(Europeanisms). In view of the contact situation these may, in a sense, be 
regarded as a subcategory of German borrowings. 

5.2 Patterns of borrowing 
So far as the spoken language is concerned (both Upper and Lower 
Sorbian) the main source of borrowings has always been and still is 
German. Loan-words still in common colloquial use include the following 
(the source-word is given in its New High German form except where 
specified): USo. berna 'potato' (Erdbirne), bertl 'quarter' ( Viertel), całta 
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'roll (bread)' (Middle High German zelte), dyrbjeć 'must' (durfen), faler 
'mistake' (Fehler), krydnyć 'to get' (kriegen); LSo. bjatowaś 'to pray' 
(beten), gtazk 'glass' (Glas), holowaś 'to fetch' (holen), šlodar 'tailor' 
(Middle High German schroder), wjazym 'state, understanding' ( Wesen). 

Most early borrowings from other Slavonic languages are the subject of 
controversy. This applies in particular to much of the Christian ter-
minology, which may or may not be of Czech or even Old Church Slavonic 
origin, such as: USo. cyrkej/LSo. cerkwja 'church' (perhaps from OCS 
cirky or Old Czech cierkev, but possibly direct from Old High German 
kirihha), USo. zid/LSo. zyd 'Jew' (compare Czech žid). However, the 
form of U/LSo. kral 'king' (attested since the sixteenth century) indicates 
its Czech origin unambiguously. The main flood of Slavonic borrowings 
came to Sorbian from Czech after 1841 as part of the national pro-Slavonic 
movement of that time. Among the common words from this source are: 
USo. hudtba 'music' (Czech hudba), U/LSo. letadto 'aircraft' (Czech 
letadlo). USo. železnica, LSo. zeleznica 'railway' (Czech železnice). 
Writers have been at pains to exclude German borrowings from their 
works, but greater tolerance is normally shown to words with cognates in 
many European languages (even if the immediate source is German). The 
following are examples of this category: administracija, aktiwny, biologija, 
centralny, demokratija, fabrika, idealny, objektiwny, telewizija. (The form 
of all these examples is identical in Upper and Lower Sorbian.) 

5.3 Incorporation of borrowings 
It is not always possible to distinguish between integrated loan-words and 
substitutions resulting from code-switching. A word may be considered 
integrated, if it has been adapted in some way to the Sorbian phonological 
or morphological systems, but only certain parts of speech are capable of 
morphological adaptation. Adverbs, for example (such as blows 'only' 
(German blofi), feste 'firmly, thoroughly' (German fest), fort 'away' 
(German fort)) cannot be adapted morphologically, yet some of them are 
of such high frequency that they can only be regarded as integrated loan-
words. Nouns and adjectives, on the other hand, are capable of morpho-
logical adaptation, but only in certain grammatical circumstances. When 
the word brawtpor 'bridal pair' (German Brautpaar), for example, occurs 
in the nominative or accusative singular, it is not possible to say whether it 
is integrated or not, but in the phrase pri toh' brawtpor a 'with the bridal 
pair (GEN SG)' integration has clearly taken place. The absence of inte-
gration is demonstrated when a word capable of acquiring a Sorbian 
morpheme in an oblique case fails to do so (for instance, ze Serbien 'from 
Serbia ( G E N S G ) ' ) . Adjectives may remain unadapted (tamie jo tón richtich 
ptačk 'there is the right bird', German richtig 'right') or they may be 
adapted by derivation (abnormalny 'abnormal' (German abnormal), wot 
tejele žony, tajkejele gajcneje žony 'from this woman, such a mean woman' 
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(German geizig 'mean')) (Michalk and Protze [1974]: 141). 
Verbs, however, are always adapted (except participles): for example, 

hač sym ja ta holčka, kii je so anonkserowawa 'whether I am the girl who 
announced herself' (German sich annoncieren 'to announce oneself'), 
wjecor potom zaso naše kofry zpakwachmy 'then in the evening we packed 
our bags again' (German packen 'to pack') (Michalk and Protze [1974]: 
201). Participles may be unadapted (to su jich dobre ludie, dobre, gebildet 
ludie 'they are good people, good educated people' (German gebildet 
'educated'), but the attested examples indicate that they remain unadapted 
only when they are functionally adjectives. As part of a compound verb 
they are declined (sem tei wjele, wjele wobSenk'wana bola 'I also received 
many, many presents'; German ich bin auch viel, viel beschenkt worden; 
German be- is regularly translated as wob-) (T 6: 62). The only part of 
speech that is impervious to the borrowing process (so far as one can tell 
from published texts) is the preposition. German prepositions, it is true, 
may be found in Sorbian texts, but they always occur in phrases including 
other German words, like zum Militar, in Leipzig, in Ordnung. There is, 
however, no shortage of other grammatical words (such as als in 
Salowčenjo su prjede prec znate po nas ais bóle hłupo ludie bóli 'the people 
of Saalau were formerly always known among us as rather stupid people' 
(T 4: 16), cu (German zu) in tam Nowom Poršicam си 'off to Neu-
Purschwitz' (German dortnach Neu-Purschwitz zu) (T 5: 52)). 

Many of the German loan-words in Sorbian are of great antiquity and, 
having undergone sound changes and semantic changes long since 
completed, are often not easily associated with the corresponding words in 
modern German. For example, some were borrowed before the German 
diphthongization i > aj (usually written ei). We consequently have USo. 
cwiblować/LSo. cwiblowaś 'to doubt' (Middle High German zwivelen, 
New High German zweifeln), USo. šrybar 'schoolmaster' (Middle High 
German schribaere, New High German Schreiber 'writer'), USo. iida 'silk' 
(Middle High German side, New High German Seide). Sorbian words 
borrowed before the German diphthongization й au include USo. bruny 
'brown' (Middle High German brun, New High German braun), USo. 
rum 'room' (Middle High German rum, New High German Raum). In the 
case of the cognate words in Lower Sorbian (that is, cwiblowaś, śrybar, 
iyie, bruny and rum) the monophthongs are capable of a different expla-
nation, for in the Low German dialects adjacent to Lower Sorbian diph-
thongization did not occur. 

The metaphony of Middle High German ё to a in East Central German 
dialects is widely reflected in Sorbian borrowings (the source-words are 
given in their New High German form): U/LSo. blach 'tin' (Blech), USo. 
Wfl/t/LSo. flak 'spot, place' (Fleck), USo. lazować/LSo. lazowaś 'to read' 
(lesen), USo. plahować/LSo. plagowaś 'to raise, cultivate' (pflegen). Also 
reflected in Sorbian loan-words is the East Central German shift of a to o, 
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as in: USo. hodler/LSo. hodlar 'eagle' (Adler), USo. kofej(but LSo. kafej) 
'coffee' (Kaf fee ) , USo. lodować Чо load' (laden). Loan-words with a 
corresponding to standard German a (like USo. barba/LSo. barwa 'colour, 
paint' (Farbe), USo. hamt 'office' (Ami)) are, however, not uncommon. 

Verbs are most commonly borrowed by means of the suffix -ować/ 
-owaś (present stem in -му-) and taken into Sorbian as imperfectives (thus 
USo. pakować 'to pack', compare German packen) which acquire a 
corresponding perfective by prefixation (zapakować; see section 3.3.3). 

5.4 Lexical fields 

5.4.1 Colour terms 
white USo./LSo. beły 
black USo. corny/LSo. carny 
red USo. ćerwjeny/LSo. cerwjeny. Hauptmann (1761: 21) has 

zerwóni (that is, cerwjony), but says some pronounce it as 
zerwani. Also USo./LSo. ryzy 'fox-coloured' 

green U/LSo. zeleny 
yellow U/LSo. zołty 
blue USo. modry, LSo. modry. In some Lower Sorbian dialects 

płowy (SS 4: map 40) 
brown U/LSo. bruny. Also ryzy 'reddish-brown' 
purple U/LSo. purpurowy denotes several tones between red and 

a half-way point between red and blue. USo. fijałkowy 
'violet' is probably close to purple in the spectrum, 

pink USo. różowy, róiojty, róiowaty/LSo. roiany, różowaty, 
rozowy 

orange U/LSo. oraniowy; also USo. pomorancojty 
grey USo. śery/LSo. sery, USo. sędziwy/LSo. seiiwy, USo. 

sywy. The distinction between sery/sery and 
sędziwy/seiiwy is subtle. Both may be used of the hair of 
the head of human beings. 

5.4.2 Body parts 
head USo. hłowa/USo. głowa 
eye USo. wóćko/LSo. woko. The originally diminutive USo. 

wócko has lost its diminutive meaning and is now the 
unmarked word for 'eye'. USo. woko means (a) 'drop of 
grease floating on broth' and (b) 'noose, loop' (556: map 
11). 

nose USo. nós/LSo. nos 
ear U/LSo. wucho (dual and plural USo. wuši/LSo. wusy). 

U/LSo. wucho also means 'handle, eye of a needle, 
eyelet', in which meaning it has plural wucha. 
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mouth 

hair 

neck 

arm/hand 
finger 

leg/foot 

USo. huba!LSo. guba. In western Lower Sorbian dialects 
prampa. In western Lower Sorbian and transitional 
dialects mula (55 6: map 15). In literary Upper Sorbian 
ert (the variants ort, rt, ert, rót, hort and wort are also 
recorded); huba is distinctly colloquial. Literary Lower 
Sorbian has wusta (plurale tantum). USo. huba/LSo. 
guba also has the meaning 'lip'. 
USo. włós/włosy, LSo. włos/włose. The collective 
meaning expressed by the plural włosy/włose occurs in all 
varieties, but the word for 'a hair' varies regionally: (a) 
włos (F) in almost all Lower Sorbian territory and eastern 
transitional dialects, but włos (м) in a few villages to the 
north and south of this area; (b) włosa in most Upper 
Sorbian dialects; (c) włoska in addition to włos (F) and 
włosa in both Upper and Lower territory; (d) włosanka in 
the Hoyerswerda dialect and some adjacent villages. 
Before the field-work for the SS, włos (F) had not been 
recorded, yet the signs are that włos (м) is secondary. This 
raises the question of a Proto-Slavonic *volsb (F) (55 6: 
map 7). 
Equivalents of German Hals (front of the neck) are USo. 
šija/LSo. šyja. Equivalents of German Nacken/Genick 
(nape of the neck) are in the literary languages USo. and 
LSo. tył and tyło, but 55 6 (map 32) shows a more 
complex picture. The main isogloss is that of the German 
loan-words knyka and пука, which occur in the Lower 
Sorbian dialects and in the eastern part of the transitional 
zone. Knyka is to the north of пука. Tył was found only 
here and there in both Upper and Lower Sorbian. Tyło 
was found in only one Lower and two Upper Sorbian 
villages. In many Upper Sorbian villages šija was noted in 
reply to a request for a translation of Nacken. It is possible 
that the Nacken/Hals distinction does not occur here. 
U/LSo. ruka 
USo. porst/LSo. pale. The porst/palc isogloss coincides 
with the line dividing territory where the word for 'thumb' 
is pale (Upper Sorbian and Nochten dialect) from territory 
where it is wjelikipale (the remainder) (556: map 25). 
USo. noha/LSo. noga has the general meaning 'leg and 
foot'. A question eliciting translations of German Bein 
'leg' for the 55 produced only noha/noga. However, a 
request for translations of German Fuji 'foot' (55 6: map 
42) produced stopa (variants stowpa and stowpja) for 
most dialects, stop (variant stowp) in the Wittichenau and 
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Catholic dialects, and noha/noga in eleven scattered 
villages (mainly Upper Sorbian). 

toe In both standard languages the words for 'finger' and 'toe' 
are the same: USo. porst!LSo. pale. This is also true of 
most dialects, but in a group of villages to the east, south 
and west of Bautzen the word for 'toe' is the same as that 
for 'thumb' (pale) (55 6: map 27). Some Upper Sorbian 
dictionaries give the meaning ' big toe' for pale. 

chest USo. hrudz and LSo. gruz (F) (also LSo. gruia) are 
literary words, dating from the nineteenth century and 
based on Czech hrud' 'chest'. The colloquial, older words 
for 'chest' (recorded since the sixteenth century) are USo. 
bróst/LSo. brost. It is, however, evident that there were 
other words, not loan-words, referring to this part of the 
body. Swetlik's dictionary (1721) under pectus has 
hutrobno. It is clear that USo. wutroba/LSo. wutśoba 
'heart' formerly had the wider meaning 'heart and chest'. 
It was last recorded with this double meaning in the 1930s, 

heart USo. wutroba/LSo. wutśoba. PS1. *sbrdbce 'heart' is 
attested only in sixteenth- and seventeenth-century 
sources from the east Lower Sorbian region. It seems that 
the disappearance of serce, the borrowing of bróst 'chest' 
and the narrowing of the meaning of wutroba!wutsoba 
until it meant only 'heart' were interdependent. 

5.4.3 Kinship Terms 
Writing in 1905, Swjela (1952: 101) noted 'Several of these words [that is, 
kinship terms] have fallen into oblivion', and it is indeed a striking fact that 
Lower Sorbian, in particular, has replaced even such basic terms as these 
with loan-words from German. Kinship terms are mapped in 55 8 (maps 
5-19 and 26). 

mother USo. mat, mater, mama!LSo. maś, mama. Lower 
Sorbian dialects also have muterka, but the most common 
form in Lower Sorbian is mama; maś is now an 
exclusively literary word. Outside the literary languages 
PS1. *matb is attested only in Upper Sorbian (55 8: map 
15). LSo. muterka is a loan-word (German Mutter). 

father USo./LSo. nan. Dictionaries also give the children's forms 
USo. tata and LSo. tato. Nan is attested in all Upper 
Sorbian dialects and the entire transitional area. It is also 
found in central Lower Sorbian dialects around Cottbus, 
but is bounded to the south, west and east by the 
loan-word foter (or feter) (German Vater). In the extreme 
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sister 

brother 

aunt 

uncle 

north ato is found. Tato has been found in two villages on 
the north-west periphery (558: map 6). Foter is recorded 
as early as 1761 (Hauptmann). Early sources (sixteenth 
century) attest USo. wótc/LSo. wośc( < PSI. *otbcb), but 
these are now only literary and mean 'ancestor'. They also 
survive in the Lord's Prayer: USo. wótće naš/LSo. wośc 
naš 'our father'. 
USo. sotra/LSo. sotša. The phonetic variants sostra and 
šotša exist in dialects. USo. prirodna sotra/LSo. pširodna 
sotša 'step-sister' is distinguished from USo. prawa 
sotra/LSo. psawa sotša 'full sister'. 
USo. bratr (colloquially brat)/LSo. bratš. USo. prirodny 
bratr/LSo. pśirodny bratš 'step-brother' is distinguished 
from USo. prawy bratr/LSo. pšawy bratš 'full brother'. 
USo. četa/LSo. šota. These are also used as terms of 
respectful address to women older than the speaker who 
are not kin. USo. wujowa 'mother's sister' and trykowa 
'father's sister' are known to have existed formerly, but are 
now no longer in use. 
USo. wuj/LSo. wujk (wujko). These have a respectful 
function analogous to that of četa/Šota. The 55 (8: map 
10) broadly confirms wuj as the only Upper Sorbian form 
and wujk as the main Lower Sorbian form with wujko in 
the extreme north. The latter was probably originally a 
vocative. USo. tryk 'father's brother' existed formerly, but 
has long since fallen out of use. 
USo. bratrowka, sotrjenca/LSo. sotśine źowćo, bratšowa 
iowka. In Lower Sorbian dialects šešenica sometimes has 
the meaning 'niece' in addition to the basic meaning 
'female cousin'. Elsewhere (that is, in much of Lower 
Sorbian territory, the transitional dialects and the whole of 
Upper Sorbian) the meaning 'niece' is conveyed 
periphrastically (USo. sotrina holca and so on) or by 
means of the loan-word nichta (German Nichte) (55 8: 
54). 

nephew USo. bratrowc, sotrjenc, sotrowc/LSo. bratśowy syn9 
sotśiny syn. In Lower Sorbian dialects šeško and šešenik 
sometimes mean 'nephew' (in addition to 'male cousin'). 
Otherwise, throughout the whole Sorbian speech area the 
meaning 'nephew' is conveyed periphrastically (USo. 
bratrowy hole and so on) or by means of the loan-word 
nefa (German Neffe) (558: 54). 

cousin (female) USo. wujowka, kuzina/LSo. šešenica. The latter is found 
in almost all Lower Sorbian dialects. Upper Sorbian and 

niece 
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transitional dialects have kuzina (55 8: map 11). In older 
sources USo. četa!LSo. šota (now 'aunt') are found with 
the meaning 'female cousin', 

cousin (male) USo. wujowe, kuzenk/LSo. śeśko. The latter is found in 
almost all Lower Sorbian dialects, but śeśenik 'male 
cousin' has been recorded once (55 8: map 11). Upper 
Sorbian and transitional dialects have kuzenk. Older 
sources also attest USo. bratrowski, trykowski, wuj and 
tryk with this meaning, 

grandmother USo. wowka/LSo. starka, stara mama. Almost all Upper 
Sorbian dialects have wowka, but elsewhere the position is 
complex (55 8: map 17). Transitional dialects have baba, 
stara mać and wowa. Lower Sorbian dialects have starka, 
stara mama, tejka, dowda and grosa. 

grandfather USo. died/LSo. stary nan. Upper Sorbian and western 
transitional dialects have died, but in the eastern 
transitional zone and Lower Sorbian stary nan 
predominates. Further terms found in Lower Sorbian 
dialects are grosnan, nanstar, grosfeter and dowdan (558: 
map 8). 

wife USo. iona, mandielska, mandielka/LSo. iona, ieńska, 
manielska. The two words zona and iónska 'woman' 
occur in all Upper Sorbian dialects, but in most points 
only iona can have the additional meaning 'wife' (German 
Ehefrau) (558: map 14). In Lower Sorbian dialects baba 
and ieńska generally mean both 'woman' and 'wife'. In 
the field-work for the 55 mandielska and manielska 
'wife' were found to be widely attested, but they are 
nevertheless thought to be literary words which reach the 
dialects through church usage, 

husband USo. mui, mandiel, mandielski/LSo. mui, manielski, 
ctowjek. In Upper Sorbian dialects the most common 
word with this meaning is mui, but (like German Mann) 
it means both 'man' and 'husband' (55 8: map 5). In 
Lower Sorbian dialects the predominant word for 'man' 
and 'husband' is ctowjek (the meaning 'human being' is 
here expressed by lui), but mui is found sporadically. The 
position is complicated, not least by the fact that ied 
(normally 'grandfather') is also widely attested in Lower 
Sorbian dialects with the meaning 'man/husband', 

daughter USo. diowka/LSo. iowka 
son USo./LSo. syn 
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6 Dialects 
The same social conditions which enabled Sorbian to survive at all (iso-
lation, economic self-sufficiency, stability, immobility) also resulted in an 
extraordinarily high degree of regional variation. In the early 1960s 
Sorbian dialectologists began a new project to describe this variation, and 
its results are now being published in the Sorbischer Sprachatlas (SS). Of a 
projected fifteen volumes, thirteen have already appeared. The atlas is a 
record not of the present state of the dialects, but of their condition in the 
early 1960s, as represented by the oldest inhabitants at that time. When the 
field-work began, it was still possible to gather information from 138 
villages spread over an area measuring about 57 miles (92 km.) north to 
south and 41 miles (66 km.) east to west, but since then from some of them 
Sorbian has disappeared. Even today (1993), however, field-work con-
tinues, and in many villages (mainly Catholic) even the youngest genera-
tion still speaks Sorbian. 

The concentrations of isoglosses mapped in the Sorbischer Sprachatlas 
confirm the previously postulated division of Sorbian into three zones: 
Upper Sorbian in the south, Lower Sorbian in the north, and a transitional 
zone between them (see map 11.1 on p. 594). The degree of internal varia-
tion is lowest in the Lower Sorbian zone, somewhat higher in Upper 
Sorbian and highest in the transitional zone. The eastern transitional 
dialects of Schleife (Slepo) and Muskau (Muźakow) have a pronounced 
individuality. They are separated by many isoglosses not only from Upper 
and Lower Sorbian, but also from the adjacent transitional dialects to the 
west. The individuality of the Catholic (or Kamenz) dialect spoken to the 
north and west of Bautzen, though clear, is not as pronounced as the 
former existence of a separate literary variant might lead one to suppose. 

Some of the main isoglosses are as follows: 

Phonological 
1 In Lower Sorbian PS1. *g is retained (LSo. gora 'mountain, hill'), but 

in Upper Sorbian PSI. *g > h (USo. hora). Western transitional dialects 
have A; Schleife and Muskau have g. 

2 In Lower Sorbian PSI. *č > с (LSo. cas 'time'), whereas in Upper 
Sorbian č is retained (USo. čas). Western transitional dialects have č; 
Schleife and Muskau have c. 

3 In Lower Sorbian PSI. * t before front vowels > ś (LSo. sweśenje 'lamp-
oil' < *svetenje). In Upper Sorbian *t before front vowels > č (USo. 
swećenje). The affricate č is also found in almost the whole of the 
transitional zone. 

4 In Lower Sorbian PS1. *dbefore front vowels > i (LSo. żeń 'day'). The 
corresponding reflex in Upper Sorbian is di (dień 'day'). The affricate 
di is also found throughout the entire transitional zone. 
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Morphological 
1 The synthetic past tenses (aorist and imperfect) are not found in Lower 

Sorbian or transitional dialects, but are in common use in most Upper 
Sorbian dialects. 

2 The masculine-personal category is present in Upper Sorbian, but 
missing from Lower Sorbian and transitional dialects (see 3.1.1). 

3 In Lower Sorbian and the eastern transitional dialects the nominative 
dual of masculine nouns ends in -a (Serba '(two) Sorbs'); in the 
remaining transitional dialects and in Upper Sorbian the corresponding 
ending is -aj(Serbaj) (soft stems may optionally end in -ajor -ej). 

4 In most dialects, Upper and Lower Sorbian, verbal nouns in the 
nominative singular end in -e (twarjenje 'building'), but there are two 
areas of Upper Sorbian where the ending is -o (twarjenjo). These are 
in the east (to the south of Weisswasser) and in the west (the Catholic 
dialect). Verbal nouns in -o were one of the characteristic features of 
the Catholic literary language. 

Lexical 
1 The verb 'to say' in Lower Sorbian dialects is groniś. In Upper Sorbian 

and the transitional zone it is prajiL (In some parts of Upper Sorbian 
territory the optional alternative rjec is also found.) 

2 'Yes' in Lower Sorbian and in the Schleife and Muskau dialects is jo. In 
Upper Sorbian and some transitional dialects the equivalent is haj. In 
addition, in many parts of the haj-area an additional, more emphatic 
form ju or jow is attested. 

3 'Wedding' in Upper Sorbian and some transitional dialects is kwas. In 
Lower Sorbian and some transitional dialects the equivalent is swaźba. 
In the dialects of Schleife and Muskau the form swarba or swarba is 
found. 

4 'Who' in most Lower Sorbian dialects is chto, but in two villages in the 
extreme west ко is recorded. Upper Sorbian has štu (conventionally 
spelled što). The corresponding form in the transitional dialect of 
Hoyerswerda and Spreewitz is do (recorded in the eighteenth century 
as hdo). 
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12 Polish 
Robert A. Rothstein 

1 Introduction 
Polish is the native language of most of the 38 million inhabitants of Poland 
and of some of the estimated 10 million Poles who live beyond the borders 
of Poland (including perhaps 1 million in the former Soviet Union). 

Polish belongs to the Lechitic branch of the West Slavonic group, 
together with the extinct dialects of the Slavs who once inhabited the area 
between the lower and mid Oder and Elbe Rivers (see chapter 14). The 
recorded history of the Polish language is usually taken to begin with a 
papal bull to the Archbishop of Gniezno, dated 1136 but apparently forged 
some time between 1139 and 1146, the Latin text of which contains 410 
Polish geographical and personal names. The oldest recorded Polish 
sentence dates from the thirteenth century and the oldest continuous text 
from the fourteenth century. By the beginning of the sixteenth century it is 
possible to speak of a more or less standardized literary language. 

The literary language of the sixteenth century contained some features 
characteristic of the Wielkopolska dialect area of western Poland and 
others from the Małopolska area of south-eastern Poland, and the early 
history of the Polish state was connected with political-cultural-religious 
centres in both regions (Gniezno/Poznań and Cracow, respectively). Polish 
linguists therefore long argued about the dialect base of the literary 
language. Of late many have accepted the view, first fully articulated by 
Zdzisław Stieber in 1948, that both dialect areas contributed to the for-
mation of the literary language, with conflicts between different variants 
resolved by the selection of that variant that was closer to Czech. The 
hypothesis of Czech as linguistic arbiter for Polish is connected with the 
strong influence of Czech language and culture starting in the tenth 
century, when Christianity came to Poland from Bohemia. 

The Polish literary language has had a continuous development since its 
earliest period, although it had to compete with Latin in many functions 
until as late as the end of the eighteenth century. During the period of the 
partitions of Poland (1772-1918), the Poles resisted attempts at Russi-
fication and, in the Prussian zone, Germanization. The twentieth century, 
and especially the period since the Second World War, has brought about a 
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broadening of the social base of standard Polish with a concomitant decline 
in regional dialects, a vast increase in technical and specialized terminology 
(often internationalisms) and a loosening of many traditional norms, often 
in the direction of 'regularization' of pronunciation or inflection. 

2 Phonology 

2.1 Segmental phoneme inventory 
Polish has seven vowel phonemes and thirty-three consonantal phonemes, 
which are given in table 12.1 in their usual orthographic representation 
(with one exception discussed below). Palatals differ from the correspon-
ding alveolars in having a longer constriction (which may extend from the 
alveolar ridge to the mediopalatum) and one that is formed by the body of 
the tongue rather than by its blade. Palatalized labials have a primary labial 
constriction with a simultaneous raising of the tongue towards the hard 
palate. The velar glide t is actually labio-velar with two constrictions (IPA 
M ) . 

The inventory given here reflects a set of partly interrelated decisions 
about some matters on which there is no firm consensus: (a) to treat the 
semi-high, retracted front vowel represented by orthographic у as an allo-
phone of / i / ; (b) to treat the fronted (post-palatal) variants of the velars as 
allophones of the latter; (c) to recognize the existence of palatalized labials 
rather than treating them as sequences of (allophonically palatalized) labial 
plus / j / (a common realization); (d) to recognize the existence of nasal 
vowel phonemes rather than treating them as sequences of oral vowel plus 
some other segment. 

The labio-velar glide /i/ functions less like the palatal glide / j / and 
more like the dental lateral it once was (and still is for a small number of 
speakers). Thus, unlike / j / , but like the alveolar lateral /1/, it can appear 
as the first element of a word-initial cluster (łza 'tear', lśni 'shines') or as 
the last element of a word-final cluster (szedł 'he was going', myśl 
'thought'). It also alternates with /1/ while / j / does not enter into any 
alternations. 

The palatals /ś, ź, ć, dź, ń/ are spelled with the acute accent when not 
followed by vowels; before vowels they are spelled si, zi, ci, dzi, ni. If the 
vowel is / i / , the letter i represents the vowel and simultaneously serves this 
diacritic function. Thus nominative koń 'horse', instrumental plural końmi, 
but genitive singular konia [końa] and genitive plural koni [końi]. The 
palatalized labials occur only before vowels and are always spelled as 
digraphs (miasto 'city' [m'asto] or [m'jasto]). The spellings ki, gi, chi 
represent fronted (post-palatal) allophones of the corresponding velars, 
and the spelling li represents a palatalized allophone of /1/ (which only 
occurs before / i / ). 



Table 12.1 

Vowels 

Polish segmental phonemes 

Oral Nasal 

High 
Lower-mid 
Low 

i u 
e о 

а 
ę 9 (orthographic 

Consonants 
Bilabial Labio-dental Dental Alveolar Palatal Velar 
non-
palatalized 

palatalized non-
palatalized 

palatalized 

Voiceless stops P pi t к 
Voiced stops b bi d g 
Voiceless 

g 

fricatives i fi s sz ś ch 
Voiced fricatives w wi z ź ź 
Voiceless 

affricates C cz Ć 
Voiced affricates dz dż dź 
Nasals m mi n ń 
Laterals 1 
Trills r 
Glides j ł 
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As a vowel symbol the letter i represents the basic variant of the 
phoneme / i / , which can occur everywhere but after hard (non-palatal and 
non-palatalized) consonants; after hard consonants the allophone spelled 
with the letter у appears. After a vowel it represents / j i / (genitive singular 
szyi [šyji] < szyja 'neck'). After a consonant in words of non-Polish origin it 
can represent / j / (Maria 'Mary', spelled Marja until 1936) or even / i j / 
(biologia [b'jolog'ja] or [b'ijolog'ja] 'biology'). In less assimilated foreign 
words the spelling consonant plus i can represent a palatalized dental or 
alveolar consonant followed by [i] (sinus [s'inus] 'sine' versus older synteza 
'synthesis'; Chile (с'Щ). 

Palatalized dentals and alveolars also occur allophonically in native 
words at word boundary before a word-initial / i / or / j / (juz idziemy 
[juš'idžemy] 'we're leaving right now') and at prefix boundary before a 
root-initial / i / or / j / (zirytować (PRFV) [z'i-] 'annoy, irritate'). 

In words of native origin the velar stops are replaced by their fronted 
variants before the vowels / e / and / i / , giving the spellings kie, gie, ki, gi 
instead of ke, ge, ky, gy (compare forms of the adjectives 'new' and 
'Polish': nowy, nowe (M, N, NOM SG) versus polski, polskie). The velar 
fricative is not affected by following vowels (compare the parallel adjective 
forms cichy, ciche 'quiet') except in verbal derivation (przepisywać (IMPFV) 
'rewrite' versus podsłuchiwać 'eavesdrop'). In non-native words all three 
velars are replaced by post-palatal variants before / i / but are normally 
preserved as velars before / e / (gitara 'guitar', kelner 'waiter'). 

Most speakers pronounce orthographic ch and h identically as a voice-
less velar fricative, but some distinguish h as voiced. 

The letters ę and ? represent the nasal vowel phonemes / ę / and / p / , 
respectively. Their phonetic realization depends on the following segment. 
Before /1/ and / \ / they are pronounced without nasal resonance as [e] and 
[0]. (They do not occur before / r / or / j / . ) Before stops and affricates they 
are pronounced as a sequence of oral vowel plus homorganic nasal con-
sonant (labial in tępy [tempy] 'dull', palatalized labial in rpbie [rom'b'e] 
'chops', dental in pięty [p'onty] 'fifth', alveolar in pęczek [poijček] 'dough-
nut', pre-palatal in pięć [p'eńć] 'five', post-palatal in węgiel [veg'g'el] 
'coal', velar in ręka [reqka] 'hand'). It is only before a fricative (and for p 
in word-final position) that ę and ft are pronounced as asynchronous nasal 
vowels, that is, [ей] and [ой]. Word-final ęis normally pronounced without 
nasal resonance [e] and there is a growing tendency to pronounce ę and q. 
before continuants and p in word-final position as non-nasal diphthongs 
[ей], [ой]. 

In non-native words in position before a fricative the combination vowel 
plus nasal consonant can be pronounced as an asynchrous nasal vowel 
(tramwaj [trauvaj] 'tram, streetcar', instytut [mstytut] 'institute'). In native 
words the palatal nasal is realized as a nasalized palatal glide before 
fricatives (tańszy [tajšy] 'cheaper') and as [jn] or [jц] before non-fricatives 
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(gońca (GEN) [gojnca] 'courier', kończyć [kojęcyć] 'finish'). 
The digraphs au, eu represent diphthongs identical to al\ el (auto [auto], 

Europa [ейгора]). The combination rz represents the two consonants [r] 
plus [z] in some roots (marznąć 'freeze'); more frequently it spells the 
voiced alveolar fricative otherwise represented by ż. The spelling difference 
reflects the historical difference between a palatalization of / r / (for rz) and 
of /g / or / z / (for ż). There is also a synchronic difference in behaviour 
with respect to assimilation (see below). The orthographic distinction of и 
and ó (both [u]) also reflects etymology: и < /и / versus ó < /5 / . The spell-
ings rz and о have morphological motivation in some words but not in 
others. Compare morze 'sea' and morski 'maritime' or ogród ( N O M ) , 

ogrodu (GEN) 'garden' versus brzeg 'shore' or król 'king' with no related 
forms containing / r / or / о / , respectively. 

The combinations dz, dź (or dzi) and dź can represent both unit 
phonemes and clusters (compare nadzieja [nadźeja] 'hope' and nadziemny 
[nad'źemny] or [nadźźemny] 'superterrestrial'). 

The letter n before / к / and /g / represents the velar nasal [rj] except in 
words in which the cluster /nk/ is broken up by an inserted vowel in some 
form. Compare bank [baqk] but szminka [šm'inka] 'lipstick' (because of 
genitive plural szminek). The restriction does not apply in the Cracow 
variant of the standard language (compare Cracovian [šm'irjka]). 

Non-high vowels are raised when preceded or followed by soft (palatal 
or palatalized consonants), and consonants adjust their point of articulation 
to following consonants (dental to alveolar in drzewo [<Jževo] 'tree', dental 
to palatal in zdziwić [ždziv'ić] 'surprise'). The vowel assimilations are not 
reflected in spelling; the consonant assimilations, only partially (for 
example s > ś in ściskać 'squeeze'). See also the comments on voicing 
assimilation below. 

In word-final position before pause neither palatalized consonants nor 
the post-palatal variants of velar consonants occur. Voiced obstruents are 
replaced by their voiceless counterparts. In other environments the voicing 
of obstruents can depend on the following segment(s). In an obstruent 
cluster (within a single word or not) regressive assimilation applies: wódka 
[vutka] 'vodka', las brzozowy [lazbžozovy] 'birch forest'. The two con-
sonants spelled rz and w behave exceptionally by assimilating - within a 
morpheme - to a preceding voiceless obstruent: przez [pšes] 'through', 
kwaśny [kfaśny] 'sour'. In the case of /w/ the unassimilated version also 
occurs (as a normative variant in the Wielkopolska region, for example 
Poznań): [kvaśny]. Beyond the boundaries of a single morpheme rz and w 
cause normal regressive assimilation: członek rzędu [čuonegžondu] 
'government member', jak wicher [jagv'ixer] 'like a whirlwind'. 

When a word ending in an obstruent is followed by a word beginning 
with a vowel or resonant, the result depends on geography. In Warsaw the 
obstruent is voiceless, while in Cracow and Poznań it is voiced: brat/sfisiad 
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ojca (Ryśka) 'my father's (Rysiek's) brother/neighbour' is pronounced 
[brat]/[sęśat] (Warsaw) or [brad]/[sęśad] (Cracow/Poznań). A prepo-
sition is part of the same phonological word as the following noun, thus bez 
ojca 'without my father' or bez Ryśka 'without Rysiek' are pronounced as 
written in both areas. Various verbal clitics, including the imperative clitics 
and - in dialects - the personal clitics (see sections 3.2.1 and 4.1), are not 
part of the phonological word, so there is a geographic split, for example, 
between two versions of chodźmy 'let's go': [xocmy] (Warsaw) and 
[xodźmy] (Cracow/Poznań). 

The two short nasal vowels of Proto-SIavonic (front and back) 
coalesced in Old Polish into a single short nasal vowel, spelled 0; the two 
long nasal vowels similarly gave a single long nasal vowel, spelled 00. Old 
Polish also acquired new long vowels through contraction and compen-
sation for lost syllables. In the contemporary standard language the reflex 
of the short nasal vowel is / ę / ; the reflex of the long nasal vowel is / p / 
(orthographic 9). The Proto-SIavonic distinction of front versus back nasals 
is reflected in the character of the preceding consonant. Compare 

OCS mpžb bpdp vbzęti pętb 
Polish m^ż będę wzięte pięć 

'husband' 'I will be' 'to take' 'five' 

Proto-SIavonic reduced vowels (jers) in weak position were lost, while 
strong jers gave / e / ; the character of the preceding consonant reflects the 
difference between a front jer (pies (NOM), psa (GEN) 'dog') and a back jer 
(sen (NOM), sna (GEN) 'sleep; dream'). The development of Proto-SIavonic 
syllabic liquids, on the other hand, was extremely complicated in Polish 
(together with Sorbian and Polabian) since the nature of the preceding and 
following consonant (designated C) affected the results: 

1 CrC > CarC: targ 'market'; 
2 C/C and CtC > СłuC when С, is a dental: tłusty 'fat'; 
3 CrC was affected by the second consonant, other C/C groups were 

affected by the first consonant, and other C/C groups were affected by 
both consonants. 

(a) CrC > CarC when C2 is a hard dental: martwy 'dead'; 
(b) CrC > CirC > CerC when C2 is a soft dental: śmierć 'death'; 
(c) CrC > CirzC > CerzC when C2 is a non-dental: wierzba 

'willow'; 
(d) С/С > СełC when C, is a velar: kiełbasa 'sausage'; 
(e) C/C > CełC, CułC or CołC when С, is a labial: Świętopełk 

(personal name), pułk 'regiment'; mołwa > mowa 'speech'; 
(f) Cfc > CełC when C, is a labial, C2 is a hard dental: wełna 
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'wool', C/C > CilC when C, is a labial, C2 is some other con-
sonant: wilk 'wolf'; 

(g) CiC > CetC > С ołC (> С ó/C) when C, is čor z: żółty 'yellow'. 

The Proto-Slavonic liquid diphthongs simply metathesized in Polish: 
droga (< *dorga) 'road', głowa (< *golva) 'head', drzewo (< *dervo) 'tree', 
mleko (< *melko) 'milk'. Exceptions are due to later Polish developments, 
for example ó > ó in wróg (< *vorgu) 'enemy (poetic)', or to borrowings 
from Czech (straż 'guard' beside native stróż 'watchman') or from East 
Slavonic (czereśnia 'cherry' beside Old Polish trześnia). Word-initial liquid 
diphthongs with an acute intonation gave ra-, ła- (radio 'plow', łabędź 
'swan'), while such diphthongs with a circumflex intonation gave ro-, to-
(robota 'work', łokieć 'elbow'). 

Polish does not make phonemic use of pitch accent, and word stress is 
normally fixed on the penultimate syllable. Secondary stress is initial in 
non-compounds (stowarzyszenie 'society') but in compounds it falls on the 
penultimate syllable of the first half of the compound (powieściopisarz 
'novelist'). Orthoepic norms recognize several categories of exceptions to 
the principle of penultimate main stress, including antepenultimate stress in 
some noun forms (gramatyka ( N O M S G ) but regular gramatykami ( INST PL) 

'grammar') and plural past verb forms (czytaliśmy 'we were reading'), and 
ante-antepenultimate stress in plural conditional forms (czytalibyśmy 'we 
would have read'). 

Since at least the immediate post-war period, however, there has been 
an ever-growing tendency to eliminate these exceptions by generalizing 
penultimate stress. Pronunciations of the type czytaliśmy and gramatyka 
have become dominant among speakers born since the Second World War. 
At the same time a competing tendency to word-initial stress, first observed 
in emotional-rhetorical style in the 1930s, has made such inroads that for 
many speakers the penultimate stress has become a secondary stress. 

The Old Polish phonemic opposition of long and short vowels persisted 
until about the first quarter of the sixteenth century. It survives in rudi-
mentary form in northern Cassubian. Many other dialects, however, show 
qualitative oppositions as reflexes of the earlier quantitative opposition. In 
the literary language the opposition of back and front nasal vowels con-
tinues the Old Polish opposition of long and short nasals, respectively, and 
the grapheme ó for / u / represents the reflex of an earlier /5 / . The 
nineteenth-century literary language also had a reflex of / ё / , spelled ё and 
pronounced [у]. 

2.2 Morphophonemic alternations inherited from Proto-Slavonic 
Table 12.2 shows Polish consonant alternations (represented in normal 
orthography). Column I shows the reflexes of the second velar palatal-
ization; column II, the reflexes of consonant plus front vowel. The vowels 
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that caused the second velar palatalization had the same effect on non-
velars as any other front vowel, so column II is identical to column I for 
non-velars (and for ch, since in West Slavonic the first and second palatal-
izations of x gave the same result). Column III shows the reflexes of con-
sonant plus y, which differ from those of column II only for dentals. (Note 
the possible relics of an epenthetic / from labial plus j in such words as 
kropla 'drop'.) 

The table defines alternations with respect to roots rather than in terms 
of 'surface' alternations. Thus, for example, the alternation płacić Чо pay' 
versus płacę'l pay' represents the two alternations t/ć and t/с rather than č/ 
с (compare płata 'payment'). This is only a problem where the root form is 
absent from the contemporary language, as in a number of cases in which 
the surface alternation is c/cz or dzH and there is no extant form with a 
final velar (chłopiec 'boy'/chłopczyk (DIMIN)). 

In what follows consonant alternations will be referred to in terms of 
'hard' and 'soft' consonants, meaning the consonants that are found as left-
hand or right-hand members, respectively, of pairs in table 12.2. This tra-
ditional terminology is convenient, but the reader should remember that 
the class of morphophonemically soft consonants includes both synchron-
ically soft (palatal and palatalized) consonants and synchronically hard 
consonants that were once soft. 

Hard consonants represent root consonants. Soft consonants from 
column I appear in noun declension (masculine and neuter locative singu-
lar, feminine dative/locative singular and masculine-personal nominative 
plural) as well as in adjective declension (masculine-personal nominative 
plural). The alternation k/c appears in the derivation of three adverbs; 
otherwise adverb derivation could be associated with column II. 

Soft consonants from column II appear in masculine vocative forms and 
exceptionally in three locative plural forms: we Włoszech 'in Italy', w 
Niemczech 'in Germany' and na Węgrzech 'in Hungary'. They also appear 
in adjectival and adverbial comparison and in derivation. In conjugation 
they appear in the second and third person singular and first and second 
person plural non-past of the first and second conjugation (see section 
3.2.2) and in the passive participle of the second conjugation. 

Soft consonants from column III appear in derivation (including the 
derivation of imperfectives from first-conjugation perfectives) and in 
conjugation: in the entire non-past of the third conjugation, in the first 
person singular and third person plural non-past and the passive participle 
of the first conjugation, and in the masculine-personal form of the passive 
participle of the second conjugation (for some verbs). 

Some alternations that are not listed in the table (ch/ś, sz/ś and the 
exceptional ź/ź and dx/dz) are the result of later analogies (see section 
2.3). There are also some inherited alternations that are less general: t/s, 
d/s, k/c, g/c in forming infinitives (plotę 'I braid'/p/esć 'to braid', piekę 'I 
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Table 12.2 Polish consonant alternations 

I II III 

t/ć t/c 
d/dź d/dz 
s/ś s/sz 
z/ź z/ż 
st/ść st/szcz 
zd/źdź zd/żdż 

p/pi 
b/bi 
f/fl 
w/wi 
m/mi 
n/ń 
ł/l 
r/rz 
ch/sz 

k/c k/cz 
g/dz g/ż 
sk/sc sk/szcz 
zg/zdz zg/żdż 

bake'//?/ec Чо bake'); Л/i in declension and derivation involving three 
roots; and the alternation between nasal consonants and nasal vowels in 
conjugation (zacznę 'I will begin'/zacząć Чо begin'). 

Polish inherited vowel-zero alternations as the result of the loss of weak 
jers and the vocalization of strong jers. These alternations show up in noun 
declension: masculine nominative singular versus other cases (pies (NOM 
SG)/psa (GEN SG) 'dog'), feminine genitive plural versus other cases 
(matek (GEN PL)/matka (NOM SG) 'mother'), feminine i-stem nominative/ 
accusative singular versus other cases (marchew (NOM SG)/marchwi (GEN 
SG) 'carrot'), neuter genitive plural versus other cases (den (GEN PL)/dno 
(NOM SG) 'bottom'); in some adjectival and numeral forms (masculine 
singular predicative form godzien/masculine nominative singular attribu-
tive form godny 'worthy', jeden (м NOM SG)/jedna (F NOM SG) 'one', non-
masculine personal osiem/masculine personal ośmiu '8'); in verbal prefixes 
(odesłać (PRFV)/odsyłać (IMPFV) 'send away'); in prepositions (ze szkła 
'from glass'/z szeregu 'from the line'); in past-tense forms of verbs (byłem 
(1 M) (był+ (e)m)/byłam (1 F) (była + m)) 'I was', (wysechł (3 м)/ 
wyschła (3 F) '(it) dried up'); and in derivation (diminutive bluzeczka/ 
bluzka 'blouse', jabłecznik 'apple cake'/jabłko 'apple'). 

Historical reflexes have sometimes been modified by analogy: szewc 
(NOM)/szewca (GEN) 'shoemaker' for historically 'correct' *szwec!szewca 
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and, in the opposite direction, szmer (NOM)/szmeru (GEN) 'murmur' for 
szmer/* szemru. In some forms an ahistorical vowel-zero alternation has 
been introduced, as in the following nominative/genitive singular pairs: 
ogień/ognia 'fire' for *ogń/ognia, Luter/Lutra '(Martin) Luther'. 
Alternations of zero with / о / and / i / are a result of later changes (see 
section 2.3). 

Another kind of vowel-zero alternation is the reflex of a Proto-SIavonic 
quantitative alternation in verbal derivation. Compare the following per-
fective and imperfective forms: umrę 'I will die'/ umieram 'I am dying', 
zapcham 'I will fill'/zapycham 'I am filling', przetnę 'I will cut'/przecinam 
'I am cutting'. The same quantitative alternation gave rise to the 
perfective/imperfective o(ó)/a alternation in zarobić /zarabiać 'earn' or 
wrócić /wracać 'return'. 

2.3 Morphophonemic alternations resulting from changes after 
Proto-SIavonic 

Some additional (but limited) consonantal alternations have been intro-
duced into Polish as a result of analogy. Presumably on the basis of the s/ś 
alternation in masculine-personal nominative plural forms of nouns and 
adjectives, sz (whether original or from ch) was replaced in those forms by 
ś: nasz (M NOM SG)/nasi (M-PERS NOM PL) (< naszy) 'our', similarly starszy 
(and all other synthetic comparatives)/starsi (< starszy) 'older', cichy/cisi 
(< ciszy) 'quiet', mnich (NOM SG)/mms/(NOM PL) (< mniszy) 'monk'. The 
new sz/ś alternation also occurs in derivation (mysz 'mouse'/mysi 
'mouse's'), as does the ch/ś alternation, albeit inconsistently (mnich/mnisi 
or mniszy 'monk's'). The alternations ż/ź, dz/dź and g/ź occur in single 
words. 

Certain vowel alternations characteristic of Polish appeared as a conse-
quence of earlier quantitative alternations, as a result of the Lechitic back-
ing of non-high front vowels before hard dentals, or as the effect of 
contractions. In standard Polish the opposition of long and short vowels 
was preserved only as a qualitative opposition and only in two pairs. The 
result is a potential alternation between closed syllables containing p or ó 
(from the long nasal vowel and long o, respectively) and open syllables 
containing ę or о (from the corresponding short vowels). This alternation 
shows up both in inflection mpż (NOM SG)/męża (GEN SG) 'husband', ręk 
(GEN PL)/ręka (NOM SG) 'hand', zajęił(3 M ? ASY)/zajęła (3 F PAST) 'occup-
ied') and in derivation (rpczka (DIMIN) < ręka, dęb 'oak' > dębowy 'made of 
oak'). Examples for ó/o include nóż (NOM S G)/noża (GEN SG) 'knife', 
szkół (GEN PL)/szkoła (NOM SG) 'school', niósł (3 м PAST)/niosła (3 F 
PAST) 'carried', nóżka (DIMIN) < noga 'foot'. Both alternations are far from 
regular, with many examples of p and ó in open syllables (świątynia 
'shrine', ogródek 'garden') and of ę and о in closed syllables (gęś 'goose', 
dozorca 'caretaker'). 
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The prehistorie Lechitic change of e to о and ё to a before what were 
then hard dentals has left Modern Polish with alternations of o(ó) or a 
before t, d, s, z, л, r, /versus e before ć, dź, ś, ź, ń, rz, /. The alternations are 
present both in inflection świat ((NOM)/świecie (LOC) 'world', kościół 
(NOM)/kościele (LOC) 'church', wiozę (1 SG PRS)/wieziesz (2 SG PRS) 
'transport', siedziały (3 NON-M-PERS ? ASI)/siedzieli (3 M-PERS PAST)) and 
in derivation (miara 'measurQ9/mierzyć 'measure', zielony 'green /zieleń 
'vegetation'). The alternations are fairly regular in verbal inflection and 
derivation, much less so elsewhere. 

In some words the alternation occurs even though the historically soft 
dental that 'preserved' the front vowel was subsequently depalatalized: 
wiatr (NOM)/wietrze (LOC) 'wind'. The alternation was introduced by 
analogy in some cases (wlokę (1 SG PRS)/ wleczesz (2 SG) 'drag') and lost in 
many more (rozdział (NOM)/rozdziale (LOC) 'chapter' but rozdzielić 
'divide'). Sometimes alternative forms exist (kwiaciarnia (Warsaw)/ 
kwieciarnia (Cracow) 'flower shop' < kwiat/kwiecie (LOC) 'flower'). 

The historical development of a class of borrowed words in which a shift 
in stress led to the loss of a syllable ([maryja] > [maryja] > current [maija], 
orthographic Maria) introduced a new alternation between zero and i/y, 
which appears mostly in derivation: Rosja 'Russia'/rosyjski 'Russian', but 
also lekcja (NOM SG)/ lekcyj (GEN PL) (more commonly: lekcji). 

3 Morphology 

3.1 Nominal morphology 

3.1.1 Nominal categories 
The modern number system distinguishes singular and plural, with relics of 
the Old Polish dual preserved in the declension of ręka 'hand', ucho 'ear', 
oko 'eye' and dwa '2'. A few dialects preserve dual forms with dual mean-
ing (mostly in conjugation); much more common are remnants of dual 
endings with plural meaning. 

Polish has preserved the full inherited case system, including the 
vocative, but there is a growing tendency to use the nominative instead of 
the vocative for personal names. The vocative is consistently used with 
titles and with personal names when they are used as part of a vocative 
phrase (panie Janku 'Janek (less familiar than first name alone)', kochana 
Basiu 'dear Basia'). 

The nominal gender system distinguishes as its primary categories 
masculine, feminine and neuter, with masculine nouns further divided on 
the basis of two semantically based categories into animate/inanimate and 
personal/non-personal. The basic three-way distinction is manifested 
primarily through syntactic means (agreement and anaphora), although 
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particular declensional paradigms are associated with each gender. 
Animacy is manifested both paradigmatically and syntactically. The accu-
sative singular of animate masculine nouns belonging to the 'typically 
masculine' paradigm is the same as the genitive. This is seconded by agree-
ing adjectives; this syncretism by agreement is the only manifestation of 
animacy for masculine nouns with nominative in -a (znam tego psychiatrę. 
T know that psychiatrist'). Animacy is relevant only in the singular, and the 
distinction of (masculine) personal and non-personal nouns is relevant only 
in the plural, where it has both syntactic (agreement, anaphora) and 
paradigmatic manifestations (accusative/genitive syncretism, special 
nominative plural endings). (Feminine and neuter nouns are grammatically 
non-personal.) Adjectives and third-person pronouns distinguish mascu-
line, feminine and neuter paradigms in the singular and personal versus 
non-personal paradigms in the plural. 

Although animacy is semantically based, there are several classes of 
semantically inanimate nouns (including units of money, names of dances 
and sports, brand names of cigarettes and automobiles) and some indi-
vidual nouns that show the accusative/genitive syncretism in the singular 
(grać w tenisa 'play tennis', kupić fiata 'buy a Fiat', zapalić giewonta 'light 
up a Giewont'). This is a growing category; any masculine count noun with 
genitive singular in a is a potential member. 

Within the class of masculine-personal nouns there are some pejorative 
terms (łobuz 'scoundrel', cham 'boor') that normally have non-personal 
endings and agreement but maintain accusative/genitive syncretism in the 
plural. Mixed agreement is also possible, with verbs and anaphoric 
pronouns showing personal forms but the noun itself and modifying 
determiners or adjectives showing non-personal forms: 

Te łajdaki nie chcieli włóczyć klimatyzacji. 
Those good-for-nothings didn't want to turn the air conditioner on. 

Most personal nouns can be 'depersonalized' for emotional effect, usually 
pejorative (te inzyniery 'those (lousy) engineers'), but occasionally posi-
tive (te Warszawiaki 'those (great) Warsaw guys'). 

Polish also has two types of common-gender nouns. The traditional type 
(gaduła 'chatterbox') takes agreement according to the sex of the person 
referred to (although emotionally marked feminine agreement is possible 
when the person is male). A newer type includes traditionally masculine 
nouns referring to professions (profesor). They can (but need not) show 
feminine agreement when referring to a woman. For the newer type refer-
ential agreement is more common for verbal forms and anaphoric 
pronouns, less common with adjectives. Nouns of this class become 
indeclinable when referring to women, regardless of agreement patterns. 

Aside from jeden 'one', which displays adjective-like declension and 
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agreement, and its compounds, which are indeclinable, numerals all distin-
guish masculine-personal and non-masculine-personal forms (dziesięciu/ 
dziesięć'W). The numeral '2' and its compounds make more distinctions: 
dwaj or dwóch (M PERS), dwie (F), dwa (N and M NON-PERS). 

3.1.2 Noun morphology 
Masculine 0-stems can be represented by gród 'medieval castle': 

NOM gród grody 
VOC grodzie grody 
ACC gród grody 
GEN grodu grodów 
DAT grodowi grodom 
INST grodem grodami 
LOC grodzie grodach 

The accusative singular of inanimate nouns is identical to the nominative; 
for animate nouns it is identical to the genitive. (But see section 3.1.1.) The 
genitive singular ending is -a for all animate nouns (except wół 'ox' and 
bawół 'buffalo', which take -u) and for many inanimate nouns. Most 
inanimate nouns take -u. There are some rules of thumb, for example 
Polish city names normally take -a, while abstract nouns and mass nouns 
take -и. The dative singular ending for almost all nouns is -owi; thirteen 
animate nouns (including ojciec 'father' and pies 'dog') take -u. The 
locative and vocative singular partially reflect the historical distinction of 
hard and soft stems: stems in hard consonants (except for velars) take the 
ending -e, which causes the column I alternation; stems in soft consonants 
and velars add -u (mpz, mętu 'husband'; rok, roku 'year'). A few nouns 
distinguish locative and vocative singular (ojciec, ojcu (LOC), ojcze (VOC) ). 

The nominative plural has the greatest variety of endings: -e for most 
nouns in soft consonants (hotel, hotele), masculine-personal nouns in 
-anin (Rosjanin, Rosjanie 'Russian' - note the loss of -in in such nouns 
throughout the plural) and a few non-native nouns in -ans (awans, awanse 
'advance'); -owie for some masculine-personal nouns (król, królowie 
'king'); -a for a few nouns (cud, cuda 'miracle'); and -i/-y for all the rest 
(kruk, kruki, 'raven'; kot, koty 'cat') with masculine-personal nouns 
replacing a hard consonant with the corresponding soft consonant from 
column I (student, studenci). 

The accusative plural of masculine-personal nouns is identical to the 
genitive; for other nouns it is identical to the nominative. The genitive 
plural ending for nouns ending in hard consonants is -ów. Nouns ending in 
soft consonants take -ów or -U-y, sometimes both (król, królów; 
nauczyciel, nauczycieli 'teacher'; tłuszcz, tłuszczów/tłuszczy 'fat'). Nouns 
in -anin drop -in and add -ów or zero (Amerykanin, Amerykanów, 
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Rosjanin, Rosjan - note hard stem-final n rather than ń in all plural forms 
but the nominative). The instrumental plural ending for almost all nouns, 
irrespective of declension class, is -ami; twelve nouns take -mi (koń, 
końmi 'horse'). 

This declension type also includes: (a) expressive personal names in -ко 
and -cho (Jaśko, Zdzicho); (b) some nouns that are semantically and 
syntactically pluralia tantum but follow the animate singular version of this 
paradigm (państwo 'couple', accusative (tych) państwa, but dative (tym) 
państwu, locative (tych) państwu); and (с) miscellaneous morphological 
and syntactic pluralia tantum (nudy, genitive nudów 'boredom'). 

Vowel-zero alternations in this paradigm and those below are 
mentioned in section 2.2 above; the ę/ęi and o/ó alternations and the much 
less common e/o and e/a alternations, in section 2.3. One additional alter-
nation involves labials: stems in a palatalized labial replace it with a plain 
labial in word-final position (paw (NOM), pawia (GEN) 'peacock') since 
palatalized labials occur only before vowels. 

Neuter o-stems can be represented by miasto 'city': 

NOM miasto miasta 
VOC miasto miasta 
ACC miasto miasta 
GEN miasta miast 
DAT miastu miastom 
INST miastem miastami 
LOC mieście miastach 

The nominative, accusative and vocative singular partially reflect the 
historical distinction of hard and soft stems: stems in hard consonants end 
in -o; stems in soft consonants, in -e (serce 'heart'). Similarly in the 
locative singular: stems in hard consonants (except for velars) take the 
ending -e, which causes the column I alternation; stems in soft consonants 
and velars add -u (serce, sercu; biurko, biurku 'desk'). The genitive plural 
ending for nouns ending in hard consonants is zero. Nouns ending in soft 
consonants take zero or -U-y (serce, serc; narzędzie, narzędzi 'tool'). The 
instrumental plural ending is -ami for all nouns but dziecko 'child' 
(dziećmi). 

This paradigm also includes nouns in -um derived from Latin, which are 
indeclinable in the singular but follow the above paradigm (except for geni-
tive plural in -ów) in the plural (muzeum, nominative plural muzea, geni-
tive plural muzeów). Some pluralia tantum have the same -ów genitive 
(cracoviana, cracovianow); others have a zero ending (usta, ust 'mouth'). 
The two nouns oko 'eye' and ucho 'ear' have preserved their dual stems 
and some dual endings in their plural paradigm (nominative/accusative 
oczy, uszy; genitive oczu, uszu; instrumental oczyma, uszyma (beside 
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instrumental oczami and more common uszami)). Nouns of the types 
jagnię 'lamb' and imię 'name' follow the paradigm above but have alter-
nating stems (jagnięć-, imień- in oblique cases in the singular and jagnięt-, 
imion- in all cases in the plural). 

Feminine a-stems can be represented by zona 'wife': 

NOM zona zony 
VOC żono żony 
ACC żonę żony 
GEN żony żon 
DAT żonie żonom 
INST Żon̂ l żonami 
LOC żonie żonach 

The dative and locative singular partially reflect the historical distinction 
of hard and soft stems: stems in hard consonants (including velars) take the 
ending -e, which causes the column I alternation; stems in soft consonants 
add -U-y (dusza, duszy 'soul'). The vocative singular ending is -о for all 
nouns except hypocoristics with stem ending in a palatal, which take -u 
(Kasia, Kasiu) or (optionally for bisyllabic stems) zero (mamusia, mamuś! 
mamusiu 'mum'). 

The nominative plural ending for stems in hard consonants is -i/-y; for 
stems in soft consonants it is e (dusze). The accusative plural is identical to 
the nominative plural for both types of stems. The genitive plural ending 
for stems in hard consonants is zero; for stems in soft consonants it is -i/-y 
(rzeźnia, rzeźni 'slaughterhouse') or zero (ciocia, cioć) or both (kawiarnia, 
kawiarni/kawiarń 'cafe'); the ending -i/-y is expanding and zero is often 
felt to be archaic or bookish. 

The locative plural for almost all nouns is -ach. Three pluralia tantum -
usually assigned along with some others to this paradigm because of their 
zero ending in the genitive plural - take -ech (Niemcy, Niemczech 
'Germany'). 

In addition to the vowel alternations mentioned previously, there is also 
a ń/n alternation in a few nouns that have optional zero-ending forms in 
the genitive plural (suknia, sukien/sukni 'dress'). 

Masculine a-stems, which designate (at least potentially) human males, 
are declined like feminine a-stems, except that the nominative plural shows 
column I alternations (poeta, poeci 'poet') or, for family names and some 
common nouns, the ending -owie. Some stems in soft consonants, like the 
corresponding feminines, taking the ending -e (cieśla, cieśle 'carpenter'). 
The type is productive because of the productivity of suffixes like -ista 
(baasista 'member of the Arabic Ba'ath party'). Polish family names in -o 
(Fredro) belong to this class, although in contemporary practice they are 
often not declined. 
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A special subclass consists of pejorative terms like oferma 'schlemiel', 
which have accusative plural identical to genitive plural like all masculine-
personal nouns but have non-personal agreement and nominative plural 
forms (te ofermy). They also behave like feminine я-stems when referring 
to women and can do so when referring to men. 

Feminine ja-stems with nominative singular in -i can be represented by 
bogini 'goddess': 

NOM bogini boginie 
VOC bogini boginie 
ACC boginię boginie 
GEN bogini bogiń 
DAT bogini boginiom 
INST boginią boginiami 
LOC bogini boginiach 

Polish has no cognate for OCS rabynji. The most common word declined 
according to this paradigm, pani 'you; Ms; woman', has the anomalous 
accusative singular panią. 

Feminine /-stems can be represented by kość'bone': 

NOM kość kości 
VOC kości kości 
ACC kość kości 
GEN kości kości 
DAT kości kościom 
INST kością kośćmi (versus regular nocami 'nights') 
LOC kości kościach 

The only variations in this paradigm involve the nominative plural, 
where most nouns (except for those in -ość) take the ending -e (noc, noce 
'night'), and the instrumental plural, where a few nouns replace the regular 
ending -ami with -mi. Pluralia tantum in this declension class include drzwi 
'door' and dzieci 'children' (the plural of the otherwise regular neuter 
dziecko). A few stems in soft labials end in a plain labial in the 
nominative/accusative singular (brew, genitive brwi 'eyebrow'). 

As can be seen from the above paradigms, Polish masculine nouns are 
found in the declensions corresponding to those of the historical o-, jo-, a-
and уя-stems. Feminine nouns are found in the declensions corresponding 
to those of the historical a-, ja- (with nominative singular in -a or -i) and i-
stems. Neuter nouns are found in those corresponding to o- and yo-stems. 

Nouns representing the Old Church Slavonic minor declension types 
have joined major types. Masculine /-stems and consonant-stems have 
become o-stems (gość 'guest', kamy > kamień 'stone'), as have w-stems 
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(syn 'son'), which contributed endings to that declension (genitive singular 
-u, dative singular -owi, locative singular -u, nominative plural -owie, geni-
tive plural -ów). Feminine consonant-stems have become a- or i-stems 
(mati > mać > matka 'mother', kry > krew, genitive krwi 'blood'). Neuter 
consonant-stems have become o-stems, leaving relics, however, in the form 
of the two types with nominative singular -ę and in derivation (ciało 'body' 
versus cielesny 'bodily'). 

3.1.3 Pronominal morphology 
The personal and reflexive/reciprocal pronouns have the paradigms 
shown in table 12.3. Where more than one form is listed, the forms begin-
ning with n- are used only after prepositions; the bisyllabic forms are the 
orthotonic variants (used only for contrast, emphasis and so forth); and the 
monosyllabic forms are the enclitic variants (used most frequently). The 
first person singular accusative/genitive mię is rare, being replaced by mnie 
even in enclitic use; the distinction between dative mi and mnie seems also 
to be breaking down, with both enclitic use of mnie and orthotonic use of 
mi being reported. The reflexive se is common in speech but is non-
normative. The enclitic się is multifunctional; only rarely is it used in literal 
reflexive meaning, while its reciprocal meaning is less rare (see sections 
3.2.1,3.3.3 and 4.8). 

The pronouns of non-familiar address follow noun paradigms: pan, 
plural panowie (to a man/men); pani, plural panie (to a woman/women); 
państwo (to a mixed group). 

The demonstrative *tii > ten 'this, that' has joined the adjectival declen-
sion as one member of a small closed subset that includes some Proto-
Slavonic pronominals as well as other elements. Its paradigm is as follows: 

s PL 
M N F M-PERS NON-M-PERS 

NOM ten tO ta ci te 
ACC ten/tego tO t? tych te 
GEN tego tego tej tych tych 
DAT temu temu tej tym tym 
INST tym tym 4 tymi tymi 
LOC tym tym tej tych tych 

In the masculine accusative singular inanimate nouns take ten and ani-
mate, tego. The subset of adjectives represented by ten is characterized by a 
zero ending in the masculine nominative singular: tamten and ów 'that', 
sam 'alone', jeden 'one', niejeden 'more than one', wszystek 'all' (in singu-
lar usually replaced by cały 'whole'), pewien 'a certain', żaden 'not a 
single', and the possessives mój 'my', twój 'your (SG)', nasz 'our', wasz 
'your (PL)', swój (REFL), czyj 'whose' and niczyj 'no-one's'. The first six 



Table 12.3 Personal and reflexive/reciprocal pronouns 

NOM j a T ty ' y o u (SG)' o n ' h e , it* o n o ' i t ' o n a ' she , it* 
ACC ( m i ę ) / m n i e c i ę / c i e b i e g o / j e g o / n i e g o j e / n i e j?t/ni$i 
GEN ( m i ę ) / m n i e c i ę / c i e b i e g o / j e g o / n i e g o g o / j e g o / n i e g o j e j / n i e j 
DAT m i / m n i e c i / t o b i e m u / j e m u / n i e m u m u / j e m u / n i e m u j e j / n i e j 
INST mnęt t o b ^ n i m n i m nięi 
LOC m n i e t o b i e n i m nim nie j 

NOM m y ' w e ' w y ' y o u (PL)' on i ' t h e y (м-PERS)' o n e ' t h e y (NON-M-PERS)' (REFL) 
ACC n a s w a s i c h / n i c h j e / n i e s i ę / s i e b i e 
GEN n a s w a s i c h / n i c h i c h / n i c h s i ę / s i e b i e 
DAT n a m w a m i m / n i m i m / n i m ( s e ) / s o b i e 
INST n a m i w a m i mmi nimi sobęi 
LOC n a s w a s n i ch n ich sob ie 
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listed also have the ending -o for neuter nominative/accusative singular, 
while the rest have the usual adjectival ending -e (a remnant of the histori-
cal difference between hard- and soft-stem pronouns (OCS to versus se); 
see also section 3.1.4). Feminine accusative singular tę is anomalous; all 
other adjectives (including tamten and even ten in spoken Polish) have the 
normal adjectival ending -p. The three possessives mój, twój and swój, 
which replace ó with о in all forms with endings, also have (bookish) short-
ened forms without the syllable -oj~ in all cases but the nominative singular 
and masculine-personal nominative plural (mej (F LOC SG), mych (GEN 
PL)). 

Three items from this subset also function syntactically as pronouns: to 
'this, that' (with the neuter singular paradigm of ten), wszystko 'everything' 
(with the neuter singular paradigm of wszystek) and wszyscy 'everyone' 
(with the masculine-personal plural paradigm of wszystek). 

The interrogative and negative pronouns kto 'who', nikt 'no-one', со 
'what' and nic 'nothing' deviate from the adjectival declension in their non-
oblique forms and in the preservation by kto and nikt of old hard-stem 
genitive and dative endings: 

NOM kto nikt co nic 
ACC kogo nikogo co nic 
GEN kogo nikogo czego niczego/nic 
DAT komu nikomu czemu niczemu 
INST kim nikim czym niczym 
LOC kim nikim czym niczym 

The traditional use of nic as genitive of negation with verbs that govern the 
accusative versus niczego with verbs that govern the genitive has broken 
down and niczego is now often used in place of nic. 

Other surviving Proto-SIavonic pronouns have simply become adjec-
tives: taki 'such a', inny 'other', cudzy 'someone else's', każdy 'each'; 
wszelki 'all kinds of'. 

Polish has three sets of indefinite pronouns. Adding -ś to an inter-
rogative pronoun or other interrogative gives the meaning of lack of identi-
fication (through the speaker's ignorance or choice): ktoś 'someone', gdzieś 
'somewhere'. Adding -kolwiek, bętdź or -kolwiek bpdź indicates that the 
speaker is indifferent - any X will do: ktokolwiek 'anyone at all', gdzie 
bądź 'anywhere at all'. Preposing byle or lada gives a meaning like the 
previous one but with a negative emotional connotation: byle kto 'any old 
person', lada gdzie 'in any old place'. (Lada is also used with time 
expressions: lada chwila 'any second now'.) 

3.1.4 Adjectival morphology 
Because of the contractions that took place in West Slavonic and the subse-
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quent loss of length in Polish, reflexes of long and short adjectival forms 
are not always distinct in the modern language, for example feminine 
nominative singular nowa 'new' could be from either. Identifiable short 
forms were already rare in Old Polish and exist only as relics in the 
contemporary language. Masculine nominative singular forms are 
preserved in a few predicatives that have no corresponding long forms (rad 
'glad', wart 'worth'); in some that alternate with more common long forms 
(ciekaw 'curious, inquisitive', pewien 'certain, convinced', and, as attribu-
tive with no long form, 'a certain'); and in some that are archaic or stylisti-
cally limited variants of long forms (zdrów 'healthy', świadom 'aware'). 
The two forms winien 'owe' and powinien 'ought' are part of verb-like 
paradigms: winienem or jestem winien 'I owe', powinienem 'I ought to', 
powienien bytem 'I should have' and so forth. 

Neuter nominative singular forms are preserved as impersonal predi-
cates: warto 'it's worth ... ' , petno 'there are lots of . . . ' Relics of oblique 
cases can be found in adverbials: po polsku 'in Polish', z lekka 'slightly'. 
The two major adverb formations are also based on neuter short forms: 
cicho 'quietly', źle 'badly'. Many of these can be used as impersonal predi-
cates: zimno 'it's cold'. 

Polish comparatives and participles follow normal adjectival paradigms. 
The historical distinction of hard- and soft-stem adjectives has been 

neutralized. The differences between the paradigms of nowy 'new' and tani 
'cheap' involve only the allophonic (and orthographic) alternation of у and 
i: 

M 
NOM nowy/tani 

s 
N 
nowe/tanie 

PL 
F M-PERS NON-M-PERS 
nowa/tania nowi/tani nowe/tanie 

ACC = NOM/GEN nowe/tanie пощ/tanimi nowych/tanich nowe/tanie 
GEN nowego/taniego nowej/taniej nowych/tanich 

nowej/taniej nowym/tanim 
nowji/tani ? nowymi/tanimi 
nowej/taniej nowych/tanich 

DAT 
INST 
LOC 

nowemu/taniemu 
nowym/tanim 
nowym/tanim 

Stems in к and g have the fronted velar before endings beginning with i or 
e (krótki (м NOM SG), krótkiego (GEN) and so on 'short'). 

The masculine-personal nominative plural is characterized by the 
column I alternation; by analogy sz/ś, ch/ś, and - in one word - ż/ź also 
occur (see section 2.3). This may be accompanied by the o/e alternation 
(wesoty, weseli 'merry', but zielony, zieloni 'green'); it is regular in passive 
participles, which follow the adjectival paradigm (gryziony, gryzieni 
'bitten'). 

Comparative forms of adjective are built with the suffix -(ej)szy or 
analytically with bardziej. The superlative is formed by adding the prefix 
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naj- to either kind of comparative: nowszy /najnowszy 'newer/newest', 
smutniejszy /najsmutniejszy 'sadder/saddest', bardziej chory/najbardziej 
chory 'sicker/sickest'. Analytic comparatives can be formed in principle 
from any adjective, but are normal with deverbal adjectives (interesujący 
'interesting', opalony 'suntanned'), relational adjectives used qualitatively 
(żelazny 'iron(clad), firm'), and some others. The suffix -szy is normally 
used with stems in a single consonant (nowy, nowszy) or with the suffixes -
k-, -ek~, -ok-, which drop in the comparative (słodki, słodszy 'sweet'); 
otherwise -ejszy is normally used (but note prosty, protszy 'simple; twardy, 
twardszy 'hard'). For some adjectives both forms exist (czysty, czystszy/ 
czyściejszy 'clean'). The suffix -ejszy causes column II alternations; -szy 
causes only g/ź, ł/l, and n/ń plus potential vowel alternations (wesoły, 
weselszy). There are also isolated alternations (lekki, lżejszy 'light') and 
suppletive comparatives (dobry, lepszy 'good'). 

Analytic comparatives and superlatives of inferiority are formed with 
(naj)mniej: mniej/najmniej zdolny 'less/least talented'. 

Those adjectives from which adverbs can be derived form them with the 
suffixes -e or -o. The suffix -o occurs with stems in soft consonants, with 
most unsuffixed stems, with stems in velars and with stems in certain 
suffixes (-aty, -owaty, -owy). The suffix -e is added to stems in -ny 
(whether a suffix or part of one), -ły, -liwy. It causes column I alternations. 
Variants in -o and -e sometimes coexist, often with different functions: 
smutno used as an impersonal predicate (smutno mi (DAT) 'I'm sad') 
versus smutnie as a verb modifier (smutnie śpiewasz 'you're singing sadly'). 

Some adjectives have related 'phraseological' adverbs consisting of a 
preposition plus the appropriate case form, often (historically speaking) of 
the short declension (po staremu 'in the old way', z angielska 'with an 
English accent'). 

Adverb comparatives and superlatives are formed analytically with 
(naj)bardziej or synthetically with the suffix -ej(and the prefix naj- for the 
superlative). The suffix causes column II alternations and causes the 
suffixes -k-, -ek- and -ok- to drop: łatwo, łatwiej 'easily'; rzadko, rzadziej 
'rarely'. There are numerous irregular comparatives (krótko, krócej 
'briefly') and some suppletive forms (dobrze, lepiej 'well'). 

In comparative constructions, with adjectives or adverbs, the terms of 
comparison can be joined by niż 'than': 

Janek jest milszy niż Piotr. 
'Janek is nicer than Piotr.' 
Piotr pływa lepiej niż Janek. 
'Piotr swims better than Janek.' 

Such sentences, however, are more bookish than their equivalents with od 
plus genitive: 
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Janek jest milszy od Piotra. 
Piotr pływa lepiej od Janka. 

The construction with od is possible only when (a) the terms of comparison 
are noun phrases and (b) the first term is either the grammatical subject of 
the sentence or the logical subject of the comparative. Thus niz cannot be 
replaced with od in 

Bardziej lubię czytać niż rozmawiać, 
i like to read more than to talk.' 
Basia jest lepszy tancerką niż śpiewaczką. 
'Basia is a better dancer than a singer.' 

In the former the terms of comparison are infinitives, while in the latter the 
terms of comparison are dancer and singer, but better is predicated of 
Basia (as a dancer). In the following sentence the terms of comparison are 
city and Cracow, with smaller predicated of city: 

Mieszkałem w mieście mniejszym od Krakowa, 
i lived in a city smaller than Cracow.' 

The niż that alternates with od takes the nominative, while non-alternating 
niż occurs in various syntactic contexts. 

Superlative constructions use the preposition z or, less commonly, 
spośród to specify the universe of discourse: najpiękniejsza ze/spośród 
wszystkich płyt gramofonowych 'the most beautiful of all gramophone 
records'. Both superlative and comparative forms can also be used abso-
lutely: bez większego powodzenia 'without much success', najwyższy czas 
'(it's) high time'. In such use the comparative form can refer to a point on 
the scale between those occupied by the positive form and its antonym. 
Starsza kobieta 'an older woman' is younger than stara kobieta 'old 
woman' but older than młoda kobieta 'young woman'. 

3.1.5 Numeral morphology 
In addition to ordinal numerals, which follow the standard adjectival 
paradigm, Polish has cardinal and collective numerals as well as some 
miscellaneous types. The basic forms of the cardinal and ordinal numbers 
are given in table 12.4. (see section 4.10 for the syntax of numerals). 

The cardinal numeral jeden 'one' is declined like an adjective and shows 
adjective-like agreement. When used as the last element of a compound 
numeral, however, it becomes an invariable form which does not agree with 
the noun in gender or case. The other cardinal numerals distinguish forms 
for masculine personal and non-masculine personal in the nominative and 
accusative. Only dwa '2' has a separate feminine form, dwie. The numerals 
'2'-'4' have full paradigms: 
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Table 12.4 Polish numerals 

Cardinal numerals Ordinal numerals 

1 jeden/ jedna/jedno pierwszy 
2 dwa/dwie drugi 
3 trzy trzeci 
4 cztery czwarty 
5 pięć pî ty 
6 sześć szósty 
7 siedem siódmy 
8 osiem ósmy 
9 dziewięć dziewiąty 

10 dziesięć dziesiąty 
11 jedenaście jedenasty 
12 dwanaście dwunasty 
13 trzynaście trzynasty 
14 czternaście czternasty 
15 piętnaście piętnasty 
16 szesnaście szesnasty 
17 siedemnaście siedemnasty 
18 osiemnaście osiemnasty 
19 dziewiętnaście dziewiętnasty 
20 dwadzieścia dwudziesty 
21 dwadzieścia jeden dwudziesty pierwszy 
22 dwadzieścia dwa/dwie dwudziesty drugi 
23 dwadzieścia trzy dwudziesty trzeci 
30 trzydzieści trzydziesty 
40 czterdzieści czterdziesty 
50 pięćdziesiąt pięćdziesiąty 
60 sześćdziesiąt sześćdziesiąty 
70 siedemdziesiąt siedemdziesiąty 
80 osiemdziesiąt osiemdziesiąty 
90 dziewięćdziesiąt dziewięćdziesiąty 

100 sto setny 
200 dwieście dwusetny (dwóchsetny) 
300 trzysta trzechsetny 
400 czterysta czterechsetny 
500 pięćset pięćsetny 
600 sześćset sześćsetny 
700 siedemset siedemsetny 
800 osiemset osiemsetny 
900 dziewięćset dziewięćsetny 

1,000 tysiąc tysięczny 
2,000 dwa tysiące dwutysięczny 
5,000 pięć tysięcy pięciotysięczny 

10,000 dziesięć tysięcy dziesięciotysięczny 
100,000 sto tysięcy stotysięczny 

1,000,000 milion milionowy 
1,000,000,000 miliard miliardowy 

1,000,000,000,000 bilion bilionowy 
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M-PERS N and other M F 
NOM dwaj, dwu/dwóch dwa dwie 
ACC dwu/dwóch dwa dwie 
GEN/LOC dwu/dwóch dwu/dwóch dwu/dwóch 
DAT dwu/dwom dwu/dwom dwu/dwom 
INST dwoma dwoma dwiema/dwoma 

M-PERS N, F and other м 
NOM trzej, trzech trzy 
ACC trzech trzy 
GEN/LOC trzech trzech 
DAT trzem trzem 
INST trzema trzema 

The forms dwu and dwóch are variants, as are dwu and dwom. Some 
speakers distinguish a feminine instrumental form dwiema. On the differ-
ence between dwaj, trzej and dwu/dwóch, trzech see section 4.10. The 
numeral cztery '4' is declined like trzy '3 \ The two variants for 'both', oba 
and obydwa, are declined like dwa, except that their masculine-personal 
nominative forms are obaj and obydwaj, and oba has only the form obu in 
the genitive, dative and locative. 

Numerals above '4' have a reduced paradigm, of which pięć 'five' is 
typical: pięć for non-masculine-personal nominative and accusative, pięciu 
for masculine-personal nominative and accusative and for all oblique cases 
of all genders, pięcioma as an alternative instrumental form for all genders. 
Some other miscellaneous numerals have a similar paradigm: parę 'a few' 
(paru, paroma); kilka 'several'; and so forth. 

Collective numerals are rare except for '2'- '10' and kilkoro 'several'. 
(In compound numerals only the last element can be a collective numeral.) 
The numerals dwoje and troje follow one paradigm, czworo and all others 
follow another: 

NOM dwoje czworo 
ACC dwoje czworo 
GEN dwojga czworga 
DAT/LOC dwojgu czworgu 
INST dwojgiem czworgiem 

The numeral for 'one-and-a-half' has only two forms: półtora (M/N) 
and półtorej (F). 

In contemporary Polish, especially in the spoken language, there are 
several tendencies towards simplification of the numeral system: (a) 
cardinal numerals are often used instead of collectives; (b) speakers some-
times do not decline numerals or - for compound numerals - decline only 
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the last two digits; (e) cardinal numbers are sometimes used to replace 
ordinals, for example in dates. 

One contrary tendency is that of using instrumental forms in -oma 
instead of the general oblique-case forms in -w. 

3.2 Verbal morphology 

3.2.1 Verbal categories 
Most verbs distinguish all three persons in singular and plural in the 
present, past and future tenses and in the conditional mood. Gender is 
distinguished only in the past, the conditional and one variant of the 
imperfective future. Some verbs used without any subject (wypada 'it's 
appropriate') have only third person singular forms, and in general third 
person singular (neuter) is the default verb form if no nominative 
grammatical subject is present or understood. 

Third-person forms are used in the meaning of second person in 
non-familiar address (with pan, pani, państwo, panowie, panie and 
occasionally with other words (mamusia 'mum')), although in non-familiar 
address to a group second person plural forms are also possible (państwo 
wiedzą or (państwo) wiecie 'you know'). 

Perfective verbs have finite forms for past and non-past. In independent 
clauses the latter normally express future, but can express modality as well 
or instead (nie powiem 'I can't say'). In subordinate clauses perfective 
verbs can express future, non-actual present 

Kiedy pisklęta nauczy się (PRFV) fruwać, matka odlatuje. 
4When the baby birds learn how to fly, the mother flies away.' 

or modality 

Koń ma cztery nogi, a potknie się (PRFV). 
'A horse has four legs and can/will stumble.1 

Imperfective verbs have finite forms for past, present and future. The 
future forms are analytic, consisting of a finite form of the future of być 'be' 
(the only verb that has synthetic forms for all three tenses) plus either the 
infinitive (będę czytać 'I will read') or a form of what was historically the 
/-participle (będę czy t at (a)). Like perfective non-past forms, imperfective 
future forms can express modality rather than futurity: 

Tacy ludzie będęi pracowali przez całe życie. 
'Such people will work their whole life long.' 

The imperfective present and the perfective non-past follow the con-
jugations described in section 3.2.2. The past-tense forms of both aspects 
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show traces of their origin as a compound tense consisting of auxiliary verb 
plus /-participle: the personal endings of the first and second person 
(singular and plural) are movable enclitics. The paradigm with unmoved 
endings is as follows: 

The enclitic appears in second position in 

Gdzieście byli? 
'Where have you (PL) been?' 

The personal enclitics are obligatorily attached to any clause-initial word 
containing the element by and to the conjunction byle. Otherwise attach-
ment is optional, being more likely with the plural forms, especially if the 
verb is polysyllabic. 

Pluperfect forms are not mentioned in current grammatical descriptions 
of Polish, but they can be found in written texts as archaisms. They are 
formed by adding third-person forms of the past tense of być to normal 
past-tense forms (pisałem był T had been writing', powiedzieliśmy byli 'we 
had said'). 

Polish is more like Russian than like Slovak or Czech in its use of per-
fective and imperfective verbs, although it employs the perfective with 
greater freedom (in the context of repetition and in non-future meanings of 
non-past forms). Polish also lies between Russian and Czech and Slovak in 
its use of frequentatives (jadać 'eat (often)', czytywać 'read (often)'). Like 
Russian, Polish has few such verbs (about fourteen), but unlike Russian 
frequentatives, which are used only in the past tense, the Polish verbs have 
full paradigms. They are also used more often than their Russian counter-
parts, but are not regular formations as in Slovak and Czech. 

Most unprefixed verbs are imperfective, although there are unprefixed 
perfectives (paść 'fall', krzyknąć 'yell'). Prefixed verbs with infinitives in 
-ić/-yć, -eć, -nąć, -ować and prefixed verbs formed from unsuffixed stems 
are normally perfective. Prefixed verbs with infinitives in -iwać/-ywać are 
normally imperfective. Prefixed verbs in -ać can be imperfective or per-
fective. Bi-aspectual verbs are mostly internationalisms (abdykować 
'abdicate') but there are also some native examples (kazać 'order', ranić 
'wound'). Concerning imperfective derivation see section 3.3.3. 

The opposition of determinate and indeterminate verbs of motion is 
relatively well preserved in Polish. There are nine clear pairs: iść/chodzić 
'go (on foot)'; jechać/jeździć 'go (not on foot)'; biec/biegać 'run'; lecieć/ 

M F N 
1 byłem byłam 
2 byłeś byłaś 
3 był była było 

N M-PERS NON-M-PERS 
byliśmy byłyśmy 
byliście byłyście 
byli były 
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latać 'fly'; nieść/nosić 'carry'; wieźć/wozić 'transport'; płynąć/pływać 
'swim, float, sail'; pełznąć/pełzać 'crawl'; and leźć/łazić 'move slowly; 
climb'. Other pairs are mentioned in the literature, but are either rare in 
non-figurative use (wieść/wodzić 'lead', normally replaced in literal use by 
prowadzić, a simple imperfective) or participate only marginally in the 
opposition, having diverged semantically and/or stylistically. 

The imperative mood expresses a command or request directed to a 
single addressee (śpiewaj 'sing!') or to a group (śpiewajcie '(you people) 
sing!'). The speaker may be included as a co-performer of the desired 
action (śpiewajmy 'let's sing'). Formal (non-familiar) address requires an 
analytic construction in place of the first two types above: niech pan/pani 
śpiewa in the singular and niech państwo /panowie /panie śpiewają in the 
plural. A similar analytic construction is used to express a command or 
request addressed to a third person or persons: niech Basia śpiewa 'have/ 
let Basia sing' and to express the 'deliberative' first person imperative: 
niech zobaczę 'let me see, why don't I see'. 

Traces of an earlier synthetic third person imperative can be found in 
fixed phrases like broń Boże, 'God forbid'. Singular imperative forms are 
used as military commands even when addressed to a group (spocznij 'at 
ease' (literally 'rest')). 

Polish traditionally distinguished 'present' and 'past' (or 'hypothetical' 
and 'counterfactual') conditional forms (poszedłbym 'I would go' versus 
byłbym poszedł 'I would have gone'). Speakers nowadays tend to employ 
the shorter form in both meanings. 

The reflex of the Proto-Slavonic enclitic accusative reflexive pronoun 
(się) serves to form verbs and verbal constructions that are traditionally 
called 'reflexive'. (The particle się can also occur with verbal nouns.) Many 
of the resulting meanings are shared with the other Slavonic languages, but 
one is peculiar to Polish (and to some Croatian and Slovene dialects): the 
use of się with a third person (neuter) verbal form to express a generalized 
human subject (like the French on or the German man) with the verb 
maintaining its normal (even accusative) government: 

Tu się pije wódkę (ACC). 
'One drinks vodka here.' 

Like its French analogue, the Polish construction can imply the speaker or 
addressee as subject: 

Miewało się różne przygody. 
'One has (I have) had various adventures.' 
Jak się spało? 
'How did one (you) sleep?' 

The subject position is also eliminated in a second construction, which 
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Polish shares only with Ukrainian. The construction is active (that is, a 
direct object or other governed case is possible) even though the verbal 
form is related to the passive participle and the most natural English trans-
lation is usually a passive construction: 

Wypito CATY butelkę (ACC). 
'A whole bottle was drunk.' 

Although not all verbs have this form, it occurs with many verbs that do 
not otherwise form a passive participle (for example, intransitive and 
'reflexive' verbs). The construction has the value of past tense and the 
unspecified subject (singular or plural) is understood to be human and 
definite. 

Passive constructions are formed with both perfective and imperfective 
transitive verbs by combining the passive participle with an auxiliary: 

Dom był/jest/będzie budowany. 
'The house was/is/will be (being) built.' 
Dom został/zostanie zbudowany. 
'The house was/will be built.' 

The combination of a perfective passive participle with a present-tense 
auxiliary (dom zostaje zbudowany) occurs only in the historical or nar-
rative present and in performative use: 

Niniejszym zostaje pan zwolniony z pracy. 
'You are herewith relieved of (your) job.' 

The perfective participle is also used with all three tenses of być to form a 
passive of state: 

Obraz był skradziony. 
'The picture was stolen.' (that is, could not legally be sold) 

A passive of state can also be formed from some verbs that do not form an 
ordinary passive (jestem wypoczęty 'I'm rested', from the intransitive verb 
wypocząć). 

In ordinary passive sentences the agent can be expressed in a prepo-
sitional phrase (przez + accusative). No agent can be expressed, however, 
in the less common passive construction with się, which is limited to imper-
fective verbs with inanimate patients. Compare 

Dom jest budowany przez spółdzielców. 
'The building is being built by cooperative members.' 
Dom się buduje pięć lat (*przez spółdzielców). 
'The building has been under construction for five years.' 
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An instrumental phrase normally expresses means or material rather than 
agent. This is most common with an inanimate noun: 

Przechodzień został potracony samochodem. 
'A pedestrian was hit by a car.' (that is, by someone using a car) 

but is possible with animate or human nouns as well: 

Wzgórza zostały obsadzone żołnierzami/przez żołnierzy. 
The hills were manned by soldiers.' 

The version with przez presents the soldiers as agents; the instrumental 
version presents them as the instruments of someone's tactics (Saloni 1976: 
101). Inanimate nouns can also get a more agentive interpretation when 
used with przez and a less agentive one when used in the instrumental: 

Jego twórczość została przecięta przez śmierć/śmiercią. 
4His output was cut short by death.' 

All Polish verbs form an infinitive in -č (or in -c if the stem ends in a 
velar or velar + n): czytać 'read', robić 'do', but piec (first person singular 
piekę) 'bake', biec (first person singular biegnę) 'run'; almost all form a 
verbal noun in -nie от -cie(see section 3.3.1). 

Perfective verbs form a verbal adverb in -wszy or -fezy that expresses an 
action prior or subordinate to the action of the main verb. Imperfective 
verbs form a verbal adverb in -aę that expresses an action simultaneous to 
the action of the main verb. (But see also section 4.5.1). 

Imperfective verbs form a verbal adjective (participle) in -pcy that 
expresses an action simultaneous to the action of the main verb. There is 
no regularly formed 'past' participle. Some perfective intransitive verbs, 
often expressing change of state, do form an adjective in -ty that can serve 
as a past participle (zgnity 'rotten'). Pseudo-passive participles from 
change-of-state verbs function in the same way ( wyschnięty 'dried up'). 

Perfective and imperfective verbs form passive participles in -ny or -ty. 
(Traces of an older, distinct imperfective passive participle can be found in 
adjectives like ruchomy 'movable'.) Consonant alternations occur in two 
conjugations (section 3.2.2.): from column III in conjugation 1 (zaprosić, 
zaproszony 'invited') and from column II in conjugation 2 (pryznieść, 
przyniesiony 'brought'). Conjugation 2 verb stems in rand d unexpectedly 
introduce the soft consonant from column III into the masculine-personal 
participle form: okradziony, but okradzeni 'robbed'. 

Colloquial Polish has long had a type of perfect involving forms of mieć 
'have' and perfective passive participles. Unlike perfect constructions in 
other languages, the subject need not be identical to the agent. Compare 
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Mam już wszystkie egzaminy pozdawane. 
'I've taken all my exams.' (subject identical to agent) 
Ewa ma przyznane stypendium. 
'Ewa has been awarded a scholarship' (subject not identical to agent) 
Mam nos zatkany. 
'My nose is stuffed up.' (no agent) 

The subject is usually understood to be the beneficiary or, as in the last 
example, the anti-beneficiary of the action or state, but another beneficiary 
can be made explicit: 

Pańskie podanie mamy rozpatrzone. 
'We've reviewed your application.' (literally,4We have your application reviewed') 

There is now a tendency to generalize the neuter singular form of the 
participle, as in the following sentence, where the understood object is 
feminine accusative singular (herbatę/kawę): 

Mam już posłodzone. 
i've already sweetened (my tea/coffee).' 

3.2.2 Conjugation 
The five Proto-SIavonic conjugation types have coalesced into four in 
Polish, distinguished on the basis of non-past forms. One of the four, 
continuing Proto-SIavonic themes in -/, has the theme vowel -i/-y. Two 
conjugations have theme vowel -e\ the one with a consonant alternation in 
the non-past (first person singular and third person plural versus other 
forms) continues Proto-SIavonic themes in -e/-o and -ne, while the one 
with no consonant alternation continues themes in -je (except for the dela-
and ume- types). The fourth conjugation, with theme vowel -a (or, for a 
few verbs, -e), is a West Slavonic innovation and continues Proto-SIavonic 
je- themes of the dela- and ume- types, as well as the athematic types 
(except for by-/jes-) that influenced them. The four contemporary con-
jugations can be represented by the following verbs (given in the infinitive 
and third person singular non-past, with first person singular added to 
show the presence or absence of consonant alternations): 

1 modlić się 'pray' modli się (modlę się) 
chodzić 'go' chodzi (chodzę) 
woleć 'prefer' woli (wolę) (not a reflex of vele-, which is not 

continued in Polish) 
słyszeć 'hear' słyszy (słyszę) 
spać 'sleep' śpi (śpię) 

2 nieść 'carry' niesie (niosę) 
wieść 'lead' wiedzie (wiodę) 
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pleść 'braid' plecie (plotę) (compare Old Polish czyść, cztę 
'read') 

iść 'go' idziesz (idę) (suppletive past: szedł; sz/л and so 
on) 

jechać 'ride' jedziesz (jadę) (irregular infinitive) 

(Polish has no verbs of this type with roots in a labial; those that have 
survived have moved to other conjugations, for example grzebać (Old 
Polish grześć), grzebie 'dig'; żyć, zyje 'live'.) 

piec 'bake' piecze (piekę) (compare archaic rzec, rzecze > 
rzeknie 'say') 

zacząć 'begin' zacznie (zacznę) 
(Note the regularization of the Proto-Slavonic athematic verb *jęti/ 
jime 'take' in prefixed perfectives like zająć, zajmie 'occupy'. The only 
verb of this provenance that deviates from the pattern is wziąć, weźmie 
'take'.) 

umrzeć 'die' umrze (umrę) 
stać się 'become' stanie się (stanę się) 
ssać 'suck' ssie (ssę) 
nazwać 'name' nazwie (nazwę) (compare archaic zwać, zwie/ 

zowie 'cali') 
brać 'take' bierze (biorę) 
dźwignąć 'lift' dźwignie (dźwignę) 
min^ć 'pass' minie (minę) 

(A number of very common verbs shifted from the nieść type to the 
dźwignąć type, with or without change of infinitive, for example 
kwitnąć, kwitnie 'blossom'; kraść, kradnie' steal'.) 

3 czuć 'feel' czuje (czuję) 

(PSI. рё'/poje- > Polish piać/pieje 'crow' (compare siać below).) 

kryć 'conceal' kryje (kryję) 
bić 'beat' bije (biję) 

(PSI. * bor-/borje- > Old Polish and dialectal bróćsię 'fight'. The paral-
lel stems were reworked: * kol-/kolje- > Old Polish kłóć, kole > kłuć, 
kłuje (but also kole) 'stab'; *por-/porje- > Old Polish próć, porze > 
pruć, pruje 'rip'.) 

mleć 'grind' miele (mielę) (infinitive often mielić) 

(The Proto-Slavonic type dela-ldelaje- shifted to a new conjugation, 4 
below.) 
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niemiec grow 
mute' 

kazać 
pisać 

(PSI. *jima-/jemlje 

'order' 
'write' 

niemieje (niemieję) (PSI. ume-lumeje- and its 
compounds shifted to a new conjugation, 4 
below.) 

każe (każę) 
pisze (piszę) 

Old Polish jimać, jimie, which then shifted to 
conjugation 4 (third person singular jima) and was later eliminated. Its 
role in deriving imperfectives from perfectives in -jęte was taken over 
by -jmować.) 

daruje (daruję) (verbs in -ywać also belong 
here.) 

sieje (sieję) (< Old Polish siejać) 

działa (działam) (< PSI. dela-ldelaje by analogy 
to dat after contraction aje > a) 

da (dam) (irregular third person plural dadzą) 
ma (mam) (irregular infinitive) 

umie (umiem) (by analogy to jeść, wiedzieć) 
je (jem) (irregular third person plural jedzą; 

compare wiedzieć, wie 'know' with irregular 
infinitive and third person plural wiedzą) 

darować 'present' 

siać 'sow' 

4 działać 'act' 

dać 'give' 
mieć 'have' 
umieć 'know 

how' 
jeść 'eat' 

In addition to the four regular conjugations above Polish has both 
inherited and new irregular verbs. The most anomalous verb is być 'be' 
with its unique present: jestem, jesteś, jest, jesteśmy, jesteście, są. (Its future 
forms are regular according to conjugation 2: będę, będziesz and so on.) 
The present tense of сйс/ес'want' (< PS1. *xote-/xotje-) would be regular in 
the third conjugation (eheę, chcesz and so on) if the infinitive were *chtać. 
Other irregularities involve stem suppletion, as in znaleźć, znajdzie 
(znajdę) 'find'. 

The four conjugations can be represented by the four paradigms in table 
12.5, each for a verb with root ending in s (to show parallels and differ-
ences). All four verbs are imperfective. For the past verbal adverb, which is 
not formed from imperfective verbs, perfective forms are shown. 

The infinitive stem for conjugation 1 consists of the root plus i/y or e. 
The final root consonant appears as the soft consonant from column II 
(table 12.2, p. 694). The present shows an alternation of soft consonants 
from columns III (first person singular and third person plural) and II (all 
other forms). This represents a reworking of the third person plural to 
make it correspond to the first person singular (expected *prosią > proszą), 
as it did in other conjugations. 

Conjugation 2 is the most heterogeneous. The infinitive stem for unsuf-
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Table 12.5 Polish conjugations 

l4request" 2'carry' 34 write' A'hew' 

Infinitive prosić nieść pisać ciosać 
3 SG M PAST prosił niósł pisał ciosał 
Past verbal adverb (po)prosiwszy (za)niósłszy (na)pisawszy (ob)ciosawszy 
Passive participle proszony niesiony pisany ciosany 
Present (non-past proszę niosę piszę ciosam 

for perfectives) prosisz niesiesz piszesz ciosasz 
prosi niesie pisze ciosa 
prosimy niesiemy piszemy ciosamy 
prosicie niesiecie piszecie ciosacie 
proszą niosą piszą ciosają 

Present verbal 
adverb prosząc niosąc pisząc ciosając 
adjective proszący niosący piszący ciosający 

Imperative proś nieś pisz ciosaj 

fixed stems depends on the final root consonant: dentals give ś (spelled i if 
from z), velars give с (which subsumes the infinitive ending), nasals give p 
(except stać się < stanę się), r gives rze. Some originally unsuffixed stems in 
dentals and velars have acquired the suffix n in the non-past, but their 
infinitive stem is formed as just specified (padnę, paść like idę, iść; biegnę, 
biec like strzygę, strzyc). Otherwise the infinitive stem consists of root plus 
a (four verbs: ssać, zwać, brać, prać 'launder') or root plus np. The present 
shows an alternation of root consonant or n (first person singular, third 
person plural) versus the corresponding soft consonant from column II (all 
other forms). 

The infinitive stem for conjugation 3 consists of root plus a, owa or ywa. 
There are also some stems in which an original Ceja- has contracted to Ca-
(siać < siejać) or in which a root-final j has been truncated to form the 
infinitive stem (czuj- > czuć). Such stems keep j throughout the present 
(sieję, siejesz and so on) as do stems with the suffixes -owa-, -ywa-, -iwa-, 
which change to -uj- (darować, daruje - but note exceptional verbs like 
przemyśliwać 'think over', which has present-tense variants przemyśliwa 
and przemyśliwuje). Otherwise all forms of the present have a soft con-
sonant from column III. (The verb mleć is an isolated phenomenon repre-
senting only itself and the even rarer pleć 'weed'.) 

The infinitive stem for conjugation 4 also consists of root plus a. The 
present stem consists of root plus a(j), the j appearing only in the third 
person plural and the imperative. 

All past-tense forms are built on the masculine third person singular. In 
conjugations 1, 3 and 4 the stem of this form is the same as the infinitive 
stem. This is also true in conjugation 2 for most verbs with vocalic infinitive 
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stems. Conjugation 2 verbs with consonantal infinitive stems (including 
verbs like piec for stem piek plus the infinitive ending -ć) use the stem of 
the first person singular present (piekę, piekł). A suffixal n in the first 
person singular is dropped before the past ending -ł (biec, biegnę, biegł). 
Conjugation 2 verbs with roots in -Cr (infinitive stem -Crze-) have -Cart 
(umrzeć, umrę, umarł). 

Conjugation 2 verbs with infinitive in -nęć follow one of two patterns in 
the past tense. Verbs of one class (mostly perfective even when unprefixed) 
keep the -ną- suffix throughout the past, changing it to -nę- in plural and 
feminine and neuter singular forms (minąć, minął, minąłem, minęła, mi-
nęli). Verbs of the other class (imperfective when unprefixed and generally 
denoting change of state) drop the suffix in all past-tense forms (marznąć, 
marzł; marzła, marzli 'freeze') or keep it as a variant in some or all forms 
(brzydnąć, brzydłZbrzydnął, brzydta, brzydlVgrow ugly'). 

The ą/ę alternation in past forms like minął versus minęła is paralleled 
by the ó/o alternation in forms like niósł versus niosła (see section 2.3). 
The latter alternation, however, has been extended to first and second 
person masculine forms (niosłem, niosłeś), while such expansion of the ą/ę 
alternation is non-normative. 

The singular imperative in conjugation 4 equals the third person plural 
non-past form minus the vocalic ending; in conjugations 1-3 it equals the 
third person singular form minus its stem vowel, except that -ij/-yj is added 
to prevent violations of syllable structure. This addition occurs with non-
syllabic roots (trzeć, trze, trzyj 'rub'), with stems ending in an obstruent 
plus n (biegnij), and inconsistently with other clusters (with the zero form 
expanding: compare normative zdejmij from zdjąć, zdejmie 'take off and 
frequent non-normative zdejm). 

3.3 Derivational morphology 

3.3.1 Major patterns of noun derivation 
Nouns are derived primarily by suffixation (with explicit and zero suffixes, 
either of which may involve phonological changes), but prefixation, 
compounding and abbreviation also play a role. 

Prefixation, especially with non-native prefixes, has become more 
common since the Second World War (supergwiazda 'superstar', 
nadciśnienie 'hypertension'). 

Compounding of various types has also increased in the same period. 
The most common type involves two noun stems (oczodół 'eye socket' < 
ocz- 'eye' (plural stem), dół 'cavity'), but noun-verb and numeral-noun 
compounds are also common (mrówkojad 'anteater', czworobok 
'rectangle'). Compounding may be combined with suffixation (nosorożec 
'rhinoceros'). There are also increasing numbers of words whose first 
component is a non-native combining form (telewidz 'television viewer'). 
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Other compounds are derived from prepositional phrases (bezrobocie 
'unemployment' < bez roboty 'without work'). 

Abbreviations include nouns formed by pronouncing the initial letters 
of a phrase (PAN < Polska Akademia Nauk 'Polish Academy of Sciences') 
or by pronouncing the names of the initial letters (rkm or erkaem < ręczny 
karabin maszynowy 'light machine-gun'). There are also 
abbreviation-based derivatives like akowiec 'member of the Armia 
Krajowa (Home Army)'. 

Suffixation is used to derive nouns from nouns and from other parts of 
speech. The most productive types of derivation from nouns include the 
formation of diminutives (kluczyk < klucz 'key'); of expressively marked 
terms (psisko or psina < pies 'dog', wóda < wódka 'vodka' - the last 
especially interesting because of the loss of a consonant but preservation of 
the phonological effect of that missing consonant (the ó for underlying о -
see section 2.3); of feminine forms of titles and names of professions 
(studentka < student, but also indeclinable feminine profesor < declinable 
masculine profesor); of names of inhabitants of countries, cities and so 
forth (Gabończyk < Gabon); of names of professions or jobs (filmowiec 
'film-maker' < film); of names of philosophies/ideologies and their 
adherents (rasizm, rasista). 

Verbal nouns (nomina actionis) can be formed regularly from most 
Polish verbs (czytanie < czytać 'read', wyrzucenie < wyrzucić 'throw out'). 
In their primary meaning as names of states, activities or the like they 
preserve aspectual distinctions, can occur with się, and permit the 
expression of the subject and objects associated with the verb: 

Pisanie przez Janka listu do żony trwało długo. 
'John's writing of a letter to his wife took a long time.' 

Many also have secondary meanings (uzbrojenie 'armament, armour', 
beside its primary meaning 'the arming of ... '). 

Other types of deverbal nouns show little regularity in choice of suffix or 
meaning(s) of the resulting noun. They do not occur with się, do not typi-
cally provide for the expression of subject or objects and do not consist-
ently express aspect. For example przebudowa 'rebuilding' can correspond 
to przebudowanie (PRFV) or to przebudowywanie (IMPFV), but budowa 
'construction' can correspond only to budowanie (IMPFV) and not to 
zbudowanie (PRFV). The most productive suffixes used to form the non-
regular deverbal nouns are -0 (rozpad 'disintegration') and -acja (popula-
ryzacja 'popularization'). The suffix -ka is common in colloquial speech 
(przesiadka 'change (of trains or the like)'). Nouns are also derived from 
verbs to designate subjects (badacz 'investigator'), objects (zguba 'some-
thing lost'), products (napis 'inscription'), instruments (obrabiarka 
'machine tool'), places (pracownia 'workshop') and so forth. 
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Nouns are derived from qualitative adjectives with great regularity by 
means of the suffix -ość. The primary meaning of such nouns is 'the state of 
being X' (młodość 'youth'); a common secondary meaning is 'something 
with the property X' (piękność, both 'beauty' and 'a beauty'). De-adjectival 
nouns of both meanings are also derived with other suffixes (niechlujstwo 
'slovenliness' < niechlujny, starzec 'old man' < stary). Particularly common 
in colloquial Polish are nouns derived by condensation of an adjective-
noun phrase (zawodówka 'trade school' < szkoła zawodowa, pomidorowa 
'tomato soup' < zupa pomidorowa). 

3.3.2 Major patterns of adjective derivation 
Adjectives are derived from verbs by suffixation. Passive participles are 
regularly used as adjectives; often the imperfective participle is used where 
one might expect a perfective participle (wędzona ryba 'smoked fish'). 
Present verbal adjectives are also so used, sometimes in unpredictable 
meanings (śpiący 'sleepy' rather than 'sleeping'). Many intransitive verbs 
form adjectives with a resultative meaning based on their past-tense forms 
(zbiegły 'escaped') or use the form of an otherwise non-existent passive 
participle (uśmiechnięty 'smiling'). Productive suffixes in other formations 
include -n- (podnośny 'raisable'), -liw- (łamliwy 'breakable') and -aln-. 
The last of these regularly forms adjectives with the meaning 'X-able/-ible' 
(jadalny 'edible'). Negative deverbal adjectives can be created directly, for 
example niezbadalny 'unstudiable' does not necessarily imply the existence 
(other than potential) of Izbadalny. 

Adjectives are derived from nouns primarily by suffixation. The most 
productive suffixes include -ow- (państwowy 'state'); -n- and its 
compounds (ręczny 'manual' < ręka 'hand'); -sk- and its compounds 
(rentgenowski 'x-ray'); and -owat- (gruszkowaty 'pear-shaped'). Some 
formations with these suffixes involve simultaneous prefixation (antyal-
koholowy 'anti-alcohol'). There are also prefixal-suffixal adjectives that 
imitate passive participles (ugałęziony 'ramified' - there is no verb 
*ugałęzić). Zero suffixation (but with phonological change) is used to 
derive relational adjectives from the names of animals (lisi < lis 'fox'). 

Adjectives are derived from other adjectives both by prefixation 
(nadgorliwy 'over-eager') and by suffixation (łysawy 'baldish'). They can 
also be derived from adverbs (tutejszy 'local' < tutaj 'here') and from prepo-
sitional phrases (przedrewolucyjny 'pre-revolutionary'). Compound adjec-
tives can combine the stem of an adjective, noun, quantifier or adverb with 
an adjective, noun or verb stem (leworęczny 'left-handed', krótkotrwały 
'short-lived'). 

3.3.3 Major patterns of verb derivation 
In contemporary Polish new unprefixed verbs can be formed from nouns 
by means of the suffixes -owa- and (less commonly) -i- and -e(j)-9 and 
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from adjectives by means of the suffix -e(j)- (komputeryzować 'computer-
ize', bezczelnieć 'become arrogant'). Earlier formations made use of all 
verbal suffixes (see section 3.2.2). New prefixed verbs are derived from 
nouns and adjectives with the aid of the suffixes -i- and (less commonly) 
-owa (with derived imperfectives in -aj- and -ywaj-, respectively) and 
almost any verbal prefix (przenaukowić 'make too scholarly' < nauka 
'science'). 

Derivation of verbs from verbs can involve prefixation, suffixation, a 
combination of both or the addition or subtraction of się. Prefixation is 
used to create perfective counterparts to existing imperfective ( wy doktory-
zować się 'get one's doctorate') or bi-aspectual (zaawansować 'advance') 
verbs. The prefix z- is especially common in this function. It is not always 
clear whether a 'new' prefixed perfective is deverbal or denominal. Thus a 
supposed neologism of 1980 zdekolonizować 'decolonize' (PRFV) may 
have been derived from a non-attested dekolonizować 'decolonize' (IMPFV) 
or directly from the noun dekolonizacja 'decolonization', which was 
attested twenty years earlier. In the latter case the existence of perfective 
zdekolonizować implies a potential imperfective dekolonizować. 

Prefixation is also used to create a wide variety of verbs (mostly per-
fective) with procedural (Aktionsart) meanings from old and new unpre-
fixed verbs. Recent attestations include pogłówkować 'think something 
over a bit', wypolitykować się 'have one's fill of playing politics' (prefix-
ation with addition of się). The prefixes can also carry more concrete 
meaning, as in odrolować 'taxi away (of an airplane)', wyrejestrować 
'cancel the registration (of a car)' (with potential imperfectives in -ywać). 

Suffixation is involved in the derivation of imperfectives, of semel-
factives (kichnąć 'give a sneeze' < kichać 'sneeze'), of frequentatives 
(czytywać 'read (repeatedly)' < czytać 'read') and of some verbs of motion, 
but only the first two of these processes are still productive. 

Imperfectives are derived by means of two main suffixes: -aj-, producing 
conjugation 4 verbs (see table 12.5, p. 718) from perfective verbs of 
conjugations 1 and 2 (zaprosić/zapraszać' invite', ostrzec/ostrzegać 'warn'), 
and -ywa-, producing conjugation 3 verbs from perfective verbs of con-
jugations 3 and 4 (zapisać /zapisywać 'note', wyciosać! wy ciosy wac 'hew 
out'). A third suffix, -waj-, is used with most verbs with stems in -j(nakryć, 
nakryje/nakrywać (conjugation 4) 'cover', but zabić, zabije/zabijać 'kill'). 
The vowel and consonant alternations represented in the pair zaprosić/ 
zapraszać (as well as the vowel-zero alternations mentioned in section 
2.2.2) are typical of derivation with -aj-. Imperfective derivation involves 
numerous other subregularities and irregularities. 

The 'reflexive' particle się has both clearly syntactic functions (see 
sections 3.2.1 and 4.8) and clearly derivational ones, the latter particularly 
in combination with prefixes, as in the recent zdzwonić się 'get in touch 
with one another by telephone' (< dzwonić 'call, telephone'). Other 
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functions, such as that of making transitive verbs intransitive, could be 
treated as syntactic or derivational. Dropping się occasionally serves as a 
mechanism for deriving causative verbs: wściekać 'enrage' (< earlier 
wściekać się 'be/become enraged'). 

4 Syntax 

4.1 Element order in declarative sentences 
The unmarked order of the main constituents is Subject-Verb-Object, 
hence out of context the ambiguous sentence 

Byt określa świadomość. 

will more often be interpreted as 'existence determines consciousness' with 
byt read as nominative rather than accusative and świadomość read as 
accusative rather than nominative. 

In context the principles of functional sentence perspective mandate 
theme followed by rheme in the unmarked case, with the inverse order 
being emphatic or otherwise emotionally marked. If the object is theme, or 
if there is no object and the subject and verb are both rhematic (for 
example, in discourse-initial position), the unmarked order is (Object)-
Verb-Subject: 

(Na przyjęciu spotkałem siostrę.) Basia przyprowadziła koleżankę. 
'(At the party I met my sister.) Basia (my sister) had bought a friend.' 
(Na przyjęciu spotkałem siostrę.) Basię przyprowadziła koleżanka. 
'. . . Basia (my sister) had been brought by a friend.' 

In the first example the theme is the subject Basia; in the second, the 
object Basię. If, however, both subject and object belong to the theme with 
the verb constituting the rheme, the order Subject-Verb-Object is 
common: 

S^d oczyścił go z tego zarzutu. 
'The court cleared him of that accusation.' 

An adverbial will occupy final position only if it constitutes the rheme: 

Janek jedzie jutro. 
'Janek is going tomorrow.' 

If the adverbial constitutes the theme or is part of it, it will occupy initial 
position: 
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Dziś w Warszawie pada deszcz. 

Today in Warsaw is falling rain.' (it's raining in Warsaw today.') 

Most adverbials forming part of the rheme precede the verb: 
Anna ładnie śpiewa. 
'Anna sings nicely.' 

but adverbials of means, of location and of direction normally follow the 
verb: 

Basia jedzie samochodem do Poznania. 
'Basia is going by car to Poznań.' 

If a sentence contains both a direct object and a noun phrase in another 
case, the other phrase will normally follow the direct object, except for a 
dative phrase, which normally precedes: 

Uczę Janka (ACC) angielskiego (GEN). 
'I'm teaching Janek English.' 
Piszę bratu (DAT) list (АСС). 
'I'm writing a letter to my brother.' 

Polish enclitics include the imperative enclitics (-my, -tie), which are 
affix-like in everything but their sandhi properties (see section 2.1); the 
particles no and -ze; the verbal enclitics (the conditional particle by and 
the personal endings of the preterite -(e)m, ~(e)ś, -śmy, -ście); and the 
atonic forms of the personal pronouns (including the 'reflexive' się). 

The particles no (of entreaty) and -ze (of impatience) are the most 
restricted in occurrence. They occupy second position following an 
imperative or its semantic equivalent: 

Idźże do diabła! 
'Go to the devil!' 
Cicho no! 
'Be quiet, now!' 

The remaining enclitics can be divided as follows: 

(I) by 
(II) personal endings 
(III) dative pronouns 
(IV) się 
(V) accusative pronouns 
(VI) genitive pronouns 
(VII) instrumental pronouns 
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In a sentence enclitics generally follow the above order: 

Nie chcę, żebyś (I + II) mi (III) # (V) nim (VII) straszył, 
i don't want you to threaten her (on me) with him.' 
Gdzieście (II) się (IV) go (VI) pozbyli? 
'Where did you get rid of him?' 

Besides their traditional position after the first stressed word or phrase in 
the clause, enclitics also occur after an element bearing sentence stress, or, 
more and more frequently, after the verb: 

Ta kobieta mi przyniosła szczęście. 
That woman has brought me happiness.' 
Ta kobieta szczęście mi przyniosła. 
Ta kobieta przyniosła mi szczęście. 

Pronominal enclitics (including się) can become proclitics (but not in 
sentence-initial position): 

Cieszę się, że cię widzę, 
i 'm glad to see you.' 

Subject pronouns (first and second person in colloquial speech, third 
person in written style) are also used enclitically in post-verbal position, 
particularly when referring to someone other than the theme of the pre-
vious sentence: 

Następnie wystąpił minister spraw zewnętrznych. Zaproponował on, żeby . . . 
'The next speaker was the foreign minister. He proposed that...' 

First- and second-person pronouns tend to precede other enclitics; third-
person pronouns tend to follow them. 

The non-familiar second-person pronouns normally occur as post-verbal 
or post-conjunction enclitics except when given contrastive stress or when 
serving to introduce or re-introduce a new theme: 

Pan jest zmęczony. Powinien pan odpocząć. 
'You're tired. You should rest.' 
Ja nie jestem zmęczony, a pan jest. 
'I'm not tired, but you are.' 

Within the noun phrase the major question is the relative order of the 
adjective(s) and the head noun (Topolińska 1984: 367-83). The general 
ordering of pre-nominal elements (assuming non-emphatic, non-
contrastive order) is fairly straightforward: (1) pronominal determiners 
(ten 'this/that'); followed by (2) numerals (cardinal and collective) and 
other quantifiers (kilka 'several'); followed by (3) 'modal' adjectives 
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(prawdopodobny 'probable') and certain relational adjectives (possessives; 
ordinal numbers (including also adjectives like ostatni 'last'); certain 
temporal and spatial adjectives); followed by (4) qualitative adjectives; 
followed by (5) other relational adjectives (te trzy moje ostatnie tutejsze 
nieprzyjemne wizyty, literally: 'those three my last local unpleasant visits'). 

An adjective in group 5 can, however, occupy a post-nominal position. 
This is most likely to happen when the adjective-noun combination forms a 
particularly close collocation (often corresponding to a Germanic 
compound noun) and/or when there is more than one adjective from 
groups 4 and 5 modifying the noun: włókno szklane 'fibreglass' but szklane 
drzwi 'glass door'; język polski 'the Polish language, Polish' but polski 
język literacki 'literary Polish'. Qualitative adjectives can also be postposed 
when they lose their qualitative character by becoming terminologized: 
panna młoda 'the bride' (literally: 'young lady'). Conversely, a relational 
adjective used qualitatively is preposed: attache kulturalny 'cultural 
attache' versus kulturalny attache 'cultured attache'. 

Groups 1 and 2 are normally represented by no more than one adjective 
each. Within group 3, possessives and ordinals (in that order) normally 
precede other adjectives. Ordering principles for adjectives within groups 4 
and 5 have been proposed, but there is also the possibility of distinguishing 
constituent structure through ordering: zakaźna (choroba tropikalna) 'a 
tropical disease that is infectious' versus tropikalna (choroba zakaźna) 'an 
infectious disease from the tropics. 

Especially in written Polish a pronominal determiner (usually ten) may 
follow the noun when the phrase is used anaphorically: 

Człowiek ten zawsze budził we mnie nieufność. 
That man always aroused distrust in me.' 

4.2 Non-declarative sentence types 
WH-questions are marked by the presence of an interrogative pronoun, 
adjective or adverb. Yes-no questions are marked by an initial czy 'is it the 
case that' or solely by intonation. Both kinds of questions (in neutral, non-
emotional use) are marked by a rising intonation, but in WH questions it is 
preceded by a falling intonation, while in yes-no questions the initial inton-
ation is high: 

4 Która godzina? 
'What time is it?' 
Czy mogę zapalić? 
'May I smoke (literally: 'light up')? 

The fronting of a WH word does not affect the word order of remaining 
elements; the principles of functional sentence perspective still apply, thus: 
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Co Basia czyta? (neutral or contrastive stress on verb) 
'What is Basia reading?' 

versus 

Co czyta Basia? (focus on Basia) 
'What is Basia reading?' 

An interrogative adjective often does not carry its noun along: 

Jaki masz samochód? 
'What kind of car do you have?' 

versus 

Jakęt książkę czytasz? 
'What kind/What book are you reading?' 

(for the given verbs, samochód is 'more rhematic' than książkę). 
Yes-no questions also preserve normal declarative word order, whether 

they are introduced by czy or not. The interrogative marker czy is also used 
to indicate alternatives: 

Co wolisz, kawę czy herbatę? 
'What do you prefer, coffee or tea?' 
Nie wiem, czy iść czy zostać, 
i don't know whether to go or to stay.' 

In response to a yes/no-question, tak 'yes' normally expresses agree-
ment and nie 'no', disagreement, with the assertion questioned (Fisiak, 
Lipińska-Grzegorek and Zabrocki 1978: 193). Thus answers to a positive 
question are as in English: 

-Czy Janek zdał egzamin? 
'Did Janek pass the exam?' 
-Tak, zdał. (Nie, nie zdał.) 
'Yes, he did. (No, he didn't.)' 

but answers to a negative question are not: 

-Czy Janek nie zdał egzaminu? 
'Didn't Janek pass the exam?' 
-Nie, zdał. (Tak, nie zdał.) 
(Literally) 'No, he did. (Yes, he didn't).' 

Indirect questions are introduced by the same interrogative words as 
direct questions: 
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Nie wiem, czy/kiedy Janek przyjdzie. 
'I don't know whether/when Janek will come.' 

Commands are normally expressed by imperative forms (see section 
3.2.1). Perfective imperatives occur most frequently with positive 
commands and imperfective imperatives, with negative ones, but imper-
fective imperatives are also used for positive commands when the focus is 
on process or repetition: 

Jedz powoli! 
'Eat slowly.' 

and perfective imperatives can be used for negative commands when the 
focus is on avoiding the result: 

Nie zgub tego klucza! 
'Don't lose that key.' 

Conditional forms can express an attenuated (normally positive) 
command: 

Zadzwoniłbyś do niej. 
'Why don't you call her?' (literally: 'you would call. . . ') 

and infinitives - less commonly - can express a very categoric command 
(positive or negative): 

Siedzieć! Nie ruszać się! 
'Sit (there)! Don't move!' 

An infinitive with proszę 'please' (literally: 'I request'), however, is a 
common substitute for an ordinary imperative, especially in non-familiar 
speech: 

Proszę poczekać (for: Niech pan(i) poczeka). 
'Please wait.' 

(The imperative form is somewhat more polite.) 
The perfective present is used (a) in formulaic requests like: 

Pani pozwoli, że się przedstawię. 

'Permit me (literally: you will permit) to introduce myself.' 

(b) in attenuated commands containing the modal moze: 

Może pan napisze parę słów. 'Perhaps you would (literally: will) write a few words.' 
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and (с) in stylistically marked, very categoric commands meant (and 
expected) to be carried out immediately: 

Pan mi da paczkę papierosów! 

'Give me (literally: you will give me) a package of cigarettes!' 

4.3 Copular sentences 
The main copulas are the verb być 'be' and the particle to. The verbal 
copula is used primarily to describe, while to is used primarily to identify 
and define. Thus 
Ten wysoki blondyn jest pilotem. 
'That tall blond man is a pilot.' 
Ten wysoki blondyn to mój brat. 
'That tall blond man is my brother.' 
Morfologia to nauka o formach. 
'Morphology is the study of forms.' 

To may be combined with a form of być (normally third person, singular or 
plural) in the present tense and must be so combined in the past or the 
future. In identification sentences the verb follows to, while in definitions it 
precedes: 

Te panie to są siostry. 
'Those women are sisters.' 
Morfologia jest to nauka o formach. 

The to construction is not used with predicate adjectives. Predicate 
nouns or pronouns are in the nominative when used with to but in the 
instrumental when used with forms of być. In emotional speech the instru-
mental may be replaced by the nominative: 

Jesteś idiota! 
'You're an idiot!' 

Predicate adjectives are normally in the nominative. They are in the 
instrumental, however, when być is in the form of a verbal adjective, 
adverb or noun: 

Będąc jeszcze młodym,... 
'While still (being) young, 

in impersonal (nominativeless) clauses: 

Gdy się jest młodym,... 
'When one is young,...' 
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and potentially when być as an infinitive implies 'become': 

Postanowił być oszczędnym. 
4Hc decided to be frugal.' 

Concerning short and long forms of adjectives (zdrów/zdrowy) see 
section 3.1.4. 

Besides adjectives and nouns in the nominative or instrumental, other 
kinds of predicates that occur with the copula include genitive and prepo-
sitional phrases and, with an infinitive as subject, adverbs: 

Pos^g jest średnich rozmiarów/z br^zu. 
The statue is of medium size/of bronze.' 
Jeść lody w zimie jest niezdrowo. 
'Eating (literally: to eat) ice cream in the winter is unhealthy.' 

(Neuter forms - here niezdrowe - are possible for some adjectives.) 
Other copulas include bywać 'be (from time to time)' and the verbs 

meaning 'become': zostać (PRFV)/zostawać (IMPFV), stać się!stawać się and 
zrobić się/robić się. Zero as a copula is marked: it occurs in proverbs, 
slogans and so forth: 

Starość nie radość (NOM). 
'Old age is no pleasure.' 
Przyjaźń przyjaźnij (INST), a interes interesem (INST). 

'Friendship is one thing but business is another.' (literally: 'friendship is friendship...') 

4.4 Coordination and Comitativity 
The main conjunctions used for coordination are i 'and', a 'and' (with an 
implication of logical connection between the conjoined elements), albo 
'or' and ale 'but', as well as the negative conjunction ani: (ani) X ani Y 
'neither X nor Y'. Clauses or smaller constituents can also be coordinated 
intonationally (in the meanings i or a) without a conjunction. The con-
junctions a and ale are normally used in binary coordination, while i, ani 
and albo can conjoin more than two elements and can be repeated. A 
single albo is ambiguous as between the exclusive and inclusive readings of 
'or'; multiple albo requires the exclusive reading. Similarly, X i Y can (but 
need not) mean 'first X and then Y', while i X, i Y tends to eliminate the 
sequential reading. 

A differs from i in implying a logical connection (often contrast) 
between the conjuncts: 
Janek śpiewa, a Ewa tańczy. 
'Janek is singing and Ewa is dancing.' 

The connection can simply be close association: the title Niemcy a sprawa 
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polska 'Germany and the Polish question' announces the author's intention 
to treat the two topics in their interrelation. 

The various conjunctions (including zero) can coordinate clauses, their 
constituents (noun phrases, verb phrases) or smaller elements (adverbials, 
prepositional phrases, adjectival and adverbial phrases, nouns, verbs). 

Active and passive verbs can be conjoined: 

Albo zostaniemy zatrudnieni na miejscu, albo nas poślą na inną budowę. 
'Either we'll be hired on the spot or they'll send us to another construction site.' 

Adjectives can be conjoined with simple adjectives or with adjectives 
modified by adverbs or even with extended participial modifiers: 

Zawsze podziwiał sposób pakowania żony, typowo jego zdaniem (kobiecy), a 
{polegający na tym, aby wszystko . . . układać w różnych walizkach ...}. 

(Misz 1981: 21) 
'He always admired his wife's method of packing, (which was) in his opinion 
typically (feminine), and (consisting in putting everything . . . in various suitcases 

(In this rather literal translation the conjoined elements are marked by 
braces.) Post-nominal adjectives (in the predicate or in a reduced predi-
cation) can be conjoined with non-agreeing modifiers such as prepositional 
or genitive phrases: 

Oni są złośliwi i bez serca. 

'They are spiteful and heartless.' (literally: 'without a heart') 

Different types of adjectives can be conjoined: 

Odezwał się głos słaby, nie mój i drżący. 
'A voice (that was) weak, not mine, and trembling spoke.' 

The conjoining of a noun and an adjective is rare but possible: wdowiec, 
ale bezdzietny 'a widower but childless'. 

Adverbials of different formal and semantic types can be conjoined: 

Chodził elegancko, w meloniku i przy zegarku. 
'He dressed (literally: walked around) elegantly, in a bowler, and with a (pocket) 

watch.' 
Nagle a tuż przed sobą . . . 
'Suddenly and right in front of me . . . ' 

Verb phrases can be conjoined without repeating a shared modal or 
anaphoric pronoun (unless a different case is required): 
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Powinnam ją (ACC) teraz ośmielić, ująć (0) (ACC) jakoś, dać jej (DAT) zapomnieć 
dawnych uraz. 

i should encourage her now, win (her) over somehow, allow her to forget old 
resentments.' 

Verbal agreement with conjoined noun phrases involves several 
variables. Agreement with respect to number depends on the conjunction, 
on the nature of the head nouns, and on the order of elements. With albo 
and its synonyms and negation (ani . . . , ani... 'neither . . . , nor . . . ' ) the 
verb can be singular or plural; singular is more common if the verb 
precedes the subject. 

Albo Janek, albo Basia przyjdzie (SG)/przyjdą (PL) po książkę. 
'Either Janek or Basia will come for the book.' 
Na obiad będzie (SG) albo ryba, albo kurczak. 
'For dinner there will be either fish or chicken.' 

With i and its synonyms the verb is normally plural, although it can be 
singular or plural with conjoined abstract nouns or when the verb precedes 
the subject: 

Janek i Basia szli (PL) razem 
'Janek i Basia were walking together.' 
Nauka i technika ma (SG)/mają (PL) własne ministerstwo. 
'Science and technology have their own ministry.' 
Przy chorym czuwał (SG)/czuwali (PL) na zmianę lekarz i pielęgniarka. 
'The doctor and the nurse took turns watching over the patient.' 

The choice of a masculine-personal or non-masculine-personal verb 
form and/or predicate adjective is determined as follows, where X and Y 
designate the head nouns of the conjoined noun phrases: 

1 If X or Y (or both) is masculine personal, the verb is normally mascu-
line personal: 

Janek i Marysia przynieśli ciastka. 
'Janek and Marysia brought pastry.' 

2 If X and Y are both masculine inanimate, or feminine, or neuter, the 
verb is non-masculine personal: 

Basia i Marysia przyniosły sałatę. 
'Basia and Marysia brought a salad.' 

3 If X is masculine animate and Y is masculine or feminine animate or 
feminine personal, some speakers prefer masculine-personal agree-
ment while others use non-masculine-personal forms: 

Pies i kot jedli/jadły w kuchni. 
'The dog and the cat were eating in the kitchen.' 
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Basia i pies bawili/bawiły się w ogrodzie. 
4Basia and the dog were playing in the garden.' 

Other combinations (including masculine personal plus inanimate) cause 
speakers difficulty; some choose masculine-personal forms, while others 
prefer to restructure the sentence. When one noun is plural or all are, the 
nearest one may influence the choice: 

Panowie i psy szły/szli. 
'The men and the dogs were walking.' 

but only szli with the two nouns reversed. 
When a noun or pronoun refers to a mixed group, neuter pronouns 

designate individuals of unspecified sex: każde z rodziców 'each of the 
parents', jedno z was 'one of you'. 

When two or more adjectives specifying different types or instances of 
the noun that they modify are conjoined, the noun is normally singular but 
the verb and/or predicate adjective is plural (Topolińska 1984: 383): 

Wczorajsza i dzisiejsza gazeta leź? na stole. 
'Yesterday's and today's newspaper are on the table.' 

Two nouns that are definite and human (or for some speakers, definite 
and animate) can be conjoined by the preposition z 'with'. In the resulting 
X z Y construction the z Y component can be subordinated to X, in which 
case it is movable, a verb will agree with X, and other syntactic properties 
show that X z Y is not a coordinated constituent: 

Basia z Jankiem mieszka (SG) na Mokotowie. 
'Basia and Janek live in Mokotów.' 

The phrase z Jankiem 'with Janek' could occur after the verb or at the end 
of the sentence. Alternatively the X z Y construction can take plural agree-
ment, in which case the construction is inseparable and it shows such 
properties of coordinated constituents as controlling reflexives: 

Basia z Jankiem mieszkaj? (PL) na Mokotowie. 
Basia z Jankiem kupili (M-PERS PL) sobie samochód. 
'Basia and Janek bought themselves a car.' 

A similar comitative construction is possible when X and/or Y are 
pronouns. One pronoun is subsumed in the verb, with the order of prece-
dence being first person > second person > third person: 

Pójdziemy z tob? (equals: ja/my -I- ty) do kina. 
'You and I/we will go to the movies.' 
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Pójdą z Jankiem (equals: on/ona/oni/one + Janek) do kina. 
'He/she/they and Janek will go to the movies.' 

4.5 Subordination 
Traditional taxonomies of subordinate clauses classify them in terms of 
their function as a constituent (or expansion of a constituent) of the main 
clause. Thus one distinguishes subordinate clauses functioning as subject or 
object noun phrases: 

Dziwiło ją, skąd w tym prostym chłopie taka mądrość. 
'(It) surprised her how there could be such wisdom in a simple peasant.' 
Chcielibyście, aby już śnieg spadł? 
'Would you like for snow to have fallen already?' 

as modifiers of nouns, pronouns or adjective (relative clauses): 

Zły to ptak, co własne gniazdo kala. 
i t is an ill (literally: bad) bird that fouls its own nest.' 

and as adverbials: 

Niech idzie, dokąd chce. 
'Let him/her go where he/she wants.' 

An additional type functions as a 'sentential relative' and is in effect equiv-
alent to a coordinate clause: 

Powiedział mi szczerą prawdę, co mnie głęboko wzruszyło. 
'He told me the plain truth, which (fact) moved me profoundly.' 
Equivalent to: Powiedział..., i to mnie . . . 
'He told me . . . , and that (fact) moved me . . . ' 

More detailed classifications distinguish subtypes in terms of their 
semantic functions, while formal taxonomies distinguish clauses sub-
ordinated by conjunctions; those subordinated by relative pronouns, 
adjectives or adverbs; and those without any segmental mark of subordin-
ation. The first two types are illustrated above; the third is exemplified by: 

Lepiej wam na świecie niż mnie, macie choć dobre dzieci. 
'Things are better for you in this world than for me (since) you at least have good 

children.' 

Conditional clauses deserve special mention. They can contain verbs in 
the indicative or conditional mood and can combine with main clauses 
containing verbs in the indicative, conditional or imperative mood. The 
various possible combinations are distributed among four types as follows. 
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Type 1, which presents a statement of fact, combines indicative with 
indicative or with imperative: 

Jeżeli się dowiem, to ci powiem. 
Tf I find out, I'll tell you.' 
Jeżeli się dowiesz, to powiedz mi. 
i f you find out, tell me.' 

Type 2, which presents a statement of possibility, combines conditional 
with indicative, conditional or imperative: 

Gdybym się dowiedział, to ci powiem/to bym ci powiedział, 
i f I should find out, I'll tell you/I'd tell you.' 
Gdybyś się dowiedział, to powiedz mi. 
Tf you should find out, tell me.' 

Type 3, a counterfactual statement, uses conditional in both clauses: 

Gdybym miał, to bym ci dał (ale nie mam). 
Tf I had (any), I'd give you (some) (but I don't).' 
Gdyby j? zapytać, odpowiedziałaby . . . 
Tf (you) were to ask her, she would answer...' 

In type 4, a much rarer combination of indicative (future) with conditional, 
the statement of fact is somewhat attenuated (in other words, if the con-
dition obtains, the conclusion might): 

Jeżeli dziś nie pójdziemy, to byśmy jutro poszli. 
Tf we don't (literally: won't) go today, then we could (literally: would) go 

tomorrow.' 

Sentences expressing a condition can also be formed with neither a 
conditional conjunction nor by: 

Łeb ci rozbiję, to będziesz cicho. 
Tli break your head; then you'll be quiet (If I . . . ) . ' 

Clauses containing conditional forms occur as independent sentences: 

Czy mógłbyś przyjść jutro o piątej? 
'Could you come over tomorrow at five?' 

and can be embedded in non-conditional constructions dominated by verbs 
of knowing and saying: 

Zapytał, czy bym mógł (or: czy mógłbym) przyjść jutro o piątej. 
'He asked whether I could come over tomorrow at five.' 
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A large group of verbs governs (obligatorily or optionally) a conditional-
like clause, that is, a clause introduced by a conjunction containing the 
conditional particle by (żeby, aby, by) and including a verb in the past 
tense: 

Chcę, żebyś przyszła jutro o piątej. 
'I want you to come (literally: that you would come) tomorrow at five.' 
Wątpię, żeby Janek zdążył. 
'I doubt that Janek will (literally: would) make it in time.' 

In sentences like the last two, as opposed to the previous two, the by (plus 
personal ending if present) cannot be separated from the conjunction, that 
is, both *że przyszłabyś and *żeby przysłaś are impossible, as is *ie Janek 
zdążyłby. Some verbs occur in such constructions only when negated: 

Sądzę, że już wyjechał. 
'I think he's already left.' 

versus 

Nie sądzę, żeby już wyjechał. 
'I don't think he's left yet.' 

Polish makes syntactic use of constructions headed by adjectival 
(inflected) and adverbial (uninflected) participles. The latter are reductions 
of subordinate clauses in various adverbial functions (temporal, conditional 
and so forth): 

Szczęśliwie powróciwszy do Litwy, Kiejstut się rzucił w nowe boje. (Gdy powrócił 
. . . , rzucił się . . . ) 

'Having returned safely to Lithuania, Kiejstut threw himself into new battles. 
(When he returned . . . , he threw himself...)' 

or of coordinate clauses: 

Wpadł do izby ociekając wodę. (Wpadł... i ociekał...) 
'He ran into the hut dripping water. (Ran . . . and dripped . . .) ' 

The former, which can involve active or passive participles can be inter-
preted as a reduced restrictive or non-restrictive relative: 

Ksiądz(,) stojący po prawej stronie kardynała(,) dał mi znak, abym się nie odzywał. 
'The priest(,) who was standing to the right of the cardinal(,) signalled to me 

(literally: gave me a sign) not to speak.' 

In principle participles in -pc and -pcy refer to actions simultaneous with 
the action of the finite verb, and participles in -szy, to prior actions. In 
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practice, participles in -szy can simply denote subordinate actions, 
including those subsequent to the finite-verb action: 

Wyszedł z pokoju, zamknąwszy za sobą drzwi. 
'He left the room, closing the door behind him.' 

Although all active participles are much more common in written Polish 
than in the spoken language (except for phraseologisms like szczerze 
mówiąc 'speaking frankly'), this is especially true of the participle in -szy, 
which is becoming more and more 'literary' or even archaic. At the same 
time participles in -ąc(y) have expanded into contexts of non-simultaneity: 

Zostawiając nie pogrzebane trupy, wojsko ruszyło do Torunia. 
'Leaving corpses unburied, the army set off for Toruń.' 

The traditional requirement that the (understood) subject of the par-
ticiple be co-referential with the (nominative) subject of the main verb has 
also been weakened. Participial constructions are possible when the main 
verb occurs in a subjectless form that implies a (generalized or indefinite) 
human subject: 

Dużo się mówi o tym, zapominając . . . 
'(People) talk about this a lot, forgetting .. . ' 
Chcąc kupić bilet, trzeba stanąć w kolejce. 
'If you want to (literally: wanting to) buy a ticket, you have to get in line/in the 

queue.' 

Some speakers accept sentences with a dative subject ('experiencer'): 

Słuchając dziewczyny, zrobiło mu (DAT) się żal. 
'Listening to the girl, he began to feel sorry (for her).' 

or even with an experiencer expressed in another case: 

Słuchając zeznań świadków, ogarnia człowieka (ACC) przerażenie. 
'Listening to the testimony of the witnesses, consternation overcomes one.' 

or unspecified: 

Patrząc z oddali, to danie wyglądało apetycznie. 
'Looking from a distance, the dish appeared appetizing.' 

Sentences in which the main verb is passive are accepted by many 
speakers: 

Przechodząc jezdnię, został potrącony przez samochód. 
'Crossing the street, he was struck by an automobile.' 
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The infinitive serves a wide variety of functions in main and subordinate 
clauses. It can serve as main verb in clauses with auxiliary verbs (musieć 
'have to', należy 'one should') and in subjectless sentences of various types: 

Co robić? 
'What (can/should I) do?' 
Wydać by (CON D PTL) ją za mąż! 
'(It would be nice to) marry her off!' 
Tyle błędów zrobić! 
'(How could you/he/they . . . ) make so many errors?' 

An infinitive can serve as the equivalent of a simple noun-phrase subject 
or object: 

Moim obowiązkiem jest prowadzić korespondencję. 
'My responsibility is to conduct the correspondence.' 

A verbal noun is often a possible equivalent for an infinitive in such 
sentences: 

Moim obowiązkiem jest prowadzenie korespondencji. 

and is the only possibility in some cases where other Slavonic languages 
might use an infinitive: 

Zmuszasz mnie do ukrywania myśli przed tobą. 
'You force me to hide my thoughts from you.' 

Compare Slovak: 

Nćtiš ma skryvaf myslienki pred tebou. 

A bare infinitive or infinitive clause can serve as the equivalent of a 
subordinate clause functioning as a noun phrase. The main verb may 
require subject-subject or object-subject co-reference: 

Janek zamierza wyjechać. 
'Janek intends to leave (town).' 
Pozwoliłem Jankowi wyjechać. 
'I allowed Janek to leave (town).' 

(in both sentences only Janek can be the understood subject of wyjechać), 
or the choice of infinitive versus finite verb can depend on co-reference: 

Chcę wyjechać. 
'I want to leave.' 
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versus 

Chcę, żeby Janek wyjechał, 
i want Janek to leave.' 

When the subject of the subordinate verb is unspecified but different from 
the subject of the main verb, an infinitive can be used with a conjunction: 

Prosił, żeby go odprowadzić. 
'He asked that (someone) accompany him (home).' 
Zgodziłem się, żeby postawić lampę na stole. 
'I agreed that (someone) put the lamp on the table.' 

Some speakers accept sentences like the last with a co-referential reading 
(T agreed to put . . . ' ) and some accept sentences like 

?Chcę, żeby wyjechać (for normative: Chcę, żebyśmy wyjechali), 
i want us to leave.' 

(Topolińska 1984: 237) 

Depending on the main verb, the infinitival construction may be paralleled 
by a clause with a finite verb or by a verbal noun: 

Kazałem mu napalić (or: żeby napalił) w piecu. 
'I told him to light the stove.' 
Zabronił synowi wychodzić (or: wychodzenia) z domu. 
'He forbade his son to leave the house.' 

An infinitival clause introduced by a subordinating conjunction can 
appear in various adverbial functions, for example purpose: 

Pan gubi tę dziewczynę, żeby ratować siebie! 
'You are ruining that girl to save yourself!' 

In principle there has to be identity of subjects or agents, although the 
agent can be generic or unspecified: 

Robi się co nieco, żeby te nastroje poprawić. 
'Some things are being done to improve the mood.' 

For some speakers the subject of the infinitive can be co-referential with 
some other discourse participant: 

(*)Wódkę stawia, żeby szefowi nic nie mówić. 
'He buys (us) drinks so that (we) don't tell the boss anything.' 

Bare infinitives or infinitive clauses can function as noun-phrase 
modifiers: 
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Ktoś rzucił myśl, aby świnkę hodować w piwnicy. 
'Someone made the suggestion to raise the pig in the cellar.' 

Extraction is generally impossible across clause boundaries, although 
there are some exceptions. Non-subject noun phrases can be moved from a 
subordinate clause introduced by żeby or its synonyms: 

Co Janek chce, żeby Maria kupiła? 
'What does Janek want Maria to buy?' 

A subject noun phrase can normally not be extracted, although some 
speakers accept extraction when there is no intervening explicit subject of 
the main clause: 

*Kto Janek chce, żeby kupił gazetę? 
'Who does Janek want to buy the newspaper?' 
?Kto chcesz, żeby kupił gazetę? 
'Who do (you) want to buy the newspaper?' 

Some speakers also accept extraction from ze-clauses with particular 
matrix verbs: 

Co Janek mówi, że Maria kupiła? 
'What does Janek say that Maria bought?' 

versus 

*Co Janek myśli, że Maria kupiła? 
'What does Janek think that Maria bought?' 

(The last example is acceptable to some speakers.) 
Relativization is possible from an infinitival WH clause: 

Zadanie, które (którego) nie wiesz jak rozwiązać, jest bardzo trudne. 
'The problem that you don't know how to solve is very difficult.' 

4.6 Negation 
The negative particle nie is used for sentence negation and for constituent 
negation, as well as in word formation (niezależny 'independent'): 

Janek dziś nie rozmawiał z Basią. 
'Janek didn't talk with Basia today.' (sentence negation) 
Nie Janek rozmawiał dziś z Basią, tylko Rysiek. 
'It wasn't Janek who talked with Basia today, but Rysiek.' 
Janek nie rozmawiał dziś z Basią, tylko zostawił dla niej wiadomość. 
'Janek didn't talk . . . , but left a message for her.' 
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Multiple negative elements can occur together with sentence negation: 

Janek nigdy z nikim nie rozmawia. 
4Janek never talks with anyone (literally: no-one).' 

The direct object of a negated verb is normally genitive, even if the 
negation is not directly on the transitive verb but rather on an auxiliary or 
other verb governing a transitive infinitive: 

Nie czytałem tej książki. 
4I haven't read that book.' 
Nie mam ochoty czytać tej książki. 
41 have no desire to read that book.' 

and even the older, literary: 

Stary nie ma gdzie głowy (GEN) położyć. 
4The old man does not have (any)where to put his head.' 

versus the contemporary colloquial 

Nie mam co (ACC) robić. 
41 don't have anything to do.' 

The last example illustrates one of two opposed tendencies affecting the 
genitive of negation (Buttler, Kurkowska and Satkiewicz 1971: 306-10). 
On the one hand, the accusative is expanding, particularly in sentences in 
which the negation is rhetorical and not real: 

Nie wstyd ci mówić takie rzeczy? 
4Aren't you ashamed to say such things?' 

and in sentences in which the direct object is far from the negated 
predicate: 

Polak nie ma obowiązku znać język francuski (języka francuskiego). 
4A Pole is not obliged to know French.' 

On the other hand, the genitive is expanding (as a hypercorrect form) into 
sentences in which the traditional accusative is used in a meaning other 
than direct object (for example, experiencer or accusative of time or 
space): 

Głowa już ją (ACC) (jej (GEN)) nie boli. 
4(Her) head doesn't hurt her any more.' 
To nie potrwa dwie godziny (ACC) (dwóch godzin (GEN)). 
4It won't last two hours.' 
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The genitive case replaces the nominative when być is negated to deny 
existence or presence. The verb is used in the third person singular (in the 
form nie ma in the present tense): 

Kiełbasy nie ma. 
'There isn't any sausage.' 
Janka nie było na wykładzie. 
'Janek wasn't at the lecture.' 

If the focus, however, is not on absence but on presence elsewhere or on 
failure to go, the nominative remains: 

Janek nie był na wykładzie. On był u lekarza. 
'Janek wasn't at the lecture. He was at the doctor's.' 
Basia nigdy nie była w Krakowie. 
'Basia has never been to Cracow.' 

The nominative also remains with other verbs denying existence: 

To nie istnieje. 
'That doesn't exist.' 
Nie zaszły żadne zmiany. 
'No changes occurred.' 

4.7 Anaphora and pronouns 
The most common device for expressing anaphora is the use of third-
person pronouns (including the reflexive/reciprocal pronoun - see section 
4.8). Subject pronouns are normally omitted except under conditions of 
emphasis, contrast and so forth. Thus in subject position zero anaphora is 
common; in non-subject position it is much less common: 

Naprzeciwko nas idzie wysoki mężczyzna. Poznajesz (go)? 
'There's a tall man heading towards us. Do you recognize (him)?' 

Third-person subject pronouns are sometimes needed to resolve poten-
tial ambiguity. They are also used to mark a change of theme; in this 
function they often follow the verb (especially in written style): 

Zadanie odbiorcy jest znacznie trudniejsze: musi on rozpoznać konkretną wartość 
każdego słowa. 

(Nilsson 1982: 41-2) 
'The task of the addressee is much more difficult: he must recognize the concrete 

value of each word.' 

An expressive colloquial variant of the third-person subject pronoun is 
provided by demonstrative adjectives (Topolińska 1984: 308, 329): 
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O Jurka się nie martw! Ten/Taki sobie zawsze poradzi. 
'Don't worry about Jurek. That one/That kind can always take care of himself.' 

A generic term that can serve as a definite description for the hearer or 
reader is often used to refer to previously mentioned items: 

Chciałbym porozmawiać z panem o pańskim synu. Chłopiec źle się uczy. 
Td like to talk with you about your son. (The) boy is not doing well in school 

(literally: is studying badly).' 

as are noun phrases containing new information in a kind of quasi-
anaphora (Topolińska 1984: 329): 

Duszą towarzystwa był zięć Kowalskich. Młody architekt... 
'The Kowalskis' son-in-law was the life of the party. The young architect...' 

Special items used for noun-phrase anaphora include powyższy 'the 
above', wymieniony/cytowany 'the aforementioned', tamten/pierwszy 'the 
former', ten/ostatni 'the latter'. Note that a pronoun can serve as an 
anaphor for a non-referential noun phrase: 

Chcę być prezydentem i będę nim. 
'I want to be president and I will (be it).' 

The deictic pronoun to and the relative pronoun со are used as sentence 
anaphors: 

Janek nie zdał egzaminu, co mnie nie bardzo dziwi. 
'Janek didn't pass the exam, which doesn't surprise me very much.' 
Janek nie zdał egzaminu. To mnie nie bardzo dziwi. 
'Janek didn't pass the exam. That doesn't surprise me . . . ' 

An anaphoric element usually follows its controller (antecedent). The 
reverse order (cataphora) is subject to various restrictions. Cataphora (with 
explicit or zero cataphor) is possible within a single clause: 

Po skończeniu studiów Tomek wyjechał do Ameryki. 
'After graduating Tomek went to America.' 

In coordinate clauses cataphora is impossible: 

*Znam go;, ale nie widzę Jankaj tutaj. 
'I know hinij but I don't see Janek; here.' 

In subordinate-clause constructions the cataphoric element must be in a 
clause subordinate to the one containing its controller: 
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Otkąd gOj znam, nigdy Jurekj tu nie był. 
'As long as I've known hinij, Jurek, has never been here.' 
*Nigdy onj tu nie był, otkąd Jurkaj znam. 
'Hej has never been here as long as I have known Jurek/ 
Wydarzenie, którego (0j) był świadkiem, wstrząsnęło Piotrem j do głębi. 
'The event to which (hej) had been a witness shook Peter j to his core.' 

4.8 Reflexives and reciprocals 
Reflexivity is expressed by forms of the reflexive pronoun (siebie), the 
reflexive possessive adjective (swój) and the emphatic pronoun (sam). The 
first two of these can also express reciprocity. What is historically the 
enclitic accusative form of the reflexive pronoun (się) only rarely has that 
function in the contemporary language; mostly it serves other syntactic and 
lexical functions. It does, however, serve as the enclitic accusative form 
when the reflexive pronoun is used in its reciprocal meaning (see below). 
Colloquial spoken Polish, but not the standard language, also has an 
enclitic dative form (se) of the reflexive/reciprocal pronoun. 

In principle, reflexive elements refer back to a subject, which can be an 
explicit nominative subject, a zero anaphor or a generalized subject: 

Janek j ciągle mówi o swoich, planach. 
'Janekj is always talking about his; plans.' 
Janek; się zapala, gdy (0j) mówi o swoich, planach. 
'Janekj gets excited when (hej) talks about hiSj plans.' 
Tak się nie mówi o swoich kolegach. 
'One doesn't talk like that about one's friends.' 

If the reflexive element is governed by a finite verb (or an infinitive in a 
subordinate clause), then the antecedent must be the subject of that verb: 

Janek; kazał Piotrowi,, żeby (0j) przyniósł jegoj/swoją, książkę. 
'Janekj told Piotr, (0j) to bring hisj/hisj book.' 
Janekj rzucił myśl, żeby (0j) wybrać gOj/*siebiej przewodniczącym. 
'Janekj made the suggestion that (0j) elect him{ chairman.' 

If, however, the reflexive element is governed by an infinitive not in a 
subordinate clause, by a verbal adjective or adverb or by a verbal noun, 
then the antecedent can be either the subject of that (de)verbal constituent 
or the subject of a higher verb: 

Janekj kazał Piotrowij (0j) przynieść swoją^ książkę. 
'Janekj told Piot^ (0j) to bring his^ book.' 
Syn{ zmusza kolegów, do (0j) sprzątania po sobiej/j. 
'(My) sonj makes (hiSj) friendsj clean up after hinij/themselvesj.' 

In fact, it seems that whenever a reflexive element is governed by some-
thing that can be interpreted as embodying a secondary predication, the 
(logical) subject of that predicate can serve as antecedent for the reflexive: 
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Janek; ocenia Ryśka; jako dobrego dla swojej^ żony. 
'Janek; views Rysiek; as kind to his^ wife.' 
Janek; pokłócił Basię; ze swoimi;^ kolegami. 
'Janek; set Basia; at loggerheads with his/her; friends.' 

In some sense these sentences are felt to contain the predication Rysiek jest 
dobry 'Rysiek is kind' and Basia się kłóciła 'Basia quarrelled'. (The verb 
pokłócić is a causative of kłócić się.) Compare a parallel sentence with 
possible reciprocal meaning: 

Janek; pokłócił siostryj ze sobą;/;. 
'Janek; set the sisters; at loggerheads with him/each other;.' 

Anaphoric pronouns occasionally occur instead of, or as a variant to, 
reflexives: 

(0;) Dostał tak miły dla siebie/niegO; list. 
'(He;) got such a nice (for him;) letter.' 

Some speakers accept as an antecedent for a reflexive or reciprocal a 
non-nominative noun or pronoun that serves as the logical subject of the 
governing verb: 

?Markowi; (DAT) brakowało swoich; przyjaciół. 
'Mark; missed his; friends.' 
?Ciągnie ich; (ACC) do siebie;. 
'They; are attracted to one another;.' 

The reciprocal reading of a reflexive pronoun or (more rarely) a reflex-
ive possessive adjective is usually clear from context: 

Często dzwonimy do siebie. 
'We often call each other.' 
W swoim towarzystwie czujemy się skrępowani. 
'We feel ill at ease in each other's company.' 

If not, the adverbs wzajemnie or nawzajem 'mutually' are sometimes used, 
or the reflexive/reciprocal element is replaced by the appropriate form of 
jeden drugiego 'one another': 

Ciągle myślą o sobie. 
'They're always thinking about themselves/one another.' 
Ciągle myślą jeden o drugim. 
'They're always thinking about one another.' 

The pronoun się regularly serves as the enclitic form of reciprocal siebie 
(accusative or genitive) although it is severely restricted as the enclitic of 
reflexive siebie: 
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Kochamy siebie. 
4We love ourselves/each other.' 
Kochamy się. 
'We love each other.' 

but 

Pocałuj się w nos! 
'Go to hell! (literally: kiss yourself in the nose!)' 

The antecedent of a reciprocal element must be in the same clause, but it 
can be a zero anaphor: 

(0j) Przekonałem ichj9 że (0;) nic nie wiedzą o sobie;. 
'(Ii) convinced them; that (they;) don't know anything about each 
otherj/themselves;.' 

Reciprocals are even freer than reflexives in having non-subjects as ante-
cedents: 

(0j) Zapoznałem gości; ze sob?;. 
'(Ii) introduced the guests; one to another^' 
Czasj spędzony razem pobudził w nich; miłość do siebie;. 
'The timej spent together awoke in them; love for one another;.' 

The emphatic element sam has both reflexive and non-reflexive 
functions. In its non-reflexive function it means 'X-self', 'by X-self' or 
'alone' and shows normal adjectival agreement: 

Napisałem do samego ministra. 
'I wrote to the minister himself.' 
Czy pani mieszka sama? 
'Do you live alone?' 

In its reflexive function it occurs in the nominative or (especially in non-
finite constructions) dative, although the genitive plural is possible with a 
quantified antecedent and the dative (or even the masculine singular dative 
samemu) is sometimes generalized: 

Zrobię to sam. 
'I'll do it myself.' 
Nie wypada iść tam samemu. 
'One shouldn't go there oneself.' 
Wielu studentów (GEN PL) idzie samych (GEN PL). 
'Many students are going by themselves.' 
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4.9 Possession 
Possession can be expressed with the verbs mieć 'have', posiadać 'possess' 
and należeć 'belong'. 

The possessive adjectives of the first and second person (mój, twój, nasz, 
wasz) and the reflexive possessive swój, as well as pański (< pan) normally 
precede the noun they modify and agree with it in gender, number and 
case. Post-nominal use (syn mój 'my son') is expressive. The third-person 
possessives (jego, jej, ich) are indeclinable (and therefore non-agreeing) 
pre-nominal modifiers, as are the forms pana (< pan) and pani (< pani). 
These last five possessives are all identical to the genitive forms of the 
corresponding pronouns. The other non-familiar second-person 
possessives (państwa (for a mixed group), panów (for a group of men), patг 
(for a group of women)) are also genitive in origin, but they are used post-
nominally like other genitive expressions of possession: mój dom 'my 
house', pani dom 'your (F non-familiar) house', jego dom 'his house' versus 
dom państwa 'your (PL non-familiar, mixed group) house', dom naszego 
kolegi 'our friend's house'. In spoken Polish genitive expressions of 
possession are sometimes preposed, especially when the noun refers to a 
person: naszego kolegi siostra 'our friend's sister'. 

Possessive adjectives are normally omitted if the relationship is clear: 

Jadę z mężem. 
Tm going with (my) husband.' 

This is especially true of inalienable 'possessions' but is not limited to them: 

Idę do biura. 
'I'm going to (my/the) office.' 

In some cases the possessive adjective is impossible. Compare 

Basia złamała sobie nogę. 
'Basia broke her leg.' 
* Basia złamała swoją nogę. 

The latter would be possible only if the leg in question were, say, a piece of 
sculpture (Wierzbicka 1988: 206-9). 

Inalienable possessions (and some others) permit the use of a dative 
noun or pronoun to specify the possessor: 

Józefowi (DAT) umarł ojciec. 
'Józef s father died.' 
Zajrzała mi (DAT) do gardła/do kieszeni. 
'She looked into my throat/my pocket.' 

Both possessive adjectives and genitive expressions of possession can be 
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used as predicates with the copula, but only when describing alienable 
possessions: 

Ta książka jest moja/Janka. 
That book is mine/Janek's.' 

but not 

•Matka/Ręka jest moja/Janka. 
The mother/The hand is mine/Janek's.' 

4.10 Quantification 
If a noun phrase containing a cardinal number is in a position requiring the 
accusative or any oblique case, then the entire phrase is in that case: 

Znam [tych trzech studentów] ACC . 
T know those three (male) students.' 
Znam [te trzy studentki] дсс-
T know those three (female) students.' 
Byłem we [wszystkich czterdziestu dziewięciu województwach] Loc-
T've been in all forty-nine Polish provinces.' 

(See section 3.1.5 for the forms.) 
In a position requiring the nominative case, however, case and number 

assignments depend on the gender of the head noun. If it is not masculine 
personal, then the situation is as follows: 

1 The numerals '2', '3\ '4' and their compounds ('22', '164' and so 
forth) govern the nominative plural of nouns and adjectives in the 
noun phrase, plural forms of the verb, and nominative plural forms of 
predicate adjectives or passive participles: 

Te dwa duże konie są moje. 
'Those two big horses are mine.' 

2 The numerals '5'-'21', '25'-'31', '35'-'41' and so forth govern the 
genitive plural of nouns and adjectives in the noun phrase and of adjec-
tives or passive participles in the predicate, and govern third person 
singular (neuter) verb forms: 

Tych pięć nowych studentek było obecnych. 
'Those five new (female) students were present.' 

An adjective or, less commonly, a participle preceding the numeral can 
be in the nominative plural (tepięć nowych studentek...). 

When a subject/nominative noun phrase has a masculine personal noun 
as head, the situation is as follows: 
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1 The numerals '2', '3' and '4' enter into two constructions. In one the 
forms dwaj, trzej, czterej govern the nominative plural of nouns and 
adjectives in the noun phrase, plural forms of the verb and nominative 
plural forms of predicate adjectives or participles: 

Ci dwaj nowi studenci byli obecni. 
Those two new (male) students were present.' 

In the other the forms dwóch, trzech, czterech govern the genitive 
plural of nouns and adjectives in the noun phrase, third person singular 
(neuter) forms of the verb and genitive plural forms of predicate adjec-
tives or participles: 

Dwóch nowych studentów zostało wybranych. 
Two new (male) students were elected.' 

In compounds of '2', '3', '4', only the second set of forms is used. Use 
of the second set is expanding even for non-compound numerals, but 
there is also some evidence of a semantic distinction between the two 
sets, with a tendency to use dwóch, trzech, czterech simply to specify 
quantity ('two' or 'two of (them)' and so forth) and dwaj, trzej czterej 
to specify quantity and mark definiteness ('the two'). 

2 Starting with '5' the only forms available to use with masculine-
personal nouns in subject noun phrases are forms that govern the geni-
tive plural (pięciu, dwudziestu and so forth): 

Wszystkich pięciu studentów przyszło. 
4All five (male) students came.' 

The quantifiers ile 'how many', tyle 'so many', parę 'a couple', kilka 
'several' (and its compounds kilkanaście '10-20', kilkadziesiąt 'several 
dozen', kilkaset 'several hundred') and wiele 'many' behave syntactically 
like cardinal numbers '5' and above. Duzo is a synonym of wiele but is used 
only in contexts requiring nominative or accusative. 

Collective numerals (dwoje, troje and so forth) are used with some 
pluralia tantum (dwoje drzwi 'two doors'); with some nouns designating 
paired objects (dwoje oczu 'two eyes'); with neuter nouns in -ę/-ęta 
(kilkoro zwierząt 'several animals'); with certain specific nouns (dziecko 
'child'); and to indicate a human group of mixed sex (sześcioro studentów 
versus sześciu studentów (all male) versus sześć studentek (all female); my 
dwoje ox nas dwoje 'the two of us'). If a noun phrase containing a collective 
numeral is in a context requiring dative or locative, then the whole phrase 
will be in that case: 

Zadałem to dwojgu studentom, 
i assigned that to two (male + female) students.' 

Otherwise (and optionally for locative) the collective numeral governs the 
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genitive plural of the head noun and, in subject position, governs a verb in 
the third person singular (neuter). A predicate adjective or participle can 
be in the genitive plural or neuter singular: 

Dwoje źrebiąt było uwiązane/uwiązanych u płotu. 
Two colts were tethered at the fence.' 

The above statements describe the syntax of quantifiers from a nor-
mative point of view. Actual usage is more varied. A number of tendencies 
can be observed. (See also section 3.1.5 on changes in inflection.) (a) 
Collective numerals are often replaced by cardinal numerals, except where 
there is a difference in meaning, (b) Many speakers use third-person 
(neuter) verb forms even with subject noun phrases containing '2', '3', '4' 
and their compounds, (c) The use of genitive plural for predicate adjectives 
and participles is spreading, (d) Certain nouns used as quantifiers are tend-
ing to acquire numeral-like syntax: 

Szereg osób wiedziało o tym. 
4A number of people knew about that.' 

or even w szeregu (LOC) miastach (LOC) 'in a number of cities' instead of 
the traditional w szeregu miast (GEN). 

5 Lexis 

5.1 General composition of the word-stock 
In the mid-1930s Tadeusz Lehr-Spławiński compared data from the two 
existing Slavonic etymological dictionaries with his own vocabulary and 
concluded that the active vocabulary of the average educated speaker of 
Polish at that time (estimated at 8,000 words) preserved more than 1,700 
Proto-SIavonic words. (He counted only words that had survived without 
basic changes in meaning or structure.) By comparison, the largest diction-
ary of Polish (Doroszewski 1958-69) contains some 125,000 words. Some 
of Lehr's words are no longer in active use (świekier 'father-in-law'); 
however, his list would have been much longer had he included Polish 
words built out of Proto-SIavonic elements. 

Some forty years later Jin Damborsky analysed the 37,319 entires in the 
one-volume abridgement of Doroszewski's dictionary and concluded that 
these consisted of 28,532 'native' words and 8,787 'foreign' words. Of the 
foreign words, nearly 30 per cent were of Latin origin; French and Greek 
each provided over 14 per cent; German, over 10 per cent; and English 
and Italian, each around 3.5 per cent. Words of Slavonic (Russian, Ukrain-
ian, Czech) origin constituted a little over 2 per cent. A somewhat different 
picture is provided by analyses of post-Second World War neologisms, 
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which suggest English, Russian and international (often Greco-Latin) 
terminology as major sources of borrowings. It has been claimed that - at 
least for neologisms in the press in the late 1970s - some 90 per cent of 
neologisms are perceived by native speakers as foreign in origin. 

5.2 Patterns of borrowing 
The earliest borrowings into Polish were from Czech and German, with the 
former sometimes serving as a conduit for the latter and both so serving for 
Latin. Starting in the sixteenth century, Latin became a direct source as 
Czech became less influential. (After its early role as a source of borrow-
ings in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, German lost its influence 
until the nineteenth century.) French and Italian both started to play a role 
in the sixteenth century, but Italian influence declined in the seventeenth 
century, while French remained important until the mid-nineteenth 
century. The sixteenth and seventeenth centuries also brought borrowings 
from Ukrainian and Belorussian and, through them or directly, from 
Turkic. In the nineteenth century Russian and English (the latter initially 
via French and German) appeared as source languages; their influence 
became especially strong in the period following the Second World War. 
Currently, English and international terminology are the major sources of 
neologisms. 

Some examples of borrowings from Czech: the name Władysław (for 
Polish Włodzisław); from German via Czech: iart 'joke'; from Latin via 
Czech: biskup 'bishop'; from French: parter 'ground floor'; from Italian: 
impreza 'show; spectacle'; from Ukrainian: hulać 'make merry'; from 
Turkish via Ukrainian: kaftan 'caftan'; from German: szwagier 'brother-in-
law'; from Russian: nieudacznik 'hapless person'; from English: stres 
'stress'. 

Foreign influence is also apparent in lexical, phraseological and semantic 
caiques like listonosz 'letter carrier' (compare German Brieftrager), racja 
stanu 'reason of state' (compare French raison d'etat), jastrzębie '(military) 
hawks'. 

5.3 Incorporation of borrowings 
Borrowed nouns that end in a consonant or -a are declined regularly like 
the corresponding native masculine or feminine nouns. Since the category 
of non-suffixal native nouns ending in -o or -e is closed, borrowed nouns 
ending in these vowels - or in any others - are normally not declined: 
dżudo, atelier (pronounced as in French with final [e]), alibi, menu, jury. 
An indeclinable noun referring to a human being gets its gender referen-
tially (for example, attache is masculine or feminine depending on the 
person in question); other indeclinable nouns are normally neuter unless 
they take masculine or feminine gender from a generic term (kiwi, mascu-
line because of ptak 'bird'). 
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Borrowings may undergo adaptation to make them fit native declen-
sional types or to make the declensional type fit referential gender, for 
example spelling pronunciation (bufet - inflected masculine - versus foyer 
- undeclined neuter pronounced [fwaje] as in French); depluralization 
(fotos 'publicity photo' - singular from English plural); gender adjustment 
(girlsa 'chorus girl'). 

Some borrowings in -о are used both with and without declension 
(bistro). This may be in keeping with the greater tendency of spoken Polish 
to regularize, which is also reflected in the declension of foreign 
geographical names not normally declined in written style: do Tokia 'to 
Tokyo'. Foreign family names in -/, -y or -e are declined like adjectives: 
Kennedy, genitive Kennedy'ego. 

Polish has borrowed several adjectives that are not declined and are 
usually used post-nominally (suknia bordo 'bordeau dress'). Some have 
begun to function as combining forms (spódniczka mini or mini-
spódniczka 'miniskirt'). 

Verbs based on borrowed material, usually with infinitives in -ować, 
may be bi-aspectual (internować 'intern'), but more often they are inte-
grated into the Polish aspectual system through the creation of prefixed 
perfective form (zaimportować 'import'). Sometimes the verb is first 
attested in a prefixed perfective form, which implies the potential existence 
of an unprefixed imperfective (perfective splagiatować 'plagiarize' (TR) 
implies imperfective ?plagiatować) or suffixal imperfective (perfective 
przetestować 'retest' implies imperfective ?przetestowywać). 

5.4 Lexical fields 

5.4.1 Colour terms 
white biały 
black czarny 
red czerwony 
green zielony 
yellow żółty 
blue niebieski 
brown brązowy 
purple fioletowy 
pink różowy 
orange pomarańczowy 
grey szary 

Eight of the above eleven names are basic; the possible exceptions are 
fioletowy (< fiolet '(the flower) violet'), pomarańczowy (< pomarańcza 
'(the fruit) orange') and różowy (< róża '(the flower) rose'). All three are of 
relatively low frequency and the first two are almost absent from 
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phraseological combinations (but are supported by their 'official' position 
in the rainbow). Różowy is used slightly more frequently than the other two 
and plays a much greater role in phraseology. English brown more often 
corresponds to Polish brunatny than to Polish brązowy (with its initial 
meaning 'made of bronze'), but the latter is the more basic term, with 
brunatny defined as a dark shade of brązowy. A second translation of blue 
is błękitny, a more poetic synonym of the basic niebieski (< niebo 'sky'). 
Various shades of dark blue have their own names (modry, granatowy and 
regionally siny (more generally 'blue-violet')), but none are basic colours. 
Purpurowy for 'purple' is on the red side of fioletowy, being defined as 
'dark red with a violet hue'. The alternative translations of grey, popielaty 
(< popiół 'ashes') and siwy, are on the light side, with the latter used 
primarily to describe hair colour. 

5.4.2 Body parts 
head głowa 
eye oko 
nose nos 
ear ucho 
mouth usta 
hair włosy 
neck szyja, kark 
arm/hand ręka, ramię, dłoń 
finger palec (u ręki) 
leg/foot noga, stopa 
toe palec (u nogi) 
chest piersi 
heart serce 

The neck as a solid body is szyja; kark refers to the nape (back) of the 
neck. The whole back from the kark to the small of the back (krzyże) is 
grzbiet. The back from the shoulders to the waist is plecy or barki. In the 
singular bark usually means 'shoulder'. 'Shoulder' is also one of the mean-
ings of ramię, which can also refer to the upper arm and, loosely, to the 
whole arm. The whole arm can also be called ręka, the primary meaning of 
which is 'hand'. The word dłoń can mean both 'palm' and 'hand'. In 
parallel with ręka, the word noga can mean both 'leg' and 'foot'; for the 
latter there is an unambiguous term stopa. 

The term for 'mouth', usta, belongs to the category of pluralia tantum. 
The word for 'hair', włosy, is also plural, but its singular włos exists and 
means 'one single hair'. In the meaning 'chest' the plural form piersi is 
normal; the singular pierś usually means 'a breast'. 
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5.4.3 Kinship terms 
mother matka 
father ojciec 
sister siostra 
brother brat 
aunt ciocia (ciotka) 
uncle wujek 
niece bratanica, siostrzenica 
nephew bratanek, siostrzeniec 
cousin (female) kuzynka 
cousin (male) kuzyn 
grandmother babcia 
grandfather dziadek 
wife żona 
husband m^ż 
daughter córka 
son syn 

There is no single term for 'niece' or for 'nephew'; in both cases Polish 
distinguishes a brother's child (bratanica, bratanek) from a sister's child 
(,siostrzenica, siostrzeniec). The terms babcia and wujek, although histori-
cally hypocoristics, are more common as basic terms than babka and wuj. 
For 'aunt', however, ciocia and ciotka are equally frequent. The hypo-
coristics mama (for matka) and tata (for ojciec) are very common. 

Although most speakers use only the listed terms for 'uncle' and 'aunt' 
(and children use them as a form of address and to refer to miscellaneous 
adults, related or not), many speakers have passive knowledge of a more 
traditional system of kinship terminology (still used actively by some 
speakers), in which wuj is 'mother's brother' or 'aunt's husband', while 
'father's brother' is stryj. In this same system ciotka is only 'mother's 
(father's) sister'; an aunt by marriage is wujna/wujenka or stryjna/ 
stryjenka. The older system also involved a more complicated taxonomy of 
cousins - known passively to many speakers but normally simplified in 
active use to kuzyn/kuzynka - based on which blood relative the cousin is 
a child of: wuj, stryj or ciotka. Thus among male cousins one distinguishes 
brat wujeczny, brat stryjeczny and brat cioteczny, and similarly for female 
cousins. 

6 Dialects 
The Polish linguistic territory has traditionally been divided into five major 
dialect areas, corresponding to the historical-geographic regions of 
Małopolska, Wielkopolska, Mazowsze, Śląsk (Silesia) and Kaszuby (see 
map 12.1). This division does not include the territories in the west and 
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Map 12.1 The five major dialect areas of Polish 

north (approximately 25 per cent of present-day Poland) that were 
acquired from Germany at the end of the Second World War and which 
are said to be populated by speakers of 'new mixed dialects' created as a 
result of the population movements of the immediate post-war period. 
(The territories in the east lost to the Soviet Union in 1939 were generally 
not considered to represent a separate dialect area.) 

Most present-day dialect speakers show diglossia: they speak both the 
dialect and the standard language or some approximation thereto, that is, 
an urban 'substandard' or a rural 'interdialect' (Topolińska and Vidoeski 
1984: 35-53). The latter term refers to the best possible approximation of 
the standard language given the local linguistic resources, for example the 
use of a form like [kośula] to represent standard [košula] (orthographic 
koszula 'shirt') by a speaker whose native dialect has [kosula]. 

Two features have traditionally been used to define the five major 
dialect areas. The voicing of word-final obstruents before word-initial 
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vowels and sonorants ([bradmuj] for orthographic brat mój 'my brother') 
is characteristic of Małopolska, Wielkopolska and Silesia, and distinguishes 
them from Mazowsze and Kaszuby, where obstruents are voiceless in that 
context ([vusmuj] for orthographic wóz mój 'my wagon' - see section 2.1). 
Secondly, the repertoire of central fricatives and affricates distinguishes 
Małopolska and Mazowsze (where the alveolar series collapsed with the 
dental series, leaving only / s / , /z / , / с / and /dz/) both from Wielkopolska 
(where the dentals, alveolars and palatals are all distinct, that is, / s / versus 
/sz/ versus / š / and so forth as in the standard language) and from 
Kaszuby (where there are no palatals). Northern Silesian dialects show the 
loss of the alveolar series (like Małopolska and Mazowsze; the 
phenomenon is known in the literature as mazurzenie), while southern 
Silesian dialects preserve the three-way distinction (like Wielkopolska). 

Other dialect features include the treatment of the historical nasal 
vowels and long vowels, the results of secondary palatalization of velars 
before front vowels, the presence or absence of a category of masculine-
personal nouns, relics of the dual in declension and conjugation, the mutual 
interference of declension paradigms, the presence or absence of personal 
clitics/endings in the past tense and patterns of nominal and verbal deri-
vation. 

Some dialect features also characterize regional variants of the standard 
language, for example voicing sandhi; the derivation of names of young 
animals in -ę versus -ak (southern cielę versus northern cielak 'calf); 
lexical differences ('blueberries' are borówki in Cracow but czarne jagody 
or simply jagody in Warsaw). 

What most Polish linguists view as the Polish dialects of the Kaszuby 
area are often viewed outside Poland as dialects of a separate Cassubian 
language. (See chapter 13.) The Polish view is motivated, among other 
things, by the apparent lack of a national identity among the Cassubians, 
who - it is claimed - view themselves rather as an ethnic group within the 
Polish nation. None the less, there have been recent attempts to create a 
literary standard for Cassubian. 

Other Polish dialects have occasionally been used for literary purposes 
(particularly those of Silesia and of the Podhale area in the southern moun-
tains), but without any systematic efforts at standardization. The attempt 
(beginning in the 1930s) to create a literary language based on Polish-
Czech transitional dialects in the Ostrava area of Czechoslovakia - the so-
called 'literary laština' or 'Lekhian' - has resulted in a literary idiolect used 
only by the poet Óndra Łysohorsky. 
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13 Cassubian 
Gerald Stone 

1 Introduction 
Cassubian (or Kashubian) is today spoken in an elongated band of territory 
to the west, north-west and south-west of Gdańsk (German Danzig) (see 
map 13.1). Since the Second World War the entire Cassubian speech area 
has been situated inside the Polish state. From the official point of view 
Cassubian is a Polish dialect; but its individuality is such that it is usually 
regarded by both laymen and linguists as an entity, separate from all other 
Polish dialects. Genetically, Cassubian is the last surviving link in a chain of 
dialects which once stretched across what is now north Poland and north 
Germany, linking Polabian to Polish. The Lechitic group consists of 
Polabian (west Lechitic), Polish (east Lechitic) and a chain of central 
Lechitic dialects (including Cassubian). The term Pomeranian is narrower: 
East Pomeranian is Cassubian; West Pomeranian refers to those extinct 
varieties of central Lechitic which were once spoken to the west of 
Cassubian. Toponymical evidence indicates that Cassubian was once 
spoken as far west as the River Parsęta (German Persante), which flows 
into the Baltic at Kołobrzeg (German Kolberg). 

The question has been frequently asked whether Cassubian is not really 
a separate Slavonic language rather than just a dialect of Polish. If the 
answer to this is yes, it implies a further question as to the existence of a 
separate Cassubian nationality. There are no known linguistic criteria for 
the resolution of such questions, but it is, in any case, clear that the 
question is not purely linguistic. Poland's claim to access to the sea after the 
First World War was dependent on establishing that the coastal population 
was Polish. There is general agreement, however, that there is something 
special about Cassubian. Poles from other parts of Poland have difficulty in 
understanding it when they hear it spoken. The difficulties experienced by 
newly arrived teachers in understanding their Cassubian pupils even led in 
1960 to the publication of a small Cassubian-Polish and Polish-Cassubian 
dictionary (Labuda 1960) intended to assist communication. Conditions 
were particularly favourable for the development of a separate linguistic 
identity in the period before 1918, when Cassubia (as the region is called) 
was part of the German Empire and standard Polish had no official status. 
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BALTIC SEA 
Lake 
Gardno 

Gdynia 

Bytów • 

Kościerzyna^ 
• i Tczew i 

KOCIEWIE 
DIALECT 

/ TUCHOLA 
DIALECT 

Człuchów • 
• Chojnice 30 km 

Key: 

/I/ and /w/ (ł) have merged as /I/ 

$w > sy(for example, sjinia 'pig'; compare Polish świnia) 

southern limit of uncontracted present-tense forms of the 
type jó szukaję 'I seek' (compare jó szukóm and so on 
south of this line) 
boundary between final (north) and initial (south) stress in 
the words żołędk 'stomach' and kórwińc/krowińc 'cow dung' 
external limits of Cassubian, according to field-work for AJK 
in 1954-7 

Note: 1 The tiny isolated Cassubian area 8 miles (12 km) to the north-east of 
Kościerzyna is the village of Grabówko, where even in the 1950s the number of 
Cassubian-speakers was small. 
2 The tip of the Hel Peninsula was German-speaking before 1945. 

Map 13.1 The Cassubian speech area 
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The rebirth of the Polish state, however, does not appear to have dimin-
ished consciousness of the Cassubian identity, even to the present day. The 
number of speakers is put at around 150,000 (Topolińska 1980: 183). 

Attempts to create a Cassubian literary language have been neither a 
total success nor a total failure. Cassubian literature exists, but the language 
in which it is written has achieved only a moderate degree of standard-
ization (Stone 1972). Written sources dating from before the nineteenth 
century (beginning in 1402) are written in a language which is not really 
Cassubian, but rather a kind of Polish containing a greater or lesser pro-
portion of Cassubianisms. The first to write in undiluted Cassubian was 
Florian Ceynowa (1817-81), who between 1866 and 1868 published the 
periodical Skórb kaszebsko-slovjnskje move ('A treasury of the Cassubo-
Slovincian tongue'). He also published a grammar Zares do grammatik} 
kasebsko-slovjnskje move ('An outline of the grammar of the Cassubo-
Slovincian tongue') (Poznań 1879) and several literary works in Cassubian. 
The late nineteenth century also saw the appearance of a number of 
Cassubian literary compositions by Hieronim Derdowski (1852-1902). 
His masterpiece is a narrative poem entitled O panu Czorlińscim со do 
Риска po sece jachołęAbout Mr Czarliński, who rode to Puck for nets'). 
The use of Cassubian in literature has tended to be restricted to short prose 
works and to verse. There is only one novel, Żece i przigode Remusa ('The 
life and adventures of Remus') (Toruń 1938) by Aleksander Majkowski 
(1876-1938). Periodicals printed entirely in Cassubian, such as Przyjaciel 
Ludu Kaszubskiego ('The friend of the Cassubian people') (1928-9), Bene 
ё Buten ('At home and abroad') (1930), and Zrzesz Kaszebskó ('The 
Cassubian union') (1933-9), have existed from time to time. The monthly 
Pomerania, published in Gdańsk, regularly carries items on cultural 
matters, printed in Cassubian. 

Efforts have been made to bring about unification and to standardize the 
written form of Cassubian. A grammar intended to set up 'a norm freed of 
the accidental features and peculiarities of the dialects, and thus standing 
above the dialects' was published by Friedrich Lorentz in 1919 (Lorentz 
1919), but its influence has been limited. Some progress has been made, 
however, in the sphere of orthography by the orthographical committee of 
the Zrzeszenie Kaszubsko-Pomorskie (Cassubo-Pomeranian Association) 
(Breza and Treder 1984). Something approaching a standard grammar, but 
with systematic incorporation of local variation, is provided by Gramatyka 
kaszubska (Breza and Treder 1981). In the description given below 
emphasis is laid on salient points of diversion from Polish; this accounts for 
the absence of sections 3.1.5, 3.2.1, 3.2.2, 4.10, 5.1 and 5.3 from this 
chapter. 

Around 1900 the territorial limits of Cassubian extended as far west as 
the southern shore of Lake Gardno (nearly 37 miles (60 km) west of the 
nearest point where Cassubian is spoken today) (see map 13.1 on p. 760). 
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In the villages between Lakes Łeba and Gardno and to the south of the 
latter the inhabitants applied the term słowińsczi 'Slovincian' to their 
dialect. It appears that previously (sixteenth century) this term had also 
been used further south, in the vicinity of Bytów (German Btitow or 
Budów) (Lorentz, Fischer and Lehr-Spławiński 1935: 4-5). It has never 
been argued that Slovincian was anything more than a Cassubian dialect, 
but the Slovincians were distinguished from other Cassubians not only 
linguistically but also by the fact that they were Lutherans, not Catholics. 
By the 1920s the Slovincian villages and those immediately to the east of 
them were linguistically German, but the people remained conscious of 
their non-German origin and after 1945, when this part of Germany was 
annexed by Poland and the German population was expelled, some 
Slovincians were permitted to remain. Others were expelled (Rogaczewski 
1975: 49-61), but even in the 1950s, mainly in the village of Kluki 
(German Klucken), there were still a few old people who could remember 
fragments of the language of their ancestors (Stieber et al. 1961 passim; 
Sobierajski 1964: 109-27). 

2 Phonology 

2.1 Segmental phoneme inventory 
There is no orthoepic standard and the degree of local variation is high. 
Nevertheless, it is possible to encompass the segmental phonemes of almost 
all Cassubian varieties in the scheme given in table 13.1. In comparison 
with Polish the vowel system is remarkable for its large number of items. 
The consonant system, on the other hand, contains a smaller number of 
items than that of Polish, owing to the almost complete absence of the 
soft:hard distinction. The only remaining soft:hard pair is / п / : /ц / , but this 
too is in decline as a result of hardening in many areas. 

Initially or after a labial or a velar the phonemes / о / and / u / acquire a 
prothetic labial glide: pole [pwele] 'field', koza [kweza] 'goat', mucha 
[mwuxa] 'fly'. In the case of / о / , in most areas, this is accompanied by 
fronting of the second element to / e / or / e / ; but in the south-east the 
[wo] type prevails: [pwole] 'field' (Breza and Treder 1981: 36-8; Breza 
and Treder 1984: 23; AJKXIV: 73, 76-7, 110-12, maps 7, 8, 9, 14, 15, 
16). Some writers have, by various means, reflected this feature in their 
spelling, but since it is simply a matter of positional variants of / о / and / u / 
it is nowadays usual to retain the letters о and u (Breza and Treder 1984: 
23). 

The spelling system recommended by the Zrzeszenie Kaszubsko-
Pomorskie is based on the Polish system with the following alterations and 
additions: 
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Table 13.1 Segmental phonemes of Cassubian 

Vowels 
Oral Nasal 

i u 
о 

e 
э 

о o 

8 э 
a а 

Consonants 
Bilabial Labio-dental Dental Alveolar Palatal Velar 

Plain stop 

Affricate 

Fricative 

P 
b 

f 

t 
d 
is 
dz 
s 

tf 
Ф 
J 

k 
g 

x 

Nasal 
v z 3 

Lateral 
m n 

1 

r 
Trill 

Semi-vowel w 

1 

r r 
j 

1 To the Polish system of letters representing oral vowels the following 
changes have been made: 
(a) б represents / э / : jo T , brzód 'fruit', doka 'fog'; 
(b) ó represents / о / (a vowel midway between / о / and / u / ) : żót 

'stomach', zwónk 'bell'; 
(c) ё represents / e / (a vowel between / i / and /г/): grzech [gfex] 

'sin', chleb [xlep] 'bread', gazeta [gazeta] 'newspaper'; 
(d) ё represents / э / : belny [balni] 'fine, sturdy', cechi [tsaxi] 'quiet', 

bene [Ьэпэ] 'inside'. 
2 The Polish nasal letters ę and ą are used, but ę represents a nasalized 

/ a / , that is, [a] (not [s]): będze [badze] 'will be (3 SG)'. The letter ą 
represents / о / : ksęidz [ksóts] 'priest'. 

3 The most distinctive feature of the consonant system is the appearance 
of s, z, с and dz, where Polish has s, z, ć and dź respectively (known as 
kaszubienie): bee 'to be' (Polish być), scana 'wall' (Polish ściana), 
zema 'winter' (Polish zima). Cassubian therefore does not make use of 
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the letters ś, ź, ć, dź. The opposition between the letters i and y, as 
found in Polish, occurs in Cassubian only after the letter n: ni repre-
sents / iy/ , but лгу represents /ni/ (as in nisko /rysko/ 'low', but belny 
/balni/ 'fine, sturdy'). Otherwise, i is written everywhere (as in bik 
'bull', dim 'smoke') except after s, z, с and dz, where it is always 
replaced by у (as in syn 'son', zymk 'spring', dzys 'today') (Breza and 
Treder 1981: 39-40; Breza and Treder 1984: 24). The graphemes sz, 
ź, cz and dż represent phonemes (/J7, /3 / , /tf/ and / d j / ) which are 
phonetically soft, whereas in Polish they are hard (Breza and Treder 
1981:66). 

Further phonological features not revealed in the orthography favoured 
by the Zrzeszenie Kaszubsko-Pomorskie are: 

1 In many areas / 0 / after hard dentals and / u / are prone to fronting, 
producing vowels of the [0] and [u] types. Loss of rounding may lead 
to articulations similar to / e / (or / e / ) and / i / respectively (Breza and 
Treder 1981: 36-8). 

2 / a / before a nasal consonant is everywhere prone to nasalization: 
scana [stsana] 'wall', tam [tam] 'there'. 

3 The grapheme rz represents [[], a post-alveolar fricative trill, only in 
the speech of the older generation and mainly in the north. It is being 
replaced by Polish [3] and [J] (Breza and Treder 1981: 67). 

4 The voiceless:voiced contrast of consonants ( / p / : / b / , / t / : / d / and so 
on) is neutralized at the end of the word. The consonants in question 
are phonetically voiceless. Inter-word assimilation is of the north-
Polish (Warsaw) type (see chapter 12, pp. 690-1). Progressive assimi-
lation by devoicing of /v / in such words as twój 'your' and of / [ / or 
/3 / (orthographically rz) in such words as trzeba 'is necessary' does 
not normally occur. 

Cassubian participated with Polish in the depalatalization of PSI. *ę to p 
before hard dentals, but was unaffected by the coalescence of non-
depalatalized ę and p in the early fourteenth century. On the contrary, the 
difference between the two nasal vowels increased in Cassubian as a result 
of a further fronting of the front nasal ę to /, which is first attested in 1198 
(Stieber 1973: 137). It then underwent denasalization (/ became i) and 
merged with original i: thus Cassubian jastrzib 'hawk' (Polish jastrząb). 
Denasalization of j is first attested in 1402. PS1. *p remained, however, as 
short and long ft. 

The system of nine oral vowels has developed from an earlier ten-vowel 
system (y and i having already coalesced), embodying phonemic length: 

a e 1 ó й 
а ё I 5 й 
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The characteristic Cassubian phoneme e is first attested at the end of the 
seventeenth century. It results from the metaphony: short i (including i 
from y) (except after palatalized consonants) became ё. For example, 
Cassubian lepa lime' (Polish lipa), reba 'fish' (Polish ryba). It included i 
from / (from ę): Cassubian klęknąć Чо kneel' (Polish klęknąć). A further 
metaphony, whereby short и (except after labials and velars) became ё, 
dates from the same period or, possibly, a little later (Stieber 1973: 138): 
Cassubian ledze 'people' (Polish ludzie), Kaszebe 'Cassubia' (Polish 
Kaszuby). The German loan-word leter 'Lutheran' shows that the 
metaphony affected words borrowed after the Reformation. 

The loss of phonemic vowel quantity and its replacement by qualitative 
distinctions occurred after the appearance of ё (which itself was never 
anything but short). The origin of the remaining eight oral vowels and the 
two nasals is as follows: 

a > а / а / a > о / э / 
ё> e / е / ё> ё / е / 
f (except i which > ё) > i/ i/ F> i/i/ 
o> o / o / d> ó / o / 
u (except й which > ё) > и /u/ й > и /и/ 
ą > f /a/ ą > ą /о/ 

The jers are represented in Cassubian, as in Polish, by e in strong 
position and by 0 in weak position: sen 'sleep, dream' from PS1. *УЬЛЪ, 
dzeń 'day' from PS1. * dbnb. The distribution of the reflexes of strong and 
weak jers is not always the same in Cassubian and Polish: Cassubian dómk 
'house (DIMIN)', from PSI. *dombkb, kóńc 'end' from PS1. *копьсь 
(Polish domek, koniec), but these nominatives are probably secondary 
formations which have arisen as a result of analogy with oblique cases (w 
domku 'in the house (DIMIN)', na kóńcu 'at the end'). The vowelless 
variants of these suffixes were, in any case, once common in Polish too. 

Syllabic rand x' developed in Cassubian as in Polish with the exception 
that whereas x' before a hard dental in Polish produced -ar- with harden-
ing of the preceding consonant, in Cassubian hardening did not occur: 
Cassubian czwiórti 'fourth' from PSI. *čvrtbjb, umiar 'died (3 SG)' from 
PS1. *umfl (Polish czwarty, umarł). Syllabic / and / usually developed as in 
Polish (Cassubian and Polish słup 'pillar' from PS1. *5(/ръ), but there is 
vestigial evidence of the West Lechitic (and Upper Sorbian) type embody-
ing -Ы- both in toponyms (German Stolp, Polish Słupsk) and in appella-
tives (dolžena 'tall person', stolpa 'post, prop', tolsti 'fat'; Polish długi 
'long', słup 'pillar', tłusty 'fat'). However, the attestation of these Cassubian 
words is sporadic and only residual (Popowska-Taborska 1987: 237). 

The Proto-Slavonic sequence CarC (in which С stands for any con-
sonant) is represented in Cassubian as both CroC and CarC: Cassubian 
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droga 'way' from PS1. *darga, but borna and bróna 'harrow' from PS1. 
*barna, bórzda and brózda 'furrow' from PS1. *barzda. The CarC type is 
not unknown to Polish, but it is extremely rare. In Polabian, on the other 
hand, it is common. Its representation in Cassubian (particularly in view of 
the fact that CarC forms were most common in Slovincian, its westernmost 
attested variety) is consistent with a transitional position between Polish 
and West Lechitic. The Cassubian developments of Proto-SIavonic CerC 
and CelC are identical with those in Polish, except for the fact that CelC 
produced Cło С more commonly in Cassubian than in Polish. Cassubian 
has, for example, not only żłób 'crib' (Polish żłób), but also płoc 'to weed' 
and mtoc 'to grind' (Polish pleć, mleć). There were more of these forms in 
Slovincian (such as młóko 'milk'; Cassubian (non-Slovincian) mleko, 
Polish mleko) (Stieber 1973: 139-40). 

Word stress in north Cassubian is free and mobile: гоЧо 'soil', lniedzela 
'Sunday', jó' budeję 'I build', te buxdejesz 'you build (SG)'. In south 
Cassubian the stress is on the first syllable. Most of the word-stress iso-
glosses are in the central Cassubian region, but their location varies consid-
erably both morphologically and lexically. The stress isogloss for żołądk 
'stomach' and kórwińc/kro wine 'cow dung' is shown on map 13.1 on page 
760. It was once widely believed that the north Cassubian vowel system 
included the possibility of quantitative opposition, but field-work carried 
out in 1950 on and near the Hel Peninsula (where the likelihood of finding 
this opposition was thought to be greatest) revealed the absence of any 
phonological distinction based on vowel length. Moreover, the re-examina-
tion of the material recorded in north Cassubia (including Slovincian) at 
the end of the nineteenth century led to the conclusion that even then only 
the vowels / i / and / u / were capable of true quantitative distinction. The 
reason for the misunderstanding may have been the fact that stressed 
vowels are longer than unstressed (Stieber 1974: 417-22). Cassubian stress 
is stronger than in Polish and may lead to the loss of unstressed vowels. 

2.2 Morphophonemic alternations inherited from Proto-SIavonic 
First palatalization: 

k\c piekę 'I bake': pieczesz 'you bake (SG)' 
g:i mogę 'I can': możesz 'you can (SG)' 
ch :s miech 'sack' : mieszk 'sack (DIMIN), purse' 

Second palatalization: 

к : с rebók 'fisherman (NOM SG)' : гёЬосё*fishermen (NOM PL)' 
g :dz słega 'servant' (NOM SG) : sledze 'servants (NOM PL)' 
ch:š strech 'beggar (NOM SG)' : stresze"beggars (NOM PL)' 
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Note: In Slovincian dz (whether resulting from the second or third palatal-
ization or from d + j) is replaced by z: na noze 'on the foot'. 

Vowelizero alternations: 

dzeń 'day (NOM SG)' : dnia 'day (GEN SG)' 
pies 'dog (NOM SG)': psa 'dog (GEN SG)' 

Note: The number of vowelrzero alternations is reduced by the fact that 
the Proto-Slavonic suffixes *-ъкъ and *-ьсь are represented by -k and -c 
(Polish -ek and -ее): thus dómk 'house (DIMIN)'. (See also under 2.1 
above.) 

2.3 Morphophonemic alternations resulting from changes after 

Many consonant alternations coincide with those in Polish, but owing to 
kaszubienie (see above) the Polish alternations s:ś and z:i are not found: 
jo niosę 'I carry': te niesesz 'you carry (SG)' (compare Polish 
niosę-, niesiesz). 

The Cassubian metaphony: 

(as in dzibczi 'pliant'; compare Polish gibki) results in frequent consonant 
alternations in the declension of nouns and adjectives: 

rek 'crab (NOM SG)' : reezi (NOM PL) 
rzeka 'river (NOM SG)' : rzeezi (GEN SG, NOM PL) 
słega 'servant (NOM SG)' : siedzi (GEN SG) 
mitczi 'soft (м NOM SG)' : mitkd (F NOM SG) 
dłudzi 'long (M NOM SG)' : długó (F NOM SG) 

The results of this metaphony are shown in the orthography recommended 
by the Zrzeszenie Kaszubsko-Pomorskie, but the corresponding ch (before 
i or e) to sz, which has a smaller territorial base, is not shown (thus the 
nominative plural of mucha 'fly' is written muchi, not muszi, even though it 
is thus pronounced in some northern regions) (Breza and Treder 1984: 
24-5). 

Owing to kaszubienie, t alternates with с (not č) and d with dz (not di): 

Proto-Slavonic 

post 'fast (NOM SG)' : po posee 'after the fast (LOC SG)' 
sód 'orchard (NOM SG)' : wsadzę 'in the orchard (LOC SG)' 
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Vowel alternations are more numerous than in Polish owing to the fact that 
Polish (more precisely standard Polish) has eliminated some of the vocalic 
distinctions that remain in Cassubian: 

a :e miasto 'town (NOM SG)' : w miesce 4n town (LOC SG)' 
o.ejó niosę41 carry': te niesesz 'you carry (SG)' 

Note: The o:e alternation is often eliminated owing to the operation of 
analogy (as jo bierzf 'I take' : te bierzesz 'you take (SG)'; compare Polish 
biorę'.bierzesz). The following result from alternations between long and 
short vowels: 

NOM SG GEN SG 
o:a brzód'fruit' brzadu 
ó:a pón 'master' pana 
e:e chleb 'bread' chleba 
i(y):e syn 'son' sena 
и:ё lud 'people' ledu 
ó:o dóm 'house, shade' domu 
ft:f kspdz 'priest' ksędza 

3 Morphology 

3.1 Nominal morphology 

3.1.1 Nominal categories 
Cassubian has two numbers, singular and plural, but vestiges of the dual 
are more prominent in Cassubian than in Polish. In the 1950s in some 
north Cassubian dialects certain forms of the first-person personal pronoun 
still retained a dual function (AJK XII: 164-5). At the beginning of the 
twentieth century the dual was a living category in Slovincian and the 
dialects immediately to its east (Główczyce and Cecenowo) (Lorentz 
1958-62: 869). 

The seven cases are the same as in Polish, but the tendency for the 
nominative to replace the vocative is greater than in Polish. The locative 
never occurs without a preposition, and there is a strong tendency for the 
instrumental to acquire the preposition z (s)/ze(se) 'with', when used with 
its basic function as an expression of instrument (but not in the comple-
ment of the copula). 

The category of gender is very similar to that in Polish. In the singular 
the masculine, neuter and feminine genders are distinguished. Animacy is 
expressed in the accusative singular of masculine nouns (and adjectives 
agreeing with them) by the use of the same form as the genitive singular. 
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The use of a genitive-accusative in the singular may also extend to certain 
other semantic categories of masculine nouns, including coins, food and 
fruit, but in these cases the genitive-accusative is always a facultative alter-
native to the nominative-accusative (Lorentz 1958-62: 874). In the plural 
the only gender distinction is between masculine personal and non-
masculine personal. In view of the relatively recent development of this 
distinction in both Cassubian and standard Polish (since the end of the 
seventeenth century) the degree of similarity between them is remarkable 
(Zieniukowa 1972: 96). There is a small discrepancy in that the otherwise 
characteristically masculine-personal nominative plural ending -ome is (or 
was until the 1950s) used in some north Cassubian villages not only with 
nouns denoting human beings, but also with some nouns denoting animals: 
thus twórzowie 'polecats', zajcowie 'hares' (AJK XII: 88-93, map 564). In 
M. Pontanus's translation of Luther's Little Catechism (1643) continuants 
of the Proto-SIavonic accusative plural are still in use (Lorentz 1958-62: 
868). 

3.1.2 Noun morphology 
Masculine noun declension is demonstrated by chłop 'man' and koń 
'horse' in table 13.2. 

Table 13.2 Declension of Cassubian chłop 'man' and kóri 'horse9 

SG PL 

NOM chłop chłopi/chłope 
VOC chłopie chłopi/chłope 
ACC chłopa chłopów 
GEN chłopa chłopów 
DAT chłopu/chłopowi chłopom 
INST chłopem chłopami/chłopama 
LOC o chłopie o chłopach 

NOM kóń konie 
VOC koniu konie 
ACC konia konie 
GEN konia koni/koniów 
DAT koniowi/koniewi/koniu koniom 
INST koniem koniami/koniama 
LOC o koniu o koniach 

Notes 
1 Reflexes of PS1. * gordb have not been used as examples, owing to the 

fact that Cassubian gard, though given in some dictionaries, is of 
doubtful authenticity, and Cassubian gród is very rare. 
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2 In the genitive singular animates always take -a, but inanimates may 
take -u or -a and it is not possible to establish any pattern in which 
certain types of noun take one ending or the other. In fact, many 
masculine inanimates may take either -u or -a: brzegu or bržega (brzeg 
'bank, shore'), lasu or lasa (las 'forest'). In northern dialects the 
ending -ё(< и) occurs (AJK XI: 123-33, maps 525-7). 

3 In the dative singular soft stems may have the ending -ewi (corre-
sponding to -owi in hard stems). This is facultative. The distribution of 
-owi (-ewi) and -u does not correspond to that in standard Polish and 
is unpredictable. Many nouns may have -owi(-ewi) or -u. In northern 
dialects the dative singular ending -ё (< u) occurs (AJK XI: 125). In 
the north-east, nouns may acquire the adjectival endings -omu and 
-emu: koniomu or koniemu (AJK XI: 172-3, map 538). Various 
forms arising from the blending of -owi (-ewi) and -u are attested. The 
form -ovu, which Lorentz heard in the Kartuzy and Wejherowo regions 
early in the twentieth century (1958-62: 873), had almost disappeared 
by the 1950s (AJK XI: 171). In West Slovincian the forms -owu and 
-ewu were recorded; in East Slovincian their equivalents were -oju and 
-eju (AJK XI: 171). The latter are reminiscent of the dative endings 
-oju and -eju in Lower Sorbian (see chapter 11, section 3.1.2), which 
appear to have arisen from a similar blending of -owi (-ewi) and -u. 

4 The instrumental singular is normally written -em, but -ę (reflecting 
northern pronunciation) also occurs (AJK XI: 179-86, maps 542-5). 
If the stem ends in к or g the alternations k/ez and g/dz may operate: 
thus bocziem (bok 'side'), rodiiem (róg 'horn'), but this is optional; 
one may also find bokem, bokę, rogem, rogę. 

5 The locative singular, as in standard Polish, ends in -e (with possible 
consonant alternation) unless the stem is soft or a velar, when it ends in 
-u: na brzegu (brzeg 'bank, shore'). There is a tendency for nouns 
ending in -s or -z to take -u too, but practice varies: thus w lasu (las 
'forest'), na wozu (wóz 'cart') (Breza and Treder 1981: 114; AJK XI: 
181-91, map 547). 

Neuter noun declension is demonstrated by miasto 'town' and serce 
'heart' in table 13.3. 

Notes 
1 Soft neuter stems often substitute -o for -e in the nominative singular: 

thus polo 'field' (otherwise pole) (Breza and Treder 1981: 118). This 
reduces the number of features distinguishing hard from soft stems, 
leaving only the locative singular. However, certain soft neuter stems in 
-e may, in the singular, take a different set of endings, acquired from 
the adjectival paradigm. The two variants are demonstrated by means 
of the example pole/pole %Ield' in table 13.4. 
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Table 13.3 Declension of Cassubian miasto 'town' and serce 'heart' 
(the variants serce and serce also exist) 

SG PL 

NOM miasto miasta 
voc miasto miasta 
ACC miasto miasta 
GEN miasta miast/miastów 
DAT miastu/miastowi miastom 
INST miastem/ m iastę miastami/ miastama 
LOC o miesce o miastach 

NOM serce serca 
voc serce serca 
ACC serce serca 
GEN serca serc/serców 
DAT sercu/sercowi sercom 
INST sercem/sercę sercami/sercama 
LOC o sercu o sercach 

Table 13.4 Alternative singular paradigms for Cassubian pole/pole 
'field' 

NOM pole pole 
voc pole pole 
ACC pole pole 
GEN pola/polo polego 
DAT polu/polowi polemu 
INST polem/polę polim 
LOC o polu o polim 

2 The neuters have acquired three endings which once belonged exclus-
ively to the masculine w-stems: the dative singular in -owi; the locative 
singular in -и; and the genitive plural in -ów. In the genitive plural the 
zero ending is more common than -ów (Lorentz 1958-62: 905). 

3 Consonant stems survive and are capable of having an extended stem 
in the oblique cases: remię 'shoulder, arm', genitive singular remienia 
and so on; but they may also have a shortened type remio, genitive 
singular remia, and so on (Breza and Treder 1981: 118). 

Feminine noun declension is demonstrated by rzeka 'river' in table 13.5. 
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Table 13.5 Declension of Cassubian rzeka 'river9 

SG PL 

NOM rzeka rzćczi 
VOC rzeko rzeczi 
ACC rzekę rzćczi 
GEN rzeczi rzek/rzeków 
DAT rzece rzekom 
INST rzekli rzekami/rzekama 
LOC o rzece o rzćkach 

Notes 
1 Żona has not been used to illustrate the paradigm, owing to the fact 

that it is rare and believed to be a borrowing from literary Polish (AJK 
II: 88). The word for 'woman' and 'wife' is białka in north Cassubia 
and kobieta in south Cassubia. 

2 The genitive singular and nominative/vocative/accusative plural 
ending -i occurs primarily after affricated к and g. Elsewhere it is 
replaced by -ё: thus węda 'fishing rod' has genitive singular and 
nominative/vocative/accusative plural węde. 

3 Certain masculines denoting persons end in -a in the nominative 
singular (such as słega 'servant') and have a paradigm similar to that 
shown in table 13.5. However, the vocative singular may be the same 
as the nominative (thus słega as an alternative to siego), the dative 
singular may end in -owi (thus siegowi as an alternative to słedze), the 
nominative/vocative plural may end in -owie (thus siegowie as an 
alternative to słedze ox siedzi), the accusative plural coincides with the 
genitive plural (as in słegów), and the zero ending does not exist in the 
genitive plural (thus only słegów). 

4 In feminines vacillation between the originally masculine ending -ów 
and the zero ending occurs in all areas, but the zero ending is relatively 
rare in the south, whereas -ów is relatively rare in the north (Lorentz 
1958-62: 895). 

5 The soft stems vary in the nominative singular according to whether 
the ending was originally long or short: thus swinia 'pig', but cenió 
'shadow'. Otherwise, the soft stems differ from the hard only in the 
genitive singular (s wini or świnie, ceni or cenie), the dative and 
locative singular (o świni, o ceni) and the nominative/vocative/ 
accusative plural (świnie, cenie). 

6 Feminine former i-stems also belong to this declension (as jabłoń 
'apple-tree') and differ from other soft stems only in the nominative 
singular. 
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3.1.3 Pronominal morphology 

The declension of personal pronouns is shown in table 13.6. 

Table 13.6 Declension of Cassubian personal pronouns 
First person 

SG DU (may also have plural PL 
meaning) 

NOM jo ma me 
ACC mnie, mie, mię naju nas, nos 
GEN mnie, mie naju nas, nos 
DAT mnie, mie nama nóm 
INST mną nama nami 
LOC o mnie, mie o naju o nas, nos 

Second person 
SG PL HON 

NOM te wa we 
ACC cebie, ce, cę waju was, wós 
GEN cebie, ce waju was, wós 
DAT tobie, сё wama wóm 
INST tobą wama wami 
LOC o cebie, tobie о waju o was, wós 

Third person 
SG PL 

M N F Masculine Non-masculin 
personal personal 

NOM on ono, no ona, na oni, ni one, ne 
ACC jego, jen, go je j? jich je 
GEN jego ji» je jich, jejich 
DAT jemu, mu ji jim, jima 
INST nim nią nimi, jima, mma 
LOC o nim o ni o nich 

Notes 
1 Until the 1950s (and possibly later) the first person dual forms ma, 

naju and nama in some north Cassubian dialects still had a dual func-
tion distinct from the plural. Elsewhere, however, they have acquired 
plural meaning and are thus not grammatically distinct from the 
original plural (Breza and Treder 1981: 125; M X I I : 164, map 588). 

2 As in Polish, third-person pronouns following prepositions substitute 
ni~ (that is, /r\/) for initial j-: thus masculine accusative singular jego 
becomes niego (na niego 'at him'). 

3 The ending -go in the genitive singular of pronouns and adjectives is 
pronounced -ue in north Cassubian and this feature is occasionally 
shown in writing by means of the letter /: thus jeto for jego (Breza and 
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Treder 1984: 30). A further possible variant is -Ao(as in jeho), which, 
though found in only two villages (Lorentz 1958-62: 924), has been 
used a good deal in Cassubian literature (Stone 1972: 527-8). 

4 On the honorific second person, see section 3.2 below. 

The reflexive pronoun is declined as follows: 

NOM 
ACC sebie, sę, so 
GEN sebie, se 
DAT sobie, se, so 
INST sobą 
LOC о sebie, o sobie 

3.1.4 Adjectival morphology 
Short-form adjectives are better represented in Cassubian than in Polish, 
but, as in Polish, they are used only predicatively with the verb bee 'to be' 
and only in the nominative. They are formally distinct from the long forms, 
as demonstrated by the example zdrowi/zdrów 'healthy': 

Long form Short form 
M zdrowi zdrów 
F zdrowo (< *-a < *-aja) zdrowa (< *-a) 
N zdrowe zdrowo 
PL zdrowć zdrowe 

Among the adjectives which have short forms are gtodzen 'hungry', godzen 
'worthy', gotów 'ready', nótozen 'accustomed', pewien 'certain', peten 'full', 
próźen 'empty', ród 'glad', wort 'worth', winien 'guilty', zdrów 'healthy', 
ziw 'alive' (Breza and Treder 1981: 119-20). In some areas the masculine 
form is used for all genders, singular and plural: thus ona je zdrów 'she 
is healthy', oni sę zdrów 'they are healthy' (Breza and Treder 1981: 
151-2). 

The short type survives also in the nominative and accusative of 
possessive adjectives, which, however, unlike other short forms, are used 
attributively: for example, bratów 'brother's'. In the nominative plural and 
all oblique cases possessive adjectives take the same endings as other 
adjectives (Breza and Treder 1981: 121). 

The adjectival paradigm is demonstrated by mtodi 'young' in table 13.7. 

Notes 
1 The vocative always coincides with the nominative. 
2 Soft-stem adjectives have the same endings as in the paradigm shown 

in table 13.7, except in the plural, where they lack the variants with -č-. 
3 In contrast to Polish, dentals are not palatalized before the masculine-
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Table 13.7 Declension of mtodi 'young' 

SG PL 
Masculine Non-masculine 
personal personal 

M N F 

NOM młodi 
ACC młodi 

(or młodego) 

młode młodo młodi młode 
młode młodsi młodich/-ech młode 

GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

młodego 
młodemu 
młodim 
o młodim 

młodi młodich/-ech 
młodi młodim 
młodsi młodimi/-ima/-emi/-ema 
o młodi o młodich/-ech 

personal nominative plural ending -/(compare Polish młodzi). 
4 As in pronouns, the ending -go is pronounced in north Cassubian as 

-ue, which in stylized literature may be written as -te: thus mtodete for 
młodego. 

3.2 Verbal morphology 
In addition to first, second and third persons, singular and plural, the 
Cassubian verb has acquired an honorific second person singular or plural 
category expressed by means of the originally plural ending -ce: we moce 
'you have'. This is distinct from the non-honorific second person plural, 
which is expressed by means of the originally second person dual ending 
-ta: wa mota 'you have' (NON-HON PL). 

On the basis of the present-tense endings (principally the vowel -e-, -i-
or -d- in the middle four members of the paradigm) the verbs fall into the 
four conjugations illustrated in table 13.8. 

1 The uncontracted forms of the third conjugation are found in north 
Cassubia (see map 13.1 on p. 760). For most verbs of this conjugation 
the uncontracted form is attested only in the first person singular (thus, 
from gadac 'to speak': jo gódaję 'I speak', but te gódósz 'you speak 
(SG)' , and so forth) (AJK X: map 451). The verbs grac 'to play' and 
znac 'to know', however, have a complete present-tense uncontracted 
paradigm, in addition to the contracted type found in the south (Breza 
and Treder 1981: 130-1). 

2 The only other verb belonging to the fourth conjugation is wiedzec 'to 
know' (jo wiem, te wiesz (wies) and so forth). 

Notes 

The present and future tenses of the verb bee 'to be' are shown in table 
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Table 13.8 Examples of the four Cassubian conjugations 

SG PL HON 

First conjugation: niesc Чо carry' 
1 jó niosę me nieseme (-ma) 
2 te niesesz wa nieseta 
3 on/ono/ona niese oni/one niosą 

Second conjugation: robie Чо do, make, work' 
1 jó robię me robime (-ma) 
2 te robisz wa robita 
3 on/ono/ona robi oni/one robią 

Third conjugation (contracted): grac Чо play' 
1 jó gróm me gróme (-ma) 
2 te prósz wa eróta te grosz 

on/ono/ona gro 
wa grota 
oni/one grają 

Third conjugation (uncontracted): grac Чо play' 
1 jó graję me grajeme (-ma) 
2 te grajesz wa grajeta 
3 on/ono/ona graje oni/one grają 

Fourth conjugation: j esc Чо eat' 
1 jó jćm 
2 te jesz (jćs) 
3 on/ono/ona je 

me jćme (-ma) 
wa jćta 
oni/one jedzą 

we mesece 

we robice 

we groce 

we grajece 

we jćce 

13.9. The future tense of other verbs is formed, as in Polish, with the non-
past of perfective verbs or with the infinitive or /-participle of imperfective 
verbs in conjunction with the future of Чо be'. The past tense is capable of 
being formed in three different ways, none of which coincides with the 
Polish past tense: 

1 The auxiliary bee Чо be' is accompanied by the /-participle (for 
example, robił from robic'tо make, work'): 

SG PL HON 
1 jó jem robił(a) me jesme robile/-łe 
2 te jes robił(a) wa jesta robile/-łe we jesce robile 
3 on/ono/ona je robił(o/a) oni/one są robile/-łc 

Note: This type is widely used in literature, but in the spoken language 
it is characteristic of the older generation. 

2 The /-participle is used without the auxiliary (the personal pronoun 
thus acquiring an added significance, as in Russian): 
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Table 13.9 Present and future tenses of Ьёс Чо be' 

SG PL HON 

Present 
1 jó jem 
2 te jes 
3 on/ono/ona je 

Future 
1 jó będę/b^dę/mdę/ 

bdę 

2 te będzesz/b^dzesz/ 
mdzesz/bdzesz 

3 on/ono/ona będze/ 
b^dze/mdze/bdze 

me jesme 
wa jesta 
oni/one 

me będzeme/ 
bpdzeme/ mdzeme/ 
bdzeme 

wa będzeta / budžeta / 
mdzeta/bdzeta 

oni/one będę/będę/ 

we jesce 

we będzece/b^dzece/ 
mdzece/bdzece 

mdft/bd^i 

SG PL HON 
1 jo robił(a) me robile/-łe 
2 te robił(a) wa robile/-łe we robile 
3 on/ono/ona robił(o/a) oni robile/one robiłe 

Note: In north and central Cassubia the feminine ending -fa, if 
preceded by -a- or -ę-, is contracted: thus pisała 'wrote' — pisa, wzęła 
Чоок' - wzf (Breza and Treder 1981: 133-4). 

3 The auxiliary miec Чо have' is accompanied by the passive participle in 
its nominative singular neuter or masculine form, as in on mo to 
wszetko zrobione /zrobiony 'he has done it all' (Lorentz 1919: 45, 74; 
Breza and Treder 1981: 133). Passive participles are formed not only 
with -n- and -t- (zrobiony 'done', zabiti 'killed'), as in Polish, but also 
with -ł-/-l- (zjadłi 'eaten'): 

Jó móm to widzałe. 
4 have seen that.' 

In the case of intransitive verbs of motion, this tense is formed with the 
auxiliary bee 'to be' (instead of miec 'to have'). The participle then 
agrees in gender and number with the subject: 

Ta białka je precz jidzonó. 
The (or that) woman has gone away.' 

Pluperfect constructions are also possible (but rare): 

Jó jem beł pisół. 
łl had written.' 
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Jak jó przeszed, on ju wszetko miół zjadłe. 
'When I arrived, he had already eaten everything.' 

(Lorentz 1919: 74) 

The conditional is formed by combining the particle be (which may or 
may not acquire a personal ending) with the /-participle: 

Jó be ucekł or Jó Ьёш ucekł. 
41 would run away.' 
Te be ucekł. or Te bes ucekł. 
'You would run away.' 

(Breza and Treder 1981: 134) 

3.3 Derivational morphology 

3.3.1 Major patterns of noun derivation 
The following characteristically Cassubian suffixes are either not known in 
Polish or have a function which differs from that of their formal counter-
parts in Polish: 

1 -eszcze/-iszczę and derivatives -czeszczef-cziszcze, -owiszcze and 
-awiszcze: rzeszcze, rzanowiszcze, rzaniszcze 'field of rye-stubble' 
(derived from rez 'rye') (compare Polish rżysko 'stubble'), bulwiszcze 
'potato field' (derived from bulwa 'potato') (compare Polish 
kartoflisko), mrowiszcze 'ant-hill' (compare Polish mrowisko), 
pastwiszcze 'pasture' (compare Polish pastwisko). The equivalent of 
standard Polish -isko, this suffix often has the meaning 'place' (as in 
other Slavonic languages), but it is also capable of totally different 
functions, as in grableszcze/grabiszcze 'handle of a rake', koseszcze 
'handle of a scythe', szepleszcze 'handle of a spade'. It is found only in 
northern dialects and among speakers of the older generation. Among 
the young it is tending to be replaced by -isko (Breza and Treder 1981: 
92-3). 

2 - о (< '-a) is used to form abstract nouns and often corresponds to 
Polish -ość: grebió/grubió 'fatness', wizo' height', szerzo' width'. 

3 -ota is used to form abstract nouns and usually corresponds to Polish 
-ość (though Polish also has -ota for certain purposes): bladota 'pallor', 
cechota 'quietness', belnota 'courage, virtue'. 

4 -icze is specifically Cassubian and is used to derive from the names of 
plants words denoting foliage, stalks or the place where the p l a n t 
grows: bobowicze 'bean leaves and stalks' (derived from bób '(broad) 
beans'), bulwowicze 'leaves of the potato' (derived from bulwa 
'potato'), grochowicze 'pea stalks' (derived from groch 'peas'), 
wrzosowicze 'heath' (derived from wrzos 'heather'). 
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5 -ajk (M), -ajka (F) are used to derive nouns from verbs. They are often 
pejorative, usually refer to human beings (but sometimes to animals 
and objects), and are particularly characteristic of central Cassubian 
dialects: lizajk 'lickspittle, flatterer' (from lizac Чо lick'), nalinajk 
'importunate man' (from nalenac 'to insist'), kopajka 'cow that kicks 
during milking' (from kopac 'to kick') (Popowska-Taborska 1987: 
212-18). 

3.3.2 Major patterns of adjective derivation 
The following suffixes have different functions from their formal counter-
parts in Polish (which are given for comparison where appropriate): 

1 -'any: zfocany 'golden' (from złoto 'gold'; Polish złoty 'golden'), 
ceniany 'shady' (from ceń 'shade'; Polish cienisty), krewiany 'bloody' 
(from krew 'blood'; Polish krwawy), deszczany 'rainy' (from deszcz 
'rain'; Polish deszczowy). 

2 -ny: bójny 'fearful' (from bojec sę 'to fear'; Polish bojaźliwy), dzibny 
'pliant' (from dzibac'to bend'; Polish gibki). 

3 -i: chłopi 'male' (from chłop 'man'), kndpi 'boyish' (from knóp 'boy'), 
streszi 'beggarly' (from strech 'beggar'), buczi 'beech' (from buk 
'beech'; Polish bukowy). 

4 -ati in adjectives derived from adjectives denotes a weakening of the 
attribute in question (English -ish): długowati 'longish' (from dtudzi 
'long'), s'ewati 'greyish' (from s'ewi 'grey'; Polish siwawy), głechowati 
'hard of hearing' (from głechi 'deaf; Polish głuchawy) (Breza and 
Treder 1981: 104-7). 

4 Syntax 

4.1 Element order in declarative sentences 
To a considerable extent the unmarked order of constituents in the 
Cassubian sentence coincides with that in Polish. The subject precedes the 
predicate: 

Subject Predicate 

Ubogo czopka okriwó nieróz m^drą głowę. 
'A poor cap often covers a wise head.' 

Within the predicate the verb normally precedes the object: 

Verb Adverb Object 

. . . okriwó nieróz m d̂ręi głowę 
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There is a tendency, however, for the verb to follow the object and thus to 
stand at the end of the clause. This is said to be an archaic feature, once 
present in Polish too, which Cassubian has retained (Breza and Treder 
1981: 176). The difference between Cassubian and Polish in this respect 
may be seen from the following examples from Aleksander Majkowski's 
Z'ece i przigode Remusa (1988) contrasted with the corresponding 
sentences from Lech B^dkowski's Polish translation Życie i przygody 
Remusa (1966): 

Cassubian: A tak jó umrzeć muszę. (p. 126) 
Polish: A tak muszę umrzeć. (p. 78) 

'Otherwise, I must die.' 

Cassubian Wkrąg zeleno dzarna jak diwan rozłożeła sę. (p. 265) 
around green turf like carpet spread self. 

Polish Naokoło rozłożyła się jak dywan zielona darń. (p. 161) 
around spread self like carpet green turf. 
'All around the green turf was spread out like a carpet.' 

In analytic forms of the verb the auxiliary (or the particle be) is often 
separated from the non-finite component, forming a 'bow', like that known 
from Sorbian (see chapter 11, section 4.1): 

Nen parobk beł czekawi, co ona mdze (AUX) tam robiła (PART). 
'That servant wondered what she would do there.' 

(Sychta 1967-76,1: 157) 

Cziej jem (AUX) tam pod trzema Chojnami dówół (PART) boczenie na moje bedło, 
nico mie wiedno kuseło. 

(Majkowski, p. 26) 
(Polish translation: Gdy pod tymi trzema Chojnami pilnowałem bydła, zawsze coś 

mnie kusiło.) (p. 21) 
'When I was keeping watch on my cattle there under the three pines, something 

was always tempting me.' 

4.2 Non-declarative sentence types 
In a question seeking supplementary information the first position is taken 
by an interrogative pronoun or adverb (such as chto(ż) 'who', co(ż) 
'what', cziedy(ż) 'when', jak 'how'): 

Dzeż wa jidzeta? 
'Where are you going?' 

In these questions the order of elements following the interrogative word is 
the same as in the corresponding declarative sentence. Yes-no sentences, 
however, are derived from declarative sentences by moving the verb into 
first position: 
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Tč możesz mie to powiedzec. 
'You can tell me that.' 

becomes a question as: 

Możesz te mie to powiedzec? 
'Can you tell me that?' 

A negated verb is preceded by nie: 

Nie zakózół jó tobie? 
4Did I not forbid you?' 

In a question presenting an alternative the second element is preceded by 
cze or abo: 

Gódóce we po żartach, cze po prowdze? 
'Are you speaking in jest or in earnest?' 
Znajesz te to, abo móm jo tobie to pokazać? 
'Do you know it or have 1 got to show you it?' 

Questions are frequently introduced by particles (ё, a, i or ale), which 
precede all other elements: 

Ё beł te w Gduńsku, abo dze te beł? 
'Were you in Gdańsk or where were you?' 

It is possible for a yes-no question to be introduced by the particle cze: 

Cze to je twoje? 
'Is that yours?' 

in which case the verb retains the same position as in the declarative sen-
tence. But this type is rarer in Cassubian than in Polish. 

The usual responses to a yes-no question (whether negated or not) are 
jo 'yes' and nie 'no': 

Jedzeta wa? 
'Are you going?' 
Jo. 
'Yes.' 

These words are made more emphatic by the addition of the particle le: jo 
le 'yes indeed', nie le 'certainly not'. 

Indirect yes-no questions are introduced by cze: 
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Jó sę pitół, cze on je doma. 
41 asked if he was at home.' 

The order in indirect questions is the same as in the declarative sentence. 

4.3 Copular sentences 
The main copulas are Ьёс Чо be', ostac Чо remain' and stawać sę (per-
fective stac sę). The zero copula Чо be' is extremely rare and stylistically 
marked: 

To ostatnó noc. 
'That is the last night.' 
To me nie, to ti szterzej kole ognia. 
4It's not us, it's those four by the fire.' 
Co nowego na swiece? 
'What's new in the world?' 

(Lorentz 1919: 82) 

The complement of any of the verbs named above may be in either the 
nominative or the instrumental. This applies both to nouns and noun 
phrases: 

Nominative: 

Ten karczmórz je mój brat. 
'The (or that) inn-keeper is my brother.' 
Te ostóniesz mój syn. 
'You will remain my son.' 
Так ten parobk sę stół pón. 
'So the servant became master.' 

Instrumental: 

Jan beł dobrim rebóczem. 
'Jan was a good fisherman.' 
On sę stół królę. 
'He became king.' 

and to adjectives: 

Nominative: 

We jesce barzo łaskawi. 
4You arc very kind.' 

Instrumental: 

Jó nie jem taczim, jak te meslisz. 
41 am not such, as you think.' 
On sę stół barzo nieszczestlewim. 
'He became very unhappy.' 

(Breza and Treder 1981: 151; Lorentz 1958-62: 1134) 
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The complement may also be formed with the preposition za, which may 
take the nominative, accusative or instrumental: 

On beł w ti wsy za kowól. 
'He was the blacksmith in that village.' 
Jó wice nie mdę za rebóka. 
i shan't be a fisherman any more.' 
On tam beł za królę. 
'He was king there.' 

(Lorentz 1925: 205, 214; 1958-62: 1134) 

The use of the simple nominative is said to indicate a permanent character-
istic (Lorentz 1919: 60; 1958-62: 1134), but with stawać sę (stac sę) the 
use of the nominative complement is rare (Lorentz 1925: 201-2). 

4.4 Coordination and comitativity 
Coordination, both of individual words and phrases and of clauses, is most 
commonly effected by means of coordinating conjunctions, such as i (vary-
ing locally with ji and ё) 'and', a 'and', ale 'but', abo 'or', cze 'or', ani 
'neither/nor': 

Bele brat a sostra. 
'They were brother and sister.' 

In contradistinction to Modern Polish (but as in Old Polish) the function of 
a is often connective (as in the above example), but it may also have a 
disconnective function (as in Modern Polish): 

Nie wić, a gódó. 
'He does not know and (yet) he speaks.' 

The process whereby i is replacing a in the connective function is less 
advanced than in Polish (Breza and Treder 1981: 163). The Slovincian 
conjunction ós 'and' (also connective) was recorded extensively by Lorentz 
(as in tata ós тёта ju nie zeję 'father and mother are no longer living'; 
1958-72,1: 600). 

Zero coordination also occurs: 

W chałepie, na polu, w lese, na jezerze jó musził robie. 
'In the house, in the field, in the forest (and) on the lake I had to work.' 

Zero may also be disconnective: 

Do cebie on przeszed, mie on nie nawiedzył. 
'He came to you, (but) he did not visit me.' 

In a series each item may be preceded by a conjunction: 
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Chłopi ji białczi ji dzece sę zbiegale. 
'Men and women and children gathered together/ 

or the items may be in pairs: 

Stole ё stółczi, ławe ё szpinie oni weniesle. 
Tables and chairs, benches and cupboards they carried out.' 

or only the last item may be preceded by a conjunction: 

Jó móm troje dzecy, Jana, Mórcena a Leoszę. 
'I have three children, Jan, Moreen and Leosza.' 

(Lorentz 1925: 223; 1958-62: 1174) 

Conjoined noun phrases in the subject generally take a plural verb: 

Brat a sostra szle w las. 
'Brother and sister went into the wood.' 

but occasionally singular verbs occur, in which case the verb agrees in 
gender with the noun standing closest to it: 

Odraza (F) i strach (м) czierowoł (м SG) jego postępkama. 
'Revulsion and fear directed his actions.' 

(Lorentz 1925: 225; 1958-62: 1174; Breza and Treder 1981: 152) 

Comitative constructions can consist only of nouns, not pronouns. They 
normally take singular agreement (an archaic feature): 

Leśny z psem po lese chodzy. 
'The forester and his dog are walking in the wood.' 

But the innovatory use of the plural may also be observed: 

Kawaler z brutk^ szle szpacerę. 
'The bridegroom and the bride went for a walk.' 

Comitative phrases hardly ever occur in any case other than the nomin-
ative. (Lorentz 1925: 223, 225; 1958-62: 1175; Breza and Treder 1981: 
152). 

4.5 Subordination 
The following are some of the main subordinating conjunctions: bele 'if', 
bo 'because', choba(ie) 'unless', choc 'though', chteren 'who, which', chto 
'who', cziede 'when', cziej 'when, if', ei 'that', (g)dze 'where', jak 'as', jai 
'until', jeile 'whether, if', ко 'because, since', ie 'that'. Quite distinct from 
standard Polish (though with parallels in Polish dialects) is the wide range 
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of functions performed by со 'who, what, that'. As a relative pronoun it is 
undeclined: 

ti ledze, co na drodze bele 
'the people who were in the road' 

but the oblique cases are expressed by the insertion of the appropriate form 
of the anaphoric pronoun: 

ta białka, со to dzecko ji (DAT SG) słechało 
the woman who the child to her belonged 
'the woman to whom the child belonged' 

(Lorentz 1919: 60) 

As alternatives to subordinate clauses of certain types Cassubian has, as 
a result of German interference, evolved several constructions involving 
the use of non-finite parts of the verb: 

1 Verbal noun: 

Nakaż jemu te stednie do czeszczenió. 
'Order him to clean the well.' (only northern dialects) 

2 Gerund/participle: 

Ona obóczeła swojego chłopa na zemi leżące. 
'She saw her husband lying on the ground.' 

3 Infinitive: 

On czuł tego ptócha śpiewać. 
'He heard the bird sing.' 

(Lorentz 1958-62: 1064) 

There are also many constructions in which (as in Polish and independently 
of German influence) infinitives are used, including those containing modal 
verbs and verbs of beginning, finishing, continuing, prohibiting, permitting, 
learning, teaching, fearing and so forth: 

On sę zbojół jic na wies. 
'He was afraid to go to the village.' 

In northern dialects the infinitive is subject to replacement by the verbal 
noun: 

Miele strach w karczmie do tańcowanió. 
'They were afraid to dance in the inn.' 

Though amply attested by Lorentz (1958-62: 1098), this construction is 
now said to be rare (Breza and Treder 1981: 181), the influence of 
German having been replaced by the influence of Polish. 
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4.6 Negation 
Sentence negation is expressed by the adverb nie 'not', which stands 
immediately before the main verb: 

Jó to nie zrobię. 
'I shall not do that.' 

In the case of intransitive verbs negation may be strengthened by the 
addition of nic before nie: 

On sę nic nie smiół. 
'He did not laugh at all.' 

(Lorentz 1958-72,1: 595) 

Before parts of miec Чо have', moc Чо be able' and muszec 'must' nie is 
replaced by the allomorph ni: jó ni mom 'I have not', ona ni może 'she 
cannot'. 

Constituent negation is expressed by the adverb nie 'not', which stands 
immediately after the constituent negated: 

Jó przińdę gwesno, ale mój brat nie. 
4 shall come for certain, but not my brother.' 

This is a homonym of the negative interjection nie 'no'. The form nie 
occurs only with verbs, the form nie only independently of verbs (Lorentz 
1919: 72). Further negative adverbs are nigde 'never', nigdze 'nowhere' 
and nijak 'in no way'. Negative pronouns are nic 'nothing' and nicht 
'nobody'. There is no known limit to the number of negative elements that 
can be included in the clause: 

Tu nicht nigde nic nie przeniós. 
'No one ever brought anything here.' 

The direct object in a negated sentence may be in the genitive or the 
accusative: 

Jo nie widzoł ti białczi. tI , 4 ,A . . i а1а i_* u I did not see the woman. Jo nie widzół tę białkę. 
(Breza and Treder 1981: 153) 

The question whether there are any lexical or other restraints on the choice 
of case has not been investigated, but according to Lorentz (1925: 202) 
any verb whose equivalent can be used with the accusative in German is 
also capable of taking the accusative in Cassubian. 

The logical subject of certain negated sentences is also capable of 
appearing in the genitive: 
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Tam nie beło nikogo. 
'There was no one there.' 

(Lorentz 1958-62: 1092) 

But here too the genitive is not mandatory: 

Tam nie beł nicht. 
(Lorentz 1958-72,1: 594) 

4.7 Anaphora and pronouns 
Anaphora is most commonly expressed by the personal pronouns jó, te, on, 
ona, ono, me, va, oni, one and honorific ve : 

Czim chudszo wesz, tim barże ona greze. 
'The leaner the louse, the more it bites.' 
Jedni rodzyce mieli jednego syna, ale oni bele barzo ubodzy i oni nie mogle jemu 

nic dac. 
'Some parents had a son, but they were very poor and could give him nothing.' 

Forms of the originally demonstrative pronouns ten, ta, to and nen, na, no 
(commonly used as definite articles) also have an anaphoric function: 

Jeden chłop a jedna białka, ti mieszkale w lese. 
'A man and a woman, they lived in a forest.' 

It is possible to omit the subject pronoun, but this is rare: 

Ni móm nikogo, cobe mie pomógł. 
'(1) have no one to help me.' 

(Breza and Treder 1981: 150; Lorentz 1958-62: 1164) 

There are, however, cases in which the omission of the pronoun is a 
positive indication of the absence of anaphora (that is, with an indefinite 
subject interpretation, like English 'one'): 

Cziej tak przez las jidze . . . 
'When one goes through the wood like that 
Jak organe nastroisz, tak grają. 
'As the organ is tuned, so it will play.' 

(Lorentz 1958-62: 1165) 

The increasing omission of personal pronouns in certain types of modern 
Cassubian literature is a result of Polish influence. Their frequent and 
redundant use is a characteristic feature of the vernacular and of more 
traditional literature: 

Jó sę ceszę, co jó to zrobił. 
'I am glad that 1 did it.' 
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It is often the case that the pronoun is used in addition to a noun in the 
subject: 

Jeden bogati a jeden bićdny brat, oni sę ni mogle zgodzec. 
4 A rich brother and a poor brother, they could not agree/ 

In relative clauses anaphora is expressed by the relative pronouns chteren, 
jaczU chto and со. The most common of these is uninfected со, which can 
relate to nouns and pronouns of any gender or number. It acquires the 
equivalents of inflections in the form of parts of the personal pronouns: 

ten chłop, co jemu jó to dół 
the man who to him I it gave 
'the man to whom I gave it' 
me wszetce, со me tam bele 
we all who we there were 
'all of us who were there' 

(Lorentz 1919: 29; 1925: 200) 

4.8 Reflexives and reciprocals 
Reflexivity is expressed by means of the reflexive pronoun (sebie, sę, so 
and so on) and of the reflexive possessive adjective swój: 

On widzół sebie w špćglu. 
'He saw himself in the looking-glass.' 
Jó weznę swoję palecę. 
'I shall take my stick.' 

In the first and second persons the reflexive possessive adjective may be 
replaced by the personal possessive adjective: 

Jó weznę moję palecę. 
'I shall take my stick.' 

(Lorentz 1925: 199-200) 

Reciprocity is expressed by means of the reflexive pronoun: 
A wa sę znajeta? 
'And do you know each other?' 

or of ten (jeden)... (tego) drediiego '(the) one . . . (the) other' 

Ti brace jeden tego dredżiego sę bile. 
'The brothers were fighting each other.' 

(Lorentz 1958-62: 1076) 

4.9 Possession 
Possession is commonly expressed by means of the verb miec 'to have': 
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Jó mom dwie krowę ji jedno celę. 
i have two cows and one calf.' 

In contrast to Polish a distinction is made between the normal negative 
third person singular ni mo 'has not' (on ni mo nie' he has nothing') and ni 
ma 'there is not' (ni ma nic 'there is nothing') (Breza and Treder 1984: 20, 
22). The possessive dative is extremely rare: 

Jemu beto miono Karól. 
to him was name Karól 
'His name was Karól.' 

(Lorentz 1958-62: 1114) 

A possessive relationship may be expressed by means of an adnominal 
genitive, which normally follows its head noun, though it may also stand 
before it: 

konie naszego pana .Q u r m a s t c r , s horscs> 
naszego pana konie 

If the adnominal genitive is singular and consists only of a noun without a 
modifier it is normally replaced by a possessive adjective (Lorentz 1958-
62: 1090-1): panowe konie '(the) master's horses' is normally preferred to 
konie pana '(the) horses of (the) master.' It is asserted by Breza and Treder 
(1981: 105) that the adjectival construction is obligatory; but in literature, 
at least, it is not difficult to find cases of singular unmodified adnominal 
genitives. In Cassubian (unlike Sorbian) possessive adjectives can control 
neither attributive modifiers nor relative pronouns, but, as in all other 
Slavonic languages (with the possible exception of Polish, in which the 
existence of the possessive adjective is marginal and its control ability 
doubtful - Corbett 1987: 314 and 319, table 1), control of the personal 
pronoun is normal: 

Pocz^tk pisanjó Remusovego. Jak on pósół dobetk i jak sę dowiedzół o Straszku . . . 
'The beginning of Remus's writing. How he tended cattle and learned about Straszk 

(Majkowski 1988: 18) 

In the Polish translation of Majkowski's novel Żece iprzigode Remusa 'The 
life and adventures of Remus' (whose title, incidentally, demonstrates the 
adnominal genitive) the possessive adjectives are retained in most cases and 
impart a Cassubian ingredient to the Polish style (Majkowski 1966 
passim). 
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5 Lexis 

5.2 Patterns of borrowing 
As a result of centuries of contact with German the Cassubian vocabulary 
has acquired a large number of German borrowings of various kinds. It has 
been estimated that about 5 per cent of the vocabulary is made up of 
German loan-words, as compared with 3 per cent in the case of the Polish 
vocabulary (Hinze 1965: 7-8). For example: Cassubian brekowac Чо need, 
use' (Low German briiken), brutka 'bride, fiancee, spinster' (Low German 
briit), bot 'boat' (German Boot), darvac 'may, must' (Low German 
darven), denega 'wave' (German Diinung), derch 'through' (German 
durch), doch 'yet, but' (German doch), kanink(a) 'rabbit' (Low German 
kaninken), knóp 'boy' (Low German knap), nara 'fool' (Middle Low 
German narre), twela 'twig, branch' (Low German twelle), ioka 'sock' 
(German Socke). The majority of the loan-words were borrowed from the 
Low German varieties spoken by the settlers with whom the Cassubians 
were in constant and prolonged contact. In many cases the form of the 
loan-word provides evidence that it is of Low German origin. The role of 
standard German was smaller, but not negligible. Central German is also 
represented (Hinze 1965: 12-15). 

The likelihood of Latin, Prussian and Scandinavian influence on the 
vocabulary was mentioned in passing by Lorentz (Lorentz, Fischer and 
Lehr-Spławiński 1935: 12-13), but with few details (see also Lorentz 
1925: 11-12). The question of Polish lexical influence is particularly diffi-
cult, for it depends on being able to say what is specifically Cassubian in the 
Cassubian vocabulary. Nevertheless, Cassubian words whose Polish equiv-
alents are known to be Czech borrowings (such as hardi 'haughty', 
wspaniali 'splendid') can scarcely be anything but Polish borrowings in 
Cassubian (Popowska-Taborska 1987: 18-26). The same is true of 
Cassubian words embodying the Polish dialectal (but not Cassubian) 
feature of mazurzenie (such as cud 'miracle') (Popowska-Taborska 1987: 
43-8). In the twentieth century, of course, it is possible for linguists directly 
to observe the widespread replacement of traditional Cassubian words by 
Polonisms (such as substitution of Polish narzeczona 'fiancee' and 
narzeczony 'fiance' for Cassubian brutka&nA kawaler, Popowska-Taborska 
1980: 38). 

5.4 Lexical fields 

5.4.1 Colour terms 
white bioti 
black czórni 
red czerwoni (south and central dialects), czerwioni (north) 
green zeloni 
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yellow żółti 
blue modri (north, central, and part of south), jasny (south), 

niebiesczi (sporadically in north and central, but mainly 
south dialects) (AJKIV: 161-4, map 184). 

brown bruny (including horses) 
purple lile w i 
pink różowi, różewi 
orange pomerańcowi 

grey sewi (of hair), szari, popielati 'light grey' 

5.4.2 Body parts 
head głowa (human beings and animals), łeb (or łep) (animals) 
eye oko (plural ocze) (human beings and animals), slepie 

(animals) 
nose nos 
ear ucho (plural usze) 
mouth gęba (human being), p'esk (animals) (usta is not known -

AJK I: 104), flaba, munia, plapa 
hair włose (singular włos), klat(e), klesz(e), knisze 
neck kark, szeja (human beings and animals); the meaning of 

kark (unlike Polish kark) is not restricted to 'nape' (AJK 
XV: 48) 

arm/hand remię (upper arm), ręka (from elbow to finger-tips) 
finger póle 
leg/foot noga 'leg and foot', stopa 'foot', gajda 'long leg'; szpera, 

szpeta (animals) 
toe póle kole nodżi 
chest piers 
heart serce 
5.4.3 Kinship terms 
mother varies regionally: northernmost dialects have пёпа, пёпка, 

and derivatives; further south тёта, тётка and others. 
(AJK II: 115-17, map 80). Also mata, matka, mac, nana. 

father oje, tata, tatk, papa 
sister sostra, sostrzeca 
brother brat, bratin, bratk 
aunt cotka (sister of mother or father), wujna (wife of mother's 

brother), strijna (wife of father's brother) 
uncle wuja (mainly north), wuj (mainly south) (both mean 

'brother of mother'), strij (brother of father) (AJK VII: 
map 324) 

niece bratinka (brother's daughter), sostrzena, sostrzinia, 
sestrzónka (sister's daughter) 
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nephew bratink, bratewc, bratowe (brother's son), sostrzin, 
sestrzónk (sister's son), 

cousin (female) półsostra (also means 'half-sister') (Sychta 1967-76 IV: 
128), cotczena córka (aunt's daughter) (Sychta 1967-76, 
I: 140) 

cousin (male) polbrat (also means 'half-brother') (Sychta 1967-76, IV: 
125) 

grandmother varies regionally: пёпка, stara пёпка, starka, staruszka, 
starucha, om«, omama and others (AJK V: 182-7, map 
235). Also busz(k)a. 

grandfather varies regionally: stark, tatk, stary tatk, staruszk, opa, 
opapa and others ( Л Ж V: 175-82, map 234). Also 
buszk, dada. 

wife białka (north), kobieta (south); both words mean both 
'wife' and 'woman' ( Л Ж II: 87-8, map 72). Also 
czepnica, slebnó, slebnica. 

husband chłop 'man, husband'; thus woni żele jak chłop ё białka 
'they lived as man and wife' (Lorentz 1958-72, I: 277). 
Also slebny, slebnik. 

daughter córka, rarely córa. Also (archaic) otrocz'eca. 
son sjTi. Also (archaic) otrok. 

6 Dialects 
A comprehensive picture of territorial variation in Cassubian and the 
neighbouring Polish dialects is presented in AJK on the basis of field-work 
carried out in the period 1955-61. Material was collected from 186 
villages, of which 104 are Cassubian. Particular weight was given to lexical 
isoglosses, as may be seen from the fact that of the 700 maps 300 deal with 
lexical questions, 150 with word-formation, 150 with inflection and 100 
with phonetics and phonology. Before 1945 Cassubian came into contact 
with Polish dialects only in the south and south-east along a border about 
16 miles (27 km) long. Here it met and still meets the Polish dialects of 
Kociewie and Tuchola. Otherwise it was surrounded by German and the 
sea. After 1945 the Germans were expelled and the areas they had left 
were filled with immigrants from other parts of Poland (see map 13.1 on 
p. 760). 

The main isoglosses distinguishing Cassubian from its Polish neighbours 
are: 

1 Kaszubienie: the substitution of с for č, s for ś, z for i and dz for dz; 
2 South Cassubian initial stress accent (penultimate in the adjoining 

Polish dialect of Tuchola); 
3 distinction between о (< *a) and a (< * a) (in the neighbouring Polish 
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dialect of Kocie wie a and a have merged as л); 
4 loss of vowel in the suffixes ~k (< *-ъкъ) and -c(< *-ьсь). 

Internal isoglosses attest clearly the individuality of north Cassubian, 
particularly the far north: 

1 The north-east, including the Hel Peninsula, has one phoneme /1/, 
where other dialects have two, /1/ and /w/ (/): thus głowa 'head' is 
pronounced /glova/ (see map 13.1 on p. 760). The question as to 
whether this results from German influence remains unsolved (see 
Breza and Treder 1981: 31-2). In neighbouring Cassubian dialects this 
feature has motivated the nick-name B'elok 'one who substitutes /1/ 
for / w / ' and the verb belaczec'tо pronounce /1/ instead of / w / \ 

2 In most of the north (but excluding the far north-west) /x / before a 
front vowel > /J7: as in /muji/ , nominative plural of mucha 'fly'. The 
corresponding k' > cz and g' > di extend over the whole of, and even 
beyond, Cassubian territory. 

3 Northern first person singular -aję in certain verbs corresponds to -am 
further south: northern szukaję 'I seek': south and central szukóm (see 
map 13.1 on p. 760). 

4 Examples of northern lexical isoglosses: jiglena 'juniper' (Polish 
jagłowiec), Jastre 'Easter' (Polish Wielkanoc), naoieni 'bridegroom' 
(Polish pan młody), nogawica 'stocking' (Polish pończocha), okszó 
'axe' (Polish siekiera). 

There are few specifically central or south Cassubian isoglosses. 
Features not shared with the north are often shared with adjacent Polish 
dialects. However, the following are at least typically, if not exclusively, 
south and central Cassubian: 

1 sj < s w': sjinia 'pig' < swinia (see map 13.1 on p. 760). 
2 Neuter genitive singular in -и (sporadically in south): thus iecu (geni-

tive singular of iece 'life'), ostrzu (genitive singular of ostrze 'blade'). 
This is only attested for soft stems (AJK XI: maps 536-7). 

3 Lexical: chałupnik 'lodger' (south) (Polish lokator), opi 'vampire' 
(south and central) (Polish and North Cassubian upiór), pozymk 
'spring (season)' (south) (Polish wiosna), Stępień 'stirrup' (central) 
(Polish strzemię), skrómka 'first slice cut from a loaf (south). 
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14 Polabian 
Kazimierz Polański 

1 Introduction 
Polabian belongs to the Lechitic subgroup of West Slavonic languages. 
Most of the dialects of West Lechitic were extinct by the late Middle Ages 
and are attested only by fragmentary, mainly toponomastic, evidence. 
Polabian was its westernmost variety, spoken by the Slavonic tribe living on 
the left bank of the Elbe river. It survived until the middle of the eighteenth 
century, when it was still spoken by a few people in the vicinity of the 
towns Ltichow, Wustrow and Dannenberg along the Jeetzel and Dumme 
rivers. In actual fact the Slavonic language spoken there was not called 
Polabian either by the Germans or by the people who used it. The 
Germans referred to it as wendisch and the people that spoke it called it 
sliivenst'e (< * slovenbskbjb) or venst'e (< German wend- + *-bsfajb). (In 
order to help decode Polabian forms and compare them with their equiv-
alents in the other Slavonic languages, each Polabian example will be 
provided with its Proto-Slavonic - or rather, pre-Polabian - reconstruction. 
Polabian forms will be cited in our transcription rather than in the way they 
were recorded by the compilers of the texts.) 

The region is now called Liineburger Wendlandor Hannover Wendland 
Formerly, it was called Drawehn or Drawein. The Slavonic tribe inhabiting 
this region was mentioned for the first time in 1004 in the form Drewani 
(< *dervjani) 'inhabitants of forests'. There seems to be no doubt that the 
few people speaking Polabian at the beginning of the eighteenth century 
were descendants of the Drewani tribe. As far as the term Polabian is 
concerned it should rather refer to another Slavonic tribe whose name was 
also recorded as early as the eleventh century in the form Polabi. Yet the 
term has been used in this sense for a long time (for example, by Schleicher 
1871; Lehr-Spławiński 1929; Trubetzkoy 1929) and there is no need to 
replace it by another one. Some authors make use of terms combining both 
constituents, such as Dravano-Polaben (Rost 1907), Drzewianie Polabscy 
(Lehr-Spławiński and Polański 1962), lingua dravaenopolabica (Olesch 
1983-7). 

At the turn of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries the Polabian 
language was in the process of dying. Christian Hennig von Jessen, one of 

795 
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Map 14.1 The region of Drawehn 
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the recorders of Polabian, in the introduction to his Vocabularium 
Venedicum, states that only a few of the old people still spoke Polabian 
and goes on to predict that within twenty, or at most thirty, years, when the 
old people had died, the Polabian language would cease to exist. This was 
written about 1710. 

The recorded Polabian material is highly fragmentary. It includes 
roughly 2,800 lexical items, the majority of which are registered in one 
grammatical form, not necessarily the basic one. Quite a number of words 
are cited misleadingly as basic units, for they must have been taken by the 
compilers out of a broader context, for example, leta (LOC SG) 'summer', 
starne (DAT SG) 'side' f rom vđ leta (< *\>ъ lete) 'in summer' , kđ starne 
(< *къ storne) 'to the side, aside', respectively. 

The paucity of the Polabian written records and all kinds of incon-
sistencies encountered in them invited some scholars to take liberties with 
the texts and speculate freely on the sounds and forms of Polabian. This 
generated a number of conflicting hypotheses concerning the phonology 
and almost all parts of Polabian grammar. However, a more careful exam-
ination of the Polabian records, carried out since the 1920s, shows that 
their notation was far more regular than previously assumed. 

The most important sources of Polabian are: (a) Johann Parum 
Schultze's Chronicle with a German-Polabian glossary. Parum Schultze 
was the only Polabian among the compilers of the Polabian texts, (b) 
Hennig von Jessen's Vocabularium Venedicum, the most comprehensive 
and systematic of the Polabian texts; (c) Pfeffinger's Vocabulaire Vandale. 
These and practically all the rest were published by Rost (1907). All avail-
able Polabian material has been very carefully republished by Olesch 
(1959, 1962, 1967). 

Polabian was exposed to the influence of the German language, in the 
first place to the Low German variety, from the Middle Ages to the final 
period of its existence. Most German loan-words can be traced to Middle 
Low German. German loan-words constitute about 20 per cent of the 
recorded lexicon. These were not only phonologically assimilated, but most 
of them were also morphologically adapted to the grammatical system of 
Polabian, being inflected according to the native paradigms as well as often 
provided with native prefixes or suffixes, for example, brind'oje 
(< "(German bring-)-ajetb) 'brings', krauckote (< "(Middle Low German 
kriice-)-katbjb) 'crossed, cross'. 

There were a number of German caiques in Polabian, for example, v& 
janii(< *vbjedhno) 'together' (compare German in ems'together'), dirzol-
sa vitpaivo(< *dxzah> sę ( v)otb piva) ' (he) has abstained f rom beer ' (com-
pare German sich enthalten vom Biere), jopt'e-dpb (< *]аЫъко-крЬъ) 
'apple-tree' (compare German Apfelbaum), jisin-mond(< *jesenb (mond 
from Middle Low German mand)) 'September' (compare the German 
Herbstmonat). 
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In addition to the lexicon, German influence also affected Polabian 
grammar. Low German has been claimed as the source of the Polabian 
mixing of the dative and the accusative, as in mome jim (< *jbmamy jemu) 
'we have him' (instead of mome jeg < *jbmamy jego). One type of Polabian 
passive construction employed the Low German auxiliary verb werden (see 
3.2.1). On the German model Polabian developed separable compound 
verbs using both German and Polabian prefixes-particles (see 3.3.3). The 
new perfect-tense forms with the auxiliary verbs bait (< *byti) or met 
(< *jbmeti) are another example of German influence upon Polabian 
grammar, for instance, jęi vapodene(< *jestb vhpadervhjh) '(he) has fallen 
in', van mo nodena (< * ( У ) О Л Ъ jbmajetb najbdenoje) 'he has won'. Here 
we should mention forms with sa (< *ST>) plus the instrumental, which 
completely replaced the instrumental without preposition (see 3.1.2). 

Polabian also borrowed from German such grammatical elements as the 
personal pronoun jai 'you (2 PL)' (from Middle Low German y7), the 
conjunction un 'and' (from Middle Low German un), the adverb din 'also' 
(from Middle Low German den). 

Along with the Slavonic impersonal constructions of the type grame 
(< *grbmitb) 'it thunders', gramolił (< *grbmelo) 'it thundered' we also 
encounter tii grame, til gramolu (< *to grbmitb, *to grbmelo) on the 
German model es donnert, es hat gedonnert. Most probably, too, here 
belong the constructions of the typ ka plus the dative of the verbal sub-
stantive, which seem to have been formed on the model of German 
expressions zu plus the infinitive; compare van mo ka perdoje (< ( У ) О Л Ъ 
jbmajetb къ perdaji) and German er hat zu verkaufen 'he has for sale', ne-
mam nic ka vaidone (< *ne jbmamb nečbso къ vydanbju) and German ich 
habe nichts auszugeben 'I have nothing to give away'. 

2 Phonology 

2.1 Segmental phoneme inventory 
The segmental phonemes of Polabian are represented in table 14.1. 

The letter e stands for the closed e. The vowels и, о and a were the 
rounded counterparts of i, e and a, respectively, that is, u was front, high, 
rounded, о was front, mid, rounded and a was back, low, rounded. 

The nasal vowels when followed by occlusive consonants tended to 
develop a homorganic nasal consonant before a stop, as can be seen from 
recordings of the type Dumb (= dęb < *ф&ъ) 'oak, tree', Stumpó (= stępo 
< *stppa) 'mortar' versus Punt (= pęt < *pętb) 'road, way' Se/wm/(= zelęd 
< *zelędb) 'acorn'. 

In contradistinction to Polish, Polabian preserved the voiced/voiceless 
opposition at the end of a word: laug (< *lugb) 'meadow near a river' 
versus lauk (< *1икъ) 'garlic'. 
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Table 14.1 Segmental phonemes 

Vowels 
Oral 
Non-reduced 
Monophthongs Diphthongs 

Nasal 
Reduced 

ai ki au ? 9 

e о о 
a к 

Consonants 
Bilabial Labio-dental Dental Alveolar Palatal Post-palatal Velar 

Obstruents p 
P 

Affricates 
Fricatives 

b 
b 

f v 
- v 

Nasals 

Laterals 

Trills 

Semi-vowel 

t d t' d' 

* 3 
ś ź 

k g 

The alveolar i listed in the consonantal part of table 14.1 represents the 
consonant occurring mainly in German loan-words, for example, šopo 
(Middle Low German schape) 'frying pan', šopat (Middle Low German 
schapen) 'to create'. Polabian is said to have changed the original con-
sonants č, z, š into c, z, s, compare coso (< *čaša) 'bowl', zobo (< *zaba) 
'frog', cise(< *češetb) 'combs'. The phenomenon is referred to as 'Polabian 
mazurzenie' (after a similar phenomenon in some Polish dialects). In actual 
fact, however, one of the Polabian dialects had preserved remnants of the 
original distinction between č, ž, š and c, z, s. In Pfeffinger's glossary quite 
a few forms are noted with the letter combinations tsch, dsch for č, and sch 
for š or z, compare Tócatsch = tđkač(< *гъкась) 'weaver', Dschela = čela 
(< *Ьъсе1а) 'bee ' , Deuscha = daiša (< *duša) 'soul', schribang = zribft 
(< *zerbf) 'colt, foal' (compare Małecki 1937: 32ff.; Trubetzkoy 1929: 83-
8). 

The Polabian consonantal system made ample use of the opposition of 
hard and soft (palatal or palatalized) consonants. Except for /and š, whose 
role in this system was marginal as they appeared only in German loan-
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words, all the other hard consonants had their soft counterparts. Several 
points, however, need explanation here. The soft consonants t' and d' 
served as the palatalized counterparts for both the dental d and velar к, 
g: compare, on the one hand, tpgnpt(< *tęgnpti) Чо pull' / t'pg(< 
'ascent', detę (< *detę) 'child' / d'otka (< *detbka) little child' and, on the 
other hand, vilka (< *velikaja) 'big' / vilt'a (< *velikoje) 'big', dauga 
(< *djgaja) 'long' / dauda (< *d(goje) 'long'. But the palatalized dental 
and velar fricatives differed in quality: compare, on the one hand, disfit 
(< * desętb) '10 ' / diśpte(< *desętbjb) ' tenth' and, on the other hand, blaxa 
(< *Ыъха) 'flea' / sauxe(< *suxbjb) 'dry'. 

The Polabian language of the late seventeenth and early eighteenth 
centuries did not have quantity proper, that is, it did not distinguish 
between long and short vowels. On the other hand, apart from full vowels 
and diphthongs it possessed reduced vowels (marked a and e). The oppo-
sition between non-reduced and reduced vowels was conditioned by stress, 
which was on the final or on the penultimate syllable (see below). Vowels 
in stressed (= tonic) or immediately pre-tonic syllables did not undergo 
reduction, for example, zobó(< *žaba) 'frog', nidela(< * nedelja) 'Sunday'. 
Such syllables are referred to as strong. Reduction regularly affected post-
tonic syllables and, optionally, syllables occurring between the main and 
the secondary stress (the latter here marked v), compare zine(< *ienetb) 
'drives', bledaića (< * bledica) 'paleness', pptarii (< * pętero) '5 ' . The secon-
dary stress most frequently fell on the antepenultimate syllable in poly-
syllabic words with final stress. Syllables in which reduction occurred are 
referred to as weak. Nasal vowels were usually non-reduced: postilp 
(< *posteljp (ACC SG)) 'bed', rękę (< *rpkp (ACC SG)) 'hand'. However, 
p could optionally undergo denasalization and reduction, compare jó cę 
or jó ca (< *ja xbtjp) 'I want', sa luda (< *$ъ oldbjejp) 'by boat'. The reflex-
ive particle * sę always appears in the reduced form: mait-sa(< *mytisę) 'to 
wash onself', biiji-sa (< *bojitb sę) 'is afraid'. 

It follows that the place of stress in Polabian can always be predicted 
from the distribution of non-reduced and reduced vowels in an accentual 
complex, that is, in a word with or without enclitics and proclitics: if the 
final syllable was non-reduced, it must have carried the stress, if it was 
reduced, the stress was on the penultimate syllable (see Trubetzkoy 1929: 
77-84). Therefore, from now on the place of stress will not be marked. 

The reduction of vowels resembles the Russian akarie (see chapter 15, 
section 2.1) in that it neutralized most vowel oppositions (including the 
diphthongs) replacing them by the opposition between the high and low 
reduced vowels (č and a), compare ote in coso(< *čaša) 'bowl, cup' and va 
niise (< * vb nose) 'in the nose' versus zena (< * zena) 'woman, wife' and va 
leta(< *vb lete) 'in summer ' ; й/i in nebu(< *nebo) 'sky, heaven' and puli 
(< * polje) 'field' versus rišete (< * rešeto) 'sieve, sifter' and zile (< * zelje) 
'grass'; ai/ai/au in bait (< *biti) ' to beat ' , bdit (< *byti) ' to be' , mauxo (< 
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*muxa) 'fly' versus dibet (< *ubiti) Чо kill', sđmčt (< *sbmyti) Чо wash 
off ' , kltibek (< *к1оЬикъ) 'hat ' . 

The Proto-Lechitic change of *e > a and *f > p before the hard dentals 
(s, z, ty d, r, I) is evident also in Polabian. The new vowels a and p 
developed in the same way as the original vowels *a and *p (see below). 

Initial *o~ and *u- (except for the preposition-prefix *u) developed a 
prothetic w, which later changed into v, for example vdgord (< *ogordъ) 
'garden', vdknii(< *okno) 'window', vausta(< *usta) 'mouth ' . 

In early Polabian the hard syllabic f changed into ar, the soft syllabic f 
into 'ar (before hard dentals) or ir > er (elsewhere), the hard and soft 
syllabic /, / fell together and most probably yielded ul The subsequent 
changes were ar > or, 'ar > 'or (softening the preceding consonant), er > ar, 
and ul > au/u (the latter variant in Parum Schultze's and Pfeffinger's 
dialects): *b{ie > borz 'sooner' , *grnъkъ > gornak 'milk pot ' , *brdo > 
bordii 'flax swingle', *vfba > varba 'willow', *tfstbjb > tauste/tuste ' thick', 
* v\kb > vauk/vuk 'wolf ' . 

The Proto-SIavonic diphthongs orC, olC underwent metathesis and in 
early Polabian yielded raC (if long, or, in other terms, acute), roC (if short, 
or, in other terms, circumflex), la С (if long), loC (if short). Later, the 
vowels a, о evolved like a, oof non-diphthongal origin, for example, *ormę 
> ramą 'arm, shoulder', *ordlo > rddlii 'hookplough' , *orsti > riist ' to grow', 
*orkytbno > riit'aitne 'osier', *olbo > Lobti 'Elbe' , *oldbjejp > liidą 'by 
boat'. 

The sequence CelC coalesced with ColC yielding ClđC; the com-
bination CerC changed into CreC (e later developed like the same vowel 
of non-diphthongal origin); the CorC group gave the same result as the 
original hard syllabic f, that is, or: *melti > mlđt 'to grind', *golva > glava 
'head' , *berza > breza 'birch', *na berzine > no brizaina 'birchwood' (name 
of part of a village), *korva > korvo 'cow'. 

The Proto-SIavonic jers were vocalized or lost, depending on whether 
they were in a strong or weak position. The treatment of the Polabian weak 
jers differed, however, from that of the weak jers in other Slavonic 
languages. The Proto-SIavonic weak jers in the initial syllable of a word 
were treated in Polabian as strong when originally stressed or immediately 
pre-tonic. This means that the jers in Polabian were vocalized in the initial 
syllable of all originally disyllabic words and of most polysyllabic ones. 

The result of vocalization was not uniform and depended on the 
environment. The strong back jer (ъ), when after к, g, x and followed by 
an originally fronted consonant, developed into e, elsewhere into č, for 
example, nud'et(< * nogbtb) 'fingernail, toenail', lut'et(< *olfcbtb) 'elbow', 
vđs(< *vbšb) ' louse', sdpat(< *5ъраН) ' to sleep', kđtu (< *къю) 'who \ 

The strong front jer vocalized into'd when followed by originally hard 
consonants and into a elsewhere: mdgla (< *mbgla) 'fog', pds (< *pbsb) 
'dog', pasai (< *pbsi) 'dogs', pan (< *рьпь) 'stump'. However, the initial 
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*/ь-sequence yielded jai~ when originally stressed: jaimfi (< *ji>mę) 'name', 
jaid'u(< *jb'go) 'yoke'. When unstressed and followed by hard consonants, 
it gave ja-, when unstressed elsewhere, je-, for example, jakra (< *jbkra) 
'roe', jever (< *jbverb) 'shaving, chip'. Examples of the loss of the weak 
jers in word-internal position are janti (< *jedbno) 'one', motka 
(< *matbka) 'bitch'. Examples of the loss of the weak jers in the originally 
unstressed initial syllable: cela (< *Ьъсе1а) 'bee', dtijoce (< *dbvojačbjb) 
' twofold', tore(< *vbtori>jb) 'other' . 

The vowel *a (both original and from *e) changed into о in strong 
positions and into a in weak positions: *mera > mara > moro 'measure', *na 
> no 'on' , *leto > *l'ato > I'otu 'summer; year', *zena > zena 'woman; wife', 
*рекагь > pekar 'baker'. But the initial *ra- sequence yielded ra- \ *rana > 
rano 'wound', *radostb > rddust 'wedding'. 

The vowel *e, unless followed by originally hard dentals, evolved into e 
in strong positions and into a in weak ones: * mešati > mesat 'to mix', *na 
svete > no svate 'in the world', * vbne > vana 'outside'. 

The vowel *o in strong positions evolved into о when followed by 
originally hard dentals (s, z, d, t, n, r, /) or r, and into и elsewhere: *lono > 
Ionu 'bosom', * smola > smola 'resin; Hell', * vb smole > va smiile 'in Hell', 
*(v)pgorb > vpd'or'eel'. But in the sequence *vo(whether with original or 
prothetic v) the vowel in strong positions changed into a before orig-
inally hard consonants and into / elsewhere: > wt/'ox', *voda > vada 
'water', *опъ > van 'he' , *oko > vat'ii 'eye', *(v)ovbsъ > vivas 'oats', 
*(v)ovbca > vica 'sheep, ewe'. In the respective weak positions the results 
were: a and e, for example, *iivotb > zaivat 'life; stomach', *vysofo > 
vaisek 'high', * rešeto > rišete 'sieve'. 

The vowel *e in strong positions gave e when followed by hard con-
sonants, and / elsewhere: *nebo > nebii 'sky; Heaven', * polje > puli 'field', 
*grebenb > gribin 'comb; rooster's comb'. In weak positions it reduced to a 
and e, respectively: *na nebo > no nabii ' to Heaven', *5Ъ nebeśa (instead of 
*nebese) > sd nibeśo ' f rom Heaven', *tęgnetb > tągne 'pulls, stretches'. Yet, 
in the word-initial combination *je~ before hard dentals *e yielded a, for 
example, *jedla > jadla 'fir tree', *jedъnъ (instead of *jedьnъ) > jadan 
'one'. 

The development of the vowels *o in prefixes or prepositions 
departed from the regular processes irrespective of the following sounds, 
for example, *podъ > pud 'under', *( v)obb > vib 'around, about', *реЫъ > 
prid 'in front of, before', *репъ > priz 'through; without'. 

The nasal vowel (unless followed by hard dentals, see above) evolved 
into ft, for example, *pftb > pęit 'five', *detp > detp 'child'. When preceded 
by a soft consonant, the nasal vowel *p changed into *^and then evolved in 
the same way as original *ę, for example, *zbrjp > zarp 'I look', *plfšptb > 
pląsęt '(they) dance'. Elsewhere, it remained a back nasal: *mpka > mpka 
'flour, meal', *каръкр > kopkp 'drop (ACC SG)'. 
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The high vowels */, *y, *u were diphthongized in strong positions: */ > 
ai, *У > ai, *u > au or ai. The latter result obtained in the preposition or 
prefix in the position before labials and in all forms in the dialect repre-
sented by Parum Schultze and Pfeffinger. Examples: * biti > bait 'to beat', 
*<1утъ > dđim 'smoke' , *korvy > korvai 'cows', *u sebe > ai sibe 'on 
oneself ' , *ulomiti > ailumet ' to break off ' , *gumbno > daimne ' f a rm, 
homestead', *muxa > mauxo/maixo 'fly'. However, the sequences *ky, *gy, 
*xy evolved into t'ai, d'ai, xai (most probably through the intermediate 
stage *ki, *gi, *xi) and the vowels i, у changed into a when followed by r 
and into a when followed by the hard /, compare cart'ai (< *crky) 'church', 
t'enad'aina (< *kwęgyńa instead of *fonęgyni) 'noblewoman' , vrexai 
(< *(v)orexy) 'nuts ' , sariit'e(< *širokbjb) 'wide', sarota(< *syrota) 'whey ' , 
gnala (< *gnilaja) 'rotten'. In weak positions all three high vowels reduced 
to e, for example, * ubiti > aibet ' to kill', *pokryti > ptikret ' to cove r ' , 
*к1оЬикъ > kliibek 'hat ' . 

There is no general agreement as to the factors that caused the fronting 
of the vowel *o (into ii, o) and the diphthongization of *i, *y and *u in 
Polabian. 

Like some other Slavonic languages, Polabian tended to contract vowels 
separated by y, for example, *bojeti > bet 'to be afraid', * sejati > śot ' to sow', 
*vojevoda > v&vada 'prince', *stojati > s to t4 to stand', *podb zemjejp > piid 
zima 'under the earth'. But the contraction of vowels was not an absolute 
rule: compare d'ola/doloje (< *delajetb) 'works' , kpsoje (< *kpsajetb) 
'bites', svaitoje(< *svitajetb) 'it dawns, day is breaking'. 

In early Polabian, as in the other Lechitic dialects, consonants followed 
by the front vowels (e, e, f, /, ь) were softened. This softness was a 
redundant feature until the change *e> a, *f> p, > 'ar, that is, when soft 
consonants could occur both before front and back vowels. Subsequently, 
the soft consonants followed by front vowels underwent depalatalization, 
for their palatalized character must have been perceived as positionally 
conditioned. Examples: I'otti (< *leto) 'summer, year' versus va leta (< * vb 
lete) 'in summer ' , ppte(< *pętbjb) ' f if th ' versus ppt(< *pętb) 'five', aimorte 
(< *umrtbjb) 'dead' versus samart(< 'disease of chicks or goslings'. 

The changes in the Polabian consonantal system were considerably less 
complex than the vocalic ones. The ič, žj sequences changed into st, zd, 
compare stamil (< *ščbmelb) 'bumblebee' , xręst (< *xrpščb) 'bee t le ' , dazd 
(< *dbZ3b) 'rain'. The stops of the clusters st, zd preserved their softness if 
followed by originally back vowels: st'auko (< * ščuka) 'pike', pl'aust'a (< 
*pljušča (GEN PTT)) 'ivy'. The consonants k, g became fricative if followed 
by a stop, compare sa liixt'am (< *УЪ о1кыьть) and liit'et (< *olkbtb) 
'elbow', nuxte (< *nogUe) 'finger- or toenails'. The clusters of the type 
consonant + v were simplified, losing their second element if: (a) followed 
by an original *o, as in: tili(< *tvojb) 'your', xost(< *xvostb) 'oven broom', 
d'iizd (< *gvozdb) 'nail', dor (< *dvorb) 'farm'; (b) preceded by a velar 
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consonant and followed by an original *a, for example, kos (< *kvasb) 
'yeast, leaven, barm', xole (< *xvalitb) 'praises'. The clusters of this type 
changed into the sequence consonant + j if their second element was soft: 
sjptti (< *svęto) 'holiday', tjorda (< *tvfdoje) 'hard', kjot (< *kvetb) 
'flower', gjozda (< *gvezda) 'star'. In other cases post-consonantal v 
remained unchanged: no svate (< *na svete), dvarai (< *dvbri) 'door', 
svoret(< * svariti) 'to quarrel'. 

The consonants k, g, x were palatalized when followed by the original 
*o,*u,*y as well as by the back jer (ъ) if that latter preceded an originally 
fronted consonant: st'ot (< *skotb) 'cattle', vat'и (< *oko) 'eye', st'aiba 
(< *skyba) 'bread', t'aur p (< *kurę) 'chick', d'olpb (< *golpbb) 'pigeon', 
t'ed (< *fode) 'where', xudet(< *xoditi) 'to go', xaude (< *xudbjb) 'bad, 
evil; thin', xemil(< *хъте1ь) 'hop'. This change was a result of the front-
ing of the vowels in question, which must have occurred before the diph-
thongization and contraction of vowels. 

In word-final position or before another consonant, clusters consisting 
of a stop or an affricate followed by r, l, m, n were broken up by the 
insertion of a secondary jer-type vowel: voter (< *votr < *vetrb) 'wind', 
visem (< *vism < *(v)osmb) 'eight', vid'en (< *(v)ognb) 'fire', sribarne 
(< *sribrne< *serbrbnty'b) 'silver'. 

In several cases a jer-type vowel was inserted between a stop and r 
before a vowel: kórdi (< *kry) 'blood', pdred(< *pred < *perdb) 'formerly'. 
When used in the function of a preposition or prefix, the reflex of Proto-
Slavonic *реЫъ sounded prid, as in prid 'before, in front of'. 

2.2 Morphophonemic alternations inherited from Proto-Slavonic 
Among the oldest alternations are those of the velar consonants k, g, x with 
c, z, s (< *č, *ž, *š) and с, j (< *с, *j). They originated from the Proto-
Slavonic first and second palatalizations (see chapter 3, sections 2.9 and 
2.19). The result of the second palatalization of *x must have been s (< *š, 
as in the other Slavonic languages) but no example of it is attested. 

The alternations resulting from the first palatalization were greatly 
reduced in Polabian and were chiefly limited to derivation: rpka (< *rpka) 
'hand' versus rpcnek (< *греьткъ) 'towel', bug (< *bogb) 'God' versus 
biizac (< *botbCb) 'God (DIMIN)', тех (< *техъ) 'sack' versus mesak 
(< *mešbfo) 'little sack'. 

Residual instances of the first palatalization are encountered in 
inflection. In nominal declension we find it only in the nouns v&t' й 
(< *(v)oko) 'eye' and vauxii (< *(u)xo) 'ear', compare vieai (< *(v)oči 
(NOM—ACC DU), vausai (< *( v)uši (NOM-ACC DU)). In conjugation it could 
be used to oppose the present-tense forms to past tenses or the infinitive: 
plocfi (< *plačp) 'I cry' versus plokol (< *р1ака1ъ) '(he) cried', plokat 
(< *plakati) 'to cry', р&кпё (< *ръкпегь) 'falls' versus pčci (< *ръеегъ 
( A O R ) ) 'fell', muzes (< *mozešb 'you can' versus mug (< *mogb ( A O R ) ) 'I 
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could'. For the most part, however, verbal stems tended to be levelled in 
the entire conjugation: joz rical-me (< *jazъ гес1ъ mu) T told him', ne-
mezalo-jeg noit (< *ne motala jego najiti) ' (she) could not find him', 
taucal-sa (< *Цс1ъ sę) 'it was haunted ' (instead of *гек1ъ, * mogla, *ф1ъ sę 
on the model of rice, muze, tauci-sa (< *rečetb, *moietb, *tfčetb sę). 

In general, however, both consonantal and vocalic alternations (with the 
exception of stress alternations and the related alternations between non-
reduced and reduced vowels) were considerably limited within the 
Polabian conjugation. Present-tense forms abandoned consonantal alter-
nations completely: ricą (instead of rekp < *rekp) '(I) say', picą (instead of 
pekp < *pekptb) '(they) roast'. 

The alternations k/c, g/j occurred in the declension of nouns, where 
they reinforced morphological oppositions: grauk (< *grufo) 'pear tree' 
versus graucai (< *gruci) 'pear trees', krig (from German Krieg) 'war' 
versus va krije (< *vb (krig-)-e), ntiga (< *noga) ' foot, leg' versus ntije 
(< *M>JE(NOM-ACC DU)) 'feet, legs'. 

The opposition of hard and soft consonants, which originated from the 
depalatalization of consonants before front vowels, served as the most 
important consonantal alternation in Polabian morphology. It occurred in 
the declension of nouns where it replaced the opposition of originally front 
vowels to originally back ones: btizac (< *božbcb) 'God (DIMIN)' versus 
btisća (< *božbca (GEN-ACC SG)), btiste (< *božbcu (DAT SG)), dan 
(< *dbnb) 'day' versus dano ( *dbńa instead of *dbne (GEN SG)), pas 
(< *рЬ5Ъ) 'dog' versus pasai(< *pbsi) 'dogs', zima(< *zemja) 'earth' versus 
no zimą (< *na zemjp) ' to the earth' , staja (< *stbja) 'path ' versus stają 
(< *stbjp (ACC SG) ). 

The declension of nouns also made use of the alternations kit', g/d 
x/x, for example, rpka (< *rpka) 'hand ' versus priz rpt'e (< *репъ rpky) 
'without a hand', ntiga (< *noga) 'foot, leg' versus prit'e niid'e (< *perky 
nogy) 'over the foot', grex (< *grexb) 'sin' versus grexe (< *grexy) 'sins'. 
But the role of this alternation is most noticeable in the inflection of adjec-
tives, where it contributed, among other things, to the distinction of 
genders: vilka (< *velikaja) 'big' (F) but vilt'a (< *velikoje) 'big' (N), 
drauga(< *drugaja) 'other ' (F) but draud'a (< *drugoje) 'other ' (N), *sauxa 
(unattested, < *suxaja) 'dry' (F) but sauxa (< *suxoje) 'dry' (N). 

The reduction of vowels brought about the most productive vocalic 
alternation in Polabian. This alternation was closely related to the alter-
nation of stress and it affected both inflection and derivation as in the 
endings -o/-a (coso/zena < *čaša 'bowl', *tena 'woman') or in the deriv-
ative aibet' to kill' (< * ubiti) versus bait' to beat' (< *biti). 

It was, however, in conjugation that these alternations played the most 
essential role, thanks to the enclitic character of the reflexive particle sa 
(< *sę) and of the monosyllabic pronominal forms. Since the present-tense 
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forms generalized the penultimate stress, the stress had to shift to the 
desinence when followed by an enclitic, given the Polabian limitation of 
stress to the penultimate syllable. In this way there arose the alternation of 
non-reduced and reduced vowels: aide(< *idetb) 'goes', biile(< *bolitb) 'it 
hurts' versus kok aidi-sa (< *kako idetb sę) 'how are you doing', btili-me 
(< *bolitb тьпе) 'it hurts me'. 

Other vowel alternations were due to various metaphonies. Some of 
them occurred in Lechitic or early Polabian, others took place in later 
periods. To the former belong vowel-zero, е-о, a-p and ar-or alter-
nations (as well as their variants stemming from the reduction of vowels), 
to the latter e-i, a-i, a-i, o-u, d-a, ai-a, di-a alternations. 

Owing to the different treatment of the weak jers in Polabian from that 
of other Slavonic languages, the vowel-zero alternations were practically 
limited to final/penultimate syllables and occurred mainly in the declension 
of nouns: d'olpbak (< *golpbъkъ) 'small pigeon' but d'olppt'e (PL) 
(< *golpbъky)9 pican (< *ресьпь) 'loaf of bread' but picne (PL) 
(< *ресьпе). 

The e-o alternation is attested mainly in the inflection of nouns: lotil 
(< * leto) 'summer, year' versus vd leta (< *vb lete) 'in summer'. We find 
some examples of the ar-or alternation in derivation: sdmart(< *sbmftb) 
'disease of chicks' but dimorte (< *umfrbjb) 'dead', come (< *cfirbjb) 
'black' but carnaića (< *čfnica) 'blackberry'. The ą- p alternation is found 
in some individual forms: plęisft (< *plęśp) '(they) dance' versus pipsat 
(< *plęsati) 'to dance', dispt (< *desętb) 'ten' versus diśpte (< *desętbjb) 
'tenth'. 

The vowel alternations due to later developments in Polabian were used 
in inflection: cesat(< * česati) 'to comb' but cise (< *češetb) 'combs', vada 
(< *voda) 'water' but va vida (< *vb vode) 'in water', smola (< * smola) 
'Hell' but va smiila (< * vb smole) 'in Hell', p&s (< *рь5ъ) 'dog' but pasai 
(< *pbsi) 'dogs', dipaustaix (< *upustixb) 'I dropped (AOR)' but dipaustdl 
(< *upustih>) '(he) has dropped (PRF)'. 

3 Morphology 
Polabian morphology cannot be fully described for several reasons. First, 
there is only a relatively small amount of source material. Second, most of 
it was given in glossaries, in which words were noted mainly as vocabulary 
items; no word is recorded in its complete paradigm. Third, the recorders 
did not know Polabian and may have made mistakes. Fourth, some of the 
informants might have had an imperfect knowledge of the language (since 
it was already dying). However, thanks to the fact that almost all the texts 
cite quite a number of sentences or expressions and that Hennig occasion-
ally supplements some grammatical forms, it is possible to reconstruct the 
fundamentals of Polabian morphology and some aspects of syntax. 
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3.1 Nominal morphology 

3.1.1 Nominal categories 
From the viewpoint of morphology Polabian was very conservative, main-
taining most of the categories of Proto-SIavonic. Like Sorbian and Slovene, 
it distinguished singular, plural and dual. The dual number was used in 
nouns which denoted paired objects, but was preserved only in the 
nominative-accusative and in the dative-instrumental: rpce (< *rpce) 
'hands ' , ntije (< *noje) 'legs', vausai (< *(v)uši) 'ears ' , vicai (< *(v)oči) 
'eyes' , perisai(< *peresi) 'wings', ramenai (< *ormeni) 'arms' , sa vicaima 
(< *5Ъ (v)očima) 'with the eyes', rękoma (< *rpkama) 'hands'. As in 
Sorbian, the genitive dual was replaced by the genitive plural: ai davix 
grauk (< *dbvoxb grufo) 'at the two pear trees' . 

Polabian had three genders: masculine, feminine and neuter. Within the 
masculine gender, Polabian made a distinction between animate and non-
animate nouns. In masculine nouns denoting human beings and most 
probably animals (although no such example is attested) the accusative 
coincided formally with the genitive, whereas the other genders distin-
guished the two forms: bede biXgo (bede from Middle Low German beden ) 
'asks G o d (ACC = GEN)' and vit btigo aipadene (< *(v)otb boga 
upaden^b) 'fallen away from God (GEN)', tai ne-mas met draujex btid'tiv 
likam mane (< *ty ne jbmašb jbmeti drujij1хъ bogovb (lik- f rom Middle 
Low German Ик)-ъть тьпё) 'you are not to have other gods (ACC = 
GEN) beside me ' but ntigp (ACC) vibet (< *nogp (v)obiti) ' to trip some-
body' , priie ntid'e (GEN) (< * perky nogy) 'over the foot ' . 

Polabian distinguished six case forms: nominative, accusative, genitive, 
dative, instrumental and locative, but had lost the original vocative. The 
function of the latter was taken over by the nominative: zena, peltiz detęi va 
zaipkp (< *zena, položi detę \гь zybъkp) 'woman, put the child in the 
cradle', defka, aid, zaib (< *devbka, idi, zybi) 'girl, go rock'. The instru-
mental was used only with prepositions (an example of German influence 
mentioned in section 1 above): prid gardam (< *perdb gordъmь) 'before 
the court ' , virgne vaisek sa трср (< * vrgnetb vysoko 5Ъ męcejp) ' throws 
the ball up'. 

Polabian preserved some relics of the original short forms of adjectives. 
They were used mainly in the possessive function: lolen brot (< *ljalinb 
bratb) ' fa ther 's brother ' , Morajen danac(< *Магщпъ dbnbcb) 'St Mary 's 
day'. 

Several examples with short forms are attested in lexicalized 
expressions: dausan dan (< *dušьnъ dbnb) 'All Souls' Day' , ntivo launa or 
simply ntivo (< *nova luna, *nova) 'new moon ' , storo launa or simply storo 
(< * stara luna, * stara) ' last-quarter moon ' . 

The short forms of the neuter acquired the function of adverbs and were 
always stressed word-finally: ptiznti (< *pozdbno) 'late', sauxti (< *suxo) 
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'dry', daud'ii (< *d{go) 'long'. Under German influence they could also 
function as predicative forms of adjectives: tp kolai ją jist teplii (< *гьпъ 
(Middle Low German kol-)-u jestb ješce teplo) 'this cabbage is still hot', 
compare German es ist heifi and der Kohl ist heiji. 

The Polabian degrees of comparison were a clear continuation of the 
Proto-Slavonic forms: zaimnese (< *zimbnejbšbjb) 'colder', lepse 
(< *lepbšbjb) 'better', nastarese(< *najstarejbšbjb) 'oldest'. 

3.1.2 Noun morphology 
The declension of nouns was closely related to the distinctions of gender. 
Two main declension types can be distinguished: (a) masculine and neuter 
nouns; (b) feminine nouns. Neither of them was uniform, but no further 
clear-cut classifications can be formulated. The attested endings are given 
in table 14.2. 

The differences between individual paradigms reflected, to some extent, 
the Proto-Slavonic stem distinctions. The vast majority of masculine nouns 
ended in -0 (= zero) in the nominative singular. Here belonged the reflexes 
of Proto-Slavonic *-o-/*-yo- stems (for example, bug (< *bogb) 'God', 
dazd (< *dbz$b) 'rain'), *-u- stems (med (< *medb) 'honey'), *-i- stems 
(ppt(< *pptb) 'road') and consonantal stems (dan (< *dbnb) 'day', jfiemin 
(< *jfčbmenb, instead of *jęćbmy) 'barley'). The nominative ending of 
thirty or so attested masculine animate nouns was -a (< *-a), for example, 

Table 14.2 The declension of nouns 

Singular 
M N F 

AN INAN 

NOM 
ACC 
GEN 

•0, -u, -i/-e, -a/-a 

-o/-a 

-o/-a, -ši, -0, -ai -9, -0 
-ši/-e, -a, -i, -ve 

DAT 
INST 
LOC 

-au/-ai/-e 
-km 
-e/-a, -ai 

-e/-a, -ai 

-e/-a,-e 

Plural 
NOM 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

-ai/-e, -e, -live, -i 
-&i/-e, -e 
iiv/-ev, -0 
iim 

s -
- 0 

-&i/-e, -ai/-e, -e/-a, -v&i 

- 0 
-am 
-ome e(?) 

Dual 
NOM-ACC 
DAT-INST 

-ai/-e 
-aima 

-e 
-oma 
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vauja (< *(v)uja) 'uncle', skocaika (< *skačika) 'stallion'. One attested 
noun retained the ending -di(< *-y) in this case: komai(< *kamy) 'stone'. 

The neuter nouns in the nominative singular ended in -il (< *-o) / -i 
(< *-e) / -e (the reduced variant of the former two) or -p/-a (< *-f): lotil 
(< *leto) 'year, summer', pilli (< *polje) 'field', gńozde (< * gnezdo) 'nest', 
zile (< *zelbje) 'pasture' , jaimętljaima (< *jbmę) 'name' , t'aurp (< *kurę) 
'chick'. Their accusative form in all numbers was identical with that of the 
nominative. 

The endings reflecting the original *-<?-/*-yo- declension prevailed in the 
remaining declensional forms of the masculine and neuter nouns, but in 
some cases the influence of the original * -и- stems can be observed. The 
ending -au/-ai(< *-u) alternated with -o/-a (< *-a) in the genitive singular 
masculine. The ending -iiv (< *-ovb) and its secondary variant -ev almost 
completely replaced the original ending -0 (< *-ъ) in the genitive plural of 
masculine nouns. Under the influence of the * -и- stems the ending of the 
instrumental singular *-оть changed into *-ъть . 

As far as the masculine nouns ending in -a in the nominative singular are 
concerned, nothing can be said about the other forms of their paradigm 
because none of them is attested in the texts. 

The feminine nouns in the nominative singular ended in -o/-a(< *-a), -0 
(< *-ь), -ai(< *-y) or -ai(< *-y (preceded by k, g, x) and *-/), for example, 
poro (< *para) ' swamp', sreda (< *serda) 'Wednesday' , mail'o ( f rom 
Middle Low German mile) 'mile', sveča (< *svetja) 'candle', t'iXst 
(< *kostb) 'bone, fishbone', karai (< *kry) 'blood' , cart'ai (< *erky) 
'church', motai (< *mati) 'mother'. They continued the Proto-SIavonic 
declensions of the *-a-/*-ja-, *-/-, *-й-, and consonantal stems. The Proto-
SIavonic declension was productive in Polabian. Some of its endings 
were used not only in original *-й- stems but also in others, especially 
German loan-words, compare not only karai 'blood', cart'ai 'church', but 
also grausai (< *gruš-y) 'pear tree', sod'ai (from Middle Low German 
sage) 'saw', moddi(ixom Middle Low German made) 'maggot'. As can be 
seen from the example grausdi, even originally soft stems could acquire the 
ending -ai (< *->>). Particularly productive was the ending of the 
nominative-accusative plural - vai, which came into being as a result of the 
contamination of the original *-bv/with the ending *-y of the *-a- stems. It 
could also occur in nouns ending in -o/-a in the nominative singular, for 
example, soko (from Middle Low German sake) 'thing' and sokvdi 
(NOM-ACC PL). 

In a number of nouns (originally belonging to consonantal stem 
paradigms) an alternation of stems occurs between the nominative singular 
and some other forms, for example, komai (< *kamy) 'stone', komine 
(NOM-ACCPL) (< * kamenbje); sliivi(< * slovo) 'word', sluvesa (NOM-ACC 
PL) (< *slovesa); rdma (< *ormę) 'arm', raminai (NOM-ACC DU) 
(< *ormeni)\ pallę. (< *pilf) 'duckling', pailota (NOM-ACC PL) (< *pilęta)\ 
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compare also soko 'thing' versus sokvai 'things' (see above). Examples: 

Singular 

Accusative, feminine: korvp (< * korvp) 'cow', no zimę (< *na zemjp) 'to 
the earth', zo nidela (< *za nedeljp) 'in a week'. As far as the accusative 
of masculine nouns is concerned, its form coincided either with the 
nominative or with the genitive (see 3.1.1). 

Genitive, masculine-neuter: biigo (< *boga) 'God', dańo(< *dbńa instead 
of *dbne) 'day', gorxa/gorxdi (< *gorxa, *gorxu) 'pea', Г oto (< *leta) 
'summer', vaina (< *vina) 'wine'; feminine: slam&i (< *solmy) 'straw', 
pol t'йрё (< *ро1ъ кору) 'half a threescore', ai zima (< *u zemje) 'at the 
earth', au jadai (< *u jedi) 'at a meal', vez doli (< *jbz dale instead of 
*dali) 'from afar', ai kokve (< *u (Middle Low German kak-)-bve) 'at 
the pillory'. 

Dative, masculine-neuter: kd sjotau ( *къ svetu) 'to the world', kd dane 
(< *къ dbnu) 'to the bottom', ka vdidone (< *къ vydanbju) 'to give 
away'; feminine: kd starne (< *къ storne) 'to the side', kd maisa (< *къ 
(Middle Low German mis-)-e) 'to mass', kd zimai(< *къ zemji) 'to the 
earth'. 

Instrumental, masculine-neuter: pridgdrddm (< *perdb gordbmb) 'before 
the court', sa liixtam (< *УЬ olfotbmb) 'with the elbow', prid lotam 
(< *perdb letbmb) 'a year ago'; feminine: pud zimę (< *podb zemjejp) 
'under the earth', sd liida (< *$ъ oldbjejp) 'by boat', mauckp 
(< *mičbkojp) 'in secret'. 

Locative, masculine-neuter: no svate (< *na svete) 'in the world', vd leta 
(< * vb lete) 'in summer', va piilai (< *vb polji) 'in the field'; feminine: 
vd emerice(< * vb (Middle Low German hemmelrik-)-e) 'in heaven', vd 
smiila (< * vb smole) 'in Hell', no zime (< *na zemji) 'on the earth'. 

Plural 

Nominative masculine: biijai (< *boji) 'gods', pasai (< *pbsi) 'dogs', 
godaice(< *gadiei) 'worms', niize (< *noze) 'knives', vdliive(< * volove) 
'oxen', tagli(< (*Middle Low German kegel)-e) 'skittles'. 

Nominative-accusative, neuter: vdkna (< *(v)okna) 'windows', joja 
(< *jaja) 'eggs'; feminine: sestrdi (< *sestry) 'sisters', gjozde(< *gvezdy) 
'stars', vice (< *(v)ovbce) 'sheep', nidela (< *nedele) 'weeks', t'iistai/ 
t'uste(< * kosti) 'bones, fishbones', grausvdi(< *grušbvy) 'pears'. 

Accusative masculine: grexai(< *grexy) 'sins', pdse(< *pbsy) 'dogs', daiiste 
(< * goste) 'guests'. 

Genitive, masculine: di ddvix grauk (< *u dbvoxb grufo) 'by two pear 
trees', biid'uv (< *bogovъ) 'gods', daniiv/danev (< *dbnovb, *dbnevb) 
'days'; neuter: drdv (< *drbvъ) 'wood'; feminine: priz тог (< *репъ 
тёгъ) 'without measure'. 
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Dative, masculine: gresnariim (< * grešbnarom^ Чо sinners'; feminine: ka 
vaikam (< *къ (Middle Low German тк-)-атъ) Чо the town'. 

Instrumental, masculine: perhaps sa vile vlase (< *sb velbje volsy) (if not 
the nominative instead of the genitive) 'with lots of hair'; feminine: 
sveckome(< *svečbkami) 'candles'. 

Dual 

Nominative-accusative, masculine: rpkova (< *rpkava) 'sleeves'; neuter: 
vicai(< *(v)oči) 'eyes', joje (< *jaji) 'testicles'; feminine: rpce(< *rpce) 
'hands'. 

Dative-instrumental, neuter: vicaima (< *(v)očima) 'eyes'; feminine: 
rpkoma (< *rpkama) 'hands' . 

3.1.3 Pronominal morphology 
The Polabian personal pronouns continued, with the exception of the 
second personal plural jai 'you' (see p. 798), the Proto-SIavonic forms: joz/ 
jo (< *j'azi>9 *ja) T', t&Ute (< *ty) 'you, thou' , vđn, vđna (< *(v)cwi>, 
(v)ona) 'he, she', mđi(< *my) 'we', vinai(< *(v)oni) ' they'. The attested 
forms of the oblique cases can be reconstructed as in table 14.3. 

The mixing of the dative and the accusative (see p. 798) could also 

Table 14.3 

1 SG 2 SG 

ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 

mine/mane/mp/me 
mine/mane/mane 
mine/mane/mane/me 
(sš) manę (< *sb nrbnoję) 

tibć/tebe/tą/te 
tibe/tibe 
tibe/tibe/tč 
(sš) tabp (< *srb teboję) 

1 PL 2 PL 

ACC 
DAT 
INST 

nos/ nas (< *nasi>) 
nom/nam (< *патъ) 
(s&) поте (< nami) 

vom (< »vaim>) 
(s£) vome (< »въ vami) 

3 SG 3 PL 3 DU 

ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 

jig/jčg/neg (< »jego, njego) 
jig/jčg (< »jego) 
jim/me (< »jemu, »mu) 
(sš) nem (< »въ njimb) 

jaim (< »jinrb) (k&) naimo (< »къ njima) 
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affect the genitive: mine < *mene, mane < *тьпе, mane < *тьпе; tibe < 
*tebe, tibe < *tebe, tebe < *tebe. The forms mp, tp occurred only after 
prepositions: bed zo mp (< (bed from Middle Low German beden) *za mę) 
'pray for me', prid tp (< *реЫъ t f ) 'in front of you'. The forms me (< *mi), 
te(< *ti), me(< *mu) in the dative, me(< *тьпе?) and te(< *tebe?) in the 
accusative are enclitic: doj-me(< *dajimi) 'give me' , kok aidi-te?(< *kako 
idetb ti?) 'how are you?' literally, 'how goes it to you (SG)?', biili-me 
(< *bolitb тьпе) 'it hurts me'. The form te (< *ty) in the nominative is 
attested only in the expression ей te t'autes? (< *čbso ty kutišb?) 'what 
are you doing?' The accusative form neg (< * njego) is attested in isolation 
but it must have occurred after prepositions as in the other Slavonic 
languages. 

The reflexive pronoun is attested in the following forms: sp (after prepo-
s i t ions)^ (as the reflexive particle after verbs) (< *sf) (ACC), sibe 
(< *sebe) (GEN), sibe/(ka) sebe (< *(къ) sebe) (DAT), (va) sibe (< *vb 
sebe) (LOC). 

There were two demonstrative pronouns: tp, to, tti (< *Л>лъ, *ta, *to) 
'that (over there'), and sp, so, sti (< *$ълъ, *sa, *so) 'this (over here)'. 

The possessive pronouns are attested in very few forms apart from the 
nominative: nominative singular, masculine: miij 'my', ttij 'your', stij 'one's 
own'; feminine: miXjp, tiijp, siija; plural, masculine: nos 'our', feminine: 
vosa 'your ' (< *mojb, *tvojb, *svojb, *moja, * tvoja, * svoja, *našb, *vaša); 
accusative singular feminine: mtijp, stijp (< *mojp, *svojp), locative singular 
masculine-neuter: (va) miijem, ttijem ( *vb mojimb, *tvojimb); nomin-
ative plural masculine: mtijai, siijai(< *moji, * svoji); dative plural mascu-
line: nosem (< *našimb). 

The univeral pronouns are attested in the following forms: ves (M), vesi 
(N) (< *vbšb, *vbše) 'all, every' and vesot'a (< *vbšakoje) 'all, any'. Very 
few forms of the interrogative and negative pronouns are attested: katti, 
t'iXmau (< *къю, *komu) 'who' , cii, cig (< *čbso, *čego) 'what ' , kot'e, 
koka, kot'ug(< *kakbjb, *kakaja, *kakogo) 'which, which one' . 

The negative ponouns were formed with the morpheme net mi (< *ne, 
instead of *ni): nekatii (< *пекъю) 'no one' , nic (< *nečbso) 'nothing', 
nit'ed(< *nefode) 'nowhere ' . 

3.1.4 Adjectival morphology 
Polabian preserved some relics of the original short forms of adjectives. All 
of them represent the nominative singular (see 3.1.1). The long forms of 
adjectives are also quite well attested in the nominative. The remaining 
cases are much worse represented. On the basis of the recorded material 
the following endings can be reconstructed (table 14.4). Examples: 

Singular 

Nominative: vilt'e (< * velikbjb) (M), vilt'a (< *velikoje) (N), vilka 
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Table 14.4 The declension of adjectives 

SG 
M N F 

PL 
M N F 

DU 
N 

NOM -Č 
ACC = NOM ОГ GEN 
GEN 

-a/-e * -a -p -a> -a 

DAT 
LOC 

-ag/-eg 
-ume 

-ex 
-e 
-aj 

(< *velikaja) (F) 'big, great', btize (< *božbjb) (M), btize (< *boibjeje) 
(N), biiza (< *božbjaja) (F) 'God's; pious'; 

Accusative feminine: dtibrp (< *dobrpjp) 'good'; 
Genitive masculine-neuter: vdistikag (< *vysokajego) 'high', triteg (< 

*tretbjego) 'third'; 
Dative: varxntime(< *vfxnomu) 'supreme'; 
Locative feminine: noprovaj(< *na praveji) 'to the right'. 

Nominative: vilce(< *veliciji) (M) 4big', senena(< *senenaja) (N) 'hay', vil-
t'a(< *velikyje) (F) 'big'; 

Accusative masculine: lesna vrexai(< *lesbnyje(v)orexy) 'hazelnuts' liter-
ally 'wood-nuts'; 

Genitive masculine: draujex biid'iiv (< *drujijixb (instead of *drugyjixb) 
bogovb) 'other gods". 

Nominative-accusative neuter: pauna cilesai (< *pl'oneji čelesi) 'full 
cheeks'. 

3.1.5 Numeral morphology 
The numerals are quite well attested in the texts. For the most part, they do 
not depart from their counterparts in other Slavonic languages. 

Cardinals: jadđn (< *уЫълъ instead of *]ес!ьпъ), janti (< *jedbno) 'l', 
d&vo(< *dwa), d&ve(< *dwe) '2', tari(< *trbje) '3', eiter(< * cetyre) '4', 
pęt (< *pętb) '5', sist (< *šestb) '6', siđem (< * sedmb) '7', višem 
(< *(v)osmb) '8', divpt(< *devętb) '9', dispt(< *desętb) '10'. The cardinals 
from '11' to '20' occur in two or more alternative forms: janadist/ 
jaddnadist (< *уеЛ>пъ na desęte), jantinacti (< *jedbno na desęte) 'l Г, 
dvenadist/dvenacti/dvenacte/dvenocte (< *dbve na desęte) '12', trainadist/ 
trainacte/trainocte/tdrojnacti (< *tri na desęte, *trajb na desęte) '13', 

Plural 

Dual 
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citernadist/citernocte/citernocti (< * cetyre na desęte) 44', pptnadist/ 
patnocti (< * pętb na desęte) '15' , sistnadist/sistnocti (< * š estb na desęte) 
416', sidemnadist/sidemnocti (< * sedmb na desęte) 417', visemnadist/ 
visemnocti (< *(v)osmb na desęte) '18', divptnadist/divptnocti (< *devętb 
na desęte) '19' , disptnocti (< * desętb na desęte) '20 ' , janti disptnocti/ 
disptnocti j an w' 21' and so on. Apart from disptnocti the word stig (Middle 
Low German stige 'twenty sheaves') was used in this function. '30' was pól 
t' йрё (< *ро1ъ кору), '40 ' - citerdiśpt(< * cetyre desętb), '50 ' - pp(t)dišpt 
(< *pętb desętb), '60 ' - sis(t)diśpt (< *šestb desętb), '70 ' - sidemdiśpt 
(< * sedmb desętb) '80 ' - visemdiśpt(< *(v)osmb desętb), '90 ' - divp(t)dispt 
(< *devętb desętb. As can be seen from pól t'iipe '30', alongside sis(t)diśpt 
Polabian must have also used *t'upa (< *kopa, originally 'rick, stack, heap, 
pile', then in North Slavonic secondarily also 'sixty (sheaves), 60') in the 
sense of '60'. To express '100' the forms disptdiśpt (< *desętb desętb) or pęt 
stid'e were used. '1,000' was dispt pptstid'e. 

Ordinals: para(< *prvajaov *prvoje) 'first', tore(< *vbtorbjb) 'second', 
trite (< *tretbjbjb) ' third', cit'orte (< *cetvftbjb) ' fourth ' , ppte (< *pętbjb) 
' fifth', seste (< *šestbjb) 'sixth', vasme (< *(v)osmbjb) 'eighth', divpte 
(< *devętbjb) 'ninth', diśpte (< *desętbjb) 'tenth'. 'First' was also erste 
(from German erste) or preńa (< *perdbńaja). 

Collective numerals: citvaru (< *četvero) '4 ' , pętarti (< *pętero) '5 ' , 
sistarii(< * šestero) '6 ' , sidmarii (< *sidmaru) '7 ' , vismaru(< *(v)osmero) 
'8 ' , divętarii(< *devętero) '9 ' , disptarti (< *desętero) '10 ' . 

3.2 Verbal morphology 

3.2.1 Verbal categories 

Like other Slavonic languages, Polabian distinguished between the per-
fective and imperfective aspects. The distinction was implemented chiefly 
by prefixes, for example, the imperfectives liimet (< * lomiti) 'to break', 
mesat (< *mešati) ' to mix', aide (< *idetb) 'goes' had the perfectives 
vezlumet (< *jbzlomiti) ' to break', vezmesat (< *jbmešati) ' to mix', piide 
(< *pojbdetb) 'will go'. 

Some aspectual pairs were marked by other morphological means, such 
as alternation or change of conjugation, compare the imperfectives jaimoje 
(< *jbmajetb) 'seizes', dvaize(< *dviietb) 'raises' with the perfectives jeme 
(< *jbmetb) 'seizes', dvaigne(< *dvignetb) 'raises'. 

Polabian preserved all three past tenses of Proto-Slavonic, imperfect, 
aorist and perfect: compare the imperfects tex (< *хъ^ахъ) 'I wanted', 
bejas (< *bbjaaše) 'was beating', the aorists vaik (< *уукъ) 'I learned', rici 
(< *reče) 'said', đipaustaix(< *upustixb) 'I dropped' , aitdcix(< *иП>сехъ) 
'I met ' , vazp (< *vbzę) ' took' and the perfects rtidal-sa (< *rodiЧъ sę) ' (he) 
was born', aiseklai(< *usekli) '(they) cut off'. 
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The present tense expressed the present when used in the imperfective 
and the future if in the perfective form: pajp (< *pijp) 'I am drinking', Idzes 
(< *h>tešb) 'you are lying', but praivpzp (< *privęzp) 4 shall tie to', 
puddpce(< *podъpъtjetъ) 'will trample'. 

The analytical future tense comprised the finite forms of the verb cp 
(< *хъtjp) 'I want, I will' and the infinitive of the main verb: jo cę piet 
st'aibp (< *ja xrbtjp pekti skybp) 'I shall bake (some) bread', ci dđzd ait 
(< *xbtjetb dbi$b iti) 'it will rain'. 

The imperative is well attested in the singular and only in two forms in 
the plural. It ended in -Ъ/ -ai (< *-i) in the singular and -te (< *-te) in the 
plural: doj (< *daji) 'give', ricai-me (< *reči mu) 'tell him', rusplastaite 
(< *orzplaščite) 'flatten out', jecte(< *jedjbte) 'eat'. The verbs dot'to give', 
jest 'to eat' and vaije 'sees' preserved the original consonantal type of the 
imperative: doj (< *dadjb), jej (< *jedjb), jecte (see above), vaij(< *vidjb). 
As a form of injunction, Polabian used the modal particle nex (< *nexaji9 
the original imperative from *nexati 'to let') with the third person present 
of the verb: nex ję. tok (< *nexaji jestb tako) 'may it be so', nex tibe til 
smakoje (< *nexaji tebe to (Middle Low German smak-)-ajetb) 'may it 
taste (good) to you.' 

The Polabian verb had the following non-finite forms: the infinitive, the 
present active participle and the past passive participle. With few excep-
tions, they continued the Proto-SIavonic forms: sdpat(< *5ъраН) 'to sleep', 
zarat (< *zbreti) ' to look', but vdst (< * vbzti instead of *vbzfti) ' to take', 
sedftce (< *sedętjbjb) 'sitting', baite (< *bitbjb) 'beaten', aikpsene 
(< *ukpšenty'b) 'bitten'. 

The past passive participle served to form the passive voice in com-
bination with the auxiliary verbs bđit (< *byti) 'to be' or vđrdot(< (Middle 
Low German werd-)*-ati) 'to become'. The texts seem to show that the 
two constructions differed in their function: the passive with bait most 
probably referred to the present, that with v&rdot to the future, compare 
the following examples together with their German translations: jęt zazone 
(< *jestb zbzanfy'b) 'er ist verbrandt' (= 'it is burned') versus vdrda 
diriidene (< (Middle Low German werd-)*-ajetb urodenbjb instead of 
*urodjen^b) 'er wird geboren werden' (= 'he will be born'). The past 
tense of the passive always contained the appropriate form of vardot: 
vardol baite (< *(werd-)alъ bitbjb) ' (he) was beaten', vzvpzone 
(< * vbzvęzan?jb) vdrdol\he) was tied up'. 

3.2.2 Conjugation 
In the present-tense forms, Polabian established stress on the penultimate 
syllable. Owing to the reduction of vowels the original *-e/o- and *-/-
conjugations fell together, compare aide(< *idetb) 'goes', nuse(< *nositb) 
'carries'. In disyllabic or polysyllabic forms, as well as before enclitics, the 
stress shifted one syllable towards he end of a form and the reduced ending 
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Table 14.5 The present tense 

SG PL DU 
I II I II I II 

1 -p -m -me 
2 -s -tč 
3 -0 -ta/-to 

was replaced by the non-reduced one, compare doje (< *dajetb) 'gives' 
with vitedojime(< *otbdajemy) 'we forgive' and aide(< *idetb) 'goes' with 
aidi-sa (< *idetb sę) '(am, are, etc.) getting along', literally 'goes (to me, to 
you, and so on)'. As a result of these processes Polabian distinguished 
between only two conjugation types: verbs with the -e-/-i- stem and verbs 
with the -a-l-o- stem. Let us refer to them as the first (I) and second (II) 
conjugations. The endings of the present-tense forms are given in table 
14.5. 

Examples: plocp (< *plačp) 'I cry', ricp (< *rečp) 'I say', zaręi (< *Zbrjp) 
'I look', nexam (< *пехать) 'I let', opam (< (Middle Low German hop-) 
*-ать) 'I hope'; cajes(< *čuješb) 'you feel', znojis-me? (< *znaješb тьпе) 
'do you know me?', zares (< *zbrišb) 'you look', mos (< *jbmašb) 'you 
have, you are to', ne-mas 'you are not to', ganas (< (Middle Low German 
gonn-) -ašb) 'you are favourable to', ni ganos-me 'you envy'; ploce 
(< *plačetb) 'cries', liime (< *lomitb 'breaks', pepadi-sa (< *popadetb sę) 
'falls down', riidi-sa (< *roditb sę) 'is born', zeva (< *zeva < *zevajetb) 
'yawns', strid'o-sa (< (Middle Low German strid-)*-a sę) 'quarrels'; cime 
(< *хъtjemy) 'we want', vitedojime (< *(v)otbdajemy) 'we forgive', mome 
(< *jbmamy) 'we have, we are to'; cite (< *хъtjete) 'you want', mote 
(< *jbmate) 'you have'; ptijp (< *pojptb) '(they) sing', vorp (< *varętb) 
'(they) cook', jaigrojp (< *jbgrajptb) '(they) play'; bejato-sa (< *bbjeta sę) 
'(they two) beat each other'. 

The perfect tense was formed by means of the morpheme -I/-la (< *-/ъ, 
*-la) in the singular and -lai (< *- / / ) in the plural, added to the original 
infinitive stem. The personal distinctions could be made either by the forms 
of the auxiliary verb bait (< *byti) 'to be' or by personal pronouns, 
compare jp plokol (< *jestb plakatb) '(he) cried', joz pl'psal (< *jazъ 
plęsatb) 'I danced' (M), joz bala (< *ja?b byla) 'I was' (F), t&i vaipal(< *ty 

Table 14.6 The present tense of the verb bait Чо be' 

SG PL DU 
jis (< *jesmb) jism&i/jisme (< *jesmy) 
jis (< *jesb) 
jęi/ja - jista (< *jesta) 
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vypitb) 'you drank' (M), vdn diruddl-sa (< *(у)опъ urodifo sę) 'he was 
born', vinai belai-sa (< *( v)oni bili sę) 'they have beaten each other'. 

Other tenses, the imperative and the non-finite forms of Polabian con-
jugation are much less well attested. They are presented in 3.2.1. 

The only irregular verb in Polabian was bait(< *byti) 'to be'. Its forms in 
the present tense are given in table 14.6. The form ja appears in reduced 
positions, for example, when preceded by the negative particle ni (< *ne), 
compare ni-ja. The origin of the nasality of jft is not clear. Apart from the 
present tense, the following forms of the verb are attested: ni-bas (< *ne 
beaše) (IMPF) 'was not', będę (< *bpdetb) (FUT) 'will be', bdl (< *byh>) 
(PRF M) and bdla (< *byla) (PRF F) 'has been' . 

3.3 Derivational morphology 
In addition to Slavonic derivational patterns, Polabian also used some 
German elements in word formation (see 3.3.3). 

3.3.1 Major patterns of noun derivation 
The most clear categories of noun derivation include the following: 

1 Diminutives formed by means of the suffixes -ek (< *-1къ) (м), -ak 
(< *-ькъ, *-ъкъ) (м) , -ас (< *-ьсь) (м) , -ka (< *-ъка) (F), for 
example, t'iitlek (< *ко(ьНкъ) f rom t'iit'al (< *Шь1ъ) 'kettle', varsak 
(< *vršbfo) f rom varx (< *vfxb) 'peak, top' , d'olpbak from d'dip b 
(< *golpbb) 'pigeon', brotac f rom brot (< *bran>) 'brother' , t'oska 
f rom t'oza (< *koza) 'goat', t'iiska (< *koibks) f rom t'iiza (< *koia) 
'skin'. From some masculine nouns, diminutives were derived by 
means of the suffix -ka: Anska 'Johnny' from Ans 'John' (from 
Middle Low German Hans), ramka (from Middle Low German ram) 
'goat, ram', Michelka 'Michael' (German Michael). The suffix seems 
to have been the contamination of the Low German suffix -chel-ke 
(compare German -chen) with the native -ka. 

2 Nouns denoting females formed by means of the suffixes -ka (< *-ъка), 
-ska (contamination of Middle Low German -sche with the native -ska 
< *-bska): erska 'mistress, lady' from er (Middle Low German er) 
'master, gentleman', tobldrska 'witch' from tobldr (Middle Low 
German toverer) 'sorcerer, wizard'. 

3 Nomina agentis formed by means of the suffixes -пёк (< *ткъ), -ас 
(< *-ась), -aika (< *-ika). The first one attached to nouns, the latter 
two to verbs: crivnek (< *cervbnife) 'shoemaker' f rom criv (< *cervb) 
'shoe', tdkac (< *tbkačb) 'weaver' from tdkat (< *tbkati) 'to weave', 
flditac 'lesser whitethroat (a song-bird)' from flditot (Middle Low 
German floiten) 'to play the flute, the fife', bezaika (< *bezika) 
' runner' f rom bezat (< * bezati) ' to run' , perdojaika (< *perdajika ) 
'merchant' from perdoje(< *perdajetb) 'sells'. 
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4 Nomina actionis formed by means of the suffixes -ne (< *-bje), -t'e 
(< *-tbju (DAT) from verbs: vobene (< *vabenbje) 'baiting, alluring', 
catine(< *čbtenbje) 'counting' from cate(< *čbtetb) 'counts', kapait'e 
(< *къ pitbju) ' to drink'. 

Some of the suffixes mentioned above also fulfilled other functions, for 
example, storek (< *starifo) 'leaven' from store (< *starbjb) 'old', bolak 
(< *Ьё1ъкъ) 'the white of an egg'. 

3.3.2 Major patterns of adjective derivation 
The productive suffixes were -n- (< *-ьп-), -en-(< *-en-) , -ost-(< *-'ast-), 
-uv-f-ev- (< *-ov-/*-ev-), -ot- (< *-at-). With the exception of the suffixes 
-n- and -en-, which could form adjectives both from nouns and verbs, all 
the other suffixes mentioned attached to nouns: xladene (< *xolden^b) 
'cool' from xlad (< *xoldb) 'shade, cool', t'iilne (< *&о/ьлъ/ь) 'wagon' 
from t'ola (< *kola) 'wagon', traivh 'wedding' from traivoje (< *(Middle 
Low German truw-)-ajetb) 'marries', rusene (< *rošentyb) 'bleached' 
from *ruse (which is unattested, but compare rusi-sa < *rositb sę 'is 
bleached'), snóroste 'fringed' from snor (Middle Low German snór) 
'string', koltive 'cabbage' from kol (Middle Low German kol) 'cabbage', 
šaprev 'shepherd's' from šapar (Middle Low German sehaper) 'shepherd', 
krauekote 'crossed, cross' from krauce (Middle Low German kruze) 
'Ascension'. 

3.3.3 Major patterns of verb derivation 
The main types of verb derivation are prefixation and separable 
compounding. The productive prefixes were: ai- (< *ы-), prai- (< *pri-), 
sa- (< *sb-), va- (< *vb-), vaz- (< *vbz-), vez- (< */bz-), vi- (< *(v)o-), 
vai- (< * vy-), zo- (< *za-): aibrukot'to wear out' from briXkot (Middle Low 
German brtiken) 'to use', praibiivat 'to build onto' from biXvot (Middle 
Low German buwen) 'to build', sabriikone 'worn out' from brtikot (see 
above), vamarkoje 'marks' from markoje (Middle Low German marken) 
'draws, marks', vazlodot 'to load on' from lodot (Middle Low German 
laden) 'to load', vezlikal '(he) has compared' from likot (Middle Low 
German liken) 'to make equal, visaet (< *(v)osekti) 'to cut apart' from 
sect (< * sekti) ' to cut', vairavat (< *vyrbvati) ' to tear out ' from ravat 
(< *rbvati) 'to pick, pull up', zosiilene 'dirtied, dirty' from the unattested 
verb borrowed from Middle Low German solen. 

On the German model Polabian developed separable compound verbs 
using both German and Polabian prefixes-particles: compare, on the one 
hand, to-vist (< *(Low German to)-vesti) 'to ride to', vize-to (< *vezetb 
(Low German to)) 'rides to', to-zine (*(Low German to)-zenetb) also 
zine-to 'drives to', dere-dal (< *deretb-(Middle Low German dal)) 'pulls 
off, tears off ' , and on the other hand, klajęt vanau (< *kljujptb vbnu) 
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'(they) реек out, scratch out (of chickens)', vanau doje (< *vbnu dajetb) 
'gives out ' , aide danau (< *idetb dbnu) 'goes in', ddnau klode (< *dbnu 
kladetb) 'puts in', piislod t'autait(< *posledb kutiti) ' to imitate' (compare 
t'autait 'to make, to do' and German nachmachen 'to imitate', machen 'to 
make') , rpbet vakorst (< *rpbiti (v)okrstb) ' to hem around' . The native 
elements vanau, danau, ptislod, vakorst were used to fulfil the function 
corresponding to the German separable prefixes, such as zu (Low German 
to), heraus, hinein, nach, um, herum, for example, zufahren ( = Polabian 
to-vist), abziehen ( = Polabian dere-dal), herausscharren ( = Polabian 
kl'ajfi vanau), herausgeben ( = Polabian doje vanau). 

4 Syntax 
Given the relatively small amount of material available, it is not possible to 
reconstruct all aspects of Polabian syntax. To facilitate comparison with 
other chapters, the same subsection numbers are retained and there is no 
subsection 4.7. 

4.1 Element order in declarative sentences 
Polabian had free word order in the sense that the major constituents could 
in principle occur in any order. For example, the subject could precede or 
follow the verb, and the verb could precede or follow its objects or any 
adverbial modifiers: dazd aide (< *dbtjb idetb) 'rain goes' or aide ddzd 
'goes rain' (= 'it is raining'), šapar pose vice (< *(Middle Low German 
schaper) pasetb ( v)ovbce) ' the shepherd grazes the sheep' and t'iiskp dere 
del (< *koibkp deretb (Middle Low German del)) 'takes off the skin', 
virgne dal no zimę (< *vrgnetb (Middle Low German dal) na zemjp) 
' throws down to the ground' and vd loniX vdme (< *vb lono vbjbmetb) 
'takes in one's arms'. 

4.2 Non-declarative sentence types 
Yes-no interrogative sentences seem to have been formed without any 
particle: cis-sa kppat ait? (< *xbtješb sę kppati iti) 'do you want to go and 
take a bath? ' , muzes venst'e gornet? (< *možešb (German wend-)-bsky 
gorniti) 'can you speak Wendish?' , znojis-jeg? (< *znaješb jego?) ' do you 
know him?' 

Commands and negative commands are expressed by means of the 
imperatives: aid spd ka mane (< *idi sędi къ тьпё) 'come and sit beside 
me', pud sem er (< *pojbdi semo (Low German her)) 'come here', ni 
brind'oj-nas ka jarsukońe (< *ne (German bring-)-aji nasb къ (Middle 
Low German vorsak-)-anbju) 'do not bring us into temptation'. 

4.3 Copular sentences 
The role of the copula was played by the verb bait: nina joz mom tuja brut 
bait(< *nene jazb jbmamb tvoja (Low German brut) byti) 'now I am to be 
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your bride', tai jis vainek (< *ty jesb vinbnikb) 'you are the guilty one'. 
Adjectives are used in long form with the copula: jft glddiivne (< * jestb 
goldovbnbjb) '(he) is poor', joz jis store (< *уягь jesmb starbjb) 'I am old' 
(M). Some examples are attested with the verb var dot (< "(Middle Low 
German werd-)-ati) in similar functions: solix vardas (< "(Middle Low 
German salich, werd-) -ašb) 'you become happy', śętamo vardot tujijaimp 
(< *svętoje jbmajetb ... tvoje jimp) 'thy name become holy'. 

4.4-4.5 Complex sentences 
Little can be said about the syntax of complex sentences as only twenty or 
so complex sentences are attested in the texts. The majority of them are 
asyndetic, coordinate structures, for example, Moraja xiidi vakorst 
carkvaice sa tdraima sveckome, saikas btisća, ne-mezalo-jeg nit' ede noj t 
(< * Marija xodi (v)okrstb сгкъ vici 5Ъ trima svečbkami (Middle Low 
German suk~)~aaše božbca, ne możala jego nekbde najiti) 'Mary walked 
around the church with three candles, she was looking for the Lord, she 
could not find him anywhere'. Several comparative and relative clauses are 
attested: katti ci sarat, tę aid (< *къю xbtjetb sbrati, гьпъ idi) 'whoever 
wants to shit, may he go', vitedoj-nam nos gr ex kak mči vitedojime nosem 
gresnariim (< *(v)otbdaji пать našb grexb kako my (v)otbdajemy 
našimb grešbnaromb) 'forgive us our sin as we forgive our sinners'. 

4.6 Negation 
The particle ni/ne was used in the function of negation: nijp mpt'č (< *ne 
jestb mękbkbjb) 'is not soft', joz ne-mtig zatek bait (< *jazb ne mogb 
zętikb byti) 'I cannot be the groom'. As in other Slavonic languages, the 
negated transitive verb required its direct object to stand in the genitive: 
ne-ma liiko (< *ne jbmajetb (Middle Low German luck-)-a) 'has no luck' 
versus van mo vilt'emoxt(< *(v)onb jbmajetb velikbjb (German macht)). 

With negative pronouns double negation was used: joz ni cajfi nic 
(< *jacb ne čujp necbso) 'I do not feel anything', ni vaid'al nit'tig? (< *ne 
videtb nikogo?) 'didn't you see anybody?'. 

4.8 Reflexives and reciprocals 
The Polabian reflexive verbs were formally distinguished by the particle sa 
(< *sę) and were used in several functions, among others: (a) to denote that 
the subject acts upon itself: joz mdl-sa (< *jazb mylb sę) 'I have washed 
myself', vdzdalai-sa (< * vbzdeli sę) 'they have got dressed'; (b) to signal 
impersonal constructions: kok aidi-sa vom? (< *kako idetb sę vamb?) 
'how are you doing?'; (c) to refer to uncontrolled actions: pepaddl-sa 
(< *popadh> sę) '(he) has fallen', ditupdl-sa (< *utopih> sę) '(he) has 
drowned'; (d) to denote reciprocity: krigalai-sa (< "(German krig-yalisę) 
'they have fought'. In some cases the use of reflexives was close to that of 
the passive: beli-sa (< *belitb sę) 'is bleached'. Reciprocity was also 
expressed by means of jadan ... draug or draug ... draug: jaddn sl'od 
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draugag (< *}е<1ьпъ sledb drugajego) 'one after the other', draug draugau 
drauzet(< *drugb drugu družiti) 'to help one another'. 

Some verbs could occur only as morphological reflexives: biiji-sa 
(< *bojitb sę) 'is afraid', strid'o-sa(< *(Middle Low German strid-)-ajetb sę) 
'quarrels'. 

4.9 Possession 
Possession was expressed by means of the verb met (< *jbmeti) 'to have', 
possessive pronouns, and perhaps also possessive adjectives: mos ppja? 
(< *jbmašb ррза?) 'do you have money?', ne-nam ppja 'I have no money', 
miija soko (< *moja (Middle Low German sake)) 'my thing', siij diim 
(< *svojb domъ) 'one's own house', šaprev stok (< "(Middle Low German 
schaper-yevb (Middle Low German stok)) 'shepherd's crook', malnaituv 
knext (< *malnik-ovb\ mal-, knext from Middle Low German) 'miller's 
hand'. Examples of the latter type are very few and are not certain, for they 
can also be interpreted as representing qualitative adjectives (that is, 'the 
type of crook a shepherd uses; mill hand'). No examples of the genitive 
case in this function are attested. 

4.10 The partitive genitive 
The partitive genitive was employed in Polabian to a much greater extent 
than in other Slavonic languages. A noun in the partitive genitive could 
serve not only as the object of a verb but also as the subject of a sentence: 
tiipaivo jfi diibra (< *topiva jestb dobroje) 'this beer is good', tp kolaijp jist 
teplii (< *гьпъ (Middle Low German kol-)-u jestb ješče teplo) 'this 
cabbage is still hot', to zena mo diibra mlaka (< *ta žena jbmatb dobroje 
melka) 'the woman has good milk'. A noun used in the partitive genitive 
seems to have been qualified by adjectives in the nominative no matter 
what role the noun played in a sentence. 

4.11 Impersonal and passive constructions 
In addition to the personal (active, passive and reflexive) constructions 
characterized by the presence of the subject, Polabian had impersonal 
constructions which were either intransitive or reflexive: svaitoje 
(< *svitajetb) 'day is breaking', svete(< *svetitb) 'lightning flashes', kokaidi-
sa vom (see 4.8). 

The use of the passive was quite frequent in Polabian. The texts seem to 
show that the passive started to supersede typically Slavonic reflexive 
constructions in some of their functions: pldtne jg. riisena (< *poltbno jestb 
rošenoje) alongside with platne riisi-sa (< *poltbno rositb se) 'the linen is 
bleached', vdrdd airudene (< ^(Middle Low German werd-)-ajetb 
urodemyjb instead of urodjen^b) '(he) will be born' alongside airuddl-sa 
(< *urodih> sę) '(he) was born'. 
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5 Lexis 

5.1-5.2 General composition and borrowings 
The recorded material includes roughly 2,800 words, predominantly 
(about 2,000 words) of Slavonic origin. But a considerable proportion of 
them (more than 600) are German loan-words. Most of the latter can be 
traced to Middle Low German. Some lexical items were mixed forms, 
which comprised both native and borrowed elements: jisin-mond 
'September' (< native *jesenb 'autumn' and Middle Low German mand 
'month'), vpsepuc 'barber' (from native vps 'beard' and Low German 
putzen 'to shave'). 

In view of the incompleteness of the recorded material it would be 
unjustified to draw any conclusions concerning the general composition of 
the Polabian word-stock. 

5.3 Incorporation of borrowings 
German loan-words were not only phonologically assimilated, most of 
them were also morphologically adapted to the grammatical system of 
Polabian; they were inflected according to the native paradigms as well as 
often gaining native prefixes or suffixes, for example, liik/gliik (Middle 
Low German (g)liick) 'luck', genitive singular liiko/gliiko (< *((g)liik-) 
-a), t'arl 'man, husband, fellow' (Middle Low German kerle), dative 
singular t'arlau (< *(kerl-)~u), praibiivat (< *pri-(Middle Low German 
buw-yati) 'to build onto', snoroste (< "(Middle Low German snór-) 
-'astbjb) 'fringed'. 

5.4 Lexical fields 

5.4.1 Colour terms 
The only colour terms which are attested are bole(< *beh>jb) 'white', come 
(< *cfnbjb) 'black', carvene(< *črvervbjb) 'red', saive(< *sivbjb) 'grey'. 

5.4.2 Body parts 
Gldva (< *golva) 'head', vat'ti (< *(v)oko) 'eye', nos (< *nosb) 'nose', 
vauxii/vaixii (< *(v)uxo) 'ear', vausta/vdista (< (v)usta) 'mouth', vlós, 
plural vldsai (< *volsb, *volsy) 'hair', vdjo/vdja (< *vyja) 'neck', rdmęt 
(< *ormę) 'arm', rpka(< *rpka) 'hand', polac(< *ра1ьсь) 'finger, toe', niiga 
(< *noga) 'leg', stiipa (< * stopa) 'foot', borst'a (Middle Low German borst) 
'chest'. The word for 'heart' is not attested. 

5.4.3 Kinship terms 
Motai (< *mati) 'mother', lola (< *ljalja), also fader (Middle Low German 
vader), aita (Germanic, compare Old Frisian heitha) 'father', sestra 
(< * sestra) 'sister', brot(< *bratb) 'brother', strdjefka (< *stryjevbka) 'aunt, 
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father's sister', vaujefka (< *(v)ujevbka) 'aunt, mother's sister', straja 
(< * stryja ) 'uncle, father's brother', vauja(< ( v)uja) 'uncle, mother's brother', 
tetanę (origin unclear, but compare LSo. śeśeńe 'great nephew') 'cousin's 
child', grotka (Middle Low German groteke) 'grandmother', store lola 
(< * starbjb Ijalja) or grotefor (Low German grotevadr) 'grandfather ' , zena 
(< *zena) 'woman, wife', t'arl (Middle Low German kerle) 'man, fellow, 
husband', defka (< *devbka) 'girl, daughter', vđtriik (< *(v)otrokb), also 
sainka(< *synbka) 'son'. 

6 Dialects 
Owing to the paucity of the written records, little can be said about the 
dialects of Polabian. A close scrutiny of the notation used in the records 
shows that part of what has been considered to be spelling inconsistencies 
is due to the dialectal differentiation of the language. Three dialects have 
been distinguished in Polabian: the Suthen dialect (represented by Parum 
Schultze), the Liichow dialect (represented by Pfeffinger) and the Klennow 
dialect (represented by Hennig; see section 1). The most evident differ-
ences among them related to the results of certain sound changes. The orig-
inal syllabic / changed into и in Schultze's and Pfeffinger's dialects, but into 
au in Hennig's dialect; the original vowel *u in strong positions was diph-
thongized (depending on the environment, see 2.1.2) into au or ai in the 
dialect represented by Hennig, but only into ai in Schultze's and 
Pfeffinger's dialects; Pfeffinger's dialect had preserved some remnants of 
original č, ž, š, whereas the two other dialects had completely changed the 
original č, i, i into c, z, s (see 2.1, 2.1.2). 
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15 Russian 
Alan Timberlake 

1 Introduction 
Russian is the native language of virtually all of the 137 million (in the 
1979 census) ethnic Russians in the former Soviet Union. Of the 125 
million people of other ethnic groups, 16 million claimed Russian as their 
first language, putting the number of people whose first language is Russian 
at 153 million. An additional 61 million declared themselves to be 
functional in Russian. 

Russian in its modern form, especially its codified written form, results 
from an extended and by no means linear evolution. What is now the 
Russian language area began as northern outposts of the Kievan confeder-
ation (first Novgorod, Smolensk and Pskov, then Rostov and Suzdal'), 
dating from before the official Christianization of Rus' in 988. The disso-
lution of the Kievan confederation by the Mongol period (1240 to the final 
liberation of Moscow in 1480) indirectly allowed Moscow to develop from 
a minor крёмль/kreml' 'fortress' into a medieval imperial power which, 
by the end of the fifteenth century, had brought the older principalities of 
the north under its control. 

Writing during the Kievan period was predominantly Church Slavonic. 
In the Muscovite period, use of the secular chancery language, broadly 
understood, expanded from administrative to other functions; it served 
eventually as the vehicle for cultural and linguistic borrowing from Poland 
in the seventeenth century and directly from western Europe starting with 
the reign of Peter the Great (1696-1725). The Muscovite koine, as some 
have termed the complex of the written chancery language and the oral 
Muscovite dialect (a mixed dialect of southern and northern features), was 
responsible for the development of implicit norms of usage and for their 
national propagation; these became the norms of Modern Russian (on 
Muscovite language, see Виноградов/Vinogradov 1949: ch. I, 10-13; II, 
1-7; Левин/Levin 1964: 71-112). The development culminates in Puškin 
(1799-1837), whose 'poetic language was admired as a manifestation of 
the pentecostal miracle combining the humble speech of the "people of 
God" with both the prophetic gift of the Biblical fathers and the wisdom of 
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the Classical philosophers' (Picchio in Picchio and Goldblatt 1984,1: 18). 
The subsequent history of the literary language is characterized by continu-
ing tensions between nativism and Europeanism and between populism 
and elitism (see the studies by Uspenskij and Gasparov in Picchio and 
Goldblatt 1984, II). 

Modern Russian varies along many axes - regional, social, written 
versus oral mode and register. The literature on variation takes the literary 
form of Russian as central and defines a typology of deviations from this 
standard: colloquial (разговорная речь/razgovornaja reč' 'colloquial 
speech', understood both as oral and less than standard), dialect and urban 
non-standard (просторёчие/prostorečie 'simple speech', a catch-all for 
unacceptable speech variants, including violations of linguistic taboos). 
Recent investigations (Земская/Zemskaja 1973 and related studies) have 
documented a gulf between разговорная рёчь/razgovornaja reč' and 
literary Russian; the difference, however, may be no greater than in other 
contemporary societies. Along the social axis, measured by profession or 
education (see Крысин/Krysin 1974 or Comrie and Stone 1978), the 
speech of workers, as a rule of thumb, is more innovative than that of 
professionals. Change usually proceeds in a unidirectional fashion across 
age groups, as measured by decades of years of birth. 

2 Phonology 

2.1 Segmental phoneme inventory 
Russian phonology (see AeaHecoB/Avanesov 1968; Jones and Ward 
1969; Матусевич/Matusevič 1976; Бондарко/Bondarko 1977) 
revolves around two phenomena, stress in vowels and palatalization in 
consonants. 

It is common to recognize five stressed vowel phonemes, /a, e, o, i, u/ , 
which vary depending on palatalization in adjacent consonants, as 
discussed below. Fewer distinctions are made in unstressed position. 
Throughout, stress will be indicated by a vertical mark, except with the 
grapheme e, which implies stress. Where orthography as such is discussed, 
graphemes are marked in bold type. 

Palatalized consonants (informally, 'soft' - notationally often C', here 
C) are articulated with the middle portion of the tongue raised towards the 
soft palate in a convex shape. Non-palatalized consonants (informally, 
'hard' - notationally simply C) are to some or another extent velarized, 
with the middle of the tongue depressed in a concave shape. Dentals and 
labials are phonemically 'paired' for palatalization, in that contrasts occur 
before vowels (other than / e / , which automatically palatalizes a preceding 
paired consonant) and word-finally. Compare /va/ in вал /val 'rampart' 
versus /уа/ in вял/vjal 'listless' or / to / in TÓMHbiń/tomnyj 'languid' 
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verus / j o / in тёмный/temnyj 'dark', and final / p / in окоп/окор 'trench' 
versus / p / in копь/kóp' 'mine' or final / t / in выпит/vypit 'drunk' versus 
/ \ / in выпить/vypit' 'drink'. Palatalization is restricted before other 
consonants. Labials make no distinction (тёмный/temnyj 'dark' has /m/ 
but masculine short-form тёменЛётеп has / ip / ) and dentals do so only 
before consonants other than dentals (тьмаЛ'та 'darkness', гоньба/ 
gon'ba 'chase', хорошенький/хогсгёеп'ку 'pretty' but пустынный/ 
pustynnyj 'pertaining to a desert', from пустыня/pustynja 'desert'); / \ / is 
maintained in all positions (льстивый/l'stivyj 'flattering'). 

Velars /k, g, x/ are unpaired for palatalization, but vary depending on 
environment. The palatalized variant occurs before / i / and / e / , the 
unpalatalized variant elsewhere. Palatals and the dental affricate / с / are 
unpaired for palatalization, and are invariantly either hard ( /c / , / š / , / ž / ) 
or soft ( /č / > [ę], [§:], [?:] and / j / ) . One of the uncertainties of synchronic 
Russian phonology is what analysis to assign to the phones [§:], associated 
with the letter щ, and [?:], associated with зж and жж in a diminishing 
number of lexical items like дрбжжиМгои! 'yeast' but not п0зже/р<жге 
'later'. Historically, [§:] derives from the cluster [Щ when [ę] lost closure. 
This process still operates on combinations of dental fricative plus / č / 
depending on the strength of the boundary - hence in the order of 
рассказчик/rasskazčik 'story-teller' > [ § : ] > исчислить/isčislit' 'cal-
culate' > [§:] ~ [§ę] > с чёстью/s čest'ju 'with honour' > [§ę] ~ ?[§:]. 
(Hierarchical statements of the type 'Jt > y' are to be read as 'the process is 
at least as likely to occur in the context x as in y'.) The phone [?:] results 
from the incomplete hardening of / ž / in clusters. 

A list of consonantal phonemes and prominent phones is given in table 
15.1, in which hard consonants are given before soft; /с / , [3], / č / , and [5] 
are affricates rather than stops in the strict sense. 

The once regular tendency to palatalize a consonant preceding a palatal-

Table 15.1 Consonantal phonemes and allophones 

Labial Dental Palatal Velar 

Voiceless stop P P t t C ę k W 
Voiced stop b 1? d 4 [3] BI g W 
Voiceless fricative f f s § š [§:] x W 
Voiced fricative v Y z ? ž [?:] lvi 
Nasal m Ф n 9 
Lateral liquid 1 1 
Non-lateral liquid r ę 
Glide j 

Note: [ ] — allophone or phone with uncertain phonemic status. 
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ized consonant has been losing ground. Usage depends on measures of 
cohesion between the consonants, such as syllable structure and the place 
and manner of articulation. With prefixes, to take one context, com-
binations of labial (P) and dental (T) assimilate according to the hierarchy 
Tf (раздел/razdel 'division' > ^ TP(c6ńTb/sbit' 'knock off > 
~ гЭД) > Pf (вбить/vbit' 'beat into' > [v^ - уЭД) > Pf (вделать/ 
vdelat' 'fix into' > [v<J]); thus dental targets assimilate better than labials, 
and same place of articulation in trigger and target favours assimilation. 
Analogously for manner of articulation, S§ (иссякнуть/issjaknut' 'dry 
UP' > [§§]) - (раздел/razdel 'division' > ^ T f (поддержать/ 
podderžat' 'support' > [<J<| ~ d<J]) > T§ (отсёчь/otseč' 'hack off' > [t§]); 
thus fricative (S) targets and same manner of articulation in trigger and 
target favour assimilation. 

Most obstruents are phonemically paired for voicing: for example, для/ 
dlja 'for, on behalf of' and тля/tlja 'beetle' differ by initial / d / and / t / , 
бить/bit' 'beat' and пить/pit ' 'drink' by initial /I?/ and / p / . Obstruents 
participate in two rules of voicing. They devoice at the end of words: 
nopór/poróg 'threshold' > [k], голубь/gólub' 'dove' > [p]. And they 
assimilate to a following obstruent: сдёлать/sdelat' 'do' > [?<J], 
подписать/podpisat' 'sign' > [tp], and, with both rules, rBÓ3flb/gvozd' 
'nail' > [$]. Unpaired and normally unvoiced /с, x, č/ develop voiced allo-
phones through assimilation: отец был/otec byl 'father was' > [3b], ткач 
был/tkač byl 'the weaver was' > [3b], мох был /móx byl 'the moss was' > 
[yb]. Voicing assimilation applies regularly within a word, and between 
prefix or preposition and head word; it may apply between words within a 
phrase: трудность заключалась/trudnost' zaključalas' 'the difficulty 
consisted of' > [?(<J)z]. 

Sonorants (nasals, liquids and glide / j / ) and the labio-dental approxi-
mates /v, у/ participate in voicing rules only to a limited extent. They 
normally do not cause voicing assimilation: твой/tvoj 'your' > [tv], тьма/ 
t'ma 'shade' > [Jm], тлёть/tlet' 'rot' > [fl], пью/p'ju 'I drink' > [pj]. But 
before obstruents /v, у/ assimilate in voicing, and cause voicing assimi-
lation in a preceding obstruent: от вдовы/ot vdovy 'from the widow' > 
[dvd], под вторым/pod vtorym 'under the second' > [tft]. (Sonorants in 
comparable positions tend to become syllabic.) Word-finally after vowels, 
/v, у/ devoice: KpÓB/krov 'cover' > [f], крбвь/krov' 'blood' > [f]. At the 
end of words sonorants do not devoice after a vowel (кол/kol 'stake' > [1], 
дом/dóm 'house' > [m], but корь/kór' 'measles' > [ę ~ ę]), usually 
remain unaffected after a voiced obstruent (as in рубль/rubi' > [b\] 
'rouble' and жизнь/žizn' 'life' > or, occasionally, [pl], [§9]), but not 
uncommonly devoice after a voiceless obstruent (TeaTp?teat? 'theatre' > 
[4] )• Overall with respect to voicing - phonemic pairing, final devoicing 
and voicing assimilation - vowels are completely inert, sonorants largely so, 
while /v, у/ are transitional between sonorants and obstruents. 
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Russian spells morphophonemic alternations in place or manner of 
consonants, but not alternations in voicing. The exception is prefixes 
ending in /z / , which are spelled to reflect devoicing, as in развиться/ 
razvit'sja 'develop' but раскаяться/raskajat'sja 'repent'. Pairs of palatal-
ized and non-palatalized consonants are spelled by a single Cyrillic letter, 
the distinction being indicated by the next grapheme. (The Russian 
alphabet, with transliteration systems, is given in table 15.2.) At the end of 
words, a paired consonant is palatalized if the letter is followed by the 'soft 
sign' ь. Before a vowel, palatalization is indicated by the following vowel 
letter. The five vowels can each be spelled by two letters: / a / by a or я, 
/ u / by у or ю, / i / by ы or и, / e / by э or e and / о / by о or either ё (if 
stress is marked) or, more usually, plain e (since stress is rarely marked). In 
general terms, a following 'hard vowel letter' - а, у, ы, э or о - indicates 
that the preceding consonant is not palatalized, a following 'soft vowel 
letter' - я, ю, и, e or ё - that it is. 

There are various restrictions, exceptions and asymmetries. In practice, 
there is little call for э after consonants. Plain e is more usual than ё. In 
most texts ё is used only to disambiguate (singular всё/vse 'everything' but 
plural всё/vse 'all'); it is used systematically only in instructional texts 
(encyclopedias, cook-books) or in metalinguistic texts which mark all 
stresses (such as the current discussion) and is sometimes avoided in 
borrowings (синьор/sin'or 'senor'). After ц, ч, ш, ж and щ, which repre-
sent unpaired consonants, a mixed set of vowel letters is used: a (never я), 
у (exceptionally ю), и (generally not ы, except after ц in a few roots and 
regularly in endings) and о or, more usually, ё or plain e. After ч, ш, ж 
and щ, ь marks the noun as a member of declension Ilia (рожь/гсй' 
'rye'); чь occurs in velar-stem infinitives; and шь marks the second singu-
lar of the present tense. 

Soft vowel letters, additionally, have the function of indicating that / j / 
precedes a vowel when there is no consonant letter immediately preceding. 
Thus, я implies / j a / word-initially in ясно/jasno 'clearly', after a vowel in 
дёлая/delaja 'doing', after ь in пьяный/p'janyj 'drunk' (in which ь 
marks n as /p / ) , and after ъ in объявить/оЬ "javit' 'make a declaration'. 
This rule does not hold for и, since / i / tends to absorb / j / : искать/iskat' 
'search' and поискать/poiskat' 'search a bit' have no / j / , but чьи/č'i 
'whose' does. The glide / j / , then, is spelled by a soft vowel letter before a 
vowel and by й after a vowel letter. 

Allophones of stressed /i, e, a, o, u/ are determined by phonetic palatal-
ization in adjacent consonants. Basic /a, o, u/ are articulated with front 
transitions adjacent to soft consonants. In the extreme case, between soft 
consonants, they may be fronted throughout: люлька/ЦйГка 'cradle' is 
phonemically /\й\ка/9 phonetically [ЭДкэ]. Phonemes /i, e / are retracted 
after hard consonants, / i / to [i] (выл/vyl '(he) howled' > [vi], с 
именем/s imenem 'with the name' > [si]), and / e / to [e] (цёлый/celyj 
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'whole' > [ее], в этом /v čtom 'in that' > [ve]). 
When not under stress, vowels are 'reduced'. They are shorter in 

duration, qualitatively reduced and tend to merge. High vowels / i / ([i] 
after hard consonants) and / u / are lowered slightly to [i (t) v]. After hard 
consonants, / a / and / о / are subject to аканье/акап'е, or merge as a low 
back unrounded vowel; the result is [л] in first pre-tonic position (сарай/ 
saraj 'barn' > [sArai], copÓHKa/sorocka 'shirt' > [sAroęka]) and [э] else-
where. After soft consonants, all non-high vowels merge and approach / i / 
or, in the current norm, merge with / i / as [i]: nacoK/časok 'hour (DIMIN)' 
> [ęisók], чеснок/česnok 'garlic' > [ęisnók], число/cisló 'number' > 
[ęisló]. 

Table 15.2 Orthography and transliteration 

Cyrillic Library of Congress transliteration Linguistic transliteration 

a а a 
6 b b 
в V v 
г g g 
Д d d 
e e e 

(e) e ё 
Ж zh ž 
3 z z 
и i i 
й i j 
к k k 
л 1 1 
M m m 
H n n 
о o o 
п P P 
p г r 
с s s 
T t t 
У u u 
ф f f 
X kh x 
ц ts C 
ч ch č 
ш sh š 
щ shch šč 
ъ " 

ы У У 
ь ' 

э e e (~ ć) 
ю R1 ju 
я ia ja 
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Two transliteration systems, recorded in table 15.2, map automatically 
from Russian to a Latin, or modified Latin, alphabet. The 'linguistic' 
system used here avoids digraphs for consonant letters; ч is č, ц is c, though 
щ is šč. It renders the soft vowel letters я and ю as ja and ju, both after 
consonants and in other positions. Cyrillic э is marked with a diacritic, as ё 
or ё (continental); Cyrillic й is j. The Library of Congress system, in its 
traditional form, employs a ligature sign and diacritics, which are some-
times omitted in informal practice and definitively lost in computerized 
bibliographies. For consonants, this system uses digraphs: ч is ch, щ is 
shch, and ц is fs (or ts). In general, where the technical system uses j, this 
system uses i. The letter й is i (or i). The soft vowel letters я and ю are ia 
and iu (informally without the ligature); pre-revolutionary t is ie. Cyrillic э 
(if not simply e) may be specified as ё and thereby distinguished from e; ё, 
normally not written in Russian, is just e. To illustrate, the author Федор 
Михайлович Достоевский is cited as Fedor Mikhailovich Dostoevski!, 
his daughter Любовь Федоровна Достоевская as Liubov' Fedorovna 
Dostoevskaia. In neither system is the / j / that precedes / e / (after vowels 
and word-initially) reflected in transliteration. In both systems, ь is 
rendered as ' and ъ as 

Russian words are sometimes informally anglicized as a guide to 
pronunciation. Consonants follow the Library of Congress system, though 
ь is lost; Гоголь is Gogol in literary studies and гласность is glasnost in 
journalism. This practice uses у where the other systems use i or j, and this 
у may be used for the automatic / j / before / e / ; in two recent translations 
Федор Достоевский is once Fyodor Dostoevsky, once Fyodor 
Dostoyevsky; у also renders the -[ск]ий of proper names. (See further 
chapter 2, B2 and B3.) 

The contemporary Russian phonological system can be derived trans-
parently from one of the variant Late Proto-Slavonic systems with rela-
tively few changes (see Kiparsky 1963-75,1; Vlasto 1986). 

Front nasal *£denasalized to л and back nasal *pto u: *iętva > жатва/ 
žatva 'harvest', *pptb > путь/put' 'road'. At this time (into the eleventh 
century), one can assume for East Slavonic the following vowel system: 
high /, у (= [i]) and и; front jer ь and back jer ъ ; closed mid vowel e 
(possibly diphthongal [ie]); open mid vowels e and o\ and low vowels a 
(from *ę) and a. The jers, from Proto-Slavonic *i and were probably 
open high vowels, approximately / ь / > [i], / ъ / > [v]. 

As elsewhere in Slavonic, the watershed event in the history of Russian 
is the set of processes known as the fall of the jers (narrowly, from the 
middle of the twelfth to the middle of the thirteenth centuries). Jers were 
shortened in duration (that is, became 'weak') and eventually eliminated in 
most positions - word-finally and internally before a vowel other than a jer. 
In the bargain they compensated preceding vowels, including preceding 
(that is, 'strong') jers; strong jers were identified with mid vowels, strong *ь 
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as / e / , strong *ъ as / о / . Marking weak and strong jers by minus and plus, 
respectively, we have: nominative singular *db+nb~ > дёнь/den' 'day' but 
genitive plural *db~nb+jb~ > днёй/dnej 'days', *sb~tereti > стерёть/steret 
'wipe off' but first person singular *s^tb~ru > сотру/sotru 'I wipe off'. 

Proto-SIavonic liquid diphthongs with *e or *o were subject to полно-
гласие/polnoglasie, whereby the same vowel appeared on both sides of 
the liquid: > бёрег/bereg 'shore', *korva > корова/korova 'cow'. 
As here, circumflex accent becomes stress on the first of the two vowels 
and original acute becomes stress on the second (see chapter 3, section 
2.22). Adjacent to liquids, jers have overt reflexes: genitive singular *krbvi 
> KpĆBH/krovi 'blood', *ръ/яъ/ь (from earlier *piln~) > полный/pólnyj 
'full'. 

Proto-SIavonic accent has another reflex in the opposition of two back 
mid vowels, attested in some medieval texts (with varying graphemic strate-
gies) and some modern dialects, though not in the standard language. 
Open / о / (= [о]) reflects unaccented *oand * о under circumflex accent in 
initial syllables: nominative singular *Ьдкъ 'side' > бок/bók, genitive 
singular *boka > бока/Ьока. Closed / о / (= [о] or diphthongal [yo]) 
developed from original accent in non-initial syllables (roTÓBo/gotovo 
'ready', pa6ÓTa/rabota 'work') and when accent was retracted from jers 
(nominative singular *stoli> > стбл/stól 'table', genitive plural *tgolvb > 
голбв/golov 'head') or from other vowels (*moltisi > молбтишь/ 
molotiš' 'you thresh'). Initial / 6 / is resolved to /vo/ , as in *osbmb > 
BOceMb/vosem' '8'. In the central dialect zone, the / v / from *g in 
pronominal evo ~ ovo, as in сегодня/segódnja 'today', probably results 
from re-evaluation of intervocalic [y] before the typically accented *o 
(therefore / 6 / ) of the following syllable. 

Prior to the loss of jers, front vowels palatalized preceding consonants. 
When the jers were eliminated, palatalization became distinctive in con-
sonants; *i and merged as / i / and *a and *a as / a / . This gives maxi-
mally a seven-vowel system of /i, u, ё, o, e, о, a / after the loss of jers. 

From the period around the fall of the jers, Russian phonology has been 
relatively stable. Unpaired consonants (first š, ž, later c, but not č) 
hardened. Velars palatalized before / i / < *y and before / ё / (after the 
morphophonemic alternations from the second palatalization were elim-
inated). Palatalization has been restricted before other consonants. The 
most important change is that of stressed *e (including the reflex of strong 
*ь) to о before hard consonant and word-finally: genitive plural *1епъ > 
жён/žen 'women', *рь5Ъ > пёс/pes 'dog', *lice > лицо/licó, but 
*zenbsfojb > женский/ženskij 'female'. Jer-liquid diphthongs partici-
pated, though before hard dentals only: *četvbrtbjb > четвёртый/ 
cetvertyj 'fourth' but *pbrvbjb > пёрвый/pervyj 'first' and *vbrxb > 
Bepx/verx 'top'. Closed mid vowels e and о have been eliminated except 
dialectally, although t was used for etymological e until the Revolution. 
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2.2 Morphophonemic alternations inherited from Proto-Slavonic 
The earlier phonological processes dating from Proto-Slavonic through the 
fall of the jers have left behind a residue of alternations of consonants, 
which can be stated synchronically as relations between the columns of 
overlapping grades in table 15.3. An alternation of CJ, reflecting first 
palatalization of velars before *j and jotation of dentals and labials, with 
etymological C° occurs in verbs with suffix {-a-} and their present stems: 
писать/pisat' 'write', пишу/pišu (1 SG), пишешь/pišeš' (2 SG) and 
плакать/plakat' 'cry', плачу/р1аси (1 SG), плачешь/plačeš' (2 SG). C° 
alternates with C', which reflects first palatalization of velars and 'bare' 
palatalization of other consonants before front vowels, within the present 
of obstruent stems: Hecy/nesu (1 SG) 'I carry', несёшь/neseš' (2 SG) and 
пеку/peku (1 SG) 'I bake', печёшь/pečeš' (2 SG). In /-conjugation verbs, 
CJ in the first person singular and past passive participle alternates with C1 

elsewhere: молочу/moloču (1 SG) 'I thresh', -молочен/-то10сеп (PASS 
PART) versus молотить/molotit', молотишь/ток !^ ' (2 SG). There are 
additional, minor, patterns. CJ has a variant with šč and id for the Russian 
interpretation of the Church Slavonic reflexes of *tj and *dj. C'" is the 
reflex of C' that developed when consonants (except / [ / ) lost palatal-
ization before a dental; thus C,(t occurs before the reflexes of suffixes 
*-bsk- and *-ьл-: рыбный/rybnyj 'fish (adjective)', местный/mćstnyj 
'local', убыточный/ubytocnyj 'unprofitable', дверной/dvernoj 'pertain-
ing to a door', but раздельный/razdel'nyj 'separate'. 

The alternation of vowels deriving from the fall of the jers is most 
visible in nominal declension. The null grade appears in most case forms, 
the full grade in specific environments: nominative singular of declension 
la (ножок/пойок 'knife (DIMIN)', otherwise ножк-Znožk-); nominative 
singular and instrumental singular of declension Ilia (BOUIB/vos' 'louse', 
вошью/voš'ju, stem BUI-/VŠ-); and genitive plural of declension lb and II 
(OKHÓ/okno 'window', окон/окоп; коробка/когоЬка 'box', коробок/ 
koróbok). 

Table 15.3 Consonant alternations 

c° CJ C1 Clu 

p = T = 
к = 
R = 

p, b, f, v, m) 
t, d, s, z) 
k, g, x) 
n, r, 1} 

Pl 
(č, ž, š, ž) 
(č, ž, š) 
ĘL 

P 
T 
(č, ž, š} 
Я 

p 
T 
(č, ž, š} 
(n, r, 1} 
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2.3 Morphophonemic alternations resulting from changes after 
Proto-SIavonic 

Few morphophonemic alternations date from after the fall of the jers. The 
alternation derived from *e > о to some extent follows the original distri-
bution of e before soft consonant, о before hard - ель/еГ 'fir tree' versus 
diminutive ёлка/ё1ка or ёлкич/elkič 'wood sprite' - but the alternation 
has been obscured by subsequent changes. Some formerly palatalized 
consonants have hardened, and *e, which was exempt from *e > o, has 
merged with e: *telo > тело/telo 'body'. Analogically, / о / has replaced 
/ e / from *e in certain morphological contexts - in the plurals звёзды/ 
zvezdy 'stars' and гнёзда/gnezda 'nests' and in the masculine past tense of 
obstruent-stem verbs (npeHe6per/prenebreg '(he) neglected'). 

3 Morphology 

3.1 Nominal morphology 

3.1.1 Nominal categories 
Nominal parts of speech express distinctions of case, number and gender, 
but not always by the same morphological means, and with different 
degrees of consistency. 

Number is expressed in all nominal parts of speech except numerals 
themselves. Because it is difficult to formulate principles that would deter-
mine algorithmically how many cases Russian has (see Comrie in Brecht 
and Levine 1985), it seems sensible to assume that Russian has six primary 
cases and two secondary cases (second genitive and second locative), the 
secondary cases being available for a decreasing number of masculines. If 
the six primary cases are arranged in the order nominative, accusative, 
genitive, locative, dative and instrumental, then all instances of syncretism 
within a paradigm select continuous intervals. The historical vocative is 
moribund, with the isolated exception of Боже/Войе 'oh God', and 
Гбсподи/Góspodi 'oh Lord', now usually just expletives. Colloquial 
Russian has developed a new vocative, the bare stem of the noun: Маш/ 
Maš! 'oh Maša!'. 

Nouns can be grouped into equivalence classes according to various 
criteria. One such grouping is declension class; another is (syntactic) 
gender, expressed through agreement in other parts of speech - attributive 
adjectives, predicative adjectives, the past tense of verbs and ultimately 
pronouns. Declension type and gender are largely isomorphic - the 
members of a given declension or subdeclension condition the same agree-
ment, and belong to the same gender. 

The exceptions mostly involve animate nouns. Declension II, otherwise 
composed of feminines, includes many nouns whose reference is male (or 
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conventionally assumed to be so) and whose syntactic gender is masculine, 
such as дядя/djadja 'uncle' or судья/sud'ja 'judge'. Declension II also 
includes 'common-gender' nouns which may be used with either feminine 
or masculine agreement (usually in both adjective and verb), depending on 
reference (for example, masculine это был страшный непоседа/ко 
byl strasnyj neposeda 'that was a terrible fidget' in reference to a male, 
feminine это была страшная непоседа/feto była strašnaja neposeda in 
reference to a female). Declension I names for occupations, in reference to 
women, can still be used with masculine agreement in both attributive 
adjective and verb, but there is a tendency to use referential feminine 
agreement, in the verb alone, or, non-standardly but increasingly (up to 25 
per cent in the generation born in the decade of 1940), in both attributive 
modifier and verb; feminine agreement in adjectives, however, has so far 
been restricted to the nominative. Thus, although the vast majority of 
nouns have a unique and stable gender which can be predicted from 
declension type, nouns referring to human beings show some variation 
between conventional, grammatical gender and gender based on reference. 

Another equivalence class of nouns is defined by the animate accusa-
tive, the use of the genitive for a syntactic accusative (see Klenin 1983: ch. 
1, ch. 3). Among singular nouns, this substitution occurs only with mascu-
lines of declension I, including the rare masculine animate with neuter-like 
morphology (noflMacTepbe/podmaster'e 'apprentice') but excluding the 
occasional neuter animate (дитятко/ditjatko) and declension III animates 
(мать/mat' 'mother'). In the plural, animacy is expressed by nouns of all 
genders. Anaphoric pronouns invoke the animate accusative regardless of 
gender or referential animacy, as in eró/egó (N ACC SG) or ńx/ix (ACC PL). 
Under agreement, masculine singular and all plural adjectives agree with 
the animacy of their head noun. Any attributive modifier agrees with the 
referential animacy of a declension II masculine noun, even though the 
noun itself does not invoke the syncretism: хорошо знали моего 
дёдушку/xorosc) znali moegó dedušku '(they) knew my grandfather well'. 
The boundaries of what counts as animate and what as inanimate are 
mostly fixed, down to certain nouns of variable reference, such as 
уникум/unikum 'unique item, person' or член/člen 'member'. Face cards 
are animate. 

3.1.2 Noun morphology 
Nouns in Russian make use of relatively few case-number morphemes, and 
the three declensional patterns into which they are organized are also 
limited and relatively uniform, though there are some recognizable sub-
declensions. A partition of nouns into declension types is less easy to 
motivate in the plural. Aside from the residual instrumental plural in 
-ьми/-'пп, which ranges from less preferred with двёрь/dver' 'door' to 
preferred with лóшaдь/lóšad' 'horse' and д о ч ь ^ о с ' 'daughter' to obli-
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gatory with люди/ljudi 'people' and дети/dćti 'children', plural 
morphemes are otherwise uniform for dative, locative and instrumental for 
all nouns; further, the morphemes used for the two remaining positions -
nominative (and accusative of inanimates) and genitive (and accusative of 
animates) - cross class boundaries. For these two case forms, each sub-
declension has preferences, recorded in the tables; deviations are discussed 
in the text (see Stankiewicz 1968; Зализняк/Zaliznjak 1977). 

Declension I includes two recognizable subdeclensions, which differ 
primarily in the nominative singular and less consistently in the plural. 
Declension Ia, all masculine or basically masculine with incipient common 
gender, has nominative singular {-0}, and prefers {-i} for the nominative 
plural and an overt ending in the genitive, {-ov/-ev} with stems ending in 
hard, non-palatal consonants (and also in / j / or / с / ) , {-ej} with stems 
ending in paired palatalized consonants and palatals (see table IS.4, with 
citation forms чин/čin 'rank' and конь/коп' 'horse'). Soft stems, listed 
separately here, differ from hard stems only in superficial details of ortho-
graphy (except for genitive plural). Here and in other paradigms, morpho-
phonemic e substitutes for о in soft stems. In this and other declensions, the 
locative singular of nouns in {-ij-} is ии rather than ие (сценарий/scenarij 
(NOM SG) 'script', сценарии/scenarii (LOC SG)). 

Certain masculine nouns as a matter of course use the second locative 
{-u} with в/v 'in' and на/па 'in, on', but not with o /o 'about' (в снегу/v 
snegu 'in snow' but о снеге/о snege 'about snow'). A number of mass and 
some abstract nouns use {-u} for the genitive with a partitive meaning, more 
emphatic than the ordinary genitive in this function: я не выпил чаю/ja 
ne vypil čaju 'I didn't drink any tea at all' versus я не выпил чая/ja ne 
vypil čaja 'I failed to drink tea'. The second genitive in {-u}, however, is 
fading; it occurs with ever fewer nouns, and often is equivalent to the 
primary genitive in {-a}. 

Variation in the stem of the singular and plural is usually confined to 
recognizable groups, which also have deviations from the unmarked plural 
endings. Nationality terms, which alternate a singular suffix {-in} with no 
suffix in the plural, use an otherwise unique nominative plural ending {-e} 
and genitive plural {-0}: армянин/armjanin (NOM SG) 'Armenian', 
армяне/агпуапе (NOM PL), армян/armjan (GEN PL). Names for young, 
whose singular and plural stems differ, exhibit the doubly unusual com-
bination of nominative plural {-a} and genitive plural {-0} (телёнок/ 
telenok 'calf', nominative plural телята/teljata, genitive plural 
телят/teljat). The thirty-odd collectives with plural stem augment in -y-
have nominative plural {-a}, usually with the unmarked genitive plural {-ov/ 
-ev} (кблос/kólos 'ear', nominative plural колосья/коЬ^'а, genitive 
plural колосьев/кок!«^). 

There are some other deviations from the unmarked plural endings. The 
combination of nominative plural {-a}, implying end stress throughout the 
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Table 15.4 Declension la 

(a) Hard stem Soft stem 

Singular 
NOM чин 'rank' конь 'horse' 
ACC = NOM = GEN 
GEN чина коня 
DAT чину коню 
INST чином конём 
LOC чине коне 

Plural 
NOM чины кони 
ACC = NOM = GEN 
GEN чинов коней 
DAT чинам коням 
INST чинами конями 
LOC чинах конях 

(b) Hard stem Soft stem 

Singular 
NOM čin 'rank' kón'4horse' 
ACC = NOM = GEN 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 

čina 
činu 
činom 

konja 
konju 
konem 

LOC čine kone 

Plural 
NOM činy koni 
ACC = NOM = GEN 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

činov 
činam 
činami 
cinax 

konej 
konjam 
konjami 
konjax 

plural, and the usual genitive plural ending occurs with a substantial 
number of nouns, including borrowings: инспектор/ inspektor (NOM SG) 
'inspector', HHCNEKTOPA/inspektora (NOM PL). The combination of usual 
nominative plural {-i} with uncharacteristic genitive {-0} is found with lexical 
items that tend to be used in quantified collocations; for example, раз /гаг 
(NOM SG — GEN PL) 'time', солдат / so ldat (NOM SG = GEN PL) 'soldier'. 

Declension lb (see table 15.5, with citation forms б о л о т о / b o l ó t o 
'swamp' and у щ ё л ь е / u š č e l ' e 'gorge') differs from declension la by having 
an overt ending {-о ~ -e} in the nominative singular, and by a preference 
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Table 15.5 Declension lb 

(a) Hard stem Soft stem 

Singular 
NOM 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

болото 'swamp' 
= NOM 
болота 
болоту 
болотом 
болоте 

ущелье 'gorge' 
= NOM 
ущелья 
ущелью 
ущельем 
ущелье 

Plural 
NOM 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

болота 
= NOM 
болот 
болотам 
болотами 
болотах 

ущелья 
= NOM 
ущелий 
ущельям 
ущельями 
ущельях 

(b) Hard stem Soft stem 

Singular 
NOM 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

bolóto 'swamp' 
= NOM 
bolóta 
bolótu 
bolótom 
bolóte 

uščel'e 'gorge' 
= NOM 
uščel'ja 
uščel'ju 
uščel'em 
uščel'e 

Plural 
NOM 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

bolóta 
= NOM 
bolót 
bolótam 
bolótami 
bolotax 

uščel ja 
= NOM 
uščelij 
uščel'jam 
uščel'jami 
uščel'jax 

for nominative plural {-a} and genitive plural {-0}. It is almost exclusively 
neuter, except for derivatives of masculines (городишко/gorodiško 
'town', ножище/nožišče 'knife') and a few isolated masculines 
(подмастёрье/podmastćr'e 'apprentice'). Soft stems are restricted: there 
are nouns in {-ę-j-}, whose genitive plural is {-ę-Vj-0}, spelled ий or ей, 
such as ущёлье/и§сёГе, genitive plural ущёлий/uščelij or питьё/pit'e 
'drinking', genitive plural питёй/pitej; nouns in {-ę-ij-}, whose locative 
singular is spelled ии and whose genitive plural is {-ij-0}, spelled ий, such as 
здание/zdanie 'building', locative singular здании/zdanii, genitive plural 
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зданий/zdanij; and a minuscule number with paired soft consonant 
(поле/póle 'field', море/тоге 'sea', rópe/góre 'woe'), with overt geni-
tive plural (полей/polćj). 

An overt genitive plural {-ov/-ev} occurs with nouns with -/- augment, 
such as nepó/peró 'feather', nominative plural пёрья/per'ja, genitive 
plural пёрьев/per'ev, and also with платье/plat'e 'dress' (genitive plural 
платьев/plat'ev) and облако/оЫако 'cloud' (nominative plural 
облака/оЫака, genitive plural облаков/оЫакс^). The opposite com-
bination of genitive (-0) with nominative {-i}, more characteristic of declen-
sion la, occurs as a rule with (pejorative) diminutives, both masculines 
(домишко/domiško 'house', nominative plural домишки/domiški, geni-
tive plural домишек/domišek) and neuters (окошко/окошко 'window', 
nominative plural OKÓUIKH/okóski, genitive plural окошек/окошек). 

Declension II is composed primarily of feminines, though it includes 
some masculine and common-gender human nouns as well (see table 15.6, 
with ropa/gora 'mountain' and недёля/nedelja 'week'). Alone of the 
declensions, declension II avoids syncretism of the accusative singular; the 
accusative plural syncretizes with the nominative or genitive, by animacy, 
as in all paradigms. Again, hard and soft stems do not differ other than 
orthographically; locative singular (and syncretically, dative singular) is 
again ии for stems in {-ij-}, such as линия/linija 'line', dative-locative 
singular линии/linii. In the plural, the nominative is universally {-i}, and 
the genitive is preferentially {-0} for stems in {-Vj-}, spelled with й. The 
overt genitive plural {-ej} is possible for certain miscellaneous soft-stem 
nouns (дядя/djadja 'uncle', genitive plural дядей/djadej; доля/dólja 
'portion', genitive plural долей/dolej) and some nouns with a stem-final 
cluster; still, the latter group preferentially uses {-0} and an inserted vowel 
(капля/kaplja 'drop', genitive plural капель/кареГ). Nouns in {-Cg-} 
have {-0} and usually harden the consonant (пёсня/pesnja 'song', genitive 
plural песен/pesen). 

Declension III, characterized by the syncretic ending {-i} in genitive, 
dative, locative singular, includes two subparadigms (see table 15.7, with 
citation forms кость/kóst' 'bone' and племя/plemja 'tribe'). Feminine 
Ilia has nominative singular {-0}, instrumental {-ju} (with possible vowel 
alternation in the stem, as in BOUIB/vos' 'louse', вши/vši, вошью/ 
voš'ju), nominative plural {-i} and genitive plural {-ej}. The near-dozen lllb 
neuters have nominative singular {-a}, when a diminished stem without 
{-Vn-} is used, an instrumental {-em}, nominative plural {-a} and genitive 
{-0}. IHb stems alternate stem-final /Q/ (singular) with / n / (plural). Lone 
masculine путь/put' 'road' follows Ilia except in the instrumental singular. 

3.1.3 Pronominal morphology 
The declension of pronouns is idiosyncratic in various respects (see table 
15.8). The reflexive pronoun, except for the impossibility of a nominative, 
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Table 15.6 Declension II 

(a) Hard stem Soft stem 

Singular 
NOM гора 'mountain' неделя 'week' 
ACC гору неделю 
GEN горы недели 
DAT горе неделе 
INST горой неделей 
LOC горе неделе 

Plural 
NOM горы недели 
ACC = NOM = NOM 
GEN гор недель 
DAT горам неделям 
INST горами неделями 
LOC горах неделях 

(b) Hard stem Soft stem 

Singular 
NOM gora 'mountain' nedelja 'week' 
ACC góru nedelju 
GEN gory nedeli 
DAT gore nedele 
INST gorój nedelej 
LOC gore nedele 

Plural 
NOM góry nedeli 
ACC = NOM = NOM 
GEN gor neder 
DAT goram nedeljam 
INST gorami nedeljami 
LOC gorax nedeljax 

declines like the second person singular pronoun: genitive себя/sebja and 
so on; the second person plural declines like first person plural (вы/vy, 
genitive eac/vas and so on). The inanimate interrogative 'what' declines 
like 'who', with an obvious difference in stem and animacy (что/ctó, geni-
tive Heró/ćegó and so on). Third-person pronouns occur with a preceding 
и when they are governed by a preposition. The instrumentals мной/ 
mnój, тобой/tobój, co6c>ń/sobój, (H)eń/(n)ej, allow variants with ю (for 
example, мною/mnóju) to the extent the pronoun is prosodically inde-
pendent. 
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Table 15.7 

(a) 

Declension III 

Ilia шь 

Singular 
кость 'bone' племя 'tribe' NOM кость 'bone' племя 'tribe' 

ACC = NOM = NOM 
GEN КОСТИ племени 
DAT кости племени 
INST костью племенем 
LOC кости племени 

Plural 
племена NOM кости племена 

ACC = NOM = NOM 
GEN костей племён 
DAT костям племенам 
INST костями племенами 
LOC костях племенах 

(Ь) Ula lllb 

Singular 
NOM 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

kóst' 'bone' 
= NOM 
kósti 
kósti 
kóst 'j u 
kósti 

plemja 'tribe' 
= NOM 
plemeni 
plemeni 
plemenem 
plemeni 

Plural 
NOM 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

kósti 
= NOM 
kostej 
kostjam 
kostjami 
kostjax 

plemena 
= NOM 
plemen 
plemenam 
plemenami 
plemenax 

Кто/któ and 4T0/čto (and other interrogatives) can be combined with 
post-positive particles to form indefinites; кто-то/któ-to 'someone' and 
что-то/čto-to 'something' are specific (the speaker has in mind a unique 
entity), кто-нибудь/któ-nibud' 'someone or other', что-нибудь/йо-
nibud' 'something or other' are truly indefinite. These pronouns can also 
be combined with pre-positive particles (некто/nćkto 'a certain someone', 
нёчто/nečto 'a certain something', никто/niktó 'no one', HH4TÓ/nićto 
'nothing', Koe-KTÓ/koe-kto 'somebody or another') or ultimately with 
whole phrases (кто бы то ни стало/któ by to ni stalo 'whoever it might 
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Table 15.8 Pronominal declensions 

(a) 1 SG 2 SG 1 PL INT 

NOM 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

Я 
= GEN 
меня 
мне 
мной 
мне 

ты 
= GEN 
тебя 
тебе 
тобой 
тебе 

мы 
= GEN 
нас 
нам 
нами 
нас 

КТО 
= GEN 
КОГО 
кому 
кем 
ком 

3 M-N 3 F 3 PL 

NOM 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

ОН ~ оно 
= GEN 
(н)его 
(н)ему 
(н)йм 
нём 

она 
= GEN 
(н)её 
(н)ей 
(н)ей 
ней 

они 
= GEN 
(н)их 
(н)йм 
(н)йми 
них 

(b) 1 SG 2 SG 1 PL IN Г 

NOM 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

ja 
= GEN 
menja 
mne 
mnój 
mne 

ty 
= GEN 
tebja 
tebe 
tobój 
tebe 

my 
= GEN 
nas 
nam 
nami 
nas 

któ 
= GEN 
kogo 
komu 
kem 
kóm 

3 M-N 3 F 3 PL 

NOM ón ~ ono ona oni 
ACC = GEN = GEN = GEN 
GEN (n)egó (П)ЕЁ (n)ix 
DAT (n)emu (n)ej (n)im 
INST (n)im (n)ej (n)imi 
LOC nem nej nix 

turn out to be'). Morphologically the compounds behave identically to the 
pronominal bases, but pre-positive particles move left of prepositions: ни о 
чём/ni o čem 'about nothing', кое с кём/kóe s kem 'with somebody or 
another'. 

The declension of demonstratives, proximate этот/ёил and distal тот/ 
tót (see table 15.9), is reminiscent of that of third-person anaphoric 
pronouns. 
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Table 15.9 Demonstrative paradigms 

(A) M-N H PL 

NOM тот ~ то та те ~ эти 
ACC = NOM ~ = GEN Ty = NOM ~ = GEN 
GEN ТОГО ТОЙ тех ~ этих 
DAT тому той тем ~ этим 
INST тем ~ этим той теми ~ этими 
LOC том той тех ~ этих 

(Ь) M-N Ь PL 

NOM tót ~ tó ta te - eti 
ACC = NOM - = GEN tu = NOM( ~ = GEN 
GEN togo tój tex ~ etix 
DAT tomu ( tój tem ~ etim 
INST tem ~ etim tój temi etimi 
LOC tom tój tex ~ etix 

3.1.4 Adjectival morphology 
Short-form adjectives, whose syntactic distribution is restricted, preserve 
only the nominal endings of the nominative case: masculine красен/ 
krasen 'red', feminine KpacHa/krasna, neuter KpacHo/krasno, plural 
красны/krasny - красны/krasny. Long-form adjectives decline like 
demonstratives (see table 15.10, with citation forms красный/krasnyj 
'red' and дальний/darnij 'far'). Soft-stem adjectives differ from hard-
stem adjectives only in adjustments in the spelling of vowel letters. Under 
stress, the masculine nominative singular form is -óń/-ój (молодой/ 
molodój 'young'). 

The synthetic comparative ends residually in {-e} (basically with CJ 

mutation, but in addition the stem may be modified and -š- may creep in) 
for a number of common adjectives, such as дорогой/dorogój 'dear, 
expensive', дороже/dorože; короткий/korótkij 'short', короче/ 
koroče; долгий/dólgij 'long', дольше/dórśe; the productive ending is 
{-eje}, as in милый/milyj 'kind', милее/milee. The synthetic comparative 
cannot be used attributively, but only as a predicative (сначала она была 
недобрая, потом {была ~ стала - казалась} живёе/snačala ona 
byla nedóbraja, potom {byla ~ stala ~ kazalas'} živee 'at first she was 
unkind, then she {was - became - seemed} livelier') or as a post-positive 
reduced relative clause (помнит он замкнутого арестанта старше 
себя годами/pómnit ón zamknutogo arestanta starše sebja godami 'he 
recalls a withdrawn prisoner (who was) years older than him'). The analytic 
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Table 15.10 Adjectival declension 

Hard stem M-N PL 

(a) 
NOM 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

красный ~ красное 'red' красная красные 
= NOM ~ = GEN красную = NOM ~ = GEN 
красного красной красных 
красному красной красным 
красным красной красными 
красном красной красных 

Soft stem M-N PL 

NOM дальний ~ дальнее 'far' 
ACC = NOM ~ = GEN 
GEN дальнего 
DAT дальнему 
INST дальним 
LOC дальнем 

дальняя 
дальнюю 
дальней 
дальней 
дальней 
дальней 

дальние 
= NOM ~ = GEN 
дальних 
дальним 
дальними 
дальних 

Hard stem M-N PL 

(b) 
NOM 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

krasnyj ~ krasnoe 'red' 
= NOM ~ = GEN 
krasnogo 
krasnomu 
krasnym 
krasnom 

krasnaja 
krasnuju 
krasnoj 
krasnoj 
krasnoj 
krasnoj 

krasnye 
= NOM ~ = GEN 
krasnyx 
krasnym 
krasnymi 
krasnyx 

Soft stem M-N ь PL 

NOM dal'nij ~ dal nee'far' 
ACC = NOM ~ = GEN 
GEN dal'nego 
DAT DAR nemu 
INST dal'nim 
LOC dal'nem 

dalnjaja 
dal'njuju 
dal'nej 
dal nej 
dal'nej 
dal'nej 

dalnie 
= NOM ~ 
dal'nix 
dal'nim 
dal nimi 
dal'nix 

= GEN 

comparative, which can be used in all contexts, is formed by modifying the 
adjective by the adverb более/Ь01ее. 

The neuter singular short form of adjectives (including of comparatives) 
functions as an adverb: ярко/jarko 'brightly', проницательно/ 
pronicatel'no 'incisively', дороже/dorože 'more expensively'. 
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3.1.5 Numeral morphology 
Numerals use declensional strategies (see table 15.11) which range from 
near indeclinability to demonstrative-like declension. 

Certain cardinal numerals expressing large round units of counting 
(ordinals will be given in parentheses) have minimal declension, with one 
form for the nominative and accusative, another for the remaining cases; 

Table 15.11 Numeral paradigms 

(a) Round Ordinary Paucal Collective 

NOM сто пять три двое 
ACC = NOM = NOM = NOM ~ = GEN = NOM ~ = GEN 
GEN ста пяти трёх двоих 
DAT ста пяти трём двоим 
INST ста пятью тремя двоими 
LOC ста пяти трёх двоих 

Compound decade Compound hundred 

NOM пятьдесят триста 
ACC = NOM = NOM 
GEN пятидесяти трёхсот 
DAT пятидесяти трёмстам 
INST пятьюдесятью тремястами 
LOC пятидесяти трёхстах 

(b) Round Ordinary Paucal Collective 

NOM sto pjat' tri dvoe 
ACC = NOM = NOM = NOM ~ = GEN = NOM ~ = GEN 
GEN sta pjati trex dvoix 
DAT sta pjati trem dvoim 
INST sta pjat'ju tremja dvoimi 
LOC sta pjati trex dvoix 

Compound decade Compound hundred 

NOM pjat desjat trista 
ACC = NOM = NOM 
GEN pjatidesjati trexsot 
DAT pjatidesjati tremstam 
INST pjat'judesjat'ju tremjastami 
LOC pjatidesjati trexstax 
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such are сто/stó ~ ста/sta (сотый/sótyj) 4100', cópoK/sórok -
copOKa/soroka (сороковой/sorokovoj) 40 ' , девянбсто/deyjanósto ~ 
fleBHHÓCTa/deyjanosta (AeBHHÓCTbiń/deyjanostyj) '90' and 
полтораста/poltorasta ~ полутораста/polutorasta ~ 'a hundred and 
a half', the last two etymologically derived from сто/stó. 'One and a half' 
has the same pattern, but additionally the nominative distinguishes gender, 
like the paucal '2' (полтора/рокога (M-N), полторы/poltory (F)). 
Multiples of 'hundred' - двести/dvćsti '200', триста/trista, четыреста/ 
ćetyresta, пятьсот/pjat 'sot, шестьсот/šest 'sót, семьсот/sem 'sót, 
BOceMbCOT/vosem'sćt, AeBHTbcOT/deyjat'sot - are compounds which 
decline both parts. Their ordinals are built from the genitive forms: 
TpexcoTbifl/trexsotyj, mecTHCÓTbiń/sestisótyj. 

The majority of numerals decline as declension III nouns. 'Five' to '9' 
stress the ending in the oblique cases: пять/pjat ' (пятый/pjatyj), шесть/ 
šest' (iiiecTÓń/sestoj), сёмь/sem' (седьмой/sed'moj), BÓceMb/vć>sem' 
(восьмой/vos'mój) and дёвять/deyjat' (девятый/devjatyj). 'Eleven' 
to '19', though historically compounds, have this declension with fixed 
stem stress: одиннадцать/odinnadcat' (одиннадцатый/odinnadcatyj), 
двенадцать/dvenadcat' (двенадцатый/dvenadcatyj), тринадцать/ 
trinadcat' (тринадцатый/trinadcatyj), чeтьIpнaдцaть/četyrnadcat' 
(4eTbipHafl4aTbiń/ćetjmadcatyj), пятнадцать/pjatnadcat' (пятнад-
цатый/pjatnadcatyj), шестнадцать/šestnadcat' (шестнадцатый/ 
sestnadcatyj), семнадцать/semnadcat' (семнадцатый/semnadeatyj), 
восемнадцать/vosemnadcat' (восемнадцатый/vosemnadeatyj), 
девятнадцать/deyjatnadcat' (девятнадцатый/devjatnadcatyj). The 
first three decades have the pattern of пять/pjat ' : дёсять/desjat' 
(десятый/desjatyj), двадцать/dvadcat' (двадцатый/dvadcatyj), 
тридцать/tridcat' (тридцатый /tridcatyj). The decades from '50' to '80' 
(recall that cópoK/sórok '40' and девянбсто/deyjanósto '90' have mini-
mal declension) are declensionally still compounds; the second component 
ends in a hard consonant in the nominative: пятьдесят/pjat'desjat 
(пятидесятый/pjatidesjatyj), шестьдесят/šest 'desjat (шестидесятый/ 
sestidesjatyj), сёмьдесят/sem 'desjat (семидесятый/semidesjatyj), 
восемьдесят^овет'desjat (восьмидесятый/vos'midesjatyj). 

Paucal numerals - двэ/dva (M-N) - двё/dvć (F) '2', три/tri '3' and 
четыре/ćetyre '4' - use the case morphemes of plural adjectives, merging 
genitive and locative, but have idiosyncratic stems (дву'/dvu-, Tpe-/tre-, 
4eTbipe-/četyre- but instrumental четырьмя/cetyr'mja). 

Collectives (двое/dvoe 'twosome', Tpóe/tróe 'threesome', четверо/ 
četvero 'foursome' and so on) likewise have a plural adjectival declension 
in oblique cases. Indefinites like сколько/skol'ko 'how many' (genitive 
скблькихЛкоГкЬс) follow this strategy. 'Both', which distinguishes 
gender throughout, declines in this fashion (ó6a/óba (M-N NOM), обоих/ 
oboix (GEN); ó6e/óbe (F NOM), обёих/obeix (GEN) and so on). 
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Finally, 'one' (plural 'some') declines like the demonstrative 3T0T/<bt0t: 
один/odin (M NOM SG) (with an exceptional full vowel), одно/odnó (N 
NOM SG), одному/odnomu (M-N DAT SG) and so on. Тысяча/tysjaća 
'thousand' and миллион/million 'million' decline like ordinary nouns, 
although тысяча/tysjaca archaically allows instrumental тысячью/ 
tysjac'ju. 

3.2 Verbal morphology 

3.2.1 Verbal categories 
Verbs generally distinguish finite forms, infinitives, verbal adjectives (or 
participles) and verbal adverbs (or gerunds). Verbal adverbs and active 
participles are formally past or non-past, but there is a tendency, especially 
with verbal adverbs, to align the tense with aspect - past with perfective, 
present with imperfective; a tense distinction is still viable only with imper-
fective participles. The past passive participle is formed unproblematically 
from transitive perfectives. Present passive participles from imperfectives, 
limited to written Russian, tend to acquire a modal meaning. 

Russian forms a subjunctive mood by combining the past tense with the 
particle бы/by. The combination is less of an inflectional category than, 
say, tense. The particle can occur in various positions in a clause, and it can 
co-occur with non-verbal modal predicatives without the past tense of 'be' 
(лучше бы/lučše by 'would be better'). The subjunctive is used most 
naturally in counterfactual conditionals. 

The imperative is usually built from the present-tense stem; an overt 
suffix {-i-} occurs after consonant clusters or under stress, otherwise there is 
no suffix. The singular has no further marker, the plural uses {-te}. With the 
intonation of polarity questions, indicative first person plural forms can be 
used hortatively to express requests. 

Imperfectives distinguish past, present and future, the latter a peri-
phrastic combination of auxiliary (буду/budu (1 SG) and so on) and 
imperfective infinitive. Perfectives distinguish past and a morphological 
present, which reports true future or singularized habitual situations. For 
example, the perfective present in откажут - мигом утешался/otkažut 
- migom utešalsja 'if they [= belles] should refuse, he was consoled in a 
moment' (Puškin, Evgenij Onegin, ch. 4.X) establishes the protasis of a 
condition whose apodosis is stated in the imperfective past. 

The present inflects for person and number. The aorist and imperfect 
continued in written Russian (in the Church Slavonic register) into the 
seventeenth century, but in the vernacular the /-participle, which inflects 
for gender and number, had centuries before become the universal verbal 
form for reporting events prior to the speech situation. 

Most verb forms can be assigned to the macro-categories of imperfective 
and perfective aspect. This partition is evidently a generalization over some 
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recognizably distinct lexical subsystems. Semantically, in contrast to the 
long-standing attempt to define aspect as non-temporal (in order to distin-
guish it from tense), recent investigations from various perspectives cluster 
around the notion that aspect deals with how an event proceeds over time. 
An event reported by a perfective presumes a delimited temporal interval 
in which there is change in the state of the world and, further, all change is 
confined to this interval. An event expressed by an imperfective fails this 
definition, and indicates that the states or changes of state are extended 
over time in one way or another. 

3.2.2 Conjugation 
If nouns have relatively uniform stem shape with transparent internal struc-
ture but heterogeneous endings, the situation is reversed in verbs. Endings 
are largely uniform, but stems have internal structure and vary. Verbs 
commonly display two major stem alternants, the present allostem, used for 
the present tense, imperative and present participles, and the past/ 
infinitive allostem, used for past, infinitive, past (active) participle and 
(past) passive participle. Stem allomorphy revolves primarily around the 
classificatory suffix, a recurrent derivational morpheme that occurs after 
the root. The suffix, for verbs which have one, is present in the past/ 
infinitive allostem; it may be longer, shorter, modified or absent in the 
present, following a general principle of complementarity: since past/ 
infinitive markers start with a consonant, the stem of a suffixed verb will 
end in a vowel; and since the present conjugational markers begin with a 
vowel, the present allostem ends in a consonant. A minority of verbs do 
not have a classificatory suffix, and these suffixless verbs divide into a 
number of classes. Although at a higher level of abstraction it is possible to 
posit a single basic stem from which allostems can be derived by process 
rules (Jakobson 1984: ch. 3), it is convenient to refer to verbs by their two 
basic allostems. 

Verbs fall into two conjugations, depending on the thematic ligature 
(enclosed here by uprights) in the second and third persons singular and 
first and second persons plural forms of the present: lil (or /-conjugation, 
traditionally the second conjugation) and lei (or /^-conjugation, tradition-
ally the first conjugation; under stress, the vowel is / о / ). The thematic liga-
ture is absent before the first singular {-u}; the third person plural forms 
differ according to the conjugation class: ligature lil implies third person 
plural {-at}, lei implies third person plural {-ut}. 

The /-conjugation has limi'ed groups. ТЪе verbal suffix may be {-i-}, {-e-} 
(from *e) or {-a-} (also from *e, after palatals and */)• The classificatory 
suffix is overt in the past/infinitive stem, absent in the present. Consonants 
were palatalized before the classificatory suffix (whether *i or *e) and 
before the thematic ligature, implying C1 (as discussed in section 2.2 
above): просить/prosit' 'request', second person singular просишь/ 
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prosiš'; обидеть/obidet' 'insult', second person singular обидишь/ 
obidiš'. Consonants were jotated in the first person singular, implying CJ 

(прошу/prošu, обижу/obižu) and in the past passive participle of {-i-} 
verbs (-np0LueH/-pr0šen); the resulting CJ has been extended to verbs in 
*e (обижен/obižen but residual увиден/uviden 'seen'). If the two allo-
stems are written in an abstract morphophonemic form in braces separated 
by the sign of variation, with the past/infinitive first (and the thematic liga-
ture after the present allostem), /-conjugation verbs fit the formula {CVC-
V- ~ CVC-lil), the suffixal V being / i / , / e / or / a / . The conjugation of 
one representative verb, грабить/grabit' 'rob', is given in table 15.12. 

Suffixed E-conjugation verbs tend to maintain the suffix in both stem 
allomorphs, but not in a consistent form. Three groups are characterized by 
a suffix ending in a vowel in the past/infinitive (complementarily before 
the consonantal endings) and a suffix ending in / j / in the present (comple-
mentarily before the vocalic thematic ligature). A common type (for 
example делать/dćlat' 'do', whose conjugation is given in table 15.13) has 
stem shapes {CVC-a- ~ CVC-aj-lel}. A similar type with suffixal {-e-} 
({CVC-e- - CVC-ej-lel}) names inchoative processes derived from adjec-
tives (угрюметь/ugijumet' 'become gloomy', угрюмею/ugijumeju (1 
SG); пьянеть/p'janet' 'become drunk', пьянею/p'janeju (1 SG)). In a 
third, very productive, group of verbs, past/infinitive {CVC-ova-} alter-
nates with present (CVC-uj-lel): требовать/йгебоват' 'demand', 
требую/trćbuju (1 SG); колдовать/koldovat' 'practise sorcery', кол-
дую/kolduju (1 SG). 

In the other types of suffixed E-conjugation, the suffix is reduced in the 
present. The type {CVC-nu- ~ CVC-n-} productively makes semelfactive 
perfectives of intrinsically repetitive or undifferentiated processes: 
брызнуть/bryznut' 'splash', брызну/bryznu (1 SG), толкнуть/tolknut' 
'shove', толкну/tolknu (1 SG). Another class has a minimal suffix {-a-} in 
the past/infinitive and no suffix but CJ in the present, notationally {CVC°-
a- ~ CVC4el): плакать/plakat' 'cry', плачу/plaču (1 SG), плачешь/ 
plačeš' (2 SG); писать/pisat' 'write', пишу/pišu (1 SG), пишешь/pišeš' 
(2 SG). No doubt because of the identity of the past/infinitive allomorph 
(CVC-a-), this type is being absorbed into the {CVC-a- - CVC-aj-lel} 
verbs (see Крысин/Krysin 1974). 

A small group of verbs has suffixed {CVC-a} in the past/infinitive but a 
bare {CVC-lel} in the present: cocaTb/sosat' 'suck', сосу/sosu (1 SG), 
сосёшь/soseš' (2 SG); similarly, жаждать/žaždat' 'thirst', стонать/ 
stonat' 'moan'. Related are verbs whose root-final consonant is / j / : 
сеять/sćjat' 'sow', сею/seju (1 SG); смеяться/smejat'sja 'laugh', 
смеюсь/smejus' (1 SG). 

Suffixless verbs are heterogeneous. A small group has a stem {CCa-} 
which is less than a full closed syllable in the past/infinitive; in the present, 
the stem is either the bare consonant cluster (that is, {CC-lel}), such as 
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Table 15.12 I-conjugation: грабить/grabit' 'rob9 

(a) Conjugation {CVC-i- - CVC-lil} 

PRS 1 SG 
PRS 2 SG 
PRS 3 SG 
PRS 1 PL 
PRS 2 PL 
PRS 3 PL 
PRS ACT PART 
PRS VERBAL ADVERB 
IMP 2 SG 
IMP 2 PL 
INF 
PRT M 
PRT F 
PRT N 
PRT PL 
PRT ACT PART 
PRT VERBAL ADVERB 
PRT PASS PART 

граблю 
грабишь 
грабит 
грабим 
грабите 
грабят 
грабящий 
грабя 
грабь 
грабьте 
грабить 
грабил 
грабила 
грабило 
грабили 
грабивший 
-грабив(ши) 
-граблен 

(b) Conjugation (CVC-i- ~ CVC-lil] 

PRS 1 SG 
PRS 2 SG 
PRS 3 SG 
PRS 1 PL 
PRS 2 PL 
PRS 3 PL 
PRS ACT PART 
PRS VERBAL ADVERB 
IMP 2 SG 
IMP 2 PL 
INF 
PRT M 
PRT F 
PRT N 
PRT PL 
PRT ACT PART 
PRT VERBAL ADVERB 
PRT PASS PART 

grablju 
grabiš' 
grabit 
grabim 
grabite 
grabjat 
grabjaščij 
grabja 
grab' 
grab te 
grabit' 
grabil 
grabila 
grabilo 
grabili 
grabivšij 
-grabiv(ši) 
-grablen 
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Table 15.13 E-conjugation: дёлать/delat' 'do' and нести/nesti 'carry9 

(a) Conjugation {CVC-a- - CVC-aj-lel) (CVC- - CVC-lel} 

PRS 1 SG делаю несу 
PRS 2 SG делаешь несёшь 
PRS 3 SG делает несёт 
PRS 1 PL делаем несём 
PRS 2 PL делаете несёте 
PRS 3 PL делают несут 
PRS ACT PART делающий несущий 
PRS VERBAL ADVERB делая неся 
IMP 2 SG делай неси 
IMP 2 PL делайте несите 
INF делать нести 
PRT м делал нёс 
PRT F делала несла 
PRT N делало несло 
PRT PL делали несли 
PRT ACT PART делавший нёсший 
PRT VERBAL ADVERB -дёлав(ши) -нёсши 
PRT PASS PART -делан -несён 

(b) Congugation {CVC-a- ~ CVC-aj-lel) {CVC- ~ CVC-lel) 

PRS 1 SG delaju nesu 
P R S 2 S G delaeš' neseš' 
PRS 3 SG delaet neset 
PRS 1 PL delaem nesem 
PRS 2 PL delaete nesete 
PRS 3 PL delajut nesut 
PRS ACT PART delajuščij nesuščij 
PRS VERBAL ADVERB delaja nesja 
IMP 2 SG delaj nesi 
IMP 2 PL delajte nesite 
INF delat' nesti 
PRT M delal nes 
PRT F delala nesla 
PRT N delalo neslo 
PRT PL delali nesli 
PRT ACT PART delavšij nesšij 
PRT VERBAL ADVERB -delav(ši) -nesši 
PRT PASS PART -delan -nesen 
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ждать/ždat' 'wait', жду/ždu (1 SG); врать/vrat' 'lie', вру/vru (1 SG), or 
the cluster with an inserted vowel (that is, (CVR-lei}), such as брать/brat' 
'take', беру/beru (1 SG). 

Another subgroup has a past/infinitive stem which is an open mono-
syllable (that is, {C(R)V-}) and either {C(R)VJ-} or {CJ-} in the present. 
The consonantal augment J in the present can be / j / (мыть/myt' 'wash', 
мою/móju (1 SG); петь/pćt ' 'sing', пою/poju (1 SG); пить/pit' 'drink', 
пью/p'ju (1 SG); брить/brit ' 'shave', брею/breju (1 SG); знать/znat' 
'know', знаю/znaju (1 SG); греть/gret' 'warm', грею/greju (1 SG)) or 
/v / (жить/žit' 'live', живу/živu (1 SG); плыть/plyt' 'swim', плыву/ 
plyvu (1 SG)). In another subgroup the consonantal augment is a nasal: 
жать/žat ' 'reap', жну/žnu (1 SG); (HA)-4ATB/(na)-čat' 'begin', (на)-
чну/(па)-спй (1 SG); деть/dćt' 'put', дёну/denu (1 SG); стать/stat' 
'stand, become', стану/stanu (1 SG). 

The largest and most homogeneous class of suffixless verbs is that of the 
type нести/nesti 'carry', несу/nesu (1 SG), несёшь/neseš' (2 SG), which 
generally maintains a fully syllabic stem; a general formula for this type, 
whose conjugation is illustrated in table 15.13 above, would be {CVC- ~ 
CVC-lel}. Some idiosyncratic consonant alternation occurs in the past and 
infinitive, in the root or (exceptionally for Russian conjugation) the gram-
matical marker. 

Consonant alternations within the present of suffixless verbs are 
uniform: C° in the first person singular and third person plural forms 
alternates with C1 elsewhere. 

Irregularity in Russian verbs takes limited forms. As noted, suffixless 
verbs are often heterogeneous in their stems, and in this sense are 'irreg-
ular'. Few verbs have an irregular conjugation as such. Хотеть/xotet' 
'want' switches between /^-conjugation with CJ in the singular (хочу/ 
хосй, x04euib/xočeš', xoneT/xocet) and /-conjugation in the plural 
(хотим/xotim, хотйте/xotite, хотят/xotjat). Дать/dat ' 'give' and 
есть/est' 'eat' preserve reflexes of the athematic conjugation in the singu-
lar, in which endings were added directly to a consonantal stem: дам/dam, 
дашь/das', даст/dast (from reduplicated *dad-), and е м / е т , ешь/eš' , 
ест/est (from *ed-). Their plurals look like conventional /-conjugation: 
дадим/dadim, дадите/dadite, дадут/dadut (with a switch to the E-con-
jugation in the third person plural) and едим/edim, едите/edite, едят/ 
edjat. The forms буду /budu, будешь/budeš' and so on, used as the 
future of быть/byt' and in its perfective compounds (прибыть/pribyt' 
'arrive', прибуду/pribudu (1 SG)), are regular if the allostem is taken to 
be {bud-}. 

3.3 Derivational morphology 
Derivation in Russian involves the same strategies as elsewhere in Slavonic: 
basically, affixation with some vocalic and consonantal alternations. 
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Suffixes have shown a tendency to accrete additional segments, resulting in 
a system (in adjectives and noun gradation) of overlapping suffixes. All 
parts of speech, but more frequently nouns, could be formed by 
compounding independent lexical units, with a ligature vowel if necessary. 
In recent times nouns are formed by compounding lexical partials (or 
'stumps'), or acronymically just the first segments, of an extended phrase 
(Comrie and Stone 1978: 99-101). 

3.3.1 Major patterns of noun derivation 
Masculine agentive nouns and corresponding feminines are formed with 
-тель/-1еГ (feminine -тельницаМеГтса) and suffixes built on the 
morph -ик/Чк, such as -ник/ -тк , -чик/-ак , -щик/ščik, -овщик/ 
-ovščik (feminine -ница/-тса, -чица/-аса, -ujHija/-ščica, -овщица/ 
-ovščica). Borrowings often contain -Top/-tor or -Tep/-ter (feminine 
-TOpiua/-torsa or -Tepuia/-terša): редактор/redaktor 'editor' (feminine 
редакторша/redaktorša). The stylistic value of feminine derivates is 
delicate (see Comrie and Stone 1978: 159-66). For classificatory 
(nationality) and descriptive nouns, such as кошатник/košatnik 'cat-
fancier' and KOiuaTHHija/kosatnica, use of the feminine is normal in refer-
ence to a woman. With names for professions, the masculine characterizes 
someone who practises the profession generally, while the feminine allows 
for the inference that the practice of the profession is not completely 
general, so that in the extreme instance some feminine derivatives 
(no3Tecca/pofetessa 'poetess', врачиха/vracixa 'lady doctor') may be 
effectively slurs. 

Abstract nouns are derived in various ways. Declension lb deverbals are 
from the past passive participle stem, such as утаение/utaenie 'conceal-
ing' (утаить/utait') or присыпание/prisypanie 'dusting (with powder)' 
(присыпать/prisypat'). Some declension II deverbals are formed with 
-ка/-ка: утайка/utajka 'concealment', присыпка/prisypka 'dusting'. 
Adjectives form abstracts productively with the declension III suffix 
-ocTb/-ost': педантичность/pedantičnost' 'pedantry'. The sufix -ство/ 
-stvo makes abstracts describing a condition or behaviour or associated 
institutions: педантство/pedantstvo 'pedantry'. The suffix -изм/Чгт 
makes nouns denoting an ideology or adherence to one: педантизм/ 
pedantizm 'pedantry'. With various roots, including proper names, 
-щина/-§ста describs a characteristic syndrome (эмигрантщина/ 
emigrantščina 'emigration syndrome', ноздрёвщина/nozdrevščina 
'behaviour of (Gogol's hero) Nozdrev'). 

The system of nominal gradation - diminutives and augmentatives -
remains productive in nouns (Unbegaun 1957; Stankiewicz 1968). First-
degree diminutives are formed with masculine -к/-к, -ик/Чк, -чик/-йк, 
feminine -ка/-ка, neuter -цо/-со ( ~ це/-се). Second-degree diminutives 
are formed by expanded suffixes, the series in -чк-/-ск- or the series in 
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-iiJK-/-šk-, the latter often pejorative. Augmentatives (typically pejorative) 
are formed by masculine -ище/Ч§се, feminine -ища/Ч§са, neuter -ище/ 
-išče. A single root can form numerous derivatives: for example, masculine 
HÓc/nos 'nose' gives носбк/nosók, носик/nósik, носочек/nosoček, 
носишко/nosiško, носище/nosišče; feminine Hora/noga 'leg, foot' gives 
ножка/псгёка, нóжeчкa/nóžečka, ножонка/пойопка, ножища/ 
nožišča; neuter окно/окпо 'window' gives оконце/окопсе, окошко/ 
osoško, окнище/oknišče. Semantically, gradated forms are the speaker's 
assessment that the entity deviates from the norms for the type of entity, 
most tangibly in size. Personal names have rich and idiosyncratic patterns 
of gradation. 

3.3.2 Major patterns of adjective derivation 
Adjectives can be derived from nouns by means of various suffixes, most 
frequent of which is the 'all-purpose' (Unbegaun 1957) morph -н-/-п- and 
its various expansions: рюкзачный/ijukzacnyj 'pertaining to a knapsack', 
анкётный/anketnyj 'pertaining to a form'. The suffix -CK-/-sk- makes 
adjectives describing the characteristics of individuals or groups thereof. 
Expansions of these suffixes are productive in the adaptation of foreign 
words and technical vocabulary (эллинистический/ёШтвйсевкц 
'Hellenistic', амфибрахический/amfibraxiceskij 'amphibrachic'). Nouns 
of mass and essence yield relational adjectives by suffixation of -HCT-/-ist-
(abundance) or -oeaT-/-ovat- (attenuation): u^ńcTbiń/ścelistyj 'having 
slits', стекловатый/steklovatyj 'glassy'. Adjectives can be gradated v/ith 
-еньк-/-еп'к- (славненький/slavnen'kij 'rather wonderful') and its 
expansions (худёхонький/xudexon'kij 'thinnish', чернёшенький/ 
černešen'kij 'blackish') or with -OBaT-/-ovat- (хитроватый/xitrovatyj 'a 
bit clever'). 

3.3.3 Major patterns of verb derivation 
Verbs are derived from other parts of speech by characteristic morpho-
logical operations. Assigning the verb the shape (CVC-i- ~ CVC-lil} 
makes a causative ((o)cyiHHTb/(o)susit' 'dry'), the shape (CVC-e- -
CVC-ej-lel} an inchoative ((o)cTepBeHeTb/(o)stervenet' 'become 
frenzied'). The suffixes -нича-/-тса- and -CTBOBa-/-stvova- yield 
simplexes with the sense of engaging in a characteristic activity 
(uepeMÓHHH4aTb/ceremonnicat' 'act ceremoniously', философ-
CTBOBaTb/filosofstvovat' 'philosophize'). The suffix -OBa-/-ova- and its 
expansions are widely used in adapting foreign roots 
(классифицировать/klassificirovat' 'classify'). The etymological reflex-
ive affix derives verbs from verbs, the most productive subprocess being 
detransitivization, whereby the subject of the reflexive corresponds roughly 
to the object of the transitive (сушиться/sušit'sja 'dry' (ITR)). 

The basic and productive aspectual system, viewed as a set of 
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derivational relations among lexical units, is tripartite. Simplex (unpre-
fixed) verbs describe states or undelimited activities and are typically 
imperfective: мотать/motat ' 'wind, shake'. To simplexes are added 
prefixes, making perfectives that impute a limit to the state or activity: вы-
мотать/vy-motat' 'wind out', у-мотать/u-motat' 'wind up', с-мотать/ 
s-motat' 'wind off', от-мотать/ot-motat' 'wind off', на-мотать/па-
motat' 'wind onto'. Prefixed perfectives then form secondary imperfectives 
by the addition of a suffix while retaining the sense of an imputed limit: 
вы-матывать/vy-matyvat', с-матывать/s-matyvat', от-матывать/ 
ot-matyvat', на-матывать/na-matyvat'. Prefixed perfectives and their 
corresponding imperfectives clearly constitute 'aspectual pairs'. For certain 
prefixal meanings - beginning or end phases of an activity or quantification 
of an activity - a prefixed perfective normally does not form a secondary 
imperfective, or forms one only in an iterative sense; such a perfective may 
be the closest thing to a perfective partner that a simplex has. Even 
Ha-MOTaTb/na-motat' 'wind onto', which forms a regular secondary 
imperfective на-матывать/na-matyvat', may function as the perfective 
of мотать/motat ' . Simplexes suffixed with {-nu-} yield semelfactive 
perfectives, reporting a single token of undifferentiated activity: мотнуть/ 
mótnut' 'make a shaking motion'. The 'verbs of motion' distinguish two 
imperfectives, one a directed, or determinate, process (идти/idti 'walk'), 
the other an undirected, or indeterminate, process (ходить/xodit' 'walk'). 
The distinction is available for a dozen or so verbs, the number depending 
on where one draws the line. Reasonably certain as pairs of determinate 
and indeterminate verbs are бежать/bežat ' ~ бегать/begat' 'run', 
везти/vezti ~ возить/vozit' 'take (by conveyance)', вести/vesti ~ 
водить/vodit' 'lead', гнать/gnat' ~ гонять/gonjat' 'chase', ехать/ёх-
at' ~ ёздить/ezdit' 'ride', идти/idti ~ ходить/xodit' 'walk', лететь/ 
letet' ~ летать/letat ' 'fly', нести/nestł ~ носить/nosit' 'carry', 
плыть/plyt ' - плавать/plavat' 'swim', ползти/polzti ~ 
ползать/pólzat' 'crawl', тащить/taščit ' ~ таскать/taskat' 'drag'. Less 
certain are брести/bresti ~ бродить/brodit "wander', катить/katit ' ~ 
катать/katat ' 'roll', лёзть/lezt' ^ лазить/lazit' 'climb'. 

The mechanics of imperfectivization depend on the type of verb for-
mation. The older strategy puts verbs directly in the {CVC-a- ~ 
CVC-aj-lel) class (-пёчь/-рёс' ~ -neKaTb/-pekat' 'bake'), sometimes 
with CJ (-npaBHTb/-pravit' ~ -правлять/-р^Уги ' 'direct'). The 
productive strategy yields a derived verb of the shape {CVC-iva- ~ 
CVC-ivaj-lel), with CJ mutation (-BHHTHTb/-vintit' 'screw' ~ 
-BHH4HBaTb/-vinčivat') or without (-nncaTb/-pisat' - -писывать/-р1-
syvat' 'write'). 
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4 Syntax 

4.1 Element order in declarative sentences 
As is often observed, the word order of the predicate and its major noun 
phrases (subject and objects) is relatively free in Russian, but its freedom is 
not without consequences. The naturalness and frequency of various orders 
depends on the role of the noun phrase and the semantics of the verb (see 
the classic Адамец/Adamec 1966 or, more recently, Yokoyama 1986), 
and different orders have different stylistic consequences. 

In describing word order, one may take the view that the predicate is 
central, and work outwards from it. If X and Y are major constituents, the 
order XlVerb implies that the current text is a statement about an indi-
vidual (the referent of X) which is assumed to be known independently of 
the verb. Conversely, the order Verb IY implies that Y is relevant as part of 
the information reported by the verb. Positions next to the verb are less 
prominent than those distant from the verb; thus initial position X in 
XI YlVerb is an emphatic topic imposed on the addressee, and conversely, 
Y in VerblXlY is the position for elaborated comment. In examples below, 
it will be convenient to identify constituents in the Russian examples by 
self-evident superscripted abbreviations. 

For subjects, SubjectlVerb order is unmarked. This order is used when 
the subject is known in context, as are the speaker and his companion in: 

0 н ь крёпк9 сжалу мне руку. Mbis поцеловалисьу. сел4' в 
телёжку./Оп5* krepko sžalv mne ruku. Mys pocelovalis'v. Ons selv v teležku. 
'He firmly squeezed my hand. We kissed. He sat down in the cart.' 

This order can be used even if the subject has not been specificially 
mentioned, provided it is implied by the prior text, as horses would be in 
the continuation of the foregoing: 

Mbis простилисьу ещё раз, и лошади8 поскакалиV./Mys prostilis v ešče raz, i 
lošadis poskakaliv. 
'We took leave once more, and the horses galloped off.' 

VerblSubject order, marked in relation to SubjectlVerb, has different func-
tions depending on whether the subject is known in context. If the subject is 
not known, VerblSubject order may be used to describe a scene: 

В отдаленье темнеют v лесаь, сверкают v прудыь, желтеют v деревни 8 .^ 
otdalen'e temnejutv lesa\ sverkajutv prudys, želtejutv derevnis. 
'In the distance forests look dark, there glisten ponds, villages look yellow.' 

VerblSubject order may establish the existence (and subsequent relevance) 
of a new individual: 
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Лёт восемь тому назад проживалv у неё мальчик8 лет двенадцати, сын её 
покойного брата./Let vosem' tomu nazad proživalv u пеё mal'čiks let 
dvenadcati, syn её pokójnogo brata. 
'Eight years ago there lived with her a lad of about twelve, the son of her late 
brother.' 

Verbl Subject order in these functions is common with existential predicates 
(in the order of 68 per cent), not infrequent with other intransitives 
(approximately 42 per cent) and rare but not impossible (less than 10 per 
cent) with transitives. If the subject is in fact known in context, 
Verbl Subject order is a stylistic device which affects an epic or folkloric 
style of narrative: 

Принялся v k s было за неподслащённую наливку; признаюсь, побоялсяv 

яь сделаться пьяницею с rópfl./Prinjalsjav jas bylo za nepodslaščennuju 
nalivku; priznajus', pobojalsjav jas sdelat'sja p'janiceju s góija. 
'I started to take to unsweetened liqueur; but I became frightened of the prospect 
of becoming a drunkard from grief.' 

For objects, VerblObject order is usual. This order may introduce new 
entities, as in: 

Онас принимает v какое-то лекарство0, которое ей привезли из 
Италии./Опаь prinimaetv kakóe-to lekarstvo0, kotóroe ej privezli iz Italii. 
'She is taking some medicine which she was brought from Italy.' 

Or it may subordinate a previously mentioned object to the current verb, as 
in: 

Её рассердила одна страница, посвященная смерти. Она5* прочиталау 

мне0 эту страницу0 вслухАОУ - тихим, ровным голосом./Её rasserdila odna 
stranica, posvjaščennaja smerti. Onas pročitala v mne° etu stranicu0 vsluxADV -
tixim, rovnym go losom. 
'She was angered by one page devoted to death. She read me this page aloud - in a 
quiet, even voice.' 

ObjectlVerb order emphatically makes the object the topic when, for 
example, it is contrasted with other entities: 

Она сказала по телефону, что в восемь к ней придёт Оксман, а меня0 

<jHas проситv придти в сёмь./Ona skazała po telefonu, čto v vosem' k nej pridet 
Oksman, a menja0 onas prositv pridti v sem'. 
łShe said over the phone that at eight Oksman would come, and me she was asking 
to come at seven.' 

Pronouns, like ёй° привезлиv /ej° privezliv Чо her (they) brought' or 
прочиталау MHe°/pročitalav mne° 'read to me' above, tend to attach to 
the verb on one side or the other as quasi-enclitics, consistent with the 
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observation that positions close to the verb are unprominent. In most 
narrative, since a general calendrical and geographical orientation can be 
presumed, temporal and locative phrases naturally occur pre-verbally, like 
в восемь/v vosem' 'at eight' above. Other adverbs - evaluative, degree, 
modal and manner - gravitate to the verb. Position on one or the other 
margin is emphatic; thus, вслух/vslux 'aloud' above is an elaborated 
comment, answering the implied question of how the subject read. 

Within noun phrases, adjectives are ordinarily pre-nominal; participial 
phrases are either, relative clauses and complement noun phrases 
(including genitives) usually post-nominal: давно не 
проветривавшиеся бархатные альбомы фотографий/davno ne 
provetrivavšiesja barxatnye al'bomy fotografij 'the long unventilated velvet 
albums of photographs'. Moving a quantified noun locally in front of the 
quantifier (and across a preposition) makes the quantification more tenta-
tive, as in the example above лет восемь тому назад/let vosem' tomu 
nazad, or in раз в десятый/raz v desjatyj 'for the tenth time or so'. Put-
ting the adjective after the noun is a stylistic device suggesting lyric poetry 
or folklore: 

Змий лютый о семи голов ужасных меня всю царапал кочерыжкой 
острой./Zmij ljutyj о semi golov užasnyx menja vsju carapal koceryźkoj oštroj. 
4 A dragon ferocious with seven heads horrible scratched me all over with a cabbage 
stalk sharp.' 

One expects constituents of noun phrases to be contiguous, but discontinu-
ity of quantifier and noun is frequent: corresponding to the neutral order 
тогда было много таких мест/togda było mnogo takix mest 'at that 
time there were many such places', one can also have таких мест тогда 
было много/takix mest togda było mnogo 'of such places at that time 
there were many' and, colloquially, много тогда было таких мест/ 
mnogo togda bylo takix mest 'many there were of such places at that 
time'. Discontinuity is less frequent and more marked stylistically with 
attributive adjectives: шелестинные смеялись голосочки во всех 
уголочках/selestinnye smejalis' golosočki vo vsex ugolockax 'rustling 
laughed the voices in all corners'. 

4.2 Non-declarative sentence types 
Content questions are formed with the appropriate question word, usually 
in sentence-initial position: что случилось? какой доктор пишет?/ 
ctó slučilos'? kakój doktor pišet? 'what has happened? what sort of doctor 
is writing?'. General polarity questions are formed with question intonation 
(HpaBHTCfl?/nravitsja? 'do you like (it)?'); localizing the intonation 
contour to some constituent makes a narrow polarity question that 
questions a specific entity or property against alternatives (со сметанки 
начнём?Ло smetanki načnem? 'is it with the sour cream we should 
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start?'). The particle ли/li after any constituent in sentence-initial position 
has the same function: не здесь ли совершён поворот истории?/пе 
zdes' li soveršen povorot istórii? 'was it not here that the turning point in 
history occurred?' After a verb, the structure with ли/li is similar to a 
general polarity question ('is it the case that . . . ' ) and is used regularly in 
indirect questions: 

(Я осмелилась спросить её,) была ли Цветаева первой женщиной в его 
жизни./(1а osmelilas' sprosit' её,) byla li Cvetaeva pervoj ženščinoj v ego žizni. 
'(I made so bold as to ask her) was Tsvetaeva the first woman in his life.' 

The minimal response to a positive polarity question (such as - а вы и 
вчера стояли?/-а vy i včera stojali? '-and did you stand (in the queue) 
yesterday as well?') would be simply the appropriate particle (да/da 'yes' 
or нёт/net 'no') or, frequently, the verb alone (-стояла/stojala '(I) 
stood'). Responses to negative polarity questions, such as -не 
дозвонилась?/-пе dozvonilas'? '-you didn't get through?', depend 
elusively on presuppositions. The most neutral response would be the 
particle нёт/net 'no'; the doubly negative response would emphasize the 
failure: -нет, не дозвонилась/-пе1, ne dozvonilas' 'no, (obviously) I 
didn't get through'. Mixed responses address the presupposition of failure, 
-нет, дозвонилась/-пе1, dozvonilas' countering the expectation ('on the 
contrary, I did get through') and -дз, не дозвонилась/^а , ne dozvonilas' 
confirming the expectation ('as you thought, I didn't get through'). 

The imperative issues commands; other modal constructions can be 
used with a comparable illocutionary force. As a rule of thumb, positive 
imperatives are simplex imperfective (да держи за py4Ky!/da derži za 
ručku! 'just hold it by the handle!') or perfective (Серёж, B03bMH!/Serež, 
voz'mi! 'Sereža, take it!'), negative imperatives imperfective (не 
напираете!/пе napiraete! 'don't push!'). But there are conventionalized 
exceptions. A negative perfective is a warning not to proceed with an 
action that is imminent (смотри, не подгадь!/smotri, ne podgad'! 'watch 
you don't mess up!'), while, conversely, an imperfective in a positive 
imperative is less categorical (возьмите ещё, берите, берите!/voz'mite 
ešče, berite, berite! 'take some more, go ahead, take some, take some!'). 

4.3 Copular sentences 
Sentences stating copular relations - equations, descriptions, class 
membership - consist of a (nominative) subject, a predicative noun or 
adjective and, sometimes, a copular verb. In the present tense, there is 
normally no overt copular verb, the conjugated forms of 'be' having been 
eliminated in all functions. The particle ёсть/est ' , etymologically the third 
person singular, can be inserted in emphatic or tautological definitions, and 
in scientific style the plural суть/sut' can be used. Outside of the present, 
the appropriate forms of 'be' are used (был/byl (PAST M SG), буду/budu 
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(FUT 1 SG) and so on). It is sometimes said that Russian lacks a verb 'be', 
an observation which may then lead to speculation about the Russian 
world-view. It should be emphasized that Russian has the syntactic means 
to express copular and existential relations, even though it fails to employ a 
verb in the present tense. 

A predicative noun can appear in the nominative or instrumental. The 
instrumental, impossible in the present but usual (in the order of 80 per 
cent) in the past or future, is used when there is the slightest hint of restric-
tion on the predicative relation. Thus, the instrumental is used if the subject 
acts in a certain capacity: 

Они все сознательно и по своей воле были творцами и соучастниками 
всего этого./Oni vse soznatel'no i po svoej vole byli tvorcaMi i součastnikami 
vsego etogo. 
They all were consciously and by their own choice creators and collaborators in all 
that.' 

or if there is contrast of one time to another: 

Но тогда я был мальчишкой, а теперь у меня полно седины в 
бороде./Nó togda ja byl marčiškoj, a teper' u menja pólno sediny v borode. 
4But at that time I was just a lad, whereas now I have a beard full of grey.' 

Nominative is a pure unrestricted description: 
' i i i I I 

Я был несмышлёныш, потеря родителей для меня ничего не 
представляла./Ja byl nesmyslenys, poteija roditelej dlja menja ničego ne 
predstavljala. 
'I was a dunce, the loss of my parents didn't mean anything to me.' 

Predicative adjectives have three morphological options. The instru-
mental, which occurs less frequently with adjectives than with nouns, indi-
cates a restriction on the property; thus она была счастливой/ona byla 
sčastlivoj 'she was happy' suggests that happiness was limited to some time. 
The opposition of long form and short form has a noticeably lexical char-
acter (though, as a syntactic constraint, two different forms are not 
normally conjoined). Occasionally, the two are semantically differentiated, 
as in the textbook opposition of short-form болен/bólen 'sick, ailing' 
versus long-form больной/bornoj 'invalid'. Moreover, many lexical items 
exhibit a strong preference for one or the other form (see Gustavsson 
1976). The long form is required of adjectives characterizing a property 
derived from a noun: деревянный/derevjannyj 'wooden', шведский/ 
švedskij 'Swedish', буржуазный/Ьигйиагпу] 'bourgeois', белокожий/ 
belokožij 'white-skinned', морщинистый/morščinistjj 'wrinkled' and 
двухкомнатный/dvuxkomnatnyj 'two-roomed'. As an extension of this 
lexical rule, one can suggest that the long form signals that the subject, 
viewed as a type of individual, instantiates an essence, a quality. In: 
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"свой" дедушка добрый, он привозит подарки всём детям и иногда 
катает их на собственных лошадях./''svoj" deduška dóbryj, ón privozit 
podarki vsem detjam i inogda kataet ix na sobstvennyx losadjax. 
'their own grandfather is kind, he brings presents to all the children and sometimes 
takes them for a ride with his horses.' 

the long form describes one individual, implicitly in contrast to another, as 
a token of a type, as someone who instantiates the quality of goodness. 

The short form is required for adjectives that characteristically take a 
complement stating the circumstances under which, or with respect to what 
standard, the property holds: возможен /vozmožen 'possible', 
необходим/neobxodim 'necessary', обязан/objazan 'obligated', 
убеждён/ubežden 'convinced', увёрен/uveren 'certain', виден/viden 
'visible', ощутим/oščutim 'perceptible', презираем/preziraem 
'despicable', велик/velik 'big', далёк/dalek 'far', полон/ро1оп 'full', 
доволен/dovolen 'satisfied', согласен/soglasen 'agreed', присущ/ 
prisušč 'intrinsic', похож/рохой 'similar', готов/gotov 'ready' and 
способен/sposoben 'capable'; for some adjectives, such as рад/rad 
'pleased', no long form is said to exist at all. The short form is usual even 
when the complement is not overt, but imputed; thus она была 
счастлива/опа byla sčastliva suggests that there was something which was 
responsible for the happiness of the subject. Further, with an adjective that 
otherwise prefers the long form, a complement forces the short form (nor-
mally берёменная/beremennaja 'pregnant' but беременна от него/ 
beremenna ot negó 'pregnant by him'). The short form indicates that the 
subject, viewed as a unique individual rather than as a type, manifests the 
property in potentially variable ways under different circumstances. Thus, in 

Отец был добр, спокоен и мягок, он сглаживал страстную нетерпимость 
матери./Otec byl dóbr, spokóen i mjagok, ón sglažival strastnuju neterpimost' 
materi. 
Their father was kind, calm, and mild, he smoothed out the passionate impatience 
of their mother.' 

the three short forms describe how the father behaved - how he manifested 
properties. 

Over the long history of Slavonic languages and, specifically, Russian, 
long forms have been gradually displacing short forms, first from attri-
butive function (starting with cases other than the nominative), and more 
recently in predicative function as well. Thus it would no longer be appro-
priate to use a short form in some contexts where Puškin did: Нашёл он 
полон двор услуги/Našel on polon dvor uslugi 'he found the house full 
of servants' (Puškin, Evgenij Onegin, ch. l.LIII) or В привычный час 
пробуждена/V privycnyj čas probuždena / / Вставала при свечах 
OHA/Vstavala pri svecax ona 'awakened at the usual time / / she arose to 
candlelight' (Puškin, Evgenij Onegin, ch. 2.XVIII). The development in 
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contemporary Russian has reached the point where, at least in the 
colloquial register, long forms (most readily neuter) can be used anywhere 
one might expect short forms. 

Predicative nouns and adjectives occur with predicates other than 'be' 
(see Nichols 1981). Most closely related to 'be' are aspectual predicates 
like остаться/ostat'sja 'remain' and оказаться/okazat'sja 'turn out', 
which superimpose the notion of change of state on the copular relation, 
and epistemological predicates like казаться/kazat'sja 'appear' or 
я виться/javit 'sja 'appear', which attenuate the certainty of the copular 
relation. (The imperfective являться/javljat'sja has become a functional 
synonym of 'be' in scientific and journalistic style.) Since these predicates 
limit the property, they demand the instrumental or residually allow the 
short form: 

Они встречались, даже слышали стихи друг друга - и остались 
(равнодушными ~ равнодушны - *равнодушные}./Оп1 vstrečalis', daže 
slysali stixi drug druga - i ostalis'{ravnodusnymi ~ ravnodusny - *ravnodusnye). 
They met, even heard each other's poems - but remained indifferent.' 

At the opposite extreme from copular 'be', predicatives may report a 
circumstantial property of the subject, commonly the subject of a verb of 
motion or transfer. Circumstantials require the instrumental of nouns and 
nominalized adjectives, such as взрослая/vzroslaja 'adult' in: 

Уже взрослой Цветаева часто видела умершего Александра Блока 
живым./Uže vzrosloj Cvetaeva často videla umeršego Aleksandra Bloka živym. 
4Even as an adult Cvetaeva often saw the deceased Aleksandr Blok alive.' 

Circumstantials prefer but do not require the nominative long form with 
adjectives: он вернулся возмущённый/ón vernulsja vozmuscennyj 'he 
returned agitated'. 

The possibilities for predicatives referring to a nominative subject of a 
finite verb are summarized in table 15.14. 

Predicatives can be predicated of an object, usually in the instrumental, 
as in ж и в ы м ^ ^ у т 'alive' above, though adjectives occasionally allow 
accusative: мужчин погоняли голодных/тийст pogonjali golodnyx 
'(they) drove the men off hungry'. 

4.4 Coordination and comitativity 
Coordination is effected by a conjunction - conjunctive и/i 'and' (or 
folkloric да/da), adversative но/по 'but', adversative a /a 'but (rather)', 
disjunctive или/ili 'or', negative ни/ni 'not (even)' - placed before the last 
conjunct. When и/i, или/ili or ни/ni are repeated before two or more 
conjuncts, the effect is emphatic, approximately 'both jcand y', 'either jcor 
y', 'neither jenor y', respectively, as in я не хотел ни есть, ни пить, ни 
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Table 15.14 Morphological options for predicatives 

Noun Noun Adjective Adjective Adjective 
NOM INST NOM INST short 

Copula (present 
tense) + * + • + 

Copula (other 
tense) ± + + + + 

Epistemological * + ? + ± 
Aspectual * + ? + ± 
Circumstantial * + + ± * 

спать/ja ne xotel ni est', ni pit', ni spat' 'I did not want to eat nor drink 
nor sleep'. With a single conjunct, и/i and ни/ni compare the given entity 
with other, virtual ones: третьего марта отрёкся от престола и его 
брат/tret'ego marta otreksja ot prestola i ego brat 'on the third of March 
his brother also renounced the throne'. 

Under coordination of predicates with a shared subject, there are no 
particular constraints other than semantic compatibility. When two predi-
cates share an object as well as subject, they must govern the same case. 
Hence conjunction of two predicates governing the accusative is possible: 
она не переставала любить и уважать ero/ona ne perestavala ljubit' 
i uvažat' ego 'she never ceased to love and respect him'. Predicates govern-
ing dative (благоволить/blagovolit' 'be favourably inclined to') and 
accusative (уважать/uvažat' 'respect') cannot be conjoined with a single 
object pronoun, regardless of whether dative ему/етй or accusative его/ 
ego is used: она не переставала благоволить и уважать |*ему ~ 
*eró}/ona ne perestavala blagovolit' i uvažat' {*emii ~ *ego} 'she never 
ceased being favourably inclined to and respecting him'. 

Coordination is one context with variation in agreement. Conjoined 
subject arguments usually occur with plural predicates but singular agree-
ment with the conjunct closest to the predicate is possible, if the conjoined 
elements form a collective unit: 

Его поразило величие архитектуры и красота внутреннего убранства 
собора./Ego porazilo veličie arxitektiiry i krasota vnutrennego ubranstva sobóra. 
4 He was astounded by the grandeur of the architecture and the beauty of the 
decoration of the cathedral.' 

As in this example, singular agreement is more common with abstract 
nouns and more common with Verb I Subject order. 

The comitative expression - preposition с /s plus instrumental - achieves 
an effect similar to coordination of nouns. It is usual when one element is a 
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pronoun, which then is almost obligatorily plural with first and second 
persons and preferably plural with third. Thus, the plural pronoun in the 
following may have a single referent: они с Парнок живут в это время 
на даче/oni s Parnók živut v eto vremja na dače 'she and Parnok are 
living at the dacha then' or герой нашей первой любви с Мариной/ 
gerój našej pervoj ljubvi s Marinoj 'the hero of the first love of mine and 
Marina'; as in the latter instance, the comitative can detach from the 
pronoun. When the head of a subject comitative phrase is a singular noun, 
the predicate can be plural, indicating the parallel participation of two indi-
viduals, as in Лея со своим возлюбленным уезжали в тот же день/ 
Asja so svoim vozljublennym uezžali v tót že den' 'Asja with her beloved 
left the same day'; the singular (уезжала/иегйа1а in this example) focuses 
on the activities of the head noun alone. Agreement is correlated with 
parameters elsewhere applicable to contexts of optional agreement: 
SubjectlVerb order, animacy, individuation of conjuncts and individuating 
predicates favour plural agreement over the opposite values of these 
parameters (Corbett 1983). 

4.5 Subordination 
Subordinate clauses fulfil the same syntactic roles as lexical units; often a 
role can be filled by a finite clause or a non-finite one. 

Finite clauses functioning as circumstantial modifiers of the predicate 
are introduced by one of a number of subordinating conjunctions, which 
encode a mixed temporal-modal meaning; thus когда/kogda 'when' is 'on 
certain occasions' and/or 'under certain circumstances'. 

Finite attributive modifiers of nouns - that is, relative clauses - are 
formed usually with the interrogative pronoun котбрый/kotóryj, orig-
inally 'which of two', at the front of the relative clause, which normally 
follows the modified noun: все сказки, которые могла запомнить 
ключница/vse skazki, kotórye mogla zapomnit' ključnica, 'all the stories 
which the maid could recall'. Restrictive and non-restrictive senses are not 
distinguished, even by punctuation. Other interrogative pronouns (чей/čej 
'whose', что/ctó 'what', какой/kakój 'what kind o f , кто/któ 'who') can 
be pressed into service for specific purposes. For example, кто/któ 'who', 
which can only be used with personal masculine (or mixed-gender) ante-
cedents, defines a non-referential possible individual, and is usual with 
pronominal adjectives as heads: кто были те, к кому она yuma?/któ 
byli te, k komu ona ušla? 'who were those to whom she went?' 

Finite subordinate clauses, as arguments of predicates, can occur in 
positions where one would expect a subject, object or (with a place-
marking demonstrative) oblique argument: 

(Было неясно ~ Надо было решить ~ Она не интересовалась тем}, что 
и кому оставить, какие рукописи взять с собой./{Ву1о nejasno ~ Nado było 
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rešit' ~ Ona ne interesovalas' tem}, čto i komu ostavit', kakie rukopisi vzjat' s 
sobój. 
'{It was unclear ~ It was necessary to decide ~ She was not interested in} what to 
leave with whom, which manuscripts to take with her.' 

With such clauses, tense is normally internal - that is, determined relative 
to the time of the matrix event, not the speech event - there being no 
sequence of tense rule in Russian. In particular, an imperfective present is 
used when the embedded event is simultaneous with the matrix event: сын 
говорил, что не хочет уезжать/syn govoril, čto ne xocet uezžat' 'her 
son said he did not want to leave'. 

There are four types of governed infinitives, distinguished by the way 
the infinitival clause is linked to the matrix predicate. Infinitives occur: 

(a) as the central noun phrase of 'impersonal' modals, when the implicit 
subject of the infinitive is linked to the dative domain of the matrix predi-
cate; note the first embedding in: 

Мне иногда удавалось умолить её восстанавливать строки, 
искалеченные ею в угоду цензуре./Mne inogda udavalos' umolit' её 
vosstanavlivat' stroki, iskalecennye eju v ugódu cenzure. 
'It was sometimes successful for me to beseech her to restore lines mangled by her 
for the benefit of censorship.' 

(b) As object of intentional predicates, when the implicit subject of the 
infinitive is linked to the matrix subject: 

1 i i i i i i i i * Я изо всех сил пыталась понять её мысль, но так и не поняла./Ja izo vsex 
sil pytałaś' ponjat' её mysi', no tak i ne ponjala. 
'I tried with all my might to understand her idea, but even so did not understand.' 

(c) As object of predicates reporting imposition of modality (obligation, 
possibility or prohibition), with the implicit subject linked to the dative 
object of the matrix predicate: 
i ( 

Анна Андреевна давала каждой гостье прочесть «Последнюю 
любовь»./Anna Andreevna davala každoj góst'e pročest' «Poslednjuju Ijubov'». 
'Anna Andreevna let each guest read "Last Love"'. 

(d) Or as object of a predicate of request, where the implicit subject is 
linked to a matrix accusative object; an example is the middle portion of 
the sentence in (a) above (умолить её восстанавливать/umolit' её 
vosstanavlivat' 'beseech her to restore'). 

Clauses introduced by the conjunction 4To6bi/čtoby have the functions 
both of adverbs and of noun phrases. Purpose чтобы/ctóby clauses occur 
with infinitives or past finite verbs: как сделать, чтобы уход не 
заметили?/как sdelat', ctóby uxód ne zametih? 'what could be done so 
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that the departure would not be noticed?' Чтобы/ctóby clauses occur as 
arguments in variation with infinitives with certain matrix verbs: она 
попросила меня передать часики дяде/ona poprosila menja peredat' 
časiki djade 'she asked me to deliver the watch to her uncle' ~ она 
попросила меня, чтобы я передал часики дяде/ona poprosila 
menja, ctóby ja peredal časiki djade 'she asked of me that I deliver the 
watch to her uncle'. They are used when infinitives are not available, as 
they are not with хотёть/xotet' when its subject is not the same as that of 
the desired event (thus only она хотела, чтобы я передал часики 
дяде/ona xotela, ctóby ja peredal časiki djade 'she wanted that I should 
deliver the watch to her uncle' but not *она хотела меня передать 
часкик дядеЛопа xotela menja peredat' časiki djade 'she wanted me to 
deliver .. . '). They can occur in place of что/čto clauses if the matrix 
context is heavily modalized or negated, indicating the speaker's lack of 
credence in the truth of a normally factive complement: невероятно, 
чтобы Цветаева не читала ахматовских стихбв/neverojatno, ctóby 
Cvetaeva ne čitala axmatovskix stixov 'it's unlikely that Cvetaeva would 
not have read Axmatova's poetry'. 

Extraction, as the linkage between interrogative or relative pronouns 
and their source predicates has come to be known, is quite restricted in 
Russian. Although relativization is possible into the argument of an 
infinitive, such as строки, которые мне иногда удавалось умолить 
её восстанавливать .../stróki, kotórye mne inogda udavalos' umolit' её 
vosstanavlivat' . . . 'lines, which I sometimes managed to persuade her to 
restore ... ' , it is not possible into any finite clause; thus, constructed 
examples such as "строки, которые я хотела, чтобы она 
восстанавливала .. ./*stróki, kotórye ja xotela, ctóby ona vosstanavlivala 
. . . 'lines, which I wanted that she restore . . . ' are regarded by speakers as 
metalinguistic puzzles at best. 

4.6 Negation 
The negative particle не/пе can attach to any major constituent, with local 
scope. Thus Лизу не очень радовала перспектива переезда/Lizu ne 
očen' radovala perspektiva pereezda and Лизу очень не радовала 
перспектива переёзда/Lizu ócen' ne radovala perspektiva pereezda 
differ in the strength of displeasure ('Liza was not particularly pleased' 
versus 'very displeased by the prospect of moving'). 

Negation shows an affinity with genitive case marking in place of nomin-
ative for subjects of intransitives or accusative for objects of transitives (see 
Timberlake 1975 or the numerous other studies of the 'genitive of 
negation' listed in the bibliography of Corbett in Brecht and Levine 1985). 
Corresponding to the nominative subject of the positive intransitive 
подлинник письма сохранился/pódlinnik pis'ma soxranilsja 'the orig-
inal of the letter was preserved', under negation one can have, with differ-
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ent interpretations, either nominative or genitive. The nominative 
(подлинник письма не сохранился/pódlinnik pis'ma ne soxranilsja 'as 
for the original of the letter, it wasn't preserved') individuates the predicate 
and its subject - given a certain referent, the predicate states a negative 
property of it. The genitive, which implies default neuter singular in the 
predicate (подлинника письма не сохранилось/pódlinnika pis'ma ne 
soxranilos'), denies the existence of a kind of individual (accordingly, 'no 
original was preserved' or 'there was not preserved any original'). What 
case is selected under negation depends in part on the predicate. 'Be' 
sharply distinguishes the two options (see Chvany 1975). With predicative 
nouns and adjectives, which necessarily individuate the subject, only 
nominative is possible: я не был каким-нибудь необыкновенным 
ребёнком/ja пё byl kakim-nibud' neobyknovennym rebenkom 'I was not 
an unusual child', *меня не было каким-нибудь необыкновенным 
pe6eHKOM/*menja пё bylo kakim-nibud' neobyknovennym rebenkom 
being inconceivable. With domain phrases the interpretation is usually 
existential, so that genitive case occurs under negation almost obligatorily 
(as high as 99 per cent) with nouns, though less frequently with pronouns 
(70 per cent). Then the verb is neuter singular (in the past or future 
tenses); in the present tense, the synthetic form нёт/net expresses both 
negation and 'be' in its existential sense: его {нё было ~ нет} в 
K0HTÓpe/eg0 {пё bylo ~ net) v kontóre 'there was none of him in the 
office (= He was not ...) ' . Aspectualized copulas like 'remain' and 
'become' are similar. Other intransitives normally invoke the individuated 
reading, but can be existentialized with emphatic negation. Subjects of 
transitives are never put in the genitive. 

In parallel fashion, when one negates a transitive predicate normally 
taking an accusative object, such as он сохранил подлинник письма/ 
ón soxranil pódlinnik pis'ma 'he preserved the original of the letter', one 
can have either accusative or genitive: он не сохранил {подлинник ~ 
подлинника} письма/ón ne soxranil {pódlinnik - pódlinnika} pis'ma 
'he didn't preserve the original of the letter'. Though the accusative has 
been gaining ground, it still occurs less frequently than the genitive (in the 
order of one-fifth to one-third of examples in texts.) 

A genitive object negates the existence of the event involving the object 
or its result - он не сохранил подлинника письма/ón ne soxranil 
pódlinnika pis'ma 'he did not preserve the original of the letter (and the 
original does not exist)'. As a consequence, under emphatic negation, 
which proposes that a positive state of affairs might be entertained and then 
categorically dismisses it, the genitive is almost always used, even with 
personal nouns: во всё те дни я не помню ни папы, ни Лёры/vo vse 
te dni ja ne pómnju ni papy, ni Lery 'throughout all those days I remember 
neither Papa nor Laura'. Among predicates, имёть/imet' 'have', as a 
transitive existential, strongly prefers genitive. At the level of the object 
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argument, genitive is appropriate with non-individuated entities, such as 
with plural nouns and abstracts. 

The accusative is appropriate to the extent that the negated event is only 
one property which might be reported of an individual; it activates the 
possibility of other events. Thus in он не сохранил подлинник 
письма/ón ne soxranil pódlinnik pis'ma 'he failed to preserve the original 
of the letter', accusative suggests that non-preservation is merely one of the 
relevant properties of the entity, or that the event might easily have taken 
place. Accusative is required when the negated verb is contrasted with 
another verb, as in она не строила свою жизнь, она её выполняла/ 
ona ne stroiła svoju žizn', ona её vypolnjala 'she didn't construct her life, 
she performed it'; and accusative is usual when the force of negation is 
attenuated by particles (чуть не/čut' ne 'almost not' or едва не/edva ne 
'almost not') or in rhetorical questions, which presuppose the reality of the 
positive state of affairs: 

Джек Потрошитель! Кто не помнит это страшное HMFL!/Džek Potrošitel! 
Kto ne pomnit eto strašnoe imja! 
4Jack the Ripper! Who does not remember this terrible name!' 

At the predicate level, the accusative is required when the predicate 
governs an instrumental predicative. At the level of the noun phrase, 
proper and/or animate nouns usually appear in the accusative: в эти дни 
я совсем не помню Андрюшу/v eti dni ja sovsem ne pómnju 
Andijiišu 'during those days I do not remember Andijuša at all'. 

In some instances the context may not decide case choice, and instead 
the choice of case may impose a reading on the context: 

Помню поездку в театр. Самой пьесы я не помню. Память сохранила 
только впечатление от театра./Pómnju poezdku v teatr. Samój p esy ja ne 
pómnju. Pamjat' soxranila tól 'ko vpečatlenie ot teatra. 
'I recall a visit to the theatre. The play itself I do not remember. Memory has 
preserved only the impression of the theatre.' 

The genitive here denies the existence of any memory of a possible entity 
(the something that would be the essence of the play). Compare: 

• i i t i i I I 
Я не помню канву описанных Мариной событий, но жива в памяти 
юная романтика отношёний./Ja ne pómnju kanvu opisannyx Marinoj sobytij, 
no živa v pamjati junaja romantika otnošenij. 
41 do not recall the thread of the events Marina described, but still alive in my 
memory is the youthful romanticism of the story.' 

The accusative in this virtually identical context denies memory specifically 
of one entity ('the canvas', the thread of events), which is contrasted with 
another related entity which is in fact remembered. 
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4.7 Anaphora and pronouns 
Naming devices differ in the way in which they invite one to locate or 
construct a referent, from selecting a unique individual with multiple 
properties known independently to defining a possible individual by means 
of some contextually relevant property. 

Demonstratives (proximate этот/etot and distal тот/tót) differentiate 
the intended referent from other members of some class of possible 
entities; this process involves first establishing that class. Thus in 

Музей, наконец, открывался. Из всех детей это детище оказалось 
единственной неомрачённой радостью его старости./Muzej, nakonec, 
otkryvalsja. Iz vsex egó detej eto detišče okazałoś' edinstvennoj neomračennoj 
radost'ju egó starosti. 
The museum, finally, was about to open. Of all his children this child was the only 
untainted joy of his old age.' 

этот/etot establishes that a certain entity is to be reclassified as a member 
of the class of 'children', which is different from other members of that 
class. Тот/Tót is used, anaphorically, to identify the most recently 
mentioned member of a class (Лиза Марину Ивановну не знала, та 
ей представилась/Liza Marinu Ivanovnu ne znala, ta ej predstavilas' 
'Liza did not know Marina Ivanovna, that one (= M.I.) introduced herself 
to her (= L.)') and, cataphorically, to introduce an entity defined by a rela-
tive clause (в тех городах, куда эвакуировали население/v tex 
gorodax, kuda evakuirovali naselenie 'in those cities, to which the popu-
lation was evacuated'). 

In anaphora, the most interesting question concerns the use of implicit 
pronouns, or zero anaphora, in contrast to overt pronouns. In indirect 
speech, zero anaphora is usual when the embedded subject is the same as 
the secondary speaker. With zero, the speech is reported from the per-
spective of the secondary speaker: она сказала, что разденется сама/ 
ona skazała, čto razdenetsja sama 'she said that (she) would undress by 
herself'. When, occasionally, the overt pronoun is used, as in 

Он уверял, что рн знает гораздо более, нежели можно было ей 
предполагать./On uveijal, čto ón znaet gorazdo bólee, neželi možno bylo ej 
predpolagat'. 
4He assured (her) that he knew more than she might suppose.' 

the indirect speech becomes a looser paraphrase of the sense of the gentle-
man's banter. 

Zero anaphora also occurs in connected texts: 

... Ольга Ивановна не любила думать о неприятном и почти никогда не 
думала. Избегала разговоров о болезнях, а когда мужу или дочери 
случалось хворать, говорила с ними так, точно они всё выдумывают. 
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Разумеется, при этом окружала их самым заботливым уходом. 
фна недурно играла на пианофорте. 

. . . Ol ga Ivanovna ne ljubila dumaf о neprijatnom i počti nikogda ne diimala. 
Izbegala razgovorov о boleznjax, a kogda mužu ili dočeri slučalos' xvorat ', govorila 
s nimi tak, točno oni vse vydiimyvaet. Razumeetsja, pri čtom okružala ix samym 
zabotlivym uxodom. 

Ona nedurno igrala na pianoforte. 
"... Ol'ga Ivanovna did not like to think about anything unpleasant and almost 
never thought. (She) avoided conversations about illness, and when her husband or 
daughter should happen to be under the weather, (she) talked with them as if they 
were making it all up. Of course at the same time (she) surrounded them with the 
most attentive care. 

'She played tolerably on the pianoforte.' 

In this extended description, zero pronouns are used consistently so long as 
the referent remains uniquely identifiable and the text continues in the 
same thematic vein - here, the protagonist's attitude towards uncontrol-
lable events; the overt pronoun in the final sentence announces a shift to 
the new theme of her accomplishments. 

4.8 Reflexives and reciprocals 
Russian has two reflexive pronouns, an independent pronoun (there being 
no nominative, the citation form is себя/sebja (GEN)) and a possessive 
adjective (CBĆ)ń/svój (M NOM SG)). In the vast majority of sentences, the 
antecedent of a reflexive is the subject of that clause; thus the mother 
recognizes herself and her attributes in Мать угадывала в Марине 
себя со своими сложностями/Mat' ugadyvala v Marine sebja so 
svoimi složnostjami 'Mother recognized in Marina herself with her own 
complications'. Complementarily, a non-reflexive cannot refer to the 
subject; non-reflexives above (. . . угадывала её с её сложностями/.. . 
ugadyvala её s её složnostjami) would mean that the mother recognized 
some other person in her daughter. This complementarity holds in finite 
clauses with third-person subjects, and for first- and second-person ante-
cedents with the independent pronoun. Almost all syntactic relations are 
accessible to reflexives, including various obliques; linear order is irrele-
vant, in that the reflexive can occur before its antecedent (see in general 
Падучева/Padučeva 1985: 180-208). 

Complications arise when the syntactic relations between pronoun and 
antecedent fall short of this ideal. Then, generally, both reflexive and non-
reflexive can be used with the same denotation, but with an additional 
nuance. A non-reflexive specifies a unique individual defined outside the 
current text. (The non-reflexive can still refer to some other individual.) A 
reflexive describes a procedure for selecting a referent in terms of the ante-
cedent. Thus, in the example below, with first- (or second-) person ante-
cedent, a non-reflexive possessive adjective is appropriate because the 
speaker's reckoning with his charges is independently defined: 
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Я заметил и положительные последствия моей расправы с двумя 
колонистами./Ja zametil i poloźitelnye posledstvija moej raspravy s dvumja 
kolonistami. 
i noticed also positive consequences of my dealing with the two members of the 
colony.' 

A reflexive invokes a distributive situation, in which a set of possessed 
objects is defined in relation to a set of possessors including the speaker: Я 
горжусь долей своего участия в украшении земли/Ja goržus' dolej 
svoego učastija v ukrašenii zemli 'I take pride in the fraction of my own 
participation in the beautification of the land'. 

While the subject is the natural antecedent for reflexives within finite 
clauses, certain predicate-argument relations differ. In passives, reflexives 
can be anteceded by the passive agent as well as by the surface subject. In 
ordinary transitives, when the domain (source or goal) is the same as the 
direct object, a possessive adjective is normally non-reflexive, but an 
independent pronoun is reflexive: 

Цветаева противопоставляет Казанову не только его ничтожному 
окружению в замке, но и его - самому себё./Cvetaeva protivopostavljaet 
Kazanovu ne tol'ko ego ničtožnomu okruženiju v zamke, no i ego - samomu sebe. 
'Cvetaeva opposes Casanova not only to his insignificant surroundings in the castle, 
but also (opposes) him to himself.' 

But the possessive adjective can be reflexive in a distributive situation: 

Начальство теперь беспокоилось лишь об одном - скорее развести 
пьяных по своим судам./Načal'stvo teper' bespokóilos' liš' ob odnóm - skoree 
razvesti p janyx po svoim sudam. 
The authorities were concerned now with just one thing - how to get the drunken 
men back to their (own) ships as soon as possible.' 

With quantifying, existential and modal predicates, the natural ante-
cedent is the domain, expressed by dative or y/u plus genitive. Reflexive 
for the independent pronoun is usual: у него не оставалось времени 
для себя/u nego ne ostavalos' vremeni dlja sebja 'for him there remained 
no time for himself'. Possessive adjectives are also typically reflexive, inas-
much as what exists, or is required, or occurs in sufficient quaptity, is a type 
of thing defined by virtjue of its relation to the antecedent: Асе хватало 
своих бед и забот/Ase xvatalo svoix bed i zabót 'for Asja there was 
enough of her own cares and troubles'. 

In non-finite clauses (verbal adverbs, infinitives, participles), the implicit 
subject is the antecedent for a reflexive: 

Поручив себя и свою поэзию Гению, Цветаева утвердила сознание себя 
поэтом, не поэтессой./Poručiv sebja i svoju poeziju Geniju, Cvetaeva utverdila 
osoznanie sebja poetom, ne poetessoj. 
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'Having commended herself and her poetry to the Muse, Cvetaeva confirmed the 
conception of herself as a poet, not just as a poetess.' 

As the third reflexive above shows, the implicit agent of deverbal nouns 
antecedes reflexives. Infinitives whose implicit subject is an object of the 
matrix clause allow the subject of the matrix clause to antecede a reflexive 
(as well as the implicit subject of the infinitive). To illustrate, consider the 
following frame: 

Она передать золотые часики (своему ~ её) дяде./Опа 
peredat' zolotye časiki (svoemu - её) djade. 
'She to deliver the gold watch to (her own ~ her) uncle.' 

With an auxiliary-like verb such as дала мне/dala mne 'let me', the reflex-
ive своему/svoemu would be normal. At the other extreme, with a matrix 
verb which makes a request of an accusative object, such as попросила 
меня/poprosila menja 'asked me', the non-reflexive её/её would be the 
preferred (but not exclusive) possibility. In between, with a verb which 
imposes an action on a dative object, such as велела мне/velela mne 
'ordered me', either would be possible. The non-reflexive means the uncle 
is already known; the reflexive defines the destination for the watch ('to 
deliver the watch to that person defined as her uncle'). 

Reciprocal друг друг-Zdrug drug- (whose first component is an 
indeclinable that moves to the left of prepositions) has a distribution similar 
to себя/sebja. It occurs in any argument position with a subject ante-
cedent: они дарили друг другу свой жизни до встрёчи/oni darili 
drug drugu svoi žizni do vstreči 'they gave each other their own lives before 
they met'. And it can occur with certain non-subject antecedents: что 
привлекло их друг к другу?/&о privleklo ix drug k drugu? 'what was it 
that attracted them to each other?' 

4.9 Possession 
At the sentence level, possession is normally expressed by the existential 
construction. The possessed entity is the subject whose existence is asserted 
relative to the domain of some individual - the possessor, approximately -
expressed by the preposition y/u plus genitive (when the possessor is 
animate): у неё было всё, о чём можно мечтать/u пеё bylo vse, о 
čem možno mečtat' 'by her there was (= she had) everything one could 
dream of'. As a kind of existential construction, the word order 
DomainlVerblSubject is usual. No overt verb is necessary in the present 
tense, though the relic form есть/ćst' can be added to emphasize existence 
of the entity against the contrary presupposition. The possessed entity 
appears in the genitive under negation: такой жизненной школы у неё 
ещё не было/takój žiznennoj śkóly u пеё ešče ne bylo 'by her there still 
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had not been any such experience in the school of life (= she still had not 
had.. .) ' . 

Transitive имёть/imet' 'have' is used in idioms in which the possessed 
entity is an abstract quality, possession of which is a property of the 
possessor, such as иметь {честь ~ возможность ~ влияние ~ 
aBTopHTĆTj/imet' {čest' ~ vozmožnost' - vlijanie ~ avtoritet} Чо have 
the {honour ~ possibility ~ influence ~ authority}'. Deviations occur in 
both directions. The existential construction individuates an abstract 
quality: и был у него ещё один талант: талант превращения/i byl 
u negó ešče odin talant: talant prevraščenija 'and there was by him (= he 
had) yet another talent: the talent of transformation'. Conversely, with a 
noun for which the existential construction is usual, имёть/imet' can be 
used if the syntax demands it, such as under coordination: жил он в 
бедности, делал переводы, не имел быта/žil ón v bednosti, delal 
perevody, ne imel byta 'he lived in poverty, did translations, didn't have a 
home'. 

At the level of the argument, two formal devices are available, 
possessive adjective and adnominal genitive. (A third option - no overt 
marker of the possessor - is often invoked with inalienable (body-part) 
possession, under conditions similar to the use of zero for subjects.) For 
first and second persons and the reflexive, the possessive adjectives agree in 
case, gender and number with the head (which normally follows): нашего 
шествия/našego šestvija 'our (N GEN SG) procession (N GEN SG)', свою 
картину/svoju kartinu 'one's own (F ACC SG) picture (F ACC SG)'. The 
third-person forms are invariant and identical to the genitive: их 
шествия/ix šestvija 'their procession', их картину/ix kartinu 'their 
picture'. 

When the possessor is a noun, it is usual to use the genitive (after the 
possessed noun): от имени Мандельштама/ot imeni Mandel'štama 'in 
the name of Mandel'štam'. Possessive adjectives can be formed from some 
nouns, most readily with declension II diminutives. In она понимала, 
что окружающие осуждают и винят её в смерти Ирины/опа 
ponimala, čto okružajuščie osuždajut i vinjat её v smerti Iriny 'she under-
stood that people around her condemned her and blamed her for the death 
of Irina', the genitive reflects the opinion of others. Possessive adjectives 
suggest the speaker's familiarity with the possessor, as in: Иринина 
смерть сыграла огромную роль в мамином отъезде за границу/ 
Irmina smert' sygrala ogrómnuju ról' v maminom ot'ezde za granicu 
'Irina's death played an enormous role in Mama's emigration'. 

Like predicates, nouns govern noun phrases. Obvious deverbals govern 
the same oblique cases as their source predicates (for example, 
стремление к полному обладанию чем-нибудь/stremlenie k 
pólnomu obladaniju čem-nibud' 'the striving for complete possession of 
something', from стремиться к чему/stremit'sja k čemu 'to strive for 
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something' and обладать чем/obladat' čem Чо possess something'). In 
the deverbal of an intransitive, a genitive corresponds to the subject 
(увлечение Марины/uvlečenie Mariny 'the infatuation of Marina', from 
reflexive intransitive увлечься/uvleč'sja 'to be carried away'). Deverbals 
of transitives with two nominal arguments look passive - agent in the 
instrumental, patient in the genitive (окончание им гимназии/ 
okončanie im gimnazii 'completion of the gymnasium by him'). 

4.10 Quantification 
Syntactically, quantifiers are neither fish nor fowl; in some respects they 
behave like nouns, in others like modifiers of the quantified noun (see in 
general Мельчук/МеГсик 1985). It is useful to distinguish four groups: 
approximates (несколько/neskol'ko 'some', MHÓro/mnogo 'many', 
мало/та1о 'few'); paucal numerals (четыре/cetyre '4', три/tri '3', два/ 
dva ~ две/dve '2', also ó6a/óba ~ ó6e/óbe 'both'); ordinary numerals 
(пять/pjat' '5', девятнадцать/devjatnadcat' '19', семьдесят/ 
sem'desjat '70' and the like); and collectives (flBoe/dvoe 'twosome, pair', 
Tpóe/tróe 'threesome, triplet' and so on). At the margins of quantifiers in 
the narrow sense are один/odin 'one' (plural 'some'), некоторый/ 
nekotoryj 'certain' or многие/mnógie 'many (individual)', which agree in 
case, gender and number with their head. The large numerals миллион/ 
million 'million' and тысяча/tysjaca 'thousand' normally have the syntax 
of nouns, so they take genitive plural of the quantified noun in all cases 
(though тысяча/tysjaca residually allows quantifier syntax). 

True quantifiers are defined primarily by their sensitivity to case. When 
the quantifier phrase occurs where one expects oblique case - genitive, 
dative, locative or instrumental - the quantifier, like any modifier, adopts 
the same oblique case as the quantified noun: (строение о двух окнах/ 
stroenie о dvux oknax 'a building with two windows', с пятью 
сидевшими офицерами/s pjat'ju sidevšimi oficerami 'with five seated 
officers', больше шести лет/bol'še šesti let 'for more than six years'). 
When the quantifier phrase is in a direct case - nominative or accusative -
the quantifier itself is nominative(-accusative), the quantified noun genitive 
and usually plural. With paucals, however, the noun is singularized 
(четыре солдата раб0тали/сеф*е soldata rabótali 'four soldiers were 
working'); this is the reflex of an older construction in which the numeral 
'2' and noun were nominative dual, a form which was often formally iden-
tical with the genitive singular. 

Agreement of modifiers in direct cases is largely consistent across quan-
tifiers. Pronominal adjectives preceding the quantifier are nominative-
accusative plural. Adjectives between quantifier and quantified noun are 
genitive plural: эти пять последних писем/feti pjat'f poslednix pisem 
'those five last letters', эти два последних письма/ёй dva poslednix 
pis'ma 'those two last letters'; with the combination of paucals and 
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feminine nouns, however, nominative plural is preferred; эти две первые 
и три последние строки/eti dve pervye i tri poślednie stroki 'those two 
first and the three last lines'. 

Only masculine два/dva versus feminine две/dvć '2' in direct cases and 
masculine ó6a/óba versus feminine ó6e/óbe 'both' in all cases reflect the 
gender of the quantified noun. Animacy differentiates quantifiers. In the 
accusative, paucals and collectives obligatorily adopt the genitive, in which 
instance the noun is genitive plural rather than singular, while higher 
numerals like пять/pjat' retain the nominative-accusative: он держит 
{двух ~ пять) соловьев у себя в комнате/ón deržit {dvux ~ pjat'} 
solov'ev u sebja v komnatę 'he keeps {two - five} nightingales in his 
room'. With approximates (сколькоЛкоГко 'how many') the animate 
accusative applies optionally. 

Quantifiers allow in principle two agreement patterns in the predicate. 
Default neuter singular agreement merely establishes the existence of a 
certain quantity: по дороге ехало два экипажа/ро doróge exalo dva 
fekipaža 'there were two conveyances travelling on the road'. Plural agree-
ment reports participation of differentiated entities: 

По дороге ехали два экипажа. В передней карете сидели две женщины. 
Одна была госпожа, другая - горничная./Po doróge exali dva čkipaža. V 
perednej karete sideli dve ženščiny. Odna była gospoža, drugaja - gorničnaja. 
'On the road two conveyances were travelling. In the front carriage two women 
were sitting. One was a lady, the other - a maidservant.' 

Quantifiers differ in preference, depending on how natural an individuated 
reading is; the smaller and more precise the quantifier, the more likely 
plural agreement is. Predicates also show different preferences. Existentials 
and modals strongly prefer singular (92 per cent in count); other intransi-
tives vary (52 per cent singular). Transitives almost always take plural (only 
9 per cent singular), as do copular predicates with predicative nouns or 
adjectives. Agreement further correlates with word order: VerblSubject 
order, usually existential, favours default agreement, while Subject I Verb is 
more tolerant of plural (see Corbett 1983). 

The use of collectives in opposition to ordinary cardinals is possible only 
for masculine (or mixed) referents, and is encouraged by: small quantities; 
direct (as opposed to oblique) case; animacy; low stylistic status; adjectival 
declension; and, within masculines, declension II (Зализняк/Zaliznjak 
1977: 66-7). A collective imputes the sense that the grouping is natural 
and organic, and not merely a random collection of entities. 

The behaviour of complex numerals is determined largely by the last 
member. Thus the noun is genitive singular with a paucal (двадцать три 
соседа молчат за дверьми/dvadcat' tri soseda molčat za dver'mi 
'twenty-three neighbours were silent behind doors') but plural with an 
ordinary numeral (двадцать пять соседей/dvadcat' pjat' sosedej 
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Table 15.15 Quantifier matrix 

Oblique Animate Plural Singularized Gender 
agreement accusative agreement noun agreement 

большинство/ 
bol šinstvo 

пять/pjat' 
несколько/ 

neskol ko 
ABoe/dvoe 
три/tri 
два/dva ~ 

двё/dve 
один/odin 

'twenty-five neighbours'). They are supposed to decline all parts in oblique 
cases, but there is a tendency to restrict declension to the last member 
(Comrie and Stone 1978: 95-6). 

The properties of quantifiers are summarized in table 15.15, which is 
approximately a cline with the diagonal from top left to bottom right 
reflecting decreasing nominality and increasing adjectivity. 

5 Lexis 

5.1 General composition of the word-stock 
The lexicon of Modern Russian is to a large extent constructed from roots 
of Proto-SIavonic provenance, though much of it may have been formed by 
productive processes in the history of Russian. On the general history of 
the lexicon, see Kiparsky (1963-75, III), Vlasto (1986: ch. 5) and, for the 
recent history, Comrie and Stone (1978: ch. 5). 

5.2 Patterns of borrowing 
There are multiple layers and sources of borrowings. Church Slavonicisms, 
whether genuine or neologistic, occupy a special layer in the lexicon of 
Modern Russian. A recognizable Church Slavonicism still has the function 
of making the stylistic register more formal or pompous. After Church 
Slavonicisms, the most important layer is the last three centuries of Euro-
pean borrowings, in some instances from specific languages, often from a 
generalized European vocabulary. Direct borrowings from other Slavonic 
languages are insignificant, except seventeenth-century borrowings from 
Polish, which in turn often have their source in Czech, German or Latin. 

Contiguous languages (such as Finnic) have contributed some etyma, 
usually on a regional level. The most salient derive from Turkic languages 

+ 
? ± 

+ + + 
± + + 

± ± ± 
* 
* 

+ 

+ + + + + + + 
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during the Mongol period; familiar examples include деньга/den'ga 
'coin', чума/сита 'plague' and изюм/izjum 'raisins'. 

5.3 Incorporation of borrowings 
Borrowings assimilate reasonably well to Russian phonology, although 
vowel reduction and palatalization before / e / may be held in abeyance and 
geminate consonants maintained. Morphologically, verbs and adjectives 
are borrowed in suffixed form, and so are regular. Nouns are declined if 
their structure allows them to be assigned to declension Ia or II. Thus, 
фиорд/fiord 'fiord' and флора/flora 'flora' decline but хобби/xobbi 
'hobby', табу/tabu 'taboo' and протеже/proteže 'protege' do not. Nouns 
which could fit declension lb, like динамо/dinamo 'dynamo' and кино/ 
kino 'cinema', are not declined except in non-standard speech. Inde-
clinables are neuter except animates, which use referential gender. 

5.4 Lexical fields 

5.4.1 Colour terms 
Colour terms differ in abstractness, connotations, frequency, morpho-
logical productivity and psychological accessibility (see Corbett and 
Morgan 1988, with references). Unrestricted are белый/bćlyj 'white', 
чёрный/сёгпу] 'black', красный/krasnyj 'red', синий/sinij 'blue', 
зелёный/zelenyj 'green' and жёлтый/йёку] 'yellow'. Two additional, 
typologically surprising, terms belong in this group of basic terms: серый/ 
seryj 'grey' and голуббй/golubój 'sky-blue', a lighter and paler colour 
than синий/sinij. These eight rank at the top of operational tests of 
frequency, derivational productivity (only these eight form attenuatives like 
черноватый/cernovatyj 'blackish', чёрненький/сёгпеп'ку 'a little 
black') and psychological accessibility to speakers (except for серый/sćryj 
'grey', which connotes indistinctness of light). 

After this, some uncertainty, and some interesting complexity, sets in. In 
the brown range, KopH4HeBbiń/korićnevyj, originally a reddish brown 
derived from 'cinnamon', is expanding, in part at the expense of бурый/ 
buryj, which characterizes not so much a specific hue as a dull or mottled 
appearance. Terms translating English purple are not completely abstract: 
пурпурный/purpurnyj retains imperial connotations; багровый/ 
bagrovyj, a purplish red glossed as 'crimson', is the colour of flushed cheeks 
and hands, blood or dawn; лиловый/Ыслгу)' 'lilac' and фиолетовый/ 
fioletovyj 'violet' are still associated with florae. The last, however, is 
becoming more general. Opaнжeвый/oranževyj 'orange' still seems a 
compromise between yellow and red. Certain entities that are orange in 
English (jaguars, carrots, apricots, oranges themselves) were described in 
pre-revolutionary encyclopedias as красно-жёлтый/кггюпо-йёку! 'red-
yellow' or the like; some, but not all, of these have become 'orange' in the 
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most recent encyclopedia. 'Pink' (pÓ30Bbiń/rozovyj) belongs to this tran-
sitional group as well. 

Evidently, after the eight basic colour terms, four additional terms -
коричневый/koricnevyj, розовый/rozovyj, фиолетовый/fioletovyj 
and оранжевый/огапйех^ - are less-than-basic terms which are moving 
towards greater integration. 

5.4.2 Kinship terms 
Russian kinship is rich in lexical variants (diminutives) whose usage varies 
in different contexts - in address, definition and ordinary reference, and in 
domestic and public situations. Отец/otec 'father' and мать/mat' 
'mother' are neutral, but nana/papa and м а м а / т а т а (and their diminu-
tives) would be more usual in a domestic context. Children are сын/syn 
'son' and A04b/d0č' 'daughter' (or diminutives). For collective plural 
reference, дети/dćti 'children' and родители/roditeli 'parents' are usual. 
Grandparents are normally referred to by the diminutives дедушка/ 
deduška 'grandfather' and бабушка/babuška 'grandmother'. Grand-
children are внук/vnuk 'grandson' and внучка/vnučka 'granddaughter'. 
Marital partners are individually муж/muž 'husband' and жена/žena 
'wife', collectively супруги/suprugi 'spouses'. Siblings are брат/brat 
'brother' and сестра/sestra 'sister'. Дядя/djadja 'uncle' and тётя/tetja 
'aunt' are either mother's or father's siblings; their children are 
племянник/plemjannik 'nephew' and племянница/plemjannica 'niece'. 

The modifier двоюродный/dvojurodnyj 'second-degree' characterizes 
relationships with an additional generation up and down between ego and 
the relative. With брат/brat or cecTpa/sestra, it identifies first cousins; 
with племянник/plemjannik or племянница/plemjannica, child of first 
cousin (first cousin once removed). The modifier, used to define a 
relationship, is not essential in ordinary reference or address. Thus, in the 
chapter of Family Chronicle relating the unfortunate marriage of the 
female cousin of his grandfather, Aksakov first uses двоюродный брат/ 
dvojurodnyj brat and двоюродная cecTpa/dvojurodnaja sestra, but once 
the relationship has been established, he omits the modifier. Aksakov also 
states that his grandfather addressed his cousin with diminutives like 
сестрица/sestrica. 

5.4.3 Body parts 
Much of Russian's terminology for body parts corresponds to English 
reference: голова/golova 'head', нос/nós 'nose', yxo/uxo 'ear' (with an 
archaic remnant of dual morphology in the nominative plural уши/uši), 
рот/rót 'mouth', шёя/šeja 'neck' and сёрдце/serdce 'heart'. Грудь/ 
grud' covers English 'chest' as well as 'breast'. Bcwioc/volos 'hair', more 
strictly a count noun than in English, is normally used in the plural (for 
example, in describing hair colour), the singular being reserved for 'a 
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strand of hair'. Глаз/glaz 'eye' (nominative plural глаза/glaza), originally 
the eyeball, has long since displaced око/око (nominative plural очи/ 
oči). The two were still in variation into the nineteenth century. In Puškin's 
Evgenij Onegin, глаза/glaza refers to eyes as instruments of physical 
perception, with which one reads or merely looks. With очи/oči one gazes 
actively or reflects a sad thought. In an identical collocation, the insensitive 
general does not take his глаза/glaza from Tat'jana, but this perceptive 
heroine does not take her очи/oči from Onegin. 

As is well known, Russian uses a single word рука/гика to refer to what 
English would differentiate as 'arm' and 'hand' and Hora/noga for 'leg' 
and 'foot'. (Палец/ра1ес is the digit indifferently of hand or foot.) Though 
the extremities can be specified as кисть/kist' and ступня/stupnja, 
respectively, the terms are infrequent. Wben one hears Russians say in 
English 'I twisted the hands of my colleagues', one suspects that they think 
of the limbs and extremities without differentiation. Thus Turgenev writes 
of an acquaintance that he exuded Russianness down 'to his puffy short-
fingered ручки/ručki and his nimble нбжки/nožki with thick calves'. The 
modifiers force an English translation with 'hands' and 'legs', obscuring 
what Turgenev evidently saw as a parallelism between the upper and lower 
limbs. 

6 Dialects 
Several layers of innovations can be distinguished in Russian dialects, 
reflecting shifting political affiliations and demographic movement (see 
Орлова/Orlova 1970: 223-37; Vlasto 1986: ch. 6). The oldest changes in 
East Slavonic spread from the south-west to the north-east, leaving behind 
isoglosses that bifurcate the Russian language area laterally in the middle. 
As the northern outposts of Kievan civilization become autonomous, they 
become centres for linguistic innovation. The next layer of changes, 
accordingly, are either eastern (extending north and south from Rostov, 
Suzdal' and Vladimir) or western (distributed in an arc from the south-
west through Pskov and Novgorod and on into the north and even into the 
north-east, following the path of colonization in the thirteenth to mid-
fifteenth centuries). A third layer of innovation is due to the spread of 
Muscovite norms, which often eroded earlier dialect features. As a conse-
quence, eastern changes are often discontinuous around Moscow, and 
western features are better preserved in the south-western lands affiliated 
with the Grand Duchy of Lithuania and in the remote north-east than in 
their original centre around Pskov and Novgorod. 

Of the early changes, southernmost is the change of *д > y, a general 
East Slavonic innovation that reached a line that starts south of Pskov 
(56°N) and continues east-southeastwards passing just below Moscow. 
Next comes the northern limit for аканье/акап'е - merger of / a / and / о / 
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after hard consonants in first pre-tonic position; the isogloss, parallel to *g 
> у* starts between Pskov and Novgorod in the west and runs above 
Moscow. 

Well within the akan'e area is the northern limit of dissimilation in 
unstressed vocalism, similar but not identical for position after hard and 
position after soft consonant. The most archaic (Obojansk) type uses a low 
vowel in positions before non-low /i, u, ё, о/ , a high vowel before non-
high /а, e, o / : пятнб/pjatnó 'spot' and неси/nesi 'carry!' have [a] for the 
first pre-tonic vowel, marked here in bold, but взяла/vzjala '(she) took' 
and глядят/gljadjat '(^ey) look' have [I]. The notoriously variegated 
types of dissimilative vocalism can be derived by adjusting the classes of 
conditioning vowels. To the north of the dissimilative region, unstressed 
vocalism is non-dissimilative: western central dialects (Pskov) have strong 
яканье/jakan'e (пятнб/pjatnó, неси/nesi, взяла/vzjala, глядят/ 
gljadjat, with consistent [a]), the mid central dialects (Moscow) иканье/ 
ikan'e (consistent [!]) and intermediate dialects transitional types, such as 
the 'moderate' principle ([a] before hard consonant in MTHÓ/pjatnó, 
взяла/vzjala, [i] before soft in неси/nesi, глядят/gljadjat). 

Synchronically, Russian dialects are classified first into two macro-
dialects, or dialect complexes (нарёчие/пагёае), which are separated by a 
narrow intermediate zone, and then further into regional dialects 
(говоры/govory) (see Аванесов and Орлова/Avanesov and Orlova 
1965). The southern macro-dialect, defined positively by the change of 
*д > у and unrestricted akan'e, divides into three south-western dialects 
(western; Upper Dnepr; Upper Desna), one mid (Kursk-Orel) and one 
eastern dialect (Rjazan'), with additional transitional dialects. The northern 
macro-dialect, defined negatively by the absence of both *g > у ап(* akan'e 
(hence оканье/окап'е, the distinction of atonic / о / and 
/ a / after hard consonants), divides into north-western (Ladoga-Tixvin), 
Vologda and Kostroma dialects, with additional transitional regions. In 
between the two macro-dialects is the central zone (центральные 
говоры/central'nye govory), which is defined by the absence of *g > у 
and by partial akan'e; it divides into eastern (Vladimir; the eastern akan'e 
dialect) and western (Novgorod; Pskov; Gdov; historical Tver') dialects. 
This classification, shown in map 15.1, applies only to older, European, 
Russia, a funnel-shaped area bounded in the south-west and west by the 
political boundaries with the Ukraine and Belorussia, in the north by 62°N, 
and in the east by a line which, starting at 46°E, angles first south by 
eastwards and then southwestwards to Voronež. The far north continues 
features from adjacent areas to the south. The areas to the south-east and 
east (and ultimately Siberia) are dialectally mixed, since they have been 
settled from the sixteenth century on by heterogeneous populations. 

Some innovations correlate approximately with the division into 
northern and southern macro-dialects. The south neutralizes the oblique 
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Source: Avanesov and Orlova/Аванесов and Орлова 1965 

Northern dialects Southern dialects 
1 Ladoga-Tixvin 12 western 
2 northern transitional zone 13 Upper Dnepr 
3 Vologda 14 Upper Desna 
4 Kostroma 15 southwestern transitional zone 

16 Kursk-Orel 
Central dialects 17 southeastern transitional zone 

5 Gdov 18 Rjazan' 
6 Novgorod 
7 Pskov 
8 Seliger-Toržok 
9 Tver' 

10 Vladimir 
11 eastern akan'e 

Map 15.1 Russian Dialects 
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cases (except the instrumental) of first and second persons singular and 
reflexive pronouns, while the north distinguishes two forms, approximately 
following the *g > у isogloss. Some dialects fail to distinguish the reflex of 
the first palatalization and *tj (both normally č) from the reflex of the 
second palatalization (normally c); western central dialects have [c] and 
the north-east [ę] for both. Given the geography, this цоканье/сокап'е is 
probably a north-western archaism reflecting the incomplete development 
of the second palatalization. Only northern okan'e dialects have experi-
enced loss of intervocalic / j / and vowel contraction (думает/dumaet 
'(he/she) thinks' > [maiet > maet > maat > mat]); this is evidently an eastern 
(Rostov-Suzdal'-Vladimir) innovation. Northern dialects merge dative 
and instrumental plural in adjectives and often nouns (maximally к ~ с 
новым домам/k ~ s novym domam Чо - with the new houses'). This 
feature, not attested in the extreme north-east, is a late western innovation. 
In general, northern features that are not archaisms are either eastern or 
western innovations. 

Differences in consonantism (other than * g > у) are typically western or 
eastern innovations. The progressive palatalization of velars after soft 
consonants (Ванькя/Van'kja 'Vanja (DIMIN)', чайкя/čajkja 'seagull', 
with [Щ ) is an eastern innovation found in an elongated north-south swath 
from the southern border of Russian as far north as Vologda. This swath, 
however, is discontinuous around Moscow. Most widely distributed of the 
western innovations shared with Belorussian is the loss of palatalized labials 
word-finally, attested in a continuous arc from the south-west through the 
western central dialects on into the north-east. In the south-west and in 
significant pockets in the north-east, hard /1/ became / w / syllable-finally: 
волк/volk 'wolf' > [vouk]. This feature may once have been distributed 
continuously from the south-west to the north-east but interrupted in the 
central western dialects by Muscovite influence. 

In syntax, of greatest curiosity value is the use of the nominative case of 
declension II nouns for objects of impersonal infinitives, as in надо земля 
naxaTb/nado zemlja paxat' 'it is necessary to plough the land'. The 
construction is now found only in north-eastern dialects, but it was earlier 
attested in Novgorodian chancery documents. This construction may be a 
caique of a Finnic construction; the contexts in which the nominative 
occurs are comparable, and in both the nominative is not used with 
pronouns. 

Another syntactic peculiarity, centred in the west around Novgorod and 
extending throughout the far north, is the impersonal passive. It is formed 
regularly from transitives with accusative objects, as in у меня телёнка 
зарезано/u menja telenka zarezano 'by me there was slaughtered a calf', 
and less pervasively from intransitives, as in у него залёзено на ёлку/u 
negó zalezeno na elku 'by him it was climbed on the fir tree'. The participle 
is morphologically neuter singular; the sentential possessive phrase (y/u 
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plus genitive) optionally expresses the agent. 
Throughout the western half of Russia, along a north-south line at 36°E 

(but most regularly in the central Novgorod area), the morphologically 
invariant verbal adverb is used as a perfect, or with auxiliaries, as pluper-
fect or future perfect: кот с обеда до вечера не был и проснувши/ 
kot s obeda do večera ne byl i prosnuvši 'the cat had not woken up from 
dinner till evening'. These western syntactic features have not been codified 
in the national language. 
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16 Belorussian 
Peter Mayo 

1 Introduction 
Ethnically the Belorussians are the descendants of those ancient East 
Slavonic tribes - the Dregoviči, Radimiči and Krivici - which inhabited the 
territory between the rivers Pripjat' (Pripyat) and Western Dvina in the 
upper reaches of the Dnepr (Dnieper) and along the Sož (Sozh). When, in 
the middle of the thirteenth century, Russia fell under the Tatar yoke, there 
began a long period of political separation of what is now Belarus, until 
recently known as Belorussia, and the Ukraine. Between then and the 
end of the first quarter of the fourteenth century the principalities which lay 
on the territory of present-day Belarus were incorporated into the Grand 
Duchy of Lithuania; later, following the Union of Lublin (1569), they 
became part of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth until re-unification 
with Russia in 1795. It was this period of separation that saw the break-up 
of Old Russian into three distinct East Slavonic languages: Belorussian, 
Ukrainian and Russian. 

A written language developed on Belorussian territory at an early stage. 
In the twelfth and thirteenth centuries the tradition of copying manuscripts 
was carried out in such centres as Polack (Polotsk) and Тигай (Turov), but 
the language of these was Church Slavonic. It was only from the fourteenth 
century that vernacular elements began to appear in texts of Belorussian 
provenance, while the establishment of Belorussian as a literary language 
belongs to the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, when its status was greatly 
enhanced by its adoption as the official language of the Grand Duchy. 
During this period the orthographical and grammatical norms of Old 
Belorussian were established, despite a tendency to preserve traditional 
Church Slavonic-influenced forms, both in spelling and morphology. Thus 
already in the orthography of fourteenth-century documents we can 
discern such characteristic features of Belorussian pronunciation as the 
change of initial pre-consonantal [v] to [u]; the use of fricative [y] (plosive 
[g] was represented by the digraph гк); the depalatalization of [ž'], [ć'], 
[s'], [c'] and [r']; and the clusters [ri], [li] in place of Proto-Slavonic liquid 
+ ъ. However, the most salient feature of Belorussian vowel phonology, 
akanne (the pronunciation of unstressed [o] as [a]), was reflected in the 
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orthography only sporadically at this time and even two centuries later its 
reflection remained inconsistent. The fifteenth and sixteenth centuries also 
saw much innovation in Belorussian lexis. The principal source of loan-
words was Polish, which, since it also served as the medium for the intro-
duction into Belorussian of loan-words from Latin and the western 
European languages, played an important role in the expansion of the 
vocabulary of Belorussian at this period in its history. 

The end of the sixteenth century, however, saw the beginning of a 
gradual decline in the use of written Belorussian, initially in favour of Latin 
after the Union of Brest (1596) which was intended to unite the Orthodox 
and Catholic churches, but increasingly as the seventeenth century wore on 
in favour of Polish. This decline culminated in 1697 in the banning of 
Belorussian from use in all state documents and court proceedings, a ban 
which ushered in perhaps the bleakest century in the whole history of the 
language. During the eighteenth century written Belorussian was kept alive 
almost entirely through 'interludes' to school dramas which were 
performed at religious festivals and on other public holidays (the plays 
themselves were written in Church Slavonic, Latin or Polish). 

With the partitions of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth (1772-95) 
Belorussia became part of the Russian Empire, but the shift of political 
power from Warsaw to St Petersburg provided no greater opportunities for 
the country to develop cultural and linguistic independence. On the 
contrary, the tsarist authorities treated it simply as the north-western 
province of Russia and its language as a dialect of Great Russian, banning 
it as a medium of instruction in schools and placing an embargo on the 
publication of works in Belorussian in Russian journals which was lifted 
only in 1905. 

Thus, at the beginning of the twentieth century Belorussian still had no 
codified alphabetical, orthographical or grammatical norms. Work was 
begun on these in the period of the newspaper Наша Hiea/Nasa niva 'Our 
cornfield' (1906-14), which succeeded in establishing standard alphabets, 
both Cyrillic and Latin (see Mayo 1977). It was continued in particular by 
Branislań Taraškevič, whose Belorussian Grammar for Schools 
(TapaiiiKeBin/Taraskevic 1918) quickly became the standard against 
which other proposals for orthographical and grammatical norms were 
measured. 

The period from 1918-30 was one of intense activity on the part of 
Belorussian linguists: in an atmosphere of optimism and linguistic freedom 
work was begun on the first dictionaries of Modern Belorussian and in 
addition to Taraškevič's Grammar a number of others made their appear-
ance. All this came to an end with the rise of Stalin and the publication in 
1933 of a decree entitled 'On the changes and simplification of the Belo-
russian orthography'. The introduction to the decree (which, incidentally, 
also prescribed certain morphological changes) left no doubt as to its politi-
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Table 16.1 Belorussian alphabet 

Cyrillic Transliteration Cyrillic Transliteration 

A а а O о о 
Б б b П п P 
В в v P P г 
Г г h C с s 
д д d T т t 
(Дж дж)а dž У У u 
(Дз дз)а dz У У u 
Е е e ф ф f 
Ё ёь ё X x x 
Ж ж ž Ц ц с 
3 3 z ч ч č 
I i i ш ш š 
Й й j ы ы У 
К к k Б ь 
л л 1 Э э ё 
M м m Ю ю ju 
H н n Я я ja 

Notes:The apostrophe ('), representing / j / after a consonant and before a vowel, is 
conventionally regarded as not being a letter of the alphabet. 
dThe digraphs дж and дз represent the affricates /dž/ and /dz/ , but for the 
purposes of alphabetical ordering (for example, in dictionaries) each is treated as a 
sequence of two letters. They may not, however, be separated when hyphenating a 
word at the end of a line. 
bIn alphabetical ordering ё is treated as distinct from e and merits a separate section 
(following e) in dictionaries. 

cal nature nor as to its aim of bringing Belorussian closer to Russian (see 
Mayo 1978). There followed a period of intensive Russification of the 
language in all its aspects. Something of a revival in the fortunes of written 
Belorussian at least began in the 1960s with a resurgence of scholarly 
interest in the language, the appearance of a 90,000-word Belorussian-
Russian Dictionary and of the first edition of the Academy of Sciences 
Grammar of Belorussian. In the ensuing quarter of a century much more 
has appeared: grammars, textbooks and a wide range of dictionaries, 
including a long-awaited comprehensive monolingual dictionary of Belo-
russian (ATpaxoBin/Atraxovic 1977-84). 

Against this must be set the spread of Russian as the primary means of 
public communication and an increasing, if imperfect, bilingualism, par-
ticularly among the educated urban population. According to the 1979 
census, there were just under 9.5 million ethnic Belorussians in the former 
Soviet Union, of whom just over 7.5 million (about 80 per cent) were resi-
dent in the Belorussian Soviet Socialist Republic (BSSR); disturbingly, the 
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same census found that only 74.2 per cent (83.5 per cent of those living in 
the BSSR, but only 36.8 per cent of those outside) considered Belorussian 
their native language. This compares with figures of 84.2 per cent in 1959 
and 80.6 per cent in 1970 and is the lowest figure for any of the titular 
nationalities of the Union Republics (for all the others, with the exception 
of the Ukrainians at 82.8 per cent, the figure was above 90 per cent). Since 
it is a reasonable assumption that most of the remaining 25.8 per cent 
regarded Russian as their native language, and given that the census also 
revealed that 57 per cent of all Belorussians claimed fluent command of 
Russian as a second language, the status of Belorussian within the Soviet 
Union remained somewhat problematical. Nevertheless, the most recent 
signs are rather more encouraging. There is clear evidence of a national 
revival, predominantly political and cultural but also linguistic: for 
example, one hears far more Belorussian spoken on the streets of the capi-
tal, Minsk, than even five years ago; there is growing concern at the 
contamination of the language by Russian and a corresponding resistance 
to the adoption of Russisms where adequate native resources exist; the 
Таварыства беларускай мовы/Tavarystva belaruskaj movy 'Society 
for the Belorussian Language' publishes its own journal and has set up a 
terminological commission to revive and continue work begun in the 1920s. 

Outside the territory of the former Soviet Union there is a sizeable 
national minority living in the Białystok region of eastern Poland and the 
language is also kept alive by emigre communities in western Europe, 
North America and Australia. 

2 Phonology 

2.1 Segmental phoneme inventory 
The inventory of segmental phonemes in Belorussian is set out in table 
16.2. In the discussion which follows, unless otherwise indicated, the 
orthography (through the transliteration given) matches the phoneme 
inventory. The vowel sounds [i] and [i] (orthographically ы/у) do not 
represent separate phonemes in Belorussian, since the two are found 
entirely in complementary distribution: [i] occurs in word-initial position 
or following a palatalized consonant; [i] is restricted to following a non-
palatalized consonant, for example, спы/sity 'sieves' [s'iti] versus сыты/ 
syty 'satisfied' [siti]. On the role of the semi-vowel [w] (spelt у/й), see 
below. 

Looking at the table, one is immediately struck by the high incidence of 
opposition between palatalized consonants (indicated by ') and non-
palatalized consonants, illustrated in such contrasts as стол /stol 'table' 
/stol/versus стол b/stoi' 'ceiling' /stol ' / . Belorussian has only seven non-
palatalized consonant phonemes which lack palatalized counterparts: / t / , 
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Table 16.2 Segmental phonemes of Belorussian 

Vowels 
i 0) и 
e о 

a 

Consonants Labio- Palato-
Bilabial dental Dental Alveolar alveolar Velar 

Plain stop Р P' t k k' 
b b' d g g' 

Affricate C c' C 
dz dz' dž 

Fricative f f' s s' š x x' 
v v' z z' ž V v' 

Nasal m m' n n' 
Lateral 1 l' 
Trill r 
Semi-

vowel (w) j 

/ d / , / r / , / č / , /dž/ , / š / , / ž / ; and just / j / without a non-palatalized 
counterpart. It should be noted, however, that the functional yield of 
palatalization with the velars is minimal and that the dental affricate /dz/ is 
a marginal segment. 

In Belorussian no single accentual pattern is used throughout the 
language. The stress can, in principle, occur on any syllable of a word and 
is mobile. (It is not usually marked in writing, but is shown in this chapter 
by an upright accent,'). It may thus be the sole means of distinguishing 
between different lexical items, for example, музыка/тигука 'musician' 
and музыка/muzyka 'music', сталы/staly 'tables' and сталы/staly 
'grown-up'; and between morphological forms of the same item, for 
example, шлы/pily (GEN SG), пшы/pily (NOM-ACC PL) from nina/pila 
'saw'. 

Linked to the mobility of the stress and a major restriction on the 
distribution of vowel phonemes in Belorussian is the phenomenon of 
akanne, whereby in unstressed syllables the opposition between / о / and 
/ a / and, in certain contexts, between / e / and / a / , is neutralized. The 
details and orthographic representation of this phenomenon are different 
from those of Russian akan'e. Belorussian - at least in the Central dialects 
upon which the standard language is based - is characterized by 'strong' or 
'full' akanne, that is, a type which requires a fully fledged [a] in all 
unaccented syllables, pre- or post-stress. Furthermore, it is highly visible 
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since, with few exceptions, it is reflected in the orthography, as the follow-
ing examples will show: вада/vada 'water' - воды/vody (NOM-ACC PL); 
малады/malady 'young' - м о л а д з ь / т о ^ г ' 'youth'; вынасщь/ 
vynasic' 'to wear out' - Bbmociijb/vynosic' 'to carry out'; рака/гака 
'river' - p3Ki/rfeki (NOM-ACC PL); чарапы/сагару nominative-accusative 
plural of чэрап/сёгар 'skull'. Standard Belorussian is also characterized by 
strong jakanne, in which the opposition between / e / and / a / and between 
/ о / and / a / after palatalized consonants is neutralized in unaccented syll-
ables. Here the orthography is less consistent: jakanne is mirrored only in 
the pre-tonic syllable of native words and a small number of loan-words 
long assimilated into the language, for example, нядоля/njadólja 'bad 
luck', каляндар/kaljandar 'calendar'. Elsewhere historical spelling 
prevails, thus нежанаты/neźanaty 'unmarried' [n'ažanati], секунда/ 
sekunda 'second' [s'akunda]. 

A further constraint on the phoneme / о / is that in native words, with a 
very small number of exceptions, it does not occur word-initially. 
(ATpaxoBi4/Atraxovič 1977-84 lists only seventy entries under the letter 
о, of which fifty-three are of foreign origin, and of the remainder eight are 
interjections.) Before initial stressed / о / prothetic / v / develops, for 
example, BÓKa/voka 'eye'. A similar development is found with initial 
stressed /u / , as in вугал/vuhal 'angle'. In the case of unstressed / u / there 
is normally no prothesis, for example, урад/urad 'government', but occa-
sionally, by analogy, prothetic /v / is found here also, as in BycaTbi/vusaty 
'bewhiskered' by analogy with вус/vus 'moustache'. Another important 
restriction on / u / is that, except at the beginning of a sentence, after a 
pause or at the beginning of a proper noun, it cannot occur after a vowel. 
In such a position it is replaced by the semi-vowel /w/ : compare the form 
of the preposition in ён прыёхау у горад/ёп ргуёхай и hórad 'he arrived 
in town' and яна прыёхала у горад/jana pryexala й hórad 'she arrived 
in town'. (For other origins of /w/ , including that in прыёхау/ргуёхай, 
see below.) 

The orthographical representation of palatalization in Belorussian is 
achieved not by having distinct symbols for palatalized and non-palatalized 
consonants which, given the number of such oppositions, would have 
resulted in a rather cumbersome alphabet, but by the following expedient. 
Word-finally or medially before another consonant, palatalization is shown 
by the use of the letter ь (the so-called 'soft sign') after the palatalized 
consonant, as in дзень/dzen' 'day' or nicbMo/pis'mo 'letter'. Before a 
vowel, palatalized and non-palatalized consonants are distinguished by the 
use of different vowel symbols: after a non-palatalized consonant the 
letters а, э, ы, о, у are used; after a palatalized consonant - я, e, i, ё, ю: 
compare быць/byc' 'to be' /bič ' / and бщь/bic' 'to beat' /b'icV. After 
the formerly palatalized consonants / c / , / č / , / š / , / ž / , Belorussian consist-
ently uses the vowel symbols а, э, ы, о, у, as in цэлы/сё1у 'whole', 
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жыць/źyc' Чо live'. Representation of the semi-vowel phoneme / j / in 
Belorussian is complex: syllable-finally the letter й is used, for example, 
чай/čaj 'tea', 6óńKi/bójki 'bold'; after a consonant / j / is represented by 
the apostrophe (') followed by an iotated vowel, for example, аб 'ёМ/аЬ'ёт 
'volume' /abjóm/; word-initially or following a vowel the symbols я, e, 
i, ё, ю represent the sequence of / j / plus vowel, for example, яго/jahó 
'his' / jayó/, веяць/vejac' Чо blow' /v 'ejac ' / . 

There are a number of major restrictions on the distribution of con-
sonant phonemes, not all of which are reflected in the orthography. Word-
final obstruents are always voiceless; orthographically, however, 
Belorussian maintains a distinction between, for example, лёт/let 'flight' 
and лёд/led 'ice', both of which are pronounced / l 'o t / . The same is true 
medially where clusters of obstruents assimilate to the final one, for 
example, казка/кагка 'tale' /kaska/, npocbča/pros'ba 'request' 
/proz'ba/. This assimilation is reflected orthographically only at the 
prefix-stem boundary in the case of prefixes ending in з /z and c/s, for 
example, раздаць/razdac' 'to distribute' versus раскшуць/raskinuc' 'to 
scatter'. Although the voiced labio-dental fricatives /v / , / v ' / have voice-
less counterparts in / f / , / f ' / , the relationship between them is not the 
same as that between, say, / z / , / z ' / and / s / , / s ' / . The sole source of the 
phonemes / f / , / f ' / in Belorussian is loan-words, in which they are 
encountered in the same environments as other voiceless obstruents, for 
example, фасоля/fasólja 'kidney beans', феномен/fenomen 
'phenomenon'. The restriction on /v / , / v ' / is wider: they cannot occur 
before any consonant, whether voiced or voiceless, or word-finally; in such 
positions we find instead the semi-vowel /w/ , for example, прауда/ 
prańda 'truth' /prawda/, кроу/кгой 'blood' /krow/. A similar restriction 
applies to the lateral /1/, but only to the non-palatalized version and, 
word-finally, only in the past tense masculine singular, for example, 
поуны/ройпу 'full' /pówni/, HbiTay/cytaO 'was reading' /čitaw/, but 
вол/vol 'ox' /vol/. Characteristic of Belorussian is the depalatalization of 
labials (including non-native / f ' / ) in pre-consonantal and word-final 
positions, as in сем/sem '7' / s 'em/ but genitive с я м ^ ' а п и /s 'am' i / . The 
opposition of palatalized and non-palatalized labials is thus confined to 
pre-vocalic position, for example, мета/meta 'mark' /m'eta/ versus 
M3Ta/m<bta 'aim' /meta/. Pre-consonantal word-initial / m / , /1/ and / r / 
are restricted to an environment in which the preceding word, not sep-
arated by a pause, ends in a vowel; otherwise prothetic / i / develops; 
compare яна лгала/jana lhala 'she lied' and ён шгау/ёп ilhaii 'he lied'. 

We shall now turn our attention to those important phonological 
processes not already referred to that have characterized the development 
of Belorussian from Proto-SIavonic via Old Russian. The earliest of these 
was the treatment of the groups *orC, *o/C and *CorC, *Co/C, *CerC, 
*Ce/C. Belorussian shares the treatment of *orC, *olC with Russian, 
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Ukrainian and the West Slavonic languages except Czech and Slovak: 
under falling pitch it shows metathesis, under rising pitch metathesis with 
lengthening; thus, PS1. *orstb, *orlo, Bel. рост/rost 'growth', рала/га1а 
'plough'. In word-medial position these groups underwent, in East Slavonic 
only, what is traditionally known as pleophony, that is the diphthong 
developed a vowel either side of the sonant, for example, *CorC > CoroC. 
The Proto-Slavonic pitch pattern is directly reflected in the position of the 
stress in Belorussian pleophonic groups: rising pitch = stress on second 
syllable, falling pitch = stress on first, for example, балота/balota 'bog', 
6epar/berah 'bank'. Another early change, shared with Ukrainian and 
some Southern Russian dialects, is the spirantization of [g] to [y] (ortho-
graphically г/h), as in год/hod 'year' /yot / , which Wexler (1977: 98) 
associates with phonological developments resulting from the third palatal-
ization of the velars. A plosive [g] (also spelt г /h) is now heard in only a 
few words, chiefly borrowings from Polish such as ry3ijc/huzik 'button' 
/guzIk/. Still in the pre-literary period, the Proto-Slavonic nasal vowels 
were lost: *ę became [u], while *ę gave [a] with palatalization of the 
preceding consonant (though later depalatalization may obscure this), for 
example, PS1. *mgzb, *грс1ъ9 Bel. муж/muž 'husband', рэд/rad 'row'. In 
Belorussian the East Slavonic innovatory shift of [e] to [o] before non-
palatalized consonants (but with retention of palatalization in the preceding 
consonant) is limited to stressed syllables, for example, сёлы/sely (NOM-
ACC PL) from сяло/sjaló 'village' (< [s'elo]), спёкаЛрёка 'heat' but яго/ 
jahó 'his (< [j'eyo]). This shift must have taken place in the pre-
Belorussian dialects before the depalatalization of [š] and [ž], since 
nowhere are these consonants preceded by / ' о / - compare Belorussian 
нясеш/njaseš 'you (SG) carry', грабеж/hrabćž 'robbery' with Russian 
Heceiiib/nesčš' [n'is'oš] and грабёж/grabez [grAb'oš]. By approximately 
the thirteenth century, however, the depalatalization of [r'] and all palatal-
ized fricatives and affricates was complete in Belorussian. New palatalized 
dental affricates / c ' / and /dz ' / arose later (see below). 

The loss of the jers in East Slavonic (see chapter 2, section 2.25) 
produced in Belorussian very much the same developments as in Russian 
and Ukrainian. Strong ъ and ь gave / о / and / e / respectively, with these 
vowels subject to the same modifications as PS1. *o and *e ( / e / > / о / , 
akanne, jakanne). The weak jers were lost, though palatalization of the 
consonant preceding a weak ь remained in most circumstances, for 
example, Old Russian сънъЛъпъ, dative singular сънуЛъпи 'sleep', 
Belorussian сон/son, сну/snu; Old Russian пьнь/рьпь, dative singular 
пьню/рыуи 'stump', Belorussian пень/реп', пню/pnju. An exception to 
this rule was found in the reflexes of PS1. *СъгС, *Съ/С, *СыС, *Сь/С 
and *СгьС, *С/ъС, *СгьС, *С/ьС. Here, instead of disappearing and 
leaving syllabic sonants, weak jers followed the development of strong jers 
and vocalized. The two types of group - those in which the jer preceded the 
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s o n a n t and those in which it followed it - must be distinguished. In the 
f o r m e r the development was uniformly СъгС > CorC, Съ/С and Сь/С > 
CowC, СьгС > CerC, hence Belorussian горб/horb 'hump', доуг/douh 
'debt', воук/vouk 'wolf', смерць/smerc' 'death'. Where the jers followed 
the sonant, strong ones developed as elsewhere, that is, СгьС and СгьС > 
CroC ([r'J became depalatalized around the same time), С/ъС > C/oC, 
С/ьС > CleC, giving Belorussian кроу/кгой 'blood', плот/plot 'fence', 
сляза/sljaza 'tear'. Weak jers, however, developed differently: in place of 
СгьС and СгьС, С/ъС, С/ьС (mostly in unaccented syllables) Belo-
russian has /r i / , / l i / , / l i / , this last being only poorly attested, thus 
крывавы/kryvavy 'bloody', Tpbmora/tryvoha 'alarm', глытаць/hlytac' 
'to swallow'. 

The loss of the jers brought a number of other changes in its wake. 
Word-finally, and medially before non-palatalized consonants, Belorussian 
acquired six new phonemically palatalized consonants ( / p ' / , / b ' / , / m ' / , 
/ w 7 , / t ' / , / d ' / ) to add to its existing ones (/17, /nV, / r ' / , / s ' / , / z ' / ) , 
the frequency of which increased. Of these / r ' / was soon lost completely, 
the labials became depalatalized pre-consonantally and word-finally and, 
somewhat later, the dentals / t ' / , / d ' / underwent affrication. For the 
remainder, though word-final palatalization was preserved, in medial 
position it tended to be lost before the dentals / n / , / s / , / с / , for example, 
ледзь/ledz' 'scarcely', рэдзька/гМг'ка 'radish' (< *rbdbka), but бедны/ 
bedny 'poor' (< *bedbnyj). Many new consonant clusters arose through the 
loss of a jer which had previously separated their components. Some of 
these, including ones which earlier had not been admitted, were now toler-
ated, for example, / t l / , /d l / - PSI. *gbrdlo > Belorussian горла/hórla 
'throat', but *sedblo > сядло/sjadló 'saddle'; others were subject to further 
change. We have already described above the restriction on word-final 
obstruents and the assimilation of voiced and voiceless obstruents in mixed 
clusters. Like these developments, many others affecting consonant clusters 
are not reflected orthographically. Exceptions are the medial triconson-
antal clusters /stb/, /stl/, /stn/, /zdn/, / rdn/ , /rde/, which were simpli-
fied by the elimination of the middle dental, for example, nacb6a/pas'ba 
'pasture' /paz'ba/, nÓ3Hi/pozni 'late', сэрцаЛёгса 'heart'; and a few 
other sequences in which dissimilation or simplification occurs, for 
example, што/što 'what' (< *čbto), XTo/xto 'who' (< *къю), 
MHOCTBa/mnostva 'great number' (< *množbstvo). Belorussian shares with 
Ukrainian its treatment of new clusters of palatalized consonant + / j / 
arising from the loss of the jers. There was no qualitative change in the 
consonant preceding / j / (compare the Proto-SIavonic simplification of 
these groups); instead, provided the cluster was not itself preceded by 
another consonant, gemination occurred in dentals and post-dentals, most 
frequently across a morpheme boundary, for example, пытанне/pytanne 
'question' (< *pytanbje), зббжжа/zbožža 'grain' (< *zbožhje). 
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A change in the Belorussian vowel system which followed the loss of the 
jers, but was not directly related to it, was the coalescence of / č / with / e / , 
a consequence of which was the elimination of the Proto-Slavonic morpho-
phonemic alternation between them. At the same time the merger restored 
stressed / e / to a position before a non-palatalized consonant, since / e / 
from / ё / did not in principle participate in the change of / e / to / о / , for 
example, лёта/leta 'summer' (< *leta) versus лёт/let 'flight' (< */efb). 
There are, however, exceptions resulting from morphological analogy: 
гнёзды/hnezdy (NOM-ACC PL) from гняздо/hnjazdó 'nest' by analogy 
with, say, сёлы/sely from сяло/sjaló 'village'. As the preceding examples 
make clear, / e / from / ё / did become subject to jakanne. 

One of the last changes to occur in the history of Belorussian phonology, 
dated by Wexler (1977: 169) to between the fourteenth and sixteenth 
centuries, was also one of the most significant for the consonant system: 
the affrication of / t ' / , / d ' / to / c ' / , /dz ' / , known in Belorussian as 
cekanne and dzekanne. Examples are цЬа/cixi 'quiet', дзёщ/dzeci 
'children'; compare Russian тихий/tixij, дёти/deti. Phonetically, this 
development created palatalized counterparts for the recently depalatalized 
/ с / and the marginal non-palatalized segment /dz/ ; there are, however, no 
minimal pairs involving /dz/ and /dz ' / and very few involving / с / and 
/с 7 , such as цэлы/сё1у 'whole' and цёлы/cely (NOM-ACC PL) from 
цёла/сё1а 'body'. Much more significant for the shape of Belorussian 
phonology was the fact that functionally / c 7 and / d z 7 made pairs with 
/ t / and / d / , as in вёцер/vecer 'wind', дзень/dzen' 'day', versus genitive 
singular вётру/vetru, дня/dnja. Cekanne and dzekanne thus had an effect 
on the morphophonemic alternation of consonants in Belorussian com-
parable to that of akanne and jakanne in the vowel system. 

2.2 Morphophonemic alternations inherited from Proto-Slavonic 
These are mainly morphophonemic alternations which arose through the 
successive Proto-Slavonic palatalizations of velar consonants and palatal-
ization processes in / j / clusters. The first regressive palatalization of velars 
has given rise to the Modern Belorussian alternations к-ч/к-с , г-ж/h-ž, 
х-ш/х-š as in пяку/pjaku 'I bake', пячэш/р]асё§ 'you (SG) bake'; бог/ 
boh 'god', бажаство/bažastvć) 'deity'; CTpax/strax 'fear', страшны/ 
strasny 'terrible'. The second regressive palatalization of velars, the earliest 
known Proto-Slavonic change to produce different results in different parts 
of the Slavonic speech territory, led to the Belorussian alternations к - ц / к -
c, г-з/h-z, x-c/x-s and is particularly in evidence in the noun declension 
system in the locative singular of o-stem nouns and the dative/locative 
singular of я-stems, for example, napór/paróh 'threshold', парозе/ 
paróze (LOC SG); рука/гака 'hand', руцэ/гисё (DAT-LOC SG); муха/ 
muxa 'fly', Myce/muse (DAT-LOC SG). Prior to the seventeenth century 
this alternation was also found in the nominative plural of o-stem nouns, 
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but morphological levelling has eliminated this, for example, Modern 
Belorussian napóri/paróhi. In the imperative of certain verbs, too, the 
second palatalization has been eliminated, but in this instance replaced by 
the first: пячы/pjacy 'bake', памажы/ратайу 'help'. Except in the noun 
suffixes -ец/-ес, -ца/-са and -iija/-ica, the third (progressive) palataliz-
ation of velars is sparsely represented, with just a few alternations of the 
type княгшя/knjahinja 'princess', князь/knjaz' 'prince'. 

The elimination of the / j / element from Proto-SIavonic clusters of 
dental, labial or velar + / j / produced palatalized segments in morpho-
phonemic alternation with non-palatalized ones, most of which have 
survived into Modern Belorussian. This alternation was particularly 
productive in verbal morphology: in verbs with a theme in -i the Proto-
Slavonic palatalization is evident in the form of the stem found in the first 
person singular non-past tense (also past passive participle and derived 
imperfective) in contrast with all other forms of the non-past tense; in 
verbs with a theme in -je the palatalized segment characterizes the non-
past-tense stem versus the non-palatalized infinitive stem. Another area in 
which this morphophonemic alternation is common is derivation, since the 
segment / j / formed the initial element of a number of suffixes. For the 
velar consonants the results are identical to those of the first palatalization, 
thus Belorussian плакаць/р1акас' 'to cry', плачу/plaču 'I cry', плачаш/ 
plačaš 'you (SG) cry' and so on; дух/dux 'spirit', душа/duša 'soul' 
(< *duxja). PSI. * s j, *zj, *tj, *dj shifted to palatalized fricatives, though all 
have since become depalatalized in Belorussian. This has resulted in the 
alternations с-ш/s-š, з-ж/z-ž, т-ч/ t -č, for example, nicaijb/pisac' 'to 
write', niiiiy/pišu 'I write'; мазаць/тагас' 'to grease', мажу/mažu 'I 
grease'; лапатаць/lapatac' 'to beat', лапачу/1араси 'I beat'. One would 
have expected also д-ж/d-ž from *dj, but in fact, although ж /ž is found as 
the outcome in, for example, мяжа/mjaža 'boundary' (< *medja), 
morphophonemically the alternation is д-дж/d-dž, for example, xofl/xod 
'motion', хаджу/xadžu 'I go'. It is not clear whether дж/dž is an original 
reflex of *dj or, as Wexler (1977: 73-4) prefers to interpret it, a later 
morphologically conditioned development following the affrication of / d ' / 
to / d z 7 in the infinitive хадзщь/xadzic' and other forms; compare also 
the alternation зд-здз-здж/zd-zdz-zdž in язда/jazda 'journey', ездзщь/ 
ezdzic' 'to travel', ёзджу/ezdžu 'I travel'. The development of the Proto-
Slavonic clusters of labial + / j / has led to the alternations п-пл, б-бл, 
м-мл, в-ул/p-pl, b—bi, m-ml, v-ul in Belorussian, for example, 
цярпёць/cjarpec' 'to suffer', цярплю/cjarplju 'I suffer'; лавщь/lavic' 
'to hunt', лаулю/laiilju 'I hunt'. By the time that foreign words with / f / 
were taken into Belorussian, this alternation had become regular in that it 
was extended to, for example, графщь/hrafic' 'to draw lines', графлю/ 
hraflju 'I draw lines'. 

Other morphophonemic alternations inherited by Belorussian from 
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Proto-Slavonic include those resulting from the monophthongization of 
diphthongs and the simplification of certain consonant clusters. Thus, the 
creation of nasal vowels (later denasalized) from diphthongs whose second 
element was *n or *m has led to the alternation of я / ja or a /a with н/п or 
M/m (sometimes preceded by a vowel), for example, жаць/žac' Чо reap', 
жну/žnu 'I reap'; узяць/uzjac' Чо take', вазьму/vaz'mu T shall take'; 
iMJi/imja 'name', genitive singular iMeHi/imeni. TTie monophthongization 
of Proto-Slavonic *ou to * и has given rise (via akanne) to the characteristic 
alternation ae-y/av-u between the infinitive and non-past-tense stems of 
verbs of the type каваць/kavac' Чо forge', кую/kuju T forge'. Changes in 
the consonant clusters *tt, *dt produced the alternations т -с / t - s and д-с / 
d-s, for example, пляту/pljatu T weave', плесщ/plesti Чо weave' 
(< *pletti)\ вяду/vjadu T lead', Becui/vesci Чо lead' (< *vedti). Simpli-
fication of the groups *dl, *//, *dn, *pn by the elimination in each case of 
the initial consonant resulted in alternations of that consonant with zero, 
for example, упаду/upadu 'I shall fall', ynay/upau 'fell (м SG)' 
(< *upadh>)\ завядаць/zavjadac' (IMPFV), завянуць/zavjanuc' (PRFV) 
Чо fade'. Finally, the elimination of the middle consonant from the cluster 
*skn has produced the alternation ск-с/sk-s, as in плёскаць/рШвкас' 
(IMPFV), плёснуць/рШвпис' (PRFV) 'to plop'. 

2.3 Morphophonemic alternations resulting from changes after 
Proto-Slavonic 

To the morphophonemic alternations inherited from Proto-Slavonic Belo-
russian has added a considerable number of its own. The loss of the jers 
gave rise to vowel-zero alternations, since in some morphological forms of 
a word the jer was strong and vocalized, while in others it was weak and 
disappeared, thus ражок/гааэк 'horn', genitive singular ражка/ražka; 
канец/капес 'end', genitive singular канца/капса. To these two 
alternations (o-0 and e-0) akanne has added a third (a-0), as in лапак/ 
lapak (GEN PL) from лапка/1арка 'paw'. The distinctive Belorussian treat-
ment of weak jers in the combinations СгъС, С/ъС has resulted in the 
vowel alternation о-ы/о-у, for example, глотка/hlótka 'gullet', 
глытаць/hlytac' 'to swallow'. Other developments consequent on the loss 
of the jers have also given rise to morphophonemic alternations. Thus the 
change of / e / to / о / has produced the alternation е -ё /е -ё , for instance, 
нясеш/njaseš 'you (SG) carry', нясём/njasem 'we carry', to which, 
courtesy of jakanne, one may add я-ё/ ja-e, as in ярша/jarša (GEN SG) 
from ёрш/erš 'ruff' (fish). The depalatalization of [r'], [ć'], ]dž'], [s'] and 
[z'] created a third variant: э -о /ё-о , as in шэсць/§ё8с' '6', uiócTbi/śósty 
'sixth'. Final devoicing has given rise to alternations because in different 
forms of a given word a consonant may appear now word-finally, now 
before a vowel, for example, нож/nož 'knife' /noš/ , genitive singular 
нажа/пата /naža/. Similar alternations of voiced and unvoiced con-
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sonants occur medially where there is a vowel-zero alternation resulting 
from the loss of a jer, as in гарадок/haradók 'small town' /yaradók/, 
genitive singular rapaflica/haradka that is, /yaratka/. The elimination of 
the middle dental from certain triconsonantal clusters (see 2.1 above) has 
led to consonant-zero alternations, as in чэсць/сёвс' 'honour', чэсны/ 
ččsny 'honest'; сардэчныЛа^ёспу 'cordial', сэрцаЛёгса 'heart'. 

Particularly striking in Belorussian are the vowel alternations which have 
arisen from the combination of akanne and jakanne with mobile stress. 
They occur widely in both the stems and morphological endings of all 
inflected categories, thereby endowing Belorussian inflectional morphology 
with a high degree of surface complexity. The alternations concerned are 
the following: stressed ó / ó with unstressed a/a, for example, горад/hórad 
'town', nominative-accusative plural гарады/harady; stressed э / ё with 
unstressed a/a, for example, трэсщЛгёва 'to shake', Tpacy/trasu 'I 
shake'; stressed e /e with unstressed я/ja, for example, смела/smela 
'boldly', смялей/smjalej 'more boldly'; and stressed ё /ё with unstressed 
я/ja, for example, нясём/njasem 'we carry', несяце/nesjaee 'you (PL) 
carry'. A particular variant of the stressed ó / ó - unstressed a /a alternation 
is found where the stressed vowel historically occurred word-initially: /v / -
prothesis has produced the alternation во-a/yó-a, as in BÓ3epa/vozera 
'lake', nominative-accusative plural азёры/агёгу. 

In the consonant system, equally striking are the alternations produced 
by cekanne and dzekanne: т -ц / t -c and д-дз/d-dz, for example, indeter-
minate imperfective лятаць/ljatac', determinate imperfective ляцець/ 
ljacec' 'to fly'; народ/naród 'people, nation', locative singular 
народзе/naródze; and, with /v / intervening between dental and vowel, 
два/dva 'two (NON-ACC M N-N)\ дзве/dzve (F). The restriction of / v / to a 
pre-vocalic position has produced the alternation B-y/v-й, as in плывец/ 
plyvec 'swimmer', accusative-genitive singular плыуца/р1уйса. A similar 
alternation between л/ l and у/й is morphophonemically restricted to the 
past tense of verbs: быу/Ьуй (м SG) 'was' versus была/Ьу1а (F), было/ 
byló (N), был!/Ьу11 (PL). 

3 Morphology 
As mentioned in section 2.3, the morphophonemic alternations brought 
about by akanne and, to a lesser extent, jakanne have given the Belorussian 
declension and conjugation systems a considerable degree of complexity, at 
least on the surface. Accordingly, in the tables accompanying this section 
we have, where appropriate, subdivided declension and conjugation types 
into ending-stressed and stem-stressed. 
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3.1 Nominal morphology 

3.1.1 Nominal categories 
Modern standard Belorussian has two numbers, six cases and three 
genders. As in all the Slavonic languages except Slovene and Sorbian, the 
dual number has been lost. Remnants survive only in the numerals два/ 
dva, дзве/dzve '2' and дзвесце/dzvesee '200' and the anomalous plurals 
BÓ4bi/vocy from вока/тока 'eye', Byuibi/vušy from Byxa/vuxa 'ear' and 
плечы/р1есу from плячо/рУасо 'shoulder', though this last would be the 
expected plural in any case (see 3.1.2). More interestingly, an instrumental 
plural in -ыма/-ута , derived from the old dual, has recently become 
accepted as a stylistically neutral alternative to -aMi/-ami for these three 
nouns plus the pluralia tantum rpóuibi/hrósy 'money' and дзверы/ 
dzvery 'door': thus вачымаАасута, rpaiiibiMa/hraśyma, дзвярыма/ 
dzvjaryma and so on. The vocative case can no longer be regarded as a 
living category in the standard language, which has only the remnants 
божа/Ьойа from бог/boh 'god' (as an exclamation) and браце/Ьгасе 
from брат/brat 'brother', дружа/druža from друг/druh 'friend' and 
сынку/synku (with stress shift) from сынок/synók 'son' (as modes of 
address). The category of animacy (accusative = genitive) in Belorussian 
embraces all genders in the plural, but in the singular only the masculine (in 
the noun declension o-stem only). It is extended to the figurative usage of 
such nouns, for example, узяць слана/идас' slana 'to take a bishop' 
(chess), as well as the figurative usage of normally inanimate nouns, as in 
узяць языка/uzjac' jazyka 'to take a prisoner' (literally: 'to take a 
tongue'). Finally, it should be noted that the unreduced instrumental singu-
lar endings shown in parentheses in tables 16.3-16.6 are rarely 
encountered in the standard language. 

3.1.2 Noun morphology 
In table 16.3 we show the main noun declension types. A unique Belo-
russian innovation is the extension of the nominative-accusative plural 
ending -ы/-у to o-stem neuter nouns, as shown in the table by сёлы/sely 
and дрэвы/dribvy. A further innovation, brought about by the effects of 
akanne, is the coincidence of the nominative singular ending of non-
palatalized tf-stem nouns and o-stem neuter nouns with stem stress, as 
illustrated in the table by бяроза/bjaróza and дрэва/drfeva. From the 
form alone it is therefore impossible to predict the declension type of such 
nouns. The same is not true of palatalized variants of the two types since, in 
accordance with the general rules governing the orthographical reflection 
of jakanne, e / e remains in post-stress position, thus я-stem песня/pesnja 
'song' but o-stem поле/р01е 'field'. Note, however, anomalous 'morpho-
logical' post-stress jakanne in the я-stem instrumental singular, for 
example, песняй/pesnjaj, and in the variant -яу/^ай of the genitive plural 
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Table 16.3 Belorussian noun declension 

(a) Masculine o-stem Neuter o-stem 

Singular 
NOM 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

Plural 
NOM 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

стол 'table' 
стол 
стала 
сталу 
сталом 
сталё 

сталы 
сталы 
сталоу 
сталам 
сталам1 
сталах 

горад 'town' 
горад 
горада 
гораду 
горадам 
горадзе 

гарады 
гарады 
гарадоу 
гарадам 
га радам i 
гарадах 

сяло 'village' дрэва 'tree'* 
сяло 
сила 
сялу 
сялом 
сялё 

селы 
сёлы 
сёл 
сёлам 
сёлам1 
сёлах 

дрэва 
дрэва 
дрэву 
дрэвам 
дрэве 

дрэвы 
дрэвы 
дрэу 
дрэвам 
ApšeaMi 
дрэвах 

a-stem i-stem 

Singular 
NOM 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

Plural 
NOM 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

галава 'head'* 
галаву 
галавы 
галавё 
галавой (-ою) 
галавё 

галовы 
галовы 
галоу 
галавам 
галавам1 
галавах 

бяроза 'birch' 
бярозу 
бярозы 
бярозе 
бярозай (-аю) 
бярозе 

бярозы 
бярозы 
бяроз 
бярозам 
бярозам1 
бярозах 

косць 'bone' 
косць 
KÓcui 
KÓcui 
косцю 
KÓcui 

КОСЦ1 
KÓcui 
касцёй 
касцям 
касцям1 
касцях 

Note: * Reflexes of * mesto and *žena are not available in Belorussian. 

(b) Masculine o-stem 

Singular 
hórad 'town' NOM stol 'table' hórad 'town' 

ACC stol hórad 
GEN stala hórada 
DAT štalu hóradu 
INST stalom hóradam 
LOC stale hóradze 

Neuter o-stem 

sjaló 'village' 
sjalo 
sjala 
sjalu 
sjalóm 
sjale 

dreva 'tree'* 
dreva 
dreva 
drevu 
drevam 
drčve 
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Table 16.3 continued 

Masculine o-stem Neuter o-stem 
Plural 
NOM stały harady sęly drhvy 
ACC staly harady sely drevy 
GEN stalóu haradóu sel dreu 
DAT stalam haradam selam dribvam 
INST stalami haradami selami drčvami 
LOC stalax haradax selax drevax 

a-stem i-stem 

Singular 
NOM 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

Plural 
NOM 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

halava 'head'* 
halavu 
halavy 
halave 
halavoj (-óju) 
halave 

halovy 
halovy 
halóu 
halavam 
halavami 
halavax 

bjaróza 'birch' 
bjarozu 
bjarózy 
bj aróze 
bjarózaj (-aju) 
bjaroze 

bjarózy 
bjarózy 
bjaróz 
bjarózam 
bjarózami 
bjarozax 

kose' 'bone' 
kose' 
kósci 
kósci 
kóseju 
kósci 

kósci 
kósci 
kascej 
kasejam 
kasejami 
kascjax 

Note : * Reflexes of * mesto and *iena are not available in Belorussian. 

of all declensions (for examples see below). 
Apart from the animate category mentioned above, important variants 

of the basic types illustrated occur mainly in the o-stem and a-stem declen-
sions, especially in the locative singular of the former and the dative/ 
locative singular of the latter. Here nouns with a stem ending in a 
palatalized consonant, which otherwise share the same endings as their 
non-palatalized counterparts (albeit differently spelled), retain a reflex of 
the old Proto-Slavonic yo-stem and ya-stem ending, for example, arHi/ahni 
from arÓHb/ahon' Tire'; зямл1/2]атН from зямля/zjamlja 'land'. Those 
with stems ending in the formerly palatalized consonants ч, ж, ш, ц, р/с, 
ž, š, с, г have the same ending in the morphophonemic variant -ы/-у, thus 
на нажы/па nažy 'on the knife'; працы/ргасу from праца/ргаса 
'work'. Also well preserved in these cases is the second palatalization of 
velars: рука/гика 'hand, arm', Hara/naha 'leg, foot', dative-locative 
singular руцэ/гисё, назё/паге; у rapóce/u haróse 'in the peas', from 
rapóx/haróx. In the o-stem locative singular, however, the second palatal-
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ization is obviated by the use of the old w-stem locative ending -y/-u for all 
nouns with a stem in к /к and for those with a stem in r, x/h, x denoting 
abstract concepts, thus у воку/u voku 'in the eye', аб nÓA3Biry/ab 
podzvihu 'about the feat'. Semantic criteria determine the use of this same 
ending in nouns with a stem in a palatalized or formerly palatalized con-
sonant which denote human beings, for example, аб вучню, песняру/ab 
vučnju, pesnjaru 'about the pupil, poet', from вучань/vučan' and 
пясняр/pjasnjar respectively. Cekanne and dzekanne cause mutation of 
stem-final т, д/t, d, as illustrated in the table by горадзе/hóradze and 
similarly in nouns like планёта/planeta 'planet', dative-locative singular 
планеце/р1апёсе. A feature of the masculine o-stem declension not 
revealed by the table is the regularity of the former w-stem genitive singular 
ending -y/-u in abstract nouns and those denoting materials and 
substances or collectives; thus лёс/les 'fate', тытунь/tjrtun' 'tobacco', 
HaTÓyn/natćmp 'crowd' have genitive singular лёсу/lesu, тытуню/ 
tytunju, HaTÓyny/natoupu. 

Variants within the /-stem declension are few, but two are worthy of 
mention. Firstly, the depalatalization of ч, ж, ш, ц, р/с, ž, š, с, г has 
resulted in a non-palatalized subtype with appropriately different spelling 
of the case endings: мыш/myś 'mouse', шыр/Syr 'expanse', genitive 
singular Mbiiiibi/myśy, uibipbi/šyry and so on. Secondly, the instrumental 
singular exhibits a doubling of (single) stem-final consonants except labials 
and p/r , thus далонню/dalónnju from далонь/dalón' 'palm', пёччу/ 
pečču from печ/рес 'stove', but глыб'ю/hlyb'ju from глыб/hlyb 
'depth'. 

A strong tendency towards generalization is observable in the genitive 
plural of Belorussian nouns, with the extension of the characteristic mascu-
line o-stem ending (morphophonemically {-ow}, appearing in four variants 
-oy, -ay, -ёу, -яу/-ой, -ай, -ёй, -jaO depending on stress and the nature of 
the preceding consonant) not only, as might perhaps be expected, to neuter 
nouns within the same declension, but also to other declension types. This 
is very much a live tendency in Modern Belorussian, with a wide dialect 
base. Consistent predictive criteria for it are, however, difficult to identify, 
since in identical morphophonemic environments it may or may not occur 
or, more accurately, may or may not be recognized as standard. For the 
moment, too, it is most frequently acknowledged as an alternative; thus 
among o-stem neuter nouns we find such generally accepted pairs as 
акон/акоп and BOKHay/vóknau from акно/акпо 'window', вёсел/vesel 
and вёслау/veslati from вясло/yjasló 'oar'; among a-stem nouns 
зямель/zjamer and зёмляу/zemljau from зямля/zjamlja 'land', бомб/ 
bomb and бомбау/ЬотЬай from бомба/ЬотЬа 'bomb'; among i-stem 
nouns дробязей/dróbjazej and др0бязяуМг0Ь]аг]'ай from дробязь/ 
dróbjaz' 'trifle'. Nouns of the a-stem and i-stem declensions in which the 
ending {-ow} is the sole recognized form, for example, роляу/róljau from 
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роля/rólja 'role', рэчау/гёсай from рэч/гёс 'thing', remain few, with the 
exception of a-stem nouns whose stem ends in a cluster of consonants, for 
example, 6iTBay/bitvaii from 6iTBa/bitva 'battle', гбсцяу/hóscjau from 
госця/hóscja '(female) guest', where it is widespread though not (yet?) 
universal. Among neuter o-stem nouns only those with a palatalized stem-
final consonant consistently show it: палёу/ра1ёй from поле/póle 'field', 
пытанняу/руЫпщ'ай from пытанне/pytanne 'question'. 

Belorussian has a high, but not exclusive, correlation between gender 
and declension type. The /-stem declension is the most exclusive since, 
with a single masculine exception, /-stem nouns are all feminine. The 
exception is the traditional Slavonic one пуць/рис', semantically limited in 
Belorussian to the sense '(railway) track'. The o-stem declension is divided, 
as we have seen, between masculine and neuter nouns. While most я-stem 
nouns are feminine, this declension type also includes masculine nouns -
all, apart from ca6aKa/sabaka 'dog', with clear male reference - and a 
significant number of nouns of common gender, that is, masculine or 
feminine according to sense. Moreover, in both groups male reference has 
resulted in variants on the basic declensional endings in the dative, instru-
mental and locative singular. These variants reflect the close correlation 
between gender and declension type in that they consist in the adoption of 
masculine o-stem endings as in, for example, бацьку/Ьас'ки (DAT-LOC 
SG), бацькам/Ьас'кат (INST SG) from бацька/Ьас'ка 'father'; калеку/ 
kaleku (DAT-LOC SG), калекам/kalekam (INST SG) from калёка/ка1ёка 
'(male) cripple'. Masculine д-stem nouns with stress on the ending, 
however, decline like feminines, as do, naturally enough, those of common 
gender when feminine, thus cyAfl3i/suddzi (DAT-LOC SG), суддзёй/ 
suddzq (INST SG) from суддзя/suddzja 'judge'; калёцы/ка1ёсу (DAT-
LOC SG), калёкай/kalekaj (INST SG) from калёка/ка1ёка '(female) 
cripple'. 

The interaction of declensional types illustrated in several of the features 
discussed above is part of a general process of merger of declension in the 
evolution of Belorussian from Proto-Slavonic which has included the 
absorption of almost all minor declension types by the three main ones. 
The w-stem declension has merged with the o-stem though, as we have 
seen, it has left its mark in the genitive and locative singular and in the 
genitive plural where the infix *-ov-, after the loss of the following jer, was 
re-interpreted as an ending. Former masculine /-stem nouns, with the 
exception of пуць/рис' mentioned above, have adapted to the palatalized 
variant of the o-stem declension, for example, госць/hosc' 'guest', 
genitive singular госця/hóscja. The few former w-stem nouns that have 
survived into Modern Belorussian have assimilated fully to one of the two 
feminine declension types, for example, CMOKBa/smokva 'fig' (я-stem) 
from PS1. *smoky, eBflKpoy/svjakrem 'mother-in-law', genitive singular 
CBeKpbiBi/svekryvi (/-stem) from PS1. *svekry. Only among consonant-
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stems is there some evidence of the continuation of earlier declension 
patterns, mainly in the form of stem alternation. Thus /-stems - neuter 
nouns denoting the young of animals, including дзщя/dzicja 'child' in the 
singular only - have the stem formant -nij-(-HT-)/-jac-(-jat-) in all cases 
other than the nominative-accusative and (a Belorussian innovation) 
instrumental singular, for example, цяля (цялё)/ф1)а (cjale) 'calf' has 
genitive singular цялящ/cjaljaci, instrumental singular цялём/cjalčm, 
nominative plural цяляты/cjaljaty. In terms of declension, however, these 
nouns have adapted in the singular to the /-stem type (neuter o-stem in the 
instrumental) and in the plural to the o-stem. With л-stems there is even 
greater evidence of adaptation, since alongside, for example, iM^/imja 
'name', iMeHi/imeni (GEN SG), 1менем/1тепет (INST SG), iMCHbi/imeny 
(NOM-ACC PL), there is an alternative declension, without stem alternation, 
according to the neuter o-stem type (palatalized variant): iM^/imja (GEN 
SG), 1мем/1тет (INST SG), iMi/imi (NOM-ACC PL) and so on. Indeed, of 
this group of nouns only iMjfc/imja, племя/plemja 'tribe' and стрэмя/ 
stremja 'stirrup' retain the longer forms; the rest have adapted fully to the 
o-stem declension. The r-stem noun Maiji/maci 'mother' may either 
decline (with stem formant -ep-/-er-) in the singular according to the a-
stem and in the plural according to the /-stem type, or - another Belo-
russian innovation - be indeclinable. 

3.1.3 Pronominal morphology 
The declension of the personal pronouns is shown in full in table 16.4, 
from which it will be evident that Belorussian has no clitics. The reflexive 
pronoun сябе/sjabe, which has no nominative form, is otherwise declined 
like ты/ty. The distribution of the Proto-SIavonic ablaut variants of the 
stem in these two pronouns though somewhat obscured by cekanne and 
jakanne, is: accusative-genitive *teb-9 *seb~\ dative-instrumental-locative 
*tob-, *sob-. In Belorussian, personal pronouns distinguish gender only in 
the third person singular, all three forms of which thus have the anaphoric 
function of English if, depending on the gender of the antecedent. Two 
uniquely Belorussian innovations in the third-person pronoun are the 
extension of the initial / j / element of the other cases to the nominative, 
and the total absence of prothetic / n / , thus ад яго/ad jahó 'from him, 
from it', 3 ёй/z ej 'with her, with it' and so on. Not unique, since shared 
with Polish and Sorbian, is the syncretism of the instrumental and locative 
singular forms of the masculine and neuter third-person pronoun, which is 
carried over into the declension of other pronouns and adjectives. 

First- and second-person possessive pronouns (see the example мой/ 
moj in table 16.4) are fully declined, distinguishing case, number and - in 
the singular - gender. Third-person possessive pronouns, on the other 
hand, are usually invariable forms identical with the genitive case of the 
personal pronoun: яго/jahó 'his, its', яё/ jae 'her, its', ix/ix 'their'. Note, 
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Table 16.4 Belorussian pronominal declension 

(a) Personal 

1st 
Singular 
2nd 

M 
3rd 
N F 

1st 
Plural 
2nd 3rd 

all 
genders 

NOM я ты ён ЯНО яна мы вы яны 
ACC мяне цябё яго яго яё нас вас ix 
GEN мяне цябё ЯГО ЯГО яё нас вас ix 
DAT мне табё яму яму ёй нам вам iM 
INST мной табой 

яму яму 

(-0Ю) (-0Ю) iM iM ёй, ёю HaMi eaMi iMi 
LOC мне табе iM iM ёй нас вас ix 

Possessive Interrogative 

м N F All genders 

NOM мой 'my' 
ACC = NOM/GEN 

мае 
мае 

мая 
маю 

мае 
=NOM/GEN 

хто 'who' 
каго 

што 'what' 
што 

GEN майго майго маёй Maix каго чаго 
DAT майму 
INST MaiM 

майму 
ма!м 

маёй 
маёй (-ёю) 

MaiM 
MaiMi 

каму 
KiM 

чаму 
чым 

LOC ма!м ма!м маёй Maix KiM чым 

увесь 'all' 

M 
Singular 
N F 

Plural 
all genders 

NOM увесь усё 
ACC = NOM/GEN у с ё 
GEN усяго усяго 
DAT уСЯМу уСЯМу 
INST УС!М YCIM 
LOC yciM yciM 

уся 
усю 
усёй, усяё ycix 
усёй t ус!м 
усёй (-ёю) yciMi 
усёй ycix 

усе 
=NOM/GEN 

(b) Personal 

1st 
Singular 
2nd 

м 
3rd 
N 

Plural 

F 
1st 2nd 3rd 

all 
genders 

jana 
jae 
jae 
ej 

my 
nas 
nas 
nam 

vy 
vas 
vas 
vam 

jany 
ix 
ix 
im 

ej, čju 
ej 

nami 
nas 

vami 
vas 

imi 
ix 

NOM ja ty en jano 
ACC mjane cjabe jahó jahó 
GEN mjane cjabe jahó jahó 
DAT mne tabe jamu jamu 
INST mnoj tabój 

(-óju) (~óju) im im 
LOC mne tabć im im 
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Possessive 

M 
Singular Plural 

all genders 

Interrogative 

NOM moj my mae 
ACC = NOM/GEN m a e 
GEN majhó majhó 
DAT majmii majmu 
INST maim maim 
LOC maim maim 

uves' 'air 

M 

maja 
maju 
maej 
maej 

mae xto 'who' što 'what' 
— NOM/GEN kahó što 
maix kahó 
maim kamu 

maej (-eju) maimi kim 
maej maix kim 

Singular 
N F 

Plural 
all genders 

čaho 
čamu 
cym 
čym 

NOM uves' use usja use 
ACC E NOM/GEN usč usju e NOM/GEN 
GEN usjahó usjahó usej, usjae usix 
DAT usjamu usjamu usej ( usim 
INST usim usim usej (-eju) usimi 
LOC usim usim usej usix 

however, the recently acquired stylistic neutrality (ATpaxoein/Atraxovic 
1977-84 sub verbo) of ixHi/ixni 'their' which is declined as an adjective 
with a palatalized stem. Ягоны/jahóny 'his, its' and ейны/ejny 'her, its', 
both declined as stem-stressed adjectives with a non-palatalized stem, are 
common in works of literature but, for the moment at least, retain in 
dictionaries the usage label 'colloquial'. Like мой/moj are declined твой/ 
tvoj 'your (SG)' and the reflexive possessive свой/svoj 'one's own'; наш/ 
naš 'our' and Bain/vaš 'your (PL or polite SG)' are declined as 
stem-stressed adjectives with non-palatalized stem, except in the nom-
inative and inanimate accusative, where they have noun endings; thus ваш 
сын/vaš syn 'your son', ваша KHira/vaša kniha 'your book', accusative 
вашу кшгу/vašu knihu, ваша nicbM0/vaša pis'mo 'your letter', вашы 
iA3i/vašy idbi 'your ideas'. 

Also shown in table 16.4 is the declension of the interrogative (and rela-
tive) pronouns хто/xto 'who' and што/što 'what', and of the pronoun 
увёсь/uves' 'all'. (The demonstrative той/toj 'that' is not illustrated since 
it has adapted fully to the adjectival declension.) Of other pronouns чый/ 
čyj 'whose' declines like мой/moj, while the remainder broadly follow the 
adjectival declension, albeit with certain idiosyncrasies. Perhaps most 
idiosyncratic of all is the emphatic pronoun сам/sam 'oneself', which 
everywhere substitutes i/i for ы /у in its endings, thus masculine-neuter 
genitive singular caMÓra/samoha, but instrumental-locative сам1м/ 
samim. 
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Indefinite pronouns in Belorussian are formed from other pronouns 
both by prefixation and by suffixation. Thus from XTo/xto 'who', for 
example, are derived HexTa/nexta and XT0CbLu/xt0s'ci. абы-хто/аЬу-
xto and хто-нёбудзь/xto-nebudz', and this pattern is repeated with other 
pronouns. There is a broad semantic distinction between those formed with 
нё-/пё- and -cbiji/-s'ci, on the one hand, and those formed with абы-/ 
aby- and -нёбудзь/-пёЫк!г', on the other: the first pair denote 'someone, 
etc.' specific, but unidentified; while the second carry the implication of 
choice - 'anyone, etc. (at all)'. Using our examples based on XTo/xto we 
may contrast нёхта (хтосьщ) пастукау у акно/nexta (xtos'ci) pastu-
кай u aknó 'someone knocked at the window' with щ прыйдзе хто-нё-
будзь?/с1 pryjdze xto-nebudz'? 'will anyone come?'. 

3.1.4 Adjectival morphology 
Table 16.5 illustrates the pronominal adjectival declension of Belorussian. 
For adjectives with a non-palatalized stem both stem-stressed (showing 
akanne) and ending-stressed variants are exemplified, by Hoebi/novy and 
малады/malady respectively. The only other variant on this type are 
adjectives with a velar stem, such as flapari/darahi 'dear', which, because 
of the rule that к, г, x/k, h, x cannot be followed by ы/у, have i/i instead 
in the appropriate endings. There are no ending-stressed adjectives with a 
palatalized stem, but note the consistent presence of 'morphological' post-
stress jakanne in the stem-stressed type aceHHi/asenni. The higher degree 
of syncretism relative to Old Russian or Proto-Slavonic is seen in the singu-
lar in the coincidence of the masculine and neuter instrumental and loca-
tive forms, and in the plural with the loss of gender distinction. The variant 
endings of the feminine genitive singular both derive from the Old Russian 
ending -ot /-oe: -oe/-oe is a direct continuation of the earlier ending 
following the merger of [ё] and [e], while -oń/-oj has arisen through 
elision of the final vowel. 

An unproductive category in Modern Belorussian is the short (nominal) 
form derived from a relatively small number of qualitative adjectives. 
Where found, it is used solely in the predicate and does not decline, though 
gender and number are distinguished, for example, from raT0Bbi/hat0vy 
'ready, prepared' we have masculine singular raTÓy/hatou, feminine-
neuter singular raTÓBa/hatova, plural (all genders) raTOBbi/hatovy. More 
characteristic of Belorussian, however, is the use of the long (pronominal) 
form in predicative as well as attributive functions, compare маладая 
жанчына/maladaja źancyna 'young woman' and жанчына была зус!м 
маладая/žančyna była zusim maladaja 'the woman was very young'. Even 
those few short-form adjectives in regular use will often be merely alter-
natives to the long forms, for example, ён будзе таксама рад (рады)/ёп 
budze taksama rad (rady) 'he too will be glad'. Only in the nominative and 
inanimate accusative of possessive adjectives does the short form survive 
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Table 16.5 Belorussian adjectival declension 

(a) 
M 

Singular 
N 

Plural 
all genders 

Non-palatalized stem 
NOM новы 'new' 
ACC E N O M / G E N 
GEN новага 
DAT новаму 
INST новым 
LOC НОВЫМ 

NOM 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

малады young 
=NOM/GEN 
маладога 
маладому 
маладым 
маладым 

Palatalized stem 
NOM асёнш 'autumn9 

ACC = NOM/GEN 
GEN асенняга 
DAT асённяму 
INST асёншм 
LOC aceHHiM 

новае 
новае 
новага 
новаму 
новым 
новым 

маладое 
маладое 
маладога 
маладому 
маладым 
маладым 

асенняе 
асённяе 
асенняга 
асённяму 
aceHHiM 
aceHHiM 

новая 
новую 
новай, новае 
новай 
новай (-аю) 
новай 

маладая 
маладую 

новыя 
=NOM/GEN 
новых 
новым 
HÓBbiMi 
новых 

маладыя 
=NOM/GEN 

маладои, маладое маладых 
маладои 
маладой (-ою) 
маладой 

асенняя 
асённюю 
асённяй, асённяе 
асённяй 
асённяй (-яю) 
асённяй 

маладым 
маладым1 
маладых 

асеншя 
=NOM/GEN 
асеншх 
aceHHiM 
aceHHiMi 
aceHHix 

(b) 
M 

Singular 
N 

Plural 
all genders 

Non-palatalized stem 
NOM novy 'new' 
ACC = NOM/GEN 
GEN novaha 
DAT novamu 
INST novym 
LOC novym 

NOM 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

malady 'young' 
=NOM/GEN 
maladóha 
maladómu 
maladym 
maladym 

Palatalized stem 
NOM asenni 'autumn' 
ACC = NOM/GEN 
GEN asennjaha 
DAT asennjamu 
INST asennim 
LOC asennim 

novae 
novae 
novaha 
novamu 
novym 
novym 

maladoe 
maladóe 
maladóha 
maladómu 
maladym 
maladym 

asennjae 
asennjae 
asennjaha 
asennjamu 
asennim 
asennim 

novaja 
novuju 
novaj, novae 
novaj 
novaj (-aju) 
novaj 

maladaja 
maladuju 
maladój, maladóe 
maladój 
maladój (-óju) 
maladój 

asennjaja 
asennjuju 
asennjaj, asennjae 
asennjaj 
asennjaj (-jaju) 
asennjaj 

novyja 
=NOM/GEN 
novyx 
novym 
novymi 
novyx 

maladyja 
=NOM/GEN 
maladyx 
maladym 
maladymi 
maladyx 

asennija 
=NOM/GEN 
asennix 
asennim 
asennimi 
asennix 
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with an attributive function: дзёдау брат/dzedau brat 'grandfather's 
brother', крауцова Mepica/kraiicova merka 'tailor's measure'. 

To form the comparative and superlative degrees of adjectives Belo-
russian employs both synthetic and analytic methods. The synthetic 
comparative is formed by means of the suffix -ćńm-(-3ńm-)/-ejs-(-fejs-) 
plus pronominal adjectival endings, thus Haeeiiiiibi/navejSy, 
м а л а д з е й ш ы / т а Ы г ^ у , CTapśńuibi/staribjśy, from новы/novy 'new', 
малады/malady 'young', стары/stary 'old' respectively. The fact that the 
suffix is invariably stressed leads to akanne and jakanne in the stem of the 
adjective, as exemplified by HaBeftuibi/navejSy above and, for example, 
бялёйшы/bjalejSy from белы/bćly 'white', зелянейшы/zeljanejsy from 
зялёны/zjaleny 'green'. With some lexical items the stem suffixes -ок-
(-ёк-, -к-)/-ок-(-ёк-, -k-) are dropped in this process, thus in 
глыбейшы/ЫуЬд§у from ™w6oKi/hlybóki 'deep', далейшы^а1ф§у 
from далёк^аШИ 'far', By3efliiibi/vuzejšy from By3Ki/vuzki 'narrow'. 
This may also entail a change in the final consonant of the stem, as in 
Bbiiii3ńiiibi/vys<bjśy from Bbicoici/vysoki 'high'. Where the stem suffix -к-
/-k- is preserved and also where the stem ends in г/h or x/x, the synthetic 
comparative exhibits the first palatalization of velars, for example, 
крапчэйшы/кгарс<У§у, uiiuańiiibi/cisibjSy from Kpanici/kribpki 'strong' 
and ijixi/cixi 'quiet'. The synthetic superlative is formed by the addition of 
the prefix Hań-/naj- to the comparative. 

The analytic comparative is formed by combining the adverb больш/ 
bol'š with the positive degree of the adjective, for example, больш 
rpa3Ki/bol'š hrazki 'muddier'. Similarly, an analytic superlative may be 
formed with the aid of the adverb найбольш/najborš: найбольш 
rpa3Ki/najból'ś hrazki 'muddiest'. An alternative analytic superlative is 
created by combining the (declinable) emphatic pronoun самы/samy with 
the positive - or, for particular emphasis, synthetic comparative - degree of 
the adjective, thus самы моцны/samy mocny or самы мацнейшы/ 
samy macnejśy 'most powerful'. 

Suppletive formations in Belorussian are as follows: добры/dobry 
'good' - лёпшы/lepśy 'better'; дрэнны^гёппу or блап/ЫаЫ 'bad' -
rópiiibi/hórśy 'worse'; вялии/^аЙк! 'big' - большы/Ь0Г§у 'bigger'; 
малы/та1у 'small' - мёншы/menśy 'smaller'. In each case the super-
lative is formed by the addition of the prefix Hań-/naj-. 

Adverbs derived from adjectives have the ending -a / -a (under stress, 
-Ó/-Ó) after a hard consonant, -e/-e following a soft consonant, for 
example, 6araTa/bahata 'richly', flayHÓ/dauno 'long ago', лшше/lišne 
'too, excessively'. The comparative and superlative are formed in the same 
way as for adjectives: analytically by combining больш/bol 'š and 
Hań6(xnbiii/najbórS with the positive degree; synthetically by means of the 
suffix -eń(-3ń)/-ej(-<bj) and, for the superlative, of the prefix Hań-/naj-, 
with the same consonant mutations and other changes to the stem: 
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глыбей/hlybćj 'more deeply', Bbiiuafl/vysfej 'more highly', найглыбей/ 
najhlybej 'most deeply' and so on. 

3.1.5 Numeral morphology 
The declension types for cardinal numerals are shown in table 16.6. Except 
in the nominative and inanimate accusative, the numeral4 Г declines like an 
ending-stressed adjective with a non-palatalized stem. Note, however, that 
in the genitive singular and in the masculine and neuter dative singular it is 
the final syllable of the ending which is stressed. The plural form of 4 Г is 
used with pluralia tantum such as BUiKi/vilki 'pitchfork', caHi/sani 
'sledge'. For the numeral '2' Belorussian has a distinct feminine form for all 
cases; абодва (абёдзве)/аЫхка (abedzve) 'both' follows the same 
pattern. The instrumental endings of '2, 3 ,4 ' are a relic of the dual number. 
Like the numeral '5' (/-stem type) decline '6'- '20' and '30'; like '50' (also 
/-stem type, but with both elements changing) are declined '60', '70', '80'. 
The hundreds ('200'-'900') also have both elements changing, the second 
on the pattern of o-stem nouns in the plural. The numerals '40' сорак/ 
sórak and '100' сто/sto have a single form for all cases except the 
nominative-accusative: capaica/saraka, ста/sta. Дзевяноста/ 
dzevjanosta '90', though originally following the same pattern, is now 
indeclinable as a result of akanne in the final vowel of the nominative-
accusative. Тысяча/tysjaća 'thousand' declines as an a-stem noun with an 
alternative instrumental singular тысяччу/tysjaccu; мшьён/пШ'ёп 
'million' is a masculine o-stem noun. In compound cardinal numerals each 
word declines, for example, genitive трохсот пяцщзесящ maciji/troxsot 
pjacidzesjaci šasci from трыста пяцьдзесят шэсць/trysta pjac'dzesjat 
šfesc' '356'. Colloquially, however, there is a tendency towards non-
declension of all but the final element of such forms. 

Special collective numerals ABoe/dvoe '2', Tpóe/tróe '3', чацвёра/ 
čacvera '4' up to дзесяцера/dzesjaeera '10' are used with pluralia tantum, 
nouns denoting the young of animals, collectives such as людз^ЦшЫ 
'people', and - optionally - nouns denoting male human beings. Двое/ 
dvoe and Tpóe/tróe decline like the plural of мой/moj (see table 16.4), 
чацвёра/čacvera and so on like the plural of адзш/adzin. 

Ordinal numerals in Belorussian are, with three exceptions, stem-
stressed adjectives with a non-palatalized stem: пёршы/perśy 'first', 
сёмы/semy 'seventh', пяцщзесяты/pjacidzesjaty 'fiftieth'. The excep-
tions are: друп/druhi 'second' (ending-stressed velar stem), трэщЛгёа 
'third' (palatalized stem) and capaicaBbi/sarakavy 'fortieth' (ending-
stressed non-palatalized stem). Only the final element of compound 
ordinal numerals is ordinal and declines; the other elements are cardinal 
and remain unchanged: трыста пяцьдзесят шосты/trysta pjac'dzesjat 
Sósty 'three hundred and fifty-sixth', masculine-neuter genitive singular 
трыста пяцьдзесят inóerara/trysta pjac'dzesjat šostaha and so on. 
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Table 16.6 Belorussian numeral declension 
(a) Singular 

M 
Plural 
all genders 

NOM 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

NOM 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

NOM 

ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

адзш 'l' 
= N O M / G E N 
аднаго 
аднаму 
адным 
адным 

M/N 
два '2' 
= N O M / G E N 
двух 
двум 
двума 
двух 

пяць '5' 

пяць 
пяц! 
пяц! 
пяццю 
пяц! 

адно 
адно 
аднаго 
аднаму 
адным 
адным 

F 
дзве 
= N O M / G E N 
дзвюх 
дзвюм 
дзвюма 
дзвюх 

адна 
адньу 
адной,аднаё 
адной 
адной (-ою) 
адной 

тры '3' 
= N O M / G E N 
трох 
тром 
трыма 
трох 

пацьдзесят '50' дзвёсце '200' 

пяцьдзесят = NOM/GEN 
пяцщзесящ двухсот 
пяцщзесящ двумстам 
пяццюдзесяццю двумастам1 
пяцщзесящ двухстах 

адны 
= N O M / G E N 
адных 
адным 
адным1 
адных 

чатыры 44' 
= N O M / G E N 
чатырох 
чатыром 
чатырма 
чатырох 

пяцьсот 
ł500' 
= N O M / G E N 
пяцюот 
пяц1стам 
пяццюстам1 
пяц1стах 

(Ь) 
M 

Singular 
N 

Plural 
all genders 

NOM 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

NOM 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

NOM 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

adzin 4 Г 
= N O M / G E N 
adnahó 
adnamu 
adnym 
adnym 

M/N 
dva '2' 
= N O M / G E N 
dvux 
dvum 
dvuma 
dvux 

pjac' ł5' 
PjaC 
pjaci 
pjaci 
pjaccju 
pjaci 

adnó 
adno 
adnahó 
adnamu 
adnym 
adnym 

F 
dzve 
= N O M / G E N 
dzvjux 
dzvjum 
dzvjuma 
dzvjux 

pjac'dzesjat 450' 
pjac'dzesjat 
pjacidzesjaci 
pjacidzesjaci 
pjaccjudzesjaccju 
pjacidzesjaci 

adna 
adnii 
adnój, adnae 
adnój 
adnój (-óju) 
adnój 

try ł3' 
= N O M / G E N 
trox 
trom 
tryma 
trox 

dzvesce '200' 
= N O M / G E N 
dvuxsot 
dvumstam 
dvumastami 
dvuxstax 

adny 
= N O M / G E N 
adnyx 
adnym 
adnymi 
adnyx 

catyry 44ł 

= N O M / G E N 
catyrox 
catyróm 
catyrma 
catyrox 

pjac'sót ł500' 
= N O M / G E N 
pjacisót 
pjacistam 
pjaccjustami 
pjacistax 
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3.2 Verbal morphology 

3.2.1 Verbal categories 
In comparison with Proto-SIavonic and Old Russian, the inflectional 
morphology of the Belorussian verb distinguishes only a small number of 
categories, as illustrated in the chart of conjugation types (table 16.7). 
Some other categories are expressed periphrastically (see below). In the 
verb form itself person is distinguished only in the non-past (present/ 
future), gender only in the (singular) past, whilst there is number agree-
ment between subject and verb in both instances. The tense system has 
been much simplified: gone completely are the aorist, imperfect and orig-
inal pluperfect, and the perfect has evolved, through the loss of the copula 
'be', from an original participial form into a simple verb form which covers 
all past meaning. Thus, in appropriate contexts, я чытау/ja cytaO may 
correspond to 'I read/was reading/have read/had read/had been reading'. 
The only survival of a compound past tense in Belorussian is the pluperfect 
derived from the Old Russian 'second pluperfect' of the type язъ есмь 
былъ читалъ/jazb esmb Ьу1ъ čitah> 'I had read', again through the loss 
of the copula. Essentially confined to colloquial speech and the language of 
literature, this form is encountered almost entirely in the perfective aspect, 
denoting an action in the past anterior to another past action, for example, 

Ён прыёхау быу з Мшска i уладкавауся на кватэру каля ушверсггэта./Ёп 
ргуёхай byu z Minska i uladkavaOsja na kvat^ru kalja universitčta. 
4He had arrived from Minsk and settled into a flat near the university.' 

Only the verb быць/byc' Чо be' has a morphological future (first con-
jugation): буду, будзеш/budu, budzeš and so on. This acts as the 
auxiliary in forming, in combination with the infinitive, the periphrastic 
future of imperfective verbs: я буду чытаць/ja budu cytac' 'I shall read/ 
be reading'. Future meaning in perfective verbs is carried by the non-past 
form: я прачытаю/ja pracytaju 'I shall read', in contrast to the present 
meaning of the imperfective non-past. 

It will be clear from the foregoing that Belorussian has moved from a 
tense-based verb system to one based on aspect. As in Slavonic generally, 
the imperfective-perfective opposition is a privative one: the perfective, the 
marked member of the pair, is used for a single action in which the focus is 
on the total performance of that action, on the result produced and poten-
tial consequences; the imperfective is used whenever this focus is lacking. 
Compare, for example, кал! я прыйшоу, ён ужо згатавау (PRFV) 
вячэру/kali ja pryjśćm, ёп užo zhatavau vjačibru 'when I arrived, he had 
already prepared supper' with: кал! я прыйшоу, ён гатавау (IMPFV) 
вячэру/kali ja pryjśćm, ёп hatavaii vjačibru 'when I arrived, he was pre-
paring supper' (action in progress); кал! ён быу дома, ён заусёды 
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Table 16.7 Belorussian conjugation types 

(a) First conjugation 

Infinitive 

Non-past: 

Past: 

SG 

PL 

SG 

PL 
Imperative: SG 

PL 

1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
M 
F 
N 

2 
1 
2 

чытаць 
Чо read' 

чытаю 
чытаеш 
чытае 
чытаем 
чытаеце 
чытаюць 
чытау 
чытала 
чытала 
чыташ 
чытай 
чытаем 
чытайце 

несц1 
Чо carry' 

нясу 
нясёш 
нясе 
нясём 
несяцё 
нясуць 
нёс 
несла 
несла 
нести 
НЯС1 
нясём 
нясще 

пюаць 
Чо write' 

niuiy 
niuiaui 
nima 
niuiaM 
п!шаце 
пкиуць 
nicay 
шсала 
шсала 
nicani 
nimbi 
шшэм 
шшыце 

браць 
Чо take' 

бяру 
бярэш 
бярэ 
бяром 
берацё 
бяруць 
брау 
брала 
брала 
брал i 
бяры 
бярэм 
бярыце 

Second conjugation Athematic 

Infinitive 

Non-past: SG 

PL 

Past: SG 

PL 
Imperative: SG 

PL 

1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
M 
F 
N 

2 
1 
2 

малщь 
Чо beg' 

малю 
мол im 
молщь 
мсшм 
молще 
моляць 
мал!у 
мал ina 
мал Ina 
мал ini 
Mani 
малём 
малще 

ляцець 
Чо fly' 

лячу 
ляц1ш 
ляцщь 
лящм 
лец1цё 
ляцяць 
ляцёу 
ляцёла 
ляцёла 
ляцёл1 
ляц1 
ляцём 
ляцще 

гаварыць 
Чо say' 

гавару 
гаворыш 
гаворыць 
гаворым 
гаворыце 
гавораць 
гаварыу 
гаварыла 
гаварыла 
гаварыл1 
гавары 
гаварэм 
гаварыце 

есц1 
Чо eat' 

ем 
яс! 
есць 
ядз!м 
ясцё, ясцё 
ядуць 
еу 
ела 
ела 
ёлi 
еш 
ЯД31М 
ёшце 

(Ь) First conjugation 

Infinitive 

Non-past: SG 

Past: 

1 
2 
3 

PL 1 
2 
3 

SG 

Ćytac' 
Чо read' 

ćytaju 
čytaeš 
ćytae 
ćytaem 
ćytaece 
ćytajuc' 

M ćytau 
F ćytala 

nesci 
Чо carry' 

njasu 
njaseš 
njase 
njasem 
nesjace 
njasuc' 
nes 
nesla 

pisac 
Чо write' 

pišu 
pišaš 
piša 
pišam 
pišace 
pišuc' 
pisau 
pisala 

brac' 
Чо take' 

bjaru 
bjarčš 
bjarč 
bjaróm 
berače 
bjariic' 
brau 
brala 
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PL 
Imperative: SG 2 

PL 1 

N cytala nesla pisala 
cytali nesli pisali 
cytaj njasi pisy 
cytaem njasem pišem 
cytajce njasice pisyce 

Second conjugation 

brala 
brali 
bjary 
bjarem 
bjaryce 

Athematic 

Infinitive 

Non-past: SG 1 
2 
3 

PL 1 
2 
3 

Past: 

PL 
Imperative: SG 2 

PL 1 

malic' 
Чо beg' 

malju 
moliš 
mólic' 
mólim 
mólice 
móljac' 

SG M maliu 
F malila 
N malila 

malili 
mali 
malem 
malice 

ljacec' 
Чо fly' 

ljaču 
ljaciš 
ljacic' 
ljacim 
lecice 
ljacjac' 
ljaceu 
ljacela 
ljacela 
ljaceli 
ljaci 
ljacem 
ljacice 

havaryc' 
Чо say1 

havarii 
havorys 
havoryc' 
havorym 
havoryce 
havorac' 
havaryu 
havaryla 
havaryla 
havaryli 
havary 
havarem 
havaryce 

esci Чо eat' 

em 
jasi 
esc' 
jadzim 
jasce,jasce 
jaduc' 
eu 
ela 
ela 
čii 
eš 
jadzim 
ešce 

гатавау (IMPFV) вячэру/kali ёп Ъуй dóma, ёп zaiisedy hatavau vjač^ru 
'when he was at home, he always prepared supper' (repetition); учора 
увечар ён гатавау (IMPFV) вячэру/učora Ovečar ёп hatavau у)'асёги 
'yesterday evening he prepared supper' (simple naming of the action). 
Compare also прыйшоу (PRFV) Кандрат. Ён чакае ym3e/pryjšcm 
Kandrat. Ёп čakae Onize 'Kandrat has come. He is waiting downstairs' with 
кал! ты была на працы, прыходз1у (IMPFV) Кандрат. Ён пайшоу 
на пасяджэнне/kali ty byla na pracy, pryxodziu Kandrat. Ёп pajšćm na 
pasjadžčnne 'while you were at work, Kandrat came. He has gone to the 
meeting' (result of action no longer in force). 

The most common morphological markers of aspect in Belorussian are 
prefixation and suffixation. Typically, simple verbs are imperfective and a 
corresponding perfective is created with the aid of a (largely unpredictable) 
prefix which, apart from adding perfectivity, is semantically empty, as in 
the pair гатаваць - згатаваць/hatavac' - zhatavac' in the examples 
above, or шсаць - Hanicaijb/pisac' - napisać' 'to write', вггаць -
прыв1таць/vitac' - pryvitac' 'to greet'. Most prefixes are capable of 
fulfilling this function in conjunction with particular verbs, but the three in 
most common use are (in descending order of frequency): na-/pa-, for 
example, званщь - пазванщь/zvanic' - pazvanic' 'to ring'; з-(с-, ca-)/ 
z-(s-, sa-), for example, рабщь - зрабщь/гаЫс' - zrąbie' Чо do, make'; 
a-(a6-)/a-(ab-), for example, слёпнуць - аслёпнуць/slepnuc' -
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aslepnuc' 'to go blind'. The only suffix which is used to create perfective 
verbs from simple imperfectives is -ну-/-пи-, as in свютаць - свюнуць/ 
svistac' - svisnuc' 'to whistle'. There is a very small number of suppletive 
pairs, including (imperfective first) гаварыць - сказаць/havarye' -
skazać' 'to say' and класщся - легчы/klascisja - lehcy 'to lie down'. 
Where a prefix, when added to a simple imperfective verb, modifies it 
semantically in addition to making it perfective, an imperfective counter-
part is usually created by suffixation. Thus, from nicaijb/pisac' 'to write' is 
created the pair зашаць - затсваць/zapisac' - zapisvac', with imper-
fective suffix -Ba-/-va-. Other suffixes with an imperfectivizing function 
are: -H-/-ja-, for example, замянщь - замяняць/zamjanłc' - zamjanjac' 
'to replace'; -óyBa-/-cmva-, for example, уз'яднаць - уз'ядноуваць/ 
uz'jadnac' - uz'jadnouvac' 'to re-unite'; and, rarely and unproductively, 
-a-/-a-, for example, абнемагчы - абнемагаць/аЬпетаЬсу -
abnemahac' 'to become weak'. In this process both -Ba-/-va- and -H-/-ja-
entail the morphophonemic alternations associated with the Proto-Slavonic 
/ j / element described in 2.2, thus абрасщь - аброшваць/abrasic' -
abrošvac' 'to sprinkle', аслабщь - аслабляць/aslabic' - aslabljac' 'to 
weaken' and so on. Among the few native verbs in Belorussian which are 
bi-aspectual are абяцаць/abjacac' 'to promise' and ранщь/гатс ' 'to 
wound', but note also the perfectives паабяцаць/рааЬ]асас' and 
парйнщь/рагатс'. Much more typically it is loan-words with the suffix 
-a6a-/-ava- which display this characteristic: aflpacaeaijb/adrasavac' 'to 
address', pacTaypwpaeaub/rfestaOryravac' 'to restore'. 

A subaspectual distinction within the imperfective aspect which -
morphologically, at least - continues the Indo-European indeterminate-
determinate opposition is found in the category of the so-called 'verbs of 
motion'. Conventionally, Belorussian grammars have recognized fifteen 
such pairs of simple verbs: (indeterminate first) хадзщь - iciji/xadzic' -
isci 'to go (on foot)'; ёздзщь - ехаць/ezdzic' - ёхас' 'to travel'; бегаць -
бегчы/behac' - behcy 'to run'; брадзщь - 6pbicui/bradzic' - brysci (see 
below); насщь - нёсщ/nasic' - nesci 'to carry'; вадзщь - вёсщ/vadzic' 
- vesci 'to lead'; вазщь - вёзщ/vazic' - vezci 'to convey'; плаваць -
плыць/plavac' - plyc' 'to swim, sail'; лятаць - ляцець/ljatac' - ljacec' 
'to fly'; лаз1ць - лёзщ/lazic' - lezci 'to climb'; поузаць - паузц1/ 
póuzac' - paOzci 'to crawl'; ганяць - гнаць/hanjac' - hnac' 'to chase'; 
катаць - кацщь/katac' - kacic' 'to roll'; цягаць - цягнуць/cjahac' -
cjahnuc' 'to drag, pull'; саджаць - садзщь/sadžae' - sadzie' 'to plant'. 
The entries in ATpaxoei4/Atraxovic (1977-84), however, deny this status 
to two of them: брадзщь/bradzic' and брысщ/brysci are defined in 
terms which distinguish them semantically, the former as 'to wander, 
amble, stroll', the latter as Чо drag oneself along', while the entry for 
саджаць/sadžae' merely cross-refers it as a synonym to садзщь/sadzłc'. 

Of the non-indicative moods the imperative is morphological in the first 
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person plural and second person (see table 16.7 and 3.2.2) but uses the 
periphrasis хай (няхай)/хщ (njaxaj) plus non-past tense for the third 
person, thus хай (няхай) адкажа на л\ст сам/xaj (njaxaj) adkaža na list 
sam 'let him answer the letter himself', хай (няхай) едуць, кал! хочуць/ 
xaj (njaxaj) educ', kali xocuc' 'let them go if they want to'. A more cate-
gorical imperative meaning may be expressed using the infinitive: не 
адставаць!/пе adstavac'! 'don't lag behind!' The conditional mood is also 
periphrastic in form, consisting of the past tense (of either aspect) plus the 
invariable clitic бы/by (after a consonant), б / b (after a vowel): ён сказау 
бы/ёп skazaii by 'he would say', яна сказала б/jana skazała b 'she 
would say'. 

'Reflexive' verbs in Belorussian are formed by the agglutination of the 
particle -cfl/-sja, derived from the clitic *sę, with a non-reflexive verb. The 
only variants of it are to be found in the infinitive and the third person of 
the non-past tense, where in conjunction with final -ць/-с ' it becomes 
-цца/-сса after a vowel or -ца/-са after a consonant, for example, 
купаюся/kupajusja 'I bathe', but купацца/кирасса 'to bathe', 
купаюцца/киргцисса 'they bathe', здасца/zdasca 'he/she will sur-
render'. In addition to expressing reflexive voice proper, as in мыцца / 
mycca 'to wash (oneself)', reflexive verbs fulfil a number of functions 
associated with the middle voice, for example, яны пацалавалкя^'апу 
pacalavalisja 'they kissed (each other)' (reciprocal action) or як мы 
хвалявал1ся!^'ак my xvaljavalisja! 'how we worried!' (action concentrated 
within the subject). A major function is the expression of the passive voice, 
which in Belorussian divides almost completely along aspectual lines: 
reflexive-passive for imperfective verbs, auxiliary 'to be' plus past passive 
participle for perfectives. Compare pyKanic перапрацоуваецца (IMPFV) 
ayTapaM/rukapis perapracoiivaecca autaram 'the manuscript is being 
revised by the author' with pyKanic перапрацаваны (PRFV) аутарам/ 
rukapis perapracavany aiitaram 'the manuscript has been revised by the 
author'. 

Of the participles, only the past passive, formed with the aid of the 
suffixes -H-/-n- (never doubled) or -T-/-t-, is regarded as standard in 
Modern Belorussian. By far the more widely used of the two suffixes is -н-
/-n-, with -T-/-t- confined to verbs with an infinitive stem in -ну-/-пи-, for 
example, кшуты/kinuty from кшуць/kinuc' 'to throw', and first-conjug-
ation 'irregular' verbs with a monosyllabic stem in a vowel, for example, 
разбпы/razbity from разбщь/razbłc' 'to smash'. Variants occur with 
some verbs in -ну-/-пи- and a few (unproductive) verbs with a stem in p / r 
or л/l , thus замкнуць/гаткпис' 'to close' has past passive participle 
замкнуты/zamknuty or замкнёны/гаткпёпу, пакалоць/ракакэс' 'to 
prick' has паколаты/pakólaty or паколаны/рак01апу. The use of the 
short form of the past passive participle in the predicate is limited: it is not 
found in the masculine singular and is an alternative to the long form in the 
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feminine, thus тэатр пабудаваны з адборнага матэрыялу/teatr 
pabudavany z adbórnaha materyjalu 'the theatre has been built with choice 
materials', школа пабудаваная (пабудавана) ... /škola pabudavanaja 
(pabudavana) . . . 'the school has been built ... ' . A recent innovation is a 
marked increase in the attributive use of the /-participle (of intransitive 
verbs only), for example, расталы снег/rastaly sneh, вымерлыя 
жывёлы/vymerlyja žyvely, which literally mean 'having melted snow' and 
'having become extinct animals'. On the other hand, invariable gerunds -
etymologically the feminine nominative singular short forms of the active 
participles - are a feature of the standard language, though they no longer 
carry any tense meaning, only that of aspect, thus pó6fl4bi/róbjaćy (IMPFV 
GER) from рабщь/гаЫс', 3pa6iyiiibi/zrabmšy (PRFV GER) from 3pa6i-
ць/zrabic' 'to do'. 

3.2.2 Conjugation 
Leaving aside for the moment a handful of anomalous verbs, Belorussian 
has two conjugations, though within each, as illustrated in table 16.7, we 
may distinguish a number of subtypes occasioned by the effects of akanne 
and jakanne and the hardening of formerly palatalized consonants. Thus, 
for example, the endings of the non-past tense of the first-conjugation 
verbs in the table show the following morphophonemic alternations: in the 
second and third persons singular е-а-э /е-а-ё , in the first person plural 
е-ё-а-о/е-ё-а-о , in the second person plural е-я-а/е- ja-a . In the 
neuter singular past tense stressed -Ó/-Ó, as in вяло/yjaló from весщ/ 
vesci 'to lead', alternates with unstressed -a/-a, as in несла/nesla and all 
the other examples in table 16.7, with the result that where the neuter form 
is stem-stressed it coincides with the feminine. The infinitive ending shows 
alternation between -ць/-с ' after vowels, -ц\/-с\ after consonants other 
than velars (irrespective of the stress position), and -чы/-су where the 
stem ends in a velar, with / k / (only) being assimilated into the ending, thus 
чытаць/cytac', HĆcui/nesci, магчы/таЬсу 'to be able', пячы/pjaćy 'to 
bake' (stem {pek-}). Stress shifts within the paradigm may give rise to 
morphophonemic alternations in the stem of the verb, as demonstrated by 
all the verbs in the table except чытаць/cytac 

Belorussian has only partial retention of final / t ' / in the third person 
singular non-past, namely in the second conjugation, thus молщь/тоИс' 
but 4biTae/čytae. It is, however, re-instated in first-conjugation verbs if 
they are reflexive, for example, смяёцца/smjaecca from смяяцца/ 
smjajacca 'to laugh'. In the second person plural non-past of ending-
stressed verbs it is the final syllable which is stressed, as illustrated in table 
16.7 by несяцё, бераце, лецщё/nesjace, berače, lecice. For most verbs 
the first person plural imperative is distinct from the indicative. It is formed 
with the ending -ем/-ет , a continuation of Old Russian -•Ьмъ/-ётъ, and 
has the variant - эм / -ёт after formerly palatalized consonants. (In verbs 
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with a velar stem the original second palatalization has been replaced by 
the first, for example, памажэм/ратайёт 'let us help'.) However, where 
the non-past is stem-stressed the indicative may also be used with imper-
ative meaning: пойдзем/pójdzem 'let us go', cnbmiM/spynim 'let us 
stop', and in the case of first-conjugation verbs with a stem in / j / , such as 
чытаць/cytac' in the table, this is now the only form of the first person 
plural imperative accepted as standard, forms in - м а / - т а being considered 
dialectal. 

Table 16.8 shows the Belorussian reflexes of the five Proto-Slavonic 
verb classes. They divide between the two conjugations as follows: themes 
in -ne, -je - first conjugation; theme in -i - second conjugation. As 
may readily be seen from the table, the characteristic Belorussian morpho-
phonemic innovations (see 2.3) frequently obscure the underlying stem, so 
that in the non-past of verbs with a theme in -e/-o, for example, we find 
вядз-(вяд-), цвщ-, граб-, пяч-(пяк-), 6flp-/yjadz-(yjad-), cvic-, hrab-, 
pjač-(pjak-), bjar- as realizations of the stems {ved-, cvit-, ЬгёЬ-, pek-, ber-} 
respectively. Depalatalization and/or akanne may also affect the theme 
vowel, as in бяр-э-/^'аг-ё- < *ber-e-, nop-a-/por-a- < *por-j-e and ляж-
bi-/ljaž-y- < *lei-i-. A further innovation is the restoration in the infinitive 
stem of the labials 6, n/b, p and the velar г/h, earlier assimilated to the 
ending, thus rpa6iji/lu£bci 'to rake', xpanui/hrapci 'to snore', лёгчы/ 
lehcy 'to lie down'. Among verbs with a theme in -je we may note the 
extension of the stem ne-/pe- of the infinitive пець/рес' 'to sing' to the 
non-past tense, albeit in the jakanne-produced realization ira-/pja-. 

Of the five athematic verbs of Proto-Slavonic, Belorussian retains only 
three. The present tense of быць/byc' 'to be' is usually not formally 
expressed; thus ен урач/ёп urač, literally 'he doctor'. The sole surviving 
form is ёсць/ёвс', etymologically the third person singular but now gener-
alized for all persons and both numbers; it is used for emphasis or, 
principally in scientific and technical styles, in definitions. The conjugation 
of the other two surviving athematic verbs, eciji/esci 'to eat' (see table 
16.7) and даць/dac' 'to give' (which follows the same pattern), more 
closely continues that of Proto-Slavonic than is the case in any of the other 
Slavonic languages except Ukrainian. Only the first and third person plural 
have adapted to thematic conjugation (second and first respectively). An 
innovation in Belorussian is the complete adaptation of the Proto-Slavonic 
irregular verb *Jwteti to the first conjugation. The one truly irregular (as 
opposed to athematic) verb in Modern Belorussian is 6er4bi/behčy 'to 
run', which has first-conjugation endings in the first person singular and 
third person plural, but second-conjugation endings in all other forms of 
the non-past, thus бягу, бягуць/bjahu, bjahuc' but бяжыш, бяжыць, 
бяжым, бежыцё/^'айув, bjaźyc', bjażym, beźyce. 
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Table 16.8 Belorussian reflexes of Proto-SIavonic verb classes 
(a) Infinitive stem Non-past stem 

Theme in -e/-o 
нес-

вес- (< *ved-) 
UBic- (< *cvit-) 
ic- (< *id-) 
exa-

грэб-
жы-

пяч- (< *pek-t-) 
па-ча- (< *-čen-) 
па-мер-
ста-

сса-
зв-а-
бр-а-

Theme in -ne 
цяг-ну- (< *tęg-np-) 

Mi-ну- (< *mi-np-) 

Theme in -je 
чу-

пе-
кры-
6i-
паро- (< *рог-) 
мало- (< *mel-) 

irp-a-
ум-е- (< *um-č-) 

каз-а-
nic-a-
дарав-а- (< *darov-a-) 
се-я-

Theme in -i 
мал-i- (< *mol-i-) 

хадз-i- (< *xod-i-) 
сядз-е- (< *sčd-č-) 
ляж-а- (< *lež-a-) 
сп-а-

Athematic 
бы-
ec- (< *čd-) 
да-

Irregular 
хац-е-

няс-е-
вядз-е- (SI, РЗ вяд-) 

UBiu-e- (SI, РЗ UBiT-) 
щз-е- (SI, РЗ iд-) 
едз-е- (SI, РЗ ед-) 

граб-е-
жыв-е-
пяч-э- (S1, РЗ пяк-) 
па-чн-е-
па-мр-э-
стан-е-

сс-е-
зав-е-
бяр-э-

цяг-н-е-
Mi-н-е-

чу-е-
пя-е-
кры-е-
б'-е-
пор-а- (S1 пар-) 
мел-е- (S1 мял-) 

irp-a-e-
ум-е-е-

каж-а- (< *kaz-j-e-) 
niiii-a- (< *pis-j-e-) 
дару-е-
се-е-

мол-i- (SI мал-) 
ходз-i- (SI хадж- < *xod-j-) 
сядз-i- (SI сядж- < *sčd-j-) 
ляж-ы-
сп-i- (SI спл- < *sp-j-) 

ес-
е(с/д/дз)-
да(с/д/дз)-

хоч-а- (S1 хач- < *xot-j-) 
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(b) Infinitive stem Non-past stem 

Theme in -e/-o 
nes- njas-e-

ves- (< *ved-) vjadz-e- (SI, P3 vjad-) 
cvis- (< *cvit-) cvic-e- (SI, P3 cvit-) 
is- (< *id-) idz-e- (SI, P3 id-) 
exa- edz-e- (SI, P3 ed-) 

hreb- hrab-e-
žy- žyv-e-

pjač- (< * рек-t-) pjač-ё- (SI, P3 pjak-) 
pa-ča- (< *-čen-) pa-čn-e-
pa-mer- pa-mr-e-
sta- stan-e-

ssa- ss-e-
zv-a- zav-e-
br-a- bjar-e-

Theme in -ne 
cjah-nu- (< *tęg-np-) cjah-n-e-

mi-nu- (< *mi-np-) mi-n-e-

Theme in -je 
ču- ču-e-

pe- pja-e-
кгу- kry-e-
bi- b'-e-
paro- (< *por-) por-a- (SI par-) 
malo- (< *mel-) mel-e- (SI mjal-) 

ihr-a- ihr-a-e-
um-e- (< *ит-ё-) um-e-e-

kaz-a- kaž-a- (< *kaz-j-e-) 
pis-a- piš-a- (< *pis-j-e-) 
darav-a- (< *darov-a-) daru-e-
se-ja- se-e-

Theme in -i 
mal-i- (< *mol-i-) mol-i- (SI mal-) 

xadz-i- (< *xod-i-) xodz-i- (SI xadž- < *xod-j-) 
sjadz-e- (< *sed-e-) sjadz-i- (SI sjadž- < *sed-j-) 
ljaž-a- (< *lež-a-) ljaž-y-
sp-a- sp-i- (SI spi- < *sp-j-)) 

Athematic 
by- es-
es- (< *čd-) e(s/d/dz)-
da- da(s/d/dz)-

Irregular 
xac-e- xoč-a- (SI xač- < *xot-j-) 
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3.3 Derivational morphology 

3.3.1 Major patterns of noun derivation 
Most productive is suffixation, principally from underlying verb, adjective 
(including participle) and noun stems. The suffixes which combine with the 
greatest number of parts of speech are - А К / - А К , -iic/-ik, -Hiic/-nik and -K-
/-k-. Thus, for example, рыбак/гуЬак 'fisherman', юнак/junak 'young 
man', сваяк/svajak 'relation', пятак/pjatak 'five-kopeck coin' and 
спявак/spjavak 'singer' are derived from the stems of, respectively, a 
noun, adjective, pronoun, numeral and verb. Among the most productive 
suffixes are: -Hiic/-nik, -чык/-£ук and -ец(-эц)/-ес(-ёс), which create 
predominantly animate nouns, for example, жартаушк/žartaiinik 'joker' 
from жартаваць/žartavac' 'to joke', грузчык/Ытюсук 'docker' from 
грузщь/hruzic' 'to load', HaBynaHeu/navucfenec 'pupil' from 
Haey43HHe/navučfenne 'study'. The suffixes -CTB-/-stv-, -анн-(-енн-, 
-энн-)/-апп-(-епп-, -enn-) and -acijb/-asc' all create abstract nouns, thus 
3HačMCTBa/znaemstva 'acquaintance', аблягчэнне/аЬЦаЬсёппе 'allevia-
tion', мудрасць/mudrasc' 'wisdom', motivated by знаём-ы/гпаёт-у 
'familiar', аблягч-ьщь/аЬЦаЬс-ус' 'to alleviate' and мудр-ы/mudr-y 
'wise'. 

Within the noun category suffixation is also used for modificatory 
purposes. Highly productive in the derivation of masculine diminutives are, 
again, -iic(-biK)/-ik(-yk), -чык/-£ук and -ок(-ак)/-ок(-ак), giving rise to 
such forms as cmniK/stólik, пакойчык/раксч'сук and, with consonant 
mutation, унучак/ипйсак, from стол/stol 'table', пакой/pakój 'room' 
and унук/unuk 'grandson' respectively. Most productive where feminine 
diminutives are concerned is -ачк-/-аск-, for example, лямпачка/ 
ljampačka from лямпа/Цатра 'lamp', followed by -K-/-k-, as in 
бярозка/bjarózka from бяроза/bjaróza 'birch'. The latter suffix is also, 
though less productively, used to derive neuter diminutives: слоука/ 
sloOka from слова/slova 'word', and plays a major role in the derivation 
of female nouns from their male equivalents, for example, Kacipica/ 
kasirka from Kacip/kasir 'cashier'. Other suffixes with a modificatory func-
tion include -aH-(-flH-)/-an-(-jan-), which creates nouns denoting the 
young of animals: ваучаня (eay4aHe)/va0čanja (vaučane) 'wolf cub' 
from воук/vouk 'wolf'; and - / j / - , used to form neuter collectives and in 
the process, except after labials and / r / , assimilated by the preceding con-
sonant: сук/suk 'branch' gives сучча/sučča 'branches', дуб/dub 'oak' 
gives дуб'ё^иЬ'ё 'oaks'. 

Prefixation plays a much lesser role in the derivation of nouns, though 
the negative prefix не-(ня-)/пе-(щ'а-) is highly productive in the creation 
of antonyms, such as неспакой/nespakój 'anxiety' from cnaKÓń/spakoj 
'calm', няшчасце/njaščasce 'unhappiness' from шчасце/ščasce 'happi-
ness'. Compounding, on the other hand, is a fruitful source of noun deri-
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vation, whether it be appositional, as in BaroH-pacTapaH/vahon-rfestaran 
'restaurant car'; by interfix, as in законапраект/zakonapraekt = 
3aKÓH+a+npaeKT/zakon+a+praekt '(legal) bill'; or with truncation of 
the first element, as in 6eH3acx0Biiu4a/benzasx0višča 'petrol tank' 
< 6eH3iH+cxÓBim4a/benzin+sxovisca. 

3.3.2 Major patterns of adjective derivation 
In deriving adjectives from nouns the most productive suffixes are -Н-/-П-, 
-ов-(-ёв-, -ав-, -eB-)/-ov-(-ev-, -av-, -ev-) and -CK-/-sk-, for example, 
конны/kónny 'horse', кляновы/кЦаш^у 'maple', aKiHHCKi/akijanski 
'ocean', motivated by конь/коп', клён/klen and аюян/акцап respec-
tively. The process of suffixation may be accompanied by truncation of the 
motivating stem, as in птушка/ptuška > птушыны/ptuśyny 'bird's'; by 
contraction at the morpheme boundary, as in маладзец+ск-i/ 
maladzec+sk-i > маладзёцю/такк1геск1 'dashing'; or by mutation of the 
stem-final consonant, as in пясок/pjasók > пясчаны/pjasćany 'sandy'. 
Possessive adjectives are derived from animate nouns and personal names 
with the aid of the suffixes -оу(-ёу, -ay, -еу)/-сш(-ёй, -ай, -ей) and 
-iH(-biH)/-in(-yn), for example, JlyKamóy/Lukascm 'Lukaš's', мужау/ 
mužaO 'husband's', 6a6iH/babin 'grandmother's'. Adjectives motivated by 
adjectives themselves almost invariably modify the meaning of the under-
lying form in some way; thus, the suffix -aeaT-/-avat- limits the quality: 
халаднаваты/xaladnavaty 'rather cold' by comparison with халодны/ 
xalodny 'cold', while -енн-/-епп- augments it: здаравённы/zdaravenny 
'robust' compared with 3flap0Bbi/zdarovy 'healthy'. Derivation of adjec-
tives from other parts of speech is more limited. Most commonly, the moti-
vating stem is verbal, as in адкщны/adkidny 'collapsible' or 
забыучывы/гаЬуйсухгу 'forgetful'. 

Prefixation is a productive method of intra-adjectival derivation in two 
areas: the creation of antonyms or adjectives that negate the quality 
expressed by the motivating adjective: здатны/zdatny 'able' > няздатны/ 
njazdatny 'not able', законны/гакоппу 'legal' > беззаконны/ 
bezzakónny 'illegal'; and of superlatives and other forms expressing a 
heightened degree of that quality: Bbicoici/vysoki 'tall' > завысокл/ 
zavysoki 'too tall', рэакцыйны/гёаксуз'пу 'reactionary' > 
арх1рэакцыйны/атгёаксу]пу 'arch-reactionary'. In the compounding 
of two adjectives the first element appears always in the short neuter form, 
as in кюла-салодю/кЫа-закхНи 'bitter-sweet' (coordinative) and 
блёдна-жоуты/Ь^па^оС^у 'pale yellow' (subordinative). 

3.3.3 Major patterns of verb derivation 
Prefixes have a dual role in intraverbal derivation. In acting as a morpho-
logical marker of aspect (see 3.2.1) they are semantically empty of all but 
the component 'perfectivity'. More often, however, they make other 
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semantic modifications to the simple verb to which they are attached. 
Furthermore, while in the former role many prefixes are only weakly 
productive, in the latter the reverse is true. Many are also polysemantic: 
thus, for example, the prefix Bbi-/vy- may add to the simple verb the 
meaning 'outwards' as in выйсщ/vyjsci Чо go out'; 'completion' as in 
выслужыць/х^ийус' 'to serve out'; or, in conjunction with the reflexive 
particle, 'exhaustiveness' as in выспацца/vyspacca 'to have a good sleep'. 
Indeed, this polysemy is frequently to be found within a single derived 
verb; thus the prefix 3a-/za- may add to весщ/vesti 'to take' both the 
meaning 'action beyond a given point' and 'commencement of action', so 
that завесщ/zavesti means both 'to take too far' and 'to set up, start'. 

Aside from aspectual derivation, suffixation is used almost exclusively to 
derive verbs from other parts of speech. An exception to this is the suffix 
-ану-/-апи-, which adds the nuance of intensity or unexpectedness to the 
meaning of the motivating verb; thus from сказаць/вкагас' 'to say' is 
derived сказануцьЛкагапйс' 'to rap out'. Such forms are characteristic of 
colloquial style. Among the suffixes deriving verbs from nouns and adjec-
tives two are particularly productive: -i-(-bi-)/-i-(-y-), as in бялщь/bjalłc' 
'to whiten' from бёлы/bely 'white' or рыбачыць/гуЬасус' 'to fish' from 
рыбак/гуЬак 'fisherman'; and -aBa-(-HBa-)/-ava-(-java-), which occurs 
mainly, though not exclusively, in loan-words, as in друкаваць/drukavac' 
'to print', лютаваць/ljutavac' 'to rage'. The suffix -i-(-bi-)/-i-(-y-) is also 
the most productive second element in the confixal derivation of verbs, for 
example, in узаконщь/игакотс' 'to legalize', derived from закон/гакоп 
'law' with the aid of y-/u-. Occasionally, the prefixal element in such 
derived verbs may be one not encountered where prefixation alone is 
involved, for example, абез-/аЬег- in абезнадзещь/abeznadzeic' Чо 
dishearten', motivated by надзёя/nadzeja 'hope'. 

4 Syntax 

4.1 Element order in declarative sentences 
In Belorussian, since syntactic relations are generally explicit in the 
morphology, the order of the major constituents of a sentence (or clause) is 
relatively free, though this should not be interpreted to mean random. 
What determines which of the six possible permutations of subject, verb 
and object is employed in a given instance is communicative dynamism. 
The given information precedes those elements which communicate the 
new information or bear the greatest emphasis. Morphologically identical 
sentences conveying the same factual information will therefore show vari-
ation in the order of their constituents. Thus, depending on what question 
(or potential question) is being answered, the sentence 'Ryhor hit Mikola' 
might appear in any of the following forms: Рыгор ударыу Miiccuiy/ 
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Ryhór udaryu Mikólu (Subject-Verb-Object, answering ' whom did Ryhor 
hit?'); ударыу Рыгор MiKCwy/udaryO Ryhór Mikólu (VSO: 'whom did 
Ryhor hitT); Рыгор MiKCWiy ударыу/Ryhór Mikólu udaryu (SOV: 
4what did Ryhor do to Mikola?'); Мжолу Рыгор ударыу/Mikólu 
Ryhór udaryu (OSV: 'what did Ryhor do to MikolaV); Школу ударыу 
Рыгор/Mikólu udaryu Ryhór (OSV: 'who hit Mikola?'); ударыу 
Мжолу Рыгор/udaryu Mikólu Ryhór (VOS: 'who hit Mikola?'). As to 
which of these represents unmarked order, one might reasonably argue 
that, in their appropriate context, they all do. Support is lent to this argu-
ment by the fact that in the spoken language the topic-focus order may be 
varied so that, for example, unmarked MiKcmy ударыу Рыгор/Mikólu 
udaryu Ryhór becomes stylistically marked Рыгор ударыу Мжолу / 
Ryhór udaryu Mikólu 'Ryhor hit Mikola'. However, there is some evidence 
to suggest that the basic order in Belorussian, as in English, at least for the 
written language, is SVO. In sentences in which subject and object are not 
morphologically unambiguous (both nouns have nominative = accusative 
and are of the same person and number) the most likely interpretation is 
that the first element is the subject, for example, град змяшу дождж/ 
hrad zmjaniu doždž 'hail replaced the rain'. In speech, though, sentence 
intonation would allow the order OVS, giving the meaning 'rain replaced 
the hail'. 

Adverbials relating to the clause as a whole, rather than a particular 
constituent, are placed in clause-initial position; where they qualify a par-
ticular constituent they are also generally preposed to that constituent. 
Immediate pre-verbal position is the norm for adverbials of time, place or 
degree, thus ён доуга расказвау пра свае прыгоды/ёп dóuha 
raskazvaO pra svae pryhódy (literally: 'he long talked about his 
adventures') 'he talked for a long time about his adventures'; да слёз 
крануу мянё яго расказ/da slez kranuu mjane jahó raskaz (literally: 'to 
tears moved me his story') 'his story moved me to tears'. Postposition of 
such adverbials is stylistically marked (emphatic, expressive). For 
adverbials of manner there is a division between pre-position and post-
position: qualitative adverbs precede the verb: яны весела смяюнся/ 
jany vesela smjajalisja (literally: 'they merrily laughed') 'they laughed 
merrily'; if, however, the adverbial is derived from a noun, it follows: ён 
iuióy вобмацкам каля сцяны/ёп išou vobmackam kalja scjany (liter-
ally: 'he went by groping along the wall') 'he groped his way along the 
wall'; those derived from gerunds are regularly found in both pre- and 
postposition to the verb, thus ён сумеушыся стаяу пёрад ёй/ёп 
sumeiiśysja stajau perad ej or ён стаяу пёрад ёй сумеушыся/ёп stajau 
perad ej sumeuSysja (literally: 'he having become embarrassed stood before 
her' or 'he stood before her having become embarrassed') 'he stood before 
her in embarrassment'. If the adverbial is one of cause or purpose, 
expressed by an adverb or a noun in an oblique case, then again both pre-
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position and postposition are possible: ён застауся дома знарок/ёп 
zastaiisja dóma znarók or ён знарок застауся дома/ёп znarók zastausja 
dóma (literally: 'he stayed at home on purpose' or 'he on purpose stayed at 
home') 'he stayed at home on purpose'. Where more than one adverbial 
occurs in a clause, the order is time > place > cause > manner and others. 

There are no pronominal clitics in Belorussian. Within the noun phrase 
unmarked order is for determiners and adjectives (if both are present, in 
that order) to precede the head noun, thus гэтыя маладыя людз^Ь&эда 
maladyja ljudzi 'these young people', усе новыя KHiri/use novyja knihi 
'all (the) new books'. Any inversion, such as зубы крывыя/zuby kryvyja 
for крывыя зубы/kryvyja zuby 'crooked teeth', is emotionally 
expressive. Genitives and relative clauses, on the other hand, follow the 
head noun. 

4.2 Non-declarative sentence types 
Interrogative sentences in Belorussian are marked by the use of inter-
rogative words (pronouns, adverbs, particles) and/or a special inter-
rogative intonation, with word order playing only a secondary role. 
Interrogative intonation consists in a sharp rise in pitch (less marked if an 
interrogative word is used) on the word requiring an answer. The 
intonation of the sentence as a whole will be falling if the word is at the 
beginning, rising-falling if it is in the middle and rising if it is at the end. 
Any declarative sentence can be turned into an interrogative one in this 
way, without alteration to the word order, thus declarative вы хадзш у 
KiHÓ/vy xadzili u kino 'you went to the cinema' may become interrogative 
вы хадзш у кшо? 'did you go to the cinema?', вы хадзЫ у кшо? 'did 
you go to the cinema?', вы хадзш у KIHÓ? 'did you go to the cinema?' 
Among the particles used to mark interrogative sentences is iji/ci, which 
takes first position in the sentence and requires inversion of subject and 
verb: щ вёдае ён гэта? /а vedae ёп tóta? 'does he know that?', щ не 
холадна Ta6e?/ci ne xoladna tabe? 'aren't you cold?'. It is also the means 
of marking indirect questions: ён не помнщь, щ бачыу яго/ёп ne 
pomnie', ci Ьасуй jahó 'he doesn't remember whether he saw him'. 

An affirmative answer to a general interrogative is usually in the form 
такЛак, алё/а1ё or ara/aha, all meaning 'yes'. The negative response is 
не/пе 'no', for example, щ вярнулася мащ? - He/ci vjarnulasja maci? -
Ne 'has mother returned? - No'; this is also used, however, to confirm the 
truth of a negative interrogative, as in щ не вярнулася мащ? - He/ci ne 
vjarnulasja maci? - Ne 'hasn't mother returned? - No'. Question-word 
questions are usually answered with incomplete sentences: хто 
застанецца дома? - MiK<xna/xto zastanecca dóma? - Mikóla 'who will 
stay at home? - Mikola'. 

Commands, including prohibitions, may be issued not only by means of 
the imperative and infinitive (see 3.2.1) but also with the aid of the con-
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ditional, which has more the intonation of request or advice, for example, 
адпачыу бы ты Tpoxi/adpacyu by ty troxi 'you should rest a little'. 
Exceptionally, other parts of speech may also have imperative meaning: 
comparative adverb, for example, xyT43ń!/xutcej! (literally: 'more 
quickly') 'hurry up!'; past tense of certain verbs of motion, as in паехал1!/ 
paexali! (literally: 'went') 'let's go!'; impersonal predicate, for example, 
нельга!/пеГЬа! (literally: 'it is not allowed') 'don't!'. 

4.3 Copular sentences 
The grammatical role of pure copula in compound nominal predicates is 
fulfilled by the various tense and mood forms of быць/byc' 'to be'. An 
exception is the present tense, where there is a zero copula unless subject 
and complement are expressed by the same noun, when the copula ёсць/ 
esc' is obligatory. The main semi-abstract copulas (verbs which have 
partially lost their lexical meaning) are з'яуляцца - з'явщца/z'jauljacca -
z'javicca, in its copular function synonymous with быць/byc' and much 
used in the written language in definitions; рабщца - зрабщца/гаЫсса -
zrabicca, станавщца - стаць/stanavicca - stac', both meaning 'to 
become'; and здавацца - здацца/zdavacca - zdacca 'to seem'. Material 
copulas in Belorussian are chiefly verbs of movement or state, such as 
вяртацца - вярнуцца/vjartacca - vjarniicca 'to return', стаяць/stajac' 
'to stand' and so on. 

There is no detailed study of the distribution between nominative and 
instrumental case for predicative nouns and adjectives in copular sentences. 
Where the pure copula is concerned, the one absolute constraint applies to 
the present tense: here, both with zero copula and with ёсць/esc', only the 
nominative may be used. Otherwise the rules are not rigid, though it is rare 
for the nominative case to be used in conjunction with the future tense or 
imperative mood of быць/byc'. With the past tense some scholars have 
suggested a broad division between permanent attribute (nominative) and 
temporary one (instrumental). However, the facts of usage do not appear 
to bear this out; compare the following two examples, both drawn from 
twentieth-century literature: ён сам быу яшчэ дзщя/ёп sam byu jaščfe 
dzieją 'he himself was still a child' (nominative) and я яго тры гады 
ведаю, яшчэ кал! ён студэнтам быу/ja jahó try hady vćdaju, jaščč kali 
en studentam byu 'I have known him since three years ago, when he was 
still a student' (instrumental). The nominative seems also to be particularly 
common where the complement is an adjective, as in яна была яшчэ 
зус!м маладая/jana była jaščfe zusim maladaja 'she was still very young'. 
The instrumental case is invariably used with з'яуляцца - з 'явщца/ 
z'jaiiljacca - z'javicca, for example, Адэса з'яуляецца буйнейшым 
портам на Чорным MÓpbi/Adfesa z'jauljaecca bujnejSym pórtam na 
Ćórnym móry 'Odessa is the largest port on the Black Sea'. It is generally 
described as 'the norm' for other semi-abstract copulas, though the nomin-
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ative may be found with no obvious sense difference, thus дш стаях 
карсгпая (KapÓTKiMi)/dni stali karótkija (karótkimi) 'the days became 
short'. 

4.4 Coordination and comitativity 
The principal means of coordination in Belorussian are conjunctions 
(copulative, adversative and disjunctive) and zero coordination. Except in 
the case of щ/ci (in the sense 'or'), disjunctive coordination requires each 
coordinated element to have a coordinator, thus балщь у вас галава щ 
перастала?/Ьа11с' u vas halava ci perastala? 'does your head (still) ache 
or has it stopped (aching)?', but або сёння, або заутра, або 
паслязаутра/аЬо sennja, abó zatitra, abó pasljazaOtra 'either today or 
tomorrow or the day after'. Adversative conjunctions, on the other hand, 
show only the pattern 'X but X' and are invariably preceded by a comma: 
стомлены, алё вясёлы/stómleny, ale vjasely 'tired but happy'; ён 
пайшоу, а мы засталюя/ёп pajšćrn, a my zastalisja 'he left, but we 
remained'. The most flexible of the coordinating conjunctions in terms of 
its occurrence (or non-occurrence) alongside each coordinated element is 
the copulative i/ i 'and', which may be found in the patterns 'X and X', 'and 
X and X' or 'X, X and X', thus на дварэ было холадна i сыра/па 
dvar£ byló xoladna i syra 'outside it was cold and damp'; i у пол i, i у лесе 
чуецца вясна/i й póli, i й lese čuecca yjasna '(both) in the fields and in 
the woods one can feel the spring'; ён устау, падышоу да акна i 
паглядзёу на нёба/ёп ustau, padyśóii da akna i pahljadzeu na neba 'he 
stood up, went over to the window and looked at the sky'. 

On the whole, Belorussian prefers plural verb agreement with conjoined 
nouns or noun phrases if the coordination is copulative. However, singular 
agreement is possible if a singular noun stands immediately before or after 
the verb, for example, побач з iM стащь мёншы сын i усе астатшя 
партызаны/роЬас z im staic' mensy syn i use astatnija partyzany 'along-
side him stands (his) youngest son and all the other partisans'. If such 
singular agreement is used in the past tense, gender agreement is also with 
the nearest noun. Where two or more singular nouns are conjoined by то 
... To/to . . . to 'now . . . now', verb agreement may be either singular or 
plural, but in the past tense must be plural if the nouns are of different 
gender, thus то сын, то дачка прыязджае (прыязджаюць) да мащ/ 
to syn, to đačka pryjazdźae (pryjazdźajuc') da maci 'sometimes the son, 
sometimes the daughter comes (come) (to visit) the mother', but only то 
сын, то дачка прыязджшп да мащ/to syn, to đačka pryjazdźali da 
maci 'sometimes the son, sometimes the daughter came (PL) (to visit) the 
mother'. 

Comitative noun phrases in Belorussian may be of two types: those in 
which the element in the instrumental case is also included in the nomin-
ative pronoun, for example, мы з табой/my z tabój 'you and Г (literally: 
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'we with you'), and those in which it is not, for example, яна з сястрой/ 
jana z sjastrój 'she and her sister' (literally: 'she with sister'). Verb agree-
ment with both is usually plural, though singular agreement is possible in 
the case of the second type, for example: 

Косця 3 малёнькай сястрой Соняй ганяуся па лесе за матылькамь/Кскф 
z malen'kaj sjastrój Sónjaj hanjausja pa lese za matyl'kami. 
'Koscja chased through the woods after butterflies with his little sister Sonja.' 
(literally:'Koscja with little sister Sonja chased (м SG)...') 

4.5 Subordination 
Examination of samples of Belorussian text quickly reveals that the 
language makes far greater use of coordination than of subordination and 
that it is much given to asyndeton. Nevertheless, all the major types of 
subordinate clause, whether classified in syntactic terms (subjective, pre-
dicative, completive) or in semantic terms (temporal, conditional, relative 
and so on), are present. A detailed analysis of such clauses is beyond the 
scope of the present work, but one or two points are of particular interest. 
Thus, in relative clauses, whilst Belorussian has the relative pronoun як!/ 
jaki 'which' to act as a conjunctive, and in doing so to show agreement in 
number and gender with its antecedent head, it also makes substantial use 
of што/što 'that' with an antecedent of any gender or either number. Since 
што/što used in this way is neutral as to number and gender, it is found 
only as subject or direct object in the subordinate clause; verbal agreement 
is according to the features of the antecedent head. Compare, for instance: 

Ён падстуту да кампани, якая (што) вяла гарачую дыскуаю./Еп 
padstupiu da kampanii, jakaja (što) vjala haračuju dyskusiju 
'He joined a group which was having a heated discussion.' 

but only 

кампашя, да якой ён падстуту, вяла гарачую дыскуаю./катрапца, da 
jakój ёп padstupiu, yjala haračuju dyskusiju. 
'The group he joined was having a heated discussion.' 

XTo/xto 'who', in the nominative only and always with masculine singular 
verbal agreement, may similarly replace яю/jaki, for example, старшыня, 
як! (хто) вёу flbicKyciio/starsynja, jaki (xto) veu dyskusiju 'the chair-
man, who was leading the discussion'. 

Another characteristic of Belorussian is the frequent balancing of the 
conjunction introducing a subordinate clause by a pronoun or pronominal 
adverb in the main clause. Where the main clause precedes the sub-
ordinate, this antecedent effectively signals the upcoming subordinate 
clause; thus in the sentence яны кшулгся туды, адкуль чууся крык/ 
jany kinulisja tudy, adkul' čuusja kryk 'they rushed to where the cry had 
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been heard from', туды/tudy Чо there' points to the clause introduced by 
адкуль/adkul' 'from where'. In цяпер я хачу пракаменц1раваць тыя 
змены, як!я мы прапануем/фрёг ja xaču prakamenciravac' tyja 
zmeny, jakija my prapanuem 'now I want to comment on the changes 
which we are proposing', тыя/tyja 'those (ACC PL)' points to the ensuing 
relative clause. 

In addition to subordinate clauses a widely used subordinate element, at 
least in written Belorussian, is the gerundial phrase. In principle, it is pos-
sible to take either of two coordinated sentences and substitute a synony-
mous gerundial phrase, for example, in place of ён сядзеу за сталом i 
чытау KHiry/ёп sjadzeii za stalom i cytaii knihu 'he sat at the table and 
read a book', one may say ён сядзеу за сталом, чытаючы кн!гу/ёп 
sjadzeu za stalom, ćytajucy knihu 'he sat at the table, reading a book' or 
седзячы за сталом, ён чытау KHiry/sedzjacy za stalom, ёп cytaii knihu 
'sitting at the table, he was reading a book'. In practice, however, both from 
a sense and syntactic point of view the first variant is preferable, since it is 
the second coordinated element which is subordinated to express a secon-
dary action, manner or purpose. Conversely, the first element is sub-
ordinated where the construction is temporal, causal, conditional or 
concessive: compare ён сабрау усе сшы i узняуся на гару/ёп sabrau 
use siły i Oznjausja na haru 'he summoned all his strength and climbed the 
hill' and сабраушы усе сшы, ён узняуся на rapy/sabrausy use siły, ёп 
uznjańsja na haru 'summoning all his strength, he climbed the hill'. A 
restriction on the use of the gerundial phrase is that the subject of the 
action expressed by the gerund must be the same as the subject of the 
main-clause verb; thus one may say: 

Любуючыся горадам, ён успамшау аб MiHynbiM./Ljubujućysja hóradam, ёп 
uspaminau ab minulym. 
'Gazing at the city, he remembered the past' 

but not: 

*Любуючыся горадам, у яго узшкгш успамшы аб MiHynbiM./*Ljubiijučysja 
hóradam, u jahó liznikali uspaminy ab minulym. 
'Gazing at the city, memories of the past arose in him.' 

In general, this requirement precludes the use of a gerundial phrase with 
impersonal constructions, but an exception occurs with certain modal 
words, for example, можна/móźna 'it is possible, one may', трэбаЛгёЬа 
'it is necessary', нельга/пёГЬа 'it is impossible, one may not', лёгка/ 
lehka 'it is easy', as in, for example: 

Гаворачы з дзяучынай, лёгка было зауважыць яё усхваляванасць./ 
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Havoracy z dzjaućynaj, lehka byló zauvažyc' jae Osxvaljavanasc'. 
Talking to the girl, it was easy to notice her anxiety.' 

Participial phrases play only a minor role as subordinate elements since, 
as was pointed out in 3.2.1, participles are very restricted both in formation 
and use. The past passive participle is an exception and in certain circum-
stances is an important syntactic means of avoiding ambiguity. In the sen-
tence 

Вяршыш хвояу, як1я был! асветленыя цёплым1 праменяки бл!зкага да 
заходу сонца, ярка вылучагпся на фоне цёмнай хмары./VjarSyni xvojau, 
jakija byli asvetlenyja ceplymi pramenjami blizkaha da zaxodu sónca, jarka 
vylucalisja na fóne cemnaj xmary. 
'The tops of the pines, which were lit up by the warm rays of the sun that was close 
to setting, stood out clearly against the background of the dark cloud.' 

it is not clear whether the clause introduced by якш/jakija refers to 
вяршыш/^'агёут or хвояу/xvojaii. If, however, one substitutes for the 
relative clause a participial phrase, all ambiguity is removed as the par-
ticiple agrees in case as well as number with the noun to which it refers. 
Thus вяршыш хвояу, асвётленыя/vjarsyni xvojau, asvetlenyja means 
that it is the tops of the trees which are illuminated; вяршыш хвояу, 
асветленых/vjarsyni xvojaii, asvetlenyx means that it is the whole trees. 

The use of a subordinated infinitive as opposed to a subordinate clause 
in Belorussian is restricted essentially to constructions in which the finite 
verb belongs to one of three semantic groups: modal, phasal or verb of 
motion. With modal verbs, if the subject of both finite verb and infinitive is 
the same, the infinitive is synonymous with completive што/što + finite 
verb, thus ён паабяцау маучаць/ёп paabjacaii тайсас' 'he promised to 
keep quiet' = ён паабяцау, што будзе маучаць/ёп paabjacau, što 
budze maučac' 'he promised that he would keep quiet'. Where the subject 
of the infinitive is expressed as the accusative or dative object of the finite 
verb the subordinated infinitive is synonymous with final каб/каЬ -I- finite 
verb, thus я nanpaciy яго прынесщ KHiry/ja paprasiu jahó prynesci 
knihu 'I asked him to bring the book' = я nanpaciy яго, каб ён прынёс 
KHiry/ja paprasiu jahó, kab ёп prynes knihu, literally 'I asked him that he 
bring the book'. With phasal verbs the subordinated infinitive is opposed 
not to a subordinate clause but to an object noun, compare ён пачау 
вуяыцца/ёп pačau vucycca 'he began to study' and ён паяауЬ вуяобу/ 
ёп расай vučobu 'he began (his) studies'. With verbs of motion the 
construction is synonymous with 'verb of motion + final каб/каЬ H- infini-
tive'; thus ён пайшоу паглядзёць/ёп pajsóO pahljadzec' 'he went to 
have a look' — ён пайшоу, каб паглядзёць/ёп pajsóu, kab pahljadzec' 
'he went in order to have a look'. 
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4.6 Negation 
Sentence negation is expressed by the negative particle не/пе, placed 
directly before the verb. Other negative elements (pronouns, adverbs) must 
also be accompanied by не/пе, for example, яна Hiiccuii не была у 
Мшску/jana nikoli ne byla й Minsku 'she has never been to Minsk' (liter-
ally: 'she never not was in Minsk'), ён школ i шкому шчога не 
расказвау аб гэтым/ёп nikóli nikomu ničoha ne raskazvaii ab łtótym 'he 
never told anyone anything about this' (literally: 'he never to no-one 
nothing not told about this'). If it is a particular constituent which is being 
negated, then не/пе immediately precedes that constituent, thus дш был! 
не сонечныя, а пахмурныя/dni byli ne sónecnyja, a paxmurnyja 'the 
days were not sunny, but dull'. 

The direct object of a negated verb may be in either the accusative or the 
genitive case. In some circumstances there is no grammatical distinction 
between the two cases, for example, for 'I have not read this novel' one 
may say either я не чытау гэты раман/ja ne ćytaii tóty raman or я не 
чытау гэтага paMaHa/ja ne ćytaii hibtaha ramana. In many situations, 
however, there are factors which cause a choice to be made. Broadly, the 
accusative case focuses attention on the object, while the use of the genitive 
case heightens the negation of the process. Thus, the genitive is usual where 
the negative particle не/пе is accompanied by Hi/ni or another negative 
element which has Hi-/ni- as a prefix: ён Hi слова не сказау/ёп ni slova 
ne skazau 'he didn't say a (single) word'; я школ i не nicay ёй nicbMa/ja 
nikóli ne pisau ej pis'ma 'I have never written her a letter'. The genitive is 
also the choice for the direct object of negated verbs of thinking, per-
ception, desire: яна як бы не зауважыла яго слоу/jana jak by ne 
zaiivažyla jahó sloO 'she appeared not to notice his words'; and is used in 
many set expressions in which the direct object is an abstract noun, for 
example, не трацщь часу/ne trade' času 'not to waste time'. Conversely, 
the accusative case is used if the direct object of a negated verb is a 
person's name: ён не асуджау Валю/ёп ne asudžaO Valju 'he did not 
condemn Valja'; if the construction is 'negated modal verb -I- infinitive + 
direct object', for example, яна не магла змянщь тон/jana ne mahla 
zmjanic' ton 'she could not change her tone'; and, usually, where the direct 
object is preposed to the negated verb, especially if it stands at the very 
beginning of the sentence: Маскву мы яшчэ не наведал1/Ма8к\о1 my 
jaščib ne navedali 'Moscow we haven't yet visited'. 

In the expression of absence, non-existence or non-possession, the nega-
tive of the present tense of 'to be' is няма/njama and of the past tense не 
было/пе byló; in both instances the sentence is an impersonal one, with 
the subject in the genitive case, for example, у мяне няма часу/и mjane 
njama času 'I haven't got (the) time' (literally: 'at me is not of time'), мянё 
не было доMa/mjane ne byló dóma 'I wasn't in' (literally: 'of me not was 
at home'). In the future tense, however, a personal construction is usual, 
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that is, one says я не буду дома/ja ne budu dóma 'I shall not be in' rather 
than *мянё не будзе домаЛпуапе ne budzę dóma. The same is true of 
the frequentative бываць/byvac' Чо be/happen', though one may note 
the fixed expression чаго не бывае/саЬо ne byvae 'anything's possible' 
(literally: 'of what not happens'). 

4.7 Anaphora and pronouns 
Most anaphora in Belorussian is pronominal and, in addition to the 
obvious case of the relative, most other types of pronoun may be involved 
in its expression: personal, as in 

Я кахаю Miichy, i Анюта таксама кахае яго./Ja kaxaju Mikitu, i Anjuta 
taksama kaxae jahó. 

41 love Mikita and Anjuta loves him too.' 

possessive, as in 
У вас ёсць запалю? Свае я 3ry6iy./U vas esc' zapałki? Svae ja zhubiu. 
'Have you any matches? I've lost mine.' 

demonstrative, as in 

Таццяна увачыла на адным возе Любу. Тая сядзела каля кулямёта./ 
Taccjana ubacyla na adnym voze Ljubu. Taja sjadzela kalja kuljameta. 
'Tatiana caught sight of Ljuba on one of the carts. She (literally 'That') was sitting 
by a machine-gun.' 

negative, for example, 

Мы сядзёти моучкь HixTO не хацеу пачаць./Му sjadzeli moučki. Nixto ne 
xaceu pačac'. 
4We sat in silence. Nobody wanted to begin.' 

Pro-phrase anaphora in Belorussian is conveyed by the relative con-
junction што/što, thus я зноу хворы, што мяне непаксиць/ja гпой 
xvory, što mjane nepakóic' 'I am ill again, which worries me'. There is no 
pro-verb anaphora of the type found in English sentences such as she came 
early and so did he. Instead there is zero anaphora, which in writing may be 
represented by the dash: 

Яны пpыёxaлi з адпачынку у суботу, а мы - у нядзелю./Jany pryexali z 
adpaćynku й subótu, a my - и njadzelju. 
'They arrived back from their holidays on Saturday and we (arrived back) on 
Sunday.' 

A further type of zero anaphora occurs with the omission of the subject 
pronoun. In standard Belorussian this normally occurs only in coordinated 
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clauses (with or without an expressed coordinator) or in subordinate 
clauses with a clear subject-nominative antecedent, for example, ён 
упэунены, што справщца/ёп ирёйпепу, što spravicca 'he is convinced 
(that) he will manage' (literally: 'he convinced that will manage'). In more 
colloquial style, however, it may be extended to other types of sentence, 
including one-word sentences, provided there is no contextual ambiguity. 

4.8 Reflexives and reciprocals 
One means of expressing reflexivity is the reflexive verb: compare the two 
sentences ён памыу дзщя/ёп ратуй dzieją 'he washed the child' and ён 
памыуся/ёп pamyusja 'he washed (himself)'. Reflexive verbs in Belo-
russian (and East Slavonic as a whole) are really a refinement of the 
construction 'verb -I- accusative reflexive pronoun', brought about by the 
agglutination of the clitic form of that pronoun with the verb. For empha-
sis, though, one may still use the unagglutinated structure 'verb + (non-
clitic) accusative reflexive pronoun'. Thus, parallel to the example just 
given, we have ён памыу сябе/ёп ратуй sjabe, and it is this structure 
which is used to express reflexivity across an infinitival phrase boundary, 
for example, ён npbiMyciy чакаць сябе/ёп prymusm čakac' sjabe 'he 
made (us) wait for him' (literally: 'he made to wait himself). With both the 
above the antecedent is a subject-nominative. In reflexive 'have' construc-
tions it is 'у/и -I- genitive of noun/personal pronoun' and the reflexivity is 
expressed by the reflexive possessive свой/svoj: у яго свая машына/u 
jahó svaja masyna 'he has his own car'. Finally, the antecedent may be a 
dative phrase in an impersonal construction, as in яму немагчыма 
трымаць сябё у руках/jamu nemahćyma trymac' sjabe й rukax 'it is 
impossible for him to control himself. 

Reflexive verbs are also used to express reciprocity, for example, яны 
пацалавалюя^'апу pacalavalisja 'they kissed (one another)'. Alter-
natively, 'one another, each other' is адзш аднаго/adzin adnahó, with the 
second element changing according to case. Thus, яны пацалавал1 адзш 
аднаго (ACC)/jany pacalavali adzin adnahó 'they kissed one another', 
яны падарыл1 адзш аднаму (DAT) KBĆTKi/jany padaryli adzin adnamu 
kvetki 'they gave one another flowers' and so on. Antecedents in reciprocal 
constructions are either, as here, subject-nominative or the understood 
subject of a subordinated infinitive, as in iM не хацелася пакрыудзщь 
адзш аднаго/im ne xacelasja pakryńdzic' adzin adnahó 'they did not 
want to hurt one another'. 

4.9 Possession 
Of the means of expressing possession Belorussian makes full use of both 
the verb мець /тес ' 'to have' and the construction 'у/и + genitive case of 
the possessor -I- verb "to be" + nominative case for the thing possessed'. In 
both instances what is possessed may be a concrete object, an animate 
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being or an abstract quality, thus ён мае грошы (каня, талент)/ёп mae 
hróśy (kanja, talent) 'he has money (a horse, talent)' and у яго машына 
(сын, магчымасць)/и jahó maśyna (syn, mahcymasc') 'he has a car (a 
son, the opportunity)'. Much less use is made of the dative case, but it is 
found in certain verb phrases involving parts of the body, for example, ён 
сщснуу мне руку/ёп scisnuu mne ruku 'he squeezed my hand' (literally: 
'he squeezed to me hand'); and also in noun phrases where both possessor 
and possessed, are personal forms, for example, ты вораг мне/ty vorah 
mne 'you are my enemy' (literally: 'you enemy to me'). 

Within the noun phrase, possession is most typically expressed by the 
genitive case of a noun or by a possessive pronoun or adjective. The former 
is postposed to its head: гонар брыгады/Ьопаг bryhady 'honour of the 
brigade', вочы жанчыны/vocy žančyny 'the woman's eyes' (literally: 
'eyes of woman'); the latter, in unmarked usage at least, are preposed: мае 
д з е щ / т а е dzeci 'my children', дзедава кватэра/dzedava kvatóra 
'grandfather's flat'. In Modern Belorussian noun phrases with possessive 
adjectives remain live forms and are synonymous with those involving a 
noun in the genitive case, thus сын рыбака/syn rybaka or рыбакоу 
сын/rybakóu syn 'fisherman's son'. Possessive adjectives cannot, however, 
be used where it is a question of belonging to a group, since they cannot 
differentiate individual and collective possession; thus рыбаковы сыны/ 
rybakovy syny can only mean '(the) fisherman's sons', not ""fishermen's 
sons', which would have to be expressed as сыны рыбакоу/syny 
гуЬакой, literally 'sons of fishermen'. Belorussian also makes some use, 
within the noun phrase, of 'y/u + genitive' postposed to the head noun, for 
example, кабшёт у дырэктара/kabinet u dyrfektara 'director's office' 
(literally: 'office at director'). 

4.10 Quantifica tion 
In noun phrases involving the numerals '1-4' (and compound numerals 
with '1-4' as their last element) there is concord, irrespective of case: 
nominative адзш вялиа стол/adzin vjaliki stol 'one large table', два 
в я л ш я сталы/dva vjalikija staly 'two large tables', адна новая KHira/ 
adna novaja kniha 'one new book', дзве новыя KHiri/dzve novyja knihi 
'two new books' and so on. It will be observed from these examples that, in 
contrast to Russian, '2', '3', '4' do not govern the genitive singular of nouns 
when they themselves stand in the nominative or accusative case. An inter-
esting feature, however, is that feminine and neuter nouns with mobile 
stress, whilst having the ending of the nominative-accusative plural, show 
the stress of the singular, thus вядро/yjadró 'bucket', nominative plural 
вёдры/vedry, but тры вядры/try vjadry 'three buckets'; Tpy6a/truba 
'pipe', nominative plural трубыЛгйЬу, but чатыры трубы/ćatyry truby 
'four pipes'. In the case of feminine nouns, of course, such plural forms are 
homonymous with the genitive singular. 
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The numerals '5' and above, when in the nominative or accusative, 
govern nouns (and adjectives) in the genitive plural, but show full concord 
in all other cases, thus nominative-accusative пяць вялиих сталоу/pjac' 
vjalikix stałem Tive large tables', genitive пящ вялпах сталоу/pjaci 
vjalikix stalóO, dative пяц! вялиим сталам/pjaci yjalikim stałam and so 
on. The same applies to collective numerals (see 3.1.5) and indefinite 
numeral-words such as cntabKi/stol'ki 'so many' and некалыи/пёкаГк1 
'some, a few'. Многа/тпоЬа, шмат/šmat and, more colloquially, 
6araTa/bahata, all meaning 'much, many, lots of', are indeclinable forms 
which govern the genitive singular or plural as appropriate: многа лесу/ 
mnóha lesu 'a lot of forest', шмат pa3Óy/smat razóu 'many times'. In the 
plural only, declinable мнопя/тпоЬуа 'many' is used in concord with its 
head noun. 

The general principles underlying verb agreement with a quantitative 
noun phrase in Belorussian are the following: a singular verb (showing 
appropriate gender in the past tense) for ' l ' , and also for '21' and so on: 
вярнууся адзш (дваццаць адзш) салдат/у)'агпйй8]'а adzin (dvaccac' 
adzin) saldat 'one soldier (twenty-one soldiers) returned'; singular also 
(past tense neuter) with other numerals when the subject is non-human, for 
example, пяць гадоу прайшло з таго nacy/pjac' hadóu prajšlo z tahó 
času 'five years had passed since that time', or, if human, where large or 
approximate quantity is involved, thus за доупм сталом сядзела 
чалавек з дваццаць/га dóuhim stalom sjadzela čalavek z dvaccac' 'at a 
long table sat about twenty people'. A plural verb is used if the subject is 
human, the numeral is small and the active nature of the verbal action is 
stressed, for example, пёрад яго пешркам прамшьгнул1 дзве 
nócTaiji/perad jahó pózirkam pramil'hnuli dzve postaci 'two figures 
flashed before his gaze'. The distribution between singular and plural is 
thus heavily loaded in favour of the former. Plural verb agreement with a 
non-human subject may, however, be found if the dependent noun is 
feminine, for example, дзве машыны стаял1 крыху напёрадзе 
шшых/dzve masyny stajali kryxu naperadze inšyx 'two vehicles stood 
slightly in front of the others'; or if the noun phrase as a whole or the noun 
within it is modified, particularly if the modification serves to emphasize 
the individuality of the units making up the whole, for example: 

Шаснаццаць страшных, нясцёрпных год штогадзтным болем адмёрал1 
свой л\к матчыным сэрцы./Šasnaccac' strasnyx, njascerpnyx hod 
štohadzinnym bólem admerali svoj lik u matćynym sercy. 
'Sixteen terrible, unbearable years marked themselves off in hourly pain in the 
mother's heart.' 
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5 Lexis 

5.1 General composition of the word-stock 
For Belorussian no statistical data have yet been produced which would 
allow us to state with any degree of precision the proportion of items within 
the word-stock of the language which can be traced directly back to Proto-
Slavonic. The nearest one may get to such a calculation is to extrapolate 
from a generally accepted figure of about 2,000 for lexical items of Indo-
European and Proto-Slavonic origin in the modern Slavonic languages as a 
whole, and from the approximately 95,000 words recorded in Атра-
xoBin/Atraxovic (1977-84), that it is of the order of 2 per cent. Small 
though this figure may be, the words themselves are, of course, among the 
most frequently encountered in everyday linguistic situations, since they 
denote the most fundamental objects, phenomena, characteristics and acti-
vities: kinship terms, such as брат/brat 'brother', кум/kum 'godfather'; 
body parts, like BĆKa/veka 'eyelid', горла/hórla 'throat'; food terms: 
блш/blin 'pancake', сала/sala 'fat, lard'; flora and fauna: клён/klen 
'maple', арол/аг01 'eagle'; natural phenomena: град/hrad 'hail', дождж/ 
doždž 'rain'; temporal concepts: 3iMa/zima 'winter', месяц/mesjac 
'month'; basic activities in man's physical and mental existence: варыць/ 
varyc' 'to cook', вёдаць/vedac' 'to know'; as well as numerals, pronouns 
and basic prepositions, conjunctions and adverbs. 

A significantly greater (though again unqualified) proportion of Belo-
russian vocabulary is what is conventionally termed East Slavonic, that is, 
lexical items which can be traced back to the eight centuries between the 
break-up of Proto-Slavonic and the beginnings of the formation of the indi-
vidual East Slavonic languages at the end of the thirteenth/beginning of 
the fourteenth century. Much of this stratum, held in common by Belo-
russian, Russian and Ukrainian, belongs to the same lexical fields as those 
mentioned above, thus бацька/Ьас'ка 'father', клык/klyk 'fang, tusk', 
сабака/ваЬака 'dog', перац/регас 'pepper', радуга/raduha 'rainbow', 
прывыкаць/pryvykac' 'to become accustomed', cópaK/sórak '40'. In 
addition, however, it illustrates in particular the socio-economic changes 
which occurred in the life of the Eastern Slavs during that period and 
includes items in such fields as agriculture (сенажацьЛепайас' 'hayfield', 
ярына/jaryna 'spring crops'), implements (аброць/аЬгос' 'bridle', 
каромысел/karómysel 'yoke'), clothing (capÓHKa/sarocka 'shirt'). 

From the fourteenth century onwards one may speak of the creation of 
Belorussian lexis proper. Some of this vocabulary has in time replaced 
earlier lexical units, for example, бачыць/Ьасус' 'to see' and будаваць/ 
budavac' 'to build' for Old Russian видЬте/vidёti and строити/stroiti; 
cxofl/sxod 'meeting' for earlier сабраннеЛаЬгаппе; and the grammatical 
terms дзейшк/dzejnik 'subject' and дзеяслоу/dzejaslóu 'verb', neo-
logisms of the Soviet period. The vast majority of it, however, is accounted 
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for by derived lexical units, based on Indo-European, Proto-Slavonic or 
East Slavonic roots but given a distinctive Belorussian form by the choice 
of prefix and/or suffix. Included here are such items as авёчка/avečka 
'sheep', вучань/vučan' 'pupil', слухач/sluxae 'listener', 
KpacaMÓyHacub/krasamounasc' 'eloquence' and прашзаць/ргатгас' 
'to pierce'. It would also seem appropriate, for historical reasons, to regard 
as Belorussian lexis proper certain words common to Belorussian and 
Ukrainian and to Belorussian and Polish. Examples of the former are 
звычай/zvycaj 'custom' and л1чба/11сЬа 'figure', created at a time when, 
within the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, Belorussians and Ukrainians shared 
a written language; examples of the latter are згода/zhóda 'agreement' 
and смутак/smutak 'sadness', dating from the period between 1569 and 
1795, when much of Belorussia was part of the Polish-Lithuanian 
Commonwealth. 

5.2 Patterns of borrowing 
Among the Slavonic languages the main sources of loan-words in Belo-
russian have been Polish and Russian, which have also served as a medium 
for the introduction of loan-words from other, non-Slavonic, languages. 
The earliest borrowings from Polish, such as моц /тос 'strength' and 
скарб/skarb 'treasure', date from the end of the fourteenth century, but 
the greatest influx of Polonisms into Belorussian took place during the 
period of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth, when the use of the 
Belorussian literary language was banned. They cover a wide range of 
lexical fields from the everyday to sociopolitical, military and cultural 
terminology and abstract concepts; examples are вяндлша/vjandlina 
'ham', вщэлец/videlec 'fork', маёнтак/maentak 'estate', зброя/zbrója 
'weapons', ксёндз/ksendz 'priest' and сродак/sródak 'means'. Since that 
time Polish has exerted little influence on Belorussian and only a small 
number of borrowings have entered the language in the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries, for example, д'ябал/d'jabal 'devil', апанаваць/ 
apanavac' 'to seize'. 

Active Russian influence on the vocabulary of Belorussian began at the 
end of the eighteenth century following re-unification, and the oppression 
of Belorussia by the tsars during the nineteenth century is well reflected in 
Russisms from that period such as nepaeapOT/peravarot 'revolution' and 
ссылка/ssylka 'exile'. In the Soviet period this influence continued strong, 
embracing a large number of lexical fields but especially the sociopolitical 
(савёт/savet 'soviet'), the scientific (кукалка/кика1ка 'chrysalis'), and 
the technical (абкатка/аЬкгика 'running in'). For the historical reasons 
referred to in 5.1, it is notoriously difficult to identify Belorussian borrow-
ings from Ukrainian (as opposed to words held in common by the two 
languages in contrast to Russian), but among the relatively small number 
that can be so identified we may cite жупан/župan 'župan' (kind of jerkin) 
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and прыкмёта/prykmeta 'sign'. Like Ukrainian, Belorussian has very few 
Church Slavonicisms: дрэва/dreva 'tree' and maBa/hlava 'chapter' are 
rare examples of non-pleophonic forms. 

Outside the Slavonic languages the main sources of borrowings in Belo-
russians are, among Indo-European languages, Latin, German, French and 
increasingly, English, with smaller numbers of words coming from Greek 
(mainly religious, philosophical and scientific terminology), Italian (music, 
the theatre, finance and economics) and Dutch (predominantly maritime 
and shipbuilding terms). Many Latin words came into Belorussian in the 
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries via Polish; examples are аргумент/ 
arhument 'argument', rÓHap/honar 'honour', л1тара/1кага 'letter'. Many 
more have arrived (and continue to arrive) in the twentieth century via 
Russian. These are almost exclusively terminological, from a wide variety 
of fields: a(|)iKc/afiks 'affix', вакцына/vakcyna 'vaccine', аберацыя/ 
aberacyja 'aberration', ap6iTa/arbita 'orbit' and so on. Belorussian has 
borrowed from German since the thirteenth century, occasionally directly, 
for example, Bara/vaha 'weight', дах/dah 'roof', but more often via Polish 
and, in modern times, Russian. The main lexical fields concerned are trade, 
crafts and building (гандаль/handal' 'trade', цэгла/сёЫа 'brick'), mili-
tary terms (афщэр/айсёг 'officer', лагер/tóher 'camp') and the arts 
(мальберт/таГЬей 'easel', камертон/катейоп 'tuning-fork'). Some 
loan-words from French, such as банкёт/banket 'banquet', сержант/ 
seržant 'sergeant', entered Belorussian as early as the sixteenth or seven-
teenth century; most, however, are more recent, for example, 
гараж/haraž 'garage', шаланда/šalanda 'barge'. Almost all English loan-
words in Belorussian date from the nineteenth and twentieth centuries and 
have entered the language via Russian. They include many terms in the 
sporting, military, political and economic, and technical spheres, such as 
бокс/boks 'boxing', CHańnep/snajper 'sniper', парламент /райатет 
'parliament', lMnapT/impart 'import' and грэйдэр/ЬгМёг 'grader'. 

The major non-Indo-European source has been the Turkic languages, 
principally Tatar and Turkish. However, few Turkic borrowings are recent; 
most go back either to the period of a common East Slavonic language, for 
example, арда/arda 'horde', баран/Ьагап 'ram', or to the fourteenth to 
sixteenth centuries when Tatar settlements appeared on Belorussian terri-
tory, like апанча/арапса 'cloak', кутас/kutas 'tassel'. 

5.3 Incorporation of borrowings 
Both formal and semantic criteria play a role in the adaptation of borrowed 
nouns to the Belorussian morphological system. In the case of animate 
nouns gender is determined by sex. Following from this, such nouns do not 
decline unless masculine and ending in a consonant (o-stem) or feminine 
and ending in -а(-я)/-а(^а) (a-stem). Thus дэндз^ёпсЫ (м) 'dandy' 
and мадам/madam (F) 'madame' are indeclinable. Inanimate nouns, on 
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the other hand, are assigned declensional type and gender on purely formal 
criteria, irrespective of gender (or lack thereof) in the source language. 
Thus, both lampe and pension are feminine in French, but in Belorussian, 
while лямпа/Цатра 'lamp' declines as a feminine я-stem noun, панаён / 
pansien 'boarding house' is masculine o-stem. Nouns with the nominative 
singular ending in a soft consonant may be assigned to either the masculine 
o-stem (бшь/biT 'bill') or feminine /-stem declension (стралb/spiral ' 
'spiral'). Inanimate nouns ending in a vowel other than -a/-a, and also 
those in -a/-a from / о / by akanne, are treated as indeclinable and neuter: 
apró/arhó 'slang', клппэ/кШё 'cliche', jpicapci/džčrsi 'jersey', эмбарга/ 
fembarha 'embargo'. Occasionally, number is also assigned purely on 
formal grounds, thus the English plural beams becomes singular 6iMc/ 
bims 'beam'. 

Foreign verbs are borrowed almost exclusively with the aid of the suffix 
-aea-/-ava-. A count of such (non-prefixal) verbs in the first three volumes 
of ATpaxoBin/Atraxovic (1977-84) produces a total of 492, of which 305 
(62 per cent) are bi-aspectual, 181 (36.8 per cent) imperfective and only 
six (1.2 per cent) perfective. Some of the imperfective verbs are non-
paired, for example, артыкуляваць/artykuljavac' 'to articulate', but most 
have corresponding perfectives formed by prefixation, as in the case of 
ппнатызаваць - загшнатызаваць/hipnatyzavac' - zahipnatyzavac' 'to 
hypnotize'. That this is a living feature of Belorussian is shown by the co-
existence of some bi-aspectual verbs with derived perfectives, thus along-
side bi-aspectual дэмapaлiзaвaць/dёmaralizavac' 'to demoralize' we find 
perfective здэмapaлiзaвaць/zdёmaralizavac'. Of the six non-prefixal 
perfectives only адукаваць/adukavac' 'to educate' is unpaired; the others 
derive imperfectives by means of the suffix -óyBa-/-óuva-, for example 
аргашзаваць - аргашзоуваць/arhanizavac' - arhanizćmvac' 'to 
organize'. 

5.4 Lexical fields 

5.4.1 Colour terms 
'White' бёлы/bely; 'black' чорны/согпу; 'red' чырвоны/сугату; 
'green' зялёны/zjaleny; 'yellow' жоуты/йснКу; 'blue' čim/sini and 
блаютны/Ыаккпу; 'brown' карычневы/karycnevy, буры/Ьйгу and 
руды/rudy; 'purple' ? барвбвы/barvovy, пурпурны (пурпуровы)/ 
purpurny (purpurovy), ф1ялётавы/^а1ё1а\7, лт0уу/Шоуу; 'pink' 
ружовы/гийслгу; 'orange' apaнжaвы/aranžavy; 'grey' шэры/§ёгу and 
ciebi/sivy. 

Questions raised by Corbett and Morgan (1988) concerning which 
colour terms are basic in Russian are equally relevant to Belorussian. Thus, 
all the evidence points to there being no purple term fully established as 
basic: 6apBÓBbi/barvovy suggests 'crimson', пурпурны (пурпуровы)/ 
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purpurny (purpurovy) also tends in that direction, whilst ({мялетавы/ 
fijaletavy and лшовы/Шоуу have only a restricted application. Of the 
three terms for 'brown' буры/Ьигу would appear to have the strongest 
claim to being basic, since it covers the range from 'greyish-brown' to 'dark 
brown', while карычневы/karycnevy is at the paler end of the range (the 
colour of an acorn or cinnamon), and руды/rudy suggests 'ginger, 
reddish-brown', compare рудая вавёрка/rudaja vavćrka 'red squirrel'. 

Worth further investigation in Belorussian are the terms for 'blue' and 
'grey'. Are both terms for 'blue' basic, given that cmi/sini appears to cover 
both 'dark blue' and 'light blue' and блакггны/Ыаккпу is suspect (see 
Berlin and Kay 1969: 6) on the grounds of being derived from the name of 
an object блакгг/Ыакк 'clear sky' and, possibly, as a borrowing (from 
Czech)? Conversely, does Belorussian perhaps have two basic terms for 
'grey'? CiBbi/sivy, though predicated of hair, has a much wider range of 
application, being associated with nouns as diverse as хмара/хтага 
'cloud', каракуль/кагакиГ 'astrakhan (fur)' and халат/хаШ 'dressing-
gown'; while both grey terms may be applied as epithets to TBap/tvar 
'face'. 

5.4.2 Body parts 
'Head' галава'halava; 'eye' BÓKa/voka; 'nose' нос/nos; 'ear' вуха/ 
vuxa; 'mouth' рот/rot; 'hair' валасы/valasy; 'neck' шыя/syja; 'arm/ 
hand' рука/гика; 'finger' палец/ра1ес; 'leg/foot' Hara/naha; 'toe' 
палец/ра1ес; 'chest' rpyfl3i/hrudzi; 'heart' сэрцаЛёгса. 

In Belorussian 'hand' and 'arm', 'leg' and 'foot' are not normally differ-
entiated. Where it is important to be more specific Kicub/kisc' denotes the 
area from wrist to fingertips, ступня/stupnja that from ankle to toes. 
Note, incidentally, a single word for 'finger' and 'toe'. rpyfl3i/hrudzi 
'chest' is a pluralia tantum noun. Валасы/valasy 'hair' (as a mass) is the 
plural of Bcuiac/volas '(single) hair'. 

5.4.3 Kinship terms 
'Mother' Maiji/maci or мэтка/matka; 'father' ба^ька/Ьас'ка; 'sister' 
сястра/sjastra; 'brother' брат/brat; 'aunt' цётка/cetka; 'uncle' 
дзядзька/dzjadz'ka; 'niece' плямённща/рЦатёшиса; 'nephew' 
плямёншк/рЦатёптк; 'cousin (female)' дваюрадная (стрыёчная) 
сястра/dvajuradnaja (stryecnaja) sjastra; 'cousin (male)' дваюрадны 
(стрыёчны) брат/dvajuradny (stryecny) brat; 'grandmother' 6a6a/baba 
or бабка/ЬаЬка; 'grandfather' дзед/dzed; 'wife' жонка/йопка; 'hus-
band' муж/muž; 'daughter' дачка/dačka; 'son' сын/syn. 

For the peculiarities of мащ/maci, see 3.1.2. Айцёц/ajcec is archaic as 
a kinship term and now means 'father' only in the religious sense. Amongst 
the terms for immediate family, note the preponderance on the female side 
of derived forms with the suffix -к-/-к-, the underlying forms (except in 
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the case of 'grandmother') having ceased to be current. The alternatives for 
'cousin' are free variants and do not differentiate between the male and 
female line. 

6 Dialects 
The dialects of Modern Belorussian are conventionally divided into either 
two or three major groups. Both classifications recognize a north-eastern 
and a south-western group; the difference between them lies merely in 
whether the band of central subdialects which runs approximately north-
west-south-east across the country (see map 16.1) is regarded as a group in 
its own right or whether, since it combines features of both the other major 
groups, it is regarded as transitional. Since the publication in 1963 of the 
Dialect Atlas of the Belorussian Language (AeaHecay/Avanesau et al. 
1963), it is the latter approach which has been favoured. As illustrated on 
map 16.1, the two main dialect groups may be further subdivided: the 
north-eastern into the Polack group and the Vicebsk-Mahileii group; the 
south-western into the Sluck-Babrujsk-Mazyr, western and Bržst-Pinsk 
(Palessian) groups. 

The north-eastern dialect group is distinguished by dissimilative akanne 
and jakanne, that is, in words where the stressed vowel is / a / , pre-tonic 
/ o / , / e / , / a / become not [a] but [i] or [л], while pre-tonic / e / after a 
palatalized consonant becomes [i]. Only where the tonic vowel is other 
than / a / do pre-tonic / o / , / e / , / a / coalesce in [a]. Thus, nominative 
singular eaAa/vada 'water', рака/гака 'river' and вясна/vjasna 'spring' 
are pronounced [vida] or [vAda], [rika] or [глка], [v'isna] respectively, 
whilst, for example, genitive singular вады/vady, paid/raki and вясны/ 
vjasny are pronounced, as in the standard language, [vadi], [rak'i], 
[v'asni]. Other characteristic phonetic features of the north-eastern 
dialects are prothetic [v] before initial stressed / o / , / u / , for example, 
BÓceHb/vósen' 'autumn' [vos'en'], вуж/vuž 'grass snake' [vuš]; gemina-
tion of dentals and post-dentals in clusters of palatalized consonant + / j / 
arising from the loss of the jers, for example, вясёлле/vjaselle 'wedding' 
[v'as'elTe] (both features adopted by the standard language); assimilation 
in the cluster /dn / , thus [xalonna] for standard [xalodna] хал одна/ 
xalodna 'cold'; some elements of cokanne, for example, [p'ec] for standard 
[p'ec] печ/рес 'stove', [dAcka] for standard [đačka] дачка/dačka 
'daughter'. In the Vicebsk-Mahileii group only, we find palatal [r']. 

Morphological features of the north-eastern dialect group which distin-
guish it from the standard language include the ending of the masculine 
nominative singular adjective - compare [dóbrij], [s'l'apej] with standard 
[dóbri] добры/dóbry 'good' and [s'l'api] сляпы/sljapy 'blind'; the 
presence of [c'] < [t'] in the third person singular non-past of first-
conjugation verbs as well as second, as in [n'as'ec'] for standard нясе/ 
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Map 16.1 Belorussian dialects 
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njase 'carries'; a reduced infinitive suffix for verbs with a stem ending in a 
consonant, for example, [n'es'c'], [klas'c'] for standard нёсщ/nesci 'to 
carry' and icnacui/klasci 'to put'; and a first-conjugation ending in the first 
person plural non-past of the two athematic verbs, thus [jadz'om], 
[dadz'om]. 

In contrast to the north-eastern group, the dialects of the south-western 
group are characterized, like standard Belorussian, by non-dissimilative 
akanne and, for the most part, jakanne, that is, unstressed /a / , /o / , / e / 
coalesce in [a] irrespective of the quality of the stressed vowel, thus [vada] 
Bafla/vada 'water', [marós] мароз/тагог 'frost', [pšan'ica] пшанща/ 
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pšanica 'wheat', [yl'adz'ec'] глядзёць/hljadzec' 'to look'. In the Minsk 
and Homel' regions, however, there is widespread ekanne in place of 
jakanne, for example, сястра/sjastra 'sister' is pronounced [s'estra]. The 
south-western dialects share with the northern dialects of Ukrainian the 
diphthongization of stressed / e / and / о / to [ie] and [uoj, as in the 
pronunciations [m'iera]. [muost] of мера/тега 'measure' and мост/most 
'bridge'; alternatively, a closed [e] or [6] is heard, thus [m'era], [most]. 
Other characteristic phonetic features of the south-western group are 
prothetic / у / before initial / a / , / o / , / u / , / i / , as in [yarac'], [yos'en'] for 
standard араць/агас' 'to plough', BĆ>ceHb/vósen' 'autumn'; contraction 
of the geminated dentals and post-dentals that arose in clusters of palatal-
ized consonant + / j / after the loss of the jers to single, unlengthened 
consonants, thus вяселле/vjaselle 'wedding' is pronouned [v'as'el'a]; 
hard [r], as in the standard language. 

The nominal morphology of the south-western dialect group has a 
number of characteristic features distinguishing it from the standard 
language. In the noun declension system several older features are 
retained: the full ending -ою(-аю, -ею, ^io)/-óju(-aju, -eju, -jaju) in the 
instrumental singular of a-stem nouns (гарою/haróju from rapa/hara 
'mountain'); neuter nominative plural in -a/-a (гнёзда/hnezda 'nests' for 
standard гнёзды/hnezdy); stressed - о м / - о т and -óx/-óx in the dative 
and locative plural respectively of masculine o-stem nouns (у гарадох/и 
haradox 'in the towns'); dual forms of feminine and neuter nouns (дзве 
хаце/dzve xace 'two houses' - compare standard дзве хаты/dzve xaty). 
Innovations include a masculine nominative plural in stressed -э(-ё)/ 
-ё(-е), for example, гарадэ/1шж!ё, буракё/Ьигакё for standard 
гарады/harady 'towns' and 6ypaid/buraki 'beets'; and the spread of the 
animate accusative singular to inanimate nouns, as in ён знайшоу 
грыба/ёп znajšćm hryba 'he found a mushroom'. In adjectival morphology 
we encounter a feature characteristic also of Ukrainian: the loss of inter-
vocalic / j / and fusion of the two vowels in the feminine and neuter nomin-
ative and accusative singular endings, thus малада/такк!а, 
маладу/maladu, маладо/maladó from малады/malady 'young' -
compare the standard forms in table 16.5. In some dialects of the south-
western group adjectives retain the old ending - о м / - о т in the masculine 
and neuter locative singular. In verbal morphology, characteristic of the 
south-western dialects is the first person plural imperative ending -ма / -та 
referred to in 3.2.2: чытайма/cytajma 'let us read', кшьма/kin'ma 'let 
us throw'. Also found is a synthetic form of the future tense created by 
combining the infinitive with appropriate forms of the Old Russian 
auxiliary имати/imati: рабщьму/гаЫс'ти T shall do', рабщьмеш/ 
rabie 'meš 'you will do' and so on. Finally, the reflexive particle occurs in a 
non-palatalized form -ca/-sa, for example, яны cvwjuiica/jany smjajalisa 
'they laughed' for standard с м я я л ю я Л п ^ ' а ^ а . 
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17 Ukrainian 
George Y. Shevelov 

1 Introduction 
Present-day standard Ukrainian is based primarily on the south-eastern 
group of dialects, more precisely those spoken in the south Kievan, 
Ćerkasy and Poltava regions. But it has also been significantly influenced 
by the south-western dialects where Lviv (Lvov) was an important cultural 
centre. This influence has been exerted, especially in lexis, but also in 
phonology, since the Middle Ages; in modern times it was quite strong in 
the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. As a result one may with 
some justification speak of a bidialectal basis of standard Ukrainian, even 
though the eastern contribution is certainly more important. The direct 
impact of the northern group of dialects in modern times has been negli-
gible. But it was substantial indirectly through the participation of Northern 
Ukrainian in the very formation of the south-eastern dialects, the mainstay 
of standard Ukrainian. This was caused by the country's historical circum-
stances. Beginning in the thirteenth century, under the pressure of Turkic-
speaking nomadic tribes the south-eastern part of the country was lost, so 
that Kiev became an outpost of the realm. Both northern and south-
western Ukrainians participated in the later reconquest of the lost terri-
tories in the south and east. This new settlement took about two centuries, 
ending in the eighteenth century, and the south-eastern dialects arose from 
the dialectal mixture of the underlying dialects. For more details see section 
6. 

The history of the literary language was less complicated. The oldest 
literary language of the Ukraine was imported from other Slavonic coun-
tries, primarily from Bulgaria and Macedonia, as a linguistic tool of the 
newly introduced Christianity, from the tenth century. It was common to 
all Christianized Slavs of the Byzantine rite; only individual slips into the 
colloquial local languages appear in these texts, Old Ukrainian in the texts 

Editorial note: Following Professor Shevelov's preference, the term 'Common 
Slavonic' is used in this chapter where other chapters have 'Proto-Slavonic'. 

947 
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written in the Ukraine. With the incorporation of the country into the 
Grand Duchy of Lithuania (and partly into Poland) in the fourteenth 
century, there evolved, especially in the chanceries of the time, a new liter-
ary language which united Belorussians and Ukrainians. All these com-
ponents - Church Slavonic, Ukrainian, Belorussian and Polish -
participated in various proportions in the literary languages of the sixteenth 
to the eighteenth centuries. But in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth 
centuries the literary language underwent a radical revolution: many of the 
non-native components were eliminated and the literary language was 
restructured on the Ukrainian dialectal basis as outlined above. Conse-
quently, literary (standard) Ukrainian is a language that has gone through 
certain interruptions in its tradition and several new starts. 

A further complication was created, especially in 1863-1905, for the 
bulk of Ukrainians, namely those who lived in the Russian Empire, when 
St Petersburg prohibited the use of Ukrainian in public life and, in particu-
lar, in schools (until 1917): even the name 'Ukrainian' was forbidden and 
replaced by the politically more suitable term 'Little Russian'. After the 
Revolution of 1917 the development and standardization of Ukrainian had 
their ups and downs, sometimes rather drastic. All the above have left an 
imprint on the status of the language and on its use. Specifically, Ukrainian 
was to a great extent crowded out in many big cities, especially among the 
upper classes. 

The long-lasting division of Ukrainian territory among various states, 
changing at different times, such as Poland, Russia, Austro-Hungary, 
Czechoslovakia, Rumania and others, has also left its trace in the history of 
both the standard and the spoken languages. Particularly in the nineteenth 
and twentieth centuries, the language standard in Galicia and in the 
(greater) central-eastern part of the country reflected some differences in 
language habits and norms. To some extent this state of affairs survives 
today in the differences between the language standard of the former 
Soviet-governed or influenced areas and that of the emigrants to other 
countries. The most important of these differences will be referred to at the 
relevant points below. 

2 Phonology 

2.1 Segmental phoneme inventory 
Modern standard Ukrainian has six vowels, four unrounded and two 
rounded. See table 17.1. The phoneme / о / is usually open [э], but is close 
[o], by assimilation, if unstressed, before a stressed syllable with и ox и 
Such an [o] is allophonic and is not reflected in spelling: голубка/ 
h[o]lubka, feminine of голуб/Ь[э]1иЬ 'dove, pigeon'. A peculiar sound in 
the Ukrainian vocalism is [у]. Although in the Latin transliteration it is 
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Table 17.1 Vowels of modern standard Ukrainian 

У 
e о 

a 

denoted by the same letter as Russian and Belorussian ы, phonetically it is 
not a central back high vowel (as in Russian сын/syn 'son'), but a central 
front mid vowel. Historically, this vowel is the result of a merger of the 
older и/i and ы/у, which took place in the late thirteenth century in most 
dialects of the west of the country and was completed in the east by the 
mid-fifteenth century. In modern standard Ukrainian this vowel is articu-
lated in the zone of e. Accordingly, in unstressed non-word-final position it 
is as a rule not distinguished from e, that is, unstressed e and у are merged 
phonologically, the phonetic realization depending on the quality of the 
stressed vowel in the next syllable. Thus мене/тепё T (GEN)' and мине/ 
myne 'pass (3 SG)' have identical realizations. Hence typically the 
unstressed vowels in standard Ukrainian are five and not six. 

Like Belorussian and Russian, Ukrainian developed polnoglasie in the 
place of Common Slavonic sequences * or, *er, * el/* ol between consonants 
(мороз/moróz 'frost', 6eper/bereh 'shore', х о л о д / х о ^ 'cold'). Word-
initially, a metathesis took place in these sequences, the results of which 
depended on the pitch: under rising pitch they were ra-, la-, under falling 
pitch ro-, lo-: рамено/гатепо 'arm of cross', but po6ÓTa/robota 'work'. 
(Reliable examples with e are lacking.) These changes occurred about 
AD 800. 

The Common Slavonic nasal vowels ę, p generally developed in 
Ukrainian by the mid-tenth century in the same way as in Belorussian and 
Russian into, respectively, 'a and и: п'ять/pjat ' 'five', суд/sud 'court'. 
There is, though, some evidence that in North Ukrainian, ę became e if 
unstressed: pjat', genitive singular pety, versus standard Ukrainian п'ять/ 
pjat', п'яти/pjaty. 

The vowels denoted in Old Church Slavonic by the letters ъ and ь (the 
so-called jers), originating from Common Slavonic й and i, respectively, 
were lost in Old Ukrainian. In the weak position (including word-finally), 
that is, if not followed in the next syllable by a weak jer, they were 
dropped; if followed in the next syllable by a weak jer they yielded о and e 
respectively: kbto > kto (now XTo/xto) 'who', pbsb > nec/pes 'dog', Ъъгъ 
> боз/boz 'lilac'. These changes developed about 1150, spreading from 
certain phonetic environments to others. In sequences of consonant -I- jer-Ь 
ror / + consonant, ъ always yielded o, while ь split: it gave e before rbut о 
before /: tbrgovlja > торпвля/torhivlja 'commerce', vbrxu > верху/verxu 
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'top (GEN SG)', * vblky (original root *vilk-) > вовки/vovky 'wolves'. The 
reflexes of jers in the configuration consonant -I- r or / -I- jer -h consonant 
depended on the position. In the strong position there were the usual 
reflexes of strong jers, in the weak position we find у: krbvb > кров/krov 
'blood', but krbvavh > KpHBaB[Hń]/kryvav[yj] 'bloody'. There is no evi-
dence that Ukrainian ever had syllabic sonants r and / except possibly in 
word-final position after a consonant. 

In addition to the coalescence of у and / in the specifically Ukrainian y, 
discussed above, and the overall change of e into / (deti > AiTH/dity 'child-
ren'), the most peculiar development in Ukrainian vocalism, one which is 
unique among the Slavonic languages as spoken nowadays, was the evo-
lution of о and e in the position before a lost weak jer. For о in that 
position the following stages may be uncovered: о > о (that is, close [o], 
since, at the latest, the thirteenth-fourteenth centuries; in some texts 
denoted by the Greek letter omega, со) > и (attested since the fourteenth 
century) > ii(attested since 1600, spelled ю) > /(attested since 1653): kotb 
> kcot > kut > kiit (spelled кют/kjut) > KiT/kit 'cat'. For e the development 
was twofold, before a lost ь and before a lost ъ. Before the lost ь it was: e > 
e(attested since 1161, the so-called 'new' e') > /(along with the original e, 
in the fourteenth-fifteenth centuries): pečb > peč > шч/pič 'stove'. Before 
lost ъ , except in some western dialects, e did not undergo any changes, 
except possibly under retracted stress: medb > мед/med 'honey', but 
uteklb > утис/utik 'fled (м)', contrast утекло/utekló 'fled (N)'. 

All these developments of e and о occurred in southern dialects. In 
northern dialects, instead, о and e before the syllable which lost a jer 
developed into diphthongs. This diphthongization affected only stressed 
syllables. 

Modern standard Ukrainian as well as all Ukrainian dialects does not 
have phonemically relevant length and pitch in vowels. It only preserves 
free dynamic stress (with concomitant lengthening), which can fall on any 
syllable and which can shift within a paradigm. The distribution of 
paradigms with fixed and with shifting stress is unpredictable unless 
morphological rules interfere. The chronology of the loss of phonemic 
pitch and length in Ukrainian is uncertain. But since no phonetic changes 
have depended on them in the time since the tenth century, nothing 
precludes the assumption that they were lost at that time or soon after, that 
is still in the Proto-Ukrainian period. 

The consonant system of Ukrainian is set out in table 17.2. Several of 
these consonants have limited distribution, / r ' / never occurs syllable-
finally. The consonants / f / and /g / occur only in foreign (and onomato-
poetic) words. The former was introduced in loan-words which entered 
Old Ukrainian with Christianization, mostly from Greek. In the spoken 
language it was replaced by p, v or x, as in the Christian names Stepan, 
Vekla, Oxrim, but later, with the growing influx of loan-words from Greek, 
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Table 17.2 Consonants of modern standard Ukrainian 

Labial Dental Palatal Velar Laryngeal 
Plain Palatalized 

Plosive P b t d t' d' k g 
Fricative f v/w s z s' z' š ž x h 
Affricate с 3 c' 3' Č 3 
Nasal m n n' 
Lateral 1 Г 
Trill r r' 
Glide j 

western European and other sources a new sound and phoneme was intro-
duced, namely the labialized fricative xw

9 which is still widely used in non-
standard language. However, in the language of the educated, xw was 
considered vulgar and / was accepted, probably on the Russian and Polish 
pattern. Common Slavonic / g / changed in Old Ukrainian into h (or [y]) 
in the late twelfth or early thirteenth century, / g / was introduced anew, 
mostly in loan-words of western origin as well as from other sources, and is 
attested since 1388. In writing it was rendered by a digraph кг and in other 
ways, until a special letter г was introduced in 1619. This special letter was, 
however, abolished in 1933 in the Soviet Ukraine (in favour of plain r), so 
that now it is only used outside the country. The affricates 3, 3' and 3 do 
not have special letters either and are denoted by digraphs дз /dz and д ж / 
dž. These affricates also have limited distribution, primarily in onomato-
poetic words and in words of foreign origin; only 3 is better adopted in that 
it participates in alternation with d in verbal and verb-derived forms, as in 
водити/vodyty 'to lead', воджу/vodžu (1 SG), в о д ж е н и й ^ с ^ е п у ] 
(PAST PART). 

As a rule voiced consonants preserve their voicing in all positions, 
except in the preposition and prefix з / z , which is prone to devoice before 
voiceless consonants. This may be accounted for historically by its origin: it 
continues two original prepositions/prefixes: 5Ъ and iz(ъ). On the other 
hand, voiceless consonants become voiced before voiced obstruents: 
6opoTb6a/borot'ba 'struggle' is pronounced with [d']. The consonant 
presented in table 17.2 as v/w is realized in syllable-final position as [w], in 
other positions its realization varies between [v] and [w], more often [w]. 

There are also long consonants. Usually they appear at morpheme 
boundaries and, consequently, are phonemically double and not long 
consonants: вщдати/vifdjaty Чо give away' from вщ/vid 'from' and 
дати/daty 'to give'; винна/\гу[п]а 'guilty (F)', with the adjective-forming 
suffix -n, compare вина/vyna 'guilt'. Palatalized long consonants occur in 
some morphological categories, most usually in deverbal nouns of the type 
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знання/znannja 'knowledge' and in the instrumental singular of feminine 
nouns ending in a consonant: тшь/tin' 'shadow', instrumental singular 
тшню/tinnju. Historically, this length arose from the consonantal cluster 
palatalized consonant + y. Its phonemic status is debatable: / C ' / or /C ' j / . 

Common Slavonic palatalized / г ' / , /17, / n 7 were preserved in Old 
Ukrainian longer than in Old Russian, but their palatalization was lost by 
the late twelfth century. The question of whether Old Ukrainian auto-
matically palatalized all consonants before front vowels is to be answered in 
the affirmative for ё and for 'a from ę\ for the position before e and i (> у) 
the situation is not so obvious, but there seem to be more arguments in 
favour of the negative answer. 

For the relation between Ukrainian orthography and the phonological 
system, reference should be made to table 17.3 and to the following notes. 
There are no special letters for the affricates 3, 3' and 3, the digraphs дз 
and дж being used, respectively; in the former Soviet Ukraine, г was used 
for both h and g. The phoneme / j / is indicated by й only if syllable-final or 
before the vowel o; word-initially or after a vowel, ja, je, ji, ju are indicated 
by the special letters я, e, 'i, ю; after labials and r, the same symbols are 
used, though separated from the labial by an apostrophe (not represented 
in the transliteration). A sequence of palatalized consonant plus vowel is 
indicated by using the letter for the equivalent plain consonant plus the 
following letter or letter combination: я, e, i, ьо, ю; syllable-finally, 
palatalization is indicated by adding ь after the letter for the corresponding 
plain consonant. 

2.2 Morphophonemic alternations inherited from Common Slavonic 
The best-preserved Common Slavonic alternations of consonants are those 
of velars (including the laryngeal) with dental and palatals (table 17.4). 
They originate in the first and second palatalizations of velars. Today, 
however, they are devoid of phonetic motivation and, mostly, are morpho-
logized. The alternations of velars with (palatalized) dentals is basically 
limited to the pre-desinential position (that is, the position before the 
inflectional ending) before word-final -/ in the dative and locative singular: 
рука/гика 'hand', dative/locative singular рущ/ruci; круг/kruh 'circle', 
locative singular Kpy3i/kruzi. The only survival of this alternation in the 
nominative plural is друг/druh 'friend', plural flpy3i/druzi, although the 
alternation is extended to the other plural cases, as in genitive plural 
flpy3iB/druziv. The alternation of velars with palatals encompasses more 
instances, namely: vocative singular in -e of masculine nouns: чоловис/ 
čolovik 'man', vocative singular чолов!че/соктсе; the present, imper-
ative and past participle passive in verbs of the first conjugational class: 
пекти/pekty 'to bake', печу/ресй (1 SG PRS), печи/ресу (2 SG IMP), 
пёчений/pećenyj (PAST PART PASS); and finally, before suffixes which 
begin in -(o)k, -(e)c', e and у (except the suffix -yn( ja ) to denote female 
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Table 17.3 Ukrainian alphabet 

Ukrainian Transliteration 

A а а 
Б б b 
В в v 
Г г h 
(Г Г g) 
Д д d 
Е е e 
е € je 
ж ж ž 
3 3 z 
и 
i 

и У 
i 

i 'i ji 
й й j 
к к k 
л л 1 
м м m 
H н n 
о о o 
п п P 
p P r 
с с s 
T T t 
У У u 
ф Ф f 
X X X 

ц Ц C 
ч ч č 
ш ш š 
щ Щ šč 
ю ю ju 
я я 

ь 
ja 

Table 17.4 Alternations from Common Slavonic palatalizations 

k c' č 
x : s' š 
h/g : z' ž 
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persons, of the type княгиня/knjahynja 'princess'), as in рука/гика 
'hand', diminutive ручка/гиска, affective рученька/гйсеп'ка. 

Other alternations of consonants (labials and dentals) of Common 
Slavonic origin historically originated in clusters of consonants followed by 
/. These alternations typically characterize verbs of the second conjugation 
when they occur in the first person singular present and the past participle 
passive, as shown in table 17.5. Examples are: молотити/molotyty 'to 
thresh', молочу/moloču (1 SG) молочений/то10сепу| (PAST PART 
PASS); любити/ljubyty 'to love', люблю/ljublju (1 SG), люблений/ 
ljublenyj (PAST PART PASS). 

Table 17.5 Alternations from Common Slavonic *j 

t : č d : 3 s : š z : ž labial : labial + Г 

Alternations of vowels going back to Common Slavonic and even Indo-
European times appear now unsystematically and only in a limited number 
of roots. They are typical relics. They are relatively better preserved in 
verbal roots where they may be utilized to mark aspectual changes. They 
are of three types (table 17.6). Examples are: пожерти/poźerty 'to 
devour (PRFV)', imperfective пожирати/poźyraty; замести/zamesty 'to 
sweep (PRFV)', imperfective 3aMiTaTH/zamitaty; допомогти/dopomohty 
'to help (PRFV)', imperfective допомагати/dopomahaty. Particularly 
eroded is the type о : a, limited to three verbal roots. 

Table 17.6 Vowel alternations inherited from Common Slavonic 

e (as a rule fugitive) у 
e : i 
о : a 

2.3 Morphophonemic alternations resulting from changes after 
Common Slavonic 

There are no alternations of consonants that arose in Ukrainian after the 
completion of its formation as a separate language. 

A number of vowel alternations arose specifically in Ukrainian, but, as 
with those of Common Slavonic origin, motivation of the alternation and 
by the same token its productivity is lost in most instances. These 
alternations are the following: 

e, о : у громи/hrómy 'thunderstrokes', rpHMiTH/hrymity 'to thunder'; 
xpecT/xrest 'cross', христити/xrystyty 'to baptize' (about five roots 
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with active alternation); this alternation derives from the different 
developments of jers adjacent to liquids depending on stress and 
openness/closeness of the syllable. 

e : о after palatals: четвёртий/cetvertyj 'fourth', чотири/ćotyry 'four' 
(about nine roots with the active alternation, and also the suffix -ev-/-
ov- in adjectives). Originally, e was preserved before syllables with a 
front vowel, but after Old Ukrainian i and у merged as у this motivation 
was lost, as in шести/sesty 'six (GEN)', mócTHń/sóstyj 'sixth', from 
older šesti, šestb, respectively, now both with у in the next syllable. 

e, о : 0 (the so-called 'fugitive' or 'fleeting' vowels, with historically e from 
ь, о from ъ or ь), as in eiTep/viter 'wind', genitive singular впру/vitru. 
This alternation is totally unproductive even though it has been partly 
morphologized: for the most part e, о are typical of the nominative 
singular of masculine nouns, the genitive plural of feminine and neuter 
nouns, and the residual short forms of adjectives with the suffix -л-. 

The most widespread alternation of vowels is that of o, e : i (on its 
origin, see section 2.1), but its phonetic motivation has been lost entirely 
and the alternation has been morphologized. The main forms in which i 
occurs instead of o, e are: 

nominative singular of masculine nouns, versus oblique cases: лщ/lid 'ice', 
genitive singular льоду/ródu (but as a rule not in polnoglasie groups); 

nominative and instrumental singular of feminine nouns ending in a con-
sonant: шч/nič 'night', instrumental singular шччю/niččju, genitive 
singular H04i/noči; 

pre-suffixal syllables in feminine and neuter diminutives: cnpiTKa/syritka, 
diminutive of сирота/syrota 'orphan'; 

neuter nouns of the type Becumn/vesillja 'wedding', compare веселий/ 
veselyj 'joyful'; 

adjectives whose root ends in a consonant followed by a suffix beginning 
with a consonant: noTpi6HHń/potribnyj 'needed', compare потреба/ 
potreba 'need'; 

past tense masculine and past gerund of verbs with a stem in a consonant: 
Hic/nis 'carried (м), HicuiH/nissy 'having carried', compare нести/ 
nesty 'to carry'. 

Besides these cases there are many isolated instances of the alternation, 
so that there cannot be any absolute predictability in the choice between o, 
e on the one hand and i on the other. 

In summary, the alternations discussed in sections 2.2 and 2.3 are either 
merely traditional (not motivated synchronically) or partially motivated 
morphologically. Of phonetically conditioned vowel alternations in modern 
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standard Ukrainian there is only one, namely e, у : ye, conditioned by stress 
placement (section 2.1). 

3 Morphology 

3.1 Nominal morphology 

3.1.1 Nominal categories 
Nominals in modern standard Ukrainian are declined for case and number. 
There are two numbers, singular and plural. The dual was lost as a pro-
ductive category in the sixteenth to seventeenth centuries; individual case 
forms of the dual survive as irregularities in the plural, for example óni/ 
oči, plural of око/око 'eye', instead of the regular neuter plural in -a. The 
most important and consistent trace of the dual is found in the stress of the 
nominative of nouns with movable stress in sequences with the numerals '2' 
to '4'. While their normal stress in the nominative plural is word-final, in 
phrases with the above numerals stress is on the preceding syllable: 
брати/braty 'brothers', жшки/Япку 'women', but два брати/dva braty 
'two brothers', дв1 жшки/dvi žinky 'two women'. 

Ukrainian preserves the original set of cases: nominative, accusative, 
genitive, dative, instrumental and locative. In addition, the vocative is 
preserved even though the vocative singular in colloquial speech is occa-
sionally replaced by the nominative and in the plural the vocative has no 
forms of its own, except in the word naHoee/panove 'gentlemen' (nomin-
ative plural пани/рапу). 

There are three genders, masculine, feminine and neuter, in the singular; 
these genders are not distinguished in the plural. 

3.1.2 Noun morphology 
The Common Slavonic distribution of nouns according to their (Indo-
European) stem, a system which started decaying in late Common 
Slavonic, lost its motivation completely in Old Ukrainian. A new basis for 
the distribution of declensional types was found in genders and, within a 
gender, in the types of endings. Modern standard Ukrainian has the follow-
ing fully fledged declensional types: masculine, feminine in a vowel, 
feminine in a consonant, neuter. Within each of these types (except the 
third) there is a division into the 'hard' and the 'soft' subtypes; their inter-
relation is manifest basically in the choice of the vowel in the endings. The 
set of correspondences between the two subtypes is the following: when the 
hard subtype has о or у the soft subtype substitutes e (in neuters also 'e) 
and i respectively. (But the opposite is not true: e and i do appear in the 
hard paradigm.) 

The basic declensional types are set out in table 17.7. The soft subtype is 
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Table 17.7 Declensional patterns of nouns 

(a) Feminine Feminine 
Masculine Neuter in vowel in consonant 
'kitchen garden' 'city' 'sister' 'night' 

Singular 
NOM 
voc 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 
Plural 
NOM/VOC 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

город 
городе 
город 
города 
городов! 
городом 
ropófli 

городи 
городи 
ropóflie 
городам 
городами 
городах 

М1СТО 
мгсто 
MicTO 
м1ста 
м1сту 
M1CTOM 
MłcTi 

MicTa 
мюта 
MicT 
мкггам 
м1стами 
MicTax 

сестра 
сестро 
сестру 
сестрй 
сестр! 
сестрою 
сестр! 

сёстри 
сестёр 
сестёр 
сестрам 
сестрами 
сестрах 

Н1Ч 
ноче 
Hi4 
HÓ4i 
HÓ4i 
шччю 
HÓ4i 

HÓ4i 
HÓ4i 
ночей 
ночам 
ночами 
ночах 

(b) 
Masculine 
'kitchen garden' 

Neuter 
'city' 

Feminine 
in vowel 
'sister' 

Feminine 
in consonant 
'night' 

Singular 
NOM 
voc 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 
Plural 
NOM/VOC 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

horód 
horóde 
horód 
horódu 
horodovi 
horódom 
horódi 

horódy 
horódy 
horodiv 
horódam 
horódamy 
horodax 

misto 
misto 
misto 
mista 
mistu 
mistom 
misti 

mista 
mista 
mist 
mistam 
mistamy 
mistax 

sestra 
sestro 
sestru 
sestry 
sestri 
sestróju 
sestri 

sestry 
sester 
sester 
sestram 
sestramy 
sestrax 

nič 
noče 
nič 
noči 
noči 
niččju 
noči 

noči 
noči 
nočej 
nočam 
nočamy 
nočax 

not represented in this table because, generally, it derives from the hard 
subtype by the above-mentioned substitutions; examples would be к н я з ь / 
knjaz' 'prince' for masculines, п о л е / p ó l e 'field' for neuters, буд !вля / 
budivlja 'edifice' for feminines in a vowel. 

This relatively simple structure of noun declension might be further 
simplified by regarding masculine and neuter as one paradigm, for they are 
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very close to each other. But on the other hand, it is complicated by the 
presence of desinential doublets in some instances and of some remnants of 
basically lost declensional types. 

Desinential doublets exist in the following instances. Among masculines 
in the nominative singular there are also nouns ending in -о, such as 
Пaвлó/Pavló 'Paul', Дншро/Отрго 'Dnieper'. In the vocative singular, 
some isolated masculine hard nouns take the ending -u: 6aTbKo/bat'ko 
'father', vocative батьку/bat'ku; син/syn 'son', vocative сину/synu. 
Neuters have no special vocative form. In masculine nouns of the soft 
subtype, the normal ending -e appears only after the suffix -(e)c'; other-
wise the ending -и is used: хлопець/х1орес' 'lad', vocative хлопче/ 
xlopce, but коваль/koval' 'smith', vocative ковалю/kovalju. 

The accusative singular in neuters is identical to the nominative. In 
masculines the basic factor is animacy versus inanimacy. Animate nouns 
take a form identical to the genitive. In the singular this is obligatory for 
nouns denoting persons and animals; in the plural the form of the nomin-
ative may still be used in the names of animals: бачив брата, коня, 
брат!в, коней (KOHi)/bačyv brata, konja, brativ, kónej (koni) 'he saw the 
brother, the horse, the brothers, the horses'. In the masculine singular the 
ending of the genitive singular may also be used, with a certain amount of 
affectivity, for names of well-shaped concrete objects other than persons 
and animals, as in послав листа/poslav lysta 'he sent a letter', дав 
карбованця/dav karbovancja 'he gave a rouble'. Here, then, the category 
of animacy tends to be broadened into that of being (well) shaped. In 
feminines and neuters the category of animacy applies only in the plural. 

In the genitive singular beside the ending -w the ending -a is also wide-
spread. The distinction between them is based partly on tradition but more 
often on semantic criteria. Generally, -a is taken by nouns which denote 
clearly outlined or shaped objects, including persons, while -u characterizes 
names of objects seen as collective, abstract, shapeless; this ending easily 
conveys also a partitive meaning. Examples are лист/lyst 'letter', genitive 
листа/lysta; брат/brat 'brother', genitive 6paTa/brata; but колектив/ 
kolektyv 'collective', genitive колектйву/kolektyvu; розум/гогит 
'mind', genitive розуму/rózumu. In neuters only the ending -a is used. In 
the dative singular masculine nouns have -o vi alongside -w. In neuters, only 
-u is used. 

In the locative singular (the locative is always used with a preposition), 
beside the ending -/ there are in the masculine and neuter the endings -u 
and -ovi. The choice among them is governed by both morphophonemic 
and semantic criteria. The ending -u is taken by those nouns that end in a 
suffixal velar, usually -к, as in ганок/ganok 'porch', locative ганку/ 
ganku, личко/1уско 'face', locative личку/1уски, versus око/око 'eye', 
locative oiji/oci (where к belongs to the root; velars before the locative 
ending -i' alternate with palatalized dentals: see section 2.2). The semantic 
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factor is visible in that nouns denoting persons may take the ending -ovi 
(transferred from the dative): селянин/seljanyn 'peasant', locative 
с е л я н и н о в ^ е У а п у ш т . Finally, masculine monosyllabic nouns with root 
stress in the singular oblique cases may take the ending -u but with stress 
on the ending in the locative, as in степ/step 'steppe', genitive степу/ 
stepu, locative степу/stepu. 

In the nominative and instrumental plural there are a few deviations 
from the general pattern due to the incorporation of isolated forms of the 
dual: in the nominative plural masculine Byca/vusa 'moustache' and 
pyKaea/rukava 'sleeves', in the neuter nouns óni/óci 'eyes', Byiui/vusi 
(also eyxa/vuxa) 'ears' and mieni/pleči 'shoulders', and in the instru-
mental plural OHHMa/osyma, вушима/vusyma, but also грошима/ 
hrosyma 'money'. 

In the two feminine declensions there are very few doublet endings. Of 
greater significance is only the competition between the endings -ej and -iv 
in the genitive plural of the consonantal declension (п0дорож/р<х1огсгё 
'trip', genitive plural подорожей/рс^огойе] or подорож1в/р<х1огой™; 
the standard language gives clear priority to -ej) and the transfer of the 
ending -ej from the consonantal declension to several nouns of other 
declensional types such as feminines свиня/svynja 'pig', MHina/mySa 
'mouse', Boma/vosa 'louse', стаття/stattja 'article', genitive plural 
свиней/svynej, мишей/mySej, BÓiueń/vosej, CTaT(T)eń/stat(t)ej; 
masculines кшь/kin' 'horse', петь/hist' 'guest', genitive plural коней/ 
kónej, гостей /hostej; and neuters око /око 'eye', плече/pleče 
'shoulder', genitive plural очей/očej, плешей/plečej. 

The present-day noun declension of Ukrainian is the result of many 
mergers of Old Ukrainian declensional types inherited from Common 
Slavonic. Common Slavonic o-, jo- and «-stems supplied most endings in 
the Modern Ukrainian masculine and neuter declension; a- and ja-stems 
were most substantial in the shaping of the Modern Ukrainian feminine 
vocalic declension, while i-stems and consonant stems were decisive in the 
formation of the feminine consonantal declension. Most nouns are now 
declined according to these productive types. 

There are, however, a few noun declensional types which so far have not 
been engulfed by the productive types. They survive in a limited number of 
nouns, as words of long-lasting tradition, as a rule. Genetically, these types 
go back to various consonant stems: /-stems (which is the only type that 
may still absorb newly arising nouns, albeit rarely), л-stems and r-stems. 
Nowadays, the main characteristic of these declensional types is that they 
take in the oblique cases an 'insertion' (-at-, -en-, -er-) between the root 
(stem) and the ending: fliena/divča 'girl', genitive fliBHara/divcaty (t-
stem) iM'A/imja 'name', genitive mem/imeni (but usually pronounced as 
if imeny) (n-stem), мати/maty 'mother', genitive MaTepi/materi (r-
stem). Nowadays r-stems are limited to the one noun just quoted; only t-
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stems are a relatively open group, owing to their semantic unity: as a rule 
they denote young or small beings. 

3.1.3 Pronominal morphology 
The inflectional endings of some pronouns are like those of nouns, of 
others like those of adjectives, but with some peculiarities, the crucial ones 
being suppletion of the root in some pronouns and in some the use in 
certain cases of peculiar case forms. For the forms, see table 17.8, noting 
that adjective-based patterns which have a plural do not differ in their 
declension from adjectives (table 17.9), and that the reflexive pronoun 
c e 6 e / s e b e is declined like т и / t y , apart from the lack of a nominative. 

Suppletion takes place in the personal pronouns of the first person 
singular (я / ja (NOM); м е н е / т е п е (ACC-GEN), м е ш / т е т (DAT-LOC); 
м н о ю / m n ó j u (INST)), of the second person singular ( т и / t y (NOM); т е б е / 
tebe (ACC-GEN); To6i / tobi (DAT-LOC), т о б б ю / t o b ó j u (INST)), of the 
first person plural ( м и / m y (NOM); HAC/nas (ACC-GEN-LOC), н а м / п а т 
(DAT), н а м и / п а т у (INST)), of the third person (nominative в ш / v i n (M), 
BOHA/vona (F), в о н б / v o n o (N); oblique cases with the stem /-, in the 
instrumental and after prepositions n- or AI'-, as in ń o r ó / j o h ó (ACC-GEN-
M-N) but д о H b ó r o / d o n 'oho Чо him'), and in two interrogative pronouns 
XTo/xto (NOM) 'who', oblique stem k - ; щ о / š č o (NOM-ACC) 'what', 
oblique stem č-) . 

The peculiar pronominal endings, that is, those that do not occur in the 
declension of nouns and adjectives, are those in the personal pronouns 
mentioned above (-e in accusative-genitive м е н е / т е п е , т е б ё / t e b e and -s 
in accusative-genitive-locative Hac/nas, Bac/vas) and the following in 
demonstrative pronouns: -oj, -ej , in the nominative-accusative singular 
masculine ( т о й / t o j 'that', цей /ce j 'this'), - i j e j i in the genitive singular 
feminine (Tiei/tijeji, ijiei/cijeji) and - i j e ju in the instrumental singular 
feminine (Tieio/tijeju, щею/c i jćju) . In many pronouns the root consists of 
only one consonant, which is not typical of nouns and adjectives. 

Clitic forms of personal and anaphoric pronouns, which were used in 
Old and Middle Ukrainian and are still current in south-western dialects 
(such as accusative mja, tja, sja, ho, dative my, ty, sy, mu), have been lost in 
standard Ukrainian. The reflexive clitic sja (after vowels and sonants 
optionally s') has become a verbal postfix (that is, an element inseparable 
from the verb and occurring after all other endings). It is placed after 
verbal endings, with the final consonant of which it merges by assimilation: 
CMiemcfl/smijessja 'you laugh', pronounced -[s':a], CMieTbCH/smijet'sja 
'he laughs', pronounced -[c':a]. 

A n accentual peculiarity of pronouns in their disyllabic forms is that 
after governing prepositions the stress is retracted by one syllable: м е н е 
/ m e n e , к о г о / k o h ó , but д о м е н е / d o mene, д о KÓro/do kóho; contrast 
trisyllabic ijiei/cijeji, д о i j i e i /do cijeji. This stress shift does not occur if 



Table 17.8 Declensional patterns of pronouns 

(a) Noun-based patterns Adjective-based patterns Gender-free 
T 'thou' 'we' 'he, she, it' 'that' 'who' 'what' 

M/N F M/N F 

NOM Я ти ми вш/воно вона той/те та хто що 
ACC мене тебе нас його ii = N O M / G E N ту кого чого 
GEN мене тебе нас його ii того Tiei кого чого 
DAT мен! тоб! нам йому 1Й тому тш кому чому 
INST мною тобою нами ним нею ТИМ Т1€Ю КИМ чим 
LOC мен! тоб! нас ньому/шм нш TÓMy/TiM ТШ KÓMy/KlM чомуЛпм 

(b) Noun-based patterns 
T 'thou' 

Adjective-based patterns 
'we' 'he, she, it' 'that' 

M/N F M/N 

Gender-free 
'who' 'what' 

NOM 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

ja 
mene 
mene 
meni 
mnóju 
meni 

ty . 
tebe 
tebe 
tobi 
tobóju 
tobi 

my 
nas 
nas 
nam 
namy 
nas 

vin/vono 
johó 
johó 
jomu 
nym 
n'ómu/nim 

vona 
jiji 
jiji 
jij 
neju 
nij 

ta toj/te 
= NOM/GEN tu 
toho 
tomu 
tym 
tomu/tim 

tijeji 
tij, 
tijeju 
tij 

xto 
kohó 
kohó 
komu 
kym 

ščo 
ščo 
čoho 
čomu 
čym 

komu/kim čomu/čim 
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the preposition governs the following noun: contrast до нього/do n'oho 
but до його дому/do johó domu Чо his house'. 

Indefinite and negative pronouns are formed by adding a pre- or post-
positive particle to an interrogative pronoun. Thus, on the basis of XTo/xto 
'who', we have абихто/аЬухЮ 'whoever', будьхто/bud'xtc) or хто-
будь/xto-bud' 'anybody', дехто/dexto 'someone', хтось/xtos' 'someone 
(unidentified or irrelevant)', HixTo/nixto 'nobody'. In prepositional 
phrases with the negative pronouns the preposition is usually placed im-
mediately after the particle, cutting the word in two: Hi на кого/ni na kotf 
ho 'onto nobody'. 

3.1.4 Adjectival morphology 
Of the two Common Slavonic adjectival paradigms, short (like nouns) and 
long (like pronouns), Ukrainian has preserved the long forms; see table 
17.9. Short forms exist only residually and only in the nominative singular 
masculine. Such short forms are obligatory in possessive adjectives 
(батыав fliM/bat'kiv dim 'father's house', сестрин д1м/8е81гуп dim 
'sister's house'); in recent years there has appeared a tendency to use the 
long form, батьковий AiM/bat1cóvyj dim, although this is considered 
non-standard. The choice of form is optional in кожний/койпу)', кожен/ 
kožen 'each' and, though with the short form only in predicative function, 
in up to a dozen or so adjectives including the following: вартий/vartyj or 
варт/vart 'worth', винний/vynnyj or винен/vynen 'guilty', згодний/ 
zhódnyj or згоден/zhóden 'agreeing', ладний/ladnyj or ладен/laden 
'apt, ready', певний/pevnyj or пёвен/peven 'sure', повинний/povynnyj 

Table 17.9 Adjective declension 

(a) Singular Plural 
Masculine Neuter Feminine 

NOM новий нове нова нов! 
ACC = NOM/GEN нове нову = NOM/GEN 
GEN НОВОГО НОВО! НОВИХ 
DAT н о в о м у НОв1й НОВИМ 
INST НОВЙМ НОВ0Ю новйми 
LOC HOBÓMy/HOBlM НОВ1Й новйх 

(b) Singular Plural 
Masculine Neuter Feminine 

NOM novyj nove nova novi 
ACC = NOM/GEN nove novu = NOM/GEN 
GEN novoho novoj i novyx 
DAT novomu novij novym 
INST novym novoj u novy my 
LOC novomu/novim novij novyx 
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or повинен/povynen 'most'. Even in these adjectives ail forms but the 
nominative singular masculine follow the regular adjectival declension. The 
present-day adjectival declension has undergone many simplifications. 
Genders are no longer distinguished in the plural. The stress undergoes no 
shifts. There are no doublet endings, except for the two options in the loca-
tive singular masculine-neuter. There is no soft subtype: stems ending in 
palatalized consonants take the same endings as those ending in non-
palatalized consonants. 

Participles (the widely used past participles passive in -nyj and -tyj and 
the extremely rare present participles active in -cyj) decline following the 
pattern of adjectives. 

Beside the normal adjectival forms of the nominative-accusative 
feminine, neuter and plural there are, in poetic language only, the so-called 
'non-contracted' forms: новая/novaja, новую/novuju, новее/noveje, 
нови/noviji. The term is misleading. Actually, they are petrified forms of 
the full long-form adjectives before these underwent truncation under the 
influence of the pronominal declension, with its monosyllabic endings. 
Historically, thus, there were three stages in the development of Ukrainian 
adjectival declension. Exemplified by the form of the nominative singular 
feminine they were: (1) noun-like nova; (2) pronominalized by addition of 
the Common Slavonic pronoun ja 'she' into novaja\ (3) truncated to nova 
with a monosyllabic ending as in pronouns of the type ta 'that', formally 
identical with the oldest of the three forms. 

Ukrainian adjectives, wherever their semantics allows, may have 
comparative and superlative degrees. The comparative degree is usually 
formed by the suffixes -š- and -iš-: молодйй/molodyj 'young', com-
parative мол0дший/то1<х1§у)' or молод1ший/тоихН§у(. The suffix -š- is 
non-productive and is used with a fixed set of about twenty-five adjectives. 
It entails some consonant alternations: h ox z plus š gives ič, as in 
дорогий/dorohyj 'dear', comparative дорожчий^огойсу)', вузький/ 
vuz'kyj 'narrow', comparative вужчий/\пдйсу]; s plus š gives šč, as in 
високий/vysokyj 'tall', comparative BHiijHń/vysćyj; after z the suffix 
changes into č, as in дужий/duźyj 'strong', comparative fljOK4Hń/duźćyj; 
the suffix - ( o ) k (see the forms just given for 'tall') and the consonant h 
after another consonant are lost before the suffix -š-, as in довгий/dovhyj 
'long', comparative flOBiimfl/dovsyj. 

The suffix -iš- entails no phonetic changes. It is productive and subject 
to no limitations, except that it is not applied to adjectives with the suffix 
-s' k-, to participles and to some adjectives with affective suffixes. 

The superlative is derived from the comparative by adding the prefix 
naj-: BHUjHń/vyścyj 'taller', HaftBHiijMft/najvyscyj 'tallest'. 

Alongside these synthetic forms, but much less frequently used, there 
are analytical comparative and superlative forms, the basic form of the 
adjective preceded by the word 6bibin(e)/birš(e) 'more' for the com-
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parative and Haii6uibm(e)/najbil/š(e) 'most* for the superlative. Typically, 
these constructions are used in chains of comparatives or superlatives and 
in the opposition MeHiii(e)/menš(e) 'less', б1льш(е)/ЫГ§(е) 'more', but 
also occasionally in competition with the synthetic forms. There are a few 
suppletive comparatives: малий/malyj 'small', comparative менший/ 
mensyj; великий/velykyj 'big', comparative бшьший/ЫГЗу]; поганий/ 
pohanyj 'bad', comparative ripmHń/hirsyj; добрий/dóbryj and 
гарний/harnyj 'good', comparative кращий/krascyj. All comparatives 
and superlatives decline like other adjectives and stand in agreement with 
their nouns. 

Adverbs derived from adjectives follow the same pattern in forming 
degrees of comparison: TÓHKo/tonko 'thinly', comparative TOHiiie/tónSe. 

3.1.5 Numeral morphology 
All numerals decline, except masculine-neuter niBTOpa/pivtora, feminine 
швтори/pivtory 'one and a half', but their declension types are varied. 

'One', masculine один/odyn, feminine одна/odna, neuter одне/odne 
(less commonly однб/odnó) declines like the pronoun той/toj 'that' (see 
table 17.8). In the function of an indefinite article один/odyn is also used 
in the plural, as it is with pluralia tantum as in одн! гpaблl/odni hrabli 
'one rake'. 

The numerals '2' (masculine-neuter два/dva, feminine flBi/dvi), '3' 
(три/try), '4' (чотири/ćotyry) have a declension of their own (see table 
17.11). 

The numerals п'ять/pjat' '5' to BiciMflecHT/visimdesjat '80' (as well as 
the regional, South-western Ukrainian дев'ятдесят/deyjatdesjat '90'), 
with the exception of cópoK/sórok '40', decline in two ways, either on the 
pattern of чотири/ćotyry or, maintaining this pattern only in the instru-
mental, they have the ending -y in all other oblique cases. 

The numerals cópoK/sórok '40', дев'янбсто/deyjanósto '90' and 
CTo/sto 'hundred' have the ending -a in all oblique cases except the 
accusative: genitive-dative-instrumental-locative сорока/soroka, 
дев'яноста/deyjanósta, ста/sta (though also instrumental стома/ 
stoma). In the higher hundreds, both parts of the numeral are declined, 
with the following oblique plural forms of the second part: genitive -сот/ 
-sot, dative -CTaM/-stam, instrumental -CTaMH/-stamy, locative -стах/ 
-stax. 

The numerals тисяча/tysjaća 'thousand' and above follow the declen-
sion of nouns with the same ending (тисяча/tysjaća like круча/кгйса 
'precipice'). 

In a broad historical overview Ukrainian numerals preserved their ability 
to decline with just one exception, but regrouped fairly radically the types 
of declension inherited from Common Slavonic. On the syntax of quanti-
fiers, see section 4.10. 
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Table 17.10 Numerals 

Cardinal Ordinal 

1 о д й н / o d y n п е р ш и й / p e r ś y j 
2 д в а / d v a д р у г и й / d r u h y j 
3 т р и / t r y TpeTiń/ tret i j 
4 ч о т й р и / ć o t y r y ч е т в ё р т о й / c e t v e r t y j 
5 п ' я т ь / p j a t ' п 'ятий/p ja ty j 
6 u i i cTb/ š i s t ' u iócTHń/Sóstyj 
7 c i M / s i m c b O M i i ń / s ' ó m y j 
8 e i c i M / v i s i m B Ó C b M H ń / v ó s ' m y j 
9 д ё в ' я т ь / d e v j a t ' д е в ' я т и й / d e v j a t y j 

10 д е с я т ь / d e s j a t ' д е с я т и й / d e s j a t y j 
11 о д и н а д ц я т ь / o d y n a d c j a t ' о д и н а д ц я т и й / o d y n a d c j a t y j 
12 д в а н а д ц я т ь / d v a n a d c j a t ' д в а н а д ц я т и й / d v a n a d c j a t y j 
13 т р и н а д ц я т ь / t i y n a d c j a t ' т р и н а д ц я т и й / t r y n a d ę j a t y j 
14 ч о т и р н а д ц я т ь / ć o t y r n a d c j a t ' ч о т и р н а д ц я т и й / ć o t y r n a d ę j a t y j 
15 п ' я т н а д ц я т ь / p j a t n a d c j a t ' п 'ятнадцятий/p ja tnadc ja ty j 
16 ш г с т н а д ц я т ь / š i s t n a d c j a t ' m i c T H ^ i ^ T H ń / ś i s t n a d c j a t y j 
17 c i M H a A i ^ T b / s i m n a d c j a t ' c iMHaf lUf lTHń/s imnadc ja ty j 
18 BiciMHaAUflTb /visimnadcjat' B i c i M H ^ ^ T H f t / v i s i m n a d c j a t y j 
19 д е в ' я т н а д ц я т ь / d e v j a t n a d c j a t ' д е в ' т н а д ц я т и й / d e v j a t n a d c j a t y j 
2 0 д в а д ц я т ь / d v a d c j a t ' д в а д ц я т и й / d v a d c j a t y j 
3 0 т р й д ц я т ь / t r y d c j a t ' т р и д ц я т и й / t r y a d c j a t y j 
4 0 c ó p O K / s ó r o k c o p o K Ó B H ń / s o r o k o v y j 
5 0 п 'ятдесят /p ja tdes ja t п 'ятдесятий/p ja tdes ja ty j 
6 0 u i i c T f l e c i T / s i s t d e s j a t u i i c T f l e c i T H ń / s i s t d e s j a t y j 
7 0 ciMflecAT/simdesjat c iMflec iTHń/s imdesjatyj 
8 0 Bic iMAecf lT/v is imdes ja t B ic iMf lec iTHft /v i s imdes ja ty j 
9 0 fleB^HÓCTo/deyjanosto д е в ' я н о с т и й / d e y j a n ó s t y j 

1 0 0 с т о / s t o с о т и й / s ó t y j 
2 0 0 fleicTi/dvisti flBOCÓTHń/dvosotyj 
3 0 0 т р п с т а / t r y s t a т р и с о т и й / t r y s ó t y j 
4 0 0 ч о т й р и с т а / ć o t y r y s t a noTHpHCÓTHń/ćo ty rysó ty j 
5 0 0 п ' я т с о т / p j a t s ó t п ' я т и с о т и й / p j a t y s ó t y j 
6 0 0 u i icTCÓT/ś is tsot u iecTHCÓTHń/śes tyso ty j 
7 0 0 c iMCÓT/s imsot с е м и с о т о й / s e m y s ó t y j 
8 0 0 BiciMCOT/visimsot в о с ь м и с о т о й / v o s ' m y s ó t y j 
9 0 0 д е в ' я т с о т / d e Y j a t s ó t д е в я т и с о т о й / d e y j a t y s ó t y j 
1 , 0 0 0 т й с я ч а / t y s j a ć a т й с я ч н и й / t y s j a ć n y j 
1 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 м ш ь й о н / т П j o n M u i b ń Ó H H H ń / m i l ' j ó n n y j 
1 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 м ш ь я р д / т П ' j a r d M u i b i p f l H H ń / m i l ' j a r d n y j 
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Table 17.11 Declension of numerals 

(a) ' t w o ' ' t h r e e ' ' f o u r ' ' f i ve ' 

NOM 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

два (F ABi) 
= N O M / G E N 
ДВОХ 
ДВОМ 
двома 
ДВОХ 

три 
= N O M / G E N 
трьох 
трьом 
трьома 
трьох 

чотири 
= N O M / G E N 
чотирьох 
чотирьом 
чотирма 
чотирьох 

п ять 
= N O M / G E N 
п'ятьох ~ п'яти 
п'ятьом ~ п'ятй 
п'ятьма 
п'ятьох ~ п'яти 

(Ь) ' t w o ' ' t h r e e ' ' f o u r ' ' f i ve ' 

NOM 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

d v a (F d v i ) 
= N O M / G E N 
d v o x 
d v o m 
d v o m a 
d v o x 

t ry 
= N O M / G E N 
t r ' o x 
t r ' o m 
t r ' o m a 
t r ' o x 

č o t y r y 
= N O M / G E N 
č o t y r ' o x 
c o t y r ' o m 
c o t y r m a 
č o t y r ' o x 

pjat' 
= N O M / G E N 
p j a t ' o x ~ p j a t y 
p j a t ' o m ~ p j a t y 
p j a t ' m a 
p j a t ' o x ~ p j a t y 

3.2 Verbal morphology 

3.2.1 Verbal categories 
Ukrainian verbs in their finite forms inflect for person, number, tense and 
mood. However, in the past tense and the conditional, verbs do not inflect 
for person, but do inflect for gender in the singular. In addition, each verb 
belongs to an aspect, but the change of aspect does not proceed by inflec-
tion (see below). There are three moods, the indicative, the imperative and 
the conditional. In one of them, the indicative, three tenses are distin-
guished, not counting the optional pluperfect; the present, the past and the 
future (verbs of perfective aspect have a syncretic present-future form), as 
in читае/cytaje 'read (3 SG PRS)', читав/cytav (м PAST), читатиме/ 
cytatyme (3 SG FUT), читав би/cytav by (M COND), читай/ćytaj (2 SG 
IMP). Two numbers (singular and plural) are distinguished in all moods and 
tenses, and within each number three persons (except in the past tense of 
the indicative and in the conditional). The three persons are: the first, that 
of the speaker; the second, that of the addressee; and the third, that of the 
non-speaker and non-addressee, as in the present-tense forms читаю/ 
cytaju (1 SG), читаеш/cytajeś (2 SG), читае/cytąje (3 SG). Yet the imper-
ative only has three person-number forms as in читай/cytaj (2 SG), 
читаймо/cytajmo (1 PL), читайте/cytajte (2 PL). The verb бути/buty 
Чо be' has one form for all persons and numbers in the present, e / je 
(which may be extended to есть/jest'). The past indicative and the con-
ditional have no personal forms, instead, as mentioned above, they inflect 
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for gender in the singular, as in past читав/cytav (м), читала/ćytala (F), 
читало/cytalo (N) and the corresponding conditional forms (читав би/ 
cytav by, читала 6/čytala b, читало 6/čytalo b) and pluperfect forms 
(читав 6yB/čytav buv, читала була/cytala bula, читало було/cytalo 
bulo). 

The Common Slavonic system of past tenses (the aorist, imperfect and 
perfect) underwent a thorough revamping in Old Ukrainian. The perfect 
lost its auxiliary verb Чо be', giving rise to the modern past tense, and the 
aorist and imperfect were lost entirely. The chronology of these changes is 
difficult to pin down (it was different in different regions), but it is safe to 
assume that in the Central Ukrainian area the imperfect was lost at the 
latest in the twelfth century, the aorist in the fourteenth century and the use 
of the auxiliary verb in the perfect by the seventeenth century. 

Of non-finite forms the Ukrainian verb has the (atemporal) infinitive 
читати/cytaty), the uninflected gerund (with two forms, traditionally 
called present and past, respectively читаючи/cytajucy and читавши/ 
cytavsy), the declined past participle passive (читаний/cytanyj) and the 
rarely used and bookish present participle active (читаючий/cytajucyj). 
Actually, tense in the gerund is relative to the time reference of the finite 
verb in the sentence. The so-called present gerund, but also the past gerund 
of imperfective verbs, usually expresses simultaneity, as in читаючи 
(читавши) листа BiH плакав/cytajućy (cytavsy) lysta, vin plakav 'while 
he was reading the letter he cried', whereas the so-called past gerund of 
perfective verbs expresses an action which precedes that of the finite verb 
of the sentence, as in прошитавши листа, BiH заплакав/procytavsy 
lysta, vin zaplakav 'after having read the letter he cried'. 

Voice in the Ukrainian verb hardly exists as a fully fledged grammatical 
category. One may only speak of an opposition of verbs with the postfix 
-sja versus verbs without it. One of the functions of this postfix is to build 
passive forms: фабрика виробляе комп'ютери/fabryka vyrobljaje 
kompjutery 'the factory produces computers', комп'ютери 
виробляються фабрикою/kompjutery vyrobljajut'sja fabrykoju 'com-
puters are being produced by the factory' (usually with imperfective verbs; 
the passive with perfective verbs is formed with the past participle passive: 
комп'ютери вироблеш фабрикою/kompjutery vyrobleni fabrykoju 
'computers have been produced by the factory', but such constructions are 
very bookish and atypical of the spoken language). Yet passivization is by 
no means the only function of the postfix -sja (see section 4.8); the only 
common feature in the uses of the postfix -sja is that they exclude a direct 
object, but even this restriction is nowadays not quite absolute, as shown by 
phrases like дивитися телебачення/dyvytysja telebačennja 'to watch 
television'. 

The category omnipresent in all verbal forms, both finite and non-finite, 
is aspect. Change of aspect is effected by derivational suffixes or prefixes, 
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never by inflections, the latter being shared by both aspects. With a given 
root there can be two or three levels in aspect formation. The basic form is 
prefixless and suffixless, or prefixless but having a suffix -a-, -y- or -i- (if 
the root is adjectival also -ли-), such as нести/nesty 'carry', pi3aTM/rizaty 
'cut', ходити/xodyty 'go', тремтгги/tremtity 'tremble', киснути/ 
kysnuty 'go sour'. Such verbs are usually imperfective, but a small group of 
them are perfective, such as дати/daty 'give', cicra/sisty 'sit down'. 
Second-level verbs, which are all perfective, are formed from those of the 
first level by adding a prefix or by replacing a suffix, namely using -nu-
instead of -a- or -/- (such as торкати/torkaty, perfective торкнути/ 
torknuty 'touch', CBHCTiTH/svystity, perfective свиснути/svysnuty 
'whistle'), less frequently -y- instead of -a- (such as KiHnaTH/kincaty, 
perfective кшчити/kincyty 'finish'). The prefixes used to form second-
level verbs are twofold. Some change only the aspect, such as робити/ 
robyty, perfective зробити/zrobyty 'do'; other prefixes both change the 
aspect and introduce semantic changes, such as знати/znaty 'know 
(IMPFV)', тзнати/piznaty 'learn (PRFV)'. In the second case one and the 
same first-level verb may, and in most cases does, take various prefixes for 
various new (additional) meanings, as in тзнати/piznaty 'learn', 
3i3HaTH/ziznaty 'testify', визнати/vyznaty 'admit'. It is these semantically 
modified verbs which need a new, third level, an imperfective aspect which 
would preserve the shade of meaning developed on the second level but 
cancel its perfectivity. The third-level verbs are formed with the suffixes -a-
(after a vowel -va-) or -uva-, as in тзнати/piznaty, imperfective 
шзнавати/piznavaty, засшвати/zaspivaty 'start singing', imperfective 
заствувати/zaspivuvaty. 

In addition, there are mono-aspectual verbs used only in the imper-
fective aspect (such as коштуBaTH/kóśtuvaty 'cost') or only in the per-
fective aspect (such as збагнути/zbahnuty 'grasp'); finally, there are a few 
bi-aspectual verbs with identical imperfective and perfective forms, such as 
вел!ти^е1ку 'order', общяти/obicjaty 'promise'. The number of mono-
and, especially, bi-aspectual verbs has tended to decrease with the develop-
ment of the language, so that in the above examples вел1ти^е1ку and 
общяти/obicjaty are more and more often assigned imperfective aspect 
only while the forms звел!ти^е1ку and пообщяти/poobicjaty have, in 
recent decades, have been derived as corresponding perfectives. On the 
other hand, the number of bi-aspectual verbs is constantly replenished in 
newly borrowed foreign words, such as фшансувати/finansuvaty 
'finance', until they have developed prefixed perfective verbs, as with 
арештувати/areStuvaty 'arrest', bi-aspectual and, newer, perfective 
3aapeuiTyBaTH/zaareštuvaty, thus relegating the basic form to imperfec-
tive aspect (which, in turn, can be made unambiguous by forming a third-
level imperfective: 3aapeiiiTC)ByBaTH/zaareśtóvuvaty, the newest form). 

An additional means of changing verbal aspect is vowel alternation in 
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the root, namely e (fugitive): y, as in умерти/umerty 'die (PRFV)', imper-
fective умирати/umyraty; e (non-fugitive) : /, as in замести/zamesty 
'sweep (PRFV)', imperfective замггати/zamitaty; and о : a, as in 
перемогти/peremohty 'conquer (PRFV)', imperfective перемагати/ 
peremahaty. Stress shift is also occasionally used as a means of changing 
aspect, as in розсипати/rozsypaty 'spill (PRFV)', imperfective 
розсипати/rozsypaty, although the present stems differ in terms of suffi-
xation, respectively (third person singular) розсипле/rozsyple and 
po3CHnae/rozsypaje. These devices are marginal, occasionally redundant; 
the root vowel alternations are unproductive and used in a limited number 
of roots (see section 2.3 above). 

The most common nuances in meaning introduced by prefixes in per-
fective (perfectivized) verbs are the following: 

beginning of an action, with the prefixes za- or po- (говорити/hovoryty 
'talk', заговорити/zahovoryty 'begin talking'); 

limitation of an action in time, 'from . . . to . . . ' , typically with po- or pro-
(сидгги/sydity 'sit', nocHAiTH/posydity 'sit for a while'); 

exhaustion of an action by reaching the maximum result, with the prefixes 
za- and vy- (кусати/kusaty 'bite', закусати/zakusaty 'bite all over, 
bite to death'); 

saturation of the action, with the prefix na- (наговорити/nahovoryty 'tell 
as much as possible'); 

distribution in time or space, with the prefix po- (розставляти/ 
rozstavljaty 'place', порозставляти/porozstavljaty 'place here and 
there'); 

intensive and lasting action, with the doubled prefix po-po- (працювати/ 
pracjuvaty 'work', попопрацювати/popopracjuvaty 'work hard and 
long'). 

In the nineteenth century use was still made of frequentative forms of 
verbs with the suffix -va- (жити/źyty 'live', frequentative живати/й)гаиу) 
and with the prefixes po- and pro- and secondary imperfectivization 
(ходити/xodyty 'go', frequentative пoxoджaти/poxodžaty). The former 
type of verb is now completely out of use, the latter is rare. Frequentativity 
as a morphological category has been virtually lost in Ukrainian. 

In up to twenty verbs of motion there are two forms. The basic form 
refers to a one-time action and/or action in one direction (нести/nesty 
'carry', летгги/Ыку 'fly'), the secondary form denotes repetition of action 
and/or indefiniteness of direction (носити/nosyty, л1тати/НЙ1у). This 
opposition occurs in verbs of high frequency and is therefore well rooted in 
the language, but it is totally unproductive and does not apply to neo-
logisms. 
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3.2.2 Conjugation 
With the exception of three verbs, дати/daty 'give', 'icra/jisty 'eat' and 
-eicTH/-visty (as in onoeicTH/opovisty 'tell') which have a conjugation 
apart (see table 17.12), the set of verbal endings is uniform for all verbs, 
with the sole exception of the third person singular. In the present tense 
they are: -и (1 SG), -š (2 SG), -mo (1 PL), -te (2 PL), -/ ' (3 PL). In the third 
person singular some verbs have a zero ending, while others have -t'. The 
vowel before the endings (used in all persons except the first person 
singular) is -e- (in the third person plural, -u-) in some verbs but -y- (third 
person plural -a-) in others. It is the у /a verbs that take the above-
mentioned ending in the third person singular (see table 17.12). In the 
vernacular, particularly in the eastern Ukraine, however, the third person 
singular of y/a verbs preserves the ending -(y)t' only under stress; if 
unstressed it is replaced by -e: кричить/krycyt' 'shout' versus HÓce/nose 
(standard носить/nósyt') 'carry'. 

The y/a verbs have alternation of consonants in the first person singular: 
t: č, d : dž, s : š, and z : ž, as in молочу/moloču 'thresh (1 SG)', compare 
мол0тиш/то1с*у8 (2 SG). If the stem ends in a labial it takes l' in both 
first person singular and third person plural, as in люблю/ljublju 'love (1 
SG)', люблять/ljubljat' (3 PL), compare любиш/1]йЬу§ (2 SG). 

The system of endings in the past tense is even simpler than that of the 
present tense. There are only four endings: masculine -v, feminine -la, 

Table 17.12 Present tense 

(a) e/u verbs y/a verbs Irregular verbs 
'carry' 'shout' 'give' 'eat' 

1 SG несу кричу дам IM 
2 SG н е с е т кричйш дасй *icń 
3 SG несе кричйть дасть ють 
1 PL несемо кричимо дамо IMÓ 
2 PL несете кричите даете юте 
3 PL несуть кричать дадуть щять 

(b) e/u verbs у/a verbs Irregular verbs 
'carry' 'shout' 'give' 'eat' 

1 SG nesii kryću dam jim 
2 SG neseš kryčyš dasy jisy 
3 SG nese kryćyt' dast' jist' 
1 PL nesemó kryćymó damo jimó 
2 PL nesete kryćyte daste jiste 
3 PL nesut' kryćat' dadut' jidjat' 
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neuter -lo and plural -ly: кричав/krycav, кричала/кгуса1а, кричало/ 
krycalo, кричали/krycaly 'shout'. Two rules are to be added dealing with 
consonant clusters. If the verb stem ends in -t- or -d-, these consonants are 
lost before all past-tense endings: мету/metu 'I sweep', past Mie/miv, 
мела/те1а. If the stem ends in some other consonant the ending -v is lost 
in the masculine: повзу/povzu 'I creep', past повз/povz, but повзла/ 
povzla; трясу/tijasu 'I shake', past тряс/tijas, but трясла/tijasla. 

Some verbal categories are expressed analytically based on the above 
forms. The pluperfect (which actually expresses an action frustrated by the 
following one, as in BiH niiuÓB був, але поверну вся/vin pišov buv, ale 
povernuvsja 'he had gone, but then came back', and is anyway used option-
ally) is formed by the past tense of the lexical verb and the same past-tense 
form of the verb бути/buty 'be', as in niniÓB був/pišov buv, т ш л а 
була/pišla bula. The hnperfectiye future tense has two forms: either the 
conjugated auxiliary verb буду/budu '(I) shall be' plus the infinitive of the 
lexical verb, as in буду просити/budu prosyty 'I shall ask', or the infini-
tive of the lexical verb followed by the otherwise no longer used auxiliary 
of the e/u type in the present tense, mu (spelled as one word with the 
lexical verb), as in проситиму/prosytymu 'I shall ask', проситимеш/ 
prosytymes 'you will ask'. The conditional is based morphologically on the 
past tense by adding the particle би/by (б/b after a vowel): просив би/ 
prosyv by, просила б/prosyla b 'would ask'. 

The only synthetic form of the finite verb beside the present tense with 
its own set of endings is the imperative with its three persons, second singu-
lar, first plural and second plural. The basic set of imperative endings is -y 
(2 SG), -im (1 PL), -it' (2 PL), added to the present-tense stem as found, for 
instance, in the second person singular; thus from нес-ёш/nes-eš 'you 
carry' the imperative forms are: неси/nesy, HeciM/nesim, неспъ/nesit'. 
However, the ending -y in the second person singular is lost if stress does 
not fall on it (with the exception of certain stem-final consonant clusters, 
illustrated below, and when stress is transferred onto the prefix vy-, as in 
винеси/vynesy 'carry out'). In such cases word-final dentals capable of 
palatalization do so: кинь/куп' 'throw', сядь/sjad' 'sit down'. The plural 
imperatives of such verbs are formed by adding the endings -mo, -te to the 
singular forms: киньмо/куп'то, киньте/куп 'te. Hence the second set of 
endings, with an agglutinative plural: - ' , - 'mo, - ' te. The first set is also used 
even though unstressed if the stem ends in a consonant plus r, I, m, n, as in 
стукни/stukny 'knock', CTyKHiM/stuknim, стукнпъ/stuknit'. If the verb 
root contains no vowel and ends in -j, the vowel у is inserted into the root: 
б'еш/bješ 'you beat', imperative бий/byj. 

Of the non-finite forms, the infinitive uniformly has the ending -ty, 
before which root-final t and d change into s: кладе/kladć 'he puts', 
infinitive класти/klasty, мете/mete 'he sweeps', infinitive мести/mesty; 
č and ž before the infinitive ending -ty are replaced by Л and A respectively: 
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печё/ресё 'he bakes', infinitive пекти/pekty, може/тсгёе 'he can', 
infinitive могти/mohty. In non-standard Eastern Ukrainian and as a 
poetic licence, -ty may be replaced by -t' after a vowel. 

The present gerund ends uniformly in -čy. Before this ending the vowel 
is that of the third person plural present, namely мог A; but in actual 
speech there is a strong tendency to replace the unstressed a in the gerund 
by u: пишуть/pysut' 'they write', gerund пишучи/pysucy, бачать/ 
bačat' 'they see', gerund бачачи/Ьасасу, actually more often бачучи/ 
bacucy. The past gerund ends in -sy, with the masculine past-tense form 
used as a stem: брав/brav 'take (PAST)', gerund бравши/bravsy, Hic/nis 
'carry (PAST)', gerund mciim/nisSy. 

Participles have adjectival endings (see section 3.1.4). In the past par-
ticiple passive there are two suffixes, -n- and -t-, as in cbiHHń/sijanyj 
'sown', шитий/sytyj 'sewn'. The suffix -t- is used after suffixless stems 
ending in -y-, -i-, -u-, -r-and -л-(the latter alternating with a nasal consonant, 
and deriving from Common Slavonic ę): митий/mytyj 'washed', грггий/ 
hrityj 'warmed', дутий/dutyj 'blown', дёртий/dertyj 'torn', жатий/źatyj 
'reaped' (compare жну/žnu 'I reap'). After the suffix -n(u)- the choice 
between -n- and -t- is free: кинути/kynuty 'to throw', past participle 
passive кинутий/kynutyj, кинений/kynenyj. There are a few other cases 
of vacillation, such as молбти/molóty 'to grind', past participle passive 
мблотий/mólotyj, мёлений/melenyj. 

As a rule the Ukrainian verb has two stems, one in the present tense 
(and the forms based on it: imperative and present gerund) and the other 
which is found in the past tense, the infinitive, the past gerund and the past 
participle passive. Traditionally, they are called the present stem and the 
infinitive stem. The two stems are represented below by the infinitive and 
by the third person singular present. In some verbs the two stems are iden-
tical, for example нес-ти/nes-ty, нес-ё/nes-e 'carry', греб-ти/hreb-ty, 
греб-ё/hreb-e 'row', but this is exceptional. The present stem always ends 
in a consonant, the infinitive stem may end in a consonant but typically 
ends in a vowel (see examples below). Because of this, infinitive stems 
ending in a vowel either undergo truncation of their final vowel or add a 
consonant, typically j, when converted to present stems. 

Truncation takes place mainly in the y/a conjugation with the suffixes 
-y-, -i- and -a-, as in носи-ти/nosy-ty, нос-ить/nós-yt' 'carry', блища-
TH/blyšča-ty, блищ-ить/Ыувс-у^ 'shine', ropi-TM/hori-ty, гор-ить/Ьог-
yt' 'burn'. In some cases this same procedure is followed in the case of the 
suffix -a- in the e/u conjugation, as in жда-ти/źda-ty, 
жд-e/žd-e 'wait', ссати/ssa-ty, cc-e/ss-e 'suck'. 

The opposite procedure, namely preserving the vowel of the infinitive 
and inserting j in the present stem, is seen in such verbs as вити/vy-ty, 
вие/vyj-e 'howl'; it is also applied in many verbs with the suffix -a-, such 
as хапати/хара-ty, xanae/xapaj-e 'catch', racara/hasa-ty, гасае/ 
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hasaj-e 'run about'. Some verbs with infinitive stems in -a- have doublets, 
one with truncation, one with insertion, of y, as in дихати/dyxa-ty, дихае/ 
dyxaj-e or дише/dys-e 'breathe', колихати/kolyxa-ty, колихае/ 
kolyxaj-e or колише/ко1у§-е 'rock', and there are rather many cases of 
vacillation. In the case of verbs with the suffix -(u)va- in the infinitive stem 
both techniques are applied in the same verbs: -a- is dropped and j 
inserted, as in купувати/kupuva-ty, купуе/kupuj-e 'buy', давати/dava-
ty, дае/daj-ć 'give'. 

Besides these basic procedures in deriving one verbal stem from the 
other there are several less widespread and more irregular supplemental 
changes such as alternation of consonants (as in стригти/stryh-ty, 
стриже/stryź-e 'cut (hair)', кликати/klyka-ty, кличе/к1ус-е 'call'), 
alternation of vowels with 0 (as in мерти/тег-ty, Mpe/mr-e 'die') and 
many more in individual verbs with some odd alternations (for instance, 
alternation of a vowel with a nasal consonant, as in дути/du-ty, дме/dm-e 
'blow'), which in some cases go so far and are so irregular and so isolated 
that one may be tempted to speak of suppletion (as in гнати/Ьпа-ty, 
женё/žen-e 'drive', cicra/sis-ty, сяде/sjad-e 'sit down'). 

For a comparison between Common Slavonic and Ukrainian present 
and infinitive stems, see table 17.13. 

3.3 Derivational morphology 

3.3.1 Major patterns of noun derivation 
The derivation of nouns typically operates with suffixes. Prefixes most 
frequently are transferred from verbs from which the noun is derived, as in 
Bń6ip/vybir 'choice', from вибирати/vybyraty 'choose'. The most 
important noun prefixes proper are: 

pa- with feminines ending in a consonant to show collectivity, as in 
памолодь/pamolod' 'undergrowth'; 

pra- to show remoteness in time, great age, as in прабатько/ргаЫй'ко 
'forefather'; 

uz- shows adjacency, neighbourhood, as in узлюся/иг^з'а 'edge of 
forest'. 

The most productive suffixes are: 

to denote a man by his activity or profession: -пук (робггник/гоЬкпук 
'worker'), -ас (читач/су^с 'reader'), -ar (друкар/drukar 'printer'), 
-ec' (виборець/vyborec' 'voter'), -ist (a western European borrowing, 
yKpaimcT/ukrajinist 'Ukrainianist'); 

to denote a man by his features: -ak (дивак/dyvak 'crank'), -ec' 
(мудрёць/mudrec' 'wise man'); 
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Table 17.13 Correspondences between Old Church Slavonic and 
Ukrainian verb classes 

Old Church Slavonic Ukrainian Gloss 
Present Infinitive Present Infinitive 

nesetb nesti 
vedetb vesti 
idetb iti 
jedetb jexati 
grebetb greti 
pečetb pesti 
пасьпеГь naćęti 
шьгеГь mreti 
stanetb stati 
beretb bbrati 
zovetb zbvati 
minetb minę>ti 
čujetb čuti 
kryjetb kryti 
bijetb biti 
boijetb brati 
meljetb mleti 
igrajetb igrati 
umejetb umčti 
kažetb kazati 
imetb ęti 

darujetb darovati 
sejetb sejati 
molitb moliti 
xoditb xoditi 
velitb veleti 
ležitb ležati 
sbpitb sbpati 

несё/nese нести/nesty 'carry' 
веде/vede вести/vesty 'lead' 
jfle/ide mi/ i ty 'go' 
ще/jide ixaTH/jixaty 'travel' 
rpeóe/hrebe гребти/hrebty 'row' 
пече/ресё пектй/pekty 'bake' 
поч не/počne почати/poćaty 'begin' 
мрё/mre мерти/merty 'die' 
стане/stane стати/stóty 'stand' 
6epe/bere брэти/braty 'take' 
3Be/zve звэти/zvaty 'call' 
минё/шупе минути/mynuty 'pass' 
чуе/čuje чути/ćuty 'hear' 
крис/kryje крити/kryty 'cover' 
6'e/bje бити/byty 'beat' 
6ópe/bóre борбти/boróty 'fight' 
мёле/mele молоти/molóty 'grind' 
Hrpae/ihraje irpaTH/ihraty 'play' 
у Mie/umije умп-и/итку 'be able' 
каже/кайе казэти/kazaty 'say' 
(при)йме/ 

(pry)jme (npnńH)HTH/(pryjn)jaty 'accept' 
даруе/daruje дарувати/daruvaty 'donate' 
cie/sije ciHTH/sijaty 'sow' 
McumTb/molyt' молйти/molyty 'pray' 
xoflHTb/xodyt' ходйти/xodyty 'go' 
велйть/velyt' велгги/velity 'order' 
лежйть/leźyt' лежати/leżaty 'lie' 
спить/spyt' спати/spaty 'sleep' 

to denote a man by his origin: -anyn (киянин/kyjanyn 'inhabitant of 
Kiev'), -ее' (чужинець/сийупес' 'stranger'); 

to denote a woman by her occupation or profession: -k-a 
(перекладачка/perekladačka 'translator', учителька/ucytel 'ka 
'teacher'), (переможниця/регетойпуф 'victor'); 

to denote tools: -al-o/-yl-o, -ylk-a/-ilk-a (точило/toćylo 'whetstone', 
conuiKa/sopilka 'pipe') and also those suffixes that also denote men by 
their activity (л1чильник/1юуГпук 'meter', вимикач/vymykac 
'switch'). 

Ukrainian makes broad use of the category of collectivity. The most 
widespread suffix for persons is -stv-o (селянство/seljanstvo 'peasantry') 
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and for non-persons the emotionally neutral type are neuters in -ja 
preceded (except in the case of labials and r) by a long consonant (зшля/ 
zillja 'herbs', тр 'я /p i i j a 'feathers'). The suffixes -v-a and -nj-a combine 
the meaning of collectivity with a pejorative nuance (мишва/mysva 
'mice', босячня/bosjačnja 'vagabonds'). The broad use of collective 
nouns is balanced by the possibility of deriving singulatives from them. The 
most typical singulative suffix is -yn (which in masculines is used only in 
the singular and dropped in the plural): селянин/seljanyn (plural 
селяни/seljany) 'peasant', зернина/zernyna '(one) grain'. 

Nouns that denote processes and actions most often use the following 
suffixes: 0 in masculines and (with the feminine inflection -a) in feminines 
(запит/zapyt 'question', OHcma/onova 'renovation') and especially 
-ennj-a or -uvannj-a, both neuter (дихання/dyxannja 'breathing', 
групування/hrupuvannja 'grouping'). The most typical suffix to denote 
qualities is -ist', feminine (McmoflicTb/molodist' 'youth'). 

A typical feature of Ukrainian is its wide use of affective suffixes. Some 
of them are predominantly pejorative and/or augmentative, others, more 
frequently used, are endearing and/or diminutive (бабище/ЬаЬу§се 'big 
and unpleasant woman', ручка/шска 'nice little hand' and, with redupli-
cation of the same suffix, ручечка/шсеска). 

3.3.2 Major patterns of adjective derivation 
Adjectives may be derived by means of suffixes from nouns, adverbs, verbs 
and other adjectives. 

The main types of adjectival derivation from nouns are: 

with possessive meaning (always referring to one person as possessor) with 
the suffixes -iv (alternating with -ov- when followed by a vowel) and -yn 
(čaTbKie/bat'kiv 'father's', сестрин/sestryn 'sister's'); 

relational, with the suffixes -n-, -ov/ev-, -s'к-, -'ac- (державний/ 
deržavnyj 'concerning the state', 'n^HeBHń/tyźnevyj 'weekly', 
господарський/hospodars'kyj 'concerning the economy', свинячий/ 
svynjacyj 'concerning pigs'); 

referring to material composition, with the suffixes -n- or -ov/ev-
(зал1зний/га11гпу] 'of iron', nanepÓBHń/paperovyj 'of paper'); 

pointing to similarity, with the suffixes -ast-, -yst-, -uvat- (кулястий/ 
kuljastyj 'similar to a ball', драглистий/drahlystyj 'similar to head-
cheese', вовкуватий/vovkuvatyj 'behaving like a wolf'). Similarity can 
also be conveyed by compound adjectives with the second component 
-под!бний/-рос11Ьпу)', less frequently -видний/- \^пу] 
(naByKonoAi6HHń/pavukopodibnyj 'similar to a spider'). 

The main types of adjectival derivation from verbs include those with 
the suffixes -al'n- (with the meaning of property or peculiarity: 
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BiAnoBiA^bHHfi/vidpovidarnyj 'responsible'), -uc- and -use- (with the 
meaning of a prominent feature: балакучий/Ьа1акйсу] 'talkative'), -lyv-
and -k- (with the meaning of a disposition towards or an ability to perform 
an action: зрадливий/zradlyvyj 'treacherous', липкий/lypkyj 'sticky'), 
-enn- or -ann- (with the meaning of feasibility: здшснённий/zdijsnennyj 
'feasible'), -č- (with the meaning of a relation: виборчий/vyborcyj 
'electoral'). 

Adjectives are occasionally derived from adverbs, by means of the suffix 
-n'- or -šn'-: Topk/torik 'last year', adjective Topiiumfi/torišnij, вчора/ 
včora 'yesterday', adjective вчорашнш/včorašnij. 

The derivation of adjectives from adjectives usually marks gradation in 
the presence and/or intensity of a feature and introduces a certain affec-
tivity. The weakening or incompleteness of a feature if shown by the 
suffixes -av- or av- ^OBTaBHń/źovtavyj 'yellowish'), while intensi-
fication of a feature is expressed by the suffixes, -enn-, -ann-, -ezn-, -'ašč-
(здоровённий/zdorovennyj 'quite big', старёзний/stareznyj 'very old', 
добрящий/^оЬц'авсу] 'very good'). The suffix -isin'k- is specialized in 
the meaning of an undiluted manifestation of a feature (биисшький/ 
bilisin'kyj 'absolutely white'), as opposed to -esen'k- (and -en'k-), in 
which affectivity is predominant (багатесенький/bahatesen'kyj or 
багатенький/bahaten'kyj, roughly 'nicely rich'). 

3.3.3 Major patterns of verb derivation 
The most important device in the derivation of verbs is prefixation. The 
primary meaning of verbal prefixes is spatial; on this primary meaning are 
then deposited secondary meanings of a more abstract character. To limit 
the discussion to one example, roz- has as its basic meaning motion in 
various directions (розбцтися/rozbihtysja 'scatter by running'), from 
which the meaning of comprehensiveness of an action developed 
(posicnaTHCH/rozispatysja 'sleep one's fill'), on the one hand, and, on the 
other, that of losing ability to do something (розучитися/rozućytysja 
'unlearn, forget how to'). The number of verbal prefixes hardly exceeds 
fifteen; therefore nearly every one of them covers a large range of mean-
ings, sometimes mutually exclusive. Only zne- is devoid of spatial meaning: 
it shows the loss of a feature expressed in the root (знесшпти/znesylity 
'lose strength, grow weak'). 

Verbal suffixes are few and mostly their function is to oppose transitivity 
to intransitivity or perfectivity to imperfectivity: бшити/bilyty 'make 
white', биити/bility 'be white'; кшчати/kincaty (IMPFV), КШЧИТИ/ 
kincyty (PRFV) 'finish'. Simultaneously, they serve to derive a verb from a 
noun or adjective. As a result, their main function (if there is one) is often 
blurred. The most productive among them are -uva- (in alternation with 
-u- and -ova-), which is productive in the adaptation of foreign verbs 
(телефонувати/telefonuvaty 'make a telephone call'), and -n/nu- in its 
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double function: to show the transition into a state (if the basic word is an 
adjective: слший/slipjj 'blind', слшнути/slipnuty 'go blind') and to 
perfectivize an imperfective verb, usually with a shade of meaning of 
rapidity (стукати/stukaty (IMPFV), стукнути/stuknuty (PRFV 'knock'). 
The nuance of rapidity and intensivity is particularly emphasized if -nu- is 
replaced by -onu-. 

4 Syntax 

4.1 Element order in declarative sentences 
Word order in a Ukrainian sentence can be standard (unmarked, basic) or 
deviating (marked). Within standard word order there are cases of obli-
gatory (fixed) word order as opposed to non-obligatory ones. Obligatory 
word order encompasses the following cases: 

Prepositions are placed before the noun phrase (except a few prepo-
sitions, usually longer than disyllabic and developing from adverbs, which 
also admit postposition): на стол!/па stoli 'on (the) table', на 
письмовому стол!/па pys'movomu stoli 'on (the) writing table', but 
заради нього/zarady n'oho or його заради/johó zarady 'for his sake'. 

Coordinating conjunctions are placed between the elements they link, 
subordinating conjunctions at the beginning of the subordinate clause: 
вулищ й майдани/vulyci j majdany 'streets and squares', не прийшов 
через те, що захворш/ne pryjšov čerez te, ščo zaxvoriv or через те, 
що захворш, не прийшов/čerez te, ščo zaxvoriv, ne pryjsov 'he did not 
come because he had fallen sick'. 

Particles (as a rule, clitics) also have a fixed place. Some of them are 
placed clause-initially, such as (He)xań/(ne)xaj 'let', чи/су 'if, whether', 
while others, such as же/že 'indeed', are placed after the first phrase of the 
clause: хай BiH прийде/xaj vin pryjde 'let him come', BiH же знав це/ 
vin že znav ce 'he certainly knew that'. If же/že appears in addition to 
another clitic particle, it is же/йе which comes first (usually in exclamatory 
sentences): щи ж бо/idy ž bo 'now then go'. As can be seen from the 
above, fixed word order prevails in the case of syntactic words only. 

Standard word order is regulated by the following rules: 

The subject precedes the verb. 
The verb precedes its object(s), with the dative or instrumental object 

preceding the accusative: дав йому слово/dav j omu slovo '(he) gave 
him the floor (literally: word)'. 

The attributive adjective precedes its head noun. 
The adnominal genitive follows its head noun. 
An adverb derived from an adjective precedes the word it modifies; an 

adverb of other origin follows the word it modifies: BiH приязно 
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дивився/vin pryjazno dyvyvsja 'he looked in a friendly manner', but 
BiH дивився вперёд/vin dyvyvsja vpered 'he looked forward'. 

However, statistically, sentences with consistent standard word order by 
no means prevail. Much more often one phrase (or more) is displaced for 
the reason of emphasis, either to make its contextual ties more obvious 
(topicalization) or to make it prominent logically and/or emotionally 
(focus). Every shift from the standard word order emphasizes the shifted 
phrase, especially if placing it in the first or last place in the sentence. 
Promoting a phrase to initial position leads to what may be called impulsive 
word order as if stressing the impulse which prompted the speaker to utter 
the sentence. Pushing a word or phrase into sentence-final position creates 
an enhanced tension in the listener due to the postponement in revealing 
that word or phrase: cumulative word order. 

It is because of such departures from standard word order that one can 
hardly expect too many sentences in which all components are unshifted 
from their standard position. Shifts in word order make sense against the 
background of the standard word order; if such a standard were lost 
entirely the shifts would have no effect. Paradoxically as it may sound, the 
standard word order is omnipresent, but more through departures from it 
than through straight adherence to it. 

4.2 Non-declarative sentence types 
Interrogative sentences are marked first of all by interrogative intonation (a 
sharp rise over the last word of the sentence or over any word that is 
supposed to be the nucleus of the addressee's answer). In addition, they 
may have interrogative particles (чи/су for a simple question, xi6a/xiba or 
невжё/nevže with a shade of doubt or surprise) or an interrogative 
pronoun or adverb (such as xTo/xto 'who', де/de 'where') which are 
placed at the beginning of the sentence, except that in questions with an 
alternative чи/су is placed between the two (or more) alternatives among 
which the addressee is supposed to select: чи ти там був?/су ty tam buv? 
'were you there?' ти був у театр1 чи в музе1?Лу buv u teatri čy v 
muzeji? 'were you at the theatre or in the museum?'. In either case, with or 
without a particle (or interrogative pronoun or adverb), the speaker may 
also change the word order, placing the predicate or the central word of the 
interrogative sentence at the beginning, but this shift is by no means obli-
gatory. Hence the three possibilities are: чи ти там був?/су ty tam buv?, 
ти був там?Лу buv tam?, був ти TaM?/buv ty tam (or, with a different 
central word: там ти 6ye?/tam ty buv?). The third type is the least 
frequent. The interrogative intonation usually becomes less p r o m i n e n t 
when the interrogative particle (or pronoun or adverb) is present. 

Indirect questions have only one of the above possibilities, being intro-
duced by чи/су or an interrogative pronoun or adverb: я спитав, чи BiH 
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там був/ja spytav, čy vin tam buv 'I asked if he was there', я спитав, де 
BiH був/ja spytav, de vin buv 'I asked where he was'. 

The possible types of answers to a yes-no question are threefold: (a) the 
word такЛак 'yes' or Hi/ni 'no'; (b) repetition of the central phrase or one 
of the alternatives; (c) combining (a) and (b). Thus, to the question чи ти 
був там?/су ty buv tam? 'were you there?' an affirmative answer may be 
такЛак, or був/buv, or так, був/tak, buv. To questions with inter-
rogative pronouns or adverbs the answer would be the phrase substituting 
for and having the same syntactic function as that interrogative: де ти 
6yB?/de ty buv? 'where were you?', answer: у TeaTpi/u teatri. 

In answering negative questions, such as чи ти не був там?/су ty ne 
buv tam? 'weren't you there?', the answer так implies agreement with the 
corresponding positive proposition, that is 'no, I wasn't there', while Hi/ni 
implies disagreement with this proposition, that is 'yes, I was there'. 

Commands usually have no subject expressed and their verb tends to 
stand in initial position: щи CK)Ań!/idy sjudy! 'come here!' The same 
applies to negative commands; their peculiarity is that typically the verb in 
them is used in the imperfective aspect; contrast скажи йому правду!/ 
skažy jomu pravdu! 'tell him the truth!' and не кажи йому правди!/пе 
kažy jomu pravdy! 'don't tell him the truth!' If a subject pronoun is inserted 
into the imperative construction, usually enclitic to the verb, the sentence 
may acquire the character of advice rather than a command. The use of 
perfective aspect in negative commands adduces the meaning of a warning. 

Since the imperative does not have third-person forms, commands 
addressed to a third person use the indicative preceded by the particle 
(He)xań/(ne)xaj 'let': нехай BIH прийде!/пехгц vin pryjde! 'let him 
come!' The basic meaning of such constructions is, however, not a 
command in the strict sense, but rather a wish. 

4.3 Copular sentences 
The most typical copular verbs are бути/buty 'be', лишитися/lysytysja, 
(з)ocтaтиcя/(z)ostatysja 'remain', стати/staty, зробитися/zrobytysja, 
опинитися/opynytysja 'become', зватися/zvatysja, називатися/ 
nazyvatysja 'be called'. The verb бути/buty as copula is normally replaced 
by zero in the present tense: BiH вщомий науковець/vin vidomyj 
naukovec' 'he is a renowned scholar'; potentially, there may appear in such 
cases a specific intonation: a sharp rise in pitch followed by a pause in the 
place where the copula would stand. If the predicate proper is a noun 
phrase, then between it and the preceding noun phrase the neuter demon-
strative pronoun то/to 'that' or це/се 'this' may be inserted: роман це 
лггературний жанр/готап се literaturnyj žanr 'the novel is a literary 
genre'. (Note that in other functions the neuter of 'that' is Te/te, not т о / 
to; this shows that one is dealing here with a mere indication of predi-
cativity.) The presence of the indicator то/to or це/се often emphasizes 
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completeness in the identification of the subject with the predicate noun 
phrase. 

The predicate noun phrase stands in the nominative or the instrumental 
or takes the preposition 3a/za plus the accusative: BiH був пастух, 
пастухом, за пастуха/vin buv pastux, pastuxom, za pastuxa 'he was a 
shepherd'. The main factor in this choice is the copula itself. With the 
copulas опинитися/opynytysja 'become', здаватися/zdavatysja 'seem' 
the instrumental is nearly obligatory. With стати/staty, зробитися/ 
zrobytysja, лишитися/lySytysja, (Ha)3BaTi^/(na)zvatysja the instru-
mental is predominant but the nominative can occur. With the copula 
бути/buty in forms other than the present tense the choice is very much 
free, though the instrumental is more frequent. In the present tense, with 
the zero form of the copula, the nominative is normal; if the copula e / je is 
used, the decisive factor is word order: if the predicate noun phrase stands 
before the subject it tends to be in the instrumental, otherwise the nomin-
ative prevails. Examples are: BiH здаеться меш зрадником (INST)/vin 
zdajet'sja meni zradnykom (INST) 'he seems to me a traitor', BiH став 
зрадником (INST)/vin stav zradnykom (INST) 'he became a traitor', BiH 
був зрадник (NOM), зрадником (INST)/vin buv zradnyk (NOM), 
zradnykom (INST) 'he was a traitor', BIH зрадник (NOM), BIH e зрадник 
(NOM), зрадником (INST)/vin zradnyk (NOM), vin je zradnyk (NOM), 
zradnykom 'he is a traitor'. 

The accusative with 3a/za differs semantically. It conveys the meaning 
of substitution, not of complete identity: BiH мен! був за брата/vin meni 
buv za brata 'he was like a brother to me'. 

If the predicate is an adjective the nominative is more typical than the 
instrumental, except with the copulas здаватися/zdavatysja 'seem', 
вважатися/waźatysja 'be reputed', уявлятися/ujavljatysja 'appear': 
MicTO здаеться мертвим (INST)/misto zdajet'sja mertvym (INST) 'the 
city seems dead'. If the copula is zero the nominative is the only form used: 
BiH уже здоровий (NOM)/vin uže zdorovyj (NOM) 'he is already healthy'. 

4.4 Coordination and comitativity 
Coordination in a sentence in most cases encompasses morphologically 
identical elements (such as adverbs: тут i там/tut i tam 'here and there'), 
but this is not obligatory. The decisive factor is the identity of syntactic 
function, which in most cases is revealed by the identity of the interrogative 
pronoun or adverb to which the two (or more) coordinated elements would 
be an answer, as in дома i в niKĆuii/dóma i v školi 'home and in school', 
where an adverb and a prepositional phrase function as coordinated, the 
corresponding question being fle?/de? 'where?' In the case of adjectives, a 
would-be coordinated chain is actually present under the condition of 
semantic homogeneity; compare 6bii, блакитш, зелёш будинки/bili, 
blakytni, zeleni budynky 'white, blue, green houses', a coordinated chain 
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based on the feature of colour, with BHCÓKi 6uii житлов! будинки/ 
vysoki bili žytlovi budynky 'high white residential houses', a chain in which 
each adjective refers not directly to the noun but rather to the following 
noun phrase as a whole. Schematically, the two cases may be presented as 
follows: 6uii будинки + блакитш будинки + зелёш будинки/bili 
budynky + blakytni budynky + zeleni budynky, versus BHCÓKi + 6uii 
житлов! будинки, 6uii + житлов! будинки, житлов! + будинки/ 
vysoki + bili žytlovi budynky, bili + žytlovi budynky, žytlovi -h budynky. 

Coordinated chains may be signalled by parallel intonation alone. In 
addition, and more explicitly, they are signalled as such by the presence of 
one or more conjunctions as coordinators. These conjunctions are three-
fold: copulative, disjunctive or adversative. Typical copulative conjunctions 
are i / i (after a vowel also й/j), Ta/ta 'and', in negative sentences (а)ш/ 
(a)ni 'nor'; disjunctive conjunctions are або/аЬо, чи/су 'or', то/to 'now'; 
adversative conjunctions are алё (ж)/а1ё (ž), протё/prote, Ta/ta 'but': 
люди i тварини/ljudy i tvaryny 'men and animals', люди або 
тварини/ljudy abó tvaryny 'people or animals', розумний, але 
недотёпний/rozumnyj, ale nedotepnyj 'intelligent but awkward'. 

Adversative conjunctions do not admit of more than two-member 
chains; the same is true, with rare exceptions, of the copulative Ta/ta. 
Other conjunctions introduce open chains. In such series if there are in fact 
two members the conjunction may be placed between them or before each 
of them: люди i тварини/ljudy i tvaryny or i люди i тварини/i ljudy i 
tvaryny. Double conjunction is obligatory in the case of то/to: то люди, 
то тварини/to ljudy, to tvaryny 'now people, now animals'. In chains 
which contain more than two elements the conjunction may be placed 
either only before the last element (which implies closing of the chain): 
люди, тварини, комахи i 6aKTepii/ljudy, tvaryny, komaxy i bakteriji 
'people, animals, insects and bacteria', or before each member of the chain, 
or the elements may be grouped in pairs: люди i тварини, комахи i 
6aKTepii/ljudy i tvaryny, komaxy i bakteriji. 

If members of a coordinated chain are nouns in the nominative singular 
the predicate (verbal or adjectival) may be in the singular or plural. The 
plural is typically chosen if the predicate is placed after the subject; if it is 
placed before the predicate, in non-formal speech the singular is more 
frequent while in formal or written usage the plural is preferred: жшка й 
чоловж плакали/йпка j čolovik plakaly 'the woman and the man cried', 
плакала ~ плакали жшка й чоловис/plakala - plakaly žinka j 
čolovik. The same tendency in agreement (or lack of agreement) is mani-
fested if in such conjoined nominative cases the non-initial noun phrase (or 
phrases) is placed in the instrumental preceded by the preposition з /z 
'with', the so-called comitative construction: жшка з чоловжом 
шткали/žinka z čolovikom plakaly, with verb-subject order плакала ~ 
плакали жшка з чоловЬсом/plakala ~ plakaly žinka z čolovikom. 
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Such comitative constructions are limited to nouns which denote living 
beings or personified notions. In these constructions, the noun phrase in 
the nominative is understood as the main actor while that in the instru-
mental is secondary, an accessory. If the main actor corresponds to a 
pronoun, that pronoun is used in the plural even though it denotes a single 
person, as in ми з ним шшли геть/my z nym pisly het' 'he and I (liter-
ally: we with him) went away', вони з ним гишли геть/vony z nym pisly 
'het' 'he (or she) and he (literally: they with him) went away'. 

4.5 Subordination 
The main means of subordination is the use of conjunctions, although 
asyndeton (the mere juxtaposition of clauses) is by no means rare. Of the 
rather numerous subordinating conjunctions the most frequent are the 
following: 

objective (noun clause): що/ščo 'that', also шби/niby (after verbs of 
speech, with the nuance of uncertainty or mistrust), чи/су 'if, whether' 
(and other interrogative pronouns and adverbs); 

relative: який/jakyj 'who, which', що/ščo 'that'; 
of place: де/de 'where', куди/kudy 'whither', звщки/zvidky/ 'whence'; 
of time: коли/koly 'when', як/jak 'as', поки/póky 'while', як тшьки/ 

jak til'ky 'as soon as'; 
causal: 6o/bo 'for', тому що/tomu ščo 'because'; 
of purpose: щоб/ščob 'in order that'; 
conditional: якби/jakby, flKUjo/jakščo 'if'; 
of manner and comparative: як/jak 'as', наче/пасе, шби/niby, 

(He)MÓB/(ne)mov 'as if'; 
consecutive: так що/tak ščo, (що) axc/(ščo) až 'so that'; 
concessive: хоч/хос, дарма що/darma ščo 'although'; 
explanatory: To/to, тббто/tóbto, сёбто/sebto 'that is'. 

Most subordinating conjunctions admit (some even require, especially if 
the main clause comes first) a demonstrative pronoun in the main clause, 
such as той/toj 'that' in its various forms, тэк/tak 'thus', т о д ! / ^ 1 'then', 
whose function is to point to the subordinate clause to follow: людина, 
що знае правду/ljudyna, ščo znaje pravdu or та людина, що знае 
правду/ta ljudyna, ščo znaje pravdu 'the (that) man who knows the truth'. In 
recent decades, the habit of placing the word факт/fakt 'fact' after той/ 
toj has spread in objective clauses, possibly in imitation of the correspond-
ing English construction: ус!м вщомо те/usim vidomo te or yciM 
вщомий той факт, що «Гамлета» написав Шекспф/usim vidomyj 
toj fakt, ščo "Hamleta" napysav Šekspir 'everyone knows that Hamlet was 
written by Shakespeare'. In the case of causal тому що/tomu ščo and 
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consecutive так що/tak ščo, the first element, now an integral part of the 
subordinating conjunction in the subordinate clause, is etymologically just 
such a demonstrative. Concessive хоч/хос, less often дарма що/darma 
ščo, when in a subordinate clause before the main clause takes as its 
(optional) counterpart in the main clause алё/а1е 'but', and not a demon-
strative: хоч щё CHir, (алё) надвор1 тёпло/хос ide snih, (ale) nadvori 
teplo 'although it is snowing, (yet) it is warm outside'. A few conjunctions 
do not allow an antecedent counterpart in the main clause: objective н1би/ 
niby, temporal як тшьки/jak til'ky, causal 6o/bo, consecutive аж/ай and 
all the explanatory conjunctions. 

The relative position of the two clauses, main and subordinate, is inter-
changeable in most types of composite sentences, even though in some 
types the subordinate clause tends to precede (temporal clauses) and in 
other types it tends to follow (objective clauses, causal clauses with тому 
що/tomu ščo). Placing the subordinate clause after the main clause is obli-
gatory in the case of temporal clauses with the conjunction аж/až, causal 
clauses with the conjunction 6o/bo, consecutive and explanatory clauses. 
Finally, relative clauses must stand after the noun to which they refer. 

In Ukrainian, it is not possible to extract interrogative and relative 
pronouns out of finite subordinate clauses, to give literal translations of 
English sentences like who do you think that I saw? or the man that I think 
that you saw. 

Subordinate clauses of time, sometimes with additional nuances of 
cause, condition, concession or consequence may be replaced by gerundial 
constructions, provided the two clauses have the same subject, as in 
утомився 6iraBiiiM/utomyvsja bihavšy 'he got tired while running (or: 
because he had been running)'. 

Perfective verbs have gerunds in -sy, imperfective ones in both -šy and 
-čy: Ao6iriim/dobihšy 'having run to', 6iraK>4H/bihajučy, бравши/ 
bihavšy 'running'. As a rule, gerunds of perfective aspect refer to the 
preceding action, as in доб!гши, BiH ynae/dobihšy, vin upav 'having run 
up, he fell', in which he first reached his goal, then fell down; occasionally, 
if such a gerund is placed after the main clause, it denotes a subsequent 
action, as in вона сщае, витягнувши нбги/vona sidaje, vytjahnuvšy 
nóhy 'she sits down and stretches her legs'. Gerunds of imperfective aspect, 
both those in -cy and those in -šy, as a rule refer to simultaneous actions or 
conditions, as in сидячи, вона витягае ноги/sydjacy, vona vytjahaje 
nóhy 'while sitting she stretches her legs'. The imperfective gerunds in -šy 
are more typical if the verb in the main clause is imperfective and in the 
past tense, but the present gerund is also possible here (сид1вши ~ 
сидячи, вона витягала H0rn/sydivšy - sydjacy, vona vytjahala nóhy 
'while sitting she stretched her legs'). The stronger the subsidiary nuances 
of cause, concession and so on, the weaker the temporal identity of the 
gerund, which then tends to become an adverb. 
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Subordinate clauses of purpose with the conjunction щоб/ščob 'in 
order that' and its synonyms usually have the verb in the infinitive if their 
subject is identical with that of the main clause, as in пршхав, щоб 
оглянути MicTo/pryjixav, ščob ohljanuty misto 'he came in order to look 
around the city'. In such constructions the conjunction is optional, though 
statistically constructions with щоб/ščob prevail. The щоб/ščob construc-
tion is, however, inadmissible with modal verbs such as могти/mohty 'be 
able', xoTiTH/xotity 'want', MyciTH/musity 'must', дозволяти/dozvoljaty 
'permit', наказувати/nakazuvaty 'order' in the main clause, and these 
require a following plain infinitive. 

In addition to such cases, the infinitive is also used as a subject (сшвати 
- високе мистецтво/spivaty - vysoke mystectvo 'singing is a high art') 
and as an expression of a wish or order (iTH швидко!/ку švydko! 'go 
quickly!'). The use of the infinitive with nouns to denote their function is 
obsolete (казан варити кул!ш/кагап varyty kulis 'cauldron to cook 
kulish (a kind of soup)'). 

4.6 Negation 
Sentence negation is expressed by putting the particle не/пе before the 
predicate: BiH був там/vin buv tam 'he was there', BiH не був там/vin 
ne buv tam 'he was not there'. Constituent negation, if it does not refer to 
a pronoun, is expressed by putting не/пе before the negated constituent: 
бачив комед1ю в TeaTpi/bacyv komediju v teatri 'he saw the comedy in 
the theater', бачив не комед1ю в театру, a Tparefliio)/bačyv ne 
komediju v teatri(, a trahediju) 'he didn't see the comedy in the theatre(, 
but the tragedy)', бачив комед1ю не в театр1(, а в телебаченш)/ 
bačyv komediju ne v teatri(, a v telebačenni) 'he didn't see the comedy in 
the theatre(, but on television)'. In the case of a negated pronoun multiple 
negation with the particles не/пе and Hi/ni is used: 

HixTO не бачив (uiei) комёди в TeaTpi./Nixto ne bacyv (cijeji) komediji v 
teatri. 
'No one saw the (this) comedy in the theatre.' 
HixTO не бачив у TeaTpi Hi комёди, Hi трагёдн./Nixtc) ne bačyv u teatri ni 
komediji, ni trahediji. 
'No one saw either the comedy or the tragedy in the theatre.' 
HixTO не бачив Hi комёди, Hi трагёди Hi в TeaTpi, Hi в 
телебаченш./Nixtc) ne bačyv ni komediji, ni trahediji ni v teatri, ni v telebačenni. 
'No one saw either the comedy or the tragedy either in the theatre or on television.' 

There are certain other differences between sentences with and without 
sentence negation. These concern the direct object and the subject. The 
direct object which in the positive sentence would be accusative may 
appear in the genitive: курить люльку/kuryt' ljul'ku '(he) smokes a pipe 
(ACC)', не курить люльки/пе kuryt' ljul'ky 'he does not smoke a pipe 
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(GEN)'. However, this case shift is not obligatory and the accusative may 
remain unchanged. Statistically speaking, the genitive is a little more 
frequent than the accusative of the object in negative sentences. Seman-
tically, the genitive in such sentences is more general, not concentrating on 
a specific object, so that не читав газёти (GEN)/ne cytav hazety (GEN) 
may mean 'he did not read any newspaper' while не читав газету (ACC)/ 
ne cytav hazetu (ACC) may easily refer to a specific newspaper, that is 'he 
did not read the newspaper'. Moreover, the use of the genitive for the 
negated object is more typical of formal speech. 

Given sentences with the general meaning of presence, under negation 
the nominative is replaced by the genitive. The verb бути/buty 'be' in the 
past tense is placed in the neuter singular form, in the future in the third 
person singular, and in the present tense it is replaced by the word нема/ 
nema 'there is not': були эииби (NOM)/buly xliby (GEN) 'there were 
loaves', не було хл1б!в (GEN)/ne buló xlibiv (GEN) 'there were no 
loaves', не буде хл1б!в (GEN)/ne bude xlibiv (GEN) 'there will be no 
loaves', нема хл1б!в (GEN)/nema xlibiv (GEN) 'there are no loaves'. The 
sentence becomes impersonal in all such cases. While in 'be'-sentences 
such a shift is obligatory, it is optional in application to other verbs with a 
more concrete meaning that contain the notion of presence or possession: 
сьогодш газет (GEN) не вихсщилоЛ'оЬс^т hazet (GEN) ne vyxodylo 
or сьогодш газёти (NOM) не виходилиЛ'оЬс^т hazćty (NOM) ne 
vyxodyly 'today no newspapers came out'. 

4.7 Anaphora and pronouns 
The type of sentence that is, statistically, the most frequent and, stylisti-
cally, the most neutral has, if there is no other subject, a personal pronoun 
(including anaphoric pronouns) as subject alongside the verb, except in the 
imperative: я червонпо/ja červoniju 'I blush', BiH червоше/vin 
červonije 'he blushes', я червонш/ja červoniv 'I blushed', BIH червошв/ 
vin červoniv 'he blushed'. However, in informal speech, sentences without 
personal pronouns in the indicative and conditional are quite frequent and 
serve as a means of emphasizing the informality of the utterance. The 
absence of personal pronouns is nearly obligatory in answers to yes-no 
questions: ти там був?Лу tam buv? 'were you there?', був/buv 'I was' 
(and not я був/ja buv). The same applies to non-initial clauses provided a 
co-referential pronoun is used in the initial clause: BiH знав, що туди не 
пще/vin znav, ščo tudy ne pide 'he knew that he would not go there' (and 
not BiH знав, що BiH туди не пще/vin znav, ščo vin tudy ne pide). In the 
imperative personal pronouns appear only under strong stress: ти щй!Лу 
idy! 'you go (not me)!' instead of the more normal iflHl/idy!. 

In formal usage if there are two nouns of the same gender (person) and 
number the ensuing ambiguity in the use of pronouns may be resolved by 
using nepumft/peršyj (literally: 'first') 'the former' and другий/druhyj 
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(literally: 'second') or ocTaHHiń/ostannij, (literally: 'last') 'the latter': 
учень i вчитель розмовляли ... перший спитав ..., другий 
вщпов1в/йсеп' i vcytel' rozmovljaly . . . persyj spytav . . . , druhyj vidpoviv 
. . . 'the pupil and the teacher were conversing . . . the former asked . . . the 
latter answered . . . ' 

4.8 Reflexives and reciprocals 
Most typically, reflexivity is expressed by the verbal postfix -sja (after a 
vowel or a resonant, optionally -5'): умиваюся/umyvajusja 'I wash 
myself', умивався/umyvavsja 'I washed myself', also умиваюсь/ 
umyvajus' and (rarely) умивавсь/umyvavs'. But the functions of this 
postfix are manifold: 

passive voice (зброя кувалася в кузш/zbrója kuvalasja v kužni 
'weaponry was forged in the smithy'); 

reciprocity (вони пощлувалися/vony pociluvalysja 'they kissed each 
other'); 

fulfilment of an action (нашся/najivsja 'he ate his fill'); 
impersonalization (хочеться/хосе^а 'one feels like (doing something)'); 
exclusion of the object (кидае/kydaje 'he throws (something, expressed in 

the accusative)', but кидасться/kydajet'sja 'he throws (with no possi-
bility of an accusative object)'; see also section 3.2.6 above). 

Many verbs are not used at all without the postfix, such as 
намагаеться/namahajet'sja 'he endeavours', in some others the use of 
the postfix is optional, as in o6ii^B^)/obicjav(sja) 'he promised'. 

As a result of this accumulation of meanings the meaning of the postfix 
became vague, in some cases rather stylistic, with a lesser degree of 
formality. As a result, there appeared a tendency to replace here and there, 
in cases of true reflexivity, the postfix -sja by the apparently less ambiguous 
pronoun ce6e/sebe, as in BiH любить (самого) себё/vin ljiibyt' 
(samóho) sebe 'he loves himself', or, in cases of reciprocity, the phrase 
один одногб/odyn odnohó (also stressed одного/ódnoho), as in вони 
любили один одногб/vony ljubyly odyn odnohó 'they loved each other' 
instead of любилися/ljubylysja. The expansion of these types is relatively 
recent; traditionally used reflexive and reciprocal verbs are still used (as in 
the examples above), the new type of construction is spreading gradually, 
filling the gaps and eliminating ambiguities, so that it is impossible to give 
an exact delimitation of new constructions from traditional postfixal verbs. 
One of the differences between the traditional -sja forms and their phrasal 
replacements is that in the case of conjoined chains the postfix is repeated 
in each member, which is not the case with the phrasal equivalents: BiH 
голився й умивався/vin holyvsja j umyvavsja 'he shaved and washed 
himself', but вони обшмали й цшували один бдного/vony obijmaly j 
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ciluvaly odyn ódnoho 'they embraced and kissed one another'. 
Postfixed impersonal verbs like xoneTbCH/xocet'sja 'one feels like 

(doing something)' exclude the possibility of a subject in the nominative 
case; instead, they require a noun phrase in the dative, as can be seen in the 
contrast between я хочу/ja xocu 'I want' and мен! хочеться/meni 
xocet'sja 'I feel like'. Traditionally, sentences of this type are called imper-
sonal sentences. Impersonal sentences of several types are widespread in 
Ukrainian. The chief types are: 

Absolutely impersonal sentences in which no subject or its substitute may 
appear: ceiTae/svitaje 'it dawns'. 

Relatively impersonal sentences, in which a subject in the nominative case 
is possible but is left unnamed or unidentified: у вухах стогнало/u 
vuxax stohnalo 'it (something) moaned in his ears'. 

Impersonal sentences consisting of a genitive noun phrase preceded by не 
до/ne do, literally 'not to', with zero copula in the present tense and 
appropriate forms of бути/buty in other tenses: мен! було не до 
CMixy/meni buló ne do smixu 'I was not up to laughing'. 

Adverbial sentences specializing in depicting situations independent of the 
will of persons, with forms of бути/buty (including zero in the present 
tense) and a dative noun phrase: мен! було сумно/meni buló šumno 
'I felt sad'. A subtype here are sentences with negative pronouns in the 
dative: нпсому було ствати/nikomu buló spivaty 'there was nobody 
to sing'. 

Infinitive sentences of various modal meanings with a present or potential 
noun phrase in the dative, as in вам не поневолити народ/vam ne 
ponevolyty naród 'you will be unable to enslave the people'. 

Participial sentences with a petrified form of the head word in what used to 
be the neuter singular in -no or -to (contrast the current neuter singular 
in -ne or -te): страву зварено/stravu zvareno 'the meal is cooked', 
людину вбито/ljudynu vbyto 'the man is killed'. As seen in these 
examples, these sentences admit a noun in the accusative. 

Negative existential sentences (see section 4.6). 

4.9 Possession 
Predicative constructions in possessive sentences are of three kinds: 

The preposition y/u plus the genitive case of the noun phrase denoting the 
possessor plus the nominative case (under negation, the genitive case) of 
the thing possessed; the predicate proper is a non-omissible form of the 
verb 'be' ('existential' 'be', thus the negative present is нёма/пёта): у 
нього e rpóuii /u n 'ohoje hroši 'he has money'. 

A noun phrase in the nominative denoting the possessor and the appro-
priate form of the verb мати/maty 'have' with the accusative of the 
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noun phrase denoting the thing possessed (or, under negation, also the 
genitive of the thing possessed): вш мае rpómi/vin maje hroši 'he has 
money'. 

A noun in the nominative denoting the thing possessed, the copula (which 
may be zero in the present tense) and a possessive pronoun or adjective 
denoting the possessor: (ц\) rpómi MO'i/(ci) hroši moji 'this money is 
mine'. 

All three constructions are well rooted in the language. 
Attributive means of expressing possession are primarily possessive 

adjectives (with the suffixes -iv or -yn) or possessive pronouns (usually 
before the head noun) as well as the genitive of nouns (usually after the 
head noun): батыив, материн руксшис/bat'kiv, materyn rukópys 
'father's, mother's manuscript' or рукопис батька, MaTepi/rukópys 
bat'ka, materi. With nouns as possessors, the adjectival construction 
prevails when the possessor is singular, the genitive is used when it is non-
singular; compare рукопис 6aTbKiB/rukópys bat'kiv 'parents' manu-
script', where 6aTbKiB/bat'kiv is genitive plural. 

4.10 Quantification 
Numerals in their syntactic behaviour are not uniform (for their declension, 
see section 3.1.5). They fall into the divisions set out below. 

Один/odyn '1' functions as an adjective in full agreement with its noun, 
that is, it agrees in case and number in the plural and also in gender in the 
singular: один будинок (M)/odyn budynok (м) 'one house', одна хата 
(F)/odna xata (F) 'one cottage', одне теля (N)/odne telja (N) 'one calf', 
одш телята/odni teljata 'some calves', одного будинка/odnohó 
budynka 'one house (GEN SG)'. 

Два/dva '2', три/try '3', чотири/cotyry '4' agree with the noun to 
which they refer in case (два/dva also in gender), but require the noun in 
the plural. However, if the phrase is nominative (or the nominative-like 
accusative), then the noun is used in a form identical to the nominative 
plural but with the stress of the genitive singular, as in два брати/dva 
braty 'two brothers', in contrast to брати/braty 'brothers'. This stress rule 
does not apply to other cases. In this combination, an accompanying adjec-
tive can be either nominative plural or genitive plural: два нов! будинки/ 
dva novi budynky or два нових будинки/dva novyx budynky 'two new 
houses'; the genitive forms are particularly frequent with feminine nouns. 

П'ять/pjat ' '5' to дев'ятсот/deyjatsót '900' govern the genitive plural 
when the phrase is nominative (including the nominative-like accusative), 
but in other cases agree with the noun: ciM дшв/sim dniv 'seven days', but 
genitive семи, ciMÓx дшв/semy, simox dniv, dative семи, ciMÓM дням/ 
semy, simóm dnjam. 

Тисяча/tysjaća 'thousand', MmbńÓH/mil'jón 'million' and higher 
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numerals require the noun in the genitive plural: тисяча oci6/tysjača osib 
'a thousand persons', instrumental тисячею oci6/tysjačeju osib. 

Compound numerals such as сорок micTb/sórok šist' '46', require the 
noun in the form as dictated by their last component, that is сорок один 
збшит/sórok odyn zóśyt 'forty-one writing-books', сорок два зошити/ 
sórok dva zóśyty 'forty-two writing-books', сорок п'ять 3ÓuiHTiB/sórok 
pjat' zošytiv 'forty-five writing-books'. 

Alongside the above numerals, quantities from '2' to '80' may be repre-
sented by the numerals traditionally called collective: двое/dvoje, трое / 
tróje, четверо/četvero,... BiciMflecjiTepo/visimdesjatero. They are used 
with pluralia tantum (двое саней/dvoje sanej 'two sledges'), with nouns 
whose plural stem differs from that of the singular (such as око/око 'eye', 
plural Ó4i/Óci, двое очей/dvoje očej 'two eyes') and optionally with 
neuter nouns (двое BiKOH/dvóje vikon 'two windows'). In oblique cases 
collective numerals are not distinguished from the ordinary numerals, so 
that the genitive of двое саней/dvoje sanej is двох саней/dvox sanej. 
Syntactically, they follow the pattern of п'ять/pjat' '5'. 

Non-numeral quantifiers are represented primarily by such words as 
6araTo/bahato (rarely багацько/ЬаЬас'ко) 'much, many', мало/та1о 
and Tpoxn/troxy 'a little, few', (де)кшька/^е)кй'ка 'a number (of)'. In 
affective language there are, particularly for the notions of large number, 
quite a few nouns of the type сшга/syla (literally: 'strength'), безл1ч/ 
bezlič (literally: 'numberless'). They all require a noun in the genitive when 
they stand in the nominative (or the accusative identical with the nomin-
ative): багато, мало, кшька, сила людей/bahato, malo, kil'ka, syla 
ljudej 'many, few, several, lots of people'. Some of them are declinable on 
the pattern of три/try or п'ять/pjat ' , as in genitive 6araTbóx/bahat'óx, 
кшькох/кП'кох, and follow the syntactic pattern of п'ять/pjat ' ; those 
that are nouns, like сила/syla, retain their declension as nouns and govern 
the genitive case throughout; the remainder are indeclinable (мало/та1о, 
Tpoxn/troxy). 

5 Lexis 

5.1 General composition of the word-stock 
The general idea of the share of Common Slavonic vocabulary in modern 
standard Ukrainian can be drawn from the following observation. In a 
randomly taken page of a work of fiction (text 1: 300 words) 216 words 
have Common Slavonic roots; in a randomly taken page of non-fiction 
(text 2: 300 words, from a linguistics journal), this number falls to about 
150. Among the remaining word-stock, borrowings play an important part. 
In text 1 there are 8 borrowings from Polish (mostly made in the sixteenth 
or seventeenth centuries), 16 from Russian (mostly of relatively recent 
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date) and 8 of common European word-stock (so-called 'international' 
words). Corresponding numbers in text 2 are 23, 9 and 72, respectively. 
The words of Polish or Russian origin in certain cases appear as loan trans-
lations in which all components are apparently Ukrainian but the word as a 
whole is entirely based on the pattern of the other Slavonic language, such 
as, in our texts, KUibKicTb/kil'kist' 'quantity', copied from Polish ilość 
(Ukrainian кшька/кИ'ка corresponds to Polish ile 'several, how many', 
the Ukrainian suffix -ist' corresponds to Polish -ość) and спшкування/ 
spilkuvannja 'communication', patterned on Russian общёние/obščenie 
(Ukrainian спшьнийЛрй'пу] 'common' corresponds to Russian общий/ 
obščij, with in both languages a suffix which derives nouns denoting a 
process from verbs). 

5.2 Patterns of borrowing 
During the Old Ukrainian period (the tenth to thirteen centuries) the main 
source of loan-words were Church Slavonic in its Bulgarian and Mace-
donian recensions, Greek and Turkic languages. The first two operated 
primarily on the level of the ecclesiastical and literary languages, Turkic 
languages on the level of the spoken language. A few examples are Church 
Slavonic дух/dux 'spirit', блаженство/blaženstvo 'bliss', Greek ангел/ 
anhel 'angel', rpaMOTa/hramota 'charter'. In many cases Greek words 
entered Old Ukrainian via Church Slavonic. The main sources of Turkic 
borrowings were the languages of the nomadic Turkic tribes of the steppes 
south and east of the then Ukrainian frontier. Such are words like 
богатир/bohatyr 'hero', Toeap/tovar 'field-camp' (now 'goods'). 
Borrowing from Old Scandinavian was of limited import. These words 
concerned mostly military and commercial activities, such as варяг/vaijah 
'man-at-arms', ujonna/ščohla 'mast'. (Here and below loan-words are 
quoted as a rule in their modern form.) 

The crucial influence in the Middle Ukrainian period (the fourteenth to 
the eighteenth centuries), especially after the Union of Lublin of 1569, 
which created the Polish commonwealth (Poland, Lithuania, Ukraine) until 
about 1720, was Polish. It shaped much of the administrative language of 
the time, mediated in the expansion of the western word-stock concerning 
culture, technology, abstract thinking and so on: words from Latin, Czech, 
German (there were also direct borrowings into Ukrainian from German), 
Italian, French and other languages. Moreover, under the conditions of the 
general bilingualism of the nobility, educated and urban classes, a situation 
arose in which, time and again, it was irrelevant whether a native or a 
Polish word was used, so that gradually not only were new words intro-
duced for new notions but quite a few native words were crowded out by 
Polonisms. This influx abated after 1720 when most of the Ukraine became 
a Russian province, but it resumed in the nineteenth century, although on a 
narrower scale, because the intellectuals occasionally saw in Polonisms 
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and/or loan translations from Polish a means to counteract expansion of 
Russianisms. Of the almost innumerable Polonisms adopted in the Middle 
Ukrainian period a part (about 50 per cent) were lost subsequently, but 
Modern Ukrainian is still closer in its word-stock to Polish than to any 
other Slavonic language. This was, of course, a result of Polish political 
domination but not less so of cultural seduction. 

Another strong influence in the Middle Ukrainian period, though by no 
means as powerful as that of Polish, was the Turkic languages. It was par-
ticularly strong in the military terminology of Ukrainian Cossacks but also 
in sheep-breeding, gardening, clothing, music and other areas. 

After the defeat of Ukrainian autonomism in 1709 the Ukrainian 
language stood under the growing and eventually overpowering (especially 
since 1930) influence of Russian, which resulted in numerous borrowings, 
loan translations and syntactic caiques from Russian. Even loans from 
western languages are made most often through Russian mediation. Virtu-
ally universal bilingualism causes frequent mixing of the two languages. 
The expansion of Russian elements was until recently supported by the 
administrative establishment, which went so far as to reject one or another 
Ukrainian word and prescribe its replacement by another which was closer 
to Russian or was straight Russian. 

5.3 Incorporation of borrowings 
In modern standard Ukrainian the general rule is to adopt foreign words to 
the morphological system of Ukrainian. Thus, nouns ending in a consonant 
or in -a decline like native nouns with such an ending independent of their 
gender in the original language. For example, болщ/bolid 'fireball' 
declines like слщ/slid 'trace', Tepaca/terasa 'terrace' declines like 
npHKpaca/prykrasa 'adornment', флот/flot 'navy' declines like рот/rot 
'mouth' in disregard of the fact that in French it is feminine: la flotte. 
Exceptions like aApeca/adresa 'address', patterned ultimately on the 
French feminine (une adres s e), are extremely rare. 

Those nouns which end in a vowel or combination of vowels that do not 
occur in native nouns are indeclinable: какаду/kakadu 'cockatoo', жюр1/ 
žjuri 'jury', амплуа/атр1иа 'line (of business)'. Foreign substantives in -e 
do not decline because native substantives of that type have in some cases 
palatalized stem-final consonants, which is not the case in foreign words: 
contrast native море/тоге 'sea', genitive singular моря/móija and 
borrowed пюре/pjurć 'puree'. Foreign nouns in -o tended to be treated 
like native neuters in -o until, in 1934, this treatment was declared non-
standard and eliminated from the standard language: thus, KiHÓ/kino 
'cinema' had genitive singular KiHa/kina, but now KiHÓ/kino is supposed 
to be retained as such in all cases. 

Adjectives as a rule are adopted by taking in the nominative singular 
masculine the ending -yj with its set of gender, number and case endings, 
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usually preceded by a native suffix, as in суповий/supovyj from cyn/sup 
'soup'. 

All foreign verbs take a native suffix, most typically -uva(-ty) : -uj(-u) 
and are conjugated as native verbs, such as монтувати/montuvaty : 
монтую/montuju 'to mount'. The German-origin suffix -yr- is normally 
omitted (contrast German montieren), except in cases of possible am-
biguity, such as командувати/komanduvaty 'to give orders', 
командирувати/komandyruvaty 'to send on business', both komman-
dieren in German. Verbs of foreign origin enter Ukrainian without aspect 
differentiation; when they are naturalized, however, they tend to mark 
perfective aspect by adding a prefix. For instance, арештувати/ 
arestuvaty 'to arrrest', attested in Ukrainian since 1583, was first used in 
this form without aspect differentiation; but later (at the latest in the mid-
nineteenth century) заарештувати/zaarestuvaty was introduced as a 
perfective verb, and by the same token the original form took the function 
of imperfective. 

5.4 Lexical fields 

5.4.1 Colour terms 
Bbmń/bilyj 'white'; MÓpHHń/ćórnyj 'black'; 4epBÓHHń/cervónyj 'red'; 
зелений/zelenyj 'green'; жовтий/йсМу] 'yellow'; синш/synij 'blue' and 
блакитний/blakytnyj and голубий/holubyj 'light blue'; cipłiń/słryj 
'grey'. 

For 'brown' there is no generally accepted term; possible equivalents 
are брунатний/brunatnyj, коричнявий/korycnjavyj (variant: 
коричневий/korycnevyj), less often цинам0новий/супатопо\гу)'. The 
most authoritative Academy dictionary of 1929 placed first 
цинамоновий/супатсиклэд, marked коричнявий/korycnjavyj as dia-
lectal (without quotations), then placed брунатний/brunatnyj (with 
quotations from the early nineteenth century); the Hrinčenko dictionary of 
1908 has брунатний/brunatnyj, without quotations, and no 
коричневий/korycnevyj at all. The post-war Soviet dictionaries place 
emphasis on коричневий/korycnevyj for the obvious reason that it is 
current in Russian. 

For 'purple' there is again no basic generally accepted term, червоний/ 
cervonyj 'red' being used to cover this colour range. The following are all 
typical of poetic language and atypical of colloquial language: 
пурпурний/purpurnyj (variant: nypnypÓBHń/purpurovyj), багровий/ 
bahrovyj and archaic шарлатовий/sarlatovyj. 

For 'orange', жовтогарячий^о^оЬа^асу], literally 'yellow hot', is 
known in the vernacular but is understood rather as a poetic denotation of 
a shade of yellow; opaimeBHfl/oranževyj, from Russian, is being intro-
duced and promoted by language legislators. 
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5.4.2 Body parts 
Голова/Ьо1оуа 'head'; око/око 'eye'; Hic/nis 'nose'; eyxo/vuxo 'ear'; 
рот/rot and вуста/vusta (PL) 'mouth'; волосся/УОК^'а 'hair'; шия/ 
syja 'neck'; рука/гака 'arm, hand'; палець/ра1ес' 'finger'; Hora/noha 
'leg, foot'; палець (ноги)/ра1ес' (nohy) 'toe'; груди/hrudy (PL) 'chest'; 
серце/serce 'heart'. 

5.4.3 Kinship terms 
батько/bat'ko, тато/tato 'father'; мати/maty, less commonly ненька/ 
nen'ka 'mother'; брат/brat 'brother'; cecTpa/sestra 'sister'; дядько/ 
djad'ko 'uncle' (regional western CTpńń(Ko)/stryj(ko) 'father's brother', 
Byń(Ko)/vuj(ko) 'mother's brother'), TiTKa/titka 'aunt'; племшник/ 
pleminnyk, не(нж/пеЫй 'nephew' (regional western братан(ич)/ 
bratan(yc), братанець/bratanec' 'brother's son', сестршок/sestrinok 
'sister's son'); племшниця/pleminnycja, небога/пеЬоЬа 'niece' 
(regional western братаниця/bratanycja 'brother's daughter', 
сестриниця/sestrynycja, сестршка/sestrinka 'sister's daughter'; кузен/ 
kuzen, брат у других/brat u druhyx, двоюр1дний брат/dvojuridnyj 
brat '(male) cousin' (regional western кузинок/kuzynok); кузина/ 
kuzyna, сестра в других/sestra v druhyx, двоюрщна сестра/ 
dvojuridna sestra '(female) cousin' (regional western кузинка/кигупка); 
flifl(ycb)/did(us') 'grandfather' (regional western дщо/dido); баб(к)а/ 
bab(k)a, бабуня/babunja, бабуся/babusja 'grandmother'; чоловнс/ 
čolovik, дружина/druźyna, подружжя/podružžja 'husband'; 
жшка/žinka, дружина/druźyna, подружжя/podružžja 'wife'; син/syn 
'son'; дочка/dočka, доня/dónja, донька/dón ka 'daughter'. 

6 Dialects 
Ukrainian dialects are traditionally divided into three groups (see map 
17.1). Northern dialects are spoken north of the approximate line Luc'k-
Kiev-Sumy. South of that line one finds the area of southern dialects 
which, in turn, are divided into south-western (west of the approximate line 
Xvastiv-Balta) and south-eastern ones, east of that approximate line. The 
main criterion on which the delineation south versus north is based is (as 
suggested by Ганцов/Hancov 1923) the part played by the accent in the 
development of the vocalism. In the north the most important changes of 
vowels took place under stress, in the south they ran identically in stressed 
and unstressed syllables. This basic difference is supplemented by some 
other distinctions in phonology, morphology and lexicon. 

The northern and the south-western dialects are more archaic than the 
south-eastern ones. The former two groups already began to take shape in 
prehistoric times, while the formation of the south-eastern dialects falls into 
the sixteenth to eighteenth centuries. It was at that time that the present-
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KEY 
1 - 3 South-eastern dialects 

1 Steppe dialects 
2 Cerkasy-Poltava dialects 
3 Slobožanščyna dialects 

4-10 Northern dialects 
4 Eastern Polissian dialects 
5 Central Polissian dialects 
6 Western Polissian and Pidljašian dialects 
7-9 Transitional dialects (from northern to 

southern) 
10 Transitional Ukrainian-Belorussian and 

Ukrainian-Russian dialects 
11-20 South-western dialects 

11 Podillja dialects 
12 South Volhynian dialects 
13 Dnister dialects 
14 Sjan dialects 
15 Lemkian dialects 
16 Bojkian dialects 
17 Central Transcarpathian dialects 
18 Hucul dialects 
19 Pokuttia dialects 
20 Bukovyna dialects 

day south-eastern Ukraine was, after its reconquest from the Tatars by the 
Cossacks, resettled or settled by people from south-western and northern 
regions. The unity of the south-eastern dialects was created by the dynamic 
migrational processes and the mixing of population from territories of the 
two more archaic dialects (see section 1). 

The south-eastern dialects are relatively uniform. The northern dialects 
fall into three chief groups, Western, Central and Eastern Polissian. The 
south-western dialects are strongly differentiated, into eight groups, or 
more. 

The most striking distinctive features of the principal dialects are the 
following: 

1 In the north о and e (the latter from e and e) under certain conditions 
(see section 2.1) alternate, under stress, with diphthongs (which, 
phonetically, vary from place to place); by now they have monoph-
thongized into и, у, й or i in some places, but these are secondary 
developments. In the south there never were any diphthongs of that 
origin. The main line of development in the south of, for example, о in 
the newly closed syllables (after the loss of weak jers) was o > u > ii > i. 
In some local dialects, especially in Transcarpathia, the stages и and й 
are still retained. 

2 In the north r' was depalatalized by the mid-twelfth century; in the 
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south this happened only in some local dialects and much later. 
3 Some local south-western dialects depalatalized word-final c', preserve 

the distinction of у and / and developed dorsal palatalization of s' , z', 
c' (which became s, z, ć). 

4 In declension, the south-west has preserved the word-final у in the soft 
declension (as in locative singular на земли/na zemly 'on earth') 
versus south-eastern i: на земл!/па zemli). In the dative singular of 
masculine nouns the south-west has the ending -ovy while the north 
has -u and the south-east both -и and -ovi. The south-west in most 
local varieties preserves clitic forms of personal pronouns (such as 
dative singular ми/my 'to me', versus south-eastern only MeHi/meni). 

5 In conjugation, the south-west preserves enclitic forms of the auxiliary 
verb in the past tense but in the north and the south-east these are lost, 
as in south-western спавем/spavjem versus northern and south-
eastern я cnae/ja spav 'I slept'. 

A special problem is that of the so-called Rusyn (Ruthenian) language. 
The term has various meanings depending on when and where it is/was 
used. In the Transcarpathian region of the Ukraine and in the adjacent 
East Slovak region around Prešov it was the name of one of the three 
orientations in shaping the standard language before 1945 (when the bulk 
of the area became part of the Soviet Ukraine): Ukrainian, Russian and the 
regional one based on some local 'Rusyn' dialects, the latter orientation 
supported by Hungary. Nowadays this is a historical and dated use. In a 
sense, however, it is applied to the language of immigrants from the area 
(Carpatho-Rusyn) in the United States, but with much stronger admixture 
of the Russian Church Slavonic traditional in Transcarpathia. It is basically 
a written language cultivated by the Greek Catholic church with its centre 
in Pittsburgh. Thirdly, the term is used by immigrants from western 
Transcarpathia who settled in the mid-eighteenth century in the former 
Yugoslavia, with their centre in Kerestur. This is an independent standard 
micro-language for a population of up to 20,000 people. This language is 
essentially based on Eastern Slovak dialects with some Western Ukrainian 
admixture. The speakers are inclined to call it Ukrainian under the influ-
ence of the Ukrainian Greek Catholic clergy of Byzantine rite who were 
active in shaping this language. 
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18 Slavonic languages in 
emigration 
Roland Sussex 

1 Introduction: homeland and emigration 
If they were not great seafarers, the Slavs have been among the most 
constant migrants to lands which others own or have captured. According 
to Davies (1981), for instance, almost a third of all ethnic Poles live outside 
Poland, and the 6.5 million Americans of Polish descent constitute not 
only the largest Polish population outside the homeland, but also one of 
America's largest ethnic groups. As a result of wars and redrawn geo-
political boundaries, the Slavs have formed minority communities in others' 
countries, including those of other Slavs. 

We shall be concerned principally with the Slavs who have undertaken 
migrations for political, economic or ethnic reasons. This excludes what 
Stephens (1976) calls the linguistic minorities of western Europe (see also 
Straka 1970; Decsy 1973). These minorities fall into two groups. The first 
may form significantly numerous speech communities, but do not possess a 
language which is recognized as a national language. To this category 
belong the Sorbs, who inhabit what used to be part of East Germany, but 
with a density nowhere greater than 25 per cent of the total population. 
This group also contains the Basques of Spain and France, the Welsh, and 
the Bretons of France. A second group of minority languages are those 
which are used as national or official languages in the homeland, but which 
are used outside the homeland by linguistic minorities who have been 
stranded by voluntary or involuntary migration, or by the redrawing of 
national boundaries after cataclysms like world wars. In this category are 
the Slovenes of Carinthia in Austria (Neweklowsky 1984) and Trieste, and 
the Croats of Mezzogiorno in Italy. Outside western Europe we find settle-
ments of Macedonians in Albania, Greece and Bulgaria (Hill 1991). All 
these peoples inhabit what are their traditional homelands, but which have 
been isolated from the rest of their nation, and oriented towards other 
nations, by geo-political events. As a result of national language move-
ments, these Slavonic minorities have been marginalized, and sometimes 
linguistically persecuted: Prussia and Russia prohibited Polish from public 
use in their areas of partitioned Poland after 1860; the Hungarians 
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imposed Magyar uniformity on the Slavs of the Austro-Hungarian Empire 
after Hungarian replaced Latin as the official national language in 1844; 
and socialist Rumania has been less than welcoming to the many nation-
alities, including numbers of Slavs, which inhabit its territories (Gilberg 
1978). 

Nor do we deal here with the Slavs displaced by the Second World War 
within, or close to, the boundaries of the Slavonic homelands. One such 
group were the many Slavs among the 5 million Soviet citizens repatriated 
to the Soviet Union under the Yalta Agreement of 1945. Many of those 
who were not shot were deported to labour camps in Siberia. The records 
of this migration are scarce. While very large numbers of European Slavs 
died in Siberia, we do not have enough evidence of their linguistic survival. 
Another such group are the Aegean Macedonians. In the north of Greece, 
close to the border of what used to be Yugoslavia, lies a group of villages 
where Macedonian is still spoken. The social history of these villages has 
not been conducive to language maintenance. They were under Ottoman 
control until the early years of this century. They passed into Greek control 
after the formation of the Greek state in 1913, and with the military losses 
in Asia Minor in 1923 the area was partially repopulated by Greeks from 
Asia Minor and what was becoming the Soviet Union. The Macedonian 
language of these villages has suffered considerable attrition from the Hellen-
izing policies of the Greek government (Hill 1991). There are few chances 
for the language to be used in education or administration, and the cultural 
level of the inhabitants has not enabled them to benefit from the presence 
of standard Macedonian across the border. None the less, this variety of 
Macedonian is still maintained by the inhabitants of these villages, centred 
on Lerin (Greek: Flórina), and by a number of speakers who have settled 
in Australia and Canada. The Lerin Macedonians identify to varying 
degrees with Macedonian and Greek national consciousness. 

A different, and special, case concerns the Russians in the former Soviet 
Union. Since the times of Stalin there was an intermittent, but broadly 
cohesive, policy of resettlement: of non-Russians into other homelands, 
including the Russian Republic; and of Russians into non-Russian home-
lands. The goal of this policy was the ethnic dilution of potential points of 
unrest, and the promotion of Russian as a national language, together with 
the weakening of local language nationalist movements (Lewis 1972). 
Russians everywhere in the Soviet Union had access to Russian-language 
schooling and language support. But - in spite of Lenin's insistence in the 
formulation of the first Soviet Constitution - the rights of ethnic minorities 
to access to their languages and cultures have not always been upheld: 
what motivation is there to support Estonian language and culture for the 
family of an engineer relocated to Georgia or Tadzhikistan? With Russian 
as a sole common language between the relocated Estonians and the resi-
dent Georgians or Tadzhiks, the transplanted Estonian language and 
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culture will need strong family resources to be self-sustaining. Since 
Russian populations in parts of the Baltic states reach 50 per cent, and 
since Russian was a national language in the USSR and was obligatorily 
taught in schools, even the homeland languages found it difficult to main-
tain full cultural activity. 

The plebiscite results in the disintegrating Soviet Union in the first 
months of 1991 showed some voting patterns which did not run on ethnic 
lines. The expectation was that the ethnic Russians would everywhere vote 
for the maintenance of the Soviet Union; but the strong anti-Union vote in 
the Baltic states, and in Georgia, Armenia and Moldavia, showed that 
many Russians were voting for independence in their new homelands. 
These Russians may therefore become, in time, part of Stephens' second 
category of linguistic minorities, speaking a language which is a national 
language, but in another country. 

These Slavs, however, are not the primary focus of the present study. 
We shall concentrate instead on Slavs who do not live close to the home-
land, whatever the political boundaries; on Slavs who do not live in 
Slavonic countries with other host languages; and on those Slavs who have 
found new homes further afield, predominantly in western Europe, North 
America and Australasia. The numbers are indeed substantial. Census 
figures are often not comparable between countries, where they are avail-
able at all, but the following sample figures will give some idea of the size 
of the emigre Slavonic populations in three key countries of Slavonic immi-
gration. The figures are in thousands: 

Czechs+ 
Poles Ukrainians Russians Yugoslavs Slovaks 

Australia 63 18 18 159 8 
Canada 135 310 32 74 45 
USA 2,185 253 461 251 477 

The title 'Yugoslavs' to cover Croats, Serbs, Slovenes and Macedonians is 
for demographic purposes only. The Australian data, from the 1976 
Census (Clyne 1982), are for 'regular speakers of languages other than 
English'. The Canadian data from the 1971 census show mother-tongue 
users; the actual number of ethnic Ukrainian-Canadians was 580,000 
(Kubijovyc 1971). The US figures are for 'estimates for three generations 
of claimants of non-English mother tongues' from the 1960 census 
(Fishman and Hofman 1966: 42). 

2 Issues of language maintenance 
The effort for language maintenance has been a central feature of emigre 
Slavonic communities (section 2.1). Language maintenance has been deter-
mined by, and linked to, a number of key factors: social and core values, 
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which drive the notion of ethnic identity (section 2.2); policies and rights, 
which embody the host nation's view of its attitude towards the emigre 
nationalities (section 2.3); the question of standard languages, which define 
the goals of language maintenance (section 2.4); and the abstand (distinc-
tiveness) and elaboration of the language and culture, which define their 
domain of operation (section 2.5). All these factors can be summarized in 
the concept of language ecology (section 2.6), which brings together the 
overall viability of the emigre language in its foreign context. 

2.1 Language maintenance at home and abroad 
The agencies which contribute to language maintenance in emigre com-
munities have been studied by scholars like Haugen (1953), Weinreich 
(1957) and Fishman (1966). These factors include the numbers and 
concentration of emigres; cohesive institutions, including churches, 
schools, clubs and friendly societies; old people's homes; cultural activities, 
including theatre, reviews and literature; media, including newspapers, 
radio and television; self-esteem and the valuing of the emigre language 
and culture for their own sake, either in opposition to, or as comple-
mentary to, the language and culture of the host nation; the elaboration 
('vitality') of the emigrć language (Stewart 1968), or the range of roles 
which the language fulfils; motivation and desire to maintain autonomy 
and distinctiveness (abstand) from the host culture; in-marriage and the 
preservation of two-parent language and culture support, rather than out-
marriage and integration with the surrounding community; folklore and 
culture maintenance, notably on national feast-days; and the ability of the 
community to sustain a fully articulated social, economic and cultural exist-
ence and identity. All these factors are wholly or largely within the control 
of the community itself. Other factors are not within the community's 
control, and yet can still have a decisive influence on the depth and effec-
tiveness of language maintenance. These include ongoing immigration from 
the homeland, and good access for tourist, personal, cultural and economic 
return visits by the emigres to the homeland. There is also the complex 
issue of the perception of the emigre community by the host community. 
There have been times when host nations have been apprehensive that the 
proliferation of emigrć communities would weaken their own fabric. There 
was a fear in Canada during the early part of this century, for instance, that 
continued immigration would 'balkanize' Canada and turn it into a mosaic, 
rather than a country in its own right. That this has not happened has a lot 
to do with Canadian language policies, as well as with the inherently less 
separatist and confrontationist attitudes of the ćmigre communities them-
selves, including large groups of Russians, Ukrainians, Poles, Czechs, 
Slovaks and peoples of the former Yugoslavia. The other key factor, and one 
linked to the perception of the ćmigre communities by the host country, 
has to do with educational and cultural support. If educational policies 
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encourage and value ethnic diversity and language maintenance, and make 
official provision for these in educational policies and curricula, the stand-
ing and self-esteem of the emigre cultures can be enormously enhanced. If 
they are not, the responsibility for education and maintenance falls on the 
emigre community itself. The tendency is for the language and culture to be 
ghettoized, either physically, or culturally, or both. After-hours schools are 
only a partial success, though educational immersion programmes on the 
Canadian model are more successful. Without at least a benevolent attitude 
on the part of the host country, emigre communities are forced to draw 
heavily on their own resources. In a hostile environment children of school 
age will tend to be drawn to the majority peer group. The coherence and 
motivation of the emigre group can be lost in less than a generation. 

A typical example is the Ukrainian community in the United States, 
where the mechanisms for language maintenance have been described in 
detail by Nahirny and Fishman (1966). The nineteenth-century Ukrainian 
immigrants to the United States were predominantly of peasant origins. 
They had folklore and ethnic traditions, but less 'high' culture, since many 
were illiterate. On reaching the United States they had to change their 
underlying social pattern from one of a communal society (fairly 
homogeneous, kinship-based) to an 'associational society' based rather on 
mobility and external relations, often linked to employment: 

The major consequence of this transition from communal to associational society 
was that newly established ethnic communities had to be constituted on a network 
of voluntary associations and organizations. This consideration suggests at once that 
the vitality of ethnic organizations and associations - membership growth, 
organizational strength - represents one of the most meaningful criteria for gauging 
the generational continuity of ethnic groups in the United States. 

(Nahirny and Fishman 1966: 340-1) 

In such a group the Orthodox and Catholic churches, as well as mutual-aid 
societies like the Ukrainian National Association, played a pivotal role, not 
only in the organizing and cohesion of the Ukrainian communities, but also 
in their relations with the non-Ukrainian communities of America. The 
Ukrainian Catholic and Orthodox churches in the United States counted 
450,000 adherents in the 1960 census, while only 107,000 claimed the 
Ukraine as their birth-place. In the Ukrainian National Association, 
however, 65 per cent of members were foreign-born. The twin forces of 
American ideological nationalism and English ethnic dominance clearly 
have a major influence on the continuing membership of such societies. As 
Nahirny and Fishman observe, ethnic heritage among the Ukrainians has 
dwindled virtually to zero by the third generation, and Ukrainian-ness is 
then seen more in terms of religious and economic affiliations. The 
Canadian Ukrainians, who are concentrated more in rural areas, have fared 
scarcely better (von Raffler Engel 1979). 
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The broad-scale picture of Ukrainian migration to the United States is 
repeated in a number of large emigre communities, including the following: 
the Ukrainians in Britain and Canada; the Czechs and Slovaks in America 
and Australia; the Russians in America, Australia and Canada; the Sorbs, 
Kashubians and Slovenes in America; the other Yugoslavs in America, 
Australia, Canada, Germany, New Zealand and Sweden; the Macedonians 
in America and Australia; and the Poles in America, Australia, Britain and 
France. What is less expected is the way in which some quite small, and 
theoretically perilous, communities of Slavs in emigration have managed to 
preserve their language and culture against inroads from the host culture. 

The Czechs of the Banat in Rumania present such a profile (Salzmann 
1984). They migrated from Bohemia in the 1820s, seeking new oppor-
tunities in agriculture. Though now small in number (in the 1966 census a 
total of 9,978 for the whole of Rumania claimed Czech nationality, but 
only 6,116 claimed Czech as their mother tongue), they have survived a 
century of life in emigration with a good proportion of their language still 
intact. The village of Ravensca, with a population of only 240, shows very 
strong in-group allegiance. The Czechs there have engaged in less out-
marriage than most emigre groups in the New World, and have identified 
their ethnic, cultural, linguistic and economic space as closely as possible 
with the village. Although their opportunities for schooling in Czech are 
restricted, and their employment prospects limited by the kinds of jobs 
which are available in and near Ravensca, they have compensated for a 
potentially precarious linguistic situation with strong internal solidarity. 
The area is fairly isolated, and there is not a great deal of traffic into or out 
of Ravensca. The Rumanian government seems to have left the Czechs 
fairly much to their own devices. As a result of geographical concentration, 
in-marriage, lack of physical mobility (many of the Banat Czechs seldom 
travel far from their home village), and internal cohesion, these Czechs 
have preserved a variety of Central Bohemian Czech which is distinct from 
both the Modern Czech standard and dialect varieties. In addition, their 
language shows some influences from Rumanian, although the nature and 
extent of these influences is constrained by the limited interactions of the 
Banat Czechs with the Rumanian speakers of the region. The women of 
Ravensca speak Rumanian distinctly less well than the men, who are the 
ones who travel outside Ravensca for employment. 

The Doukhobors of Canada left their homeland in 1898-9 (Vanek and 
Darnell 1971). The Doukhobors (the name means 'spirit wrestlers') were 
one of the dissident splinter groups which left the Russian Orthodox 
Church in the seventeenth century. With the help of the novelist Tolstoj 
and the British Quakers, major groups of Doukhobors were resettled in 
Canada. Here they have formed a number of small, cohesive and inwardly 
directed communities, now numbering about 20,000 believers, mainly in 
Saskatchewan and British Columbia. Their social strength comes from 
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shared values, including a rejection of civil and religious authority 
(including the authority of the Bible), and sometimes an antagonism to 
laws concerning property. Their language has been well maintained within 
the Doukhobor community, though with some innovative features which 
have found commonality with the communalistic ideology of the Soviet 
Union, and thus with homeland Russian. 

A small Slavonic emigre community with strong cohesion but less 
favourable prospects are the Dalmatians of New Zealand (Stoffel 1982). 
The Dalmatians, who speak a variety of Serbo-Croat, came to New 
Zealand during the latter years of the nineteenth century to escape from 
the depressed economic conditions of their homeland. In New Zealand 
they formed one of the few trilingual Slavonic emigre communities (the 
others are principally Jewish), since their language now contains ad-
mixtures not only from New Zealand English, but also from the Polynesian 
Maori language. The New Zealand Dalmatians were few in number, and 
the immigration was sexually out of balance: of the original 5,468 settlers 
between 1897 and 1919, only 177 were women, with the result that out-
marriage with English- and Maori-speaking women was a major factor 
from very early in their residence in New Zealand. 

The recent Russian Jewish exodus from the former Soviet Union 
promises to be the last of the great Slav migrations, at least for the time 
being. Many have already reached Israel, bringing with them expectations 
and high qualifications. They are also experiencing considerable problems 
of settlement and resettlement. They will tend to gravitate towards the 
emigre Jewish communities in the countries where they settle, enriching the 
pool of especially Russian language expertise. 

2.2 Social and core values 
Language among the English-speaking peoples is not so much a part of 
their cultural identity and ethnic values, as a presumption. It is difficult for 
Anglophones to imagine conditions where the use of their native language 
is prohibited or restricted by a foreign occupying power. And yet this is 
what happened to most of the Slavonic nations at some point in their 
history. Poles in partitioned Poland could be expelled from school for using 
Polish, and parents organizing Polish classes in the Russian partition of 
Poland could be exiled to Siberia (Smolicz 1979: 59). If the Slavs had not 
had a fervent, and often desperate, loyalty to their language and their 
country, more Slavonic languages like Polabian would probably have 
perished, and emigre Slavonic languages would have vanished much more 
rapidly. 

The close link between nation and language has its roots in the linguistic 
nationalistic movements of German Romanticism of the early nineteenth 
century. Herder (1744-1803), Fichte (1762-1814) and especially von 
Humboldt (1767-1835) were responsible for developing the idea of the 
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identity of language, state and homeland. This concept, powerfully rein-
forced by the revolutions of 1848 and the pan-Slavonic movement, con-
tributed to the belief that a nation's boundaries should be set by its 
linguistic limits, and that foreign domination by speakers of other 
languages was contrary to natural law. These sentiments, and the ways in 
which they were identified with national aspirations, have been one of the 
most powerful forces acting for the maintenance and support of Slavonic 
languages, both in the homeland and in the diaspora. Religious sentiment 
has also been a major factor, since the Polish and Croatian Catholics, the 
Ukrainian, Russian, Serbian and Bulgarian Orthodox believers and the 
Czech Protestants, have all found support in the identification of language 
with religion and country. Only Russian has been virtually free from threat 
or repression, largely because of Russia's size and its political strength. All 
the other languages have suffered at some time from linguistic repression 
from foreign masters in the homeland: the Bulgarians, Macedonians and 
Serbs from the Turks during the Ottoman Empire; the Croats, Slovenes, 
Czechs, Slovaks and Poles from the Austro-Hungarian Empire; the Poles, 
Cassubians and Sorbs from Prussia; the Poles, Belorussians and Ukrainians 
from tsarist Russia; and the Belorussians and Ukrainians from Soviet 
Russian hegemony. During these periods the Slavonic languages have 
been, to different degrees, suppressed or hampered in their natural social 
and cultural use. At the end of the First World War, indeed, 30 million 
Europeans were left under foreign domination (excluding the Soviet 
Union). The Charter of the United Nations, while affirming 'self-
determination of peoples', failed to define 'peoples'. This tacit acceptance 
only served to compound existing linguistic problems: by 1939, for 
instance, almost 40 per cent of the populations of Poland and Czecho-
slovakia consisted of ethnic minorities, including major groups of other 
Slavs. 

Survival in linguistic minorities under foreign domination is a skill which 
the Slavs have practised over long periods. They learnt many mechanisms 
to overcome linguistic repression. One was a strong culture of language in 
the home and the cultivation of folklore and ethnic traditions, in the spirit 
of the Romantic language movements of the nineteenth century. There 
were also official organizations, such as the matice, established (where 
permitted by the occupying powers, and as long as they were tolerated) as 
centres of language and culture maintenance and enrichment. The very 
issue of establishing the bona fides of a national language, and developing 
it in the face of official discouragement, were major achievements. This is 
particularly true of tiny groups like the Sorbs, the smallest modern Slavonic 
language group, who number now probably less than 70,000 in their home-
land within the former German Democratic Republic. 

One answer to the problem of cultural and linguistic repression at home 
was to take both culture and language elsewhere, to cultural centres in 
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Europe. During the nineteenth century there were many eminent cultural 
refugees, on a more or less temporary basis, in Europe's cultural capitals. 
There were colonies of Polish and Russian writers and musicians in Paris -
the Russians, while linguistically secure in their homeland, were by no 
means secure from the tsarist police. Vienna was a gathering point for the 
Slavs of the Austro-Hungarian Empire. Political refugees from com-
munism in the twentieth century have formed cultural and linguistic 
enclaves in many major centres in western Europe and North America. 

The Slavs, then, have had experience in maintaining both their language 
and their culture within a strongly felt identity, but not necessarily in their 
homeland. Small wonder that this linguistic resilience should translate itself 
to the Slavs in emigration, or that they should stubbornly maintain their 
languages and cultures in the midst of host communities which were at best 
passive, and at worst antagonistic, to the presence of new and different 
ethnic groups. 

2.3 Issues of language maintenance: policies and rights 
The countries where the Slavonic languages are now used, both homeland 
and outland, seem on the surface to have common policies to preserve the 
rights of citizens to use their native languages. The Mexico Declaration on 
Cultural Policies, which was passed by the 1982 Second UNESCO Con-
ference on Cultural Policies, explicitly underlines the role of cultural iden-
tity, cultural policies and cultural interrelations. The Helsinki Accords were 
designed to assure human rights among the European signatory nations. 
And the European Community has put in place policies which are formu-
lated to safeguard access to national languages and cultures in its member 
nations. None of this is new. It was a feature of the first Soviet Consti-
tution, and should have been one of the foundations of a Union-wide 
policy of human rights in the Soviet Union. Alas, ethnic rights sit ill with 
centralized autocracies, and tend to provide a focus for separatist move-
ments and local dissent. So while Isaev (1977) presents the official picture 
of multilingual rights in the former Soviet Union, the reality has been less 
flattering. Even within the Soviet Union, Russian had a disproportionate 
percentage of media and publishing resources, and the rights of linguistic 
minorities included in the Soviet Union after 1945 were not safeguarded. 

A policy which permits language use and cultivation is a start; but it is 
not the same as one which explicitly supports and facilitates ethnic 
languages and cultures. While the Slavonic languages - particularly behind 
the Iron Curtain - have nominally had the right to exist and be used, in 
many cases the speakers have had to provide the resources themselves, 
with little support from the state. Multicultural policies and policies which 
explicitly support bilingualism and national minorities, like those in 
Australia and Canada, are not the norm (Cobarrubias 1985). Attitudes in 
the host countries have sometimes been blatantly assimilationist. At other 
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times they have been characterized more by neglect and lack of active 
support: 

Forget your native land, forget your mother tongue, do away in a day with your 
inherited customs, put from you as a cloak all that inheritance and early 
environment made you and become in a day an American par excellence. This was 
precisely the talk I used to hear when I first came to this country. There was then as 
now, I regret to say, a spirit of compulsion in the air. 

(Panuncio 1926: 194) 

The field of education is probably the area where the lack of organizational 
support in language culture and maintenance has been most acutely felt. 
The recognition of emigre languages for the purposes of school and 
university entry and certification is a major factor in establishing and main-
taining the self-respect of the emigre language among school-age speakers. 
The inclusion of emigre languages in regular school curricula, as opposed 
to after-hours or Saturday morning schools, is an even stronger step. 
National policies which officially affirm bilingualism, like those resulting 
from the Canadian Royal Commission on Bilingualism and Biculturalism, 
or the Australian National Policy on Languages (Lo Bianco 1987), provide 
a necessary framework for the maintenance of emigre languages as viable 
components of a multicultural society. 

2.4 Standard languages 
For Slavonic emigre communities there have been two principal models for 
language maintenance: the language originally brought by the first emigres, 
and the modern standard. With the exception of intellectually motivated 
emigrations like the nineteenth-century colonies of Russians and Poles in 
Paris, or of the Slavs of the Hapsburg Empire in Vienna, or of the Russian 
Jews in contemporary Israel, the language of the original settlements was 
often based on dialects. Not infrequently, this was the dialect of an indi-
vidual town or region, since emigres from coherent regions in the home-
land often settled together in the outland. While this situation provided a 
stable language base for about a generation, a number of factors tended to 
erode the coherence of the language model over time: the presence of 
speakers of various dialects in the outland community, the influence and 
intrusion of the outland's language, natural attrition of the emigre language 
through contact with other languages, and contact with the standard variety 
of the homeland language through written and media materials, newly 
arriving speakers and visits home. 

All the Slavonic countries have strong, centralized organizational struc-
tures which are charged with the regulation and propagation of the 
language. This is usually in the hands of the institute of the national 
language, which forms part of the Academy of Sciences. There are often 
agencies in the homeland to provide newspapers, radio and television 
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programmes for emigrćs, as well as institutes which mount courses, notably 
for second-generation emigre children. The goal of these institutes, particu-
larly before the fall of Communism, was partly the maintenance of 
language and culture; and partly, in the opinion of many older emigres, for 
the purposes of what they regard as 'cultural imperialism' and the ideo-
logical, and well as the cultural, nurturing of subsequent emigre gener-
ations. Be that as it may, the national standard language is the basis of the 
overwhelming majority of published and recorded materials available to the 
emigres. In long-established emigrations there have been systematic 
attempts to avoid changes taking place in the national standard. Emigre 
Russians, for instance, have tried to limit the number of neologisms which 
tended to flow naturally from Soviet Russian publishing. And there is no 
doubt that within half a generation there are clear stylistic differences 
between the homeland and the emigre press. None the less, the homeland 
standard is such a potent force that it tends to impinge, more or less 
directly, on patterns of language maintenance in emigration. 

There has been a strong tendency to view ćmigre language variants as 
deviations from the norm, particularly when the emigre variant was not 
originally based on the standard variant. Only in more isolated com-
munities, like the Czechs of the Banat (Salzmann 1984), has there been a 
tendency to preserve the local variant in the conscious awareness that 'this 
is not the way it is said in Bohemia'. The result of the homeland standard's 
influence has sometimes been a conflict of standards, particularly when the 
emigre press is fostering a variety and a style of language which may be 
based on norms already several decades old. Younger speakers find them-
selves uncertain of which model to follow: the variety spoken at home, 
which may well be dialectal; the standard propagated by the emigre media 
and publishing houses; or the standard emanating from the homeland. The 
result has often been a perception, particularly among the emigre youth, 
that whatever variety they speak, it will inevitably be a deviation from the 
standard. 

This perception has also guided a large proportion of research on emigre 
languages, which has tended, explicitly, to use the national standard as a 
reference point. A welcome alternative is the approach of an informal 
group of linguists at several universities in the state of New York and at the 
Adam Mickiewicz University in Poznań. They take the view that con-
temporary American Polish is forming a norm of its own. Although this 
norm may differ from the Polish standard, it is none the less sufficiently 
regular, and sufficiently widely used across a variety of speech com-
munities, to constitute a viable local variant. From this point of view 
American Polish can be considered on the same basis as regional variants 
in Poland. As Preston and Turner argue (1984), American Polish in west-
ern New York shows a systematic organization which makes it more than 
merely a deformed and debased variety of standard Polish. The principal 
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factor against this analysis is the inherent instability of many emigre 
languages. Not only do they exhibit widespread variation; they also allow 
variation which, in frequency and distribution, is not comparable to the 
phenomena which we find in standard languages. The better established 
emigre Slavonic languages can, in certain functional respects, be almost as 
stable as dialects, at least over the time span of the first generation. 

2.5 Abstand and elaboration 
Studies of dialectology and multilingualism (Stewart 1968) have shown 
how abstand - the degree to which a language variety is distinct from con-
tiguous variants - and elaboration - the extent to which the language fulfils 
a full range of communicative and social functions - are among the key 
factors affecting the interaction of languages in contact. Abstand and 
elaboration are also central to the formation, maintenance and function-
ality of the Slavonic languages at home and abroad (Sussex 1985). 

For those Slavonic languages which have found themselves in other-
Slavonic enclaves, like the Ukrainians and Belorussians in Poland between 
the world wars, abstand has indeed been an issue. Here the closeness of the 
languages has been able to threaten the maintenance and vitality of the 
emigre language, to the point where major interference and interpene-
tration have taken place. For the Slavonic languages further abroad, 
however, the issue of abstand is less critical. Most Slavonic variants abroad 
have been represented by small numbers of speakers, so that dialects have 
survived, if at all, on a very local basis. The principal question of abstand is 
therefore one of the regional variant versus the national standard, the 
variety championed by the ethnic press, media and authoritative organ-
izations. As a result many emigre Slavs are functionally diglossic, speaking 
a regional variant but writing more or less correctly in the national 
standard. With the regional variant being threatened from two sides - the 
standard variant and the non-Slavonic host language - it can become more 
unstable and the level of interference can rise. In the written form of the 
language, however, writers tend to be more careful. This reflects the 
strongly authoritarian and purist view of the language taught in the 
Slavonic homelands and in emigration, with its strong bias against foreign 
expressions and non-standard usage. Among emigre Slavs, and particularly 
educated emigre Slavs, it is not uncommon to find correct, if slightly old-
fashioned, written language, contrasting with major interference from the 
host language on the phonological, morphological, syntactic and especially 
lexical systems in their spoken language. 

Elaboration is another matter. There is no doubt, as Clyne, Fishman, 
Haugen and others have shown for a variety of emigre languages, that the 
range, variety and depth of functions performed by the emigre language are 
major determinants of its continued vitality and integrity. Languages with 
restricted social and communicative functions, and particularly languages 
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restricted to the home, will fail to develop a range of roles and functions 
which will sustain them in full vitality. The most successfully maintained 
Slavonic languages in emigration have been those which either concen-
trated their range of elaboration, like the Texas Poles or the Rumanian 
Czechs; or those which, by force of numbers and social outreach, have 
been able to place some constraints on their speakers from going outside 
the ethnic circle for employment and social advancement. Analyses like 
those of Nahirny and Fishman (1966) show how social institutions can 
provide an index to elaboration, and the ways in which it is implemented in 
emigre communities. The range of elaboration in emigre languages also has 
a major influence on their overall ecology. 

2.6 Language ecology 
The Slavonic languages overseas have shown, on the whole, typical eco-
logical (Haugen 1953) features of languages in diaspora. There has been 
widespread interference from the host language, which has been more 
contained among adult, and especially educated adult, immigrants from the 
Slavonic lands. This interference has been much stronger with the second 
and succeeding generations. 

There have also been some more specific studies of interference in 
emigre Slavonic languages. These have tended to concentrate on inflec-
tional morphology and lexis, both areas where the traditional European 
pattern of schooling in the Slavonic homelands has been most obviously 
violated in the diaspora. Although few examples are as extreme as the 
(apocryphal, I hope) nasi boysi runnujfi po strycfe f o u r boys are running 
around the street'), which is supposed to be Chicago Polish, the influence 
of host languages has been pervasive, intrusive and in some cases so exten-
sive that the grammar of the emigre Slavonic language is no longer that of 
the mother tongue, but becomes a kind of interlanguage. 

Parallel to the progressive interference from the host to the emigre 
language is the tendency for the emigre language to lose its powers of self-
regeneration. Languages tend to freeze at the point of departure from the 
homeland, particularly when this departure is caused by political or military 
factors against the emigres' will. Emigre Slavonic communities have tended 
to stand still linguistically, or to go into reverse, except in the largest emigre 
communities with sufficient numbers of speakers and a group of intel-
lectuals, writers, journalists and other creative talents to develop further the 
language's response to its new environment. Emigre languages tend to be 
lexically passive: they fail to generate new words and expressions from 
indigenous stock. Since in the past they have usually been committed to 
political goals in conflict with those of the Slavonic homeland, they assidu-
ously try to avoid sounding like the homeland standard. This in turn cuts 
them off from innovations in the homeland language. And emigre 
languages also tend to be formally conservative and prescriptive, with a 
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very traditional approach to language learning and language maintenance, 
based on grammatical and translation models of language pedagogy. All of 
these factors tend to reduce the vitality and variety of the emigre languages, 
and to make them easier prey to incursions from the host language and 
culture. 

Most modern Slavonic emigre groups find themselves in societies which 
are less actively antagonistic to the maintenance and preservation of other 
languages and cultures. But it is still far from easy for Slavs in emigration to 
ensure the preservation of language and culture in their children. Edu-
cational syllabuses, especially in the Anglophone world, are not notably 
open to initiatives for language study. And maintaining language through 
after-hours or Saturday morning schools is at best a second best. The 
biggest of the Slavonic emigre groups - in large cities like London, New 
York and Chicago - have had sufficient internal energy to maintain a mini-
mal critical cultural and linguistic mass, together with the social and work-
place conditions which this requires. On the whole, however, the host 
communities, even where they have been neutral or favourably disposed to 
the maintenance of emigre languages, have not been able to provide suf-
ficient stimulus and enrichment. The current opening up of eastern 
Europe, and the increased interchange in people and expertise which it will 
engender, offer much better prospects for the emigres and the fate of their 
languages. 

3 Linguistic features 
We now turn to the linguistic features of the emigre Slavonic languages. 
These follow the general order of sections in Chapters 3 - 1 7 ; but we do not 
present a full parallel structure, since many of the features which distin-
guish the Slavonic languages in emigration do not map directly on to the 
standard descriptive categories of these preceding chapters. 

3.1 Orthography 
The emigre Slavonic orthographies have been consistently more con-
servative than the homeland languages, particularly as regards spelling 
reform. The Soviet Russian spelling reform of 1917, which removed dupli-
cated letters (the three forms of / i / , the vowel jat' and the redundant use 
of the hard sign after word-final hard consonants) was energetically 
opposed by emigre Russians, whose media and publishing houses con-
tinued to use the old spelling conventions, including jat', long after these 
had disappeared from Soviet Russian usage. This conservatism was linked 
to the usage of Russian Church Slavonic, since the Soviet reforms marked a 
move away from more liturgical-like orthography. 
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3.2 Phonetics and phonology 
(In this chapter only standard language forms, or forms which I have 
collected, are given with tones (Slovene, Serbo-Croat) or Cyrillic equiva-
lents where appropriate. Most of the data are from the spoken language, 
and most were reported without stress or tone marks, so that the emigre 
Slavonic forms may or may not have been pronounced correctly.) 

Although the phonetic systems of native-born adult Slavs tend to with-
stand interference moderately well, adolescent and younger children show 
systematic and regular interference from the host language. This is particu-
larly true of children born outside the Slavonic homeland, whose pronun-
ciation seldom achieves full native competence, and whose language often 
deteriorates after they start school, when the contact with the Slavonic-rich 
home is broken, and - with relatively few exceptions like Saturday morning 
language school - the educational environment is not oriented towards the 
Slavonic language, and in some cases is actively inimical to it. 

Particularly prominent in these patterns of interference are near-
identical families of sounds, where the articulatory settings of the host 
language impinge on those of Slavonic. Dental stops readily become post-
dental/alveolar: Russian вот/vot 'here is': Australian Russian [vot], 
standard Russian [vot]. In English host contexts, voiceless initial stops 
before vowels are regularly aspirated as well: Polish tarn 'there' Australian 
Polish [tham], standard Polish [tam]. Palatal fricatives are often assimilated 
to the host language's pattern, so that the less strident and rounded Russian 
/ š / is replaced by a more strident English-like [š]: Russian шум/šum 
'noise': Australian Russian [šum], standard Russian [šum]. Similarly, the 
low-strident Czech /v / ([v]) is regularly replaced by the more strident 
English [v]: Czech vesely 'cheerful': British Czech [v-], standard Czech [v-]. 
Velarized /М in Bulgarian or Russian is replaced by a lighter, less velar [1]: 
Russian лук/luk 'onion': Australian Russian [1-], standard Russian [ł-]. 
There is a partial exception of word-final position, where the English 
tendency to use a more velar pronunciation, as in 'feel' [fi:ł], helps to main-
tain the Russian norm. 

Few sounds are safe from the tendency to assimilate to the host language 
pattern: there are cases where trilled / r / is replaced by a flapped or 
English-like [J] even among adolescent speakers within five years of their 
leaving the Slavonic homeland. Indeed, virtually the only sounds to remain 
untouched by interference in the consonant systems are the nasals /m n/, 
the fricatives /s z f / and the glide / j / . 

Most at risk are sounds which are difficult to pronounce. Czech / f / is 
regularly replaced by / r / , (phonetically [J]), [ž], [dž] or [š]. Henzl (1982) 
presents these examples from American Czech: 

Czech porad rikala 'she kept saying': American Czech [poaa:djekla], 
standard Czech [pora:tri:kala]; note the non-standard American Czech 
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use of the perfective where standard Czech has an imperfective; 
Czech prali 'they wished': American Czech [pšijali], standard Czech 

[praili]; 
Czech nerekl 'he didn't say': American Czech [nežek], standard Czech 

[nerekl]; 
Czech dobre 'well'; American Czech [dobrže], [dobdže], standard Czech 

[dobre]. 

Stankovski, Durovič and Tomašević (1983) report a loss of palatals in the 
Serbo-Croat spoken in Sweden. Poles in English-speaking communities 
regularly lose the contrasts /sz ~ s/, /rz - ź/, /ż ~ ž/, /cz - с/, and 
normalize on a sound close to English /š ž č/. Palatals are lost, and palatal-
ized series, as in East Slavonic, tend to merge with the unpalatalized series, 
so that Russian угол/ugol 'corner' and уголь/ugol' 'coal' are both 
pronounced [ugał]. The influence of English operates to remove word-
final devoicing of voiced obstruents, according to which вот/vot 'here is' 
and вод/vod 'of waters' are pronounced identically in standard Russian. 
Assimilation of voice and place/manner of articulation in consonant 
clusters is progressively lost. 

On the other hand, native Slavonic articulatory patterns are strong 
enough, at least in the first generation, to influence the pronunciation of 
borrowed words. For instance, Slavonic final devoicing of voiced obstru-
ents is commonly carried over to English borrowings by those speakers 
whose native language has this characteristic (that is, not Ukrainian or 
Serbo-Croat). Observe also the tendency to follow English spelling in some 
cases, and English pronunciation in others: American Russian dzap 'job', 
bee 'badge', gut 'good', vikent 'weekend', najtklup 'night club'. There is 
also a fairly systematic retrogressive assimilation of voice in consonant 
clusters: American Croatian drukstor 'drugstore' (Gasiński 1986: 37). 

In the vocalic system there is frequent, and often radical, interference 
from the host language. Most of the research done in this area has involved 
interference of English on Slavonic. English patterns of stress and vowel-
quality reduction in unstressed syllables can have a significant effect on 
fixed-stress languages like Polish and Czech, which have relatively less 
difference of energy between stressed and unstressed syllables, and rela-
tively better retention of unstressed vowel quality, than in English. Slavonic 
pure vowels are often diphthongized and nasalized in those English dialects 
where such pronunciations are standard. And in the area of tone and stress, 
languages like the East Slavonic ones, with mobile and free stress, begin 
early to show major errors of stress placement. Mobile stress tends to 
normalize on the citation form, so that Russian рука/гика 'hand (NOM 
SG)', руку/гйки (ACC SG), рукй/ruki (GEN SG) tend to standardize on the 
ending-stress of the nominative singular. 

Interference phenomena are also clear in borrowed words and 
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expressions. Vowels like English [ae], which occur only marginally in 
Slavonic (for example between palatal(-ized) consonants in Russian) are 
represented by [e], [e] in Slavonic emigre languages: badge - American 
Russian [bedž], [betč]. English patterns of vowel quantity are not 
preserved in borrowed words: long (stressed) English vowels before voiced 
consonants are shortened: room [ju:m] - American Russian [rum]. 

The influence of regional dialects is strong in a number of areas, 
especially when both parents come from the same dialect area. This 
produces a clash with the national standard, which is the variety heavily 
promoted through the educational system and Saturday morning schools. 
Such is the Doukhobor treatment of Russian /g / , which in standard 
Russian is pronounced [g], or [k] in devoicing environments. In the geni-
tive singular of masculine-neuter adjectives and pronouns, however, a 
written g, formerly the phoneme /g/ , is pronounced [v]: 

добрый/dóbryj 'good' (MASC NOM SG) 
доброго/dóbrogo [-V-] (MASC GHN SG) 

In Doukhobor Russian /g / is usually pronounced [fi], as in South Russian 
dialects. But unlike South Russian dialects this change takes place in all 
positions, including the genitive singular of masculine-neuter adjectives 
and pronouns. Some Doukhobor speakers, however, in an attempt to imi-
tate what they imagine Modern Soviet Russian to be, overcorrect this 
written g to pronounce it as [g] instead of Modern Standard Russian [v]: 
thus Doukhobor доброго/dóbrogo [-g-] (Vanek and Darnell 1971). 

In some communities speakers from a particular area have settled 
together in the same location overseas, which results in relatively better 
maintenance for non-standard variants. This is what has happened with the 
Czechs of the Banat in Rumania, and in Panna Maria in Texas, a Silesian 
Polish settlement now 130 years old (Rappaport 1990). Here the well-
known features of mazurzenie, or Masurian pronunciation (see chapter 12, 
section 6), have been preserved from the homeland: 

Standard Polish Panna Maria Polish 
z zeszłego roku 'from last year' z zesłego roku ( / š / > / s / ) 
z mężem 'with my husband' z mężem ( / ž / > / z / ) 
czytam '1 read' cytam ( / č / > / с / ) 
jeszcze 'still' jcscc ( / šč / > / s c / ) 

The general effect of these changes on the sound systems of the emigre 
Slavonic languages is to decrease phonetic distinctiveness. As with Russian 
рука/гика 'hand' (above), there is an increase in homophones. Phono-
logically contrasting pairs like Russian угол/ugol 'corner' - уголь/ugol' 
'coal' are increasingly poorly distinguished. It is not yet clear which of these 
types of interference might also have something to do with the inherent 
instability of the phonological systems of the emigre Slavonic languages. 
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Nor is it clear which features of - say - English are most intrusive, and in 
what order, in the phonology of emigre Slavonic. 

3.3 Morphology 
The general pattern in the inflectional morphology of emigre Slavonic 
languages has been predictable. Since the highly inflected Slavonic nominal 
morphological systems have been in contact with host languages with 
poorer noun morphology, especially West Germanic and Scandinavian 
languages, the case systems have suffered major reduction. This has not, of 
course, affected Bulgarian and Macedonian, which already show only the 
remains of their original case systems. And since the verb paradigms of 
Slavonic, particularly in the area of aspect, have not matched the patterns 
of the host languages, there has been decline in the range of verb 
paradigms, and in the variety of conjugational forms. 

One of the most comprehensive studies of morphological decline has 
been carried out at the University of Lund by the JUBA group fjugos-
laviska barn', that is, 'Yugoslav children') led by D'urovič. Their focus was 
the Yugoslav immigrants to Sweden. During the 1960s and 1970s approx-
imately 60,000 Yugoslavs made an economic migration to Sweden, and 81 
per cent of these were speakers of Serbo-Croat. About 40,000 still remain 
in Sweden, and arrangements were made for the children to receive some 
instruction in Serbo-Croat from native-speaker teachers as part of their 
regular schooling. By 1983, the publication date of Lingua in Diaspora, 
nearly 550 children had been recorded in a longitudinal study of their 
spoken language. The transcription of the recordings has so far concen-
trated on the strictly segmental features of the informants' Serbo-Croat, 
and has not attempted to tackle the difficult issue of the interference of 
Swedish in the Serbo-Croat tone and quantity systems. 

The data from inflection, however, are convincing. D'urovič (1983: 24) 
shows that children aged seven show a breakdown of remaining case forms; 
the numbers refer to the number of informants showing each repertoire of 
cases: 

NOM, ACC: 3 
NOM, ACC, GEN: 5 
NOM, ACC, GEN, LOC: 2 
NOM, ACC, LOC, INST: 8 
NOM, ACC, GEN, INST: 4 
NOM, ACC, GEN, LOC, INST, DAT: 4 
NOM, ACC, GEN, INST, DAT: 1 
NOM, ACC, GEN, LOC, INST, DAT, VOC: 2 
NOM, ACC, GEN, INST, DAI , VOC: not found 

The locative is often replaced by the accusative. Preston and Turner (1984) 
find a very similar display of cases in American Polish, as does Gasiński 
(1986) for American Croatian. The order of maintenance of the cases 
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shows a striking resemblance to Jakobson's 1936 analysis of markedness in 
the Russian case system (Jakobson 1984). There are also intriguing impli-
cational universals: as Durovič notes, with the exception of the locative, 
the cases in his list predict the case forms to the left, so that (for instance) 
an informant with a genitive will always show a nominative and accusative 
as well. 

The decline of case morphology is reported by a number of studies on 
emigre Slavonic languages: Albijanić and Jutronić-Tihomirović for 
American Croatian, Henzl for American Czech, Paternost for American 
Slovene, and Kouzmin for Australian Russian, to name but a few. Preston 
and Turner (1984) took this analysis a step further in comparing case usage 
in Polish-born and American-born Poles from Dunkirk, in western New 
York. Their results show some of the predicted degeneration of the case 
system when compared to standard Polish ('Polish' = Polish Poles; the 
figures are percentages of total case usage): 

Nouns 
NOM voc ACC GEN DAT INST LOC 

Polish-born 28 0 27 27 0 4 14 
American-born 28 1 31 24 1 4 12 
Polish 34 0 19 27 3 5 12 

Adjectives 
NOM ACC GEN DAT INST LOC 

Polish-born 47 23 22 1 1 5 
American-born 48 28 16 1 1 7 
Polish 49 19 20 1 4 7 

The informants were four Polish-born, one German-born and twelve 
American-born Poles. Their performance is not radically different from the 
average Polish norm, with the exception of increased use of the accusative, 
and decreased use of the nominative. These figures, however, do not show 
correct or incorrect usages. A sample of the case used for negated direct 
objects, however, gives a more divergent picture (percentages of total case 
usage): 

ACC GEN 
Polish-born 6 94 
American-born 28 72 

where standard Polish would have an obligatory genitive. Here the Polish-
born inhabitants of Dunkirk, N.Y. are already 6 per cent short of a perfect 
score, and the American-born clearly show the progressive loss of the use 
of the genitive in one generation. None the less, the overall results are 
surprisingly close to the standard Polish norms, though data from other 
studies suggest a much more radical degeneration in many other 
speech communities, particularly in the second generation. 
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Case systems degenerate not only in verbal government and in noun 
phrases. Meyerstein (1969) has found widespread simplification of noun 
case systems after prepositions in American Slovak, which goes as far as 
making nouns indeclinable. The normal proportion of indeclinable nouns 
in standard Slovak is about 3 per cent. First-generation immigrants made 6 
per cent of nouns indeclinable, and second-generation immigrants scored 
20 per cent. 

No preposition in standard Slovak is followed by a noun in the nomin-
ative. In American Slovak, however, the nominative (the citation form) is 
used instead of various cases: 

Standard Slovak American Slovak 
od jedneho dna (GEN) 'from one day' od jeden den (NOM) 
okolo krku (GEN) 'around the neck' okolo krk (NOM) 
pri mori (LOC) 'by the sea' pri more (NOM) 
v lete (LOC) 'in summer' v leto (NOM/ACC) 

In emigre Slovak some complex noun phrases show mixtures of mor-
phology, suggesting an uncertain mastery of the required forms: 

Standard Slovak: od mójho tatu a manźelky 
'from my dad and wife' 

American Slovak: od moju (Ь ACC) tata (м NOM) a manželku (F ACC) 

The issue of how much case loss is found in emigre Slavonic, and how it 
is to be modelled, remain open questions. Henzl's (1982) data from Czech, 
for instance, show some informants who have collapsed all the cases into 
the nominative. Such analogical levelling is also common in case forms for 
child language learners. It remains to be seen whether language loss among 
Slavonic emigres is recapitulating, in reverse, the natural language-
acquisition chronology of native Slavs in the homeland. 

These examples show the internal breakdown of grammatically distinct 
categories. This process, combined with false analogies within the emigre 
Slavonic language, can occur with numerals: Stankovski, Durovič and 
Tomašević (1983) report a new number dvi, on the model of tri and četiri, 
in Swedish Serbo-Croat, replacing the original dva/dve/dvoje/dvdja forms. 

Internal simplification is also at work in the verbal paradigms. In West 
and South Slavonic the personal pronouns are optional in verb con-
jugations: Polish czytam '(I) read', czytasz '(Уои) read' and so on. In many 
emigre Slavonic languages the weakening of the verbal inflections - even to 
the extent of erasing the distinction between singular and plural in the 
Serbo-Croat spoken in Sweden (Stankovski, D'urovič and Tomašević, 
1983: 19), presumably under the influence of Swedish - results in 
paradigms where the pronouns are now the only means of marking the 
person-number distinction. In Panna Maria Polish (Rappaport 1990) verb 
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paradigms have been re-analysed and simplified, so that standard Polish 
umieję 4(^еУ) know (how to)' is now umię, the result of a normalization 
between two conjugational patterns. And gravestones at Panna Maria show 
variable morphophonology, so that standard Polish urodził się '(he) was 
born', urodziła się '(she) was born' emerge as urodziołsię, urodzieła się. 

Tense/aspect systems also suffer: under the influence of English, 
Australian Russian has adopted a strong preference for the future imper-
fective with the auxiliary 'be', with the result that the future perfective 
(though not the past perfective) is largely lost in speakers below a certain 
level of competence: 

Я буду одеваться./Ja budu odevat'sja. 
'I shall get dressed.' 
(not я оденусь/ja odenus': Kouzmin 1982: 83) 

Knowledge of both aspect use and aspect forms is affected. Incompetent 
speakers will use verb forms indiscriminately, and will not use, and will not 
know at the meta-level, that Russian, for instance, tends to use the imper-
fective with negative commands. 

3.4 Syntax 
Interference in emigre Slavonic syntax comes from two principal direc-
tions: imitation of the syntax of the host language, and the decline in the 
inflectional system of the Slavonic languages, which reduces the means for 
marking grammatical relations, and makes the emigre Slavonic languages 
less synthetic and more analytic. Not surprisingly, emigre Slavonic 
languages show considerable simplification in syntax. The less common and 
more complex constructions of the standard languages, like expanded 
participal constructions: 

Russian: 
зта ещё не всеми студентами прочитанная книга/eta ešče ne vsemi 
studentami pročitannaja kniga 
(literally: this yet not by-all-students having-been-read book) 
'this book, not yet read by all students' 

are either simplified into relative clauses, or divided into conjoined clauses, 
or avoided: insecure speakers simplify the content of what they are willing 
to risk saying. Participles and gerunds are less common than in the 
standard language. Subordinate clauses and hypotactic constructions in 
general are proportionately less common and are often re-analysed into 
paratactic constructions. And utterances of weak speakers are often inter-
rupted by exclamations and markers of indecision, taken from either 
language: 
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Russian: 
Володя, значит, не предпочитал, um, sort of, y'know,.. ./Volodja, značit, ne 
predpočital, um, sort of, y'know,... 
'Volodja, that is, didn't prefer . . . ' 

A striking feature of the syntax of the emigre Slavonic languages is the 
decline in variety of word order. The well-developed inflectional systems of 
case making in Slavonic (excluding Bulgarian and Macedonian) allow wide 
variation in word order for information marking, pragmatics and stylistic 
purposes. To some extent the loss of word-order variation in emigre 
Slavonic is a consequence of the decline of the case inflections (above), 
with a resultant loss of means to distinguish grammatical relations. The 
languages then revert, as has been noted with examples like Jakobson's 
мать любит дочь/mat' ljubit doc' 'the mother loves the daughter' to 
Subject-Verb-Object order. This order is already more common in first-
generation Slavonic ćmigrć adults than in the homeland. And it is over-
whelmingly dominant in the speech and written language of children who 
either emigrated before adulthood, or who were born outside the Slavonic 
homeland. One also finds copies of English word order in structures like 
preposed possessives in emigrć Polish: mojej siostry tata4my sister's father' 
(standard Polish: tata mojej siostry). Constructions like the passive present 
special problems. This construction is the regular way of marking the 
patient as the topic (known information) of a sentence in English, and is a 
regular alternative for inverted Object-Verb-Subject order in Slavonic: 

Russian: 
SVO: Иван купил книгу./Ivan kupil knigu. 

ivan bought a book.' 
OVS: Книгу купил Иван./knigu kupil Ivan. 

'The book was bought by Ivan.' 

Weaker speakers are not in full command of the passive. And since their 
case systems can lose the distinction between nominative and accusative, 
their syntax is often unable to express coherent sequences of old and new 
information. 

In extreme cases emigre Slavonic languages can be partially pidginized, 
with almost no inflection, simplified constructions, an avoidance of all but 
the simplest verbs, and, in English-speaking contexts, SVO word order 
(Henzl 1982: 43): 

American Czech: telefon čislo 

Standard Czech: 

Standard Czech: 
American Czech: 

'telephone number' 
čislo telefonu, telefonni čislo 
Slečna mś pejseček. 
'The young lady has a little dog.' 
Slečna mś psička/pejsečka. 
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3.5 Lexis 
The lexis of emigre Slavonic languages is the area most susceptible to inter-
ference from the host language, and to degeneration from within. 

3.5.1 Internal degeneration 
The lexical degeneration of the Slavonic languages in emigre communities 
operates partly in conjunction with interference phenomena, and partly 
through the internal dynamics of the linguistic systems. We have seen how 
phonological and morphological categories and distinctions tend to break 
down, resulting in simpler formal systems and more lexical homophones, as 
well as more indeclinable nouns, or at least nouns which are not declined 
after prepositions. These processes can result in re-analyses of whole 
subsystems of linguistic structure. 

The Lund group working on the language of Serbo-Croat-speaking 
children in Sweden, for instance, tested the knowledge of their subjects, 
aged from 6 to 14, on 50 common words like 'key', 'reads', 'elephant' in 
Serbo-Croat and Swedish. The researchers then ranked the words in order 
of response for both languages (Friberg 1983). The first 13 best-known 
words received a higher percentage for Serbo-Croat than for Swedish, and 
the remaining 37, with some major differences in rank-ordering, higher 
scores for Swedish than for Serbo-Croat. The researchers did not test 'core 
vocabulary' words like 'brother', but the results do pattern roughly with 
frequency of use, moderated by considerations of the kinds of words with 
which 6-14-year-old children would come into contact: the least successful 
were words like 'weight' and 'left-handed person'. 

If the emigre Slavs' vocabulary is prone to erosion in this way, it is also 
subject to simplification as a result of the removal of too-close similarities. 
A case in point concerns prepositions in American Slovak (Meyerstein 
1969). The preposition system itself is also undergoing simplification. 
Standard Slovak od 'from' and z 'from', both governing the genitive case, 
contrast semantically and grammatically with each other and with s 'with' 
which governs the instrumental. In the 'from' sense second-generation 
immigrants show a preference for od, which in the standard language is 
used principally with persons: od matki 'from mother', but z kraju 'from 
the homeland'. For these immigrants the choice between the two prepo-
sitions for 'from' is not clear, and z and s are confused because they have 
almost identical pronunciations, depending on the first segment of the 
following word: [z] before voiced segments except / s / , / š / and /z / , where 
it has the form [zo]; and [s] before voiceless segments; s also has an alter-
nant [so]: 

Standard Slovak: z kraju [sk-] 'from the homeland' 
z krajom [sk-] 'with the homeland' 
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This overlap appears to contribute to the incorrect form: American Slovak 
od kraju 'from the homeland', with od taking over as the exclusive repre-
sentative of 'from', leaving z for 'with'. The picture is further complicated 
by what is presumably a phonetically motivated confusion of od 'from' and 
о 'about', with the abandonment of the prepositional case form: 

Standard Slovak: o mašinšch 'about machines' 
American Slovak: od mašini 'about machines' 

A confusion similar to that created by od and z 'from' occurs with и 'near, 
by, at' with the genitive, and v 'in, at, on' with the locative. The problem is 
how to represent the spatial 'at' and 'in'. In general terms, standard Slovak 
uses и for people and v for places: 

Standard Slovak: u Johnsona 'at Johnson's' 
v našom meste in our town' 

Meyerstein's informants never used v in place of w, but they did use и 
where standard Slovak has v: American Slovak u našom meste 'in our 
town'. There are possible phonetic explanations for this change, since 
Slovak, like Czech, has a low-strident /v / which can sound like a weak [w] 
or short [u]. In this instance, unlike the od/z/s example, the system main-
tains the same number of items, but their functions fail to be properly 
distinguished. 

A different phenomenon concerns the decay of lexical systems. The 
Doukhobors of Canada have been substantially separated from Soviet 
Russian for several generations, and there has been a corresponding lack of 
input from the homeland language. Doukhobor Russian shows, over three 
generations, a progressive decay of the system of kinship terms. It also 
shows a decay in the variety and use of diminutives, which are a character-
istic feature of Slavonic nominal morphological systems, particularly 
kinship terms and proper names. While standard Russian often has more 
than six forms of Christian names, each with its appropriate level of 
intimacy and implications in terms of age and social status, the Doukhobors 
have collapsed the system to two or three terms, which are used without 
regard for their former capacity to define social levels of the speaker and 
hearer. A similar decay of interpersonal language is found in the use of the 
Russian pronouns ты/ty 'you (SG)' and вы/vy 'you (PL and/or polite 
SG)'. Doukhobors who came to Canada three generations ago used only 
ты/ty for singular address, with no form for polite address. The youngest 
generation does use the polite singular вы/vy in imitation of modern 
homeland Russian, but includes in the scope of вы/vy some affective func-
tions, like 'being nice to someone', which are not part of homeland Russian 
(Vanek and Darnell 1971). 
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3.5.2 Interference 
It is in the area of lexis that the emigre Slavonic languages have shown the 
greatest interference. There is nothing strange in the borrowing and gram-
matical assimilation of words for realia in the new homeland - wimpy, 
kangaroo, boomerang, joint are all borrowed freely. Very common are 
borrowings for currency, weights and measures, particularly imperial 
measures in the undecimalized United States. There is, however, greater 
importance in the borrowing of vocabulary items and idioms to replace 
existing expressions of the native Slavonic language. Haugen (1953) 
provided a taxonomy of borrowing which is still very useful: transfers, or 
direct lexical borrowings; extensions, where the meaning of a word is 
broadened from its original sense; loan translations (also known as 
caiques), where the individual words in a phrase, or parts of a word, are 
translated without reference to the meaning of the whole; and hybrid 
compounds, involving a combination of one or more of the above. To these 
we add shifts, where words are borrowed in toto and with donor language 
phonology and morphology. 

3.5.3 Transfers 
Transfers, or the borrowing of a word into the Slavonic language, are 
endemic in emigre Slavonic languages. Transfers are one of the first signs 
of linguistic interference from the host language, and tend to progress in 
advance of the growing interference in phonology, morphology and syntax. 
They also penetrate the written language earlier than morphological or 
syntactic interference, and, once established in the emigre language, can 
form a stable and expanding core. 

Some words are borrowed with phonological adaptation, and often with 
morphological adaptation as well to the norms of the recipient language. 
The less competent the speaker, the greater the proportion of unassimilated 
transfers. Kess (1970: 101) lists from American Slovene: 

đfcer'acre': 
ki je doslej uničil 119,000 akrov grmovja in suhe trave 
'which up to this time has destroyed 119,000 acres of bush and dry grass' 
kontraktor 'contractor': 
in kontraktoiji gradijo vojaške instalacije 
'and contractors are building military installations' 

Sometimes word-building suffixes of the recipient language are added, as a 
further means of consolidating the status of the new word in the Slavonic 
language: 

gerilec 'guerilla': 
med ameriškimi četami in vietnamskimi gerilci 
'between the American troops and the Vietnamese guerillas' 
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aplavdiranje 'applause': 
so bili deležni veliko navdušenega aplavdiranja 
'participated in much spirited applause' 

Some loan-words are reborrowed: although Slovene had already borrowed 
strike as štrajk, American Slovene reborrowed it as strajk. 

Adjectives, adverbs and verbs are less common as transfers in American 
Slovene. Some adjectives are taken over as loan-words without suffixation 
or agreement: 

beig(e) 'beige': 
Na razpolage so beige, plave, zlate, zelene in bele. 
'Available are beige-, blue-, gold-, green- and white (coloured) ones.' 

Some adjectives show both suffixation and agreement: 

slumski 'slum': 
da zatira revščino povsod v deželi, zlasti v slumskih distriktih velikih mest 
'that poverty be eradicated throughout the country, especially in the slum districts 
of the large cities' 

Verbs are almost always adapted with Slavonic morphology, usually with 
the productive verbal suffixes: 

devaluirati 'to devaluate' 
Funt sterling devaluiran za 14.3%. 
'The pound Sterling was devalued by 14.3%.' 

In emigre Polish, however, there is a common use of misnętć Чо miss', 
following non-productive Polish verb morphology patterns: 

Misn^łem mój ulubiony program telewizyjny. 
'I missed my favourite television progamme.' 

Transfers are not an all-or-nothing phenomenon. Competent native 
speakers will adapt a transfer to the phonological and grammatical patterns 
of the Slavonic language. Less competent speakers will assimilate the 
borrowings less, and in extreme cases will switch (section 3.5.8; Clyne 
1967) into the host language for whole phrases or clauses. 

3.5.4 Transfers by part of speech 
Lexical transfers in emigre Slavonic languages have been widely studied. 
They can be categorized by part of speech: function words (prepositions, 
conjunctions) are relatively seldom borrowed, verbs somewhat more 
frequently and adjectives more frequently still; but the most common class 
of borrowings is nouns. 
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The gender assigned to the nouns is subject to some variation. Benson 
(1957) reports that the phonological form of the noun was decisive in 
determining the gender assigned to it as a transfer: nouns ending in a 
consonant were assimilated into emigre Russian as masculine and so on. 
Dudek (1925: 205), however, finds that transfers into American Czech are 
influenced by the gender of the word they are replacing, a result also 
reported by Mencken for American Ukrainian (1936: 664). American 
Russian strit 'street', for instance, is parallel to American Ukrainian strita 
(standard Russian улица/йИса, standard Ukrainian вулиця/vulicja). More 
recently Jutronić-Tihomirović (1985: 35) reports a number of such 
instances in Steelton (Pennsylvania) Croatian (the Croatian word being 
replaced is given in parentheses; all are feminine): 

buka 'book' (knj iga) 
broša 'brush' (četka) 
blanketa 'blanket' (kuverta, from the Čakavian variant) 
bolza 'bowl' (zdjela: note the formation from the English 

plural) 
genka 'gang' (grupa) 

All five English nouns end in a consonant, and would normally be inter-
preted on formal grounds as masculines on borrowing into Croatian. But 
the residual gender of the replaced word affects both the morphophono-
logical form of the new borrowing, in the addition of the suffix -a, and its 
treatment in terms of declensional paradigms. Benson (1957) has parallel 
data from American Russian: 

kara 'car' (Russian MauiHHa/masina) 
farma 'farm' (Russian фермаЛёгта) 
korna 'corn' (on the foot) (Russian мозоль/mozol') 

He also records rumsy 'rooms', which echoes the American Slovene bolza 
'bowl', but goes further in providing both an English (-5) and a Russian 
(-y) plural morpheme. Rumsy (singular rum) has a full range of case forms 
in the plural, like a regular Russian noun. 

Many Slavonic languages contain lexical doublets, with one term of 
Slavonic origin, or of ancient borrowing into Slavonic, and one more 
recently borrowed. In emigre contexts the clear preference is for the non-
Slavonic word over the established Slavonic one, as Benson (1957) reports 
from his study of Americanisms in the language of the American Russian 
press. The overwhelming majority of such words are either English borrow-
ings, or are cognate with English words: 

American Russian favours Standard Russian also has 
имитировать/imitirovat' 'to imitate' подражать/podražat' 
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персонал / personal 
нуклеарный/nuklearnyj 
помпа/pompa 

'personnel' личный состав/lłćnyj sostav 
'nuclear' ядерный/jadernyj 
'pump' Hacóc/nasós 

It is necessary, in considering such lexical transfers, to take into account 
Anglicisms or other borrowings which have entered the homeland 
language's lexicon, or which have established themselves in preference to 
the Slavonic word. In Russian, while both языкознание/jazykoznanie 
and лингвистика/lingvistika 'linguistics' are regularly used, 
лингвистический/lingvističeskij is the only possible choice for an adjec-
tive (H3biKOBÓń/jazykovoj relates to язык/jazyk 'language', not to 
языкознание/jazykoznanie), and this in turn exerts pressure in favour of 
лингвистика/lingvistika over языкознание/jazykoznanie. More recent 
examples from Soviet Russian cited by Benson (1957) include boss, 
broker, dollar, donor, gengster, klerk, mimeograf, pikap (pickup), poker, 
polismen, prodjuser, reketir, tred-junion. If such processes occur in the 
emigre Slavonic language, it is often impossible to say whether this merely 
emulates a development in the homeland language, or is influenced by it, 
or is an instance of transfer in its own right. 

The phenomenon of lexical doublets is less common in Croatian and 
Czech, where there is a strong tendency to prefer Slavonic to non-Slavonic 
roots (Croatian knjižnica, Czech knihovna 'library'; compare Russian 
библиотека/biblioteka, Serbian biblioteka). As a result, lexical borrow-
ings have a more disruptive effect on the lexical identity of the language, 
since instead of reinforcing a preference for the non-Slavonic member of 
the pair, it involves transfer. Czech klokan 'kangaroo', for instance, is very 
often replaced by the borrowing (= transfer) kenguru. 

The clearly less dominant tendency to borrow verbs appears to be linked 
to the problems of morphological adaptation: while it is possible to 
dispense with a large portion of case marking and still produce inter-
pretable utterances, verbs require all or most of their conjugational 
properties to make sense. There are, for instance, quite a few indeclinable 
nouns in Slavonic, but very few verbs, usually onomatopoetic, as in 
Russian: 

Russian: 
а он хлоп в воду/a on xlop v vodu 
'and he goes/went splash into the water' 

The forms in which verbs are borrowed often reflect simplified paradigms, 
sometimes using verb phrases with deverbal nouns in -ing: Australian 
Russian ja budu delat' šopink 'I'm going to do the shopping.' Verbs which 
are borrowed are assimilated directly into major regular paradigms 
(Albijanić 1982: 16): 
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American Croatian: 
Oni su muvali. 
They moved.' 
Nisu mu nika bilivili: 
They never believed him.' 

The Slavonic tendency to code in preposition + verb sequences concepts 
which in English are represented as verb + adverb shows itself in a pref-
erence for the latter structure (Albijanić 1982: 16): 

American Croatian: 
Kad je otišao u Jugoslaviju natrag. 
'When he went back to Yugoslavia.' (standard: vratio) 

3.5.5 Extensions 
Extensions commonly involve a widening of the semantic coverage of the 
original term. American Russian systematically widens the meaning of a 
number of words which, though already present in standard Russian, have 
a more restricted meaning there. The new semantic scope is comparable to 
the scope of the cognate word in English: 

бизнес/biznes 'business' 

картон /karton 'carton' 
клуб/klub 'club' 
митинг/miting 'meeting' 
сода/sóda (US 'soda', 'soft drink') 

Standard Russian 
affair, business (often pejorative or 
disreputable) 
cardboard 
sporting club 
political meeting 
various chemical salts 

3.5.6 Loan translations 
Loan translations occur in American Slovene as words or phrases, and 
often occur as part of word-for-word translations of phrases in the donor 
language. The word order tends to follow the order of the donor language. 
Kess's examples from American Slovene, which cover both partial and full 
loan translations, as in the Russian examples, include: 

kolonialna hiša 'colonial house' 
mehke pijače 'soft drinks' 
sončna porč 'sun porch' 
vroča zveza 'hot line' 

zamrzniti 'to freeze' (in the sense of freezing financial deposits) 

3.5.7 Hybrid compounds 
Under 'hybrid compounds' we can also classify the common errors of 
collocation, which are often the result of generalizing the phrasal com-
binations of verbs in the host language to the Slavonic language. American 
Russian (Benson 1957), for instance, shows the following, all with clear 
interference from English: 
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делать деньги/delat' dćn'gi Чо make money' 
(Russian зарабатывать деньги/zarabatyvat' den 'gi) 
брать поезд/brat' póezd Чо take the train' 
(Russian ездить поездом/ezdit' póezdom) 
брать русский язык/brat' riisskij jazyk Чо take Russian' 
(Russian учить русскому языку/učit' russkomu jazyku 
поймать простуду/pojmat' prostudu Чо catch a cold' 
(Russian простудиться/prostudit 'sja) 
спрашивать Bonpoc/sprašivat' vopros Чо ask a question' 
(Russian задавать вопрос/zadavat'vopros) 

Particularly common and typical is the overuse of иметь/imet' Чо have'. 
Russian does not usually use иметь/imet' for non-metaphorical meanings 
of 'have', and instead has a construction based on 'at me is. . . ' . Phrases like 

Мы будем там иметь ужин./Му budem tam imet' užin. 
4We shall have supper there' 
(Russian Мы будем там ужинать./My budem tam užinat') 

are common in emigre Russian, particularly in not fully competent 
speakers. 

3.5.8 Switching 
Switching involves the importation of words and phrases unchanged into 
the recipient language, as in Californian Croatian (Albijanić 1982: 13): 

Ja sam rabotala ovde for nothing. 
4I worked here for nothing.' 
To su naš only expenses, only luxuries. 
Those are our only expenses, only luxuries.' 

Switching is less interesting in terms of linguistic content, since it involves 
the importation of unassimilated words and phrases. Its significance lies 
rather in the sociolinguistic factors which accompany it, and the cognitive 
issues which it raises in terms of processing and the capacity of the 
speaker's native language competence. 

3.5.9 Overview: lexicon 
In terms of the functional efficiency of the lexicon as a whole, the lexical 
innovations in the emigre Slavonic languages fall into four broad groups. 

First, and most vilified by the purists, is gratuitous replacement, where a 
native Slavonic word or expression has been replaced or otherwise changed 
by the innovation. 

Second are words for new realia and predicates (verbs, adjectives), 
which are semantically and lexically justifiable, and offend native speakers 
mainly by the avoidance of the possibility of using the resources of the 
native Slavonic language. Sneakers are referred to in Poland as adidasy, 
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from the trade name Adidas, but emigre Poles will usually use snikerz 
(plural), even though 'Adidas' is more than familiar to them. Another key 
example is AIDS, which is very widely used by emigre Slavs as ejdz, in spite 
of the existence of well-known acronyms in the homelands (Russian 
СПИД/SPID, though many Slavonic countries use ejdz anyhow. Collo-
quial Polish, with wry humour, also uses adidas for AIDS). 

Third is a group of near-replacements, often corresponding to Haugen's 
'extensions', where native Slavonic words have been re-adapted to fit the 
new conditions and realia. In North America and Australasia many people 
live in self-contained houses. But dom is not necessarily an accurate trans-
lation, since in Slavonic languages dom very often refers to a whole block 
of flats. Is Russian дача/dača a viable designation for what is called 
variously in English a bungalow, weekender, weekend house!cottage, crib, 
holiday house or batch? Even 'school' (in North America covering 
primary, secondary and post-secondary, and in Britain and Australasia 
only the former two levels) does not match with škola in the Slavonic edu-
cation systems: consider Russian высшая шкбла/vyssaja škola (мог'high 
school' but closer to 'university' or North American 'college'). A professor 
in the Slavonic homeland is fairly close to a (university) professor in Britain 
or Australasia, but not at all like the North American professor. And there 
is the problem of the ideological and evaluative meaning of political and 
economic words like east, west, socialist, communist, bourgeois, which 
until 1990 had different rhetorical and connotative systems. Such words 
become tantamount to lexical faux amis: their apparent portability 
conceals differences of culture, economic or social function. And the tra-
ditional lexical faux amis, in emigre speakers, are often and cata-
strophically misused: Polish karawan 'funeral cortege' for 'caravan', bękart 
'bastard', used for 'bank card' and so on. 

And fourth is a group where tendencies of the homeland language 
towards lexical innovation, change and borrowing are mirrored in the ćmigre 
language, but without clear proof of cause and effect. This last category is 
particularly evident with English, which is the major current source of 
internationalisms. The Swedish-speaking Yugoslavs studied in the Lund 
experiments could find virtually no Swedish words in the Serbo-Croat 
spoken in the homeland, although some of the English-derived internation-
alisms which are also part of Modern Swedish also find a place in con-
temporary homeland Serbo-Croat. 

It is also possible to make some comparisons between different emigre 
groups. Albijanić (1982) contrasts the treatment of loan-words in Penn-
sylvania Croatian, as reported by Jutronić, with his own data for California. 
He finds that the Pennsylvania Croats' language has lost more than the 
Californian. In Pennsylvania there is a stronger preference to neutralize all 
cases to the nominative, and for invariant adjectives to replace inflected 
ones. Furthermore, the proportion of loan-words differs: 
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First generation (%) 
Pennsylvania 8.1 
California 5.4 

Second generation (%) 
19 
8.9 

And assimilated loan-words are markedly more common in second-
generation Californians than in second-generation Pennsylvania Croats: 

which indicates a higher degree of retention of the grammatical system, 
even with words which, from an outside source, would otherwise be more 
susceptible to morphological loss. 

4 Conclusion 
The emigre Slavonic communities have striven long to maintain their 
languages and cultures in the diaspora. Some communities have been 
remarkably successful over a number of generations, like the Poles of 
Panna Maria, Texas. Many communities have been revitalized by a 
sporadic but ongoing migration from, and interchange with, the homeland. 
But what will be the ultimate fate of these communities, and their longer-
term identity in the midst of non-Slavonic cultures? 

Saint-Jacques (1979), in reviewing the immigrant language communities 
of Canada, has an overall pessimistic view of their longer-term survival as 
entities distinct from the English, and to a lesser degree French, macro-
groups. As he argues, language and culture are largely dead in fourth-
generation migrants, and are at best passive in third-generation migrants. 
And this in a country where 30 per cent of the population is not of English, 
French or Canadian Indian stock, and where a quarter of all the incoming 
migrants settle in Ontario, creating groups of more than minimal critical 
mass. In Saint-Jacques's view, the rural areas have been more successful in 
language and culture maintenance than the urban (the Doukhobors, 
though rural and an apparent confirmation for this generalization, are 
probably too atypical as an immigrant group to be considered under 
average parameters of culture maintenance). Some ethnic groups, notably 
the Germans and the Dutch, achieve a switch to English for children-
parent communication within five to six years of arrival in Canada, so that 
the survival of these communities as linguistically viable entities depends 
almost entirely on immigration. The Italians and Chinese, and several small 
groupings of Japanese, on the other hand, have established and maintained 
a higher level of language and culture retention. Nevertheless, third-
generation children are showing the same rate of language and culture loss 
as that found in other groups, which include large settlements of Ukrain-

First generation (%) 
Pennsylvania 99 
California 99 

Second generation (%) 
11 
50 
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ians (the fifth largest ethnic group in Canada) and Poles, of whom more 
than 100,000 arrived in Canada between 1946 and 1970. Data reported in 
Kubijovyc (1971) show that in 1941, 5.1 per cent of persons of Ukrainian 
origin reported that their mother tongue was English. The figure was 10.6 
per cent in 1951 (in spite of the large influx of post-war Ukrainian immi-
grants), and 23.6 per cent in 1961. 

The central factor in the decline of emigre languages and cultures, in 
Saint-Jacques's view, has to do with perceptions of prestige models: 

The most powerful and most universal factor of integration and assimilation 
remains the desire for identification with the majority group, the prestige group: the 
Anglophone community of Canada. This is particularly evident with the youth of 
the various ethnic groups. The desire for identification includes all aspects of 
human behavior: plays, ways of dressing, recreation, food, the set of values, and 
finally the language. Linguistic identification means to speak English perfectly and 
without accent. It means therefore the possibility to be recognized and accepted as 
one of the prestige group. The desire to identify with the peers, the prestige group, 
is so powerful that it implies the rejection of everything which could delay this 
identification. This includes one's mother-tongue After a while, when the youth 
has lost even the comprehension of the mother tongue, parents have to shift to 
English to be understood by their children. 

(1979: 212) 

Saint-Jacques's own research into language maintenance in Canada 
supports this interpretation. But for the Slavs the context is changing, and 
with it some of the prospects for language maintenance. Major changes in 
the former Soviet Union, the break-up of Comecon and the Warsaw Pact 
and the return of countries like Poland, the Czech Republic, Slovakia, East 
Germany, Hungary and Bulgaria to self-rule are having some major conse-
quences for language maintenance, language policy and educational imple-
mentations in these countries. The new regimes in eastern Europe, and 
their more open policies, will certainly result in the return to the homeland 
of some emigres. But it will also result in more emigration from the 
Slavonic homelands. These movements of peoples will potentially enrich 
and sustain language and culture more effectively than has been possible in 
the past, where the emigre communities have had to assert their identity, 
abstand and elaboration not only from the surrounding communities of the 
host countries, but also from the potentially threatening models of their 
homelands. 

The full effect of these changes is hard to foresee. In the first place, the 
removal of the Soviet Union as the dominating partner in economic, cul-
tural and military life in eastern Europe will inevitably lead to a radical 
lessening in the importance of Russian as an international, and indeed as a 
national, language. Throughout eastern Europe the predominance of the 
Soviet military and the use of Russian as a means of international com-
munication in military service will be removed with the departure of the 
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Soviet troops. The economic weakness of the former Soviet Union will 
reduce the imperative for learning Russian throughout eastern Europe, 
while the new markets of western Europe, Asia and the Americas will 
provide a major incentive for the learning of those languages. 

Parallel to the weakening of the role and function of Russian in inter-
national affairs - it will still remain an official language of the United 
Nations - is a major resurgence of national spirit, and pride in the national 
language, in the homelands. We find here the logical conclusion to 
Herder's concept of the unity of language and homeland: throughout 
eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union, nations are pressing for vary-
ing degrees of autonomy. The traditional identification of nationalist senti-
ment with language, and the view of language as something between the 
carrier of the national pride and a holy grail, are leading to political disinte-
gration. The former Yugoslavia is an archetypal example. While 87 per 
cent of its population consisted of Serbs, Croats, Slovenes and Mace-
donians, there was a vigorous 13 per cent comprising Albanians, Bul-
garians, Czechs, Italians, Hungarians, Poles, Rumanians, Slovaks, Turks 
and Ukrainians. The decentralized nature of Yugoslavia's political struc-
ture helped it to make some accommodations to the needs of its major 
linguistic groups, as did the decentralized, and well-tried, model of Switzer-
land. 

The emigre Slavonic communities in Europe, the Americas and 
Australia are already feeling some effects of the changes in eastern Europe. 
The Hungarians have returned the crown of St Stephen to Hungary, and 
the Polish government in exile in London has returned the Polish Consti-
tution to the new government of Poland. With the passing of emigre 
governments in exile, the communities who have struggled so long, and so 
effectively, to maintain their language and culture will find some loss of 
identity and purpose. The emigre Poles, who found such stimulus during 
the period of Solidarity in Poland, are already finding that the sentiments 
which sustained a feeling of ethnic and linguistic identity outside the home-
land are significantly less potent. 

This tendency will be offset, to some extent, by migration from the 
Slavonic homelands to the west. This is already happening in major quan-
tities with Russian Jews, who are leaving the former Soviet Union for Israel 
at an increasing rate. If they gravitate to the emigre communities in the 
diaspora, the future of emigre Russian is more secure, at least for the next 
generation. There is also, however, a growing tendency for emigre Slavs to 
consider returning home, particularly with western currency. One can 
predict that the influx of such revenants, bringing with them significant 
quantities of westernized vocabulary, may well have an internationalizing, 
and also denationalizing, effect on the lexicons of the Slavonic languages in 
the homelands. 
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in Old Church Slavonic 138, 

139-40, 143 
in Polabian 807, 808-9 
in Polish 697 
in Proto-SIavonic 85, 108 
in Russian 837, 841, 877 
in Serbo-Croat 16, 319, 363-4 
in Slovak 540, 541-2, 544, 552, 

564, 581-2 
in Slovene 399,400-1 
in Sorbian 615, 620 
in Ukrainian 958 

aorist tense 
asigmatic 157, 158, 158, 159-61 
in Czech 488 
imperfective 101-2, 151-2, 213, 269 
in Macedonian 269-70, 275, 276-7 
in Old Church Slavonic 100, 151-3, 

156 
perfective 151-2, 156, 161 
in Polabian 814 
productive 99-102, 116, 161 
in Proto-SIavonic 94, 97-100 
root 97-9, 97, 100, 101 
in Russian 849 
in Serbo-Croat 330, 386 
sigmatic 97-100, 98 
in Slovene 448 
in Sorbian 635-6, 646-7, 683 
in Ukrainian 967 

Arabic script 20, 46-7 
in Belorussia 46-7 
in Bosnia 46-7 

Armenian 22, 28 
article, indefinite 

in Macedonian 261, 268 
in Slovene 411 
in Ukrainian 964 

article, definite 
in Bulgarian 192, 196, 199, 202-3, 

208, 223, 234-5, 245 
in Macedonian 257, 261, 264, 266, 

293-4 
in Serbo-Croat 386 
in Slovene 411 

Arumanian, loan-words 296 
aspect 3, 6, 10-12 

in Belorussian 913, 917-18, 923-4 
bi-aspectuality 

in Belorussian 916, 940 
in Bulgarian 212, 242 
in Czech 482-3, 526 
in Macedonian 269, 284, 297-8 
in Old Church Slavonic 155, 185 
in Polish 711, 722, 752 
in Serbo-Croat 331, 342, 379 
in Slovak 555-6, 585 
in Slovene 416, 445 
in Sorbian 637 
in Ukrainian 968 

in Bulgarian 212-13, 222 
in Czech 481-2, 499 
in ćmigrć languages 1016 
in Old Church Slavonic 150-7, 161, 

163 
in Polabian 814 
in Polish 710-11, 720 
in Proto-SIavonic 94, 95, 103, 106, 

213 
in Russian 10-12, 849-50, 856-7, 

1019 
in Serbo-Croat 314, 331-2 
in Slovak 555-7, 558 
in Slovene 414, 416, 425-6, 431 
in Sorbian 636 
sub-aspects 11-12, 916 
in Ukrainian 954, 966, 967-8, 992 
see also imperfective, perfective 

assimilation, language 1007, 1013, 1031 
asyndeton 660, 662, 929, 982 
Atraxovič, K.K. 916, 937, 940 
attraction, in Sorbian 673 
Australia 

language policies 1007-8 
Russian in 1017, 1026 
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Babić, Stjepan 339 
Badkowski, Lech 780 
Bajzikovś, E. 572-3 
Balkanisms 386 
balkanization fears 1002 
Balto-Slavonic 61-2, 185 

lexis 62, 109, 112, 113 
morphology 85 
phonology 63-9, 71-2, 74 

Banat Czechs 1004, 1009, 1011, 1015 
Banduri, Anselmo 46 
Baudouin de Courtenay, Jan 7, 62 
Bautzen Burghers' Oath 596 
Belarus 2, 20, 887 

see also Belorussia 
Belorussia 

Arabic script 46-7 
Cyrillic script 36, 38, 39, 49, 888 
Hebrew script 47 
Latinica script 45-6, 888 
and Russia 888 

Belorussian 887-944 
colloquial 907, 913, 924, 934 
history 887-9, 948 
lexis 888, 937-42 
literary 887, 938 
in Lithuania 33 
morphology 888, 896-8, 899-924, 

942-4 
and North-Eastern Slavonic 117 
orthography 39, 46, 48, 887-9, 

890-3 
phonology 76-8, 887, 890-9 
and Polish 751 
status 1, 888-90 
syntax 924-36 
transliteration 57 
see also dialects 

Belorussians, in Poland 1010 
Belostenec, 307 
Benson, Morton 1025-6 
Berlin, Brent 526 
Bernolńk, Anton 43, 533 
Bernštejn, S.B. 5 
Bible 

in Czech 522 
in Slovak 584 
in Sorbian 596-7 

Bielfeldt, H.H. 674 
bilingualism 388-9, 442, 448, 449, 

889-90, 990-1, 1007-8 
Bleiweis, Janez 45 

body parts 
in Belorussian 941 
in Bulgarian 243 
in Cassubian 791 
in Czech 467, 517-18, 526-7 
in Macedonian 293, 298-9 
in Old Church Slavonic 185 
in Polabian 822 
in Polish 753 
in Proto-Slavonic 112 
in Russian 880-1 
in Serbo-Croat 370, 380 
in Slovak 586-7 
in Slovene 440, 445 
in Sorbian 677-9 
in Ukrainian 993 

Bohemia 
Czech in 455, 458, 1004 
dialects 527-8, 529 
Glagolitic script 30 
Latinica script 42 

Bohorič, Adam 45, 388 
bohorieiea 45 
borrowing, lexical 

and Balto-Slavonic 62, 109 
and ćmigrć languages 1013-15, 

1023-7 
incorporation 

Belorussian 939-40 
Bulgarian 241-2 
Czech 524-6 
Macedonian 297-8 
Old Church Slavonic 184-5 
Polish 751-2 
Proto-Slavonic 110-11 
Russian 879 
Serbo-Croat 378-9 
Slovak 585 
Slovene 444-5 
Sorbian 675-7 
Ukrainian 991-2 

patterns 
Belorussian 938-9 
Bulgarian 240-1 
Cassubian 790 
Czech 522-4 
Macedonian 295-7, 296 
Old Church Slavonic 184 
Polish 751 
Proto-Slavonic 110-11 
Russian 878-9 
Serbo-Croat 376-8 
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Slovak 583-5 
Slovene 442-4 
Sorbian 674-5 
Ukrainian 990-1 
and Proto-SIavonic 239 

bosančica 36, 37 
Bosnia 

Arabic script 46-7 
Cyrillic script 36, 49 
Glagolitic script 29, 30 
Latinica script 49 
Serbo-Croat in 306, 308-9 

Brauer, H. 5 
Breza, E. 789 
British Standards Institution (BSI) 56-7 
Browne, Wayles 312 
Brozovič, Dalibor 309, 376, 382 
Brugmann, Karl 62 
Bulgaria 

Cyrillic script 29, 33, 34, 35, 36, 38, 
39-40, 49 

Glagolitic script 27, 29, 30, 32 
Old Church Slavonic 188, 217-18, 

219 
Bulgarian 188-247 

alphabet 192 
emergence 117 
international vocabulary 239-41 
lexis 207, 239-44 
literary 189-90, 191, 228-30, 245 
and Macedonian 249, 250-1, 287, 

295 
morphology 6, 16, 48-9, 198-222, 

242, 1016 
orthography 39-40, 188-9, 192 
phonology 43, 69, 74-6, 78-80, 

119, 190-8, 241 
status 1-2 
syntax 222-39 
transliteration 57 
western 189-90, 216, 244-7 
see also dialects 

Čakavian dialect 307, 382, 384-5, 388 
phonology 78, 80, 309 

Canada 
Doukhobors 1004-5, 1022, 1030 
language policies 1002-3, 1007-8 
Poles 1031 
Slav immigrants 1002, 1030 
Slovak in 533 
Ukrainians 103, 1001, 1003 

Carinthia, Slovenes 999 
case 14, 16-17 

in Belorussian 900, 905 
in Bulgarian 6, 16, 199, 202, 209, 

245, 1016, 1020 
in Cassubian 768, 786 
in Czech 465-7, 1018 
in ćmigrć languages 1016-18, 1020, 

1026 
homonymy 467, 475 
invariant meaning 134 
in Macedonian 6, 16, 260, 294, 

1016, 1020 
in Old Church Slavonic 134-5, 138, 

149 
in Polabian 807 
in Polish 696-7, 1017 
in Proto-Indo-European 85 
in Proto-SIavonic 85, 103, 106-8 
in Russian 836, 838, 870, 876, 1017 
secondary 836 
in Serbo-Croat 318-19, 373, 386, 

1017 
in Slovak 540, 1018 
in Slovene 398, 399 
in Sorbian 614-15 
syncretism 85, 323, 399, 400, 407, 

448, 465, 472, 475, 478, 697, 
836, 841, 905 

in Ukrainian 956, 960 
see also ablative, accusative, dative, 

genitive, instrumental, locative, 
nominative, oblique, vocative 

Cassubian 759-93 
lexis 790-2 
literary 761 
morphology 768-79 
orthography 761, 762-4, 767 
phonology 692, 762-8 
as separate language 2-3, 60, 75, 

259, 756 
standard 761 
syntax 779-89 
as West Slavonic 117, 118 
see also dialects, Polish, Kaszuby 

dialect 
cataphora 

in Czech 514 
in Polish 743 

Čašule, Ilija 290 
сёкаппе (Belorussian) 896, 899, 903,905 
Celtic languages, loan-words 109 
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Central Polissian 995 
Central Slovak dialects 536, 537, 588, 

589 
centum languages 65 
certy i rizy (lines and cuts) 22 
Ceynowa, Florian 761 
Chojnanus, Johannes 596 
Chrabr, and early writing systems 22,25 
Chronicle of Bishop Thietmar 596 
Church Slavonic 185 

and Belorussian 938-9, 948 
and Bulgarian 189, 241-2 
and Macedonian 250, 295 
and Polish 948 
in Rus' 827 
and Russian 29, 835, 878, 1012 
and Serbo-Croat 306, 376-7 
sources 126 
and Ukrainian 948, 990, 996 
see also Old Church Slavonic 

circumstantials, in Russian 864 
civil script (graždanskij šrift) 36, 38 
clause 

complement 355-7, 366 
conditional 732-4 
factive 356-7 
object 573 
relative 

in Belorussian 886, 929 
in Bulgarian 228-30, 232 
in Czech 508 
in ćmigrć languages 1019 
free (headless) 229 
in Polabian 820 
in Serbo-Croat 359-60 
in Slovak 575-6 
in Sorbian 663-4 
in Ukrainian 983 

clitics 3 
in Belorussian 905, 917, 926 
in Bulgarian 194, 197, 220, 222-3, 

234-5 
in Macedonian 261, 285, 286 
in Polish 691 
in Serbo-Croat 311-12, 330, 333, 

338, 339, 340, 345-9, 359, 363, 
366-71, 386 

in Slovak 566-7 
in Slovene 428-9, 433, 435, 437 
in Sorbian 620-3, 654-5 
in Ukrainian 960, 977, 996 
see also enclitic, proclitics 

Clyne, Michael G. 1010 
Codex Marianus 29, 125, 127, 129-30, 

132-3, 136, 143, 150-1, 153, 
155-7, 164-78, 180-4 

Codex Assemanianus (Evangeliarium 
Assemani) 125, 129-30, 132-3, 
143, 150, 153, 155-7, 164-74, 
177-8, 180-3 

Codex Zographensis 30, 125, 129-33, 
136, 143, 150-1, 153-7, 164-78, 
180-3 

Codex Suprasliensis 96, 125-6, 130-6, 
140-1, 143, 149-53, 156-7, 161-3, 
165,167-8, 170-84 

сокап'еШ, 942 
colour terms 

in Belorussian 940-1 
in Bulgarian 243 
in Cassubian 790-1 
in Czech 526 
in Macedonian 298 
in Old Church Slavonic 185 
in Polabian 822 
in Polish 752-3 
in Proto-Slavonic 111-12 
in Russian 879-80 
in Serbo-Croat 379-80 
in Slovak 586 
in Slovene 445 
in Sorbian 677 
in Ukrainian 992 

comitative construction 15 
in Belorussian 928-9 
in Bulgarian 228 
in Cassubian 784 
in Czech 503-4 
in Macedonian 289 
in Old Church Slavonic 167-8 
in Polish 733-4 
in Russian 15, 865-6 
in Serbo-Croat 355 
in Slovak 573 
in Slovene 433-4 
in Sorbian 661-3 
in Ukrainian 981-2 

commands 
in Belorussian 926-7 
in Bulgarian 226 
in Czech 498-9 
indirect 288 
in Macedonian 288 
in Old Church Slavonic 166-7 
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in Polabian 819 
in Polish 712, 728-9 
in Russian 861, 1019 
in Serbo-Croat 350-1 
in Slovak 569 
in Slovene 431 
in Sorbian 658 
in Ukrainian 979 

comment 13, 343-4, 366, 427-8, 
565-6, 723-4, 858-60 

Common Slavonic see Proto-SIavonic 
compounds 

in Belorussian 922-3 
in Bulgarian 193-4, 221 
hybrid 1027-8 
in Macedonian 282-3 
in Polabian 798, 818 
in Polish 719, 749 
in Serbo-Croat 341, 343 
in Slovak 564 
in Slovene 422-5, 427 

Comrie, Bernard 11 
conditional 

in Belorussian 917, 926-7 
in Bulgarian 213, 230 
in Cassubian 778 
in Czech 484-5, 500, 510 
expectative 271 
hypothetical 271, 274, 332-3 
in Macedonian 271, 273, 274 
in Old Church Slavonic 169 
in Polish 710, 712, 728, 732-3 
in Proto-SIavonic 93, 95, 105 
in Serbo-Croat 332-3 
in Slovak 557-8 
in Slovene 414, 416, 417, 431 
in Sorbian 638, 664, 667 
in Ukrainian 966-7, 971 

conjunction see coordination, 
subordination 

conjunctive see subjunctive 
consonant 

affricates 47, 73, 82, 127, 133, 318, 
457, 829, 951, 952 

alveo-dental 190, 549, 551 
alveo-palatal 195, 244-5 
alveolar 82, 190, 687, 689, 756, 

799, 1013 
assibilation 463, 604 
assimilation 48, 257, 317, 458, 

535-6, 690, 764, 830, 893, 895, 
942, 960, 1013-14 

clusters 127, 128, 192, 256, 458, 
895, 1014 
simplification 99, 259, 276-7, 

317-18, 803-4, 895, 898 
stem-final 193, 314, 316, 322, 

463, 466, 530, 971, 991 
syllable-initial 67, 68, 127-8, 

458 
word-final 318, 804 

dentals 82, 131, 133, 245, 476, 687, 
689, 764-5, 775, 800, 829-30 

depalatalization 803, 805, 887, 893, 
894, 898, 903, 919, 995-6 

devoicing 196, 256, 257 
dissimilation 259-60, 463-4, 539, 

882, 895, 942 
epenthetic у 604 
epenthetic /69, 118, 195, 693 
fricatives 47, 311, 457, 689-90, 800, 

803, 829, 1013 
geminate 191-2, 196, 241, 255-6, 

588, 879, 895, 942, 944 
glide 82, 129, 687, 689-90, 762, 

1013 
hard 689, 693, 698-700, 762, 

799-800, 805, 831-2 
/ j / intervocalic 81, 132, 146, 160, 

191, 336, 396-7, 884, 944 
*kt/gt 195 
labials 

depalatized 893, 895 
palatalized 131-2, 141-2, 190, 

195, 245, 687, 699, 828, 
893 

liquids 253 
lateral 257 
metathesis 193, 198, 310, 459, 

536-7 
syllabic 118, 252, 253-4, 309, 

318, 460, 530, 537, 589, 608, 
691-2, 801 

long 951, 975 
nasal 129, 190, 689-90, 798, 1013 
palatals 28, 36, 40-3, 44, 47, 54, 67, 

70, 76, 82, 130-2, 133, 192, 
315-16, 687, 829 

plosive 894 
prothetic / v / 302, 529, 530, 801, 

892, 942 
/r / , syllabic (vocalic) 252, 253-4, 

299-301, 308-9, 801 
s, retroflexion 65-6, 96 
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soft 54, 459-61, 534, 693, 698-700, 
762, 799-800, 803, 805, 831-2 

stops 
aspirated/unaspirated 63, 65, 

254, 1013 
dental 69-70, 131, 158,317, 

1013 
glottal 457, 458 
palatal 255 

velar stops 689 
labialized 63, 65 
palatalization 63, 65-6, 68-9, 73, 

127 
plain 63, 65 

velars 67, 127, 130, 133, 549 
palatalization see palatalization of 

velars 
voice neutralization 458 
word-final 67, 86, 690 
/ x / 257, 302 
see also obstruents, palatalization, 

sonorants 
consonant alternations 398, 404, 462-4, 

538-40, 616-17, 629, 692-5, 694, 
700, 714-18, 767 
alveodental-alveopalatal 196, 690 
in Belorussian 896-9 
in Bulgarian 194-8 
C+/ j / see yodization 
C - C 197 
C-zero 197, 899 
in Cassubian 767 
in Czech 461-4 
dental 133, 134, 139, 156, 159, 317, 

631, 835, 952 
isolated 260 
/ j / -C 197 
/j/-zero 197, 307, 316-17 
k, g 65-6, 68-9, 73, 119, 258, 

312-14, 397, 398, 461-2, 538, 
770, 805, 894 

k-c 6, 8, 258 
l-o 318 
labial 133, 194-5, 835 
in Macedonian 258-60 
neutralization 398, 536 
in Old Church Slavonic 130-4, 133, 

138-9 
palatal 133, 134, 158, 159, 160, 

163,317, 461-2, 954 
in Polabian 804-6 
in Polish 692-6, 714-15 

in Russian 6-10, 830-1, 835, 835, 
854 

/s/-zero 197 
in Serbo-Croat 312-18 
in Slovak 538-40 
in Slovene 396-8 
soft/hard 6, 8-10, 43, 70, 138, 

799-80 
in Sorbian 610-13 
ST-S 196 
t' d' development 76, 895 
t-s 196 
tj/dj 36, 40, 193, 245, 302, 315, 

384, 396, 462, 835 
d/dll3, 74, 116, 256, 395-6, 589, 

898 
truncation 195 
in Ukrainian 952-4, 954, 963, 970, 

973 
velar 140, 158, 194, 197, 804, 952, 

1013 
voiced/voiceless 

in Belorussian 898-9 
in Cassubian 764 
in Czech 457-8, 461 
in Macedonian 255, 256, 257, 

282 
in Polabian 798 
in Polish 690 
in Russian 830 
in Serbo-Croat 317 
in Slovak 535 
in Slovene 394-6 
in Sorbian 604, 607 
in Ukrainian 951 
see also palatalization, yodization 

consonant system 
Belorussian 891, 891, 893, 894-5, 

896, 899 
Bulgarian 190-3, 191 
Cassubian 762, 763, 765-7 
Czech 457-9, 457 
Late Proto-Indo-European 63-4 
Macedonian 254-9, 255, 299-300, 

302 
Old Church Slavonic 127-8, 127, 

128 131 138—9 
Polabian 766, 798-800, 799, 803-4 
Polish 687-9, 688, 766, 767 
Proto-SIavonic 36-8, 67, 70, 765-6 
Russian 6, 828-30, 829 
Serbo-Croat 310 
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Slovak 535-7, 535 
Slovene 294,394-6 
Ukrainian 950-2, 951 

Constantine, and Slavonic writing 21, 
22, 23-8, 125 

coordination 
in Belorussian 928-9 
in Bulgarian 227-8 
in Cassubian 783-4 
in Czech 502-4 
emphatic 572 
in Macedonian 288-9 
negative 572 
in Old Church Slavonic 167-8 
in Polish 730-4, 743 
in Russian 864-6 
in Serbo-Croat 353-5 
in Slovak 566, 571-3 
in Slovene 424, 432-4 
in Sorbian 660-2 
in Ukrainian 977, 980-2, 986 
zero 783, 928 

copula 5 
in Belorussian 927-8 
in Bulgarian 226-7 
in Cassubian 782-3 
in Czech 500-2 
in Macedonian 286, 288 
in Old Church Slavonic 167 
in Polabian 819-20 
in Polish 729-30 
in Russian 861-4, 869 
in Serbo-Croat 351-3 
in Slovak 570-1 
in Slovene 432, 436-7 
in Sorbian 659-60 
in Ukrainian 979-80 
zero 167, 659-60, 730, 782, 927, 

979-80 
Corbett, Greville G. 15, 355, 940 
Croatia 

Cyrillic script 29, 307 
Glagolitic script 29, 30-1, 52, 40, 

49, 307 
Latinica 31, 42, 43, 44-5, 49 
Serbo-Croat in 306, 308-9 

Croatian, in USA 1017, 1025-8, 
1029-30 

Cubberley, P. 25, 28 
cursive style 

Cyrillic 33-6, 35 
Glagolitic 32 

Greek 26, 27 
Cyril see Constantine 
Cyrillic script 20, 24, 25, 30, 33-41, 

125 
in Belorussia 36, 49 
in Bosnia 29, 36, 49 
in Bulgaria 29, 33, 34, 35, 36, 49 
in Croatia 29, 307 
form 36-41 
and Glagolitic 26-30 
in Macedonia 30, 36, 49 
Modern 24 
in Montenegro 49 
non-Slavonic use 41 
in Old Church Slavonic 131-3, 157 
in Rus'/Russia 29, 30, 33-6, 34, 35, 

49 
in Serbia 29, 33, 36, 38, 41, 49, 310 
style 33-6 
in Ukraine 49 

Czech 455-531 
alphabet 459 
caiques 474, 488, 522-4 
Central Bohemian 1004 
Colloquial 456, 470 
Common 455, 464, 527, 531 
Commonly Spoken 456 
consonant hooks 43, 44, 46, 51, 54 
in emigration 1013-14, 1017, 1020, 

1025, 1026 
Hanś dialects 529-30 
international vocabulary 522-4 
Lachian dialects 530 
and Latinica script 42-3, 49 
lexis 522-7, 584 
loan-words 456-9, 522-6, 790, 

941 
Moravian-Slovak dialects 530-1, 

588 
morphology 49, 89, 104, 118, 462, 

464-93, 1018 
National Revival 523, 584 
and Old Church Slavonic 522 
orthography 43, 597 
phonology 43, 74, 75-6, 78-82, 

456-64, 1014 
and Polish 751, 868 
and Russian 878 
and Serbo-Croat 376, 377 
and Slovak 524, 533, 536, 574, 

583-5 
and Slovene 443 
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and Sorbian 597, 599, 609, 638, 
674-5 

standard 455-6, 464, 501, 1014 
status 1-2, 455 
syntax 493-521 
and Ukrainian 990 
and West Slavonic 117 
see also dialects 

Czecho-Slovak, phonology 118, 119 
Czechs, in Rumania 1004, 1009, 1011, 

1015 

^-clauses 431, 435 
dajnčica 45 
Dajnko, Peter 45 
Dalmatia 

Glagolitic script 31 
Latinica 31, 49 

Dalmatians, New Zealand 1005 
Damborsk, Jin 750 
dative 

adnominal 135, 177 
in Belorussian 902, 935, 944 
in Bulgarian 199, 223, 235-6 
in Cassubian 770, 771-2 
clitic 203-4, 237, 293-4 
in Czech 456, 461, 465, 466 
dative absolute 170-1, 184 
ethical 204, 264 
and infinitive 108, 134-5, 171-2, 

175 
instrumental 399, 402, 807, 811 
locative 399, 400, 410, 465-7 
in Macedonian 260, 286, 293-4 
in Old Church Slavonic 134-5, 

141-3, 146, 170-2,175 
in Polabian 798, 807, 810-12, 822 
in Polish 698, 700, 702, 737, 746 
possessive 177, 179, 223, 237, 286, 

293-4, 369-71, 517-18, 580, 
747, 789, 935, 987 

in Proto-Slavonic 85, 103, 108 
in Russian 6, 838, 841, 867, 884 
in Serbo-Croat 314, 318-19, 321-3, 

328, 370-1 
in Slovak 541, 580 
in Slovene 399, 400, 410, 438-9 
in Sorbian 611, 616-19, 628, 631 
in Ukrainian 952, 956, 977 

Davies, N. 999 
De Bray, R.G.A. 5 
Derdowski, Hieronim 761 

desiderative 
in Czech 498-9 
in Old Church Slavonic 156 

diacritics 48-9 
Old Church Slavonic 131-2 
Polish 687 
Russian 833 
Slovak 536 
Slovene 390-1 
Sorbian 44 

dialects 2-3, 5, 60 
Belorussian 903, 942-4 
Bulgarian 189, 244-7 
Cassubian 768, 770, 778-9, 791, 

792-3 
Czech 75, 455, 527-31 
East Slavonic 75 
and emigrants 1008-10,1015 
Macedonian 250-1, 253-4, 257, 

295, 299-303 
Old Church Slavonic 126-7, 146, 

185 
Polabian 799, 823 
Polish 2, 75, 686, 692, 754-6, 759, 

792 
Proto-Slavonic 65, 73, 113-19 
Russian 97, 828, 881-5, 1015 
Serbo-Croat 308-9, 375, 382-6 
Slovak 75, 585, 588-91 
Slovene 389, 393-4, 446-9 
Sorbian 75, 596-7, 614, 627, 629, 

635, 636, 640, 656, 665, 682-3 
South Slavonic 75 
Ukrainian 947, 950, 960, 993-6 

diatheses, active/middle 93, 94, 95 
dictionaries 6 
diglossia 755, 1010 
digraphs 

in Glagolitic 128-9 
in Latinica script 42, 44-5, 307, 310 
in Polish 43-4, 690 
in Russian 833 
in Ukrainian 951, 952 

diminutives 
in Belorussian 922 
in Bulgarian 201, 203, 220 
in Czech 463 
in Macedonian 259-60, 261, 282, 

284 
in Old Church Slavonic 185 
in Polabian 817 
in Polish 720 
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in Proto-SIavonic 83 
in Russian 841, 855-6, 880, 1022 
in Serbo-Croat 313, 340-1, 343 
in Slovak 564, 587 
in Slovene 423 
in Ukrainian 954, 955, 975 

diphthongs 
Belorussian 898, 944 
Bulgarian 193, 198 
Czech 456, 460, 464 
elimination 67, 71-2, 86, 102 
in ćmigrć languages 1014 
in i, w 71 
liquid 193, 198, 692, 834 
in liquid sonorants 74-6, 82 
monophthongization 64, 71-2, 74, 

81-2, 86, 102-3, 104, 467, 898 
in nasal sonorants 74 
Polabian 801, 802-3, 804 
Polish 690, 692 
polnoglasie/pleophony 75-6, 79, 

834, 894, 949 
Proto-Indo-European 63-4 
Proto-SIavonic 66, 71-6, 79, 86, 96, 

193, 198, 692, 801 
Russian 834 
Slovak 534, 542, 543, 588 
Slovene 393, 446, 449 
Sorbian 600, 604 
Ukrainian 950, 995 

directives, in Macedonian 271-2 
Dobrovsky, Josef 455 
Dolenjska baza dialect 449 
Dolenjsko dialect 389 
Dončeva, 234 
Doroszewski, W. 750 
Doukhobors, in Canada 1004-5, 1015, 

1022, 1030 
dual 16 

in Belorussian 900, 911, 944 
in Bulgarian 202-3, 207, 216 
in Cassubian 768, 773 
in Czech 465, 467, 478 
in Macedonian 260 
in Old Church Slavonic 134, 135, 

138, 142, 143, 146, 149, 156, 
158,167,181-2 

in Polabian 807, 811, 813 
in Polish 696, 699, 756 
in Proto-SIavonic 85 
in Russian 880 
in Slovak 540, 553 

in Slovene 389, 399, 400, 401, 
406-8, 410, 415-16, 433-4, 440, 
445, 448 

in Sorbian 614, 615, 617, 618-20, 
625, 629, 633, 639, 661, 683 

in Ukrainian 956, 959 
Dudek, J.B. 1025 
£>urovič, L. 1014, 1016-17, 1018 
Dutch, and Belorussian 939 
dzekanne 896, 899, 903 

East Slavonic: characteristics 116, 
118-19, 881 
dialects 585 
Eastern Slovak dialects 588, 589-91 
emergence 17,114 
lexis 937-8 
morphology 96, 100, 104 
phonology 73-4, 76, 78-9, 81, 833 

Eastern Bosnian dialect 385-6 
Eastern Polissian 995 
Eastern South Slavonic, characteristics 

118-19 
ecology, language 1011-12 
education, role in language maintenance 

1002-3, 1008, 1012, 1013, 1015, 
1031 

ёкаппе 944 
elaboration, language 1010-11, 1031 
emigration 3, 999-1032 

and Belorussian 890 
and host community 1002-4, 1007, 

1012 
and host language 1010, 1011, 1012, 

1013-14, 1016, 1019, 1030-1 
and language maintenance 1001-12, 

1030-2 
and linguistic features 1012-30 

Emmaus Monastery 30 
enclitic: in Bulgarian 194, 196, 223 

in Czech 470, 494-5, 504 
in Old Church Slavonic 129 
in Polabian 805 
in Polish 711, 724-5, 745-6 
in Proto-SIavonic 77 
in Serbo-Croat 345 
in Slovak 546, 566-7, 581 
in Ukrainian 979 
see also clitics 

English 
and Belorussian 939 
and Bulgarian 241-2 
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and Czech 524 
and ćmigrć languages 1013-15, 

1020, 1025-6, 1029 
and Macedonian 295, 297 
and Polish 751 
and Serbo-Croat 376, 378 
and Slovak 583, 585 

Englund, Birgitta 286-7 
Entwistle, W.J. 5 
Euchologium Sinaiticum 125, 130, 

132, 176, 178 
European Community, and language 

policies 1007 
existential 

in Serbo-Croat 344-5, 363 
in Slovak 577 

extension, lexical 1027, 1029 
extraction constraints 231-2, 435, 509, 

576-7, 740, 868 

Fabricius, Gottlieb 597 
feminine: in Belorussian 904, 908, 911, 

918, 922, 935-6, 939-40, 944 
in Bulgarian 199, 201-3, 209, 236, 

238, 242 
in Cassubian 771-2, 772, 777 
in Czech 463, 467-8, 479, 503, 525 
in Macedonian 257, 258, 260-1, 

263-4, 266, 281 
in Old Church Slavonic 134-6, 158, 

180 
in Polabian 809, 810-11, 817 
in Polish 694, 697, 700-2, 704, 707, 

720 
in Russian 836-7, 841, 855-6 
in Serbo-Croat 315, 319, 321-3, 

522, 525, 340 
in Slovak 534, 542-5, 542,, 550, 

564 
in Slovene 399, 400, 404, 405, 406, 

433 
in Sorbian 611, 615, 618-19, 619 
in Ukrainian 952, 955, 956, 959, 

960, 963, 970-1, 973, 975 
Fichte, J.G. 1005-6 
Filipović, Rudolf 378 
Fishman, J. A. 1002-3,1010, 1011 
fleeting vowel see vowel, mobile 
focus, of sentence 13-14, 234-5, 285, 

287, 343, 347, 925, 978 
frame construction 653-4, 655-6 
Freising Fragments 30, 96, 388 

Frencel, Michał 596-7 
French 

in Belorussian 939 
in Bulgarian 240, 242 
in Czech 523 
in Macedonian 295, 297 
in Polish 751 
in Serbo-Croat 376, 377 
in Slovak 583, 585 
in Ukrainian 990 

frequentatives 
in Belorussian 933 
in Czech 482, 493 
in Old Church Slavonic 156 
in Polish 711, 722 
in Russian 711, 857 
in Serbo-Croat 343, 352 
in Slovak 555, 565 
in Sorbian 636 
in Ukrainian 969 

Friedman, Victor A. 270, 272 
Friulian, in Slovenia 442, 448 
Fryco, Johann Friedrich 597 
fugitive vowel see vowel, mobile 
fusion, morphological 6 
future tense 

in Belorussian 913, 927, 932-3, 
944 

in Bulgarian 211, 226 
in Cassubian 776, 777 
in Czech 481, 483, 510 
imperfective 94, 416, 510, 554, 556, 

635, 637, 710, 913, 971, 1019 
in Macedonian 288 
in Old Church Slavonic 154 
perfective 481, 635-7, 1019 
in Polabian 815 
in Polish 710 
in Proto-Slavonic 93, 94 
in Serbo-Croat 330-1, 382, 384 
in Slovak 554, 577 
in Slovene 414, 416 
in Sorbian 636-7 
in Ukrainian 966, 971 

future perfect tense 
in Bulgarian 211 
in Macedonian 270 

Gaj, Ljudevit 45, 47, 307 
gajica 45 
Gasióski, T.Z. 1016 
gender 14, 16 
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in Belorussian 900, 904, 905, 908, 
913, 928, 929, 940 

in Bulgarian 199, 210 
in Cassubian 768-9 
common 697, 837, 838, 841, 904 
in Czech 465, 480, 519 
and declension 904 
in emigre languages 1025 
in Macedonian 260-1 
masculine-personal see subgender, 

virile 
neutralization 399 
in Old Church Slavonic 134-5, 138, 

143, 146, 148, 149 
in Polabian 805, 807, 808 
in Polish 16, 696-7, 710, 748 
in Proto-SIavonic 85, 91, 95, 103 
in Russian 16, 836-7, 877 
in Serbo-Croat 319 
in Slovak 540, 544, 554 
in Slovene 398, 399, 400, 406, 414, 

415-16, 433 
in Sorbian 615, 635 
syncretism 399, 408 
in Ukrainian 956, 963, 966-7 
see also animacy, subgender 

genera 
reflexive/non-reflexive 93, 95, 106 
see also reflexivity 

generalization, in Belorussian 903 
genitive 

adnominal 177-8, 671-2, 789, 875, 
977 

in Belorussian 903-4, 932, 934-6, 
942 

in Cassubian 770, 771-3, 786-7 
in Czech 456, 463, 467-8, 470, 494, 

511-12,518 
genitive-accusative 107-8, 136-8, 

137\ 143, 615-16, 769, 837 
in Macedonian 286 
of negation 135, 172-5, 511, 667-8, 

704, 741-2, 786-7, 820, 869-70, 
932, 984-5 

in Old Church Slavonic 134, 136-7, 
139, 141-3, 146, 148-9, 162, 
172-5 

partitive 370, 821, 838, 958 
in Polabian 807, 809-12, 821, 822 
in Polish 698-701, 704, 741-2, 746, 

747, 749-50, 1017 
of possession 176-7, 286, 370, 518, 

581, 747-8, 789, 874-6, 934-5, 
987-8 

in Proto-SIavonic 85, 88, 90, 107-8 
quantitative 108, 180-3, 373-4, 

441, 518-20, 582, 749-50, 
935-6, 988-9 

in Russian 835, 836, 837, 838, 
840-1, 868-70, 874, 876-7 

second 836, 838 
in Serbo-Croat 309, 318, 320, 

322-3, 328, 362-3, 370-1, 
373-4, 1017 

in Slovak 537, 541-2, 544, 582, 
1021-2 

in Slovene 399, 410, 440-1 
in Sorbian 615, 616-20, 623, 628, 

667-8 
subject 512 
in Ukrainian 952, 955, 956, 959, 

960, 977, 988-9 
German 

and Belorussian 939 
and Bulgarian 241 
and Cassubian 765, 785, 790, 793 
and Czech 455, 459, 474, 522-4 
and Macedonian 295, 297 
and Polabian 797-8, 799, 808, 809, 

818-19, 822 
and Polish 751, 790 
and Russian 878 
and Serbo-Croat 376, 377 
and Slovak 533, 583-4 
and Sorbian 593-4, 599, 604, 606, 

611,636-7, 639, 651,652, 
653-4, 668-9, 674-7, 678 

and Ukrainian 990 
Germanic languages 

and Old Church Slavonic 184 
and Proto-SIavonic 109-11 
in Slovenia 388, 423, 442-4, 448 

gerund 7 
in Belorussian 918, 925, 930 
in Bulgarian 213, 216, 231 
in Cassubian 785 
in Czech 455, 486, 487, 508-9 
in Slovak 559, 576 
in Slovene 416, 417-19, 435 
in Sorbian 640, 646-7, 664-5 
in Ukrainian 955, 967, 972, 983 

gerundive, in Bulgarian 231 
Gilyarevsky, R. 41 
Glagolitic script 20, 24, 25-31, 52, 49 
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in Bohemia 30 
in Bosnia 29, 30 
in Bulgaria 27, 29, 30, 32 
in Croatia 29, 30-1, 32, 40, 49, 307, 

377 
in Dalmatia 31 
in Macedonia 27, 30, 71 
in Moravia 27, 30, 125 
in Old Church Slavonic 126-7, 

128-9, 132-3 
orthography 126-7,128-9 
in Poland 31 
in RusVRussia 29, 30, 38 
in Serbia 29, 30 
in Slovenia 31 

Glagolitica Clozianus 126 
Goldblatt, Harvey 5 
Gorenjsko dialect 389, 394, 449 
government see case, 

transitive/intransitive 
graffiti, Glagolitic 30 
grazdanskij šrift (civil script) 36, 38 
Greek 20, 21, 22 

and Belorussian 939 
and Bulgarian 240, 242 
and Cyrillic 28 
and Czech 468, 522-3 
and Glagolitic 25-8 
in Macedonia 46, 295-6, 298 
and Old Church Slavonic 184-5 
and Proto-Slavonic 110 
and Serbo-Croat 376-7 
and Slovak 585 
and Slovene 442 
and Ukrainian 950-1, 990 

Grivnin, V. 41 

Halle, Morris 7 
Hattala, Martin 533 
Haugen, E. 1002, 1010, 1023, 1029 
Hauptmann, J.G. 660, 662, 677 
Havlik's law 77, 537 
Hebrew 20, 22, 28 

in Belorussia 47 
Hellenism 250, 1000 
Helsinki Accords 1007 
Hennig von Jessen, Christian 795-7, 

806, 823 
Henzl, V.M. 1017, 1018 
Herder, J.G. 1005-6, 1032 
Hieronymus, St 29 

Hodža, Michał 533 
Hoffer Edle von Sulmthal, A. 23 
homeland 

influence on ćmigre languages 
1008-9, 1011 

and national language 999-1001, 
1006-7, 1032 

homophones, in emigrć languages 1015 
Horślek, К. 5 
Humboldt, W. von 1005-6 
Hungarian 

and Serbo-Croat 376, 377 
and Slovak 524, 533, 583-4 
and Slovene 442-3, 448, 449 

Hus, Jan 42-3, 44 
hypocoristics 

in Macedonian 260, 263-4 
in Polish 700, 754 
in Serbo-Croat 314, 321, 341 
in Slovak 544, 587 

identity, cultural 759-61, 1002-4, 
1005, 1007, 1031-2 

imperative 
in Belorussian 897, 916-17, 918-19, 

926-7, 944 
in Bulgarian 210-11, 213, 219, 220, 

226 
in Czech 463, 483, 484, 498-9, 530 
in Macedonian 269, 271, 273, 279, 

288 
in Old Church Slavonic 155-6, 

159-61, 166 
in Polabian 815, 817, 819 
in Polish 712, 719, 728 
in Proto-Indo-European 93 
in Proto-Slavonic 102 
in Russian 849, 861 
in Serbo-Croat 332, 336-7, 350, 

356 
in Slovak 556-7, 569 
in Slovene 397, 414, 416, 419, 431 
in Sorbian 635, 637-8, 646-9, 658 
in Ukrainian 952, 966, 971, 979, 

985 
imperfect tense 

in Bulgarian 213, 219 
future 637 
imperfective 151, 279 
in Macedonian 269-70, 272, 275, 

279 
in Old Church Slavonic 128, 132, 

151-3, 157, 160-1 
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perfective 151, 213 
in Polabian 814 
in Proto-SIavonic 94, 98, 100-2, 

101 
in Russian 849 
in Serbo-Croat 330, 337, 386 
in Slovene 414, 448 
in Sorbian 635-7, 646-7, 683 
in Ukrainian 967 

imperfectiva tantum 555 
imperfective 10-12 

in Belorussian 899, 913-16, 940 
in Bulgarian 212-13 
in Cassubian 776 
in Czech 463, 481-3, 486, 493, 499, 

509, 510, 1014 
in Macedonian 269, 279, 284 
in Old Church Slavonic 150-3,157, 

161,168-70 
in Polabian 814 
in Polish 695, 710, 711, 714, 722, 

728, 752 
in Proto-SIavonic 83, 94, 100 
in Russian 11-12, 849-50, 857, 861, 

1019 
secondary 212,463, 483, 493, 555, 

565,857 
in Serbo-Croat 331-2, 339, 350, 

353,356-8 
simplex 857, 861 
in Slovak 554, 555-7, 565, 569 
in Slovene 416, 425-6 
in Sorbian 652, 677 
in Ukrainian 954, 967-9, 971, 

976-7, 979, 983, 992 
see also aorist tense, imperfective, 

imperfect tense, imperfective, 
present tense, imperfective, 
suffixes 

impersonal constructions 
in Belorussian 927, 932, 934 
in Bulgarian 222, 227 
in Czech 485-6 
in Macedonian 273, 290 
in Polabian 798, 821 
in Polish 705, 713, 729 
in Proto-SIavonic 107, 108 
in Russian 884 
in Slovak 559 
in Slovene 432, 439 
in Sorbian 539 
in Ukrainian 985, 986-7 

indicative 
in Belorussian 919;in Bulgarian 

210-12, 272, 214 
in Macedonian 290 
in Old Church Slavonic 169 
in Polish 733 
in Proto-SIavonic 93, 94 
in Serbo-Croat 332-3 
in Slovene 416 
in Ukrainian 966-7, 979 

infinitive 
in Belorussian 897, 898, 917, 918, 

926-7, 931, 943, 944 
in Bulgarian 215, 219, 229-30 
in Cassubian 776, 785 
in Czech 456, 463, 481, 486, 488, 

499-500, 508 
imperfective 637 
in Macedonian 273, 274, 290 
in Old Church Slavonic 156, 158, 

159-61, 171-2, 175 
perfective 637 
in Polabian 804, 815 
in Polish 710, 711, 714, 717-19, 

728, 738-40, 752 
in Proto-SIavonic 92, 94, 96, 101-2, 

108 
in Russian 867-8, 874 
in Serbo-Croat 330, 332, 337, 339, 

350-1, 357, 369 
in Slovak 556, 559, 566, 580 
in Slovene 397,417-18, 419-20, 

431, 435 
in Sorbian 639-40, 641-5, 658, 665, 

670 
in subordination 7, 171-2, 665 
substitute 332, 356 
in Ukrainian 967, 971-2, 984, 987 

infixes, Proto-SIavonic 83-4 
inflection 

decline in 6, 1019 
middle 94 
primary 94, 95-6 
Proto-SIavonic 83, 84-5, 91, 94-106 
secondary 94, 96 

instrumental 
in Belorussian 900, 903, 905, 908, 

911, 927, 928-9, 944 
in Bulgarian 209 
in Cassubian 768, 770, 782 
in Czech 500-1 
in Macedonian 288 
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in Old Church Slavonic 134, 141-2, 
146, 148,167 

in Polabian 798, 807, 809, 810-11 
in Polish 699-701, 709, 714, 

729-30 
in Proto-SIavonic 62, 85, 108, 115 
in Russian 835, 837-8, 841-2, 862, 

876, 884 
in Serbo-Croat 318-19, 320, 322-3, 

352—3 358 
in Slovak 541, 544, 571,1021 
in Slovene 399, 432 
in Sorbian 614, 618, 631, 659 
in Ukrainian 952, 955, 956, 959, 

960, 977, 980-2 
interference, language 1010, 1011, 

1013-15, 1019, 1021, 1023, 
1027-8 

interlanguage 1011 
intonation 

acute 72, 75-6, 78-9, 459, 692 
in Belorussian 925, 926-7 
in Bulgarian 224, 226 
circumflex 72, 75-6, 78-9, 118, 382, 

384, 459, 692 
in Czech 459, 461, 496-7 
in Macedonian 254, 285, 286 
neoacute 78-9, 80, 382, 384, 392 
in Polish 692, 726, 730 
in Proto-Indo-European 62, 73 
in Russian 849, 860 
in Serbo-Croat 311 
in Slovak 538 
in Slovene 311-12, 347, 390-2, 398, 

401-6, 430, 431 
in Sorbian 76, 656 
in Ukrainian 950, 978, 979, 981 

iotation see yodization 
Illyrian Movement 307, 377, 382, 442 
Indo-European languages 1, 3, 5, 61 

lexis 937-8 
morphology 6, 85, 954, 956 

Institute for the Czech Language 456 
International Organization for 

Standardization (ISO) 56-7, 59 
International Phonetic Alphabet 53-4, 

58 
Iranian, loan-words 109, 184 
Isaev, M.I. 1007 
Istrin, V. 27 
Italian 

and Belorussian 939 

and Bulgarian 241 
in Croatia 307 
and Macedonian 297 
and Polish 751 
and Slovene 448 
and Ukrainian 990 

Ivić, P. 47, 376-7, 382 

jakanne (Belorussia) 892, 896, 899, 
900, 905, 908, 910, 918, 942-4 

Jakobson, Roman 5, 7, 9, 1017, 1020 
Janaš, P. 663,669 
Janković, S. 47 
Jaroslav the Wise 30 
jat' 

in Bulgarian 198, 244 
in Macedonian 253-4 
in Old Church Slavonic 79 
in Proto-SIavonic 28, 79 
in Russian 1012 
in Serbo-Croat 307, 308-9, 317, 

382, 384-5 
in Slovene 394, 446, 449 

Jerome, St 29 
jers 28, 77-9, 301, 389, 446, 448-9, 

800, 801, 831-2, 879, 955 
front/back 79, 691, 801, 833 
loss 8, 36 

in Belorussian 894-6, 898-9, 
904, 944 

in Czech 459-60 
in Macedonian 253 
in Old Church Slavonic 127, 129, 

146 
in Polabian 801-2 
in Polish 691, 694 
in Russian 833-4, 835 
in Serbo-Croat 307, 315-17 
in Slovak 537 
in Sorbian 607-8, 610, 611, 613 

secondary 253, 316, 800 
strong 

in Belorussian 894-5, 898 
in Cassubian 765 
in Macedonian 253, 259 
in Old Church Slavonic 129 
in Polabian 801-2 
in Polish 691, 694 
in Proto-SIavonic 8, 75-6, 118 
in Russian 833-4 
in Serbo-Croat 309 
in Slovak 537, 588 
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in Slovene 393 
in Sorbian 607 
in Ukrainian 950 

tense 81, 253 
vocalization 801-2 
weak 

in Belorussian 894-5, 898 
in Cassubian 765 
in Macedonian 253, 259 
in Old Church Slavonic 129-31, 

141 
in Polabian 801-2, 806 
in Polish 691, 694 
in Proto-Slavonic 8, 76, 81 
in Russian 833-4 
in Serbo-Croat 309, 316 
in Slovak 537, 538 
in Sorbian 607, 611 
in Ukrainian 949-50 

Jews, Russian 1005, 1032 
Joseph, Brian 268, 273 
jotation see yodization 
Jungmann, Josef 523 
Jutronić-Tihomirović, D. 1017, 1025, 

1029-30 

Kajkavian dialects 307, 309, 377, 382, 
384 388 449 

Karadžić, Vuk 38, 40-1, 45, 47, 307, 
328, 385 

Karskij, E.F. 27 
Kashubian see Cassubian 
kaszbienie 763, 767, 792 
Kay, Paul 526 
Kess, J. 1023,1027 
Kiev Fragments 30 
kinship terms 

in Belorussian 937, 941-2 
in Bulgarian 201, 243-4 
in Cassubian 791-2 
in Czech 527 
in Macedonian 260, 263, 286, 

293-4, 299 
in Old Church Slavonic 185 
in Polabian 822-3 
in Polish 754 
in Proto-Slavonic 113 
in Russian 880,1022 
in Serbo-Croat 370, 380-2 
in Slovak 587-8 
in Slovene 446 
in Sorbian 679-81 

in Ukrainian 993 
Kliment Oxridskil 28 
Kolari, V. 523 
Koneski, B. 276, 282, 295, 297 
Konstantin Preslavskij 28 
Kopitar, Jernej 45, 307 
Koraška dialect 448, 449 
Korubin, В. 289 
Kosovo-Resava dialect 385 
Kostenečki, Konstantin 38 
Kouzmin, L. 1017 
Kramer, Christina 271 
Krelj, Sebastian 45 
Kubijovyč, V. 1031 
Kučanda, Dubravko 370 
Kuraszkiewicz, W. 5 
Kuryłowicz, Jerzy 62 

L'udovft Štur Linguistics Institute 
533-4 

language, national 999-1001,1005-6, 
1031-2 

language loyalty 1005 
language maintenance 1000,1001-12, 

1031 
abstand 1002, 1010-11,1031 
and core values 1005-7 
and host language 1010,1011-12, 

1013-14, 1016, 1019 
and language ecology 1011-12 
policies 1002, 1007-8, 1031 
and standard language 1008-10, 

1011, 1015 
laryngeals, Proto-Slavonic 63, 64 
Latin 

and Belorussian 888, 939 
and Bulgarian 240, 242 
and Cassubian 790 
in Croatia 307 
and Czech 468, 522-3 
and Polish 699, 751 
and Proto-Slavonic 110 
and Russian 878 
and Serbo-Croat 376, 377 
and Slovak 583-4 
and Slovene 423 
and Ukrainian 990 

Latinica 20, 21, 40, 41-6, 52-4 
in Belorussia 45-6 
in Bohemia 42 
in Bosnia 49 
in Croatia 31, 41, 42, 44-5, 49 
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in Dalmatia 31, 49 
in Moravia 42 
in Poland 42, 49 
in Serbia 41, 45, 49, 308 
in Slovenia 30, 42, 44-5, 49 

Lechitic 74, 79, 117, 118-19, 608, 
686, 695-6, 759, 765, 766, 795, 
806 

Lehr-Spławiński, Tadeusz 5, 750 
Lekhian dialect 756 
Lencek, Rado L. 390, 391 
Lerin, Macedonian 1000 
lexis 4 

Balto-Slavonic 62, 109 
Belorussian 888, 937-42 
Bulgarian 239-44 
caiques 1027 
Cassubian 790-2 
Czech 522-7 
in ćmigre languages 1011, 1021-30, 

1032 
extensions 1027 
hybrid compounds 1027-8 
Indo-European 937-8 
inteference 1023 
internal degeneration 1021-2; 
lexical fields 

in Belorussian 940-2 
in Bulgarian 243-4 
in Cassubian 790-2 
in Czech 526-7 
in Macedonian 298-9 
in Old Church Slavonic 185 
in Polish 752-4, 822-3 
in Proto-SIavonic 111-13 
in Russian 879-81 
in Serbo-Croat 379-82 
in Slovak 586-8 
in Slovene 445-6 
in Sorbian 677-81 
in Ukrainian 992-3 

Macedonian 252, 254, 257, 295-9 
Old Church Slavonic 184-5 
Old Russian 937 
Polabian 797, 822-3 
Polish 750-4, 790, 938 
Proto-SIavonic 109-13, 937-8 
Russian 839, 878-81, 937 
Serbo-Croat 375-82 
Slovak 583-8, 1021-2 
Slovene 441-6 
Sorbian 674-81 

switching 1028 
transfers 1023-7 
Ukrainian 937-8, 989-93 

Lithuania, Grand Duchy 
and Belorussian 887, 938 
Cyrillic script 33 
and Russian dialect 881 
and Ukrainian 948 

Lithuanian, spirantization 65 
loan-words see borrowing, lexical 
locative 

in Belorussian 902-4, 905, 908, 944 
in Bulgarian 209 
in Cassubian 768, 770, 771-2 
in Czech 465, 466-7 
in Old Church Slavonic 134, 141-2, 

146, 148 
in Polabian 807, 810 
in Polish 693, 698-700 
in Proto-SIavonic 85, 103, 108 
in Russian 836, 838, 841 
second 836, 838 
in Serbo-Croat 314, 318-19, 320-2, 

328, 1016-17 
in Slovak 541,1022 
in Slovene 399, 400 
in Sorbian 611, 614-15, 617-19, 

624, 633 
in Ukrainian 952, 956, 958-9, 963 

Lorentz, Friedrich 761, 770, 783, 
785-6, 790 

Ludovici, Georgius 596 
Lukić, Vera 379 
Lunt, Horace 272, 276, 277 
Lusatian see Sorbian 
Łysohorsky, Óbdra 756 

Macedonia 
Cyrillic script 30, 36, 38, 39, 40, 49 
Glagolitic script 27, 30, 71 
Greek script 46 

Macedonian 249-303 
alphabet 251 
Ancient 249 
caiques 295 
Cyrillic in 38, 40 
history 117, 250-1 
international vocabulary 295-7 
lexis 252, 254, 257, 295-9 
literary 249-51, 254, 256-7, 263, 

295-6 
morphology 260-84, 302, 1016 
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orthography 40 
phonology 69, 75, 76, 78-80, 119, 

251-60 
standardization 251 
status 1-2, 1000 
syntax 285-95, 302 
transliteration 57 
see also dialects 

Macedonians, as linguistic minorities 
999,1000 

machine translation 5-6 
Mader, E. 425 
Majkowski, Aleksander 761, 780, 789 
Maksim Grek 38 
Maretić, Tomo 307 
Margaritoff, M. 23 
masculine 

and animacy 16 
in Belorussian 903-4, 922, 939-40, 

942, 944 
in Bulgarian 199-200, 203, 205, 

207-8, 238, 242 
in Cassubian 768-71, 769 
in Czech 465-7, 465, 466,, 479, 503 
in Macedonian 253, 260-1, 263-4, 

266-7, 281 
in Polabian 804, 807-8, 810-11, 

817 
in Polish 694, 696-7, 698-701 
in Russian 837, 840-1, 855-6 
in Serbo-Croat 315-16, 319-21, 

319, 340-1, 378 
in Slovak 540-1, 541, 542, 544 
in Slovene 399-400, 400, 401, 402, 

403, 404, 408, 433 
in Sorbian 611, 614, 617-18, 620, 

627 
in Ukrainian 955, 956-9, 970-1, 

975, 996 
see also subgender, animate, 

subgender, virile 
Masing, 312 
Maslov, 234 
Mathesius, Vilćm 13 
matice 1006 
mazurzenie 756, 790, 799, 1015 
McCawley, James D. 312 
Meillet, Antoine 62 
Menac, A. 362-3 
Mencken, H.L. 1025 
'metelčica' 45 
Metelko, Franc 45 

Methodius, and early Slavonic writing 
21, 30, 125 

Mexico Declaration on Cultural Policies 
1007 

Meyerstein, G.P. 1018, 1022 
Mezzogiorno, Croats 999 
micro-language 996 
middle 

in Czech 485 
see also diatheses 

Middle Bulgarian 188, 239-41 
Middle Ukrainian 960, 990-1 
Mihaljević, Milan 367, 368 
Miklosich, F. 5 
minorities, linguistic 999-1001 

abstand 1002, 1010-11 
Belorussian 890 
and host community 448-9, 1002-4, 

1007, 1012-13 
and host language 1010, 1011, 1012, 

1013-14, 1016, 1019, 1030-1 
and language maintenance 389, 

1001-12 
and linguistic features 1012-30 
and standard languages 1008-10 

minuscule style, Greek 26 
Misirkov, Krste 40, 250 
Mistrik, J. 566 
Modern Bulgarian see Bulgarian 
Molier, Albin 596 
Mongolian, and Cyrillic script 41 
Montenegro 

Cyrillic script 49 
Serbo-Croat in 306, 308-9 

mood 
in Belorussian 927 
in Czech 484-5, 510 
in Old Church Slavonic 155-6 
in Proto-Slavonic 93, 94, 95 
in Serbo-Croat 332-3 
in Slovak 557-8 
in Slovene 414, 416 
in Ukrainian 966 
see also conditional, imperative, 

indicative, optative, subjunctive 
Moravia 

Czech in 455, 458 
dialects 530-1 
Latinica script 42 
Old Church Slavonic 125, 143, 185 

Moravian mission of Constantine 21, 
23-5, 27, 125, 188 
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Morgan, G. 940 
Morison, W.A. 5 
morphology 4, 6-7, 47-8, 73 

Belorussian 888, 896-8, 899-924, 
942-4 

Bulgarian 48-9, 198-222, 242, 
1016, 1020 

Cassubian 768-79 
Czech 49, 89, 104, 118, 462, 

464-93, 1018 
derivational 4, 6 
of čmigrć languages 1016-20 
inflectional 4, 6, 14, 94-106, 134-61 
Lechitic 806 
Macedonian 260-84, 302, 1020 
Old Church Slavonic 83, 84-6, 93, 

95-100, 103-4, 115, 118, 
134-63, 701, 974 

Polabian 797, 806-9 
Polish 690, 696-723, 769, 1018 
Proto-SIavonic 83-106 
Russian 48, 49, 118, 836-57 
Serbo-Croat 318-43, 382, 1018 
Slovak 540-65, 1018 
Slovene 398-427, 444, 446 
Sorbian 85, 614-52 
Ukrainian 48, 944, 956-77, 991-2 
and word stress 77 
see also adjective, aspect, fusion, 

morphological, infixes, inflection, 
mood, nominals, noun, numerals, 
prefixes, pronoun, stems, suffixes, 
tense, verb 

morphophonemics 4, 6, 7-10 
Belorussian 896-9, 918, 919 
Bulgarian 194-8 
Cassubian 766-8 
Czech 461-3 
Macedonian 258-60 
Old Church Slavonic 9-10, 133-4 
Polabian 804-6 
Polish 692-6, 1019 
Proto-Indo-European 64 
Russian 6, 8-9, 10, 835-6 
Serbo-Croat 312-18 
Slovene 396-8, 411 
Sorbian 610-13 
Ukrainian 952-6 

multiculturalism 1007-8 
Muscovite language 827, 881 

Nahirny, V.C. 1003, 1011 

Nahtigal, R. 5 
nationalism, South Slavonic 250 
nationality, and language 759, 1005-7, 

1032 
Naum Preslavskij 28 
negation 

in Belorussian 932-3 
in Bulgarian 232-3 
in Cassubian 781, 786-7 
constituent 361, 510-11, 577, 667, 

740, 786, 932, 984 
in Czech 510-12 
in Macedonian 290-1 
multiple 741, 984 

negative polarity 326, 361-2, 861 
in Old Church Slavonic 135, 165, 

172-5 
in Polabian 820 
in Polish 740-2 
in Russian 868-70 
sentence 361, 511, 577, 740, 9845 
in Serbo-Croat 326, 361-3 
in Slovak 570, 577 
in Slovene 436-7 
in Sorbian 657-8, 666-8 
in Ukrainian 984-5 
verbal 172-5 

neuter 16 
in Belorussian 900, 918, 922, 935, 

944 
in Bulgarian 194, 200-1, 203, 207, 

216, 236, 238, 242 
in Cassubian 770-1, 771 
in Czech 463, 466, 467, 468-9, 470, 

503, 525 
in Macedonian 260-1, 266-7 
in Old Church Slavonic 135, 138, 

143, 179 
in Polabian 807-8, 809 
in Polish 697, 699, 702, 704, 705, 

730, 751 
productivity 399 
in Proto-SIavonic 88, 107, 110-11 
in Russian 841 
in Serbo-Croat 315, 320-1, 321, 

328, 368 
in Slovak 542, 543, 545, 545, 575-6 
in Slovene 399, 400, 402, 403, 404, 

408, 444, 448 
in Sorbian 618, 620, 624 
in Ukrainian 955, 956, 957-9, 971, 

979, 987 
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New Zealand, Dalmatians 1005 
Niedersorbisch see Sorbian, Lower 
nominals, morphology 

Belorussian 900-12, 927-8 
Bulgarian 198-210 
Cassubian 768-79 
Czech 464-80 
ćmigrć languages 1016-20, 1029 
Macedonian 260-8 
Old Church Slavonic 134-49 
Polabian 807-14 
Polish 696-710 
Proto-Slavonic 83, 84-92, 807 
Russian 836-49 
Serbo-Croat 318-29 
Slovak 540-54 
Slovene 397, 398-414 
Sorbian 614-33 
Ukrainian 952, 956-65, 966 

nominative 
in Belorussian 896-7, 900, 929, 942, 

944 
in Bulgarian 199, 202 
in Cassubian 765, 767, 772, 774, 

782-4 
in Czech 460, 467-9, 470, 500-1, 

512, 525, 1018 
in ćmigrć languages 1020 
in Macedonian 260 
n.-accusative 

in Belorussian 900, 905, 911, 
935-6 

in Bulgarian 202 
in Cassubian 769 
in Czech 467-8, 476, 529 
in Old Church Slavonic 136-8, 

137 
in Polabian 613, 807, 809, 810, 

811 
in Polish 699 
in Slovak 541 
in Slovene 399, 403, 405, 410, 

412 
in Sorbian 615 

in Old Church Slavonic 134-5, 
136-8,140-1, 143, 146, 167, 
174 

in Polabian 807, 808-11 
in Polish 695, 696, 698-700, 702, 

729-30, 742, 748, 1017 
in Proto-Slavonic 82, 85, 87-8, 104, 

106-7 

in Russian 12, 835, 838, 839-41, 
862, 868-9, 884 

in Serbo-Croat 314, 318-19, 320-1, 
328, 351-3, 1017 

in Slovak 541-2, 549, 571, 1018 
in Slovene 399, 406, 410, 411, 412 
in Sorbian 611, 615, 616-20, 627, 

629, 669, 683 
in Ukrainian 955, 956, 958-9, 963, 

980-2, 987 
North-Eastern Slavonic 117, 119 
North Slavonic 

characteristics 115, 118-19 
emergence 114 
morphology 87-8, 104 
phonology 75, 80-1 
see also East Slavonic, West Slavonic 

Notranjsko dialect 389, 448 
noun 

abstract 282, 339-40, 468, 544, 732, 
778, 838, 855, 903 

analogical changes 142-3, 694-6, 
1018 

animate 16 
in apposition 430, 432 
attributive 134-6 
borrowed 110-11, 242, 260, 297, 

524-5, 675, 751, 939-40, 991, 
1024-5 

collective 134,138-9,168,180, 
184, 261-3, 294-5, 316, 322, 
838, 922, 974-5 

compound 221, 282-3, 341, 422-3, 
719-20, 922-3 

count forms 198-9, 200, 202, 697 
de-adjectival 282 
deverbal 103, 279-81, 282, 339 
doublets 958, 959,1025-6 
dual 181 
epicene 136 
indeclinable 185, 378, 399,400, 

444, 525, 697, 699, 720, 751-2, 
939, 991, 1018, 1021, 1026 

masuline-personal 697, 698, 
morphology 4 

pejorative 260, 697, 701, 779, 841, 
855-6, 975 

predicate 729, 862, 864 
see also noun declension, noun 

derivation, noun (verbal), stems, 
suffixes 

noun declension 
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Belorussian 900-5, 901-2, 939-40, 
944 

Bulgarian 199203, 220-1 
Cassubian 769-72, 769, 771, 772, 

778-9 
Czech 465-9, 470 
in ćmigrć languages 1024-5 
Macedonian 261-4 
Old Church Slavonic 134-5, 

138-43, 139, 140, 141, 142, 162 
Polabian 808-11 
Polish 605, 698-702 
Proto-SIavonic 86-9, 87, 88, 465, 

956 
Russian 6, 836, 837-41, 839, 840, 

842, 843 
Serbo-Croat 319-23, 378 
Slovak 540-5,1018 
Slovene 399-406 
Sorbian 616-20, 616, 618, 619 
thematic/athematic 86 
Ukrainian 956-60, 957, 991, 996 

noun derivation 
Belorussian 922-3 
Bulgarian 220-1 
Cassubian 778-9 
Czech 488-91 
Macedonian 279-83 
Polabian 817-18 
Polish 719-21 
Russian 855-6 
Serbo-Croat 339-41 
Slovak 563-4 
Slovene 422-4 
Sorbian 649-51 
Ukrainian 973-5 

noun, verbal 
in Bulgarian 213, 216 
in Cassubian 785 
in Czech 514 
in Macedonian 273, 279, 290 
in Polish 720, 738 
in Proto-SIavonic 94 
in Serbo-Croat 339, 357-8 
in Sorbian 618, 646-9, 683 

number 14, 16 
in Belorussian 900, 908, 913, 929, 

940 
in Bulgarian 198-9, 202, 210 
in Cassubian 768 
in Czech 465, 480-1 
in Old Church Slavonic 138, 149, 155 

in Polabian 807 
in Polish 696, 732 
in Proto-SIavonic 85, 103, 106 
in Russian 836, 849 
in Serbo-Croat 318 
in Slovak 540 
in Slovene 398-9, 406, 414 
in Sorbian 614, 633-5 
syncretism 399 
in Ukrainian 956, 966 

numerals 3 
Belorussian 900, 911, 912, 935-6 
Bulgarian 199, 208, 209-10, 223, 

234, 237 
cardinal 

in Belorussian 911, 912 
in Bulgarian 199, 208, 209, 223, 

237-8 
in Czech 478-9, 480 
in Macedonian 267-8 
in Old Church Slavonic 148-9 
in Polabian 813-14 
in Polish 707, 708, 710, 748, 750 
in Proto-SIavonic 91 
in Russian 847-8 
in Serbo-Croat 329 
in Slovak 553, 567 
in Slovene 413 
in Sorbian 631-2, 632 
in Ukrainian 965 

collective 375, 521, 582-3, 707, 
709, 749-50, 814, 847, 848, 
876-7, 911, 989 

compound 92,183, 210, 375, 707, 
709, 749, 847, 848, 877-8, 935, 
988 

Czech 478-80, 520-1 
definiteness 209, 268 
in ćmigrć languages 1018 
fractions 521, 583 
indeclinable 329, 413, 414, 479, 633 
Macedonian 266, 267-8, 286, 294 
Old Church Slavonic 148-9, 180-3 
ordinal 

in Belorussian 911 
in Bulgarian 210, 234 
in Czech 480, 497 
in Macedonian 266, 268 
in Old Church Slavonic 149 
in Polabian 814 
in Polish 707, 708, 710 
in Proto-SIavonic 92 
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in Slovak 555, 554 
in Slovene 414 
in Ukrainian 965 

paucal (234 form) 318, 329, 330, 
373, 374-5, 748-9, 847, 848, 
876-7 

Polabian 813-14 
Polish 697-8, 707-10 
Proto-Slavonic 84, 91-2 
Russian 847-9 
Serbo-Croat 329, 372-5, 1018 
Slovak 552-4, 567, 581-3 
Slovene 413-14, 415, 440-1 
Sorbian 616, 631-3, 634, 673 
Ukrainian 964, 965, 966, 988-9 

Obersorbisch see Sorbian, Upper 
object 

direct/indirect 107-8, 135, 137-8, 
205, 235, 291, 741, 1017 

of negative verb 172-4, 436 
oblique 

in Belorussian 925-6 
in Bulgarian 205 
in Cassubian 765, 771, 774, 785 
in Czech 460, 463, 473, 485, 

519-20, 521 
in Macedonian 260, 261, 263 
in Old Church Slavonic 146 
in Polabian 811 
in Polish 700, 705, 748 
in Russian 848, 872, 876, 882-4 
in Serbo-Croat 323, 329, 373, 385 
in Slovak 542, 544, 547, 578, 582 
in Sorbian 675 
in Ukrainian 955, 958-9 
see also dative, genitive, 

instrumental, locative 
obstruents 

Belorussian 893, 895 
Bulgarian 190, 191, 196-7 
Czech 458 
Old Church Slavonic 127, 130, 158 
Polish 690-1, 755-6 
Russian 830, 835 
Serbo-Croat 311, 316, 317 
Slovene 394-6 
Ukrainian 48, 951 
voiced/voiceless 48, 191, 196-7, 

690-1, 1014 
Old Belorussian 887 
Old Bulgarian 188 

lexis 239, 240-1 
morphophonemics 194 

Old Church Slavonic 3, 125-85 
and Bulgarian 188, 217-18, 219 
and Czech 522 
Eastern dialects 126-7, 185 
as Eastern South Slavonic 117 
lexis 184-5, 522 
morphology 83, 84-6, 93, 95-100, 

103-4, 115, 118, 134-63, 701, 
974 

morphophonemics 9-10, 133-4 
phoneme inventory 126-33 
phonology 64, 68-73, 75-6, 79, 81, 

119, 126-34 
in Rumania 41 
in Rus' 827 
script 29-30, 39, 125, 131, 159 
and Sorbian 675 
syntax 164-84 
and Ukrainian 974 
variations 185 
Western dialects 126-7, 146, 185 

Old Czech 522 
morphology 95, 104, 465, 481 
phonology 73, 116, 456, 460-1 
syntax 511 

Old Polish 
morphology 104, 696, 705, 716, 717 
phonology 691, 692 
syntax 783 

Old Russian 887, 944 
lexis 937 
morphology 95, 115, 908, 913, 918 
morphophonemics 8, 9-10 
phonology 71, 893-4, 952 

Old Slovak 947-8 
Old Slovene, morphology 95 
Old Ukrainian 949, 950-2, 955, 956, 

959, 960, 967, 990 
onomatopoeia 

in Russian 1026 
in Slovak 536 
in Ukrainian 950-1 

optative 
in Czech 498, 499-500 
in Proto-Indo-European 102 
in Proto-Slavonic 93, 94 
in Slovene 414, 416, 431 

Oravec, J. 572-3, 579 
orthography 

and Cyrillic script 36-41, 47-9 
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and ćmigrć languages 1012 
and Glagolitic script 126-7 
and Latinica script 43-6, 48 
see also under individual languages 

Ostromir's Gospel 29, 30, 33 
Ottoman Empire 

and Bulgarian 188, 240 
and Macedonian 250-1, 296, 1000 
and Serbia 306 

out-marriage 1002,1004, 1005 

palatalization 6, 8, 9-10, 82 
of alveolars 689 
in Belorussian 890-1, 892-7 
in Bulgarian 190-1, 192, 194-5, 

197-8, 241, 245 
in Czech 459, 466 
of dentals 689 
of fricatives 1013 
and front vowel 67, 127,133,138, 

197, 241, 245, 315 
of labials 687, 884 
in Macedonian 256 
in Old Church Slavonic 127, 131, 

138 
in Proto-SIavonic 36, 63, 65, 67, 68, 

118 
in Russian 6, 8-10, 241, 828-3, 834, 

1015 
in Serbo-Croat 1014 
in Slovak 549 
in Slovene 395, 396-7 
in Ukrainian 951-2 

palatalization of velars 63, 65-6, 73, 
138, 190-1, 197, 465-6, 476, 829, 
834, 896 
first 

in Belorussian 896-7, 910 
in Bulgarian 194 
in Cassubian 766 
in Czech 461-2 
in Macedonian 257, 258, 283 
in Old Church Slavonic 133 
in Polabian 804 
in Polish 693 
in Proto-SIavonic 66, 68 
in Russian 8, 835, 884 
in Serbo-Croat 312-13, 314, 320 
in Slovak 538 
in Slovene 396-7 
in Sorbian 610 
in Ukrainian 952 

second 
in Belorussian 896-7, 902-3 
in Bulgarian 194 
in Cassubian 766-7 
in Czech 462, 484 
in Macedonian 257, 258 
in Old Church Slavonic 133 
in Polabian 804 
in Polish 692-3, 694, 756 
in Proto-SIavonic 70, 73-4, 103, 

116 
in Russian 10, 834, 884 
in Serbo-Croat 313-14, 321-2 
in Slovak 538 
in Slovene 397 
in Sorbian 611, 631 
in Ukrainian 954 

third 
in Belorussian 894, 897 
in Bulgarian 194-5 
in Czech 462 
in Old Church Slavonic 133 
in Proto-SIavonic 70, 73, 116 
in Serbo-Croat 313, 314, 331 
in Slovak 538-9 

pan-Slavonic movement 1006 
Panonsko dialect 449 
Panunchio, C.M. 1008 
Panzer, B. 5 
Paris Alphabet 42 
participles 7 

active 
in Old Church Slavonic 143, 145 
in Polish 734-5 
in Russian 849 
in Ukrainian 963, 967, 987 

adjectivalization 425 
in ćmigrć languages 1019 
/-participle 14 

in Belorussian 918 
in Cassubian 776, 778 
in Czech 481,487,498, 507, 

510, 776 
in Proto-SIavonic 93 
in Russian 849 
in Serbo-Croat 14, 316, 318, 330, 

332-3, 334, 337, 365 
in Slovak 554, 558, 559-60, 577 
in Slovene 395, 398, 416, 

417-18, 425 
in Sorbian 633, 636, 638, 640, 

646-9 
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long/short forms 169, 487 
Old Church Slavonic 136, 143, 

145-6, 152-3, 156, 158 
passive 

in Cassubian 777 
in Czech 487 
in Polish 713-14, 721, 736-7 
in Slovak 560 
in Ukrainian 963, 967, 972 

past active 
in Bulgarian 213, 215-16, 219, 

245 
in Czech 487 
in Macedonian 273 
in Old Church Slavonic 143, 

145-6, 146., 156, 159-61 
in Proto-Slavonic 84, 104, 105, 

105 
in Slovene 417 

past imperfective 170-1, 215, 231 
past passive 

in Belorussian 917-18, 931 
in Bulgarian 213, 216, 231 
in Macedonian 273 
in Old Church Slavonic 145, 

156-7, 158-61 
in Proto-Slavonic 104, 105, 106 
in Russian 835, 849, 851, 855 
in Serbo-Croat 314 
in Slovene 397, 417-18, 425 
in Sorbian 627, 639 
in Ukrainian 952-4, 963, 967, 

972 
past perfective 169, 713 
perfect 152-3, 156, 158-61, 164-5 
in Polish 710, 714-15 
present active 

in Bulgarian 213, 215, 219, 241 
in Czech 486-7 
in Macedonian 273 
in Old Church Slavonic 143, 

145-6, 146, 156-7, 160-1 
in Polabian 815 
in Proto-Slavonic 104, 104, 105, 

115 
in Slovak 549, 559-60 
in Slovene 416, 417-19 
in Ukrainian 963, 967 

present imperfective 170-1 
present passive 

in Bulgarian 219, 231 
in Macedonian 273 

in Old Church Slavonic 145, 156, 
160-1 

in Proto-Slavonic 104, 105 
in Russian 849 

present perfective 170-1 
in Proto-Indo-European 62 
in Proto-Slavonic 103-4 
resultative 93, 94, 104, 105-6, 

273 
in Slovene 435 

particle 
conditional 664, 724 
interrogative 166, 223, 286-7, 

430-1, 497, 656, 781, 926, 978 
negative 172, 223, 224-5, 232-3, 

429, 430-1, 436, 510, 570, 577, 
666-7, 740, 817, 820, 932, 984 

reflexive 93, 722-3, 800, 805, 820, 
944 

in Ukrainian 977, 978 
Parum Schultze, Johann 797, 801, 803, 

823 
passive 13-14 

in Belorussian 917 
in Bulgarian 213-14 
in Czech 485-6, 494 
in ćmigrć languages 1020 
impersonal 333, 559, 884-5 
in Macedonian 272-3 
in Old Church Slavonic 156, 175 
in Polabian 798, 815, 821 
in Polish 713-14, 737 
in Proto-Slavonic 93, 95, 104, 107 
reflexive 558 
in Russian 873, 884-5 
in Serbo-Croat 333 
in Slovak 558 
in Slovene 417 
in Sorbian 638-9 
of state 713, 714 
in Ukrainian 967, 986 

past perfect tense, in Bulgarian 211 
past tense 14 

in Belorussian 913, 917, 927, 928 
in Bulgarian 210-11 
in Cassubian 776 
in Czech 463, 483, 487, 510 
in Macedonian 270-1 
in Old Church Slavonic 150-1 
in Polabian 804, 814-15 
in Polish 694, 710-11, 712-13, 

718-19 
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in Proto-SIavonic 967 
in Russian 14, 836, 849 
in Serbo-Croat 330 
in Slovak 554, 556, 559, 577 
in Slovene 416 
in Sorbian 639, 683 
in Ukrainian 966-7, 970-1, 996 

past future tense, in Bulgarian 211 
past future perfect tense 211-12 
Paternost, J. 1017 
patient 

in Old Church Slavonic 156 
in Polish 713 
in Proto-SIavonic 93, 107 

perfect tense 
in Belorussian 913 
in Bulgarian 211 
in Macedonian 270, 272-3 
in Old Church Slavonic 152 
in Polabian 798, 814, 816, 816 
in Polish 714-15 
in Proto-SIavonic 94, 95, 105 
in Russian 885 
in Serbo-Croat 330 
in Sorbian 635-6 
in Ukrainian 967-8 

perfectiva tantum 555, 557 
perfective 10-12, 22 

in Belorussian 913-16, 940 
in Bulgarian 212-13 
in Cassubian 776 
in Czech 481-3, 493, 499, 526, 1014 
future 635-6 
in Macedonian 269, 270, 273, 279, 

284 
in Old Church Slavonic 150-5, 

168-70 
in Polabian 814 
in Polish 695, 710, 711, 714, 722, 

728, 752 
in Proto-SIavonic 94 
in Russian 11-12, 849-50, 851, 857, 

861, 1019 
in Serbo-Croat 331-2, 339, 356-8, 

379 
in Slovak 554, 555, 557, 565, 569, 

576, 585 
in Slovene 416, 425-6 
in Sorbian 635-6, 652 
in Ukrainian 966, 967-9, 976, 979, 

983, 992 
see also aorist tense (perfective), 

imperfect tense (perfective), 
perfective, present tense 
(perfective) 

person 
in Belorussian 913 
in Bulgarian 210 
in Czech 480 
in Old Church Slavonic 149, 155-6 
in Polish 16, 710 
in Proto-SIavonic 94 
in Russian 849 
in Serbo-Croat 14 
in Slovak 554 
in Slovene 406, 414, 415 
in Sorbian 633 
syncretism 415 
in Ukrainian 966 

Peter the Great 36, 38, 827 
Pfeffinger, 797, 799, 801, 803, 823 
phoneme inventories 

Belorussian 890-6, 891 
Bulgarian 190-4 
Cassubian 762-6 
Czech 456-61 
Macedonian 252-8, 299-301 
Old Church Slavonic 126-33 
Polabian 798-804, 799 
Polish 687-92, 688 
Proto-SIavonic 66-7, 82 
Russian 828-34 
Serbo-Croat 308-12 
Slovak 534-8 
Slovene 389-96, 446-8 
Sorbian 600-10 
Ukrainian 948-52 

phonology 4, 6 
Belorussian 76-8, 887, 890-9 
Cyrillic script 69, 75, 76, 78-80, 

119, 251-60 
Czech 43, 74, 75-6, 78-82, 456-64, 

1014 
and ćmigrć languages 1013-16 
generative 7, 9 
Macedonian 43, 69, 74-6, 78-80, 

119, 190-8, 241,251-60 
Old Church Slavonic 64, 68-73, 

75-6, 79, 81, 119, 126-34 
Polabian 798-806 
Polish 74, 75-6, 78-81, 687-96, 

767-8, 1014 
Proto-SIavonic 36-40, 63-82, 193, 

833 
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Russian 74, 75-6, 77, 78-81, 
828-36, 894 

Serbo-Croat 43, 74, 75-6, 78-80, 
118,119, 308-18 

Slovak 43, 75, 78-82, 534-40 
Slovene 43, 74, 75-6, 78-80, 116, 

119, 389-98 
Sorbian 600-13 
Ukrainian 43, 76, 894, 895, 948-56 
see also ablaut, consonant, 

diphthongs, palatalization, 
phoneme inventories, sonorants, 
vowel 

phrase 
adjectival 223-4, 351-2 
boundaries 429-30, 438-9, 579 
infinitive 168 
noun 223, 228, 232, 346, 351-2, 

367-9, 430, 432, 572-3, 725-6, 
740, 743 

participial 168, 170-1, 175, 230-1, 
931 

prepositional 107, 108, 204, 209, 
227-9, 235-7, 399, 430, 582, 
713 

verb 429, 572-3 
Picchio, Riccardo 5, 828 
pidginization 1020 
pitch see intonation 
Pleteršnik, Maks 391 
pluperfect tense 

in Belorussian 913 
in Cassubian 777-8 
in Macedonian 270-1, 272, 273, 286 
in Old Church Slavonic 152-3 
in Polish 711 
in Proto-Slavonic 94, 95 
in Russian 885 
in Serbo-Croat 330-1 
in Slovak 554 
in Slovene 414, 416, 417 
in Sorbian 635-6 
in Ukrainian 966-7, 971 

pluralia tantum 
in Belorussian 900, 911 
in Bulgarian 202, 227 
in Czech 521, 527 
in Polish 699-701, 749, 753 
in Serbo-Croat 373 
in Slovak 554, 582-3, 587 
in Slovene 413, 440 
in Sorbian 617, 632-3 

in Ukrainian 964, 989 
plurals 

in Belorussian 900, 908 
in Bulgarian 194, 200, 203, 238 
in Cassubian 772, 773, 784 
collective 261-3, 587 
in Czech 465 
long 315, 319-20, 384 
in Macedonian 261-3, 262, 264, 

294-5 
in Old Church Slavonic 134, 142, 

143, 146 
in Polabian 813 
in Polish 698-9, 701 
in Proto-Slavonic 119 
quantitative 263, 294-5 
in Russian 837-41 
in Serbo-Croat 315, 319-20, 322, 

382, 386, 1018 
in Slovak 545 
in Sorbian 614, 617-20, 631, 633, 

639 
in Ukrainian 952, 956, 958-9 

Pohlin, Marko 45 
Polabian 3, 759, 795-823, 1005 

caiques 797 
history 795-7 
lexis 797, 822-3 
morphology 797, 806-19 
phonology 75-6, 80, 118, 766, 797, 

798-806 
and Sorbian 593, 609 
sources 797, 806 
syntax 797-8, 819-21 
as West Slavonic 117 
see also dialects 

Poland 
Glagolitic script 31 
Latinica script 42, 43-4, 49 
and Sorbian 593 

Poles 
in Canada 1031 
in USA 999, 1009-10, 1011, 1015, 

1016, 1030 
Polish 686-756 

and Belorussian 888, 894, 938-9 
caiques 751 
colloquial 720-1, 741, 742-3, 744, 

1029 
in emigration 1016-17, 1024, 1029 
history 686, 948, 999 
international vocabulary 687, 711, 
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751, Kaszuby dialect 754, 756 
see also Cassubian 
Latinica script 43-4 
lexis 750-4, 790, 1024 
literary 686, 692, 772 
loan-words 689, 696, 790 
Małopolska dialect 686, 754, 756 
Mazowsze dialect 754, 756 
mazurzenie 756, 790,1015 
morphology 690, 696-723, 769, 

1018-19 
orthography 43-4, 687, 690 
phonology 74, 75-6, 78-81, 

687-96, 767-8, 1014 
and Russian 827, 878 
Śtysk dialect 754, 756 
and Slovak 533, 583, 585 
and Sorbian 609 
status 1-2, 686,1005 
syntax 723-50, 780, 1020 
and Ukrainian 751, 989-91 
in USA 1009-10 
and West Slavonic 117 
Wielkopolska dialect 686, 690, 754, 

756 
see also Cassubian, dialects, Old 

Polish 
politeness 

in Bulgarian 203, 226 
in Czech 470 ,480 ,497 
in Macedonian 269 
in Polish 16 
in Russian 1022 
in Slovene 414-15 
in Sorbian 658 

polnoglasie see diphthongs 
poluustav 33, 36 
Pomeranian dialects 117, 759 
Pontanus, M. 769 
possession 

in Belorussian 934-5 
in Bulgarian 204, 236, 237 
in Cassubian 788-9 
in Czech 477, 517-18 
in Macedonian 260, 283, 286, 293-4 
in Old Church Slavonic 137, 176-80 
in Polabian 821 
in Polish 747-8, 1020 
in Russian 874-6 
in Serbo-Croat 369-72 
in Slovak 580-1 
in Slovene 440 

in Sorbian 671-2 
in Ukrainian 987-8 

postfix, in Ukrainian 960, 967, 986-7 
postpositions 7, 925 
Prague School 13 
predicate 

aspectual 864 
in Cassubian 779 
epistemological 864 
in Old Church Slavonic 167 
in Polish 729-30 
in Proto-SIavonic 107 
in Russian 858-9, 862-4, 865-7 
in Serbo-Croat 352-3, 355 
in Slovak 571 
in Sorbian 661 
in Ukrainian 979-80 

predicatives, in Slovene 432 
prefixes 

in Belorussian 915-16, 922, 923-4, 
938 

in Bulgarian 212 
in Czech 481-3, 488-91, 493 
double 565 
in Macedonian 256, 283, 284, 292, 

298 
in Old Church Slavonic 155 
in Polabian 814, 818 
in Polish 719, 721-2 
in Proto-SIavonic 83, 115 
in Russian 11, 857 
in Serbo-Croat 342-3 
in Slovak 555, 563-5, 585 
in Slovene 424-7 
in Sorbian 637, 651, 652 
in Ukrainian 963, 968-9, 973, 976, 

992 
prepositions 7 

in Bulgarian 196 
in Cassubian 768 
in Macedonian 260, 288 
in Polabian 803, 812 
in Polish 691 
in Russian 843, 844 
in Serbo-Croat 368 
in Slovak 537, 538, 546, 1018, 

1021-2 
in Sorbian 609, 614, 620-3, 670, 

676 
in Ukrainian 962, 977 

present tense 
athematic 338-9 
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in Belorussian 927, 932 
in Bulgarian 192, 210, 220, 226, 245 
in Cassubian 775, 776 
in Czech 481, 488 
'extra' 331, 338, 559 
imperfective 150, 152, 161, 270, 

710, 867 
in Macedonian 269, 274-5, 276, 286 
in Old Church Slavonic 150, 160, 

161 
perfective 150, 171, 213, 269, 

270-1, 273, 331, 728-9, 849 
in Polabian 804-5, 814-15, 816 
in Polish 710, 712, 717-18 
in Proto-Slavonic 83, 94, 95, 96, 

101 
in Russian 14, 849, 861-2, 867 
in Serbo-Croat 313, 330, 337-8, 

340 
in Slovak 554, 577 
in Slovene 397, 414, 416, 418-20 
in Sorbian 635-6, 641-7, 666 
in Ukrainian 952-4, 966, 969, 970, 

970,980 
presentative, in Serbo-Croat 344-5 
Presi, J.V. 523 
Preston, Dennis R. 1009, 1016, 1017 
presumptive mood 215 
preterite tense 

in Polish 724 
in Proto-Slavonic 94, 97 
in Sorbian 635, 656 

Primorsko dialect 448 
proclitics 

in Bulgarian 222-3 
in Serbo-Croat 311-12 
see also clitics 

pronoun 4 
adjectival 430, 624 
anaphoric see anaphor 
clitic 5 

Belorussian 926 
Bulgarian 203-4, 214, 234-6 
Macedonian 264, 266, 285, 291, 

293 
Old Church Slavonic 143, 164, 

165 
Polish 702, 725, 745-6 
Serbo-Croat 319, 323, 345 
Slovene 407-8, 409, 438 
Sorbian 620-3 
Ukrainian 960, 996 

compound 410 
constrastive 149 
demonstrative 

Belorussian 907, 933 
Bulgarian 206, 223, 233 
Cassubian 787 
Czech 471,513 
Old Church Slavonic 143, 175 
Polabian 812 
Polish 702-4 
Proto-Slavonic 89, 90, 97, 625 
Russian 844, 845 
Serbo-Croat 323, 525, 364 
Slovak 547, 547 
Slovene 409, 410, 438 
Sorbian 623, 625, 624, 669 
Ukrainian 979, 982-3 

emphatic 744, 746, 907, 910 
gendered 85, 89-90 
indeclinable 399, 409, 784-5 
indefinite 145, 145, 205-6, 326, 

409, 474-5, 474, 547, 582, 627, 
632-3, 704, 843-4, 908, 962 

interrogative 
Belorussian 906-7, 907 
Bulgarian 199, 206, 225, 231-2 
Cassubian 780 
Czech 472, 519 
Macedonian 264-5 
Old Church Slavonic 145, 145, 

166 
Polabian 812 
Polish 704, 726 
Proto-Slavonic 89-90 
Russian 842-3, 866, 868 
Serbo-Croat 325-6, 361 
Slovak 547-8, 548 
Slovene 409, 431 
Sorbian 658, 663 
Ukrainian 960, 978-9, 980 

long forms 264 
morphology 773-5 

Belorussian 905-8 
Bulgarian 203-7 
Cassubian 773-4 
Czech 470-5 
Macedonian 264-6 
Old Church Slavonic 143-5 
Polabian 811-12 
Polish 702-4 
Proto-Slavonic 89-90 
Russian 841-4 
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Serbo-Croat 323-6 
Slovak 546-8 
Slovene 406-10 
Sorbian 620-7 
Ukrainian 960-2, 961 

negative 145, 173-5, 205, 233, 290, 
409, 667, 704, 786, 812, 820, 
933, 962 

of non-familiar address 702, 725, 
774, 787 

non-gendered 85, 89-90, 470, 471, 
546, 546 

orthotonic 702 
personal 

Belorussian 905, 906-7, 933 
Bulgarian 199, 203-4, 204, 227, 

233-8 
Cassubian 773-4, 775, 787, 789 
Czech 470, 471, 480, 512-14 
Macedonian 264, 265 
Old Church Slavonic 143, 144, 

166 
Polabian 798, 811 
Polish 702, 703, 1018-19 
Russian 1022 
Serbo-Croat 323, 324, 1018 
Slovak 546, 546, 578 
Slovene 406-8, 407, 408, 437 
Sorbian 620-3, 621, 622, 654-5, 

668-71, 672 
Ukrainian 960, 985, 996 

possessive 
Belorussian 905-7, 906, 933, 

935 
Bulgarian 204-5, 205, 233, 236 
Czech 471, 472-3, 516, 518 
Macedonian 264 
Old Church Slavonic 176, 178 
Polabian 812, 821 
Polish 704 
Proto-SIavonic 89 
reflexive 176-7, 236, 264, 367, 

472-3,516, 580, 669 
Serbo-Croat 323-5, 525, 367-8 
Slovak 547, 547, 580 
Slovene 409 
Sorbian 625, 669, 670 
Ukrainian 988 

predicate 729 
qualitative 89, 626 
quantitative 89, 472 
reduplicative 291 

reflexive 
Belorussian 905, 934 
Bulgarian 213-14, 233, 235-7 
Cassubian 774, 788 
Macedonian 92 
Old Church Slavonic 144, 156, 

165, 175-6 
Polabian 812 
Polish 703, 712, 720, 744-5 
Russian 841-2, 872 
Serbo-Croat 323, 324 
Slovak 579-80 
Slovene 406-7, 407, 438-9 
Sorbian 623, 654, 669-71 
Ukrainian 960 

relative 
Belorussian 906-7, 907, 929, 933 
Bulgarian 205, 228, 231-2, 233, 

235 
Cassubian 784-5, 788 
Czech 508 
Old Church Slavonic 180 
Russian 868 
Slovak 575-6 
Slovene 409, 434-5 
Sorbian 663, 671 

subject 234, 291, 365-6, 725, 742 
suppletion 960 
universal 812 

Proto-Glagolitic 27 
Proto-Indo-European 61 

lexis 109, 111-13 
morphology 62, 83, 85, 86-7, 96-7, 

101 
morphophonemics 8 
phonology 61-2, 63-9, 74 
subperiods 61-2 

Proto-Lechitic, phonology 801 
Proto-SIavonic 1, 3, 60-119, 188, 

396-7 
and Belorussian 893, 894-8, 908, 

913 919 937-8 
and Bulgarian 193, 194-6, 207, 239, 

787 
and Cassubian 765-7 
and Czech 461-3 
inflectional morphology 6 
lexis 4, 441, 583, 937, 989-90 
and Macedonian 253, 256-7, 258-9, 

270 
morphology 83-106, 202-3, 277, 

278-9, 908 
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morphophonemics 8, 9-10, 194-6 
phonology 36-40, 63-82, 193, 893, 

894-6 
and Polabian 804-6, 808-9, 815 
and Polish 692-5, 750 
and Russian 833, 835, 878 
and Serbo-Croat 312-16 
and Slovak 538-9 
and Slovene 399-400,404-5, 441 
and Sorbian 608-9, 610-13, 625 
subperiods 61-2 
syntax 106-8 
and Ukrainian 949, 951-4, 959, 

973, 989-90 
see also dialects 

Proto-Slavonic, Early 
morphology 104 
phoneme inventory 66-7 
phonology 69-76, 79-80 

Proto-Slavonic, Late 
morphology 84, 86, 96, 104-6, 

216-19 
phoneme inventory 82 
phonology 69-70, 72-7, 80-2 

Psalterium Sinaiticum 125, 130-2, 153, 
156, 174,179 

Puškin, A.S. 827-8, 863, 881 

quantification 15 
and approximation 582 
in Belorussian 935-6 
in Bulgarian 223, 237-9 
in Czech 518-21 
definite 294-5 
indeclinable 374-5 
indefinite 582 
in Macedonian 294-5 
in Old Church Slavonic 180-4 
partitive 294, 582 
in Polish 748-50 
in Russian 15, 876-8, 878 
in Serbo-Croat 368, 372-5 
in Slovak 581-3 
in Slovene 440-1 
in Sorbian 672-4 
in Ukrainian 988-9 

quantifier, total 577 
questions 

in Belorussian 926 
in Bulgarian 224-6, 231-2 
in Cassubian 780-1 
in Czech 496-8, 508 

indirect 166, 226, 287, 350, 431, 
569, 658, 727-8, 781, 861, 
978-9 

in Macedonian 269, 286-8 
multiple 349 
in Old Church Slavonic 153, 166 
in Polabian 819 
in Polish 726-8 
in Russian 860 
in Serbo-Croat 347-50, 360-1 
in Slovak 567-9 
in Slovene 430-1 
in Sorbian 656-8 
in Ukrainian 978-9 

Ramovš, F. 446 
reciprocity 

in Belorussian 934 
in Bulgarian 236-7 
in Cassubian 788 
in Czech 516-17 
in Macedonian 273, 293 
in Old Church Slavonic 176 
in Polabian 820-1 
in Polish 702, 744-6 
in Russian 874 
in Serbo-Croat 368-9 
in Slovak 579-80 
in Slovene 439-40 
in Sorbian 671 
in Ukrainian 986 

reference, definite/indefinite 179 
reflexiva tantum 514-15, 670 
reflexivity 

in Belorussian 934 
in Bulgarian 214 
in Cassubian 788 
in Czech 482, 485-6, 514-16 
in Macedonian 273, 292-3 
in Old Church Slavonic 175-6 
in Polabian 820-1 
in Polish 744-6 
in Proto-Slavonic 107 
in Russian 872-4 
in Serbo-Croat 366-9 
in Slovak 558, 579-80 
in Slovene 438-9 
in Sorbian 669-71 
in Ukrainian 986-7 

relativization 
in Macedonian 289 
in Polish 740 
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religion 
and alphabet 20, 2/, 29, 31, 33 
and minority language 1003, 1006 

renarrated mood 214-15, 2/5, 270 
272 

repression, language 948, 999-1000, 
1006 

rheme, sentence 13, 343, 366, 427-8, 
565-6, 723-4, 858-60 

rights, language 1007-8 
Roman script 52-3 

see also Latinica 
Romance 

loan-words 184, 377, 522 
in Slovenia 388, 442-3, 448 

Romany population, in Slovakia 533 
Romanski, S. 240 
Rost, P. 797 
rousskymi pismeny 22, 26 
Rovtarsko dialect 448-9 
Rudin, Catherine 231-2 
Rumania 

and Cyrillic script 41 
Czechs 1004, 1009, 1011, 1015 
and Slovak 524, 533, 583-4 

Rus' 
Cyrillic script 29, 30, 33, 34 
Glagolitic script 29, 30 
Old Church Slavonic 827 

Russia 
Academy of Sciences 39, 889 
Cyrillic script 34, 35, 36-9, 49 
Glagolitic script 38 
linguistic minorities 1000-1 

Russian 827-85 
alphabet 831, 832 
and Belorussian 888-90, 938-9, 

940 
and Bulgarian 207, 239, 240-2 
colloquial 828, 836 
and Czech 524 
in emigration 1013, 1014-15, 1017, 

1019, 1022, 1025-9, 1032 
history 827-8, 833 
as international language 1031-2 
lexis 1, 839, 878-81, 937 
literary 827-8 
and Macedonian 295-6 
morphology 6, 48, 49, 118, 836-57 
morphophonemics 6, 8-9, 10 
orthography 39, 829, 830-1, 832, 

1012 

phonology 74, 75-6, 77, 79-81, 
828-36, 893-4, 1014 

and Polish 751 
and Slovak 583, 585 
and Slovene 443-4 
status 1-2, 5-6, 827 
syntax 858-78, 884-5 
transliteration 57, 58 
and Ukrainian 989-91, 992 
see also dialects 

Rusyn language 996 
Ruthenian language 996 
Ruthenians, in Slovakia 533 
Ružička, Rudolf 5 

Šafaffk, Pavel 43 
Saint-Jacques, B. 1030-1 
sandhi, in Polish 724, 756 
satem languages 65-6 
Saussure/Fortunatov law 77 
Sawina kniga 30, 125, 129-30, 132-3, 

150, 155, 164-5, 170-1, 174, 
176-8, 181-2 

Schenker, Alexander M. 5, 30 
Schleicher, August 62 
Schneider, Franz 597 
semelfactives 

in Bulgarian 204, 212, 222 
in Czech 493 
in Polish 722 
in Russian 851, 857 

semi-vowel 
Belorussian 39, 892-3 
prothetic 67 
Proto-Indo-European 63, 64 
Proto-SIavonic 68-70 
Ukrainian 39 

semi-uncial style, Cyrillic 33, 34, 36 
Senn, Alfred 62 
sentence 

complex 820 
copular see copula 
functional perspective 12-14, 427-8, 

494, 546, 565-6, 579, 723, 
726-7 

interrogative see questions 
subjectless 222, 234 
see also word order 

Serbia 
Cyrillic script 29, 33, 36, 38, 41, 49, 

310 
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Glagolitic script 29, 30 
Kingdom 33, 307 
Latinica script 41, 45, 49, 310 

Serbo-Croat 306-86 
alphabet 310-11 
caiques 377 
and Cyrillic 38, 41, 310 
and Dalmatians 1005 
ekavian/ikavian 307-8, 309-10, 

337,385 
emergence 117 
in emigration 1014, 1016, 1018, 

1021, 1029 
international vocabulary 377-8 
intonation 118 
jekavian/ijekavian 307, 309, 310, 

317, 337, 385 
lexis 375-82, 1021 
and Macedonian 250, 251, 254, 255, 

295 
morphology 48-9, 318-43, 1018 
orthography 40-1, 307, 308-9 
phonology 43, 74, 75-6, 78-80, 

118, 119, 308-18 
status 1-2 
syntax 343-75 
transliteration 57 

singularia tantum 202 
Škaljić, Abdulah 377 
Skol, Petar 376 
Slaveno-Serbian 306-7 
Slavonian dialect 385 
Slavonic languages 

characteristics 6-17 
classification 60-1 
studies 5-6 
see also Proto-Slavonic and under 

individual Slavonic languages 
Slavs 

homeland 62, 999-1001 
as migrants 999, 1003-4, 1006-7 

Sławski, F. 5 
Slovak 533-91 

caiques 563, 564 
in emigration 1018, 1021-2 
international vocabulary 583, 585 
Latinica script 42-3, 49 
lexis 583-8, 1021-2 
morphology 49, 104, 540-65 
orthography 43, 533, 548-9 
phonology 43, 75, 78-82, 534-40 
and Proto-Slavonic 538-9, 583 

status 1-2 
syntax 565-83 
and West Slavonic 117, 119 
see also dialects 

Slovakia, and Czech 455 
Slovene, West 119 
Slovene 388-449 

caiques 443, 444 
colloquial 388 
diachronic developments 

consonants 395-6 
prosody 392-3, 446 
vowel 393-4, 446 

emergence 117 
in emigration 1017, 1023-4, 1025, 

1027 
international vocabulary 442, 443 
lexis 441-6, 1023-4 
Literary 388 
morphology 48-9, 85, 398-427, 

444, 446 
Onikanje 415 
orthography 389, 390-1, 395, 444 
phonology 43, 74, 75-6, 78-80, 

116, 119, 389-98 
non-tonemic system 389, 391-2, 

393 
tonemic system 389-92, 393 

and Serbo-Croat 423, 442, 443, 448 
standard 41, 388, 389, 393-4, 

442-3, 446 
syntax 427-41 
Vikanje 414 
see also dialects 

Slovenia 
and Cassubian 762 
Glagolitic script 31 
Latinica 30, 42, 43, 44-5, 49 

Slovincian 75 
morphology 768, 770 
phonology 766, 767 
status 60 
syntax 783 
and West Slavonic 117, 118 
see also Cassubian 

sliivenst'i 795 
Smederevo-Vršac dialect 385 
Smoler, Jan Ernst 597-9 
Solarič, Pavao 45 
sonorants 

Bulgarian 197 
Macedonian 257, 301 
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Old Church Slavonic 127, 129-31, 
158 

palatal 130 
Proto-Indo-European 62, 63-4, 74 
Proto-SIavonic 67, 70, 75-6 
Russian 830 
syllabic 129-30 
Ukrainian 955 

Sorbian 1-2, 44, 49, 593-683 
Bautzen dialect 596-7, 604 
caiques 651, 652 
colloquial 618, 635-6, 668, 673-4, 

678 
history & status 593-600 
international vocabulary 652, 674 
lexis 674-81, 683 
morphology 85, 614-52, 683 
morphophonemics 611-13 
Nochten dialect 614 
orthography 44, 597-600, 601, 

604-5 
phonology 600-13, 682 
syntax 652-74, 780 
and West Slavonic 117, 118 
see also dialects 

Sorbian, Lower 593-4 
alphabet 604-5 
Hoyerswerda dialect 607 
lexis 674, 677-81 
literary language 599-600 
morphology 614-23, 626-7, 

629-31, 632-3, 635-6, 638-41, 
643-5, 647-9, 770 

phonology 75, 76, 78-9, 604-9, 605 
syntax 655-7, 659-60, 662-7, 

669-71 
Sorbian, Upper 593 

alphabet 601 
Crostwitz dialect 597, 599, 618, 669, 

682 
lexis 599, 674, 677-81 
literary language 599 
morphology 614-31, 633, 635-43, 

645-7 
phonology 75, 76, 78-80, 119, 600, 

601-4, 607-8 
syntax 652-5, 656-7, 659-60, 

663-72 
Wittichenau dialect 597, 604 

Sorbs, as minority 999, 1006 
South Slavonic 

characteristics 115, 116, 118-19 

emergence 114, 117 
morphology 87-8, 96, 100, 104, 

1018 
phonology 73-5, 79-8, 82 
see also Bulgarian, Macedonian, Old 

Church Slavonic, Serbo-Croat, 
Slovene 

South-Western Slavonic 117, 119 
Soviet Union, language minorities in 

former 1005, 1007 
Štajersko dialect 449 
Stang, Christian 62 
Stankiewicz, Edward 5, 30 
Stankovski, M. 1014, 1018 
status see renarrated mood 
stems 83 

adjective 136, 162, 208, 705, 
908-10 

allomorphy 850-1 
hard 550, 618, 623, 705, 770, 838, 

841, 956-8 
hard/soft 70-1, 86, 321, 328, 549, 

705 
infinitive 92, 159, 334-7 
nasal 158 
nominal 162, 401-6, 465-6, 544-5 

athematic (consonantal) 84, 
86-9, 157-8, 157, 403, 
469-70, 470, 956-60 

thematic (vocalic) 84 
present-tense 92, 157, 159 
pronominal athematic 89 
reflexive 89 
soft 320, 323-5, 550, 771-2, 838, 

841, 956-8 
suppletive 159, 321, 329, 332, 339, 

478, 482, 551, 706, 916 
truncation 923, 972-3 
velar 158-9, 159 
verbal 

athematic 95-7, 96, 102, 104, 
157, 160-1, 219, 418-20, 
421, 919 

infinitive 972-3 
present 972 
thematic 92, 95-6, 98, 102, 104, 

419, 421 
Stephens, M. 999, 1001 
Stieber, Zdzisław 686 
Štokavian dialect 307, 382-5 

morphology 323 
phonology 80, 308-9, 315 
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Stone, Gerald 5, 30 
stress 

in Belorussian 891, 894, 899, 918, 
935 

in Bulgarian 48, 193, 197, 200-2, 
204, 207-8, 219-20 

in Cassubian 766 
in Czech 461, 510, 530, 610, 1014 
in Lower Sorbian 610 
in Macedonian 254, 277-9, 297, 301 
in Polabian 800, 805-6, 815 
in Polish 692, 1014 
in Proto-Slavonic 77-8, 610 
in Russian 610, 834 
secondary 194, 800 
in Serbo-Croat 610 
in Slovak 538, 589 
in Slovene 390-3, 396, 397-8, 

401-6 
in Sorbian 609-10 
stem 900 
in Ukrainian 950, 956, 960, 963, 

969, 970-1, 988, 993-5 
Štur, L'udovft 43, 533 
subgender 

animate 16,108, 552, 563-4, 
615-16, 697, 698, 732, 837 

in Czech 503 
in Proto-Slavonic 85, 107, 108 
in Slovene 398, 399 
in Sorbian 615-16 
virile 16, 84,108, 261, 267-8, 294, 

615, 704-5, 732-3, 748-9, 756, 
769, 775 

see also animacy, gender 
subjunctive 

in Macedonian 272, 285 
in Old Church Slavonic 155-6, 756, 

169 
in Proto-Slavonic 93, 94 
in Russian 849 

subordination 7 
adverbial clause 664-6 
in Belorussian 660, 929-31 
in Bulgarian 7, 228-32 
in Cassubian 784-5 
causality 506, 982 
concession 507, 575, 982 
consequence 506, 982 
in Czech 504-9 
in ćmigrć languages 1019-20 
explanation 506, 982 

extraction 435, 509, 576-7, 665-6, 
740, 868, 983 

in Macedonian 7, 289-90 
noun clause 663 
in Old Church Slavonic 168-72 
participial clause 576, 1019 
in Polish 734-40, 743-4 
in Proto-Slavonic 107 
and purpose 168-9, 333, 507-8, 

573-4, 982, 984 
relative clause 169-70, 229, 289, 

508, 575-6, 663-4, 866, 982, 
983,1019 

in Russian 866-8 
in Serbo-Croat 7, 355-61 
in Slovak 573-7 
in Slovene 423-4,434-6 
in Sorbian 663-6 
time clause 168, 505-6, 575, 982, 

983 
in Ukrainian 977, 982-4 

suffixes 
adjective 

Belorussian 923 
Bulgarian 220-1 
Cassubian 779 
Czech 491-2 
in ćmigrć languages 1024 
Macedonian 259, 283 
Old Church Slavonic 162-3 
Polabian 818 
Polish 705-6, 721 
Russian 856 
Serbo-Croat 341, 378 
Slovak 551, 564-5, 585 
Slovene 424 
Sorbian 629, 651-2 
Ukrainian 963, 975-6, 992 

adverbial 478, 551, 631, 706 
affective 975 
agentive 83, 281-2 
augmentative 220, 263, 282, 284, 

313, 975 
desinential 83 
imperfect-tense 128,132 
imperfectivizing 212-13, 258, 481, 

555 
loaned 563 
noun 

Belorussian 922 
Bulgarian 220-1 
Cassubian 778 
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Czech 466-7, 488-91 
Macedonian 259, 281-2 
Old Church Slavonic 162, 163 
Polabian 817-18 
Polish 719-21 
Russian 855 
Serbo-Croat 339-40 
Slovak 563 
Slovene 422 
Sorbian 649-51 
Ukrainian 973-4 

pejorative 220, 263, 282 
perfective 212, 222 
present-tense 92, 95, 104, 119, 157 
Proto-Indo-European 104 
singulative 975 
stative 101-2 
thematic 83, 84, 102,104 
verb 

Belorussian 915-16, 924, 940 
Bulgarian 222 
Czech 492-3 
in ćmigrć languages 1024 
Macedonian 284 
Polish 721-2 
Proto-Slavonic 92, 96 
Russian 12, 850-1, 856-7 
Serbo-Croat 342-3 
Slovak 565 
Slovene 425-6 
Sorbian 652 
Ukrainian 969, 972-3, 976-7, 

992 
Šumadija-Vojvodina dialect 385 
supine 

in Bulgarian 215, 219 
in Czech 486 
in Macedonian 273 
in Old Church Slavonic 156, 158 
in Proto-Slavonic 94, 103, 108 
in Slovene 416, 417-18, 436, 448 
in Sorbian 640, 665 

suppletion 
adjectives 329, 411, 478, 910, 964 
numerals 210 
pronouns 960 
stems 910 
verbs 12, 220, 332, 345, 555, 916, 

973 
surnames, Slovak 544 
Swćtlik, Jurij Hawćtyn 597, 679 
switching 1028 

Šwjela, В. 655, 679 
syllable 

closed/open 695 
intra-syllabic harmony 67, 68, 71 
law of open syllables 67, 68, 71, 

74-5, 78 
rising sonority 67, 68, 76, 82 

syntax 3, 4, 5 
Belorussian 924-36 
Bulgarian 222-39 
Cassubian 779-89 
Czech 493-521 
in ćmigrć languages 1019-20 
Macedonian 285-95, 302 
Old Church Slavonic 164-84 
Polabian 797-8, 819-21 
Polish 723-50, 780 
Proto-Indo-European 62 
Proto-Slavonic 106-8 
Russian 858-78, 884-5 
Serbo-Croat 343-75 
Slovak 565-83 
Slovene 427-41 
Sorbian 652-74, 780 
Ukrainian 977-89 
see also case, government, object, 

predicate, word order 
Syriac 22 

Taraškevič, Branislau 888 
tense 10 

in Belorussian 913, 927 
in Cassubian 775-8 
compound 210-11, 417, 711 
in Czech 481 
in Polabian 814-15 
in Polish 710-11 
in Proto-Slavonic 94, 95, 103 
in Russian 849, 867, 1019 
in Serbo-Croat 330-1 
in Slovak 554 
in Slovene 414, 416-17 
in Sorbian 635-6 
in Ukrainian 966, 967 
see also aorist tense, future tense, 

imperfect tense, perfect tense, 
pluperfect tense, present tense, 
preterite tense 

theme see topic 
Ticinus, Jacobus Xavierus 596-7 
Tomašević, M. 1014, 1018 
topic 13-14, 234, 285, 343-4, 364-5, 
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427-8, 565-6, 723, 742, 858-9, 
925, 978, 1020 
гя-topic 360 

Topolińska, Zuzana 294 
Toporišič, Jože 390, 391, 419 
Torlak dialects 382, 386 
Tošev, K. 276, 277 
transcription 50 

approximative 54 
audiences 51-2, 54 
broad 53-4 
and Latinica 43, 52-4 
narrow 53-4 
systems 53-5, 58, 63, 310, 390 

transfer, lexical 1023-7 
transitivity 

in Cassubian 786 
in Czech 482, 493 
in Macedonian 272 
in Old Church Slavonic 163, 164, 

179 
in Polabian 820 
in Polish 723 
in Proto-SIavonic 95, 103-4, 106 
in Russian 868-9, 877 
in Serbo-Croat 343, 367 
in Slovene 417, 432, 439 
in Sorbian 639 
in Ukrainian 976 

transliteration 3, 50-8, 192, 251 
audiences 50-3, 55 
British Library 55-7 
Library of Congress 55-7, 833 
systems 54-7, 58, 832-3 
table 58, 832, 953 

Treder, J. 789 
Trieste, Slovenes 999 
trilingualism 1005 
Trubeckoj, Nikolaj 7 
Turgenev, I.S. 881 
Turkic languages 41 

and Belorussian 939 
and Old Church Slavonic 184 
and Polish 751 
and Proto-SIavonic 110, 112 
and Russian 878-9 
and Ukrainian 990-1 

Turkish 
and Bulgarian 207, 240-2 
and Macedonian 252, 254, 266, 282, 

283, 295-7, 298 
and Serbo-Croat 376, 377, 378 

and Slovene 443 
Turner, Michael 1009, 1016, 1017 

Ukrainian 
alphabet 953 
and Belorussian 937-8, 944 
caiques 990-1 
colloquial 956, 970 
Cyrillic in 38, 39, 49 
in emigration 1025, 1031 
international vocabulary 989-90 
lexis 937-8, 989-93 
literary 947 
loan-words 950-1, 968, 973, 976, 

989-90 
morphology 48, 944, 956-77, 991-2 
orthography 952 
phonology 43, 76, 894, 895, 948-56 
and Polish 751, 989-90 
and South-Western Slavonic 117 
standard 947, 948-9, 956, 991 
status 1-2 
syntax 977-89 
transliteration 57 
see also dialects 

Ukrainians 
in Canada 1003 
in Poland 1010 
in Slovakia 533 
in USA 1003-4 

Uličnf, О. 500 
umlaut 

Czech 455, 458-61, 464, 468-9, 
470-1, 475, 529, 531 

'of jers' 193 
Proto-SIavonic 70-1 

uncial style 
Cyrillic 29, 33 
Glagolitic 31, 32 
Greek 25, 26-7, 28 
see also semi-uncial style 

universal, implicational 1017 
USA 

Croatian in 1017, 1025-8, 1029-30 
Czech in 455, 1017, 1020, 1025-6 
Poles in 999, 1009-10, 1011, 1015, 

1016-17, 1030 
Russian in 1025, 1027-9 
Slovak in 533, 1018, 1021-2 
Slovene in 1017, 1023-4, 1025, 

1027 
Ukrainians in 1003-4, 1025 
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Usikova, R. 277 
ustav 33, 36 

Vaillant, Andrć 5, 62 
values, and core values 1005-7 
Van Wijk, N. 5 
venst'i 795 
verb 

agreement 14, 662, 928-9, 936 
analytic/ synthetic constructions 

274-5 
auxiliary 

in Cassubian 780 
in Macedonian 268-9, 286 
in Old Church Slavonic 152-4, 

156, 756, 164-5 
in Polish 713 
in Proto-Slavonic 83, 93-4 
in Slovene 433 
in Ukrainian 967, 971 

borrowed 219, 242, 337, 379, 526, 
585, 676-7, 752, 940, 992, 1024, 
1026 

classification 92-4, 149-57, 210-16, 
330-3, 414-20, 554-60, 633-40, 
710-15, 814-15 

compound 343, 427,435, 798, 818 
conjugation 94-5 
consonantal 99-100,105 
dual 181 
finite 210-15, 656 
impersonal (subjectless) 213 
irregular 276, 420, 421, 717, 817, 

854, 919 
/-form 276-7 
modality 710, 984 
morphology 4, 7 

Belorussian 897, 913-21, 944 
Bulgarian 210-20, 222 
Cassubian 775-8 
Czech 462, 480-8 
Macedonian 268-79 
Old Church Slavonic 149-61, 

163 
Polabian 814-17 
Polish 710-19 
Proto-Slavonic 92-106 
Russian 850-4 
Serbo-Croat 330-9 
Slovak 554-63 
Slovene 414-21 
Sorbian 633-49 

Ukrainian 966-73 
of motion 

in Belorussian 916, 927, 931 
in Bulgarian 213, 229 
in Cassubian 111 
in Czech 482-4, 483, 484, 507 
in Macedonian 269, 272 
in Old Church Slavonic 155, 156, 

756, 163 
in Polish 711-12, 722 
in Russian 11, 857 
in Serbo-Croat 332 
in Slovak 556-7, 556, 557 
in Slovene 416 
in Sorbian 636-7, 640, 665 
in Ukrainian 969 

in negation 172-5, 348, 362 
of non-familiar address 710, 712, 

775 
non-finite 215-16, 286, 417, 486, 

559 
pre-verb 284 
reflexive 214, 222, 420-1, 439, 493, 

514-15, 558, 638-9, 669-70, 
712-13, 917, 934, 986 

sonantic 98-9,106 
stative 11, 101, 492-3, 713, 927 
suppletion 12, 973 
vocalic 99 
see also aspect, diatheses, genera, 

jat', jers, mood, noun 
(verbal), person, stems, 
suffixes, tense, voice 

verb conjugation 
Belorussian 914-15, 918-21, 

920-1,943 
Bulgarian 216-20, 222 
Cassubian 775-8, 776, 777 
Czech 488, 489, 490, 491 
in ćmigrć languages 1016,1026 
Macedonian 274-9 
Old Church Slavonic 157-61, 974 
Polabian 815-17 
Polish 715-19,1019 
Proto-Slavonic 94-103, 104 
Russian 849-54, 852, 853 
Serbo-Croat 334-9, 335, 336, 338, 

339 
Slovak 560-3 
Slovene 397, 417-20, 422 
Sorbian 640-9 
Ukrainian 952-4, 970-3, 970, 974 
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verb derivation 
Belorussian 923-4 
Bulgarian 195, 222 
Czech 492-3 
Macedonian 284 
Polabian 818-19 
Polish 721-3 
Russian 856 
Serbo-Croat 342-3 
Slovak 565 
Slovene 425-7 
Sorbian 652 
Ukrainian 976-7 

vitality, of minority language 1002, 
1003, 1010-11, 1012 

vocative 
in Belorussian 900 
in Bulgarian 194, 199, 200-1, 203 
in Cassubian 768, 772, 774 
in Czech 465-6, 468 
loss 16 
in Macedonian 258, 260, 261, 

263-4, 266, 294 
in Old Church Slavonic 134-5 
in Polabian 807 
in Polish 693, 696, 698-700 
in Proto-SIavonic 85 
in Russian 836 
in Serbo-Croat 313, 315, 318-19, 

320-1, 382, 384 
in Slovak 540 
in Sorbian 610, 614, 620 
in Ukrainian 952, 956, 958 

voice 
in Bulgarian 213-14 
in Czech 485-6, 529 
in Macedonian 272-3 
in Old Church Slavonic 156, 175 
in Proto-SIavonic 93, 95, 104 
in Serbo-Croat 333 
in Slovak 558-9 
in Slovene 414, 417 
in Ukrainian 967 
see also active, middle, passive 

Vondrśk, W. 5 
vowel 

allophones 126-7, 129, 831, 948 
assimilation 132, 146, 159, 196-7, 

690, 948 
athematic 92 
back 72, 79, 127-8, 458 
compensatory lengthening80-1,87, 

contraction 72, 80, 81, 132, 146, 
159, 160, 695, 803, 804, 884 

denasalization 36, 79, 128, 537, 607, 
764, 800, 833 

epenthetic 64, 75-6 
epenthetic a 193, 198, 316, 318 
fill 537, 543-4, 559 
front 79, 127-8, 241, 805, 834 
law of rhythmical shortening 537, 

538, 540, 542, 544, 549, 559, 
588 

length 79-80, 950 
metaphony 765, 767, 806 
metathesis 75, 130, 310, 394, 609, 

894, 949 
mobile 8, 77, 263, 276, 955 

See also vowel alternations, vowel 
zero 

nasal 
in Belorussian 894, 898 
in Bulgarian 190 
in Czech 459, 464 
in ćmigrć languages 1014 
in Macedonian 253 
in Old Church Slavonic 128-9, 

158 
in Polabian 798, 800, 802 
in Polish 44, 687, 689, 691-2, 

756 
in Proto-SIavonic 36, 74, 79-80, 

88, 119 
in Serbo-Croat 309 
in Slovene 449 
in Sorbian 674 
in Ukrainian 949 

prothesis 68, 71, 128 
quality differences 79, 831 
quantity oppositions 80, 766 
reduced see jers 
sequences 190, 252 
shwa 63, 198, 252, 254, 390-2 
stressed/unstressed 190, 252 
thematic 83, 84, 86-7, 92, 98-101, 

106 
voiceless 190 
word-initial 604, 606 
see also akan'e, akanne, jat', 

semi-vowel 
vowel alternations 397-8, 464, 613, 

768, 801 
automatic 400, 402 
in Belorussian 896-9 
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in Bulgarian 194-8 
C'a-Ce 197-8, 613 
CarC-CarC forms 765-6 
in Cassubian 767-8 
in Czech 461-4 
e-a 71, 641, 696, 699, 801 
£-*301,613, 802, 896 
E-J 196 
e-o64, 696, 699, 806, 836, 838, 

894, 896, 898 
fronting 8, 67, 70-1, 84, 86, 90, 

133,195, 762-4, 805 
length 

in Cassubian 768 
in Czech 477 
in Macedonian 259 
in Old Church Slavonic 133 
in Polabian 800 
in Polish 692,695-6 
in Proto-SIavonic 64, 80 
in Serbo-Croat 310, 311, 385 
in Slovak 534 
in Slovene 397,401, 411 

in Macedonian 258-60, 276-7 
neutralization 394, 401 
o-e 195, 252, 315, 396, 412, 705, 

768 
o-ó 613, 616, 619, 719 
in Old Church Slavonic 133-4, 141, 

155 
in Polabian 804-6 
in Polish 692-6 
in Proto-SIavonic 86, 90 
regular 404 
in Russian 8-9, 835, 836 
in Serbo-Croat 312-18 
in Slovak 538-40 
in Slovene 396-8 
in Sorbian 610-13 
truncation 195, 275-6, 337 
in Ukrainian 954-6, 954, 968-9 
vowel-zero 

in Belorussian 898-9 
in Bulgarian 197, 198, 200, 202, 

207, 219 
in Cassubian 612, 767 
in Czech 463 
in Macedonian 259 
in Old Church Slavonic 133, 141 
in Polabian 806 
in Polish 694-5, 699, 722 
in Russian 8 

in Serbo-Croat 309, 315-16, 339 
in Slovak 539 
in Slovene 396, 401, 402, 404, 

406, 408, 412 
in Sorbian 611-12 
in Ukrainian 955, 973 

see also ablaut 
vowel system 

Belorussian 890, 891-2, 891, 896, 
898-9 

Bulgarian 190, 190 
Cassubian 762-6, 763, 768 
Czech 456 
Late Proto-Indo-European 63-4 
Macedonian 252-3, 252, 299 
Old Church Slavonic 126,128-31, 

949 
Polabian 798, 799, 801-3 
Polish 687-9, 688 
Proto-SIavonic 66-7, 72, 82 
Russian 828, 831, 833-4 
Serbo-Croat 308-12, 315-16, 382, 

384 
Slovak 534, 537 
Slovene 390-4, 391, 392 
Ukrainian 948-50, 949 

Warichius, Wenceslaus 596 
Weinreich, U. 1002 
Wellisch, H. 52, 57 
Wendisch see Polabian, Sorbian 
West Slavonic 

agreement system 16-19 
characteristics 116, 118,185 
emergence 114,117 
morphology 97, 100, 1018 
phonology 69, 73-4, 76, 81, 704, 

894 
see also Cassubian, Lechitic 

Polabian, Polish, Slovincian 
West Lechitic 765, 766, 795 
Western Polissian 995 
Western Slovak dialects 536, 588-9 
Western South Slavonic, characteristics 

118-19 
Wexler, P. 894, 896, 897 
word-stock see lexis 
word order 

in Belorussian 924-7 
in Bulgarian 222-4 
in Cassubian 779-81, 792 
in Czech 493-5, 496 
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in emigre languages 1020, 1027 
free 7, 12-14, 493, 858, 924 
in Macedonian 285-6 
in Old Church Slavonic 164-6 
in Polabian 819 
in Polish 723-9 
in Russian 12-14, 858-61, 872, 874, 

877, 1020 
in Serbo-Croat 343-9 
in Slovak 565-9 
in Slovene 427-31 
in Sorbian 652-6 
in Ukrainian 977-9 

Worth, Dean 5, 30 
writing system, early history 21-30 

yodization 
in Bulgarian 194-5 
in Macedonian 258-9 
in Polish 693, 694 
in Proto-Slavonic 67, 68-70, 82, 

105-6 
in Russian 835, 851 
in Serbo-Croat 314-15, 316-17, 

322, 328, 332, 336-7 
Yugoslavia, languages and nations of 

former 249-50, 303, 306, 308, 389, 
533, 996, 1031 

Zeta-Loven dialect 385 
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